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FOREWORD

On behalf of the Publication Committee of the Comprehensive History of

India, I have great pleasure in presenting the Volume IV, Part I, covering

the period c. ad 985-1206.

The Volume has been split into two parts: Part I deals with political

history and political organisation, and Part II treats social, economic, religious

and cultural developments together with coinage, science and technology,

and India’s contacts with the outside world. In order to make it self-contained,

each part is being provided with an index, a bibliography and a select

reading list for each chapter.

The Volume has been long overdue. Most chapters were planned and

assigned to contributors more than 25 years ago. The editors have made

laudable efforts to update them through editorial notes and appendices. I

would like to sincerely thank the editors of the Volume, Professor R. S.

Sharma and Professor K. M. Shrimali, for their efforts in making this

publication possible. I would also like to thank the scholars, including those

who are no longer with us, for their efforts in bringing this work to fruition.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge with thanks the keen interest and

cooperation of tie People's PuWisNng House and in particular of the

General Manager Shri P.P.C. Joshi, the editor Ms. Shipra Lahiri and its

editorial staff for bringing out this Volume in a comparatively short time.

Satish Chandra

Secretary, Editorial Board,

Coraprdherme History of India
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Chapter I

THE COLAS

RAJARAJA I

With the Accession of Rajaraja I (June-July 985) begin two centuries of

Coja ascendancy in south India. Rajaraja, the younger son of Sundara Cdja
by Vanavan-Mahadevi, whose personal name was Arumplj-Varman; is said

to have exhibited his vision and statesmanship at an early age when he
made up his mind to wait for the throne until Uttama Cola had satisfied

his criminal ambition. Under Vijayalaya and Aditya I, the Colas had ragained

power after a long eclipse ot three or tour centuries; Parantaka I (907-54)

ably continued the work of his father and grandfather till the storm of the

Rastrakuta invasion burst and swept his work away. The recovery had

hardly begun under Parantaka II when Uttama Cola caused the murder of

yuvaraja Aditya II (973) whose place he coveted. Popular feeling naturally

declared itself against the murderer and favoured the accession of Rajaraja.

The exact age of Rajaraja at that time is not known. However, his tender

years and the risk of civil war in the kingdom, which was just recovering

from the incidence of foreign occupation, must have forced on Sundara

Cola the compromise by which Uttama Coja became heir-apparent on

condition that he would be followed on the throne by Rajaraja. The decision,

which was most- probably that of Sundara Coja, was later represented as

that of Rajaraja himself in the Tiruvalangadu copper plate inscription of

Rajaraja’s son Rajendra.

Rajaraja I was the ablest monarch of the dynasty founded by Vijayalaya.

During the thirty years of his rule, he welded the whole Tamil country into a

powerfui state and extended its influence along the east coast as far as Kalirtga

in the north, making the Telugu kingdom of VehgT a protectorate of the

Coja power. He recognised the importance of the navy, promoted maritime

trade, and maintained friendly relations with overseas powers. He organised a

closely knit and efficient civil service, and through his progressive policy,

released powerful forces in the realms of religion, architecture, painting and

literature, during his reign. At Rajaraja’s accession the Cola kingdom was
a relatively small state, struggling against the adversities due to the Rastrakuta

invasion. By the end of his reign it had grown to be an extensive empire,

thoroughly well organised and efficiently administered, rich in resources,

possessed of a powerful standing army and a navy of -considerable strength,

H-1



2 A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF INDIA

besides a flourishing mercantile marine. Truly, Rajaraja laid the foundation

for the splendid achievements of his son. But we can form no clear picture

of the personality of this remarkable sovereign. No eyewitness descriptions,

or even anecdotes, no portrait from any of the great painters of his time

and no authentic statue in stone or metal have survived though there was
no dearth of eminent sculptors.’

Rajaraja first turned his attention to the south where the rulers of Pandya
and Kerala and the island of Sri Lanka were, as usual, allied together

against the Colas. Neither the number of campaigns nor the order of the

conquests can be determined with certainty. The first tangible sign of

success occurs in the title Kandalur-^aik-t^lamarntta which precedes the

king’s name in his inscriptions of the fourth regnal year (989). The phrase
means: “who destroyed ships at Kandajur-6alai’’, obviously identical with

Kandalur (six or seven miles from Neyyattinkara) where the Cera kings

maintained a powerful fleet.^ Vilinam, another port in the same neighbourhood,
was also attacked. The leading Cera contemporary of Rajaraja was Bhaskara
Ravi Varman Tiruvadi (978-1036). The war was fought on land and sea for

several years. A relatively late summary of these campaigns and their results

says that Rajar^ ‘‘destroyed the town of Madurai, conquered the haughty
kings of Kollam, Kolla-de6am and Kodungojur, and that the kings of the
sea (kadal-ara6ar) waited on him”. Besides the attack on the rulers of the
west coast and their naval stations, the Pandya capital was stormed and
its king Amarabhujartga taken prisoner. The name of the Pandya ruler is

preserved only in the Tiruvalarigadu plates of Rajendra, and his relation to
the dynasty overthrown by Parantaka 1 cannot be traced: but that Pan^a
power was still flourishing at the time of R^raja’s attack is expressly
affirmed in his inscriptions.

The conquest of Sri Lanka is expressly mentioned to have taken place
about 993 when the king is said to have taken Tjamandalam of the war-like
Sinhalese and elicited praise from all the eight quarters. The naval expedition

1. A bronze in the Thanjavur temple purporting to be a portrait of Rijarija is obviously

^ T. G. Aravamuthan, Portrarf Scu^ture in South India, p 36 and fig 11;

2^b title of R^raja t^ been the subject of much controversy, but the meaning is now

^ Sastri prefers the meaning "destruction
« Kandajur” to that of “feeding house at Kandajur". Recent studies

concept. On the basis of some corroborative evidence providea

? ® rtMdham {matheli established

Mto somewhere in the western part of peninsular

hSii^rSJSfSS institutions of SanskiTleamlng
J^JJ/esWento^^fo^ feeding and training the brahman students. The inmates of thte

were also being taught martial arts, besides

11,18 feet is ctearfy

wjoyed utmost political importance so as to attJact th?Sto£ Wj^^Sters^
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to Sri Lanka, in which Reyaraja is said to have excelled the epic hero R3ma
who had to build a causeway across the sea, must have taken place in

the reign of Mahinda V (Accession, 981). Though the COjavarn^a does not

mention the Coja invasion, it records a military rising which forced Mahinda
to fly for refuge to Rohana, the hill country in the south-east of Sri Lanka.

This perhaps gave a good opportunity to the Coja army which sacked

Anuradhapura, the capital of Sri Lanka for over a thousand years, subjugated

the northern half of the island and converted it into a Cdja province with

its capital at Polonnaruva, originally a military outpost as indicated by Its

alternative name Kandavura Nuvara (the camp-city) and strategically b^er
placed than Anuradhapura to meet invasions from Rohatia. The new capital

was named Jananatha-mangalam commemorating Rajaraja’s title, which he

assumed about the middle of his reign. Among the few brahmanical

monuments of Sri Lanka surviving in a good state of preservation is a

beautiful little Siva Devale of granite and iimestone which bears inscriptions

dating from the early years, of the reign of Rajendra I. Sri Lanka came to

be called Mummudi-Cbja-maridalam. Mahatittha (Mantbta) had its name
changed to Rajarajapura and a Coja official, Tali Kumaran, erected in that

city a temple called Rajarajesvara and endowed it liberally.®

There was a second campaign in the western hill country (Kuda-

malai-nadu), Coorg and the Nilgiris, in which the strong fortress of

Udagai'* was stormed and burnt, an achievement which is made much
of in later inscriptions and literature though it does not figure so pro-

minently in contemporary records. The poet Ottakkuttan affirms repeatedly

that Rajariya crossed "eighteen jungles" on an elephant for the sake of

his ambassador who had been evidently imprisoned in Udagai. In a battle

at Panasoge, a certain Manija fought for the COja with distinction and was
rewarded with the grant of Malawi in Coorg and the titie of

K^trfya-sikhamani-kongajva. The battle was perhaps fought against the

Cangajvas, a local dynasty, after whose disappearance the Kongajvas began

to rule a small kingdom in the hill country for about a century. Following

this the Cojas and their lieutenants were expelled from this region by

the Hoy^ajas. An inscription from Kaliyur (Mysore district) with the date

1(X)7® states that a Coja general Aprameya defeated some Hoya^aja

leaders: though this date was held by Kielhom "to be of no value for

historical purposes", it is not unlikely that the Hoysaja chieftains were

Cf, T. N. Subramaniam, ed.. South Indan Teinpis Insaiptkjns, III, ii and "Historical Survey",

pp 1-13; M. G. S. Narayanan, Aspects of Aryanlsation in Kerala, pp 20-42 and K. G. Krishnan,

"Cattinam Madham— Its Identification”, JO/, XIX, iv, 1970, pp 346-50— Eds.

3. ASC, 1906; Ceyfon Journal of Science, G II, 2, pp 145-47; Afl&E, 616 of 1912; SH,

IV, p 1412.

4. Udagai is the abbreviated form of Mahodayapuram (Maha-Udayapuram), the name of

the capital of the contemporary CSra kingdom, which was situated near the present KodungaKur

(Cranganore) on the west coast, cf, Bankulam Kunjanapillai, StucSee In Kerala hKstory, p
238 -Eds.

5. AFtSIE, 353 of 1901 ; El, IV, 1 896-97, pp 67-68; Rice, MysoreandCoorg, pp 86, 144-46.
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even at this early date called upon to defend their mountain home
against the expanding Coja power. After his conquest of Kerala and the

western mountain country, Rajaraja ordered the observance of the day of

3adaiyam (6atabhTsak), the asterism of his birth, as a festive day in the

temples of the country.

The campaign in the mountain country naturally extended, as the mention

of the HoySajas implies, to Karnataka. Large parts of Karnataka were
subjugated among which were Qar^gapadi, Nolambapadi and Tadigaipacii

(also called Tadigaivalj): Tajakad was captured. The Mysore campaign also

must have begun early as we find an inscription of Cdja-Narayana (Rajaraja)

in that country with the date 3aka 913 (ad 991 ).® The campaigns in

Malainadu and Mysore must have been facilitated by the Kohgu country

having been held continuously by the Cojas since its conquest by Aditya

I and Parantaka I. The Nojambas, who had lost their political independence
to the Gartgas, seem to have welcomed the advent of the Cdjas in

Karnataka and to have helped them in many ways in the subjugation of

Gartgavadi. Many Nojamba princes are found holding offices under the

Cojas soon after their conquest of Mysore. The invasion perhaps began
with an attack on Tadigaipadi (a part of Mysore district) and Tajakad by
the Cola forces which crossed the Kaveri from Kohgu, and it w^ a
complete success because the fall of the RastrakOta power had deprived
the Garigas of their main support. Also the Calukya Taila II Ahavamalla,
who had effected the revolution in 973

, evidently would not undertake any
large enterprise beyond the line of the Tungabhadra. But a conflict between
two such powers intent on expansion was inevitable, and in an inscription

of 992 Tailapa claims to have captured 150 elephants from the Coja in

his military camp at Rodda in Anantapur district.^

Rajaraja waged war in yet another direction. An inscription from Kahchipuram
dated in the sixth year of RajakesaiT mentions the conquest of Sitpuji-narjlu

and Paki-nadu (parts of Nellore and Cuddapah districts) by his general
Paraman Majapadiyar, also known as Mummadi-Cojan of Kurukadi in

Tanjavur-Kurram.® This war must have brought Rajargya into conflict with
the rising Telugu-Choda chieftain BhTma, the son of Jata-Cdda who was
perh^s an ally of Taila II. When BhTma overthrew the Eastern Cajukya
Danarnava earlier

(973), the two sons of the latter fled first to Kalihga, and
later, when BhTma conquered that country also, they found refuge in the
Coja court. Rajar^ treated them kindly and gave his daughter Kundavai
in marriage to the younger prince Vimaladitya. The elder 3aktivarman I was
en^l^, to drive BhTma out of VehgT with the aid of an army led by
R^ar^a s sw Rajendra. BhTma appears to have been pursued into Kalinga.
Rajaraja claims to have conquered VehgT and Kalitiga in his inscriptions

6. MAR, 1917, p 42,

cJ/as^p
191*’ ^ p See also K. A. N. Sastri, The

8. ARSE, 79 of 1921.
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from the fourteenth year (999) of his reign. But BhTma seems to have

renewed the conflict soon after Baktivarman was installed in VehgT. Again,

with Cdja aid, the ruier of VehgT gained a decisive victory and BhTma was
killed on the battlefield some time after 1001 if that is accepted as the

date of the KanchTpuram inscription of BhTma and R^araja.® VehgT was
thenceforth virtually a protectorate of the Coja empire.

The fall of BhTma and the establishment of (Doja influence in VehgT

threatened the security of the Western Cajukyas who were being invaded

from the south and east by the Cojas and from the north by the Paramaras

of Malwa. Satya^raya, who had succeeded his father Taila II around 997,

had to meet this situation. He established his camp at Bhparvata early in

1005 and, in the foilowing year, his brahman general Bayal Nambi invaded

VehgT. After setting fire to the two fortresses of Dhannada (DhararilkotsO

and Yanamadala, he established himself at Cebrolu in Guntur district.^® This

was clearly an attempt to oven/\rhelm Saktivarman and force him to change

his allegiance from the Coja to the Cajukya. REyarsya counteracted this

move by despatching a powerful army under his son Rajendra to invade

the home territory of the Cajukya ruler. In the picturesque language of the

Hotter inscription of 1007-8;^’

Rajendra Vidyadhara, the constant joy of R^raja, the ornament of

the Coja family, the hundred-fold Coja, invaded with an army of

900,000 strong, encamped at Donavur, plundered the entire country,

slaughtered women, children and brahmins, and caught hold of the

women of the country and ruined their caste.

There is obviousiy an element of propaganda in the allegatton of extensive

rape and rapine, but it is equally obvious that the Cajukya country was
subjected to a terrible reprisal for the attempt of its ruler to detach VehgT

from its C5ja allegiance. Reyendra advanced up to Donavur (Donur in Bijapur

district) whence SatyaSraya claims to have turned him back after inflicting

on him a heavy loss in men and material. An inscription of 1015 at Uttathur

in Trichinopoly district mentions the fall of a soldier of the elephant corps

of Rajendra when he attacked Satya^raya’s elephant at Mannaikkadakkam

as ordered by Rajendra: on the other side, there is a contemporary

hero-stone of 1006, recording the death of a Lenka Meta in a battle at

the fort of Unukallur under the command of Sattiga (Satya^rya).’^

The praiasti in Rajendra’s inscripttons supplements these glimpses into

the incidents of the war by giving a general view of the progress of the

Coja army into the Cajuk^ territory. He is said to have captured the

kJai-turai-nadu (doab country, i.e., Raichur) and Banavasi before delivering

9. B. XXI, 1931-32, pp 29-34.

10. ARSIE, 145 of 1897; Sll, VI, no 102.

11. B, XVI. 1921-22, pp 73-75.

12. ARSIE. 515 of 1912; Sll. XI, i, no 52.
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an attack on Mannaikkadakkam (Manykheta in Sanskrit) identified with

Malkhed in Hyderabad state, the old Rastrakuta capitai and the capital of

the Western Cajukyas at the time. Elsewhere, he captured the strong

fortress Ko.ljippakkai (Kulpak in about 45 miles to the north-east of Hyderabad

city), an operation which must have been carried out by a separate division

of the Co.ia army, sent into the VehgT territory against Bayal Nambi. Though

Riyaraja’s inscriptions affirm that he reduced Rattapadi, the

seven-and-a-half-lakh country, to subjection, there is no tangible evidence

of the Coja occupation of any part of proper, i.e., the home country of

the Rastrakutas before the Cajul^as dispiaced them. But Reyaraja achieved

his main object—that of keeping the Western Cajukyas out of the VehgT

kingdom resuscitated by him after the war with Coda BhTma. The
Tungabhadra became the boundary betwen the C5|a and the Cajukya
territory, and Rajaraja appointed his son Rajendra the mahadan^niyaka
(commander-in-chiefl of the Gartga and VehgT mandalas towards the close

of his reign.’®

Only the latest inscriptions of R^araja’s reign mention his conquest of

the "old islands of the sea numbering 12,000”—the traditional name for

the Maldives. This maritime conquest sufficiently indicates that the navy,

which had taken part earlier in the overthrow of the Cera naval power and
in the conquest of Sri Lanka, was being developed in strength and efficiency.

29 (ad 1014), the last regnal year quoted in the inscription of R^ar^a,
marks the close of his illustrious reign. In this year the king caused a
systematic record to be engraved on the walls of the great temple at
Thanjavur. It mentions all his achievements and numerous gifts—his own,
his sister’s and those of other members of his family—to the temple. He
performed a tulabhara and his chief queen Dantisakti Vitanki alias
LokamahadevT performed hiranyagaitha in the temple at Tiruvi6§lur on the
north bank of the Kaveri four miles north-east of Kumbakonam.’^
The Karandai (Thanjavur) plates of Rajendra mention that Rajar^ drove

away a Baria king after a battle and cut off the head of a certain Bhogadeva.
The occasion for R^araja’s fight with a Bana king is not known; nor is it

clear whether Bhogadeva’s fall was part of the campaign against the Bana
or an independent occurrence.’® Rajaraja is also said to have fought on
horseback against Satya^raya’s forces and taken prisoner one of their
commanders K§^a. These pointed statements show that Rajargya himself
took an active part in the Cajukya war and did not leave everything to his

13. ARSIE, 5 of 1895, yr 28; EC, III, Sr 140.

of 1907. For Nmnyag^bha in modem times, see Galletti, The Dutch in

oart of^' ^ ^ ^ ® <ra"®cript of the Sanskrit

publication of them in El. The
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RSiaraya was the real founder of the Coja empire. Besides being a

remarkable soldier, he was a statesman endowed with a powerful and

orderly mind, and a fine aesthetic outlook. He initiated a system of recording

the leading events of the reign in an official pra^ti written in an eloquent

but simple poetic style and kept up-to-date by periodical revision—an

innovation of inestimable value from the point of view of the modem historian.

He had a love for beautiful titles: not only did he adopt many of them
himself such as Jayangorida, Cdjamartan^a, Patidya-kulasani, Singajantaka

and Telirtgakulakala, but he made these titles current coin by attaching

them to his numerous and new foundations of temples, villages and ceris

(wards) or by replacing other existing names with these. Some regiments

in the amfiy bore names formed from the titles. And the honour of having

their names and titles propagated in this manner was shared with the king

by his elder sister Kundavai and his grand-aunt Sembiyan-mahadevT, two

ladies highly esteemed by Rajaraja, and also by some princes of the royal

family. The names of several queens, besides the one already mentioned,

occur in inscriptions, but only that of Vanavan-mahadevi (sdlas

Tribhuvana-mahadevi) deserves particular notice as she was the mother of

Rajendra, apparently the only son of the king and his successor. Two minor

constructions of the reign attest RSjaraja’s eagerness to fulfil his obligations

to his family and that too in a manner conducive to the public good. They

are the erection at Tirumukkudal (Chingleput district) of a pillared hall

{mandap^ named after Sembiyan-mahadevT, the queen of Gandaraditya,

and the foundation of the C6!e6vara or Arinjigai-T6vara temple at Melpadi

in north Arcot as a memorial to his grandfather.

The temple of Rsyaraje^vara, generally called the Big Temple or BrihacfiiSvara,

at Thanjavur is the finest monument of the spiendid reign of Rsyaraja i.

The most beautifui specimen of south Indian architecture at its best, it is

remarkable for both its stupendous proportions and the simplicity of its

design. The idea of adorning the capital with a magnificent temple reared

and richly endowed out of the concentrated resources of the rising empire

was altogether the product of Rajar^a’s imagination.’® When he saw the

construction of the tempie nearing completion, on the 275th day. of the

twenty-fifth year of his reign, he solemnly dedicated the copper pot intended

to adorn the finial at the top of the vimana. The finial was of the weight

of nearly 3,100 palas plated with nearly 3,000 kalaryus of gold. The single

stone that roofs the wmana below the finial has been estimated to weigh

about eighty tons.’^ Much of the treasure captured in the wars of conquest,

particularly those against Satya^raya and the Cera, was lavished on the

16. Appar indeed merrtions in passing a Talikkulam as a Saiva shrine in Tanjai (v. 8 of a

Tirutt&n<;lakam on Tinjvilimilalai). But notNng is known of this obscure shrine or its location,

and there is no evidence in ali the voluminous inscriptions of the temple or in the hymns of

Karuvur Oevar to show that Riyar^ renovated an older shrine.

17. Sll, II. pp 2-3.
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great temple and, after its completion, villagers from all parts of the empire

were required to supply the temple with men and material for its varied

needs according to a fixed schedule. Those who lived in the proximity of

the temple, including merchant guilds, took out perpetual loans from the

numberless money endowments showered on it by the piety and generosity

of the court and the officials, and undertook to pay the annual interest

regularly in cash or in some other way previously determined. The minute

care and precision with which most of these arrangements were completed

and recorded by the end of the twenty-ninth year of Rajaraja’s reign show
the hand of a masterful and far-sighted administrator. The inscriptions

mention the names of two quasi-historical works, ^rf Rajar^vijayam and
the Rajar^^varanatakam. The former was perhaps a Sanskrit kavya, and
the latter, which was to be enacted every year in the Thanjavur temple
during the festival in the month of Vaiga^i (May-June), was a popular drama
on the construction of the great temple.’® The narrow pradaksina path
round the garbhagriha beneath the vimana was adorned with fine paintings
in frescoes of great power and charm portraying the legends of Puranic
Saivaism. Unfortunately, these have been overlaid by inferior paintings of
the Nayak period; even after many years of effort it has not yet been
possible to expose them satisfactorily and publish reproductions.’®
An ardent Saiva, Rajar^a is credited by a late but very plausible tradition

with having got Nambi Andar Nambi to collect the Devaram hymns of the
three Saiva saints—Nanasambandar, Appar and Sundarar—and arrange
them in the form of the first seven books of the extant 6aiva canon, which
was subsequently expanded by the addition of five more books including
Sekkilar’s Peiiya Puranam as the twelfth and last book. In spite of their
adherence to the cult of Siva, neither Rajaraja nor his sister Kundavai
deflected from the policy of patronizing all religious faiths equally. They built
and endowed many Vaispava and even Jaina and Buddhist shrines. The
Leiden grant shows that Rajaraja was friendly with the cdntemporary Buddhist
ruler of the kingdom of SrT Vijaya in Sumatra and also that he erected a
great rnonastery at Negapatam for the convenience of his subjects visiting
south hdia. There are sculptures of Buddhist subjects in the balustrades
0 the Great Temple of Thanjavur. Kundavai built adjacent temples dedicated

them'all
“ Dadapuram in south Arcot and richly endowed

of
® '^“'•eaucracy for the administration

of the empire and posted representative officers of the central government

18. ARSE, 120 of 1931; 55 of 1893; Sll, II, no 67
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in important localities in the provinces. He brought into existence an efficient

system of audit and control by which village assemblies and other autonomous
corporations were held to account without their freedom or initiative being

curtailed in any manner. The civil service, army and navy doubtless opened
out careers to men of talent and courage. An accurate survey of the land

and record of landrights was carried out in 1001 and the following years:

this was one of the most important and original administrative achievements

of the reign. From the inscriptions we can gather full details about the total

extent of a village, the extent of its residential quarter, the area of cultivated

and cultivable land and the total annual assessment on the village, and of

land which could not be taxed for one reason or other because it was
taken up for building roads, cannals, tanks, cremation grounds and so on.

The officer who carried out this great survey was honoured with the title

ulagafandan, “he who measured the world”, with a subtle suggestion of

similarity to the Vamana-avatara of Visnu.^’ Among other noteworthy officers

of the reign, Paraman Malapadiyan alias Mummudi Cojan, the general who
conquered Sitpuli and Paki nadus, has already been mentioned.

Madhurantakan Gandaraditya, evidently a son of Madhurantaka Uttama

Coja, Rajaraja’s predecessor, sen/ed in the “department of temple affairs”,

conducted inquiries into cases of default, punished offenders, and took

steps to prevent the recurrence of the evil. There was also Senapati Krsnan

Raman of Amangudi who bears the title Rajendra Co.la Brahmamarayan in

the larger Leiden grants and was entrusted by the king with the construction

of the tiruccurralai (peristyle) and the mandapa of the Thanjavur temple;®

he must have enjoyed a high rank in the revenue department also at some
stage in his career as he was one of the signatories to the Leiden grant

and an inscription from Ukkal shows him engaged in the revenue settlement

of that place.® The officials of the empire were organised in two grades,

a higher and a lower, perundaram and sirutaram.

Besides officials, there were feudatories whose position depended on

their history and personal relations with the monarch. In Trichinopoly district,

the Pa,l.uvettaraiyar, of uncertain origin but allied to the Colas since Parantaka

I, married a princess of the family, held a respected position and enjoyed

full autonomy within their small principality around PaiuvOr. The inscriptions

of Adigaj Pal.uvettaraiyar Karidan Maravan found in Kila and MelappaluvOr

from the third year of Rajaraja’s reign clearly acknowledge his overiordship

and give ample evidence of the high status of the feudatory, who, like his

suzerain, commanded the services of officers annd nobles of the perundaram.

This chieftain built a temple at Melappal.uvur, and regulated taxes in Pal.uvur

21. ARSIE, 624 and 624A of 1902; Sll, VIII, nos 222, 223. In recent years, there has been

a lot of rethinking on the question of centralisation under the CSIas. For details of the debate

see Ch XXIV (b).

22. Sll. II. nos 31, 55; Leiden gr., 1 437.

23. Sll. Ill, no 9,
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in accord with the ancient standard of Nandipuram.^'* In the region of the

Paftoapandavamalai in north Arcot, there were Lata chiefs (Hadarayar) who

also enjoyed sovereign rights since the days of Parantaka I. One of them,

Udaiyar Viracolar, remitted at the request of his queen some taxes in favour

of a Jaina temple in the eighth regnal year of R^raja.^ There were princes

of Gartga, Vaidumba, Sana and even Cajukya extraction serving the Coja

emperor as reguiar officers in the various departments of state.

rAjendra I

R§jendra i, who counts his regnai years from the first haif of 1012, when

he was prociaimed yuvaraia began his independent ruie on the demise

of his father around 1014. He inherited an extensive empire comprising the

whoie of modem Tamil Nadu, southern part of Kerala and parts of Karnataka

and Sri Lanka, besides the Maldives and perhaps some other islands of

the Indian Ocean. He had gained much valuabie experience on the field

and in the council chamber under the guidance of his iilustrious father. He
had piayed a prominent part in the war in the western hiil country and

against Satya^raya. By the time he became yuvar^, he held the high

position of mahadandanayaka of the VerIgT and Gahga-maiidaias, and bore

the titles Pafkxmn-Mara^ and Mummudi-C6jana-gandha\^na, “the tusker

of Mummudi-Co!a’’.^^ The star of Rajendra’s nativity was Ardra. He ruled

for thirty-three years. During this period he turned his initiai advantages to

the best possible u^, and raised the Coja empire to the position of the

most extensive and powerful state in india which exercised a considerabie

dominion over the maritime empire of $iT Vijaya (Sumatra). The first thirteen

years of the reign were fiiied with wars and conquests, of which we get

a systematic and generliy trustworthy account in the standard Tamil pra^ti
of the reign which becomes stereotyped at the end of that period. For
some events towards the close of the reign we have to turn to the pna^asti

of his son R^adhiraja I, who was made yuvar^a very early in the father’s

reign in 1018.*® Rajendra also employed his other sons in different parts
of the empire.

Cdja inscriptions and the Cujavam^ of Sri Lanka place the completion
of the conquest of Sri Lanka around 1017, the thirty-sixth regnal year of
king Mahinda V.*® The Ceylonese chronicle records:

jn the six and thirtieth year of the king’s (Mahinda V’s) reign the
Colas seized the mahesi, the jewels, the diadem that he inherited,

24. ARSre 115 of 1895; 365, 367 and 394 of 1924.

25. AftSE, 19 of 1890; El, IV. 1896-97. p 139
26. El. Vlll, 1905-06. pp 260-610.

S:
'•

29. ARSE. 4 of 1890 and 257 of 1903; CV, II. Ch 55. p xiii, w. 16 ff.
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the whole of the (royal) ornaments, the priceless diamond bracelet, a
gift of the gods, the unbreakable sword and the relic of the tom strip

of cloth* But the Ruler, who had fled in fear to the jungle, they

captured alive, with the pretence of making a treaty. Thereupon they

sent the monarch and all the treasures which had fallen into their

hands at once to the Coja monarch. In the three fraternities and in

all Lanka (breaking open) the relic chambers, (they carried away) many
costly images of gold etc., and while they violently destroy^ here

and there all the monasteries, like blood-sucking yakkhas they took

ail the treasures of Lanka for themselves. With Pulatthinagara

(Poionnaruva) as base, the Colas held sway over R^arattha as far as

the locality known as Rakkhapasana-Kantha... King Mahinda dwelt

twelve years in the Coja land and entered into heaven in the forty-eighth

year (from his ascent to the throne).

The Cola inscriptions are silent over the details of the conquest and say

nothing of the pillage of Sri Lanka chronicled with perhaps exaggerated

vividness in the Culavam^a. They mention, however, the capture of the

crown of the kings of Sri Lanka, the exceedingly beautiful crowns of their

queens, and the fine crown and the garland of Indra which the Pandya

had previously deposited with the king of Sri Lanka, and record the conquest

“of the whole of Ijamandalam on the transparent sea”. The Pandyan regalia

which Parantaka I had failed to secure were at last retrieved. The Karandai

plates mention particularly the capture, in addition, of the queen of Sri

Lanka and her daughter, and the prostration at Rajendra’s feet of the king

of Sri Lanka after his defeat in battle followed by the loss of his wife,

daughter and belongings. All members of the royal family of Sri Lanka were

evidently deported to the Coja country where they were detained as

prisoners. Some damaged inscriptions of Reyendra from Poionnaruva and

some stone temples (devales) in the Cola style dedicated to Siva and Visnu

in the vicinity of the city attest the establishment of Coja rule in the island

for some time. But Sri Lanka never reconciled itself to this, and there was
trouble even before the end of Rajendra’s reign.

Soon after the conquest of Sri Lanka, R^endra is said to have deprived

the Kerala king of his ancestral crown and the Maldives (1018); this was
followed by the capture from the fortress island of Sandimatffvu of the

crown of pure gold deposited there by Para§urama of old. This campaign

was probably an instance of what is now called “police actbn" necessitated

by signs of disloyalty or insubordination. Or it may have been, as the

Sanskrit section of the Tiruvalangadu plates says, simply part of a c^jaya,

a military display for the assertion of superior prowess, planned by Rajendra.®’

30. Geiger considers this a treasured Buddha relic that formed part of the regalia of the

Sinhalese kings. Wijesimha translates Ghim^pcirtlhSfulcainto: "and the sacred forehead-band”.

31. Sll. 111. no 205, w. 89-97.
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That the Cola power in the Pandya country was not seriously threatened

after Rajaraja’s conquest may be inferred from his inscriptions in that country

and another of Rajendra’s third regnal year recording an endowment at

Tiruvi^alur (Thanjavur district) by the queen of a Pandya king SiT Vallabha.®^

Yet the Pandya is said to have fled for refuge to the Malaya mountains

letting Rajendra seize his treasure of pearls—“the seeds of the spotless

fame of the Pandya kings”. The statement contains the conventional praise

of the conqueror rather than a record of fact. In any case, on this occasion
Rajendra appointed one of his sons as his viceroy over the P&ndya and
Kerala countries with the epithet Coja-Pan^a and with his capital at Madurai
where a palace was built for his residence “by whose weight the earth

became unsteady”.^ The successful rule of this viceroy for about twenty-five

years (his full name was Jatavarman Sundara Coja-Pandya) is borne out
by a large number of inscriptions which he was allowed to date in his own
regnal years after citing those of R^endra. That the control of the central

government continued to be real and effective and that the viceroy’s sway
extended to southern Kerala are seen from an inscription of 1036^ which
mentions the construction of a Visnu temple called R^endra-CSja Vimagar
at Mannarkovil (Tinnevelly district) and a grant of land to it made by R§jendra
himself when he stayed in his palace at KahcTpuram. There was a Siva
temple named after Rajendra in Kottar in south Travancore in which an
ever-burning lamp was endowed by a gift of twenty-five cows by
Sarval6ka§raya SrT Visnuvardhana Mahar^a alias Cajukya Vijayaditya
Vikkiyanna, most probably an Eastern Cajukya prince who was in command
of the Cola garrison in the fort of Kottar.

The next achievement oi Rajendra recorded in his Tamil pra^sti is a
conquest of Rattapadi a conventional phrase for a victory against itsmlw—in 1021, and a battle at Musangi or Muyangi, most probably Mask!

in Raichur district, in which Jayasirpha displayed his cowardice by fleeing
and earned much disrepute. Though defeated in battle, Jayasimha evidently,
suffered no toss of territory. His Miraj grant (1024) affirms that he regained
Ededore-2000 (Raichur doab) after driving out the Cola.^ The Calukya warw^, however, once again entangled in the politics of the VehgT kingdom
about which t^ Tamil pra^ti of Rajendra is silent. In VehgT after the end

contested by his two
queens-Rajaraja, the son of the C6|a princess Kundavai,

Wnn
Medama, a Telugu-Cola princess. The Calukya

king Jayasimha naturally supported Vijayaditya, which delayed the coronatton

32. ARSIE, 46 of 1907.

*****“ i" Sd Lanka too wm the tifc
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of Rajaraja for about three years. The Coja Rajendra lent his support to

his nephew Rajaraja, to whom he had perhaps already given his daughter

Ammangai in marriage. At about the same time as the invasion of Raichur

and the battle of Maski, he sent another army under Araiyan Rajarajan alias

Vikrama-Cola Cojiyavaraiyan. At his approach, the king of VehgT C</ijayaditya)

fled the country, after which the Cola commander fought against Jayasirnha

and earned the title Jayasiivha-kula-kala. He also defeated the Kalirigas,

the Telirtgas and the Oddas—all of whom were obviously the allies and

supporters of the claims of Vijayaditya.^^ There was, therefore, much fighting

in this period of which no consecutive record has survived. Rajaraja Narendra

was enabled to celebrate his coronation on 16 August 1022, and it is

probable that Rajendra was himself present at the ceremony.

The war against the enemies of Rajaraja Narendra took the Coja forces

far to the north, and the campaign began for the support of VehgT merged

into a larger one which resulted in Rajendra “bringing the Ganges to the

Coja country”, which is described in great detail in the Tamil pra§asti, in

the Tiruvalarlgadu plates and elsewhere.

In retrospect, the acquisition of the water of the Ganga appeared as the

main object and achievement of the northern expedition. The Sanskrit

prasasf/' in the Tiruvalartgadu and Karandai plates, both composed by the

court-poet Narayana, lays particular stress on the different modes by which

two kings of the solar line made the divine stream serve their ends; the

mythical BhagTratha undertook a severe penance whereas Rajendra compelled

the kings living on the banks of the river to carry its holy water on their

heads to the Coja country. There the water was let into a new reservoir

near the new capital and served as a "fluid pillar of victory” (jalamayam

jayastambham) to proclaim the prowess of Rajendra to the world; the

reservoir was called Coja-gangam and the capital Gagaikondacol^uram,

“the city of the king who took the Gahga”. The truth was that the war

against Jayasirnha and his allies and in support of Rajaraja of VehgT led

the Cola army step-by-step so far to the north that the idea came up

naturally, viz., to round it off by a dash to the Ganga valley. Notwithstanding

its literary flourishes, the Tamil pra^sti seems to record the regular progress

of the army stage by stage and, as R. D. Banerji has said.

“An army approaching Bengal and Bihar from the south must follow
•

the natural line of communication through Orissa, Midnapur, Hoogly

and Howrah to reach Vahga and Uttara Radha, and this is exactly

the route described in the Tirumalai rock inscription, i.e., in the regular

Tamil pra^sti of Rajendra.”

The first country conquered after the army left VehgT was Ma6uni-de§am,

Naga country, a name for the kingdom of the Nagavarn^i kings, who were

37. ARSIE, 23, 24, 30, 31. 751 and 752 of 1917.

38. “Paia Chronology’', JBORS, XIV, 1928, pp 489-538, esp. 512-20.
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njling in mcxJem Bastar; ^akkarakkottam is the Cakrakotya of the Nagavarp^i

inscriptions, represented now by Citrakuta. The town is known to have lent

its name to a mandalam or division which, like Madurai-mandalam,

Namanaik-konam and Pahcapajji, must have formed part of the Naga
kingdom.^ The next victory was over Indraratha of the lunar race whose

defeat at Adinagar led to the surrender of Odda (Orissa) and south Kosala;

he was perhaps the same as the opponent of Bhoja of Dhara mentioned

in the Udaipur pra^sti of the Paramaras. The contemporary political scene

in Bengal is not quite definitely known; Dharmapala of Danda-bhukti, "the

marsh land between Orissa and Bengal",''® Rana^ura of Dakshina-Radha,

and Govinda-candra of Vangala were apparently independent of MahTpala

who had northern Radha under him. All of them had to bend before the

storm; they were seveily defeated in battle and deprived of their elephants

and treasures. Most clearly, the expedition was an impressive military display,

a digvijaya in its true sense, and not a pilgrimage as was thought at one time.

Rajendra himself is said to have advanced to the banks of the Godavari,
perhaps after the coronation of his son-in-law in VehgT. There he met his

victorious army on its return, and possibly provoked by his commander’s
report on the conduct of the king of Orissa or more likely by fresh evidence
of his intrigues with Jayasirnha II, the Cola emperor led an expedition
against Orissa, killed its king and his younger brother, and collected a large
number of elephants as tribute. Rajendra seems to have been eager to
maintain his contact with the Ganga valley. A commentary of uncertain
date on the Siddhantasaravali of Trilocana Sivacarya mentions that Rajendra
imported Saivas from the banks of the Ganga into his own kingdom and
established them in KahcTpura and the Coja country.'"

The last great event of Rajendra’s reign' recorded in the Tamil pra^sti
of about 1025 is the great naval expedition he despatched against the
maritime empire known by the name of 6rT Vijaya, its capital represented
now by Palembang in Sumatra in Indonesia. The first important station in

this empire touched by those going from south India was Kadaram, modem
Kedah on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula, and Tamil poets and
records often refer to the whole kingdom by this name. The active intercourse
with the brahmanised states of the eastern lands developed by the Pallavas
was kept up by the Cojas. The relations between SrT Vijaya and the Cola
court were friendly under Rajaraja 1 and in the early years of Rajendra I

Sn Viiaya was being ruled by a line of Buddhist rulers who belonged to

Pandyas, the fish (makarsi) for their
emblem. King Cudamariivarman began to construct a vihara in Nagapattana

39. El, IX,1907-08, pp 163, 178-80.

^ also KAN.
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(Negapatam) in about 1006 but died without being abie to compiete the

construction. Those going to the east from south India first touched Kadaram,

but travellers in the reverse direction landed first at Negapatam since the

days of l-tsing (end of the seventh century). The vihara at Negapatam,

meant to provide amenities for the growing number of visitors to India from

$rT Vijaya, was completed by Maravijayottuhgavarman, the son of

COdamanivarman, and named after the father. Rajaraja had not only permitted

its construction, but had himself made to it a grant of the village of

Anaimahgalam, which was confirmed by Rajendra soon after his accession

and recorded in the “larger Leyden grant".'*^ How these friendly relations

became so strained as to cause the despatch of a vast armada across

the Bay for the conquest of $rT Vijaya is not clear. It may have been merely

the expansion of Rajendra’s ambition to stage an unparalleled digvijaya.

But, more probably, valued interests were at stake. $rT Vijaya had been

trying for centuries to gain control of the important trade routes from India

to China passing by the straits of Malacca and the Isthmus of Kra from

the two large cities of SrT Vijaya and Kadaram or Kataha. But Rajaraja and

his son were equally keen on developing their commercial and political

contacts with the Hindu kingdoms of Indonesia and Indo-China and with

the Sung empire of China. And it was perhaps inevitable that the two

maritime powers with such rival policies should come to blows. A verse in

the newly discovered Karandai plates of Rajendra describes how the king

of Kambuja sought the alliance of Rajendra and sent for his use of a

victorious war-chariot with which he had defeated the armies which opposed

him in battle. The prominent mention of this fact at the commencement of

the record of Rajendra's achievements shows that Rajendra greatly valued

the present of the ratha and that it came from an important ruler. The

reference is most probably to Suryavarman I (1002-50) of Kambuja in

Indo-China who had to fight against rival claimants to the throne for several

years before he made his position secure.'*^ The friendly relations with the

Khmer kingdom of Kambuja were maintained till the commencement of the

twelfth century, for an inscription (1114) of the reign of Kuiottuhga I records

the receipt of a curious stone from the ruler of Kambuja which he caused

to be fixed in a prominent place in the temple of Nataraja at Chidambaram.'*^

The Sung emperors of China on their side were making a determined effort

to develop the trade of China with south Asian countries, and the first

mission from the Cola country (Chu-lien) had reached China in 1015 in

the reign of Lo-tsa-lo-tsa as the Sung annals correctly transcribe the name

42. El, XXII, 1933-34, pp 213-66.

43. It seems extremely improbable that the KSmbhdjar^ of the present context was a

prince of the ancient Kambhojas in the extreme north-west of India, or Dharmapaia of

Dandabhukti for whom a descent from a Kamboja family has been suggested (History of

Berrgal

,

I, p 139), Cf. JCW. XIX, p 151.

44. ARSIE, 119 of 1888; El. V, 1898-99, p 105.
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of Rajaraja. A second embassy reached that country in 1033 in the reign

of Shi-lo-lo-cha Yui-to-lo-chu-lo (SrT Raja Indra Coja).^® Probably the rulers

of 6rT Vijaya did not like the gro\Arth of direct intercourse between China

and Indo-China, on the one side, and the Cola empire, on the other, and

tried to place obstacles in the way and thus brought about the naval

expedition which caused a severe setback to their growing power.

The expedition is described in the Tamil pra^sti as follows:'*®

Rajendra having despatched many ships in the midst of the rolling

sea and having caught Sangrama-Vijayottuhgavarman, the king of

Kadaram, together with the elephants in his glorious army, (took) the

large heap of treasures, which (that king) 'ad rightfully accumulated;

captured with noise the (arch called) Vidyadhara-torana at the "war

gate" of his extensive city: Sn Vijaya, with the “Jewelled wicket-gate”

adorned with great splendour and the “gate of large jewels”; Pannai

with water in its harbour; the ancient Malaiyur with the strong mountain

for its rampart; Mayirudingam surrounded by the deep sea (as) by a

moat: llanga^okam undaunted (in) fierce battles; Mapappalam having

abundant (deep) water as defence; Mevijimahgam, having five walls

as defence: VajaippandOru having Vilaippanduru (?); Talaittakkolam

praised by great nen (versed in) the sciences; Madamalingam, firm

in great and fierce battles: llamuri-de§am, whose fierce strength rose

in war; the great Inakka-varam, in whose extensive gardens honey
was collecting; and Kadaram of fierce strength, which was protected

by the deep sea.

The places mentioned in this account seem to follow no particular order.

The composer has cared more for the rhythm of his verse dictated by the

names of the places than for their geographical or chronological sequence.
But most of them can be traced in the Sumatra and Malay R ninsula.

Pannai is Pane at the mouth of the Pana Baroman on the east i-oast of

Sumatra. Malaiyur is, doubtless, Malaya, famous from the seventh century

onwards and usually identified with Jambi in souti Sumatra. Mayirudingam
and llahgaSoKam are respectively Ji-lo-ting and Ling-ya-sseu-kia of Chau
Jukua’s list, the latter bearing the name Lanka Suka in Malay and Javanese
chronicles; both lay on the Peninsula. Lanka Suka is still the name of a
tributary of the upper Perak river. Mapappajam was either on the Isthmus
of Kra or possibly in Pahang or Penang. Even more elusive are Mevijimbangam
and VajaippandOru; the former is sought in Perak or in the isthmus of

45. Hirth and Rockhill, Chau Ju-Kua, pp 18-19.
46. The evidence regarding this naval expedition has been re-evaluated in some recent

wrks, particularly as regards the motivation for undertaking the expedition. Cf. K. G. Krishnan,
"ClTOla Rajei^ra’s Expedition to South-east Asia”, JH Golden Jubilee Volume, 1973, pp1{»-16 and George W. Spencer, The Politics of Expansion: The ChOte Conquest of Sri Lanka

^ ^aya. The latter work gives a list of most of the other relevant recent works See
also, Ranabir Chakravarti, Warfare for Wealth, pp 163-73
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Ligor, and the latter identified by one scholar with Panduranga in southern

Campa. But Krom has rightly observed that these are mere guesses and

that it is doubtful, in any event, vyihether the Cola expedition went out as

far a field as Campa. Talaittakkolam is obviously the Takkola of Rolemy

and of the Milindapanha on the Isthmus of Kra. Madamalingam, identified

with Tan-maling of Chau Ju-Kua, has been variously placed in the Malay

Peninsula and facing the gulf of Siam. Ilamuride§am, the Lamuri of the

Arabs and Lambri of Marco Polo, lies at the northern extremity of Sumatra.

Nakkavaram is the same as the Nicobars.**^ The extent of the empire of

Sri Vijaya as gathered from the record of the Coja expedition coincides

with the Arab evidence on the empire of Zabag (Javaka) which inciuded

Kaiah (Kadaram, Kedah) and Sribuza (Sn Vijaya), and ail the other names

mentioned were those of vassal states with kings of their own who had

once been independent and might become so again.

The course of the campaign is not easy to make out from the narrative,

but Krom's summary of it sounds very probable:

First an attack on the capital Sn Vijaya in which the king was taken

prisoner, followed by the occupation of two important points on the

east coast of Sumatra: then the conquest of the Malay Peninsula,

and finally Atjeh (Lamri) and the Nicobars on the way back home; all

this summed up in the fall of Kataha.^

No permanant political results followed Cola successes, though doubtless

an acknowledgement of the Cola suzerainty was extracted before the

expedition returned to south India. Rajendra assumed the title Kadarahgondan
and this recurs in the names of several places and structures in different

parts of the Coja empire. But in a short time, $ff Vijaya sent an embassy
to China (1028) which was received with special honours—^a clear sign that

its political position continued unimpaired. The Malay annals preserve a
memento of the expedition in their account of the destruction of Ganganagara
on the river-Dinding and a fort on the Lengri, a tributary of the Johore
river, and the occupation of Tumasik (Singapore) by a Tamil Raja Colan
(or Suran). •

'

After the war against SrT Vijaya (1025), the rest of Rajendra’s reign which
lasted for nearly two decades more was marked by comparative peace.
The southern part of the empire seems to have been, however, a source
of trouble, and there were minor risings and breaches of peace elsewhere.
The records of R^adhiraja I dated during the lifetime of his father mention
the campaigns he fought in the Pandya and Kerala countries and in Sri
Unka m the closing years of Rajendra’s reign. One Pandya king calied
Manabharana was killed in battle and another Vira-keralan taken prisoner

^ discussions of the identification see K.A.N. Sastn, The Cdlas, pp 21 5-1 8.48. hhndoe-JBvaBatnsche Geschiedenis, pp 251-52
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and caused to be trampled by a war elephant: Sundara Pandya ‘‘of endless

great fame”, perhaps the chief among the Pandyas, was defeated in battle

and fled. The king of Venadu was killed, the king of the Kupakas subjugated,

and the MQsaka chief of the principality of Mt D’Eli destroyed. The Cera

fleet at Kandajur-salai was attacked once more and its strength broken.

Evidently, the Cera country was cut up into a number of petty principalities,

all of them united only in their dislike of Coja suzerainty. The MQsaka king

who was defeated by Rajadhiraja, was probably Karidan Karivarman alias

RamakOda Muvar Tiruvadi, who had a long reign of over fifty-nine years.

None of the contemporary Coja-Paridya records makes any reference to

these occurrences in which the yuvaraja played the chief part. In Sri Lanka,

the war which began about this time continued after the death of Rajendra

and it is best considered under the next reign.

There was some fighting also in another quarter. The Cajukyas under

Jayasirnha II recovered from the effects of the battle of Maski and apparently

crossed the Tungabhadra and annexed part of Bellary, though the claim

of their Nolamba feudatory that his rule extended over Nolambavadi-32,000

was perhaps exaggerated.''® About 1030, Jayasirnha made another attempt

to bring VetigT under the sway of Kalyatia, by supporting Vijayaditya who

displaced Rajaraja and crowned himself as the ruler of VengT on 27 June

1031. This must have been the occasion when the Cajukya general

Cavanarasa captured the fort of Bejavada (Bezwada). Rajaraja, unable to

face the crisis unaided, appealed to Rajendra again. His undated Kaliditidi

plates®' of Rajaraja Narendra record that Rajendra sent a strong army into

VerIgT which met an equally powerful Karnataka force in the neighbourhood

of Kaliditidi in the Kaikalur taluq of modern Krishna district. Three Coja

commanders lost their lives in the indecisive battle that followed. Although

Rajaraja was restored in about 1005 after perhaps Rajadhiraja came up

with reinforcements, the war was continued by his sons Sbmesvara and

Rajadhiraja who ascended the throne 1042 and 1044 respectively.

In spite of these wars, the closing years of Rajendra I formed the most

splendid period in the history of the imperial Colas of the Vijayalaya line.

The extent of the empire was at its widest and its military and naval prestige

stood at its zenith. A new capital, Gaiigaikorida-cojapuram had come up

with its monumental temple and its great reservoir filled with the water of

the Gariga.

Like his father, Rajendra I was also fond of the display of fine titles,

noteworthy among • which were Pandita-Cdja, Mudigonda-Cola,

Gahgaikonda-Coja, and Kadarahgonda-Cola. In the later inscriptions of his

49. V. Rangacharya, IMP, Bellary, 1 85, 229, 285. Also ARSE, 253 of 1 91 8; Sff, IX, i, nos 85, 87.

50. N. Venkataramanayya, TTie Eastern Calukyas of VetigT, p 227; JAHRS, II, p 287, I. 63

(Pamulavaka plates).

51 . N. Venkataramanayya, ed, Bharati, XX, p 439. See also his Eastern CStukyas, pp 227 ff.
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reign he is often described as the conqueror of Purvadesam,®^ Gangai and
Kadaram. Three sons of Rajendra followed him on the throne one after

another—Rajadhiraja I, Rajendra 11. and Vfra Rajendra. However, we cannot

decide whether the Coja-Pandya viceroy Jatavarman Sundara Cola-

Pandya was identical with any of them or a different prince. A daughter

of Rajendra, Arumoji-nahgai or Piranar, made a present of a costly umbrella

of pearls to the temple at Tirumalavadi early in the reign of her brother

Rajadhiraja. Another daughter, was Ammahgadevi, the queen of Eastern

Cajukya Rajaraja I Narendra, and mother of Kulotturtga I. The latest regnal

year known for Rajendra is 33, and his death is recorded in an inscription

of Rajadhiraja of his twenty-sixth regnal year. Rajendra died, therefore, some
time in 1044.

THE SUCCESSORS OF RAJENDRA 1

Rajadhiraja I, the eldest son of Rajendra, succeeded him and his younger
brothers cooperated with him in the field and the council chamber as they
had done with their fathers. The war with Cajukya Somesvara in VehgT first

claimed Rajadhiraja's attention. In fact, practically the whole of the reign
was spent in constant war with Somesvara either in VehgT or in the home
territory of the Cajukya. Much hard fighting must have taken place in VehgT
of which no cogent or detailed account can be had from inscriptions. The
restoration of Rajaraja was far from complete and though his inscriptions
are found in Draksarama and elsewhere,® the Cajukya forces were still

occupying large parts of his kingdom. Rajadhiraja indeed claims an important
victory at Dhannada (Dharariikota) on the Krishna in which the Cajukya
generals Garidappayya and Gahgadhara were killed with members of their
elephant corps, and Vikramaditya (son of SomeSvara), Vijayaditya (the rival
claimant and half-brother of Rajaraja) and Sangamayya fled like cowards
from the field. The Cajukya camp was plundered and the booty included
reasures, elephants and horses. The Coja forces then advanced to Kollipakkai
and set fire to it. But in spite of everything, the Cajukyas could "not be

^ ^^f^ikya general Sihganadevarasa claims to have

to h^f ^*^self is known

both lORQ^^nH
Tiruvaiyaru fThanjavur district) in

^ possible that on both these occasions

aS offorrSTp r r® O' spend

cl^ that Jvpn fh
® U't*^stely, when it became

of freeino vS,'
the support of Rajadhiraja, he had little chanceof freang Verlgi from the western Calukya control Raiaraia had tocome to terms with SomeSvara's possibly with the falm apprS^ of

southern® ?92"*n l° e® IKlgoT-^Ss.^Ss'®"®®'
corresporvJing to

Si K^!^'|.^SK. 323
^®^’

55. AffS/f, 221 of 1894; Sll. V, no 520.
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the Coja* Narayana Bhatta, one of Some^vara’s pradhanis, is known to

have assisted Nannaya Bhatta, the celebrated translator of the Mahabharata
in Telugu and a gift to the temple of Draksarama by Narayana’s daughter

is recorded in an inscription, of 1055-56.®^ Nannaya himself addresses

Rajar^a as Satya^raya-kula-tilaka and Samasta-bhuvanasya-raya at the end
of the fourth canto of the Adiparva of his Andhra-Mahabharata; the titles,

particularly the first one, may be taken to commemorate the newly established

connection with the Western Cajukyas power, which is marked also by the

appearance of the title Vehglpuravam^vara for the princes and generals of

the Western Cajukyas at this time. Above all, the transfer of VehgT from

the Col.as to the Western Cajukyas is unmistakably borne out by a statement

in the Kanyakumari inscription of Warajendra that his two elder brothers

(Rajadhiraja and Rajendra II) had neglected the VehgT and Kalirtga countries

which, though part of their inheritance, had been lost to powerful enemies

and that it was left to him to recover these two regions.®®

Before tracing the further course of the Cajukya war, we may turn to

Sri Lanka where Rajadhiraja found it necessary to fight hard to maintain

the Coja control over the island. The Cuiavam^ affirms®® that the people

of Sri Lanka never reconciled themselves to the C6|a rule established by

Rajendra after the transportation of Mahinda and his family to the mainland.

They took the young prince Ka^i^apa and brought him up secretly, ‘‘carefully

protecting him through fear of the Cojas”. Twelve years later, possibly after

the death of Mahinda, the Coja king (Rajendra) sent high officials with a

large force to seize the prince. They “ransackad the whole province of

Rohana in every direction” without being able to capture him; they lost

many of their numbers in a war of six months which the Sinhalese carried

on from their fortified post at Palutthagiri till the Coja forces “fled and took

up their abode as before in Pulatthinagara (Polannaruva)”. Thereupon

Ka^sapa began to rule in Rohana under the title Vikkamabahu. These events

occurred in Rajendra’s reign about 1029. The relations between Rohana

and the Coja province evidently continued to be hostiie and wars and

skirmishes were frequent. There exist two versions of the events, one in

the Coja inscriptions and the other in the Cu/avam^, which do not always

agree in details. The former generally groups together all the occurrences

56. N. Venkataramanayya has done much to unravel the tangled skein of the various

pra6astis and their different versions of the campaigns of this morrarch in his article “The

Internal Chronology of the reign of Rajadhiraja I", JMU, XVI. pp 1-22. See also his Eastern

Cajukyas, Ch XX on Rajaraja I Narendra. It does not seem necessary, however, to postulate

two different campaigns in VerigT in each of which a battle at Dhannada (Dharanikots^ was

the central event, in spite of the variant report contained in the expression

Tarmadaiyir-rarnilp-parani-koiKla of ARSIE, 415 of 1902; Sll, VII, no 1048.

57. ARSIE. 183 of 1893;’ S//, IV, no 1010.

58. TAS, III. pp 147-48 and 157, v, 77; also El, XXV. 1939-40, p 262.

59. Ch 55, w, 23 ff. The Colas discusses this phase of Co|a-Sri Lanka relations writh

reference to the Ms^varnia, cf pp 248-52.
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of the reign of a single Cola monarch in a section on Sri Lanka, so to

say. in his pra^astf. more details on the chronology are available in the

Cojavam^. According to the Cola inscriptions, by 1046 Rajadhiraja had

deprived four kings of Sri Lanka of their crowns: Vikramabahu. Vikrama

Pandya. Virasalamegha and SrTvallabha Madanaraja. This obviously relates

to events recorded in chapter 56 of the Cufavarn^ which mentions no

fewer than six kings as being at war v^Hth the Colas; Vikkamabahu, Kitti,

Mahalanakitti. Vikkamapandu. JagatTpala. and Parakkama. The name of

Vikramabahu appears first in both the lists. He was the ruler who had set

up his independent rule in Rohana in 1029 and kept up the war against

the Colas for the recovery of Rajarattha. the Cola province in Sri Lanka.

In the twelfth year of his reign (1041) he fell ill and died at Devanagara

(Dondra).®° One version of the Coja record which states, without naming

Vikramabahu. that he was killed by the Cojas along with the other rulers

of Sri Lanka cannot be true, though it is possible that the diadem of these

princes were captured by their enemies. Kitti, a senapati who usurped the

throne, was slain by Mahalanakitti after eight days, and neither of them is

mentioned in the Coja inscriptions. Mahalanakitti’s rule was also confined

to Rohatta. and after being defeated by the Cojas in the third year of his

reign, he “cut his throat with his own hand and so died a sudden death.

Thereupon the Damijas took the chief treasures, such as the diadem and

the like, and sent them to the Monarch of the Coja land”.®^ Vikkamapandu

(1044-47) was, according to the Cufavarp^, the only son of Mahalanakitti.

Having left his country “through fear”, he lived for a time in the Dulu

country and returned to Rohana when he heard of the fate of his father.

He was killed, after a short rule, in a fight with JagatTpala. The Coja
inscriptions, on the contrary, imply that he was a Pandya prince who had
once ruled over the whole of the southern Tamil country (ten tamii mandalam
muluvadum) and was compelled by Rajadhiraja himself to abandon that

land and seek his fortunes in Sri l^nka, where he became a king. This

was a period of close alliance among the three southern states—Sri Lanka,
Pandya state and Kerala—against the Colas, and the two accounts of
Vikrama Pandya’s (Vikkamapandia’s) career may be reconciled by supposing
that he was the son of a Pandya princess; and that his early career in

the Pandya country is not represented correctly by the COjavarnia as a
sojcwm in the Dulu country, or possibly this sojourn “through fear” was
an interlude ^tween the Paridyan and Sri Lankan phases of his career.

Of Jagatfpala (1047-51) the Cujavarn^ says that he was “a sovereign”
son who had come from the town of Ayojjha (Ayodhya) and that in Sri
Lanka he “slew Vikkamaparidu in battle and ruled as a mighty man in
Rohana for four years. The Cojas slew him too in battle and sent the
Mahesi with her daughter and all the valuable property to the Coja

60.

' CV, ch 56, vv, 5-6 as corrected at II, p xxi.

61. Ibid, vv, 8-10.
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kingdom”.®^ Apparently JagatTpala does not find a place in the Cola list of

the conquered kings of Sri Lanka. But the account of VTra Salamggha in

that list bears much resemblance to that of JagatTpala with one notable

difference, viz. that he is said to have belonged originally to Kannauj and
not to Ayodhya.“ In the Inscriptions of Rajendra II (1052-64), the younger

brother and successor of Rajadhiraja, there is another reference to VTra

Salamegha \who is described as ‘‘king of the Kalihgas of the strong army”.

Rajendra is said to have decapitated him at the same time as he took

prisoner two sons of Manabharana, another king of Sri Lanka.®^ It is not

easy to decide whether JagatTpala was identical with VTra Salamegha or

whether there were two chieftains of the latter name (one from Kannauj

and the other from Kalihga) who were defeated in two separate Cola

invasions or whether only one person and one invasion are described under

both the reigns with differences: nor do we get any light on the indentity

of Srivallabha Madanaraja, described as belonging to the family of Krsna

and as the last of the Sri Lankan kings who lost their crowns to Rlyadhir^a.

Manabharana was obviously different from his Pandyan namesake who was
killed in battle by Rajadhiraja in his father’s lifetime and Parakkama (1057-63)

was the son of the Pandu king, i.e., Vikkamapandu and slain by the Colas

in 1053.

In the midst of so much uncertainty on the details relating to the persons

involved and the chronology of the campaigns, it is clear that Sri Lanka

maintained a vigorous struggle for its independence against great odds.

Indian coins found in Sri Lanka include issues of R^adhir^a I and Rajendra

II, and the Cola inscriptions found in the island, though not numerous or

well preserved, carry us right up to about 1070. Excepting Rohana in the

south-west, the rest of the island continued to be administered as a Coja

province under conditions of increasing strain. Prince Kitti, who assumed

the title of Vijayavahu I (1059), was the leader in the last stages of the

freedom struggle in the reign of the Coja VTrarajendra. Like all conquerors,

the (Doles were only exasperated by the most natural desire of the Sri

Lankans to be rid of them, and appear often to have adopted savage

methods of repression (such as mutilation, transportation and decapitation)

which even the women of the royal family did not escape.

Let us turn now to the further stages of the war with the Western

Cajukya ruler Sdme^vara I. In the Manimangalam inscription®® of 3 December

1046, Rajadhiraja is said to have destroyed the palace at Kampili after

defeating several Cajukya generals including Gandar Dinakaran, doubt-

less the same as Mahamandale^vara Gandaradityarasa "lord of

Mahismatipura”, ruling Sindavadi-1000, and other places as a vassal of

62. IbkJ, vv, 13-15.

63. Sll, III. no 28, p 56.

64. Ibid, no 29: JRAS, 1913, pp 519, 521. See also TTw C&as, p 276, no 47.

65. Sll, III, no 28.
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Some§vara.®® Later inscriptions carry the account further and mention a

fierce battle, the third of its kind, at Pundur, described as Kadagamanagar,

a large cantonment city, on the left bank of the Krishna (in Godval). In this

battle many Telugu vassals of Somesvara were taken prisoner, Viccayan,

the Telugu Coda governor of Etagiri (Yadgir),®^ fled in fear abandoning his

father and mother to the mercy of the Coja army. When Somesvara’s spies

were caught, inscriped tablets proclaiming the flight of Ahavamalla in fear

were hung on their persons and they were turned back in that condition.

The city of Pundur was sacked and razed to the ground, its site being

ploughed with ashes and sown with coarse millet; the large palace at

Mamandi was burnt down. Then the Cola took his elephants and bathed

them in the ghats of the Siruturai, Perundurai and Daivabhimakasi, i.e., the

rivers Tungabhadra, Krishna and Bhima. He engraved his tiger emblem on

the hills marked by the boar sign of the enemy, and erected a pillar of

victory. He also celebrated his success by playing games with the kings

\who offered their submission and distribution to the needy the treasures

he had taken from the enemy. Among the Cajukyan generals defeated are

named Nulamba, Kalidasa, Camunda, Kommaya, and the Villavaraja; a

Gurjara king Utpala is said to have been beheaded.

Some records include details not found in others. A perkadai (high official)

was sent by the Calukya monarch to convey some hostile message to the

Coja. Two of his attendants were subjected to great humiliation, one being

compelled to wear a woman’s dress and the other having his head tonsured

into five tufts, and sent back after being dubbed “the miserable Ahavama!!i

and Ahavamalla”. The ancient city of Kalyanapuram was then sacked and
its royal residence demolished. Rajadhiraja performed in that city a vTrabhi^ka,

“anointment of heroes", and assumed the title of Vijayarajendra. At Darasuram
in Thanjavur district, in front of the AiravateSvara temple can be seen even
today a fine image of a dvarapalaka very different in the style of its

workmanship from similar Cola images and bearing the inscription (in Tamil):

“The dvarapalaka (door-keeper) brought by Udaiyar $n Vijayarajendradeva
after burning Kalyanapuram”.®® Exact dates for the different stages of this

campaign are not easy to fix; but they may be placed generally between
1044 and 1050. There is, however, not even a remote hint of these disasters
in the contemporary Cajukya inscriptions. The Cojas. foiled in their efforts
to release VehgT from the Western Calukya hold, seem to have vented
their chagrin in repeated attacks on the centre of the Cajukya kingdom.
There soon followed another expedition against the Caiul^as in which

R^adhirSja was accompanied by his younger brother Rajendra whom he
had chosen heir-apparent (1052) in preference to his sons who, though
not mentioned by name, are said to have occupied fairly high positions in

66. ARSIE, 6 of 1890, Yr 30; 221 of 1894; 81 of 1895 Yr 32

4^1 2ron9oa^
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the administration of the empire. The details of this last campaign of

Rajadhiraja are to be gathered from the inscriptions of Rajendra 11.^ The

Coja king invaded Rattamandalam and ravaged the country; Ahavamalla

met the invading forces at Koppam, modern Kopbal/® a celebrated ffrtha

on the right bank of the Hire-haMa (great river), an important tributary of

the Tungabhadra. The place is only about 60 miles from Maski, the scene

of an earlier battle in the Calukya-Cola v\/ars. Rajadhiraja himself led the

fight; his brother Rajendra holding himself in reserve. After some early

pressure, the Colas succeeded in steadying their forces and killing several

generals on the other side including Jayasirnha,^’ the brother of the Cajukya,

Pulake^in, Da^apanman and Nanni-Nujumban. At last "the Sajukki was
defeated—with Venniya Revan,^^ Tuttan (who had) a powerful army,

Kundamayan, whose army spoke (i.e., threatened) death, and other

princes—fled, trembling vehemently, with dishevelled hair, turning (his) back,

looking round, and tiring (his) legs, and was forced to plunge into the

western ocean". The elephants, horses and camels, the "victorious boar

banner” and other insignia of royalty, together with the peerless Sattiyawai,

Sangappai and all other queens, a crowd of women and many other things

abandoned by Ahavamalla on the field, became the booty of the Cbja king.

Rajendra then did an unprecedented thing^® by crowning himself king on

the battlefield, when the wounds he had received were still fresh on his

body. Some inscriptions add" that Rajendra pressed on to Kolhapur where

he erected a victory pillar (jayastambha) before he returned to his capital

Gangapuri. The battle of Koppam must have been fought some time in

1054-55 in the year 36 of Rajadhiraja, the latest mentioned in the records

of his reign.

The records of S6me6vara’s reign draw a discreet veil over the battle of

Koppam, but two inscriptions^® dated 1071 shortly after his death, poignantly

admit that the mahapataka (great sinner) Tamilian known as Pandya-Coja

took an evil course (nete gettUj and, abandoning the ancestral observances

of his family, entered the Bejvola country, burnt several temples including

the Jinalayas erected by Gariga-perumanadi, and was promptly punished

for his wicked deeds by losing his life in battle and yielding his head to

Some^vara I. The manner of Rajadhiraja’s death was commemorated by

the title anaimeirunjina devar (the king who died on [the back of] an

elephant). He performed a horse-sacrifice (a^va/7?ecfba)_prpbably in his

father’s lifetime as it is mentioned in the early inscriptions of his reign:

69. SH. HI. nos 28 and 29.

70. The place described as perarrangaraikkoppam in Rajendra’s inscriptions was till recently

taken to be on the river Krishna; HAS, no 12, p 5.

71. This must have been an otherwise unknown brother of Some^vara.

72. A Revarasa ruled near Kembhavi in 1064-55; Fleet, BG, I, ii, p 439; Sll, III, p 59.

73. ARSIE, 87 of 1895.

74. Sll, III, no 65; II, p 304 C.

75. AnnTgeri, BG, 1, ii, p 441; Gawan/vad, El, XV, 1919-20, pp 337-48; also EC, VIII, Sorab, 326.
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Besides the title of Vijayam^ndra, he also styled himself Ahavamallakula-kala

and Kalyarm^ramgonda-cdfa. His spiritual guide (gurudevai) was a

Parasaryan Vasudeva-narayanan; he is also described as an adhikari and

UIgajandacdhabrahma-marayan. One wonders whether UIgajandaCdja

was also a title of Rajadhir^a and whether, during his reign, a part of the

country if not the whole was surveyed for revenue purposes.

RSjendra (deva) II, who began his own reign some time in 1054, is

known to have employed no fewer than thirteen of his relatives in the fourth

year of his reign (1055) in different parts of his empire. They included a

paternal uncle, four younger brothers, six sons and two grandsons.^® Later

inscriptions contain shorter lists, the curtailment being perhaps due to

death, inefficiency or both. One of Rajendra ll’s sons, also called Rajendra,

was chosen heir-apparent in 1059 and assumed the title RajakesarT

Rijamahendra. However, he predeceased his father who thereupon made
his brother VTrarajendra heir-apparent in 1062. Rajendra II, Rijamahendra

and VTrarajendra were present together in the battlefield in the next

engagement in the Cajukya war which is mentioned in the inscriptions

of all these princes under the name Mudakkaru. (the winding river) or

Kudal^ahgamam (the junction of rivers). Inscriptions of Rajendra ll’s regnal

year (1061)^^ state that the Cajukya, anxious to wipe out the disgrace

that befell him at Koppam, advanced with numerous forces led by

dandanayaka Valadeva and others. A battle ensued on the banks of the

Mudakkaru
;
in which the dandanayaka and his followers were killed.

Irugaiyan and others were forced to retreat together with their king and
the proud Vikkalan. An inscription of Rajamahendra states likewise that

with a war elephant he caused Ahavamalla to turn his back on the

Mudakkaru But the longest account of the battle, under the name
KOgateahgamam, occurs in VTrarajendra’s inscriptions dated in his second
regnal year (1063).^® It is clear that once more the war was fought on
two fronts, a western and an eastern, and that VehgT was involved in

the latter. A campaign in VehgT is seen sandwiched between the fight

in Gahgavadi and the final battle at Kudal^ahgamam. About this time
Rajaraja Narendra died after a reign of forty-one years, and Vijayaditya
seized the throne and installed his own son 6aktivarman II on it (18
October 1061)®° to the exclusion of Rajaraja’s son Rajendra (afterwards
Kulottuhga). 8aktivarman is said to have died like Abhimanyu after a
short rule, and there is good reason to hold that he perished while
resisting the Cola invasion, in spite of the aid sent to Vikramaditya under
general Camundaraja. However, VTrarajendra did not stay in VehgT to

76. Sll, III, p 58.

77. ARSIE. 87 of 1895; Sll. V, no 647, II. 32-39.
78. ARSIE. 119 of 1902; Sll. VII, no 743.
79. ARSIE. 1 13 of 1896: Sll. V, no 976; ARSIE. 718 of 1909, etc. Sll. Ill, p 37 (Eng tr

)

80. Telugu Academy plates. JAHRS. V, pp 33 ff; also Rajali plates ARE, 1926,‘ll.5.
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follow up his victory but evidently returned to the western theatre to assist

his brother in the more decisive engagement of KOdal^ahgamam.
Thus the statement in Rajendra’s records that Ahavamalla desired to

avenge himself for the defeat at Koppam seems to be a clear admisston

on the Coja side that considerable success had attended the new offensive

of the Calukya monarch both to the south of the Tungabhadra and in

VehgT. That was the reason VTrarajendra opened the campaign with an

expedition to Gahgavadi, part of which had evidently passed under Calukya

occupation. Whether Vijayaditya was among the samantas who fought under

the banner of Vikkalan (^kramaditya) in Gartgavadi or not, he was not in

VehgT at the time of VTrar^endra’s invasion of that country and the death

of his son Saktivarman 11 in battle. Then followed the bigger battle at

Kudal-^ahgamam.most probably at the confluence of the Tungabhadra and

Krishna rivers, in which SomeSvara I, his two sons Vikramaditya and

Jayasirnha, and his commander-in-chief Maduvanan or Madhusudana were

decisively defeated and fled, leaving the entire camp to be captured by the

victor. But somehow this great victory was not followed by a further advance

into the Cajukyan territory as on a former occasion. The reason for this

was most probably the death of Rajamahendra soon after the battle, and

that of Rajendra II himself only a little later, occurrences which forced

VTrarajendra to return to his capital Gaiigaikondacojapuram for a while.

Moreover, the indefatigable Vijayaditya was entrusted at this time with the

charge of Nulumbapadi and the ccxiduct of further hostilities against the

Cdja, and thus the Cajukyan defence was reinforced.®^

The Karuvur inscription®* of the fourth year (1066) of VTrarajendra states

that he killed the king of Pottappi, the Kerala, the younger brother of

Jananatha, and Virakesari, the son of the Pandya $n Vallabha. The

Manimahgalam inscription®* of the next year adds to this list an expedition

against Udagai of the Keralas from which VTrar^ndra returned after collecting

a large tribute in the form of elephants. No details are available regarding

the war against the Pandyas and Keralas and the assault on Udagai. But

the king of Pottappi and the brother of Jananatha must have been in

charge of the southern Telugu country; Pottappi included parts of modem
Chittoor and Cuddapah districts and was ruled by a branch of the

Telugu-Codas who were the vassals of the Western Cajukyas at the time. The

other general, like his brother Jananatha who was stationed on the Krishna

near Vijayawada, may have been only a general in charge of Cajukya troops.

The Cajukya inscriptions which record the encampment of Vijayaditya in

1063-65 at Mudukakere on his return from a victorious campaign in the south,

and also at Arasikere when he had completed his preparations for another,®^

81. Sll, IX, i, nos 126-27.

82. Sll, III, no 20.

83. Ibid, no 30.

84. EC, VII, Ci. 18; Sll, IX. i. no 128.
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Clearly show that there was no respite in the Coja-Cajukya war. This is

also corroborated by the mention in the Manimangalam^^ inscriptton,

immediately after the passage cited above, of a “hot battle ’ which toc^

place by previous engagement on the banks of an unnamed river and in

which the kings of the Gahgas, Nujumbas, Kadavas and Vaidumbas were

decapitated besides seven Cajukya generals mentioned by name. And

before the Coja king could get their heads nailed to the gates of his capital

Gahgaikondacblapuram, the Cajukya, stung by the disgrace of defeat, sent

a letter to his Coja opponent. In that letter he fixed the field for the next

encounter at the very spot at Kudal-^ahgamam whence his sons and himself

had fled in utter rout. He also declared that whoever, through fear, did not

turn up should thereafter be no king but an outcaste disgraced in war.

The message delivered by the Cajukya envoy Gahgakettan greatly pleased

Virarajendra who set out for battle and reached the appointed spot. But

there was no sign of Ahavamalla though he waited at Kandai (probably

the same as Kandanavolu, modem Kumool)®® for a full month beyond the

agreed date. Then the Coja put to flight the Cajukya generals Devanatha,

Bitti and Ke§^, set fire to towns, overcome all resistance in Rattapadi, and

erected a pillar of victory on the Tungabhadra—which means, obviously,

that the talk of overcoming Rattapadi was mere bombast. Under the

impression that Some^vara had abstained from fear and hidden himself by

flight to the western ocean, VTrarajendra caused an effigy of Somesvara to

be made and subjected to various indignities.®® He then turned to VehgT

determined to restore his suzerainty there, after issuing a challenge to

Somesvara to come and defend it if he could. What happened afterwards

cannot be ascertained, and the exact order of events is much obscured

by the conflicting nature of the evidence from different sources.®^

The death of Somesvara I occurred soon after his failure to appear at

Kudal^ahgamam on the ajDpointed day. He is said to have sought relief

from an incurable disease by religious drowning in the Tungabhadra at

85. N. Venkataramanayya. 77?e Btstam CSIukyas of VengT, p 260 .

86. For this incident, I follow the interpretation put forward by A.V. Venkatarama Aiyar, Life

arxi Times of CSIukya Vikramadifya W (in Tamil), pp 23-24 which seems a great improvement
on Hultzsch's. It is not easy to accept the view of N. Venkataramanayya (The CSIukyas, pp
259, 265 ff.) that Somi^ara adopted a ruse and misled Virar§jendra into marching to Kandai
'^ile he sent his son VikramSditya with a powerful army along the west coast into the south.
This reconstruction rests apparently on a combination of the statement in the inscription that

Sorr^vara ran and hid himself in the western ocean and the Impossible account of Vikramaditya's
Ogv^ in Bilhana's VikramSnkadevacarita. For further details, see K.A.N. Sastri, The Colas,
pp 282-83, n 151.

87. The main difficulty is the date of the Maiiimangalam inscription which works out to

10 ^tember 1067 {El, VII, 1902-3. p 9) and records the bestowal of VeiigT on Vijayaditya
by Virarajendra which must have taken place only after the death of Somesvara. But it is
not unlikely that the date in the record is that of the transaction recorded in it while the inscrip-
tion rtself was engraved some time later, after the praSasti had come to include some later
events as well.
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Kunjvathi on 29 March 1068. At this time the war between the Coja and
Cajukya was still being waged with increasing acerbity and, according to

Bilhana, Vikramaditya got the news of his father’s death when he was in

camp on the banks of the Krishna on his way home after his digvijaya.^

The accession of Some^vara II roused the avarice of his more active and
ambitious younger brother Vikramaditya who was bearing the brunt of the

Coja war, organizing armies and alliances, and fighting battles in different

theatres. This endless war had begun to involve the resources of the

Cajukyas of Kalyana and their feudatories, of VehgT, of Cakrakuta and of

Kalihga, and Vikramaditya thought of a plan which would at once cry a

halt to these tiresome hostilities and bring him nearer the fulfilment of his

own ambition. He sent his loyal ally JayakeSi I, the Kadamba ruler of Goa,

whose daughter he had perhaps already married, on a diplomatic mission

to the Coja king of KancTpuram.®® This resulted in an alliance which improved

Vikramaditya’s position ws-a-ws Some^vara II and satisfied VTrarajendra’s

desire for regaining suzerainty over VehgT. The new diplomatic set-up was
sealed by dynastic alliances—VTrarajendra giving his daughter in marriage

to Vikramaditya, and another princess, either his own or his brother Rajendra’s

daughter, to Rajaraja of Kalinda, who had fought on the side of Vikramaditya

and Vijayaditya. After this sketch of the diplomatic background, the military

events recorded in the Cola and Cajukya inscriptions may be followed in

their general bearings though, as already indicated, there is some uncertainty

about exact sequences.

The Manimahgalam inscription states that in VehgT, Virarajendra inflicted

a crushing defeat on the Western Cajukya forces commanded by Jananatha,

Rajamayan and others, and then marched across Kalihgam after crossing

the Godavari and reached Cakkarakkdttam. The Tirumukkudal inscription of

the same year, however, omits Cakkarakkottam in this context, saying that

the Coja crossed the seven Kalihgas and led his elephant forces to the

Mahendra mountain "on whose right side was carved the tiger mark”.®°

But further on, the same inscription speaks of another expedition of

Virarajendra to Cakkarakkottam in which he gained victory in a battle at

Kondai, modem Konta or Konda about 75 miles north-west of Rajahmundry,®^

and destroyed the elephant forces of the Cajukya at Cakkarakkottam.®^

There are inscriptions of Kulotturlga I (Rajendra as he was called in his

early life) stating that before he came to occupy the Coja throne (i.e., in

his ijahgop-paruvam as the inscriptions put it) he captured many herds of

enemy elephants at Vairagaram, and routed the army of the king of Kuntala.®®

88. W/c., n 36.

89. Ibid, V, 25-26; JBBRAS, IX, pp 242, 278; BG, I, ii, p 567.

90. El, XXI, 1931-32, p 243.

91. N. Venkataramanayya. op cit, p 266 .

92. B, XXI, 1931-32, pp 243-44.

93. S//, III, nos 68-76.
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A Slightly different version of the early exploits of Kul5ttuhga says that at

that stage, he relied on his strong arms and his sword as his only aids

in overcoming the treachery of his enemies and levying a tribute from

Dharavarsa of Sakkarakkottam.®^ Another set of inscriptions from Kalihga,

though bearing relatively late dates, apparently describe the role of the

rulers of that country in these occurrences. The Dfrghasi inscription (1075)

of Vanapati records the distinction earned by that general in a battle against

the Cojas fought on behalf of his master Rajaraja Devendravarman.®® Then
there are Eastern Gafiga inscriptions of later dates stating that R^ar^a
married the goddess of victory in a Tamil battle before he took as his wife

R^asundari, the daughter of Rajendra Coja.®® One of them says that when
Vijayaditya was about to sink in the great ocean in the form of the Cojas,

Rajaraja went to his rescue and enabled him to enjoy prosperity for a time.

So much for the military occurrences in the north. Some other Cajukya
and Cola inscriptions mention the results of the alliance between Vikramiditya
and Vfrarajendra brought about by Jayake^i’s mission. The inscriptions of
Some^vara II state that soon after his accession the Coja attacked the
fortress of Gutti, but had to retreat in haste.®’' The Cbja inscriptions and
Bilhana tell another story. The former state that before Somesvara could
untie his kan^ika (the emblem of a yuvaraja), i.e., on the occasion of his
coronation as king, Vfrarajendra burnt the city of Kampili and set up a pillar

of victory^^ Karadigal (a village in the Lingsagar taluq of Raichur district),

forced S^e^vara to abandon the Kannara country and invested Salukki
Vikramaditya, who had sought his aid, with the kanthika and Rattapadi
seven and a half lakh country conquered on his account.®® Bilhana tells
the same story, but embellishes it from the standpoint of his hero'. Soon
after his broker’s accession, Vikramaditya quarrelled with him as he had
fallen into evil ways, and left Kalyana with his younger brother Jayasimha
and destroyed the troops sent to pursue him. Reaching the Tungabhadra,
he rested his army for a time, and then started a war with the Cola with
e aid of JayakeSi and Alupa king. Unable to resist his advance, the Cola

sought pea^ and offered his daughter in marriage. Vikramaditya agreed
® the C5!a king subsequently met him.

SncWed ^ the two kings

h of the different sources summarisr
that the death of Somesvara I occurred in the mid'
northern campaign. He was opposed by a powen

above, it is seen
of Vfrar^endra’s

combination of

94. told, nos 64-67.

95. a, IV. 1896-97, pp 314 ff
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Vikramaditya, Vijayaditya, Rajaraja of Kalirtga and the Nagavamgi ruler of

Bastar (Sakkarakkottam). His great aim was to restore supremacy over

VehgT which had been iost in his brother Rajadhiraja’s reign. When Vikramaditya

opened negotiations and a plan was worked out for the fulfilment of the

personal aims of both himself and his Cola opponent in the Cajukya and
VehgT kingdoms, VTrarajendra readily consented to terminate the long-drawn

hostilities, accept Vijayaditya’s submission in VehgT, and aid Vikramaditya

against his brother SomeSvara. Vikramaditya thus consented to give up

VehgT to the Cola suzerainty and his brother had to agree to make him

yuKaraJa with almost independent control of the southern half of his kingdom.

The role of Rajendra (Kulottuhga) in the northern war will be discussed later.

Two other campaigns of VTrarajendra are mentioned in his inscriptions—his

war in Sri Lanka and his intercession in Kadaram. The Tirumukkudal

inscription of the fifth regnal year gives an account of the Sri Lanka

expedition culminating in Vijayabahu’s flight and the restoration of the whole

island to VTrarajendra.’” The last statement is obviously an exaggeration

and the Cu/avamia contains a fairly detailed notice of the events.’®’ A frank

and detailed account of the Ceylonese chronicle exhibits the Sinhalese ruler

weakened by desertions and struggling against heavy odds. The war was
not over at the end of VTrarajendra’s reign and continued for some more
years till, as we shall see, Vijayabahu succeeded in freeing his island

kingdom from Coja control.

VTrarajendra, according to inscriptions of his seventh regnal year (1058-69),

conquered Kadaram on behalf of a prince who had come in search of his

aid to regain his throne.’” There is no further light on this episode from

any other source. The restored prince must have acknowledged VTrarajendra’s

suzerainty at least for some time. A statement in the Chinese account

preserved by Ma-Tuan-lin states that the Cola kingdom was subject to

San-fo-tsi ($n Vijaya) during 1068-77. This can only be explained as due

to wanton misrepresentation on the part of the envoys of 8n Vijaya, who
may have belonged to the party that gained the upper hand for a short

time in the politics of SrT Vijaya and against \Miom VTrarajendra’s protege

had appealed successfully to him. The friendly relations between 8rT Vijaya

and the Coja empire were re-established after the Coja expedition of 1068

and peaceful intercourse, commercial and religious, between the two empires

was resumed and continued under Kulottuhga I.

VTrar^ndra is sometimes mentioned with the full regal titles of the Western

Cajukyas to signify the victories he gained over th.em. Among his other

titles VTra Coja and Karikala may be noticed, the former accounting for the

name of a well-known treatise on Tamil grammar Vfra-sojiyam composed

by the Buddhist scholar Buddhamitra who enjoyed his patronage. The

100. B, XXI, 1931-32, p 243.

101. CV. ch 58, w, 1-17.

102. Sll, III. no 84; ARSIE, 175 of 1894; 266 of 1901.
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Kanyakumari inscription™ records that VTrar^dra presented a fine ruby called

Traitokyasara (essence of the three worlds) be mounted on the crown of the Dancer

of the Golden Hall, Natar^a, of Chidambaram and that he endowed many
brshmadeyas in the countries of Coja, Tundfra, Pandya, Gahgavadi and Kuluta and

thus gratified 40,000 brahmans learned in the Vedeis. His latest regnal year, the

eighth, is mentioned in a record™ of the third year of Parak^ri Adhirajendradeva

(1067-70), son and successor of Virar^endra, and brother-in-law of Cajukya

Vikramaditya VI. VTrar^ndra must have died, therefore, early in 1 070.
™

Adhirajendra's reign was short and troubled. It came to a violent end in a few
weeks and was followed by the long reign of the Cajukya-Coja prince Rajendra
who assumed the title of Kullottuhgawhen he gained the Cola throne. A thick veil

of mystery hangs over these events. We get different accounts from different

sources, but each one appears to contain only a part of the story and even that

very skilfully edited from its own point of view. Bilhana says that Vikramaditya VI

started for the Coja country on the death of his father-in-law VTrarajendra in order
to replace his wife’s brother on the Cola throne as the kingdom had fallen into a
state of anarchy. After spending some days in KahcT to bring the wicked
(dustavarga) to their knees, he went off to Garigakunda where he destroyed the
forces of the enemy and finally secured the throne for Adhirajendra. At the end of
a month, Vikramaditya retired to the Tungabhadra. But within a few days he got
news that his brother-in-law (Adhirajendra) had lost his life in a fresh rebellion and
that Rajiga, the lord of Vehgi, had captured the vacant throne. Vikramaditya
marched at once against Rajiga. The latter induced Somesvara II to combine
with him and a battle was fought. But the victory rested with Vikramaditya VI;
R^iga fled and S6me§vara was taken prisoner. This lost S6m§§vara the throne
and shortly afterwards, according to the poet, Vikramaditya VI allowed himself to
be proclaimed ruler of the Deccan.™ Bilhana does not reveal the identity of the
wick^ people dealt with by Vikramaditya at KahcT or of the enemywho had sent
a force against Garigakunda, and says nothing of the nature of the rebellion
wteh cost Adhirajendra his life. His account, however, clearly implies that the
^tttement reached by Vikramaditya with VTrarajendra was upset very soon after

^ directly implicate him
in the political revolution in the Coja country. A strict regard of his actual

SShl^a
conclusion more precise than that of Fleet, i.e.,Kulo^riga Cojadeva I was enabled to seize the Cola crown through internale^ur^nces in the Coja kingdom, which culminated in the death of the last Cola
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The evidence of contemporary Tamil literature and of Kuldttunga’s

inscriptions is even more elusive. Ottakkuttan in his Vikrama^an-uli,

composed some years after Kulottur^ga’s reign had ended, admits the reign

of one king between VTrarajendra and Kulottuhga, but gives no particulars

thereof. Kulottunga himself must be taken to have allowed the legitimacy

of Adhirajendra’s position by styling himself Rsyake^an. On the other hand,

some of his pra^tis combine a formula of VTrarajendra {Vframe tunai

yagavum) with another of his own (pugaimadu vijangsl} in a manner calculate

to imply his immediate succession after Warajendra.’°® And Jayangondar,

the court poet of Kulottuhga, makes it a point, in his celebrated poem on
the conquest of Kalihga (KalihgattupparanOXo ignore the reign of Adhirajendra.

-Nowhere does he say that R^endra (Kulottuhga) was adopted into the

Cbla family at his birth or that he was brought up in the Coja court. But

Jayangondar does affirm’®® that VTrar^endra made him yimrSja (ijavara^Uj

and then describes his warlike achievements in Vayirakaram and

Sakkarakkottam in the same manner as the early inscriptions of Kulottuhga

summarised above. Kulbttuhga was still in the north at the time of VTrar^endra’s

death, and there ensued anarchy and confusion until Abhaya (Kulottuhga)

returned to the south and restored order. After a vivid portrayal of the

confusion in the Coja country following the death of VTrar^endra,"® the

poet says that Kulottuhga appeared like the sun at the end of a dark night

to protect the world and relieve it of the darkness of sin (kaliyiru!) and this

language is literally repeated in some of the inscriptions which also compare

his act to that of Visnu rescuing the earth from the waters in his boar

incarnation.

Another line of evidence is furnished by the Eastern Cajukya copper plate

grants of the sons of Kulottuhga who ruled VehgT as viceroy under him.’”

They contain a narrative by Kulbttuhga himself of the events of his early

life. But this is a didactic reconstruction of his past by Kulbttur^ga for the

benefit of his children put forward long after he was securely established

on the Cola throne. This evidence shows that the relations between R^endra

(Kulottuhga) and his uncle Vijayaditya were in fact by no means so friendly,

that Vijayaditya claims to have seized VehgT by force after his step-brother's

death, that he was a friend and feudatory of the Western Cajukyas and

fought the C5|as on their account, and that ultimately he offered his

subrnission to VTrarajendra most probably at the bidding of Vikramaditya

whose cause he seerns to have embrac^ as against S6m§avara II. Even

by this last settlement, the sufferer was apparently KulSttuhga who was
kept out of VehgT without any chance of gaining the COja throne. As,

108. 197 of 1919; 197 and 199 of 1929; AFE. 1913, II. 33.

109. X, V, 18.

110. Ibid, vv. 27-33: of also Sll, III. no 64.

111. TeW plates, yr 17; El. VI, 1900-01, pp 334-47; Chellur. yr 21; Sll, I, p 39: M. XIX. p
427; Pith§puram. yr 23; £/. V, 1898-99, pp 70-100.
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however, Kulottuiiga is said to have fought against the king of Kuntala

(Cajukya) in the north, he must be presumed to have fought on the side

of Warajendra. Their relations were thus friendly, and they must have had

a common desire to oust the Western Cajukyas and their protege Vijayaditya

from Vehgi and regain that country for the Cojas. But VTrarajendra’s bestowal

of VehgT on Vijayaditya in the end must have been a disappointment to

KulSttuhga who seems to have fended for himself in his own way, apart

from casting longing eyes on the Coja throne. Among the numerous
inscriptions on the walls of the celebrated temple of Draksarama, some
curious undated ones record solemn vows of loyalty taken by six or seven

local chieftains who swear before god BhTme^vara that they and their

families would serve exclusively and for ever only SrT Parahtaka

Konerinmaikondar Sarvalokasraya Sff Visnuvardhana Maharaja.”^ One is

tempted to suppose that this nondescript combination of Tamil and Sanskrit,

Coja and Cajukya titles fits very well the anomalous position of Rajendra
(Kulottuhga) in the interval between his father’s death and his own accession
to the Cola throne. If it may be inferred that Kulottur’iga was gathering
support and strengthening his position in the north Telugu country, his

campaigns in Bastar would take on a new significance and represent an
attempt on his part to carve a principality of his own to serve as the basis
for his further plans in the VerigT or the Coja kingdom. He claims that in

his early wars he had only his own arms and sword to depend on; and
Bilhana calls him “lord of Ver’rgT’ when mentioning his advent into Coja
country after Adhirajendra perished in a popular rising. It seems probable
that Kulottuhga had already gone some way to build up his political position
In the north and possibly even seized VehgTfrom Vijayaditya after VTrarajendra’s
death, when the occurrences in the Coja country opened out a wider
field for his ambition. The direct responsibility of Kulotturiga for the troubles
of Adhirajendra’s reign cannot be proved in the present state of the evidence
on the subject, and even the exact details of the early career of Kulottur^qa
must remain unsettled.

kulOttunga I

The accessiOT of Kulottur’iga begins a new epoch in the history of the

Art^teZ^' ^0 an ®ncl with
dhirajendra, and histonans sometimes distinguish Kulotturhga and his

su^essoij by the title C§jukya-Caja. After about a century of dubious
subordination to the C6|a power, the kingdom of VehgT became definitely

113. Vijayaditya was with Vlkramiditya in the west in 1075; El, XVI, 1921-22, p 68
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a province of the empire resuscitated by its own ruler, and was ruled as

such by the sons of Kulottuhga who succeeded one another as viceroys,

and kept Western Cajukya influences. After overcoming his initial troubles,

Kulottuhga enjoyed a reign of nearly fifty years (1070-1120) marked by

unparalleled success and prosperity. He avoided unnecessary wars and

evinced a true regard for the well-being of his subjects. Though his empire

suffered a loss of territory and became smaller in extent, it held well together

for a century after him and, on the whole, there was less of that chronic

warfare which had marked the three decades preceding hi^ accession.

Kulottuhga's reign began in June 1070. The prospect was,rather gloomy

at first. War and rebellion had raised their heads against Adhir^endra and

cut his reign short. How far they troubled the first years 6f Kulotturiga

himself cannot be determined. Of the early wars fought by Kulotturiga in

his youth (ifangopparuvam), some account has been already given in

discussing his position between 1063 and 1070. However, after ascending

the throne, the first enemy to be dealt with was the Western Cajukya

Vikramaditya VI. Somesvara, the elder brother with whom Vikramaditya was
on no friendly terms, was the obvious ally of Kulotturiga. Bilharia says:

‘This crooked-minded man (Rajiga) suspected danger from

Vikramaditya, and in order to create a diversion in his rear, he put

himself straight with Somadeva, the natural enemy of Vikramaditya".”''

Bilharia's account of the war differs considerably from that in the Coja

inscriptions, and has more to say about the Cajukyan side. Actual fighting

must have started some years after Kulotturiga’s accession as it is first

mentioned only in a record of the seventh year; "Vikkalan and Binganan

plunged into the western sea”."^ Five or six years were, therefore, spent

in diplomatic and military preparations for the coming fight. Vikramaditya’s

aim was twofold: to supersede his elder brother on the Cajukya throne

and to stop the permanent union of the VerigT and Coja kingdoms in the

same hands. The war opened with an advance of Vikramaditya into the

Coja territory till he encountered the Coja forces at Nangili in Kolar district.

There was heavy fighting all over the country and, as a result, Kulottuhga

gained much valuable booty and became master of Gahgamaridalam and

Singanam (by- which is meant perhaps the region in charge of Jayasirnha

III). Kulottuhga’s claim to have subjugated much of the Karnataka country

is borne out by the provenance of his Inscriptions. The Kalihgattupparani

mentions a battle at Ajatti besides the seizure of elephants at Navilai.'’®

The Vlkrama^c^-uH"^ affirms that Kulottuhga reached the western sea,

114. Vlfc, ed. Buhler pp 36-38 and notes; M, XX, pp 276, 282; BG, I, li, p 445.

115. ARSIE, 401 of 1896; 177 of 1919, yr 6 and 5 of 1894, yr 8 are among the earliest

of a longer version of the events of the war summarised below.

116. XI, vv, 74-75.

117. II, 48-51.
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captured the Kohkan and Kannada countries, and humbled the pride of

the Maratha king. This means that BanavasT, where Jayasimha III ruled as

viceroy certainly after the war and possibly before it too, was overrun; but

there is no corroboration of this. Bilhana’s statement that Rajiga fled the

field leaving Vikramaditya victor is not true. The worst sufferer was Somesvara

II who lost his throne and was imprisoned by his brother.

When Kulottuhga was preoccupied with the affairs of the south, the

kingdom of VehgT was raided in 1072-73 by YaSahkarnadeva, the Haihaya

ruler of TripurT, who claims to have easily overcome the strong ruler of the

Andhra country and propitiated BhTmesvara of Draksarama with presents

of many costly jewels. The Andhra ruler at the time was doubtless

Vijayaditya VII, and there is no evidence that the raid of the Haihaya ruler

had any political motives or consequences.

In the south, however, Kulottuhga had to face the total loss of Sri Lanka

and undertake the systematic reconquest of Pandya and Kerala which had

broken loose during the years of anarchy and trouble after the death of

VTrarajendra. In Sri Lanka, Vijayabahu I profited by the confusion in the

Coja country. The latest Coja inscription in Polonnaruva is dated 1 070, the

last year of Adhirarajendra’s reign. The Cu/avam^”® records that the

successful effort of Vijayabahu I for the liberation of Sri Lanka began in

the twelfth year of his reign (1070). He took up his residence in the fortress

on the Paluttha mountain to the west of Rohana on the borders of

Dakkhitiade§a;’^ round this stronghold "a teirible fight between the two

armies took place”. The Damija army was put to flight and, in the pursuit

that followed, the Cola general was captured and beheaded. Vijayabahu

occupied Pulatthinagara (Polonnaruva) without any further resistance from

the Tamils. But soon, a larger Coja army came from the mainland, and
there ensued a "fiery battle" near Anuradhapura; the Colas gained a victory,

and Vijayabahu had to fortify himself at Vatagiri, Vakirigala in Kegalla district.

The Cojas now stirred up rebellion against Vijayabahu in the rear, but it

was stamped out and the leader driven to seek refuge with the Colas.

Vijayabahu then proceeded “to Tambalagama where he erected a n'ew

stronghold”. Taking up his residence in Mahanagakula on the lower Walawe
Gatiga in the extreme south, he made fresh preparations for the Coja war.
He despatched two armies; one by the coastal highroad against Polonnaruva,
and the other to the west of the mountain system against Anuridhapura,
the king himself taking the central route by the side of the Mahaveligahgi.
Polonnaruva fell after severe fighting, and when the ruler of the CQjas heard
of this destruction of his army, he thought: "the SFnhalas are too strong,

110. El, Xll, 1913-14, pp 205 ff; R. D. Benerji, Ha»iayas of Trtpuff, p 26 states that the
Andhra king was a son of KulQttuhga but this is not iikely.

119. CV, 58, vv, 18 ff.

120. toW, I, p 203, n 2.

121. toW, p 204, n 2.
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and sent out no further army”. Anuradhapura was captured by the other

section of the Sri Lankan army which pushed forward to Mahatittha (Mantota).

Vijayabahu, “the best of kings, greatly rejoicing, advanced in the fifteenth

year (of his reign) to the greatly longed for, the best (town of) Anuradhapura”.

His coronation as ruler of Lanka was delayed by a rebellion that took place

in his eighteenth year, 1076-77. Polonnaruva now lost its Cola title and

got the name Vijayarajapura.’^^

Vijayabahu married LilavatT, daughter of JagatTpala of Kannauj, whose
queen had escaped with her daughter from captivity in the Cdja country,

and also TrilokasundarT of the Kalihga royal race. “The king restored the

Buddhist religion, renewing the priestly succession from Ramahna (Pegu),

and caused a temple for the relic to be built at the capital by his general

Nuvaragiri”.’^® The inscriptions of Kulottuhga are silent on the loss of Sri

Lanka. The Cujavam^ records another conflict between Kulottuhga and

Vijayabahu some time around 1103.’^^ Envoys from the Coja and Kannataka

(Calukya Vikramaditya) are said to have reached the Sinhalese court with

rich presents. When, on the return journey, the Kanrata messengers entered

the Cbja country, the Sri Lankan messengers accompanying them were

caught by the Cojas who maimed their ears and noses horribly. They

returned to Sri Lanka and informed Vijayabahu who sent a challenge to

the Coja king and prepared for war. But he faced serious rebellion from

the velaikkara mercenaries who were unwilling to fight their kinsmen. They

burnt the king’s palace and captured his sister along with her three sons.

The king himself fled to Dekkiriade^a and had his treasure removed to

Vatagiri. With the aid of Uparaja VTrabahu, Vijayabahu defeated the rebels

near the capital and executed the ringleaders. The erstwhile rebels became
sufficiently loyal to be entrusted with the protection of Tooth Relic temple,

the chief Buddhist shrine of Polonnaruva.’^® Eventually, Kulottuhga made
peace with Vijayabahu, and one of his daughters Suttamalliyar married

Virapparumal, a Sinhalese prince of the Pandyan party, and made a gift

of a “perpetual” lamp to an Tsvara temple in the reign of Jayabahu I, the

successor of Vijayabahu.’^®

While Kulottuhga could afford to neglect the loss of Sri Lanka, the case

of Pandya and Kerala was different. If the Cojas failed to reduce these

states, they were sure to become a menace to the existence of the Coja

power. Kulottuhga naturally mobijised all his energies towards subjugating

them as soon as he became free from the Cajukya war. Precise details

of the war in the south appear for the first time in the inscriptions of the

122 S//, IV, 1396, I. 17; ARSIE, 600 of 1912.

123 Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, p 57; CV, ch 60.

124. Ch, 60, vv, 24-47.

125. ARSIE, 600 of 1912; Sll, XVII. pp 330 f.

126. Ceylon Journal of Science, G. II, 2, pp 105 and 116 where the princess’ name is

given as Suryavalliyar; for the correct reading see EZ, III, pp 308-12.
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eleventh regnal year (1080-81).’^^ An undated Sanskrit inscription from

Chidambaram states that Kulottuhga overcame five Pandyan kings, set fire

to the fortress of Kottaru (compared with Arjuna setting fire to the Khandava

forest), subdued .the numerous forces of the Keralas, and erected a pillar

of victory on the sea-coast.’“ The Tamil pra^ti states that five Pandya

rulers were defeated in a battle, not named, and that even the forest to

which they fled for refuge was destroyed. Two attacks on the Cera fleet

at Vilinam and (Kandalur) Salai are mentioned in addition by the

Vikrama^.lpn-ula^^ and Kalihgattupparani.^^ The Kulottuhga-^ofan

Pillatamif^' describes the battle at ^emponmari (in Tiruvadanai taluq in

Ramanad district), and this may well have been the main battle in Kulottuhga’s

campaign in which the five Pandyas were defeated and forced to flee to

the forests for refuge. The ^vers were seasoned troops who had banished

the fear of death from their hearts and formed a considerable section of

the Pandya and Cera armies, and the decimation of their ranks must have

been the result of very hard fighting. The identity of the five Pandya enemies

of Kulottuhga is unknown. He was evidently not in a position to restore

the old administrative arrangements that had broken down and had to

leave the country in the hands of its ancient rulers for its internal administration.

This can be inferred from the large number of Pandyan inscriptions in the

succeeding years betraying few signs of political subordination and from

the paucity of the records of Kulottuhga and his successors in the south

as compared with the area under their direct rule. Kulottuhga hit upon the

device of founding military colonies (nilaippadalj along the important routes

of communication to keep the country in order; he must have also collected

an annual tribute from his subordinate rulers. The career of NaralokavTra,^^

one of Kulottuhga’s generals, furnishes adequate proof of the continuance
of a general supervision exercised by Coja officers over the subject territory;

the general is frequently mentioned in the inscriptions of Jatavarman
SrTvallabha Pandya (c.1091-1100).

An “embassy” from the Coja country, really a trading mission, which
reached China in 1077 seems to have proved a fairly profitable venture for

the Tamils. The seventy-two men who formed the embassy “were given
81,800 strings of copper cash, i.e., about as many dollars, in return for

the articles of tribute comprising glassware, camphor, brocades (called

Kimhwa in the Chinese text), rhinoceros horns, ivory, incense, rose-water,
putchuck, asafoetida, borax, cloves, etc”.^^ Indeed Kulottuhga seems to
have been keen on maintaining the developing the overseas trade and

127. ARSE, 186 of 1914.

128. Sll, I, no 155; El, V, 1898-99. pp 103-04
129. II. 45-48.

130. XI, vv, 70-72.

131. V, 10.

132. K.A.N. Sastri. Studies In C6/a History and Administration, pp 178 ff.

1 33. JRAS, 1 896, p 490 n; Chau Ju-kua, p 1 00. n 6; 04, xi, 20, 1 922, p 20; BEFEO, XXIII, p 470.
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cultural relations of the Coja empire. An inscription of 1114 in Chidambaram
records that a beautiful stone shown to Kulotturtga as a curio (katchi) by

the king of Kambhoja was fixed in the front row of the edirambalam of

the Nataraja shrine by order of RajendraSoladevar (Kulottuhga).’^ Not much
can be made of a stray reference in the Kalihgattuppamni to Kulottuhga’s

destruction of Kadaram on the wide ocean, of the equally vague mention

in his inscriptions of costly tributes from foreign islands or of Kulottuhga’s

fame being sung voluntarily by the tender women of Persia. More tangible

is the evidence of the smaller Leiden grant’* recording the arrival of an

embassy from 6h Vijaya-kadaram to the court of Kulottuhga in 1090 with

a request for a fresh grant confirming the gifts of land made by the Coja

kings as paHic-candam to the two vihSras built by the overseas ruler at

Nagapatam. Further proof of the continuance of friendly relations with SiT

Vijaya is a fragmentary Tamil inscription from Loboe Toewa in Sumatra

dated 6aka 1010 (ad 1088) mentioning the name of the celebrated merchant

guild of south India viz. the Ti§aiyayirattu Aihhurruvar [The Five Hundred of

the Thousand (districts) in the (four) quarters].’®^ A curious Mon inscription

from Prome mentions the visit of a Choli (Coja) prince to Burma in the

reign of king Sh Tribhuvanaditya MahSr^a (i.e., Kyanzittha, 1084-1112). The

king converted the Cola prince to Buddhism, and then married “a virgin

daughter of his who was perfect in form”. The identity of the Coja prince

cannot now be traced from Tamil epigraphy or literature.’* Within India,

Coja connections with the Gahadavalas of Kannauj is. attested in several

ways. On the walls of the temple of Gahgaikondacojapuram, the well known

pra^sti of the northern dyansty beginning Akunthotkantha is found engraved

in part; it belonged either to Madanapala or his son Govindacandra, and

opens by mentioning the forty-first regnal years of Kulottuiiga I. The increased

emphasis on the worship of the Sun in the Coja country was perhaps also

due to a close association with the Gahadavalas, virho were famous for

their devotion to the sun. A certain VagT^vararaksita of the Coja country is

mentioned in a copper plate grant of Govindacandra (1129) as a disciple

of Sakyaraksita of Orissa.’*

In the kingdom of Vetigi, Vijayaditya VII was apparently altowed to represent

Kulotturiga in the first years after his occupation of the Coja throne. It is

possible that the campaign of Vanapati and the intercession of Rajar^a of

Kalii^ga in support of Vijayaditya belongs to the period when Kulotturlga

was actively hostile to Vikramaditya. If that was so, R^raja must be taken

134. B, V, 1898-99, p 105.

135. VI, V, 18.

136. B. XXII, 1933-34, pp 267-81.

137. For a full discussion of this inscription see K. A. N. Sastri, “A Tamil Merchant

Guild in Sumatra”, T^ctechrift voor hdSsdhe Taal-, Land-, en VoStenkmde. p 314.

138. ARB, 1918, paras 41-42; 1919, para 39; Af?£, 1919, I, 9; Ep BIr, I,

p 164.

139. B, XI, 1911-12. PP 20-26, 11, 19 ff.
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to have played a useful part in steadying relations bet\ween Vijayaditya and

his nephew and on the whole detaching Vehgi from the stresses of the

Cajukya-Cdja war. When Vijayaditya died after his "fifteen years’ rule”

Kulottuhga anointed his son Rajaraja Mummadi Coja viceroy, in which

capacity he was probably anointed on 27 July 1076.’'^ At the end of

one year he gave up the place, preferring to live with his parents. His

younger brother Vira-Coda then became viceroy for six years and was
followed by Rajaraja Codagahga (1084-89), apparently the eldest son,^""

overlooked till then for some unspecified reason. VTra-Coda had a second
term from 1089 to 1092-93. In this period he was assisted by the Velananti

prince Vedura II, a nephew of Gonka I, in a battle against an unnamed
Pandya king, for which VTra-Coda bestowed on him the country between
the Krishna and the Godavari-Sindhu yugmantara-desa.’'*^ Vikram-Coja
succeeded VTra and continued to be viceroy till he was chosen heir-apparent

in 1116. The period of Vikrama Coja’s viceroyalty witnessed an expeditton

against Kalirtga necessitated by aggression on the part of its ruler against
Vehgi. The Kalihga ruler found an ally in the rebellious Telugu chieftain of
Kolanu (Colair lake) called BhTma. A distant Pandyan vassal, Parantaka,
from the extreme south, assisted Vikrama in subjugating Kolanu and southern
Kalihgam,”” i.e., the territory between the Godavari and the Manendra
mountain which was already part of the viceroyalty,^’^ but seems to have
revolted. The successful restoration of order (1095-96) is attested by an
inscription of Kulottuhga at Sirrihacalam dated 1098-99 and others at
Draksarama and elsewhere. It is probable that Karunakara Tondaiman who
led the later expedition against Kalihga (1110) took part in this war as well
and won distinction by defeating Devendravarma and other lieutenants of
the ruler of Kalihga.

The second war against Kalihga is described in the later inscriptions of
Kulottuhga and forms the theme of the celebrated war poem Kalihgattupparani.
According to the inscriptions,’'*® the Coja army crossed the VehgT territory,
destroyed the enemy’s elephant corps which opposed its further progress,
set fire to large tracts in Kalihgam, killed many generals of the Kalihga
army and ^bdued the seven Kalihgas. The parani narrates the story as
ollows: The emperor held a durbar at KahchT to receive the tributes sent
by his subject kings. At the end he enquired whether any had defaulted.

1^. El V, 1898-99, pp 70-100: VI, 1900-01, pp 334-47; ARE, 1922 II 16
141. Agr^am in Teki plates; B, VI, 1900-01 verse 21
142. e, IV. 1896-97. p 36.

143. TAS, I, p 22, 1.8.

144. Teki plates, 183, O, VI, 1900-01, pp 334-47 .

145. a, XXII, 1933-34, pp 143-44; JOR, X, pp 300-1.

147. Cf. M, XIX, p 333.
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and was told that the king of north Kalihgam had done so twice. He at once
ordered an expedition against the country, and the valiant general of Pallava

-^kfraction, Karunakara Totidaiman, lord of Vatidai offered to bring the Kalihga

ruler a prisoner as required by the king, and was accepted. Starting from KancT,

the army crossed the Palar, which means that the riverthen took a more northerly

course than at present. The Penriai, Matiriaru, Krishna, Godavari, Pampa and

Gotami are named among the rivers crossed before Kalitigam was entered.

When destruction started the people fled to the capital and reported to the king,

Anantavarman Coda-gahga. Although the king made light of the new trouble,

his general Engaraya tried to impress on him the magnitude of the danger by

recounting the efforts of the Cola army. The battle that ensued ended in the

complete victory of the Cdja forces and the flight of Anantavarman. The

expeditionary force returned with vast booty, but without being able to capture

the fugitive king of Kalitiga.

Was north Kalitiga a vassal state of the Cola empire and was its failure to

pay tribute the real cause of the war? An inscription from Draksarama’^ dated

$aka 1003 (ad 1081) in the reign of Visnuvardhana (Kulotturiga?) records a gift

by the wife of a pradhani of the Tri-Kalirigadhipati Rajarajadeva. If this is a

reference to the father of Anantavarman, it would follow that Kaliriga was such

a vassal state at least for sometime. But the expedition of Karutiakara produced

no permanent results and the Colas did not occupy northern Kaliriga.

Barring the loss of Sri Lanka, the empire of Kulottuhga did not suffer any

curtailment till about 1115. His inscriptions in Nandalur (Cuddapah), called

Kul6ttuhga-s5!a-Caturvedimahgalam, and in Tripurantakam (Kumool) and in

Karnataka prove the continuance of his rule in these areas,’'*® and his hold over

VehgT was also quite firm. But in 1116 a good part of Gahgavadi, including

Tajakad, was seized from the Colas by the Hoysaja ruler, who was in a

subordinate alliance with Cajukya Vikramaditya VI. The epithet Tajakadu-gonda

(capturer of Tajakad) is first applied to Hoysaja Bittiga, better known as

Visnuvardhana (i 1 00-52), in 1 1 1 6 when he is also described as ruling in Tajakad

and Kolala (Kolar) and over the whole of Gahgavadi as far as Kohgu. His Belur

copper plate grant (1117) confirms this and says that "he burnt the capital city

of the Gahgas”. At that time Gahgavadi was being held for Kulottuhga by a

scion of the ancient line of Adigaimans ofTagadur (Dharmapuri in Salem district),

and Hoysaja inscriptions begin their narrative of the conquest of Gahgavadi with

the statement that the Coja’s samanta Adiyama, stationed like a bolt of a door

above the ghats in the camp at Tajakadu, refused to surrender it to Gahga-raja,

the Hoysaja general and challenged him to take it by force if he could. A battle

was fought perhaps not far from Tajakad; victory was with Gahga-raja, the

Coja generals Adiyaman, Damodara, Narasimha and others being utterly

routed.’^ Other Hoysaja inscriptions render it probable that, as a result of

148. ARSE, 181 Of 1893.

1 49. ARSE, 600 pf 1 907; 265 of 1 905; 494 of 1 91 1 ; EC, IV, yr 34.

150. £0,11,240 (90).
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Gai^ga-r^a’s campaign, besides Tajakad (Rajar^apura), Nilagiri, Nangiji,

KolSr, TereyOr, Koyattur (Chittoor district) and a part of Kodgu became
subject to Visnuvardhana.’®’ There is evidence of a HoySala raid into the

heart of the Cola country too. Visnuvardhana claims to have marched up
to Rameswaram, and a relatively late Pandya inscription records the rescue

of some images belonging to the temple of Aduturai (Perambalur taluq,

Trichinopoly district) from being carried away to Dorasamudra during the

"war of Periyavadugan”. For this resistance and voluntary service of a
similar nature, the paflis of the village were honoured in the temple by
being presented with silk parivattams and were permitted to announce their

presence by proclaiming: "(here) comes Pannattan Tambiran, the d&/a of

all devas”, an arrangement sanctioned by Perumal Kulotturiga Cojadeva
and recorded in the fourth year of Vikrama Cojadeva.’®* There are no
inscriptions of Kulottur^ga I after 1 1 15 in Karnataka, though the reappearance
of Cola records in the Koiar region under Vikrama Coja shows that the
Cdjas managed to retain or recover a part of Gahgavadi very soon.

In another direction, that of VerlgT, Kulottuhga faced trouble from
Vikramaditya in the last years of his reign. How far the Cajukya monarch
had promoted the troubles which led to the two Kalihga wars of Kulottuhga’s
reign is not clear. But according to the Pithapuram inscriptions of
Mallapadeva,’®® the land of VertgT fell into a state of anarchy after Vikrama
Coja left for the south in 1118 to take up his position near his aged father
as yuvar^. This is a reference to the displacement of the Coja authority
in VehgT by that of the Western Cajukyas. Kulottuhga’s inscriptions are
found in Drak^rama in a continuous series up to his forty-ninth regnal
year (1118-19);’®^ for the next eight or nine years there are no Cola
inscriptions in the Northern Circars; they begin to reappear in the southern

p^ of the VehgT kingdom (Guntur district) from the ninth year of Vikrama
Cola (1127). On the other hand, Vikramaditya’s inscriptions dated in the
Calukya-Vikrama era are found in considerable numbers in Drak^rama,
the largest number of these bearing dates from 45 to 48 (11 21 -24), though
earlier and later dates are not unknown in Draksarama or elsewhere in the
Telugu country. The nature and extent of Vikramaditya’s sway in this region
can be s^n from some of these records. In 1117 Kakatiya chief Prola II

Cajukya.’®® About a year later, in
D^ember 1118, Anantap^ayya, the dandanayaka of Vikramaditya, was
ruling over VehgT 14.000.’®^ In 1120 Anantapala% wtfe made a gift toTS

151. SO. I, ii, pp 495-98.

wwfKulStS^tilf KulStturiga Coladeva is identified

154. ARSE. 194, 341, 344 of 1893.
155. ARSE, 153, 163 of 1897.
156. E/, IX, 1907-08

157. AflSE,819of
. P 256;ARS/E, 106 of 1902
1922; Sll, IX, I, no 196.
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shrine of BhftneSvara in Draksarama.’®® Another Western Cajukya general,

a nephew of Anantapala, was ruling Kondapalli (Krishna district)’®® in 1127.

Thus, it is quite clear that towards the close of his reign, Kuldttuhga’s

empire suffered another curtailment by the loss of VertgT. To the loss of

Sri Lanka at the commencement of the reign was now added that of

Gahgav§(;ii and VehgT, so that the Cdja kingdom became a more of less

purely Tamil power. Vikramaditya thus reached his initial aim of detaching

VehgT from the Coja empire, but he could achieve it only after toiling for

many years.

The latest inscription of KulQttuhga mentions the fifty second regnal

year,’®® showing that he lived up to about 1122. He bears the title

tribhuvana-cakravarff (emperor of the three worlds) as early as his fifth year

(1075),’®’ though it is not systematically repeated in all his inscriptions as

in those of his successors. His Telugu inscriptions call him “the seventh

Vi^nuvardhana”, though it is not clear by what reckoning. Further, besides

the usual Cajukya attributes, they also attribute to him other titles like

Parantaka, Permanadigalu, Vikrama-Coja and Kula§ekhara-Pandya-Kulantaka.

He is called Virudaraja Bhayankara, Akalahka, Abhaya, and Jayadhara by

the author of the Kalihgattupparani. Abhaya also occurs in a ^ucTndram

inscription and Jayadhara, in inscriptions from Tiruvorriyur, Pannadam and

Chidambaram.’®^ The title ^ungandavirtta-^o/anallOr occurs in an inscription

of 1098 and another record dated four years later describes the king as

^ungan-davirttuinjj alkki ulaganda, meaning "who ruled the world after

dispelling darkness by abolishing the tolls (^uhgarrii.^^ There are indeed

many literary references to this abolition of tolls,
’®^ but none of them is

calculated to throw light on the exact nature and scope of the reform.

$uhgam is generally explained as a tax on commodities carried in ships

and carts,’®® and this would include not only what we now call tolls, but

customs as well. Whether Kulottutiga did away with only transit duties or

other duties as well, whether the reform was of a temporary duration or

permanent, and whether it was confined to the Coja country proper or

extended over the whole of his empire are questions that cannot be

answered with the evidence now available. An inscription of 1194, however,

still refers to the C6|a-nadu as the country where no §udgam was collected,’®®

which implies that the exception was permanent and restricted to the CSja

158. ARS/E. 330 of 1893.

159. B, IX. 1907-08, p 261; ARS/E 258 of 1905.

160. RS/, p 127.

161. ARS/E 197 of 1919.

162. JAS, IV, p 130; ARSE, 109 of 1892; 121 of 1912; 271 of 1929; 119 of 1888.

163. ARSE, 312 of 1901; 374 of 1908.

164. See Takka^^iapparanl, ed, Swaminatha Aiyer, p 247, v, 775 and n. There are also

gold coins with sung in Tamil characters.

165. Kural 756 (Parimelalagar).

166. ARS/E 288 of 190'7.’
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country proper. A land-survey undertaken in the sixteenth and forty-fifth

regnal years of Kuldttuhga is mentioned in the inscriptions of his successor.

Further, a record of the forty-eighth year (1118) of Kulottuhga himself gives

the name of one of the survey officers.’®^

Kolotturlga's capital was Gai1ng§purT dr Garingaikorida-colapuram. The

city next in importance was KahcTpuram, where there was a royal palace

vrith an sthis&^a mandapa (coronation hall) v4ience the king issued several

important grants.^®® AyirattaH, Tirumajuvadi, Mudikond§o!apuram, and

Vikrama^lapuram also contained royal palaces. Kulotuhga’s chief queen was
his cousin Madhurantaki, daughter of Rajendra II. As the children of this

queen became successive viceroys of VehgT from 1077, her marriage must

have taken piace severai years before Kulotturlga’s accession to the Cola

throne. Vikrama Coja, the heir-apparent, was perhaps her fourth son. She
must have died before 1100 after which date Tyagavalli takes her place

as the chief queen with the title puvana-mujududaiya! or mistress of the

whole world. The Kalihngattupparani distinctly says that she enjoyed equal

authority with the king.’®® Other queens of Kulottutiga, his two sisters called

Kundavai and Madhurantaki, seven sons and two daughters are named in

the inscriptions. Numerous subordinates and feudatories are also mentioned.

THE SUCCESSORS OF KULOTTU rye A I

Vikrama Coja’s reign began late in June 1118:’^° he must have ruled

conjointly with his father for the first four years. His attempts to recover

lost territory seem to have been crowned with better success in VehgT than

in Karnataka. After Vikrama Coja was recalled from Vehgi in 1118, its

administration passed into the hands of Prince Coda of the Velanandu

family, the son of Gonka I. But he was soon forced to acknowledge the

suzerainty of Vikramaditya VI, after whose death in 1126 Vikrama Cola

reasserted his supremacy in VerIgT. Thus, in 1127 Mahamandale^vara

Nambaya, lord of the Satsahasra country and of KoNipaka, engraved an

inscription acknowledging Vikrama Coja’s overlordship at Cebrolu in the

heart of the reign ruled over by Anantapala some years before.’^’ Five years

later the Velanaridu chiefs and their dependents continued to recognize the

Coja emperor of the south as their suzerain as becomes clear from an

inscription at Nfdubrolu.’^® But the Western Cajukyas did not give up their

position in VehgT without a struggle, and they seem to have been in

occupation of the northern part of VerlgT for some years after Vikramaditya 's

death. A record from TTrpurantakam dated in 1126-27 states that Anantapfila

defeated the C6la army, pursued it as far as KahcT, and plundered that

celebrated city, gaining the title Coja-kalakasure-kare, the plunderer of the

167. ARSIE, 440 of 1912; 132 of 1930. Also ARSIE, 87 of 1900 mentioning SrT-pSdakol.

ARE, 1900, para. 25.

168. Sll, III, no 73: MAR, 1917, pp 42-44.

169. X. w. 54, 55. 171. ARSIE 153 of 1897.

170. B, VII. 1902-3, pp 4-5. 172. ARSIE, 163 of 1897.
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Cola camp.’^® Another undated record from Kollur (Guntur district) attributes

the same exploits to Ecapa, a subordinate of Anantapala, saying that he

pursued the Cola forces from Uppinakalle in VehgT to KancT and became

known as Colarajyanirmulana, the uprooter of the Cola kingdom.’^** These

apparently exaggerated statements are indications of a struggle of which

we get no details from the Coja side. It is nof easy to decide whether

those are late records of events that took place during Vikramaditya’s

occupation of VehgT or during Vikrama Co.la’s attempt to regain his political

position in the north after the death of NAikramaditya. That SomeSvara III,

the son and successor of Vikramaditya, received recognition in VehgT for

some time is seen from an inscription of 1129-30 at Gurizala in the Palnad

taluq in which a Haihaya chief Beta acknowledges the supremacy of

Bhulokamalla. Moreover, other inscriptions from Draksarama attest Cajukya
supremacy in northern VehgT till about 1133, the year in which the Cbja
reconquest of VehgT appears to have been completed by a decisive victory

on the banks of the Godavari. Gonka II (c. 1132-60), the Velanandu ruler,

states in clear terms that in a battle on the Godavari fought in the presence
of the Kuntala Vallabha (Somesvara ill), he put the Calukya army to flight

after defeating the two generals Laksmana and Govinda, and captured
much booty in gold, horses and camels.”’® It was thus only after a continuous
struggle for over twelve years and with the effective support of the Velanhndu
ruler Gonka II in its last stages that Vikrama Coja succeeded in regaining
control of VehgT.

Vikrama Cola’s rule in the eastern part of Gahgavadi is attested by his
inscriptions from the Kolar district bearing dates from the second year of his
reign. Considerable areas in the north and south Arcot districts suffered from
famine and flood in the sixth year of the reign. An inscription of 1 1 25 from north
Arcot records the destruction of crops by a flood and the sale of some land by a
village assembly to raise the money needed for paying the taxes for the year,
pother record of the same year shows that the mahasabha of Tiruvadi (south
Arcot) too had to sell some of thecommon land to raise funds for discharging the
KBgama/ (land tax) for the year.’^^ A somewhat later inscription of the eleventh
year from Koviladi (Thanjavur district) says that the village of Tirupper became
deserted owing to the advent of bad times— a vague Statement of which the
true meaning is not clear.

®
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the sovereign during his tours. He iavished much wealth on the renovation

and endowment of the shrine of Natar^a in Chidambaram, and of RahganStha

in Snrartgam. Chidambaram, the most celebrated 'Saiva shrine of south

India, had attracted the devotion of Coja kings from the time of Parfintaka

I. With the foundation of GahgaikondacQ.lapuram, Chidambaram rose In

importance on account of its proximity to the new capital and the possibility

of frequent royal visits to it. Thanjavur and TiruvSrur, which had held the

chief position in the days of RSjariya I, now took a secondary place. Vikrama

Coja only continued the renovation of the Chidambaram temple begun by
his father, and planned and executed under the supeniision of the famous
general Naralokavfra of Manavil. Later inscriptions call the- first prSkara wall

of the temple by the name Vlkramacojan-tirumajigai, and one of the main

streets round the temple bears the name W/cramacq/ar7fengu-f/hA^/.’”'

Siirartgam was a celebrated centre of Visnuism and though there is no

epigraphical confirmation of the fact, the temple chronicle, ^nrahgam

Koyiloiugu, states that Vikrama Coja built the fifth wall round the temple

of Rahganatha, besides other structures such as the temple of Rama.

Vikrama Cola had the titles tyagasamudm (ocean of liberality) and akalahka

(the spotless one). Two of his queens figure prominently in his

inscriptions— Mukkokkijan in the earlier years till about 1 1 26 and TyagapatSka

later. He chose his son Kulottuhga II as heir-apparent sometime in

May-July 1133,’®’ though he continued to reign two years longer.

Kulottuhga II, who reigned till about 1150, had a peaceful and prosperous

reign. The inscriptions in the Telugu country became more numerous than

under his father, which proves that the gains of Vikrama Cbja’s reign In'

this quarter were retained and consolidated. Tamil literature flourished under

his patronage and the poet-laureate Ottakkuttan and the celebrated hagiologist

$ekki,lar adorned his court. He seems to have held a coronation at

Chidambaram as he is described as "the king who wore the crown in

such a manner as to add lustre to Tillainagar”,’®® The Kul6tui)ga sdlan-uH'^

contains an elaborate account of the remodelling of the Chidambaram

temple carried out in this reign. It begins by saying that with his peerless

queen who shared the honours of the throne with him, KuiStturIga went

and worshiped the Dancing Siva at Chidambaram, and that he removed

the little god (Vi§nu) from the courtyard of the Sacred Hall of Tillai.’®^ The

1 79. K.A.N. Sastri, Sructto h COIa Hstory and AcMilatratlon, pp 1 76 ff; ARSE, 318 of 1913.

180. Sff, III, pp 181-82.

181. e, X, 1909-10, pp 136-37: XI, 1911-12, p 287. AflSE, 135 of 1934-36 of yr 9 works

out correctly for 24 Marcti 1146, AflE, II. 15.

182. ARSE, 155 of 1902.

183. II. 69-116; see also Rl^ai^ iofan utS, ii. 58-66; and TaMaySgappatanI, w, 777, 808-10.

1 84. MAnlkkavfitegar's ThMOvaly^, v, 86 contains the earliest reference to the relative positions

of the shrinm of Gksvindarjya and NatarSia In this temple. KulOttuhga's act of sectarian Intoleranoe,

the removal of the Govlndarfija image, is also mentioned at the beginning of 363 of 1907 from

Adutural (Thanjavur district) though this part of the Inscription has suffered wanton damage.
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new constructions included gopurams with seven tiers and the shrine of

the goddess, whose size and splendour so captivated her heart that she

forgot her original home in the Himalaya. Various parts of the temple and

the city were covered with gold and the king came to be known as "the

Perumal who covered the sacred Perambalam with gold”.’®® He was also

called firunTrucc6.l.a like Kulottuhga I, a fact which has led to some confusion

on the date of ^kkijar.’®®

R§jaraja II, the son of Kulotuhga II, became heir-apparent in around April

1146.’®^ His reign was also generally peaceful and his inscriptions in Kohgu,

Kolar and the Telugu areas show that the empire cotinued undiminished in its

extent. But the records of the reign show that the administrative system was

beginning to lose efficiency and that the control of the central government was

not as effective as under Kulottuhga I and his predecessors. The monarchy was

no longer the vigorous autocracy that it was, ever active in the pursuit of war

and glory, in the maintenance of order and good government all round. The

king Seems to have become too weak to control the turbulence of his vassals

who, while acknowledging his nominal suzerainty, began to play on increasingly

prominent and independent part in the conduct of local affairs. The system of

autonomous village administration was not affected by this change, only the

steady bureaucratic control from the centre so laboriously planned and built by

Rajaraja I and his successors was cracking.’®®

The time and manner of the end of Rajaraja’s reign are involved in some
obscurity. His inscriptions in the Tamil country stop with his nineteenth regnal

year (c. 1165).’®® But some records in the Telugu area bear dates up to the

twenty-eighth year with corresponding 6aka dates,’®® and no satisfactory

explanation has been found for their existence. Rajaraja’s successor was
Rajadhiraja II whose reign commeced either in 1 163 or 1 166 according to two
different sets of his records.’®’ An inscription of the eighth year of Rajadhiraja

sets forth the circumstances of his accession to the place of yuvaraja first, and
later as king after the death of Rajaraja.’®® It says that as the king saw that there

were no sons who could be installed in the place of heir-apparent, he ordered
his minister Perumanambi alias Pallavarayar of Karigai-kulattur, to fetch from
Gatigaijondacojapuram a prince by the name of Edirilipperumal, son of

Neriyudaipperumal and grandson of Vikrama Coladevar, and made him
yuvar^. About four years later, Rajaraja died at Ayirattalip-padaivTdu, leaving

behind two children aged one and two years. Then, for some unstated reason,

185. ARSIE, 157 of 1902.

186. ARSIE. 363 of 1911; 312 of 1901 and 6en Tmll, XXV, pp, 271-75; ARE, 1912, II, 27.
187. a IX, 1907-8. p 210.
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it became necessary for Pallavarayar to remove the royal family for safety

to Rajarajapuram (Darasuram?). Pallavarayar also had Edirilipperumal crowned
as king under the titie Rajadhiraja-devar with the consent of the udan-kuttam

and the nadu. It has been suggested that Pallavarayar was the father

of Rajaraja’s queen who had borne him two children aged one and two
years at his death, that the future Kulottui^ga III was one of these children,

and that Rajadhiraja II ruled more or less in the position of regent during

Kulotturiga Ill's minority.’®^ On the supposition that Rajar^a II died in 1163,

these suggestions may be tentatively accepted.

fiAJADHIRAJA II AND KULOTTUNGA III

The chief political event of Rajadhiraja’s reign was a protracted war of

succession in the Paridya country in which the Sri Lankan king and the

Coja emperor took opposite sides, and of which detailed accounts are

preserved in the Cojavamsa and in the contemporary Cbja inscriptions.

Even after the reconquest of the south by Kulotturiga, rulers of that country

apparently managed to preserve much of their independence in internal

administration which they had gained during the troubled years at the

beginning of Kulotturiga’s reign. Their allegiance to the central power tended

to become more and more nominal, though occasionally the more adventurous

princes of their dynasty (like Parantaka Pandya) went out to fight on behalf

of their suzerains in a distant country. Not many Co.la inscriptions are found

in the Patidya territory after the close of Kulotturiga I’s reign. Some years

after Rajadhiraja 11 was chosen for the succession, a fierce succession

dispute broke out among the Paiidyas, and one of the parties appealed

to Parakramabahu I (1 1 53-86) of Sri Lanka for aid, and the other to the

Coja ruler. The war, which thus resolved itself into a continuation of the

old rivalry between Sri Lanka and the Coja power, brought no good to

either, and resulted in an increase in the relative strength of the Parir^an power.

The COIavarti^a contains a vivid account of the opening phases of the

war.'®'’ In 1168 Parakrama Patidya of Madura appealed to Sri Lanka for

help against Kula^ekhara who was investing that city. Parakramabahu sent

an army under his general Latikapura, but before it could reach the mainland,

Kula^ekhara captured Madura and killed Parakrama Pandya and his family.

Larlk^ura received fresh instruction to continue war till the kingdom of

Madura could be transferred from Kula6ekhara to a scion of the house of

Parakrama Pandya. Advancing by way of Rameswaram, Lartkapura fortified

himself at Kundukala on the tongue of land projecting into the sea from

the mainland opposite Rameswaram. There was fierce fighting and many
Tamil prisoners of war were either impaled or transported to Sri Lanka as

forced labour to rebuild the viharas destroyed during the Tamil occupation

193. El, XXI, 1931-32, pp 185-86. See also Pallavarayanpettai inscription {ARSIE, 433 of

1924) and a detailed discussion thereon in K.A.N. Sastri, The Cdles, pp 354-60.
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of the island. Nevertheless Lahkapura found his task more difficult than he

had anticipated. He sent for reinforcements from Sri Lanka and also tried

to win over Tamil chieftains to his side by means of presents and honours.

He learnt that Vira Pandya, a son of Parakrama Pandya who had escaped

the massacre of his family by Kulasekhara, was living in the Malaya (mountain)

country, and sent for him. On his side Kulasekhara put several armies in

the field one after another as his cause was more popular in the Pandyan

country and he had the support of the Cojas and also of an uncle of his

who was the ruler of Kohgu.’®® A Coja army commanded by Pallavarayar

came to his aid and was despatched to Tondi and Pasi. In the battle of

Kilenilaya that followed, Larikapura gained a victory and “dyed the water

of the ocean ruddy with the blood of the foe”. Kilenilaya is doubtless the

same as modem Kilnilai in the Tirupattur taluq of Ramnad district. Kulasekhara

fled after another defeat at Ponnamaravati, and Lankapura cave over the

Pandya kingdom to Vira Pandya whom he had already crowned king in

accordance with Parakramabahu’s orders. He introduced the Sri Lanka coin

Kahapana in the Patidya country and sent a vast amount of booty to Sri

Lanka.

So far the Cufavam^a. But the account is obviously incomplete, and as

Geiger observed;’* “The narrative ends abruptiy.... It is pretty clear that

the chronicler has concealed the failure which overtook the expedition after

its initial success.” The Cola inscriptions and the COfavam^a itself under

the reigns of the successors of Parakramabahu I complete the story. An
inscription from Arppakkam'* (Chingleput district) of the fifth year of Rajadhiraja

II says that after capturing Pandimandalam and driving out Raja Kulasekhara

from Madura, the Sri Lankan army made war upon the samantas of

Rajadhiraja, and won victrories in the region of Tondi and Pasi which struck

terror in the heart of the people of Cojamandalam. A prominent Cola noble,

Edirilisbja Sambuvaraya, became perturbed when news of these occurrences
reached him, and sought divine intercession through a holy man by the
name of Svamidevar. This holy man answered that he knew that the Sri

Lanka army had put an end to the worship in the temple of Rameswaram
and plundered its treasury; he would endeavour by means of the occult
to invoke disaster on the invaders who were $ivadr&iTs (traitors to Siva).

After he performed puja for twenty-eight days, news arrived from Pallavarayar
that the entire force from Sri Lanka with Jayadratha and Lahkapura at its

head had sustained defeat, and in his gratitude the Sambuvaraya presented
the village of Arppakkam to Svamidevar.

Another record of the eighth year'ss of Rajadhiraja from Pallavarayanpettai
(Thanjavur district) is more explicit in details. It starts by mentioning that

195. ARSIE, 336 of 1928.
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198. ARSIE, 433 of 1924. See also note 193 above.
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KulaSekhara Pandya was ousted from Madura by the Sri Lankan.aimy, and that he

sought the aid of the Coja who ordered that Kulasekhara was to be restored to his

throne after Lahkapura dandanayaka and other Sri Lankan generals were killed in

battle and their heads nailed to the gates of the city of Madura. Pallavarayar, who
was entrusted with this grim mission, entertained Kulasekhara suitably in the Cbja

country, and effected the reconquest of the Pat;idyan kingdom carrying out his

master’s orders to the latter and having the heads of Larikapura and others nailed to

the gates of the Pandyan capital. The conversion of the Paridya country into a

province of Sri Lankawas thus averted (pandai-nadu-JIa-na^adapadiparharittu).

Two other inscriptions’®® dated in later years cany the story one stage

further. They mention first another Cola general Vedavanam-udaiyan

Ammaiyappan alias Ar;inan Pallavarayan and indicate his part in the war up

to the restoration of kulasekhara. This general heard that Parakramabahu

of Sri Lanka was preparing for another attack on the mainland and massing

his forces and building ships at Oratturai, Pulaicceri, Matottam (Mantota),

Vallikamam, Mattival (Mattuvil) and other places. At the same time a certain

Srivallabha, a nephew and rival of Parakramabahu, had come over to the

mainland to make common cause with the enemies of Parakramabahu.

Arinan Pallavarayan espoused his cause and sent an expedition against Sri

Lanka under him. Several places on the island, Pulaicceri and Matottam

among them, were destroyed, many elephants seized, and a large extent

of territory ravaged. A vast amount of booty was presented to the Coja

king at the end of the campaign.

Parakramabahu, who had had enough trouble at the beginning of his

reign with Srivallabha's father, Manabharana, wanted to put an end to

hostilities by a revolutionary change of policy. Recognizing that his efforts

to keep Kulasekhara out of the Pandyan throne were proving costly and

even dangerous to his own security, he made up his mind to befriend

Kuasekhara and wean him off from Coja protection. The inscriptions affirm

that, losing all consideration for the good done to him by the Cola king,

Kulasekhara accepted the overtures of the king of Sri Lanka and cooperated

with him in hostilities against the Cojas. In pursuance of the new policy,

he drove to the north of the Vejlar the people of Elagam (Edagam in

Madura taluq) and the Marava samantas who were loyal to the Cola king

and engaged in his service, and also removed from the gates of Madura

the heads of the Sri Lankan generals nailed there by Pallavarayar in the

first stage of the war. Letters and presents sent by Parakramabahu to

Kulasekhara and his proteges fell into the hands of Coja generals who

now received orders to turn KulaSekhara out of Madura and instal in his

place VTra Pandya, the son of Parakrama Pan(;lya, the original riv^ of

KulaSekhara. These orders were effectively carried out by Annan Pallavarayan.

An inscription from 3embanarkoyil in TTianjavur district^ records that in

199. ARSIE, 465 of 1905; 262 of 1925; El, XXII, 1933-34, pp 86-92.

200. ARSIE 171 of 1925.
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the eleventh year of Rajadhir^a’s reign, the images ofone temple were removed

to another for safety during a military inroad (durita-kafamay padaiyera). This

makes it possible that at some stage in the war, the forces of Kula^ekhara and

Parakramabahu invaded the heart of the Coja country.

The inscriptions thus show that for seven or eight years Rajadhiraja’s attention

was fully engaged by the affairs of the southern kingdom, that in the end his

prot6g6 Kula^khara turned traitor and had to be turned out of Madura, and
Vira Pandya, the son of his rival, came to be installed in his place. This, however,
was not the end and there was another turn of events at the beginning of the
next reign. But Rajadhiraja had fair reason to be satisfied with his work.
Parakramabahu’s designs in the Pandya country had been totally frustrated and
his candidates steadily kept away from the throne. Repeated Sri Lankan
expeditions against the mainland had been successfully met, and despite
temporary victories, the ruler of Sri Lanka had sustained heavy bsses and his

military and navai resources had been greatly damaged. The Coja king assumed
the title: "who was pleased to capture Madura and Ceylori”, Maduraiyum
llamum KondaruHna. According to the chronology of the Cu!avam§a and one
set of Rajadhiraja's inscriptions, the events of the war may be placed between
1169 and 1177.

R^adhir^a’s inscriptions are found in Nellore, Kalahasti and Nandalur, and
the extent of his empire may be taken, therefore, to have been the same as
under Rajar^a II. He seems to have had the title Karikala which occurs in two
inscriptions. ’ His reign witnessed the growing strength of centrifugal forces.
Scions of ancient royal houses and even powerful members of the official nobility
which tended to become hereditary in character, tended to carry on local affairs
in their own way, and obstruct the central government in the exercise of its
general supervision and control. The prestige and efficiency of the king’s
government began to suffer by the sphere of its effective operation becoming
more and restricted. The inscriptions of the later Coja rulers do not create thes^e impression, as do those of the earlier ones, of a powerful bureaucracy at
the centre ever vigilant in restraining, correcting and advising the more or less
autonomous local organisations in the different parts of the empire. These

seen to be more or less left to- their own devices, and

lorli

anything to do with external authorities, it is generally with the^l chieftains of their neighbourhood rather than with officials acting for the

development was that the local

toTS tS?®"
make political compacts calculated to regulate their conducttowards the emperor, the binding character of such compacts beino often^ght to be ensured by the most powerful imprecations imaginable The earliest0 ^ch compacts are from Ramnad district and date fror^ Sout the7nd ofKulotturiga I s reign. An inscription at Sivapuri^'® dated 1112 contains the oathof alliance and fealty to one chieftain by another saying;

201 . ARSIE, 129 of 1927; 263 of 1913,
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I do hereby swear that I shall remain true to (your) life, wealth and
honour, and if I fail, I shall incur the sin of him who becomes the

husband of his mother, consumes liquor (sura) and beef

(go-marfisam).

In the reign of Rajadhiraja II, an inscription from Madam in the north

Arcot district registers a similar compact among the members of the Sengeni

farnily.^^ This became the rule under Kulottuhga IlK and there can be no
doubt that this is a sign of the approaching end of the empire. It was
dissolving into a number of warring principalities before the eyes of the

king, no longer powerful to enforce his will on his own grown vassals.

The latest regnal year found in the inscriptions of Rajadhiraja is sixteen,

and his reign must have ended in 1179 or 1182 depending on whether

the accession was in 1163 or 1166. The reign of his successor Kulottuhga

III commenced^°^ between 6 and 8 July 1178 and so he must have been

chosen heir-apparent by R^adhir^a himself. Kulottuhga’s relation to his

predecessor is not known, and there is no means of deciding whether he

was one of the two children of R^ar^a II who were aged two and one

year at the time of his death, or identical with Kumara Kulottuhga \Mto

figures in some of R^adhir^a’s inscriptions and in the Kul6ttuhgan-k6m

as the son of a certain Samgamar^a.“® Neither this /cdva/ or an ula on

his younger brother ^hkara^ojan mentions any tangible historical event

and this renders the identification highly oorijectural. The records of Kulottuhga

H’s reign are numerous and clearly show that he was the last of the great

Coja monarchs. His great ability enabled him to triumph over the forces

of disruption which were steadily increasing in number and intensity, and

to delay the disruption of the empire for nearly a whole generation. The

empire suffered no curtailment until towards the close of the reign and its

achievements in war and conquest were by no means negligible. The period

marks the last epoch in the history of Cola architecture, and literature

flourished equally well.

Patidyan affairs were still unsettled at the time of Kulotturlga’s accession.

In a record of his second year,** and more frequently from the fourth year

onwards, he is described as Maduraiyum Pandiym mucUtts^aiyum KondeaiJOya

“who was pleased to take Madura and the crowned head of the Paii<;lya”.

This title is expanded by the addition of Ham (Sri LankaO in the tenth year,

of Karuvur in the sixteenth, and of KahcTpuram in the twenty-fourth year.”^

KancTpuram is not, however, included in many inscriptions. Kulottuhga is

also stated to have celebrated a wSbh^Ska and a v^aySbNseka.^

203. ARSIE, 252 of 1919.

204. /WS/e El, VIII, 1905-06, p 260.

205. ARSE. 420 of 1908.

206. ARSE, 190 Of 1904.

207. Nl. N, 85: ARSE, 397 of 1925; 2 of 1905.

208. ARSE, 658 of 1902, yr 29. See also KAN. Sastrl, The OOtos, p 410, n 52.
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We have seen that VTra Pandya was installed in Madura byAnnan Pallavarayan

after Kula§ekhara was punish^ for his treachery. How long he held the throne

of Madura can only be surmised; his coronation and a gift of land to a temple

on the occasion are recorded in an inscription from Suchindram in south

Kerala.^°® In a short time Vira Pandya also succumbed to the blandishments of

the ruier of Sri Lanka and went over to his side. The fact was that the traditional

alliance among the southern powers—Venad, Pandya and Sri Lanka—against

the Coja monarchy was too firmly established to be shaken by considerations

of gratitude for help received at a critical juncture.

The further stages ofthe Pandyan war as recorded in Kulottuhga’s inscriptions

may now be briefly summarised . Though a detailed account of the first campaign

is found in a record of the ninth year from Chidambaram,^’® the campaign itself

must be placed some years earlier, say about 1 1 82 when the capture of Madura

occurs among the king’s titles. This was the first Paiidyan campaign, followed

by two others in the later years of the reign. We learn from the Chidambaram

inscription of the ninth year that a certain Vikrama Pandya sought the aid of

Kulottuhga against Vira Pandya and obtained it. But who Vikrama Paridya was,

how he was related, if at all, to Kula6ekhara who had been chased out of Madura

before ViTa Paridya was installed there by the Cojas, and how Vira Paridya had

incurred the enmity of Kuidttui’iga and his protege Vikrama Paridya are not

explained. We have to infer from the presence of the Sri Lankan troops in VTra

Paridya’s army that it was a resuscitation of the oid alignment. In the campaign

that foliowed, the son of VTra Paridya fell, Elagam was subjugated and the army

of ms^vas defeated, while the Sri Lankan soldiers had their noses cut off and

rushed into the sea.^” VTra Pandya was attacked, Madura seized, and its throne

bestowed on Vikrama Paridya. A pillar of victory commemorating the events

was set up. Another inscription of the eleventfi year,^’^ also from Chidambaram,
adds that VTra Pandya returned to attack after his first defeat, and that Kulottuiiga

took his crowned head on this occasion. This is repeated in identical terms in

two records dated five years laterfrom Tiaikkadaiyur,^’ ® which mention additional

facts. Kulotturiga enslaved the best of Vfra Paiidya’s women who were sent to

his vejam (the palace establishment of women), set his foot on the crowns of

the Paridya and the Cera, when, shortly after the Paridya had sought refuge in

western Kollam, they came and made obeisance at his feet; he established a
new king over Madura, and put on the anklet of heroes; he was pleased to be
present when the Kekaya chieftain named his son Kulottui’iga after his suzerain.
Lastly, he restored to favour the Paridya Vfra Kerala who had fled from the
battlefield after losing his finger and then surrendered himself into slavery.

209. TAS, II, pp18ff.

210. ARSIE, 457 of 1902; Sll, III, no 86; also AflS/f, 1 of 1899.
211. ARSIE. 94 of 1918, yr 14 says that the marappoM also shared the same fate —

Slngalappa^ mart^jpaM vetturxids^ kadal pukkakui wte,
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A record of the nineteenth year from Snrangam^’'' repeats the incidents of the

war in the same words as the Chidambaram inscription of the eleventh year,

stating also that Wa Pandya’s second attempt met with disaster in the field of

Nellur (to the east of Madura in the Sivagahga taluk of Ramnad district), and
that at the end of the battle, Kulottuhga took into his velam the young queen

(madModi) of the Pandya ruler. It then refers to the submission of the defeated

Pandya and Cera, the defeat of Pandya Vfra Kerala and his restoration to

favour.^'® Two identical inscriptions from the former Pudukkottai state^’® with a

unique pra^astideserve particular attention not only for their account ofPandyan

affairs, but for the entire reign of Kulottuhga 111. A brief analysis of the entire

pra^sti may be given before resuming the story of the Pandyan campaigns of

Kulbttuhga. It opens in the usual manner by recording the benevolent effects

of the king’s coronation; it then mentions the gilding of parts oftheChidambaram
temple, the construction of the TribhuvanT§varam temple (within about 10 kms.

off Kumbakonam), the gilding of Rajarajfevaram (at Darasuram), and the

institution of festivals in these temples. Then follows a brief narration of a northern

campaign culminating in the recapture of KahcT-the text of this part being the

same as in the Chidambaram inscription of the eleventh year. The subjugation

of Vadugu and the annexation of VehgTmandalam is followed by the shower of

gold in the form of gifts and the entry into Urangai. Then begins the story of the

Pandyan war given almost in the same words as in the 6rTrahgam inscription

of the nineteenth year.

Kultotturiga is stated to have conquered Tiam (Sri Lanka), waged a fierce war

against' Kohgu, entered KaruvOr and worn the great crown of victory

(vijayamamudi), assuming the title of Soja Kerala. He fought against the war-like

army of Malaya, besieged Mattiyur and Kajikkottai, defaced some of the

Pandyan troops by cutting off their noses, and took prisoner the marappadai

and ejagap-padai.

He then surrounded Madura with his troops, drove the Pandya, his younger

brothers and his mother into the forests, demolished the coronation mancbpa
of the Pandya, and after ploughing its site with asses, sowed kavadi (coarse

millet) on it, and then wore the "crown of heroism” (Vframudlj after assuming

the title Cola-Pandyan. Kuldtturlga then put on the anklet of heroes, assumed

the title of tribhuvanavTra and went on a triumphal march round the city with

the banner of heroism raised aloft; in the end he offered worship and presents

to the God of Madura. He changed the name of Pandi-mandalam into

Cd!a-Pandya-mandalam and that of Madura into Mudit-talai-konda-^ojapuram.

Among other things, he opened a broad street in his own name for the

procession of the deity and covered the temple of Madura with gold. He also

distributed much wealth and land belonging to the Pandya and Cera countries

among the temple of Chidambaram, Tiruvarur and Tribhuvanam. He erected

214. Af1S/E, 66 of 1892; Sff. Ill, no 88.

215. For details see K.A.N. Sastii, The Cojas, pp 379-81.

216. PSI, nos 163, 166.
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inscribed pillars of victory everywhere, and finally restored to the Pandya his

kingdom and his regalia, taking for himself the title mudi-v^ga-^dla, the Cola

who gave (back) the (Pandya) crown.

We may now resume the account of the Pandya wars of Kuldtturiga III. The
inscriptions mention three separate campaigns. The first, which began at the

request of Vikrama Pandya, ended with his installation in Madura after the

deposition of VFra Pandya. This must have been fought about 1 1 82 in the last

years of Parakramabahu I of Sri Lanka. The second campaign was necessitated

by Vira Pandya’s attempt to regain the Paridyan throne with the aid of the ruler

of Kerala. His attempt came to a disastrous end in the battle of NettOr about
1 189 or slightly earlier. Vira Pandya then fled to Venad and Quilon, only to be
persuaded by his Cera ally to return to Madura and make his submission to

Kulottuhga. Though he lost his throne and his queen, his life was spared and
he was allowed to enjoy a modicum of comfort and dignity for the rest of his

life. We lack details about the chief of the Kekayas who seems to have been a
loyal subordinate of Kulottuhga, and about the Pandya Vira-Kerala. Only fresh
evidence can elucidate their identity and their role in this campaign. It is uncertain
whether this campaign also took place in the reign of Parakramabahu I of Sri

Lanka who lived till 1 1 87, or dragged on to the reign of Nissahkamalla, separated
from that of Parakramabahu I only by the short rule of Mahinda VI. Sri Lanka
figures first among the conquests of Kulottuhga in 1 188,^’’’ and Ni§§ahkamalla
claims to have led three successful expeditions to the Pandya country and to
have renovated a temple at Rameswaram. A Sinhalese inscription in
Remeswaram is inscribed on a stone which served as the seat (asana) on which
Nfe^hkamalla sat watching theatrical performances and listening to music. The
inscription also records that the king spent much treasure in renovating the
temple that came thereafter to be called Nissahkamalle-svara. The Sri Lankan
expeditions to south India on this occasion were by no means successful, and

IS may be the reason for the silence of the chronicles regarding them
The third Pandyan campaign is described only in the Pudukkottai inscriptions,

one of which is dated in the thirty-fourth year of Kulottuhga (1211-12) In view
Of the fact that the king’sm and vijaya-abhisekas described in this record are
first mentioned in other inscriptions of about the twenty-ninth year of the king’s

postulate some date about 1205 for this campaign. If this is

Sln llr!
Kulottuhga started from Karuvur must have

t^net 1

Kulasekhara who ascended the Pandyan^rone in 1 1 90 and was the first great ruler of the period of Pandyan revival after

P§n5? who'^had^S^^*^
was perhaps the son and successor of Vikrama

w i' i-i w
been helped by Kulottuhga against the VTra Pandva

SSrtftTraStrr that the f^ce9 Cola and the bow of the Cera hid themselves out of fear of the
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Pandyan fish emblem.^’® This ciaim, and Kulottuhga’s eagerness for a

virathiseka at Madura after his vijayabhiseka at KaruvOr are the only clues

to the motives underlying the war. Kula^ekhara’s inscriptions say nothing

about the war but the Coja account may weil be an exaggeration, though

there is no doubt that Kula§ekhara paid a heavy penalty for his contumacy.

The specific statements regarding the sieges of Mattiyur and Kalikkottai

(places not yet identified), the defeat of the army of the Maravas, and the

demolition of the Pandyan coronation hail, may well be accepted as facts.

But the war ended with the restoration of the kingdom of Kula^ekhara,

and the destruction of the coronation hall was an act of vandalism possibly

due to Kulottuhga’s exasperation at the increasing weakness of his own

political position in contrast to the growing strength of the Pandyan power.

At any rate, it sowed the seeds of a war of revenge waged with conspicuous

success some years later by Maravarman Sundara Pandya I, the brother

of Kulasekhara, who must have tasted the bitterness of his brother’s

humiliation by the Coja monarch.

The northern wars of Kulottuhga III are first mentioned in the SrTrahgam

epigraph of his nineteenth regnal year (1 1 97) and again with additions in the

Pudukkottai inscriptions (c. 1211). These wars can be understood only in the

light of political changes in the north brought about by the weakening of both

the suzerain powers, viz. the Cajukyas of Kalyana and the Colas. The Cajukyan

empire was shaken to its foundation by the Kalacuri revolution, and the

Hoysalas, Kakatiyas and Seunas were rising into power and prominence in its

different parts. The weakening of the Cola power led the Velanandu rulers to

entertain ideas of independence about the close of the reign of Rajar^ II, and

no inscriptions of Rajadhiraja II occur in Nellore or the Circars. Perhaps Gonka

H at the close of his reign, and certainly his son R^endra-c5da Gonka, assumed

the titles and insignia of independent status.^^ Many minor dynasties divided

the Telugu country and owed no allegiance to a common power in the interval

between the withdrawal of the Cojas and the establishment of Kakatiya power.

In this period the Telugu-Cbdas became prominent farther south in the districts

of Nellore, north Arcot, Cuddapah, Chittor and Chingleput. Some of the

Telugu-Cbdas figure as feudatories of the imperial Cb.las in different parts of

the Telugu country under Kulottuhga I and his successors but the history of the

main family is beset with difficult problems of genealogy and chronology. Its true

history may be taken to begin with Beta, a feudatory of Vikrama Cbja.^’ Beta’s

son was Erasiddhi who had in his turn three sons: Nallasiddha alias

Manmasiddha,^^^ Beta II and Tammusiddha. Some inscriptions ofTammusiddha

state that Beta II had no desire to rule and gave up his rights in favour of his

219. K.A.N. Sastri. The Pandyan Kingdom, pp 142-43.
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younger brother Tammusiddha who crowned himself at Nellore about 1205.“®

A record dated two years later from Kavali, however, makes no mention of Beta

II and says that while Nallasiddha was the crowned {abhisikta) king, his younger

brother Tammusiddha was ruling the kingdom by his grace— faf katiksacleva

rajyam karoti^*

We may now trace the relations of these rulers to Kulotturiga III. In 1187

Nallasiddharasa of Nellore acknowledges the Coja suzerainty.®®® Three years

later a Siddhi called Madhurantaka Pottappi-Coja also recognizes Kulottuhga’s

overlordship in making a gift to a temple in Nellore,®®® as does also Ningama,

queen of Nallasiddha, in her inscriptions at Tiruppaiaivanam (Chingleput),

Kalahasti (Chittoor) and Nandalur (Cuddapah) dated from the eighteenth to the

twenty-fourth regnal years of KulQttuhga.®®^ Nellore contains a record of

Kulottuhga himself dated in his nineteenth year.®®® In 1204 Nallasiddha, son of

Madhurantaka Pottapi-Cola, dates a record at Nandalur in the twentysixth year
of Kulottuhga.®®® Nine years later, in 1213 Nallasiddha still recognized
Kulottuhga’s suzerainty.®®® His brother Tammusiddha, the latter’s son Betarasa,

and another prince called Tirukkalatti-deva, the Tikkanrpa of literature, also
recognised the Coja suzerainty in their inscriptions almost to the end of the reign

of Kulottuhga III.®®’ It is clear that the Telugu Codas were never strong enough
to defy Kulottuhga for any length of time. And it is in the light of this fact that
the $frrahgam epigraph must be interpreted. It says: “Kulottuhga entered KahcT
with his anger abated"; clearly the campaign (c. 1196) was of the nature of a
punitive expedition meant to call a recalcitrant vassal to order. Some inscriptions
of BhujabalavTra-Nallasiddhavadeva-C6!a-Maharaja ruling at Vallurapura, eight
miles to the north-west of Cuddapah, appear to throw light on the temporary
loss of KahcT implied by the 3hrahgam inscription. This ruler, whose inscriptions
begin with a Kannada record of 3aka 1 1 14 (ad 1192-93),®®® appears to have
been no other than Nallasiddha, the son of Erasiddha. In these records he uses
titles Indicative of an independent status and claims to have levied tribute from
KahcT. They seem to have been issued around 1192 and again after 1214. In
both these periods Kulottuhga III was fully preoccupied with his Pandyan wars.
NaHasiddha’s first attempt to gain independence about 1192 was short-lived
and must be taken to have come to an end with Kulottuhga's occupation of

ottri!. .

success of Kulottuhga in regaining his suzerainty is
attested not only by his inscriptions celebrating his entry into KahcT, but by the
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series of Nallasiddha’s inscriptions cited above and dated in the regnal years

of Kulottuhga.

Kulottuhga undertook another campaign in the north in about 1208 in which

he subdued the fierce Vadugas (Telugus), established his supremacy overVehgT

and entered Urangai. These vague statements found in the Pudukkottai

inscriptions are not accompanied by any details and stand uncorroborated by

other records. Urangai may well be taken to stand for Orungallu (Warangal); but

if it is recalled that the greatest of the KakatTya rulers, Ganapati, had begun his

rule in 1199 and must have established himself firmly in the Circars, it is not

easy to accept the Cola claims to the conquest of VehgT and their triumphal

entry into Warangal at their face value.

Yet another obscure episode of Kulottuhga’s reign was his campaign in Kohgu

ended by a victorious coronation held at Karuvur, mentioned for the first time

about 1194. Again the Pudukkottai inscriptions are the only ones that give a

direct account of the war, and if the events recorded in them may be assumed

to be arranged in their chronological order, the kohgu campaign must be

assigned to the years following the second Pandyan war, say to 1190-94. The

Kuldttuhga-Kovai contains many references to the war against the Cera and

Kohgu, but they do not hold in elucidating the causes or the course of the war.

Inscriptions of Kulottuhga are found in KaruvOr, and elsewhere in the Kohgu

country and parts of Karnataka. They indicate a partial recovery of Cola power

there and a reversal of the Hoy^aja expansion which started at the end of

Kulottuhga I’s reign. The Adigaiman chieftains once again paid allegiance to the

Cola, and one of them Vidukad£tl.agiya Perumal (Vyamuktasravanjjvala) appears

to have had a part in the restoration of Cd|a dominion there.^'” Kohgu bears

the name VTra-^ola-maiidalam in a record of the twenty-sixth year (1 204) of

Kulottuhga lll.^^

The accession of Maravarman Sundara Paridya I to the Parrdya throne in 1 21

6

brought about the renewal of the war between the Coja and the Pandya powers,

the latter being the aggressor on this occasion. Sundara Paridya’s inscriptions

are our only source for the occurrences of this war which brought disaster to

the Colas whose recoros oucerve a studied silence. In an inscription of his third

regnal year I12i8-19), Sundara Pandya is described as the king who was
pleased tr' give (back) the Cola country, tdnadu vsilangiyaruli^. Another

it .c'^riptlon dated twelve years later expressly states that he gave backthe crown

and Mudikonda-^bja-puram (i.e., Ayirattaji) to Kulottuhga Cbja.^* This shows

clearly that towards the end of his life, Kulottuhga III paid the price for the

demolition of the coronation hall of the Pandas in Madura. According to the

pra^ti of Sundara Pandya, he consigned to flames the cities of Tahjai and

Urandai (i.e., Thanjavur and Uraiyur), ravaged the Coja country destroying many
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buildings and watersources,^^ drove the Coja ruler into the wilderness after

defeating him in battle, and performed a \Mbhisel<a in the Coja coronati^

hall at Ayirattali. He then went up to Puliyur (Chidambaram) to offer worship

to the Lord of Dance (Natar^a). On his return, he fixed his camp at

Pon-Amaravati and invited the exiled Cola who returned with his relatives,

presented his son to Sundara Pandya and received from him the gift of

the Cola kingdom together with the title Cojapati which he had lost and

a tirumugam (sannad) with the carp seal. This seems to be a substantially

correct record of what happened. Sundara Pandya’s campaign was a

complete military success which, however, ended without any undue upsetting

of the political balance and with the resuscitation of the Cola kingdom as

a vassal of the Pandya. However drastic the Cojas had been in their

treatment of individual Pandyan rulers, they did not even venture to displace

the Pandyan dynasty altogether. Sundara Pandya could not act differently

towards the Colas now.

However, there was a third power in the south, the Hoysajas, who were

political allies of the Cojas and would not let them sink into oblivion. The

Hoys§ja king Ballaja II had a queen known as Cdjamahadevi, who was

probably a Tamil Coja princess. Ballaja is described in c. 1217-18 as the

establisher of the Coja kingdom and the lion to the Pandya elephant

(Cholaiajya pratisthacaryam, Pandya-gaja-kesarl} and his son Narasimha as

the sole protector of the Coja family (Cdjakulaikarak^).^^ There are other

and later inscriptions which repeat these facts,

A

Kannada campu,

Jagannatha\mya, identifies the Coja who received Ballaja’s protection with

Rajaraja lll.^^ This is quite intelligible because Rajaraja was indeed the chief

beneficiary of the HoySaja intervention and was perhaps actually ruling at

the time the campu was composed by Rudrabhatta. However, this does
not in any way invalidate the testimony of Sundara Paridya’s inscriptions

which mention both Kulottuhga and his son as having surrendered themselves
to the Paridya at Pon-Amaravati. It is thus seen that the Hoysaja intervention

on behalf of the Coja must have had something to do with the generosity

of Sundara Paridya to his vanquished foe.

The latest regnal year cited in Kulotturiga’s inscriptions is 40 corresponding
to 1217-18, and he seems to have died soon after Sundara Paridya
compelled him to accept a feudatory position. Kulottuiiga was also called

VTrarajendradeva, and to him must be ascribed a large number of inscriptions
which couple this name with the prefix Tiibhu\^uiacakravartin and are dated

237. A verse inscription of Sundara Paiidya from Tiruvellarai states that on this occasion

«

spared only one mand^ja of sixteen pillars presented to Kadiyalur-Uruthiraiigannanar

°
Cl

celebrated by the poet in his poem PattinappSku (Sen Tamil, XI,

P/iH w ®^ ^ 'akh gold coins (Kal^mattuppem^,
VIII, V, 21), Perhaps each pillar stood for a lakh of gold coins

238. EC, IV, N 1. 29; JIH, VI, p 201.
239. K.A.N. Sastri, The Cdlas, pp 396-97
240. JIH, VI, p 200.
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in regnal years ranging from the secod to the thirty-sixth.^ He was also called

Thbhuvanawa-cdja-deva in his twenty-fourth regnal year/'*’ a title from which

sometimes the word vJra or cola is omitted in later years. The title

Mudi-va.lahgu-sdla has already been noticed. An inscription of the twenty-third

year calls him sdja-Kerala-deva/'’" thus confirming the statement of the

Pudukkottai inscriptions that after the conquest of Karuvur he assumed that title.

Kongu came to be called ^oja-Kerala-mandalam. Lastly, he also bore the title

Karikala-Cola^^'^ Kulottuhga III was a great builder. His constructions are

enumerated in the Pudukkottai inscriptions and in Sanskrit record from the

Kampaharesvara temple at Tribhuvanam,^'*^ the most magnificent monument

of the reign. Resembling the great temple of Thanjavur in many ways, it has still

several significant features that distinguish it from the earlier model and mark

the growing desire to fill the entire wall space with decorative designs as well

as panels of sculpture based on Puranic themes. The temple contains an

excellent set of Ramayana reliefs that await detailed study in relation to other

Ramayana-based sculptures elsewhere. It was consecrated by the king’s guru

Tsvarasiva, son of Srikantha Sambhu and author of a theological treatise, the

Siddhanta-ratnakara.^'*^ Kulottuhga also erected the mukha-mandapa of

Sabhapati, the gopura of goddess GirTndraja, and the veranda round the

enclosure (prakara harmya) in the temple of Chidambaram. He also renovated

the temples of Ekamresvara at KahcT and Halahalasya at Madura. The great

Siva temple at Tiruvidaimarudur and Tiruvarur also received the king’s devoted

attention besides the Rajarajesvara of Darasuram. At Tiruvarur he built the

sabha-maridapa and the big gopura of Valmlkesvara. He was also a patron of

letters and there is good reason to hold that the illustrious Kamban flourished

in his reign besides the grammarian Pawanandi, and a translator of the

Mahabharata from Arumbakham whose work has been lost.^'*^

There was scarcity and famine during the year 1201-02. An inscription from
Tiruvannamalai^'*' records that rice was selling at one fourth of a measure per
kasu and relief work was started by two philanthropists in the form of an
embankment to the river and the construction of a fresh tank, the labourers being
paid in gold, paddy or any other form they desired. The idea of organised
famine-relief was thus well known, and it is reasonable to presume that the
government would not have been behind private enterprise in the provision of
necessary relief. On the other hand, such measures of relief did not go farenough
everywhere, and an inscription from Tiruppamburam (Thanjavur district)^"® states
that owing to bad times and the high price of foodgrains, a vellala and his two

241 ARSIE. 554 of 1904.

242. ARSIE. 75 of 1925
243 ARSE, 538 of 1902, yr 27
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daughters sold themselves as slaves to the local matha for 110 ka^us in order

to escape death by starvation.

Kuldtturiga faced the difficulties of his time with courage and ability and halted

the breakdown of administration and the disruption of the empire, at least till

the invasion of Sundara Pandya (1216). The references to influential officials in

the inscriptions and their inquiries into local affairs and the watch they kept over

the constitution and functioning of rural assemblies^'*® indicate that under

Kulottuhga III there was a revival of systematic and efficient supervision from

the centre. However, the growing dominance of feudatories such as the Gafigas,

Banas, Sengenis or Sambuvarayas, Kadavas, Malaiyamans, Adigaimans and
others bear witness to a change in the conditions for the worse and the restriction

of the area open to the influence and control of the central government. Though

the forms of administrative procedure present the same general appearance

as under Rajaraja I and Rajendra I, the spirit behind these forms was perhaps

no longer the same.®“ Inscriptions of the reign of Rajendra III from Kovilur

mention a land survey of the thirty-eighth year (1216) of Periyadeva

TribhuvanavTradeva, so there must have been at least a partial re-survey of the

Thanjavur area, if not one of wider scope. The extent of Kullotuhga's empire is

attested by the presence of his records in Tinnevelly in the south, at Hemavati,

Avani and Yedurur in Karnataka, at TadavOr, Tagadur and Karuvur in Kohgu;

and in the north at Nellore and Pottappi in Cuddapah district. A remarkable

inscription of Kul5ttuhga from Mysore^^* states that Vallaladeva was ruling the

earth in the twelfth year (1190) of Kulottuhga III; this is doubtless a reference to

Hoy^aja Ballaja II who, as we have seen, had a Cola princess as his queen.

RAJARAJA III AND RAJENDRA III

The reign of Rajaraja III began some day between 27 June and 10 July 1216,

and the date must be taken to mark his recognition as heir-apparent during his

father’s lifetime. There is no clear evidence of the relationship between

Kulottuhga III and R^araja III, and between the latter and Rajendra III. It may
be assumed tentatively that in either case the relation was that of father and

son. Maybe Rajaraja III was also the prince whom Kulottuhga presented to

Sundara Pandya at Pon-Amaravati on his return from exile. R^araja lacked the

ability to rule, and his reign was full of trouble and disaster. The vassals of the

empire took advantage of the consequences of the invasion of Sundara Pandya

and the reduction of the Cdja monarch himself to the position of a Paridyan

vassal. Inscriptions refer to troubles {duiitahga!) and agitation (k^hanii

attended by insecurity and damage to property in the early years of the reign,

particularly the fifth year?“ Desertion of temples, removal of their images to

places of security, destruction of records and title-deeds are some of the

249. ARSE. 457 of 1902; 83 of 1926; 113 of 1928.

250. For details of Kulotturiga’s feudatories, see K.A.N. Sastri, The Cd/as, pp 400-07.

251 . ARSIE, 460 of 1 91 1 ; EC. X, M, 44 (b).

252. ARSIE. 141 of 1926, yr 16; 213 of 1925, yr 19; 309 of 1927, nd.
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incidents said to have occurred in the heart of the kingdom in Thanjavur district.

A battle between the Yadavaraja and Kadavaraya, both nominally vassals of the

Cojas, at a place called Uratti (perhaps modem Oratti in Chingleput district) is

mentioned.^” About the same time Oriya forces seem to have made a dash to

$hrai^gam frogi their encampment at KahcTpuram and created disturbances in

the income and routine of the temple till they were expelled some years later

by the Pandya king Maravarman Sundara There were wars between the

Kadavas and Hoy^ajas. The continuous presence for some years of HoySaja
troops and the Hoysaja king VTra Narasirnha II in KahcT for several years is al^
attested by inscriptions.^®® Unmindful of growing difficulties, Rajaraja made a
foolish attempt to shake off the Pandyan hegemony recently imposed on the
once mighty Coja emperor. Again, the Pandyan inscriptions are our only source,
and according to them, R^araja III deliberately witheld tribute and invaded the
Pandya territory. The sequel is narrated at length in the pra^sf/of Maravarman
Sundara Pandya I; a unique record from Tiruvandipuram^®® dated 1231-32 and
the Gadyakamamrta, a historical romance in Sanskrit, are of great help in fixing

the order and chronology of the events.

According to the Pandyan inscriptions, the Coja invasion ended in defeat
followed by a counter-invasion in which thewomen of the Cola country (including
the chief queen) were taken captive and made to carry the water jar and other
auspicious objects before the Paridyan ruler on the occasion of his triumphal
entry into Mudikondacojapuram where he performed a vijayabhiseka. The
Gadyakamamrta takes up the story at this point and links it up with the
Timvendipuram inscription.^' It says that after his defeat by the Paridyas,
Rajaraja sought to gain the camp of his Hoysaja ally Narasirnha in the north
(KahcTpuram); but on his way he was attacked and taken prisoner by the Kadava
king who carried him off to Jayantamahgala (Sendamarigalam), the seat of his
own power in south Arcot. When the painful news reached Narasirnha, he
started from his capital and reaching the northern bank of the Kaveri, encamped
in the neighbourhood of Srirahgam and sent out his generals to punish the
rjielfous samantas, release the Coja king and levy tributes from the Pandya.
me Tiruvendipuram inscription gives many details of the campaign of the
Hoysaja generals and reveals the identity of the Kadava chieftainwho imprisoned

celebrated Kopperunjihga (Sanskrit:
aharaiasitnha) who filled a large place In the annals of the period. In 1230 he
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was still r^arding himself a vassal of Rajaraja III, as is seen from an
inscription at Vriddhacalam recording an endowment in the fourteenth year

of Rajaraja.^®®

The Tiruvendipuram inscription opens with a statement of the facts

mentioned in the Gadyakamamrta, adding piquancy to the 'eports of

Kopperuhjihga's misdeeds that reached Narasirpha. For here he is said

not only to have imprisoned the Cola emperor at Sendamarigalam, but to

have devastated the Coja country and desecrated its Visriu-sthanas— the

HoySalas being staunch Vaisrravas. Narasirpha left Dorasamudra, continues

the inscription, saying that he would not allow his trumpet (/ca/am) to be
blown until he had re-established his name as the “Defender of the Coja

monarchy” (Cdjarajyasthapanacarya). He uprooted the Magara kingdom,

ruled by a Sana ally of the Pandyas and Kadavas, on his way, and

encamped at Paccur, about 3 kms north of the Coleroon opposite SiTrahgam.

From his camp, he despatched two dandanayakas, Appanna and Samudra
Gopayya, with orders to carry destruction into the country of the Kadava
and re-instal Rajaraja on the throne. The two commanders accordingly

sacked E||eri and Kalliyur-mulai held by Kopperuhjihga, and TojudagaiyOr

held by Sbja-kon, evidently one of his lieutenants: killed some of Rajarafa’s

mudalis as well as Parakramabahu of Sri Lanka who had joined the enemy.

After worshipping the god of Chidambaram, they devastated many places

such as Tondamanallur, Tiruvadi and Tiruvakkarai, to the south of the river

Varanavasi (Gadilam) and east of Sendamahgalam, and struck terror into

the people by burning crops, capturing women and plundering villages.

They then prepared to invest SendamaiTgalam, when KopperunJitTga sent

word to Narasirpha that he was ready to release Rajaraja and give him his

throne. Narasirpha transmitted the offer to his generals. They received the

Cola emperor with honour and accompanied him back to his country. The

location of the inscription at Tiruvendipuram seems to imply that it was
here that the Hoysaja generals took leave of the Coja king after his

restoration.^®® All the places named in the inscription are easily traced in

modem maps, mostly in’the south Arcot district. The identity of Parakramabahu

of Sri Lanka is, however, obscure.

Other inscriptions confirm and supplement the Tiruvendipuram epigraph.

One dated 1232 mentions the temporary occupation of the temtory round

NTdOr (Thanjavur district) by Kopperuhjihga and the revision of tenancy rules

that became necessary on that account.^ An undated record from Vayalur

states that Kopperunjiriga alias Ajagiya Sfyan defeated the Coja king at

Teljam (about 48 kms south of Kahci), cast him in prison and occupied

the Coja country;®®’ Tejjaru, the name of the battlefield, is not mentioned

258. ARSIE, 136 of 1900; El, VII, 1902-03, pp 163-64.

259. El. VII, 1902-03, p 162.

260. ARSIE. 536 of 1921. Also EC, XII, Gl. 95 on the Hoy^Sla generals and their work.

261. ARSIE 418 of 1922. Also ARSIE 419 of 1893, 197 of 1905, 182 of 1919.
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by any other source. The release of the Cola king is naturally not referred to in

the inscriptions of the Kadava chief. But that his war with the Hoy^ajas continued

or was renewed some years after the release of Rajaraja may be inferred from

the fact that Vira-S6me6vara, son of Vfra-Narasirnha, is said to have encamped

at Mangujam, about 1 6 kms southwest of Sendamahgalam. during a campaign

against the Kadava in the year Durmukha.^

Narasirnha himself conducted the operations against the Pandya when his

generals were dealing with Kopperuhjihga and securing the release of Rajari^.

The Gadyakamamrta affirms that Narasirnha levied tribute on the Pandya ruler

after defeating him at Mahendramahgalam on the Kaveri. Hoy^ala inscriptions

confirm this, some of them stating that Rameswaram was reached in the course

of this campaign or soon after.^ The defeat of the Pandya king finds, of course,

no place in liie Pandyan pra^ti. But there is no doubt that the vijaySDhiseka

of Sundara Pandya at AyirattaH was not the end of the campaign, and that for

a second time the Hoy^ja intervention maintained the balance of political power

in the south by preventing the abolition of the independent Coja monarchy and

the annexation of its territory to the Paridyan kingdom. The political settlement

thus reached was apparently sealed by a dynastic alliance. Though the exact

details are not forthcoming, we find VTra S5me6vara is called mamadi (uncle)

by the successors of both Sundara Paridya and Rajaraja 111.“^

The rest of Rajaraja’s reign was free from any serious trouble. The provenance

of his inscriptions shows that his nominal sway continued to be acknowledged
over a wide area which included Salem, Chittoor, Cuddapah and Nellore, where
the inscriptions of his successor Rajendra III are also found. But the records

are full ofcases of turbulance, disorderand treason, and confiscations and public

sales of property on account of them. The power of local chieftains is also visibly

on the increase. One record of R^araja’s twenty-third year (1239) from
Sivapuram (Thanjavur district) may be set forth in some details as typical of

several others of its kind.^

Two ^iva-brahmanas (temple priests) were punished by the mahe^vams
(the congregation of $iva worshippers) and the Or (village assembly)
for raja-droham and iiva-droham. The accused handed over to a concubine
the jewels of the goddess, misappropriated the temple funds entrusted to
them, refused to pay dues on the lands held bythem euid misbehaved In other
ways. They not only ignored commands issued to them by the king, but
maltreated the messengers of the king by beating them and ducking them.
They are further said to have committed indescribable sins through the
Kannadl)^ and to have collected 50,000 (kS§us7), possibly a case of
irresponsible local oppression. The mention of the Ksuinadiyas points to an

262. EC, V.Ak, 123.

263. QJMS, II, p 123; K.A.N. Sastri, The PSndyan Kingdom, p 150.
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incidental result of Hoy^ja inten/ention, and indicates the presence of bands

of mercenaries who had no sympathy with the local population and were ready

to carry out the biddings of any ruffian who had the means to pay them. The
presence of Hoy§§!a generals and princes in different parts of the Tamil country

is attested by many inscriptions. A record of 1226 from Tiruvadaturai

(Vriddhachalam taluq) mentions the destruction ofthe country by Narasirrihaaiid

his removal of images from the temple of the village— clearly a reference to

an incident in the war against the enemies of Rajaraja, particularly the Kadava

chief, on the occasion of the first Hoy^aja intervention. The presence of

bherundas (HoySaja troops) at KahcT about this time is attested by several

inscriptions recording gifts from Hoy^ala officials and their relatives.^ At

Tirumalavadi, there is a record of gifts by Vallaya dandanSyaka, a pradhani of

NarasiiTiha, and another at Tirugokarnam in Pudukkottai by a member of the

subordinate establishment {^irupiUaigafj of Narasirnha’s queen Somaladevi.^^

The Hoy^jas evidently established a sort of hegemony over the whole of south

India. The Cbjas, whose existence depended on their support, were in no

position to resist, and even the Pandyas had to acquiesce to Hoy^ala aggression

till the rise of Jatavarman Sundara Paridya I began in 1251

.

Among the feudatories of Rajaraja III, Kopperuhjihga was the most powerful.

He took advantage of the prevailing confusion and found it easy to pursue an

independent policy of his own towards his neighbours. He counted his regnal

years from 1 243 and his records run in a series up to 1 279. He came into Conflict

not only with the Hoysalas and Cojas, but with the KakatTyas as well. His capital

was attacked by Jatavarman Sundara Pandya, and he had to acknowledge

PSndyan overlordship for some time. His inscriptions record his gifts and

constructions in the whole area extending from Thanjavurto Draksaramam and

Tirpurantakam. As late as 1246 and 1247 at least his officials and relatives, if

not he himself, acknowledge the overlordship of R^naja 111.^ The

Telugu-codas, Yadavarajas, $ambuvarayas and Cediyarayas were prominent

among the other feudatories. Even a ruler of Kalihga, Aniyahga BhTmadeva

Rahuta, records one of his gifts at KahcTpuram in the twentieth year of Rajarsya.'“®

The hold of the Coja empire on popular imagination was still great even after

the disasters brought on it by the cowardice and incompetence of R§jaraja III

.

Rajendra, who was recognised as heir-apparent in 1 246, was an abler ruler.

He was most probably the son of RajarSja III by a Hoy^Sla queen; his name
Kulottuhga-Rajendra-Co.la found in an inscription does not necessarily imply

that he was the son of Kulotturtga III, and it may well be explained on the

supposition that he was Kulottuhga’s grandson.^^® His inscriptions bear a

Sanskrit pra^asti which records his efforts to revive the Coja power,

266. ARSE. 349 of 1 91 9. yr 1 1 ; 408 of 1 91 9, yr 1 4, 404 of 1 91 9. yr 1 5; 366 of 1 91 9. yr 22.
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8 t8sK on which he seems to have embarked upon even before his recoQnition

as heir-apparent. He is said to have avenged the humiliation of the Cbja R^ar^a

and enabled him to wear two crowns in three years. He also cut off the crowned

head of the Pandya according to one inscription and took the aowned heads

of two Pandya rulers, according to another, besides plundering the Pandya

country. Obviously the second crown bestowed on Rajar^a by Rlyendra was

that of the Pandyas who had carried fire and sword into the Coja country twice

in twenty years.

When did R^endra gain his victory over the Pandyas and why did the effect

of it not last beyond three years? And virho were the two Pandyas defeated by

him? The Pandyan throne was occupied by weak rulers in the interval between

the death of Maravarman Sundara Pandya I and the accession in 1251 of

Jatavarman Sundara Pandya. Maravarman Sundara II, who came to the throne

in 1238, was perhaps the king who had to acknowledge Cola overlordship for

a time. The identity of the other Pandya, perhaps a co-ruler with Maravarman

Sundara II, is not known. However, once more, the Hoysajas intervened to

restore the political balance, this time by upholding the Pandya against the Coja.

Vfra Somesvara is called in some Mysore records “the king whose right arm is

expert in protecting the dynasty of the Pandyas” He is also said to have

defeated Rajendra in battle and then offered him protection when he sought

it.^^^ Inscriptions from Vedaranyam and Pudukkottai bearing dates in 12^5 and

1246 mention an invasion of a part of the Coja country bythe Hoy^ja general

Singana dandanayaka, and the capture of Kana-nadu on behalf of Vfra

Somesvara by his general Ravi-deva,^^'* as events that occurred some years

before. These events were clearly the outcome of the Hoy^aja plan to arrest

the recovery of Cdja power under Rajendra III before it went too far. Evidently,

Rajendra found himself compelled at the end of three years to abandon all claims

to suzerainty over the Pandya country, though not perhaps without a fight of

which the details are not forthcoming. Mention must also be made of the fact

that Kopperuhjiriga also calls himself “the defender of the Paridya kingdom”
(Pan^a-mandala-stfiap>ane-sOtradhar^; it is possible that he also helped the
Patidya against the Cola.

The Colas, who thus fell out with the Hoysalas over their Paridyan policy,

found, however, another powerful ally in the felugu-Coda rulers of Nellore
who were neighbours and, therefore, the “natural enemies” of the Hoysajas.
Thek rise to power has already been traced in its relation to the reign of
Kuldtt^uiiga III. Tikkanrpati alias Garrdagopala was the contemporary of
Rajaraja III and Rajendra III, and literary and epigraphic sources attest the
friendly relations existing between the Telugu and Tamil branches of the
Cojas in this period. The illustrious Telugu poet Tikkana recounts the
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achievements of Tikka in the introductory verses of his Nirvacanottara

Ramayanamu. Here Tikka is said to have fought against 6amburaya
(Sambuvaraya) and other inimical manda//kas (feudatories) and ruled in KaftcT,

besides compelling the Cedi-mandala and the Kadavapati (i.e., obviously

Kopperuhjihga) to acknowledge his supremacy.^^® These successes of Tikka

must have checked the predatory activities of Kopperunjihga and his

confederates, and indirectly strengthened the position of the Coja monarch.

Gandagopala’s inscriptions, which are to be found in and near KancTpuram

from 1230 onwards, many of them dated in the regnal years of Rajaraja III,

show that while Tikka was bent on aggrandizing himself, he was friendly with

the Coja king and in some ways helpful to him even in the days of his worst

trouble. His antagonism to the Hoy^ajas is equally evident. A fragmentary

Tamil inscription^^® from Jambai in south Arcot dated in the twenty-third year

of Rajaraja III (1 239) states that in the month of Chittirai (March-April) of that

year, Gandagopala went out to fight and, having stabbed Vajlaladevan,

proceeded to Sanbal (Jambai). This VaMaladevan, i.e., Hoy^Sja king, could

have been no other than Narasimha II, to avenge whose death in battle his

son Somesvara undertook an expedition against Gandagopala in the next

year (1 240).^^^ Again Tikkana gives the sequel and says that by subduing the

pride of Somesa, Tikka established his own fame, easily secured the position

of the Coja in his kingdom and earned the title of CojaSthapanacarya. That

Tikkana gives a correct account is confirmed by an inscription from

Jambuke§varam on the island of SrTrahgam dated in the sixth year (1251) of

“Rajendra-Cojadeva who revived the Manu dynasty” and recording the

consecration of an image at Tiruvellarai and an endowment of land by Singana

dandanayaka, the Hoy^ala general who had led the invasion into the Coja

country ten years earlier. It is thus seen that the accession of a weak
Pandyan ruler, the emergence of Rajendra’s pra^sticaWs him, among others,

‘‘the very Rama to the prosperous Northern Lahka celebrated for its

vJra-raksasas"

.

As the Sambuvarayas of the Sengeni family often called

themselves “Vira-raksasas",^^® this is obviously a reference to a campaign

against them in the region of north Arcot. The northern Lahka must be the

Mavilahgai of early Tamil literature, where it is counted as one of the towns

belonging to Oyman Nalliyakkodan of the late 6ahgam age.®®° Tikkana’s

reference to Tikka ‘s war against Samburaya may be recalled here to show
that Tikka must have probably cooperated with R^endra from the beginning

in the restoration of Coja power. It is obvious that Rajendra gained a notable

measure of success and that for some years between

275. K.A.N. Sastri, The Cdlas, p 434.

276. ARSIE. 439 of 1937-38; ARE. 1937-38, II. 42.

277. EC,V|, kd. 100.

278. ARSIE, 73 of 1937-38; ARE 1937-38. II. 43.

279. For instance, ARSIE, 58 of 1908, yr 17 of Kuldtturiga III.

280. Puram, 176; intro., p 61.
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1238 and 1250. Cola power once again held its own against its enemies and

"feudatories”, thanks to the loyal cooperation of the Telugu Codas of Nellore.

Rajendra failed in his endeavour to put down the rising power of the Pandyas

who had always chafed under the Cdja yoke and had all the more reason to

do so after their recent successes against their quondam suzerains; but he did

not lack justification to describe himseif as "the restorer of the race of Manu

and "the ruler who avenged the humiliation of the Cojas”.

KShcTpuram does not figure among Rajendra’s conquests. The latest Cbja

records found here belong to the twenty-ninth year of Rajaraja III around 1 245;^®^

no inscriptions of Rajendra himself occur in the city! But there is an inscription

of Kakatiya Ganapati,^“ recording a large grant by one of his ministers Samanta

Bhoja in 1249. From an inscription at Nandalur, it becomes clear that Tikka’s

son, Manumasiddhi, and Ganapati were friends,^®® and tradition avers that

Tikkaha secured Ganapati’s intercession in favour of Manumasiddhi when he

was sought to be kept out of the succession. Some time later, when Jatavarman

Sundara Pandya killed Gandagopala (i.e., Tikka) in battle and conquered the

Telugu-Coda kingdom, he became master of KahcTpuram and Nellore, and put

an end to l^katTya power there. Thus, during this period, KahcTpuram became

part of the Telugu-Coda kingdom under Tikka who held it first in nominal

subjection to Rajaraja III and later on to Ganapati, until the city passed into the

hands of the Pandya conqueror. The city for which Kulottuhga 111 had fought

hard and with success towards the close of his reign was again lost by the Cojas.
The rise of Kopperuhjihga must have rendered the defence of KahcT difficult and
the virtual handing over of that city to Telugu-C5da protection was the price of

Telugu-Coda support for Rajaraja and Rajendra.

Rajendra’s differences with Somesvara soon gave way to a close alliance

between them when the martial career of Jatavarman Sundara Paiidya

(1251-68) spelt a common danger to both. Hoy^la officers once more found
a place in inscriptions dated in the regnal years of Rajendra as formerly in the

records of Rajaraja III. This Coja-Hoy^ja alliance continued unbroken even after

the death of Somesvara. Two inscriptions^®^ (1265-66) from Thanjavur district

are found dated in the regnal years of both Rajendra and Ramanatha, the son
and successor of Somesvara in the southern (Tamil) half of the Hoy^aja kingdom.
By 1258 the great Sundara Pandya had achieved signal successes against the
C6|a and the Hoy^ja. He had laid the Coja ruler under tribute and driven out
the Hoy^ja ruler from the Tamil country to seek shelter in the Mysore plateau.
When Somesvara renewed the war, he was defeated and killed in a battle near
Kannanur, the fortified centre of Hoysaja power in the Tamil country (1264).
Sundara Panr^a then attacked the Kadava and the Telugu-Codas, and became
master of all south India up to Nellore when he held a wabhiseka. The

281 . ARSE, 352 and 566 of 1919.
282. lA, XXI, pp 197 ff; also ARSE. 2 of 1893.
283. ARSE. 580 of 1907.

284. ARSE, 207 and 208 of 1931

.
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successor of Sundara Pandyawas Maravarman KulaSekhara I (1 268-131 0), also

a renowned warrior and statesman. He continued the imperial policy of his

predecessor and apparently inflicted a crushing defeat on Rajendra and

Ramanatha togetheT, about 1279, after which date their inscriptions cease to

appear.

Very few records of R^endra III are found outside the Cola country proper,

and none after his fifteenth year (1261). A record of 1259 from Nandalur

(Cuddapah) and another dated two years later from Tirupurantakam (Kumool)

are the last vestiges of a suzerainty that had long ceased to be more than

nominal. Gatigaikotida-colapuram continued to be the Cola capital and Nataraja

of Chidambaram the i^devata of the king.^®® By the close of Rajendra’s reign,

the Pandya empire was at its zenith and had taken the place of the Coja in the

eyes of foreign observers such as the Chinese and the Arabs. No successor

of Rajendra is known, and the Cola kingdom was more completely integrated

with the Paridyan empire than the southern kingdom had ever been in the Coja

empire. The name Cdla-mandalam long survived the Cola kingdom itself and

was subsequently corrupted into Coromandel.

Several chieftains of later times laid claim to Coja descent with more or less

justification. In 1 301 there was ruling in Bangalore district by a certain VTra Saiva

Vira Pratapa Cola Raja with many high-sounding titles.^®® About the same time

there were Vira Coda and his son Vira Campa in North-Arcot district.^^ A late

branch of the Telugu-Codas is represented in the Madras museum plates of

Bhaktiraja dated Saka 1 277 (ad 1 355).^®® Very long after, inscriptions dated 1 481

and 1 530 from Snrahgam record gifts by Valaka Kamaya and Cennaya Balaya,

both bearing the characteristic Telugu Coda title Utasyuqxira varadhT^vara.^^

The C5|as are mentioned in the Kolihjivadi plates of Acyutadevaraya of

Vijayanagar.^ Lastly, an interesting record from Kumbakonam mentions the

grant of two villages for worship and offerings to Adi-Kumbhesvara by

mahamandaleivaraGurur^a Rudradeva ^oja-maharaja in $aka 1 476 (ad 1 554).

285. ARSIE, 93 of 1897.

286. EC, iX, Bn. 96.

287. ARSIE 3 of 1890; El, III, 1894-95, pp 70-72.

288. JOfl,V,pp28f.

289. ARSIE, 30 of 1891; 56 of 1892.

290. fifu/ati, Aiigirasa, Sravana.



Chapter 11

THE CALUKYAS OF KALYANA

By HIS OVERTHROW of the Rastrakuta in 973, Tailapa II founded a dynasty

known as the Cajukyas of Kalyana, though Kalyana became their capital

only about the middle of the eleventh century. They claimed descent from

the early Cajukyas of Badami through a brother of Vikramaditya II, whose

name is not forthcoming and who is not heard of in the records of the

Badami period. Though little more than an edifying court-tradition, the

genealogy as recorded in the eleventh century inscriptions’ may be reproduced

below.

Vijayaditya (696-733)

Vikramaditya II

(733/34|746/47)

Kirtivarman II

Brother strong as Bhifma I

(not

^

named)

KFrtivaiman III

(746/47-757 ?) Talla I

C^i King Laksmanaraja

Bontha Devi

4
Talla II (easiest date 957)

Vikramaditya III

I

Bhlmaraja II

I

Ayyana I m.d. of Krsna

1

(II R^trakOta)

Vikramaditya IV

1. Kauthem grant, lA, XVI, pp 15-24; Yewur, lA VIII, pp 11 ff; also EC XI Do I For^ S-H. RWi and B.R. Gopal, A Hfetory ofKarnat^. ch VI and B.R. Gopal. CSjvkyas of iQfyana and the K^achuris.
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TTie poet Ranna, who knows of the connection between the Badami and
Kalyana lines, gives a different genealogy, which strengthens the suspicion that

the connection was more a postulate than a historical fact.^ The last stages in

the genealogy are in a better state. The marriage ofAyyana with Krsna's daughter

is said to have transferred the prosperity of her father’s family to that of her

husband; it is legitimate to suppose that Krsna was Krsna II Ra^rakuta, and

that this marriage, in retrospect, appeared to be the foundation for the renewed

political importance of the Cajukyas. Vikramaditya, who figures in an inscription

ofAkalavarsa (Krsna III) from Devihosur in Dharwar,® was doubtless Vikramaditya

IV. His son Taila II is mentioned in two inscriptions of the reign of Krsna III dated

957 and 965; the earlier record (Karjol) describes him as a subordinate of Krsna

III in charge of a nadu, while in the later he is called mahasSmantadhipati

Ahavamalla Satya^rayakulatilaka Tailaparasa enjoying Tardavadi-1000 as his

anugai^ (military fief) granted to him by Krsna. He also bore the title

CSjufya-Rama and had a subordinate belonging to the Khacara-kula.'* Seven

or eight years later, he overthrew what was left of the RSstrakuta power after

the Paramara invasions and made himself sovereign.® Kakka II, the last

Rastrakuta ruler, and his ally Ranakambha also a Rastrakuta, fell in battle, and

thus the Cajukya rule was re-established. Tailapa married Jakawe, the daughter

of a Bhammaha Ratta and therefore a Rastrakuta princess.® A Gartga chieftain

by the name of Pahcaladeva opposed Tailapa, and was defeated and killed.^

Tailapa gets full regal titles in an inscription of 976 from Bellary district, and five

years later confirms a grant of the Nojamba queen Revalade\^, which proves

the.more or less complete subjugation of the Nolamba country by the Cajukyas.®

His suzerainty spread rapidly elsewhere and was acknowledged by Kannapa

of Banavasi, and his younger brother and successor Sobhanarasa, the Rattas

of Saundatti, the Sindas in Bijapur district, the Silaharas of Konkan and the

Seunas or Yadavas of Devagiri.® Tailapa’s commander Barapa conquered the

territory of Lata. Ranna in his Gadayuddha (1. 22-6; II. 47) states that the crown

prince Satya^raya assisted his father Tailapa in his wars in Konkan and against

the Gutjaras further north.

2. The only difference between the genealogy narrated by the poet Ranna and the records

is that the positions of BhTma II and VikramSditya III have interchanged. The records state that

TaUa I had a son, Vikramaujitya III, whose' son BhTma II was. But, according to Ranna, BhTma

II was the son of Taila I while Vikramaditya III was the grandson. It is quite possible that the

records which are later than Ranna are somewhat confused in this regard—Ecfe.

3. BK, 38 of 1932-33 (Vikramaditya IV does not figure in the Devihosur record as indicated

by K.A.N. Sa6tri. The mere occurrence of such a name cannot justify such an identity

—

Eds).

4. BK 178 of 1933-34; ARSE, 113 of 1929-30; S//, XI, i, no 40.

5. lA, XXI, pp 167-68; B. XV, p 350.

6. Sewell describes her as the daughter of Kakka II, HISI, pp 53 and 384, but see Fleet,

DKD, p 425, n 2.

7. B, VI, 1900-1, p 257; M. XII, p 98.

8. Stf, IX, i, nos 73, 74.

9. B, III, 1894-95; p 272; IV, 1896-97, p 206; XVI, 1921-22, p 1; JBSRAS, X, p 204.
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The Rastrakuta capital Manyakheta continued to be the capital even under

Tailapa.’° Like their Rastrakuta predecessors, the Cajukyas found that the

Paramaras of Malwa in the north and the Colas of the south were hostile to

them. In an inscription of 980 Tailapa is described as the thunderbolt to the

strong Coja ruler— Balavac-Coja-mahTdharendra-kulJ^am.^' The Cbja ruler at

the time was Uttama Cola and it is not unlikely that in his attempts to regain

territory wrested from the Cdlas by Krsna III, he came into conflict with Tailapa;

this may have occurred either at the time when Tailapa was still fighting as a

feudatory of the Rastrakutas or after he had proclaimed his independence.

Tailapa also claims another victory over the Cojas from whom he captured 1 50

elephants in around 992 when he was camping at Rodda in modern Anantapur

district. This time Rajaraja I must have been the Coja enemy. There is no

mention of these events in the contemporary Coja inscriptions. With the aid of

the Seuna Bhillama, Tailapa first raided the territories of the Paramara ruler

Muftja, and when the latter retaliated, took him prisoner. He eventually put him

to death when Tailapa's sister MmalavatT, with whom Muhja had fallen in love,

revealed a plot hatched by Muhja to escape from the Cajukya prison.’^

Tailapa II died around 997 after a reign of twenty-four years. He had two sons
by Jakkave. The elder son was Satya^raya Irivabedanga (a wonderamong those

who lead in attack) who succeeded his father; the second son was Da§avarman
or Yasovarman, whose son Vikramaditya V succeeded Satya§raya.

Satya^raya continued the policy of his father. His first task was to

counteract the designs of Coja Rajaraja I, who had overthrown the war-like

Telugu-Coda ruler BhTma by about 1000 or a little later and established
Baktivarman I as virtually his feudatory ruler in VengT. He had also conquered
Karnataka and Nojambavadi, and thus threatened to him in Satyasraya from
the south and the east. Satyasraya’s plan was to attack Baktivarman and
dislodge him before he consolidated his position in Veiigl He encamped at
BrTparvata in January 1005 and sent his brahman general Bayala Nartibi

10 ARSIE. 170 of 1933-34 (993).

11. B. XVI, 1921-22, p 4, II. 33-34.

12. Sll. IX, I, no 77.

13. e, II. 1892-94, p 215; XV, 1919-20, p 300, II, 2-4; lA. XVI, p 23, II, 41-43; XXI. pp 167-68;
Prabandhacmmani, pp 33-36 So far as Tailapa defeating the Cdia and the conquest of the
Paramara are concerned, two records discovered in the last two years (from Cliikkenur in
Dhawar district of Karnataka and Jammikunta in Karimnagar district, Andhra Pradesh) throw

Ifh nS' T. f 18 February 995. It states that Ahavamalla Taila, identified^h prince Satyasraya. was proceeding against Utpala. i.e., the Paramara, after subduing the
establishing peace there. Already, by 992, the Caiukya had defied

rnnnf f ®‘J«*cient time to establishS heSSm administrative measures. Then he sent his son

SrspTaksrZ 'nscription. dated a few months

Uiition There ifm ror^SnT ®"aWing Taila to consolidate his
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to invade VehgT.’^ TTie general set fire to the two fortresses of Dhannada
(Dhanyakataka) and Yenamadala, and then posted himself at Cebrolu in modem
Guntur district (1006). Rajaraja retorted by despatching a powerful army under

his son Rajendra into western Deccan, the home territory of the Cajukyas, and

by sending another smaller force against Bayala Naitibi in VertgT. He liimselttook

the field perhaps a little later. The course of hostilities (of which both Cajukya

and Cdia inscriptions afford glimpses) has already been described in the

previous chapter. A hero-stone records the fall of Keta, a servant (lef)ka) in a

battle fought at the fort of Onukallu under the command of Sattiga (SatyaSraya)

in 1006, thus adding one more incident in the war to those already noticed.’®

Through the exaggerations and distortions of both sides, we can see clearly

enough that the Cajukyas got the worst of it. Most of the fighting took place

on their territory: much of their land was devastated and several of their forts

were demolished. Though they managed to keep their hold on their territory up

to theTungabhadra, the plan to get VeAgTunder theirsway undoubtedly failed

.

A somewhat enigmatic inscription of 1 007 from Lakkundi seems to imply that

Satya^raya had also the title Ahavamallaan6 that he fought against the Gurjaras

a second time after he had ascended the throne; but no details are known.’®

Satya^aya was known as akalahka-charita, "of spotless conduct”, and his

daughter MahadevT became the wife of the Nojamba chieftain Iriva

Nolambadhiraja.’^ One of his feudatories, Kundamarasa of Banavasi, got the

title Tigulamari "death to the Tamils”, doubtless for his great services in the

defence of the kingdom during the Coja invasion.’®

Vikramaditya V who succeeded his uncle Satya§raya in 1008 ailed for only sixa
seven years. His sister Akkadevi ruled Kisukad-70 in 1 01 0 and thus entered upon a

remarkably long and distinguished public career marked by unexampled bravery

and generosity. There are faint echoes of a war with the kingdom of southern

Kosala. Bhayiga, a general of Vikramaditya, is said to have led an attack against

Kosala while on the other side Mahabhavagupta Yayati, the Somavarp^T

king of Kosala, claims that he defeated the king of the Karnataka country.’®

Vikramaditya was succeeded in 1015 by his younger brothers Ayyana II and

14. Sll, XI. I, no 50; VI, no 102.

15. S//. XI, i, no 51.

1 6. Ibid, no 52. In the Kannada records of the period, the term Lata and Guijara are syrxjnymous,

as is the case with the Lakkundi inscription. A.K. Majumdar points out {The ChaM<yas

p 35) that SatySSraya might have "defeated some descendant of Guijaras of NancHpuri". But B.R.

Gopal states that it is more likely that Satya^raya went to Lata to help his feudatory GoggirSja, son

of Barapa, regain his throne and in doing so he might have had an encounter with some chief of

the "Gurjara” tribe, if not Camundaraja, the CSjukya (cf. Cajukyas ofKalySna and the Kalacuiis,

p 97)—ebb.
17. El, XVI, 1921-22, pp 27-31; Sll, XI, I, nO 61.

1 8. Kundamarasa is now considered to have been a son-in-law of SatyaSraya, having perhaps

married his daughterPampadevT. He is also stated to be governing certain dMsions as ubhetyasSmya,

which could be Interpreted to mean that both as son-in-law and as an intimate subordinate, he

claimed the right of governance, Cf P. B. Desai, et al, op c/f, p 167

—

Eds.

19. Sll, Xi, i, no 76.
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Jayasirpha II. Since no inscription of the former is available, he could not have

reigned for any length of time. In fact, the only evidence of his rule is the inclusion

of his name in the succession list in some late eleventh and twelfth century

inscriptions.^ For Jayasimha II the earliest known date is 1015, and the latest

1042.^’ His reign began with much fighting on many fronts. First came the war

started by the Paramara Bhoja, who wanted to avenge the fate of his uncle Muhja

and invaded the Cajukya territory. He overran Konkan and celebrated his victory

in 1020. Lata and Karnata are also included among Bhoja’s conquests in the

undated Kalvan plates of YaSovarman, who ruled a 1500 district in the

neighbourhood of Nasik as the feudatory of Bhoja. Some other inscriptions of

1020 record Bhoja’s donations to the brahmans who came from Vatapi and

Manyakheta in the Karnataka country.^ On the other hand, Jayasirpha is called

the moon to the lotus which was king Bhoja and is said to have subjugated

and ground down the seven Malavas.“ In the IVITraj plates (1024f^ he is said

to have seized all the possessions of the suzerains of Konkan and to have stayed

in his victorious camp near Kollapura (Kolhapur) planning expeditions further

north. In the reconquest of Konkan, the general Cavanarasa must have played

a prominent part as he is called the pupil of Sihgharta (Jayasirpha), the comet

to Konkan (KohkanadhumaketiJi, and the destroyer of pannala, the well-known

fortress about 20 kms to the north-west of Kolhapur.^ Other commanders also

aided Jayasimha actively. The Kadamba Cattuga or Catta put the MSIavas to

flight and was called “guardian of the highland" by Jayasirpha.^ Kundamarasa,
who is said to have put Bhoja’s elephants to flight, also had a share in the honours

of the war.^’^ Bhoja’s invasion was thus held back with great effort and the

territory he had occupied released from his grip. But whether the d/jgw/aya which
Jayasimha was planning in 1024 led to any further successes in the north

remains obscure. There is no further reference to it in the extant records.^®

We learn from the Miraj plates that Jayasimha had chased the strong ruler of

Dravida out of the Cajukyan territory before he had fixed his camp at Kolhapur
in 1024. An inscription from Belagamy dated. 1019 already describes

20. M, 1918, pp The Rugi inscription is now shown to be of importance, since it refers

to Vasudhaikamalla Ayyanadeva, obviously as the king . AyysuwwwacsritaKSvyamofdySmabhatta
Bharacfv^ indicates that Ayyana ruled at least for a few months before he gave up the throne in

favour of his younger brother Jayasirpha, as hewas more inclined towards asceticism than kingship.
The genuineness of this work itself has been doubted but the genealogical accounts in epigraphs
indicating the rule of Ayyana cannot be brushed aside lightly—fife.

21. BK, 92 of 1935/36 (earliest): Sll, XI, i, no 75 (latest).

22. El. XIX. 1927-28, pp 69-75; M. VI, p 54.

23. M,V,pp15-17.

24. El. XII, 1913-14, p 303.

25. El. XVI, 1921-22. pp 75 f.

26. toW, p 357, V, 10, ins. of the time of Vikramiditya VI
27. El. XV. 1919-20, p 331, v, 1.

Jayasirpha state that he was camping in the neighbourhood of Kolhapur

1MO
Banswaa plates of Paramara Bhoja dated 3 January

1020 state that the occasion of the grant was Kor7ten8-V?i^iMr\«("anntvers^
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Jayasimha as "the lion to the elephant Rlyendra”. These statements

obviously refer to Jayasirnha’s unsuccessful attempt to recover territory

that had been lost to the C6|a in the reign of Satya^raya. Conditions

were at first favourable to Jayasirnha’s enterprise, as Rajendra Coja was
fighting in the south against the Pandyas, Keralas and Sri Lankans. The

Cajukya recovered the Raichur doab, crossed the Tungabhadra and

occupied the modem Bellary district,^ and possibly even the northern part

of Gahgavadi. And in VehgT, the end of Vimaladitya’s rule gave Jayasirnha

a chance to set Vijayaditya VII against his half-brother Rajar^a, the nephew

and son-in-law of Rajendra Cdja. The Cajukyan generals covered them-

selves \with distinction. Cavariarasa, the victor of the Konkan, earned

the title “breaker of the pride of the fortress of Bejavada” (Bezwada);

Madhavaraja won the admiration of Jayasirnha by leading a strong con-

tingent of cavalry against the Coja; Kundamarasa put to flight the elephant

corps of the Cd|a and Gariga.^ For a time then Jayasirnha had some
justification for comparing himself to a lion and Rajendra to an elephant.

But soon the shape of things changed—Jayasirnha sustained a defeat

at Maski, Vijayaditya had to fly from VerrgT, and the hindrance to Rajaraja’s

coronation was removed by the conspicuous success of Cola arms.

The Sanskrit section of the Tiruvalahgadu plates call Rajendra “the sole

destroyer of the line of Taila” and affirm that the king of the Ratta country

fled before Rajendra abandoning all the inherited wealth of his family and

his fame and that his army followed the example. The title Jayasimhakulakala,

“death to the family of Jayasirnha”, was bestov/ed on the Coja commander
who drove Vijayaditya out of Vet^gT. In the end, Jayasirnha found himself

compelled to abandon his interference in the politics of VerIgT and to

recognise the Tungabhadra as the frontier between his kingdom and that

of the Cdjas.

Tbe rest of Jayasirnha’s reign, a period of nearly two decades, was
marked by peace and quiet progress. There is, however, one verse in an

inscription of 1058 from Nagai which praises the brahman general Kalidasa

for having borne the burden of government and steadied the ship of state

when mighty waves of rebellion on the part of all the sammtas and

imndale^varas threatened to engulf Jayasirnha {SirnhabhC^^ and put an

Konkana”) wtiiie the Betma plates of the same king and dated 4 September 1020 show that

the grant was made on the occasion of Kon/cane-gyabane-Mjiaya-parva. The Mahudi plates of

the same king seem to suggest that the Konkan was conquered by him in c. 1019 Itself.

The two expressions cited above have led some scholars to assume that both refer to the

same event. If so, the battle between Bhoja and his allies on the one hand, and Jayasirnha

on the other, might have taken place sometime between 30 July 1018 (which would be the

corresponding date of the Mahudi plates) and 19 Oeoember 1019. But Bhoja could not keep

the region for long. Inscriptions of Batya^raya incficate that even sometime before 1024,

Jayasimha retrieved the territory from him—fife.

29. Sll, IX, I, no 80.

30. B, XV, 1919-20, p 331; XVI. 1921-22, p 75; 89, XI. i. no 76.
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untimely end to his rule.^’ Though Kalidasa became a celebrity under

Jayasirnha’s son Some^vara I, his name does not occur in the inscriptions of

Jayasirnha’s reign. The laudatory verse may be an exaggeration of some
obscure achievement in the early years of Kalidasa’s career, not noticed at the

time, but this was magnified after he shot into fame. Or possibly there was some
real danger of disorder and revolution was averted by the loyalty and strength

of the general. This assumption is based on an enigmatic reference in the

Kalacuri inscriptions implying that Gar’igeyadeva (1015-41) caused the king of

Kuntala to lose his kingdom and get it back.^^ Did the Kalacuri king, known to

be an able and ambitious monarch who went far towards attaining a paramount
position in the north, start an intrigue with the feudatories of Jayasirnha and
invade the Cajukya kingdom? Was Kalidasa the ablest and most loyal among
those who stood by Jayasirnha during the crisis? If that be so, the occurrence
must be placed in the latter part of Jayasimha’s reign, say between 1030 and
1040.

Many other feudatories and officials of Jayasirnha’s reign are mentioned in

the inscriptions. His sister AkkadevT is described in 1022 as a BhairavTin war, a
clear indication of the part she took in active fighting. Fifteen years later, she rulkl
in Banavasi-12000 together with her husband MayOravarmadeva who ruled in

addition over Panugal-1000.“ Jayasirnha himself bore the title Jagadekamalla,
"the unrivalled wrestler of the world”. Two of his queens are known. One was
SuggaladevT who made a gift in 1 029 to a Pasupatacarya Brahmarasi Pandita.^
According to the legends recorded in the Basava Parana and Channabasava
Parana, she caused her husband to give up Jainism and embrace the Lirtgayat
religion by getting her guru to overcome the Jainas in controversy and to trans-
form a serpent in a box into a lihga made of moon-stone [candrakant^. This
legend is a transparent copy of the Tamil story of Marigaiyark-kara^i, the Cola
princess who, with the aid of Nanasambandar, brought about the conversion
of her husband, the Pandya king Nedumaran, from the Jaina to the Saiva faith.
The other queen of Jayasirnha was DevaladevT, a Nojamba princess who was

most probably a sister of Udayadityadeva.^ A daughter of Jayasirnha called

in^rlDW^fmriinn
bhaltramam for chatramam. The reference to the Nagai

® internecine fights within the kingdom of Jayasirnha

32. ail, 1892-94, pp 3-4; Xil, 1913-14, p 211 v 11
33. lA, XVIII, pp 270-75; El. XVI, 1921 -22 pp 75 f
34. 0K; 25 of 1936/37.

adrtniS'ring ™^®^ Laksmldevi, who was

charge of the pTnaSdiviSif?^,?
'^"® of the Kadamba family was in

Jayasirnha. This prince referred to in

SomSSvara, another son named

described astheSSXZnorS^T samaralkamalla. He is also

Rajendra Cola stat^that Javasimha «
^meSvara. The Manimahgalam inscription of

ha» 01 Koppam. « d a
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Hamma or AvalladevTwas mamed to the Seuna Bhillama III who was at first hostile

to Jayasirnha probably under the influence of Paramara Bhoja, and subsequently

recognised the Calukya suzerainty and married AvalladevT: he ruled his hereditary

dominions in 1025 from his capitai Sindinagara (Sinnar in Nasik district).*

Manyakheta still continued to be tfie Calukya capital. The Coja inscriptions mention

this city, but are silent about Kalyana to the end of Rajendra Cola’s reign (1 044). The

subsidiary capitals at which Jayasirnha encamped at different times were: Etagiri,

same as Yatgiri, and Kollipaka (Kulpak) in the former Hyderabad state; Hottalakere,

now Danriayakana-kere in Bellary district; and Ghattada-kere. Kalyaria itself figures

as one of the /Tefewct/s (cantonments) in an inscription at the close of Jayasirnha’s
37

reign.

Jayasirnha was succeeded by his son Somesvara I who bore the titles

Ahavamalla and Trailokyamalia. His inscriptions begin in 1042, and Bilhana, the

court poet and author of Vkrarr^kade\/a-canta, says that Sbmesvara made
Kalyaria the most beautiful city in the world.*

According to a Kannada verse in an inscription from Nander (Maharashtra)

dated 1047, the early years of Somesvara were marked by a war in Konkan,

an invasion of Malwa reaching up to its capital Dhara, and the continuance of

the war with the Colas in which VetigTand Kaliriga stood by his side. His brahman

general Nagavarma, the king’s right-hand man, gets the following significant

titles in the same inscription, viz. Vindhyadhipa-Malla^iracchedana,

Seuna-diMpatta, CakrakOta-kalakuta, Dharavarsa-darpotapatana and

Marasimha-madamarddana. The full details of the occurrences implied are not

forthcoming, and their chronological sequence is also uncertain.* An inscription

of 1058 from Nagai states that Madhusudana, son of Kalidasa, won successes

in the Konkan and Malwa.'” The Seuna and the Vindhya chieftain Malla were

perhaps attacked in the course of the expedition against Malwa for having been

in league with Bhoja or at least his vassals. While the Nander record says that

Bhoja’s submission was received in Dhara itself, the later record from Nagai

avers that Dhara was burnt and Mandava (Mandu) captured. Bilhana says that

36. DKD, pp 437, 514-15, M, XII, p 120, v, 9; XVII, p 117.

37. EC, VII, Sk, 153; XII, Si, 37; also Sll, XI, i, no 69.

38. II, 1-25.

39. The Tadkhel Inscription referred to here speaks of N§gavarmayya as senSdNpatl and

de^i^Bn^Bka belonging to the VSji family. He Is said to have killed a certain Malla described as the

lord of the Vindhya, defeated the SSunsfe and conquered CakrakOta. Malla cannot be indentified,

although the region he ruled over might have been situated at the foot of the Vindhyas. The SSuria

chief was Billava III. This chief had once risen in revolt during the period of Jayasirnha, but had

been put down by Bijjarasa. Obviously, this S§utia appears to have rebelled against the new king,

when S6mS§vara is also known to have attacked Dh§ri and burnt it, captured MSridawa and

proceeded towards Ujjayini which, too, he is said to have burnt. Mandawa was probably another

capital of Malwa. This was sometime after May 1050 and before December 1051. Bhoja, the

Paramara, appears to have withstood this attack and formed an alliance with the Calukya BhTma

and Kilacgri Kairia before he once again fell upon tfie Calukya. But by then Bhoja had grown quite

old and overcome by a corporal malady. He died in the midst of war, sometimes in 1 052-53

—

Eds.

40. HAS. no 8, p 13, v, 43.
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Bhoja fled when Dharg was attacked/’ The Nagai inscription adds an attack

on UjjainT and the destruction of its ramparts; an inscription from Hottur of 1066
describes general Jemarasa as the fire of death to Bhoja,^ and a record of

Vikramaditya VI from Yewur alleges further that the king of Kannauj fled to the

Himalayan caves/® These exaggerated statements suggest the possibility of a

second invasion of northern India later in SomeSara’s reign. In any case, north

Indian rulers could not think of meddling south of the Narmada where Cajukya
authority was firmly entrenched; in fact, it penetrated far to the east along the

southern districts of modem Madhya Pradesh into south Kosala and Kalihga.

Nagavarma’s war against Dharavarsa and CakrakOta meant the resumption
of the Cola war as the Nagavarhgi kingdom was most probably still a vassal

state of the Coja empire, which it became as a result of the Ganges campaign
of Rajendra I. The Cajukya general appears to have succeeded in his aim and
brought the Nagavarh^i ruler under Cajukya suzerainty. Marasimha, who was
humbled by Nagavarma, was doubtless identical with Marasirpha Prabhu,
whose daughter LlladevT became a queen of Somesvara. How he made himself
obnoxious to his suzerain earlier is not known. It may be noted in passing that
Prola I of the Kakatiya dynasty (which rose to fame after the fall of the Calukyas
of Kalyana) distinguished himself in Somesvara’s wars against Konkan and
Citrakuta, and was rewarded with the grant of Anmakonda Visaya as his fief

for all time;‘“' this was the humble beginning of the famous kingdom of Warangal.
Prola’s son Beta took part in the war in Malwa and was present in the Cajukya
invasion of the Coja country which resulted in the removal of the gates of KahcT
after a hard fight by the KakatTya general Brahma or Barma.'*®
The relations between S6me§vara and the C5las have already been traced

with the aid of Coja and Eastern Cajukya inscriptions. We may now supplement
the account with the data from the records of Some^vara’s reign. In 1044
mahamanclale^vara Sobanarasa who was ruling Belvola-300 and Purigere-300
with the status of yuvaraja (Yuvamja-padaviyofam) had the title “Lord of Vei^g?

'

a title which was borne later by Somesvara II and others, a fact which confirms
the transfer of the Vengi kingdom to the suzerainty of the Western Calukyas

after the death of the Coja Rajendra I. The conquest
Somgsvara seems to be mentioned as early as 1047 in an

0^2!
conquest of the PaWaya—Pallava-digvijay^

Sfi e
stormedand set fire to Kanci, and Bilhana confirms that Somesvara dragged the UksmT

41. Wk, I, 31-96.

42. B, XVI, 1921-22, p 81.

43. lA, VIII, pp 11 f.

44. hMS, no 13, p 26, vv, 2-4.

45. Telingana Inscriptions, Kak. 9, li. i

46. Local Records, 25, p 98
47. Sll, XI, i, no 83.

1-13. Also MS, no 3, p 3, V, 11 .
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(prosperity) of the Coja king to himself by taking hold of her KancT (girdle).^

Ciddana-Coja Maharaja, a Telugu-Coja feudatory of Some^vara ruling in

Sindavadi in 1069-60, bears the distinctive title “the great lord who was the

cause of the destruction of KancTpura”. The inscription also states that it was
already some years since the expedition of the emperor to the south/® Pallava,

in the expression Pallava-digwjaya, may well be taken to stand for the territory

once held by the Pallavas. Thus Some^ara must be taken to have carried the

war into the enemy’s country behind the lines of his fighting forces to secure

their withdrawal from his own territory. The sequence of events is not sufficiently

distinct to decide whether KahcT suffered first and whether the Coja attack on
Kalyana was a reprisal, or the reverse of it. A record of 1 050 from Sudi in Dharwar

district mentions the breakdown of the civic constitution of that town due to

the Coja invasion (Cojikara praghattadim kettdi and a restoration of the

constitution indicating the progress of reconstruction in that part of the country

after the war. We have seen that Some^vara’s records are silent about the battle

of Koppam though Cajukya inscriptions of a later time narrate the events

connected with it. But the Nagai inscription of 1058, already cited more than

once, states that Baciraja, the son of Kalidasa, secured for his overlord the status

of sarvabhauma (universal emperor), and adds immediately that he killed the

highly aggressive enemy that opposed the powerful Kuntala ruler and brought

to him the freshly decapitated head of that enemy.®® This is most probably a

reference to the death of Rajadhiraja I in the battle of Koppam of which other

mementos are found in the title Rajadhiraja-Cojahgonda of Mararasa and the

Cojahgonda Traipurusadeva temple at Annigere.®^

Malwa, after the death of Bhoja in 1055, claimed Some^vara’s attention

in the midst of his recurrent conflicts with the Cojas. He sent his son

Vikramaditya to support Jayasirhha as against Udayaditya of whom
the Nagpur pra^sti of the Paramaras says: “Delivering the earth which

was troubled by kings and taken possession of by Karna, who, joined by

the Karrtatas, was like the mighty ocean, this prince did indeed act like

the holy boar’’.®® Jayasirnha kept the throne for about four years (1055-59)

after which Udayaditya seized it.®® The Nagpur pra§asti omits the

name of Jayasirnha who seems to have been supported by Karna, the

Haihaya ruler of Dahala, besides Some^vara. Bilhana, who mentions

Some^vara’s intercession in Malwa, also states that Some^vara utterly

destroyed the power of Karna. tt is not possible to say whether the di^ences

between the Cajukya and Cedi monarchs preceded or followed their

co-operation in favour of Jayasirnha of Malwa.

48. HAS, no 8, p 10, v, 17; VIk, I, 114-17.

49. SH. IX. i. no 123, II. 8-9, 13.

60. HAS, no 8, pi 2, vv, 36-37.

51. BK, 189 of 1932-33; SU, XI, I, nos 97. 103.

52. e, II. 1892-94, p 142, v, 32.

53. Ef, III, 1894-95, p 47; AS/, 1916-17; pp 19-20; JASB, IX, pp 545 f.

H-6
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As we have seen, in VehgT Some^vara accepted a compromise when

Rajaraja Narendra agreed to become his vassal, and giving up the attempt

to displace him compensated his rival Vijayaditya by giving him an honoured

position in the Calukya army and in the governance of Nojambavadi. The

war on the western front continued almost without interruption, and was

renewed by Vijayaditya and Vikramaditya even in VehgT after the death of

Rajaraja (1061). On both the fronts, the war was in fuil swing when

Some^vara, finding that he had contracted a painful and incurable illness,

put an end to his life by drowning himself in the Tungabhadra at Kuruvatti®^

on 29 March 1068.

Somesvara I must rank as one of the greatest rulers of the Cijukya

dynasty. Calukya power attained a notable expansion under him. For the

greater part of his reign VehgT was under his control, and among north

Indian powers the Paramaras certainly and perhaps the Pratiharas also,

became tributary to him for a time. In the face of severe reverses in the

field, he kept up the long struggle with the Colas with tireless energy till

the end. Besides his sons, particularly Vikramaditya, he commanded the

services of several able and loyal generals ever ready to defend their

suzerain and his kingdom with their lives. But Somesvara was perhaps

greater as a diplomat than as a warrior, or he could not have made his

influence felt in so many states and for so long, and that with a military

record none too bright. His alliance with Visrruvardhana Vijayaditya, and the

limits he set for himself in the use he made of it in the furtherance of his

political objects, were master-strokes of high policy. If the relentless pursuit

of glory, and the ability to bend all resources in men and material to the

service of that pursuit are signs of greatness, Somesvara was a great ruler,

even greater than his more celebrated son Vikramaditya VI. He had great

faith in himself, and what is more, he succeeded in imparting it to his

followers. He did not neglect the arts of peace. The city of Kalyatia was
his creation. But if he had entertained any hope that Kalyatia would escape
the devastating raids of enemies from which Manyakheta suffered, his hope
was falsified pretty soon by the raid of Rajadhiraja I. Some^vara’s sway
extended over the whole of the Deccan between the Vindhyas and the
Tungabhadra, with considerable additions varying from time to time both
to the north and south of these limits.

Jhe Nagai inscription of 1058 gives to Somesvara I the titles Raya
Nara)^na and Vira-martanda, and mentions a war with the Caulika king,
who must have been BhTmadeva I (1022-64) of Gujarat,®® but of this war
we hear nothing else from any source. Six queens of S6me§vara are
mentioned^ in his inscriptions: Candalakabbe or CandrikadevT (1047);®®

MailaladevT, bearing the same titles as CandrikadevT in 1049, ruling

54. EC, VII, Sk. 136.

55. HAS, no 8, Nagai B, vv, 16, 21.
56. Local Records.
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Banavasi-1 2,000 in 1053, and visiting Sffsaiia with the emperor in 1067,®^

UladM, the daughter (?) of Prabhu Marasirriha already noted; Hoy^ajsKJevFwho
made a grant in 1055 for a ffrtha on the Tungabhadra established by a Gauda
of Onnali (modem Honnali);®® KetaladevTwhowas ruling the Ponnavada agrs^iSra

in 1054 and 1062, according to the tribhogabhyantarasiddhi which has

been explained as the equal sharing of the income by the ruler, brahmans and

gods;® and BacaladevT who was perhaps the chief queen as she was the

mother of Somesvara II, Vikramaditya VI and Jayasirnha lll“ Among
other members of the royal family, there was AkkadevT, the aunt of Somesvara.

who began her career as a young princess under her brother Vikramaditya V.

In 1 047 she laid siege to the fort of Gokage (modem Gokak in Belgaum district),

evidently to suppress some local rebellion; the inscription®’ recording this fact

comes from ArasibTdi (queen’s home), perhaps the capital of the territory under

Akkadev?s charge, though in the inscription it is called Vikramapura after

Vikramaditya V. Another record of 1053 from the same place®^ states that she

was ruling Kisukad-70 and made a gift of land at Pampeya ffrthato the42 learned

brahmans who were the mah^nas of the Rajadhani Vikramapura. In 1 050 she

had under her Ajjarasa of the Seuria lineage who bore the title

DvaravatTpuravare^vara, had the garuda banner and had taken part in wars

against the Coja, Andhra, Magadha, Koiikan, Malwa, Pahcala and Lata kings.®®

She was still ruling over her territories in 1 054 when some of her officers endowed

the temple of Akke^vara of Sudi, evidently a Siva temple founded by her.®^

Among the king’s sons, Somesvara II ruled in Belvola-300 and Purigere-300

from 1 049 with the title VehgTpuravare^araand with several subordinates under

him.®® Vikramaditya was the ruler of Gahgavadi-96,000 from 1 055 and had under

him Kadamba ArikesatT administering Banavasi-1 2,000, besides Naranayya

as perggade in the same region. His rule in Gahgavadi is mentioned in 1057

and 1059.®® Amongst subordinate officers and feudatory rulers in different

parts of Somesvara’s empire, Kaliyammarasa of the Jimutavahana Anvaya

and Khacara family was administering Basavura 140 division. Mayuravarma,

the Kadamba was the governor of Panumgal, virhile his wife was Akkadevi

mentioned above.

57. SH. XI, i, no 83: BK, 72 Of 1932-33; SH. IX, j, nos 119, 121.

58. EC, VIII, HI. 1 ;
Fleet, DKD, pp 439, 492, thinks that Hoy^ala Vinayaditya was a feudatory

of Somesvara.

59. lA. XIX, p 218; BK, 169 of 1933-34.

60. DKD, p 438 and p 1 . We know of some more wives of Somesvara besides the six noticed

already. Laccala MahadevT was the daughter of a certain BhTmad§va, while CSmaladSvf was

the daughter of Barma—Eds.

61 . SH, XI, i, no 80; El, XVII, 1923-24, p 121

.

62. SH. XI, i, no 88, also 87.

63. Ibid, no 86.

64. Ibid, no 91.

65. Ibid, no 84; El, XVI, 1921-22, pp 53-57.

66. El, XIII, 1915-16, p 168; XVI, 1921-22, pp 66-68; BK. 69 of 1935-36; EC, VII, Sk. 83.
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Somesvara II Bhuvanaikamalla succeeded his father.on 1 1 April 1068, within

a fortnight of his father’s self-immolation in the Tungabhadra at the end of March.

The formal installation took place evidently after the expiry of the days of pollution

and the conclusion of the funerary ceremonies.®^ The inscription which records

this fact states further that the Cola ruler (Vfrarajendra), counting upon the

weakness of the new regime, came and laid siege to Gutti, but the Calukyan

cavalry forced him to retreat, and the dandanayaka Laksmana, who
distinguished himself on the occasion

,
gained the title of

'

‘restorer of the kingdom
of Bhuvanaikamalla”. This gives a measure of the danger that threatened

Sbmesvara II at his accession, and is clearly conriected with the records of

Vfrarajendra's sixth regnal year narrating nis burning of Kampili before

Somesvara II could untie his kanthika, his setting up of a pillar of victory at

KaradiKal, and those of his seventh year stating expressly that he drove
Somesvara out of the Kannada country, conquered Rattapadi and bestowed
it together with the kanthika (i.e., the place of the yuvaraja) on Calukki

Vikramaditya who came and bowed at his feet. In fact, from the moment of

Somesvara I's death, the ambition of his younger and abler son Vikramaditya
dominates the politics of the Deccan and it was the task of Somesvara II to
counteract this as best as he could.

The official records of Somesvara’s reign contain no direct statements on the
part taken by Vikramaditya in creating trouble for him. The inscription recording
his accession and the siege of Gutti proceeds to detail the arrangements of
Somesvara to strengthen his defences by entrusting different sectors of his
frontier to eminent generals. Among them were the brothers of th,e emperor,
Sitiga (i.e., Jayasirpha) being put in charge of Nojamba-Sindavadi, and
Vikramaditya becoming governor of Gahgavadi up to Alampura. The loyal and
trustworthy Dandanayaka Laksmana held Banavasi. While making these
arrangements, the emperor clearly defined the order of ranking among his
lieutenants, saying that Vikrama-Gahga-bhupa was next to himself,
VTra-Nojamba-deva, i.e., Jayasimha, next to Vikrama, and Laksmana came
immediately below Jayasimha, all others in the state being lower in rank than
Uk?mana, ‘‘the servant who was indispensable to the Calukyan kingdom"
(Calukyarajyakke karanan adai). On the other hand, the emperor also had tc
deal with vile and treacherous samanfas (feudatories) and turbulent forest tribes
besides repelling powerful foes. The inscription is a remarkable document which

to see through its restrained expressions and form a fair idea

thP if
^ Somesvara, his effort to appease his younger brother, and

the slender chances of Its success.

VikmSS?? and leave one In no doubt about

fer tocS thpfm
^ goes

e ucation and grown up to manhood, his father conceived

67 EC, VII, Sk. 136.
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the plan of making him yuvaraja. But when it was revealed to him, he refused

the favour, affirming that the position belonged by right to his elder brother

Some^vara, the father, had to yield and make Sbmesvara II yuvaraja. Even so,

royal fortune and the love of the father clung to Vikrama alone, and he bore the

burden of the duties of both the king and yuvaraja. He then went on the digvijaya,

which included the wars against the Cola king in the south and in VengT and
Cakrakuta. When, on his way home, he was encamped on the Krishna, he heard

of the death of his fatherwho drowned himself in theTungabhadra aftera sudden

illness. After performing the funeral rites, Vikramaditya returned to Kalyana and

lived on friendly terms with his brother for a time. Sbmesvara then fell into evil

courses, oppressed his subjects and tried to do harm to Vikramaditya, who now
left the city with his younger brother Jayasimha as the capital was no longer

safe for them. All attempts by Some^vara to capture his brothers by force failed,

thanks to Vikramaditya’s superb soldiership. Vikramaditya then marched to the

Tungabhadra and Vanavasa (Banavasi). After resting there for a while, he

resumed his march, wanting to fight the Cbja. Then Jayake§i of Konkan and

the Alupa king made their submission and the Cbla king, feeling he could not

withstand Vikrama’s invasion, sent an ambassador to meet the Cajukyan prince

and ask for his friendship offering him his daughter’s hand. Vikrama agreed to

stop his expedition. He retired to the Tungabhadra to save appearances for the

Coja monarch, and Vikrama’s marriage with the Coja princess was duly

celebrated before the kings returned to their respective capitals. Bilhana justifies

the course of Vikramaditya as intended to secure his own freedom and the

freedom ofthe people from the wickedness and oppression of his elder brother

!

The defence arrangements of Somesvara after the raising of the siege of Gutti,

particularly the appointment of Vikramaditya as yuvaraja and governor of

Gahgavadi, must be interpreted in the light of other well-known facts. On the

one side, the Cola king claims to have driven Somesvara II out of Karnataka

and bestowed Rattapadi on Vikramaditya: on the other, Laksmanarasa is hailed

as the saviour of Somesvara’s kingdom. Clearly, Vikramaditya was not content

with the position, high and honourable as it was, that he had gained by his

alliance with VTrarajendra. His inscriptions in Bellary and Anantapur districts

bearing early dates from 1071 onwards give him full imperial titles®® and contain

no reference to Somesvara. What we find, therefore, is a virtual division of the

empire with or without the consent of Somesvara.®® It is obvious, however, that

68. S//, IX, i, nos 135, 136, 138.

69. There is no evidence to indicate that there was a division of the kingdom between the two brothers.

When Vikramaditya married the Cola princess, the sister of Adhirajendra. he was preventing Rajendra

II from ascending the Coja throne under the name Kulotturiga. This shows that he sensed trouble in

the Coja kingdom well in advance. But he failed in his attempt. Whether or not Kulottuhga joined hands

with Sdm^vara II, that there was a battle between the Cola on the one hand, and Vikramaditya VI and

Jayasirpha III on the other. Is clear from epigraphs. We also find the Cajukya king staying around Banavasi

during the latter half of his reign. By now VengT had been lost and Paramara Uda^rtya had Inflicted a

defeat upon Somesvara. These circumstances leading to the weakening of the kingdom forced

Vikramaditya to assume powers. A battle between the two brothers became inevitable—Safe.
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with the death of VTrarajendra so soon after the settlement, and the advent of

Kulotturtga to the Coja throne which Vikramaditya had failed to prevent, he must

have found the latter in a difficult position and therefore, he quickly resolved to

go the whole hog. Kulottuhga and Somesvara were natural allies and soon

resolved to cooperate against Vikramaditya.

In his turn, Vikramaditya made very good use of his formal position in the state

to aggrandise his power and influence, and the inscriptions just mentioned may

well have been his manifesto to proclaim that thenceforth he aimed at nothing

less than the supreme position in the state. He acted throughout with a superb

faith in himself and in his ultimate success, and in the necessity of both for the

well-being of the Calukya empire. In the inscriptions are found not only the usual

Cajukya titles, but the title Tribhuvanamalla too—seeking to proclaim his

imminent rise to the paramount position. Laying his plans carefully, Vikramaditya

prepared energetically for a fight on two fronts. He won over to his side a number

of Some^vara’s feudatories by offering inducements or by a show of force.

Jayasirpha was acting with him and they both had their headquarters (ne/ewdi^

in Govindavadi, perhaps the same as modem Qovindavada in Rayadurg taluq

of Bellary district.^® Besides the Kadamba Jayakesi and Vijayaditya who were

already on his side, Vikramaditya won over the Hoy^ja Vinayaditya and his son

Ereyariga, who is said to have carried out the behest of Vikramaditya and
compelled the Coja king to wear leaves as his robes (Cojikan arinaieyam taliran

udisi).'^’ The Pandya of Uccatigi joined him, assumed the title Tribhuvanamalla,

and eventually won the distinctive title of
‘

‘the breaker of the mind of Rajiga Coja’
’

(RSjiga Cola manobhariga)/^ Even the distant Yadava prince Seutia II was drawn
into the league, as can be seen from Hemadri’s statement that Seunacandra’s
strong arm rescued Paramardi-deva (Vikramaditya) from the pressure of his

enemies and established the light of the Cajukyan family in the kingdom of

Kalyat;)a.

S6me§vara must have found himself in great difficulties. There were few he
could depend upon. There was, of course, Laksmana, and he was placed in

charge of Bejvola and Purigere in the heart of the empire, the place usually
reserved for the heir-apparent/^ He had under him Jayake^i-arasa of the
Manalera family (hence different from Jayakesi of Goa, the ally of Vikramaditya)
as the Rastrakuta of Purigere in 1 074/“ Several inscriptions from 1071 to 1 075
att^t the loyal rule of Udayaditya over Banavasi and with Bahkapura as the
capital; the name of his queen LaccaladevT occurs in one of them, and another
mentions the emperor Somesvara camping in Bahkapura as the guest of
Udayaditya. While Somesvara did his best to hold the unity of the empire, his

70. B. IV, 1896-97. p 215; Sll, IX, i. nos 135-36, 138
71. eC.V, Ak. 102(a).
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brother was forever raising obstacles in his path. After 1072 when we find

Sbme^vara at Kokkaragonda on the Tungabhadra, he was evidently prevented

from having access to that river or indeed to any part of the territory which

Vikramaditya came to look upon as his exclusive preserve. But Vikramaditya

.
himself toured the entire Cajukyan territory under the guise of serving the

emperor as his next in command. An inscription of 1075 from Niralgi shows
Vikramaditya encamping at Bahkapura.^® Thus, while both sides were preparing

for a showdown, SomeSvara maintained his position as emperor till the close

of 1075, and his brother respected that position at least so far as Some^vara’s

section of the empire was concerned.

There is little indication of chronology in Bilhana’s account of the civil war.

He implies that Vikramaditya’ s attack on Kulottuhga, the alliance of the latter

with ^me§vara, and the decisive battle at the end followed quickly after

Kulottut^ga's accession to the Cola throne (1 070). The inscriptions. Cola as well

as Cajukya, plainly contradict this. Again, Bilhana’s censure of S6me§vara for

basely allying himself with the wicked Coja for the sake of power and pelf is

utterly unconvincing in the face of his approval of Vikramaditya’s alliance with

Virarajendra and attempts to foment dissensions within the empire. The Gadag
inscription^^ of 1099 contains a strained justification of Vikramaditya’s actions

on the lines of Bilhana’s kavya, and this renders it probable that Bilhana followed

the official version for which Vikramaditya was himself responsible. The

inscription states that after the kingdom was bestowed on him by his father in

accordance with the proper rule of succession (krama), Bhuvanaikamalla was
corrupted by the sense of absolute power and turned into a cruel and callous

tyrant to his subjects. When the virtuous younger brother (tadanujo dharmatmdi

could stand it no longer, he assumed the government of the realm after putting

his ill-advised brother under restraint {nigrhysli. But the deterioration in

S6m§§vara’s rule and character is a belated allegation not borne out by any

known facts or by any other source.

The incidents of the war between Kulottuhga and Some^vara on the one side,

and Vikramaditya on the other, are first mentioned in Kulottuhga’s records of

1076, and this is in keeping with the date of the commencement of

Vikramaditya’s reign and of the Cajukya Vikrama era commemorating it, vz

1076-77. The evidence of the Cbja records has already been discussed.

Bilhana’s account, though of little value for the Cola front of the struggle,

happens to be our only source of knowledge regarding Some^vara’s part. As

the result ofa hard-fought battle, says Bilhana, in which the armies ofSdme^vara

and Kulottuhga simultaneously engaged the forces of Vikramaditya, “the

Dravida lord fled the field and Somadeva entered the prison”.™

Vikramaditya then retired to the Tungabhadra. When he was thinking of

76. e, XVI, 1921-22, p 68.

77. e.XV, 1919-20, p 351.
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setting Somesvara free and restoring the throne to him, the voice of Siva

intervened as it had done on the eve of the battle, and commanded Vikrama

to assume the sovereignty himself, and he did so. He also bestowed on his

younger brother Jayasirnha the viceroyalty of Banavasi.’^ An inscription of 1 081

affirms that Jayasirnha drove away the Cola invader and thus helped his brother

to gain the kingdom.®* It is not known how long Somesvara remained in prison

or what his ultimate end was. That he was not equal to the encounter with his

brother’s ability and ambition is clear from the course of his illstarred reign; but

the allegations of Bilhana and Vikramaditya that his rule was oppressive cannot

be accepted without confirmation from a less biased source. An undated

inscription in the former Hyderabad State Museum expressly states that

Vikramaditya wrested the kingdom from Somesvara by the strength of his arm

and thus attained great fame.®* An inscription from Gadag records that

Vikramaditya rescued the earth from suffering at the hands of a wicked man

(Somesvara)— duimmanavena nastam punaruddriyatejagadyena. It adds that

he set aside the celebrated Sakavarsa and made his own name well known

throughout the world by starting the Vikrama-varsa called after himself.®^ The

first year of the new era was Nala or Anala corresponding to Saka 999; the

coronation seems to have taken place on 1 1 February 1076, and the occasion

was marked by many liberal grants duly recorded in inscriptions. The

Cajukya-Vikrama era, as the new era was called, was employed regularly for

fifty-one years throughout the reign of Vikramaditya in all his dominions and then

occasionally for another fifty years after which it fell out of use. His successors

followed his example and started eras of their own which were even more
short-lived.

Early in his reign, Vikramaditya sought the alliance of Vijayabahu of Sri Lanka

who was waging war against Kulottuhga, and sent a friendly embassy to the

island country with presents. But by the time his reign began, Vikramaditya had
had more than his share of fighting. He had done his best against his enemy
Kulottut’iga and failed to attain any appreciable success. But the protagonists

fully realised the limits of their mutual capacity and gave up the pursuit of active

hostilities for well over forty years, i.e., for the best part of their own reigns. The
death of Vijayaditya improved the position of Kulottuhga in VehgT, which he held
as his dependency almost till the end of his reign.

The two notable wars of Vikramaditya’s reign within his kingdom were caused
by a rebellion of his younger brother Jayasirnha and by the aggrandisement of
the power of his Hoy^aja feudatories. For the rest, his long reign was a period
of p^ce and prosperity, as can be clearly seen from the numerous inscriptions
of his reign. Learning and the arts flourished. The poet Bilhaiia found his way
from Kashmir to Kalyatia where he made his home, and he is perhaps the best
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known instance of a large class of immigrants from distant lands who were

entertained honourably by an enlightened court. The illustrious jurist VijhaneSara

does not stand alone in the superlatives he employs in praise of the emperor,

of the capital and of himself; the contemporary inscriptions belaud many places,

persons and institutions in nearly the same manner.

Jayasirnha III had stood by his brotherVikramaditya in all the enterprises during

the reigns of their father S6me§vara I and elder brother Some^vara II. The
inscriptions show that the friendship between the two brothers continued

without interruption till about 1083. Jayasirnha ruled in Bejvole and Purigere,

the usual charge of the heir-apparent, in 1 077. He got Kandur-1 000 in addition

three years later when he is called yuvaraja and aman-ahkakara (the guard of

his brother). He performed the rites of hiranyegarbhaand tulapuiy^\r\ his camp
(nelevfdu) at Etagiii. Some additional territory was placed under his charge some
time later—Banavase-1 2,000 and Santalige-1000.“ Bilharra, who devotes two

full cantos (XIV and XV) of his poem to the subject, is our sole authority for

subsequent events. A confidential servant (apta puru^) of Vikramaditya first

gave him news of Jayasirnha’s defection. He was said to have collected a vast

treasure by oppression of his subjects and to have spent it in raising troops

and contracting alliances with wild and turbulent forest tribes. Above all, he was
seeking to ally himself with the king of Dravida (Kulottuhga) and forming plans

of advancing towards the Krishna against the emperor. Though appalled at the

prospect of another civil war, Vikramaditya sent out spies whose reports

confirmed the correctness of the information that had reached him. Jayasiipha

rejected the friendly overtures of his elder brother mistaking them to be signs

of his weakness. He advanced to the Krishna and ravaged the country until

Vikramaditya defeated him and took him captive. Though Bilharia says that

Jayasirpha was treated kindly, we hear nothing more of him.®^

The Hoy^jas who belonged to the clan of the Yadavas and claimed descent

from the moon rose to power by quick stages in the mountainous belt of

no-man’s land to the west of Gahgavadi. They overcame the neighbouring

mountain chiefs and attained a position of primacy, which they employed in war

against the Cojas in the service of the Cajukyas. There was a Hoy^ajadevT

among the queens of S6me6vara I. Vikramaditya's inscriptions refer to three

generations of Hoy^ajas—Vmayaditya, his .son Ereyaiiga, and latter's sons

BaHala I and Visnuvardhana. BaMala I (1100-10) bears the title biruda

83. El, XVI, 1921-22, p 329; BK, 237 of 1928-29; ARSIE, 64 of 1933-34; 4 of 1933/34; EC. VIII,

Sa. 109.
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Tribhuvanamalla. indicating his feudatory relation to Vikramaditya. His younger

brother Bittiga, better known as Visnuvardhana, also bears the titte

Tribhuvanamalla and figures as the ruler of Gahgavadi as early as 1101.

Bittiga was an ambitious and capable soldier who extended his territory at

the cost of the Colas and Calukyas alike, and soon began to grudge even

the formal acknowledgement of the suzerainty of the latter. An inscription

of 1117* records his expulsion of the Cojas from Gahgavadi, and mentions

his other achievements, viz. the infliction of defeat on the Pandyas of

Uccahgi {Nojambavadi), the conquest of Tuju kings, the destruction of the

power of Jaggaddeva and of Irurtgola, and an expedition to the east which

made KancT tremble. It also mentions the surrender of the Kongkohga

country by which Konkan seems to be meant.®^ His hostility to the Kadamba

Jayake^i forms the subject of another record of the same time. Later

records affirm that he advanced to the Perddore (Krishna) by way of Hangal,

pursued Jayake^i and deprived Jagaddeva of his kingdom, captured Hyve

and Palasige, and ruled over the entire country from KahcTpuram to the

Krishna.* The senrants in attendance on Vikramaditya, we learn, constantly

reminded him of the hostility of the Hoy^aja, the most dangerous among

his subordinates. Jagaddeva was a Paramara prince in the service of

Vikramaditya VI who employed him in his wars against the Hoy^ajas, and

one inscription mentions a spirited engagement between him and BaHSa
I.* Two other inscriptions of 1118 give a vivid account of a successful

night attack by Vfsnuvardhana’s general Gartgar^a on Vikramaditya's forces

encamped at Karinegala under the command of twelve samantas.^ The
story from the Hoy^ala side is compieted by the battle of Halasur in

Shimoga district mentioned in the inscriptions of 1121-22;®' the big battle

(mahahave^ was fought between Bittiga’s general Boppatia and the Gahga
ruler of Mandali near the Banavasi region, Tribhuvanamalla Bhujabala Gahga
Permadidwa, whose son Nanni Gahga lost his life in the battle.

But there are other contemporary and later inscriptions which reveal the

facts from the Cajukya side and show that the Hoysaja did not fare as
well as he claims in his war against his Cajukya suzerain. The Pandyas of

Uccahgi enjoyed uninterrupted rule for many years after the battle of Dumme
in which they er^aged the Hoy^ja forces on the western border of

Chitaldurg district. The Kadambas of Hangal and Goa too more or less

held their own, and Jayake^i II of Goa, after a half-hearted attempt to

85. EC. VI. Kd. 164.
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proclaim his independence, finally threw in his tot with Vikramaditya and

accepted the hand of his daughter Mailaladevi, who held joint rule with him in

Goa in 1 1 24 “ Above all, the inscriptions of the Sindas give the lie direct to the

claims of HoySaia success. “At the command of the universal emperor,

Vikrama", they affirm, “Achugi II, a very lion in war, shining like the hot-rayed

sun, sounding his war cry, dislodged and prevailed against Hoy^la, took Gove,

killed Laksma in battle, vatorously pursued the Pandya, dispersed the Malepas,

and seized upon Kohkana.’’®^ Achugi’s son Permadideva

took the head of Kula§ekharahka, captured Catta alive, alarmed and

pursued Jayake§in, seized upon the royal power of Poy^ja who was the

foremost of the fierce rulers of the earth, and acquired the reputation of

being himself proof against all reverses. Going to the mountain passes of

the marauder Bittiga, plundering him, besieging Dorasamudra, and

pursuing him till he arrived at and took the city of Belupura, king Perma

of great glory—driving him before him vwth the help of his sword, arriving

at the mountain pass of Vahadi, and ovecoming all obstacles—acquired

celebrity in the world.

These two records, however, give, by some mistake, the impossible date 6aka

872 (AD 950-51). Another copy of the praiasti from Narayengal, preserved in

the Local ffecoriGfe,*gives the date 6aka 1026, Tarana (ad 1104), which still

seems too early by at least some years, though it is quite possibly correct.

Another little noticed inscription, an undated fragment from the Yedatore taluq

of Mysore district,*® mentions a battle at Ho§avTdu where Permadideva, i.e.,

either the Sinda chief or Vikramaditya himself, gained a decisive victory against

the HoySaja forces which put up a stiff fight. A later record of 1162-63 also

gives an account ofthe achievements ofAchugi and Perma in different and rather

exaggerated terms.®^

The two sets of inscriptions report the different stages of one and the same
set of campaigns from different F)Oints of view. The Hoy^aja inscriptions around

1117 depict the position as it was after the initial successes of Vi^uvardhana

had brought many allies, the Kadambas and Paiidyas included, over to his side

and rudely shaken the suzerain position of Vikramaditya. The Sinda inscriptions

portray the later stages vtrhen Visnuvardhana received condign punishment for

his contumacy, thanks to the loyalty and energy of Achugi II and his son Perma.

Those who had joined the Ho^a voluntarily or otherwise also suffered, Goa
was sacked and burnt, and the Pitidya pursued and pressed with great vigour.

Visnuvardhana himself had to seek the safety of the mountain fastnesses of his

home province whither the imperial troops pursued him. Kantiegala, where the
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Cajukya forces encamped, lies in the heart of Hassan district very near the

HoySaja capital which was itself besieged.

Though we cannot follow the consecutive stages of the war, it is clear that

Visnuvardhana’s adventure landed him ultimately in much trouble, that the

Calukya empire stood the test very well, and that its rebel feudatories returned

to their old loyalty while others stood by the empire through thick and thin.

Vikramaditya was in camp at JayantTpura (Banavasi) about 1122-23,®® which

perhaps means that after settling affairs further north, he had come down south

to guide the operations against the Hoy^la, if not actually lead them himself.

His adoption of HoySala titles about this time is calculated to proclaim his

success in suppressing the rebellion.®®

The extent of Vikramaditya’s empire in other directions is attested by the

provenance ofthe inscriptions of his feudatories, such as those of the Rastrakuta

rStiaka Dadhideva in Sltalaldi (Nagpur) dated 3aka 1008 (ad 1087), of the

Natavadi ruler DuggabhOpa (1106) whose territory lay astride the Krishna river

partly in the modem Krishna district and partly in the former Hyderabad state,

and of Kakati Prola at Anamkonda.’°° Vikramaditya’s renewed activity against

the Coja power in VehgT after the departure of Vikrama Coja to take his place
as yuvamja by the side of Kulottuhga I has been traced already (See Ch. I).

Vikramaditya was an energetic ruler \Nho spent more time outside his capital

Kalyaria than in it. An inscription of 1083 refers to the king's residence in the
capital for many days together, in a manner which implies that it was
eycep^ai—^nKalyanapurebahuclivasa-sthiravasini. Next to Kalyana, the city

most often mentioned in the inscriptions is JayantTpura or Banavasi often visited

by the king in the course of his long reign. Many other temporary residences
and military camps are mentioned with the dates when the king resided there,
but these need not be detailed. Vikramaditya imported large numbers of learned
brahmans from the Tamil country and settled them within his empire making
adequate provision for their support. The Nilgund copper plate grant^°’ mentions
a colony of 500 from Dravida who received the whole of that township as a
grant in 1 087; thirty-six years later

, in 1 1 23, the same group was granted another
township on the initiative of one of them who held high office under Raya Pandya
of Ux5artgi and is described as Dravidaditya 8nkaranadhikarT Sarvadhyaksa. On
^th these occ^ions the petitioner was a Pandya of UccahgT, Vikramaditya
hinnself had a Cola princess for his queen. These facts had perhaps as much
0 do with the importation of scholars from the Tamil country as Vikramaditya’s
esire to be known in Kulottuhga’s country as a patron of learning and religion.
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Bilhana represents Vikramaditya as a devotee of Siva. This is confirmed by
the names of the two n|iagi/a/s—Vamara^ideva in 1082 and Ananta^ivadeva

in 1111, the latter being also called the ruler of Unukallu and Gurindalu

with a perggacte under him.^“

Vikramaditya was ably served by a number of brahman generals who
were distinguished scholars and soldiers. Prominent among them was
Anantapala who ruled VertgT for a time in semi-regal style. He comes into

view first about 1098 and is soon found in the trusted position of the

yuvari^ ruling over the ‘‘two six hundred" (i.e., Bejvola and Purigece.’”

Banavasi 12,000 is added to his charge in 1101.’“ About a decade later

(1112) he is put in charge of the Vaddaravula income of the entire

seven-and-a-half-lakh country. His sister‘s son and son-in-law (ajiya) Govinda

dandanayaka was in sole charge of Banavasi in 1117, and both uncle and

nephew are said to have ruled Banavasi together four years later; but

Anantapala‘s name seems to have been included pro forma as he was in

VehgT at the time whither Govinda also followed him soon after. Anantapala

and Govinda both bore the arasa title, and at Cebrolu was constructed a
tank named Anatasarovara after the former.’®® Anantapala’s father was
Mahesvara dandadhipa who had the title Calukya-kula-mula-stambha (the

main pillar of the Cajukya family), and his grand father was also a general

by the name of BhTma. Himself a distinguished general, Govinda‘s ancestors

in the male line were also distinguished soldiers for three generattons before

him.’®^ Anantapala had four brothers all of whom served Vikramaditya like

him.’®® Dandanayaka Kalidasa, who is praised at great length in inscriptions

at Nagai and elsewhere; Sure^vara Paridita employed in the administration

of Bet;)tTevur-12 in 1099';’°® the 200 brahmans of Kuruvatti who were equally

noted for their learning, religious devotion, and martial spirit”® and, ajx>ve

all, the illustrious SomeSvara whose learning and valour are celebrated in

superlative terms in the Gadag inscriptions—all these are unmistakable

instances of the growth of an official aristocracy marked by its intellectual

and martial superiority as well as by its active loyalty to the throne to which

it owed everything. This close alliance between the throne and its officialdom,

while it lasted, enabled the empire to hold together and resist the constant
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centrifugal activity of its feudatories. The nannes of the numerous queens of

Vikramaditya and other members of his family, as well as those ofthe feudatories

occurring in the hundreds of inscriptions, which are of great interest to local

history, must necessarily be passed over in a general history of the reign.

Vikramaditya was succeeded by Some^ara III, his son by the chief queen,

the $ilahara princess Candaladevi. He bore the titles Bhulokamalla (the wrestler

of the earth), and Sarvajria Cakravarti (the omniscient emperor).’^’ His rule

extended from about 1126 to 1138 and was generally peaceful. Besides

inscriptions from Draksarama, a Telugu record of the ninth regnal year from

BhTmavaram (Godavari district) records a gift by general Laksmarasa tb ensure

the long life and prosperity of BhOlokamalla, thus attesting his possession of

the VehgT country, at least the northern part of it, for the best part ofhis reign.”^

The attempts of the Coja king Vikrama Cola to reconquer VerIgT, which

culminated in a battle on the bank of the Godavari in which S6me§vara was
defeated, have been noticed already (See Ch. I). The Hoysaja Visnuvardhana

continued to acknowledge Somesvara’s suzerainty, and describes himself in a
record of 1137 as Cajukya-mani-mardalika-cudamani, the crest jewel among
the feudatories of the jewel of the Calukyas."^ But this was only a half-hearted

allegiance, and the peaceful nature of Somesvara offered enough inducement
to Vistiuvardhana to renew his aggression. A fragmentary inscription of 1 1

39”''

states that having captured Garlgavadi, Nojambavadi and Banavasi.
Visnuvardhana was laying siege to Hangal. There are also other inscriptions

dated earlier than 1137 where he gives himself full imperial titles without any
indication of his feudatory position. Only once is Sdme^vara sdid to have gone
south on a digvijaya and encamped at Hulluniyamha in the third year of his
reign. This was pemaps the same expedition as that for which an auspicious
daywas fixed on the day ofthe king’s accession by his astrologer Nannayabhatta
who received a grant of land on that account.”® Perhaps the digvijayawas only
undertaken pro forms, but as the period was marked by hostilities between the
Kadamba Taila II of Hangal and HoySaja Visnuvardhana, it is possible that
Somesvara went to the aid of the former. In the second year of his reign,
Somesvara liberally endowed the shrine of Somanathadeva in Kadlevada,

1 . 104 of 1932/33. By the time Somesvara III came to the throne, he was already
S(xty-eight years old as his father expired at the ripe age of eiqhty-eiaht.
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“the southern VSranas?' and performed the sixteen mahadSnas at the

shrine."^ In fact, S6me§vara’s interests lay more in religion and letters than

in war and politics. He was the author of a cyclopaedic treatise called

Abhila^artha-dntamani (the magic stone yielding all desired goods) or

Manasollasa (the refresher of the mind). Besides being a valuable work on
polity, the book in its hundred chapters is a repository of much curious

and recondite lore going far to justify his title Sarvajna.

Some^vara III had two sons. The elder son who succeeded him"® is

always called Perma and Jagadekamalla. His personal name occurs nowhere

and he is known in history as Jagadekamalla II. His records can be
distinguished from those of Jayasirnha II (Jagadekamalla I) by the additional

title Pratapa-cakravartin. The Hoy^la Visnuvardhana, though occasionally

giving grudging recognition to the suzerainty of the Cajukya emperor, kept

up his aggressive policy and a great expedition of his directed against

Mahalige is mentioned in an inscription of 1143."® Six years later, he

claimed Barikapura in Dharwar as his nelewdu whence he ruled the entire

country up to the Heddore (Krishna) including Gahgavadi, Nojambavadi,

Banavasi, Hangal and HuHgere.’®® In 1152 when Jagadekamalla had ceased

to reign, Visnuvardhana was still ruling from Barikapura while his son

Narasirnha assisted him with his seat at Dorasamudra.’®’ The claim of the

Hoy^.la to rule up to the Krishna must be held to be exaggerated in view

of the provenance of Jagadikamalla’s inscriptions, but clearly all was not

well with the Cajukyan empire which began to weaken perceptibly, hardly

a generation after it reached its zenith under Vikramaditya.

However, the trappings of empire continued intact till the end of

Jagadekamalla’s reign. Not even the Hoy^ajas openly repudiated their

allegiance, much less the Kakafiyas, Kalacuris and others. The dissolution

of the empire was being warded off by the loyalty of able generals (such

as Ke^iraja and Bamma or Barmadevayya), whose achievements on the

field are recorded in the inscriptions of Jagadekamalla’s reign.’®® Kalyana

continued to be the capital and principal residence of Jagadekamalla, as

mentioned in many of his records.

Jagadekamalla II was succeeded by his younger brother Tailapa III generally

called Trailokyamalla, though sometimes, particularly in HoySaja inscriptions,

he gets the title Tribhuvanamalla also.’®® About this time, ho\wever, the malla

titles of the Calukya emperors become very confused and cease to be a

sure guide to the identity of the kings. Taila III is also called Calukya-cakravarti

117. ex, 35 of 1936/37.

118. EC, XI, Dg. 41.

119. EC, VIII, Sa. 58.

120. EC, XII, Ck. 40.

121. EC, V, Ak. 52. This is on the assumption that the Nriya-arasa BittidSva of EC. VI,

Cm. 96 is not Visnuvardhana: cxjntra Rice, JRAS, 1915, pp 527 f.

122. El. XV, 1^9-20, p 47, w, 9 and 12, and 54-55; BK. 83 and 109 of 1926/27.

123. (A, 1919, p 4; EC, Vll, Sa. 159.
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Vikrsma in soma inscriptions.^^** Ha must hava commancad his raiQn soma tima

in 1149-50 undar his aldar brothar, as a racord of his third yaar from r^dhani

Vijayapura (Bijapur)*^® was issuad on a day corrasponding to 28 August 1151.

Taila lacked ability and was quite unequal to the difficulties that confronted him.

Powerful vassals such as the HoySalas, KakatTyas and Saunas, who had risen

in the service of the empire and established themselves in different parts of it

were ready to break off their allegiance and proclaim their independence.

Lacking the strength of the soldier and the tact of the statesman, Taila could

do nothing to stop the process of disruption. The most immediate danger came

once again from the heart of the empire, from the fief of Tarddavadi, the base

from which his remote ancestor and namesake Taila II had brought about the

ruin of the Rastrakuta power two centuries earlier. This fief was Permadi ruled

by a certain Hemmadiyarasa of the Kalacuri stock in the reign of SomeSvara III.

His son Bpa or Bijjana inherited the fief and started his career as a

mahamandale^vara. He won the confidence of Taila III who promoted him rapidly

to important positions of trust. By quick stages he gathered so much power

that it became easy for him to set aside his master and usurp his place.

Though some of the feudatories such as the Sindas, Santaras and Pandyas

continued their allegiance to Taila III (and even the Hoy^aja Narasirnha I was

amongst them),*“ the number of inscriptions dated in Taila’s regnal years are

not as many as one would expect, and several feudatory rulers (such as ^ivacitta

Permadi and Vijayaditya among the Kadambas of Goa^^^ and the KakatTyas of

Warangal) do not find a place among those dating their records in the reign of

Taila III. Some of these co-operated with Bijjana in his successful usurpation.

As early as 1 151 Bijjana, though yet a feudatory, was already styled ksonipala

(king) and credited with the conquest of Malwa, Lata, Nepala, and Gurjjara:*^®

he had under him the celebrated general Mailara whom he put in charge of

Tarddavadi. The feudatory position clearly continued till 1 1 56-57,’” though one
inscription states, significally enough, that he was engaged in ruling all the

countries

—

sakalad^ahgalummi afuttamire
'^—and one of his dandanayakas

Mahadevarasa held charge of the Banavasi province. Mahadevarasa is

described as "the mind of Bijjanadeva incarnate" {antahkaranarupa), and
this may well be evidence of the entertainment of secret and far-reaching designs
by Bijjaria which he steadily pursued for some years with the active co-operation
of his trusted lieutenants in different parts of the empire. Next we get some
inscriptions which mention Taila III and introduce Bijjaiia not as his subordinate

124. ARSE, 54 of 1926/27; S//, IX, i, no 268.
125. BK, 124 of 1933-34. That Taila III commenced his reign some time in 1149-50

under his brother is no more tenable. Records indicate that he ascended the throne only
in 1151.

126. EC, V, Cn. 228, 246; VI Kd. 72.

127. JBBRM, IX, pp 278 and 296.
128. Bk, 124 of 1933/34; 10 of 1935/36 (n.d

)

129. 8K 130 of 1933/34.

130. EC, VII. Sk. 104.
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(tat-pada-padmopaJMj but as his contemporary (tal-kaladof).'^' In an
inscription of 1157 Bijjana is given imperial titles: matiarajadhiraja

bhujabalacakravartin Kalacurya Bijjaladeva.’^^ About the same time he
starts an era of his own assuming the biruda Tribhuvanamalla, and a

record of his second regnal year from Annigere omits all mention of

Taila'^^ ana is dated within a few days of the inscription which first gives

him the imperial titles while still acknowledging Taila’s position. Finally

came the series of records giving Bijjala all the sovereign titles ever

employed by the Calukyas and proclaiming his rule from Kalyana, the

earliest of them’^'' being dated in his seventh regnal year (Citrabhanu)

on a day corresponding to 16 May 1162.

Other inscriptions provide glimpses of the progress of the revolution.

A record of 1163 from Kadlevad in Bijapur district’^^ calls Bijjana

tribhuvanaika-nijabhujavframalladeva, laying stress on his own strength as

the cause of his success. Another from Muttage/^® dated seven years

later, avers likewise that all the kings of the Kalacuri dynasty were famous

emperors, but some, lacking strength, were reduced to the status of

mandalikas. Being a strong man, Bijjala, who thought the status of

mandalika quite below his rightful position, made himself universal emperor

with the aid of his army. That others went to his aid besides the army

becomes clear from the contemporary inscriptions of other dynasties. A
Silahara copper plate grant of 1191 mentions that it was with the support

of Vijayaditya of that family that Bijjana attained the imperial position. A
KakatTya inscription from Anamkonda'^’^ reveals the part played by the

KakatTyas. Prola is said to have captured Tailapadeva riding an elephant

in battle, and though as a rule he used to cut off the heads of captive

kings, on this occasion, out of loyalty and mercy, he spared Taila. The

town of Anamkonda stood a siege by Jagaddeva aided by a number of

mandalikas; Jagaddeva is generally identified with the Santara chieftain

of Pombuchcha fighting on the Cajukya side.’^® But the relation between

Taila’s war and Jagaddeva’s siege of Anamkonda is not easy to settle.

Whether the siege was the occasion on which Taila was made captive,

or it marks a further stage in the hostilities, or it had nothing to do with

the Cajukya war at all (Jagaddeva being some other local prince hostile

to the KakatTya) must be left unanswered in the present state of knowledge.

A little further, another verse in the Anamkonda inscription mentions the

death of Taila from dysentery (atisara) caused by his fear of Rudra,

raw. EC. VII, Sk. 108; XI, Dg. 35.

132. BK, 103 of 1932/33.

133. ARSIE. 201 of 1928/29.

134. ARSIE. 14 of 1937/38.

135. BK. 33 of 1936/37.

136. ARSIE. 101 of 1929/30.

137. HAS, no 13, p 9, vv, 8 and 11.

138. El, IX, 1907-8, p 261.

H-7
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the son of Prola.’* This inscription falls towards the end of 1163. As the

latest date known for Taila’^ is June 1 1 63, we may assume that he died in the

latter half of the year.

Bijjala ruled from Kalyana in 1 168,’'” and then we have only dubious legends

according to which he lost his life because of the hostility of the newly risen sect of

Lirigayats whom he persecuted. According to the Basavspurana, Basava

succeeded his uncle and father-in-law Baladeva as prime minister of Bijjala, in the

hope of being enabled by the high office to promote the propagation of his tenets of

Vira^vism and obtained Nilalocana, the younger sister of Bijjala, as his wife. His

own unmarried sister Nagalambika, and avafa/a of the intelligence of Parvati, gave

birth by the grace of Siva's spirit, to a son more beautiful than Basava and hence

named Cannabasava, who was an incarnation of Karttikeya and played a more

important part than Basava himself in the propagation of the new tenets. Bijjala, a

Jaina, became uneasy, and his distrust of Basava was increased by the intrigues of

a rival minister. When Bijjala caused two pious Urigayats of Kaly^ to be blinded,

Basava got one of his followers to slay the king and himself fled from Kaiyana to

Kudali-SatTgam^vara where he was absorbed into the deity. Civil war ensued.

Cannabasava fled to Ulavi in north Kanara and found refuge in a cave.

The Camsijasavapurana gives a rather different account, coupled with an

impossible date—Saka 707 (ad 785)—for the death of Basava. According to this

story, Basava sought absorption in Sahgamesvara when he heard that a certain

Prabhu, an incarnation of Siva, had left Kalyaria and been absorbed into Siva at

Sreaila. Then Cannabasava became minister in his uncle’s place, and there followed

Bijjala’s persecution of the Urigayats and his murder. The minister fled from

Kalyaria and was pursued by a son-in-law of Bijjala. The pursuing army was
annihilated in a battle and the king taken prisoner. On the advice of Nagalambika,

however, Cannabasava restored the slain army to life and anointed the defeated

king after warning him that he should not persecute the Urigayats as his

predecessor had done. The Jains put things very differently in their

Bijjalarayacaritra. According to this account, Basava’s influence with Bijjala

depended on a pretty sister of his whom the king took as his concubine. Basava
caused the king’s death by having a poisoned fruit presented to him by a
Urigayat (Jarigam) disguised as a Jain. Before his death, however, Bijjala warned
his son Immadi-Bijjala (i.e., the second Bijjala) that Basava had sent the fruit

and enjoined him to put Basava to death. Basava threw himself into a well and
died, and his wife Nilamba poisoned herself. Sometime later Cannabasava
placated Immadi-Bijjala by presenting the treasures left by Basava and was
admitted to favour and office.

139. HAS, no 13, p 11 ,
V, 18. Tala was defeated by Praia II, wfx) was pertiaps a younger brother

of BhCHoKamalla and not his son The Pattadai^al epigraph of Taila is dated 17 June 1163 while the
Anarnkonda iriscnption is dated 1162-63. There is reason to believe that Prola and his successor Rudra
continued to be loyal tooneCajukya kingand did not renderany assistance to BSala in overthrowingTaia

140. lA, 1919, p 4 and n 30.

141. BK, 58 of 1934/35.
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These contradictory legends lack epigraphical confirmation and Basava

and Cannabasava are not even heard of in the inscriptions. What is more,

the only inscription bearing on the religious developments of the time, an

undated record from Ablur of the time of Kadamba Kamadeva (1180-1217)’“*^

of Hangal, states that the brahmana Ekantada-Ramayya of Alande was the

originator of the anti-Jaina Saiva reaction. He won the contest against the

Jainas by showing the miracle of severing his head to propitiate Siva and

coming back to life on the seventh day after the operation. The Jainas,

who had agreed to set up Siva in the place of Jina in their temple in the

event of Ramayya’s success, failed to keep their promise, and Ramayya
himself destroyed the Jina image and set up an image of VTra-Somanatha

at Ablur. The Jainas complained to Bijjala who, vrhen he heard Ramayya's

side of the story, wanted to arrange another contest with all the seven

hundred Jaina basa^dis as the wager; but the Jainas would not

face the test again, and Bijjala gave a jayapatra (award of success) to

Ramayya in pjublic assembly, and honoured him and the god of his devotion

with gifts among other things. The inscription describes Bi|ala only as a

mahamandale^vara and thus implicitly places the event not at the end, but

almost at the beginning of his career, at any rate well before 1 1 62 when
Bijjala completed the usurpation of imperial power.’''®

In fact, Bijjala seems to have abdicated the throne in favour of his son Sovideva

according to an inscription from Balagamve dated April 1168 in the reign of

Sovideva, and the abdication must have taken place in the latter half of 1 1
67.’“''

Inscriptions of the sons of Bijjala run up to 1 1 83. The interval between the death

of Taila III and the accession of his son Some^vara IV in 1 1 84 can be regarded,

from the standpoint of the Cajukyan empire, as only an interregnum marked

by confusion and unsettlement. The latest record of Sovideva, generally entitled

Rayamurari, appears to be dated in his tenth year (1 1 76).’“® His brothers were

Sarikama, Ahavamalla, and Mailugi or Mallikarjuna. Fleet adds the name of a

maharajSdhir^ Sihgharia on the strength of a copper plate charter of 1183.’“®

But their inscriptions are of little interest except as proclaiming the failure of

Bijjala’s sons to turn the results of their father’s work to any good account. Nor

did the Cajukyas quit the stage without a struggle. A certain Jagadekamalla III

with full imperial titles is found ruling over a considerable area for some years.

One of his early records is dated 1164;’“^ it mentions Bijjala and records

142. a V. 1898-99, pp 245-59.

143. BG, I, ii, pp 477-84 for full details.

144. fbW, pp 476-77.

145. 8k, 53 Of 1937/38.

146. lA, IV, p 274. Bijjala had six sons—Vajradeva. Sovideva, Maijugi, Sankama, Ahavamalla

and Singhana—all of whom ruled one after another. There were also Mailugi, the younger brother,

and Karna the grandson. All these claimed the throne. Sovideva raised the standard of revolt in c

1 165. Bijiala stepped down thereafter in favour of Sovideva. This led to anarchy amongst alt the

cJiaimants. and the years that followed were of confusion—Eds.

147. fiC, XI, Dg. 43.
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transactions in the eighth year of the Kalacuri era. Among Ns relatively late

records, one from ChitaWrug taluq’'” dated 1182 mentions Vijaya Paixlve as

a feudatory and contains no reference to the Kalacuris. Another from HarpanahaMi

(BeMary district) states that Jsgad&omalla was ruUng from Kalyana, mentions

Vijaya Panr^a and his subordinates, and finally introduces rattw atxufjtly the

Ks/acLKya ijhLfstaia-cskravafti Rayanarayana AhavamaHadeva to record some
transactions of his frxirth regnal year (7 June 1183).’“'® Though JagadSkamalla’s
relation to his predecessor and successor is not exactly known, it is possible

that like S6me6vara IV he too was a son of Tailapa III; or he may have been
a brother or cousin of Tailapa who kept the Cajukya claim alive during
SomeSvara’s minority. Opposition to the Kalacuris came not only from the
representatives of the Cajukya line, but from the other feudatories of the
Cajukya empire who were by no means willing to let one among themselves
rise to the imperial position. The Hoy^ajas played their hand better. They paid
nominal allegiance to the imperial name, bided their time, and gained by the
mistakes of the Kalacuris.

The last Cajukya ruler of Kalyana was Tribhuvanamalla VTra S6me§vara
IV. His reign began in 1179-80 according to some inscriptions, and 1183
according to others.’® His latest inscription comes from Chitaldrug taluq
and bears a date corresponding to 17 January 1200.’®’ An inscription of
1184 describes ^meSvara as Cajukyabharana Sfimat Trailokyamalla
BhujabalavTra Somesvaradeva’®® ruling from Jayanfipura; the Bhujabalavfra
title obviously indicates some decisive success against the Kalacuri power.
The same inscription then introduces Turhbula Bammideva, son of Kaiidisa,
and states that Bammi took orders from Rayamurari Sovideva Mahipa
waged war a^nst Mallanipa, and plundered the Cbja country up to the
sea. fteyamurari Sovidwa, the master of Barmi, cannot be the homonymouswn of Brpla as he is not referred to in any record after 1176-77. He must
be saTO as Some^vara IV, who assumed the title Rayamurari as well

5 o
of ^ujabalavira. Finally, the inscription says that Padmideva, son

qLw
Vatsar^a, maternal uncle of Padmideva, were ruling

and a, mat lay to the ea« of it by their ow^
*»• suzerain

seems to
Bammi, popular forms of Brahma,

STit is T® of this period.

Ln if
^ cc^found one of them with another. There were at least

Jjfeg at
^ 'Tiahamandale^vam

inscriptions make noence to Some^vara IV. though he traces his descent from an Ahavamalla

148. ibW, Cd. 13.

149. Sfl, IX. i, p 276.

r™.'
* 20' or tezs®.

152, Sf/, IX, i, no 277.
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Butuga, a feudatory of Tate II, who had taken part In ht$ war against Rarfcala.

Much more interesting and relevant to our story is the other Barma to whom
the Cajukya empire of Kalyana owed the last gleam of prosperity that smiled

on it under Somesvara IV and possibly even in the last years of Jagadekamalla

III. The son of Kava or Kavana, Brahma is described first as KalxiLftya

samuddharana,'^ and thus started his career under the sons of Bijfala about

1176. But he changed sides and went over to the Calukyas. An inscription of

1 1 84 from Annig^ describes him as the Dandanayaka ofSom^ara, and
‘

'fire

to the Kalacuri race”. He is also called Cafukya-rajya-pmtispiapaka, estatjli'sher

of the Cajukyan kingdom, in an undated record from Aniiigere.’^^The last named
inscription also states that Calukya VTra Soma wrested the kingdom from the

Kalacuris with the aid of Brahmadaride^a. In 1 185 Somesvara is himself called

Kalacurya-kula-nirmulana, the uprooter of the Kalacuri family.’®® An explanation

of Brahma’s part in the destruction of the Kalacuri power is offered by the

Gaddak inscription of Vira BaMala II which gives a vivid account of the last days

of the Cafukya empire.

Before taking it up, some SomeSvara’s prominent feudatories may be noticed,

for their records indicate that to some eirtent there was a real Cajukya recovery

at this time. Bhogadeva Coja Maharaja ruling from HehjeiTJ in 1 1 85 and 1 1 86,
’®^

VTra Parrdya at Uccahgi about the same time,’®® the Kadambas Kondamarasa

at Banavasi in 1 1 87 and Kamadevarasa ruling Banavasi and Hangal in 1 1 88-89

with his queen KetaladevF,’®® are the most notable among them. Mallidevarasa

at Belagavarti (1 1 88) may also be added to the list.’®® Perhaps he was the same
as Mallideva Coda vwho was ruling Hehjeru with his queen SomaladevT in 1 1 79

under the Calukya Cakravartin.’®’ Somesvara had the title Vfra Narayaria: and

among his generals, there were, besides Brahma, Mahamantri Tejimayya

dandanayaka,'^ and Malapa dandanayaka who ruled Sindavadi-1000 in

1186.’®®

Though the HoySajas professed allegiance to the Cajukyas, it was only in

vague terms and the titles of the Cajukya emperors that occur in their records

bear no tangible relation to the succession on the imperial throne as seen from

the Calukya inscriptions. In 1182 some trouble to Cajukyan subjects in the

Shimoga district is said to have been caused by Ballala 11.’®^ ^t Ballala was

153. M,XII, p96.

154. BG, I. ii. pp 464-65: EC. XI, Dg. 44.

155. BK. 207 of 1928/29: El, V, 1898-99, p 250, 1. 69.

156. S«. IX, i, no 278.

157. Ibid, no 278.

158. EC, XI. Cd. 33.

159. eC.VIII.Sb.47, 179, 276.

160. EC, XII, HI. 46.

161. S//. IX, i, no 279.

162. Bk. 86 of 1928/29.

163. Sll, IX, i, no 279.

164. eC. VIII. Sb. 419.
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not the only one to discover the weakness of the position of Somesvara

IV. The Seunas were also claiming their share of the spoils, and a record

of 1189 from Annigefe says that Bhillama “became the beloved of the

goddess of sovereignty of the Karnata country” and reigned over the whole

kingdom.’®^ The two rivals to the succession to the Calukyas naturally came

into conflict with each other, and the Gaddak inscriptions of Bhillama and

BaNala II complete the story of the disappearance of the empire of Kalyana.’®®

Bhiliama’s pressure compelled Somesvara and his general Brahma to move

towards the south. He was present in Banavasi in 1186, and there is little

mention of Kalyana in his later inscriptions. Brahma who was successful

against his quondam masters, the Kalacuris, could not prevail against Bajjala

whose inscription records the events in these words:

The general Brahma overcame sixty well trusted elephants (of the

enemy) with a single tuskless one of his own, and thus, with a gesture

of scorn deprived the Kalacuri line of Ksatriyas of the fortune they

owed to his father. That Brahma whose army was strengthened by

an elephant corps, BaHala overcame with only a cavalry division and

deprived him of his kingdom.

Further, the heroic BaMala attained the lordship of the Kuntala country after

destroying Jaitrasirnha who was, as it were, the right arm of Bhillama!’®^ Thus,

BaHala struck the decisive blow that put an end to the Calukya empire,

Somesvara led an obscure existence for about a decade thereafter. Of his end
there is no definite information. Jaitrasirnha, the right-hand man of Bhillama,

whom BaHala overthrew next, was perhaps a Seuna minister rather than
Bhiliama’s son Jaitugi. Baj jala, by his victory over the Seunas, advanced his

northern frontier to the Malaprabha and Krishna rivers, while the territory that

lay further north was held by the Seutias. Doubtless the KakatTyas, who had
been active since the death of Vikramaditya VI when Prola overthrew Govinda
dandanayaka at Kotidapalli,’®® also gained a share of the spoils.

Princes claiming Calukya descent and adopting the title

Kalyanapura-vai^hTi^ara are mentioned in inscriptions of later times in different

parts of western India. These records are not always genuine. Among these
later members of the Calukya line may be noted ma/iamandafe^varaKOTadeva,
a feudatory of the Seunas in the Ratnagiri district of southern Koi^kan;
Kamadeva s minister Ke^va Mahajani made a gift of the village Teravataka
(Terwan) to a brahman in Saka 1 1 82 (ad 1 260-61 ).’®®

165. BG, I, ii, pp 518-19.

166. El. Ill, p 217; M, II, p 299; El. VI, p 89.

P where the verse is somewhat differently interpreted.
168. El, iX, 1907-08. p 261.

169. JRAS, V. p 177, no 8.



Chapter III

THE EASTERN CAl^UKYAS OF VENGl

The Eastern Calukyas, an offshoot of the Western Calukya family of

Badami, came to the coastal Andhra country as conquerors. Pulakesin II

(609-10 to 641-42), the most powerful of the Calukya kings of Badami,

invaded the east coast of the Deccan, in the course of his purvadlgvijaya,

conquered Kalihga in 617-18, VehgT in 624, and the Karma-ras^a (south

of the Krishna) in 630-31. He made over the conquered territory to his

younger brother and yuvaraya, Kubja-Visriuvardhana, with the right to bequeath

it as a hereditary dominion to his descendants. Kubja-Vinnuvardhana, thus,

became the founder of a new dynasty of kings vyhich controlled the destinies

of coastal Andhra for over five centuries.

KUBJA-VISNUVARDHANA (624-641/42)

According to the chronological lists preserved in the inscriptions of the

dynasty, Kubja-Visnuvardhana ruled for eighteen years. However, the exact

chronological limits of his rule over VehgT cannot be definitely ascertained

due to the imperfect character of the date. Fleet, who determined the

Eastern Cajukya chronology in 1891, suggested that Kubja-Visnuvardhana’s

rule over VehgT began in 617, but this has become untenable in the light

of fresh evidence. Recent epigraphical researches have shown clearly that

Kubja-Visnuvardhana began to rule in VehgT seven years later, in 624. A
revised cti''onology formulated on the basis of this new date is followed in

this account. A detailed discussion of the chronological data furnished by

inscriptions, however, falls outside the scope of this general history. Readers

who are interested in it may consult special publications on the subject.’

Two copper plate grants of Kubja-Visnuvardhana—the Timmapuram and

the Cipurupalle plates, both dated in his eighteenth regnal year^ were issued

after he had been elevated to the position of a mahar^. He was, it is

stated, a great warrior, "skilled in daring (deeds) in many battles”. He was

sumamed Visamasiddhi, becuase he had obtained success (siddhi) in

impossible straits (visama) on the land, sea, and so on, and "achieved

success against fortresses difficult of access, on the plains, in the water,

* Unless stated otherwise, all references to Cajukyan inscriptions are from the Eastern Calukyas.

1. a VI, 1900-01, pp342f.: XXXI, 1955-56,

p

nv.JAHRS. IX. iv, pp 10-16; fiCK Pp41-56.

2. a, IX, 1907-08; p 319; XVIII, 1925-26, p 260; lA. XX, p 17,
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in the woods and on the hills". Notwithstanding this high praise of his

prowess, very little is known of his military achievements. He is usually

credited with the conquest of VehgT. The general belief that he conquered

the country from the Visnukundin kings, Madhavavarman III or his son,

Mahcanabhattaraka is not warranted by facts. Tradition preserved in the

Cajukya inscriptions from at least the time of Guriaga Vijayaditya III, on the

other hand, avers that Kubja-Visnuvardhana conquered VehgT from the

Durjayas. The discovery of two copper plate records, the Tandi-vada plates

and the Orissa Museum plates, has brought to light the fact that on the

eve of the Cajukya conquest Prithvimaharaja, son of Vikramendra and

grandson of Ranadurjaya, was ruling over coastal Andhra with Pistapuram

as his capital.^ It is not unlikely that the Durjayas referred to in the Cajukya

inscriptions were the descendants of this Ranadurjaya, Kubja-Vistiuvardhana

may have conquered VehgT either from PrithvTmaharaja himself or his

immediate successor.

Two events which happened during the Cajukyan conquest of coastal

Andhra (v.z., the capture of Pistapuram and the victory on Kuriaja lake)

are metioned in the Aihoje inscriptions of Pulakesin II dated Saka 556 (ad

634-35).“ The former, as shown by the MarutOru grant, took place in

616-17.“’ The latter must be assigned to a later date, though it is not

possible to state precisely when it was actually issued. Kunala, the modem
Kolair, was a island stronghold in the period under consideration. It did

not fall an easy prey to the invaders. Judging from the description of the

battle, it appears to have been a sanguinary fight in which war elephants

played an important role. Kubja-Visnuvardhana, to whom the later records

of his family attribute the conquest of VerigT, must have played a prominent

part in these battles, though that fact is not mentioned in the Aihoje

inscription. The Ederu plates of Amma I refer to certain Daddara who, at

the head of an irresistible army {durdharsabalarril, opposed
Kubja-Visnuvardhana. The Pattavardhani brahman Kalakampa, the

niyogadhiknt of the latter, proceeded against Daddara and, having slain him
in battle, appropriated his effects.® As durdhar^ and durjaya are synonymous
terms meaning "unconquerable, irresistible”, it is not unlikely that Daddara
was connected with the Durjayas from whom Kubja-Visriuvardhana is said

to have been completed by 624 when he was appointed by his brother
as the governor of all the conquered territories on the east coast.
The progress of Cajukyan arms seems to have been checked on the

banks of the Krishna beyond which extended the mighty empire of the
Pallavas of KahcT. Mahendravarman I, then ruling at KahcT, was a powerful
monarch. He must have blocked the path of Pulakesin II and frustrated

3. ARE, 1955-56, p 3
4. E/, VI, 1900-1, p 11.

5. N. Ramesan, CopperPlate Ir^crptiais in theAmihmPmch^ I, pp36f
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his attempt to cross the river. .The death of Mahendravarman I in 630 and the

accession of his young son, Narasirnhavarman I, offered him an opportunity to

make an attack on the Pallava dominions and Pulake^in II accompanied by his

brother Kubja-Visnuvardhana promptly crossed the Krishna, and effected the

conquest of Karma-rastra, the northern-most district of the Pallava kingdom.

The details of this campaign are not known, but the memory of the conquest

is preserved in a late Cajukya record, according to which Buddhavarman,
the founder of the Kondapadumati family, who was a servant of

Kubja-Visiiuvardhana, obtained from his master the district of Giri-prafia

(Kondapadamati) consisting of seventy-three villages together with the insignia

of royalty for meritorious services rendered, obviously during the course of this

conquest,^ Kubja-Visrruvardhana apparently took active part in this war and

contributed greatly to its success. Pulakesin II rewarded him richly. He raised

him to the positton of a msharaja and conferred on him the entire territory

conquered in the east coast as hereditary kingdom.®

Kubja-Visnuvardhana ruled the kingdom thus obtained for eighteen years. His

rule lasted till his death in 641-42. This is indeed interesting for his death

synchronised with the destruction of Vatapi, the Western Cajukya capital, and

the death of Pulakesin II at the hands of the Pallava king Narasirnhavarman I.

The coincidence of the death of the two brothers is not perhaps accidental. It

is not unlikely that in view of the friendly relations that existkJ between them,

Kubja-Visnuvardhana joined Pulakesin II when the latter was pressed hard by

the Pallava monarch and died fighting by his side in the battle ofVatapi (Badami).

Kubja-Visnuvardhana was a paramabhaga\^ta (that is, a devotee of Visrru)

but his devotion to the god could not have been exclusive. As a scion of the

Cajukya family he must have offered worship to his family deities, KaQ§iki (Durga)

and Karttikeya, who are usually associated with 3iva. His queen Ayyar^a

MahadevT was perhaps a follower of Jainism. She patronised the Jaina monks

of Kavururi-gana and built for them a shrine called Nadumbi-basadi at Bejavada

(the present Vijayavada).

JAYASIMHAVALLABHA I TO VISNUVARDHANA III (641 -753)

Jayasimhavallabha / (641 -73)

On the death of Kubja-Visnuvardhana, his eldest son, Jayasirnhavallabha I,

succeeded him on the throne. He bore the titles of safva^<a$mya and

san/a^ddhi. Though he ruled for a period of thirty-three years and left records

registering his gifts in ail parts of his kingdom, very little is known about the events

of his reign. He probably asserted his independence, taking advantage of the

destructton of Vatapi and the temporary subversion of the Cajukya monarchy,

and began to rule. His inscriptions show that his authority extended all over the

coastal Andhra country from Chicacole in the north to Manneiu in the south.

7. $tt, IV, no 662; ARSE, 214 of 1892.

8. e, XVIII, 1925-26, p 260.
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His reign appears to have been on the whole peaceful. His Pulurhburu

grant was issued from his war camp {skandhavarsij but neither the place

where he was encamped, nor the enemy with whom he was involved in

war, is known.®

Jayasimhavallabha I had no male issue. He seems to have recognised

his younger brother, Indrabhattaraka, as his heir and successor and treated

his family with special consideration. It was probably due to this reason

that his nephew. Visnuvardhana II, the son of Indrabhattaraka, omits in one

of his inscriptions the name of the father and refers to himself as the son

of Jayasimha.’° Mangi, the son of Visnuvardhana II whom he appointed as

yuvaraja, helped him in the administration of the kingdom." Why
Jayasimhavallabha chose Mangi as Yuvaraja in preference to his father and

grandfather, who had undoubtedly better claims, is not clear. Probably the

office of the yuvaraja signified then, as in later times, nothing more than

the deputy of the king.

Indrabhattaraka (673)

Jayasirnhavallabha died in 673, and he was succeeded by his younger

brother, Indrabhattaraka, who bore the title of tyagadhenu and

biri/cfe-Makaradhvaja. He ruled only for seven days, during which he granted

the village of Kondanaguru to a brahman, Candi^rman of the

Bharadvaja-gdfra as brahmadeya.’®

Visnuvardhana II (673-81) and Mahgi (681-705)

Indrabhattaraka had two sons, the eldest Indravarman of the Kondanagur
grant, and Visnuvardhana II. What became of the former is not known.
The latter succeeded his father and ruled for nine years (673-81). He bore
the titles of sakalaldka^raya, vi^masiddhi, makarad^ve^a, and pralayaditya.'^

Though he is said to have been a warrior who won victories in several

battles, nothing is known of the events of his reign. The provenance of his

inscriptions shows that his sovereignty is recognised in the Karma-rastra.
It is not possible to state whether the territory north of the Krishna was
included in his kingdom. Visnuvardhana was succeeded by his son, Mahgi,
or Mafigi-yuvaraya as he was more commonly known. He had the titles

sakalaldka^raya. samastabhuvana^raya and vijayasiddhi. Though he ruled
almost over the whole of coastal Andhra for a quarter of a century (681-705),
his reign appears to have been utterly uneventful. He married more than
one wife and had four children—three sons, Kokkili, Jayasimha II and
Visnuvardhana III, and a daughter called Prithvi Pori.

9. B, XIX, 1927-28. p 25.

10. ARSIE. 14 of 1916-17
11 . ARSE, 9 of 1919-20.

12. B, XVIII, 1925-26, p 1.

13. ARSE, 80 of 1929-30; 14 and 15 of 1916-17.
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Jaya&mha II (705-17)

On his death Martgi was succeeded by Jayasimha II, probably his eldest son

who assumed the titles of sakalaldka^raya and niravadya, and reigned for

thirteen years (705-17). It is interesting to note that his Western Cajukya

contemporary, Vijayaditya SatyaSraya (696-733-34) also had the title

‘
‘Niravadya’ ’

. Whether this was a mere coincidence or indicative ofsome political

connection between the two monarchs canr|bt be ascertained at present. The

town Niravadyaprolu (Nidadavblu) appears to have been named after him, if it

did not actually owe its existence to him.

Visnuvardhana III (718-53)

After Jayasirnha’s death Kokkili or Kokkuli Vikramaditya Bhattaraka (to give

his full name), the younger of the two step-brothers, seized the throne and held

it for six months.” His reign, though short, is not unimportant as it marked the

earliest msinifestation of family strife which was to become a characteristic

feature of the subsequent Cajukya history. Kokkuli was, however, soon

dispossessed of the throne by his elder brother, Visnuvardhana III, who rose

against him, and having driven him out of the kingdom crowned himself king.

Visnuvardhana’s victory over Kokkuli (or Kokkili) was incomplete, for the latter

retained his hold on Madhya-Kalihga, where he established a dynasty which

ruled over this area with Elamahcili in Vishakhapatnam district as its capital. His

descendants Mahgi-yuvaraja II, Vinayaditya Varman, and san/al6ka^iaya $n

Kokkilivarma maharaja, appear to have ruled independently.’^

Visnuvardhana III assumed the titles of samasta-bhuvan^raya.

tribhu\/anarhku^, and vi^masiddhi. He ruled for a period of thirty-five years

(718-53). His authority was recognised ail over the Eastern Cajukya dominions

excepting Madhya-Kalihga, where his brother, Kokkuli, and his descendants

ruled independently. Though several inscriptions of his time have come to light,

they furnish no information about the events of his reign but it was not ccmpletely

uneventful. Contemporary records of the Pallavas of KahcT show that he was

involved in a war with them at one stage during his reign. Taking advantage of

the confusion prevailing in the Pallava kingdom following the death of

Paramesvaravarman II in a battle with the Western Gahgas and the Calukyas

of Badami, Visnuvardhana III seems to have invaded Paka-nadu which abutted

on his southern frontiers and annexed it to his territories. Nandivarman II

Pallavamalla, on his elevation to the throne, put down the internal disorders in

his dominions with a stem hand and made concerted efforts to perform the

aivamedha. The horse proceeded to the Boya-kottams in Paka-nadnu. The

Boya chief PrthvT Vyaghra, obviously an ally if not actually subordinate of

Visnuvardhana III, attempted to capture it. This provoked a conflict with

Udayacandra, whom Pallavamalla had commissioned to protect it in the course

14. ARSIE, 4 of 1923-24.

15. AflS/£, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of 1908-09
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of its journey. An engagement took place between the two parties at Nellore In

which Ydayacandra succeeded in inflicting a caishing defeat on the Boya chief

and put him to flight. He took possession of Neltore and the territory extending

probably up to Karma-rastra. Udayacandra is also said to have defeated

Nirvadya (i.e., the Badami Cajukya king Vijayaditya) and exacted from him pearl

necklaces, gold and elephants. Vijayaditya apparently joined his cousin

Visnuvardhana III in opposing the Pallava army and suffered defeat like him at
the hands of Udayacandra.

vijayaditya I (753-76)

Visnuvardhana III seems to have died in 753, and was succeeded by his son
Vijayaditya I. Judging from the titles, samastsdohuvana^a, tribhuvanSrtrku^,

maharajadhiraja, pa/ameSvara and t^ttamka borne by him, Vijayaditya I

appears to have been a powerful monarch but nothing is known of his
achievements justifying the assumption of these titles.

One important event which happened during his time, though unconnected
with the affairs of Vehgi, must be mentioned here as it profoundly influer«ed
the fortunes of the Eastern Calukya family in subsequent years. The Rastrakutas
under the leadership of Dantidurga, rose against the Calukyas, d^hroried
Kirtivarman II and made themselves masters of Karnataka. The disappearance
of the friendly house of Badami and the emergence in its place of the new
Rastrakuta family changed the political situation, and VehgT, which enjoyed
peace since the time of its conquest by Pulakesin II, became the arena of warfare
between the Cajukyas and the Rastrakutas in the succeeding centuries. The
^sumption of the imperial titles by Vijayaditya I was probably intended to serve^th^ a challenge to the RastrakOtas and a proclamation of his supremacy
The Rastrakutas could not immediately take up the challenge, as they were
preoccupied with the internal affairs of their kingdom but, towards the close of
his reign the Rastrakutas consolidated their position at home, and made an
attempt to conquer Vengi and bring it under their control. According to the Alas
plates, Ra?traki4a Krsna I sent an army in or before 769 under his son, Govinda

thfSr^T nf Ih
(Vijayaditya I), unable to resistthe advaixe of the Rastrakuta army, saved himself by "the cession of his

evasion but as the Calukya records have nothing to say on the subject thel^traku a account may be taken to be substantial^ tS^. V^ySliWa1^
tohavededsconafte^hlsctefeatandwassucceedJbyte

VISNUVARDHANA IV (777-806)

has yet oon» to Nght. the

•<slorical inlomialion to tXr
P'ohahly belong to him, have no

But for the contemporary Rastrakuta records,

16. E/,VI. 1900-01, pp 202-12.
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his long reign of thirty-five years would have remained a blank. On the

death of Kr^na I in 772, his son Govinda II ascended the Rastrakuta

throne. However, his younger brother Dhruva, who questioned tiis right

to sit upon the throne, rose in rebellion against him and a civil war broke

out in the Rastrakuta kingdom. Visnuvardhana IV, like several other

monarchs of the neighbouring states, joined Govinda II and waged war

on Dhruva. Notwithstanding the odds against him, Dhruva was ultimately

victorious, and established himself firmly on the throne in 780. To punish

Visnuvardhana IV for helping his brother to wage war upon him, Dhruva

sent the Lemulavada Calukya chief, Arikesarin I with an army to conquer

VehgT. Arikesarin ’s expedition, if we can depend on the Rastrakuta

sources, was completely successful. Both the Parbhani plates of Arikesarin

III and Pampa’s Vikramarjuna Vijayam refer to the conquest of VehgT and
Trikajihga. Though the former makes it appear that Arikesarin I effected

the conquest of these countries on his own account, the latter leaves

no room for doubt that it was actually undertaken on behalf of his master,

Nirupama Dhruva.’^ According to the terms of the treaty concluded at

the end of this war, Visnuvardhana IV was obliged to acknowledge the

supremacy of the victorious Rastrakuta monarch, and give in addition

SilamahadevT, his own daughter, in marriage to him.’®

VIJAYADITYA II (806-846)

Visnuvardhana IV had two sons, Vijayaditya II and BhTma Saluki, and

a daughter, SilamahadevT. His daughter, as stated above, had become
Dhruva’s chief queen. On the death of Visnuvardhana IV, his eldest son

Vijayaditya II (better known by his title Narendramrgaraja) became the

king. BhTma Saluki, his younger brother, who coveted the throne, did

not admit his claim to the throne, and appeaied to the Rastrakutas for

help. Dhruva was dead by this time but his son and successor Govinda

III espoused his cause and sent him military assistance thus precipitating

a civil war in the Calukyan kingdom. This lasted for twelve years during

which Vijayaditya fought one hundred and eight battles with his enemies,

and succeeded ultimately in defeating his brother and his Rastrakuta

allies and establishing himself firmly on the throne. To proclaim his victory

over his enemies, Vijayaditya II assumed the title of Narendramrgaraja,

i.e., Iton to the deer Narendra (viz., the Rastrakuta king) which became

his sobriquet in subsequent times.

Vijayaditya II was a pious king. He held himself morally responsible for the

deeds of violence committed by him during his twelve years fight with his

enemies. Striken with remorse for the enormous loss of life in the wars,

he established several religious and charitable institutions for the expiation

17. Vhvamiijuna Vijayam, I, 20.

18. B, XXII, 1933-34. pp 98-107.
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of his sins. In every place where he fought a battle, he built a temple dedicated

to the god Siva called Narendresvara after his title NamndramrgarSja, and
endowed it richly with lands for worship and the necessary services (including

music and dance). Attached to these shrines, he built one hundred and eight

satras, where provision was made for feeding people. He also established

agrahaias and prapas or sheds to provide water to thirsty travellers, planted

groves of trees and pleasure gardens and built tanks for irrigation purposes.’®

Vijayaditya II ruled for forty years and died in 846. He was succeeded by his

son Kali Visnuvardhana who ruled for a year-and-a-half. Nothing is known of

him except that he married Silakka and SilamahadevT, the daughter of the
RastrakOta Indra of the Gujarat branch, by whom he had four sons—^Vijayaditya,

Vikramaditya, Nn^akama and Yuddhamalla.

VIJAYADITYA III GUNAGA (848-91)

Vijayaditya III or Gunaga, as he is frequently referred to in the inscriptions of
his descendants, ascended the throne after the death of his father in 848-49.
He was the most famous of the Cajukya rulers of VehgT. During his reign the
Calukya power reached its zenith and their kingdom reached its widest extent.
He inherited the war-like qualities of his father and grandfatherand was engaged
in wars practically throughout the whole of his long rule of forty-four years. The
earliest of Vijayaditya's wars appears to have been directed against the Pallavas
of KahcT, The Boyas of the twelve Kottams corresponding to a large part of
present Nellore district took up arms probably at the instance of the Pallava king,
Nandivarman III, against the Cajukyas and were in open revolt at the time of
Gunaga Vijayaditya’s accession. Therefore, the first thing which Gunaga did after
his coronation was to despatch an expedition consisting of the feudatory forces
under the command of his able brahman general Paridarahga. According to
the Addanki epigraph, Paridaranga proceeded against the Boya-kottams which
he quickly reduced to subjugation thereby extending the extent of the kingdom
of yengi, dismantled the fort of Kattem, an important stronghold of the Boyas
and established himself at Katidukur, which he claims to have made as famous
as the city of Bejavada, probably the capital of the Eastern Calukya kingdom
at He ^t Nellore on fire and annexed the territory extending as far as

totrifn

suthonty firnily over the area. Gunaga conferred the conquered

tSSlaSrT
Paridarahga, probably with Kandukur as his

(he FU^rakOtas

:

Some time after the conquest of the

’"I'" “le RSstrakuta

evidence of the RaS-t
^ o* Ws conflict are not known. If ttie

it seeds to have ended
g eat disaster to the Cajukyas. Two incidents of this war ate referred to in

19. JTA, I, p 146.

20. v/rAXI,p241.
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the later RSstrakuta inscriptions. The Bugumra plates of Indra III allude to

the destruction of Stamba (Cumbum in Kumool -district) by the Cajukyas

whom Amoghavar^ is said to have burnt subsequentiy iike chick-pea piants

pulled out by the roots.^' The Cambay and the Sangli plates of Govinda

IV state that Amoghavar^ pleased Yama, the god of death, by feeding

him vwth perched gram which were the Ca[ukyas on the battlefield VihgavalH.®

These references seem to indicate important landmarks of the war between

the Rastrakutas and Gunaga Viyayadit^. It began evidently with Vijayaditya's

attack on the RistrakOta dominions and ended with the battle of Vihgavalli,

where he suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Rastrakutas, and

had as a consequence to enrol himself as a feudatory of the latter.

Guriaga Vijayad'itya appears to have remained loyal to Amoghavar^ I until

the latter’s death and rendered him valuable services in the field of war. Two
occasions on which he led military expeditions on behalf of his Rastrakuta

overlord are mentioned in the Cajukyan inscriptions. According to the

Oharmavaram epigraph of Cajukya Blilma I, after ascending the golden throne

(Idhasana) Gunaga Vijayaditya, defeated Rahana at the instance of vallabha, i.e.

,

the Rastrakuta king, Amoghavarsa I. The identity of Rahaiia and the

circumstances in which Amoghavarsa commanded Guriaga to attack him are

not known. He must have been a chief of some importance who defied the

authority of the Rastrakuta monarch. Another chief, with whom Guriaga waged
war at the bidding of the Rastrakuta king was Marigi, the Pallava ruler of

Nolambavadi, a thirty-two thousand country situated at the border between

Andhra and Karnataka. Marigi was an ally of the Western Ganga king, Nilimarga

Ranavikrama, who rose in rebellion against the Rastrakutas. Amoghavarsa

commanded Guriaga to proceed against him with his forces and put down the

rebellion. In obedience to the command of his overlord, Gunaga set out on an

expedition to Gaiigavadi but his progress was arrested on the way by Mangi,

that is Polariibadhiraja I, who barred his path and offered him battle. Gunaga

Vijayaditya routed the Nojamba army, and put Mangi to death . Having thus freed

his path, he proceeded to Garigavadi, and inflicted a crushing defeat on the

Gailga army at Garigakuta, i.e., the lofty hill of 6iva ganga in the Nelamarigaja

taluk of Bangalore district of Karnataka. The Gahga king was obliged to sue for

peace. A treaty was concluded and it was agreed that the Gaiiga king should

be allowed to rule his kingdom on the condition that he recognised the

Rastrakuta supremacy. To secure permanently the allegiance of the Gaiigas,

Amoghavarsa gave his daughter Abbalabbe in marriage to Guiiaduttarailga

Butuga I, the younger son of Nitimarga Rariavikrama, a step which resulted in

the conversion of the irreconcilable hostility of the Western Gaiigas into devoted

loyalty, which lasted until the very last days of the Rastrakute monarchy.”

21. B,VII. 1902-3, p 43.

22 . S}^.

23. BhiraH, V, i, p 619; B, III, 1894-95, p 179; V, 1898-99, p 125; VI, 1900-1, pp 30-31; VII,

1902-3, p 43; IX, 1907-8, p 39; JBOflS, VIII, pp 82f; JTA, XI, p 241.
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Gunaga Vi|ayaditya appears to have thrown off the Rastrakuta yoke after

Amoghavai^’s death in or around 880 . This led once again to the outbreak

of hostilities between the RastrakOtas and the Calukyas. Krsna II, the son

and successor of Amoghavarsa I, \Nho naturally resented this defection,

invaded the Cajukya dominions to bring him back to subjugation. An analysis

of the events referred to in the Calukya inscriptions seems to indicate two

stages in the war. Information regarding the events in the first stage of the

war is indeed scanty. Excepting the Kisna II and his ally Sartkila (that is

3ankuka or Sartkaragana Ranavigraha of Cedi) were defeated in the fight

and fled, nothing more is known definitely. Though nothing definite can be
said on the strength of the available evidence, judging from the fact that

the theatre of operations in the second stage was confined exclusively to

Dahaja and its neighbourhood, Krsna II appears to have been ousted from
the hereditary possessions of his family, and taken refuge in the court of his ally.

The second stage of the war began with the advance of the Cajukya
army on Dahaja, the homeland of the Cedi king Sankila-Sahkaragana, under
the command of the veteran general, Pandarahga. As the route of the
army passed through the Eastern Ghats in the Kalihga Gahga territory, a
conflict with the eastern Gahga monarch could not be avoided. The details
of the fight are not recorded but it ended in a complete victory for the
Cajukyan army.

The victory over Kalihga secured a free passage for the Calukya army
through the Ghats. Pandarahga entered Bastar, which lay on their western
side, and invested Cakrakota, the most important stronghold in that region.
It was probably here that he came into conflict with the Vemulavada Cajukya
chief, Sojadaganda Baddega, a subordinate of the Rastrakuta monarch.
Although the details of the war are not known, two facts stand out clearly,
viz., that the Cajukya army captured Cakrakota which was reduced to
ashes, and that Baddega, who was worsted in the fight, was compelled
to sue for peace. Pandarahga next moved into Ko^ala, where the progress
of his expedition was checked by the opposition of the ruler of the country.
He was, however, defeated in battle, and had to make peace by surrendering
his war elephants and other valuables.^ Pandarahga at last arrived in
yahaja, the objective of his expedition, after surmounting all the obstacles
in his route and opened operations against $ankila. Though no precise
details of the fight are available, the movements of the Calukyan forces
^ich appear to have devastated the enemy's country can be traced with
^proximate accuracy. According to the Dharmavaram epigraph, with

nS Calukyan army entered Kiranapura, Dahala,

situat^
Achalapura. Of these, Kiranapura is a small town,

situated at present in Balaghat in Madhya Pradesh. Probably it was the

24. ARE, ’1918, II, para 5.

25. JTA, XI, p 241.

26. BOratl, V, I, p 620.
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capital of 6artkila. At the time of Pandarahga’s attack, both S^kila and Krena II

were present there. Without attempting to defend the place, they abandoned it to

the tender mercies of the Cajukyan general. Pandarahga set fire to the town. The

fall of Kiraiiapura was soon followed by the invasion of Dahaja, Niruta and Dalenad,

which were quickly overrun. Dahala, as already pointed out, was the homeland ot

the Cedis. The other two places, whose situation is not known, probably formed

part of Sar^kila’s territories.

From Dahaja Paridarariga appears to have moved westward, for his final victory

is said to have taken place at -^halapura, identified with modem Ellichpur in Berar.

He captured the town and consigned it to flames, a feat which secured for him

the title of Tipura-msulya-mahe^ara. the earthly Mahesvara (Siva) who burnt the

three cities (viz., Kirariapura, Acalapura and Nellurpura).’^ PaixJarariga took many

trophies, of vi/hich the “Gangaand Yamuna", the ‘‘^n and the Moon", the symbols

of the RastrakOta insignia, and their imperial standard the Palidhv^ were important.

The victory of Achalapura was the final episode m Guriaga Vijayaditya's war on

KrsiTa II. It was a brilliant military success. The series of victories which attended

his arms during this long and arduous campaign crushed the power of the

RastrakOta monarch. He seems to have met Gunaganallata (Vijayaditya III) m person

arxi offered worship in token of his submission to his arms.' ”To proclaim his victory

over the RastrakOta, the tord fDaramount of the Deccan, he assumed the latter’s

titles and privileges. Guriaga called himself Vallabha, the lord of the entire

Daksinapatha with Tri-Kalinga, and caused the Panca-maha^abdas to be sounded’

in his tram. Gunaga did not make any attempt to overthrow the RastrakOta

monarchy. Krsna II, though defeated, was not without allies who would not submit

to the Cajukya authority. Therefore, Gunaga appears to have satisfied himself by

demonstrating his own military superiority and declanng his independence. He gave

back to the RastrakOta monarch the territories conquered from him dunng the war

and restored to him his royal dignity.*"®

Guriaga Vijayaditya appears to have ruled for three or four years after the war

iNith krsiia II. During his last years, he seems to have engaged himself mostly with

the performance of works of religious merit. The question of succession to the

throne after his demise demanded a solution. Guriaga had no children.

Vikramaditya, the senionmost of his younger brothers and heir-apparent iyuvar^,

predeceased him. On the advice of his ministers, he appointed BhTma, son of

yiAtar^ Vikramaditya, as his heir and successor. He died sometime in 892. Several

officers who helped Guriaga Vijayaditya in his wars are mentioned in his inscriptions.

Besides his famous general Pandarahga, Kadeyar^ the father of the latter,

Vinayadi Sarma and Rajaditya desen/e special mention. Guriaga Vijayaditya was

the greatest of the Calukya monarchs of VehgT. The prestige of the Calukya arms

reached its highest watermark, and the "Carida Cajukya” was spoken of with awe

and respect even by his enemies.

27. SK. I, p 36; S, IX, 1907-8, p 47; JTA, XI, p 241.

28. a VII. 1902-3, p 86.

29. toof, IV, 1896-97, p 233; BtOralti. I, i, pp 104-05.
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BHiMA I (892-922)

The succession of BhTma (or Calukya Bhifna as he was more commonly

known) was not uncontested, although he was nominated by Gunaga

Vijayaditya as his heir and successor. He was assailed by enemies both

from within and without. Some of his dayadas, especially his paternal uncle

Yuddhamalla I, questioned his right to rule the kingdom and himself laid

claims to the throne. The Rastrakuta king Krsna II, who was eagerly desirous

of wiping off the disgrace of his former defeats at the hands of Gunaga

Vijayaditya, sent a powerful army to conquer Vehgi and bring it under his

control. But Calukya BhTma offered stubborn resistance, fought no less

than three hundred and sixty battles” with his enemies and established

himself firmly on the throne

Two stages of this war are discernible in the inscriptions. The first stage

seems to have begun immediately after the death of Gunaga Vijayaditya

and terminated with the pattabandha or the coronation of Calukya BhTma.

The fighting appears to have been confined to the frontier district of

Manchikonda-nadu, the hereditary dominion of the Mudigonda Calukyas, a

subordinate family owing allegiance to the rulers of VehgT. The Koravi

epigraph of Kusumayudha I refers to the invasion and the subjugation of

the district of Kannara Ballaha, ie, the Rastrakuta king Krsna II. In one of

the battles during the invasion, Calukya BhTma seems to have suffered

defeat when he was taken prisoner by the enemy. Pampa, the court poet

of Arikesarin II of the Vemujavada branch of the Cajukya family, states in

his Vikramatjuna Vijayam that Baddega, the grandfather of his patron and
a subordinate of Krsna II, seized Bhima as if seizing a crocodile in water.

The same statement occurs in the Parbhani plates of Arikesarin III, a

descendant of the Arikesarin II mentioned above. The defeat and capture

of Calukya BhTma, however, did not put an end to the war Kusumayudha
I of Mudigonda stepped into the place of his master, gathered fresh forces

and, with the help of Cajukya BhTma's other loyal supporters, inflicted a
crushing defeat on the Rastrakutas army Cajukya BhTma appears to have
somehow effected his escape from captivity and joined his followers.

Kusumayudha’s victory appears to have been decisive Krsna II returned
with his forces to his kingdom and the dayadas, who caused trouble at

home, retired into exile. The obstacles being thus cleared, Cajukya BhTma
celebrat^ his coronation on Monday, Chaitra ba.2, Caka 894 (19 March
AD 892). He showed his gratitude to his followers, specially Kusumayudha
I on whom he conferred the government of half of his kingdom."^ He also
granted, at Kusumayudha’s request, the village of Kukipanru in the

30. JTA, XI, p 257: ARSIE. 1 of 1965-66
31 Vikramaijuna Vijayam, I. 26
32. SMHD, II, p 48
33. JTA. XI, y 254
34. TeUngana Inscriptions, itara, no 12
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Uttara-Kanderuvati-ws^ to the brahman Potamayya as an s^rahamkee from

all taxes.^'’

Krsna II did not, however, give up his designs on the Cajukya kingdom. He
made a more serious attempt to reduce VehgT to subjection a few years later.

A large army consisting of Karnata and Lata forces under his intrepid general

Gundaya invaded the country and penetrated into the heart of the Cajukya

dominions. When it reached the outskirts of the capital, it met with stem

opposition. Two important battles fought at this time are mentioned in the

inscriptions. In the battle of Niravadyapura, Iri.matiganda, the young son of

Cajukya BhTma I, though a lad of sixteen years, displayed great heroism. In

another engagement at Peruvangurugrama, he put to death the Vallabha general

Gundaya, and scattered the Lata forces and the dayadasoi the king who joined

the invaders treacherously. Although the prince had won a decisive victory over

the enemies, he was mortally wounded in the battle of Peruvangurugrama. He
departed to the world of the gods leaving only his fame, as his father remarks

pathetically, to survive him on this earth.^ These victories freed the country from

the RastrakOta danger and the kingdom remained undisturbed during the rest

of Cajukya BhTma’s rule.

The establishment of peace and security enabled Cajukya BhTma to devote

himself to peaceful arts. Inspired by his zeal for religiori, he busied himself with

building temples dedicated especially to his favourite deity Siva. Two great

shrines in the Telugu country owe their existence to him. At

Cajukya-BhTmavaram near Samarlakota in East Godavari district, he built a

temple for Siva, whom he called Cajukya BhTmesvara.®’^ He also built another

temple to the same god at the Draksaramam, a few kilometres to the south of

the one mentioned above and at a place called sapta-godavararp, where the

seven branches of the Godavari are supposed to meet.^ Cajukya BhTma also

encouraged fine arts. Bhatta Vamana, believed to be identical with the author

of the Kavyalahkara Sutras, flourished in his court. He figures as the composer

of some of Cajukya BhTma’s pra^tis in some of his inscriptions.^® Another artist

who shared his bounty was Callava. She is spoken of as the mistress of the

entire realm of music (samasta-gandharva-vidyHi. She received a gift of tax-free

land as a reward for her proficiency in music. Callava seems to have inherited

her talent from her father, Mallappa, who is described as the very Tumburu

among the musicians.'*®

Cajukya BhTma ruled for thirty years. He seems to have died some time in

922, leaving a peaceful kingdom to his son and successor, Kollabhigan^

Vijayaditya IV.

35. El. V, 1898-99, p 129.

36. ARE, 1914, II, para 6

37. El. IV. 1896-97, p 20.

38. JTA XI. p 251

.

39. ARSIE, 1 of 1913-14.

40. JTA XI, p 255.
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VIJAYADITYA IV KOLLABHIGANDA (922)

Vijay^itya IV Kdlabhiganda. who came to the throne after the death of his father

Cajukya Bhima I, ruled oniy for brief period of six months. No record of his reign

has come to light so far. An important event which occurred during his short rule

is invariably mentioned in all the records of his successors. He led an expedition

to Kalihga, and set up a pillar of victory at Viraja. The circumstances in which

Kdlabhiganda invaded Kaliiiga are not definitely known. Probably the Eastern

Garigas became restive and had to be kept under control. It may be remembered

that ever since the conquest of the east coast by Pulakean II, the Calukyas

dominated Kalirtga and regarded it as part of their territory. The Eastern Gahgas,

the indigenous miers of the country, who resented the Cajukya overiordship

attempted to assert their independence. TNs led to the outbreak of frequent

rebellions which rendered it necessary for the Calukyas to undertake punitive

expeditions. Gunaga Vijayaditya conquered the whole of Kalihga during the course

of his invasion of Dahaja and made himself master of the three Kalihgas. Cajukya

BhTma appears to have kept his hold on the eastern kingdom until almost the end

of his reign. As his successor Kollabhiganda is said to have ruled, in addition to

his ancestral kingdom of VehgF, oniy over Trikalingatavi or the forest tracts of

Tnkalihga,'*' it is evident that he lost control over the rest of the country. His invasion

of Kalihga so soon after his accession to the throne was, in all likelihood, undertaken

to re-establish his authority over the entire country. Though Kollabhigan^ is

credited with victory at Viraja in all the Cajukya records, the invasion seems to have

been a failure. The death of the king, while the expedition was in progress, further

accentuated the disaster."^ The collapse of the Cajukyas in Kalitiga was not perhaps

due so much to the strength of the enemy as to the outbreak of rebellion at home
and the desertion of the army. Vikramaditya II, the younger brother of

Kollabhigaiida, rose in revolt and his other kinsmen seem to have followed his

example. The Cajukyan army evidently joined the rebels.''^

AMMA I (922-28)

After the death of Vijayaditya V, his eldest sonAmma I, sumamed Rajamahwdra,
declared himself king and assumed the title Ifenuvardhana. His succession to the
throne was not, however

, uncontested. His paternal uncle Vikramaditya II, who was
in a state of rebellion at the time of Vijayaditya IV’s death, was still at large. Some
of his feudatory relatives too rerxjunced their allegiance. Amma I, however, rose
to the occasion. According to the Ederu plates issued probably immediately after

the suppressbn of the rebels, “Amma, whose other name was Rajamahendra”
destroyed his enemies, and “broke the dishonest heart of his feudatory relatives”.”*^

It must not, however, be supposed that Amma I succeeded in destroying his

41. E/,V, 1898-99, p 133.

42. ARSE, 23 of 1916-17; ARE, 1917. II. para 26.
43. B. XXV, 1939-40, pp I9if. SI/, I, p 43.
44. SH, I, p 42.
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enemies cxxnpletely for his uncle Vikramaditya II survived him and. if we
can depend upon the evidence of his Nutimadugu inscription, gave him

trouble continuously by his persistent efforts to seize the throne/* Nevertheless,

Amma I managed to keep himself on the throne for seven years.

Two events are usually associated with the rule of Amma I. He is said

to have invaded the Nolambavadi kingdom and waged war on the Nojamba

chief, Ayyapa. This is based on the false identification of a certain Ammanaraya
mentioned in an epigraph at Dharmapuri with Amma I. Ammanaraya is

most probably identical with the Cedi ruler Ammanad§va, the father-in-law

of the Rastrakuta Indra III, who was engaged in hostilities with the Nolambas

at this time. Moreover, the Nolamba ruler Ayyapa, whose reign came to

an end in 920, could not have been engaged in a fight with Amma I, who
ascended the throne two years later. Amma I is also said to have founded

a city on the banks of the Godavari called Rajamahendravaram (after his

surname Rajamahendra) and shifted his capital there, so that it would be

free from attacks by the Rastrakutas. This is doubtful as the title Rajamahendra

was borne by two other Calukya kings, Amma II and Rajaraja I. Incidentally,

the tradition embodied in the later Cajukya records attributes the foundation

of the city to Rajaraja 1.“®

Amma died in 928 after a reign of seven years. He was succeeded by

his son Beta Vijayaditya.

STRIFE AND TURMOIL

The death of Amma I was followed by a period of strife and turmoil

lasting for nearly fourteen years, during which several members of the royal

family fought with one another for the throne. Within this short period, no

less than five kings—Vijayaditya V, T^.a I, Vikramaditya II, BhTma II, and

Yuddhamalla II—sat on the throne in quick succession. However, each one

of them was either ousted by a more successful rival or killed on the battlefield.

On the death of Amma I, his son Vijayaditya V, known also as Kanthika

Vijayaditya. proclaimed himself king but was driven out of the kingdom within

fifteen days of his accession by Tq!.a I, son of Yuddhamalla I. How Te|!.a managed
to overthrow Vijayaditya cannot be difinitely ascertained at present. Probably,

he obtained help from the Rastrakutas. However, he was not able to keep himself

in power for more than a month. Vikramaditya II rose against him and, having

slain him in battle, seized the throne. Vikramaditya appears to have been an

energetic ruler. During a short rule of eight months, he not only succeeded in

bringing the whole of VertgT under his control but also Tri-Kalirtga which was
lost to the Calukyas after the death of Cajukya BhTma l."^ Though a great warrior,

the hero of a hundred battles, Vikramaditya II could not maintain his authority

45. El, XXV, 1939-40, pp 191 f.

46. eCV:pp157f.
47. SU. I. p 45.
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for long. BhTma II, son of Amma I, took up arms against him and having

put him to death occupied the throne He ruled for eight months, after

which he himself was overthrown by Yuddhamalla II, son of T^l.a I, who

managed to keep himself in power for seven years. The success of

Yuddhamalla II was mainly due to the help he received from the Rastrakuta

king, Govinda IV, who espoused his cause, and lent him support in the

exercise of his authority. Yuddhamalla does not seem to have enjoyed

much power. He had to contend, on the one hand, with his political rivals

(especially Rajamartanda and Kanthika Viiayaditya). and on the other, to

share the conquered territory with the Rastrakuta allies who came to help

him. At the instance of Govinda IV. he had to apportion it among the

Sahara chiefs and the commanders of the Vallabha forces.'’” Only a small

part of the country extending to the south of the Krishna together with the

capital Bejavada seems to have been under his direct control. Moreover,

he had to reckon with popular sentiment, which was against him as he

had allied himself with the national enemies, viz. the Rastrakutas. No wonder

that he succumbed when a powerful enemy like Calukya BhTma III rose

against him and challenged his authority. In spite of the unsettled conditions

of the country and insecurity of his position, Yuddhamalla II found time to

adorn his capital Bejavada with new temples. He built a temple to Karttikeya,

the patron deity of his family, and organised the celebration of the annual

jatras. He also built a tower in front of another temple constructed by his

grandfather, Yuddhamalla I.

''

rrHIMA III (934-45)

Calukya Bhima III. the son of Kollabhiganda Vijayaditya by his queen Mejamba
and half brother ofAmma I, overthrew Yuddhamalla II and ascended the throne.

How he managed to overcome his enemies, his rival kinsmen as well as the
powerful Rastrakuta nobles and commanders cannot be definitely ascertained
at present. His achievements are enumerated in his Kolavenu plates wherein it

is stated that he won victories over Tata Bikyana, Vajadi (Dhalaga?) Munnifuva,
and Rajamartanda. The records of his son and successor Amma II mention
several other enemies whom he had vanquished before he seized the throne.
According to the Maliyampundi grant, Cajukya BhTma III slew Rajamartanda and
drove Kanthika Vijayaditya and Yuddhamalla into exile to foreign countries.*^ The
Mangallu plates refer to Yuddhamalla II and the Rastrakuta nobles who had
been occupying the country for seven years before his accession.®^ The
Kalucambarru grant states that Calukya Bhima III killed in battle besides Tata

49. W, XIII, p 214.
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Bikki mentioned above, Rajamayya, Dhalaga, Bi|ja, Ayyapa, the great army of

Govinda, Lova Bikki, the ruler of the Colas and Yuddhamalla, all of whom
possessed marshalled arrays of elephants.'’^ Of the enemies whom Calukya

BhTma III is said to have defeated or slain during the course of the struggle for

the throne, Kanthika Vijayaditya and Yuddhamalla II were, as noticed above,

the princes of the Cajukya familywho had already tested the pleasures of royalty.

Rajamartanda also probably came from the same stock, though his identity is

not definitely known. Govinda, who sent a big army against Calukya BhTma III

was without doubt identical with the Rastrakuta monarch who ruled from 930

to 934-35. Most of the others mentioned in these records were either Rastakuta

nobles or commanders who came to VehgT to help Yuddhamalla II.

Calukya BhTma III, according to the Calukya records, prevailed against his

enemies exclusively by his own prowess. However, there is reason to believe

that he received help from outside. Govinda IV was not a popular monarch.

Taking advantage of the discontent prevailing in his dominions, his paternal uncle

Baddega and the latter’s son Kannara rose in rebellion against him and several

of the nobles, including the powerful Calukya chiefs of Lemulavada and

Mudigorida, joined them. Seeing that the dissensions in the Rastrakuta kingdom

offered him an excellent opportunity to drive out the pretenders and their foreign

allies and win back his paternal throne, Calukya BhTma III seems to have joined

the rebellious Rastrakuta nobles and declared war on Govinda IV. It was probably

with their help that he managed to defeat the powerful army sent against him

by Govinda IV under the glorious Rajamayya. Dhalaga and other nobles.®® The

victory over the Rastrakuta army, coupled with the downfall of Govinda IV about

the same time, enabled Cajukya BhTma III to establish himself firmly on the

throne. He celebrated his coronation in 934-35 and ruled the kingdom in peace

for twelve years. He assumed several titles, of which Vi^uvardhana,

Gandamahendra and Rajamartanda are the most important. Cajuka BhTma III

IS also called Raja Bhima and Brihad Bhima in the records of his descendants.®^

He had two wives. One of them was known variously as Urjapa or AhkidevT,

was the daughter of the king of Kalinga by whom he had a son called Danarnava

or Dannapa.®® His other wife was Lokambika, a princess of unknown parentage,

by whom he had a son named Amma II. Cajukya BhTma III appears to have

died in 945 leaving a peaceful and united kingdom to his successors.

AMMA MVIJAYADIIYA VI (945-70)

On the death of BhTma III
,
Amma II

, a lad of twelve years, ascended the throne,

overstepping his elder step-brother Danarnava. He celebrated his coronation

on Friday, 5 December 945®® and ruled for twenty-five years. During this time,

55. a VII, 1902-3, p 181.
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he was constantly engaged in fighting with his enemies, both internal and

external. He lost his throne twice and had to seek asylum in foreign

countries. Though he suceeded in recovering his thrqpe on both occasions,

he succumbed to his enemies ultimately when he lost his life in a fight

with his elder brother Danarnava who had rebelled against him.

The reign of Amma II can be studied in three convenient phases. The

first began with his accession in 945. He was engaged during this penod

in a struggle with Yuddhamalla II and his sons. Taking advantage of the

death of Calukya BhTma II and the youth and inexperience of Amma II.

Yuddhamalla seems to have made an attempt to recover the kingdom, as

IS evident from the Korumilli plates of Rajaraja These plates state that

Yuddhamalla was defeated and perhaps even killed by Amma II in battle.*'''

Nevertheless, his position on the throne was still insecure. Yuddhamalla’s

sons Badapa and Tala II renewed the struggle. From the Intepj grant of

Badapa, we understand that he forcibly ejected the "boy” Amma II from

the kingdom and crowned himself king.*^’ He could not achieve this entirely

on his own With the help of the Vallabha king Karna (Kannara), he drove

Ammaraja from the country, defeated the dayadas, crushed the multitude

of his enemies and made himself the lord of Vehgi.**'’ Of the Cajukya nobles

who joined Badapa, Gandanarayana, the chief of Kolanu, and Pandaraiiga

II were the most important. The foimer, who was a brother-in-law of Amma
11, must have been the principal supporter of his power and the latter was
the son of Katakaraja, the hereditary commander of the royal forces. The
defection of these two and their desertion to the enemy must have made
Amma II helpless No wonder he fled the country, unable to face the

combined might of the Rastrakuta invaders and the disloyal nobles.

How long Badapa ruled the kingdom which he had thus acquired is not
definitely known Two nscnptions, both copper plates which he issued
during his reign, have come to light. Both of them register gifts to his

followers who helped him in his war with Amma II. The Intepu grant, perhaps
the earlier of the two, records a gift by him of the village of Interu in

velanadu-w^ya to his amatya Mavi or Maveria Sarma for the trouble taken
by him, perhaps in establishing his master on the throne. It is interesting

to note that Pandaraiiga II, son of Katakaraja and the commander of the
muluvarya, the hereditary force, was the executor of the grant.*’'’ His other
record, the Arumbakam grant, registers the gift of that village included in

the Velariadu-vi^yQ to the Kolanu chiefs Gandanarayana mentioned above
and he, in his turn, granted it to his adherent Candena. The executor of
the gift was Katakaraja, very probably Pandaraiiga II himself.®^ Nothing is
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known about the events ofthe reign of Badapa. He probably died a natural death,

and was succeeded by his younger brother Taita II on the throne. The $iripundi

grant, which the latter issued during his reign, records the gift of that village

situated in the Velanadu-wsaya to Kuppanayya, son of Mahasamantamatya

Makariyaraja, a descendant of Pallavamalla, who was killed in a battle in the

service of his master.‘^‘’ It is evident from this that Tala II was not able to oppose

Amma’s return. There is reason to believe that he lost his life while attempting

to defend himself against Amma and the treacherous nobles who deserted to

him. It is not unlikely that the heroic dayada whom, according to the Pabhuparru

plates of Saktivarman I, Amma II despatched to heaven over the steps formed

by the dead bodies of the elephants slain in battle, was identical with Tala II.

The second phase in Amma H’s reign began with his return to his kingdom

after the defeat and death of Tala II. As soon as he arrived in his capital, he

took steps to strengthen his position. He entered into a marital alliacne with the

family of Gandanarayana by marrying his sister Lokambika.** Similarly, he made
up his differences with the family of Katakaraja. the hereditary commander of

the Cajukyan forces. He took into his service Durgaraja (very probably a brother

of Pandarahga II mentioned above) and granted the village of Maliyampuridi to

a Jinalaya built by him at Dharmapun in Kamma-nadu.®^ Nevertheless, he could

not remain in undisturbed possession of the kingdom long. Though the line of

Yuddhamalla I had come to an end after the death of Tela II, fresh enemies

came on the scene challenging his authority. His elder step-brother Danarnava,

whom he supplanted, began to plot against him. It was probably at his instance

that the Rastrakuta emperor Krsna III invaded VehgT in or around 955. Amma
II was unable to oppose the invader of Kaliriga. Krsria III retired from Vehgl after

entrusting its administration to Danarnava, who probably held it as a fief under

him, paying him a stipulated sum of money as tribute.'^ We learn from the

Santipuranam of the Kannada poet Ponna that the Jaina brahman brothers,

Mallapayya and Ponnamayya, two staunch followers of Krsna III, were ruling in

PunganOru in Kamma-nadu of the VerigT country.*’'^ It is not unlikely that Krsna

III conferred on them an appanage and sent them there to uphold his authority

in the lower Krishna valley Danarriava was assisted in the government of the

kingdom by a RastrakOta of the name of Kakartya Guridyana, a descendant of

Samanta Voddi. His rule appears to have been popular.^® The exact duration

of Danarriava’s rule as a RastrakOta subordinate is not known. It could rxjt have

been long for Amma II appears to have returned from Kalihga as soon as Krsna

III retired from VehgT and took peaceful possession of the kingdom from

Danarnava, who had apparently reconciled with him.
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The last phase of Amma H’s reign began in 955 and terminated with his death

in 970. What happened during these fifteen years is not known. He ruled perhaps

in peace but towards the end of the period he was confronted with enemies

once again. His step-brother Danarnava again took up arms against him. The

Penneru grant of Saktivarman I makes it quite clear that, during the last years

of Amma II, his elder brother Danarnava rose in revolt and, having put him to

death on the battlefield, occupied the throne.^' It is not known how Danarnava

contrived to bring about the downfall of his brother. He must have had powerful

allies. Mallana and Gondiya, the Mudigonda Calukya chiefs on whom he

bestowed the governorship of Pottapi-nadu^^ as well his brother Nnpakama and

maternal kinsmen Kamarnava and Vinayaditya of Kalinga must have rendered

him valuable help. It is also likely that he obtained assistance from the Rastrakuta

emperor. Krsna III was no doubt dead but his successors may have extended

their support to him.

Amma II had a chequered career. Coming to the throne when he was just a

lad of twelve, he was driven out of his kingdom twice. Though he managed to

recover it on both the occasions, he finally lost his life in a fight with his brother.

He was thirty-seven then. Amma II was assisted in the administration by several

chiefs, ofwhom Nripakama, the ruler of Kolanu
,
Durgaraja, the son of Katakaraja

Vijayaditya and Yuvaraja BaMaladeva deserve special mention. Amma II was an

enlightened monarch. He extended his patronage to the Jaina and brahmanical

religious foundations.^'^

DAnARNAVA (970-71)

Danarnava ascended the throne after putting to death Amma II in battle. He
celebrated his coronation in 6aka 892, corresponding to ad 970-71.’’ The
records of his descendants assign to him a rule of three years. Brief as his reign

was, it does not seem to have been altogether uneventful. At the time of

Danarnava’s accession, a civil war was raging in the Cola country between
Aditya II Karikala, son of Sundara Cola (to whom Danarnava was related) and
Uttama Cola, the son of Gandaraditya. Danartiava seems to have sent his son
Saktivarman I with forces in support of the former. The Dramij-ahava and the
Caulika-raria in which ^aktivarman distinguished himself in his ^i^avaor baiysl^
took place in all probability during th's war. Aditya II Karikala was murdered at
the instance of his rival. Arumolivarman, his younger brother, who succeeded
him, effected a compromise with him. As a result of this, Uttama was to rule
the kingdom during his lifetime and Arumoli would be the heir-apparent and
successor. After the end of the Cola civil war $aktivarman I probably returned
home and helped his father to govern the country.
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Though the nobles and the people of VehgT appear to have acquiesced in

Danarnava's accession to the throne, a formidable enemy rose against him in the

\west and challenged his authority. This was the Telugu Coja prince BhTma, son

of Jata, the ruler of Peixiakallu in Kumool district. The circumstances in which BhTma

took up arms against Danarriava are not definitely known. The kailasanatha temple

inscription at KancT gives valuable information about his antecedents and activities.

He was the grandson through a daughter of Kollabhigarida Vijayaditya IV. and his

sister was the wife of a king of VehgT. very probablyAmma II. the political revolution

in VehgT. which resulted in the death of Amma II and the consequent usurpation

of the throne by Danarriava, must have roused his anger. He resolved to avenge

the death of his brother-in-law and overthrow the authority of the usurper. He,

therefore, declared war upon Danairiava and invaded VehgT. The events of the war

are lost in obscurity. From the information that may be gleaned from the

Kailasanatha temple inscription, it may be inferred that Danarnava and his allies,

notwithstanding their stubborn resistance, had tosuccumb to the invader ultimately.

BhTma succeeded in putting to death Danarnava and his allies and made himself

master of the dominion subjected to the authority of the Calukyas of VehgT.

THE INTERREGNUM (973-1 000/1)

According to the inscriptions of Danarnava’s descendants, anarchy prevailed in

VehgT and Kalihga for a period of twenty-seven years after his death” when there

was no ruler at the head of the state.™ This is not really true. Though no king of

the Calukyan lineage ruled over the kingdom during this period, it was not without

a ruler. Jata Coda BhTma. as pointed out already, established his mastery over the

country and ruled it for the entire duration of these twenty-seven years. He did

not. however, gain mastery of the Cajukya dominion without opposition. The

Kailasanatha temple inscription, though fragmentary, irfoicates that the samantss and

the manyas subjected to the authority of the Calukyas were not inclined to accept

him as their master, and took up arms against him. The hilly region of Madhya

Kalihga had always been the home of savage tribes who were habitually disinclined

to submit to authority. To keep them under control, theCalukya monarchs assigned

estates in this region to their nobles and sent them there with special powers.

Besides, one of the branches of the royal family migrated early to this part of the

country where it established itself permanently. The smwitas and the many^ at

the head of the jungle tribes, trusting the inaccessibility and the natural strength

of their mountain stronghold, defied BhTma’s authority and set themselves against

him. Undaunted by the difficulties that beset his path, BhTma marched against them

and put them down with a stem hand. The war with the samantas and manyas

of Madhya Kalihga brought in its train war with Kamarnava, king of Kalihga, who
was related to Danarnava through the latter’s mother AhkidevT, princes of the

Eastern Gahga family.
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The causes of BhTma's war with Kamarnava are not difficult to imagine. It is

likely that Kamarnava espoused the cause of Danarnava s sons and rendered

help to them either secretly or openly and BhTIna may have retaliated by invading

his country. The march against Kalihga was not an easy walk-over, as suggested

by his Kailasanatha temple inscription. It appears to have lasted for some years.

Kamarnava seems to have offered stubborn resistance until he died fighting

heroically against the enemy in 978. His place was taken by his younger brother

Vinayaditya, who carried on the fight for three more years and died like his elder

brother in battle in 981 . After the death of Vinayaditya, the backbone of the

opposition was finally broken; the entire Kalihga submitted and BhTma became

the undisputed master of VehgT and Kalihga. Having established his authority

firmly in coastal Andhra and Kalihga, he seems to have launched an attack on

the Vaidumbas who were ruling at this time over Maharajapadi (comprising large

parts of the Cuddapah, Anantapur and Chittoor districts in the south) and

reduced it to subjection. The l^ilasanatha temple inscription includes the

Vaidumba among the subordinate kings subjected to his authority.^® BhTma’s

attack on the Vaidumbas was not an act of mere aggression. He was a scion

of the Telugu Coda family of Renadu and his ancestor Jata Coda was driven

out from his ancestral dominion Maharajapadi by Vaidumba Ganda Trinetra

around the beginning of the tenth century. His attack on the Vaidumba was
prompted by a desire to recover his patrimony. He was not however completely

successful for the Vaidumba, though reduced to subjection, was not dislodged

from Maharajapadi. BhTma’s attempt to recover his ancestral dominions brought

him into conflict with the imperial Cojas of Thanjavur for the Vaidumbas had
been the subordinates of the Imperial Cojas since the time of Parantaka I. The
Cola power, no doubt, suffered eclipse during the Rastrakuta conquest of their

kingdom under Krsna III. The collapse of Rastrakuta power soon after the death

of Krsna III enabled the Cojas to re-establish their authority.

The renascent Coja power made itself manifest under Rajaraja I, an aggressive
monarch who was determined not only to reimpose Coja authority on the

Vaidumbas of Maharajapadi but also establish his hegemony over the whole of

South India. He found in Saktivarman I and Vimaladitya, the sons of Danarnava,
useful agents in promoting his designs. To keep them firmly on his side, he gave
to the latter his daughter Kundavai in marriage, and sent the former with an army
to recover his patrimony. Though supported by the powerful C5ja army,
Saktivarman I did not find it easy to recover his ancestral kingdom. Jata Coda
BhTma was no ordinary enemy. He was a great warrior. He had a powerful army
and the resources of an extensive kingdom at his command. He offered stout
resistance to the invading Coda army. Though the Coja emperor R^araja I is

said to have conquered VehgT in his fourteenth regnal year (999-1000), his
conquest dws not seem to have been complete for BhTma remained, as shown
by the Kailasanatha temple inscription, still unsubdued. The inscription clearly
shows that in the $aka year 923 (ad 1 001 ), at the head of his army he penetrated
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as far south as KancT, the secondary capital of the Cola kingdom, where

he set up the inscription referred to above as a mark of his victory over

the Coja emperor. BhTma’s campaign in the south, though brilliant from

the military point of view, was not fruitful in its results for ^ktivarman and

his ally Rajaraja I retaliated by leading an invasion into VerigT and ultimately

overthrowing him after some hard fighting. In his Pabhupauu and the Telugu

Academy plates, $aktivarman I claims to have killed EkavTra, Baddema and
Maharaja, three subordinates of the data Coda BhTma, before he actually

put him to death in battle.*’ According to the Tiruvajangadu inscription, the

Coja emperor Rajaraja put to death the faultless Andhra (Telugu Coda)

BhTma I. Saktivarman I, who was living in exile in the court of Rajaraja I,

could not have waged war upon a powerful enemy like Coda BhTma and

succeeded in overthrowing him without the active help of his patron. With

the death of BhTma, VehgT ceased to be an independent kingdom. Saktivarman

I had to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Coja emperor as the price of

his help (see also chapter I).

SAKTIVARMAN I (999/1 000-101 1)

With the death of data Coda BhTma in battle, Saktivarman I established himself

on the throne of his ancestors. However, the VengT he came to rule was no

longer an independent kingdom. It was subject to the authority of the Coja

emperor who helped him to regain his patrimony. The position of Saktivarman

I, even after the destruction of data Coda BhTma, was not quite safe. Several

people who exercised influence in the country were opposed to him. He seems

to have eliminated them as soon as he established himself in the kingdom. He
deprived them of their estates and conferred them on his adherents.

While he was still busy restoring order in the kingdom, a great danger loomed

large from an unexpected corner. The Cajukyas of Kalyana, who succeeded

the Rastrakutas as the masters of Karnataka, inherited the expansionist policy

of their predecessors. They could not tolerate the Coja domination over VehgT,

which they seem to have regarded as their own. Satyasraya, son of TaTIa II, who
came to the throne after the death of his father in 997, sent his able general

Bayal Nambi against VehgT to conquer the country and bring it under his sway.

Bayal entered the Calukyan dominions from the south-west, advanced towards

the Krishna, reduced the forts of Dharaiiikota and Yanamadala to ashes and

established himself at Cebrolu in Guntur district. The steps taken by Saktivarman

I to defend his territories are not known. Probably he sent an appeal to his Coja

overlord at Thanjavur for help, and expected him tocome to defend his territories.

However, the Cola emperor could not remain indifferent and allow the coastal

Andhra, which he coveted very much, to fall prey to the Kamatakas. He does

not seem to have planned a direct invasion of VengT. Instead, he sent a mighty

army against Karnataka so that Satyasraya might withdraw his invading forces

from VehgT to defend his own dominion.
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Rajendra Cola, at the instance of his father Rajaraja I, proceeded to Karnataka

at the head of an army of nine hundred thousand men and devastated the

country. His men forcibly seized women and destroyed their caste. Reputed

as Tingulara-mari (6eafh to the Tamils) though he was, Satyasraya could not

easily resist the invasion which appears to have swept over his territory like a

tidal wave. He must have gathered together all his forces, including the army

which he sent to invade VehgT before he could drive back the invaders.

The withdrawal of the Kainatakas from Ver^gi must have freed it from the

danger of foreign invasion, and Saktivarman I must have had undisturbed

possession of his dominions during the remaining years of his reign. The rule

of Saktivarman I lasted for twelve years and he appears to have died without

any issue in 1011.

VIMALADITYA (1011-19)

On the death of Saktivarman I, his younger brother, Vimaladitya succeeded

him on the throne Vimaladitya appears to have been a colourless monarch.

Though he ruled for seven years, nothing is known about the events of his reign.

The only facts known about him are his marriage with two princesses of the

Coja family and his conversion to Jainism, probably during his last years. His

first wife was Kundavai, the daughter of the Cola emperor Rajaraja I, whom he

married during the days of his exile in the Cola court. He got by her a son called

Rajaraja, who succeeded him on the throne. It may be noted that this was the

first of a series of inter-marriages between the imperial Coja and the Eastern

Cajukya royal families which ultimately resulted in the merger of the Cajukya

kingdom in the Cola empire Vimaladitya’s second wife was Mejama, a Telugu

Coja princess, probably a descendant of Jata Coja, by whom also he had a
son called Visnuvardhana Vijayaditya, who played an important part in the

subsequent history of Vehgi. Vimaladitya has the unique distinction of being the

only monarch of his dynasty who embraced Jainism. An inscription at

Ramatirtham in Vishakhapatnam district which refers itself to Sarvaloka^raya
Visnuvardhana with the titles r^-mart&Tda and Mummadi BhTma, ie,

Vimlaladitya. mentions a Jaina monk Trikalayogi Siddhantadeva who was the
raja-guru the king's spiritual preceptor.®^ Though the Cajukyan inscriptions allot

a period of seven years, his Ranastha-pundi grant dated in his eighth regnal
year shows that his rule lasted beyond that and he seems to have died before
the completion of the eigth year (1019).®®

RAJARAJA (1019-60)

Vimaladitya was succeeded by his eldest son Rajaraja or Rajaraja-narendra,
as he is usually spoken of in the Telugu literary works of the period. Though he
assumed power as soon as his father dies, his coronation was not celebrated
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until 1022, some three years after the date of his accession. This was due to

the opposition of his half-brother Visnuvardhana-Vijayaditya who disputed his

right to sit upon the throne. At the instance of Rajaraja’s maternal uncle, the

Cdja emperor Rajendra Cola I, Areyan Vikrama Cola ^.(iyavaraiyan, probably

the commander of Rajendra’s Gangetic expedition, invaded on his way Vehgi.

Kalihga and Utkala. Havirig defeated Visnuvardhana Vijayaditya in battle, he

put him to flight.®^ The victory, however, did not remove all the obstacles from

the path of Rajaraja for, after the departure of Sbiiyavaraiyan at the head of his

army to tbe north, the king of Utkala, who had suffered a defeat at his hands,

rose in rebellion and threatened to overthrow the Coja power. The rebellion

proved very costly. Rajendra Cola regrouped his forces, marched against the

king of Utkala, killed him and his younger brother in the battle, destroyed his

army and captured his elephants.®® The whole of coastal Andhra was thoroughly

subdued, and the disturbances which broke put in Vehg? and Kalihga after

Vimaladitya’s death were put down. Rajendra Coja then gave his daughter

AmmangadevTin marriage to his nephew Rajaraja, and celebrated his coronation

with befitting pomp pageantry on 16 August 1022.

The reign of Rajaraja, which began with a succession dispute, jDassed through

a period of continued poiiticai unrest due to the attempts of his half-brother to

seize the throne and the frequent incursions of his allies, the Western Calukyas

of Kalyana. Though he was supported by the Cojas in the early years of his

mie, this help practically ceased after the death of his maternal uncle Rajeixira

Coja I. He lost his throne more than once and perhaps had to die in exile, in

the Coja dominions, where he seems to have retired after his final expulsion

from his country.

Rajaraja ruled in peace for ten years after his coronation. Visnuvardhana

Vijayaditya, his half-brother, accompanied by a large Western Cajukya army

made his appearance on the scene once again. Rajaraja, who was not able to

oppose their advance, fled from the country. It was probably on this occasion

that dandanayaka Cavainriarasa, the Kannada sandhivigrahi of the Western

Cajukya Jayasirnha II, captured Bejavada.®®

From the Pamujavaka plates of Visriuvardhana Vijayaditya we learn that he

drove Rajaraja out of the kingdom and crowned himself king on 27 June 1 021

His success was, however, shortlived. Rajaraja had appealed to his uncle, the

Coja emperor Rajendra Coja I, for help. The latter, in response to this appeal,

despatched a strong army under the command of his brahman general Rajaraja

Brahma Maharaja together with two other officers, Uttama Coda Coda-kon and

Uttama Coda Milad-udaiyan. On reaching Ver*igT. the Cdja army came into

conflict with the Western Cajukyan forces near the village of Kalidindi in the

neighbourhood of the old captial Verigi. In the sanguinary battle that followed,
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all the generals engaged on either side perished in the fight. Though neither party

could claim victory in the battle, the Cojas appear to have prevailed ultimately

for Rajaraja, who was obviously restored to his kingdom, is said to have built

at Kalidindi memorial temples in honour of the three Coja generals killed in the

battle near the village.®® How Rajaraja came to be restored to his kingdom after

this inconclusive battle is not known. It was probably brought about by another

Cola invasion led by the crown prince Rajadhir^a about 1035.®®

The activities of Rajaraja during the years succeeding his restoration are not

known definitely. The construction of the temples at Kalidindi mentioned above

and the gift of the village Puligunta in Proli-nadu to the temple of R^anarayana

Visnugrisa in the Cajukya BhTmapuri must be assigned to this period.®® An entry

in a Coja inscription of the thirty-second year of Rajadhiraja I registering a gift

of 200 mxias to the temple of LokamahadevTsvaram-udaiyar at TiruvaTyyaru in

Thanjavur district by PiHaiyar-Vistiuvardhanadeva, i.e., R^araja, in the

twenty-seventh year of Rajendra Cola I (1 039) shows that he paid a visit to the

Coja country at that time.

The reason for the visit is not quite apparent. Anticipating probably another
attack from the Western Cajukya, he might have gone to the court of his uncle

and father-in-law to solicit help in person. Be that as it may, troubles soon started

once again. The Western Calukya Jayasirnha II died in 1042. Ahavamalla
Sdme^vara I, his son and successor, was a very energetic and powerful
monarch. Taking advantage of the death of the Coja emperor Rajendra Cola I

in 1 044, he appears to have invaded coastal Andhra and reduced it to subjection.
In an inscription in the former Hyderabad State Museum dated 1 047, he claimed
to have pulverised in battle the kings of VehgT and Kalitiga. As Sobhanarasa,
one of Some^vara's feudatories, styles himself VerigTpuravaresvara or the lord
of VehgT in an inscription dated 1 044, the conquest of VehgT and also of Kalihga
appears to have taken place some three years earlier. This is indirectly
corroborated by the evidence of the contemporary Coja inscriptions. The Carla
plates of VTrarajendra refer to the loss of VehgT on account of the negligence of
his two elder brothers, R^adhiraja I and Rajendra II, and its recovery by him in
the fifth year of his reign (1067).®’

It is evident from this that the Cojas lost their hold on VehgT and Kalihga after
^e accession of R^adhiraja I and that they remained in the hands of the Western
Cajukyas until they were reconquered by Warajendra in 1067. The Coja
em^rors \who regarded these countries as their patrimony attempted, as stat^
in the Kany^umari inscription and the Carta plates, to recover them from their
^mies. They made, as a matter of fact, strenuous attempts to reconquerthem,
though they did not succeed in achieving their ot^t. Rajadhiraja I who
succeeded his father Rajendra I in 1043-44, for instance, appears to have tried
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twice to dislodge the Western Cajukyas from VehgT during his reign often years.

The first attempt was made in 1 044-45 soon after his accession to the throne.

He marched at the head of large army and arrived at Dhannada (Dharanikota),

an important stronghold on the Krishna, where the Western Calukya forces were

massed under capable generals Vikramaditya, Vijayaditya, Gandapayya,

Gahgadhara, Sangamayya and others. According to the Cola inscriptions, the

Western Cajukya army suffered a defeat in a sanguinary battle that was fought

there. The Calukya generals Gandapayya and Gahgadhara are said to have been

killed in the battle, and Vikramaditya, Vijayaditya and Sangamayya fled from the

field like cowards. Rajadhiraja is said to have proceeded next to KoMipak

(Kolanupaka) in Nalgonda district and set fire to the fort.’^ The Coja inscriptions

are highly coloured documents which suppress unfavourable facts and present

a flamboyant picture of an unbroken chain of Cola victories. The failure of

Rajadhiraja to liberate VehgT and Kalihga after Dhannada ill accord with his claim

of absolute victory in the battle. The attack on KoHippakkai does not appear to

have been as completely successful as it is shown to be for Sihganadevarasa,

the governor of Banavasi and Santalige under Sdmesvara I, claims in an

inscription dated 1046 to have protected KoHippakkai from the enemy.“ The

Western Cajukyas appear to have made a firm stand at KoMjppakkai; although

It served to demonstrate the Cola military strength, they failed to secure any

political or territorial gain.

The second expedition of Rajadhiraja I against VehgT took place towards the

close of his reign in 1051. He proceeded, as on the former obcasion, to

Dhannada, where he is said to have accepted a parini (poem) describing

obviously his military exploits. It is stated that after accepting the dedication of

the poem, he marched to the Rattapadi seven-and-half lakhs, the home territory

of the Western Cajukyas. Whatever may have been the reasons for the diversion

of the campaign to Rattapadi, Rajadhiraja appears to have taken no steps to

reconquer VehgT. The silence of the Cdja inscriptions about Rajadhiraja’s exploits

at Dhannada or anywhere in its neighbourhood may be taken as an indication

of the failure of the C6|a armies to dislodge the Western Cajukyas from VehgT.

The failure of the Cojas to liberate their kingdom from the Western Cajukyas

seems to have disillusioned Rajaraja. He realised that, under the circumstances,

it was not possible for him to dislodge them and re-establish his own authority.

Considering that it was expedient to conciliate the enemy until circumstances

proved favourable, he concluded peace with Sdmesvara I and acknowledged

the latter's supremacy. Sdmesvara I appointed one of his officers,

Mahapradhana Narayana Bhatta of the Vanasa family, as a representative in the

court of Rajaraja at Rajahmundry.®^ It is not known whether Rajaraja, following

the customs of the age, sent his own representative to Sdmesvara’s court.
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Narayana Bhatta was a distinguished linguist and a great poet in Kannada and

other languages. He helped his friend and old fellow student Nannaya Bhatta.

the purohita and the court poet of Rajaraja, in the composition of his

Mahabharata. In appreciation of his learning and poetical talents, R^ar^a

granted in his thirty-second regnal year (1051-52) the village of NandampOndi

in the Renderulanadimi visya as an agrahSra.^ Rajaraja also seems to have

assumed some of ttie Western Cajukya titles out of respect to S6me§vara and

the illustrious family from which he descended. He is spoken of as

Samastabhumm^raya and Satyi^iayakula-Sekhara in the Andhra

Mahabharata.^^ A certain Ahkaya, an officer of RajarSja, bore the title

Samastabhuvana^raya (Rajaraja).*

Rajaraja is said to have ruled, according to all the inscriptions of his

descendants, for forty-one years. This is corroborated by his Vajiveru epigraph

dated in his forty-first year corresponding to Baka 983.* It is evident from this

that his reign came to an end during the course of that year. As the coronation

of his nephew and successor Saktivarman II was celebrated on Thursday, Tula,

6u. 2, Saka 983 (18 October 1061), his rule must have terminated before that

date.’* Rajaraja appears to have died in exile, as his half-brother Visnuvardhana

Vijayaditya is said to have accepted mahT-raiya-M(the fortune of the kingdom

of the earth) w7a-srf(with the fieury of heroism).’°^ This seems to indicate that

the exit of Rajaraja from his kingdom was not peaceful. The circumstances in

which Rajaraja had to quit his kingdom are not recorded. It is not unlikely that

Rajaraja might have gone to the Coja court to secure help to overthrow the

Western Cajukya hegemony. Somesvara I, being informed of this fact, might

have commanded Visnuvardhana Vijayaditya to seize the throne of Vengi and
establish himself as the ruler of the country.

The career of Rajaraja was chequered. To begin with, his succession was
disputed. Though he succeeded in ascending the throne, he found that his

position was none too secure. He lost it after ten years. Though he regained it,

he lost it once again in his closing years and ended his career in exile probably
in the Coja country. Throughout his long reign of forty-one years, Rajaraja never
knew independence. At first he was a subordinate of the Cojas and,
subsequently, he became a vassal of the Western Cajukyas of Kalyana.
R^ar^a was an ardent Saiva but he treated the followers of other sects with

honour and respect. He strove hard to maintain the ancient Aryadharma based
on S^ramas and vanias. He was a learned monarch well-versed in Sanskrit. H4
greatly admired Vyasa’s Mahabharata renovyned as the Pahcama or the fifth

Veda, and caused it to be translated intoTelugu by his court poet Nannayabhatta

96. JTA, I, pp 60-62.

97. AnOva Mahiibh&:ata, Adiparva, 4. 274.

98. BhSrati. XX, ii, p 192.

99. ARSIE, 671 of 1920.

100. JAHRS, V, p 40.

101. /b/c/, p 44, V,. 26.
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in order to inculcate its teachings among his subjects. Besides Nannaya, another

poet Narayana-bhatta flourished at his court. The writing of Telugu poetry had

been known to the Andhras since the time of Gunaga Vijayaditya in the latter

half of the ninth century but the literary output was meagre, confined to a few

epigraphs in verse. Nannaya laid the foundations of Telugu lierature by (he

composition of the Andhra Mahabharata because of which he is regarded as

the father of Telugu poetry.

SAKXiVARMAN II (1061)

Visnuvardhana Vijyayaditya did not crown himself king. Instead, he installed

his son Saktivarman 11 on the throne and celebrated his coronation on Thursday,

18 October 1061 He had taken this step, according to the Ryali plates, on

account of his great love for his son.’“ A stronger reason was perhaps the

necessity which compeiled him to leave the kingdom and depart to Karnataka

to help his ally and master, the Western Cajukya Somesvara I in his wars with

the Cojas.

Rajendra II, the Coja emperor, appears to have planned an attack on the

Western (Dajukya dominions v^ith the object of expelling Somesvara I from VehgT

and restoring it to his brother-in-law Rajaraja, the rightful ruler of the country.

The Coja invasion began with an attack on southern Karnataka. Rajadhir^a I

was killed in the battle of Koppam. But his younger brother Rajendra turned

the defeat into victory. Rajendra II was crowned on the battlefield; he advanced

triumphantly into the interior of the Western Cajukya dominions and set up a

piliar of victory at Kolhapur. The Colas were, as a matter of fact, chased out of

the Karnataka by the Cajukyas and the provinces of Nojambavadi and

Garlgapadi which they had been occupying since the time of Rsyaraja I were

wrested from them. By attacking the southern Karnataka, Rajendra li wanted

to draw the whole body of Cajukya forces against him. While they were thus

involved in a fight with him, he planned to send a strong army against VerIgT.

Rajendra aiso wanted to give that kingdom to his brother-in-law,

Rajarajanarendra Vikramaditya, to whom his father Somesvara I entrusted the

defence of his realm. Vikramaditya saw through the Cdja strategy and, while

proceeding to oppose their advance on Nolambavadi and Gahgavadi,

despatched an army under Mahadandanayaka Camundaraja for the defence

of VehgT.

The course of the CSIa invasion is described in their inscriptions. Besides

Rajendra II, his son Rajamahendra and his younger brother VTrarajendra seem
to have been in command of the expedition. The first stage of the operations

was confined to Gahgav§di. Vikramaditya was defeated and driven back to the

Tungabhadra. Next, VTrarajendra was despatched to VehgT at the head of a

strong army to effect its conquest and restore RajarSjanarendra to his throne.

How the Coja army reached VehgT from GahgavSdi is not known. It appears to

102. OAHRS, V, p 40.

103. /«Df,IX,p31.
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have arrived at its destination without incident, although it had to pass through

the Western Cajukyan territory during its passage from South Karnataka to

coastal Andhra, the advance of the Cdla army was, however, checked in VehgT,

where Mahadandanayaka Camundaraja opposed them. In a fiercely contested

fight in an unknown place, Virarajendra inflicted a crushing defeat on the Western

Cajukya forces, cut off the head of Camuridaraja and severed the nose from

the face of his beautiful daughter Nahgalai. Besides Camundaraja, Caktivarman

II, who seems to have joined him to oppose the Coja invasion, died fighting

against heavy odds in the battle like Abhimanyu, the son of Arjuna in the

Mahabharata war. This fact is not referred to in the Cola inscriptions. The Coja

invasion, however, was not as successful as it is represented in their records.

They failed, in the first place, to reconquer Nojambavadi. Second, they were

not able to capture VehgT, notwithstanding Virarajendra’s victory over

Camundaraja and Saktivarman II. The reason for VTrarajendra’s failure to follow

up his victory must be due to fresh military developments in Karnataka.

Somesvara I concerted new measures to counter the C5|a invasion. In the first

place, he commissioned Visnuvardhana Vijayaditya who was in charge of the

Nojambavadi-32000 country to lead an expedition into the Coja dominions. An

epigraph at Madakare in Shimoga district dated 1 063 states that Visnuvardhana

Maharaja Vijayaditya lay encamped at Madukakare on his way home from a

victorious campaign in the south. Further, Somesvara I assembled a vast army

and proceeded to Kudal-Cangamam at the confluence of the Krishna and

Tungabhadra rivers threatening the safety of the Coja army. Notwithstanding

his victory over Camundaraja and Saktivarman II, Virarajendra had to abandon
his campaign in VehgT and hasten westwards to Karnataka to join his elder

brother, Rajendra II. If, as suggestd by K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Kudal-Sangamam
and Mudakkaru refer to the same battle, Rajamahendra, the heir-apparent of

Rajendra II. played an important part in the fight. Judging from the glowing

accounts contained in their inscriptions, the Cojas appear to have inflicted a

crushing defeat on their enemies. Somesvara I is said to have abandoned his

camp and fled from the field accompanied by his sons and subordinates.

Following up their victory, the Cola penetrated into the interior of the Western
Cajukya dominion carrying fire and sword but the invasion, which began with

victory ended in disaster. Both Rajendra II and his heir-apparent Rajamahendra
seem to have perished in the campaign. In the Gawarwad inscription of

Laksmarasa, a subordinate ot Somesvara II dated Saka 993 (ad 1071j it is

stated;

when the Coja king (ParakesarT Rajendradeva) invaded Belvoja, he burnt
down many temples and defiled and damaged Jain sanctuaries erected
by Parmanadi (Gahga Parmanadi); but he paid the penalty of his crimes
by being defeated and slain by Trailokyamalla, i.e., Somesvara l.’°*
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This is corroborated by the evidence of VTrarajendra’s lithic records in which

it is stated that he had to wage war “on the west against Ahavamalla to whom
he had a score to pay in revenge for the death of his elder brothers in battle”.

As a consequence of this disaster, the Coja kingdom lost its sovereign and

VTrarajendra, who appears to have been appointed heir-apparent by Rajendra

II after the death of his son Rajamahendra, had to suspend the war against the

Western Cajukyas and hasten to the capital Gahgaikondacojapuram to get

himself crowned.

VI JAYADITYA VII (1 061 -76)

On the death of Saktivarman II, his fatherVisnuvardhanaVijayaditya commonly
called Vijayaditya VII, assumed the sovereignty, although he could not return

immediately to his native country to take up its government, owing to his duties

in Nojambavadi of which he seems to have been the military governor. The

administration of VehgT was apparently carried on in his absence by a council

of ministers, and its defence was entrusted to Jananatha of Dhara, a subordinate

of Ahavamalla Somesvara I.

The Coja army, as noticed already, hastened towards the west, without

gathering the fruits of Virarajendra’s victory over Camundaraja and Saktivarman

II, to oppose the Cajukyan forces assembled at Kudal-$angamam. Though the

danger of conquest was thus removed, the security of the kingdom was by no

means assured. VTrarajendra, who succeeded his brother Rajendra II on the Cola

throne, was more determined than his predecessors to recover and restore the

prestige of his family. As soon as he ascended the throne, he sent an army to

effect the conquest of VehgT. According to the Karavur inscription dated in his

fourth regnal year (1065), he despatched his army in all directions and cut off

the heads of the king of Pottapi and of the younger brother of Jananatha of

Dhara. Pottapi was the name of a territorial division in the southern coastal

Andhra country comprising the bulk of Candragiri taluk of Chittoor and

Rajampeta taluk of Cuddapah districts. It formed the hereditary dominion of a

branch of the Telugu Coda family called the Pottapi Colas, evidently from the

small township of that name in Rajampeta taluk, which served them as their

capital. The kingdom of Pottapi was annexed to the Cola dominions and was
renamed Adhirajendra-Cola-mandala in honour of Adhirajendra, son and

heir-apparent of Virarajendra. The unnamed younger brother of Jananatha of

Dhara was probably associated with his elder brother and was ruling over a

tract of territory somewhere along the lower course of the Krishna.

Why the Coja army did not proceed to VehgT after these victories is not clear.

Probably, they were obliged to return due to the counter-attack by the Western

Cajukyas on their native country. An inscription at GudihaHi in Harapana-haHi

taluk of ©ellary district dated 7 December 1065 states that when Vijayaditya Vll

was commissioned by Ahavamalladeva (SbmeSvara I) to conquer the southern

106. Ibid, XXV, 1939-40, p 245.

107. Sll. XXX, no 20, pp 31-39.
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quarter, he set out on an expedition of conquest and encamped at Arsikerfe,

where he gathered together all the articles necessary for the success of the

enterprise, and held a great durbar surrounded by all his retinue. How this grand

expedition proceeded to the south to achieve its object is not known. Vijayaditya

VII probably penetrated into the heart of the Coja dominions and was turned

back by the Cola army which hastened from VengT for the defence of their

homeland. VTrargjendra seems to have realised that it was not possible to

reconquer VengT without crippling the power of the Western Cajukyas.

Therefore, he collected his forces and headed towards the Calukya kingdom

in 1 066. When he arrived on the banks of a river, very probably the Tungabhadra,

he was opposed by the Cajukyas. In the battle that ensued, the Colas, after

much hard fighting, won the victory. 'According to the C6|a inscriptions,

Virarajendra killed many Cajukya commanders and feudatories in the fight and

had their severed heads nailed to the gates of his capital

Gahgaikondacojapuram to serve as a warning to his enemies.

It is not very clear why Virarajendra did not proceed to VehgT and preferred

to return to his capital. Perhaps his victory was not as complete as the Cola

inscriptions would have us believe. Be that as it may, he did not remain long in

the capital, but had to take the field against the Western Cajukya king Some^vara

I for another fight at Kudal-3angamam. The challenge was a mere ruse.

Somesvara I did not intend to be present on the occasion to fight the Coja king.

He wanted to lure the Coja to the chosen battlefield with the bulk of his army

and attack his kingdom in his absence from an unexpected quarter. When
Virarajendra arrived at the battle site, he did find there the Cajukya army to

oppose his advance, but neither Somesvara nor his sons made their

appearance, even though he awaited their arrival for a month. The failure of

Somesvara, however, was not due to cowardice, as is alleged in the Coja

inscriptions. He was, as a matter of fact, busy on the west coast making
preparations to despatch an expedition into Coja dominions through the Konkan
under his son, Vikramaditya. Virarajendra, in utter disgust, attacked the Cajukyan
force, which Somesvara had posted near Kudal-Sangamam, and put them to

flight. He next proceeded against VengT, issuing in his turn a challenge to

Somesvara to come and defend that country if he could.

VTrarajendra reached Bejavada on the Krishna without incident. However,
when he attempted to cross the river he found that his path was blocked by
the Cajukyan army under Jananatha of Dhara, Rajamayya, Tipparusayya and
others, whom Somesvara posted there to protect the country. He also appears
to have permitted Vijayaditya VII to return to his kingdom. In a fierce battle that
took place on the occasion, the Cajukyan army suffered defeat and sought
safety in flight. The path being thus cleared, VTrarajendra crossed the river and .

arrived safely on the banks of the Godavari. Thence he probably led an expedition
against Katihga wfiich advanced victoriously as far as Sakkarakottam

108. Sll, III. no 30. pp 64-71
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(Cakrakottam). The subjugation of the territory from Mahendragiri to

Cakrakottam appears to have brought VFrarajendra’s Kalihga expedition to an

end. He then bestowed VehgT on Vijayaditya VII, who submitted after an

unsuccessful attempt to resist. The Coja king returned to his capital

Gartgaikonda-cojapuram in triumph.

Why did VTrarajendra bestow the kingdom of VehgT on Vijayaditya ignoring

the claims of his nephew Rajendra (the later Kulottuhga), the son of his own
sister Ammangadevi and the Eastern Cajukya Rajarajanarendra, the rightful heir

to the throne? The explanation of this unnatural step is to be sought in political

expediency. The Cola inscriptions present only one side of the picture. They

lay exclusive emphasis on the Coja victories and ignore events which do not

bring them credit. The expedition sent by Somesvara I under his son

Vikram§ditya was harassing the Coja feudatories and had captured, if we can

depend on the evidence of Bilhana, both Gahgaikondacojapuram and KahcT,

the capitals of the Coja empire. VTrarajendra was, therefore, compelled to

suspend his campaign in the north and hasten homewards. As he was not

disposed to relinquish his northern conquests, he made hasty arrangements to

keep them under control. He left a part of his army under his nephew Rajendra

to maintain his authority -over Cakrakottam and won over Vijayaditya VII by

recognising him as the ruler of VehgT, which he handed over to him on the

condition that he acknowledged his supremacy. Having completed these

arrangements, VTrarajendra hastened back to his native country. It is not known
whether he came into conflict with Vikramaditya.

On his arrival in his kingdom Vijayaditya VII, having repudiated his recent

agreement with the Cola monarch, joined Vikramaditya. A series ofevents which

happened in quick succession at this time brought about a change in the political

situation. Sdm^vara I died in March, 1068 and was succeeded by his eldest

son Somesvara II. His younger brother Vikramaditya, who had designs on the

throne, rebelled against him. With the help of the Coja king VTrarajendra, with

whom he had entered into an alliance, he seized a part of the kingdom and

declared his independence. VTrar^endra died about the middle of 1069, and

was succeeded by his son Adhirajendra. Taking advantage of the death of

VTrarajendra, his nephew R^endra whom he had left with an army in the

Purvade^a (that is, Kalihga and its neighbourhood) and who must have been

annoyed with him for ignoring his rightful claims to his paternal kingdom, formed

an alliance with Somesvara II, proceeded to VehgTand dislodged, probably with

his help, Vijayaditya and made himself master of the country. Vijayaditya

thereupon fled to the court of Vajrahasta V, the Eastern Gahga king of Kalihga,

who apparently espoused the cause of Vijayaditya enthusiastically and

despatched an army under Banapati to VehgT. Tf^ Cedi king Yaysahkarnadeva,

who resented Rajendra’s activities in Cakrakottam and its neighbourhood,

invaded VehgT probably in collusion with the Eastern Gahga monarch.’’®

109. m p 70 and El, XXI, 1931-32, p 243.
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Th© invasion was W6ll tiiriBd. Rajsndra had departod to th© south to soiz©

th© Cola thron©, teaving only a snnall fore© to d©fend VehgT. The events of th©

invasion ar© r©f©rr©d to in th© C©di and th© East©rn Gahga inscriptions, though

slightly lat©r in dat©. In th© Khaira plat©s dat©d 1 073, Ya^ahkarnadeva, the Cedi

king of Dahaja, claims to have extirpated th© ruler of Andhra with ©as© and

presented to the god Bhihnesvara of Daksarama many ornaments.

Th© Dirgha^i inscription of Rajaraja Devendravarman dated 6aka 997

(adI 075-76) gives more detailed information. Banapati, th© commander of th©

Eastern Gahga forces, is said to have destroyed the Coda army, defeated the

king of VehgT and killed Deddarnava, the commander of probably Rajendra’s

army. The disaster which befell the Cola arms was perhaps not serious but

Rajendra could not send reinforcements owing to his entanglements in the

south. He must have realised that in the circumstances in which he was placed,

it would be unwise to persist in war. Though peace with the invaders involved

the sacrifice of prestige and loss of some territory, it had certain advantages

which counterbalanced the loss. He, therefore, opened negotiations with

Rajaraja Devendravarman, and concluded peace with him according to the

terms of which he agreed to allow his uncle Vijayaditya to rule during the

remaining years of his life. He also recognised the independence of Rajaraja,

and cemented the friendship by a marriage alliance by bestowing on him the

hand of his sister-in-law RajasundarT, the daughter of the Cola emperor Rajendra

Cola II.

Vijayaditya, who was thus restored to the throne, appears to have ruled the

kingdom in peace. As he is said to have ruled in the Cellur, Teki Pithapuram

and Mallavaram grants of the sons of Rajendra (Kulottuhga) for a period of fifteen

years, his reign must have come to an end in 1076.'^’ With the death of

Vijayaditya, the Eastern Cajukya rule over VehgT came to an end. Although it

ceased to be an independent kingdom under Danarnava’s descendants and
became a protectorate of the Cbja empire, it enjoyed a certain degree of

autonomy and was treated throughout the period as a separate state. But after

the death of Vijayaditya, VehgT lost its political identity and was completely

absorbed into the Cola empire.

Vijayaditya married two wives—Madava and Revala. By the former, who was
a princess of the Haihaya family, he had a son $aktivarman II, who ruled for

only one year in 1 061 . By the latter he had a daughter called Somaja, who figures

as a donor in an inscription dated 1065 in the temple of BhTme^vara at

Daksarama."^ Besides these two, he had a foster son called Mummadi BhTma,
who rose to prominence under Rajaraja II, the first Cola viceroy of VehgT under
Kulottuhga.”'

111. £f, V, 1898-99, no 10; ARS/E. 35 of 1922; 1 of 1965.
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Chapter IV

THE SEUNAS OF DEVAGIRI

ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY

The SEunas or the Yadavas were one of the powerful dynasties that

played a large part in the medieval history of the Deccan, both political

and cultural. Though the earliest known and definitely historical ruler of this

line seems to have flourished in the middle of the ninth century, the dynasty

came to the limelight of all known history from the twilight of vaguely

recorded references under Bhillama V in 1187. It lasted up to 1312, when

the last reigning king 6ahkaradeva was put to death by Ala-ud-din Khaiji,

the Sultan of Delhi, and the Seuria kingdom became a province of the

sultanate. The rise and fall of the Seunas was like those of any other

medieval Indian dynasty. The successive rulers busied themselves in waging

wars with their neighbours and tried to assert their supremacy with varying

degrees of success and failure without giving any indication of any reasonable

realisation of the enveloping danger of Turkish penetration.

Nothing certain can safely be said at present about the origin of the

Seunas. Hemadri’s Vratakhanda,' a work of the thirteenth century and a

major literary source for Seuna history traces the origin mythologically to

Brahma and then to Atri, Soma, Yadu, and so on. This is found mentioned

in inscriptions as well.^ It is claimed that the ancestors of the Seutias first

ruled at Mathura and then came to DvaravatTpura. A few epigraphs of the

Seuria feudatories, assignable to about the ninth century, are known from

the Dharwar region in Karnataka,^ but it is not possible to connect them

with the main line with any amount of certainty.

The earliest known ruler of the dynasty was Drdhaprahara. He was the

posthumous son of the royal lady (a queen of Vajrakumara). whom
JainprabhasurT rescued when Dwaraka was on fire. Drdhaprahara, who is

mentioned in the Bassein grant'* and the Asvi plates,^ protected the people

from robbers, collected taxes and ruled the region. The then RastrakOta

ruler was Amoghavarsa I, who was probably weakened by his wars, which

1 . BG, I, ii, p 268.

2. In the Kalas-Budrukh plates of Bhillama III, the legendary list given is different, lA. XVII, p 1 1 7.

3. BK, nos 11 and 22.

4. lA. XII, p 119

5. JSSR4S, III (NS), p 189.
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tempted rulers like this Seuna king to assert themselves. The capital of

Drdhaprahara was Candradityapuram (Candor) which he had founded. His

son was Seunacandra, after whom the dynasty came to be known as

Seunavarp^a. He obtained feudatory status under the Rastrakutas, probably

after helping them in their wars against the Paramaras. He founded his

.^apital at Seunapura, identified with the modern Sinnar. He might have

ruled in the last quarter of the ninth century. For the next fifty years the

Seuna fortunes were in the hands of rulers like Dhadiyappa, Bhillama I and

Rajugi, about whom not much is known. The next ruler was Vandugi

(Vaddiga I) who married Vohiyawa, a daughter of Dhorappa, who was a

younger brother of Rastrakuta Krsna III. He established this matrimonial

alliance with the Rastrakutas by associating himself in military adventures

of Krsna III. Vaddiga’s son was Bhillama II, during whose time Rastrakuta

power came to an end; he had, therefore to acknowledge the supremacy

of the Cajukyas. who were earlier the vassals of the Rastrakutas.

Bhillama II appears to have been a capable and energetic ruler who,

though married to the Rastrakuta princess LaksmT, realised the growing

power of the Cajukya Taijappa II and assisted him in his affairs. As a

result, he seems to have obtained the present Ahmadnagar district. It is

learnt from the Sangamner plates® that he played a notable part in the

Calukya war against the Paramara Muhja. He is described in the grant as

a mahasamanta, and one who bore the birudas Pancamaha^abda,

Aratinisudana, Sahgramarama, Kandukacarya, Sellavidega and
VijayabharanaJ That Bhillama II was a notable ruler of his time and a strong

feudatory of the Cajukyas is evident from the grant. His successor Vesugi

I married a daughter of the Cajukya governor, and in turn was succeeded
by Bhillama III.

The Bassein grant® reveals that this Seuna ruler married AvalladevT, a
daughter of Cajukya Jayasimha II and the sister of Ahavamalla Some^vara
I. It is not improbable that Bhillama III was of considerable help to his

Cajukya overlord and father-in-law in the latter’s fights with Bhoja I, the

contemporary Paramara ruler.

The following reigns of Vesugi II and Bhillama IV were uneventful and do
not seem to have lasted for long. Then came Seunacandra II, the son of

Vaddiga II and grandson of Bhillama III whose date of accession may be
fixed in circa 1068. He became powerful by forcing many petty rulers to

acknowledge his might and earned the title mahamanda/e^vara, when a
war of succession arose in the Cajukya kingdom between two brothers,
the elder SomeSvara 11 and the younger Vikramaditya. Seunacandra 11 was
in favour of and supported the latter who was ultimately successful. After
Seunacandra II, his eldest son Airammadeva ascended the throne and his

6. a II, 1892-94, p 213.

7. toW, pp 215-16.

8. M, XII, p 120.
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queen was YogallS. He seems to have been of great help to his father in

the latter’s campaigns against S6me§vara II but nothing of importance of

his own reign is recorded. He was succeeded by his brother Simharaja,

or Singhana I, who was a feudatory under Vikralnaditya and got for him

a ksofpura elephant to enable him to complete his l^upumvmta. The S^nas
by now were gradually gaining prominence and their territory was expanding

An inscription of 1124® speaks of Singhana as governing Panyanda-4000,

the area around Parenda in Osmanabad district in modem Maharashtra.

A few Seuna names that we hear of after Singhatia I are devoid of any

importance. Singhatia’s son, Mallugi, is said to have captured Parnakheta

and snatched the eiephants of the king of Utkala. Details about the venture

are. however, not known. Mallugi had two sons, Amaragahgeya and Amar
Mallugi (ie, Mallugi II a//as Karna), of whom the former succeeded his father.

By the time Mallugi II came to the throne, major changes were taking place

in the Cajukyan kingdom. Taila III of the Cajukyan dynasty was ousted by

Kalacuri Bijjala II, who occupied the Calukyan throne. Mallugi, however, did

not accept the authority of Bijjala. He even challenged him. As suggested

by Jalharia, his generals Dada and Mahindra successfully fought Bijjala.’®

Mallugi fought the KakatTya Rudradeva too.”

Mallugi was succeeded by his elder son KaliyabaMaja, whose rule appears

to have been very short. His son, whose name is not known, was ousted

by Mallugi 's second son Bhillama V with whom the Seunas entered a new
phase and rose as independent rulers.

BHILLAMA V (1 1 87-91 )

For all practical purposes, the history of the Seunas begins with Bhillama

V who freed himself from the Calukya yoke in about 1186 and assumed

imperial status. In some records'^ the beginning of his reign is traced to

1184; but this probably was the year when he made himself the strong

leader of the Seuna family, superseding the claims of the main line. With

the help of the details furnished in a number of inscriptions, the date of

his accession may be fixed as some day between 26 December 1 1 86 and

25 July 1187.’®

The decline of Calukya power and the assassination of the rapidly rising

Kalacuri ruler Bijjala created a political vacuum in the Deccan which could

be advantageously exploited by an ambitious and resourceful prince of the

type of Bhillama. The political map of the period presented a sorry spectacle

of disunited states, each trying with pharacteristic provincial insubordination

to break away from the central authority which was in weak hands. Besides

9. S//. XVIII.

10. SQktitrnJktSvaf, w, 4f.

11. M. IX, pp 12f.

12. ASR. 1930-34, p 244.

13. ARSE. 1929-30; BK, Ins. 18. p 66; Ins. 55. p 68; 1934, BK. Ins. 159, p 133.
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the Seunas, who were occupying parts of Maharashtra, the feudatories of

the Calukyas included the Hoy^alas of Dvarasamudra, the KakatTyas of

Warangal, the Silaharas of Kohkan and the Rat^s of Saundatti. Though all

of them were interested in strengthening and stabilising themselves on the

rums of the Calukya kingdom, the real contest for the hegemony of the

Deccan was between the Seunas and the Hoysajas, with the KakatTyas

joining with lesser vigour at a later stage.

After crowning himself as the undisputed ruler of his kingdom, Bhillama

started on a career of conquest and pursued a policy of annexation. He
first concentrated on the Kohkan area and regions in modem Maharashtra;

he defeated the rulers of SrTvardhana and Pratyandaka and killed Billana,

the ruler of Mahgalavestaka, ie, the Kalacuri ruler Bijjala III, the grandson
of Bijjala II: The then Cajukya ruler was Somesvara IV, who was able to

drive the Kalacuris from the stage of history in 1183 largely with the help

of his military chief Brahma.'"' But the Cajukya success was a short-lived

one and Somesvara's kingdom was threatened by Bhillama V in the north
and the contemporary Hoysaja ruler Bajjaja II in the south. The redoubtable
general Brahma was sent to drive out the intruding Hoysaja army but the
Calukya general failed miserably. Bhillama V also seems to have won an
easy victory over the Cajukya ruler and driven him out of Kalyatia. KakatTya
Rudra too was put to flight. These exploits easily made him the master of
the north region of the Cajukya kingdom. Taking advantage of the weakness
of Somesvara IV, he even occupied Kalyatia and declared himself independent.
After assuming this position, he set himself to the task of subduing the
feudatory chiefs (such as the Kadambas and the Sindas) who were trusted
subordinates of the erstwhile Calukyas and who were obviously reluctant
to accept the authority of the new ruler. However, he accomplished this
feat easily

Bhillama next turned against the Hoy^ja Bajjaja II whose recent victories
over Somesvara IV might have made him entertain ambitious designs. The
battle ended in a remarkable victory for Bhillama who is said in the Gadag
inscnption to have triumphed over Bajjala and taken territories from him
Hemadn is more specific and says that the sovereignty of Kalyana fell to
the ^uria from Hoysaja hands. He further states that the Hoy^la king

Hi; f 'n J?;.
if the reference was

to Bajjaja ILBhHIama successfully annexed to his kingdom all the regions

oenetratpri • ^
Cajukyas. He even seems to have

S kingdom -an achievement in which he was

sa\^that iSrhl^®7^
Sahana. the chief of his cavalry. Hemadri further

14 El, VI. 1900-1, p 96
15. toirf, III, 1894-95, p 217
16. MASR, 1926, no 9, p 4i
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This crushing defeat was not taken Tightly by Banaja II, who made
adequate preparations for a final engagement. Such a step was but natural

as the rapid rise of Bhillama might tilt the balance of power in the Deccan
in favour of Devagiri. That by June 1189 BaHaja’s sway extended over

Banavasi and Nolambavadi is attested by inscriptions.’^ The clever designs

of the Hoy^ala ruler were taken notice of by the vigilant Bhillama who was
at Gadag with a large army in 1191. Sometime in the same year the armies

clashed at the decisive battle of Soratur, not far from the present Dharwar.

Bhillama had the strength of two lakh cavalry and twelve thousand infantry

but the ultimate result was unfavourable to him. The Seuria army was
crushed and even Bhillama seems to have fled. The Anekere inscription

bearing a date following the year of battle (1192) says, albeit in an

exaggerated vein, that

in order further to sow the seeds for the growth of his glory, this

emperor of the south prepared the ground by his conquest of the

region from Soratur as far as Belvoja, made it fit for being turned up

by the ploughshares of the cultivators, having manured it with the

bodies of the myriad of brave warriors of the Seuria army.’®

Though the details are couched in poetic parlance, it is evident that the

Seunas were put into severe discomfiture and were almost routed. The

Gadag inscription states that Jaitrasirnha, “the right arm of Bhillama” was
defeated and the fort of Lokkigundi (Lokkundi) was captured by Bajjala.

The successful Hoysaja king is alluded to in inscriptions as “the smiter on

the cheek of Bhillama’s army" and “the driver of Jaitrasirnha".’® BaHala

captured the forts of Kurugod, Soratur, Erambarage, Gutti, Rattahalp,

Hanagal, Lokkundi, Kajuve, Mariner, Dhoravadi, Keladi, and so on. Jaitugi,

a son of Bhillama, seems to have put up some resistance but that was
effectively dealt with. In an inscriptioa BaNaja is said to have caused the

death of Bhillama, Jaitugi and the contemporary ruler of the dynasty of the

Paridyas of Uccahgi. This battle virtually put an end to the career of

Bhillama, though he survived the battle and lived till about the end of 1 1 92.

A significant achievement of Bhillama was his series of triumphant inroads

in Malwa and Gujarat. The exact period when he undertook these expeditions

is not known. He is described in the Mutgi inscription as “a severe pain

in the head of the Malavas" and “the dread roar of a cloud to the flocks

of those swans, the Gurjaras”. The murder of the Caulukya Ajayapala in

1176 and the weak rule of his children for a short while tempted the

Paramara Vindhyavarman to interfere in the affairs of Malwa and he did

conquer the area. But he could not hold it, a situation quite opportune to

Bhillama, whom we find marching into Gujarat. The Caulukyas could not

17. EC, Ak, no 57.

18. toW, Cn no 179.

19. Ibid, VI, Kd. 117, Cm. 72.
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challenge Bhillama as they were preoccupied with the menace of Turkish

invasions. The Seuna ailer seems to have marched as far north as Marwar

but had to taste defeat at the hands of the forces of the Cahamana ruler

Keihana. The success of Bhillama over the kings of Ahga, Vahga, Nepila

and Paficala claimed in the Mutgi inscription is an obvious piece of poetic fancy.

Bhillama had an adventurous career and was one of the ablest rulers of

his time. Starting his career as a feudatory or sub-feudatory, he rose by
dint of merit and military prowess to the position of the virtual founder of

the dynasty and successfully attempted to uphold the name and dignityuof

his royal house, which would otherwise have been swept in the waves of

Hoy^ja penetrations. He fought in the north, south and east and
demonstrated his qualities of leadership. He was responsible for the expansion
of the Seuna kingdom in the south. The river Narmada remained the
northern boundary and south of that river, the vi4iole of the present day
Maharashtra (excluding Konkan), the northern areas of present day Karnataka
(viz. Bijapur Beigaum, Bidar, Gulbarga and Raichur districts) were included
in his territory. The river Malaprabha became the southern boundary. His
final defeat at Hoy^aja hands and the resultant discomfiture during the last

days of his life did not affect the position he had carved for himself in the
Seuna annals.“

JAITUGI (1 1 91 /92-1 200)

Jaitugi succeeded his father Bhillama to the Seut^a throne towards the
end of 1191. The Bijapur inscription^^ dated in his sixth year furnishes
certain astronomical details equivalent to Wednesday, 25 December 1196,
yielding the date of his accession as 1190 when, we know for certain, the^ known date for Bhillama is August
1192 and the earliest known date for Jaitugi is December 1192. The
acc^ton of the latter, therefore, can be placed between these two dates.
He liy^ till atout 1200 though the records of his successor, Sirtghana

1^0^“^ dates for the latter’s accession, viz., 1200,“ 1207,*^ and

flayed a conspicuous part in the wars of his father and was

Si!al-
h's own reign the attempts of BaHija II to capture

ayana and Devagin. We do not hear of any conflict between the Siunas

22, tofaf, 1938, BK, 42 and 47, pp 202-3
23, ASR. 1928-29. p 118.

24, total, p 175,
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and the Hoy^ajas for another twenty years. The defeat of the Seunas at

the hands of BaNaja and the almost immediate death of Bhillama V were

probably taken advantage of by the then KakafTya ruler Rudra, who sent

a force under his brother Mahadeva to invade the SSuna kingdom. The
forces seem to have reached even Devagiri, an event referred to in the

Garavapada inscription.* The Seuna discomfiture was only a passing phase

and Jaitugi was able to retaliate after 1194. He conducted an expedition

against the KakatTya kingdom and, in the battle, the reigning king Rudra

fell. This event is picturesquely described by Hemadri who says that Jaitugi

"throwing a great many kings into the fire of his prowess by means of

ladles of his weapons, performed a human sacrifice, by immolating a victim

in the shape of the fierce Rudra, the lord of the TaHahgas and vanquished

the three worlds”. This was a terrible blow to the Kakaffya army, and a

state of confusion in the kingdom seems to have ensued. The Palampet

inscription avers that many chieftains "sought to claim the hand of the

KakatTya royal glory, who for a time found herself in a thorny jungle”

After his resounding victory, Jaitugi imprisoned and took with him Gaiiapati,

a nephew of Rudra and the son of the latter’s brother Mahadeva and

returned to Devagiri. Mahadeva succeeded Rudra to the KakatTya throne

and continued hostilities with Jaitugi. Like his brother, he too succumbed

in a fight with the Seunas. This might have taken place in 1198, the first

known regnal year of Mahadeva’s son Gariapati who was released from

prison and enthroned at Warangal by Jaitugi, presumably after extracting

an undertaking that he would be loyal. Ganapati’s reign was long and

throughout the period of his rule he seems to have consistently remained

loyal to the Seuna ruler.

In the Mangoli inscription, Jaitugi is credited with triumphs over a number

of rulers including the Pandyas, the Cojas, the Malavas, the Latas, the

Gurjaras, the Turuskas and the kings of Nepala and Pahcala. Such a

conventional and uncorroborated claim need not be taken seriously, though

one cannot rule out the possibility of a Seuna clash with at least the Malwa

ruler. Much of Jaitugi's success was due to his able general Sahkama,*

the lord of Tardavadi. Of the several petty chiefs who were feudatories

under the Cajukyas, not all were loyal to Bhillama V and Jaitugi, though

it seems that ^yideva and Hemadrideva, the Nikumbha chiefs, owed
allegiance to Devagiri.

SINGHANA (1 200-46)

We have noticed above that there are different accounts in inscripttons

regarding the initial year of Sirigharia. Broadly speaking, among as many

as seventy-two inscriptions giving such different dates for his accession,

26. a XVIII, 1925-26, p 351.

27. HAS, Monograph 3.

28. BG. I, ii, p 521.
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succeeded his father, in the usual course, in 1200 in the northern teg/Oh

whereas in the area which he occupied by. defeating the Hoy^fas

subsequently by about 1210, he was considered as having come to power

in that year. This view is supported by an inscription of 1226-27^® which

states that sixteen years had passed then after the entry of Sihghana into

the region (nadu) which was obviously below the Malaprabha, where the

findspot of the inscription, viz. Doni, is located. Sihghana’s' entry through

conquests in this region took place in 1210-11 according to this inscription,

and the bulk of records coming from this area count Sihghana’s regnal

years from this year. We are on surer grounds regarding the date of fs

demise, which fell sometime in the last quarter of 1 247. There are as many

as six records which show that Sihghana was ruling till October 1247 while

some inscriptions place the commencement of the rule of his successor

and grandson Kannara in March 1246. This overlapping indicates that

Kannara was actively associated with the administration of the kingdom

during the life of his grandfather himself.

Sihghana was, by any standard, the greatest ruler of the Seuna dynasty

and was blessed with a long and eventful reign. He appeared on the

political stage at a time when the humiliating defeat suffered at the hands

of the Hoy^aja Bajlala II was not avenged and when events in the north-east

invited a strong hand to exploit the situation to his advantage. Further,

there were at least sporadic cases of centrifugal tendencies developing with

the unmistakable intention of challenging the central authority and proclaiming

independence. The great warrior and shrewd diplomat that he was, Sihghana

brought a large area under his control by the might of his arm and posted
his trusted lieutenants in charge of them and thus politically consolidated

what was militarily won. Inscriptions®® describe him

as a moon to the lotus Bhoja, an axe to the forest of Arjuna, a furious

storm blast to the feeble crowd of the Gurjaras, a thunderbolt on the

mountain Magadha, a Rama to that Pulastya the Coja, a Siva to the

Gauda poison, the bestower of new widowhood on the dames of the
lord of the horse... a river raging flood in dashing upon the massive
bank BaHaja, a conqueror of Vihansar^a.

The prevalence of many of his inscriptions in the southern regions of
present Karnataka state is indicative of his victorious inroads in the south.®’
The list of the kings whom he is said to have reduced includes those of
Artga, Kalirtga, Nepala, Cera, Lata, Pallava, VertgT and Sindhu. That this is

29. Sll, XV, no 171,

30. JBBRAS, IX, Ins. no 33, p 326.

31. eC. VIII. Sb. 221, 224, 227, 309. 376; StI, IX, nos 363-67.
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a conventional list is evident from the inclusion of the Pallavas who had

gone out ot history in the ninth century, unless it is taken to refer to the
later Pallava chieftain Kdpperuhjihga. However, the military achievements of
Sirfghana cannot be doubted.

Before embarking upon a career of conquest, Sihgharia desired to avenge

the defeat of his grandfather, Bhillama V, at Hoy^ja hands. The appearance

of his inscriptions in the region below the Malaprabha, as early as 1202,“

indicates that he moved successfully down south to occupy the prestigious

Belvoja and Banavasi regions, and in due course he succeeded in occupying

the entire area up to the river Tungabhadra. He achieved this feat by

subduing all the subordinate rulers, such as the Kadambas of Goa, the

Silaharas, the Rattas of Saundatti and the Kadambas of Banavasi. The
Sindas of Belagutti, who were originally the vassals of the Hoy§§!as, now
turned to Sihghana’s side and this helped the latter in the easy occupation

of the southern region. Events, as recorded in inscriptions of this period,

show that Sihghana completed the occupation of the region up to the

Tungabhadra by 1220. Conflicts with the HoySajas continued almost till the

end of his rule, and the preoccupation of the Hoy^alas in the politics of

the further south in the Tamil region helped him to consolidate his hold in

this region.

Many are the inscriptions from the northern districts of Karnataka state

attesting to the fact that in about 1212-13 those areas came under Seuna

control. The Gadag and the Paithan“ records mention that he overthrew

BaMala. It thus appears that immediately after his accession and in the

years preceding it, Sihghana was busy regaining the areas which were

virtually the bone of contention between the Hoy^ajas and the Seunas.

This was only a prelude to greater achievements in the years to come.

The Tilluvalli inscription^'* of Sihghana mentions that he defeated a certain

Jajjaladeva, conquered Baljaja, subdued Bhoja of Panhaja and humbled

the sovereign of Malwa. The ruler Bhoja of Panhaja referred to was apparently

Bhoja II of the Silahara dynasty of Kolhapur. The Silahara forces were

routed and the king fled to the fort of Panhaja (Pamala); but he seems to

have been driven from there too, and the whole of the Silahara kingdom

was annexed to that of the Seunas, as many be seen from the provenance

of a few Seuna inscriptions.“ AH these seem to have taken place not later

than 1217.

An inscription dated in the following year“ (1218) refers to Sihghana's

conquests in Malwa and Gujarat, indicating thereby that almost immediately

after his triumphant inroad into the Sil§hara kingdom he marched further

32. S/£R, 1927-28, App. E. no 264.

33. M, XIV, p 314.

34. JBBRAS, XII, p 326.

35. SMHD, III, p 19.

36. BO, VII. Sk. no 91.
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north. The political conditions in Malwa and Gujarat were helpful— the

Caulukyas and the Paramaras waging endless wars which exhausted both.

The Paramara ruler Arjunavarman, a son of Subhatavarman, had married

a Hoy^aja princes, which, besides other reasons, might have induced

Sirighana to clash with him at a suitable opportunity. Arjunavarman was
defeated and, if the version of Hemadri is to be relied upon, he died in

battle. This was a severe blow to the Paramara power; and after this

creditable achievement Sitighatia probably turned against the Latas. The
Lata ruler Sirpha, realising the gravity of the situation, sought and obtained

an alliance with the Caujukya king BhTma and his great minister Lavanaprasada;

and this is referred to in the drama Hamrmamadamardana. Sihgharia seems
to have returned to his capital without any known clash with the rulers of

the Lata or Caujukya kingdoms. This was not a hasty step born out of

fear of a Lata-Gurjara alliance, for we find him conducting a major expedition
two years later. The first to succumb to the Seuna might was the Cahamana
ruler Simha ruling in south Gujarat. Simha and his brother Sindhuraja were
put to death and a certain Sahgramasirnha or Karikhs, a son of Sindhuraja,
was imprisoned for a while and later released and allowed to rule from
Croach as a Seuna .feudatory.

Sangramasirnha attempted to seize the fort of Cambay which belonged
to the Lata kingdom and was administered by Vastupala, who was
appointed in 1219 by Lavanaprasada. Sahgramasirnha was probably
emboldened to do so because of political troubles in the Caujukya and
Paramara kingdoms created by the ambitious designs of the Marwar ruler
and the Turks. Sahgramasirnha was, however, defeated by Vastupala and
the loss was heavy. He therefore, sought the help of his Seuna suzerain,
Sihgharia, and advised him to ally with Devapala, the then ruler of Malwa
and penetrate Gujarat. The havoc caused by the Seuna forces in Gujarat
is described vividly in poetic garb in the Kfrtikaumudf. Lavatiaprasada, the
able minister of the Cajukya ruler, seems to have adopted a clever strategy
of making Sihghana believe in the authenticity of a forged letter written by
^vapala to Sahgramasirnha. According to this letter the alliance between
Sihghana, Devapala and Sahgramasirnha was unreal and the latter two
were conspiring to attack the former from the rear and murder him. The
strat^ worked well, and Sihgharia, it appears, entered into an agreement
with Lavatiaprasada and signed a treaty.

The few years later Singhatia was tempted to try his hand again in
iprat where the political condition had meanwhile changed. Lavaiiaprasadah^ ^ed ai^ the real power was in the hands of his young grandson

^ala^va. The Seuria army was led by Rama, a brahman general who,
after displaying his bravery, died in battle. The Seuna expedition was thus
unsucx^ful and did not produce any decisive result. According to Hemadri,
Singhana registered victories over Jajalla and Kakkula, whose names remind

37. B, VIII, 1905-6, p 103.
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US of the ruling lines of Chattisgarh and Jabbalpur. This may not be entirely

exaggerated, for a few coins of Singhana have been discovered at

Chattisgarh

Sirtghana’s long reign was thus eventful with fights and skirmishes. The
might of his arm was felt by almost all his contemporaries, and he kept

the KakatTya ruler Ganapati loyal to him without, .however, waging any war
with him. Though as many as forty-two coins of Singhana have been

discovered from areas which were definitely under KakatTya hegemony, it

would be futile to postulate any Seuna sway over the KakatTya kingdom

during this period, we know for certain that the relations between Singhana

and Ganapati were very cordial.^

Sirighatia’s military successes were as much due to the superior talents

of his able generals (like Kholesvara and Bicatia) as to his own; the former

was a governor of Khandesh and Berar, and the latter that of Karnataka

in the south. It was a shrewd stroke of diplomacy on the part of Sihgharia

to have honoured them with fiefs and given them necessary authority and

independence to guard the Seutia kingdom from the periphery. But it proved

to be rather unstatesmanlike on the part of Sirighatia to have exhausted

the energies of the Gurjaras at a time when they needed all the support

against the Turks from the north. Not long after, Sirighana’s own dyna^
was driven from the stage by those Turks whom he could have probably

checked provided he had allied with the Gurjaras.

Preoccupied as it was with wars and conquests, the reign of Sihgharia

also saw the progress of arts and science. In the Seuria court at the time

of Sihgharia Sarahgadeva is said to have written the Sadgltaratnakara, a

well known work pn music, and also a commentary on this is believed to

have been written by the king himself. Sihgharia’s court was adorned by

the two wellknown astronomers of medieval India, Anantadeva and

Cahgadeva. The former wrote commentaries on astronomical works and

the latter established an astronomical college.

The Seuria kingdom expanded to the maximum extent during the reign

of Sihgharia. He pushed the Hoysajas down the Tungabhadra and effectively

established his rule over Belvoja and the Banavasi provinces, thus completing

the occupation of a major portion of the erstwhile Calukya kingdom. The

region of Goa and Konkan under the Kadambas and Silaharas were annexed

to the Seuria kingdom, and the Arabian Sea became its western boundary.

The Narmada appeared to be the northern border. In the east, a considerable

part of western Andhra was included in the Seuria kingdom. The inscriptions

of this dynasty have been discovered in Anantapur and Kumool districts

of the present Andhra Pradesh.

38. JNSI, Vlll. 1946, p 151.

39. R. Subrahmanyam, A Catsiogue of YSdava Cokis in the Anckua Pradesh State Museum,

Hyderabad, p. 90.
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KANNARA (1 247-61 )

The names of the two wives of Sihghana are known to be Jehadevi and

Kavaladevi, Sihghana’s son Jaitugi was a Yuvaraia ih 1229. But he seems

to have died sometime before Sirtghana's death, for the latter who succeeded

by his grandson Kannara. The new ruler who ascended the throne towards

the end of 1247 was naturally young and enthusiastic with a flair for military

enterprises.

In many inscriptions, Kannara is credited with a number of conquests.

In the Munoli record he is described as "endowed with all power, the

great lord of DvaravatTpura, a Trinetra to the Madana like Malava, the terrifier

of Gurjararaja, one who caused the Kortkanaraja to tumble, the thruster

out of the Hoysajaraja, the restorer of the feluhgaraya,”^ and so on the

same record alludes further to his conquest of Tripura. Hemadri adds that

he destroyed the forces of VTsala, the king of Gujarat.

Since the Munoli inscription’s reference to Kannara’s victory over the

Malwa ruler is repeated in the Mamadapur record'" also; it was probably

not a conventional boast. As this victory is mentioned in inscriptions

assignable to his early years, it seems that the expedition was undertaken

almost immediately after his coronation. The troubled political conditions in

the Paramara kingdom resulting from lltutmish’s victories were favourable

for intervention, and Kannara was not allowed to realise that. The reigning

Paramara king was Jaitugideva, who was either killed or severely defeated

by Kannara. The next to be dealt with was the Gurjara ruler VTsaladeva

who, according to Hemadri, was defeated by Kannara. However, in the

Dabhoi inscription, victory is claimed for VTsaladeva over the Seutia king.

These two irreconcilable statements show that either there were two stages
in the battle or the final outcome was indecisive.

Kannara also continued hostilities with the Hoy^ajas. His contemporary
at Dvarasamudra was S6me§vara against whom he sent his troops under
a general named Camurida. The general was successful in taking some
parts. The preoccupation of Some^vara with the problems of the Tamil
region appears to have helped Kannara in pushing himself further south in

the HoySaja territory. The existence of his inscriptions in the Chitradurga
district corroborate this. However, the Hoy^ja records also claim victory
for their master.

Bicana, an able general of Sihghana, continued to serve under Kannara
and is said -to have defeated the Pan^as.^ This claim, however, appears
to be a conventional one without any historical basis. A few inscriptions
refer to Kannara’s successes over many rulers, but since they are
uncon'oborated it is unsafe to take them at their face value.

40. JBBRAS, Xll, pp 38-39; Kl, I, p 72
41. El, XIX, 1927-28, p 27.

42. The Paithan plates also refer to this, cf, M, VI p 196
43. JABBRAS, Xll, p 42.
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The reign of Kannara, like that of his predecessor, also saw some literary

activity. One of his ministers, Jalhana, is said to have been the author of

the anthology Suktimuktavalf. Another work produced in this period was
Amalananda’s Vedantal^pataru, a commentary on Shanaf/of Vacaspatimtera.

Kannara was a man of religious disposition. One of his inscriptions describes

him as Vedoddhara or the upholder of the Vedas.^ Hemadri says that he

performed several sacrifices and rejuvenated dhaiwa which had become
emaciated in the course of time.^® The Ulacarita tells us that he had high

regard for the saints of the Mahanubh§vi sect and that he went to Lonar

along with his brother to meet Cakradhara, the founder of this sect.^ Based
on bhakti of god Krsna this sect made no distinction between caste and
community and gave an impetus to the composition of works in Marathi.

MAHADEVA (1 261 -70)

An interesting feature of the Seuna rule in this period was the joint rule

of Kannara with his brother Mahadeva. The latter became a yuvaraja soon

after Kannara became the king.^^ Later, he was jointly associated with the

administration of the kingdom. An inscription sioecifically refers to this joint

rule^® and the Vedantakalpatarv also allludes to it.

The latest known date for Kannara is May 1261 and the earliest for

Mahadeva is August 1 261 A copper plate grant with the latter date states

that it was made on 21 August on the occasion of his coronation.®® It is

obvious that Mahadeva came to the throne in that month, if not on 21 st itself.

Mahadeva came to the throne in 1261 and ruled not as a regent but

as a king in his own right, though there might have been an understanding

that after Mahadeva the throne should pass on to Kannara’s young son

Ramacandra. Mahadeva was a warrior king and is described as a

tempestuous wind that blew away the heap of cotton in the shape

of Tailartga country. The prowess of his arm was like a thunderbolt

that shattered the mountain in the shape of the pride of the swaggering

Gurjara; he destroyed the king of the Konkan with ease and reduced

the arrogant sovereign of Karnata and Lata to mockery.

This summarised the major political events of Mahadeva’s reign, though it

is possible that some of the achievements claimed are much exaggerated.

The first to be defeated by Mahadeva was the $ilahara ruler SomeSvara.

44. Kl, I, p 12.

45. RS^xa^asti, BG, I, ii, p 195.

46. JH P 200.

47. a XIX, 1927-28, p 22.

48. AflS/E,’ 1933-34, BK, no 185.

49. BrsftmasOtra, Baiikara BhSsya with BhSmati, Ksipatanj and Parimat, Introduction to

Katpatani, vv, 13 and 7 of the concluding portion.

50. El, XXXII, pp 311.
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The Silahara royal house consisted of two branches®’ ruling in the Konkan

region, of which one branch had Kolhapur as its capital and ruled as a

feudatory of the Seunas. Sdme^vara, who probably tried to assert his.

independence, seems to have been defeated on land and sea and finally

killed. The Silahara region was brought under Seutia control.

Then came the turn of the KakatTya kingdom where the ruler Gaiiapati

was succeeded in 1261 by his daughter Rudramba. This seems to have
encouraged insubordination in the kingdom. Only a trusted chief like Kayastha
Jarinigadeva and his brothers Tripurari and Ambadeva were royal. Raceiia

Prasaditya and others were not in full cooperation with the ruling queen.
Mahad§va invaded the KakatTya kingdom hoping to get for himself as much
as possible, but he seems to have met with an unpalatable experience.
Hemadri claims a victory for him find says that he took many KakatTya
elephants. Proceeding further, he says that after this victory Mahadeva did
not press his might as the incumbent on the KakatTya throne was a queen.
But this entire account of Hemadri seems to be a poetic overestimation
of his patron’s might, for other evidence show that the outcome of his
fight with Rudramba was ultimateiy unfavourable to Mahadeva. According
to the Pratapacaritra, the KakatTya queen inflicted defeat on him and followed
his retreating forces as far as Devagiri.®^ It is significant in this connection
to note that one of the coins of Mahadeva bears the KakatTya emblem
Varaha along with Seuna symbols; the Varaha was probably struck on
Mahadeva’s coins as an indication of KakatTya triumph.®® A fragmentary
record in Kannada®’* which speaks of the triumph of the KakatTya general
Bhairava over the Seuna army apparently corroborates this setback for
Mahadeva.

This was not the only discomfiture for the Seuna ruler. He had also to
bear the weight of Hoy^ja power; and in this he took the offensive and
started the attack. He had miscalculated the strength of the Hoy^alas, who
were then in two branches, of which one under the young Narasimha II

was ruling in the northern parts of the kingdom. The outcome seems to
have been completely unfavourable to the invader. While the Seuna records
are signific^tly silent about this, Hoy^aja inscriptions®® reveal that Mahadeva
ed from the battlefield. However, the existence of Seuna records in the

Chitradurga district) does ‘speak of Seuna
influence in that region.

Ramacandra allude to Mahadeva’s triumphs over
VTsaladeva. As Visaladeva died in 1262, Mahadgva should have defeated

53. Ibid.

«. ARIE. 1956-57, App. B. no 181.
55. BC. IV, Ngm, no 9; V, Chn, no 269.
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him almost immediately after his accession.®® Mahadeva had also to face

a Kadamba uprising which, however, was put down by his general

BaHge-deva. The Harihara inscription®^ credits him with victories over the

Gaudas and Utkalas which, in the absence of any corroborative evidence,

deserves to be ignored. Hemadri flourished in the court of Mahadeva. He
held the position of $nl^ranadhipa. He was a noted author and builder.

His Caturvargacintamani is a wellknown work on the Dharma^astra. Many
of the temples of his period are associated with his name as built in

Hemadpanti style. Mahadeva’s queen Vaijayi was deeply religious. She is

said to have built the temple of Vaijanatha at Paithan. The latest known
inscription of Mahadeva is placed in the middle of 1271 and the earliest

date known for Ramacandra is January 1272. We can, therefore, place the

coronation of Ramacandra towards the end of 1271. Between these two
dates, Mahadeva’s son Amana had occupied the Seuna throne. There were

presumably some family quarrels and palace intrigues. Ramacandra was
favoured by even the close associates of Mahadeva, such as HemSdri and

Tikkama. The fact that he was the legitimate heir also endowed him wrth

charisma in public estimation. He ther^ore, planned to stage a coup d'itat

and gain the throne for himself. He described as having got out of the

capital with a few of his loyal followers and come to Amatia’s court disguised

as wanderirig actors. While staging a performance in which Amaria was
deeply^ interested, the followers of Ramacandra seized him and enabled

their leader to obtain the throne. Works like Bhanuvilasa, a mahanubhava
work and Nagadevacaritra of Parasuramavyasa refer to this story and the

latter states that Ramacandra even killed Amana. The Purusottampuri plates®®

of Ramacandra allude to Amarra’s martial exploits, but as he had a short

reign of only a few months, one has to ignore it.

ramacandra (1271-1312)

After ousting Amana, Ramacandra enthroned himself towards the end of

1271
,
though a few records,®® apparently ignoring the insignificant intervening

reign of Amana, push back even that to 1270. Almost immediately after

his accession, he undertook an expedition against the Paramaras and the

Gurjaras. The political condition of the Paramara kingdom during the period

was confused, and the reigning, king Vaghela Arjuna was in conflict with

his minister— a situation which was well exploited by the young Seuria

ruler. The Udari inscription®® reveals that it was not difficult for Ramacandra

56. If is also not unlikely that the mention of Mahadeva’s victory over Visaladeva in the

Paithan plates (M, XIV, p 341) is a reference to what he had achiev^ in the preceding reign

as a yuvaraja.

57. EC, XI, Dg. no 59.

58. El, XXV, 1939-40, p 205.

59. EC, VIII, Sb. 209.

60. MASR, 1929, p 143.
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to assert his military prowess. We are, however, not on definite grounds

regarding any decisive victory over the Gurjaras. While the Cintra stone

inscription®’ of Sarahgadeva alludes to the triumph of the Gurjaras in this

conflict, the Thana Plates®^ credit the Seunas with victory.

TTie traditional enmity between the Seunas and the HoySalas was unceasing,

and one of the bloodiest battles— the last between the two dynasties— was

fought in Ramacandra’s reign. This time the offensive was taken by the

Seuna ruler who started the campaign after making adequate preparations.

The task of conducting military operations was given to such distinguished

warriors and generals as Sa|uva-Tikkama, Joyideva, Haripala and

Irungola-Cbja II of Nirgunda. They were ably supported by the general,

Kannaradeva, and ministers, Caundarasa and Vanadevarasa. The first four

marched as far south as Belavadi quite close to the capital Dorasamudra,

and were planning to capture the Hoy^aja capital, when Hoy^ala Narasirnha

despatched a strong force under his generals, Ahka and Maideva. The

Hoy^ajas were, however, overpowered. Doravadi in the kurgoda country

(modem Karugodu in Hassan district) was attacked by the Seuna general

Kannaradeva and the two ministers mentioned above: here, also, the Seuna

won but not before the Hoysaja chief Sihgeya-Nayaka killed the Seuna

minister Vanadivarasa. Emboldened by success, Sajuva-Tikkama advanced

to Dorasamudra and laid siege to it— a difficult situation which put the

Hoy^la forces at their best and forced them to fight with remarkable

bravery and convert an impending and gloomy defeat into a fairly

comfortable and relieving victory. We learn that Hoysaja Narasirnha III, with

the heroic help of dedicated warriors like Cikkadeva, At^kanayaka and
Khatideyaraya-Ratieya,®^ was able to destroy a strong contingent of 12,000
Seutia cavalry and force Saluva-Tikkama and his army to retreat up to

Dhummi. On the Hoysala side, many valiant generals had laid down their

lives, among whom mention should be made of Nanjeya and Gullaya but
the ultimate success was a well-merited one. Referring to the role of

Afika-Nayaka in the battle, a Hoysaja inscription says:

I will take Dvarasamudra in a singie minute was the boast of Tlkkamarasa:
but when brave Ahkaya fell upon the Yadava forces, Haripala was
afraid, Sajuva, Tikkama fled, and Joyideva best his mouth... though
S§juva had spread over the whole country of Belavadi, Ahkaya gave
him time neither to remove his last encampment nor to take food,
and drove him back as far as Dhummi.®^

As the defeat thus inflicted on the Seuna ruler was a severe one,

61. El, I, 1888-92, p 271.

62. B, XII, 1913-14, p 198.

1tiis Khan0eyarSya-Rineya was a son of Mumma^i Singa-nSyaka of Kummata who was
resisting the Seunas.

64. EC, V, Belur, nos 120, 165, 167.
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Ramacandra did not think it feasibie to force a showdown again. This battie

took place in February 1276. The unhappy quarrels between the Hoy^aja

brothers Narasiipha and Ramanatha prevented them from taking any effective

steps to avenge the Seuna offensive. There might have been minor clashes

but a major war of the kind mentioned above and known to previous

generations was never to recur.

On the eastern border, the Kakatlyas had indeed grown stronger under

the queen Rudramba, and Ramacandra could not succeed in his military

manoeuvres against that kingdom. His predecessor Mahadeva had already

suffered a setback and Ramacandra’s position was no better. Instead of

a frontal attack on the KakafTya kingdom, Ramacandra appears to have

supported the dissident chiefs of the KakatTya queen (such as Ambadeva).
This resulted in the retaliation by the KakatTya queen, and one of their

generals Vitthaladivanayaka captured quite a few forts in the Seuiia territory

including Raichur, where he built a fort in 1294.®®

The Purusottampuri plates®® of Ramacandra credit him with conquests

over a wide area, though it is difficult to take the description at its face

value. He is said to have defeated the rulers of Vajr§kara (Vairagarh, near

Chanda) and Bhandagara (Bhandara). The next target of attack was Tripuri,

the once famous seat of Kalacuri power. Varanasi was then conquered

and even occupied for some time. Minor chiefs of palli, Mahima and,

Sangand Kheta were forced to bear his might. Ramacandra is also credited

with conquests in Kanyakubja and Kailasa but these are recognisably

figments of poetic imagination.

The next important event of Ramacandra’s reign was the devastating

invasion of Ala-ud-din Khaiji, governor of Kara-Manikpur and nephew of

Firuz Shah Khaiji in 1296. The shrewd tactician that he was, Ala-ud-din

chose a time when the bulk of the Seuna army was away with the prince

Sihgharia III and the queen, who were on pilgrimage. He was also careful

not to let out his intention to invade Devagiri; on the other hand he

pretended to march against Canderi and then Rajamahendri. The news of

the expedition of Ala-ud-din with a strong forcp was communicated to

Ramacandra by the governor of Lachur, but before the Seuna king could

make effective preparation, Ala-ud-din marched in haste and reached his

capital. With a large part of his army away from Devagiri, Ramacandra had

to meet the invader with only his militia which was a poor match to

Ala-ud-din’s cavalry. The Seuna king was forced to conclude peace involving

a humiliating payment of huge indemnity which included 1,5CX) pounds of

gold besides jewels, pearls, elephants and horses. He also agreed to part

every year with an amount equal to that of the revenues of Elichpur district

and give his daughter in marriage. When the news of the Khaiji invasion

reached the crown prince Sahkaradeva, he rushed back to Devagiri with

65. ARE. 1957-58. App. no 383.

66. B. YXSJ, 1939-40, p 199.
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his enormous force and is said to have offered battle to Ala-ud-din and

was defeated by him.®^

This successful invasion by Ala-ud-din shattered the prestige of the Siuna

kingdom, let loose fissiparous tendencies and tempted the Kakafiyas arid

Hoy^ajas to take advantage of the situation. The KakatTyS ruler Prataparudra

annexed a sizable part of the Seuna kingdom in the present Anantapur

and Raichur districts without much difficulty. Ramacandra is not known to

have waged war against Prataparudra, and the discovery of a coin of his

in the Ibrahimabad village in Mahbubnagar district is best taken as "a
prized possession of a private collector”®® rather than as indicative of Seuna
sway in the Kakafiya kingdom. The Hoy^ajas were also not slow in regainiiig

'parts of their lost territories and Banaja III, the reigning king, and his general

Garigeya Sahani brought Banavasi, Santalige and Kogali under their control.

In the years of the fourteenth century, the Kakafiya Prataparudra was
able to inflict defeat on the forces of Ala-ud-din who were marching from
Bengal. This event seems to have made Ramacandra hastily conclude that

the Turkish army was no longer mighty and that he could discontinue the
faithful despatch of annual tribute. Presumably the heir-apparent Siilghana
III had a large share in moulding such an opinion. This should necessarily
have provoked Ala-ud-din’s wrath. Added to this was Sifighatia’s desire to
many DevaladevT, a daughter of Vaghela Karria, whom the Sultan himself
wanted to marry. It is said that when DevaladevT was being brought to
Devagiri from Nandurbar by a brother of Sitighana, the princes was seized
by th§ Sultan’s forces and taken to Delhi. In 1307 Ala-ud-din sent a force
under Malik-Kafur to punish the Seunas. The Seuna prince was defeated
and king Ramacandra was imprisoned and taken to Delhi but was released
with great courtesy and allowed to rule again as a loyal feudatory. Ramacandra
never chose again to antagonise or provoke the Sultan and remained loyal
to him until his death in 1312. During the Kahiji invasions under Malik-Kafur
against the Kakatiyas in 1309 and the Hoysalas in 1311, Ramacandra
rendered great help to the invading forces as much by his loyalty to the
Si^n as by his delight at the prospect of the defeat of his two rivals.
Ramacandra's reign was thus crowded with events, both happy and sad.

K
promise and initially showed some strength

1̂, 1
— of the kingdom became manifest even during the first

K^^i invasion. It was unfortunate that the four prominent southern powers
Hoysalas and Pandyas in the extreme

south busied themselves waging mutual wars and exhausting their energy

to Ns T ^ Ramacandra's son responded favourawy^^ o
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and resources rather than in realising the common dangw that came from

the north. Ere long the powers had to pay the price for their unstatesmahlike

political activities.

SINGHANA III (1 312)

Of the three sons of Ramacandra—Sihghana III, BaHaja and BhTma—the
first and the eldest, succeeded his father in 1312.®® His reign was short,

but eventful. Even as a prince Sihghana was valiantly opposed to

Ramacandra’s policy of meekly surrendering to Ala-ud-din Khaiji, and on

his accession refused to accept the suzerainty of the Sultan. It is hardly

possible to exaggerate the boldness of the new ruler in having chosen to

antagonise the most powerful ruler of his time with a force which was
hardly adequate to meet the dangerous consequences that were bound to

ensue. Ala-ud-din sent his general Malik-Kafur again to punish the rebellious

Seuna. Sihghana was easily defeated, taken prisoner and killed. The Seuna

administration was taken over by Malik Kafur himself who stayed in Devagiri

for three .years. The Turkish hegemony was not recognised by a few

peripheral chiefs in the south, but Malik Kafur was interested more in

consolidating his conquest by effective administration than in subduing petty

governors. In 1315 Malik Kafur left Devagiri for Delhi after entrusting the*

kingdom to Ain-ul-Mulk; but he also had to leave the S§una capital soon

for other work in the north. This situation was exploited by a certain

Harapaladeva and his minister Raghava who proclaimed Seuna authority.

This Harapaladeva was presumably a son-in-law of Ramacandra while

Raghava^® was a trusted minister even under the latter. But this restoration

was too short-lived, for in 1318 the new Khaiji ruler, Qutb-ud-din Mubarak

Shah, easily overthrew Harapaladeva and again annexed the S§una kingdom.

The minister Raghava, who had 10,000 cavalry with him, had to retreat

and was traced and defeated by Khusru Khan, the commander of the

invading Khaiji forces. Harapaladeva was killed and Turkish personnel were

put in charge of the reconquered kingdom and its districts. Thus, the

independent rule of the Seunas came to an end in 1318, though the family

lingered on for some time. We have information about at least two members
of this family who survived Sihghana III. One of them was Bhillama VI, the

second son of Ramacandra and the other, Mallugi III, the son of Sihghana

III. However, both of them were too weak to assert any authority. Mallugi

figures in an inscription of Muhammad bin Tughluq dated 1333-34.^^

69. Under Ramacandra, Bimba served as a governor in south Gujarat and Ballala in south

Maharashtra.

70. He seems to be the same person mentioned in the Ramtek inscription, El, XXV,

1939-40, no 8, II 16-17.

71. ARIE, 1962-63. App. B, no 744.



Chapter V

THE HOYSALAS

The HoySAi^s rose in importance in Karnataka from the beginning of the

eleventh century after the Western Gahgas quit the stage. Their home lay

in that belt of Karnataka which lay to the west of Gahgavadi, which was

occupied by several mountain chieftains who served as a sort of buffer

between the Coja and the Cajukya empires on that side. They owed

allegiance at first to the Western Calukyas of Kalyana but declared their

independence in the latter half of the twelfth century when the Kafacuri

revolution weakened the Cajukyas. They retained their position as a major

power throughout the thirteenth century and successfully sought to maintain

the balance for a time between the rising power of the Pandyas of Madura

and the declining power of the Cojas. The Muslim inroads of the early

fourteenth century disturbed the political order of south India and Bapla
III, the last great Hoy^aja monarch, lost his life in a war against the sultan

of Madurai (1342).

The three centuries of Hoy^aja rule in Karnataka witnessed notable

developments in the realm of Kannada literature besides the rise and
fulfilment of a remarkable school of architecture and sculpture which is not

the least among the titles of the Hoysajas to historic fame.

Like the Rastrakutas and other great families, the Hoy^alas traced their

descent from the moon and claimed to belong to the widespread tribe of

the Seunas, the descendants of Yadu. In their records they are often

designated Yadava-kularribara-clyumani or sun in the sky which is the family

of the Yadavas, and Dvaravaff-puravaradhTi^vara or supreme lord of

DvaravatT—the best of towns. DvaravatT, the modem Dvaraka at the western
extremity of Kathiawad, was the legendary capital of Krena, an incarnation

of Visnu in the Yadava line, and it was after this city that the Hoy^alas
named their capital in Karnataka as Dvarasamudra or Dorasamudra, known
as HalebTdu

—
‘‘old house" in later times. The first seat of their government

was Belapura or Velapura (now Belur) in Hassan district about 16 kilometres

to the west of Halebidu.

The name of the dynasty is explained by a myth of which we find the
earliest record in a copper plate of 1117’ from Belur. In the lineage of
Yadu was bom ^ala who gained the favour of a Jaina ascetic. Intent upon
acquiring sovereignty for Sala, the ascetic engaged in austerities before the

1. EC. IV, Ng. 38; V, B1.58. Fa variants see bid, Ak. 71, 108; Ha. 66; B1.171; IV. No.
38: VIII, Sb. 28.

. . . w
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goddess PadmavafT of Sa^akapura. When a tiger sprang out and threatened

to interrupt and spoil the efficacy of the penance, the sage cried out "poy,

§§ja”, "Slay, 0, S§ja’’. Saja slew the tiger which was no other than the

goddess who, pleased with his valour, gave him the boon he wanted.

Hence his descendants acquired the name Poy^aja (Hoy§§!a) and the tiger

became the emblem of the dynasty. As this occurred in spring, ^aja gave

the goddess the name of VasantikadevT and, among the Hoy^aja titles

accordingly, there occurs the expression Vasantikacle\^-lalxlha-vam-pmsada.^

But the legend in some foVm appears to have been of a very ancient origin

as one of the V§lir chieftains of Tamil country, Irungove!, is described as

He is also said to have belonged to a family.which issued from the fire-pit

of an ancient sage of northern India and to have ruled in Tuvarai (Dvaraka)

for forty-nine generations before migrating to the Tamil country. The historical

connection between the Ve.lir of the early centuries ad and the Hoy^ajas,

if any, cannot now be traced.

VINAYADITYA (o. 1 045-98)

The earliest mention of the HoySalas occurs in a record of 1006 which

states that a general Aprameya, an officer of the Coja monarch Rajaraja

I, defeated a Hoy^aja minister named Nagariria and pursued or repulsed

the Hoy^ajas in war.'' But as Kielhom has pronounced the date of this

record as "of no value for historical purposes", the inscriptions mentioning

Nrpa Kama and a war between him and Rajendra Coja Kongajva, who
claims victory in a battle at Manni, must be taken to commence the history

of the Hoysaja line.® These records are dated 1022 and 1027, but it seems

Nkely that Nipa Kama continued to rule much longer, as the reign of his

puN&cS-rnal, the chieftain who felled the tiger in a verse in the Pur^ranunj?

2. The story becarne so popular with the Hoy^ja poets and sculptors that it figures in a

good many inscriptions of the dynasty and sculptures. It also adorns many Hoy^ja temples.

But it is worth noting that such depictions figure, though not frequently, in the temples of

the Cdjukyas' of Kalydna, which are much earlier than the rise of the Hoy^jas to prominence.

It appears as though the Hoy^ja poets were so inspired by this sculpture that they created

a story which became very haridy in explaining the term Hoy^ja by splitting it into hoy or

poy and safa. Tracing the origin to the mythical Yadu and the association with Dwdraka is

also in consonance with the contemporary practice of claiming supremacy and supematuralness

by the ruling tamiNes. The f^, however, seems to be that the feunily owed its origin to an

lindMdual named Poysa or Hoysa who might have been a local petty chief much before the

Hoyttjas rose to pov^. It Is significant that the word Poy^ja figures in relation to a Nojamba

chief in about the tenth century— Edis.

3. PufB'h, 2Q^.

4. ARSIE, 363 of 1901; e, VI, 1900-01, pp. 67-68.

5. EC, V, MJ.43, 44; Ag.76; VI, Mg.l9. K.A.N. Sastri rightly taReq^Nipakfima as the point

of commencement of the rule of the HoyeSjas. But he dismisses an Inscription of 1000 which

refors to the routing of a Hoy^ja chief by Aprameya, a general of the C6ja, Riyarjya I. But

it Is not unlikely that this unknown Hoy^ja chief could be Nnaak&ma or KS^ himself. He
had a long reign from c. 1000 to 1041. This KSma described in the inscriptions as Nrpakama

fought two other battles with the C6las, in about 1022 and 1028. A suggestion is also made
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son Vinayaditya does not begin much before 1048.® A record from Halebid

bearing the date 1062 states that he had been ruling Gahgavadi for long

from his capital at Dorasamudra and describes him as a Rakkasa-VoySaja

in his terrible determination.^ Yet, the provenance of his inscriptions and
those of the Cojas of the period suggest that his rule was confined to

Hassan and Kadur districts and parts of Nagamahgala taluq. Besides the

Kongajvas of Coorg and Hassan who were the feudatories of the Cojas,

the other enemies against whom Vinayaditya waged war were the numerous
mountain chiefs (the Malepas) in the neighbouring ghats and their protectors

the Kadambas of Manjarabad. Victory over them is commemorated by the
title maleparofganda assumed by Vinayaditya. The Senavaras of Cikmagajur
were also subdued early in his reign, and the turn of their northern

neighbours, the Asandi chiefs, came soon after.®

Vinayaditya had a long reign which lasted till 1098 and was more on
the side of the contemporary Calukya monarchs of Kalyana than that of
the Cojas. Some of his records do not contain any reference to an overlord.

Vinayaditya is said to have been bom at Sasapura (Sosevur, in Kadur
district, now called Argadi), the Sa^kapura of the Saja myth, and to have
owed his rise to a Jaina teacher Santideva. His queen was Keleyabbe or
Kelayadevi, mother of Ereyartga, who was associated with his father as
yuvar^ from 1063. Ereyartga is often described as the “strong staff of
the arm of the Cajukya king”, and later records say that he took Dhara,
the stronghold of the lords of Malwa, made prosperous by king Bhoja,
struck terror in the camp of the Coja, laid waste Cakragotta and broke
the power of Kalihga.® These statements mean that as yuv^ja Efeyar^ga
took part in the numerous campaigns of the reign of Cajukya S6rne§vara
I and Some^vara II, and that he aided Vikram§ditya VI in his war against
Kulotturtga.

EREYANGA (1 098-1 1 00)

After the death of Vinayaditya, his son E|;eyahga had a short reign of

1^ than two years. He was followed on the throne by Ballala I, the eldest
of his three sons by Echaladevi (1100).

BAL LALA I (1 100-1108)

Bajjija I had the title Ti1bhuvanamalla,^° a sign of his feudatory relation

one and the same person. But this

li. bopai, eds, A Htstory of Karnataka, p 260)*

Narasimhachar {MAR. 1916, p 51) postulated two Vlnayadityas on

7. MAR, 1929, p 73.

10*l^,'v?

Seneratons of Asandi -chiefs.
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to Vikramaclitya VI, the Calukya emperor with the same title. BaHaja’s

younger brother Bittiga, better known as Visnuvardhana, was made yuvar^
early in his reign with titular rule over Gahgavadi as well as the title

TriMnjvanama^la. Tradition avers that BaNaja was the victim of an incurable

disease which made it necessary for his brother to carry on the government

in his name. Inscriptions of BaNaja I appear till 1108” and those of

Visnuvardhana as sole ruler begin in a series from 1111.’^ Bajjaja must

have died in the interim. He is said to have ruled from Belapura (Belur)

and married three sisters (Padmaladevi, Cavaladevi and Boppadevi), daughters

of Dandanayaka Mariyane who received from Ba||a!a the lordship of Sindigere

as a marriage gift on a day in Saka 1025 roughly corresponding to 13

October 1103. The sisters were highly accomplished in the sciences and

in singing and dancing.

No doubt, the rule of BaMaja I was dominated by the active participation

of his younger brothers Visnuvardhana and Udayaditya. But it was BaMaja

who first raised the banner of revolt against the ruling monarch Calukya

Vikramaditya VI. Backed by his enthusiastic brothers, particularly

Visnuvardhana, Bajjaja dared to function almost as an independent king

and indulged in territorial expansion. Vikramaditya noticed the moves of this

southern subordinate and sent his vassal Paramara Jagaddeva to show

Bajjaja his place. But the Hoysaja chief had an upper hand in this scuffle.

Encouraged by this, the Hoysaja stepped up his expansionist activities and

soon overpowered the Cerigajvas and occupied Ajvakheda. The Parrdyas

of UccahgT became the next target and the Ho^ja army crossed the

Tungabhadra. Vikramaditya thought that it was time to curb the unruly

chief. He sent his general Sinda AcugT II for the purpose. AcugT successfully

put down the Hoysaja and made him withdraw to his capital, conceding

to the victor the newly acquired territories.

When Visnuvardhana succeeded Bajjaja in 1108, he renewed the

expansionist activities as the circumstances had become more favourable

to him. Under his leadership the Hoysaja power rose from a feudatory rank

to that of an almost independent sovereignty and crossed swords on equal

terms with the Cojas and Cajukyas. The wars of Visnuvardhana lasted for

almost half a century. During this time he gave no rest to himself or his

11. MAR. 1925, 52.

12. Rice, Mysore sni Coorg, p 99. The arguments advanced for reckoning Visnuvardhana’s

reign from 1095 (JfMS, 1915, p 1534) will not bear scrutiny. The traditional date of Ramanuja’s

visit, Bahaudanya corresponding to 1099, has little bearing on the question, as Bittiga might

have embraced Vaisnavism as yi/var^ia or some years after Ramanuja’s arrival in Karnataka.

The date of the Kurrtamaduru record is irregular, and the titles which the king gets in it

include the capture of Tajakad and Hangal, events which took place later than 1 1 13. Lastly,

in the record of the Dundhubhi year 1142, the significance of the figure 45 is by no means

clean cf. EC, V, Ak. 34 dated S&fca 1022 mrama samvatsara ippatteradavya Yuva samvatsara,

where the first Baka and cyclic year are correct, but the remaining entries 22 VtAa samvatsara

are a puzzle. A Tamil irrsciiption from Dodbaliapur (EC, IX, Db. 11) which canrrot be eariier

than 1113 when the area passed under \fisiiuvardhana, is dated in the twelfth reonal year.
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opponents. There are many accounts of his achievements in inscriptions.

Nevertheless, it is by no means easy to follow his progress step by step, as tfie

authors of the pm^tls bestowed more attention on imaginative and

picturesque writing than on the temporal sequence ofthe events they described.

The more picturesque details occur in inscriptions of relatively later dates and

often it is difficuit to distinguish facts from the fancy of the panegyrist. And the

convention of ascribing to any ruler of a family the known achievements of all

his predecessors is another complicating factor. An inscription of 1160,^® for

instance, says that Visnuvardhana conquered Majwa and Cakrakotta and
captured the elephants of SomeSvara. This may be at least in part a repetition

of the work of Eneyartga or even Vinayaditya in the reign of CSjukya Sdme§vara
I. But an earlier inscription of 1 11

7'* describes him specificaliy as “a powerful

lion in devouring the fierce elephant SomeSvara,” and as having "displayed his

valour before ManikyadevTof the Cakrakotta throne’ ’

. Another record’® says that

he "terrified S6me6vara, the brd of the mighty celebrated Cakrakotta", and we
know that S6me§vara, the Sinda ruler of parts of modem Bastar died in

1111 -12.’®
It seems probable, therefore, that there was a fresh war waged by

Cajukya Vikramaditya VI against the Sinda miers of Bastar in which
Visnuvardhana distinguished himself greatly while he was yet yuvari^.'^

Another early campaign of Visnuvardhana, while his brother was still

ruling, was directed against the Pandyas of Uccahgi. Starting as rulers of

a part of Nojambavadi in modern Bellary district, these rulers had gradually
penetrated into Karnataka and by the time of BaNala I, had made themselves
masters of the greater part of Chitradurga district. Like the Hoy^ajas, they
too owed their rise to the favour of Vikramaditya VI, whom they aided in

his wars against his brother Sdme^vara II allied with the Cbla Kulottur’iga
I. The progress of these two neighbouring feudatory powers naturally brought
them into conflict with each other and the Hoysajas, who found their
expansion blocked on the east and south by the powerful Cola empire,
seem to have been the aggressors. Baljaja and Visnuvardhana claim to
have beaten vyithout mercy the pride of the Pandya and seized the wealth
of his kingdom",'® and this was apparently no empty boast. But Cajukya
Vikramaditya VI who began to view with concern the expansion of Hoy6a|a
power naturally befriended the victims of their aggression and caused a
diversion by sending an expedition under Jagaddeva,’® a Paramara prince
from Malwa who had entered his service. An inscription of this prince from

13. EC, VI, Kd. 69. 14. ItM, V, B1, 58.

15. Ibid, VI, Mg. 22.

16. El, IX, 1907-08, pp leOf.; also ARE, 1909, pp 111f

Kv^.'S***'*'*'
19. Jagaddeva was identified by Fleet (DKD, p 494) with reservations with a Santfira chieftain

of that name, a feudatory of Jagadekamalla II and Taija III or some ancestor of his. But the
HoySfila inscriptions clearly call him the ruler of Malwa, and there Is no doubt that Jagsxldeva,
the son of UdayScHtya, is meant.
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Jainad” says that he conquered the Andhra king, subdued the king pf

Candradurga and entered the city of Dorasamudra. The Hoy^a.la inscriptions*

likewise mention the Majave^vara Jagaddeva among the commanders sent

against the Hoy^aja by the Cajukya emperor. They also portray a spirited

engagement between Jagaddeva riding on an elephant and BaHaja I on

horseback in which Jagaddeva hailed BaNala as a "fine horseman”, to

which Bajlaja answered that he was no mere cavalier, but VTra BaHaja,

and then wrought great havoc among Jagaddeva's troops. The taik of

Jagaddeva losing his kingdom (Saptahga) to the Hoy^ajas is, of course,

exaggeration. Not perhaps a success in the military sense, the expedition

of Jagaddeva against the Hoy^aja kingdom served its main strategic purpose

of relieving the pressure on the Pandyas who are seen to continue their

rule in Nojambavadi for many years more.^’

About the same time or a little earlier, the Santara chieftains of Pombucca
(Humcha in Nagar taluq) were attacked and subjugated to Hoy^ja power.

Santara inscriptions are rarely found in the area of their rule, Santalige-1000,

between the years 1103 and 1147 and there are clear references to

Visnuvardhana as the capturer of Pombucca from the very commencement
of his separate reign.* The overthrow of Pombucca was followed up by

hostilities against the Kadambas of Banavasi. These led to no decisive

results immediately, though inscriptions from 1113 onwards include Banavasi,

Belvola, Palasige and Hangal among the conquests of Visnuvardhana.*

VISNUVARDHANA (1 108-52)

The war against the Cola power and the conquest of Gahgavadi was

doubtless among the first achievements of Visnuvardhana after he became
the sole ruler on his brother’s death. He is described as the capturer of

Tajakad and Bhujabala VTra Gahga Pratapa Hoysaja-deva in 1112,^^ but

the conquest must have been the result of several hard-fought campaigns

lasting over several years. Gahgavadi was then being administered as a

province of the Cola empire of Kulbttuhga I, and the ancient line of

Adigamans of Tagadur (Dharmapuri) in the Kongo country acted as the

representative of the Coja power in this region. The leading Hoy^ja general

was the celebrated Gahgaraja, often described as the abode of Jina-dharma

and the chief agent in increasing the prosperity of Visnuvardhana by his

counsel, energy and influence. The Cbja Samanta Adiyaman (Adigaman),

who “was stationed like the bolt of a door above the ghafs, in the camp
at Talakadu” on the frontier of the Gahgavadi-nadu, refused to surrender

at the call of Gahgarsga and told him to fight and take it.*

20. HAS, 1927-28, pp 23-24.

21. Cf. P. B. Desai, ef af, p 264 and HCP, V, p 175.

22. EC, II. 132 and 143.

23. HbW. V. Hn. 149, B1. 116; MAR. 1923, para 75.

24. MAR, 1908, para 37; £C, IV, Ng. 30.

25. ED. II, 240 (90).

H-11
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The battle that followed, was probably fought near Ta.Iakad. It decided

the fate of the Gahgavadi province. Besides Adiyaman, two other generals,

Dambdara and Narasirrihavarma, fought on the Coja side but they all fled

from their stations after defeat,* leaving the Hoy^ja forces to sweep across

the Cbja province in triumph. Jananathapura (modem Malingi), opposite

Talakad on the other side of the kaveri, was captured.^^ Gahgaraja’s

assistant Punisa dandanayaka reduced Nilagiri, defeated its ruler Kalapaja

and carried his aims as far as Keraja.* Another division of the army

marched across Kohgu.

On reaching Sankeri, the Cengiri of the inscriptions effected the deposition

of an unfriendly Adigaman chief and put in his place another Patti Perumaja,

more friendly to the conqueror. In the east, Irungoja, the lord of Rodda

and chief of Sire-nad in modem Tumkur district, was conquered and Vallur

and Tereyur reduced.* Irungbja was obviously the Tejugu-Cbda chieftain

of Nidugal who had been friendly to the Coja power.

This was followed by the capture in succession of Kolar and Nahgili and

of Koyattur in the Punganur zamindari of Chittoor district, which appears

to have marked the real limit of the Hoy^ja advance in the east, though

Visnuvardhana is often described in the inscriptions as having captured

K§ficT and squeezed the southern Madhurapura in the palm of his hand,

besides advancing as far as Rameswaram.* But we hear that sometime

before 1122, a temple at Adutufai in Trichinopoly district suffered in

consequence of the "war of Periya-vadugan” when the images of gods

and nayanars were removed by the invaders, most probably Hoysala forces,

and sought to be carried to Dorasamudra. These were rescued and
reinstated in the temple by a band of PaMis who also undertook to bear

the expenses of the worship to be offered to these images and received

special honours in the temple in recognition of their heroism and liberality.^^

This evidence of a Hoysala raid into the heart of the Cbja country gives

some colour to Visnuvardhana’s claim that he marched up to Rameswaram.
In any case, the disappearance from the Karnataka country of Kulbttuhga’s

inscripttons after his forty-fifth year (1115) is sufficient proof that Gahgavadi

passed under the Hoy^jas about that time. But even here the reappearance
of Vikrama Cbja’s inscriptions in the Kolar region shows that the Cblas
managed either to retain or recover part of the province.

Besides Gahgar^a and Punisa, there was another Hoy^la general known
as Irumadi dandanayaka Bittiyamma who took part in the Cbja war. When
he was still very young, he is said to have burnt Rajarajapura (Tajakad)

26. bid, III, Ml. 31; V. Bl. 58.

27. bU, IV. Ng. 76.

28. bid, IV. Ch. 83.

29. bid, XII, SI. 7.

30. bid, V, Ak. 30; VI, Cm. 160.

31. ARE, 1913, M. 46-47 and ARSE, 35 of 1913.
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and strewn the battlefield with the brains of the elephants of the Kortgu

army. He also uprooted brave kings on the shores of the ocean, captured

Nil^la and cut off the head of king Kaja.® These are clearly references

to events in Gahgaraja’s campaigns against the Cola Visnuvardhana,

Gahgaraja celebrated his victory against the Coja by the consecration of

two Visnu images in 1117, viz., of Kfrtinarayana at Tajakad and of

Vijayandray^a at BelOr. Tradition credits him with having set up three other

Narayana images at Melkote, Tonnur and either Gadag or Gundlupet.*’

When the Cdja war was drawing to a close, Visnuvardhana renewed his

aggression in another direction and started a war against the Pandyas of

UccahgT and their allies, the Kadambas of BanavasT. In 1116 he gained a

victory against the Pandya (known only by the title of his suzerain

Tribhuvanamalla) at Dumme on the western borders of Chitradurga district.^

Vikramaditya VI either did not or could not go to the aid of his feudatory.

The Paridya seems to have held his own, and evidently Visnuvardhana did

not have everything his own way though he succeeded in forcing his will

on the Pandya for a time as we shall see. In fact, the Pandyas kept up

their independence almost till the end of the century when they were finally

overthrown by Bajjala II. There were other campaigns directed against the

Pandyas in the reign of Visriuvardhana himself but there is no means of

deciding whether they followed immediately after Dumme, or after an interval.

It seems likely that some of them at least must be assigned to the period

after the close of Cajukya Vikramaditya’s reign in 1127. They may, however,

be noted here together for convenience. UccangT itself, the capital of the

Nolambavadi province, was stormed by general Camadeva^ and, in another

engagement at EmmaganOr, the Pandyan armies were defeated by Samanta

Catta.^ The huge forces of the Paridya resembling the rolling sea are

vaguely said to have been dried up by the heroism of general Boppa.^’^

Paridyan inscriptions run in a series up to 1128 and begin again in 1143,

and in 1137 UccahgT is counted among the ra/adhari^ of Visnuvardhana.

These facts show that in spite of reverses, the Pandyas held their own as

long as Vikramaditya VI was alive and suffered a setback thereafter.®® Even

the occupation of the Pandya capital by Visnuvardhana seems to have

been an episode with no permanent results. His inscriptions are not found

in Nolambavadi and evidently he was never able to establish his authority

firmly over the province. The title A/o/ambavS^-gondlaP® assumed as early

as 1113 had thus little foundation in fact at any time throughout the reign

32. EC. IV, Hs. 137; V, Bl. 17.

33. MAR, 1912, paias 22 and 83.

34. EC. VI, Cm. 99.

35. bid. XII, Ck. 29.

36. bU. XII, Ck. 35; MAR. 1910, para 76.

37. bb. 1925, p 40, ms. 30.

38. ins. of 1128, EC. XI, Dg. 90; XII, Tp. 14 for Uccahgi as r^ladhani.

39. EC, V, Hn. 149; MAW, 1913, para 75.
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of Visnuvardhana. It simply registered his unwillingness to respect the

integrity of the Papuan power and furnished a pretext for his hostilities

against it. Inscriptions which speak of his capture of Masavadi (parts of

modem HarpanahaHi. HadagaMi and Raichur) and of Kummata^ are doubtless

greertly exaggerating the achievements of the HoySaja monarch in this direction.

After his conquest of GahgavSdi from the Cojas, Visnuvardhana was not

content with the position of a feudatory in the Cajukya empire. He began

to proclaim his new-born ambition by his attacks on some joi the other

feudatories; he also carried on intrigues with others s^ainst the suzerain.

The renewal of his war against the ParxJyas was thus part of a wider plan.

Its scope is understood from the inscriptions which describe the boundaries

of his empire as going up to KancT on one side and the Perdore (big river,

ie, Krishna) in the North. In the pursuit of his ambition Visnuvardhana spent

many years in hard fighting and at one time even seems to have come
very near realising it. But the ancient house of the Cajukyas was represented

at the time by a ruler of uncomnjon ability, Vikramaditya VI, who exacted

a heavy price from Visnuvardhana for his attempt at independence and

effectively checked the completion of his designs.

One of the earliest events in the direct conflict between the Cajukya

emperor and his mighty Hoy^ja vassal was the battle of Kannegala, fought

in Hassan taluq in the heart of the Hoy^ja home country. It is mentioned

in an inscription of 1118,'" which states that the celebrated Gahgarsya put

to flight twelve generals of the emperor in a well-planned night attack.

Another undated record, a waqal (hero-stone) also alludes to a Hoysala

victory against Bhogachatta, the general of the Bajlaja, and this may well

refer to the same campaign.'*^ The battle might have taken place sometime

earlier than the date of the inscription which mentions it and might have

been the result of Vikramaditya’s efforts to relieve his Pandya feudatory.

The scene of the battle in the heart of the Hoysaja home territory may
well be taken to explain the failure of Visnuvardhana to pursue his victory

at Dumme immediately. But he soon renewed his aggression in another

direction, and the Gahgas of Mandali and the Kadambas of Hangal, both

feudatories in the Calukyan province of Banavasi, were chosen for attack.

The Hoy^aja general Boppana led the attack against Tribhuvanamalla

Bhujabala Permadideva of Mandap and fought a great battle at Halasur in

1120-21 in which the Gatiga’s son Nanni Gariga lost his life.^® This was
accompanied by incursions into Banavasi country which started a longdrawn
conflict with the Kadambas. The Garlgas of Maridap had to acknowledge
Hoy^aja supremacy.

The successes of Visrruvardhana appear to have roused the ambitton of

40. bid, IV. Mg. 70; V. B. 124.

41. bid, II. SB. 73(50).

42. MAR, 1913, para 75.

43. EC, VII, Sh. 12, 15, 4.
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Other feudatories in the Calukya empire, and the Kadamba Jayake^i II of

Goa, either independently or more likely in collusion with the Hoy^la ruler,

began to entertain ideas of independence. It was time for Vikramaditya VI

to make his power felt by his rebelltous vassals, and he had many loyal

feudatories to assist him in his task, particularly the Sindas of Yelubarga,

Acugi II and his son Perma. With their aid, the Cajukya emperor dislodged

Visnuvardhana from his advanced positions in the north, and then turned

against Jayake§i II to secure his rear. Goa was sacked and burnt, but the

campaign was concluded by an alliance with Jayake^i sealed by his marriage

with a daughter of the emperor, Mailaladeyi, who is seen holding joint rule

with him in the Goa kingdom in 1124.““* the Paridya who had joined the

Hoy^aja voluntarily or otherwise was pursued and pressed with great rigour.

And Visnuvardhana found himself compelled not only to withdraw from all

his fresh acquisitions in the north, but to seek safety in the mountain

fastnesses and passes of his home territory where ne was pursued in

strength by the imperial troops.

We learn from an inscription'*® that Permadideva went to the mountain

passes of the marauder Bittiga, plundered him, besieged Dorasamudra and

pursued him till he took the city of Bejapura. A fragmentary inscription'*®

bearing no date mentions a battle at HosevTdu in which, in spite of the

fierce fight put up by the HoySaja forces, victory was decidedly with

Permadideva, either Vikramaditya VI himself or his Sinda feudatory.

Vikramaditya himself was encamped at Banavasi in 1122-23,'*^ and it is

clear that after settling affairs farther north, he had come down south to

guide the operations against Visnuvardhana if not lead them himself. Thus,

Visnuvardhana had to eat humble pie and abandon his grandiose schemes

at least for sometime. But there is no doubt that he had come very near

complete success in his designs until his suzerain curbed him. This is clear

from Vikramaditya assuming the title Visnuvardhana in token of his triumph

over the Hoysaja ruler,'*® a procedure usually reserved for an independent

monarch subjugated for the first time.

The death of Vikramaditya VI in 1126-27 gave Visnuvardhana a free hand

and he renewed his incursions into Kadamba territory. Mandalika Masanayya,

the feudatory of Taija II of Hangal, offered stout resistance to the HoySaja

forces, and many wrgga/s attest the fall of soldiers in the fight'*® and possibly

of Taila himself. Once again the Cajukya emperor, now SomeSvara III, went

to the aid of his hard-pressed feudatory (1130) and fixed his camp at

Hujjuniya-tTrtha in Shikarpur taluq of Shimoga district,* and Visnuvardhana

44. B. XVII, 1923-24, p 117; XIII, 1935-36, pp 301f.

45. JBBR4S. XI, pp 244-45.

46. EC, IV, Yd. 30.

47. BK. 94 of 1936-37; SH. DC (i), p 204.

48. IM<K. nos 8, 11, 12-13.

49. /MW?, 1910, para 76; 1916, para 86; EC, VII, HI, 47.

50. EC, VII, Sk. 100.
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was compelled to quell his ardour for a time. Three years later he renewed

his efforts with greater vigour, and defeated and slew Masanayya in battle.®’

Simultaneously, he attacked the Kadamba ruler of Goa and proved a

"terrible gale to the cloud JayakeSi”. In 1135 he put his two year old

Narasimha in nominal charge of his ancestral dominions and himself

proceeded north for a final trial of strength with his enemies in that quarter.®

From the very next year, inscriptions affirm that Visnuvardhana destroyed

Masana. He also annexed Banavasi-12000, pursued JayakeSi and gained

possession of Palnsige-12000 and Hayve-500. But there was prolonged

fighting which lasted almost till the end of Visnuvardhana’s reign.

His hold over these northern territories, was never strong, though hfe

armies were in constant occupation of these lands and engaged in incessant

fighting. From 1137 onwards, Visnuvardhana resided practically in Bankapura

and engaged in many fights with the Kadamba rulers of Hangal and Goa.

Taija II himself seems to have died during a siege of Hangal in 1135.®

The Hangal territories were plundered again in 1137 and Hangal itself

besieged once more in 1138.®^ We hear of another skirmish ending in a

victory for the Hoy^ja in 1139®® after vvhich Bankapura and Hangal came
to be counted among his rajadhanis by Visnuvardhana.

The year 1140 might be taken to mark the zenith of Visnuvardhana’s

successes against the Kadambas, for in that year we find him resident

with his queen Bammaladevi at Hangal.®® He also appointed his own
governor to collect the royal dues frorn the province of Banavasi,®^ a right

which belonged to the then Cajukya emperor Jagadekamalla II. But in the

same year, Jayak§6i II attacked Hangal, when Visnuvardhana was absent

at Bankapura.®® And three years later, the combined forces of the Kadambas
and Cajukyas inflicted a defeat on the Hoy^ala in 1143, and the emperor

Jagadekamalla II resum^ the practice of appointing his own governor over

the Banavasi province,® where his authority came orice more to be
acknowledged by feudatories.® Despite reverses, Visnuvardhana seems to

have retained his hold on Bankapura till the end of liis reign and certainly

kept up his pretence to rule the entire country up to the Krishna.

Elsewhere the CengSluvas, who held sway over parts of Coorg and our
Hunsur taiuq of Mysore district and were at first feudatories of the Coja
power, felt the weight of HoySaja arms after the disappearance of the Coja

51. tM. V, Bl. 124.

52. tU. VI, Kd. 35.

53. DKD,562,Cbr>trsG.M.Moraes/CadanibaKirfa,pl29whoplaoe8theeventln1130.

54. EC. V. Bl. 202.

55. m VIII. Sb. 414, -415.

56. Itjicl. XII, Gb. 13.

57. Ibid, VIII, Sb. 348.

58. tkt. VI. Cm. 122.

59. bid. VIII. Sa. 58: XI Bp. 85; BG. I. «, pp 457-58.

60. bid. VII, Sk. 103; VIII, Sb. 138.
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power from Karnataka. The earliest Hoy^ja inscription in Hunsur is a \magsri

of about 1126.*’ Four years later, Vi^uvardhana sent an expedition against

Wainad, next to Coorg; it attacked HanneradubTdu in Cengijuva territory.*®

This expedition seems to have been direct^ against the Kongajuvas, as
can be seen from an inscription of the same date referring to Visnuvardhana

as a wild-fire to the forest, viz., the Kohgajuva king.** Towards the close

of Visnu’s reign, another battle with the Cengajuvas is mentioned and the

king is said to have routed a confederacy of hill chiefs in 1145.** Goyideva,

the younger brother of Samanta Catta, and the young prince Narasirnha

took part in the campaign which ended in the defeat and death of the

Cengajuva king on the battlefield.®® Occupying an easily defended hilly

country, the Cengajuvas thus proved a constant source of trouble to

Visnuvardhana throughout his reign.

The reign of Visnuvardhana was thus full of war and strife due to the

restless ambition of the monarch. The lateness of some of the records and
the confused chronology of the others renders the task of presenting a
connected account of even the msyor wars of the reign next to impossible.

There is also much evidence in several other inscriptions not noticed here

that the inhabitants of the Hoy^ja kingdom did not enjoy undisturbed

peace for long, and that border raids, cattle lifting, and quarrels among
the feudatory chieftains were matters of everyday occurrence. And there is

little evidence forthcoming on the details of the daily government of the

kingdom and the condition of the people.

Tradition avers that Vistiuvardhana was originally a Jaina and that he

was converted to the Vaisnava faith by the great reformer Ramanuja who
had fled from the persecution of the Coja monarch and taken up residence

at Yadavapura (Torttiur).®* Jaina tradition gives the date of converston as

Saka 1039 (1117) and this does not seem unlikely. The chronology of the

Vaistiava accounts is very uncertain and no account is free from legends.

There is much indirect confirmation from the epigraphy of Ramanuja’s stay

In Karnataka, and the Jaina admission that Bittiga deserted their religion

for Visnuism cannot easily be set aside. With whatever reservations, therefore,

the conversion of Bittiga must be accepted as a historical fact and the

establishment of the two Narayatia images of Tajakad and Bejur must have

followed soon after.*^

Santaladevi, daughter of Periya Pergade Marasihgayya, was the chief

queen of Visnuvardhana. She is described as periyar^ (senbr queen) and

mK Hs. 132.

62. MAR. 1927, no 37.

63. EC. VI. Cm. 137.

64. tokl. V, Bl. 178.

65. MW, 1910, para 76; EC. IV, Mg. 76.

66. On Si^rai^navas see also S. Settar's contrttxjtkxi in Part II of this volume.

67. T. A. Qopinatha Rao, Histay of Sff yn^nams, pp 34-40 contains a good survey of

the principal authorities. See aiso MAR, 1908, para 40; 1912, para 84 and 1913, para 76.
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p3ttam3h8d&\/i (crowned queen-consort) who was perfect in song, music

and dance. She was a lay disciple of the Jaina teacher

Prabhacandra-Siddhantadeva and she died in 1131. She earned the title

udvrtta-savati-gandhavarana, a "rutting elephant to ill-mannered co-wives",

and seems to have gloii^ in the title as she built a Jaina temple called

Savati-gandhavarana Jinalaya at Sravana-Belgoja. Her place was taken after

her death by Laksmadevi, mother of Narasirnha l.“

Despite his continuous wars against the feudatories of the Cajukya empire,

Visnuvardhana continued to recognise Cajukya suzerainty long after the

d^th of Vikramaditya VI and perhaps right up to the end of his reign. In

1137 he is described in an inscription as Calul<ya-rnanhmmd^ika-CQ(^rmn'i,

“crest jewel among the feudatory chieftains of the jewel of the Cajukyas”.

and employs the characteristic feudal expression tat-padapadmopa^,

“dependent at the lotus feet of the suzerain", in describing his relation to

his overlord. That this was, however, not much more than a formality may

be inferred from the employment of the full imperial style of independent

sovereignty and the dating of records in his own regnal years in many
records, though the Cajukya-Vikrama era is also cited in them sometimes.

The position was not clearly defined, but on the whole closer to independence

than subordination.

The duration of Visnuvardhana’s reign is involved in much obscurity. His

records seem to run in a series up to 1152®® or even later and yet an

inscription from Nagamahgala bearing the date 1145 refers to Visnuvardhana’s

son Narasirnha as ruling after that great monarch (a mahanubhavana
ba!iyam)J° The suggestion that Visnuvardhana ruled alone till 1145 and
associated his son in the rule after that date is precluded by the statements

in other inscriptions that Narasirnha began to rule from the very day he
was bom.^’ As a child, he was put in formal charge of the kingdom during

his father’s absence in the north in 1135. Rice held that Visnuvardhana

died at Bankapura in 1141 on the strength of an inscription from HavaHi^®

recording the death of Hiriya-arasa Bittideva at Bankapura, the removal of

his body in some place,^® a fight on the occasion ending in the death of

a soldier followed by the setting up of a hero-stone bearing the record

and the gift of some land to the son of the fallen man with the sanction
of Narasirnhadeva. But the fact that the record is dated in the reign of

Visiiuvardhana himself clearly shows that Hiriya-arasa Bittideva was not the

Hoy^aja monarch; and the suggestion of Rice that Visnuvardhana’s death
was kept a secret till Narasirnha came of age is not only far-fetched and
unconvincing, but contradicts the record itself which says that Narasirnha

68. 86, I, ii, pp 494-95; EC, II, nos 132-56, 143-53, 327, 124.

69. EC, V, Ak. 52; VI, Kd. 34; XII, Ck. 40; XII, Ck. 28.

70. bid, IV, Ng. 76.

71. bid, V, Bl. 93.

72. bid, VI. Intro, p 17; Cm. 96 and JR4S, 1915, pp 527f.

73. The wording of the record is difficult and the interpretation of Rice is by no means certain.
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was already ruling in some capacity and gave permission for a grant of

land. And Narasirriha’s inscriptions start in 1 1 35^ and offer no criterion for

fixing the date of his father’s death.

NARASIMHA I (1 1 52-73)

The reign of Hoy^aja Narasirnha I, which lasted up to 1173, forms a

more or less peaceful interlude between two war-like reigns—that of his

father Visnuvardhana and that of his son BaMaja II. His inscriptions indeed

enumerate a string of countries as among his conquests, viz., Tajakad,

Kohgu, NahgiH, KoyatOr and UccahgT, sometimes giving place to Gahgavadi.

Nolambavadi, Banavasi and Hanuhgal as well. However, since the list is

the same as that given for Visnuvardhana and there is nothing to indicate

the need for a fresh conquest of all this territory, and since the list reappears

in Baljaja ll’s inscriptions too, we may assume with Fleet that it rests on

the successes of Visnuvardhana and has no historical value for subsequent

reigns.^® The expression dayada davanala, forest-fire to his relatives, applied

to him in one of the records^® is too vague to warrant the inference that

his succession to the throne was disputed. In fact, he had been recognised

as heir-apparent many years before his father’s rule came to an end. The

reign of Narasiryiha witnessed in the suzerain court of Kalyana that political

revolution which resulted in the transfer of power from the Calukyas to

Kalacuri Bijjala, and from about 1158-59 Narasirnha began to feel the

presence of Bijjala’s arm. Bijjala appointed his own governor over Banavasi

and began subjugating the mountain chiefs in the north-west of Karnataka,

the’ Mandali chief Nannaiya Gahga among them,’"’' in a "victorious expedition

in the region of the south". Many conflicts ensued along the line of the

Tungabhadra. Among them, the famous Kalacuri commander Barmmarasa

sought to impose Kalacuri overlordship on Narasirnha, but with indifferent

success,^® as the Hoy^ja forces were able to hold their own in home
territory and even inflict some reverses on the enemy.^® Gahgavadi proper,

therefore, continued to remain Hoy^asla territory but Narasirnha had to give

up ail pretensions tq dominion north of that area and recognise once more

Savimajai rather than Perdore (Krishna) as the northern limit of his territory.®”

The expression daksina-mahTmandala sometimes employed in the records

to describe the area of his rule was taken by Fleet to apply to the entire

country to the south of the Varada and of the Tungabhadra river after the

confluence of the Varada with it. But the area was much more restricted

as there are no inscriptions from Shimoga district that can properly be

74. EC. V. Ak. 17; VI, Kd. 35.

75. BG. I. y, p 501; MAR, 1909, para 78; 1913, para 77; 1920, para 73.

76. EC. II. 345.

77. bid. VII, Sk. 123.

78. IMd. XI. Dg. 42.

79. AW?, 1916, para 87; EC. VIII. Sb. 372 and AW?, 1928, no 81.

80. EC, IV. Ch. 98. Cm. Hs 3.
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ascribed to Narasimha^' The Kolar region would appear to have passed

definitely under the Hoysalas about 1153,®^ and in another direction, that

of Coorg, Narasirnha’s general Bokkana led a punitive expedition to Cengajuva
territory and re-established Hoy^ala supremacy in that quarter in c. 1 1 55.“

Towards the close of his reign differences seem to have risen between
Narasirnha and his son Ballala II, and hero-stones bearing the date 1172
mention the names of soldiers in Narasirnha’s forces who fell in fights with

the army of Kumara Bajjaladeva who had risen in arms against his father.®^

The cause of the rebellion and the manner of its termination are untraceable.

It is clear, however, that the Kotigajuvas and Cengajuvas of Coorg made
common cause with the rebel prince and that Tantrapala Hemmadiyananna
played a part in restoring mutual understanding between Narasirnha arid

his son, which was followed by the coronation of the latter as king on 22
July 1173.“ The queen of Narasirnha, who bore Bajlaja «, was named
£caladevT.“ Among the important officers of state in iiis reign was Huija
described as mahapradhana, sarvadhikari, hiriya-bharu^and dandanayaica,
and reputed as a prominent supporter of Jainaism.^^ He is also rnentioned
in the records of the next reign as a prominent and loyal officer of BaHala II.

BALLALA II (1 1 73- 1 220/30)

The coronation of Baljala II, better known as VTra BaHaja, on the 22
July 1173 was signalled by profuse gifts to the learned anci endowments
to religious institutions.®® He had been declared yuvar^ many years earlier,
long before his rebellion against his father, and his inscriptions begin to
appear from 1154 onwards.®® His reign was marked by unprecedented
success and glory; he was the first Hoysaja to raise his family to the status
of a sovereign ruling power. His dynasty was called the Ballalas after him
and his kingdom the Bariala kingdom.

Early in his reign, he undertook operations against Vijaya Panidya, the
ruler of Nojambavadi, and after a sanguinary battle on the banks of the
Tungabhadra, captured his stronghold of UccahgT durg which had defied
the Cola king Narendra for twelve years. The campaign ended with the
submission of Vijaya Pandya (also known as Kama Pandya), and his

81. tow, II*, 346, 137, IV, Kr. 53; and BG, I, it, p 500. Fleet’s sunnise (toW, p 501) aboutN^r^ go^ i^to Devagiii under the Cfilukyas or Kalacuris has not been confirmed.
82. EC, X. Kl. 100a.

83. toW, V, Hn. 69; IV, Hs. 137 and 3.

is
P SeweH’s date for Narasirnha’s death

ni- n
^ ^ ^ '^coTds the death not of the king but someone

name has drsappeared because of a gap in the record.
85. EC. V, Bl. 86; Ak. 71 and Hn. 119.
86. toW, II* 347 (124): M, II, p 302.
87. BG, I, il, p 501.

88. EC. V. a. 118; Hn. 71, 119.
89. toW, Ak. 157.
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restoration as a Hoy^aja feudatory to rule his province. Since, according

to BaHala’s claims, Uccarlgl had become his capital {rs^han^ by 1177,

the war must have ended before that date.®° This was, however, by no
means the definite establishment of BaHaja’s rule in Nojambavadi. Pandya
inscriptions become rare after 1177, but one or two exist that show that

the chiefs of Uccahgl still owed allegiance to the Cajukya power in the

1180s, when there was a brief revival of that power under S6me§vara IV.®’

Baljaja’s rule became firmly established in these regions later in his reign

about 1191, and Paridyan inscriptions altogether cease to appear soon after.

The epithets anivarasidcfhi and girkiurgamalla become prominent among
Hoy^ja titles from about this time onwards and some of Bajjaja’s

inscriptions®^ explain them as due to his having captured the hilly fortress

of UccahgT on a Saturday. However, as these titles occur in the inscriptions

of Bijjala and his successors as well,®® it seems more probable that they

were first assumed by the Kalacuris and subsequently appropriated by the

Hoysajas when they ousted the Kalacuri power from Nolambavadi.

The Kalacuris were usurpers of the Kalyana throne, and Bijjala, the founder

of the line and the only able ruler in it, had died some years before Bajlaja

II began his rule. He was succeeded by three of his sons in this order:

Somesvara (1167-75), Sankama (1175-80) and Ahavamalla (1178-83). None
of them Were reputed for statesmanship or any martial ability. The campaign

of BaMaia against UccahgT in Nojambavadi must have been directed as

much against the Kalacuri ruler as against the Pandya. All the same, policy

or necessity appears to have compelled Bajlaja to recognise Kalacuri

overlordship for a while, and Fleet notices a record of 1179 from Kaulur

near Koppal around Hyderabad mentioning a gift to a temple by Bajjaja

and his senior queen Remmadevi in the fourth year of king Sahkamadeva.®^

Another record of the same year and month shows Sahkama himself

encamped at Belagami’ a few days later,®® while one of his generals

Kavanayya distinguished himself by displacing the Hoy^aja.®®

Glimpses into the events of the war are furnished by Hoy^ja inscriptions

of about the same date. A gallant soldier Babbeya-nayaka fought bravely

against Sahkama’s forces and fell on the field of battle.®^ Again, a little

later, Hoy^aja forces won a battle at Madavalli in which Sahkama’s own
elephant was disabled.®® The fort of Uddhre, modem Udri in Sorab taluq,

was taken by Bajjaja though at the cost of the life of one of his great

90. m VI. Tk. 10; XII, Ck. 36.

91. bid. XI. Dg. 86; Cd. 33 and 36.

92. bid, V. a. 137; Ak. 178.

93. B, V, 1898-9, p 213 and EC. XI, Dg. 84.

94. BG. I, ii, pp 501-2.

95. EC. VII, Sk. 96.

96. bid, VII, Sk. 119 and HI. 50; XI. Dg. 44.

97. MAR. 1915, para 81.

98. EC. VI, Mg. 33.
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Officers, Toyi Sihgeya Dannayaka by name.®® By 1181 the whole of Shimoga

district had changed hands and passed under Bajjaja, though the Kalacuri

power lingered a few years longer in parts of Chitradurga district. All the

important forts in the region like Gutti (modem Candragutti in Shikarpur

taluq), Keladi. famous afterwards as the capital of the na>aks of Ikkeri or

Bednur, and Bandanike (Bandalike) were taken by the HoySajas.’®’ BaHaja

did not owe his successes, however, altogether to his military prowess and

obviously adopted other means to break the enemy’s morale. We hear

of general Recarasa, who once earned encomiums as the establisher of

Bijjjala’s power, now transferring his loyalty to the HoySa.Ia monarch.’®® In

fact, the Kalacuris had fallen on evil days and Recarasa was not the only

deserter from their cause. A greater general Brahmadeva also left their

service for that of the last Cajukya emperor Somesvara IV on \whose behalf

he fought against BaHaja himself some years later.

The hard won success against the Kalacuris only landed BaUala in further

wars against even more powerful enemies in the north, viz., the newly

restored power of the Cajukyas and that of the Seutias or Yadavas of

Devagiri, the most formidable rivals of the HoySajas for the Cajukyan

inheritance. But before tracing these developments, we should note that

BaHala made himself free to deal with them effectively by entering into a
definite alliance with the contemporary Cola emperor Kulotturiga III who
had come to the throne in 1178. While BaHala was engaged in war with

the Pandyas of UccahgT and the Kalacuri, the petty chiefs of the Kolar

district on the frontier between the HoySala and Cola kingdoms showed
an inclination to quarrel with the neighbouring Hoy^ja feudatories and
engage in desultory raids on Hoy^ala territory.’®® These chiefs owed a
vague, allegiance to the Coja power, and an alliance with that power was
the best means of rendering these chieftains innocuous when ^Ijaja was
engaged in the pursuit of his ambitious designs on the northern frontier.

The clue to BaHaja’s policy in this direction is furnished by a very significant

inscription from Avani in the Mulbagal taluq of Kolar district. It is dated in

the twelfth regnal year of Kulottuilga III (about 1189) and states that

BaHajadeva was ruling the earth at the time.’®^ Cojamahadevi, a queen of

BaHala, is also mentioned. It is clear that Bajjaja married a Coja princess

to seal his alliance with Kulotturlga III. This alliance served its isurpose very
well and Bajjaja was immune to any trouble in the rear while he was
engaged in heavy fighting in the western Deccan. What is more, the
beginning of Hoy^aja interest in the affairs of the Tamil kingdoms grew in

importance with political consequences under the successors of Bajjaja.

99. Ibid, VII. Sk. 212.

100. bid. VII. Sk. 245.

101. bid. V. Cn. 179.

102. bid. V. Ak. 77; VII. Sk. 197 for his Kalacuri period.
103. bid. IX. Kn. 84 (b).

104. bid. X, Mb, 44 (b), same as 460 of 1911.
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We may turn now to the great campaigns which secured Bajldla II his

position as the first independent ruier of the Hoy^la iine. Baijaja’s successes
against the Kalacuris brought the Hoy^jas face-to-face with Cajukya

S6me6vara IV and his great general Brahma Dandanayaka.'°® Brahma h^
been in the service of the Kalacuris certainly till 1 1 75, the year of Sahkama’s
accession, and possibly some time longer. But inscriptions bearing the

dates 1184 and 1185 describe Jiim as the general of Some^vara IV and
fire to the Kalacuri races. Elsewhere Brahma, with the aid of only one
elephant, is said to have overcome sixty of the Kalacuris and thereby, with

a gesture of contempt, to have drawn off from the Kshatiiya family of the

Kalacuris the prosperity they had owed to his father, Kama or Kavana.’*

In 1185 Some^ara IV bears the title KalsK^rya-Kula-nirmOlana, uprooter of

the Kalacuri race.^°^ Bajjaja, on his side, wavered for a time in his allegiance

to the Cajukya power represented by Jagadekamalla II for some years in

Chitradurga and Tumkur districts and by S6me§vara IV in Shimoga and

the rest of the Cajukyan kingdom. Some of BaHaja’s inscriptions acknowledge

the Calukya hegemony while others describe him with full imperial titles,

including even those of the Cajukyas such as samastsdjhumia^mya and

$fprthMv^labha'°^ But eventually his attitude settled down to definite hostility

to the suzerain power, now exposed to depredations not only from the

Hoy^jas in the south but from the Seunas of Devagiri in the north as

well. An inscription of the fourth regnal year of Somesvara IV (1183)’“

mentions an attack on a village in Sorab taluq by Hoy^aja forces in which

the women of the place are said to have suffered hardships. Possibly this

was foltowed by the extension of Hoy^ala power into Masavadi, roughly

including Hadagalli and HarpanahaMi taluqs to the south of the Tungabhadra

and parts of Raichur district on the other side, an area which had been

occupied by BaHaja even under the Kalacuris. Meanwhile the aggressions

of Seuna Bhillama from the north forced Somesvara and his trusted general

Brahma to abandon Kalyana to the invader and go to the south. Consequently

we find Somesvara in Jayantipura (Banavasi) in 1186 and Kalyana is not

mentioned again in his inscriptions. The final encounter with BaMaja must

have come within a few years thereafter and the only near contemporary

reference we have to it occurs in the Gadag inscription of BaHala II, where

we read: that Brahma whose army was strengthened by an elephant corps,

BaMaja overcame with only a cavalry division and deprived him of his

kingdom.””® We do not know the place of the battle and though only the

name of Some^vara’s general and not that of Some^ara himself appears

105. BK, 207 of 1926-29.

106. J(4,ll,p300ard6, VI, 1900-01, p92wheretheverseisirTterpr0tedsonriewhatdiflereritly.

107. Sff. IX, i, p 278.

108. MAR. 1910, para 78; EC, Xll, Ck. 13, ContmEC. IV, Hs. 20, Kr. 69; VII, Sk. 212; M. H, 299.

109. EC. VIII, Sb. 419. a Vll, Sk. 249 giving Vi^vdvsu as the fifth year.

110. lA, II, p 300; B, VI, 1900-01, p 92. The war with the Kalacuris seems to have gone

on in some way till 1189 {MAR. 1917, para 99).
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in this account, this was the virtual end of the Ca.Iukyan empire.

After settling scores with Some^vara, the Hoy^aja monarch had to prepare

for an encounter with the Seuna BhHIama who was also busy, like BaHija

II, raising the political status and extending the territorial possessions of Ns

family at the expense of the rapidly crumbling kingdom of the Kateicuris

and Cajukyas. Some remarkable verses in the introduction to the Vratakha^

of Heniidri's great legal digest trace the course of Bhiilama’s conquests

and describe him as the founder of D^agiri, the capital of the S3unas.

Among other things, we learn that Bhillama obtained the sovereignty of

Kalyana and put the lord of the Hoy^ias to death—K^na^/jyam £^oyav$pye

vidadm yo Ho^fe^am vyasum. The identity of the Hoy^ja who suffored

death at the hands of Bhillama is obscure in the extreme. He certainly was

not Baljaja, and he could not have been Narasirpha I, as R. G. Bhandarkar

surmis^, for Narasirriha died fourteen years before the earliest date we
know for Bhillama (1187)."’ The final result of the conflict between Bhillama

and BaUaja was very different from that implied in Hemadri’s pm^asf/, and

possibly even the exact reverse of what he says. That in the beginning

Bhiilama’s efforts were crowned with a large measure of success becomes

clear from his inscriptions. An inscription of the third year of his reign (1189)

at Annigere, and his Gadag inscription”* of June 1191 show not only that

he held all the country north of the Malaprabha and Krishna rivers, but his

sway extended to some districts lying south of those streams as well. But

soon after the last mentioned date, Baljaja overthrew Bhillama in a decisive

battle by which he "attained the lordship of the Kuntala country after

destroying Jaitrasirpha who was, as it were, the right arm of Bhillama’’.”®

Not only Jaitrasirpha, the minister of Bhillama, but Bhillama himself seems
to have fallen on the battlefield. Though the Gadag inscription of Bajjaja

makes no mention of the fact, another record from Annigere dated ten

years later seems to state that Bhillama himself was killed on this occasion

and this is in conformity with the reign of Jaitugi I, the son of Bhillama,

commencing in 1191-92.’” Again an inscription fo)m Bejur”® extols "Bajjaja

as having moistened Ns sword with the blood of the Pandya king, whett^
it on the grindstone (the head of Bhillama) and sheath^ it in the mouth
of Jaitugi". The meaning of the last statement will presently become clear.

The scene of the battle lay near Soratur, twelve miles south of Gadag,
\ArtTence Bajjaja pursued the beaten Seuna forces to Lokkigundi (Lakkundi,

111. The Hoy^a mentioned by HemSdri refers to Hoyesja Ball&ta II only. But the word
used in rslation to him should not be taken to mem MM or dsM. The struggle

between Bhillama and Bajjaja continued for long arx] Bajjija sun/ived Dhaama. Bhiama also
•wed for some time after the battle of Sorap- which was fought between him and Bajjaja H
between December 1189 and December 1190 (cf. S. H. RitU, 'The SSurme, p 84).

112. B. Ill, 1894-95. p 217.

I!* ®
115. BC. V, a. 77.
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six miles east of Gadag), a distance of some sixteen miles. Jaitugi with

the remaining troops took refuge in the fortress of Lokkigundi. which "with

high ramparts, lofty bastions and astonishing fte^ staves" looked proof

against all attack. But Bajlaja took even this stronghold and Jaitugi had
to come to terms with the victor. BaHaja was still in his v^ya-skaic^iiv^
(victorious camp) at Lokkigundi. when his Gadag inscription of 1192 was
written and stayed there for some time longer."®

More details of the campaign are fumtehed by later inscriptions."^ The
army of the Seuna king consisted of two hundred thousand men with

twelve thousand cavalry, and was pursued by VTra Bajlaja from Soratur to

the banks of the Krishnavena and was destroyed there, ^jjaja also reduced
a number of forts including Erambarage (Yelubarga in Raichur district of

KamatakcO; Haluve (Hallur in the Rameswaram taluq of Dharwar) referred

to also as Vijayasamudra and Vijayapura on the bante of the Tungabhadra
jn Hoy^aja inscriptions: Maiiuve; Rattahajji (in Hirekum taluq). Bejjattige

(possibly Beluhatte near Latehmesvar), and Viratanakote (Hangal). Hangal

must have been taken from the Kadamba ruler Karriadeva, who had evidently

allied himself with Bhillama. Another ally of Bhillama, the Gutta ruler

Vikramaditya II of Guttal (in Dharwar), al;so felt the weight of Bajjaja’s arm
about the same time. At the end of the war Bajjaja found hirhself master

of all the territory south of the Krishna and Malaprabha rivers, thus realising

the ambitious dreams of his grandfather Visrruvardhana. With pardonable

exaggeration, Bajjaja’s inscriptions about this time claim that after the

destruction of the S§uria forces his rule extended up to Kalyiria."®

Other records register even better claims such as that he ruled over all

Kuntala, and over the whole of the Ratta country or even all the land from

Himalaya to Setu."® A literary work, Rukrrrihf KeiySna, states that Bajjdja

caused the fame of the SSurras to vanish in the waters of the Godavari.^^

Such hyperbole apart, there is no doubt that the year 1191 marked the

highest point attained by Bajjaja’s achievement and fame. Accordingly, he
established a new era of his own rule as paramount sovereign counting

1191-92 as the first year of the reckoning and adopted the full irnperial

style with titles like samsstabhuvana^raya, ^/prVi\msM3ha, mahSa^^dhkS^,

parwne^vam and peuamabhattSu^, and the style of pra^pacsiawartin,

btiL^abala-cakravartin, Hoy^ja^cakravar^ and Yaclava-ce^ra\arth with many
variations in the manner of their combination. He maintained this position

kitact for the rest of his reign in spite of reverses; "it was enjoy^ also,

though with a more limited extent of territory, by his successors".’®’

116. IWtf, VII, Sk. 106.

117. aft I. y, p 504; ec. V, Cn. 179; XI, Dg. 25; III, Jn. 31; V. Ak. 104.

118. MAR. 1926, no. 25.

119. ec, VH, Sk. 225; VI, Kd. 157.

120. TirurnaW SiMenkalBivam. I, p 682 (Ap. 1933).

121. Fleet, BQ, I, H, p 503.
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In fact, BaHaja seems to have had only a short respite after his resounding

victories and his troubles in the newly conquered territory began within a

few years. The Kadamba Kamadeva of Hangal was the first to raise his

head, and his efforts were soon seconded by the warlike Seuna ruler

Sirtgharia, a grandson of Bhillama. An inscription at Hangal dated

September-October 1196 records that king Vfra BaHala II had pitched his

camp near a large tank on the west of Hangal and besieged the city. He
was defeated and repulsed for the time by Kamadeva’s forces under his

general Sohani who, however, lost his life in the battle.’^^ The hero-stone

(vfragal) on which this inscription is engraved also bears a vivid description

of battle scenes. In 1 203 the Kadamba ruler was still warring not unsuccessfully

with BaNala’s forces, and by this time Sihghana had come to,occupy the

Seuna throne or at least begun to play an active part in retrieving the

position lost by Bhillama after the battle of Soratur. Although Sihghana’s

accession is usually placed in 1210, there are inscriptions of his pointing

to a date much nearer 1200 for the event. This combination of the

youthful Sihghana with Kamadeva evidently proved too much for BaMaja.

In 1205, 1207 and 1208 several villages in Sorab taluq of Shimoga district

suffered from Kadamba raids, and by 1211 the whole of Banavasi-12000

passed into Kamadeva’s hands and he penetrated still further south as far

as Biriir.’^''

Sihghana himself joined the fray soon after, and carrying fire and sword

into the region already harried by Kamadeva, advanced in force up to

Arsikere in the heart of the home territory of the Hoysajas, less than 50

kms south-east of Birur in the Kadur district.’^® A general Mahadeva

Dandanayaka by name is known to have carried on the defence of the

Hoy^aja kingdom, but with no conspicuous success.’^® The provenance of

the inscriptions of the two protagonists. BaMaja and Sihgharia, clearly reveals

the toss of territory which Bajjaja had to put up with as a result of

Sihghatia’s hostility. The last inscription which mentions Vijayasamudra

(Ranebennur taluq) as the residence of Bajjaja is dated 1210. By 1215

Sikarpur and Honnali and perhaps also Masavadi had been tost to the

conqueror, though the earliest record of Sihghana’s suzerainty over Masavadi

seems to occur only in 1228.’^^ Thus, towards the close of his reign,

122. Ibid, p 063.

123. BK, 51 and 55 of 1929 and 498 of 1915, the two first yielding 1199-1200 and the

last 1204. In fact, Sirighatia II succeeded Bhillama in 1199-1200 in the northern parts of the

erstwhile Cijukya kingdom and occupied the southern regions by about 1210 by ousting

Bajjaja from this region (see also Chapter IV above). This is indicated by the records of

Sihghana which give a wide range of dates for the commencement of his rule (cf. S. H. Ritti,

The SSunas, pp 12f.).
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Bajjaja could retain only a very small portion of the extensive territory he
had acquired in the north as a result of his wars with the Kalacuris,

Cajukyas and Seunas.

An old disillusioned man, Bajjaja installed his son Narasirnha II on the
throne in 1220 and retired from active political life.’“ Inscriptions contiruie

to mention him occasionally for about a decade longer and the exact year
of his death is not easy to ascertain.'” Two of his queens. Remmadevf
and CojamahadevT, have been mentioned already. Another patta-me^)Sole\rt
(senior queen) was KetaladevT who, like RemmadevT, also figures in a
Masavadi inscription. Yet another senior queen was Tujuvaja Mah&tevT
mentioned in 1189. The name of Narasirnha H’s mother was PadmaiadevT,
as we learn from an inscription Of that monarch at Harihar bearing the
date 1224.’^ Both successes and failures of Bajjaja were quite remarkable
and they settled the lines of policy for his succe^rs. While they continued
to retain the independent position he had secured for the dynasty by his
prowess, they learnt the lesson of Bajjaja’s ultimate failure against the
Seunas and, taking advantage of the Tamil connections started by him,
they developed an active interest in the affairs of the Tamil kingdoms iti

the south which offered ample scope for the exercise of their arms as well
as of their diplomacy.

NARASIMHA II (1 220-33/34)

Narasirnha II, also known as VFra Narasirnha, had been fl.«s.sociat9d with
the government as yuvamja at least since 1209.’®' The festivities that
attended his coronation in April 1220 find particular mention in a number
of inscriptions. Some of his records in the Tamil districts seem, however
to count the commencement of his reign a couple of years earlier.'®® Iri
fact the earliest notable public act of Narasirnha on record is his expedition
southwards into the Tamil country directed against the rising power of thenew Parjdyan ruler Maravarman Sundara Paindya I and for the defence of
the aged Coja power Kulotturiga III with whom Bajjaja II had concluded
a political and dynastic alliance some years earlier.
The long-standing feud between the Cola emperors and their Pandva

oHew after‘tr
^ suzerain’sew after the accession of Maravarman Sundara I in 1216. The new

and wfefder
the insults heaped upon hin,

Sit I
^ Kula^ekhara when KulOttui’iga invaded

afto
capital and demolished their coronation hall. Soon

after his accession. Sundara marched into the CSja country in strong

128. EC, V, Oi. 211.

lS'
2^' 86: XI. Hk. 104

133. ARSIE, 201 of 1910.
® V, 1898-99. Ap. ii. p I4.>n 3).
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force' and threatened the Cola empire with utter ruin. Kuldttuhga naturally

appealed to BaHaja II who responded by sending out Narasirpha against

the Pandyan invader. The Hoysaja inscriptions that mention this expedition

begin in 1217-18, and they bestow on Narasirpha the titles

Magara-r§iya-nirmulana and Ka^va-kula-kmntaka iri addition to

C6la-i%a-prati$thiKXffya and Pandyaraiyakolahala'^^ It seems probable,

therefore, that the Pandya was in league with the ruler of the Magara
kingdom, a new principality that had come up on the banks of the Pennar

in Salem and south Arcot districts, and the Kadava Kopperuhjihga, a
chieftain of Pallava extraction who was just rising into prominence in the

region lying to the east of the Magara kingdom. After dealing effectively

with the opposition of these chieftains who blocked his way to the south,

Narasirpha is said to have marched upon SrTrangam, thereby threatening

the rear of the Pandya forces in the Coja country and the security of the

home territory of the Pandya. The intervention was effective. Sundara
retreated and entered into a settlement with the Coja monarch who was
summoned from his exile to the Pandyan camp at Pon-Amaravati and
restored to the rule of his kingdom. TTie return of the conquered country

is mentioned in Pandya inscriptions from the third regnal year of Sundara

(1218-19) onwards.

After he began his rule as king, Narasirpha evidently continued to keep
up his interests in the Coja kingdom which he had rescued from extinction

by the Pandya power at the close of his father’s reign. The presence of

his officers in different parts of the Coja country is attested by inscripttons.

Around 1226 a servant of SomaladevT, the queen of Narasirpha and mother
of the heir-apparent. Sbme^vara endowed a lamp at Tirugokarnam in

Pudukkottai. A year later, a similar endowment is recorded at KahcTpuram
from BacaladevT, daughter of Bhutadeya-nayaka of Dorasamudra.’^ Ammana,
Goppaya and Vallaya are the names of Narasirpha’s generals who bestowed
endowments on temples at KancTpuram and Tirumalav^i in 1230, 1231
and 1236.'®^ Narasirpha himself is said to have gone over to K^Tpuram,
stayed there for some time and, before returning to his capital in 1229,
left a section of his forces behind. He and his son Some^vara were said

to be ruling from KonnanOr, KahcTpuram and Pahcala in the Cojanad in

1228.^38 Koyilaiugu, a legendary chronicle of the SrTrangam temple,

mentions the construction of a man^pa in the temple by Narasirpha.’®® In

a record of 1223, Narasirpha II is said to have pursued the king of Trikalirtga

and penetrated his train of elephants displaying unexampled valour.’^ The

134. See chepter XVI.

135. EC. IX. Kn. 87, XI, Dg. 25.

136. >V?SIE, 349 of 1919.

137. iWrf, 408 of 1919: 404 of 1919; 39 of 1920.

138. EC. Ill, Ng. 36; V. Cn. 211b: VJI, Ci. 52: XII, Tp. 42,

139. lA, XL, p 136.

140. EC, V, Cn. 203.
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njler of Trikalirtga at this period was Aniyahka BhTma III, whose forces seem

to have advanced into the Tamil country as far as SrTrangam about the

same date. From an inscription of Maravarman Sundara Pandya’'” dated

1225, we learn that the Oddas (people of Orissa) had been in military

occupation of SrTrangam and its neighbourhood for two years, appropriating

for themselves all the rich revenues of the shrine and impeding the proper

conduct of worship in it, before Sundara Pandya drove them out and

enabled the authorities of the temple to restore the old order.

Another record of the tenth year, most likely of R^araja III and hence

of 1226, states that some time before Narasimha Hoy^ja had destroyed

the country round about Tiruvadatturai in Vriddhacalam taluq of south Arcot,

he desecrated temples and carried away the images of gods.’'*^ This area

formed part of the territory which Kopperuhjihga, the enemy of Narasirnha

and Rajaraja, had made his own. We may conclude that the Kadava rebel

had persuaded the adventurous ruler of Orissa to come to his aid and

that Narasimha undertook a campaign against both of them together in

1223-24. The site of Narasirnha’s encounter with the Kalihga elephant corps

is not known, but the enemy forces were not stopped in their advance

into the Cola country and succeeded in securing a lodgement in Brirangam

for a time. Their atrocities at the famous shrine brought swift retribution

from the powerful Pandya ruler Sundara. But they seem to have lingered

in the region of KancTpurbm for some years longer and the victory claimed

by Narasirnha’s soldiers (wa-bherunda$) in 1230 against an enemy force

as strong as the Vindhyas was most likely won against them.’^ In an

inscription of 1236 Atiiyatika BhTma recognises R^ar^a’s supremacy in

KancTpuram.”*^

The able but aged Cola monarch Kulotturiga III quit the throne, and
possibly also the world, soon after Sundara Pandya’s restoration of the

Coja country. The new ruler, Rajar^a III, who counted his regnal years

from 1216, exhibited few traits of ability or statesmanship. Not only did he
fail to arrest the influx of Hoy^aja officers and arms in different parts of

his still extensive kingdom, but he overrated the value of their presence so
far as to provoke a fresh conflict with his Paridyan suzerain. By witholding

his annual tribute to that monarch and despatching an army to invade his

territory, he provoked a war with Sundara Paridya which soon took a
disastrous turn. Abandoning his capital and his family to the tender mercies
of the invading enemy, he sought to reach the Hoy^aja forces stationed

in KahcTpuram. However, he was prevented from gaining his object by the
Kadava chieftain Kopperuhjihga, the Pandyan ally, who took him captive
after a fight at Teljaru and imprisoned him in the strong fortress of

Sendamahgalam in south Arcot, the seat of Kadava power.

141. Sll. IV, p 500.

142. ARSIE. 228 of 1928-29; ARE, 1929, II. 48.
143. EC. V, Cn. 211.

144. ARSIE. 445 of 1919.
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When Narasimha got news of these occurrences in 1230-31, his one
aim was to rush to the aid of his ally and justify the title he had already

earned of Cdja-rajya-sthapanacarya. So he left his capital, overwhelmed

the ruler of the Magara kingdom who obstructed his path, captured a

number of his elephants and quickly reached the banks of the Kaveri in a

few days. He fixed his camp at Paccur, about 4 kms to the north of the

Coleroon opposite Snrangam. From there he despatched two generals,

Appanna and Samudra Goppayya, with orders to carry destruction into the

country of Kopperunjinga and reinstal the Coja emperor on his throne.

Accordingly, the two commanders sacked EHeri and KalliyOr-mujai held by

Kopperuhjiriga, and Toludagaiyur held by ^j.akon, evidently one of his

lieutenants, and killed some of the mudafis of R^araja and Parakramabahu

of Sri Lanka who had joined the enemy. Then, after offering worship at

the shrine of Chidambaram, they devastated many places such as

TondamanallGr, Tiruvadi, and Tiruvakkarai to the south of the river Varapavasi

(Gadilam) and east of Sendamangalam. They literally carried out the instructions

they had received from Narasirnha by burning crops, capturing women and

plundering people. Finally, they made preparations to invest Sendamafigalam,

when Kopperunjinga sent word to Narasirnha that he was ready to restore

Rajariya III to liberty and his throne. Narasirnha transmitted the offer to his

generals, who thereupon received the Cola emperor with honour and

accompanied him back to his country.

Meanwhile Narasirnha, who was also conducting operations against the

Paridya monarch, inflicted a decisive defeat on him at Mahendramailgalam

on the Kaveri. Narasirnha compelled him to accept the terms dictated to

him, which included the restoration of R^araja to the Coja throne and

mutual friendship among the three royal houses sealed by marriages of

which the details are not known though we find later that Some^vara, the

son of Narasirnha, is called mamadi (usually meaning maternal uncle or

father-in-law) by the successors of both Maravarman Sundara Paixlya I

and Rajaraja III. The Hoy^aja war against Kopperuhjii^a, however, seems

to have continued for some more years and ^m§§vara is seen encamped
at Martgalam, about 16 kms south-west of the Kadava capital in the course

of campaign against that chieftain in 1236.’'*®

On his northern frontier, Narasirnha had to face the constant aggression

of the warlike Seuna king, Sihghana, who had already deprived Bajjaja II

of the best parts of his conquests in the north. Repeated skirmishes resulting

from cattle raids became the order of the day, and though Narasirnha is

praised in his inscriptions for. some victories in which he is said to have

slain generals like Vikramapala and Pavusa and dyed the waters of the

Tungabhadra with the blood of the slain, the final result was by no means
favourable to him. He had to leave the Sagar and Bellary areas, and his

145. EC, V, Ak. 123. See K.A.N. Sastri, 77w C&as, pp 421-25 for details.

146. EC, III. Md. 121; IV, Kr. 63; V, Cn. 233, Hn. 84; VII. Sk. 175, 270; Q. 40, 46.
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attempt to punish local chieftains like the Sinda of Belagavarti who went

over to the side of Singhana met with no success.’"' Hemadri vaguely

asserts that Singhana captured the whole of the territory protected by the

Hoysala Ballalaksitipala-palita-bhuvam sarvapahara^ yah. Somesvara, who

had become yuvaraja'*^ by about
1
‘228/29, is said to have led an attack

against Krsna the grandson of Singhana, who took part in his campaigns

from a very early age. Another encounter with the same prince apparently

met with better results and marked the early years of the reign of Somesvara

which began in 1233-34.

somesvara (1 233/34-62)

The end of Narasirnha II seems to be hinted at in a fragmentary Cola

inscription from Jambai in south Arcot.’"® It is dated in the twenty-third

year of Rajaraja III (1239) and states that Tikka went out (on war) in the

month of Chittirai (April-March) of that year. Having stabbed VaMaladevan,

he proceeded to Saribai (Jambai). From the date of the inscription we must

conclude that this VaHajadeva could have been none other than Narasirnha

II. Tikka was the Telugu-Coda ruler of Nellore, a vassal of R^araja III and

a rival to the Hoysajas for the title of “the establisher of the Cdja kingdom”.

His inscriptions are found in KancTpuram from 1231, if not earlier’® and,

evidently owing to his Cola origin, he felt he had a better right to take up

the Coja cause against its enemies and incidentally keep out the growing

influence of the Kamatakas in the Coja country. In this plan he commanded
the hearty support of the rising Cola prince Rajenora III who was more
able than his elder contemporary Rajaraja III and who, after some years,

began to glory in the title of Cdla-kula-pahbhava-nirakarana—ihe avenger

of the humiliation of the Cdja ^nasty. Seeing that the following decade
(1240-50) is marked by the combined hostility of Tikka I and Rajendra III

to Hoy^la Somesvara, it seems quite probable that this trend began a
little earlier, and that Narasirnha lost his life in the field in an attempt to

check the new developments and retain the Coja kingdom within the sphere
of his own influence. He had saved the Coja empire twice from extinction

by the Pandya power and laid down nis life in an endeavour to keep the

position vis-a-vis the Coja empire which he might have thought belonged
to him by virtue of his services to it. His queen KajaladevT was the mother
of Somesvara.

To come back to S6me6vara's war with Sihgharia, two stray inscripttons

dated 1 236-37 at Pandharpur and Hampi’®’ speak of temporary successes
won by the Hoy^ja ruler in his campaigns against the Seuria. The Hampi

147. IbW, VII. HI. 20. 98.

148. /Wrf, III. Nj. 36; IV. Ng. 98.

149. AflSC 439 of 1937-38.

150. Ibid. 446 of 1919.

151. Bomb. An^. Rep., 1897-98. p 5; MAR, 1920. para 75 (VR. Bell. 333).
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inscription lays down rules for the daily supply of articles to the temple of

Virupaksadeva and the annual payment of 181 pagodas to it— an indication

that this region must have been held by the Hoy^aja ruler at least for a

few years. In any event, Sihghana’s power soon reasserted itself over

practically the whole of what had been the empire of the Cajukyas of

Kalyana. His celebrated general Bicana, governor of the southern provinces,

led a victorious expedition against the Hoy^ajas and the Pandyas of the

Nojambavadi province, and did not retrace his steps until he reached the

banks of the Kaveri, where he set up a pillar of victory.’®^ An inscription

from Shimoga district dated 1239 mentions the despatch of a large army

to the south by Singhana’®® and this may be taken to refer to Bicana’s

campaign and give an indication of its probable date.

Clearly SomeSvara suffered heavy reverses and lost rmich territory to the

Seurras. Attempts to recover lost ground were made in 1242 and 1250,’®^

but met with little success, and Sbme^vara had to put up with the loss

of Shimoga and a good part of the Chitradurga district. But the Seuiias

were evidently in no position to make their authority effective so far away
from their capital at Devagiri, and the southern marches of the extended

Seurra empire tended more and more to lapse into a conditbn of anarchy

in which petty local chieftains were changing sides or proclaimed their

independence and engaged in ceaseless squabbles. The details of these

local skirmishes are of no general interest; but attention may be drawn to

Jakhaladevf, queen of Jajalladeva of the "Kashmir Chov\rhat;i family” he

is described.’®® In the twenty-first regnal year of Sbme^vara (1254-55) she

acknowledged the protection of the Hoy^aja emperor and bought land to

be given over to the temple of Tiruvanaikkaval. J^alladeva might well be

the king who, according to.Hemadri, had to surrender a number of elephants

to Sbgharia,’®® and JakhaladevT figures in inscriptions from Kalasa less than

70 kms due west of the Hoy^aja capital Dorasamudra.’®^ The inscriptions

of Jakhaladevi show clearly both the extent of Seuna penetration into

Hoy^ala country under Sihglwia and the recovery of HoySija power in its

home territory that followed soon after.

Attention has been drawn above to the recovery of Cola power under

the leadersNp of R^endra II, the crown prince, assisted by the Telugu-Coja

Tikka I, who put an end to the life of Narasirnha II in a battle near Jambai

in south Arcot. RSjendra is in fact mentioned as the enemy of Some^vara’®®

even as early as 1237, only six years after the release of R^araja III from

captivity at dendamahgalam by the intercession of Hoy^ja power. The

152. JBBRAS, XY, p 385.

153. EC, Vlll, Sb. 319.

154. MAR. 1915, para 83; 1907, para 23; EC, V. Ag. 55.

155. ARSe. 27 and 28 of 1891; SU, IV, pp 428 and 429.

156. fViBpiaSastI, I, V. 42.

157. EC, VI, Mg. 65, 67a end 70.

158. 1)1% V, Ak. 123.
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new Situation called for a change of policy on the part of Somesvara. The

Sanskrit poem RukminlkalySnam states that S5mesvara had a Pandyan

princess Bijjalamba for his queen. This marriage might have been contracted

in 1218 at the end of the first campaign of Narasirnha II against Maravarman

Sundara Pandya I. That powerful monarch of the Pandya was no more,

and his successor Maravarman Sundara II was a weak ruler who, if left

unsupported, could fall a victim to the aggressive policy of Cola Rajendra.

And Somesvara had to avenge the death of his father. He, therefore,

strengthened the alliance with the Pandyan kingdom by accepting the

daughter of his brother-in-law, the Pandya king, Pattamamba by name, for

his son, the future Narasirnha 111.’“^® Contemporary Paridya inscriptions bear

clear evidence of the growing influence of the Hoysajas in that country and
of the frequent presence of Somesvara himself at Karitianur from 1238
onwards. Further, Somesvara adds the title “upraiser of the Pandya
kingdom” to his numerous birudas from this time.’®' In his turn, the Paii^a
king institutes a religious worship named after Somisvara in the temple of

Alagarkoyil (near Madura) and confers the title of VanT-vallabha on Vasudeva,
the court poet of Somesvara.’®^ Besides strengthening his position in the

southern kingdom, Somesvara undertook an expedition against Tikka I in

1 240, but evidently met with little success. For, while the HoySala inscriptions

mention the expedition and say nothing gf its results,'®® the Telugu poet
Tikkana affirms clearly in his Nirvacanottara Ramayana that Tikka subdued
the Karnata ruler Somesvara and thereby easily established the Coja in his

position, earning for himself the title Cdfasthapanacarya. An inscription from
Nandalur dated some years later in 1257 mentions CampapurT (Jambai) as
the scene of battle in which Somesvara met his defeat.'®^ About the same [I

time, another Hoysaja army was operating on the banks of the Kaveri in

*

Thanjavur district. Siiighana Dandanayaka’s invasion of this area led to the
cessation of worship in a temple near Vedaranyam which had to be
reconscecrated at a cost of 50,000 kasus, and about the same time the
whole of Kana-nadu (comprising parts of Thanjavur and Pudukkottah) was
captured on behalf of Vira Somesvara by another of his generals, Ravi-deva.'®®
But these successes were not enough to counteract the defeat at Jambai,
and on the whole Rajendra held his own against the Hoy^ala intruder,
thanks to the cooperation of Tikka.

Rajendra seems to have enlisted the cooperation even of Kopperuhjihga
in his efforts to throw off Hoy^ja influence in the politics of the Tamil
states. In his undated Tripurantakam inscription, Kopperuhjihga is called

159. Tinjwalai $n Venkatei\ma, I, pp 683-84.
160. MAR, 1913, paras '80-81; EC. Ill, Tn. 103; IV, Kr. 76' VI Kd 83
161. MAR, 1920, para 75.

, , . .

162. ARSIE, 291 of 1929-30 and RukmihikalySnam. op dt.
163. EC, VI, Kd. 100.

. 7 . .

164. ARSIE, 580 of 1907; ARE, 1908, II. 71.
165. ARSIE. 501 of 1904; 387 of 1906; K.A.N. Sastri, op c«, p 433.
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"the sun to the lotus pond”, viz., the Coja dynasty.’®® He is said to have

raised fortifications on the north bank of the Kaveri against the Kannadiyas,

apparently without being able to restrain their advance, as the festivals in

the temple of Tiruvenkadu had to be stopped until they were revived by

a fresh endowment by two Pandya princes several years later.
’®^

In an

inscription of his tenth year from Vriddhacalam, Kopperunjihga claims to

have killed "some Hoy^ala generals on the battlefield at Perambalur and

captured their womenfolk and treasure.’®® Lastly, a general of Kopperunjihga

by the name of Virajatapa claims to have taken the Hoysajas captive and

levied tribute from the Pandyas.’®® All these events are clearly connected

with the campaign led by Sihgana and Ravfdeva dan^nayakas on behalf

of Somesvara. We may, therefore, conclude that in the generally hostile

relations between the Kadava chieftain and his Coja suzerain, there came
about a change due to the new policy followed by Rajendra calculated to

oust the Hoysaja power from the Tamil country. The Hoysajas were no

friends of the Kadava, and he heartily joined in the war against them which

resulted in a few years of real independence for Rajendra III. But the Kadava

claimed his reward for his service, and, proclaiming his independence, he

began to count his regnal years from 1243. Rajendra had necessarily to

acquiesce to it.

Doubts regarding Kopperurijiriga’s loyalty as well as the memory of the

political and dynastic alliances with the Hoysajas evidently forbade Rajendra

from proceeding to extremes in his relations with Somesvara and, after a

demonstration of his readiness to resent too much interference from his

Hoysaja uncle, Rajendra seems to have been quite prepared for a resumption

of friendship with him. Evidently, Somesvara was not slow to respond.

Accordingly, we find the officers of the Hoysaja monarch assisting in the

administration and making endowments in areas under Rajendra’s rule in

the years 1250 and 1251, particularly on the banks of the Kaveri in

Tiruchirapalli district.’^® And the rise of the illustrious Pandya ruler Jatavarma

Sundara Pandya, who came to the throne soon after in 1251 and whose

sweeping career of conquest affected all the south Indian states in equal

measure, sen/ed to cement the alliance between the Hoy^jas and the

Cojas. Before 1258 Sundara Pandya compelled the warlike Coja monarch

Rajendra III to acknowledge his overlordship and pay tribute. He also

attacked the Hoysaja forces in the region of the Kaveri and, after inflicting

great losses on them, he besieged them in a fodress. The brave general

Sihgana was captured on the battlefield and thrown before a rutting elephant.

Many of S6me§vara’s horses and elephants were taken together with a

166. Sll, XII, no 247, I. 1.

167. ARSIE. 514 of 1918; Sll, XII, p 173.

168. ARSE, 73 of 1928; Sll, XII, no 124. I am not convinced of the existence of two

Kbpperunjirigas.

169. ARSIE 229 of 1925; SI. XII, no 129.

170. ARSE 49 of 1913; 387 of 1903.
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large amount of treasure and women. Somesvara was forced to retreat to

the Mysore plateau and the fortifications of Kannanur-koppam were taken

by storm and occupied. Somesvara made another effort to retrieve his

fortune and lost his life in battle in the neighbourhood of Srirangam. Sundara

P^dya is said to have sent to the other world the Moon of the Karnata

country who had caused much trouble to Shrangam.’’^' The date of this

occurrence is open to doubt. Some^vara’s Tamil inscriptions carry his reign

up to the twenty-ninth year (1262).’^^ But a Mysore inscription points to

1257 as the date of his death. It is possible to reconcile the Tamil

inscription with this by supposing that it counts the regnal years from 1228
when Somesvara took up residence at Kannanur as yuvaraja. However,
Sundara Pandya’s inscription of 1258 does not mention Some^vara’s death
but only his flight into Karnataka, while his 8nrangam Sanskrit inscription

which opens by mentioning Somesvara’s death bears no date.

NARASIMHA III (.1 255-92) AND
RAMANATHA (1 234-95)

Three queens of Somesvara find mention in his inscriptions— Somaladevi
(called patta-mahisi or 'chief queen in 1253); Bijjalarani (the mother of
Narasirnha III) and DevalamahadevT of Calukya stock, the mother of VTra
Ramanatha besides a daughter named Ponambala.’^*' Sometime around
1255, Somesvara himself appears to have effected a division of the
kingdom between his two sons. Narasirnha being appointed to the rule
of the ancestral capital Dorasamudra and the northern half of the kingdom,
and Ramanatha being put in charge of Kannanur and the southern half
besides_ Kolar. The former had naturally to' deal with the Seunas while
Ramanatha attended to the relations with the Tamil powers. The regnal
years of both the princes are counted from about the same time within a
few months of each other. The brothers continued to live on friendly
terms, each minding his own part of the kingdom and defending it against
rts enernies in the early years of their reign.’"' But when Ramanatha lost

1
" ' 280 - differences arose between them.

Both of them enjoyed rather long reigns— Narasirnha III ruling up to 1293
and Ramanatha till two years later.’"®

m. !iBE~34^'le9'7

1915. para 83.
"• 9 598: 1894-95, p 8.

took Place ^ the be^nn^ of

"«ons to UleveM a«iiwhe8'toh/2?ihl’,°" •>« there are

Partitton of the kingdom.
tjotween the two brothers commenced in the wake of the

178. ec, VII, Sh. 72; XII. Ck. 33.
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The alliance between Coja Rajendra 111 and the Hoy^jas continue after

the death of SomeSvara. The close association of Ramanatha and R^endra

is attested by two inscriptions from Thanjavur district which couple the

regnal years of both the monarchs at an interval of five years in 1265-66

and 1270-71.’^® But the details of the relations between the allies and their

Pandyan foe are by no means clear. So long as Jatavarman Sundara

Pandya lived, Ramanatha could not regain control of Kannanur, and probably

spent part of his time in the court of his Coja ally, both of them exercising

a kind of joint control over whatever territory was left under their authority,

which included the districts of Bangalore, Salem, Trichinopoly (in part),

Thanjavur and Pudukkottah. Some time after Sundara' s death in 1268,

Ramanatha regained Kannanur which continues to be described as his

capital for ten more years.’®® But Maravarman Kula^khara, the successor

of Sundara on the Paixlyan throne, was no mean warrior, and he was
bent upon consolidating the conquests of his predecessor and extending

his dominion further. Already in 1272 there is mention of Kannattara^r (ie,

the Hoy^ja ruler) in one of his inscriptions.’®’ Six years later, one of his

generals Ariya CakravartT makes an endowment at Srirangam.’®^ We hear

of Kula§^ara encamping at KannanOr in the fifteenth year of his reign

(1293).’®® An undated record from Tinnevelly mentions the construction by

Kulasekhara of the prakam walls of the temple there from the booty collected

after defeating the Kerala, Coja and Hoy^ja kings.’®^ These facts, taken

along with the cessation of the inscriptions of Rajendra III and Ramanatha

in the Tamil country after 1279, clearly indicate that Kulasekhara won a

final success against them and destroyed their power altogether around

that year.

During the years when Ramanatha maintained his power in the Tamil

country as best as he could in the face of increasing difficulties, Narasirnha

III was fully occupied with countering the hostility of the Seurias. At Devagiri,

Sihghana was succeeded by his grandson Krsna in 1247 and he was

followed by his younger brother Mahadeva in 1261-62. After Mahadeva,

his son Amana had, after a short reign, to give place to the son of Krsria,

the ambitious and powerful Ramacandra in 1271. Border skirmishes in

which local chieftains took part on either side were a constant feature.

Hemadri says that Mahadeva reduced the king of Kaniata to mockery. But

a Hoysaja inscription states, on the other hand, that Mahadeva fled in a

single night.’®®

The decisive test came in the time of Ramacandra when his son-in-law

179. ARSIE. 207 and 208 of 1931.

180. EC. V, Ak. 149.

181. ARSIE, 20 of 1912.

182. ARSIE, 7 of 1936-37.

183. bid. 328 of 1923.

184. bid, 29 of 1927.

185. DKD, App.C.I, V. 48; EC. IV, Ng. 39.
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Harapala and his famous general Sajuva-Tikkama penetrated the heart of

the Hoy^ala country with the aid of several feudatories of the Seunas. The

Coja chief Irungola of Nidugal was also among them. He encamped at

Belavadi and threatened Dorasamudra itself. There followed a pitched battle

in the neighbourhood of Belavadi,’* but its r^ult is reported differently by

the two contesting parties. The Haiihar inscription of Ramadeva describes

Tikkama as a plunderer of the Hoy^la king, and says that in March-April

1277, he had come to Harihar on the way back from a victorious expedition

in which he had reduced the city of Dorasamudra, and had levied tribute,

especially of elephants and horses. In celebration of this, he built a temple
there of the god Narayana (Visnu) in the name of his former master
Mahadeva, and made grants to it.’®^ Hoy^la records, on the other hand,
state that after a hard fought battle, Tikkama was obliged to retreat in

haste leaving his entire camp to the mercy of his enemy. He was hotly

pursued by the Hoy^la forces from the battlefield and driven beyond
Dumme amid great slaughter. That the Hoy^la claim is not altogether

baseless, and that in spite of his own preoccupations, Ramanatha cooperated
with his brother in the crisis that was threatening to oven/vhelm the Hoy^ja
kingdom becomes certain from two inscriptions of Ramanatha bearing dat^
in 1276-77 from Kogali in Bellary district.’* We may conclude, therefore,
that whatever temporary success attended Tikkama’s enterprise, including
a raid on the Hoy^ja capital itself,’* in the final result Narasirnha won
such a victory that he was able to regain control of his possessions roughly
as they stood in his father s reign. He even organised a counter-invasion
of the southern parts of the Seuna empire. Irungo.la II of Nidugaj who, in

accordance with the time-serving policy dictated by the geographical position
of his territory, had joined pkkama. He had even raided Hoy^aja territories
in Tumkur eariier. However, he too felt the weight of Narasirnha’s arms in

Nidugaj passed for a time, though only for a time, under Hoy^ja
rule. It seems to have become free again in 1292.
Three years after the repulse of Tikkama, the Tamil area under Ramanatha’s

rule was lost as a result of his defeat by the Pan^a Kulas§khara. This
vras the signal for the rise of differences between Ramanatha and Narasirnha
which culminated in a civil war that lasted many years. Even eariier,
^manatha had exerted himself to gain control over parts of Kolar and
Bangalore districts where local chieftains had been successfully evading
cmtrol from the Hoy^ajas and the CSjas, and maintaining a turbulent
independence. As a consequence of this effort of Ramanatha to establish

186. £C, V, a 120, 164, 165; XI, Dg. 59.

u P
The last mentioned fact evidently misled Rice into

s cf. Mysore and Coorg, p 109.
188. AflSC, 33 and 34 of 1904.
189. MAR, 1937, no 23, p 147
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his power in the eastern part of the Mysore plateau, clashes occurred

between his troops and those of Narasirpha even before he lost the Tamil

country. After that, they become more frequent and developed into a regular

war.’®^ The course of the war is not easily traced, but many hero-stones

attest its duration and the dislocation caused by it in Hoysala dominions

till the end of Narasirnha’s reign and for some years later. Ramanatha
carried on the struggle even after Narasimha's death. His son Vi^vanatha

kept it up. for a few years after his father’s death in 1295. The kingdom

was reunited under Narasimha’s son BaHaja III in 1300 or a little before.

After the loss of Kannanur and the Tamil possessions, Ramanatha fixed

the seat of his rule at Kundani in DevanahaMe taluq of Bangalore district,

not Kundani in the Hosur taluq of Salem, as has sometimes been held.’®^

BALLALA III (1 291 -1 342)

Narasimha's troubled reign came to an end with his death in 1292, and

he was succeeded on the throne of Dorasamudra by his son Bajlaja III

whose earliest records are dated in 1291 In a grant dated 1279 Narasimha

III made provisions, says Fleet, “for the tax which had to be paid to the

Turushkas (i.e., the Muslim kings of Delhi) by all people from the Kanarese

country residing at Benares”.’®® Referring apparently to the same record,

R. Narasimhachar says that the provision was for tax on “pilgrims from ail

parts of India residing in Benares”, that it comprised the entire income

from the village of Habbale, Arkalgud taluq, which amounted to 645 varaha

per annum, of which 402 went towards pilgrim tax while the rest was
spent on certain services in the temple of ViSvesvara in Varanasi.

In the first years of his reign, BaNaja III had to engage in a ding-dong

battle in the east with Ramanatha and his son Visvanatha until the latter

disappeared from history some time before 1300. With this, the unity of

the Hoy^ala kingdom was restored and Bajjala attached to himself the

new possessions that fell to him in east Karnataka by a poiicy of conciliation

and liberality attested by a number of his inscriptions in these regions.’®®

BaHala III was an energetic warrior and was not lacking in the qualities

of statesmanship. Some factors in the political situation of south India (such

as, the weakness of the contemporary Seuria rulers and their increasing

preoccupation with Turkish inroads from northern India as well as the war

of succession in the Patidyan kingdom following the death of Maravarman

Kula§§khara) seemed to favour his ambitious designs. But th^ successive

Turkish invasions of the south under the Khaiji and the Tughlaq sultans of

Delhi profoundly disturbed the political balance of the country and totally

192. tid, V. Ak. 149; Bl. 187; Hn. 47; AiV?, 1909, para 86.

193. Cf, AflE, 1912, 1146; EC, XII, Intro, p 11 and Tm. 17, 27-29.

194. EC. VI, Kd. 49. 68; IX. Kn. 64.

195. BG. I, ii. p 509; MAR, 1909, para 85.

196. EC. DC, Ml. 38, Bn. 51. 65.
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upset the calculations of BaHaja III. Even in the midst of this turmoil, BaHala

held his own, expanded the territory under his rule, and contrived to ensure

that the north Indian onslaught on his kingdom left it with the least possible

damage. The other aspects of the reign of BaHala III may be reviewed

before discussing the Turkish inroads in detail.

Within a few years of the commencement of BaHala’s reign, the Seunas

began to feel the pressure of Islam from the north and BaHaja was given

a free hand to assert his authority over the southern marches of the Seuna

kingdom which had never been wholly brought under control by the rulers

of distant Devagiri. BaHaja went against Koti Soma Nayaka, a Santara

chieftain ruling in the Sagar taluq of Shimoga district, captured Hosagund

and brought the area under his sway in around 1300.’®^ This was followed

by some indecisive and repeated fighting with a combination of chieftains

in the Kadamba territory: Gahgeya Sahini, the minister of Kadamba Kamadeva,

was the soul of the confederacy and the Hoy^aja camp at Sirisi is mentioned.

KadambaNgenad is said to have been plundered and there was a pitched

battle between the rival forces. But if BaHaja gained a victory in the battle,

he was not able to press it far. This was probably because the Seuna

king Ramadeva sent his general Kampilideva to cause a diversion by invading

the Hoy^ja territory from the north-east. An inscription of 1303 records

that the Seuna army marched against Holalkere and killed in fight Someya
Dandanayaka, the king’s brother-in-law (mayduna) who was ruling there.’®®

Another battle was joined in 1305 in the Banavasi country in which "the

tiger’s cub, the king of the Karnatas” proved invincible.’®®

An undated record from Belur taluq mentions a tem'ble battle at Madavalli

between Bajjaja’s forces and the army of his son, Sarikamadeva or

Sifighana.®®® Now Sahkama was Seuna Ramacandra’s son who succeeded

him on the throne of Devagiri and ruled for three years (1309-12).“’ But

as he is mentioned here without any royal titles, he must have been only

a prince at the time of the battle of Madavahi, which must be assigned

to about the same time as the other events of the campaigns detailed in

the foregoing. The successes attained by BaMaja secured a small extension

of his territory to the north and convinced Ramacandra that it was no
longer easy to aggrandise the Seuna kingdom at the expense of the

Hoysala. But Bajjaja had to cry a halt to his northward expansion probably

because of fear of reprisals from the Delhi sultanate, of which the Seuna
kingdom had become a vassal by then.

197. toW, VIII. Sa. 31. 96. 98. 99. See also AMR, 1931. nos 71-73.

198. AMR. 1913. para 85,

199. EC. VIII. Sa. 156.
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20V The latest known date for Rarnacandra is September 1310, and there is also reason

to think that he lived till the middle of 1312. His son Singhana ill (whose none is given by
K. A. N. Sastri as Sankama) was in power till the end of 1312—Ebls.
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In another direction, BaUaja made himself master of Nidugaj before 1308,

and inscriptions refer to him as the ruler of that fortress for several years

from that date.^°^ Soon after, Ballala set about recovering lost ground in

the Tamil country. In a Tamil inscription dated 1313, BaHaja is called

Adiyama-yamapura-prave^-de^ika, clearly meaning that he killed an Adiyama

chieftain in battle.^^ This might have occurred some years earlier, and the

conquest of the Kotigu country from the Adigaman chieftain of Tagadur

might have been a prelude to BaHaja's attempt to extend his power further

in the south by taking advantage of the succession disputes that had arisen

in the Paridyan kingdom at the end of Kulasekhara’s reign. But, as is well

known, Baljala had to abandon these designs at least for a time as the

invasion of Dorasamudra by Malik Kafur in 1310 recalled him to the capital.

yVhen the Turkish danger passed, Bal.laja renewed his efforts in the Tamil

country and took sides in the Pandyan civil war. A record of 1318 mentions

Bapja’s march from Kaiirianur. Another, dated four years later, records^"^

the death in battle of Sirigeya, the son of Someya dannayaka— the mayduna
of BaHala who died in the battle of Holalakere. Sirigeya is said to have

been in the service of VTra Pandya of Karinanur and lost his life in a battle

between VTra Partdya on one side, and his son Samudra Paridya and

Paraka Paridya on the other. The nature and extent of BaMaja’s gains from

these intercesstons are, however, by no means easy to determine.

Other famous generals of Bapja III were Permale-deva dannayaka and

his son Madappa. Their titles f^giri-Sadhaka and Koiigaramari^® indicate

some fighting in the hilly regions of the Nilgiris besides the war in Kohgu

already mentioned. Finally, Bapja brought the Ajupas of south Kanara into

the sphere of Hoy^ja influence for the first time, and we find an Alupa

princess Cikkayi Tayigaju as Bajjala’s chief queen in 1333.^ As Bajjaja

bears the title Pan^a CakravartT two years later^°’^ and Paridya is a title

which figures frequently in medieval Alupa records, we must assume that

the marriage alliance was the result of a military conquest leading to the

Alupa recognition of HoySaja suzerainty. Cikkayi-Tayi, also called Kikkayi-Tayi,

survived Bajjaja for several years and ruled the Ajupa principality in south

Kanara with many high-sounding titles till at least 1348. Three years earlier,

she had become the subordinate of the Vijayanagar ruler Harihara II as is

dear from one of his inscriptions at Snhgeri.^

Besides the Nidugaj, Kotigu and Tuju regions, a good part of the north

Arcot district and even part of Chingleput passed into Bajjaja’s hands. The

Yadavarayas of this area who had long been feudatories of the Cojas were

202. ARSE. 729.738 and 772 of 1917.
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now obliged to acknowledge Hoy^ja supremacy, and Tiruvenkatanatha

Yadavaraya raised from his subjects an annual levy called valjaladevar-vari

for paying the tribute due to his suzerain/'” Tiruvannamalai in north Arcot

district became one of the subsidiary capitals of the Hoysaja kingdom, and

in the last years of his reign BaNala III often visited the place/'° After

Dorasamudra was demolished by the Turks in 1327, Bajlaja retired to

Virupaksa Hosadurga^” which continued to be the seat of the enfeebled

Hoysala power for the rest of his reign and that of his successor. In 1340

BaMala III anointed his son VFra-Virupaksa-BaHajadeva as his successor.

Two years later, he fell fighting the forces of the Sultan of Madura in the

neighbourhood of Kannanur on 8 September 1342.^’^

When Ballala ill kept himself busy with his northern and southern

neighbours in endless battles and skirmishes which had no tangible effect

except mutual weakness, the developments in far off Delhi were casting

their shadow on the southern kingdoms.
'^

In the middle of 1296, the Seuria kingdom fell prey to the attacks of

Ala-ud-din. Ramacandra was reduced to the position of a subordinate and

forced to pay annual tributes to the Delhi sultan. Amidst the hostilities that

were renewed between the Seunas and the Hoy^jas, Ala-ud-din planned

another invasion through his general Malik Kafur. This time the Hoysala

kingdom and further south became the target. In February 1311, Kafur

reached Devagiri, the capital of the Seutias. Ramacandra received the

invader well and even lent the services of his general Para^urama Dajavayi

to lead the invading army to Dorasamudra. A battle was fought towards

209. TirupatN DevasOtanam Ep. Rep, pp 121-22.

210. EC. IX. Db. 14; Bn, 21.
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the end of that year. BaMaja had to finally succumb and even surrender

not only the wealth but also his own son who was taken to Delhi only to

be returned safely to the Seuna capital later. With the assistance of Bal.laja,

Kafur proceeded to the Paiidyan kingdom where, however, he did not

obtain the expected result. Yet, he was able to collect a lot of booty and

returned to Delhi.

What is to be noted here is that these southern rulers— the Seunas,

the Hoy^ajas, the KakatTyas and the Pandyas— did not take these onslaughts

seriously even when they cut at the very roots of their existence. It is

obvious that the adventures of Ala-ud-din or of Kafur were not smooth

and the military strength of these rulers was not inconsiderable either. Yet,

strangely enough, they never thought of forging a united front. Instead, they

even helped the Turkish army to weaken one another. Even when BaHala had

to quit the capital and shift elsewhere, he invaded the small kingdom of Kampili.

The invasions from the north were incessant. In the wake of a change-over

from the Khaiji rule to that of the Tughluqs in Delhi, Ulugh Khan, the general

of the latter, invaded the KakatTya kingdom in 1323 and brought doom to

that dynasty when its last ruler Prataparudra committed suicide, unable to

bear the humiliation. In 1327 another invasion swept Madurai, the capital

of the Pandyas and it also became a vassalage of the rulers in Delhi. A
little later, in the same year, the kingdom of Kampili fell to the invader and

practically the whole of south India came under the Delhi Sultanate.

BaMaja was the sole survivor after this catastrophe. Wisdom appears to

have dawned upon him after witnessing the havoc brought by the northern

invaders. He now supported the moves to free the country, particularly

those started under the leadership of the five sons on Sahgama in the

Hampi region. Proleya Nayaka and Kapeya Nayaka from the Andhra region

joined this movement. Ba||a|a, though aging and powerless, encouraged
and supported these attempts. His son, Virupaksa Ba||a|a IV, disappointed

him by not being able to rise to the occasion. Ba||a|a identified a valiant

hero in Harihara, the eldest of the five sons of Sahgama. He handed over

to him the authority of this territory which became the base for fighting for

the cause which culminated in the foundation of the Vijayanagar empire in

1336.

Bajjala did not cease to be active even after this. He helped Kapeya
nayaka in Andhra to oust the Muslim governor at Telingana. In 1340 he
defeated Ala-ud-din Udousi, the governor of Madurai, and later besieged
the fort of Kannanur. But slight laxity on his part turned the victory into a
defeat. He was captured by the Turkish army and murdered in 1342.
Thus came to an end the colourful personality of Bajjala. A mgyor part

9^ ^he eighty years of his life was spent in battle. His son lived up to

1346, by which time the new Vijayanagar empire had already made
headway in political and cultural life, spreading its hegemony over a large
area of the south.

214. EC, IX, B. 120.
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HOYSAL as'’*

4. Baijijal
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Chapter VI

THE KAKAtiYAS

ORIGIN AND THE EARLY SUBORDINATE CHIEF’S

The KAkativas rose to power in the beginning of the twelfth century in

the eastern Deccan with Anumakonda as their capital. It was later shifted

to Orugajju just a few miles away.

There has been considerable difference of opinion among scholars regarding

their origin and early home. The discovery of an inscription on the Bayyaram

tank’ in Khammammet district throws fresh light on the origin and the

history of the early kings of this dynasty. According to this epigraph of

KakatT Mailamba, the queen of Natavadi Rudra and the sister of KakatTya

Gariapatideva, the genealogy starts with Durjaya, the originator of the line

of these kings. The inscription gives in sequence the names of Vanna

Gunda I, Gunda II, Gunda III, Eriya, Pindi Gunda (or Gunda IV), Prola II,

Rudra and Mahadeva, the latter’s son Gariapatideva and daughter Mailamba,

the queen of Natavadi Rudra. Among these, the names of Guiida III, Eriya,

and Gurida IV occur in the Mangallu grant of the Eastern Calukyan king

Dariarnava^ (wrongly attributed to Ammar^a II) dated 956 where, in addition

to these, another name Beta is also introduced between Eriya and Gurida

IV. The absence of this name in the Bayyaram epigraph may be due to

his premature death, whereas in the former record the donor of the grant

Gurida IV had necessarily to mention his father’s name after mentioning

the names of his forefathers. Vanna, the founder of the family, is stated

to have ruled the earth with Kakafi as his capital and hence the rulers of

this line acquired the name of KakatTyas. Contrary to this and the Garavapadu
grant of Gariapatideva,^ ' KumarasvamT Somapllhi, the commentator of

l^tapanjdra-Ya^obhusanam of Vidyanatha states that these kings are called

Kakafiyas because they worshipped the goddess KakatT, one of the forms

of Durga as their family deity.^ According to the Skkihe^ma-caritraf' a later

legendary account, their original home was Kandarapura, identified with the

present Kandhar in Nander district of Maharashtra.® The conflicting character
1. fiA, I, pp 71-94.

2. B. XXW, 1955-56, pp 35-44.

3. m XVIII,. 1925-26. p 350.’

4. F^8(4pariiicta-Ya^Qbrx%anarn,c()rm)entaryofKurngraSv9rrf-l^^

5. Canto 2.

6. N. Lakshininarayana Rao (Tha KSkaiB^ has suggested that KSkati, a vihge near
Beigaum in Karnataka, might have been the original home of these Kikadyae-Eds.
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of the evidence is perhaps more apparent than real. It is not unlikely that

Kandhar was the abode of the goddess KSkafT, the town or the particular

locality acquired the name KakafTpura, which is not uncommon to Indian

place names. Orugalju itself is referred to as KakafTpura in some of the

inscriptions, of course by virtue of its being the capital of the Kakafiyas.

KAKARTYA GUNDYANA to GUNDA IV

The Bayyaram epigraph contains a valuable hint regarding the origin of

the family. It seems to indicate that they belonged to Rastrakuta stock.

Beta I is spoken of as Garudahka Beta because his anva^ or family bore

that name. This occurs as Ganj<^u Beta (i.e., Beta, known otherwise as

Garuda) in the Telugu portion of the Guduru inscription.^ Vidyanatha, in his

Pmtapanjdra-Ya^hu^nam, refers to the Saupama-ketana of Prataparudra

of the Kakafiya lineage.^

It seems that all the Kakafiya kings from Beta I to Prataprudra had the

same Garuda banner. It is well known that Garuda was the banner of the

Rastrakuta families. In the Mangajfu grant, Kakairtya Gundyana and Eriya

were explicitly named as Rastrakutas. This term has been misinterpreted

as cultivators for want of supporting evidence. In the Kazipet Dargah

inscription,® the Kakafiyas are said to have belonged to ‘Yisti Vam^a". The

title Vitti Narayana is also noticed in some of the inscriptions of the RastrakOta

subordinates. TTie word wsf/ or vitti is a derivative of the Sanskrit word

vr^T and was claimed by some Rastrakutas as their family name.^°

The early Kakafiyas, as is evident from the Manga! ju grant, seem to have

come to the Telugu country as the commanders of the Rastrakuta armies.

The first member Gurrdyana Rastrakuta or the Samanta Votti (a mistake

for Vitti) of the Kakafiya family is stated to have sacrificed himself in an

encounter between Vallabha, that is Rastrakuta Krsria II (880-912) and an

Eastern Cajukya king, probably Calukya BhTma I (892-922). The latter’s

son, Irimarfigarxia, according to the Masulipatam plates of Cajukya BhTma,

is said to have slain in the battle of Peruvat^guru a Rastrakuta commander
named Gutir^ana'^ who, in all probability, was Kakartya Guridyana III of

the Mangajju plates.

This is the earliest mention of the Kakafiya chiefs in the Telugu country.

Gutidana’s (Gurrda III) son Eriya Ristrakuta^^ was appointed governor of

Kurravadi, or the present Kuravi in Warangal district on the south-eastern

frontier of the Rastrakuta dominions. Kuravi formed the bone of contention

7. HAS, XIII. ii, p 78.

8. NStakapniaranam.

9. HAS, XIII, ii. pp 25f.

10. ai. DC, i, no 68.

11. ECV. p 14.

12. Eriya riere would perhaps be the name and RSstrakuta would indicate an office. Eriya

appears to have been transformed into Erra—Eds.
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between the Eastern Cajukyas and the Rastrakutas. Eriya was succeeded

not by his son Beta but by his grandson Gunda IV who, according to the

Mangallu grant, in his early career had been deputed by RastrakOta Krsna

III in 956 to help the Calukya prince Danarnava in his attempts to oust

his step-brother and the crowned king Ammaraja II (945-970) after the

latter had ruled for eleven years. Gunda IV succeeded in driving away
Ammaraja II to Kalihga and installing Danarnava, though temporarily, on the
throne of VehgT. In recongition of Gundyana’s service Danarnava, at the
former’s request, granted the village of MangaMu included in the
Natavadi-visaya in the Eastern Calukya territory as an agr^iSm to the
brahman named Dommaiia who performed a ritual called karpativrata for

the merit of Gundyana. Thus, the MangaHu grant dated around 956 is the
earliest record of the KakatTya chiefs.

Consequent on the fall of the Rastrakutas in 973, Kakartya Gutidana
being a Rastakuta subordinate both by birth and loyalty, refused to submit
himself to the new Cajukyan emperor, Taila II, who was just then busy
consolidating his position. He could not pay immediate attention to the
recalcitrant attitude of Gurida on his eastern frontier. During the period
between 973 and 1000 there was an interregnum in the Eastern Cajukya
kingdom, and there was no one to check the power of Gunda. Availing
himself of this opportunity, he carved for himself a small independent
principality with Kuravi as its capital.

The Telugu portion of the Gudur epigraph of Viriyala Malla throws some
light on the succession of events of this period, particularly regarding the
early career of Beta I or Garuda Beta. Although the record is dated in the
Cajukya Vikrama year 49 corresponding to 1124, it describes the greatness
of the ancestors of Viriyala Malla, the donor. After describing his father and
grandfather, Beta and Sura respectively, the record states that an earlier
member of the family named Eriya helped a certain Bottu Beta in battle
and established him in Koravi, while his wife Kamasani took the young
Garucla Beta of the Kakatlya family to the emperor Bhaskaravibhu and
estabfehed the line of KakatT. These achievements of Viriyala Eriya and his
wife Kamasani must have occurred at least four generations before 1124
he date of the record, that is around 1000. Though it is difficult at present
to fix the Identity of Bottu Beta and the emperor Bhaskaravibhu of this
inscnption, Garuda Beta can be none other than the son of Kakartya Gunda
V. Be^g very young at the time of his father’s death, he was unable to
face the situation, which threatened his position at Koravi. Challenged by

® legendary work already cited above,

wflt thl°

^ ^•'a’^asani, the paternal aunt of Garuda Beta, who perbaps

hS

J

Kamasani in the Guduru record. She is
closely related to Garuda Beta. She interfered on his behalf and took him

13. £4. I, pp 57-64.
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to the emperor Bhaskaravibhu. probably the Western Cajukya king (Taija

II or his son and successor Satya§raya), and influenced him to enroll young

Beta as one of his subordinates in the Anumakonda-w^ya.

BETA I

The Bayyaram tank inscription attributes the conquest of Anumakonda
to Beta I. It states that after killing the two chiefs Anuma and Konda he

made their town his capital, thereby suggesting that the place acquired its

name Anumakonda after the two chiefs were defeated by Beta. The conquest

of Anumakonda by Beta I appears to be nothing more than the allotment

of that region as a fief in his favour, probably in place of the former holders

by the Calukya king. The historicity of the persons Anuma and Konda is

also doubtful, as the name Anmakonda, a variant of Anumakonda, had

been in existence at least since the time of Rastrakuta Amoghavarsa I

(814-78).’'' The story of Anumakorrda is a patent myth created specially to

explain an uneventful conquest of the place. The Kazipet Dargah inscription'®

of Beta’s great-grandson Durgaraja refers to a victory of Beta I over the

Coja army {Coja-camu-vardhi-pramathana). Beta’s attack on the Colas

cannot be taken as an independent event as he was then a petty chief

ruling a part of Telingana which was included in the dominions of the

Western Cajukyas. He must have accompanied the Cajukyan expedition to

the Coja country, planned by Ahavamalla Somesvara I, as a measure of

retaliation for the burning of his capital Kalyaria by the Cola king, Rajadhiraja

I, in 1052. The Cajukyan army under Polakesi invaded the Cola kingdom

and captured KancT. Beta I, according to the Palampet inscription,'® assisted

by his able commander Brahma of the Recerla family, participated in this

Cajukyan expeditioii and achieved victory. The statement in the Emaranatha

temple inscription'^ of Ganapatideva’s time, must also be taken to refer to

this victory of Beta I but not to Beta II, who is otherwise not known to

have captured KahcT. Though old in age. Beta I might have undertaken

the campaign with the assistance of able commanders.

PROLA I

Beta I was succeeded around 1055 by his son Prola I. The Bayyaram

epigraph cites his title ari^ia-kesan, that is, lion to the elephants (viz, the

enemies). This title is attributed in some inscriptions to Prola II, but it has

a specific significance as a title of Prola I, since he constructed a big tank

and named it Kesaff-tataka after his title arigaja-kesan. This tank is identified

with Kesan-samudram or Kesamudram near the village of the same name
situated about 50 kms from Warangal. Further, the inscription states that

14. ARAND, 1933-34, p 19.

15. HAS. XIII, ii, rx) 7, p 25.

16. AMS, III, i.

17. M, XXI, p 200.
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as a mark of gratitude towards Prola, his successors adopted the symbol

of boar or varaha on their coins as well as the cattle belonging to them,

signifying his act of uplifting the earth by way of digging the tank. It may

be noted here that the boar symbol did not belong to the KakatTyas

originally, but was adopted by them later, from their overlords the Cajukyas

of Kalyana. The original symbol of the KakatTyas was the garu^ and it

continued to decorate their banner till the time of the last king Prat§parudra.

The political career of Prola I appears to have been more eventful than

that of his father. The Kazipet Dargah inscription states that KakafTya Prola

I got Anumakonda-vfsaya, as also Sabbi-1000, as a fief through a charter

from Trailokyamalla in recognition of the services he and his father rendered

to the Cajul^a in the latter's wars with the Colas. The Sanigarama epigraph

of Trailokyamalla Somesvara 1 dated 1050 states that Mahasamanta KakatTya

Prolarasa acquired greatness by the kindness of the king. The Dargah

inscription throws further light on his achievements. He set the affairs of

the Cakrakuta kingdom in order, put to fight a chief- named Bhadrariga

and conquered the Korikan. The statement in the record is explicit in this

connection that these military endeavours made his fame spread far and

wide, but did not add to his material prosperity. They perhaps refer only

to the Calukyan expeditions to those countries in which Prola I played dn

important role.

According to Bilhana,’® Vikramaditya VI, while he was yet a prince,

conducted expeditions over the Coja, KotM<ati, and Cakrakuta countries

around 1066. Perhaps this was the occasion when Prola I took an acth/e

part and pleased his overlord Ahavamalla Somesvara I. The second set of

his adventures, according to the same inscription, is mainly connected with

the neighbouring chiefs, namely Annaya, the son of Dugga, the chief of

Kadaparti and Gonria of Gurrasagara and lord of Purakuta. Purakuta may
mean a group of villages and Gunasagara may be the headquarters. The
Jain vestiges near Karimnagar town include a tank Gunarnava \which may
be identified with Gunasagara and a town of that name near it. Prola I

conquered both the Kadaparti and Purakuta regions and annexed them to

Anumakonda-w^ya, for which he objtain^ ratification by means of an
inscription from Trailokyamalla Somesvara I. Pleased with the military ability

and unswerving loyalty of Prola I, the emperor Somesvara I granted him
the Anumakorida-w^ya with its new extensions as a permanent fief, probably
with the right to mint coins with the boar or varaha symbol as noticed

above. Thus, the reign of Prola I was significant in the revival of the

KakatTyas, which had suffered an eclipse during the early days of Beta I.

He promoted irrigation works by digging tanks and providing agricultural

facilities to farmers. These have been referred to in several inscriptions of

Gatiapatideva and others.

18. Vk. IV, 11-18.
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BETA n

Beta II, the s5n of Prola I, is generally referred to as Tribhuvanamalla in

the inscriptions, probably after his overlord Tribhuvanamalla Vikramaditya VI.

Two of his inscriptions, one at Anumakonda and the other at Banajipet,

have come to light so far. Apart from the Mangariu grant, these are the

earliest of the Kakatiya records. Beta's Hanumakonda epigraph’® is dated

1079 and that Banajipet®® 1082. The latter refers to a Jinalaya built by a

certain Medar^a of Ugravadi, who was a imhaman^le^vara under

Tribhuvanamalla Vikramaditya VI, and Beta II is said to have granted

donatbns to it. According to the Anumakonda inscription®’ of Prola II, Beta

II is said to have acquired Sabbinadu-1000 with the help of his able minister

Vaijadandadhipa, who took him to the Calukya emperor and obtained his

ratificatton. This marks the extension of the KakatTya territory over the entire

Sabbinadu-1000. The circumstances under which this new extension of

territory was granted by the king are not known. But the Kazipet Dargah

inscription indicates that Beta II also, like his father, participated in the

Calukyan expeditions to the Cdja and Malava countries and might have

obtained from the king the Sabbinadu. It is significant, for Beta II, formerly

a subordinate under mahamandaleivara Medaraja I, was now elevated to

a position superior to that of the latter. Prola II, in his Anumakoirda inscription

dated 1117, is represented as master of Medaraja II, grandson of Meda
I, who was perhaps at that time ruling the Polavasa and Ugravadi regions.

The Matedu inscription refers to one Beta and one Prola, who in all

probability are identical with Beta II and Prola II, whose contemporaneity

tallies with the date of the inscription, ie, Calukya Vikrama Year 45,

corresponding to ad 11 20. It refers to an early event where a certain chief

named Reva of the Vemabola family assisted ^ta II in administrafive affairs

and in suppressing the internecine revolt, the details of \which are not known

at present.

OURGARAJA (c 1098-1116)

Tribhuvanamalla Beta II was succeeded around 1090 by his first son

Durgaraja, who also bears the title Tribhuvanamalla. Only one record®® of

this king has come to light so far. It states that Beta, the son of Prola,

constructed a hamlet named Sivapura in Anumakorida town and a temple

there to the god Siva and gave the hamlet as an agrahara to RameSvara

Pandita, a Saive ascetic of the Kalamukha sect and the pontif of the

MailikarjunaSila matha of SriSaila, on the occasion of a solar eclipse in the

Saka year 1012 Pramoda. The record also refers to the uttarayana sarhkran^

in the year Bahudhayana, which obvtously follows the former after either

19. HAS, XIII, ii, p 25.

20. £4, I, PP 111f.

21. m IX, 1907-8, PP 256-67.

22. The Kazipet Dagah Inscription, HAS, XIII, y, pp 25-31.
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years in the same cycle of sixty years. These two years correspond

respectively to 1090 and 1098. Beta II was alive at least up to 1090 and

was succeeded by his son some time before 1098. Very little is known

about Durgaraja’s political career from this epigraph. He must have ruled

till 1116 and his reign was comparatively insignificant. The Sanigarama

epigraph of an irregular date but equated with 1 1 07 gives Beta II the latest date.

PROLA II (c 1117-56)

Prola II succeeded his elder brother Durgar^a. His earliest record in the

Padmakshi temple at Anumakonda is dated Cajukya-Vikrama 42 (ad 1117).

It records the construction of a Jaina basadi named Kadalalaya by Mailama,

the wife of Betana, a minister of Prola II and registers gifts of some land

to the same basadi by Prola himself and his subordinate Medarasa of

Ugravadi belonging to the line of Madhavavarman possessing eight thousand

elephants. One Medarasa, the ruler of Ugravadi of the same family, is

represented in the Banajipet inscription^ dated Baka 1004 (1082) as the

overlord of KakatTya Tribhuvanamalla Beta II. Ugravadi appears to be the

name of the region comprising the present Mulugu and Narasampet taluks

of Warangal district. An unpublished epigraph at Pojavasa dated 1108 also

refers to the same Medarasa, who may have been probably the grandfather

of his namesake mentioned in the Anumakonda inscription cited above.

Another unpublished inscription found at Govindapuram near Banajipet

gives the genealogy of the family. According to this record also, these

chiefs belonged to the lineage of Madhavavarman who had eight thousand

elephants. Durgga, his son Medaraja, his son Jagga-nipa and two sons of

the latter (Meda and Gunda) are also mentioned in it. Jaggaraja is also

mentioned in another epigraph dated 1112 found at MedapaMi in the same
region. These chiefs were the followers of Jainism and seem to have

constructed some basadis and endowed them with gifts of lands. It is now
clear that one Medaraja figured as the master of Beta II in 1082 whereas
his grandson Meda II appears as a subordinate of Prola II in 1117.

The Thousand Pillared Temple inscription of Rudra^^ gives a detailed

account of Prola H’s victories. He is said to have captured Taijapadeva,
the crest jewel of the Cajukya family, but touched by his devout and
amicable bearing released him immediately. He captured Govindaraja, but
released him from captivity and bestowed the kingdom upon Udayar^a.
He disgraced Gunda, the lord of Mantrakuta, had -his head shaved, branded
his chest with the symbol of the boar and finally killed him. Frightened by
him, Eda, another of his formidable enemies, though invited to fight in the
presence of the emperor, ran in fear like a boy to his own town without
giving battle while the general Jagaddeva, who came to capture Anumakori^
with a host of chiefs, took to flight unable to withstand him in the fight.

23. EA, 1, pp 1111.

24. M, XI. pp 91.
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These victories of Praia II are eulogised by his son Rudra, probably on the

occasion of the commencement of his independent rule.

Praia II was a petty mindalika vassal under the Cajukyas, raling over a
small tract of the country comprising at the most the whole of the northern

parts of Warangal district and the north-western part of Karimnagar district.

The remaining portions of these two districts were fiefs of Medaraja II, who
also owed allegiance to the Western Cajukyan emperor of Kalyana. The
identity of Taijapa, whom Prola captured and released out of compassion,

is a matter of controversy as there were two Cajukyan princes of this name
during Praia’s time. One was Kumara Taijapa, the son of Tribhuvanamalla

Vikramaditya VI who, according to some inscriptions in Mahboobnagar
district of Andhra Pradesh, was a mahamarKlal^vara ruling Karrdur-nadu

with Kodurupura as the capital during 1111 -34^ under his father Vikramaditya

VI and later under BhGlokamalla S6me§vara III. The same prince held another

fief in the Sindavadi region of the present border area between Kumool
and Anantapur districts.^ The other was Taijapa III, the second son of

Somesvara III, \who succeeded to the Cajukya throne in 1150-51 and was
later ousted by Kalacuri Bijjala II in 1156. It is not clear which of these

two Calukya princes came into conflict with Prola II and died subsequently

of atisara (dysentry) caused by the fear of Rudra.

Similarly, the identity of Govindaraja or Govinda dander is not settled.

There was a Govinda, an early contemporary of Prola II, a nephew (sister’s

son) of Anantapala dandanayaka, the famous general of Vikramaditya VI.

This Govinda dandanayaka's records occur at Tripurantakam and

Burugugadda and are dated in the reign of Vikramaditya VI, that is, before

1125-26. The same Govinda dandadhipa, along with his brother Laksmaria,

dan^nayaka is stated in the Draksaramam inscriptions^^ to have been

defeated by the Velnati chief Gonka II in the famous Godavari battle which

took place around 1135. But he never appeared to have had any conflict

with Prola II and much less with his master the Cajukyan emperor. Gurida

is known to be the younger brother of Medaraja II, the Pojavasa chief

whose fief lay near Manthena in Karimnagar district. Eda may be identical

with Meda, as the word seems to have been figuratively used to suggest

that he was as timid as a lamb (eda| A fragmentary insoription of Gurida

found near Manthena specifically states that he was a loyal subordinate to

Bhulokamalladeva S6me§vara III. It is not clear whether these brothers Meda
and Gurida had any conflict with the Cajukyan king Somesvara III or his

successor Jagadekamaila II: However, it may be noted that the absence

of the name of their overlord in the unpubiished Govindapuram epigraph

dated 1122 and the earlier records of Pojavasa and Medapajji seem to

indicate that they repudiated the authority of the Cajukyan overlord and

started inscribing records in their own names.

25. APAS, III, Mn. 39-41, 49 and 57.

26. Sll, DC, nos 190, 202, 221 and 226.

27. bid, IV, nos 1141 and 1182.
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In this connection, the chronology of the later Calukyan kings of KalySna

is to be reconsiderecl. Most historians believe that Jagadekamalla H’s rule

ended around 1150 when his brother Taijapa ill succeeded him on the

throne. The inscriptions of the period 1150 to 1162 mentbn two CSjukya

kings, Jagadekamalla II in the Anantapur-Bellary region and Tailapa III in

the Dharwar-Bijapur and Raichur-Gulbarga regions, both oiling from

Kalyanapura. Jagadekamalla II, with his title PratS^pacakravarff, is noticed in

the records as late as 6aka 1091 (1169). Some inscriptions ranging in date

up to 1181 also mention Jagadekamalla without the above title, who is

generally taken to be Jagadekamalla III. Quite surprisingly, nothing about
his relation to his predecessors or successors is disclosed anywhere. These
and other considerations make us believe that Jagadekamalla II still had a
hold over the Nolambavadi and Sindavadi regions (modem Anantapur-Bellary

border areas) and was recognised as the mling king rather than Taila III

or even his successor Bijjala. Possibly he continued ruling parts of the
kingdom till 1181, when S6me§vara IV succeeded and restored the lost

fortunes of the family. Though we are not certain about the identity of the
latter Jagadekamalla, the former with the title Pratapacakramff is certain

to be identical with Jagadekamalla II who must have been alive till 1169,
the date of the Madhudi epigraph in Madakaara taluk ofAnantapur district.

“

Taijapa III had no legal claim to the Cajukya throne and his accession
in around 1150 was by means of usurpation instigated by Bijjala, who took
the reins of administration into his own hands later in 1156-57. This illegal

occupatbn of the royal throne at Kalyana, first by Taijapa in 1150 and
later by Bijjala in 1156, was in fact not recognised by some powerful
subordinates like the KakatTyas in Telingana and Majjideva Coja Mahar^“
in the Nojambavadi regbn, who still remained loyal to Jagadekamalla II.

This state of uncertainty in the political affairs of the Calukyan kingdom
continued till 1162, the last date of Taijapa III.

In the light of the facts stated above, the achievements of Prola II

descrit^ in the Thousand Rllared temple inscription, of Rudra need
reconsideration. Among the ememies of Rudra mentioned in the record,
Meda (Meda II of the Govindapuram inscription dated 1122) was the ruter
of Ugravadi-M^. Dommaraja was the ruler of NagunOr or Nagara near
torimnagar whfch was an oW Jain centre. Maijugi was one of the sons of
the Kalacuri king Bijjala who, according to an inscription,*’ shared with his
fathw tte burden of administration. He couW not have been a contemporary
of Kumara Taijapa, whose last known date is 1134. Lastly, BhTma C6da
was the elder brother of Gokarna Codadeva of the Telugu C6ja family of
K^unj ^o, according to their own inscriptbns, flourished behveen 1105
and 1156. So the whole set of victories of Prola II or his son Rudra

28. Ibid. K, i, nq, 270.

29. bid, IX, no 270.

30. bid, XX, no 135; flic 50 of 1938-39.
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recorded in the Thousand Rllared temple inscription must have taken place

between 1150 and 1160, probably in 1150 ifseif, when Jagadekamalla II

was ousted from Kalyana.

A fragmentary inscription of Gahgadhara mantri states that he served

both Prola and his son Rudra and participated in their battles against

Medar^. He obtained as a reward from Proia 11 the kingdom of Udayacoda
after the death of Gokarna.®’ Gahgadhara mantri’s last known date according

to his Karimnagar inscription®* is 1171. His contemporaneity with Kumara
Taijapa has to be ruled out on account of his late date. According to an

unpublished Senagavaram inscription, Prola II remained loyal to Jagadekamalla

II till 1 149. The rebellion of Taijapa ill must have been at the instigation of

Bijjala who cherished the ambitious desire of usurping the throne, taking

advantage of the quarrel between the brothers. He could not achieve his

desire while Jagadekamalla was sitting on the throne. Taija, who had rx)

other achievements to his credit, was neither a great military general nor

a statesman to overthrow his brother. At Bijjala’s instigation he declared

war on his brother and attacked loyal subordinates like Prola II. The Kikafiya

chief, on behalf of his master Jagadekamalla II, fought with Taija III and

captured him but let him off on account of compassion and love. Meda
and his brother Gunda might have joined hands with Bijjala in ousting

Jagadekamalla II. Similarly, Dommaraja of Nagunuoi and BhTmadeva Coda
of-Vardhamananagati may have also joined Taijapa and Bijjala. This formidal:^

combination was led by Maijugi, the son of Bijjala. Kakafiya Prola II and

his son Rudra and Gokaroadeva Coda (BhTma's brother) however sided

with Jagadekamalla and Rudra as indicated by the phrase $ffman Msajigicleva

sartiga samaya prodbhuta darpapaham, extinguished the darpa or pride of

the kings, that rose at the time of joining Maijigideva. The other enemy of

Prola II, who is said to have laid seige to Anumakotida was Jagadd^,
generally identified with the Santara king of Patti Pombuccapura®® of that

name. This is not quite correct. However, another Jagaddeva who was a

dOTdanayaka in the senrice of Bijjala is mentioned in the Teiugu literary

work Basavapuranam of Palkuriki Somanatha. He is said to have slain Bijjala

later, being instigated by the king’s minister and preceptor Basava.®* It is

not improbable that the same Jagaddeva, having been deputed by Bijjala,

beseiged Anumakonda but was repelled and put to flight by Prola II.

Prola II is also said to have installed at Kanduru the Teiugu Cdda king

Udaya on the throne of his father Gokarna who, according to the same

record, was killed by his brother Bhlma. The Mamijjapajji inscription of his

grandsons BhTma and Gokartia states that he died in a tattle (with shyness

of breaking away from the group of allies).®® This implies that he took the

31. HAS, XVIU, p 128.

32. bid, XIII, ii, no 56. p 169.

33. M. XI. p 10.

34. B, V, 1898-99, p 241.

35. HAS, XVHI. p 62. "Yo mitra-mands/a-BhicIa trapey smb yuddhe muktim goalf’.
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side of the enemy Prola II, for which act of treachery he was killed by

Bhima. Prola II installed Gokarna’s son Udaya on the throne of Kahduru

after releasing Govindaraja, or Govinda dander as he was called in the

Ganape^varam epigraph.^ The identity of Govinda dandeia or Govindar^,

who is said to have been captured and released by Prola II, cannot be
satisfactorily established as no general of that name during his period is

known to have existed. Nor do we know how this incidence of Govinda
dander is related to Prola bestowing upon Udayareya the kingdom of

Kanduru. If we suppose that Prola H’s conflict was with Kumara Taijapa,

it must have taken place around 1138 when Jagadekamalla II succe^ed
his father. Prola li, standing by the side of Jagadekamalla II, might have
seized Kumara Tailapa, who might have attempted to capture the throne
overlooking the legitimate claim of the former. Rudra’s fight with BhTma
deva C5da should be a later event, around the 1150s. When Bijjala finally

usurped the Cajukya throne, Rudra found Jagadekamalla II too weak to

recapture the throne, and hence may have finally decided to declare

independence in the beginning of 1163. On this supposition Jagadekamalla’s
reign began with Kumara Taijapa's rebellion and ended with the usurpation
of Taijapa III. There is, however, no evidence in support of the former,
whereas the latter is well supported by the simultaneous issue of the
inscriptions of Jagadekamalla II, Taijapa III and Bijjala during 1150-63 in

different regions.

The Anumakonda inscription of Rudra reveals certain facts which cannot
be overlooked. Taijapa was an enemy of the KakatTyas. Second, the phrase
nrpe^arasya puratah significantly indicates that Prola II was fighting with
Gunda and his brother Meda on behalf of the king and not on his own.
Third, Mailigideva, identified as the son of Bijjala, was the leader of the
confederacy of mandalikas whose pride was reduced by Rudra. Considering
the external evidence which sfiows that the KakatTyas remained loyai to
their overlord Jagaoekamalla till li4y, they must have opposed the illegal

accession of Taijapa III to the tnrone. Further, the KakatTyas did not albw
Bijjala to extend his power into Telingana and foiled the attempts of Maijigi,
folfowed by Medaraja, Dommaraja and BhTmadeva Coda. As a political

successor to the Cajukyas, B|ala would not have kept quiet when KakatT
Rudra was carving out an independent kingdom. But the political pressure
exerted by Jagadekamalla II and his followers forced Bijjala to confine
himself to Kalyana and its adjacent Tarddavadi-Banavasi regions, which
were originally under his control. So Bijjala, like Taijapa III, was also an
enemy of Rudra. This period of twelve years from 1 150 to 1 162 was mostly
spent in political uncertainty. Taijapa’s death and Bijjala’s usurpation of the
throne at Kalyana gave an opportunity to Rudra, who was for all practical
purposes independent, to declare his independence openly in 1163.^’^

36. El, III, 1894-96. p 85.

37. B. R. Qopal (7?» ChSfukjfas of KafySna and ttie Kalachuris, pp 320-22) (fisagrees with
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Praia II, according to an inscription at Draksaramam,^ was slain by

GddayarSja of the Kota family and the Haihaya chiefs Satya and Mailideva

of the Kona country. This is confirmed by the Pithapuram Pillar inscription

dated Saka 1117 (1195).^ Mahadevar^, a Suryavarri^a chief and a

subordiriate of the later Eastern Cajukya king Malla Visriuvardhana of the

Beta Vijayaditya line who bears the title Pnxiari-badavanejah, submarine

fire to the enemy named Proda, in the Madras Museum Plates of his

this tBCOnatruction. He argues that the presumption mat Caiukya Taija IH revollad against his

brother and assumed the throne instigated by Kalacuri Bijjjala stands uncorroborated. In tect,

JagadekamaNa and Bhulokamala are two princes of the tamHy who figure in records of

Chitradurga and Bellary districts bearing all Cajukya titles and stated to be ning. JagadekamaNa

is stated to be ruKng in two records from ^gaji and Ciranathumbujam (Sf/, IX, i, ros 256
and 258). But these princes left the capital along SOmS^vara IV as a result of the Kalaouri

revolt. 29 January 1151 is the last known date of JagadekamaNa II from the Ti|iwal|i record.

The Kajjur epigraph of Taija III is dated 19 March 1151 and this is his earliest known record

within these months. Taija III succeeded his elder brother. There is nothing to show that

JagadekamaNa had any issue at aN. Further, there was a big dvonological gap between the

sons of Sdmddvara III on the one hand and Bjjjala on the other, end the latter was liar too

young when the former held power one after the other.

Prola II appears to have faced the attack of Paramdra Jagaddeva. N. Venkataramanayya

had earlier Surmised that Prola II fought against Taija on behalf of the ruNng king SdmSSvara

III, Medaraja II and Qunda. The chiefs of Pojavasa appear to have supported Taija. P. V. P.

Sastri (Inscriptions of Andhra Pradesh: Karwnnagar f^tric^ commenting on the Sinigarama

irwcriptlons of VHvamfiditya VI dated 1107 states that Jagaddeva, being a favourite, enjoyed

preferential treatment. As a consequence of some local politics. Beta asserted his superiority

over Jagaddeva leading to the latter's invasion of Anumakon^. Prola II is credited with the

achievement of repulsing the enemy with all his might and saving the town. But these are

unconvincing surmises. The Sanigarama epigraph is assigned to c. 1107, while the earliest

known date of Prda II is only 1117. Further, the events might as weN be reconstructed

differently. Sdme^vara III was administering Kojjipake-7000 before his accession. He was also

supporting Jagaddeva, the Paramara prince. The SSnigarama epigraph might cniy show the

disregard of the Kikafiya even by 1107. But when Prola II came to rule he tried to become

indeperKtont arxl, as a consequence faced the army led by Jagaddeva, prime Taija HI arfo

the subordinates in Manthena. It is possible that even Govindarija, the nephew of

Anantapdia-dandaniyaka, joined them. Though the Anumakoryte epigraph of Rudra aedits

his predecessor with victories against all these, it would appear that the truth was just the

opposite. Prola was defeated and thereupon continued his allegiance to the Caiukyas tW the

end of his career. It is probably in this connection that Sdm^vara was given an auspicious

date for proceeding on the expedition (see also chs II and III). Therefore, Prola continued to

be loyal to the latter. That Taija III was defeated by Proja is based on the assumption that

Taijapadeva mentioned in the Anumakonda inscription of Rudra was Taija III (cf. G. Yazdani,

ed, Ealy History of the Deccan, l-VI, pp 376-77 and P. B. Desai, Basavesvara and Hs Times,

pp'31-32). But it has now been shown that Taija, who was defeated by Prola, was a younger

brother of BhulokamaNa and not h'is son (JAHf^, XXXVI, p 3). The last known date of Taija

coming from an epigraph from Pattadakal, ie, 17 June 1163 (Yazdani, op dt, p 377), is later

than the date of the Anumakonda inscription of 1162-63. Hence it is dear that Taija mentioned

in that inscription cannot be Taija III (J^RS, XXXVI, p 3). In sum, therefore, there are reasons

to think that Prda II and his successor Rudra continued to be loyd to the Cijukya king and

that it is not correct tohdd that they rendered assistance to Kdacuri Bljjala by overthrowing Taila HI.

38. Sll, IV, no 1242.

39. B. IV, 1896-97, p 91.
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overtord^ claims for himself the credit of killing Praia. These references

show that Praia II was killed in a battle by the above chiefs, probably In

his attempt to conquer the coastal AndhradeSa.

Praia ll's wife was Muppamamba, the sister of Natavadi Durggarija, who

was also a subordinate of the Caluky^ of Kaly^ having his fief near

Inugurti in Mahabubabad taluk, Warangal district. Among their sons, Rudra

and iviahadeva were prominently known whereas the other sons Harihara,

Ganapati and Repolla Durggaraja are known only from references in

inscriptions.'*’

INDEPENDENT RULERS

RUORADEVA (1157-96)

Prola II was succeeded by his ^dest son Rudradeva some time before

Saka 1080 (1158), the date of the Drak^ramam inscription of his minister

Inahgala Brahmi Reddi.^ In addition to the $aka year 1080, the record

mentions the thirteenth regnai year of the Calukya Cola king Rajari^ II.

This need not be considered seriously, as it was customary atDraksaramam
to date the records in the Coja emperor’s regnal years also, and it does
not signify any political subordination of Rudra to the Coja overlord. The
name “Rudra", however, occurs without the usaal epithets such as
mahamandsdeivafa. He is simply mentioned as Anumakorida Rudradeva.
Rudra does not seem to have invaded that region but the death of his

father by Kota Codayar^, as stated above, indicates that Inahgaja Brahmi
Reddi might have accompanied Prola II to assist the Cajukya-Coja king

Rajaraja II in suppressing a rebellion of the Kota chief Codayaraja and the
Haihaya chiefs Manma Satya and Mallideva. Although the rebels were finally

defeated, Prola II lost his life and the KakatTya general Inahgala Brahmi
Reddi had to state simply Rudradeva of Anumakonda as his master.
The military achievements of Rudra along with those of his father have

^Iwady been discussed while dealing with the incidents recorded In the
Thousand Pillared Temple inscription. By the time this record was set up
by Rudra in the beginning of '1163, Taijapa III might have died. The only
other independent expedition led by Rudradeva was against Bhlmadeva,
the Telugu Coda chief of Kanduru-nadu, who on a former occasion killed
his brother Gokarnadeva and became the ruler of that region as a subordinate
under Taijapa III. When Taijapa III died in 1162 Bhfmadeva might have
become independent, which encouraged his nephew Udaya Co^ to follow
suit. Thus, accordir^ to the inscription, it is to be understood that BhTmadeva
was ruling the regxxi including Panugajju and Vardhamdnanagan with the
l^er as his capital, whereas his neph^ Udaya Coda (a Cododaya, as
he was sometimes called) was ruling the northern part of their hereditary

40. CP, no 10 of AR, 1916-17.

41. S*f, IV, no 1070 and X. no 254.
42. bid, IV, no 1107.
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kingdom, with Kanduru as his capital. Rudradeva first attacked

Vardhamananagari and burnt it. BhTmadeva fled to the woods leaving ail

his belongings. Rudra next proceeded against Cddodaya who seems to

have offered more resistance. The Ceraku chiefs, who had their appanage
in Eruva-nadu (Qiddalur and Nandikotkur taluks of Kumool district), assisted

KakatTya Rudra in defeating Udaya Cdda and his general Arasaju. The

Pahugajju and the 3n;§ailam regions were conferred as appanage on the

Ceraku chiefs, who ruled over them till the fall of the KakatTyas. Udaya
C6da purchased peace by offering the hand of his daughter to Rudra and,

consequently he was allowed to enjoy independent status in the

Kanduru-nadu. To mark his victorious expeditions over PanugaUu and other

places, Rudra is said to have built suburbs with those names in his newly

built capital city of Orugalju.

Rudra's first attempt to invade the coastal region started, in fact, during

the last quarter of the twelfth century ie, after the death of the Veianati

chief Rajendra Cola H in 1181. These Velanati chiefs were, in the beginning,

faithful to their Cafukya Cola kings so long as Rajaraja II was alive. But

when Rajar^a II died in 1 1 72, the Velanati chief Kulottunga Rajendra C6ja

II repudiated the authority of the new Calukya-Coda emperor Rajadhiraja

II and made himself master of the entire sea-board tracts extending from

Darsi in Nellore district to Simhacalam in Vishakhapatnam district. Hence,

KakatT Rudra could not exercise his authority over the coastal AndhradeSa

as long as the powerful Rajendra Coja II was supreme at Candavoju.

Due to his unexpected death in 1181 and due to the outbreak of a

fratricidal war among the Palnati chiefs, Rudra got an opportunity to interfere

in the political affairs of coastal Andhra by way of responding to the call

of one of the Palnati chiefs Najagama for assistance. Rudra at once set

out with an army accompani^ by capable nayakas of the Malyala,

Komaraval.li, Vipparla and Natavadi families. Apart from the outcome of the

Palnati internecine war, Rudra defeated the Kota chief Dodda BhTma and

captured his town Dharanlkota. But as a conciliatory measure he installed

Keta II, the son of Dodda BhTma, on the throne and gave him back his

ancestral territories.

With the assistance of Keta II, Rudra proceeded against the Velandqlu

chief and subjugated the Kondapadumgti chiefs who served as wardens

of the western marches of the VelanSti kingdom. An inscription at

TripurSntakam dated 1185 registers his gift of the village of Revum on the

banks of the Krishna in Kondapajjingdu to the god Tripurgntaka Mahgdeva.

It indicates that Rudra was actually in possession of the said Koridapa{ling(;lu

originally belonging to the Kondapadumgti chiefs. These military activities

of Rudra in the Velanggu territories made PrthvTgvara, the grandson of

Velanati Rgjendra Coda II, leave his capital Candavolu and flee to Rlhgpuram,

the headquarters of his dominion to the north of the Krishna.

Rudra, after his victorious expedition to the coastal Andhrade^. seems

to have busied himself during the last decade of his reign with preparations

H-i<r
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for an invasion of the Seuna kingdom in the north. This attempt, however,

^ded in disaster and Ftudra was killed in a battle during the course of

the invasion. The Patna inscription dated in the time of Seuna Sihghana

(1200-46)''^ states that his father Jaitugi put an end to the pleasures of

the beloved ones of the ladies of Andhra. This has been further corroborated

by Hemadri, the 6nkarnadhipa of Seuna Mahadeva, who boasted in the

Vratakhanda of his Caiurvarga-dntamani that Jaitrapala (Jaitugi) offered a

human sacrifice by immolating a victim in the shape of Rudra the Trilihgadhipa

and thus vanquished the three worlds. Though the event is recorded in

Sihghana’s time, it actually took place during the time of his father Jaitugi

around 1196.

Rudra was a great conqueror. Assisted by valiant warriors such as the

Ceraku, Malyala and Recerla chiefs, he completed the task of carving an

independent kingdom left unfinished by his father. Though he led two

expeditions to the coastal Andhra country, one to Draksaramam and the

other to Tripurantakam, he could not succeed in conquering any part of

coastal Andhra with the exception of Dharanikota. He was singularly lucky

in his generals and ministers who spared no pains in enhancing the prestige

and power of the ruling family. In wars and pious deeds he received special

assistance from minister Gahgadhara, son of Govinda of Velanadu.

Rudra was a patron of art and letters. He was a great builder. He
completed the stone fort at OrugaHu which became the seat of Kakafiya

power. He constructed the present Rudre^vara temple popularly known as

veyistambhalagudi (Thousand Pillared temple) at Anumakorida on the

architectural tradition of the Western Cajukya. Emulating his example, other

chiefs and ministers also built several temples and endowed them with

gifts. Besides being the founder of an independent kingdom, Rudra was
also distinguished as the founder of a school of sculptural art which was
adumbrated in the Thousand Pillared temple at Anumakonda and later

improved and embellished in the temples of Ramappa, Pijjalamarri and
Nagulapadu, among others.

MAHADEVA (1196-98)

As Rudradeva left no issue of his own, his younger brother Mahadeva,
succeeded him in 1195-96. Mahadeva was a faithful devotee of Siva and
took Saiva ordination from DhruveSvara Pandita. Soon after his accession
to the throne he too, like his brother Rudra, initiated wars of aggression
in or around 1198, invading the Seuna country. He died at the hands of

Jaitugi in a battle. The title Kafa/cacurakara attributed to Mahadeva in the
Bayyaram tank inscription indicates that he plundered Kataka, ie, Kalyaria,

probably in the course of his expedition against the Seuna country. The
enmity with the Seuria kings did not end with the death of the two Kakafiya
kings. Jaitugi imprisoned Mahadeva’s son Ganapatideva. Later, the Kakafiya

43 El. II. 1892-94. p 338
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nobles and ministers headed by Recerla Rudra managed to obtain the

release of their young prince and crowned him in 1199.'’'’

Besides Ganapatideva, Mahadeva had two daughters—Mailamamba and

Kundamamba—as known from their respective Bayyaram and Kundavaram

inscriptions. Both the daughters were given in marriage to the Natavadi

chief Rudra, son of Buddha and grandson of Durga who held their fief in

the Inugurti region under the Cajukyas of Kalyana. The marriage of the two

sisters with Natavadi Rudra still remains a puzzle. There is a possibility of

their being step-sisters, Mailamamba being Ganapati’s own sister and

Kundamamba a step-sister.

GANAPATIDEVA (1199-1262)

After consolidating his position on the throne with the assistance of the

loyal commanders like Recerla Rudra and Malyala Caunda, Ganapatideva

made preparations for an expedition against the coastal region.

The mere occurrence of a few inscriptions of Rudradeva in the

Draksaramam and Tripurantakam temples cannot be taken as evidence

to establish his suzerainty over the east coast. Their dating in the regnal

years of the Calukya-Cdia king Rajaraja II clearly shows that Rudra did not

exercise any power in those parts, but only visited that land on some
mission. The Velanati chief Rajendra Coda II died around 1181, and his

son Gohka III seems to have led a peaceful career without any political

conflicts with Rudra, their neighbour in the north-west.

The authority of the Velanati chief PrthvTsvara, son of Gonka III, as seen

from his inscription at Pilhapuram'*® dated Gaka 1 1 08, was confined to the

territory to the east of the river Godavari, though it is stated in a later

literary work, the Simhasana-dvathm^ati of Koravi Goparaju, that he ruled

over the whole of the Velanati kingdom from his capital Candavoju.

PrthvTsvara’s influence in the Krishna region also continued till about 1201,

as is evident from his inscriptions and literary tradition, though the autonomous

or semi-autonomous petty feudal chiefs of the Kota, Chagi Kolariu and the

Haihaya lineage limited his authority in the area.

44. The Telugu literary work Somadem^yamu states (ASvasa, 2) that Mahideva laid siege

on the fort of Devagiri for over three months. This is corrotxxated by an inscription from

Bidar (ARE, 1956-57, App. B, no 181) which refers to his heroic fight at Devagin. No detaiis

of the battle are forthcoming because of the fragmentary nature of this record. The result of

the battle seems to be that Mahadeva died there and his son Gariapati was taken captive.

A Kakafiya record also refers to the death of Mahddeva on the battlefield (El, III, 1894-95, p
97, V. 5). The Kijegaon plates of Seuna Mahddeva and the Paithari plates of Rdmacandra

state that Jaltugi killed a king of Trikalihga and liberated Ganapati. This event must have

taken place before 1199 when Ganapati commenced his rule. On the basis of the earliest

known inscription of Ganapati dated 1202 (cf. Telangana Inscriptions, I), Rama Rao surmised

that Ganapati was in the SSuna prison till that year (KSkaGyas of Warangal, p 59). But this

is not true because Jaitugi's rule had ended by then (see also S. H. Ritti, The SSunas, p 93).

45. El, IV, 1896-97, pp 32-54.
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The inscription dated 1201, in the Kanakadurga temple at Vijayawada'®

of the Natavadi prince Vakkadimalla marks the beginning of the Kakatiya

conquests in the east. The Kakatiya armies proceeded to the island of Divi

near the mouth of the Krishna, which was then under the sway of the

Ayya chiefs, probably subordinates of the Velanati Prthvfevara. In spite of

the stubborn resistance offered by these chiefs, the l^katTya armies penetrated

into the island fortress and compelled its occupants to surrender. The two

Kondiparti inscriptions of Malyala Caunda dated 1203 and that of his son

Kata dated 1241''^ respectively state that these two generals had invaded

the island and enriched Ganapati’s treasury with the precious diamonds

plundered from the safe vaults of PrthvTsvara. In recognition of his services,

the king conferred the title dvfpi-luntaka (plunderer of the island) on Kata.

Ganapati, foi diplomatic reasons, not only did not annex the conquered

territory to his kingdom but also allowed the Ayya chiefs to retain it and

contracted a marital relation with them by marrying Naramba and Peramba,

the two daughters of Ayya Pina Cddi. He also took their brother Jaya or

Jayapa into his service as a commander (senapati). It is not improbable

that as a consequence of these victories, the entire Velanadu along with

the island might have passed into the hands of Ganapatideva before 1211,

the date of the Ganape^varam inscription.'*® The fact that like Ganapatideva

the Telugu Coja king Tikka-bhupala of Nellore, the Seuna chief Vi^vanatha

and some other subordinates of Ganapatideva also bear the title

PrthvT!^vara-^iiah-kanduka-Jpfda-vinoda, suggests that they all participated in

this battle in which PrthvTsvara was killed. Gariapatideva thus put an end
to the power of the Velanati kings and made Jaya-senapati the governor

of this newly acquired part of the country.

Southern Expedition

The Cebroju epigraph of Jaya-senanT dated 1213 refers to an expedition

of Ganapatideva against the southern kings who, in all probability, were
the Telugu Coja chiefs of Nellore. The Coda emperor Kuldttuhga III invaded

the Telugu Coda kingdom comprising the region between Nellore and KahcT
in or around 1180, defeated Manumasiddhi I and installed his younger
brother Nallasiddhi on the throne. Nallasiddhi and his younger brother

Tammusiddhi ruled till 1207-8 and were loyal to their suzerain. But
Manumasiddhi’s son Takka, the rightful heir to the throne, solicited Gariapati’s

help and joined the latter’s forces which were waging war against Velanati

PfthvSvara who, as noticed already, was slain around 1206. In return for

Tikka's help, Ganapati marched against Nellore, put Tammusiddhi to flight,

and installed Tikkabhupala on the throne of Nellore. The Mattevada inscription

of Ganapatideva dated 1228 states that he had plundered the Coja capital.

46. Ibid, VI, 1900-1. p 159.

47. HAS, Xlll, ii. no 8, v. 55; and no 9, v. 53.
48. El. Ill, 1894-95. p 91.
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probably Kind. A more graphic picture of this adventure of Ganapatideva

is given in the Ganape§varam inscription of his. commander Jayapa-senan/;

dated 1231, wherein it is stated that Ganapati, having subdued the countries

of Coja, Kalihga, Seuna, Karnata, and so on, made Velanadu his own,

together with DvTpa.''® So, by 1231, Tikka was well established by Ganapati

in his ancestral kingdom which included KaficT.

This first phase of Ganapatideva’s expedition over the east coast includes

his march in the modem tracts of Bastar, Cakrakuta, Kalihga and the

Gpdavari regions. The UpparapaNi epigraph®” of the KakatTya general

Rijanayaka dated Saka 1157 (1236) enumerates hiS victories in the centre.

He is said to have reduced the rulers of the Manniyas (the country extending

as far as the frontier of Bastar and Orissa), Bokkera in the Aska taluk of

Ganjam district and driven away a certain Godhumarati and Padiyaraya

near Udayagiri in the Pedakimidi agency and annexed the territories. These

rulers might have been the subordinates of the Eastern Gahga king Rajaraja

III who was ruling the Kalihga country at that time. The KakatTya general,

after his victorious march into Kalihga, finally reached Draksaramam where

he made a gift for maintaining perpetual lamps to the god BhTme^vara in

the Baka year 1134 (1212). But the victory of Gatiapatideva over these

north-eastern rulers did not result in any territorial additions to the kindgom

as the defeated kings soon became independent or remained subordinates

to the Eastern Gahga king as before.

The KakatTya conquest of coastal Andhra and south Kalihga appears to

have been effected in phases covering a period of about three decades.

The powerful principality of Kolatiu (SarasT-puri) did not come under his

sway until 1231. Mahamaridalesvara Kolatii Kesavadeva, who came to the

throne in 1292, ruled independently until 1228.®^ After the death of this

chief, Ariiyanka BhTma III the ruler of Kalihga made attempts to subjugate VehgT.

Ganapati’s Kalihga expedition was more a measure of retaliation against

the Kalihga king who, taking advantage of the preoccupation of the KakatTya

armies in the south, invaded VehgT, brought under his sway petty chiefs

such as the Cajukyas of Pilhapuram and the Manniyas of the Orissa border

and posted one of his own officers at Draksaramam some time before

1230.®^ Ganapatideva dispatched an army under Indujuri Soma Pradhani

to conquer the Godavari region. Ganapati’s exploits in this region are vividly

described in 3ivayogasara, a VTra^aiva treatise of the fifteenth century written

by Kolanu Ganapati. It states that IndulOri Soma Pradhani, one of the

author’s ancestors, conquered Kolariu and Kalihga in a single campaign

and re-established KakatTya authority there.

An epigraph in the temple of Pale^vara at Iragavaram in the west Godavari

49. Ibid. Ill, 1894-95, p 91.

50. HAS. III. p 9. •
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district dated 1231, which records that Kolanu (Vehgl) was conquered by

the KakatTyas in that year, confirms the version of ^ivayogasara. After the

death of the Kalihga king Aniyahka BhTma, his son Narasirnha I invaded

the Godavari region to establish Gahga hegemony, but did not succeed in

his efforts. The KakatTya power remained undisturbed in this part till the

end of the dynasty. It may be noted in this connection that though the

KakatTya armies are said to have invaded Kalihga, their sovereignty over

that region beyond Draksaramam is not borne out by any epigraphic or

other evidence.

Tikka, the king of Nellore, died in 1248 and the affairs of Nellore, which

fell into chaos, again called for Ganapati’s intervention. Vijayaganda Gopala,

who claimed to be a scion of the Telugu Coda family, first seized Chingleput

and north Arcot districts which formed part of the kingdom of Nellore. Only

the northern parts comprising present Nellore and Cuddapah districts

remained under the authority of the rightful king Manumasiddhi II, son of

Tikka. Vijayaganda Gopala entered into an alliance with the kings of the

Dravida and Karnata countries to strengthen his position. Added to this

the padihaifs Bayyana and Tikkana raised the standard of revolt in Nellore

against Manumasiddhi II and drove him out of his capital. A Vaidumba

chief named Tikkaras Gahga alias Rakkasa Gar^a occupied Manumasiddhi’s

territory in Cuddapah district, after defeating Gahgaya-sahini, the commander
of Manumasiddhi's forces. Thus deprived of all his kingdom, Manumasiddhi

II appealed to Gatiapatideva for help. The famous Telugu poet Tikkana,

author of the Telugu Mahabharata, was sent as an emissary to Gatiapati’s

court. He was warmly received at the KakatTya court and a powerful army

under Samanta Bhoja was dispatched to the south to reinstate Manumasiddhi

II on his ancestral throne.

According to the undated NayanapaHi inscription in Guntur district, the

KakatTya army reduced Nellore to ashes, played a game of ball with the

heads of the padihans Bayyana and Tikkana and, having entered the

Dravida-mandala, captured Kulottuhga Rajendra Coda. Samanta Bhoja fought

a decisive battle at Pajaiyaru in Thanjavur district against the combined
armies of Dravida, Karriataka and Vijayaganda Gopala and captured KahcT
in 1250. But the provenance of Vijayagarida Gopala’s inscriptions in KahcT
till 1282 indicate that Manumasiddhi failed to re-establish his power in

KahcT, though he did so in Nellore district. Then the KakatTya armies marched
against the Vaidumba chief Rakkasa Gahga virho, as has been mentioned
earlier, defeated Gahgaya-sahinT, the Kayastha chief, the commander of the

forces of Manumasiddhi II in Pakanadu and seized the territory. Rakkasa
G^ga was worsted in battle and the territory of Manumasiddhi II seized
by him was taken away and given to the Telugu Coda king. Ganapati,
perhaps recognising the ability of Gangaya-sahinT, the commander of the
Telugu Coja focces, took him into service, appointing him as a
bahattamniyogadhipati (the superintendent of seventy-two niyogas) at his

court. This is recorded in one of the inscriptions at Tripurantakam dated
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1254. He also conferred on Gahgaya the region of Marjavadi which was
conquered from the Vaidumba chief Rakkasa Gahga as a family estate.

Although the great poet Tikkana claims the entire credit of the victory for

his master Manumasiddhi II, the part played by the KakatTya army cannot

be overlooked.

Garrapatldeva’s relations with the Seurias were normally amicable

throu^out his long reign of sixty years. Gariapati gave asylum to the Seuria

princes and entertained them in his service. One S§ui;\a chief nam^
ViSvanatha, known from an unpublished inscription at Rahmantpur in Nalgonda

district is said to have acquired the title Prthw§vai^-iimh-kandut^-l<ncla

vinoda which indicates his participation in the Kakafiya campaign against

Velanadu in the coastal Andhrade^ in the early years of Gariapati's reign

when the Velanati king PrthvT^vara was killed by the former. In this connection

mention may also be made of Permadi, another Seutia chief, who according

to the Peruru inscription dated $aka 1181 is knov»m to be a subordinate

of Garrapatideva. Similarly, in his southern campaign against the Parrdyas,

Gatiapati was assisted by some Arya or Seutia chiefs as commanders of

his armies.

Manumasiddhi II, the Telugu Cola king of Nellore alias VFra Gan^gopala,

the friend and ally of Gariapati, was again involved in troubles in the last

years of his reign due to the invasion of the Patidyan king Jatavarman

Sundara Pandya I from the south in or around 1257. The Patidyan attack

on the Telugu Cbja chief formed part of the Patidyan invasion aimed against

Rajendra Coja III and his ally Vijayagatida Gopala of KahcT. The Pandyan

army made its first attack on Vijayagatida Gopala and his ally Kopperuhjiriga,

a formidable Kadava chief. Both of them not only surrendered themselves

to the victor but also joined hands with him in attacking the Nellore kingdom.

Manumasiddhi II, apprehending the danger, immediately appealed to the

KakatTyas, the Seutias and the Bana rulers for help.

The occurrence of the inscriptions of RajendraCoda III and Kopperuhjit^ga,

now vassals of the Pandyas, at Tripurantakam in the heart of the Kakafiya

kingdom indicates that these chiefs were commissioned by the Patidyas

to penetrate into the KakatTya territory. Kopperunjiriga proceeded, up to

Draksaramam, probably with the object of establishing contact with the

king of Kalir^ga, the enemy of the l^katlya monarch” but was defeated

by Gariapati. The latter, perhaps to bring about a split in the Patidyan

camp and win over the Kadava chief, is said to have honoured him with

the decoration of wapada-mudra (presentation of the anklet of the heroes).®^

According to the Paiidyan records, it is believed that while the expedition

under Kopperunjiriga was advancing in the north, the main Paridyan army

led by Jatavarman Sundara Paridya, Bhuvanaika-vfra Vikrama Piridya and

Jatavarman VTrapdridya captured Nelbre and killed Vfragarida Gopala in a

53. XII, p 247.
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fierce engagement at MuMukuru in 1263. His allies the KSkatiyas, the S§unas

and the Banas were put to flight.®* The Telugu Coja kingdoms of Nellore

and KaficT were annexed to the Pandyan empire and. as a mark of this

great victory, Jatavarman Sundara Pandya celebrated his wabhiseka, the

anointment of his conquest at Nellore and Kahcf® and issued special coins

bearing the symbol of the KSkafTya boar on the obverse besides the Pandyan
emblem of the fish on the reverse. This was the first and the last niilitary

defeat of Ganapatideva which coincides with his final retirement from active

politics of the kingdom.

Though begun under unfavourable circumstances, fRs reign of Gaiiapati

was one of the most brilliant epochs in the history of Andhra. At the time
of his accession to the throne, the Andhra country was in a state of political

disorder. The power of the Cajukya-Cojas and the Cajukyas of Kalyana
had finally disappeared, leaving behind several feudal states, small and big,

engaged in a constant fight for supremacy. He set before himself the task
of restoring the political unity of the country and by war or diplomacy
Gariapati succeeded in a large measure in accomplishing this object.

An important event which redounds to the credit of Gariapati was the
change of the capital from Anumakonda to OrugaMu. The foundations for
the new capital were laid by Ganapati’s uncle Rudradeva in the last years
of his reign. Gariapati continued this work and built two forts, one within
the other, constructed respectively in stone and mud. The new fort, according
to tradition, was provided with seventy-five bastions, the protection of each
of which was entrusted to a nayaka in the service of the king.

GoTapatideva's Vasss^s, Ministers and Commanders

The Receria and the Malyala chiefs were the oldest of the Kakatiya
feudatori^. Rudra, head of the Receria family, played an important part in

re-estabNshing the fortunes of the kingdom in the opening days of
Gari^tideva’s reign. On the death of KakatT Rudra and his brother
Mahadeva in their wars against the Seutia kings and when Gariapati was
imprisoned at Devagiri, the nobles rose in revolt and tried to destroy the^ fabric of the KakatTya kingdom. Rudra stood loyal and took upon
himself the task of preserving the integrity of the knigdom. He put down

55. ARAND. fX)S 332, 340, 354, 361 and 365 of 1913.^ records also claim for their king the conquest
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the nobles with a stem hand, drove away the foreign invaders, and governed

the kingdom until the return of the young king from captivity at Devagiri.

Rajanayaka, the commander of Rudra's armies, led expeditions into Kalihga,

and rendered distinguished service on severai fields of battle.®^ Among the

MalySlas, Caunda and his son Kata deserve particular mention, for they

played a leading part in the conquest of the Divi and Velanadu regions.

Next in importance were the Ayya chiefs of Divi who were taken into royal

service t|y Ganapati after subjugating them as a conciliatory measure.

Jayapa was a distinguished commander or senanT who appears to have

been speciaily skilled in leading the elephant force as his title gaia-saNnT

would indicate. Jayapa was aiso a renowned connoisseur of art and man
of letters. He composed a treatise on dancing and choreography calied

/V/tfarafnava//which is considered to be the best extant work on the subject.

The Telugu Coja king Manumasiddhi II of Nellore, Eruva Bhima and Opiji

Siddhi of Konidena are the most important and powerfui among the

subordinate ailies rather than feudatories of Ganapati’s time. The

Cakra-narayana prince named Madhava Maharaja and his son

Sarahgadharadeva were another line of subordinates who ruled the Addanki

region in the present Ongole district. Certain chiefs of Eastern Calukya,

descent figure in the inscriptions of Ganapatideva. Nothing of importance

is known about them though his daughter Rudrama was given in marriage

to VTrabhadra, one of the members of this family.®® Among the ministers

of the king, Somaya of the IndulOri family was the most eminent. Though

a brahman by birth and ranked as a mahapradhana at the court, he

followed the profession of arms and by sheer dint of merit rose to the

position of one of the foremost generals in the king’s service. The ^vayogasara

credits him with many victories in Ganapati’s Kalihga campaign of 1212.

Another mahapradhana of Ganapati vvas Prola BhTma-nayaka, who bore

several distinguished titles, such as Aruvefa-dusaka (the destroyer of Velanadu)

and KanchCurakara (plunderer of Kafici).

Gartgaya sahinT of the Kayastha lineage was another distinguished officer

who was taken into the king’s service in the latter part of his reign. As

already mentioned, he held the high office of b^ttara-niyogadhipati, ie,

the president of the seventy-two categories of royal services in which the

senidhyak^s, mahapradhanas, pradhanas, and so on, were included.

Besides this exalted position at Ganapati’s court, Gahgaya saNnT aiso held

the post of a military rank as turaga-sadhanika, commander of the cavalry,

as mentioned in the Tripurantakam inscription.®® Ganapati also conferr^

on him an extensive tract of territory extending from Panugal in Nalgonda

district to Kaivaram in Kolar district of Karnataka, which hie ruled from

VallQru-Pattana’ in Cuddapah district as his capital. He died in 1257 and

57. Sll, X, no 360.
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was succeeded by Jannigadeva or Janardana, his nephew, the son of Ns

younger sister CandaladevT.

RUDRAMADEVf (1262-95)

Ganapatideva, who had no nnale issue, nominated his elder daughter

RudramadevT as heir to the kingdom which she began to rule as co-regent

from 1259-60 under the name of Rudradeva Mahar^a. Those were the

days when the KakatTya armies suffered defeat in the battlefield of Muttukur

at the hands of the Pandyas. Although Ganapatideva ultimately managed

to repel the invasion \Nhich penetrated as far as the river Krishna, he had

to forfeit his hold over the southern territories. This apparent weakness was

misunderstood by some of the subordinates such as the Kayasthas who

tried to become independent.

There are a few inscriptions which mention Ganapatideva as the ruling

king even after his retirement. One such record is of Jannigadeva dated

$aka 1191 at Duggi in the Palnad taluk of Guntur district, which states

that RudramadevT was the pattoddhati but not yet the queep. The term

pattoddhati is a scribal mistake for pattodhrti (patta = royalty,

ud-dhrti = chosen). This proves that in 1269 RudramadevT was only the

queen-designate and not yet an anointed sovereign. It is also evident that

the old king was still alive. But the succession of a lady to the throne did

not meet with the approval of some of her kinsmen and nobles. According

to the Pratapacaritra, certain chiefs named Harihara ana Murarideva,

Ganapatideva’s sons by other queens, revolted against Rudrama and seized

the capital. Harihara is described in the Tripurantakam inscription of Ganapati’s

sister Mailama as one of the many brothers of Rudra and Mahadeva.®°

The existence of Murarideva as Ganapati’s cousin or son is not known
from any other source except the literary work Siddhe^varacarita. It is not

improbable that some members of the royal family revolted against the

queen. But she was able to tide over the difficulty and seize the throne

with the help of some loyal supporters who put down the rebels. Among
such loyal feudatories, mention must be made of the Kayastha chiefs

Jannigadeva and his younger brother Tripurari. The Velama chief Prasaditya,

according to the chronicle, Vefugotmii-vam^valf, is said to have assumed
the title Kakaffya-rajya-sthapanacarya and Rava-pitamahamka.^^ There are

several inscriptional evidences to show that other chiefs like Ambadeva
Mahapradhana Kannaranayaka, Mahapradhana Ganapatideva Maharajulu,

NisSahka Mallikarjuna, Malayala Gundayanayaka and Madayanayaka also

bore titles such as Ravasthapanacarya and Svamidrohara-gan^. The old

king Ganapatideva himself did everything to see RudramadevT firmly

established on the throne during his last days.

Ganapatideva’s last days, as we have seen above, were marked by the

60. tid. X. fX) 252.
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Patxiya invasion over the southern territories of the Kakafiya kingdom. The
inscription of the Pandya general Kopperufijihga at Drak^ramam and

Tripurantakam bear testimony to the fact that he had invad^ the Telugu

country. But he suffered defeat at the hands of Ganapati and had to

acknowledge his supremacy. Ganapati, however, treated him with

consideration and honoured him by decorating him with the anklet of the

heroes. Nevertheless, the Kakatlya monarch could not re-establish his

authority over the Nellore region, which remained under the Paridyan

suzerainty, being ruled by the brothers of Vira-Garida Gopala. Muliki-nadu

and Mar]avadi (the governance of which was entrusted to the Kayastha

chief by Ganapatideva) were practically not under his control at the time

of Rudramamba’s accession to the throne. The ENareddipalle epigraph in

Cuddapah district dated Prabhava in $aka 1189 states that the Vaidumba

chief Bhujabala N/Tranarayatia Some^varadeva Maharaja of Kajukada was at

that time ruling Muliki-nadu-300, Honnavadi-90 and pendekalju-200 from

the Kayastha capital VanOru-pattanam.®^ Another epigraph at Cintala-putturu

in the same district dated Vibhava, $aka 1190 refers to the rule of

Mahamandale^vara Murari Ke^vadeva Maharaja and Somideva Maharaja,

which makes it clear that in spite of the KakatTya support, the Kayastha

chiefs lost their hold on those parts.

In the coastal tracts of the kingdom, no trace of KakatTya rule is found

in any place until 1278-79. It is obvious that the KakatTya power suffered

an eclipse in the Godavari region at least for a period of sixteen years,

after which some inscriptions referring to RudramadevT appear in Draksaramam

and other places. An epigraph at Draksaramam dated $aka 1184 (1262)

mentions the name of Narasirnhanaradhipa, who in all probability was
Narasirnha I, the Gajapati king of Orissa. His son and successor Bhanudeva

I invad^ VehgT in ^a 1196 and set up two inscriptions in Draksaramam,

RudramadevT sent her army to the east under the commandership of Poti

Nayaka and Prop Nayaka to check the advancement of the Gajapati armies,

which appears to have succeeded in repelling the invaders. The river

Godavari formed the boundary between the two kingdoms. Thus Rudrama’s

power was re-established in the coastal Andhra country, which remained

under the KakafTyas till the end of the dynasty. In Telingana, the northern

parts were under the rule of the Seuna kings. Thus the entire kingdom

acquired by Ganapatideva was not intact by the time Rudrama took the

reins of the government into her hands.

As soon as Rudrama consolidated her position on the throne, a serious

threat to the capital Warangal came from the invasion of the Seuna king

Mahadeva. it is stated in Mahadeva’s inscriptions that he captured the ruler

of the Telinga country and his elephants. Hemadri, the renowned theobgist

of the Seuna court, states in his reputed work Vrafa-Kbanda that his master

Mahadeva was credited with the title TdihgurSya-^rah-l^im^mubtpatsm,

62. Sll, IV, no 1097.
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ie, the remover of the head of the Teluguraya. But a close examination of

this title reveals that it was borne by Jaitugi I as well, who had really killed

Rudra in 1196. So far as Mahadeva is concerned, the title may be taken

as hereditary. In order to enhance the greatness of his master, Hemadri
attributed to him an exploit which actually belonged to his ancestor. But

Mahadeva's invasion of the KakatTya kingdom was a fact. According to the

seventeenth century literary work Pratapacaritra, the Seuna king Mahadeva
invaded the Kakatiya kingdom and laid siege to the capital Warangal. But

queen Rudrama fought with him for fifteen days and destroyed three lakh

Seuna cavalry. Mahadeva was chased by the KakatTya forces under the

command of the queen herself up to the walls of Oevagiri fort.

This victory of Rudrama is borne out by epigraphical evidence as well.

An unpublished fragmentary inscription at the Bidar fort gives a lengthy

description of the KakatTya kings Rudra, Mahadeva, Gariapatideva and his

daughter Rudrama. A subordinate of this queen named Bhairava of the
Sinda family is introduced at the end of the existing portion. He is said to

have accompanied Rudrama as a commander of her army in all her
expeditions. The existence of this epigraph, though fragmentary, in the
southern territory of the Seuna kingdom, where no other KakatTya record
has been discovered so far, bears testimony to Rudramadevfs attack on
the Seuria kingdom. The annexation of the, area under Bedadakota (Bidar)

to the KakatTya kingdom by her also indicates that the enterprise was
successful. Unwilling to record bluntly the discomfiture of his master, Hemadri
glossed over it by stating that his patron left Rudrama free because of his
reluctance to kill a woman. On the other hand, Rudrama was the only
Kakatiya ruler who annexed portions of the Seuna kingdom by establishing
her power in their southern territory. Mahadeva sued for peace and agreed
to pay Rudrama huge amounts of money and horses as war indemnity. It

may further be noted that some Seuria chiefs of the royal family such as
Sarjfiapanideva obtained asylum in the Andhra country because of their
differences with Mahadeva and gained fiefs by the grace of Rudrama.
According to the Ajapadu grant®^ of the Seuna prince Yellanadeva, he is
said to have been bom in the line of Bhillama and Jaitugi and was married
to a daughter of Kakatiya Rudrama.

In the Mriy penod of Rudrama’s reign, the Kayastha chief Jannigadevaw^ v^ loyal to the queen. From his inscription at Nandaluru in Cuddapah
dBtnct dated ^ka 1186 it is evident that the Pandyas’ were dislodged
fi^orn that area by him on behalf of the Kakatiya queen. He was succeeded

wlf
brother Tnpurantaka or Tripurari, who ruled as a subordinate

«Tueen for three years (1270-02). But his brother and
carve out an independent principality for

with his npinhK^^
*1'^ career. His constant engagement in warfare

ith his neighbours and his failure to mentbn his overlord in all his records
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indicate his defiant attitude towards the queen. His Tripurantakam inscription®^

dated Saka 1212 Vikrti (1290) gives an account of his victories over several

mandaliks^, who v^ere all subordinates of the KakatTya queen. The same
record mentions another group of kings such as the Pandyas and Seunas

with whom he made friends and obtained rewards from them in the form

of titles, horses, elephants and jewels. The phrases Paru^-rajan^-priya-

pmsita-can^vetanda turai)ga-sartha-vir^mana sampo^a-sauharda (he

whose friendship is nourished by the elephants and horses sent by the Pandya

kings), Devagirii^-prasthapita-prabhrta-imni-kanaka-bhu^na (he who was
adorned with ornaments of gold and gems sent as gifts by the king of

Devagiri) deserve particular mention in this connection.

The first enemy whom he vanquished according to the Tripurantakam

epigraph®® was a chief named SrTpati Ganapati, who bore the title

Raya-sahasiamalla. The chief was identical with Gurindala-Gariapati spoken

of in the Nilagahgavaram inscription®® of Ambadeva as one of the kings

defeated by the latter. Ganapati was then ruling at Gurindala or Gurijala in

Guntur district, obviously as a vassal of Rudradeva Maharaja (Rudramba).

The circumstances under which he came into conflict with Ambadeva are

not known. But he was certainly worsted in the battle in 1273 and Ambadeva
seized his possessions along with his title Raya-sahasramalla. In this conflict,

Ambadeva seems to have fought with many of the seventy-five nayakas

of the KakatTya queen, whose heads he claims to have cut off in battle

as indicated by the phrases pancadhika-saptati-ksitibhrtam mauifn-viluyajau

and San/an-adhra-mahJpatinjetarane-vase labdhayaif^ in tbe Tripurantakam

inscription. Ambadeva next turned against the Kulukada chiefs Ke^avadeva

and Somideva. Having vanquished them in battle together with their ally

Alju Gahga, the Telugu Coja ruler of Gutti won back from them all the

Kayastha country including the capital Valjurupattana which had been in

their possession since the Patndyan invasion of 1263. He made VaHurupattana

his capital and strengthened Ghandikota, a strong hill-fort on the banks of

the river Pennar. Then he proceeded against Manu-Mallideva of the Eruva

region. Having killed him in battle he made himself master of his territories.

Similarly, PemdekaHu, a neighbouring region in Eruva, was also annexed

to the kayastha territory by forming an alliance with the chief of the region

named Bollaya to whose son Rajanna Ambadeva gave his daughter in

marriage.

These victories of Ambadeva brought him into conflict with almost all the

KSkatTya subordinates whom the queen might have deputed to check his

advance. But, according to the inscription, Ambadeva vanquished all the

kings of Andhra and acquired glory. According to the Attirala epigraph
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dated 3aka 1209 (1287), he ruled from his capital VallOrupattana all the

countries of Ghandikota, Mulikinadu, Renadu, Pendekallu, Sakiji, Eruva and

Pottapi nadu.®® His authority in the west also extended as far as Jagatapi-Gutti

or Gutti in Anantapur district. Thus, the whole of the south-western parts

of the KakatTya kingdom south of the river Krishna became the territory of

the independent state of Ambadeva. The death of Vijaya Gandagopala in

or around 1279 offered an opportunity to Ambadeva to extend his sway

in the east as far as Nellore. The Telugu Cbja chief Nanuma Gandagopala,

who had been driven out of his kingdom on a former occasion by the

deceased king, sought the help of Ambadeva. The Pandya general

Kopperuhjihga, who was also an ally of the KakatTya queen, was guarding

the Nellore kingdom. Ambadeva’s title Kadavamya vidhvamsana in his

Tripurantakam inscription suggests that he might have killed Kopperuhjihga

alias Kadavaraya in a battle. He also reinstated Manuma Gandagopala on

the throne of Nellore some time before 1282, as known by the latter’s

inscription at Kodavajuru®® in Nellore taluk, dated in his third regnal year

coupled with the Saka year 1206 (1284). Thus, RudramadevTs authority in

the whole of the south beyond the river Krishna leaving some parts in the

east of Guntur district suffered an eclipse temporarily. The Partdyas made
fresh efforts to regain their lost fortunes in the southern Andhra country

under the leadership of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya, Maravarman Sundara

Paridya and Maravarman Kulasekhara Pandya, who marched into Pottapinadu

in 1282-83, probably accompanied by Somideva and Kesavadeva, the

Vaidumba chiefs of Kajukada. Ambadeva collected all his forces and attacked

the Pandyas and finally defeated them around 1286.

The success achieved by Ambadeva in the early part of his career did

not last long. Kumara Rudradeva, grandson (daughter’s son) and heir-apparent

of the KakatTya queen RudramadevT, took over the administration soon after

he attained a majority. His first measure was the reorganisation of the

nayarhkara system, the backbone of the military set-up which appears to

have lost its vigour and efficiency during the previous years. Ambadeva felt

this danger threatening the security of his newly formed kingdom and took

necessary steps to defend his possessions. Notwithstanding his continuous

victories in several battles, he felt that his army was decidedly unequal to

the KakatTya forces and as hinted in his Tripurantakam record, enter^ into

an alliance with the Seunas of Devagiri and the Pandyas in the south.

The Nilagartgavaram inscription’'® further states that the Pandyas assisted

Ambadeva by sending elephants and horses. But Kumara Rudradeva, who
was fully aware that any attack upon Ambadeva would certainly involve the

KakatTyas in a war with his powerful allies, concerted measures to launch

a three-pronged attack on ^^^badeva’s territories and those of his allies.

68. ARAND, 406 of 1911; Sll, X, 448.
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In the Sake year 1213 an army was despatched by Rudrama to Tripurantakam

under the command of Manuma Gannaya, son of Kolani Somamantri and
his cousin Annayadeva, son of Induluri Peda Gannaya-mantri. Although the

details of the conflict are not known, it is certain that Ambadeva was
defeated and forced to retreat southwards to Mulikinadu, The ^ivayogasaram

informs us that the Kolani and IndulOri chiefs not only dispersed the enemy’s

forces but also captured seventy-two of the enemy’s forts during a single

campaign/’ As a result, Tripurantakam and the surrounding parts fell into

the hands of RudramadevT. The latest record of Ambadeva at Tripurantakam

is dated in the month Nija-Asadha of the cyclic year Khara of 3aka 1213,^^

and the earliest Kakafiya record, that is, the inscription of Induluri Annayadeva^^

is dated about two months later in the month of the Gravana cyclic year

Khara of Gaka 1213. It is obvious that Tripurantakam and its neighbourhood

must have changed hands within this short period of two months.

Nellore was the venue for the second KakatTya attack; While RudramadevT

personally led the armies in the Tripurantakam front against Ambadeva and

his allies, Adidam Mallu, the sakala-senadhipati and the right-hand man
(daksinabhuja-dan^) of Prataparudra, marched southwards aiong the coast

towards Vikramasirphapura (Nellore) where Manuma Gandagopala was ruling.

The KakatTya armies defeated Manuma Gandagopala and killed him in battle.

In his place, as is evident from his inscriptions in 3aka 1212 (1290), a

certain Madhurantaka Pottapi-Coda Rahganatha, also known as Raja

Gandagopala, succeeded him on the throne.

But this alliance of Prataparudra with Raja Gandagopala, perhaps a scion

of the deceased king, proved most unwise as he soon turned out to be

a traitor to his benefactor, by joining hands with the Pandyas. To punish

him for his unfriendly attitude, Prataparudra had to send a second expedition

to Nellore which naturally involved him in a war with the Pandyas. The

KakatTya army was led by a certain Manuma Gandagopala, another Telugu

Cola chief and ruler of the region in the neighbourhood of Narasaraopet

in Guntur district. Raja Gandagopala and the Pandyan allies offered strong

opposition to him. Nevertheless, they were defeated. According to the

Narasaraopet inscription of Manuma Gandagopala (6aka 1219), he is said

to have drunk like the badavanala fire, the ocean of the Dravida army and,

after disgracing Raja Gandagopala and his allies, assumed the high sounding

titles Dravija-bala-vardhi-Pah^na-badavanala: Raja Gandagopala-vihitahita-

manabhahgaJ"^

The Narasaraopet inscription also credits him with the titles

Seuna-kataka-venu Kabalanadeva-pavaka (the wildfire to the bamboo-like

army of the Seunas) which obviously implies that he joined in an expedition
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of the KakatTya monarch against the Seuna kingdom. Some of the important

events which had taken place during this invasion are recorded in an

inscriptbn set up in the fort of Raichur by Gona Vitthala, the KakatTya

feudatory ruling at Varadhamanapura in Mahbubnagar district. According to

this inscription (1294), Vitthala captured the forts of Adavani and Tumbalam

in Bellary district together with Manuva and Hajuva in the Raichur doab.

After reducing to subjection the chiefs who held sway over this region,

Vitthala finally entered the city of Raichur where he erected a strong fort

to protect its inhabitants. It is obvious that Gona Vitthala must have wrested

the Krishna-Tungabhadra doab from the Seunas of Devagiri.

This expedition against the Seunas appears to be the last campaign of

RudramadevFs reign as she seems to have died in Saka 1217 (1295).

Though a woman, she was undoubtedly one of the greatest rulers of

Andhra. She took an active part in the government of the kingdom. Attired

in male garments she presided daily over the durbar, gave interviews to

foreigners, listened to the reports of the secret service, held consultations

with her ministers, generals and other high dignitaries of state and instructed

all of them to promote the best interests of the state. On occasions of

emergency she did not hesitate to take the field in person to lead her

troops against the enemy. She was a valiant and courageous fighter and

a general of great ability who led her men in war.

SUBORDINATES AND MINISTERS

The Malyala chiefs and the Recerlas, who played an important part during

the period of Rudra and Ganapatideva, had almost retired from active

participation in the admigistration of the kingdom during Rudrama’s reign.

Among the new generals, the Reddi chiefs of the Gona family and the

Vejamas are worth mentioning. Gona Gannaya and his general Vitthala

rendered valuable help to Kumara Rudradeva in his conquest of the Bellary

and Raichur forts in the western Andhra country from the Seunas. The
Vejama chief Prasaditya made his first appearance, commanding the

south-western region of the KakatTya kingdom. Till Ambadeva came to

power, the KSyasthas remained quite loyal and helped the sovereign to

suppress the enemies and consolidate the queen’s position on the throne.

The title rS^-sthSpanScirya associated with his name in some of his

inscriptions probably refers to his loyal services to the queen before he
asserted his independence.

But the circumstances which forced him to rebel against the queen and
assert his independence still remain obscure. The kshatriya families such
as the Kona Haihayas and the Calukyas ruling in the VehgT country do not

seem to have accepted the overlordship of the KakatTya queen. The total

absence of any KakatTya records between 1262 and 1278 in VehgT lends

colour to the belief that during this period RudramadevT had lost control

over this region and the various kshatriya families were exercising independent
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authority. The Nidadavoju branch of the Eastern Calukyas was related to

the Kakatlyas as Rudramadevfs husband VTrabhadra hailed from that family.

Few records in the Tanuku and Narasapur taluks of West Godavari district

refer to the gifts by Visnu, the minister of VTrabhadra of the Cajukya family.

Several families of Are or Maharastra descent appear to have migrated into

the Telugu country from the western Deccan and to have settled in the

hilly tracts of the SrTsaila mountains which came to be known subsequentiy

as Are-bhumi or Are-vTdu, the country or habitat of the Are chief Vanage.

The son of Davula Vanage flourished during the reign of Gatiapatideva and

took part in most of his battles. Among such Are vassals of RudramadevT

Sarjhapariideva, the son of king Singhana of Devagiri was the most important.

Another chief of Are descent was Ranaka Gopadevaraja mentioned in the

Gundaiapadu inscription of Palnad taluk in Guntur district, dated 3aka 1195

(1273). He held the post of commander in the royal army. Tata Pinriama,

the progenitor of the later Arevidu chiefs of the Vijayanagar period, was in

all probability a dependent of Kumara Rudradeva. According to the Bidar

inscription, a subordinate king named Bhairava, son of Maila of Sinda

lineage, is said to have assisted the queen by securing victories in all her

military enterprises over VeiigT, Dravila and the country of the Seuna kings.

The Viriyala chief, Sura, known from the Kotagiri plates^® and the chiefs

of the Ceraku family having fiefs in the northern and southern parts of the

KakatTya territory respectively, continued to be hereditary loyal samantas

and rendered valuable service by holding the posts of commander
(senadhipatis) of the queen’s armies. Several mahapradhanas (ministers) of

RudramadevT and Kumara Rudradeva make their appearance in the records

of her reign. Mahapradhana Indujuri Atinayadeva, son of Garitiaya, deserves

special mention for being related to the royal family.^® Next in importance

was Mahapradhana Porikaja Mallaya Preggada, the bahattara-niyogadhipati

of the queen. It may be noted that he was the first minister to hold this

office after the death of Gandapendara Gahgaya-sah/n/' in 1258-59.

RudramadevT's Family

As stated above, RudramadevT married the Eastern Calukya prince

VTrabhadra of Nidadavoju. She had no male issue but had two daughters

named Mummadamma and Ruyyamba. The former, according to the

Prataparudra-Ya^obhO^na of Vidyanatha, was married to Mahadeva probably

of KakatTya lineage. To them was born a son called VTra Rudra or

Prataparudra, whom RudramadevT by the command of her father

Ganapatideva, adopted as her son and heir to the throne. Ruyyama, the

second daughter of RudramadevT, was given in marriage to Annaya, son

of Gannaya-mantri of the IndujOru family.^® He was a mahapradhana and
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s&iadhipati in the service of the queen and rendered her invaluable service

in the administration of the kingdom. According to the Alapadu grant of

Yellanadeva of the Seuna lineage/® another daughter of RudramadevT, said

to be the second in order, is known to have married to that chief who
was holding a fief near Guntur.

PRATAPARUDRA (1296-1323)

RudramadevT was succeeded by her grandson (her daughter
Mummadamba’s son) Prataparudra in 1295. As he was already associated

with his grandmother in her military undertakings and the government, the
enemies and the nobles of the kingdom did not dare to lift their heads
against the young monarch after his accession. His first military enterprise

as crown prince was against the kayastha chief Ambadeva, who suffered
a defeat at his hands and was compelled to retire from the Tripurantakam
region. However, even after the death of Ambadeva, his son and successor
Tripurari II seems to have exercised independent authority over Mulikinadu,
as can be seen from the absence of Kakatlya inscriptions in this region
ano from the omission of the name of the KakatTya overlord in his own
epigraphs. To suppress the kayasthas completely, Prataparudra despatched
an army in 1309 under the generals Maharaya PattasahinJ Somaya Nayaka
and Induluri Annaya. This time the kayasthas were thoroughly defeated,
their kingdom was annexed and the administration of the region entrusted
to Somayanayaka.

^fore Prataparudra could consolidate his possessions in the south, he
had to face a Turkish invasion from Delhi. Garshasp Malik, the son-in-law
of Jalal-ud-din Khaiji, the sultan of Delhi, attacked the S§una capital Devagiri
in 1295 and seized it. Though he went back to Delhi after exacting heavy
sums of money and jewels from king Ramadeva by way of tribute, he was
expected to come to the south to attack and plunder other kingdoms int^ region. Prataparudra, expecting danger from the Turks, reorganized the
defences of his kingdom, toned up the nayarhkam system and mustered
up an army of 9,00,000 archers, 20,000 horses and 100 elephants. This
preparedness enabled Prataparudra to meet the northern invaders no less
than seven times on the battlefield, though he had to make treaties ofpe^ on more than one occasion, paying enormous tributes In the form
of jewels, money, horses and elephants.

The earliest of the Turkish invasions over Telingana was that of Ala-ud-din
in 13^. under the leadership of Malik Fakhr-ud-din Juna and Jhsyu of

^*^1
•

invasion was plunder and territorial expansion. The
exp^itiOT reached Telingana by way of Bengal. Their advance was checked
by the ^tya armies at UpparapaHi. The Velama chief Venna. son of
Recerla Prasaditya and Potuganti Maili. the two commanders of the KakatTya

79. APAS, VI, pp 109f.
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armies according to the Vejugotivari Vam^valf,^ destroyed the pride of

the Turuskas. To avenge this disaster suffered by his army, Ala-ud-din

despatched a iarge army in 1309 with Malik Naib Kafur and Khw§ja Haji

as its commanders to conquer Telingana. Prataparudra made all possible

arrangements to defend the fort. According to the Pratapacaiitra, the outer

fort was protected by seventy bastions, each of which was left in the

protection of a nayaka.

The siege began on 19 January 1310 and continued for a period of

twenty-five days. The defence of the inner fort became difficult and

Prataparudra had to sue for peace at enormous cost, with a further promise

of sending a tribute of gold, elephants and horses annually to the Delhi

sultan. Prataparudra fulfilled his promise faithfully and friendly relations

between him and the sultan were maintained for a long time. This

preoccupation of the king was taken advantage of by vassals in the outlying

provinces and they created trouble by asserting independence.

After the second Turkish invasion, Prataparudra had to engage himself

in the suppression of revolts in the southern part of his kingdom. The
Telugu Cola ruler of Nellore, named Rahganatha, asserted his independence,

while in Ghandikota in Muliki-nadu the Vaidumba chief Malladeva flouted

the authority of the KakatTya emperor, probably with the support of the

Kayastha chief. Prataparudra sent an army under Juttaya Lemka Gohkaya Reddi

against Mailideva and these armies defeated Maliideva and captured

Ghandikota. Prataparudra appointed Gonkaya Reddi as the governor of

GhandikotasTma and the adjoining territories.

In the meantime Ala-ud-din Khaiji solicited the assistance of Prataparudra

during his invasion against the Pandyas in 131 1 . Prataparudra took advantage

of this opportunity, marched with his armies towards KahcT and suppressed

the rebeliion of Rahganatha on the way. At this time, conditions in the

Tamil country were far from satisfactory. The death of Maravarma Kula^ekhara

in 1310 and the outbreak of a civil war between his two sons Vfra Pandya

and Sundara Paridya and the consequent confusion created in the P§ndyan

dominions was aggravated by the invasion of the Hoy^ja king BaNala III

who made an attempt to regain the lost possessions of his famiiy in the

Tamil country. The attempt of the Hoy§§!a king was checked for some
years by the sultan’s armies led by Malik Naib in the Deccan. After the

death of the sultan and the withdrawal 4)f-the Turkish forces from the south,

Baljaja III made a successful attack on KShcT. This victory was only short

lived. He could, however, not keep KSftcT for long.

According to an inscription at Draks§ramam preserved in the Mackenzie

Manuscript^' Pedda Rudra, the commander of the Kakatlya armies, defeated

80. Velugotk&i Vam^vali, v. 25 and the Mackenzie Manuscripts (15-4-3, p 82). For a
detailed discussion of the Turkish invasions under the Khaljis and Tu^luqs see Mohammad
Habib and K. A. Nizami, eds, A Comprehensive hHstory of IncM, V, pp 400-27; 433-36,

469-72. See also Irfan Habib's note (n 21 3, Ch. V) and the accompanying map in this volume.

81. 15-4-4, p 37.
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Ballaja III and his allies Sambuvaraya of Padaivfdu and the Yadavaraya of

Candragiri and occupied KaficT. These victories of the Kakafiya forces and

their march further terrified the Pandyas. They mustered their forces, gave

a stiff fight to the KakatTya forces and attempted to expel them from KahcT.

Prataparudra himself took the lead in the battle assisted by the Telugu

infantry of the Vejama chiefs, Receria Ema Daca and Deveri Nayaka. Deviri

Nayaka, at his master’s command, proceeded further and inflicted a defeat

on Vfra Pandya and his ally Malayala Tiruvadi Ravivarman Kula^ekhara and

re-establish^ Sundara Pandya on his throne at VTradhavala.

On the death of sultan Ala-ud-din Khaiji, Malik Naib Kafur placed the

young prince Shihab-ud-din on the throne and began to rule the country

as regent on his behalf. Kafur was, however, soon murdered and Qutb-ud-din

Mubarak Shah, another son of Ala-ud-din, set aside Shihab-ud-din and

seized the throne. Soon after consolidating his position, sultan Mubarak

Shah set out on an expedition to the Deccan in 1318 to suppress the

rebellion of Harapaladeva in Maharashtra. On reaching Devagiri, he captured

the fort from Harapaladeva and put him to death. The sultan despatched

his faithful slave Khusrau Khan to Warangal at the head of an army to

demand tribute from Prataparudra, who had neglected to send it to Delhi

as usual. Prataparudra, without offering any resistance, sued for peace and
paid the annual tribute of 100 elephants and 12,000 horses besides gold

and precious stones and also agreed to cede five districts of his kingdom
to the sultan.

Prataparudra's relations with Kampili, a neighbouring state in the south-west

on the banks of the Tungabhadra, had been strained due to the invasion

by Ballaja Hi against that small principality. According to the Kannada book
Kumara-RSmana-Sangatya, Kumara Rama, the son of Kampiliraya, solicited

the help of Pratapamdra against BaHala. But, as Prataparudra declined to

join him against the Hoysala king, Kumara Rama turned against Prataparudra

and provoked him by assutning some of the Kakafiya titles. Prataparudra,

therefore, sent his armies to the frontiers of the kingdom of Kampili.

According to a verse in Srihatha's BhTmesvara Puranamu, a Telugu literary

work, Prolaya Annaya, one of Prataparudra’s commanders, destroyed
Kummata, the capital of Kampiliraya. Similarly Kotikanti Raghava, one of

the sons of AravTdu chief, Tata Pinnama, probably a l^katlya feudatory, is

said to have defeated Kampiliraya and deprived him of his royal insignia.

Thus, though Prataparudra won some victories over Kampiliraya, he does
not seem to have gained any material benefit therefrom.

Sultan Qutb-ud-din had to sent Khusrau Khan to the south for a second
time to suppress a revolt in Maharashtra by Malik-ek-Lakhy, its governor.
The commander proceeded with a large army to put down the rebel and
restore the royal authority in Maharashtra, which he accomplished successfully.
From there he proceeded against the Pandyan monarch at Pattan in Ma'bar.
Though he captured the city, he was arrested by his fellow commanders
in the army, who suspected his disloyalty to his sovereign and carried him
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back to Delhi as a prisoner. The sultan, however, set him at liberty and

punished the commanders for their misconduct. Khusrau, however, showed
no gratitude to his master, but treacherously assassinated him and usurped

his throne. The Turkish nobles who resented his usurpation conspired

against him and put him to death.

Ghiyas-ud-din Tughluq, the leader of these rebels, ascended the throne

and proclaimed himself sultan. Having consolidated his authority in the

kingdom in the first three years of his reign, he turned his attention to the

south. An expedition against Telingana was sent in 1323 under his son

Ulugh Khan (later Mohammad bin Tughluq) as its leader with instructions

to conquer and annex that kingdom. The circumstances which led the new
sultan to send his forces against Telingana are not clearly known but

Ferishta, writing in the early years of the seventeenth century, states that

Rudradeva, the raja of Warangal, during the late disturbances had refused

to send his tributes and Ulugh Khan was, therefore, sent against him.®^

This is not improbable for Prataparudra had, on a former occasion, withheld

the payment of the annual tribute to the sultan under similar circumstances.

Prataparudra, according to Ferishta, opposed the advance of the Turkish

army with spirit, but was obliged in the end to retreat to his capital, which

was immediately invested by Ulugh Khan.“

The siege was indeed both protracted and fierce. The fighting was not

confined exclusively to Warangal and its neighbourhood. A part of the Delhi

army under Majir Abu-Riza was engaged in besieging Kotagiri at the time

when Ulugh Khan was vainly attempting to capture Warangal. It is not at

all unlikely that other places of importance in the country were also attacked

by various detachments. Nevertheless, Ulugh Khan failed to achieve his

object and had to beat a hasty retreat from Telingana, hotly pursued by

the Kakatlya army.

The failure of Ulugh Khan is attributed by Muslim historians to the

machinations of the poet Ubaid, a treacherous companion and friend of

the prince. According to Barani, Ulugh Khan had closely invested Warangal,

and had reduced the defenders to extremities. Of the two forts that

surrounded the city, the outer or the mud fort was about to fall when
Prataparudra sued for peace and offered to submit to the authority of the

sultan and pay the tribute demanded. But Ulugh Khan who was determined

to capture Prataparudra and his capital rejected the offer. In the meanwhile,

a change came over the spirit of the Turkish army. Since the communication

system had broken down, no recent news had reached the camp from

the capital, and at this juncture the poet Ubaid and Shaikh Zada-i-DimashqT,

who were intimate friends of Ulugh Khan, spread in the army the false

rumour that the sultan was dead in Delhi, that a usurper had seized the

throne, and that the Khan was about to arrest some of the important chiefs

82. Briggs, Ferishta, I, p 403.
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Of the army, their loyalty being suspect in his eyes on account of their

Khaiji sympathies.

This information, coming as it did from the intimate companions of the

Khan, created panic in their minds and they fled from the camp \with their

followers. The Turkish army was thrown into confusion as a consequence

of their fright, and the KakatTyas, taking advantage of the sudden misfortune

that had overtaken their enemies, stormed Ulugh Khan’s camp and plundered

it. Unable to withstand their attack, he rallied his troops and retreated in

haste towards Devagiri.®^

Ibn Battuta, who came to India some ten years after the conquest of

Telingana, attributes the disaster to the miscarriage of the ambitious designs

of Ulugh Khan himself, and represents Ubaid as an unfortunate victim of

his treachery. Ulugh Khan who, according to Battuta, was planning to stir

up a rebellion against his father, instigated Ubaid to spread in the army

the false rumour of the sultan’s death, expecting that the leaders of the

army would swear allegiance to him as their sovereign.

But his plan misfired. The amirs rose against him and would have killed

him but Malik Timur, one of the principal amirs in the army, offered him

protection and helped him flee to Delhi. Though the sultan was aware of

the treacherous designs of his son, he accepted the false accusations

which the latter levelled against the amirs, and not only punished them

severely but also sent him back with men and money to Telingana to

retrieve the disaster.®®

Though Ibn Battuta visited India within a decade after the fall of Warangal,

he actually wrote his Risaja from memory in the last quarter of the fourteenth

century, after his return to his native place Morocco. The correctness of

this account is doubted by scholars as it not only contradicts the evidence

of the contemporary Indian Muslim historians but also runs counter to the

character of the sultan. Ghiyas-ud-din Tughluq Shah was a just and upright

ruler. It is not likely that he would have condoned Ulugh Khan’s treachery

and sent him back to Telingana with men and money if the latter had
really acted in the manner described by Battuta.

The most satisfactory account of the events mentioned above comes
from the pen of IsamT, the first to write on the subject and who finished

his history in 1349. According to him, Ulugh Khan plundered the country

until he reached Warangal. He then besieged the fort for six months but

could not reduce it. The sultan at Delhi became impatient and wrote letters

to him charging him with indifference in the execution of his commands.
Ulugh Khan, in his eagerness to bring the siege to a successful end,

consulted Ubaid, the astrologer, to find out the day on which the fort was
destined to fall into his hands. The astrologer made his calculations, fixed

the day of the fall, and declared that if the fort still remained unconquered

84. ED, III, pp 231-33.
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on that day he would forfeit his life on the gibbet in its vicinity.

The day fixed by Ubaid approached but the defenders of the fort showed
no signs of submission. Ubaid was greatly alarmed. If his prediction should

fail, as it appeared certain to do, Ulugh Khan would certainly demand his

head. To escape the evil consequences of the failure of his prediction, he

devised a pian, and spreading in the army the false news of the sultan’s

death, of a revolution in the capital and of Ulugh Khan’s secret resolve to

kill the principal amirs in the camp for their alleged AlayT sympathies, he
created panic which led to the conclusion of peace by them with Prataparudra

and their subsequent flight from Warangal followed by that of Ulugh Khan
himself.®® What presumably happened at Warangal may now be stated

briefly, though it is not possible owing to the conflicting character of the

available evidence to present an indisputably accurate picture of the events.

Ulugh Khan marched to Warangal with his army and besieged the city for

six months but failed to capture it. A rebellion broke out in his camp owing

to the machinations of Ubaid who is variously spoken of as a poet and

an astrologer, and Ulugh Khan was obliged as a consequence to raise the

siege and retreat homewards, hotly pursued by the Kakatfyas, vrfio attacked

him frequently, plundered his baggage, and followed him until he reached

Kotagiri, where Majir Abu Riza, who was engaged In besieging the fort,

came to his help and saved his army from destruction.

Ghiyas-ud-din Tughluq was a man of strong will and firm determination.

Defeat did not discourage him, but rather urged him on to make a fresh

effort to achieve his purpose. He severely punished the rebel amirs, and

sent reinforcement to Devagiri, where Ulugh Khan had taken refuge, with

instructions to his son to march again into Telingana and subjugate the country.

As soon as the reinforcement arrived in Devagiri, Ulugh Khan started for

Telingana. By rapid marches he reached Badiikot (Bidar?), which he seized

along with several others along his route and posted strong garrisons in

them under trustworthy officers with instructions to hold them to the last.

Finally, he came to Bodhan which was a ten day journey from Warangal.

After a siege of three or four days the fort capitulated, and the governor

and his followers saved themselves by embracing Islam.

Ulugh Khan next proceeded to Warangal and laid siege to the city. Not

much information is available about the second siege of Warangal. It is

disposed of briefly by Barani and the later writers who follow his account.

It is stated that Ulugh Khan first laid siege to the mud fort and seized it,

and that the inner citadel next fell into his hands. The fort was captured

and Prataparudra was taken prisoner and sent to the court of the suttan

at Delhi. The capture of Warangal was not so easily effected as these

historians would have us believe. But for the amazing lack of foresight of

Prat^rudra, it is doubtful vy/hether Ulugh Khan would have effected its

86. Futuh-usSalsai (Madras edn), pp 394-97.
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capture as quickly as he did. The siege, as a matter of fact, lasted for

five months.

IsSmT describes this siege and the circumstances in which the fort was
captured. It appears that after the retreat of Ulugh Khan from Warangal at

the end of his first expedition, Prataparudra held a feast to celebrate his

victory over the Muslims. Believing that they would not invade his kingdom

again in the near future, he opened the granaries within the fort and sold

all the grain stored there. He also commanded his subjects to abandon
their military activities and busy themselves vi/ith their cattle and crops.

Within four months of his retreat Ulugh Khan returned with a fresh army
and appeared before the walls of Warangal. The fort did not have a proper

garrison to maintain its defence and lacked even adequate stores and
provisions to feed the garrison during the siege. Though taken by surprise,

Prataparudra put up a courageous fight. However, the scanty stock of

provisions which he hastily gathered together soon ran out, and the troops

inside the fort began to suffer severely from hunger. Prataparudra was
obliged to surrender. He threw open the gates of the fort and along with

the other members of his family surrendered to Ulugh Khan. Ulugh’s forces

then entered the fort, plundered the houses and demolished the public

buildings.

Since Prataparudra’s presence might have led to popular revolts and
other political complications, Ulugh Khan sent him immediately to Delhi with
all the members of his family, escorted by a contingent of his army under
Qadir Khan and Khwaja Haji, the two officers in whom he had great
confidence. They were not, however, destined to bring the fallen monarch
to the metropolis for, before they could reach Delhi, he died. Shms-i-Siraj
Afif, who despatches him to hell with a single sentence, does not disclose
the circumstances in which he died.®^

More information is furnished by the inscriptions. In the Vilasa grant of
Musunuri Prolaya Nayaka (c. 1330), it is stated that Prataparudra, while
being carried away as a captive to Delhi, died on the banks of the river

Sonnodbhava, ie, the Narmada.®® His death does not seem to have been
the result of natural causes for, according to the Kaluvaceru grant of the
Reddi queei^Anitain dated 1423, he departed to the world of gods by his
own d^ire. This seems to suggest that he either committed suicide or
was slain by one of his followers at his own instance. Prataparudra was
a proud monarch, and it would seem that he could not reconcile himself
to the changed conditions of his life in captivity. Preferring death to dishonour,
he seems to have voluntarily embraced it. With the defeat and death of
Prataparudra ended the rule of the Kakafiya line of kings and the country
passed into Turkish hands.

87. TB^-Fn3z ShShu, p 395.

88. Aft, S.5 of 1938-39.

89. JTA II. p 106.
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The Pratapacaritra, a late legendary account of the Kakafiya kings, refers

twice to Prataparudra’s chief queen Vi^laksT. Another queen named
LaksmTdevf is mentioned in an inscription discovered in the village Yejgedu

in Karimnagar district. Although various names such as Juttaya Leml^
Gohka Reddi* and Krishna Nayaka®’ are referred to as his sons in tne

inscriptions these names were those of the king’s intimate and beloved

subordinates only. Similarly, the account given in the Pratapacaritra that

Prataparudra’s son VTrabhadra was crowned king by the deceased king’s

brother Aritiamadeva, is also absolutely baseless as no authentic evidence

to this effect has been recorded till now. True Arrtiamadeva, the progenitor

of the later rulers of Bastar in Madhya Pradesh is mentioned in the

Dante^vara inscription of Dikpaladeva®^ as king’s brother but this is not

confirmed by any other evidence.

The Telugu Coja kings—OpiN Siddhi of Kotyadona, Manuma Gatida

Gopala of Nellore and Telut’rgu Bijjana—were prominent among the vassals

of Prataparudra. Telurhgu Bijjaira is said to have visited the court of the

Delhi sultan and fought an exhibitton duel with Potuganti Maili, another

noble of Prataparudra’s court, in the presence of Ala-ud-din and Malik

Naib. Bijjaria was vanquished in this contest. This is stated in the pra^asti

of the Vejama chief Potugariti Maili in the family account Velugopvari

Varp^valf. The duel was probably arranged to satisfy the curiosity of the

sultan and his court who desired to witness a display of the swordsmanship

for which the Deccanis had always been famous.®® The Gheraku family was

one of the hereditary subordinates who served the Kakafiyas with the

utmost devotion and faith since the time of Rudra. According to the

unpublished Jamujuru epigraph presen/ed in the Khanana Building Museum,

Golconda, the ancestors of these chiefs were first the subordinates of

BhTma, a Telugu Cdja king of Emva from whom they obtained the fief

consisting of twelve villages with Ceraku as its capital and hence they were

known as the Ceraku chiefs. They assisted Kakafiya Rudra in defeating the

Coda king named Cododaya and his general Arasaju. Since then, they

were serving the Kakafiyas as mahasamantas, possessing the , areas

comprising the forest tracts on either side of the river Krishna near SrTsailam

as evidenced by their records found in the Nandikotkur taluk of Kumool

district and in the Amarabad sub-taluk of Mahbubnagar district. Keta, Mara

and Eira were the early members of the family who rendered help to Rudra

in defeating the Coda chiefs, whereas Bollaya, Vi§vanatha, Bollaya II,

Ganapaya and Annaya belonged to the later period of Ganapatideva,

Rudrama and Prataparudra. The Vejamas or Padmanayakas of the Recerla

family played an important role in the late Kakafiya period. The services

rendered by several members of this family in the wars of Prataparudra

90. Uppampam Ins., Sll, X, 536.

91. Tarikh-i-Firishta, Naval Kirtiore. ed, p 138.

92. B, XII, 1913-14, pp 242-50.

93. N. Venkataramanayya, The Ealy MusSm Bcpeai^on In South India, pp 41-42.
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are, however, detailed in their family chronicle, the Bejugotivari Vam^valf.

Vennama, the son of Dama, led his troops in a defeat of the Turks very

probably during Ala-ud-din Khaiji’s first invasion of Telingana in 1303. This

success against the Turkish arms took place in the battle of UpparapaHi,

where Potuganti Maili is said to have put the enemies to flight. Erra DSca
and Nalla Daca, sons of Vennama and his brother Sabbi, distinguished

themselves in the Pandyan invasion in 1316. Sirigama I, another member
of the family, played a prominent part in the defence of the kingdom at

the time of the Tughluq invasions in 1323.

Among the ministers of Prataparudra, the mahapradhSnis Vepeti
Kommayyahg§ru, Garigideva and Induluri Garinaya appear to have been
members of the king’s council of ministers who probably guided the policy
of the state.®^ Mahapradhanas such as Muppidi Nayaka and Juttaya Lemka
Goilka Reddi, were in charge of the government of the provinces. The
former is spoken of as the karyakarta (agent) and pratinidhi (respresentative)
of the king and ruled over the Nellore-/a^'a which extended from Addarlki
in Guntur district to KahcTpura in the south. The latter'is said to have been
anointed by the king himself as governor of several districts, including
Muliki-nadu Sakiji, Pottapinadu and Gandikota. Kolani Rudradeva was in

charge of the VehgT country,®® with his headquarters at Kokanu, modem
Ellore in West Godavari district. We know from the Sivayogasaram that he
is the son of IndujOri Somaya, one of the mahaprxihanas and commanders
of Ganapatideva who appointed him the governor of Kolanu after its

conquest. His son Rudradeva succeeded him and continued in the office
till Prataparudra’s end.

The rnilitary officers of Prataparudra fall into two classes, the sahinTs and
senadhipatis. The former were the officers employed for training the horses
and elephants for the purpose of war, known as a^va-sah/nrs or gajasahinfs
respectively, whereas the sanadhipatis were the commanders of the armies.
Bendapudi Anpaya, who is said to have been the chief of the elephant
force of the KakatTya king Maharaya-g^a-sah/n^ also held other posts like
commander and nayaka. He is describe in the records as "moon to the
ocean of the kingdom of the lord of nine lakh archers”, the fire of destruction
to the Yavana arrnies and the destroyer of the pleasure gardens of the
city of_ Kummata. Among the senadhipatis and sakaia senadhipatis,
Somay^ula Rudradeva and Receiia Mummadi nayaka are two distinguished
generals.

94. sn. IV. 1307; X, 503.

95. «)«, X. 535 and 537.

96. Ancffnila Caritra, KSkafya Yugam, pp 548-49.
97. Siiihatha, Btmn^varapumnam. I. 48.
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GENEALOGY OF THE KAKATTYAS

I. Early SiAxxdhate CNets

Dufjaya

Vanna

Gunda I

Gun^ II

Gun^ III

Eriya

(Beta)

Gunda IV (c. 950-90)

Beta I (c. 1000-55)

Praia I (c. 1055-75)

Beta II (c. 1076-98)

Durgaraja (1098-1 116) Prola II (1117-56)

II. Independent Rulers
|

^

|

1. Rudra (11 56-95) 2, Mahadeva (1195-98)

3.

4.

Ganapatideva Mailamba (daughter) Kundamba (daughter)

(1199-1262) (m) Rudra of m. Rudra of Natevadi

I

Natevadi family family

Rudramadevi (1262-95) (daughter) Ganapamba (daughter) m.

m.CalukyaVirabhadra Ketaraja II of Kota family

I

Mummadamba (daughter)

m. Mahadeva

1

Ruyyama (daughter)

m. Induluri Anriaya

5. Prataparudra (1295-1323)



Chapter VII

THE LATER PANQYAS (c. 985-1200)’

For most of the period covered by this volume, the Pandyan kingdom

was a subordinate province of the Coja empire. Its ancient line of kings

never reconciled themselves to their feudatory position and forever sought

for opportunities to regain their independence. The rulers of Travancore and

Sri Lanka who shared their subjection to the Cola power were their natural

allies, and their diplomatic intrigues and political opposition to the suzerain

power sometimes led to fierce reprisals. In the setond half of the twelfth

century, a protracted succession dispute among the rival Paridyan princes

brought about the intercession of the Sri Lankans and Colas, and for some
years the whole country was ravaged by war. But, in the end, neither of

the intervening powers gained their objective of making the Pandyan kingdom

an appendage of their dominions. At the close of the civil war, the Pandyan

line produced a succession of very able monarchs who, taking advantage

of the weakening of the Cola power, overthrew it, and in the face of

Hoysaja opposition, succeeded in establishing an empire which embraced
practically the whole of the Tamil country. They extended their empire up
to Nellore on the east coast until another succession dispute and the

advent of the Turkish army in south India in the fourteenth century brought

about a change. Inscriptions, including those of the Cojas and their viceroys

in the Pandya country, are our main source. The Cufavarp^ or the

continuation of the Mahavarpsa of Sri Lanka is another important source.

The Pandyan kingdom was first conquered by Coja Parantaka I in the

early years of his reign (c. 910-20) but later, when’ he had to face the

disasters consequent on the invasion of his empire from the north by the

Rastrakuta ruler Krsna III (c. 950), the Pandyas reasserted their independence
under a certain VTra Pandya whose relation to the last Pandya ruler of the

first empire, Rajasirpha II, cannot be ascertained. VTra Pandya’s inscriptions

run up to his twentieth year and he bears the title bdlan-tajai konda, who
‘took the head of the Coja”.’ The period of his rule may be fixed

approximately as 946-66. His title is best explained as due to his success
in foiling an attempt on the part of Gandaraditya, the son and successor

' See also chapter I. Some recent writings on the Pandyas include K. V. Raman, Some
Aspects of Pandyan History in the U^t of Recent Discovenes and N. Sethuraman, The
Impenat Pandyas.

1. El. XXV, 1939-40, pp 36-37.
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of Parantaka I, to restore Co.la supremacy in the Pandya country. The

process of “taking the head" need not always be understood as decapitation,

but might stand for a symbolic act of subordination on th6 part of the

vanquished who placed his head or his crown at the feet of the conqueror

in token of submission. VTra Pandya’s inscriptions mention generals with

the title Cdlantaka and a na}} (measure) of the same name. Wa Paridya,

however, did not enjoy his immunity for long, for Parantaka II Sundara Cdja

(who ruled from 956-73) bears the title Madurai-Konda, the capturer of

Madurai, and the definitive reconquest of the Patidyan kingdom was begun

in his reign.

The larger Leiden grant^ mentions a great battle at Cevur, south of the

Sevan hills on the southern border of the former Pudukkottah state, in

which Parantaka caused rivers of blood to flow from the deep cuts inflfcted

by him on the elephants of the enemy, and Parantaka’s son Aditya, while

yet a boy, played with VTra Pandya in the battle, like a lion's whelp sporting

with a tusker. The Tiruvajangadu plates of the reign of Rajendra I state

definitely that Aditya cut off the head of Vira Pandya, and in his inscriptions

Aditya bears the title Wa-Pandyan-tajai-konda. the battle of Cevur and the

death of Wa Pandya occurred in 966, the second year after Aditya had

become Yuvaraja in the Cola kingdom. Bhuti VikramakesarT, a chieftain of

Kodumbalur (Pudukkottah), also claims to have defeated Wa Pandya in

battle. He must have assisted his suzerain, the Cdja monarch, in the

reconquest of the Pandya country.® The campaign was continued after the

battle of CevOr, and another prince of the rebel royal family was forced to

flee to the forest for refuge. As Sri Lanka had stood by the Pandyas, the

island was invaded, but the Cola forces had to return discomfited, if we

may trust the CQIavam^a* In fact, even the reconquest of the Panc^a

country was far from complete, and Co.la inscriptions do not begin to

appear there till the reign of Rajaraja I who indeed claims to have subdued

the Pandyas while they were still flourishing in the fullness of their splendour.

This check to Coja recovery must have been in no small measure due to

the political murder of Aditya II by Uttama Coja (969-85) and the falsity of

that ruler’s position on the Coja throne which he obtained by such foul means.

Rajaraja turned his attention to the south very early in his reign. One of

the earliest achievements, according to one plausible interpretation,® was

the destruction of a fleet stationed at Kandajur in the neighbourhood of

modern Trivandrum or a little more to the south near Neyyattinkara.® Whether

the fleet belonged to the Ceras or the Pandyas is not clear but it makes

little difference as they were both allied together with Sri Lanka against the

Coja power. No inscription of Rajaraja appears in the Kerala and Pandya

2. IlM. XXII, 1933-34, vv 25, 28.

3. K. A. N. Sastri, The Colas, p 155.

4. Ch. 54, w. 12-16.

5. TAS, V, p 128; Contra, above, ch I.

6. /VTTA, 1920-21, p 65.
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countries earlier than his eighth regnal year, and it is obvious that he had

to overcome much resistance by many years of fighting before he could

establish his power in these lands. An inscription of the twentieth year

(1005)^ states that Rajaraja ‘‘destroyed the town of Madurai, conquered

the haughty kings of Kollam, Kollade^am and Kodungojur and that the

kings of the sea waited on him”. In the Thanjavur inscriptions (1014),

reference is frequently made to the conquest of the Cera king and the

Pandyas in the malai-nadu, ie, the mountain country near the west coast.

The Tiruvalahgadu plates® furnish a lengthy account of Rajaraja’s southern

campaigns, but make no reference to Kandajur-^alai. They mention the

capture of the Pandya king Amarabhujahga, or whom we hear nothing

more from any other source, and then speak of the capture of Vilinda

(doubtless the Vijjnam of other records), a maritime fortress near Trivandrum.

Of the actual progress of the campaigns we have no details. The order of

conquest in some inscriptions implies that the capture of Madurai and the

subjugation of the Paridya country preceded the advance into Travancore

and Kerala probably by way of the southern passes leading west from

Tinnevelly district. But the early mention of KandalOr-salai by itself, and the

provenance of Rajaraja’s inscriptions which appear in southern Travancore

about two years earlier than in Tinnevelly and Ramnad districts, points the

other way round. In any case, Kandajur, Vijiham, Kollam and Kodungojur

on the west coast and Madurai, the Paridyan capital, furnished the chief

targets, besides a strong hill fortress by the name Udagai, situated somewhere
in the western ghats, the capture of which was remembered and celebrated

long after by Cdja court poets. The Pandya country began to bear the

name Raja-raja-maridalam or Raja-raja-Paridinadu, and the Coja emperor

bore the title Pandya-Kula^ni (thunderbolt to the race of the Pandyas).

RajarSja accepted Paridya and Cera princesses as his queens. He also

used the Pandya country as the advanced base for a successful expedition

against Sri liinka between 1002 and 1005. Some years later in 1009 the

king issued an order that in the Pandya country, defaulters in land revenue

would, under certain conditions, lose their lands to the villages where they

were sitoated, the villages becoming free to sell the lands and pay the

revenue arrears from the sale proceeds. The defaulters were not allowed

to buy the lands again.”

RSJendra I, the son of RSjarSja, inherited the PSirdyan kingdom from his

father, and his inscriptions are found in Tinneveliy and Cape Comorin. The
PinrjJyas were cieariy aiiowed to continue their ruie in a subordinate capacity

and a queen of Snvajluvar made a gift of some ornaments to a tempie

at Tiruvi^lOr in the CSIa country in the third year (1015) or Rsyendra’s

reign.’° But these ancient sovereigns could not easily reconcile themselves

7. AffiSE, 394 of 1911; ARE. 1912, II. 22.

8. Sll, III. w. 76-79.

9. K. A. N. Sastri, The PShdyan Kingdom, pp 106 and 114-15.
10. ARSIE, 46 of 1907.
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to their new position and, according to the Tiruvalahgadu plates, Rajendra

invaded the south early in his reign (c, 1018). The Pandya fled to the

Malaya mountains, while the Cola monarch occupied Madurai and seized

a vast quantity of pearls. There he built "a large palace (majigai) by whose
weight even the earth became unsteady", and installed his son as viceroy

with the title Jatavarman Sundara Coja-Pandya.

He then crossed the Sahya mountain and continued the campaign into

Kerala where KandalQr-^alai was attacked a second time.^' Kerala was also

added to the sphere of administration of the Coja-Pandya viceroy. The
viceroy enjoyed an almost regal status and issued charters in his own name
and dated in his own regnal years with the full cognisance of the

Cola emperor. SucTndram in south Travancore came to be called

Sundara-Cola-Caturvedimahgalam after the name of the first viceroy who
continued in that capacity for at least twenty-three years till about 1040.

The political unity of the viceroyalty and the strength of the control from

the centre are attested by the facts that the Cera king Rajasirnha built at

Mannarkovil in Tinnevelly district a temple called Rajendra-sala-vinnagar, and

that the emperor made a grant of land to the temple with effect from the

fifteenth year of the viceroy’s rule. But on the whole the Coja yoke sat

mildly on the necks of the ruler of the conquered lands, though they never

lost an opportunity of making trouble for their suzerains, and sometimes

paid heavily for their contumacy.

Towards the close of Rajendra’s reign (c. 1040-42), there was a rebellion

in the Pandya and Kerala countries. The crown prince Rajadhiraja, who
was sent to suppress the revolt, had to take strong measures to achieve

his end.’^ Three Pandyan princes were punished in different ways

—

Manabharanan being beheaded on the battlefield, Vira Kerajan being thrown

to an infuriated elephant, and Sundara Pandya, perhaps the chief one,

being driven into exile after defeat in battle. We hear also of a Vikrama

Pandya who lost the southern Tamil country and went over to Sri Lanka

whither Rajadhiraja pursued him scon after. The king of Venadu (south

Kerala) was sent to heaven, the ships at Kandajur captured and the Musaka
king Ramakuda Muvar Tiruvadi of north Kerala destroyed. After this punitive

expedition, the rule of the Coja-Pandya viceroys of the south seems to

have gone on peacefully for about a generation. From the Coja inscriptions

we learn that besides Jat§varman Sundara Coja-Pandya a brother of

Rajendra II called Mummudi S6J,an and a son of VTrarajendra held the

viceroyalty at different times. There might have been others. It is not

possible to establish clearly the identity of the different princes from the

Coja-Pandya inscriptions themselves.

After the death of VTrarajendra (c. 1067-68) there was a short peiiod of

1 1 . Tiruvalahgadu plates, w. 89-97, ARSIE, 363 of 1 91 7; 1 1 2 of 1 905; The Cdlas, pp 202-3.

12. SH. Ill, p 56; The Colas, pp 221-22.

13. ARE, 1917, pp 107-8; Sll, III, p 33. Altogether, the names of four viceroys are available

from inscriptions, S//, XIV, pp iv-vi.
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confi'Sion in the Coja empire. The succession to the throne was contested

• by Adhirajendra, the son of VTrarajendra, and the Cajukya-Coja prince

Rajendra, who had Cbja princesses for his mother and grandmother. In

spite of support from his sister’s husband, the western Ca.Iukya Vikramaditya

VI, Adhirajendra could not maintain himself on the Coja throne. After a

short reign, he lost his life in a popular rising after which Rajendra occupied

the Caia throne as Kulottuhga I (1070). For the first five or six years of

his reign Kulottuhga was fully engaged together with Somesvara II in

counteracting the designs of Vikramaditya with no notable success. This

period of nearly a decade (1067-76) provided an ideal opportunity for the

southern states to throw off the Coja yoke and regain their independence.

The Coja administrative arrangements in these parts went to pieces, and

the inscriptions of the times show that the native rulers of these countries

once again began to rule in their own right. Vijayabahu I began a war of

independence in Sri Lanka in 1070, and carried it to a successful end in

the next six years in spite of temporary successes gained by the Cola

forces in the interval and an internal rebellion which delayed his coronation

as the ruler of the whole island. The Pandya and Kerala countries foilowed

the same path, though no details of events are forthcoming, not even the

names of the rulers who headed the movement. Kulottuhga had to reconcile

himself to the permanent loss of Sri Lanka, but he had to deal firmly with

the kingdoms on the mainland or they would soon overwhelm the C6|a

Kingdom with their combined strength. The moment he found himself free

from the war with Vikramaditya, Kulottuhga undertook the reconquest of

the south.

Even records of the fifth year (1075) of Kulottuhga contain the rhetorical

statement that the decapitated head of the Pandyan king lay outside the

walls of his capital packed by kites. An undated Sanskrit inscription from

Chidambaram'’' states that Kulottuhga overcame five Pandya kings, set fire

to the fortress of Kottaru, subdued the numerous forces of the Keralas,

and erected a pillar of victory on the sea-coast. Thus it was that he reduced
to obedience (savidhikam akarot) the rebellious groups of vassal kings.

From the eleventh year (1081) onwards, the Tamil inscriptions record

details of these campaigns.'® According to these, the Cola monarch
despatched a great army to the Pandya country and destroyed the forest

in which the five Pandyas had sought refuge and subdued their country.

He seized the pearl fisheries, the Podiyil and Saiyya mountains and Kanni,

and “fixed the boundaries of the southern (Pandya) country”. He sent to

heaven many ^vers (veterans) of the western hill country and bestowed
on his own commanders of the cavalry settlements on every road, including

one at Kottapu, to strike terror into his enemies. Later literary accounts also

mention attacks on Salai and Vijiham, and a pitched battle at 6emponmars

14. Sll, I, pp 168-69; El. 1898-99, pp 103-4.

15. Sll, III. p 147.

16. Vlkrama^n-ula, II. 46-8; Kalkigattuf^rani, XI, 70-72.
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in Ramnad district. The Savers were hardened veterans of the Pandya and
Kerala armies,’^ and their destruction in large numbers must have involved

very hard fighting. The identity of the five Pandyas conquered by Kulottuhga

cannot be determined.

The campaign was doubtless a great military success, but evidently

Kulottuhga was in no position after it to restore the administrative system

of his predecessors in which princes of the royal family acted as viceroys

under whose general control local rulers looked after the details of daily

government. Instead, he hit upon the device of establishing military colonies

(nilaip-padalj along the important routes of communication. These and the

changes in place-names calculated to commemorate the titles of the Coja

monarch and the collection of an annual tnbute were the only signs of

Cb!.a supremacy in the conquered lands. The numerous inscriptions of the

Pandya kings of this period betray few signs of their political subjection,

and the inscriptions of Kulottuhga and his successors are not found in

such numbers in this area as in the territories under their direct rule. Another

revolt, about fifteen years after this reconquest and settlement, was headed

by Venad (south Travancore) and was suppressed by the Coja general

NaralokavTra, whose achievements are recorded in inscriptions beginning

with 1098.'''’

The reference to five Pandyas in the inscriptions of Kulottuhga has led

to the assumption that the simultaneous rule of five princes of the dynasty

in different parts of the kingdom was a permanent feature of this period

in the Pandya country, and attempts have been made to arrange on this

basis successive generations of contemporary rulers with the aid of

astronomical data drawn from inscriptions.^'’ But detailed analysis shows
that the evidence is "overwhelmingly in favour of a single monarchy, and

that the theory of a co-regency of five kings may be altogether set aside".

Possibly, at the time of Kulottuhga’s reconquest five princes were ruling,

one of them being the chief, as there were three when Rajadhiraja I led

his expedition into the Pandya country. It should also be noted that the

Patidyas were called "Pahcavar”, "the Five”, probably because of their

traditional connection with the Pandavas. Also, at the end of the thirteenth

century Marco Polo speaks of the "five royal brothers” of the Paridyan

kingdom of whom Bonder Baridi Devar was the chief.

There are a number of Pandyan inscriptions faliing in the period following

the conquest and settlement by Kulotturiga. They are mostly donative

records but some contain long rhetorical pra^astis giving at times concrete

details of historical occurrences. But, in spite of an apparent abundance

of astronomical details, the chronology is far from being settled, and nowhere

17. The iavers (cavers) do not seem to figure as part of the Pandya army. Being part of

only the Cera army, they are considered a sort of suicide squad who swear to fight to death

to protect the life and honour of their king. Cf. Elankulam P. N. Kunjan Pillai, Studies in

Keraia History, pp 284-91.

18. K. A. N. Sastri, Studies in Cdia History and Administration, pp 176-98.

19. M, XIII, p 166 and XLIV, pp 172-76.
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is there a genealogical account showing how the different kings were related

to one another. A connected political history of the period is, therefore,

out of the question.

Jatavarman Snvallabha, who did not begin to rule before 1091, was one

of the earliest kings of the period and his reign lasted at least twenty-three

years.^ His records are found in the Tinnevelly and Madurai districts, most

of them containing a poetical pra^asti beginning Tirumadandaiyum

Jayamadandaiyum and of little historical value. They mention his throne

Kalihgarkyan set in the AJagiya Pandiyan hall in the palace at Madurai to

the east of the famous tank Madakkujam. They mention a PiMaiyar Sundara

Pandya, probably the son of the king.^’ They also record the names of

canals and sluices named after Parakrama Pandya and refer to a grain

measure named VTra Pandya, thus preserving the names of two of the

predecessors or contemporaries of SrTvallabha who improved the agricultural

condition of the country.^^

Srlvallabha was succeeded by Maravarman Parakrama Pandya whose

records begin with the words Jlrumagal punara. He must have been a late

contemporary of Kulotturiga I. His immediate successor was perhaps

Jatavarman Parantaka Pandya, of whom we know more than of any other

king in this period from his single record discovered at Kanyakumari.^^

Dated in his ninth year, it states that the king of the Kupakas, who had

his capital in Quilon, offered his daughter in marriage to Parantaka Pandya

who married her. He then fought a battle at Vijjnam as his first appearance

on the field (Kannippoi). He took the town and destroyed the fleet at

Kandalur-^alai. The course of this campaign and its probable date lead us

to think that it was identical with that in which NaralokavTra suppressed

the revolt in southern Kerala. If this is correct, Parantaka Pandya must be
taken to have been a loyal vassal of Kulottuhga who aided his suzerain

actively in the tasks of imperial administration. This seems very probable,

for the Kanyakumari inscription goes on to say that Parantaka captured

Kujam of the Telinga BhTma and subdued south Kalingam. This clearly means
that the Patidya ruler had a part in the campaign Vikrama Co\a had to

undertake around 1095, as viceroy of VehgT, against an anti-Coja combination

in the north.

Instigated perhaps by the Western Cajukya Vikramaditya VI, Anantavarman

C6da-Gat*iga of Kaliriga and BhTma of Kojariu (lake Collair) formed a

combination to oust the Cola power from VefrgT. Their attempt ended in

a failure and Vikrama Coja’s inscriptions are quite clear that as a young
man he overcame BhTma and subdued Kalihgam. He was assisted in the

task by Parintaka Pandya, a feudatory from a very distant part of the

20. ARSIE, 555 of 1922. A record beginning Jayamadmide^yiim of the thirty-seventh year

with dubious astronomical data (tofcf, 426 of 1916) may also be his.

21. m 493 of 1909.

22. ARE, 1909, II, 23.

23. TAS, I, pp 18f.
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empire.^'' The name Parantaka Vajanadu, which appears in Kulotturtga’s

inscriptions in 1114 and 1117^® as that of a subdivision of Raja-raja

Pandinadu, suggests that the suzerain appreciated the steadfast loyalty of

his Pandyan feudatory.

But this real subordination of Paridya rulers to Cola suzerainty apparently

gave place to a more grudging recognition of it in the years that followed

the death of Kuldttuhga I, and hardly any inscriptions are found in the

Pandya country proper issued in the reign of Kulottuhga’s successors.

The next Pandyan king of whom we have definite knowledge is Maravarman
SrTvallabha who was reigning in 1160-61 and to whom Vfra Ravivarman of

Kerala was tributary.^® His inscriptions usually contain a pra^sti, begining

with the words pumaga] jayamagal, and one of them from Sucindram (near

Nagercoil Tamilnadu) mentions AndapiMai Bhattar Atiratrayaji, who may be

identical with the author of a well-known manual of domestic ritual,

Grhyaprayogavrtti.^^ His sway extended over Madurai, Tinnevelly and south

Kerala, and there is reference to a prince Kula^ekhara in one of his records^®

from Kottaru. This prince played a prominent part in the war of succession

that followed at the close of SrTvallabha’s reign.

The story of the early stages of this war is given in great detail in the

Cufavam^. But the chronicle has nothing to say of the final scenes which

are depicted in several Coja inscriptions.®® Vfra Paridya is represented in

epigraphy by a solitary inscription from Sucindram (south Kerala)®° beginning

with Pumadandaiyum Jayamadandaivum and recording a gift of land to the

temple on the occasion of the king’s coronation, in a short time, he too

succumbed to the blandishments of the ruler of Sri Lanka and went over

to his side, ancient political alliances and animosities proving too strong for

considerations of gratitude to prevail against them for any length of time.

The Cola policy underwent a corresponding change, and Kulottur^ga III,

who had succeeded Rajadhiraja II in 1 1 78, pledged his support to Vikrama

Pandya against Vira Pandya. Vikrama must have been the son of some
near relative of Kulasekhara, who seems to have died soon after his

expulsion from Madurai.

In the campaign that followed, the son of Vfra Pandya fell, and ^(again,

a stronghold near Madurai,®' was subdued while the Sinhalese soldiers had

24. The Colas, pp 321, 366.

25. ARSIE, 'l61 and 164 of 1903.

26. ARE, 1896, para 15.

27. TAS, IV, p 124.

28. ARSIE 49 of 1896.

29. The COjavarnia account and evidence of P&ndya-CSja inscriptions has already been

discussed in detail; see above ch I.

30. TAS, II, pp 18f.

31. There is no evidence to suggest, that Elagam was the name of a stronghold. Actually,

it referred to a section of the PSnc^a army stationed near the north-eastern border of the

Pan^a country (in the present Pudukkottai district). K. A. N. Sastri himself considered this

possibility in his The Cdfas, p 408, n 17

—

Eds.
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their noses cut off and rushed into the sea. Madurai was taken and Vikrama

Pandya was installed there. This must have happened around 1182.^^ When

the Cola forces withdrew, VTra Pandya made another effort to retrieve his

fortune, and this led to a second campaign in which Kulottufiga defeated

him decisively in the battle of Nettur and took his chief queen captive some

time before 1189. Vfra Pandya was supported by the ruler of Kerala and

fled to Quilon after his defeat. But the ruler of Veriad had no desire to

harbour his dangerous guest and court hostilities with the Coja power.

Therefore, both made up their minds to go to Madurai and surrender

themselves to Kulottuhga in open darbar, and all fighting ceased. VTra

Pandya’s life was spared and he was granted some land and other forms

of wealth suited to his new station. Though the chroniclers of Sri Lanka

are silent, the inscriptions of the period speak of three expeditions of

Nis^ahkamalla (1187-96) into the Paridya country, and it is not unlikely that

his forces shared the defeat of VTra Paridya.

Few details have survived of Vikrama Paridya’s reign which was evidently

a short one. We find Jatavarman Kulasekhara on the Pandyan throne from

1190, and there is no evidence indicating his relation with Vikrama. and

there is reference in his inscriptions to the time of Periyanayanar SrTvallabha.^'

From the accession of Jatavarman Kulasekhara, a decisive change comes
over the relations between the Paridya and Coja powers. A succession of

able and distinguished rulers raised the power of the Patidyas to great

heights and carried their victorious arms as far north as Nellore and Cuddapa,

while the power of the Colas suffered an eclipse and declined after

KulbttuiTga III. KulaSekhara’s inscriptions range from his second to his

twenty-eighth regnal year and bear pra^stis which begin in one of three

ways—pafa/a madandai, pOvin Kijjatti and putala vanitai, all of them

grandiloquent and devoid of historical value. The last form, however, boldly

affirms that the tiger of the Cojas and the bow of the Ceras hid themselves

in fear of the P§ndya power. Kula^ekhara’s rule extended over the modem
districts of Madurai, Ramnad and Tinnevelly where his inscriptions are found.

He had dynastic and political relations with the rulers of south Kerala, a

Kodai Ravivarman being called his brother-in-law (maccunanatf^ and a

Tiruvadi king of Jeturtganadu figuring as a feudatory of Kulasekhara some
years later.® There are references to thrones with different names all in

Madurai, and to maids in palace service (agaf^rivara)^ The king must
have had the titie Rajagambhlra as the Tiruppuvanam grant of 1214 records

the grant of a newly created village called l^gambhTra-Caturv0dirnai)galam.^^

32. For a detaHed discussion of the Pfindya-CSIa war under Vira PSndya see aiso K. A.

N. Sastri, The C6las, pp 378-85 and above, ch i.

33. ARSIE. 110 of 1907.

34. total, 665 of 1916.

35. total, 370 of 1916.

36. total, 720 of 1916.

37. M, XX, p 288 and ASSI, IV.
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The assertion of Kulasekhara’s independence must have been resented by

Kulottuhga III, and though the Pandyan inscriptions are silent on the subject,

the records of the later years of Kulottuhga narrate another campaign of

that monarch in the south as a result of which Kula§ekhara paid a heavy

penalty for his contumacy. The date of this campaign cannot be precisely

determined. It is mentioned in detail only in a record of 1212,“ and may
be placed just a few years earlier.

After the conquest of Karuvur in Kohgu, Kulottuhga set out to wear the

crown of heroism (wamudlj, fought against the warlike army of Malaya,

besieged Mattiyur and Kaljkkottai (places not identified), defaced some of

the Pandyan troops by cutting off their noses and took captive the troops

of the Maravas and of 9.agam. He then surrounded Madurai with his troops,

drove the Pandya, his younger brothers and his mother into the forests,

demolished the coronation hall of the Pandyas and, after ploughing its site

with asses, sowed /cavad/ on it. He then wore the “crown of heroism”

after assuming the title Coja-Pandya. Further, he put on the anklet of

heroes, took the title Tribhuvana-wa and went on a triumphal march round

the city, at the end of which he offered worship and many fine jewels to

the god of Madurai. He opened a broad street in Madurai in his own name
for the procession of the deity, instituted a new festival in the temple,

covered its roof with gold and made other marks of his victory before

restoring the kingdom to the Panrjya with his regalia and assuring him of

his friendship. Such is the narrative fround in the records of the victor.

Much in it is obvious exaggeration, and in reality the Parrdyan royal family

suffered deep humiliation in its own capital, but no serious or permanent

damange, and the harshness of Kulotturiga on the occasion was remembered

and more than compensated for in his own lifetime.

The successor of Jatavarman Kula^khara was Maravarman Sundara

Patidya who began his rule in 1216. As there are references to Periyanayanar

Vikrama Pandyadeva in the records of both these rulers,“ they may be

taken to be brothers and sons of Vikrama Pandya. Sundara had shared

the humiliation inflicted on his elder brother by Kulottuhga and he made it

the main task of his life to avenge that insult. His long prs^asti beginning

pu nraruviya tirumdan^yum is of great historical interest and furnishes

specific details of his war against Kuidttuhga. In an inscriptiori of Sundara’s

third regnal year (1218-19),^ he is described by the title §on§du vplahgiyarujiya,

"who was pleased to give (back) the Coja country*’. Another inscription,

dated twelve years later, states that he restored the crown and

Mudlkonda^ofapuram (Ayirattaji, near Kumbakonam) to Kulottuhga Coja''^

and his inscriptions are actually found in the Coja country though none of

them appear to fall in the reign of Kulottuhga III. But there is no doubt

38. PS/; nos 163 and 166 (identical though damaged).

39. AFE, 1927, 11.41; ARSE, 47 of 1926 and 83 of 1927.

40. ARSE, 322 of 1928.

41. /Kjfcf, 9 of 1926; ARE, 1926, II, 32; 1928, II, 18.
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that Kulottuhga tasted the bitter fruits of his Pandyan policy before the end

of his rule.'*^ In the interval between his two Cola wiars Sundara Pandya

settled the affairs of Kohgu. In that period, he seems to have been in

occupation to Trichinopoly and $nrahgam and thus ruled over part of what

was really Coja territory. An inscription of his ninth year (1225)““ records

the restoration of the normal schedule of daily expenses for worship in the

temple of SrTrangam after it had been upset for some time by the

misappropriation of temple incomes by an intrusive body of Oriya soldiers

who had the support of a section of the temple servants. The reform was

effected by the loyal officers of the temple under the aegis of Sundara

Pandya and the Sabha of SrTrangam and SrT Vaishavas of the locality acting

together in a meeting summoned for the purpose.

There are coins of Sundara Pandya with the legend $onadukondan (the

conqueror of the Coja land) in Tamil, and a record at Pon-Amaravati

mentions the mudi-ve^iangam-perumal-^andi, ie, “worship in honour of the

king who presented the crown”,^ commemorating the restitution of the

Cola crown. The king had also the title Kaliyugarama and Ati6aya Pan^a.^®

The latest records of the reign are dated in the twenty-fourth regnal year,"*®

and it must be taken to have closed around 1239-40.

Jatavarman Kula^ekhara who began his rule in 1 238 was the heir-apparent,

but he seems to have either predeceased Sundara Pandya or died very

soon after him, and his real successor on the throne was another Maravarman

Sundara Pandya II whose reign started in 1238. His inscriptions with the

beginning pO malar tiruvum poru jayamadandaiyum carry his rule upto fifteen

years, say about 1253. His records are of little historical interest, but they

mention large grants for various religious purposes, such as the study and

recitation of hymns in termples. Numerous references to the Hoysajas and
their generals in these records attest their growing influence on the affairs

of the kingdom. In an inscription of his seventh year from Tirumayyam in

the former Pudukkottah state,"*^ there is reference to a general of

Vfra-Somesvara, by the name of Ravideva Dandanayaka, who took the

district (innadupiditta) evidently on behalf of the Pandya king (from whom
is not stated), and to his brother-in-law (maidhunan) Appanna dandanayaka,
in whose presence the Saivas and Vaisnavas of the area amved at a

sttlement of long-standing disputes over the affairs of temples under their

charge.

In April 1251 begins the reign of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya, perhaps*

the greatest warrior and statesman of his line in south India. The empire

42. For details of Sundara Pandya's wars against the Cojas, see above, ch See also

ch V, section on Ballaia II.

43. ARSIE, 53 of 'l892; Sll, IV, p 500.

44. Ibid, 77 of 1916.

45. Ibid. 524 of 1916; 626 of 1916 and ARE. 1917, II. 9.

46. ARE. 1930, II, 10.

47. PSI, nos 340 and 341.
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of the Pandyas under him reached its widest extent and attained the peak
of its splendour. The whole country up to Nellore and Cuddapah came
under Pandydn sway and all the rival dynasties, old and new, were beaten

in the field or laid under tribute. The Hoysala power was confined to its

original home in Karnataka plateau and h^hcTpuram became a secondary

capital. Even the island of Sri Lanka was conquered and held in subjection

for several years, at least in part if not the whole of it. In the tasks of

conquest and administration, Sundara Pandya commanded the assistance

of a number of able princes of his family. The most notable amongst them
was Jatavarman VTra Paridya who dates his reign from 1253.

Sundara Pandya bears the title rnimsuidalamum kondarujiya (who was
pleased to take all countries) in his inscriptions. Many of them begin with

a stereotyped string of epithets in Sanskrit opening with the words samasta

jagadBdhara, and more rarely do we find a long Tamil praiasti of much
historical value beginning with pumalar vallar tik^. A long Sanskrit stone

inscription in the Snrahgam temple and several stanzas in the same language

celebrating his heroism, power and liberality to famous temples from Tinnevelly

to KancTpuram complete the tale of the chief records of the reign. But the

internal chronology of the reign is far from being settled, and for the order

of events we have to use conjecture, aided by the Tamil pra^aati to some
extent.

Very early in the reign, Sundara undertook a campaign in the Cera country

and its ruler VTra Ravi Udayamarttandavarman had to acknowledge his

suzerainty.'” Then the Cola and his protector the Hoysala SomeSvara felt

the weight of Sundara’s arm. Great losses were inflicted on the Hoy^ja
forces and the brave general Sihghana was captured in the field and given

over to a rutting elephant. The fortifications of Kannanur Koppam were

stormed and taken. Somesvara was compelled to withdraw into the highlands

of Karnataka. When he renewed the contest some time later, it was only

to meet his death on the field in 1262 if not some years earlier. The Coja

Rajendra III had to owe subjection to the Pandyan victor who then refused

the tribute sent to him by the Kadava chieftain Kopperuhjihga and attacked

his fortress city of Sendamarigalam after defeating him in several battles

which struck terror into his heart."® After finally restoring the KSdava to the

rule of his country, Sundara proceeded to Chidambaram and worshipped

Natara^a before going back to SrTrahgam where he wore the garland of

victory and performed many tulabharas (1258). The Magadai country (ie,

portions of Salem and Arcot districts) also came under Sundara, possibly

as a result of his wars against the Hoy^ajas and Kopperuhjirlga. Likewise,

Kohgu also became part of the Pandyan empire. The conquest of a part

of Sri Lanka went on simultaneously and Vfra Pandya seems to have had

a large share in this task. Lastly, Sundara Pandya led a big expedition in

the north against the Telugus, inflicted defeat on the forces of Gandagopala

48. ARE, 1927, II, 58,

49. For details, cf. K.A.N. Sastri, The Cdjee, pp 422-24.
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of Nellore and his suzerain KakatTya Ganapati in a battle at Mudugur,

performed a vTrabhiseka at Nellore and made KahcTpuram the subsidiary

capital of his extended empire. He bears the titles Kanapuravaridlifi^vara

in his Sanskrit pra^astiand Kandpuram-konda in some of his Tamil records.^

The extension of his empire justified Sundara Pandya’s assumption of

the imperial title maharajadhire^-$nparame6vara in the later records of his

reign. His wars brought him a vast amount of treasure which he employed
in beautifying the temples at Chidambaram and Snrahgam and endowing
liberally in favour of these two famous shrines of 3iva and Visnu. He erected

a ‘‘golden hall” for Nataraja at Chidambaram®’ and covered the central

shrine of the temple with gold at Shrahgam,®^ earning for himself the title

hemacchadana-mja and kdyll ponmeynda-perumaj, ‘‘the king who covered
the temple with gold”. He built a dining hall in front of it and furnished it

with golden vessels. He also built a shrine of Narasirnha and another of

Vishwaksena, both covered with gold, and erected a gilt tower which
contained an image of Narasirnha. Among other rich presents of the monarch
to the Snrat^igam temple was a precious garland of emeralds seized from
the Kadava Kopperuhjiriga. Other inscriptions of the reign record gifts to

paHis and other institutions outside the pale of orthodox Brahmanism, an
indication of peace and harmony among the different religious sects of the
community. Sundara Pandya was a great lover of splendour and display.

His numerous abhisekas and tulabharas in different places, the festivals he
instituted in temples, and the pompous titles he assumed unmistakably
attest this side of his character. His personal courage in battle and skill in

capturing fortresses receive special praise in some inscriptions from
Chidambaram.®® He issued coins with the legend ellandafaiyanan, “he who
became the lord of all”. His inscriptions contain references to an annafyi
(elder brother) Kula^ekhara,®'* and a nayanar (lord of father) Vikrama Pandya®®
of whose identity nothing definite is known. It is not clear when exactly
the reign of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya ended. The latest records, definitely

known to be his, bear the nineteenth regnal year, though one inscription
from Thanjavur district is dated in the thirty-second year (7 plus 25) of
Jatavarman tribhuvanacakravartin Ellarkku-Nayanar Sundara Pandyadeva.®®
Though the title reminds one of ellandafaiyanan, we must hesitate in the
absence of inscriptions in the interval, to take the reign of Jatavarman
Sundara to 1283 on the strength of this record alone. But there is little

doubt that Sundara continued to rule for some time after the next great
monarch of the line, Maravarman Kulasekhara, began to reign in 1268.

50. ARSIE. 64 of 1927.

51. tid, 179 and 182 of 1892.
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Before giving an account of the times of Kuia^ekhara, a word must be
said about JatSvamrian VTra Pandya, who was a contemporary of Sundara

Pandya for the greater part of his reign and took credit for some of the

successes won during the time. Judging from his inscriptions, VTra Paridya

began his rule in 1253 and continued for at least twenty-two years till

1274-75. Most of his records come from Tinnevelly, Madurai and Ramnad
districts, but we have some from other places as well, such as K§ficTpuram

and Coimbatore. VTra Pandya is said to have conquered Tj.am, Kohgu and

the Cola kingdom, which evidently means that he assisted Sundara in the

conquest of these territories. He fought an engagement with the Coja king

at Kivikkajam (not indentified), and coliected tribute from the Kadava before

performing an abhiseka at Chidambaram. He destroyed the fortifications of

the fierce Vadugas (Telugus) and captured the two banks of the Ganga,

by which possibly the Godavari is meant. His records in Coimbatore district

attest his part in the conquest of Kohgu and the organisation of its rule.

Above all, he took the most prominent part in the Pandyan invasions of

Sri Lanka, of which there were at least two in Sundara Pandya’s reign.

The island was at this period split into a number of small states and

had fallen prey to the depredations and intrigues of adventurous soldiers

of fortune from foreign lands. A body of Malays invaded the island in 1247

and apparently occupied a part of it. The first Pandyan invasion of the

island took place before 1258, and the invader evidently made himself

master of a part of the island, besides levying a tribute of gems and

elephants from its Sinhalese rulers. Later, as a result of disputes among
the warring princes of Sri Lanka, an appeal went to the Pandyan ruler and

VTra Pandya led the second expedition in around 1263. On this occasion

he fought against two rulers of Sri Lanka, killed one of them on the field

and captured his insignia, besides planting the Pandyan flag on the Kohamalai

(celebrated in the Tevaram hymns) and the high peaks of the TrikOtagiri (a

three-peaked mountain in the Kandiyan country) and collecting a tribute of

elephants from the other ruler. He also settled accounts with- a Javaka

(Malay) prince (perhaps a son of Candrabhanu of Malaya) who was at first

recalcitrant, but later made his submission and was duly rewarded by a

recognition of his right to rule over his part of the island. VTra Pandya

claims also to have won a victory against Vallan before his abhisef^ in

Chidambaram, an incident that cannot be elucidated.

Manavarman KulaSekhara who, like Jatavarman Sundara, bears the title

“who took all countries”, began his rule in June 1268 and at least for

some years must have ruled contemporaneously with both Sundara and

VTra. In fact this feature of the kingdom being in commission as it were

among a number of princes of royal blood, one of them being recognised

as the chief ruler, continued throughout the reign of Kula§ekhara, and

perhaps also in the following period. A Mafavaiman Vikrama (accession

1283), two Jatavarman Sundaras (accession 1278 and 1303) and a

Jatavarman VTra Pandya (accession 1296-97) are known to have ruled
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atong with Kula^ekhara, and there were possibly others like Macavarman

Srivallabha (accession 1291). This inference from the inscriptions is confirmed

by the unanimous evidence of diverse authorities relating to the period.

These include accounts of Marco Polo, the Chinese annals of the Yuan

dynasty, and Muslim historians like Wassaf. The system of Joint rulers,

which prevailed in the latter part of the thirteenth century in the Pandya

empire, must have been the concomitant of the great extension of the

empire during the period. The well-known practice of the Coja empire of

sending out princes of the royal family as viceroys over different parts of

the empire might have furnished a precedent also. But there is not the

slightest doubt about the superior position of Kula^ekhara, whose inscriptions

are far more numerous and historically important than those of his subordinate

contemporaries.

The latest regnal year in Kula^ekhara’s inscriptions is forty-four, carrying

his reign up to 131 1 . A few of these records bear the pra^asti commencing

ter polalkuj, of no great help to the historians. It only affirms that the ‘‘tiger

of the Cojas” had been sent to rule the forests, a reference to the virtual

cessation of the Coja empire after its annexation by Jatavarman Sundara

Pandya I and that all religions flourished in friendly toleration of one another.

The king had a palace at Jayamkonda6oJ.apuram in the Cdja country and

his throne set in that palace bore the name Kalihgarayan. In an inscription

of his twentieth year from 3ermadevT (Tinnevelly district),®^ KulaSekhara is

said to have conquered the Malainadu, Sonadu, the two Kohgus, flam and

Tondaimandalam. As most of the territories mentioned were already a part

of the Pandyan empire, the statement must refer to punitive expeditions

for the suppression of local troubles. Some other records from Tinnevelly

district give the monarch the titles Ceranai-veni:a, “Conqueror of Cera” and

Kollam konda (Capturer of Quilon),®® implying thus a campaign in the

southern Kerala region, in which a successful attack on Quilon formed the

chief feature.

In spite of his claim to have conquered the two Kohgus, no records of

Kula^khara seem to be forthcoming from this reign. Indeed, this region

appears to have been contested for some years by Hoy^ja VTra Ramanatha,
who seems to have reoccupied Kannanur some time soon after his father

S6me§vara’s death and kept up the struggle with the Pandyas. The Cdja
monarch Rajendra III was his natural ally in this war against the Pandyas,
but the combined strength of the allies was by no means a match for the

mighty power that the Pandyan empire had become after the wars and
conquests of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I. An inscription of Kula^ekhara
dated in his fourth year (1272) contains a reference to Kannattara^r, the
ruler of Kamata, obviously Ramanatha. Another undated record from Tinnevelly

states that KulaSekhara built a prakara wall of the Tinnevelly temple with

57. A«SE, 692 of 1916.

58. Ibid, 126 of 1907; >V?f, 1927. II, 42.
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the booty collected after defeating the Kerala, Coja and Hoy^aja kings.®®

In 1278 Ariyacakravarti, also called by the title Matitungam Tanininirjvenfan

(one of high wisdom, who gained a victory standing alone), figures as the

donor in an important gift of land to the temple at 6tirahgam.®° He was a

well-known general of KulaSekhara. There is good reason to think that

Ramanatha and Rajendra III sustained a crushing defeat about this time

and that Ariyacakravarti won his title in the battle against them. The
inscriptions of both these ruiers cease to appear about the same time after

1279, and the Hoy^ala territories in the Tamil country passed under

Kula^ekhara's rule together with the Cola country. Kulasekhara is said to

have been in camp in Kannanur in 1283.^’ Records of Jatavarman Sundara,

one of the subordinate contemporaries of Kula§ekhara, are found in the

Kofigu country from this period onwards, and a little later, Persian accounts

of the early fourteenth century tell us of a Paridyan ruler with his headquarters

at Kalul (Karur in the Korigu country).®^

Soon after his success against the Hoysaja and Coja, Ariyacakravarti

was sent on an expedition against Sri Lanka at the close of the reign of

Bhuvanekabahu I (1273-84). Advantage was taken of a famine that visited

the island, and the Patidyan general “laid waste the kingdom in every

direction” and entered the proud stronghold, the town of 6ubhagiri. He
seized the sacred Tooth Relic and all the costly treasures and returned

with them to the Pandu kingdom. There he handed over the Tooth Relic

to king Kula^hara, who was “like a sun for the lotus btossom of the

stem of the great kings of the Pandus”.®® Parakramabahu III, the successor

of Bhavanekabahu, “saw no other means but friendly negotiation” to get

back the Tooth Relic.

He set forth in the company of several able warriors, betook himself

to the Pandu kingdom and sought out the ruler of the Pandus. By

daily conversations he inclined him favourably, received from the hands

of the king the Tdoth Relic, returned to the island of Lahka and placed

the Relic in superb Pulatthinagara in the former relic temple.®^

Parakramabahu doubtless acknowledged the suzerainty of Kulasekhara,

and this renewed subjection of Sri Lanka to Pandyan supremacy lasted for

the rest of Kula^ekhara’s reign.

Wassaf says of Kulasekhara's reign:

During that time neither any foreign enemy entered his country nor

any severe malady confined him to bed.... The fortunate and happy

sovereign enjoyed a highly prosperous life.®®

59. ARSIE, 29 of 1927.

60. /Wof, 7 of 1936-37.

61. Ibid. 328 of 1923; ARE. 1924, II. 35.

62. ED, III, p 54.

63. CV. 90, vv, 46-47.

64. UM, vv, 53-55.

65. ED, op cit.
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We have, however, an inscription®® dated 1299 recording a gift of land for

the recovery of the king from some illness, and another record dated three

years later®^ speaking of confusion and distress in the Thanjavur county

consequent on the administrative dispositions made during the king’s illness

by which the king’s younger brothers were set to rule over parts of the

kingdom. Subsequently, when he got better, Kula^ekhara resumed the

ceded territories and the people who had migrated to other provinces

returned to their native homes. Kula^ekhara is known to have accumulated

a vast treasure in his capital city of Madurai, 12CX) crores in gold according

to one composition, and in his days Kayal was a flourishing port. Marco

Polo states:

It is at this city that all ships touch, that come from the west as from

Hoimos and from Kis and from Aden, and all Arabia, laden with

horses and with other things for sale. And this brings a great concourse

of people from the country round about and so there is great business

done in this city of Cail.®®

According to the same writer: “The king possesses vast treasures, and

wears upon his person a great store of rich jewels. He maintains great

state and administers his kingdom with great equity, and extends great

favour to merchants and foreigners, so that they are very glad to visit his

city’’.®® A lively intercourse was maintained with the court of the Mongol

emperor Kublai Khan and a Muslim merchant JamaluddTn led an embassy
to that court at the end of the thirteenth century.^® Mongol missions from

China also visited south India and even sought to intervene in the politics

of the country in ways that cannot now be clearly explained owing to the

meagreness and vagueness of our sources.

KulaSekhara had the title bhuvanekawa (unrivalled hero of the world).

Chieftains claiming Baria origin began to play an important part in the

administration of the realm in his day, and in later times \Arhen the power
of the Pandyas weakened, they took possession of the Madurai country

as*more or less independent rulers and confined the Patidya rule to Tinnevelly

district. Among the subordinate associates of ‘ Kula§el^ara from his own
family, the first to claim attention is Jatavarman Sundara Paridya, who ruled

from 1276 to about 1292-93. He is the Sender Bandi Devar of Marco Polo

and Wassaf records his death in 692 Hejira. Besides Thanjavur, south Arcot

and Chingleput his records are also found ir) Cuddapah and Salem districts.

The mention in one of his inscriptions^’ of the foundation of a new -Saiva

matha at Udaiyalur in Kumbakonam taluk (Thanjavur district) in 1283 by a
Vidyasiva Pandita is doubtless an echo of the revival of Sivaism in the

66. ARSE, 506 of 1904.

67. toW, 46 of 1906.

68. Yule and Cordier, Marco Polo, II, p 333.

69. Foreign Notices, p 179.

70. <Wd, p 151.

71. ARSIE, 311 of 1927.
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thirteenth century under the teachers (santanaguravai^, beginning with

Meykandadevar who popularised and spread the tenets of the Saiva

Siddhanta philosophy. Another subordinate ruler was Kula^ekhara’s younger

brother’^^ Maravamnan Vikrama Pandya (1283-96/97). His records contain

either a Sanskrit pra^sti beginning with samasta-bhuvanaikavfra or one of

the two Tamil introductions beginning with tirumaga! Jayamagaj and

tinjmajarmadu. Some Tamil verses on the walls of the Chidambaram temple

also clearly refer to this prince, attributing to him the conquest of Venadu

(south Kerala) and a victory over the Coja on the banks of the Veljaru

which he converted into a sevva^u (red river) by the blood shed in the

battle. Failure to win any conspicuous success in an expedition against the

KakatTya kingdom is hinted at in verses which say that Vikrama shed his

anger when he saw the two carps (Pandyan emblem) on Ganapati’s face

(his two eyes) and commend him for not advancing to the north where a

woman was holding sway, a reference to Ganapati’s daughter and successor

Rudramba. The mention of Gariapati, who had ceased to rule by 1261, is

in keeping with the repetition for some unknown reason of all the titles

and achievements of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I in the Sanskrit pra§asti

of this ruler. Coins bearing the Tamil legend puvanekayira may belong to

this ruler or to Kulasekhara himself, who also had the title.

In the closing years of his long reign Kulasekhara associated two of his

sons with himself in the rule of the kingdom. One of them was Jatavarman

VTra Pandya, whose rule begins from some date between December 1296

and June 1297. The other was Jatavarman Sundara Pandya (III) whose

rule began about six years later. According to Wassaf, Vira Pandya was

younger and preferred by the king because his mother was one of his

favourite mistresses. Sundara, though older in age and the son of a lawfully

wedded queen, was not only called to power later but superseded in the

arrangements for the succession. In his anger he turned patricide and

murdered Kulasekhara. Other writers like /VnTr Khusrau make VTra Pandya

the elder brother and Sundara the younger, and have nothing to say about

the murder of KulaSekhara. But all are agreed that the differences between

the two brothers led to a protracted civil war which led to another HoySaja

intervention in Pandyan affairs and an appeal by Sundara to the Turkish

power of northern India for help in his defeat. But the details of these

events belong properly to an account of Turkish inroads into the south,

the subject of the next volume.''®

72. Ibid, 462 of 1921.

73. Habib and Nizami, eds, A Comfx^Bhensive History of India, V, ch iV, pp 6-9. See also

above, chs iV-VI, specially note 213 in ch V.



Chapter VIII

THE LATER GANGA KINGS OF KALINGA

(From Gunamaharnava to Raja Raja III: 894-1211)

The genealogy and chronology of the Later Gahga kings^ are easily

ascertainable from the several copper plate grants of Vajrahasta III, his son

Raja Raja and his grandson Anantavarma Codagahga. These mention the

order and relationship of the kings and state the regnal period of each

king. The use of the 6aka era in their grants enables us to fix the dates

of each king in the Christian era. The use of the Gahga era 528 in a grant

of Madhukamarnava,^ whose date in terms of the Saka era is also known

to us, has enabled us to fix approximately the initial year of the Gahga

era and to equate it with the corresponding Christian era. The political

history of the Later Gahgas is also made clearer from this time onwards.

The history of the kings from the time of Aniyahka BhTma Vajrahasta II is

also known to us from several stone inscriptions of these kings found in

the temples of Palur and Srikurmam in north Vizag and Mukhalihgam in

Ganjam district; Sirphacalam and Pancadharla in south Vizag district;

Draksaramam and Sarpavaram in east Godavari district and several other

places. The Cola inscriptions in Mahendragiri and the several copper plate

grants of the Eastern Kadambas found in Vizag and Ganjam districts also

throw much useful light on the history of the Later Eastern Gahgas.

The genealogy and chronology came to be fixed with the help of all the

copper plate grants of Vajrahasta which were published^ as well as those

of his grandson Anantavarma Codagahga'’ which tally with them in all respects.

From the Nadagam (Saka 979),® Madras Museum (Saka 984),® Narasapatam

($aka 967),^ Boddanadu (6aka 982)® and Cikkalavajasa ($aka 982)® copper

plate grants of Vajrahasta, we have been able to reconstruct an account’®

1 . See figure 1

.

2. ARSIE, 5 of 1918-19; JAHRS, VIII, pp 168-70 and 180-82.

3. a III, 1 894-95; IX, 1907-08, p 94; XI, 1 91 1 -1 2, p 1 47; BhSraff, II, p 1 38 and III, p 82,

4. JAHRS, I, p 40 and lA, XVIII, pp 161. 172.

5. a, IV, 1896-97, pp 183-93.

6. Ibid, IX, 1907-8, p 94.

7. Ibid. XI. 1911-12, p 147.

8. BhSraff, III, pp 82-94.

9. Ibid. II, pp 138-55.

10. The genealogy and chronology given in sonne of the grants of Anantavarma Codagahga,
eg, those of Saka 1034-40, differ from those given in all the published grants of Vajrahasta
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ot the Later Gartga kings.

The Later Gahga kings belonged to the Atreya gotra and enjoyed

sovereignty over the Tri-Kalinga country. The donor of the Jirijingi grant,

dated in the Gahga year 39, held the title of Tri-Kalihgadhipati, though his

immediate successors did not possess it. It may be that they lost control

over the south Kalihga country which, at this time (seventh to the tenth

century), was ruled by a branch of the Eastern Cajukyas. In the eleventh

century again, the Eastern Gahgas got control over south Kalihga, and so

took up paramount titles such as maharaj^hiraja and parame^vara. Their

royal insignia on their seals also proves the same fact. They are expressly

called lords of Tri-Kalihga (Utkal or north Kalihga, comprising Balasore and

Cuttack districts), Kalihga proper (comprising Puri and Ganjam districts) and
Telkalihga or south Kalihga (comprising Vizag and East Godavari districts).

V^rahasta I, son of Gunamaharnava, is said to have conquered and

united Kalihga which was divided into five parts by his predecessors. He
ruled for forty-four years, Saka 816-60 (ad 894-938). After him, his three

sons ruled as shown in the genealogical table. Then, Vajrahasta II, who
was the son of Kamarnava, ruled for thirty-five years from Saka 901 to

936 (ad 979-1014). An inscription of this king’’ is found in front of the

Vatesvara temple in the village of Palur in north Vizag district. It states that

certain lands and twenty-four female buffaloes were granted tax-free to the

gods Vatesvara and VTresvara. He had the title of Aniyahka BhTma. It may
be that the Aniyahka-BhTmesvara temple at Mukhalihgam was built by him

after his own name. He had three sons of whom the third and the last,

Madhukamarnava, ruled for nineteen years from 3aka 941 to 960 (ad 1019

to 1038). He was the maternal half-brother of Gundama, his predecessor

on the throne. A copper plate grant of Madhukamarnava’S reign’^ belonging

to the Gahga year 528 shows that he was the son of Anantavarma. His

vassal granted the three villages of Patugrama, Hondavado and Movakhini,

constituting them into a Vaisyagraharam to Erapanayaka, to the son of

Machinayaka of vaisya caste. This is the first instance of a vassal of a

Gahga king granting gifts to vaisyas and constituting certain villages into

agraharas for their benefit. It is interesting to note that, by this means,

Arya Vaisyas were also encouraged to settle in the country probably to

develop internal trade and foreign commerce. At present, in the Kalihga

country there are both Arya Vaisyas and Kalihga Komatis living side by

side in the neighbouring villages but following different religtaus and social

customs.

The mention of Gahga era 528 in Madhukamarnava’S grant and the fact

and some of Codagahga, eg, those of Saka 1003 (two sets) and Saka 1057. As pointed

out by G.V. Ramamurti, while editing the Nadag§m plates of Vajrahasta. the former cannot

be taken to be correct.

11. ARS/e 828 of 1918-19.

12. JAJHRS, VIII, pp 168-70 and 180-82.
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that he ascended the throne in $aka 941 leads us to conclude that the

Gahga era started in or about $aka 413 (ad 491), g/anf/ng that the gift

was made during the first year of his accession to the throne. It is partly

the discovery of this king’s grant of the Gahga era 528 that has led to

the provisional solution of the difficult problems of early Ganga chronology

and genealogy.’®

The next king was Vajrahasta, called the third by some and the fifth by
others. According to the genealogy supplied by his several grants, he is

the third king of that name.

The history of his reign is based on five of his own published grants,

four of his vassals—the Kadambas,*'' five of his grandson Anantavarma
Codagahga, five stone inscriptions of his found in the Mukhalihgam temple’^

and the two Cola inscriptions found on Mahendragiri.’® The two Kendupatan
grants of Narasirnha II and the two Puri grants of Narasirnha IV also throw
useful light on the history of this reign. Two grants of Anantavarma Codagahga
dated Saka 1034 and 1040 state that Vajrahasta V was the son of

Madhukamarnava and not of his stepbrother Kamarnava as stated in his

own grants dated Saka 1003 (two sets) and 1057. But since all the grants
of Vajrahasta support the latter view, it must be accepted by us.

Vajrahasta V was born to Kamarriava and his wife VinayamahadevT of

the Vaidumba family. The seals on all his grants show the figures of the

bull, conch-shell, elephant-goad, trident, crescent, battle-axe, staff, drum
and other royal insignia. They are meant to prove that the king was of the

lunar dynasty and a devout worshipper of Siva. He was also the paramount
sovereign of Tri-kalihga country which extended from the Gahga in the
north to the Godavari in the south.

His grant dated Saka 967 was issued, from Dantipura, modern Dantapura
ruins near the Cicacole Road Railway Station. It shows that the king

pos^ssed the titles paramamahe^vara, Paramabhattaraka, maharajadhiraja
and' Tri-Kaiihgadhipati. It records the grant of Gaurasatta w^ya containing
thirty-five villages (excepting Tampava) by the king to the illustrious Adityacotta
or Aditya Coda, grandson of • Cottacodapa and his Vaidumba queen. Since
the king’s mother was also a Vaidumba princess, it may be supposed that
the donee was a close relative of the king. The Vaidumbas ruled over the
modem Madanapalli taluk in Chittoor district. The villages granted lay close
to the hills near the river Vamsadhara. It is interesting to learn that the

13. In the copper plate grants of Dharmakhedi, Daraparaja and Udayaditya, published in

MHRS, III, pp 171-M; El, III, 1894-95, p 221 and ShdrafT dated November 1927 respectively.
A grant of Rfinaka Sn Dharmakhedi said to be dated Sake 913 is published in JBORS. XVII,

pp 175-88. These &nd others were examined by me in History of KMiga, pp 79-88 in settling
the initial year as 494. But most of the scholars are now agreed in accepting 498 as the initial year.

14. ^/4HRS, IV, pp 171-80; Bf, III, 1894-95, p 221; JBORS, XVII, pp 175-88; BhSratT,
November 1927.

15. SH. V, nos 1120-23 and 1133.

16. Ojkl, V, nos 135-52.
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Eastern Gartga kings bad matrimonial connections with the Cojas, Vaidumbas,

Eastern Cajukyas and Eastern Kadambas. This fact is known to us from

their charter dating from the tenth century. This charter, which is in- the

Sanskrit language and Nagari characters, was written by the king’s foreign

minister Dhavala.

Vajrahasta’s Nadagam plates give the same details regarding the king’s

predecessors and royal titles. The grant was, however, issued from

Kalirtganagara in 6aka 979. It states that the king was crowned in 6aka
960 and that twelve villages, being constituted into Velpura agrahara, were
granted in the presence of janapadas and ministers, at the time of

Govindadvada^T to a certain Pangu Somayya. There is a certain Somayya
who is mentioned as the commander and son-in-law of this king, and it

is probable that the gift was made to him.

The king’s grant dated in 6aka 984 (ad 1062) was also issued from

Kalirtganagara. It resembles the two grants noted above regarding the first

forty-one lines and confirms the date of the accession of the king to be
3 May 1038. From Kalirtganagara, Anantavarma Vajrahasta Deva granted

land to 500 brahmans, well-versed in the six Sastras. This donated land

was free from taxes and all obstacles. The donation was made on the

occasion of the solar eclipse and consisted of the village of Tamaraceruvu

along with Cikalivatika in the district of Varahavartani, after first constituting

it into an agrahara. Also, the king granted land producing 200 murakas of

grain to god KotTsSvara for his worship and offerings. The brahmans who
received the grant were expressly instructed not only to continue the worship

but also to repair the temple and keep it in a good state.

A fourth grant of this king published in Bhirati as Cikkalavajasa plates

(dated Saka 982) records that the king made a gift of the village of Kuddama
in the district of Koluvartani or Varahavartani (Chicacole taluk) to a Vai^ya

named Mallapa^resthT, son of Somana§resthi. Mallapa^resthT, after reserving

sites for habitation and gardening and a piece of land yielding 100 murakas
of grain for his own use, granted the rest of what he got from the king

to (i) Mapaya, a brahman and a native of Jalamvuru and the son of

Karantama Nayaka, and (ii) to his thirty brahman followers on the occasion

of the Uttarayaria along with a present of 8 madas or gold pieces. This

is again the first instance of Gartga madas or gold pieces being given away
as presents, and this shows the state of the currency and the prosperity

of the kingdom.

A fifth grant of this king, called the Boddanadu plates, also published in

Bharati closely resembles the Cikkalavajasa grant. It was also issued from

Kalirtganagara in the presence of all the ministers and janapadas. The king

granted tax-free the village of Avarenga in district Koluvartani (Parlakimidi)

to the village-god Jale^varasvamT for his worship and enjoyment, on the

occasion of the Uttarayana sarhkranti (winter solstice). At the same time,

the king granted to Erayama and Vallemozu certain wttis (sen/ice shares)

of land. The village of Avarenga seems to be the modem Aviingi village in
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Parlakimidi taluk. Possibly, the vrff/is of land were made to the donees for

the services they rendered to god JalesvarasvamT, The gifts were in the

nature of sen/ice inams. The grant was written by D^odara, the minister

for war and peace. From a grant of the son of this king, Devendravarma

Raja Raja, we learn that that king ascended the throne in 6aka 992. So,

Vajrahasta must have ruled from Saka 960 to 992, ie, for thirty-three years.

This view received support from all the grants of Codagahga.

A copper plate grant of Vajrahasta dated $aka 971 records the gift of

the village of Sattivada in Etada-w^ya to Ganapati Nayaka, grandson of

Ganapati, a resident of the village of Valatavuru in Kamcidesa (modem
Kangievaram?).

Four Eastern Kadamba grants also throw much useful light on the history

or this period. The Sirnhapura plates of Dharmakhedi, which were discovered

in Santa Bommali near Tekkali, are dated in 520 of the Gahga-Kadamba
era. Since the Kadambas were closely related to the Garigas and since

they were subordinate to them, being their viceroys and commanders, and
since they expressly call the era the Gai*iga-Kadamba era, it must be
considered that the Gariga-kadamba year 520 is equal to the Ganga year

520. Again, since the Gailga year 528 is related to Madhukamarnava’s
reign, it is probable that the Gahga-Kadamba year 520 also relates to the

same reign. If we now look at the contents of the grant of Dharmakhedi,

we find support for this view. Dharmakhedi, the son of Bhamakhedi and
grandson of Niyarnava, lived in Jayantapura with such titles as

pafkiavi^yamandaleivara, mahendmdhipati and mahamandale^vara. In the

presence of his amatyas and pancapatras and the pradhanas and janapadas
of Rastrakutaw^ya, he granted the village of Dharmapura in

Mahendrabhogavisaya to 300 brahmans in the Gahga-Kadamba year 520,

during the reign of the illustrious Devendravarma, son of the illustrious

Anantavarma. Now, this Devendravarma, son of Anantavarma, has been
identified with Madhukamarnava, son of AniyahkabhTma Vajrahasta alias

Anantavarma, because in the Later Gahga genealogy we get alternately the

names of Anantavarma and Devendravarma.’^ So Madhukamarhava, who
actually issued a grant in the Gahga year 528, must be regarded as having

had the title of Devendravarma and as being the overlord of Dharmakhedi,
who made his grant in the Gahga year 520.

Another Kadamba grant of the time of Vajrahasta, which belongs to

Daraparaja, resembles the one noted above. It expressly refers to the reign

of Vajrahasta and states that in that reign Darapar^a, son of Cola Kamadiraja,
lord of Pahcavisaya and jewel of the Gahga family, granted the village of

Hossan(;li to Kamadiija, son of Erayamaraja of the Nagar Sajuki family, at

the time of marrying his daughter to him. The executor of this grant was
Ugrakhedi, a Kadamba prince, and the writer was the great foreign minister

Dronacarya.

17. R Subbarao, ed, tOiingacle^acaritra, p 532.
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Along with the Cikkalavajasa grant of Anantavarma Vsyrahasta, a certain

Devendravarma’s Kambakaya grant contains on its seal, like the other

copper plate grants of the Eastern Kadamba kings, a crescent at the top,

a fish in the middle and an elephant-gourd at the bottom. It states that

while Devendravarma was living in Dantapura with his capital at Kalihganagara,

the grant of Revenija village was made to two brahman Nayakas by his

great provincial governor, the Kadamba chief Udayaditya, son of Dharmakhe^i.

Since the date of the grant is given as $aka 1 1 03, Devendravarma mention^

in it should be identified with Anantavarma Codagahga’s son. Raja Rdja II.

But that king does not possess the title Devendravarma, and so the date

of the grant is doubtful. It may refer to the reign of Devendravarma Raja

R^a, son of Vajrahasta V.

A very important grant of Dharmakhedi belonging to Sake 967, according

to some scholars, states that in the fifteenth regnal year of Anantavarma

V^rahastadeva, his great provincial governor and jewel of the Kadamba
family, Dharmakhedi, son of Bhamakhedi, granted to a certain Ujanaka the

Madipatharakhanda in Mahendrabhoga vi^ya. It is already knov^ to us

from -the Sirnhapura plates of Dharmakhedi (Gahga era 520), that he was
the son of Bhamakhedi, and there is no doubt that the Dharmakhedi of

this grant is the same as that of the Sirnhapura plates. Evidently, he lived

during the reign of both Madhukamarriava and his successor Anantavarma

Vajrahastadeva V.

Five stone insdriptions in the Mukhalihgam temple also relate to Vajrahasta’s

reign. Of these, one dated in Saka 990 states that Vajrahasta’s vwfe was
called Vijaya Mahadevi, that she was the daughter of the Haihaya king and

that she endowed god Madhuke^vara with a lamp in perpetuity, ie, so long

as the moon and the sun last. The record belongs to the thirty-ninth ahka

year of the king. For the first time, we learn that from this reign onwards,

the ahka mode of reckoning came to be adopted in stone inscriptions also.

In this mode of reckoning, the numerals 1, 6, 16, 20, 26, 30, 36, 40 and

so on would have to be deducted from the total regnal period. So, if a

king is said to have ruled for 42 ahka years, his real period of rule would

be only 34 years (see also fn 71 below). Now, since in this second

inscription, the king is given 39 years, we must note that he ruled really

for 33 years, a fact which is known to us already from his several copper

plate grants. This inscription states that Gundama NayakT of a kayastha

family, who was the wife of the king’s commander Madhuriya, endowed
50 sheep for burning a perpetual lamp to god MadhukeSvara. This custom
of burning lamps to Siva is a meritorious act which was supposed to bring

children and prosperity to the donors. Another inscription refers to the

various paramount titles of the king rroted in his copper plate grants and
states that PrthvTmahadevT, the first or chief queen of Vajrahasta made large

grants for burning perpetual lamps to god Madhuke^vara in the presence

of all the ministers, chiefs and janapxtas. The fourth inscription belongs to

Saka 980 and refers to a donative gift of five fxitps of land (40 aaes) to
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Madhukesvara by Rekama, wife of Kapayanayaka. The fifth inscription of

the thirty-fifth ahka year or thirtieth regnal year of his rule mentions all the

sovereign titles of the king including parame^vara and paramabhattaraka.

It records a donative gift of an inhabitant living on the banks of the Godavari

to Madhukesvara on the occasion of Visuva Sarhkranti. From the foregoing

account, we learn that Vajrahasta V rul^ from $aka 960 to 992 (ad 1037

to 1069) and held all the sovereign titles including that of Tri-Kalihgadhipati.

The Kalacuris, Matsyas, Kadambas, Nalas, Vaidumbas, Pallavasand'Haihayas

were all related to the Gahga kings one way or the other.

The empire grew in power and extent and was ruled on highly organised

lines. It was divided into several districts such as Koluvartani, Varasavartani,

Rupavartani, Jalamvoru, Mahendrabhoga, RastrakOta and Bhogapura, and

these districts were ruled by vi^adhipatis or district officials who were

responsible for collecting the king’s revenue, preserving the king’s peace

and executing all royal orders. Besides the king, his close relatives, local

officials and the public made donative gifts to learned brahmans or gods

on ceremonial and religious occasions, generally for their own merit but

occasionally for the merit or success of kings. Religion, learning and state

interests were patronised by the royal donors, princes and people alike.

The king, who was collecting taxes on land, water, tributes, customs duties,

court fees and war rates, exempted his grants from all those dues. At the

same time, he warned the cultivators and village communities from claiming

the bhaga and bhoga, ie, a share in the produce and enjoyment of

customary dues respectively, from his donees. The several gifts must have

been registered in the royal treasury as there were keepers of records and

accountants. Most of these records are in Sanskrit and Telugu and the

characters in many of them show that the people knew Telugu as well.

From the remarkable fact that the kings and the people also worshipped

Siva in various forms, it is evident that Saivaism spread from the fifth

century onwards at the expense of Jainism and Buddhism, which formerly

flourished in the Kalihga empire. The existence of Gokarna Svam? on

Mahendragiri, Vatesvara and VTre^vara in Palur near Chatrapur, Madhukesvara

and BhTmesvara in Mukhalihgam and other gods in libga form and with

suitable temples all over the country suggests that phallic worship was
highly popular with the Eastern Gatiga kings and their contemporaries. In

Kalinga as well as in VerigT, temples came to be built for Siva and large

endowments were made to him so that the revival of the brahmanical

system was facilitated.

DEVENDRAVARMA RAjA RAJADEVA (1069-76)

Vajrahasta V was succeeded by his son Devendravarma Raja Rajadeva

whose rule began in 1069 (Saka 992) and lasted till 1076 when Codagar^ga,

his son, ascended the throne. From one of his own copper plate grants’®

18. VIII, pp 166, 168, 176, 182.
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and from all the grants of his son, Codagariga, we learn that he gained

a victory against the Tamils (the Cojas) and married Rajasundan, daughter

of Coja R^endra. He also rescued Vijayadjtya (the step-brother of Raja

Raja Narendra of Vehgl) when he was about to be drowned in the Coja

ocean and reinstated him in the western region (VehgT kingdom). It would

appear that Rajendra Cola It (or Ubhayakullottuhga Cojadeva) invaded VehgT

to wrest it from the hands of his paternal uncle Vijayaditya VII, who usurped

the throne of VehgT in 1063 soon after his step-brother’s death and ruled

over it till 1077. It was at this time, owing probably to the appeal made
by Vijayaditya, that Raja Raja of Kalihgagave him help and rescued him

in a battle. A treaty must have been made as a result of which Vijayaditya

was allowed to rule as the viceroy of the Coja emperor till his death in

1077. Probably VTra Rajendradeva, the Coja emperor who ruled from

1062/63 to 1070, invaded VehgT and defeated Vijayaditya but finally restored

him to the throne, owing to the intervention of Kalihga Raja Raja. His

inscription shows that his marriage must have taken piace about this time

with the daughter of Rajendra Coja I. The Vizag copper plate of /Viantavarma

Codagahga dated 6aka 1057 refers to a 6aiva temple named after Raja

Raja, called the Raja Rajesvara temple, which was built in Rangujed, a

village in Ganjam district. There is a stone inscription in the Nilesvara temple

in Narayariapuram, north Vizag district, which states that an image of Aditya

or the sun was set up there. This is the first instance of Surya worship

being practised by Ganga kings. The DTrghasi stone inscription’® dated in

3aka 997 (ad 1075), which contains the first and the best specimen of

Telugu poetry, refers to Banapati, Raja Raja’s brahman ministers, commander,

chamberlain and governor, who was the son of Gokarna of the Atreya

gotra and his wife Padmavafi. The brahman couple built, for the goddess

of DTrghasi named BhagavatT or Kali, the mukhamandapa (front pillared hall),

prakara (surrounding wall of the temple) and natyaMla (dancing hall.) They

also set up lamps to bum in perpetuity. The brahman minister and

commander, Banapati or Vanapati, did praiseworthy deeds by conquering

VehgT, Kimidi, Kosala, Gidrisingi and Oddadess and was, therefore, made
a governor. He also lived in the time of Raja Raja’s son and successor,

Anantavarma Codagahga, as attested by a grant of a perpetual lamp made
by him to god BhTmesa in Draksaramam in East Godavari district in Saka

1003 (ad 1080-81).®° Banapati, the minister of Tri-Kalihgadhipati, Raja

Rajadeva and his wife Padmavati endowed god BhTmesvara with a perpetual

lamp and fifty female buffaloes for supplying ghee on the occasion of

Uttarayana and in the reign of Sarvalokasraya 6rT Visnuvardhana, ie, Rajendra

Cola II. Inscription nos. 1015 and 1016 in the same temple inform us that

Anantavarma Cddagahga endowed a choultry named after him in

Peddadakiremi (modem Praksharama) in Guddavadinadu (Ramachandrapur

19. B. IV, 1896-97, pp 314-18.

20. sn. IV. no 1006.
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taluk) with rich gifts. Since the DTrghasi inscription stated that Banapati

conquered VehgT, and since Raja Raja and Anantavarma also claim victories

over the Cojas when they invaded VehgT, we have to note that, from this

period onwards, Vijayaditya VII became an ally of the Eastern Gartgas. But

it does not mean that he lost control over VehgT and south Kalihga as one

of his copper plate grants discovered in Vizag district^’ states that he gave

thirteen villages in Elamanchili-Kalihgadesa as a gift to his commander. The

presence of Eastern Gahga inscriptions in the Draksarama temple is due

to such political and social relations as were commenced in the time of

Vijayaditya VII, who probably became a subordinate ally of the Eastern Gahgas.

ANANTAVARMA C 0 D AG A N G A D E V A (1 077-1 1 47)

After the death of Devendravarma Raja Raja I, his son Codagahgadeva
succeeded to the throne. Fuller details of his reign are now known to us

from several different kinds of sources such as copper plates, stone

inscriptions,” gold coins^^ and literature in Oriya, Telugu and Tamil.”

He ascended the throne when he was very young and ruled for seventy-two

years. His own copper plate grants and those of his successors (Narasirnha

II and Narasirnha IV) inform us that he held several sovereign titles, such

as mahar^, mjaparameivara, Paramabhattaraka, paramamaheSvara,

paramavaisna\^, paramabrahmanya and Tri~Kali!)gadhipati. From the stone

inscriptions found in the temples of Draksaramam, Mukhalihgam and
SiikOrmam, we learn that he had several wives. His chief queens, who
could share the coronation ceremony with him, were the Coja MahadevT
named Jayamgondar and KasturikamodinT. The latter’s son finally succeeded
the emperor with the titles of Madhukamarnava or Kamarnava and
Anantavarma. Another queen was named Indira and her son Raghava
succeeded Kamarnava. Another wife was called Candralekha and her two
sons, Raja Raja and Aniyahka BhTma, ruled after Raghava. A queen named
VennavadevT had a son called Attahasadeva, who does not appear to have
ruled over the kingdom. Similarly, another son named Umavallabha also

does not seem to have succeeded to the realm. Anantavarma Codagahga
had a brother named Ulayaganda Permadideva and his wife was named
PallavamahadevT. The son bom to them was called Peddajiyyanayani

Codagahga. He appears to have held the title of mahamandalika suggesting

thereby that he was in charge of a province. From the inscriptions found

21. The Pamulavaka grant of Vijayaditya VII in JAHRS. II, III and IV, pp 277-89.
22. JAHRS, 1, pp 40-48, 106-24 and XII, pp 9-12; lA, XVIII, pp 161-63, 165-72 and 172-76;

JASB. LXV, pt I, pp 229, 273 and LXIV, pt 1, pp 128-55; and AASE. 9 of 1918-19.
23. S//. IV, V and VI. Draksaramam, Mukhalirigam, 6rikurmam, Mahendragiri and Simhacalam

temple inscriptions. Also AFMS/, 1911-12, pp 171-76.

24. R. Subbarao, “The Kaliriga Gariga and Kadamba Gold Coins", OVflRS, V. pp 249-50.
Also lA, XXV. pp 317-22.

25. Oriya MSdalS Paf^, Tamil Ke^ingattuparaf, and the Telugu inscriptions in Sll, IV-VI.
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in the temple of Narayanapuram, we learn that Anantavarma Codagahga’s

brother (who was called Ulayaganda Permadi) and his son Rajendra Cddadeva
were both employed as provincial governors from 1132 to 1139. ^veral

inscriptions of Anantavarma’s generals, commanders and ministers are also

found in the same temple. The chief minister of the emperor seems to be
Pinnayabhatta, a learned brahman. His military commanders were Alianaterma

CamOpati, Eradora Camupati and Banapati. The latter was also the

commander and minister of his father Raja Raja. These brahmans distinguished

themselves not only as ministers and spiritual advisers but also as military

commanders. Most of the grants were made either through the pumvari

(head of the city) or the ganaka (accountant) or the karanam (village clerk).

The names of the kings, queens and royal relatives suggest that Cola

influence was at its height during this period in Kalihgade^a. This led

B. C. Mazumdar to think that the Eastern Gahga language and alphabet

were Tamil, but this view is incorrect. The Eastern Cajukyas, like the Eastern

Gahgas, had matrimonial connections with the Colas and other southern

dynasties and they named their princes after the Cola sovereigns. The

Eastern Cajukyas at first supported the Kannada language but later patronised

Andhra (Telugu) language and literature. Similarly, the Eastern Gahgas used

the Telugu language and literature until their conquest of Utkala, when they

patronised Oriya language and literature. However, they continued to issue

their grants in all the temples of Kalihga proper and southern Kalinga

(Ganjam and Vizag districts respectively) in Telugu, occasionally using Oriya

and Sanskrit for a few inscriptions. The statement of Mazumdar that the

Madala PanjT was probably written in Tamil first and then translated into

Oriya, remains uncorroborated. The few Tamil inscriptions found on

Mahendragiri and in the Sirnhacalam and Mukhalihgam temples are due to

the occasional visits of conquest paid by the Coja kings or their commanders
to those places. Hov^fever, the style of construction of the temples in both

VehgT and Kalihga shows the influence of the Cojas. It is only after the

conquest of Utkala that the use of the Oriya language spread in that country

and the construction of temples also became Kalihgam.

The kings of this later Gahga dynasty expressly state in their inscriptions

that they belonged to the Atreya gotra and the lunar vam^. They are

regarded by some as kshatriyas and their marriage connections with the

Cojas, Cajukyas, Pallavas, Vaidumbas and Haihayas lend emphasis to this

view. They trace their descent from some of the kshatriya heroes of the

Mahabharata, but it is doubtful whether they can be regarded as pure

kshatriyas of the old type. While B. C. Mazumdar thinks that the later

Gahgas were Tamils, some scholars feel that they were Oriyas. The truth,

as gathered from their inscriptions, seems to be that till the middle of the

twelfth century they adopted Andhra language and culture. Several Sanskrit

inscriptions were written only in Telugu. Since the middle of the eleventh

century, coming under Cola influence, they took up Coja titles and built

temples based on the Coja style. But, after the conquest of Utkala in or
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in

or

modem Mukhalihgam in Paiiakimidi taluk. From his own copper plate grants

and those of Narasirnha II and Narasirnha IV, we learn that his empire

extended to the Godavari in the south, the city of Midnapur in the north,

the Bay of Bengal in the east and the Eastern Ghats in the west. In his

youth, he studied the Vedas and Sastras and various fine arts. He excelled

in war-like deeds, conquering the Utkala and VehgT kings and obtaining

tribute from them. Being closely related to the Cota emperor Rajendra Cola

II or Kulottuhga, he received help from him. There was frequent intercourse

between the Coja and the Gahga countries during his reign, as is evidenced

by the several Coja grants recorded in the Draksarama and Mukhalihgam

temples. The names of some more wives of Anantavarma Cddagahga are

also- mentioned in these inscriptions, for instance, RajuladevT, PadmaladevT,

PattamahadevT Jayamgorida Cddiyam, SrTyadevT, KalyanadevT and

DennavamahadevT. The last princess is mentioned as the second wife of

the emperor and her son is named Attahasadeva. He does not seem to

have succeeded to the throne.

From the emperor’s Vizag copper plate grant dated $aka 1040, we learn

that he conquered VehgT and Utkala. This probably accounts for the fact

that he and his family visited the god BhTmesvara of Draksaramam in East

Godavari district in 1128. His empire extended from the Ganga to the

Godavari by that time. An inscription of the emperor found in the temple

at SrikOrmam^^ expressly states that Codagahga, having subdued the

western, northern and eastern countries, satisfied the devas, rsis, pitras

and brahmans with rich gifts.

Though the copper plate inscriptions of Codagahga would lead us to

believe that that king’s coronation ceremony took place in $aka 999, his

Mukhalihgam stone inscriptions^^ indicate that he succeeded to the throne

two years earlier. The delay of two years in getting himself crowned was
due to the fact that his father Raja Raja was still alive. Probably, in the

closing years of hts reign. Raja Raja made his elder son a co-ruler to

acquaint him with the art of government. Raja Raja had a younger son
named Ulayaganda Peramadideva, who was appointed a provincial governor

by Anantavarma Codagahga. The two brothers seem to have been on very

friendly terms. The Mukhalihgam inscription no. 1018 states that the $aka
year 1072 is equal to Codagahga’s seventy-fifth regnal year and this

suggests that the statement contained in his copper plate grants that he
ruled for seventy years is not quite correct. This can probably be explained

by the fact that though he was the de jura ruler for seventy-five years as
stated in his stone inscription, he laid down his office on account of his

26. Sll, V. no 1335.

27. Sjid, nos 1015 and 1019.

around 1132, they imbibed Oriya traditions, gradually became Oriya

language and culture and also changed their faith from Sivaism to Visnuism.

Anantavarma Codagahga was crowned in 1076 in Kalihganagara
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old age in his seventieth regnal year only. This receives confirmation from

two facts, viz., that his son’s (Kamarnav’s) coronation took place in Saka
1 064 (AD 1 1 43) only and that his actual rule b^an in Saka 1 068 (ad 1 1 47).^®

Anantavarma CQdagartga had several names. Thus, Cajukya Gahga,

Vikrama GahgeSvara, Vira Rajendra Codagahga and GahgeSvara-devabhupa

are mentioned in the stone inscriptions. He also had several titles as

indicated in his copper plate and stone inscriptions. One of them,

paramaveu^va, is noteworthy. Till his reign, all the Eastern Gahga kings

were 6aivas. However, he made a significant departure by professing to

belong to the cult of Visnu. This was probably due to his coming into

contact with Utkala-de^, which he conquered in or around 1132. It was
around this time that the temples of Visnu came to be built in Mukhalihgam,

SiikOrmam and Sirnhacalam. In 1135 he changed his capital to Cuttack,

where also he built lofty temples for Visnu.

Anantavarma Codagahga had his capital at Kalihganagara till 1135 when
he returned to his capital Nagaram, after subduing the western, northern

and eastern countries and bringing the whole country lying between the

Gariga and the Godavari rivers under his firm control.^ He took up the

title of cakravarff. He paid a visit to the holy god $nkOrmanatha of SrikOrmam

in north Vizag district before returning to his capital. Shortly after, he seems

to have shifted his capital to Cuttack. The Midala PanjT or the Jagannatha

chronicle states that Cbdagatiga defeated the last king of the Kesan dynasty

named Suvarria KesarT with the help of his minister, Vasudeva Bahampati,

in 1134, succeeded to the Utkala kingdom and transferred his capital to

Cuttack. The causes for the transfer of his capital to Cuttack may be the

following:

(a) The extension of his empire to the river Bhagirathl Ganga in the north,

necessitating the removal of the capital to the north so that Utkala and

with it the Cdras might be subdued fully.

(b) The necessity to overcome the opposition of the Kalacuris of Cedi,

who were ruling in the western regions defying the authority of the Eastern

Gahgas.

(c) The decline of the power of the Calukya-Codas in the VerigT country,

especially after the death of Kulottuhga Cojadeva in 1118, when his son

Vikrama Coja, the viceroy of VehgT, retired to the south, leaving the kingdom

in the hands of the Velanati Codas. After his death in 1135 their power

further declined.

The emperor’s Komi®° and Vizag®’ plates, dated 1112 and 1118 respectively,

state clearly that he first replaced the fallen lord of Utkala in the eastern

region and then the waning lord of VerIgT in the western region and restored

28 The Puri and Kendupatna copper plate grants of Narasimhadeva. Also Srikurmam

inscriptions nos 1325 and 1332 in Sll, V.

29. Sll. V. no 1335.

30. JAHSS, I, pp 118-23.

31. lA. XVIII, pp 165-72.
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their fortunes. So, even before 1118 when Kulbttuhga Cpja died, Anantavarma

got control over Utkala and VehgT. Though he did not annex them to his

empire, he interfered in the affairs of those kingdoms so successfully that

their lords must have formed friendly subordinate alliances with him. The

Prthapuram inscription of Mallapadeva^ states that after Kulottuhga Cola’s

death in 1118, when his son Vikrama Coja left the VertgT viceroyalty in the

hands of the Velanati Cola chief named Kulottuhga Pajendra Coda and

retired to the south, the VehgT kingdom was distracted with anarchy, strife

and foreign invasions. That part of the kingdom lying to the north of the

Godavari became the bone of contention between the Velanati chiefs of

Guntur district and the Eastern Gahga emperor, until by 1135 Anantavarma

conquered and annexed that country, as stated clearly in his SiikOrmam

inscription. Vikramaditya VI of the Western Cajukya dynasty, who had no

love tor the Coja king, invaded VehgT after the death of Kulottuhga, conquered

it and ruled over it between 1120 and 1125, as witnessed by the presence

of his inscriptions in the Draksaramam temple.^^ After his death, Anantavarma

got his final chance and probably took possession of the whole country

extending up to the river Godavari. In other words, the south Kalihga

country (comprising modem Vizag and east Godavari districts) passed under

his control. He and his several wives visited the god of Draksaramam and

made gifts in 1128.^ Seven years later, in 1135, he virtually conquered

the whole region and annexed it to his empire.^ At the same time, he

annexed Utkala and transterred his capital to Cuttack as stated in the

MadeJa Panjl

The importance of the Komi grant of Saka 1034 lies in the fact that

Anantavarma, the jewel of the Gahga race, is stated to have first replaced

the fallen lord of Utkala in the eastern region and then the waning lord of

VehgT in the western region and restored their fortunes. The illustrious

Anantavarma is credited with the titles of maharaja, ra^dhit^,

rajaparame^vara, paramabhattaraka, paramamahe^vara, paramavaisrma,

paramabmhmanya, matapitr-pad^udhyata and Codagahgadeva. He
assembled all the heads of families {kutumbins) and chiefs of territorial units

{rastrakuta pramukhadi living in the district of Varahavartani as well as the

priest {purohitdi, minister (amat)^, crown prince {yuvarajdt, minister for war

and peace (sandhMgrahlj, chief of royal attendants (dauvaMa pramukh^
and other officials of the state. The king made it known to them that his

grandfather Vajrahasta granted in $aka 1003 the village of Khonna with

rights over Mundaparru village to 300 brahmans learned in the six religious

rites and that some land measuring 88 v^is (shares) taken from Tujupu

as the substitute of the Mutxlaparru portion, viz., a hamlet of Gara already

resumed, was granted by him in 8aka 1034, at the time of the winter

32. B. IV (1896-97), pp 226-42. See also K. A. N. Sastri, The Cdlas, pp 328-29.

33. Sff, IV, nos 207, 258 and 331.

34. tki, nos 1190-99.

35. V, no 1335.
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solstice (Uttarayana-samkranti) to the brahmans of Khonna village. The text

was composed by $asanadhikan Jatavedi-bhatta and engraved by

Bhattenacarya, son of Vellenacarya.

The copper plate grant of this king dated Sake 1040 gives the same
historical information as provided by the one dated ^ka 1034. Its seal

contains the images of a couchant bull, and in front of it the sun and
moon, a lihga on an abhiseka stand, umbrella, conch-shell, drum, and so

on. It is also written in old Telugu-Kannada letters. It gives the same set

of genealogy as the one of $aka 1034. But, Fleet, the editor of this grant,

as stated by G. V. Seetapati, with the help of the published facsimilis of

plates,^ wrongly read certain names, eg, Baladitya for Sabaraditya, Jantavura

for Dantavura, Jitamkusa for Potamkusa Jitamukusa and Trirri^ata for

Triyastrirn^ta.

The grant was made, in the presence of the same set of officials, to

Madhava Nayaka, the grandson of Vasudeva Nayaka, a royal dependant,

for the merit of the king and his parents in Saka 1040 (ad 1118). The

donees were Vaisnavas, and the king’s title paramavai^va shows that he

professed about this time the cult of Visnu and so made gifts to the

Vaisnavas. It is interesting to note that the king, in this charter dated 1118,

treats himself as decorated with the rank of the entire sovereignty over the

whole of Utkala. Probably, he conquered it around this time. But when it

is remembered that in his Srikurmam inscription dated 1135, he refers to

his newly made conquests of three quarters including Utkala, it is believed

that till that year his sovereignty was not fully established over that country.

This grant was not made from Kalitiganagara but only from Sinohurapura.

The village granted was called Tamarakhandi and it was situated in the

district of Samva. It was given away with ail its hamlets including its wet

and dry lands, free from ail obstacles and taxes and made into an agrsMra

for ever.

Another grant of this king dated Baka 1047 (ad 1135) resembles that

of his Vizag and Komi plates, both dated $aka 1003 (ad 1081). The

characters of all these three plates are in the south Indian NagarT. The

language is Sanskrit. The images on the seals of the three grants are also

identical. Practically, the present charter, excepting the donative portion, is

the same as those of Saka 1003. This grant which was made from

Kalihganagara consists of the village of Samuda with its hamlet of Tirlihgi

in the Sammaga Visaya in Kalihgadesa. It was made to Codagahga, son

of Peramadiraja and Marnkama. This is a very interesting and important

historical fact, which confirms the information contained in some of the

stone inscriptions found in the Narayariapuram,^^ Draksaramam®® and

36. jWHRS, I. p 108.

37. ARSE, 649. 650, 651, 657, 688 and 690 of 1926-27. The inscriptions of

Ualayaganda-PermSdir§ja or Pedda-PermSdirija and his son Rajendra Cdjadeva or CQdagariga

II relate to the grant of five mSdasior NileSvaradeva of Nirumjeruvu (Bobbili taluk of Vizag district).

38. S//, IV. no 1186.
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Mukhalitigam^ temples. These temple inscriptions state that Anantavarma

Codagariga had a brother named Ulagiyam Vamda (Ulayaganda) Permadideva

who had a son named Peddajiyyanayani Codagariga (Rajendracodadeva).

They were both holding the position of mahamandalikas during the period

1132-39. Since the gifts of the village of Sammaga with its hamlet of Tirlirigi

(in Tekkali taluk) was made to Codagariga, son of Permadi Raja in 1135

and since their stone inscriptions state that they were related to Anantavarma

and acted as governors in the northern province, it has to be inferred that

the grant was made for the loyal military services rendered by these close

relations of the emperor. Probably, they helped him in the conquest of

Utkala in the same year.

The copper plate grant dated ^ka 1006 of this king “registers the gift

of the village of Sellada in the RupavartanT vi^ya (Tekkali taluk) to

Komaracandra, son of Nanniparigu and grandson of VaManaparigu a resident

of Talagrama for worship, offerings and lamps of the goddess BhagavatT

of Sellada village and for the repair of the temple”.

The history of Anantavarma Codagariga’s reign is also known to us from

certain stone inscriptions^ found in Tekkali and Bobbili taluks. An inscription

found on a slab from Akkavaram, preserved in Tekkali Raja’s palace and

dated Saka 1063 (1141), seems to record the gift of a lamp, possibly to

the god of Garakhona w^ya by Jalamahadevuju, perhaps a queen of

Codagariga.'*' The Nilakatitesvara temple in Narayatiapuram contains fifty-five

stone inscriptions of which one records'*^ the setting up of the image of

Aditya in that temple in the reign of Raja Raja and the rest, belonging to

the reign of Codagariga, record the grants of lands or cash (generally five

madas) or cows (modavulU) for burning a perpetual lamp or for the daily

cake-offerings in the temple or for the success of the king’s arms or for

the merit of the donors, given either by the king’s relations or officers or

private individuals. The grants were made on ceremonial occasion such as

eclipse {grhanams) or solstices (samkrahtis).

The inscriptions of Codagariga and members of his family as well as

those of his several ministers are found in the BhTme^vara temple at

Draksarama in East Godavari district. One inscription dated Saka 1059
refers''® to the gift of Mallaya, son of Dhaminayaka, a minister of Codagariga.

Another dated $aka 1030 refers**^ to the gift of a Recana, the sandhivigrahT

of the lord of Trikaliriga. Yet another inscription refers^® to the gift of a
lamp and fifty female buffaloes to god BhTmeSa by Banapati, the brahman

minister and commander of Codagariga and his father Raja Raja I. Two

39. fokJ. V, nos 1015 and 1019.

40. ARSIE, 1926-27, pp 19-22.

41. Ibid, no 636.

42. No 640. It is significant that its language is Sanskrit and alphabet Oriya.

43. Sll, IV, no 1185.

44. Ibid, no 1363.

45. Ibid, no 1006.
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inscriptions state^ that the emperor endowed a choultry named after himself

with rich gifts and that it was already found at Peda Dakiremi (modem
Draksaramam) in Guddavadinadu (Ramachandrapur taluk) in East Godavari

district.

It is strange that Codagariga’s inscriptions are not found in the Sirnhacalam

temple, though several of his descendants are found therein. The temple

was built by his time because a few inscriptions of his period are found

inscribed therein and they belong to the reign of Kulbttuiiga or Rajendra

Coja II of the Calukya-Cbja dynasty. His Mukhalingam and Srikurmam

temple inscriptions, noted below, are the most important of all, as they

throw much light on the economic and social as well as political and

religious conditions of the time. Most of the grants were executed by the

nayakas of Nagarapu-vada and by the head of the town {puravari of

Nagara-Katakam). The different offices and their designations as well as

the several divisions of the empire are all mentioned in the inscriptions. For

instance, no 1011 refers to a daksinadarda (officer in charge of the southern

route), no 1013 to sahinT (military officer), no 1014 to Codanadu, no 1016

to dandanayaka (magistrate), no 1025 to gudisani (temple maid), no 1034

to puravari (town head) and karana (accountant), no 1035 to lavanakaradhikari

(salt-tax officer), no 1036 to pradhanT (minister), no 1037 to nayakulu

(alderman), no 1039 to Aruvatinadu (Tamil country), no 1041 to

mOlabhandaramuna mudrahasta (officer controlling the seal of the resen/e

treasury) and Varahavartani (Parlakimidi taluk), no 1046 to mandalikudu,

(governor of a province), etc. From the foregoing accounts found in the

copper plate grants and stone inscriptions, it is learnt that the Kalihga

empire was governed by a highly organised administrative machinery.

THE FOUR SONS OF ANANTAVARMA CODAGANGA (1147-98)

The following genealogy and chronology of the successors of Anantavarma

Codagaiiga are constructed with the help of the copper plate charters of

Narasirnhadeva II,''® Bhanudeva ll,'*® and Narasirnhadeva IV,“ the stone

inscriptions of the several kings found in the Mukhalingam,®' Srikurmam,

Simhacalam,®^ Bhuvanesvaram and other temples, Madalapanjf,^^ Gahga

Varn^ucaritanf* (Sanskrit work written by Vasudeva Ratha Somayaji), and

Persian accounts.®®

46. Ibid, nos 1015 and 1016.

47. Ibid, V, nos 1005-1148 and 1150-1342. His inscriptions found at Arasavilli, Ravipadu,

RonankT, Dirghasi and other places are also Important.

48. The Kendupatna copper plate grants, JASB, LXV, i. pp 229-72.

49. B. C. Mazumdar. Orissa in the Making, pp 201-3.

50. The Purl plates, JASB, LXIV, ii,-pp 128-55.

51. Sll, V.

52. Ibid, VI.

53. JBORS, XIII, pp 10-27.

54. JAHRS, II. pp 250-58.

55. ED, III.
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"The Chronology of the Eastern Gahga Kings of Orissa” by Manmohan

Chakravarti®® and adopted entirely by R. D. BanerjP is neither complete

nor correct. But, as a first attempt of the kind, the work deserves praise.

Robert Sewell in his famous work The Histories^ Inscriptions of Southern

Indis^ collates from several sources a genealogy of the Eastern Gahgas

of Kalinga and states "the chronology is based on the assumption that

the seventh king, Kamarnava III, established the ’Kalihga-Gahga’ era as a

family era, whose epoch was the year of his accession, viz., ad 877-78.

The length of reigns is given, as in inscriptions, not as necessarily accurate.’’®®

But the assumption is baseless and unwarranted. The whole question of

the Gahga era has been discussed at length, and most scholars agree

that it started in 498. The publication of hundreds of Telugu inscriptions

and a few Sanskrit and Oriya ones has throvwi new light on the whole

subject and it is with their help that the following genealogy is being suggested:

KAMARNAVA VII (1147-56)

Both the Puri and Kendupatna copper plate grants give the genealogy,

chronology and history of the Gahga dynasty from the time of its historical

founder Kolahala onwards. They mention that Anantavarma Codagahga had
by his wife called KasturikamodinT a son named Kamarnava, who was
crowned in Saka 1064 (1142) and who ruled for ten years over the Kalihga

empire with great prowess. One inscription dated $aka 1071 ®° states that

56. J14S8 (OS). LXXII, i, pp 97-141.

57. History of Orissa, I, pp 270-88.

58. Ed. S. K. Aiyangar.

59. HISI, 357.

60. Sff, IV, no 1199.
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Anantavarma’s second wife DennavamahadevThad a son called Attahasadeva.

Another®’ states that Attahasa had a son called Codagahga. This prince,

as already noted, was the governor of a province in ^aka 1143 (ad 1221).

Probably Attahasadeva did not live to succeed his father or his claims,

as the son of the second wife, were not so strong and hence Kamarriava,

the son of the pattamahisT (chief queen) came to the throne. An inscription

records that Codagahga had another son called Umavallabha, who was
bom to PrthvTmahadevTand who also apparently predeceased the emperor.®^

Though the Puri and Kendupatna grants state he was annointed in the

3aka year 1064, we actually find grants still being made®® in the name of

Anantavarma Codagahga till 3aka 1072 which is said to be equal to his

seventy-fifth regnal year. However, on account of the advanced age of

Codagahga and probably also to train the crown prince in the art of

administration, Kamarnava had to be annointed in 3aka 1064 as stated in

the copper plate charters, to be the joint ruler during the lifetime of the

emperor himself. An inscription,®^ found in the Srlkurmam temple and dated

6aka 1071, states that this year corresponds to the fourth regnal year of

the king, who is^styled Anantavarma Madhukamarriava Devara and that the

king’s governor-in-chief named Kuppana sahinT made a gift to the temple.

This would make 3aka 1068-69 the initial year of the king. Another dated

3aka 1078 states®® that that year corresponds to the fifth regnal year of

the king and so his rule would commence in $aka 1069 (ad 1147). The

king is also called Raja Raja Devara, and styled as Jate^varadevara.

Inscription no 1044 records that 3aka 1070 is the third regnal year of

Jate^varadeva.®® Yet another record states that Anantavarma’s third regnal

or ahka year, which is equal to his second actual ruling year, corresponds

to Saka 1070.®^ From this we learn that his accession took place in $aka

1069. The inscription records that Surama, a daughter of Vidyapati Pandi,

made a gift of five madas for a lamp for god Aniyahka BhTme^vara.

Almost all the inscriptions of the reign denote gifts of land or cash or

both or goats or female buffaloes made for burning a prerpetual lamp in

the Visnu temples at $rikurmam and Sirphacalam, either by the royal

members or officials. The dates refer to the prosperous and victorious

regnal years of the king.®® Since his rule began in Saka 1069 (ad 1147)

61. Ibid, VI. no 1194.

62. Ibid. V, no 1110.

63. Ibid, no 1018.

64. Ibid, no 1322.

65. Ibid, VI. no 1174.

66. Ibid, V. no 1044.

67. Ibid, no 1147.

68. R. D. Banerji, in his History of Orissa, I, p 253, doubted unnecessarily whether the

dates are regnal years or arika years. The several votive Inscriptions state clearly that the

dates refer to the prosperous and victorious regnal years. But it should be understood that

from this period onwards the regnal years are the same as the anka years and not the actual

ruling years. Nor could he siate definitely in what year the accession took place though, from
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and since he is said to have enjoyed the earth for ten years, his reign

must have closed in 1156. Before his actual accession in 1147, he was

in charge of the ruie under his father’s guidance. His titles show that he

put down all his enemies and had a victorious reign.

The Kendupatna plates state that Kamarnava was a brave and charitable

king, whose giorious deeds made him world-famous. After defeating his

enemies and gaining wealth and lands, he performed the tulabharam

ceremony by which he weighed himself against gold and distributed it to

his courtiers. His subjects were happy and strong and several learned men

lived at his court. Probably, since he died without any issue, he was

succeeded by his haif-brother Raghava.

RAGHAVA (1156-70)

Though both M. M. Chakravarty and R. D. Banerji state that Raghava is

not known from any inscriptions, we have shown elsewhere®® that he is

known to us from several important inscriptions found in the Srikurmam

temple. One inscription states^® that Baka 1091 is equal to the seventeenth

victorious regnal year of the illustrious Anantavarma, who is also styled

“Devidasa Ranarahga Raghava CakravartT’. Since the copper plate grants

of the second and fourth Narasirnhadeva give him a rule of fifteen years

only and since we have fixed, with the help of inscriptions, the closing year

of Kamarriava’s rule and the first year of Raghava’s rule to be 1156, we
have to take the seventeenth regnal year to be an ahka ymP Now, by

deducting the first and sixteenth years from the number, we get the actual

year of his rule to be 14, and since this year corresponds to Saka 1091,

the first ruling year of the reign will be 3aka 1073 (or ad 1156). Another

states^® that Saka 1092 is equal to his regnal year 18 /or the actual year

of rule 15 and gives the same titles. As no inscription beyond the fifteenth

year of actual rule is found and as it is the total period for him mentioned

in the charters, we take it that his rule came to an end in 1170.

the inscriptions, it is clear that it happened in Saka 1069 (ad 1147). As stated in the copper

plate charters of Narasirrtha II and IV, his abhiseka took place in Saka 1064, and as stated

in his stone inscriptions, his accession to power took place in Saka 1069 though his father

lived till Saka 1072 which was said to be his seventy-fifth regnal year.

69. R. Subbarao, KaUngadeiacaritra.

70. SH. V, no 1330.

71. The arifca year is peculiar to Utkala, and the Gahga kings adopted it from this period

onwards. It begins on Suniya day (Sirnha Sukla Dvadasi) in the month of Bhadrapada. Its

features are that 1, and all figures ending in 0 and 6 (except 10) are omitted in counting,

and the last arka year of one king and the first of his successor fall in the same year. Some
believe that the arika system of reckoning was devised to prolong the period of the rule of

a king. Others believe that the figures have been left out because they are not arspicious.

When a king died in the middle of an arka year, his successor's second arka year of the

first actual year of rule, which begins on his accession to the throne, does not run its full

course of a year but ends on the following Bhddrapada Sukla Ovada^ day.

72. SH, V, no 1331.
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From the Kendupatna plates,” we team that Codagahga had, by a queen

named Indira (the daughter of a king of the solar dynasty who was noted

for her supernatural beauty), a son called Raghava who put down all the

enemies and who was "looked upon by all the wielders of the above bow
as their only model". He is compared to Arjuna and ParaSurama for this

brave deeds and styled "the crest-jewel of the sovereigns of the earth”.

After a reign of fifteen years, he too died childless and hence the throne

passed to the two sons of Candralekha, viz.. Raja Raja II and Aniyartka

or Anahga BhTmadeva II.

RAJA RAJA II (1170-94)

The Kendupatna plates state that Raja Raja was the son of Candralekha,

the favourite wife of (Dbdagahga, who was "as a bulbous root to the

creeper-like extension of the king’s dynasty”. He seems to have set out

on ^veral expeditions to subdue his enemies who are not, however,

specified. He was brave and famous, and his title Raja Raja shows that

he was the king of kings. His thunderbolt-like hands were always busy

wielding his victorious bow. He died after a glorious rule of twenty-five

years. Probably because he was childless, his younger brother Aniyahka

BhTma succeeded to the throne.

Though both the Puri and Kendupatna grants attribute a reign of twenty-five

years to him, M. M. Chakravarty has given him only twenty-one years^'' by

taking the years to be ahka and by assuming that 3aka 1112 was the

last year of Raja Raja’s reign. We now know from this king’s inscription

found in the Mukhalirtgam temple” that he lived and ruled in Saka 1114

which was his twenty-seventh regnal or artka year. We cannot agree with

the view of Chakravarty that the years of the copper plate charters are

also ahka years. They are certainly actual years of rule. Only the years

found in the stone inscriptions of the Gahga kings from after the time of

Anantavarma Codagahga appear to be ai)ka. Sometimes, the word ahka
Srahi is found in some of the later inscriptions but generally the phrase

vijayarS^ sarhvatsara alone is found. Since the inscription states that the

Saka year 1114 corresponds to his twenty-seventh ahka year or.

twenty-second actual year,” we must hold that his rule extended beyond

twenty-one years. He must have ruled fully for twenty-five years, as stated

in all the copper plate grants.

Five inscriptions relating to his reign are found in the Mukhalihgam temple

and two in the Srikurmam temple. He is styled in all of them as

Anantavarmgdevara. A Mukhalihgam inscription” of the king’s reign dated

Saka 1 1 07 records the endowment of five mScfas to god Aniyahka BhTme^vara

73. JASB, LXV, i, p 263.

74. Ibid. LXXII, pp 114, 141.

75. Sll, V, no 1142.

76. UM.
77. KM, no 1135.

H-18
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by a lady called Duggama for the merit of her husband and son. Another'^®

dated Saka 1 1 09 and corresponding to the twenty-second artka or eighteenth

actual ruling year of the king states that on the occasion of Uttarayana

Sarhkranti, a certain surepradhani’s (minister’s) younger brother nam^
Purusottama mandalika endowed a perpetual lamp to god MadhukeSvara

of Nagaram and gave certain lands lying to the north of the temple to

support the same for ever. Similarly, another inscription dated 6aka 1114

and corresponding to the king's twenty-seventh arlka or twenty-second

ruling year^® states that on the occasion of Uttarayaria Sarhkranti, a certain

surepradhani endowed one perpetual lamp and certain lands in the village

(500 guntas and one putti of land) to support the same for god Aniyai^ka

BhTme^vara of Nagaram.

This last inscription is particularly important as it throws light on the

economic position and habits of the people of the time. It was usual to

endow lamps for the merit of people and to support this with gifts of

madas (coins) or guntas and puttis (measures of land). Similarly, the

Meghe^vara inscription^ at Bhubanesvara states that the king married

Surama, a sister of Svapne§varadeva, who built the Meghe^vara temple

and who was probably employed by the king as the governor of the region.

The inscription is important inasmuch as it reveals the fact that the king,

who had passed middle age when he came to the throne and who had

no son of his own, installed his younger brother Aniyarlka BhTma on the

throne to help him in his old age to govern the empire. This probably

accounts for certain inscriptions of Aniyahka BhTma being found to be

belonging to Raja Raja’s reign. This has made M. M. Chakravarty state

wrongly that Raja Raja’s last year would be $aka 1112.®’

ANIYAMKA BHTMA OR ANANGA BHTMA II (1190-98)

The Puri and Kendupatna grants state that Aniyarika BhTma ruled for ten

years. The Meghe^vara inscription states that even during the time of his

elder brother Raja Raja, he was installed as a ruler owing to the former’s

ojd age. Two inscriptions found in the temple of Krittivasa at Bhubanesvara®®

state that his fourth ahka or third ruling year corresponds to $aka 1114

or, in other words, his rule began in Saka 1112 (ad 1190). The Meghe^vara
inscription states that Raja Raja’s brother-in-law Svapne^vara built the temple

of MegheSvara during his reign, ie, between $aka 1115 and 1120 (ad 1193
and 1198).

From the two inscriptions of his son Raja Raja III found in the BrikOrmam

temple,®® we learn that the first ruling year of R^a Riga’s reign fell in Baka

78. UM, no 1046,

79. lUd, no 1142.

80. £/, VI, 1900-1, pp 198-203.

81. JASB. LXXII, i, p 114.

82. Ibid, p 115.

83. Sll, V.jTOS 1273 and 1317.
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1120 (ad 1198). So we have to assume that the last year of Anahga BhTma

fell in Saka 1120 (ad 1198). To sum up, he ruled from Saka 1112 to 1120

(ad 1190 to 1198), ie, for nine years. The CateSvara inscription®^ states

that the king had a brahman minister called Govinda, who built the Cate§vara

temple. The Puri and Kendupatna plates state, “the king was competent

in work and a lover of good poetry. He was pure in religion, free from any

impurity of the Kali age and his eulogy surpassed those of his ancestors”

He was a great warrior. He won many battles with wild elephants. He
subdued his enemies and got the name of Raja Raja. His fame spread far

and wide. He ruled for ten years and was succeeded by his son Raja R§ja

III. He was the last son of Anantavarma Cddagahga to rule and the first

and only son to be succeeded by a son of his own. From his time onwards,

there were regular lineal descendants till the end of the dynasty. The valiant

king Anafiga BhTma had unrestrained power and he was the family abode
of the goddess of dancb-ruti. His conduct was very elegant, being marked

by truthfulness, right observances and correct judgement and the sole

object of his life was virtue. His pattamahisi or chief queen was Bhagalla

DevT, whose son Raja Raja III came to the throne in his youth.

Two important stone inscriptions (from Bhubanesvar) of the time of this

king have been published.®® The first records the foundation of the 8iva

temple called Meghe^vara by Svapnesvara Deva, a relative and general of

the Eastern Gahga king Anahga BhTma II, emperor of Tri-Kalihga. During

the reign of Aniyahka BhTma, “a moon of Gahga race and lord of Tri-Kalihga”,

Svapnesvara, the brother-in-law of his brother Raja Raja was "the general

and weapon of the kings of Gahga lineage”. He built the MegheSvara

temple and several tanks and granted agraharas to learned brahmans. The

inscription is not dated, but from references to Raja R^a and his brother

Anahga BhTma, it may be said to belong to the end of the twelfth century.

The second record is still more interesting as it throws new light on the

literary activities of the period. We learn that Bhatta Bhavadeva was a

learned Vedic sage who knew the meaning of Kumarila’s Mfmirhsa

Tantravartika and who was

a very Agastya to Bauddha Sea and master of sarhhita or jyotisa Sastra,

tantra, etc., author of Hora^tm like Varahamihira, codifier of laws,

commentator on smrtis, author of a new mTmarfisS and professor of

poetry, medicine, arms, magic, etc. He had tanks dug in the country

of Radha to the south-west of the Ganga and temples built at Puri for

Narayatia and Visnu also.

Since this inscription also belongs to the close of the twelfth century,

Bhatta Bhavadeva must have lived at that time and worked for the spread

of V^ic learning and Visriuism.

84. JASB. LXVII, pp 320-21.

85. B, VI. 1900-01, pp 198-207.
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RAJA RAJA III (1198-1211)

An account of the reign of Raja R^a III is known to us from the stone

inscriptions found at Siikurmam the copper plate grants of Narasirphadeva

li Bhanudeva II®® and Narasirphadeva IV,®® Tabaqat-i-Nasiriand MSd^Pafyf.
The copper plate grants of Narasirnha II, Bhanudeva II and Narasiipha

IV give interesting details about his reign. He was the ^ of Aniyartka

Bhimadeva by his chief queen Bhagalla DevT. the name of his wife, according
to the plates of Narasirnha IV, was Guiia or Sadguna aqd according to

those of Narasirnha II, Mahkuna of the Cajukya dynasty. He is credited
with a reign of seventeen years. Since these are ahka years, we get fourteen
actual running years for this king or, in other words, his reign came to an
end in 1211. He is said to have possessed valour superior to that of his

father and assumed the reins of government in his youth. He is also credited
with having received the homage of several samantas or vassal kings. His
marching war-horse and his raging war elephants frightened even the
dik-gajas (elephants in the four quarters). His empire was surrounded by
the seven seas. He was well-versed in the study of the Bastras and his

fame spread in the world. He was like Kaipa in benevolence, Atjuna in

power and Yudhisthira in truthfulness. He held the title of Rajendra, and
was also called Anantavarmadeva.

From the Tabaqat-i-Nasiif^ we learn that the first Turkish attempt at the
invasion of Jajnagar (Orissa) took place in this reign in 601 ah (ad 1205).
Briefly stated, two brothers named Muhammad Sheran and Ahmad Sheran
who were Khaiji Amirs in the service of Muhammad-bin-Bakhtyar Khaiji,

sultan of Delhi, were sent by him against Lakhnor (Nagar in Birbhum district,

Bengal) and Jajnagar. But, on hearing of the death of the sultan in a
campaign against Kamrup (Assam) and Tibet, in ah 601 (ad 1205), they
returned without conquering anything. An inscription in the BhTme^vara
temple at Draksaramam in East Godavari district records that Raja Raja
defeated "Gauda-Garjjana pati”.®’ Probably the strength and valour of the
emperor of Orissa had also much to do with their retreat without realising

their purpose.

86. Sll, V, nos 1273 and 1317.
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Figure 1

TABLE OF GENEALOGY AND CHRONOLOGY FROM GUNAMAHARNAVATO CODAGANGA
(ALL DATES ARE IN THE CHRISTIAN ERA)

Gunarnava or Gunamaharnava (894)

i
Vajrahasta (894-938)

i

l 1 1

Gundama (938-41
)

Kamamava (941 -76) Vinayaditya (9/6-79)
'

i

Anantavarma Aniyanka Bhima Vajrahasta (979-1014)

i

I I i

Kamamava (101 4) Gunda(l015-18) Madhukamarnava (1019-37)

i

Anantavarma Vajrahasta

(1038-70)

I

Devendravarma Raja Rajadeva

(107C-77)

i

Anantavarma Cddagahgadeva

(1077)



Chapter IX

MINOR DYNASTIES OF THE DECCAN (985-1300)

1 SiLAHARAS

The Silaharas were a family of potentates which ruled in parts of present

Karnataka and Maharashtra.’ A. S. Altekar has surmised that the original

home of this family was Karnataka.^ This is supported by a number of

facts. Several Silahara families ruled in the regions of northern Konkan,

southern Konkan, Kolhapur. Bijapur and Gulburga, till the present day the

last two areas form an integral part of Karnataka. That the Kolhapur area

also formerly belonged to Karnataka is proved by the use of Kannada

place-names, the presence of Kannada inscriptions and the existence of

Kannada-speaking families there. From the early 'centuries, Konkan formed

the coastal strip interlocked with the mainland of Karnataka. The term

Konkan itself is a Kannada word meaning the bent stretch of land.^

Epigraphical and other evidences show that the coastal tract from Bombay

to Kanwar including Goa was, till recently, predominantly Kannada.

As the Silaharas, like the Kadambas and the Cajukyas, were an indigenous

Kannada family, their name also might have been Kannada. In the Kannada

records of this family occurs, among others, its form as Selara, the Dravidian

/• therein being noteworthy. It may possibly be connected with the Prakrit

forms of the word seleya meaning a javelin or sella, specific tree, in the

latter case suggesting a totemic origin. It is quite obvious that the original

name was later Sanskritised into the sophisticated denomination Silahara.

In order to justify this name a story was invented which states that the

mythical founder of the family was Jmutavahana of the semi-celestial

Vidyadhara race, who offered himself as food (ahara) to the eagle king on

the stone (^ila) to save the life of the serpent Sahkhacuda. The Prince of

Wales Museum plates suggest that Silara was a great warrior who saved

the western ocean threatened by the arrow of Parasurama, and his

descendants came to be known by that name. The titles such as

gandaragarn^, Gandavahgara, villavadahga, Iduvaraditya, ayyanasinga were

all Kannada.'*

1. As many as ten families of the ^aharas are known to have ruled In Maharashtra and

Karnataka as evidenced by their inscriptions, cf, El, XXVII, 1947-8, pp 68f. The history of

three of them, based on their inscriptions, has been dealt with by V. V. Mirashi {Cf/, VI. 1977

Introduction]. These include those of north Konkan, south Konkan and Kolhapur.

2. 1C, II, p 397.

3. Ksvnat^ IM/ersfy Joun^ (Social Sciences), I, 1965 p 12.

4. ai. VI, no 4.
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The Silahara records mention Tagarapura as the town they hailed from.

This has been identified with modem Ter near Dhara^iva, in Osmanabad
district of present Maharashtra. A story is narrated in a Jaina Prakrit work
called Karakandacariu of Kanakamaramuni, attributing the excavation of the

caves near Dhara^iva to two Vidyadhara brothers, Nila and MahanTla. This

literary tradition lends support to the legendary association of the 6ilaharas

with the Vidyadhara race. It may be noted that the Tagarapura region was
formerly situated within the territory of Karnataka, as attested by the Kannada
inscriptions discovered in the district.

Some of the feudatory families which started their career as subordinate

chiefs later rose to imperial status. The outstanding instances are those of

the Rastrakutas of Majkhed and the Seunas or the Yadavas of Devagiri.

The Silaharas, on the contrary, continued to remain as feudatories only

throughout the long centuries of their rule, though some chiefs tried to

assert their independence without much success. The Silahara rulers, with

the exception of a few, are not noted for their ambitious designs or activities;

we rarely find them participating in the politics or the military expeditions

of their overlords. The extent of the kingdom over which the several Silahara

families ruled was limited; the extensive areas in a few cases did not exceed

more than two modern districts put together. Thus, though less eventful,

the history of the Silaharas is of interest on account of the strategic position

of the territories under their sway, the large number of their family units

with individual characteristics spreading over different parts of the country,

and the long periods of their rule.

In the last century wtien Bhandarkar and Fleet wrote, only three branches

of the Silahara families were known. Subsequently, thanks to the epigraphical

sun/ey carried on by the Archaeological Survey of India and as a result of

the explorations carried on by the present writer in his individual capacity,

no less than seven more family units of Silahara stock have been discovered.

A brief account of all of them is presented below.

Precise evidence is lacking to postulate the existence of an original,

parental Silahara stock, from which several family units branched off in the

course of time. Nor has it been possible to trace mutual kinship among
all the Silahara families. The only common feature that links and brings

together all these units is their alleged descent from the mythical ancestor

Jmutavahana and the legendary connection with the lineage of the aerial

inhabitants, the Khacaras or Vidyadharas. It is noteworthy that in an

inscription of the Kolhapur branch of the Silaharas, these rulers are described

as Kshatriyas.^

THE SILAHARAS OF SOUTH KONKAN

This is the earliest of the Silahara families which ruled over the southern

parts of Konkan for approximately two and a half centuries from c. 765

5. 0. Ill, 1894-95, p 208.
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to c. 1024. It is said that this house was connected with the kings of

Sirnhala, which appears to be the island of Goa and not Sri Lanka.® Ten

rulers of this family are known by their names. The first of them was

Sanaphulla (765).^ He helped the RastrakOta monarch Krena I (758-73) to

establish his newly acquired sovereignty and expand his authority over the

western coast. In recognition of his services, he was raised to the status

of a feudatory and governor to rule over the region of Goa and the adjoining

tract. Sanaphulla and his successors remained loyal to their RastrakOta

overlords till the end. Among the descendants of Sanaphulla, mention may

be made of the powerful and ambitious chief Adityavarma (a 870). He
extended his sphere of influence over the northern part of Konkan. He
rendered help to the rulers of Chandrapura, modem Chandor near Goa,

and Chemulya or Chaul.®

The next important king was BhTma (c. 945) who opposed the growing

strength of the Kadamba chiefs in the neighbourhood. During the time of

his son Avasara III, the Rastrakutas were overthrown and Taija II re-established

the sovereignty of the later Calukya dynasty. Avasara II and his son Rattaraja

(1008) did not readily transfer their allegiance to their new suzerains.® It

appears that Rattaraja and his successor remained hostile to the new
imperial house and tried to assert their independence. This was not brooked

and in the reign of the formidable Cajukya king Jayasimha-Jagadekamalla

II, the Silahara territory was overrun by his Kadamba feudatory Sastha II

who annexed it to his own principality (c. 1020). Thereafter, this area

became a part of the Kadamba rulers of Goa.

The coastal area ranging from Goa to Ratnagiri roughly comprised the

kingdom of these 8ilaharas. Goa appears to have been their earlier capital.

6. IC. II, p 397, Cll, VI, pp 186-87.

7. The Pattanakudi plates of Avasara II (?) of Saka year 910 do not mention Sanaphulla

at all. Further, according to this grant, Dhammiyara had a son named Ammalla while Aiyapa

figures as his grandson. The Kharepatan plates mention Avasara I as the son of Aiyapa.

Adityavarna being the grandson, while in the former he is said to be the son of Aiyapa. Thus,

Ammalla is a name introduced in the Pattanakudi plates and there are only two chiefs of

that name. Cf. Cll, VI. 178-93 Eds.

8. Dhammiyara is credited with the founding of Balipattana identified with Kharepatan

Mirashl's surmise that Candrapura-Chandor was Sanaphulla’s capital remains uncorroborated.

The Pattanakudi plates are of an earlier period. It does not refer to Adityavarma vanquishing

enemies and rendering assistance to the rulers of Cemulya and Candrapura. This would

indicate that these achievements were attributed to him in the later record, the draft of which

had come to be greatly revised.

Mirashi holds that the ruler of Candrapura who Is said to have been assisted by Avasara

II (of the Kharepatan grant) was Kantakacarya of the Kadamba family of Goa (Cll, VI,

Introduction, xxiii). But It is now shown that Cattayya was the founder of that family—^5..

9. By the time Avasara III (or II ?) issued the Pattanakudi grant of 988, the Rastrakutas

had sunk into oblivion. Yet he and his successor Rattaraja recount the genealogy of their

erstwhile masters, probably as a token of gratitude. Rattaraja had to accept the Cdjukyas of

Kalyana as his suzerain and hence he describes himself as mandalika, meditating on the feet

of Paramabhattaraka Mahara^hiraja Satyi^raya in his Kharepatan plates, (v. 22) — Eds.
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But later, the seat of power was shifted to a more central place near

Ratnagiri or Kharepatan.

THE SILAhARAS of NORTHERN KON KAN

This family ruled over the northern parts of Konkan from c. 800 to c.

1265. About twenty chiefs of this house are known by name. Kapardin I

was the founder of this family (c. 800). He appears to have rendered

assistance in the military expeditions of the Rastrakuta monarch Govinda

III and acquired authority over the northern Konkan region. Kapardin and

his successors remained loyal feudatories of the Rastrakuta till their end.’°

Passing over the uneventual reigns of six chiefs we come to Aparajita

(c. 975-c. 1010).’^ This prince was powerful, ambitious and diplomatic. At

this time, the Rastrakuta empire was extinguished by Taila II who restored

the supremacy of the Calukyas as imperial rulers. Taking advantage of the

politicai turmoil, Aparajita strengthened his position, extending his sway over

most of the Konkan territory. He not only refused to acknowledge the

C§!ukya suzerainty but, in a bold bid to establish himself as a sovereign

ruler, he made an alliance with the Paramaras, the inveterate foes of the

Cajukyas. He also assisted the Seutia Bhillama II and other chiefs in their

difficulties with a view to securing their support in his ambitious designs.

But Aparajita had soon to pay heavily for his misdeeds. Taija ll’s son

SatyaSraya invaded Konkan with a formidable array of troops. The city of

Arh^unagara was burnt and Aparajita had to flee for life to an island. The

Silahara ruler was compelled to pay an indemnity and accept his subordination

to the Calukya overlords.

Arikesari (c. 1015-22),^^ the younger son of Apar^ita, is stated to have

marched with his army to see god Sdmesvara—Somanatha in

10. The north Konkan region, comprising the Kolaba and Thana districts of Maharashtra,

was originally described as a province of 1400 villages, with Puri (wrongly identified with

Gharapuri or Ghaparanta and Rajpura in the former Janjira state) as its capital. From here

they moved over to Sthanak-Thana. 6urparaka, their other capital, is identified with Sopara.

The region around .Puri, originally conquered by Cajukya Pulake^i II, continued to be under

their control, being administered by the Sendrakas or by Dhara^raya Jayasimha SryaSraya

Siladitya and later Mahgalarasa, till it was occupied by Rastrakuta Dantidurga by the middle

of the eight century. It continued to be under their direct control till the days of Govinda III.

The earliest record of this family belongs to Pulla^akti, son of Kapardin I who, in his Kanheri

inscription of 843-44, states that he obtained the titles of mahasamanta and KohkanavaUabha

by the grace of Rastrakuta Amoghavar^ I. He Is also described as mediating on the feet of

(his father) Kapardin and to be ruling over the whole of Konkan headed by Puri. He had a

minister Vi^u-gupta, son of Purnahari and described as an am§tya as well as sarvadhyak^.

If PullaSakti ruled during c. 825-50, his predecessor’s reign may be fixed between c. 800

and c. 825. During the reign of Vappuvanna, grandson of Pulla^ti, Madhumati, the Arab

subordinate rose to power. Rastrakuta Krsna ll gave him the charge of Samyana-mandala.

Jhahjha, son of Vappuvanna, Is credited with having built a dozen Salva temples-—Ecte..

11. He Is known by his two sets of Janjira plates (Saka 915) and the Bhadana grant (Saka

919). a CII, VI, nos 5 to 7—Eds.

12. As known by the Thana plates, /bfd, no 8.
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Saurashtra—when he offered to that god all that he had conquered. He

had to face Cajukya Jayasirnha and was forced to accept his suzerainty.

The next ruler mentioned was Chittaraja, son of Arikesari.’^ By this time

the 6ilahara kingdom was placed in a critical position as its rulers had to

confront the hostility of two powerful neighbours, the Calukyas and the

Paramaras, each of whom claimed their suzerainty over this principality. A
new danger in their vicinity now threatened the 6ilahara dominions. This

came from the growing might of the Kadambas, who had occupied Goa

and south Konkan after the overthrow of the southern Silahara family.

Chittaraja, unable to withstand the onslaught of the Kadamba king Sasthadeva

II, acknowledged his supremacy.

Chittaraja was succeeded by his two brothers Nagarjuna^^ and Mummuni

or Mummuri (c. 1045-70)’® respectively. Mummuni was in turn, succeeded

by the former's son .Anantadeva or Anantapala (c. 1070).’® in the meanwhile,

the Kadamba encroachment on the Silahara territory from the south was

growing. But Anantadeva bravely met this danger. He succeeded in expelling

the aggressor from his kingdom. To mark this victory he assumed the title

pa^cimasamudradhipatr or "lord of the western ocean” and claimed

mastery over the entire Konkan. Anantadeva I was killed in an encounter

against Jayakesi II, the Kadamba chief of Goa, who was a subordinate of

Cajukya Vikramaditya VI.

the next prince Apararka or Aparaditya l’® was the most competent and

renowned ruler of this dynasty (c. 1 127-48). Some time after his accession

he had to encounter a formidable adversary' in the Kadamba ruler Jayakesi

II of Goa, who invaded and subjugated the Silahara kingdom. The calamity

of the Silahara king was aggravated by some of his own officers treacherously

taking the side of the enemy. But Apararka soon rallied his strength and

succeeded in driving away the aggressor from his dominions. He appears

to have recovered the kingdom with the help of Vijayaditya, the Silahara

chief of Kolhapur.

Apararka was not only a great soldier and brave general but also a

farsighted statesman who endeavaired to strengthen his position by

contracting diplomatic relations with other political powers. One such embassy

despatched to distant Kashmir is described in his Sanskrit literary work

Srikanthacarita by the Kashmiri poet Mankha. In spite of his involvement

in political and military affairs, Apararka evinced a keen interest in cultural

pursuits and encouraged learning and scholarship in his court. He is credited

with authoring a commentary on the Yainavalkya Smdi, which is named

13. Cf ai, VI. nos 9-12 and 61.

14. Ibid, no 13.

15. Ibid, nos 14-17.

16. Ibid, nos 18-19.

17. This title is actually used for Aparaditya In the Panhale plates of his son and successor

VikramSdItya. Ibid, no 23, II 40-41--5Dfs.

18. Ibid, nos 20-22.
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AfxuBrka-Tika after him. This treatise is still recognised as a standard legal

code in the Kashmir region.’®

No connected account of the successors of Apararka I is traceable,^®

although the names of five princes who claimed some authority during the

subsequent period are known. One such was Mallikatjuna. His principality

was freed from the southern menace as the Kadambas of Goa themselves

were imperilled by the aggression of the Hoy^jas. Mallikarjuna, however,

was involved in a fierce combat with his northern neighbour, the Caulukya

king Kumarapala of Gujarat. This ambitious ruler sent his troops against

the Konkan. In the battle that ensued, Mallikarjuna was defeated and killed.

MallikSrjuna’s successor Aparaditya II overthrew the Caulukya suzerain

and declared his independence assuming imperial titles (1187). But his

successor Ke^iraja (1203 and 1238) had to submit to the supremacy of

the Seunas or Yadavas of Devagiri who were now expanding their authority

in the south. Sdmesvara was the last king of this dynasty (1259 and 1260).

The Seuna ruler Mahadeva of Devagiri invaded Konkan during his time with

a large army. In the battle fought both on land and sea, the 8ilahara ruler

was defeated and lost his life. The Konkan territory was then annexed to

the Seuria dominions.

The 8ilaharas of northern Konkan described themselves as

TagarapuravaradhTi^vara or “lords of the foremost city of Tagara", referring

to their original home. Their royal insignia was the Garuda.

THE SILAHARAS of KOLHAPUR(c. 940-1 21 2)

Also referred to as the Bilaharas of Karad, the Karhata country comprising

the districts of Satara, Sangli and Kolhapur of Maharashtra and parts of

Belgaum district of Karnataka had Panhaja and Ksullakapura (Kolhapur) as

19. Of. V.V. Mirashi, Cll, VI, Intro., Ixxiv-vii.

20. This isnottme. V.V. Mirashifibid., ix-x)givesthefollowinggenealogyofthepost-Apar§ditya

years. Eight kings ruled for more than 120 years after Aparaditya :

Aparaditya

Vikramaditya(c. 1138-?) Haripaladeva (c 1148-55)

1

Mallikarjuna (c 1155-70)

1

Aparaditya II (c 1170-97)

Anantadevall(c1198-1200) Kesideva II (c 1200-45)

.

i

Anantadeva III (c 1245-55)

I

SomeSvara (c 1255-65)

These kings are known by as many as nineteen inscriptions (V.V. Mirashi, bid, nos 23-39,

62 and 63) ranging between Saka years 1061 (ad 1139) and 1182 (ad 1260)—fife.
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their capitals. The Kolhapur plates of Gandaraditya^’ state that Jatiga I of

this family was the maternal uncle of Gahga Permanadi, who is identified

with Marasirriha III. the Ganga subordinate of Rastrakuta Krsna III.

The real founder of this family was Jatiga II, although his three ancestors

are formally mentioned in the records of this house.“ It was an opportune

moment when Jatiga rose to power and carved out his principality in the

Kolhapur region in about 1000 as the Rastrakutas had been supplanted

and the rulers of the newly founded Calul^a dynasty were engaged in a

severe struggle against the Paramaras. This chief is described as a lion of

the hill fort of Pamala, which is Panhaja near Kolhapur. This was an early

headquarter of the family.

•Jatiga’s son Gonka (c. 1020-55) was shrewd and ambitious. He accepted

his feudal position under the Cajukyas of Kalyana. Retaining his hold on

the Kolhapur tract, he expanded the principality by his conquests in the

areas of Karad, Miraj and southern Kortkan. Gonka was succeeded by his

son Marasirnha (c. 1055-75). Cajukya Some^vara appears to have defeated

the Silahara chiefs Mummuni and Marasirnha during his northern expedition.

But the details are not forthcoming. However, CandaladevT or Candralekha,

wife of Vikramaditya VI, is said to have been the daughter of this Marasirnha,

who appears to have asserted himself after having been defeated by

Some^vara and adopted a defiant attitude. In his Miraj copper plate grant

of 3aka 980 he is ^id to have ruled from the fort of Khijigila, ie, Kolhapur.^®

After Marasirnha, his sons Guhala II, Ballaja, Bhoja I and Gandaraditya (c.

1110-140) ruled in succession.^"* Gandaraditya helped the northern Gilahara

king Apararka I to vanquish the Kadamba invader, Jayake^i II, and regain

his kingdom. During this period, the prestige and influence of the 6ilahara

family were enhanced. An important event that contributed to this position

was the matrimonial alliance with the great Cajukya emperor mentioned

above. Samanta Nimbarasa, a subordinate of Gandaraditya, built the

ROpanarayana basadi at Kolhapur.

Gandaraditya’s son Vijayaditya (c. 1140-75) was ambitious and tactful.

On behalf of his father, he interfered in the politics of northern Konkan and

assisted Apararka I in extricating himself from the clutches of Kadamba
Jayak§si II. He participated in the conspiracy engineered by the Kaiacuri

21. Dated Saka 1037; cf. Mirashi, ibid, no. 46.

22. Mirashi refers to nineteen inscnptions of this family, ibid, nos 43-60 and 64.

23. Ibid, no 43, v. 7.

24. For a slight variation see the genealogical table in Mirashi, p. xxvii where Bhoja I

is not shown as a ruler. However, the CSIukya records throw useful light on this phase of

BiiahSra history. The Cajukya prince Jayasirnha IV is found camping at Parrrialaya-kota (Panhaja),

which virould seemingly indicate that this prince proceeded against Guhala II to subdue him.

Bhoja I is credited with victory over Sintara, Korigaja, Bijjana, Kokkala and Govinda. KorigEya

may be the same as Koiigajarasa referred to in the Raibag inscription wherein that chief is

stated to be fighting against m§ndaa<a Bhoja, the Silahara. Cajukya Vikramaditya VI, according

to the Malghana epigraph of c 1100, was camping on the Blxmarathi, while proceeding

against this Bhoja—Ecte.
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feudatory Bijjaja II against his overlord Taila III and rendered great help to

the former in usurping the Calukya kingdom. Thus placed in an advantageous

position, he made an attempt to assert his independence. Consequently,

he had to face the attack of Bijjala who invaded the Silahara region to

punish him. In the battle that followed, the Silahara general Boppana fought

valiantly on his master’s behalf and Bijjala was defeated. Vijayaditya is also

said to have assisted Visnucitta Vijayaditya of the Kadamba family of Goa
against Kalacuri Ahavamalla.

Vijayaditya’s son Bhoja II (c. 1175-1212) was the greatest ruler who
finally succeeded in effectively fulfilling the cherished ambition of his father.

The political situation was in his favour. The Calukya empire was on its

way to collapse and the successors of the Kalacuri usurper Bijjala II were

losing their ground. At this juncture the 6ilahara ruler proclaimed his

independence and assumed the imperial titles rajadhiraja, parame^vara,

paramabhattaraka and pa^imacakravarti. He was also called wa Bhoja.

But this glory was shortlived. The intrepid Seuna ruler of Devagiri, Sihghana

II, came upon Bhoja in the course of his sweeping conquests. Bhoja was
ignominously defeated and fled from his capital. The fort of Pannala was
destroyed and Khidrapura was occupied by the Seuna. Bhoja appears to

have died soon after. With him ended the rule of this family.

The rulers of the Kolhapur house also called themselves Tagarapura-

varadhTsvara and bore the royal insignia of the Garuda. Their tutelary deity

was the goddess MahalaksmT of Kolhapur.

SILAHARA CONTRIBUTIONS

It is worth noting the administrative and cultural features of the Silahara

rule in general. The affinity of the Silaharas with the Kannada country has

been pointed out above. It may be further noted that the names or epithets

of the male and female members of the royal families (such as Sariaphulla,

Aiyapa; Vappuvatpa, Lattiyawa, Goggi, Vajjada, Mummuri, Jatiga, Gorlka,

Ballaja and Gandaraditya) are influenced by Kannada traditions. The names

of even the ministers of the northern Silaharas (like Vintapaiyya, Nagariaiyya,

Jogajaiyya and Vakkadaiyya) indicate their Kannada affiliation. The members

of the town committees bore names like Cellapayya and Govanayya pointing

to their Kannada kinship.

The $il§haras enjoyed internal autonomy and governed their territories

efficiently. They set up the administration on sound lines and established

peace and security in their dominions. Works of public utility were executed.

They encouraged trade and commerce and patronised religion, learning and

art.

In general, the Silaharas were followers of the brahmanical pathepn. The

north Konkan family was Saivite. The famous Ambamatha temple is their

creation. They also revered god Somanatha of Prabhasa. The members of

the Kolhapur family worshipped the goddess Ambabai whose temple was

situated in their capital. Whatever their personal or family leanings, all the
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Silahara rulers maintained a liberal outlook in religious matters and made

no distinction between the Saivas, Vaisnavas, Buddhists or Jainas. A typical

example is that of Gandaraditya who had temples created for Buddha, Jina

and Sahkara. Kanheri was a Buddhist centre. Jainism thrived under the

patronage of the chiefs of Kolhapur. Besides Buddha and Jina, the deities

prominently worshipped in the 6ilahara kingdoms were Siva, Surya and

Ambabai. Temples were erected for these deities, which were supported

by royal benefactions. These religious institutions contributed to the educational

activities too. To them were attached monasteries, sattras (feeding houses),

and schools where knowledge was imparted. Reference is made to the

provision of a school and a sattra in the temple of Awe^vara in the

Kharepatan inscription of Rattaraja. Similar facilities existed in other institutions

as well.^®

THE AKKALAKOT BRANCH OF SiLAHARAS

An inscription at Akkalakot^ discloses the existence of a feudatory family

of Silahara chiefs who were ruling in the area of Akkalakot in Sholapur

district of Maharashtra in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The epigraph

is dated 1114 in the reign of Vikramaditya VI of the Cajukya family of

Kalyana. The Silahara chief who was ruling as a subordinate on the above

date was mahamandale^vara Indarasa. The record gives a genealogical

account of fifteen ancestors of Indarasa starting with Pittama I. By calculating

according to the accepted span of generations this chief might be placed

about the middle of the eighth century. These members proclaimed their

affinity with the JTmutavahana lineage and bore the characteristic epithet

TagarapuravaradhTivara. Their tutelary deity was Camundika. Pittama I is

said to have ruled the country between KrsnadrT and K§lahjara. The latter

is identified with Kalihjara in Bundelkhand. But Krsn§dn (or Asitadri) eludes

identification. However, this statement itself is an exaggeration. Inda III was
the manneya (chief) of Ahku!age-r7adt/ in Anandur-300. This nadu appears

to have been the original region around Akkalakot, known originally as

Ahkulage. This chief is also described as VijayapuravaradhTiivara, ie, the

lord of present day Bijapur. Besides him, his sons and grandson and his

brother and the latter’s sons figure as donors of a gift to god Kandarpe§vara

of Dayithana. Besides Inda or Indarasa, the names occurring frequently in

this family are KavilSsa, Dhanasahgraha and Daka. This 6il§hara family unit

is noteworthy on account of its antiquity and well preserved genealogical

traditions. The genealogy is given at the end of this chapter.

The records of this family and the other families noted below are all in

Kannada.

25. P. 6. Desai had drawn the above account of three Sildhdra families mainly from A.S.

Altekar’s article entitled "The SiiahSras of Western India", 1C. II, iii. To this, numerous notes

have been added in the light of Mirashi's collections of the inscriptions of the dynasty in Oil,

VI, 1977 —Eds.
26. El. XXVII, 1947-48. pp 65 f.
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BIJAPUR BRANCHES

Some early members of the Akkalkot family of Silahara stock appear to

have migrated to the neighbouring territories of Bijapur and Gulbarga districts

in Karnataka and established their family units in several regions. These

families can be distinguished from one another on account of their regional

and other individual features.

One such family ruled between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries in

Sindagi taluk of Bijapur district. Their headquarter was Ejamela or modern
Almel. They called themselves the lords of Tagaranagara. Uttare^vara of

Ejamela was their favourite god and they adored their tutelary deity KatyayanT.

A record of Cajukya Somesvara I dated 1044 mentions mahasamanta

Nayiga as ruling from Ejamela. From available evidence, one can surmise

that he had two sons—Sirigarasa I and Udayaditya, Sihgarasa II being the

latter’s son. All these three were subordinates of Vikramaditya VI. Sihgarasa

I had a wife named Bacala. He died around 1133 when a grant was made
as Parok^-vinaya in his memory by his son Sovarasa, who was a feudatory

of Jagadekamalla II. This Sovarasa appears to have had a son Sihgidevarsasa.

Other chiefs bearing similar epithets and in all probability belonging to this

family are Goriarasa, governing Tardavadi-nadu as a feudatory of Seuna

Bhillama II in 1192, and Bommidevarasa (1208-09). But their mutual

relationship is not known.

The founder of another Silahara family was Kanciga, who is known from

an epigraph at Salotgi.^^ He hailed from Kopanapura or modern Koppaj in

Raichur district. With reference to this earlier seat, the later members of

this family called themselves Kopanapuravaradtifi^vara. Their tutelary deity

was also Katyayani. The names that occur frequently in this family are Inda,

Dhanasartgraha and Daka. This family ruled approximately during the same
period as that of the Almel branch.

An offshoot family of Akkalkot stock had settled in Inda taluka of Bijapur

district as disclosed by the inscriptions of the eleventh and the twelfth

centuries. Kavilasa, Dhanasartgraha, Govana and Cavunda are some of the

members that belonged to this unit.^®

SILAHARAS of TERDAL AND HIRE BASOR

Three generations of petty chiefs of Silahara lineage, apparently not related

to other known branches, are noticed in an inscription at Terdaj in Bijapur

district. Jainas by persuasion, they worshipped PadmavatT and had a bunch

of peacock feathers (mayurapnxhelj as their ensign.

27. Ibid, p 69.

28. The ^Shares of Kheda (AgatWied) in Indi taluk of Bijapur district seem to be very

much related to those of Akkalakot. But in the geneaiogies of both the families there are

some discrepancies. This branch is surmised to have continued from Pittama II (Marujavitta

II) as shovim in the genealogy bebw.

The Hire Bevimur epigraph of 1124 refers to Dakarasa as a subordinate of Vikramaditya
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B^vura-140 was a division situated within the ^navasi-12000 province

and comprised as many villages in Haveri taluka of Dharwar district. Here

ruled a family of chiefs said to belong to the lineage of Jimutavahana and

of Khacara-vam^ and are described as devotees of goddess Padmavatf.

The earliest member of this family was probably Kaliyamarasa, a feudatory

of Calukya Jayasirnha II (1034) and Some^vara I (1045). Rajadityarasa, who
held the office in 1051, was a son of Nelliyarasa (Nelliga), the younger

brother of Kaliyamarasa, Rajaditya's wife was PampadevT and son

Kaliyamarasa II who had married LacchaladevT. The next known member
of this family was Joyimarasa (c. 1080) followed by Kaliyammarasa III (1121),.

the relationship between whom is not known. These chiefs also served

Kalacuri Bijjala and Seuna Sihghana II in 1160 and 1200 respectively.

VI, and this chief seems to belong to an offshoot of the Kheda family. These may be referred

to as the Silaharas of Tarddavadi.

Piriya Govanarasa of Tarddavadi

IDakarasa I

Kiriya Govanarasa

Indafasa

Ahumabalarasa

Dakarasa II

The Salotgi inscription refers to Silahara Banda-bhupSla, a mahSmandale^vara, as a chief
under Mayideva, a minister {ySdava-mantrij of S^una Bhillama. He was in charge of the
administration of Pauthage He belonged to the family of Dhanasahgraha, a resident of

Vijayapura and chief of Tarddavaadi-w^ya. The epigraph says that he was administering
Pauthage. The Hire Bevimur epigraph refers to Banda-bhupala as ruling from his capital at
Bevimuru. His genealogy would be thus.

Dhanasangraha

(in his

I

family)

Cavunda-nipa m. STvaladevT

Bandarasa i
Govana m.

[

KamalSdevT

Cavunda II Banda-bhupala (Bandarasa)
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Kama mPadmadevT

1

MalHdeva
1

Kaliyamarasa
1 1

Nelliyammarasa Marana

(Kaliga) (Nelliga)

(1034, 1045) (1048)

Rajadityarasa (1051) m Pampadevi

Kaliyammarasa (1075) m LaccaladevT

Joyimardsa

iKaliyammarasa (1121 )

Hemmadiyarasa

I

Simhar^a

Kaliyamrjiarasa IV (1134)

Macideva m Pampadevi (1160)

Kaliyamarasa V (1167)

LaccaladevT

6ILAHARAS IN ANDHRA
Yet another family of 6ilaharas who ruled in Kumool district of Andhra

Pradesh during the eleventh century is revealed through the inscriptions of

this area. Three members of this branch, Bikkarasa, his son Satyaiasa and another

Rajaditya were governing the area as mahamandaleivaras under Som^ara II

and Vikramaditya VI of the Western CJalukya dyna^. These chiefs bore the charac-

teristic epithets Tagarapuravare^ra, pratyak^-Jfmuta-kula-sarhbhava and

Max^&f-vam-prasadodite (prosperous through ^ grace of goddess Gai^giO
*

II. KADAMBA FAMILIES
The rise of the imperial Cajukyas of Badami in the seventh century proved

disastrous to the power of the early Kadamba ruler of Banavasi, who were

vanquished and deprived of their territory. The Kadamba families, however,

though scattered, never became extinct. During the next four centuries or

so, their members survived in many parts as petty local chieftains without

distinction. Around the end of the tenth century, these chiefs once more

gained prominence as well-knit family units, holding sway as feudatories of

imperial dynasties. A connected account of two such later Kadamba families

is given below.

THE KADAMBAS OF HANGAL

The family is so named by virtue of their principal seat of government

29. a XXVII, 1947-48. p 70.

H-19
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at Panurhgal or modem Hangal in DhanAiar district (Karnataka). This town

was also called Panthipura. Its members traced their lineage from

Mayuravarman, the first ancestor of the early Kadamba dynasty. But an

attempt was made to present it in a mythological fashion. This chief

possessing three eyes and four arms, according to the legend, was bom
of the god 6iva and the earth. It is further stated that he hailed from the

Himalayan region, performed eighteen horse-sacrifices and brought from

Ahicchatra (Ramnagar in Uttar Pradesh) twelve thousand brahmans of

thirty-two gotras, v\/ho settled in the agra^ara of Sthanakundur which is

modem Tajagund. These chiefs owned the hereditary title

BanavasipuravaradhJivara (lords of Banavasi, the best of towns). They had

the lion crest and the banner of Hanumana and were heralded by the

musical instrument called Permatti. Their family god was Madhuke^vara

(6iva) of Jayanffpura (Banavasi).

Catta, the founder of the Hangal family, rose to power in the reign of

Taija II of the Later Cajukya dynasty of Kalyaria. Subsequently, he valiantly

participated in the wars of the latter’s grandson Jayasirnha II against his

enemies and earned the distinction of “protector of the capital”. Catta’s

son was Jayasirnha. The view that this prince was the husband of Akkadevi,

sister of Cajukya Jayasirnha II, is not supported by facts. Jayasirnha had

five sons, of whom Taija I was the second. He was succeeded by KTrtivarman

I. This prince had an eventful, though unsuccessful career. He started as

the governor of Banavasi in 1068. In the fratricidal contest for the Cajukya

throne between SomeSvara II and Vikramaditya VI he sided with the latter,

thus incurring the wrath of the former, his overlord. He lost his office and

position and did not recover them even in the reign of Somesvara ll’s

successor. Banavasi province had been the centre of revolt then, and
neither Somesvara nor Vikramaditya VI believed in the loyalty of the

Kadambas. Hence Bhuvanaikamalla Vfra Nojamba was kept in charge of

the administration of Banavasi and Hangal provinces around 1076. In 1075

we find Mahamandale^vara Udayaditya of the Gariga family ruling over the

provinces of Banavasi-12000 and Santalfga-1000. Even in later years,

other (such as generals Baladevayya and Tambarasa) were in charge of

these. This made KTrtivarma try and assert his position by revolting. But

Jayake^i, the Kadamba chief of Goa, defeated and subdued him. On the

other hand, KTrtivarma's junior uncle, Santivarma, gained the confidence of

Vikramaditya VI and was placed in charge of the provinces after about 1 087.

Santivarman’s son Taija III had a long rule of about forty years from c.

1090. During this period CSjukya power reached its zenith and Taija also

raised his family to a high status by his valour and loyalty. Besides BanavSsi

and Hangal, his sway extended over distant tracts iike Bejvaia. But he had

to struggie hard to safeguard his kingdom from encroachments and also

to preserve the solidarity of the CSjukya empire which was threatened by

turbulent feudatories iike Hoy^ja Visnuvardhana and Kadamba Jayake^i li

of Goa, who tried to undermine its strength by disruptive activities.
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Taija ill had three sons, MayOravarman, Mallikariuna and Taija IV, who
ruled after him for brief periods. MayOravarman ruled for two years. In a
record of 1131 we find him governing the Halasige-12000 territory which

was being ruled by the Kadambas of Goa. The reason is not known. During

the regime of Mallikarjuna, the Hoy^ajas attacked Hangal around 1135. But

in 1137-38 when Cajukya SomeSvara III was ruling, this chief attacked the

fort of Lokkigundi, present day Lakkundi, perhaps to retaliate against the

Hoy^aja Visnuvardhana.

Of the three sons of Taija IV, Mavuli Taija V, KTrtivarman II and Kamadeva,
the last named had a long reign (c. 1180-1217). Kamadeva’s son Mallideva

was the last chief. This period was full of strife and conflict among the

Kalacuris, the Hoy^ajas and the Seunas who were aspiring for supremacy

in the wake of the decline of the Cajukyas. As a result of repeated inroads

and encroachments into their territory by the Seunas from the north and

the HoySajas from the south, the Kadambas lost their ground and finally

disappeared. The areas under the rule of this family often fluctuated but,

generally speaking they extended over portions of Dharwar, north Kanara

and Shimoga districts of present Karnataka state.

THE KADAMBAS OF GOA

The mythological account of this house differs in certain respects from

that of the Hangal branch. This family is said to have originated from

Jayanta or Trilocana Kadamba, of three eyes and four arms, who sprang

from a drop of sweat of 6iva, falling at the roots of a Kadamba tree. They

had the hereditary title “lords of Banavasi, the best of towns”, the lion

crest, the banner of Hanuman, and the resounding musical instrument

Permatti. The early rulers of the family, mentioned in their records, are

historical personages.

After the overthrow of the Silaharas of southern Konkan, their territory,

including the capital town of Goa, passed under the rule of this family.

This capital was called Gopaka or Gove. Their enlarged dominions included

the provinces of Palasige or Halasige (modem Halsi) and Konkan, comprising

the areas of Dharwar, Belgaum, north Kanara, Goa and Sawantvadi. When
their kingdom expanded for some time by encroachment upon the

neighbouring territories of the Bilaharas and the Kadambas of Hangal, it

embraced the areas of KavadidvTpa (southern Konkan), Hayve and Banavasi.

It is interesting to note that the epigraphs of this family cite the dates in

the Kali era, which are sometimes coupled with the Baka era and the

regnal years. Another peculiarity of the family is that the ruling king generally

shared his authority to govern with his younger brother and heir-apparent,

who became the next ruler. These chiefs also bore the title

BeuiavSsIpufsnairSdhliSvara. The Hon was the royal insignia and the monkey

god the emblem on their banner. Many of these chiefs use the epithet

tyiga-jaga'jha^pa-jharhpacl8c§r^, the meaning of which is not clear.

Ba?tha I was the first member of the family. Sastha I’s son Guhaladeva.
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is said to have killed a tiger with his fists enabling him to be called

vyaghramari. One of the records, states that this chief was involved in a

naval accident while he was on a pilgrimage to Somanatha in Saurashtra

from Candrapura, his capital, when the mast of his ship broke and he was
forced to stay at Goa, the nearest port. There he received considerable

help from Madhumada (Muhammada), an Arab merchant. GOhala I was
succeeded by Sastha II or Catta, in whose time the family rose to prominence.

He served successively under the Cajukya suzerains, Jayasirnha II, Sdme^vara

I and Sdmesvara II. He annexed the territories of the Silaharas of southern

Koi^kan to his kingdom and married a daughter of the northern Silahara

king Mummuni. Guhala II, the elder son of Sastha II having predeceased,

the latter’s younger son Jayake^i I succeeded to the throne after his father.

The reign of Sastha II lasted approximately from 1008 to 1072.

By his valour and diplomacy Jayake^i I raised the status of the family.

He gave his daughter in marriage to the Cajukya prince Vikramaditya VI

and rendered valuable assistance in his battle against his elder brother

S6me6vara II. Finally, he succeeded in securing the Cajukya throne for his

son-in-law. The early capital of the Kadambas was Candrapura of Chandor.

Jayake^i i established Goa as the capital of his kingdom, which rapidly

developed as a sea port and trading centre. He maintained a strong naval

force and took for his counsellor a Mohammadan officer of Arab extraction,

named Chadama, who served him faithfully. Jayakesi’s other daughter was
married to Karna, the Caulukya king of Gujarat. Jayakesi’s independent rule

lasted approximately from 1072 to 1078. He served two masters—Sdmesvara

I and Vikramaditya VI. He is described as prajya-samrajya-vardhaka which

might suggest that he helped Some^vara I in his battles against the Cojas.

He offered shelter to Vikramaditya in Banavasi and, by giving his daughter

in marriage to the Cajukya prince, cemented their relationship. Thereafter,

he accompanied his son-in-law in his expeditions against the Ajupas, the

Paridyas and the Cojas. Later, by helping him secure the Cajukya throne

he claimed to have established the Cajukya on the throne. Anilapura (Ajnavar)

was yet another capital of this chief.

Jayake6i I’s elder son GOhala III or Gopala, who bore the title tribhuvanamalla,

ruled from c. 1078 to c. 1125 as a feudatory of Vikramaditya VI. On
account of the premature demise of Guhala’s younger brother Vijayaditya,

the latter’s son Jayake^i II governed the kingdom jointly with his senior

uncle during the closing years of his reign. Around 1104, Vikaramaditya VI

gave his daughter Maijaiadevi in marriage to JayakeSi II, who also received

the province of Palasige as dowry. The Kanakur epigraph of 1104 states

that the village of Kanakipura, situated in the Kundur-500 division, was
gifted for worship in the temple of Somanath of Saurashtra by Jayak§6i II,

at the time of his marriage after receiving it from the king. This alliance

fanned the ambition of the Kadamba prince. Jayak§6i’s sister Padmaladevi

is known to have married Hgkiballa, son of M§vulideva, who was ruling

the Banav§si-12000 province.
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Jayake^i II ruled independently from c. 1125 to c. 1147, this period

covered the last years of his overlord and father-in-law and the reigns of

his successors, Some^vara III and JagadSkamalla II, and formed a glorious

chapter in the history of the Kadambas. Jayake^i virtually enjoyed a

sovereign’s position and the boundaries of his kingdom reached their farthest

limits. But, as a result of the false step taken by him to defy the imperial

power of the Calukyas, he suffered reverses. Vikramaditya VI sent his

trusted feudatory Acugi II of the Sinda family against recalcitrant Jayake^i

il. This chief, accompanied by his son Permadi II, invaded the Kadamba
territory and captured Goa. Although Jayakesi was reinstated in his kingdom,

his territory was reduced. Jayakesi invaded the kingdom of the 6ilaharas

of northern Konkan and wrested their southern territory from king Aparaditya.

But it is interesting to note that Vijayaditya, the Silahara chief of the Kolhapur

branch, was an ally of Jayakesi II against the Hoy§a|a Visriuvardhana, who
had tried to subdue the Kadamba chief.

Jayakesi II was succeeded by his two sons Sivacitta Permadi and

Visnucitta Vijayaditya, who jointly ruled with mutual harmony for four decades

(c. 1147-87), providing a rare instance of its kind in history. Soon after a

decade of their accession the Kalacuri usurpation of the Cajukya power

took place, followed by a struggle for sovereignty between the Seurras and

the Hoy^alas. Throughout these troubled times the Kadamba princes

protected their kingdom and remained firmly loyal to the Cajukya house,

never diverting their allegiance to the Kalacuri usurpers and ever supporting

the activities of the Cajukya restoration. For instance, Jayakesi III refers to

Somesvara IV as his overlord in an inscription of 1198.^ The attempts

made by the Kalacuris and the Hoy^ajas to seize the Kadamba territory

ended in failure. These brothers (Permadi and Vijayaditya) had an elder

sister, Savitn, who had been given in marriage to Gahgideva, son of

Taija-nrpa, who might be Taija III of the Hangal branch. Permadi’s wife

was KamaladevT, said to be the daughter of Kamadeva and CattaladevT.

This Kamadeva too might be the namesake of the Hangal branch. From

a record at Kulavalli, it is learnt that HarnpadevT, wife of prince {yuvaraja,

kumara) Vijayaditya, was administering some areas from her camp at

Sampagadi. Vijayaditya of this record may be identified with the younger

brother of Permadi.

Parmadi’s nephew Jayakesi III ruled for about forty years (1187 to 1226).

His ancestral kingdom remained intact despite attacks of the enemy. During

the closing decade of his reign, he was associated in his rule by his son

Vajradeva. During this p>eriod Seuna Sihghana II led a mighty invasion

against the Kadambas. He is stat^ to have proceeded on a victorious

campaign towards the south from Devagiri, along the banks of the

Krishna-Venna and camped at Kottambage. He is also known to have

attacked Jayakesi of Konkana-Gove. The Ambe inscription refers to a Ke^i

30. ARASI, 1935-36, pp 99-100.
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who was vanquished by Sihghama. This Ke^i May be the same as Jayake^i

III. Jayakesi Ill’s successor was his younger son Tribhuvanamalla who ruled

for about two decades (c. 1226-46). This king’s son ^tha III was the

last ruler of the dynasty. His reign lasted from approximately 1246 to 1260.

By this time, the Kadamba dominions became a victim of two-fold aggression

of the Seunas and the Hoy^ajas.

THE KADAMBAS OF RAICHUR DISTRICT

A new unit of the Kadamba family ruling farther north in the area of

Raichur district is known from the inscriptions. It is not possible to trace

the direct relationship of this house w|th the known Kadamba chiefs of

other areas. But their epithets like the ’’Lords of Banavasi” and "Ornament

of the Kadamba family” unmistakably point to their kinship. These chiefs

governed the tract of Karadikal-400, roughly comprising the territory of

modem Lingsugur taluk of Raichur district. Karadikal, the headquarters of

the region, is modem Karadkal in the aforesaid taluk. This tract included

the region on the banks of the river Krishna, as indicated by two characteristic

epithets assumed by these chiefs. They are "BhTma on the bank of the

river Krishna” and "Arjuna of Navile” (modem Navali on the Krishna).

The known members of this house are Nagavarma, BOta and Madhavatti.

Nagavarmarasa held a small office of manneya in 1066. A decade later,

as a subordinate of the Cajukya prince Jayasirnha III, he held the village

TarTigoja as manneya samya bearing the title mahamandale^vara. It would

appear the manneya Bacarasa was his father and predecessor. Bhutarasa,

a later member of this family, installed a golden pinnacle on the temple of

Jadeya^ari Karadeva at Navile and consecrated Traipurusadeva on the

banks of the Krishna. These were ruling as feudatories of the Western

Calukya monarchs, SomeSvara I, Vikramaditya VI and S6me§vara III, in the

period from 1066 to 1135. Owing to some calamity, it seems, the rule of

this family was suspended for a few decades. By the time its members
again made their appearance, the Cajukya regime had ended and the

Seuna kings had assumed power. A change is also noticed in the family

tradition of personal names. Bajja III is found ruling the hereditary region

in 1191 and 1215, as a subordinate of Bhillama and Sihghana. This chief’s

father was Kaca II and these names were alternately repeated among the

ancestors of the family.®’

Around RattihaHi in Dharwar district was a small territory known as

Nurumbada, consisting of one hundred villages, comprising two

divisions-^attapaHi-70 and lttaga-30— which was being administered by

another family of the Kadambas. They figure as subordinates of Cajukya

Sdme^vara I and Jagadekamalla II. Ketarasa III of this family had entered

into a matrimonial alliance with the Gutta and Sinda chieftains by marrying

respectively LajiyidevT and Doraladevt belonging respectively to those two
families.

31. HAS, XVIII, Introduction, pp 18-19.
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THE SINDAS

Sinda appears to be the original name of a stock which was subsequently

divided into several branch families who ruled as regional potentates in

many parts of south India. The term Sinda may be connected with the

Sanskrit expression sindhu meaning river. As narrated in their mythological

accounts, this river may be the Sindhu or the Indus. But there can be no

positive confirmation of this point because, conventionally, many other ruling

families in the south claimed to have come from the north.

All the Sinda families trace their lineage from Naga. mentioned under

various synonyms, indicating that they belonged to the race of the Nagas,

the aboriginal inhabitants who mixed and contracted blood relationships

with the later immigrants. Some of the well-known southern dynasties such

as the Satavahanas and the Kadambas had Naga blood in their veins.

Nagarakhanda, an ancient territorial unit in the Banavasi province, appears

to have been one of the early settlements of the Nagas in Karnataka and

this is a Kannada expression. The verbal similitude between Sinda and the

later Maratha family name Shinde has given rise to an incorrect view that

the Sindas were a Maratha family. But their domicile, the tracts over which

they ruled, personal names, dynastic traditions, family affiliations, cultural

affinity and linguistic ties, all establish their identity with Karnataka.

As hinted above, the ancient Banavasi province or modem Shimoga

district appears to be the region where the Sindas, virtually identical with

the Nagas, had first domiciled at a fairly early period. This surmise receives

support from a statement in the Bhairanamatti epigraph, disclosing the

matrimonial alliance of the first ancestor of the Sinda faimily with a Kadamba
princess: for it is known from the Talagunda inscription that the early

Kadambas also hailed from a contiguous area in this district, which must

have contriDuted to this relationship.

From this southern home, the members of this family might have migrated

towards the north and attained political importance by setting up their family

units which thrived in the districts of Bellary, Dharwar, Bijapur, and Raichur

and in some parts of Madhya Pradesh. The region where the Sindas settled

was generally known as Sindavadi. Chronological and regional restrictions

preclude us from dealing with all these Sinda families here. We, therefore,

confine ourselves to one or two important ones. Before doing so we shall

mention the other Sinda families, which include the Sindas of Belagutti

(Shimoga and DhanA/ar districts), the Sindas of Kurugodu (Bellary district),

the Sindas of Tidagurxli charter (Bijapur district) and the Sindas of Cakrakota

(Chhattisgarh).

THE SINDAS OF BAGADAGE

We obtain glimpses of this family from the Bhairanamatti inscription

mentioned above. Its founder Nidudofa or long-armed Sinda, according to

the legend, was bom of Dharaiiendra, the serpent king of the lower regions,

at Ahicchatra. This Sinda married a Kadamba princess and ruled the territory
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around Bagadage, modem Bagalkot in Bijapur district. The descendants of

his family claimed their lineage in the Naga race and assumed the title

"supreme lord of the town of BhogavatT”, this being the sub-terranean

capital of the mythological Naga king Vasuki. They had the figure of the

hooded serpent on their banner and the tiger as the crest.

The first historical chief introduced by the record is Pulikala, son of

Kammayyarasa. He was serving as a feudatory of the Western Cajukya

king Taija II in 990-91. The former’s son mahasamanta Nagaditya was a

subordinate chief under king Jayasirnha II of the same family in 1033-34.

According to the Bhairanmath epigraph, Nagaditya was the son of Pulikala

and Revakabbe while Nagaditya had a son Polasinda bom to PoleyabbarasT.

Polasinda and BijjaladevTs son was Sevyarasa, who was a subordinate of

Cajukya S6me§vara II (1068-76) and is described as mahamandale^vara.

The account of these chiefs stops here and we do not know precisely

what happened to this family later. But it seems the line continued and its

members soon emerged as the founders of another principality, wider in

extent, with a different seat of government. This new family is known as

the Sindas of Erambarage or Yelabarga.

THE SINDAS OF YELABARGA

The epigraphicai records of this family dramatically commence with seven

Sinda chiefs who were brothers, viz. Acugi, Naka, Singa I, Dasa, Dama,

Cavunda I and Cava, who lived around the middle of the eleventh century.

No details of their ancestry, not even their father’s name, is disclosed. But

it becomes clear from their regional contiguity and chronological position,

as well as references in their records to the Naga lineage and other

characteristics, that they were near kinsmen of the Sindas of Bagadage.

It is not known when and under what circumstances these brothers seceded

from their ancestral home and set up a new house. Probably they were
sons of Nagaditya. On account of some differences in the affairs of the

family they migrated to the neighbouring tract to seek their fortune. A record

from R^ole Kheni speaks of four families, including that of Renjeru. The
Yelbarga family does not figure as one such therein. None of the records

of these later Sindas refer to Nagaditya and all of them mention Acugi as

the first member (c. 1050). Acugi carved out a small principality called

Kisukadu-70, around modem Pattadakal in Badami taluk of Bijapur district.

Next to him was Cavurida who distinguished himself by participating in the

war and peace efforts of his eldest brother.

Acugi I was succeeded by his son Barma, who, in turn, having no son,

was succeeded by his junior uncle, Singa I. The latter was ruling over the

hereditary fief of Kisukadu-70 as a mahamands^vara under Cajukya

SbmSSvara II in 1076.

Sirtga’s son Acugi II was the most distinguished ruler. He was a feudatory

under the renowned CSjukya emperor Vikram§ditya VI. By his abilities of

supreme valour, diplomacy, unswerving loyalty and resourcefulness he
enjoyed the full confidence. of his suzerain. In the later part of the emperor’s
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reign, the empire was threatened by forces of disruption, let loose by a

conspiracy of his feudatories. These were Jayake^i II of the Kadamba family

of Goa, Hoy^aja Visnuvardhana, Bhoja I of the Gil§hara family of Karad

and the Pandya king of Uccahgi. At the command of the emperor, Acugi

marched against them, broke their confederacy and successively vanquished

them in a series of battles. In the course of this expedition he proceeded

as far as Goa. Thus, he saved the Cajukya empire from a grave calamity.

Acugi was honoured and duly rewarded for his meritorious services. He
enjoyed the titles Tribhuvanamalla kesan {Won of Tribhuvanamalla, the Cajukya

king) and malavara-mari (destroyer of the hill tribes). His hereditary principality

was expanded by additions of new tracts. Acugi’s kingdom now included,

besides the original Kisukadu-70, the districts of Ke|avadi-300 (the tract

around modern Kejodi in Badami taluk), Bagadage-70 (the area around

Bagalkot) and Nareyahgal-1 2 (a group of twelve villages around modem
Naregal in Ron taluk). This territory was collectively called Sindavadi.

Subsequently, the sway of this family extended to a few more adjoining

tracts. The capital of the kingdom was Erambarage (modem Yelbargi in

Raichur district). Acugi was a good administrator and governed his kingdom

efficiently. His rule extended approximately from 1100 to 1124.

Acugi II was succeeded by his two sons, Permadi I and Cavunda II, of

MahadevT and CandaladevT respectively. These sons ruled consecutively.

They were capable governors and staunch supporters of the Cajukya regime.

Permadi subdued the pride of Hoysaja Visnuvardhana and Kadamba Jayake^i

II, who had again become aggressive. He repulsed the invasion of the

Hoysaja king and retaliated by pursuing him as far as his capital and

capturing Belur, Permadi ruled approximately from 1124 to 1147. Cavunda

II was an equally capable ruler. In his time the sovereignty of the Cajukyas

was waning and their feudatory Bijjala II -of the Katacuri dynasty usurped

the Cajukya throne by treacherous means. But Cavunda (the step-brother

of Permadi) in spite of his wife SiriyadevT being the daughter of the Kalacuri

usurper, stood firm and loyal to the Cajukya house. Cavunda remained

loyal to Cajukya Taija III even in 1163 when the latter had virutally lost his

throne to Elijjala. Naturally Bijjala appears to have overlooked Cavunda, and

an epigraph at Arasibidi of 1 167 refers to a Sinda Hollarasa, son of Bittarasa

making a gift, suggesting that Cavunda had lost power for some time. But

he was reinstated, as the Hiremannur record of 1169 would indicate. Bijjaja

could not subdue him with his military might. Cavurida's reign may be

placed approximately between 1147 and 1170.

Cavunda had four sons, Permadi II and Acugi III by his senior queen

DemaladevT, and Bijjala and Vikrama, by SiriyadevT. We know of LaksmidevT

too—another queen of Cavutida. After Cavurida’s death, Bijjala and Vikrama

jointly assumed power under the regency of their mother, with the support

of the Kalacuri princes. .They acknowledged the supremacy of the Kalacuris

for some time in the reign of Bijjaia ll’s son Sankama (1179-80). Subsequently,

after a brief period of independence (c. 1180-87) they were again subdued

by Cajukya Some^vara IV who regained the Cajukya throne.
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When Bijjala died in around 1187, his younger brother Vikrama continued

to rule with sole authority. But he had to share the southern part of his

kingdom with his half-brother Acugi III. who now asserted his right to rule

over his ancestral kingdom with the support of SbmeSvara IV. In the

meanwhile, Hoysaja VTra Bal.laja II invaded the northern provinces and

overran the Sinda dominions. Acugi III and his territory succumbed to his

onslaught (about 1196). Vikrama, however, survived the Hoy^ja occupation

of his dominions at the same time. This was followed by the Seuria

aggression under Sihghana II. Vikrama accepted the suzerainty of the Seurias

and ruled as their vassal until 1220. After him the Sinda territory was
annexed to the Seuna empire.

THESINDASOFRENJERU

In Attala-nadu, covering portions of Bidar district, ruled the Sindas of

Renjeru, belonging to a collateral branch. Hajja of this family figures as a

subordinate of Calukya Vikramaditya VI from c. 1090 to 1115. Adyarasa,

of the same family was a subordinate of Seutia Sirighana. But, in the later

years, they seem to have changed their allegiance to the KakatTyas of

Warangal. Hiriya Bhairava seems to have defeated the Seunas and made
the kingdom safe for KakatTya Rudrama (devl). This region awaits intensive

survey for want of more information. We can, however, present the following

genealogy on the basis of the available data;

Allama

I

Baddega

Gorma Gonka

I

H^a (1090-1115)

1

Vira PermadT

I

Bhairava

I

Hemma (Permadi II)

Bacideva

1

Barmadeva (1169)

.
I

Adyarasa (1208) (son ?)

I

Nurmadiganda Bhairava (son ?)

I

Duggarasa (son ?)

I

Gonkarasa

Hiraya Bhairavadeva
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RATJAS OF SAUNDATTI

This feudatory family ruled in the region of Belgaum district between the

tenth and the thirteenth centuries. Sugandhavarti, modem Saundatti, was

the principal headquarters of the family for a considerable period.

Subsequently, Venugrama, modem Belgaum, also attained prominence as

the second capital under their rule. The name Ratta, apparently derived

from rastra, seems to be an abbreviation of the official designation RastrakOta,

borne by a number of ruling families, including the imperial Rastrakutas of

Malkhed.

The Rattas, like the Rastrakutas, were indigenous to Karnataka. Their

significant title Lsttalur-puravaradhT^ra (lords of the foremost town of

Lattalur) is reminiscent of their early home-town Lattalur, which is modem
Latur in Osmanabad district of Maharashtra. The origin of Lattalur, as now
accepted by scholars, is Rattana Ur, a Kannada expression, connoting the

domicile or foundation of the place by a person named Ratta. This territory

originally formed a part of Karnataka as supported by the inscriptions in

that area. The speculations connecting the Rattas or Rastrakutas with the

Rathods of Rajaputana or Reddis of Andhra are baseless. In a late

epigraphical record of this family, its origin is traced to RastrakOta Krsna III.

The .real founder of this family was KartavTrya I, son of Nanna. Nothing

is known about Nanna’s career and achievements and he appears to have

been a (Detty local chief without distinction. KartavTrya rose to prominence

as a mahasamanta or feudatory chief by assisting Taija II, who re-established

the supremacy of the Cajukyas and became the founder of the later Cajukya

dynasty of Kalyana. He procured authority over the entire province of

Kundi-3000 carved out by him. This became the hereditary domain of the

family. It included the greater part of modem Belgaum district and some
neighbouring tracts. The present towns of Raybag, Terdal, Bhoj, Nipparri

and Satikesvara were included in their territory.

At this time the area around the town of Saundatti was under the rule

of a house of petty chiefs who belonged to the Baisa or Vaisya corrimunity.

Merada was an early member of this family. His son PrithvTrama, who was

a lay disciple of the Jaina teacher IndrakTrti of the Kareya sect of Mailapa

TFrtha, served as a mahasamanta or feudatory of RastrakOta Krena III

(949-67). PrithvTrama was followed by his son Pittuga whose successor

was Santivarma. This chief was a contemporary of KartavTrya I and a

subordinate of the Cajukya king Taija II. Overshadowed by Ratta KartavTrya

I, Santivarma appears to have receded into the background, surrendering

his ancestral fief of Saundatti to the former. Santivarma figures in an

inscription of 980. No information is available about him or his family

subsequently.

Thus, the history of the Rattas actually begins with the family of KartavTrya
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I. These rulers were heralded In public by the sounds of the musical

instrument called Trivaji. They had the elephant-crest {sindhumlaflchana)

and carried the banner of a golden eagle (suvama-garud^. This figure, as

in the case of the imperial Rastrakutas, is represented on the seal of the

copper plate charters of this family. The reign of KartavTrya I might have

extended from approximately 976 to 1000.

Passing over the uneventful reigns of Dayima or Davari and Kanna or

Kannakaira I, sons of KartavTrya I, we come to Eraga or Ereya, the eldest

son of Kannakaira I. This chief was bold and enterprising and made his

mark by participating in the wars of his overlord, the Cajukya king Jayasirnha

II, against his internal enemies, the recalcitrant feudatories and the external

foe, Coja Rajadhiraja, who invaded the Cajukya territory. As a prize of this

commendable service, he made some territorial gains and was permitted

to assume the titles Sihgana garuda (eagle of king Jayasirnha) and

Ratta-Narayana (distinguished like Vistiu among the Rattas). We may
provisionally assign him a reign of twenty years, from c. 1025 to 1045.

Eraga was succeeded by his younger brother Atika (c. 1045-65), and
Alika by the former’s son Sena I. Sena’s rule appears to have been a

short one (c. 1065-70). After him his illustrious sons Kaririakaira II and

KartavTrya II jointly assumed authority over the kingdom and raised it to a

status of dignity.

Kannakaira II was brave and active and loyal to his overlord Cajukya

Vikramaditya VI. He participated in his campaigns and helped him to maintain

peace in the empire. As a reward for the faithful service rendered by him,

he was elevated to the position of mahamandale^vara by the emperor. He
appears to have ruled roughly from 1070 to 1090. After his death, KartavTrya

II became the sole ruler of the Kundi province and remained in that position

till his end in c. 1095.

KartavTrya H’s son and successor Sena II was a capable ruler, loyal to

his Cajukya suzerain Vikramaditya VI. He played a signal role in conjunction

with Sinda Acugi II in quelling the disturbances caused by the rebellious

feudatories of the empire, viz., the Kadambas of Goa, the Hoysajas, the

Pandyas and the Silaharas, and establishing peace and security in the

Cajukya territory. While retaining the authority over his hereditary kingdom,

Sena II rendered service to the crown prince Jayakarria who, aided by the

general Camurida, was governing the adjoining areas of Bijapur and Belgaum

districts as the viceroy. Sena II ruled roughly from 1095 to 1130.

The next ruler, the son and successor of Sena li, was KartavTrya III, also

known as Kattama. He assumed the reins of government around 1130 and

had a long rule of more than half a century till 1188. The first half of this

period was peaceful but the second half witnessed great political changes

on account of the decline of the Cajukya sovereignty, the rise of the Kalacuri
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usurper Bijjala II and the contest for supremacy between the Seunas from

the north and the Hoysalas from the south. Taking advantage of this

confused state, the Ratta prince made a bid to assert his independence.

Though at first he had to acknowledge the paramountcy of the powerful

Kalacuri usurper, he found favourable opportunity to accomplish his design

during the weak regime of the latter’s successors. He set himself as an

independent king and assumed the imperial title Cakmvartl But this success

proved to be temporary. The Calukya king S6me§vara IV sent his army

commander Bhayideva to chastise the insubordinate Ratta. This general

defeated the Ratta ruler and reimposed the Cajukya suzerainty over his

dominion. But the Calukya power soon faded away and the Rattas were

again free to act independently.

KartavTrya Ill’s son Laksmideva I, also called Laksmana and LaksmTdhara,

was now placed in a position of vantage as a result of the set-back to

the Seuna power by the northern conquests of Hoy^aja VTra-BaHaja II. The

Ratta ruler expanded his territory towards the north by usurping the tract

around Venugrama or modem Belgaum, which was formerly held by the

Kadambas of Goa. Further, in order to consolidate his gain, he transferred

his capital to Venugrama, the principal town of the newly acquired region.

The subsequent Ratta princes made this place their permanent seat of

government. It is noteworthy in this context that no paramount ruler is

mentioned in the records of this ruler and his successors. Laksmideva’s

wife Candrika or CandaladevT was the daughter of mahamandaleivara Raja

of Hagaratage district. He claimed Seuna lineage and owned the hereditary

title “lord of Kopana, the best of towns’’, Laksmideva’s reign extended

roughly from 1188 to 1199.

The next prince KartavTrya IV governed his kingdom with ability and

distinction almost like a sovereign. He extended his sphere of influence and

contributed to the prosperity of his subjects. He successfully resisted the

incursions of the Seunas who were now engaged in expanding their southern

boundaries by new conquests. KartavTrya was largely assisted in the

administration of the kingdom in the early years of his reign by his younger

brother Mallikarjuna, holding th6 office of yuvaraja. However, this prince

died a premature death. KartavTrya was fortunate in having efficient ministers

and officials who served him faithfully. His reign ended around 1225.

KartavTrya IV’s son LaksmTdeva II was the last and unfortunate ruler of

the family. By the time he ascended the throne, the Seunas under the

leadership of the mighty sovereign Sihgharia II, were making determined

efforts to conquer the southern region. The Ratta ruler offered stiff opposition

to the invader. But Sihghana’s formidable viceroy BTcana, who had triumphed

over the Kadambas, the Pgndyas and the Hoy^Sjas, succeeded in subjugating

the Rattas and annexing their territory to the ^na dominions. This event

may be placed in c. 1230. An epigraphicai discovery, however, reveais that

one more KartavTrya, who was probably son of LaksmTdeva ll,.survivfed as
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a petty local chief till 1246. The Ratte regime thus extended over two and

a half centuries.

THE GUTTAS OF GUTTAL

Guttavojal, which is a Kannada expression {Gutta-pojal), means the town

of the Gutta rulers. This is the original name of the modem village Guttal

in Haveri taluk of Dharwar district. The chiefs bearing the family name Gutta

ruled from this town during the period of the twelfth and ttiirteenth centuries.

In the heyday of their glory their authority extended, with intervals, over the

southern tracts of Dharwar district and the adjoining areas of Shimoga,

north Kanara and Bellara districts.

The term Gutta is derived from Gupta, a well known dynastic denomination

of north India, and the family took this name obviously on account of their

alleged descent from the imperial Guptas. In the records of the rulers of

this family, a vague attempt is made to connect their lineage with the

famous Gupta monarch Chandra Gupta II Vikramaditya who lived in the

fourth-fifth century. The conventional title UjHayanT-puravaradhT^vara borne

by these chiefs seems to lend further support to the above conception.

But the fact that this claim has to be treated as legendary only is realised

from the total absence of historical details to postulate the connection

between the two houses far removed both from the point of time as well

as region. As in other instances, the hallowed memories of the imperial

Gupta rule appear to have lingered on through centuries in parts of

Karnataka, and the founders of this southern family might have utilised it

to push forth their legendary antiquity. This receives corroboration from the

names of the first two ancestors of this family, viz., Magutta and his son

Gutta. There are clearly Prakritised forms of Mahagupta and Gupta. It is

quite obvious that they are not personal names but simply conventional

honorific epithets because, in the records of the family, these members are

described in indefinite terms and eulogistic style without giving any specific

details of their career.

Mallideva, son of Gutta, known from a single inscription, (1115) is the

first historical ruler of this family. He not only founded the house but also

placed the principality established by him on a firm footing by valiantly

defending it against the onslaughts of the Hoy^ala king Visnuvardhana, who
was intent on pushing forth his northern boundaries. Mallideva, who was
a mahasamanta, owed his allegiance to Cajukya Vikramaditya VI.

Guttavojal was the headquarters of this family, and the tract surrounding

this tovim which comprised their fief was known as Guttavojal-nad. Their

crest was the lion and the sacred fig tree and garuqla their banner. Saivite

in persuasion, they are described as devotees of Mahgkdia of UjiayanT.

Malladeva's son and successor Vikramaditya i (1162) extended the southern

boundary of his chiefdom by annexing a part of the Banavgsi province. During

the reign of the latter’s son Joyideva (1177-82), the family rose in prestige

and power. Joyideva was given the status of mahimands^vara and
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entaisted with the administration of the Banavasi province.

Joyideva’s nephew Vikramaditya II was the greatest ruler of the family.

He ruled for about five decades (1182-1233) and by his ability and diplomacy

considerably extended the boundaries of his kingdom which now included

the Banavasi province. At this time the country was passing through a

political crisis. The supremacy of the Cajukyas of Kalyana was first overthrown

by the rulers of the Kalacuri family. In the wake of this, while the Seunas
of Devagiri succeeded in gaining ascendency over the northern dominions

of the Ca.lukyas, the HoySalas in the south were busy capturing the southern

tracts. The two powers were thus involved in a severe contest, the latter

being crowned with victory in the time of Vfra-BaMaja II. Entrenched in a
position of vantage without directly entering into the arena of fight, this

ruler managed to attain a state of independence for a greater part of his reign.

The successors of Vikramaditya II, however, had to yield and accept the

suzerainty of the Seunas, who, under the leadership of the redoubtable

Sirigharia II (1200-46), overran the southern territory. The subsequent reigns

of Joyideva III, his brother Vikramaditya III and other later members of this

family, who pulled on in a subordinate position, were uneventful. The decline

of the house had begun and its end was precipitated by the recrudescence

of the Seuna-Hoysaja hostilities in the closing decades of the thirteenth century.

THE HAIHAYASOF kARNATAkA

A number of feudatory families who originally belonged to the Haihaya

stock of north India had migrated and settled in the northern areas of

Karnataka in around the ninth century. The appellation Haihaya usually

appears in its colloquial form Ahihaya when applied to them. MShtsrmft-

puravaradhV§vara (supreme lord of the foremost city of Mahismatij, the

significant epithet commonly assumed by these chiefs, betrays their earlier

domicile and dynastic affiliation. MahismatT is identified either with modem
Mahesh or Mandhata, both on the Narmada in Madhya Pradesh. In some
records the epic king KartavTrya is mentioned as the primary epic ancestor

of the family.

A study of the epigraphical records reveals the existence of three branches

of the Haihaya family ruling in the period of the eleventh and the twelfth

centuries. The main branch flourished in the areas of Sedam and Chitapur

taluks of Gulbarga district. One minor branch lived in the region of Yadagiri

and Shorapur taluks of the same district. The following is a brief sketch

of these branches.

Ayyana appears to have been the earliest ancestor and founder of the

family because it is often stated that its members were descendants of

Ayyana. It Is not possible to suggest any precise date for this founder. The

genealogical account of the main branch, however, commences with Loka

I. He was followed in direct succession by the foiiowing members: Eraga

I, Saiva Loka, Kauravaditya, Anega and Anduracanda. The last named had

three sons—Kali Loka, Aica and Bijja I. Of the eight sons of Aica, mention
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may be made of Eraga II, Loka II and Baca. Eraga ll’s son Cottanayca

figures in a record of 1062. His son Mutta-Loka is introduced in an inscription

of 1118. Baca’s son Anega II participated in the wars of the Cajukyas

with the Co.las.

These chiefs were subordinates of the Cajukyas of Kalyana. Some of

them acquired the status of mahamandale&vara. Their fiefdom comprised

the tract of Aral or Aralu-300, whose capital town was Araluru, modem
Alluru in Sedam taluk. Handarki, another town near Alluru, where they built

temples and set up their records, prospered under their patronage. Some
members of this house extended their sway over the neighbouring tract of

Mirintenadu, whose chief town was Mirinte, modem Martur in Chitapur taluk.

An early member of the minor branch was Canda I. His son was Nimba

who had two sons, Canda II and AllahuH. The former’s son Revarasa raised

the status of the family by his ability and exploits. He bore the title

Muvadi-ganda (triple hero). He started his career prior to 1042, in the reign

of Jayasirnha II, the Cajukya king of Kalyana, and continued to serve under

his successor Sbme^vara I. He was a mahamandale^vara, governing the

province of Ededore-2000, the doab area in Raichur district. He participated

in the northern expedition of the Cajukyas against Dhara, the capital of

Malwa. He also played a conspicuous role in the campaigns against the

Bilaharas of northern Konkan and Karad. Kembhavi in Shorapur taluk was
the early domicile of this family.®^

Another branch family of Haihaya stock was stationed in Raichur district

holding as their fief IVIorata-300, named after its chief town Morata, which

is modern Malhat in Manvi taluk. Ghattideva (1148-90), a feudatory of

Cajukya Jagadekamalla, was an early ancestor. His successors were Hulla

and Mallideva (1196). The latter had four sons, viz, Allahuji, Hallega, Bayirugi

and Mallideva II.”

THE BANAS OF KHANDAVAMANDALA

Information about a collateral family of the rulers of Bana extraction, who
flourished in the twelfth century, is furnished by epigraphical records found

at Tengaji, Kajagi and other villages in Gulbarga district of Karnataka. In

the legendary account of the family which claimed to belong to the solar

race, their origin is traced from Brahma down to Hiratiyakasipu, whose
successors were Prahlada, Wocana, Bali and Bana or Banasura. God Visnu

served Bat;iasura at his door and god Biva, residing near his capital, escorted

him in his expeditions. Banasura worshipped thirty-six crore warriors. Thus,

these chiefs descended in the lineage of the epic warrior Bana.

Coming to the historical part of the narrative, the founders of the family

were the two brothers, Candarasa and Bandarasa. They are stated to have

acquired the rulership of Kh§n(;lavamanclala by destroying the enemies. This

32. m pp 16-17.

33. AfflE, 1960-1, Introduction, p 30.
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mandala or tract consisted of one hundred villages in the district of

Mannedadi-1000, whose headquarters was Kaluge, modem Kalagi in

Chitapur taluk.

These potentates were subordinates of the Calukyas of Kalyana. An
inscription of 1 1 06 describes Bibbarasa, an early member of the family, as

a great devotee of 3iva. He installed one thousand Sivalihgas with Nandis

and constructed a temple to the god at Jivanikapura, modem Jfvangi, in

the same taluk. The following four generations of these chiefs are known
from epigraphs; Gohka I, Udayaditya Kalarasa, Gonka II and Mallideva.

Gohka II was a subordinate of Kalacuri Sovideva.^ It is interesting to note

the association of the epithet Dumukha-ksitipala-latxiha-varaprasada (who

had obtained the gracious boon of king Durmukha) with the members of

this family.

HEBBANA FAMILY

A few members of the Hebbana (great Bana) family, apparently connected

with the Banas were living in the Gadag region of Dharwar district around

the twelfth century. This information is available from an incidental allusion

in an epigraph at Lakkundi. The record states that the rows of pillars in

the Nanne^vara temple of this place were caused to be made as directed

by Devalabbe of the Hebbana family,^ The details about this lady and her

house are not known.

THE CHIEFS OF NABHIRAJA LINEAGE

Nabhiraja, according to the Bhagavata Parana, was the eldest son of

AgnTdhra, the grandson of Svayambhuva Manu. Nabhiraja’s son Risabha is

considered to be an avatara of Visnu. A family of chiefs claiming descent

from this Nabhiraja of epic fame were ruling in Gulbarga district of Karnataka

in the twelfth century as disclosed by the inscriptions in that area. They

were feudatory governors, styled mahamandaleivara, under the Cajukyas

of Kalyana. Their fief comprised a tract of sixty villages. They bore the

characteristic titles Kopanapuravaradtw^vara (lords of the city of Kopana)

and Alade-V0dar)ga (ornament of Alade). Of these, Koparia is modem Koppal

in Raichur district and Alade is modem Aland in Gulbarga district. The

genealogy of a few members of this family with relevant dates is as

follows*(See p 306).

CHIEFS OF SAGARA LINEAGE

Inscriptions attest the existence of chiefs who claimed their descent in

the lineage of the epic king Sagara, administering in the areas of Dhanvar

district during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The early ancestor of the

family was Manalera who assisted the Garhga chief BOtuga II in killing the

34 ItM.

35. BK, no 47 of 1926-27.

36. JOR, XXII, i-iv, 1954, pp 53f.

F-20
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GENEALOGY OF NABHIRAJA LINEAGE (for p 305)

i ^

Dhahka Gohka I

Javanakula Bibba (1 098)

I

Gohka II

1 ^
I ^

Rdja Katka Mallideva Gohka III

(1180) (1180)

Coja prince Rajaditya in the battle of Takkolam in 949. The later members
of this family, styled mahasamantas, were feudatories under the (Dalukyas

of Kalyana. The following is a brief genealogical statement of this family.

Jayakesi I (1038)

I

IndrakeS I (1060)

Marasimha Jayakesi II (1077)

1

IndrakeSi II

A later member of this lineage was VTra Goggideva (1184) who championed
the Saiva faith and launched a crusade against the followers of Jainism.

“

A MINOR SEUNA family

The Seunas were originally a family of petty chiefs who rose to eminence

as an imperial dynasty known as the Seunas or Yadavas of Devagiri. There

were other local chiefs of Seuna extraction who ruled in a feudatory capacity,

never rising to a higher status. One such family was the Seurias of the

Masavadi-140 tract, which roughly extended over the area of modem Gadag
taluk of Dharwar district. These chiefs bore the distinctive epithets

YSdava-narayana and DvaravaffpuravaradhlSvara and carried the royal insignia

of the golden eagle (sidi (suvama-\^bhsij.^ Some members of the family

governed bigger areas like Purigere-300 and KogaH-500 in Dharwar and

Bellary districts respectively. As no connected account of these chiefs is

available, as brief notice of a few distinguisfied members is given below.

The earliest known member is Kuppeyarasa who figures in an inscription

of Rastrakuta Amoghavarsa I, dated 865.^° Two interesting colloquial epithets

37. Sll, XX, Introduction, pp xix-xx.

38. P. B. Desai, JeMsm in South IncKa and Some Jeina Epigraphs, p 148.

39. This should be golden bud—Eds.
40. Ksmatak\lr>scriptions„ I. pp 13-14.
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associated with this chief, which were inherited by the family, are worthy

of note, viz., r£mmOrkhadha\m!a (unsullied on the battlefield) and

ranamurMia-kesari (lion on the battle front). The expression ranamurkha

evidently, stands for ranamukha. A later member was Aytavarma, mentioned

in an epigraph of 1024 in the reign of the Western Cajukya king Jayasimha

II. A little later, mahisamanta Ajjarasa was administering as a subordinate

of the Cajukya princess Akkadevi in the reign of SomeSvara I. A chief of

greater di^inction who attained the status of mahamar^le^vara was Permadi

mentioned in the inscriptions of 1113 and 1124.'^’ He participated in the

wars of his suzerain Vikramaditya VI and won victories over the chief of

Malwa and Pahcala. Ba||a|a is the last known chief who was a subordinate

of the S^na king Sihghana 11.^^

41 Stf, XI, no 62; ii, nos 86. 165 and 175.

42. BG, I, ii. p 506, .n 2.

J
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GENEALOGICAL TABLES

(The dates are approximate and in the Christian era)

SilAhAras of northern konkan'”
Kapardin I, c. 600-25

I

Pulla^akti, c. 825-50; known year 843

I

Kapardin II, c. 850-80; known years 851 and 877

i

Vappuvanna, c. 880-910

Jhanjha, c. 910-30 Qoggi. c. 930-45

I

V^ada I
" c. 945-75

I

Aparajita, c. 975-1010

Vajjada II, c. 1010-15 Arikesari alias Ke^ldeva,

1015-25; known year 1017

Chittaraja Nagarjuna^ Mummuni, c. 1040-70:

c. 1025-40 (did not rule) known year 1060“

Anantadeva or^ Anantapala. c. 1070-1 110;“^known year 1095.

Apararka I, c. 1110-40; known years 1118, 1127

I

1129 and 1138“

Harapaladeva, c. 1140-55; known years 1149, 1150, 1153

I

MaHlkarjuna, c. 1155-70; known years 1156 and 1160

1

Apargditya or Aparitka 11, c. 1170-95

I

Kgsirija H, c. 1195-1240; known years 1203 and 1238

I

Sdmggvara, c. 1240-65; known years 1249 and 1260

43. For a slightly revised genealogy arxj chronology, see V.V. Mirashi, Cll, VI, Intro, ix-x.

44. Vajjada had a younger brother, Chadvaldevawho ruled for a decade after him (c965-75)

45. Mirashi gives him a reign of ten years (c 1035-45).

46. He is known from many inscriptions.

47. Mirashi, op cit, thinks it is 1125 but B.R. Gopal takes it as 1115.

48. See also Mirashi, ibid, where HarapSladeva is shown to have had a brother Vlkrarngditya.

While Mirashi is inclined to q|ive him an independent reign (duration not specified), B.R. Gk}^
thinks that he did not rule.

'
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I

Guhaia II

c. 1075-86

SilAhAras of south konkan"®

Sanaphulla, c. 765-95

I

Dhammira, c. 795-820

I

Aiyapar^, c. 820-45

I

Avasara I, c. 845-70

I

Adityavarma, c. 870-95

i

Avasara II. c. 895-920

I

Indraraja, c. 920-45

I

BhTma, c. 945-70

I

Avasara III, c. 970-95; known year 988

I

Rattaraja, c. 995-1024; known year 1008

THE SILAHARAS OF KOLHAPUR

Jatiga I, c. 940-60

I

Nayivarman, c. 960-80

Candra, c. 980-1000

I

Jatiga II, a 1000-20

Gonka Guhala I Kirtiraja Candraditya

(c. 1020-55)

Marasimha, c. 1055-75; knov\m year 1058—i-n ^

^

—

Ballala Gonka II Bhoja

c.ib^-95 C.1095-

1110

Gandaradltya, c. 1110-38;

I known years 1110,

and 1135

Vijayaditya, c. 1140-75:

I

known years 1143

and 1153

Bhoja II, c. 1175-1212;

I known years from

I

1179 to 1206

Vijayaditya il

49. For slight variations in the chronology, cf. MIrashi, op cit, xxil.
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KavllSsai

I

BIbbasa

I

Rakkasa

I

Inda II

I

Sovana

Pittamall

SILAHARAS OF AKKALAKOT

Pittama I

"l

A|a I

I

NSgfitjuna

I

Inda I

I

Kafica

Kavillea II

I

Dhanasahgraha

I

li

I

Kavilgsa III

I

Datika I

Kavilasa IV

Indarasa (IndcO IH^

(1114)

50. Indarasa had a younger brother too, viz, Rijarasa (1122) after whom the genealogy

continued as follows.'

Indarasa III Rajarasa

I

,
^

,

Kuppadeva Inda IV

ipfitarasa KavHdsaV Malla Ajjadeva III

‘

I

kida V
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SILAhARAS of AGARKHED (KHEDA)

I

'—

n

MSrujavitta (PIttama II) Kavilasa II

RrlyaGovana II (c. 960-85)

I

Dhanasahgaraha II

Govanarasa III

I

Go^tada (Gaddada) KavllSsa III

I

Dakarasa II

Rriya Dhanasaiigraha I

I

indaparasa III

I

Pliiya pskarasa I

Govanarasa IV

KADAMBAS OF HANGAL

Catta (972-1015)

JayasImha

I
1 ; 1 ‘“T 1

Mavuli Taila I Santivarman (1075-89) Jokideva VIkrama
J_

I I I

Kirtivarman I (1068-76) Cattayya (1072) Taija II (1072) Tala III (1090-1130)®'

Mayuravaiman

(1130-2)

Mallikdriuna

(1132-38)

Talla IV

Mavuli Taila V

(1152)

1

KHUvarman II

(1161-63)

Barma

—
1

Kamaoeva

(1180-121 7)

SoyWava M^l&va

KADAMBAS OF GOA

I

Sastha I

1

Nagavarma

I

GQhala I

Quhala II

I

GQhala III

Tribhuvanamalla

(1078-1126)

Sastha II or Catta (1008-72)

^

JayakeSi I (1072-78)

Vikramaditya I Mayanailadevi Daughter

Contd m. C§!ukya m. Vikramaditya VI

Karnal

51. Taila III was the son of Santivarman and not of Taija I as shown here. Further,

Santivarman had another son Kirtivarman.
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Vikramaditya I

JayakeSi II

m. Maijaladevi, daughter of CSIukya Vikramaditya VI

(1125-47)

Sivacitta Permadi Vtenucitta VijaySditya II

(1147-87) (Jointly ruled with his elder brother)

I

Jayake^i HI

(1187-1226)

I
1

Vajradeva Tribnuvanamalla

(1226-46)

I

Sastha III (1246-60)

SINDAS OF BAGADAGE

Nadudola Sinda

i'
Sinda

I

Kammayyarasa

I

Pullkala (990-91)

1

Nagaditya (1033-34)

1

Polasinda

I

Sevyarasa (c. 1068-76)

SINDAS OF YELABARGA

Unnamed

I
1 1 [

—
1 \

Acugi I Naka Singa I Oasa Dama Cavunda I Chava
pj

,

Barma Singa I (c. 1076)

Acugi II (c. 1100-24)“

PermSqli I (c. 1 1 24-47) CSvunda H (c. 1 1 47-70)

(by Demaladevi) (by Siriyadevi)

1 I

^

1

Acugi III PermddI II Biijala Vikrama

(C. 11 70-87) (c. 1170-1220)

52. As already mentioned in the text, Bamma (son of Acugi I) was succeeded by his junior

iir>cle Singa I, whose son was Acugi II.
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RATTAS of saundatti

Nanna

I

KartavTrya I (c. 975-1000)

DavariorDayima Kannakaira I

I

‘—

I

Eraga (c. 1 025-45) Anka

(c. 1045-65)

Sena I (c. 1065-70)

I

*—
1

Kannakaira II (c. 1070-90) KartavTrya II (c. 1090-95)

Sena II (c. 1095-1130)

KartavTrya III (c. 1130-88)

LaksmTdeva I {a 1188-99)

t

^
1

KartavTrya IV {c. 1199-1 225) Malllkarjuna

LaksmTdeva II (c. 1225-30)

KartavTrya V (1246)

GUTTAS OF GUTTAL

Magutta

Gutta Il_
Mallicieva(1115) Joyideva I (1124)

Bacaladevi, m. Kadarriba

BTradeva of Nururhbada

VIkramaditya I m. Siriyadevi

(1162-63)

Lafiyadevi, m. Ketarasa II of

Kadamba family of NOruitibada

Joyideva II

(1177-82)

Gutta II, m. ^aladevl, m. Paiidya,

Padmalylevi son of Lajlyad^l

VIkramaditya II m. Patta-

mahadevi and Sovaiadevi

of Parujiya family

(1182-1233)

Vijayamahadevi m. Sirigideva

of Santali-Mandaia

I

Ballaia m. cousin Tuluvaladevi

Tujuvaladevi,

m. Bajjafa, sonof

Sirigideva (above)

Joyideva III

(1238-41)

Vikramaditya III

m. Mai!alad§vi(1248)

I

VlkramdcNtyalV

1

Gutta III

(1259-85)

Hlriyadeva
n

Joyideva IV

I

Vikramaditya V
m. Padmatadevi

(1283)



Qmpt&r X(ai

THE POLITICAL CONDITION OF NORTHERN INDIA

IN 985

The days of glory ushered in by Vatsaraja Prafihara, the RastrakOta ruler

Dhruva Dharavarsa and the Pala king Dharmapala had ended. The Rastrakuta

empire had, after a brief period of glory under Krsna III, came to an end

In 974, giving rise to the Cajukyas of Kalyaria. The Palas had been declining

since the days of Narayanapala. They reached almost the lowest ebb of

their fortune in the reign of Vigrahapala II and Gopala II, when their dominions

came to be confined to Bihar. Similarly, Pratihara power had begun to

crumble after the death of MahTpala and had become by 985 a mere

shadow of its old self. Thus, towards the end of the tenth century, no

great empire covered northern India from the western tip of Saurashtra to

the eastern tip of Bengal and from the Himalayas to the Vindhyas and

perhaps even further as was the case in the days of- the Prafihara ruler

Mahendrapala I. There were, instead, a number of kingdoms, big and small,

some of them hastening to their fall, and others, young and energetic,

prepared to assert their power and ensure their “place in the sun". Below

is a sketch of some of the more important amongst them.

Let us begin with the Sahi kingdom of Udbhanda or Ohind. The armies

of the Ghaznavids and the Sahis clashed first in c. 963, when Alp-tigin

sent an expedition against the Sahis, immediately after his seizure of Ghazni.

But the conflict assumed serious proportions only after Subuk-tigin’s

assumption of royal power in 977. The first battle between him and Jayapala,

which was fought near a spring in Ghurband, went against the latter.

Jayapala suffered heavily in the engagement and was permitted to withdraw

from his advanced military position only on agreeing to certain severe terms,

which he later repudiated.’ In the renewed warfare, the Sahi ruler suffered

considerable loss and one of his fairest possessions, the province of

Lamghan, was laid desolate by the Ghaznavid forces. Thus, a war between

these tvw) kingdoms was in the offing in 985, however much Jayapala

might have disliked embarking on it.

Adjoining the ^i territory on the south-east lay the kingdom of Lahore.

Its ruler, Bharata, had fortified his capital and tried to conquer the Sahi

territories of Nandana, Takeshar and Jhelum. But, in the fighting that foibwed

1. See, ch XI in this volume.
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Bharata’s aggressbn, the S§his annexed Lahore in 999. There may have

been some fighting between the two sides a decade or two earlier as well.

Another powerful state neighbouring the Sahis was that of Kashmir, then

ruled by queen Didda, who dominated its politics for nearly fifty-five years,

liquidating everyone, her grandsons included, who stood in her way to

absolute power.^ The relations between Kashmir and the Sahi kingdom,

though cordial enough during the reign of Toramana-Kamaluka and Didda’s

grandfather BhTma, do not seem to have been good during Jayapala's

reign. No source, epigraphic or literary, speaks of his having received any

assistance from Didda who, intent on keeping everything in Kashmir under

her control, was oblivious to the impending danger from Ghazni. By the

time the Sahi kingdom had been overthrown by Mahmud Ghaznavi and

their strongest buffer gone, it was too late for the rulers of Kashmir to

take up to the danger.

A state which could also have gainfully allied itself with the ^is was
that of the Arabs of Multan. Their ancestors had conquered Sind in 712.

But their eastward expansion had been stopped by the Pratlharas, who
are known to have always kept in reserve a large force to deal with their

non-Hindu neighbours. This fact is referred to by Sulaiman as well as

Al-Masudi. According to the latter, the Pratihara king had four armies to

deal with in the four cardinal quarters, each numbering 700,000 to 900,000.

The army of the north fought against the prince of Multan and his subjects

on the frontier. The army of the south fought against the Balhara. The

other two armies marched to meet the enemy in every direction.®

Iq the tenth century, the Arabs had two kingdoms in Sind, with their

capitals respectively at Mansura and Multan. Of these, Multan could have

been captured easily by the Pratlharas, but for its famous temple of the

sun. Every time the Hindus marched against it, the Arabs threatened to

break the idol and the Hindus retreated. To the north of the kingdom of

Multan were the territories of the Sahis and a little further was the kingdom

of Ghazni. The best policy for Multan would have been to enter into friendly

relations with the Sahis and to try and check an increase in the power of

Ghazni. In fact, the Multan chief. Shaikh Hamid Lodi, had followed this

policy when Alp-tigin ruled over Ghazni. But Subuk-tigin proved clever. He
neutralised the chief of Multan by assuring him that his territories would

not be raided, and thus avoided intruding into his kingdom.'* This selfish

policy ultimately did Multan no good, for after defeating the Sahis the

quondam allies turned their amis as readily against the Arabs.

South-east of Lahore lay the Pratihara empire, which at one time had

included the present states of Rajasthan, Haryana, Himachal and Punjab,

and touched the southern boundary of Kashmir. But the conditions had

changed and it is difficult to demarcate with certainty the territory where

2. See, ch XXI in this volume.

3. ED, I, p 23.

4. Briggs. mUdi-i-Rishta, I. p 9.
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the Prafihara writ ran undisputed in 985. There is reason to believe that

even the kingdoms which recognised its supremacy could defy its orders

in case they went against their interests and notions of prestige. Some of

these semi-independent states of 985 are described here in brief.

The nearest to the Sahis, after they had conquered Lahore, were the

Tomaras or Tarnvaras, whose chief centres of power were Thane^vara,

near Kurukshetra (Haryana), famous for its idol of Cakrasvamin; Dhilli (modem
Delhi), perhaps founded anew by Anar^gapala II; and Tamvarvati, or the

territory of the Taimvaras, in the Matsya Pradesh. They came into conflict

early with the Oauhanas and lost three of their leaders in the intermittent

fighting that began in c. 900 and continued up to 1152. The tantrapala

Ksmapala, who pursued the Cauhana chief Vakpati I with an elephant force

provided by the Pratiharas was probably a Tomara, and so might have

also been the chief whom Sirpharaja Cauhana released from prison on the

personal intercession of the Prafihara overlord.®

In 985 the Tomaras probably ruled over Haryana. Befriended by the

Pratiharas in their quarrefs, they were loyal to their overlords and to the

cultural tradition they had built up. When the Sahis were defeated by the

Ghaznavids, and the Pratiharas were too immersed in their own internal

troubles to do much, it was the Tomaras who defended or tried to defend

places like Thane^vara and Kangra. But they received almost no appreciation

from their neighbours for the service rendered and, towards the end of the

tenth century, we find them, as before, bearing the brunt of a twofold

attack—Ghaznavid from the north-west and that of the Cauhanas of

Sakambhan from the south. The Tomara ruler in 985 was perhaps either

Gopala or Tilhariapala.®

To the south of Tomara state lay the Cauhana kingdom of Sapadalaksa

or Jif^alade^ with its capital at SakambharT. We have already mentioned

their fights with the Tomaras during the reign of Vakpati I. His successor

Sirpharaja even assumed the proud title of maharajadhiraja. On his death

in 956, probably in a battle, the work of restoring the fortunes of the family

devolved on Vigraharaja II. One may say on the basis of the Haras inscription

that this work was compieted by V 1030 (ad 973). But fighting continued

after that too, for Vigraharaja’s expedition against Mularaja I of Gujarat,

which took the Cauhana forces as far as Bhrigukaccha (modem Broach),

is not mentioned therein. Vigraharaja bore the title Miurarajaidhakara, ie,

“one who created intense darkness with the dust raised by the hooves of

his horses,”^ which is indicative of his fame as a great campaigner and

cavalry leader.

Laksmana, a younger brother of Vigraharaja, founded the principality of

Nadol in the Godwad area. It does not seem to have at any time recognised

the overtordship of the main branch. A Cauhana chief, named Indraraja,

5. See, ch XIX in this volume.

6. Cf. Dasharatha Sharma, fkjasthan Throu^ the Ages, I, pp. 554-55.

7. PV. V 48.
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ruled in the Pratabgarh area in 942. He was a mahasamanta of the PrafihSra

ruler, Mahendrapala II. It is not certain whether this Cauhana line continued

ruling over Pratabgarh in 985.

A part of the Jai^galadeSa was under the Bhati Rajputs, whose chief

town was Lodrava. Its remains indicate that it was an important town and
Mahmud of Ghazni passed by it during his expedition to Somnath.

Another important Rajput clan which once acknowledged the overlordship

of the Pratiharas was that of the Guhilas of Nagda and Aghata. Later they

transferred their capital to Citrakuta or Chittor. The Guhilas belonged to

the Vaijavapa gotra and are described as wpra, maUSdeva and dvija in their

inscriptions. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to conclude that they v»rere

originally brahmans from Gujarat who reached Mewar either towards the

end of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century. Their early history is

rather obscure, it being difficult even to identify Maharaval Bappa, who is

regarded as the founder of the greatness of the family. They had gathered

enough strength by the middfe of the tenth century. In 946, the Guhila

ruler Bartrpatta II made a grant to the temple of the sun god indradityadeva,

without any reference to his Pratlhara overlord Mahendrapala II. His successor,

Allata, slew in battle the Pratlhara emperor Maharajadhiraja Devapala, son

of Maharajadhiraja Ksitipala of the Siyadoni inscription. In 985 the reigning

king was Saktikumara. Three of his inscriptions have been discovered in

the Ahar area. But the first Guhila push towards greatness had ended by

985 and the contestants for supremacy in northern India were not the

Guhilas but four other powers with far greater resources. These were the

Paramaras of Malwa, the Cauhanas of Sakambhaii, the Caulukyas of Gujarat

and the Candellas of Kalahjar and Mahoba. We learn from the Hastikundi

inscription of 997 that Muhja Paramara, a contemporary of Saktikumara,

stormed Aghata with the help of his elephant force, in spite of the relief

attempted by Mularaja Caulukya I.

It was under the leadership of Mularaja I that the Caulukyas of Gujarat

had shaken off the Pratlhara yoke. A reign of more than half a century

(936-93) gave him enough time to consolidate his position.® He fought

against the Paramara ruler DharanTvaraha of Abu, wresting the

Satyapura-mandala from him. He raided Kutch and Saurashtra and brought

them under his sway. Prabhasa was included in his dominions. He had to

defend himself against the attack of Vigraharaja II of 8akambhan and

Barappa of Lata. He pushed them back, annexing the dominions of the

latter to Gujarat. But, as we have seen, he had no success against Muhja

Paramara of Malwa. The Cauhana rulers of Nadol probably accepted his

overlordship with a view to escaping political extinction at the hands of

their kinsmen, the Cauhanas of 6akambhaff.

Among others who came to their overlord’s assistance in his hour of

need we must give a high place to Harsa Candella who restored Ksitipila

8. See, ch XV in this volume.
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(Prafihara) to the throne of Kannauj and probably fought some of his other

battles too. But his successors behaved differently. His son, Yatovarman,

did not believe in assuming a cringing attitude towards the overlords who

owed their exaltation to Candella assistance. Accordingly, we find him

described not only as one who had cut down the Gaudas and Kashmiras,

equalled the Khasas, brought distress to the Cedis, carried the treasure of

the Ko^as, weakened the Mithilas, destroyed the Malavas and brought

destruction to the Kurus, but also as having been a "scorching fire to the

Gurjara-fPratlharas)”. Further, in the course of his northern march, he is

said to have let his armies encamp on the banks of the rivers Kalindi and

Ganga, both of which he turned into his pleasure-lakes.® As all these

territories were under the direct rule of the Pratiharas, this action was a

clear flouting of imperial authority. The impact of Candella power increased

even more in the reign of Ya6ovarman’s son and successor, Dhartga, who,

in the first known year of his reign, ruled over a kingdom bounded by

Kalanjara, Bhasvat, the southern bank of the Kalindi, the frontiers of the

Cedi kingdom and Gopadri or Gwalior. Later, he must have come into

direct conflict with his Prafihara overlord, for this alone could have entitled

his descendant, Madanavarman, to boast: "Dhafiga had acquired iofty

sovereignty by defeating in battle the ruler of Kanyakubja".’® The last known

inscription of Dhahga, who ruled for at least forty-eight years. Is of 1 002.

Subordinate to the Candellas were the Kacchapaghatas of Gwalior.

Vajradaman, the second ruler of this line, is said to “have put down the

rising valour of the ruler of Gadhinagara (Kannauj)”’^ and occupied his

capital. This ruler of Gadhinagara might have been either Prafihara Vijayapala

or R%apala. Another Kacchapaghata line ruled at Dubkund; like their

kinsmen of G\walior they owed allegiance to the Candellas.

The ParamSras stood outside the Prafihara empire in 985. But during

their history of nearly two hundred years, they had also sided with it many
times because as ruler of a territory devoid of any natural frontiers and

consequently open to attack from all sides, they had to adjust their policies

to the changing situations. If in one reign they were with the Pratiharas

they could, in the next, be with their rivals, the Rastrakutas. Nor were they

ever averse to striking a blow independently, provided the circumstances

appeared favourable. For instance, in the middle of the tenth century, the

Paramara chief, Siyaka II, on being turned out from Malwa by the Pratiharas,

had agreed to regard the Ra^rakuta ruler, Krsna III as his overlord. But

when the Rastrakutas were overthrown, Siyaka was among the first of the

few who took advantage of the new situation and looted Mahyakheta, the

capital of his erstwhile masters.’^ The fortunes of the Paramaras improved

further in the reign of his son and successor, Muftja, who succeeded in

9. B, I. 1888-92, pp 126-28.

10. iWrf, p 197.

11. M. XV. p 31.

12. e, I, 1888-92, p 236.
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wresting Malwa from the Pratiharas. By the end of the tenth century the

Paramaras had, thus, established a kingdom which surpassed many of its

neighbours in wealth and power and was poised for further advance towards

the south as well as the north.

Muhja had sacked TripurT perhaps before 985, defeating its ruler, Yuvaraja

II. He attacked Lata, then probably under Barappa, and rendered ineffectual

Mularaja Caulukya's attempt to relieve his ally, the besieged Guhila ruler

of Aghata. Thus began the period of rivalry between the Paramaras and
the Caulukyas which, with some intermissions, continued to bedevil their

relations almost up to the end of these dynasties. Even more harmful to

the interests of Malwa was the Paramara hostility to the Western Caulukyas,

caused in the first instance by the ambition of both the pov^rers to conquer

the RastrakOta, territory: and though the Paramara ruler, Harsa, was the

first to draw blood by his temporary occupation of Manyakheta, ultimately

the Caulukyas succeeded in becoming its masters. Thus were sown the

seeds of another rivalry which bore fruit in the reign of Munja, Bhpja I,

Jayasirnha I, Udayaditya and his successors.

Branches of the Paramara clan ruled over some parts of Rajasthan too.

Towards the end of the tenth century, Abu was under Dharatiivaraha

Pararhara who was defeated by Mularaja Caulukya and, as stated above,

deprived of Satyapura-manda/a. The Paramara dynasty of Vagada began

with Dambarasirnha, wrongly regarded by some as a son of Muhja.’® Actually

Dambarasirnha comes three generations before him.

As to the Pratihara empire, it is easy to see that the territory under its

direct rule had been contracting rapidly during the latter half of the tenth

century. The greater part of Uttar Pradesh, however, remained under it.

The Bayana and Alwar areas also formed parts of it. Vijayapala was on

the imperial throne in 959. Some twenty-six years later, in 985, the Pratihara

ruler might have been Rajyapala. Kannauj and Bari were two of his strong forts.

Beyond the Pratihara empire were the kingdoms of the Palas in Bihar,

the Kambojas and the Candras of Bengal, and the kingdoms of Nepal,

KamarOpa, Utkala, Kosala and Cedi, to name only the northern kingdoms,

with which we are concerned here.

Regarding Bengal and Bihar, it has rightly been pointed out by R. C.

Majumdar, “during the reigns of Gcpala II and his son, Vigrahapala II, there

were three well-defined kingdoms, viz., the Candra kingdom comprising

east and south Bengal, the Kamboja-Pala kingdom comprising north and

west Bengal, and the Pala kingdom proper, comprising Ahga and Magadha”.

Nepai was under Gunakamadeva in 985. He died in c. 1000 after a reign

of about sixty-five years. He was a powerful ruler who extended his

dominions eastwards, spent large sums of money in endowing religious

institutions and founded a number of towns, the chief among them being

Kathmandu.

13. As, for instaice, by D. C. Ganguly, Hstory of the PamtSia Dynasty.
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K§marQpa was under the Salastambha dynasty, the rule of which lasted

for nearly two hundred years, from c. 800 to 1000. Its last ruler Tyagasirpha

might have been ruling in 985. On his death, one of his relatives, BhTmapala,

ascended the throne. The coastal areas of Orissa, along with some other

districts, were included in the dominions of the Karas up to c. 950. After

that they passed into the hands of the SomavarnSins of Kosala.

Yayati-Maha§ivagupta I of this latter dynasty is believed to have ruled from

c. 970 to 1000.

To the south of the Candellas was the important kingdom of the Kalacuris

or Cedis, ‘With its capital at TripurT. Its greatest rivals were the Candellas

of Khgyuraho who captured Kalahjara under Ya^ovarman and made it their

second capital. Ya^ovarman’s son, Dhahga, continued the fight, and his

younger brother, Krsnaraja, defe^ed and slew in battle the Cedi king,

$artkaragana. Sahkaragana’s younger brother, Yuvar^a II, had no better

luck. He was defeated by the Paramara ruler Muhja, who for a while

occupied Tripun. V. V. Mirashi fixes the reign of Yuvaraja II from c. 980 to 990.

This in brief was the political condition of northern India around 985, a

condition comparable in some respects with that in 1192, 1398 and 1739

when due to internecine fighting and the absence of a central power,

foreign hordes from the north-west easily won great victories, denuded

the country of its wealth and toppled Indian kingdoms like nine-pins. The

Prafiharas had rendered good service to the country by repulsing the Arab

raiders. These were the days when the Pratihara rulers were compared

with Narayana, the destroyer of adharwa, or Adi-Vai^a, the rescuer of

the world from demonaic oppression. But, by 950, such ideas had ceased

to be a vital factor in their life. As long as the fighting did not reach their

threshold, they cared little for the danger to others. No doubt, some late

Persian accounts (such as that of Firishta) speak of the assistance rendered

by the rulers of Kannauj to the Sahis in their fight against the Ghaznavid

infers, Subuk-tigin and Mahmud. But since the contemporary writers Utbi

and Girdizi, say nothing about the anti-Ghaznavid, in spite of their access

to Ghaznavid records, confederacy to which the Prafiharas are believed to

have contributed, Firishta’s testimony has to be dismissed as of little value.

As a matter of fact, the later Prafiharas appear to have followed the selfish

policy of not getting involved in the affairs of others, as far as it could be

help^. Thus they neither helped the Sahis nor Haradatta of Baran

(Bulandshahr), Kulacandra of Mahaban, Candrapal Bhur of Asi and Candrai

of Sarwa (perhaps Sirsawa near Saharanpur) when they were attacked by

Mahmud.
Obviously there was something vitally wrong with the political philosophy

of the times. One after the other, the stronger among the states of northern

India had tried to establish an ekacchatra-mjya, ie, undisputed sovereignty

over the entire country, and failed. The first among the Rgyput clans to try

its implementation were the Candellas of Khajuraho. Ygfeovarman can/ed

out a strong kingdom for himself, which was greatly expanded during the
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long reign of Dhartga. Further extension followed when Vidyadhara succeeded

to the throne. But even at its strongest, he was only one of the many
strong rulers of northern India. Mular^ Caulukya had similarly united much
of western India under his banner. But he had to taste failure at the hands

of his rivai, Munja Paramara of Malwa. Nor did Muhja fare any better,

though for some years he ruled over much of Madhya Pradesh and parts

of Rayasthan. In the south his dominions extended as far as the Godavari

liver and in the process his armies reached TriputT which he occupied and

pillaged. But, ultimately, his political career came to a tragic end with his

defeat by the Western Cajukya ruier, Taija II.

The Guhilas of Mewar were on the decline in 985. The Palas were to

come up again; but in 985 they retained their hold over Magadha with

difficulty. The Candella Vidyadhara was followed by two weak rulers. The

Cedis, after reaching the nadir of their power, were yet to revive. Thus,

the year 985, which forms a landmark in the history of the south on

account of the accession of the mighty Coja ruler Rajaraja and the existence

of an equally strong state founded by the Western Cajukya Taija II, does

not have a similar importance in northern India. Mahmud’s raids, doubtless,

effected certain changes and couid have effected more, if the indigenous

powers had been wise enough to learn anything from their history. But

once Mahmud returned, they resumed their old ways and the old see-saw-like

conditions continued almost up to 1192 when the defeat of PrthvTraja III

of SakambharT and /^mer in the second battle of Tarain opened the way

to the Turkish conquest of northern India to the east of the Sutlej.

H-21
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DYNASTIC HISTORY OF SIND

The early medieval Arab geographers and historians mention the region

of Sind as a oolitical entity separate from the rest of the Indian sub-continent.

Albiruni’s Sind stretched from the Peshawar valley in the north to Daibul

in the south, encompassing the entire basin of the river Indus.’'* But the

region of Sind, predominated by the Sindhi speaking people, began more

or less from the Bhakkar territory as it does today. The khitta (territorial

unit) of Ucch (now Bhawalpur division) formed part of the kingdom of

Multan’® during the period under review—both linguistically and politically.

In the year 985, the region of Sind became independent of Multan under

Ibn Aswad, the founder of the Habari ruling dynasty.

As for the origin of the Habari dynasty, its founder Umar bin Abdul Aziz

Habari belonged to the Arab Habari tribe, the members of which are said

to have arrived in Sind along with Muhammad bin Qasim in 712. Some
time in 854-55, he seized power in Sind and thus laid the foundation of

his dynasty there. But he still had the Friday khutba read in the name of

the Abbasid Caliph, nominally acknowledging Ns suzerainty.’® With the rise

of the new ruling dynasty, al-Mansura became the capital of the kingdom

of Sind.

Our sources of information on the history of Sind, prior to the establishment

of the Delhi Sultanate in the thirteenth century, are the contemporary Arab

histories produced outside India. Unfortunately, Arab historians have paid

scant attention to the history of the rulers of the Habari dynasty in Sind.

Although, they furnish interesting information about the life and condittons

in the region, they seldom describe the reigns of the individual rulers in

any chronological order. Generally, they only refer to their contemporary

rulers, mentioning their attitude towards the Caliph of Baghdad. They help

us to reconstruct the life and conditions in Sind without knowing much

about the succession of individual rulers there.

The celebrated Arab historian and geographer, AI-MasQdi, \who seems to

14. Cf. AI-BerM, ^-OBnunehMosOcS, I, pp 552-62; for Sind, idem, tOSb-U tBnd, i, pp
205-06, 209.

15. Ucch is situated at 29” 14'N and 71” S.E, on the southern bank of the Sutlaj opposite

Its oonAuenoe with the Chenab. It was a iarge and important city in medieval tlme^

16. a Al-Yaqubi, Tanikh. II. p 599; also al-BalfidhuH, FuOh-d-Buldan. ed, Le Goe^, p 445.
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have visited Sind in 915, found Umar Habaii ruling there.’^ Later, in 977,

Ibn Hauqal also found the ruler of the same dynasty at al-Mansura, and
the Friday khutba was still read in the name of the Abbasid Caliph of

Baghdad.’® It was, however, around the year 985 that the Habaii ruler of

Mansura (Sind region) seems to have transferred his allegiance from Sunni

Islam to the Ismaili Carmathian faith under the influence of the Ismaili agents

who had infiltrated there from Makran.’® With this change of faith, the ruler

of Mansurah turned an ally of the Fatimid Imam of Egypt.

The relevant evidence contained in the contemporary documents about

the permeation of Ismaili influence in Sind sheds light on how the Ismaili

dais (preachers or agents) succeeded in establishing their political domination

there. They did not use force for this purpose, but their aim was achieved

through dawa or underground propaganda work, which was the most

characteristic feature of lsmailism.®°

Though the Perso-Arabic sources do not mention the circumstances in

which the last Habaii ruler of Sind ended, the Bashari’s reference to the

last ruler of the Habari dynasty in the year 985®’ suggests that the dynasty

survived until Sultan Mahmud destroyed it sometime in 1025. Writing in

the thirteenth century, Ibn al-Athir attributes Mahmud’s invasion to the fact

that Sind’s ruler had turned an apostate, ie, an Ismaili.®® The name of the

last ruler whom the Ghaznavid army destroyed was Khafif. On Mahmud’s

approach near his capital al-Mansura, he is said to have fled across the

Indus and taken shelter in a date-palm forest. He was surrounded there

and killed along with many of his followers.®® By now the Jats of Sind had

become politically assertive. Their revolt against Sultan Mahmud after the

latter’s departure from al-Mansura to Multan (1025) also suggests that

perhaps they had sympathy with the local ruler. It is also probable that

some of their chiefs had been converted by the dais to the Ismaili faith.

Abu Said Gardezi’s account of the Jat uprising helps us analyse the rise

of the Jats as a force in Sind. It may be highlighted here that the Jats

were among the most degraded people in Sind on the eve of the Arab

conquest. The Cacanama tells us that Muhammad bin Qasum did not

question the validity of the Hindu social system. On the contrary he supported

its essential characteristics by sanctioning the privileges of the high castes

and the degradation of the low caste people. He regarded the Jats as

being of very low status. Neither were they allowed to wear soft clothes

nor could they ride the saddled horses. When they went out, they had to

walk barefoot and take dogs with them so that their identity could be

17. Al-Masudi, Zahei) wa-Ma'seM JawMr. I, p 377.

18. Ibn Hauqal, Safamima as cited by Saiyid Suleyman Nadvi, 1C, IX 1935, p 153.

19. Al-Maqdisi, as cited by Saiyid Suleyman Nadvi, Ibid.

20. Cf. S.M. Stem, "Islamic Propaganda and Fatimid Rule in Sind", 1C, XXIII, i-lv, pp 299-300.

21. Cf. S. Suleyman Nadvi, bid, p 156.

22. Ibn al-Athir, Al-Kamt IK-TSrMt, ed, M.J. Tomburg, IX, p 243.

23. ED, I, p 216.
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disclosed.^^ They were, however, the only people who rose against Sultan

Mahmud, fell on his retreating army and inflicted heavy losses on It. The

loss suffered by the sultan’s army was great and, therefore, the latter had

to march against them from Ghazni after great preparation in 1027. The

sultan had fourteen hundred war-boats built in the Panjab to fight the Jats.

The Jats too came in their boats but were defeated with heavy tosses.*

The following couplet from the panegyric composed by the contemporary

poet, Farukhi, pays a left-handed compliment to the vanquished Jats:

I have seen the catching of water fowls and fish in the river, (but) though

(ie, the sultan) hast hunted black lions (the brave Jats) in the river this year.*

Sultan Mahmud had subdued the Ismailis and their supporters, but they

had not been destroyed root and branch. The Ismaili dais went underground

and worked secretly, waiting for a favourable opportunity to strike. The

Somira chief (a tribe of Indian origin) still had allegiance to the Ismaili

headquarters outside India. The relevant evidence contained in the religious

literature of Shi ‘I Druzes (an offshoot of the Ismailis) throws light on the

allegiance of the Somira chief to the Ismailis in Syria. The chief mentioned

in the epistle is addressed as Rai Bal, providing us with the hint of his

being a descendant of a local Hindu chief converted to Islam. The members

of the powerful Somira tribe still adhered to their old cultural traditions and

continued to live in their old style during the subsequent period as well,^^

The epistle available in the Druze literature was written by the Druze leader

from Syria to Rai Bal in 1032, after Sultan Masud of Ghazni had freed

Daud (the younger son of the former Karmathian ruler of Multan) and sent

him back to Multan on the condition that he would serve the cause of

Sunni Islam. The Druze leader directed the Somira chief to work for the

survival of his religion. The letter reads:

Oh! illustrious Rai Bal, arouse your family (ie, the tribe), the Unitarians

and bring back Daud the younger into the true religion, for Sultan

Masud only delivered him from prison and bondage, that you might

accomplish the ministry with which you were charged, against Abdullah,

his nephew, and against all the inhabitants of Multan, so that the

disciples of the doctrines of holiness and of the Unity might be

distinguished from the party of bewilderment, contradiction, ingenuity,

and rebellion.*

John Dowson correctly remarks: “That this Sumra was a Karmathian... and

that the Karmathians of the Valley of the Indus were in relation and

correspondence not only with those of Persia and Arabia but with the

24. AX bin Hamid al-KufI, Caoanimi,, ed, N.B. Blloch, pp 163-64.

25. Abu Sxrid Qardezi, 2M) aFAMtar, ed, Abdul Hal Hcdslbl, pp 191-92.

26. Farukhi, as cited by Muhammad Nazim, UXaand Timas o/SUAanA4abmud, pi 22, n 3.

27. Ibn-i Battuta states, "The people called the Somira never eat with anyone ... nor do

they marry anyone outside their clan, nor do they allow anyone to marry Into it." Cf. The

Travels of bn BattuOi, p 597.

28. a. ED. I, p 491. n 1.
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Druzes, who adored Hakim, the Fatimid Khalifa of Egypt as a God.’"'*'

Instigated by their religious leaders outside India, the Somira chief seems
to have waited tor his opportunity to revolt against the Ghaznavids. According

to a later authority, he seized power in Sind during the weak rule of Sultan

Abdul Rashid, son of Sultan Mahmud, sometime in 1051. He also subdued
his other rivals in Sind and consolidated his authority in the entire region.

In an attempt to further strengthen his position, he married the daughter

of a Sa'ad, another powerful chief in Sind. Their son Bhonger was nominated

as heir to the throne.*’ The author of Tuh^t-ul Kiram records, perhaps on

the basis of oral tradition, the succession of the Somira rulers with the

length of the reign of each one, with dates in a few cases. We may
mention here the names of the rulers who ruled up to the beginning of

the thirteenth century;

(1) Somrah, who ruled for a long time.

(2) Bhonger, the son of Somrah, who reigned for fifteen years till his

death in 1092.

(3) Daud bin Bhonger, who ruled for twenty-four years and died in 1 1 96.

(4) Sanghar, who ruled for fifteen years.

(5) Hafif, who ruled for thirty-three years.

(6) Umar, who ruled for forty years.

(7) Duda II, who ruled for fourteen years.

(8) Pathu, who ruled for thirty-three years.

(9) Ganhra, who ruled for sixteen years.

(10) Muhammad Tur, who ruled for fifteen years.

(11) Ganhra II, who ruled for a few years.

(12) Duda III, who ruled for fourteen years.

(13) Tai, who ruled for fifteen years.

(14) Chenaisar, who ruled for eighteen years.

The Somira rulers of Sind enjoyed their independence till 1176 when

Sind was attacked and conquered by Sultan Muiz U'ddin Sam. Now the

Somira chief Chainesar was reduced to the status of a vassal. Moreover,

he was deprived of the extensive territorial unit of Bhakkar (formerly Mansura)

which was made a dependency of Ucch and Multan by the sultan.®’

We shall now discuss the life and conditions prevailing in Sind during

the period under review. Though the contemporary sources furnish scanty

evidence, yet the odd bits pieced together reveal that some impor^nt cities

developed while the old ones either disappeared or further expanded. A
few old cities seem to have ceased to exist during the ninth century.® The

population of these cities may have moved to the new urban centres built

29. foid.

30. Saiyid Masum Bhakkari, TSMi-l Skid, known as TirMi-i-MSsurn, ed, Umar bin Daud
PcXa, pp 60-61.

31 . ^dkJ U’ddin Muhammad Awfi, Jawaml'ul-HikS^-wa-Uvami ‘ik-Rivayat, ed, Muhammad
Nizam U'ddin. I, i, pp 3-4.

32. Cf. FutSh-M-Bukian, op dr, pp 435, 441.



Chapter XI

THE $AHIS

The Designation Sahi is fairly old. It was used by the Kusanas on their

coins. Samudra Gupta’s Allahabad pra^ti refers to the later Kusanas as

daiv£putra-^i-^haf)u§ahi. Though similarity of designations does not make
the Turki Sahis mentioned by Albiruni direct descendants of these early

^i-Sahanu^is, probably the former were racially not different from the

Kusanas and had been ruling to the south of the Hindu Kush since the

middle of the fifth century or so. The strong kingdom of Kapi^a, which in

the days of Harsa and Hsiian-tsang comprised extensive territories to the

south of the "Snowy Mountains” and had Lan-po (modem Lamghan),

Kien-t’o-lo or Gandhara and many other lands as its dependencies, may
have represented this Sahi kingdom. Though the kingdom had by then

been shorn of some of its territories by the aggressive Karkotak ruler

Durlabhavardhana of Kashmir, yet it was one of the important kingdoms

of north India.

Albiruni speaks of sixty rulers of the dynasty, among whom he also

includes Kanika, the builder of the Kanika-caitya. The last of Kanika’s

descendants, Lagaturman (perhaps Laghu ToramSna), who was extremely

unpopular with his subjects on account of his "bad manners and a worse

behaviour”, was deprived of his throne by his brahman minister Kallar.^

Cunningham identified Kallar with Lalliya Sahi of Kalhana’s RajatarahginT.

This identification 'has been accepted by practically all writers on the history

of Kashmir and the Sahis of Ohind. As pointed out by Ch. Seybold, the

word Lain or Lalliya in Arabic script could have been easily misread as

Kallar, which is the form that has come down to us in the only surviving

manuscript of Albiruni’s Kitab-ul-Hind.^ The identity of Kallar and Lalliya is

also confirmed by the fact that according to the Rajatarahgin, Lalliya had
a son named Kamaluka Toramaria,^ who can be identified with Kamalu,

the third ruler of the Hindu Sahiya dynasty mentioned by Albiruni. Samanta,

who, according to the Kitab-ul-Hirtd intervened between Lalliya-Kallar and

Kamalu, could have been either Kamalu’s elder brother or a usurper, more
probably the former, if we keep in view the good name that he earned

t. Albiruni, II, p 13.

2. See Stein's English translation, II, pp 336-37.

3. /hW. V. 232-33.
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for himself before being' defeated and deposed by the Kashmir ruler

Gopalavarman/

The Sahi kingdom had bfegun to shrink towards the end of the ninth

century. In 870 Yaqub-ibn-Layth, the founder of the Saffarid dynasty of

Iran, conquered both Zabul and Kabul. The king of Zabul was slain and
the people of Zabulistan embraced Islam. Thus Zabulistan was lost to India

politically as well as culturally. On the northern side, Kashmir, which had

been slowly expanding south-westwards, presented almost a permanent

threat to the independence of the Sahis.

It was probably this tw6-fold external danger which, in addition to the

incapacity and maladministration of the last Turki-Sahiya ruler, made the

people accept gladly the rule of his minister. In some ways, the situation

was similar to that of 185 BC when the powerful general, Pusyamitra,

overthrew his master Bttiadratha and started a new dynasty, viz the Surtgas.

Lalliya’s first step seems to have been to transfer his capital to Udabhanda

(modem Ohind) which lay to the right of the Indus and was located at a

safe distance from both Srinagar and Zabul. That he played well the role

of being his people’s saviour is proved by the testimony of Kalhana who,

though naturally a little biased in favour of his own people, does not refrain

from speaking highly of the "illustrious Lalliya Sahi” whose "glory outshone

the kings in the north, just as the Sun-disc outshines the stars in heaven”.

In his town of Udabhanda other kings found safety, just as the mountains

in the sea.® Who these kings were is' not indicated by Kalhana. But one

of these might have been the Gurjara chief Alakhana of the Panjab, who
had to cede Takka-de§a to Sahkaravarman of Kashmir. But for Lalliya

Sahi’s backing, he might have been deprived of much more.®

According to Albiruni’s account, Lalliya, as noted already, was succeeded

by Samanta. A large number of coins of the type known as Bull and

Horseman have been ascribed to this ruler, and there is every reason to

believe that he had a fairly successful reign. ^ Sarlkaravarman’s expeditton

towards the Indus seems to have been directed against this Sahi, even

though Kalhatia does not mention the fact. His death in Urasa, at no great

distance from the Sahi capital of Udbhanda, might not have been, as

suggested by H. C. Ray, unconnected with the hidden hand of the S^is.®

And this conjecture gains some confirmation from the expedition against

the Sahi ruler almost immediately after the accession of Sahkaravarman’s

minor son Gopalavarman (900-02). Though S^anta was defeated and

4. ibkJ.

5. Rai, V, 149-55.

6 . tkJ.

7. Coins ascribed to Samanta have been found throughout northern India. This may be

due to the fact that Samanta had become so famous that other rulers were proud to adopt

his type. For a recent survey of these coins, see Pratipal Bhatia, 'Bull/Horseman Coins of

the Shahis, a ad 650-1026”, PIHC, 34th Session, 1973, pp 50-61.

8. DHM, II, p 75.
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overthrown, the Kashmiris did not gain much financially or territorially. The

kingdom had to be made over to Toramana, sumamed Kamaluka, who
was probably Samanta’s younger brother, though perhaps by another

mother. The war axpenses were so heavy that, according to Kalhana, an

inquiry into the condition of the state treasury led to a conspiracy which

resulted in Gopalavarman’s death after he had ruled for barely two years.®

Kamaluka-Toramaria, known also as Kamalavarman,’® had no trouble

from the Kashmir side. But from the south-west he was raided by the

governor of Zabulistan, who plundered Sakhawand, a sacred brahmanical

site near Jalalabad. Kamalavarman issued copper coins with the legend

SrT-Kamaladeva on the obverse and the figure of a harpsaon the reverse.

The date of Kamaluka’s death is uncertain. He was succeeded by his

son, BhTma, who has been identified with BhTma, the maternal grandfather

of the infamous Kashmiri queen Didda." The splendid temple of Bhlmake^vara

which he built at Bumzu, near the sacred springs of Martanda in Kashmir,

was so richly endowed that it excited the cupidity of Harsa (1080-1101).

Enriched by the annexation of it& treasury, Harsa made temple looting a

regular feature of his financial policy.’® BhTma probably Issued the silver

coins of the normal weight of nearly three grammes. They are of the Bull

and Horseman type and bear on the obverse the legend Sfi-BhTmadeva.

A stone inscription found at Dewai in the Gadun territory also attests

BhTma’s rule.’®

Albiruni mentions Jayapala as the next Sahi ruler. But Kalhana speaks

of one Thakkana as the Sahi contemporary of Abhimanyu, Didda’s son.

Thakkana was forced by the Kashmiri commander-in-chief, Ya§odhara, to

actually know of a ruler narhed Astapala who issued silver coins (average

Jayapala’s father, can also be regarded as another Sahi ruler, because we
actually know of a ruler named Astapala who issued silver coins (average

weight nearly three grammes) of the usual Sahi Bull and Horseman type

with his own name Sff-Astapala-deva on the obverse.’'’ Albiruni’s omission

of the names Thakkana and Astapala would merely prove that either he

did not know all the names or mentioned only those he regarded as

important. Unless Astapala is identical with Thakkana of the RajataiahginT,

he can be presumed to have succeeded the latter and preceded Jayapala

on the throne of Udbhanda.

9. V, 239-41. GopSlavarman may have been poisoned.

10. The name is from an inscription of his successor’s reign.

11. See the Rf, VI. 176-78; VII, 1081.

12. Ibid, VII. 932-33.

13. B. XXI, 1931-32, p 298.

14. The coins are in the Indian Museum, Calcutta and the British Museum, Lxmdon. Allan,

Cunningham and Ray read the name on the coins in the British Museum as Astapila. But

the reading on the coins in the IrtcKan Museum, Caicutta, as noted by V. A. Smith and

confirmed by A. S. Altekar, is Asatapdta, cf. S. C. Ray, "Attribution of AstapSla Coins”, JNSI,

XVI, 1956, pp 109-111. See also Pratipal Bhatia, op ctf, pp 50-61.
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As the adversary of Sabuk-tigin as vveil as Mahmud, Jayapala is perhaps

the best known ruler of the Sahiya dynasty. The date of his succession is

uncertain. But it could not have been before c. 972. By that time, the

danger from the Kashmir side had decreased. But the menace from the

southern side had grown, for Ghazni was now in the hands of a new line

of aggressive chiefs, of whom the first named Alp-tigin (c. 963) is known
to have sent an expedition against the Sahis immediately after his seizure

of Ghazni. The same aggressive policy was continued by his successors,

Is-haq (963-66), Balka-tigin (c. 966-72), Piri-tigin (973-77) and Sabuk-tigin

(977-98). Sabuk-tigin first raided the Sahi kingdom in %3 as Alp-tigin’s

general. Piri-tigin was a tyrannical ruler. So when the people invited Abu
‘Ali Lawik, the son of the Amir of Ghazni, dispossessed by Alp-tigin, the

SShis tried to take advantage of the situation by sending an army to capture

Ghazni.’® They also entered into an alliance with Shaikh Hamid Lawi of

Multan. But Sabuk-tigin managed to beat off the assailants and, on ascending

the throne after Piri-tigin’s downfall in 977, decided to "desolate the territories

of Jayapala".’®

With this object in view, he first of all neutralised the chief of Multan by

assuring him that his territories would not be raided, and "from motives

of policy avoided the districts of Shaikh Hamid by every means in his

power”. One after the other, the forts of the Sahis fell into Sabuk-tigin’s

hands. So great was the destruction caused that ultimately in 986-87

Jayapala had to take the field against the Ghaznavids and the two armies

met on the frontier of their states, near a spring situated in the pass of

Ghurak or Ghuzak, ie, Ghurband.’® Further indication of the exact site of

the battle comes from the statement of Utbi and Jurbadhaqani that the

two forces clashed against each other between Ghazni, Farwan and

Lamghan. Of these, Fan^^an of Parwan is known to have actually been

about 8 kms to the north of "a wonderful spring” at Opian in the district

of Irtaimish of* our maps.’® The fight continued for many days, and a Sahi

victory appeared likely. But suddenly the sky became overcast with cbuds,

a cold wind blew, and there followed one of the most terrible snowstorms

of the region, caused (it was said by the superstitious) by filth being thrown

into the stream by Sabuk-tigin’s soldiers at the instance of their master.

Actually, it must have been, as pointed out by S. H. Hodivala, nothing

more than a snowstorm, and nothing unusual either for, according to Wood,

"a whole party of his former fellow travellers was actually destroyed in the

pass of Ghorband by a violent one when traversing it".“

15. TabaqSt-i-NSshT, I. p 73, n 7.

16. TabaqSt-i-AkbarT, p 3.

17. TSrikh-i-Firishta, Briggs' translation, I, p 9.

18. Some tliink that It was so named because it lay on the route to Ghur or Ghor. Of.

Hodivala, Studies h Indo-MusKm History, p 136.

19. told, pp 135-36.

20. Journey, 123, cited by Hodivala, pp 134-36.
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Being less used to this kind of intense cold, the SSii army suffered more

than that of the Ghaznavids, and Jayapala had to think of concluding a

treaty with the enemy. But scorning abject surrender, he sent the following

message to Sabuk-tigin:

You have heard and known the nobleness of Indians, how that, in

seasons of extremity, they fear not death or destruction. They run the

edge of the sword over those who wrong them, where there is no

means of escaping the blade. In affairs of honour and renown we
would place ourselves on the fire like roast meat, and upon the dagger

like the sun rays.^’

The terms offered by Sabuk-tigin were 10,00,000 Sahiya dirhams^^ five

stables of elephants,” cession of some cities and fortresses of Hindustan,

and the supply of hostages till the terms of the treaty were implemented.

Jayapala had no alternative but to accept these hard terms. But he

repudiated the treaty after he had gone a few stages. The reasons for the

repudiation might have been many. Perhaps he never meant to implement

them, accepting them merely to gain time and to get out of the difficult

situation in which he found himself. Or it may be that he was as averred

by Nizam-ud-din,^'* enraged by the imprisonment of his men left behind as

hostages and, for that reason, repudiated not only the treaty but threw

into prison the men who had been sent to take charge of the fortresses

and cities to be surrendered by the Sahi ruler.

Naturally, the result of all this was renewed warfare, in which SabuK-tigin

gave no quarter to his adversaries. He burnt and razed buildings, slew

anyone he could lay his hands on and carried away their children and

cattle as booty. Thus, within a few years, the whole of Lamghan, which

till then had been one of the fairest provinces of the Sahi kingdom, became
one of the poorest and most desolate. Finding that he could not free the

land from YaminT depredations, Jayapala -is said to have despatched letters

to various rulers of India asking for their help. Of the rulers who responded,

Firishta mentions the rajas of Delhi, /^mer, Kalinjar and Kannauj.^® But, as

pointed out by us elsewhere,” since ^mer had not till then come into

existence the reference can be to the vsuri-gharatta (grinder of enemies)

21. TM<h-i-Y8irM, p 37.

22. Dhars sterling according to Reynolds, and royal dirhams according to Elliot. But the

Delhi Litho. Edition has clearly "alf aHf dirham SSt^,” as pointed out by Hodivala.

23. Nizam-ud-din gives the number of the elephants demanded as fifty.

24. Tabaqit-I-Akben, p 3.

25. Nizam-ud-din, who also speaks of the confederacy, gives no particulars about the rajas.

See TabaqSt-l-AkbaiT p 3 and FWshta, I, p 18. [An undated Mahoba inscription would also

indicate that Dhaiiga, the CandeHa ruler who died sometime between 998 and 1002, probably

had some conflict with the "valorous Harrivira", cf. R. S. Avasthy and A. Ghosh, "References

to Muhammadans in Sanskrit Inscriptions in Northern India, ad 730 to 1320", JIH, XV, i, pp
161-84; see also ch. XII, sec. I in this volume—fife.].

26. Dasharatha Sharma, fiany ChauhSrt Dynasties, p 34.
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Cauhana ruler Durlabharaja II, who was an ancestor of the Cauhana rulers

of Ajmer and ruled at 6akambhan. Of the rulers of Kannauj, we can think

of either the imperial Pratlhara Vijayapala (959) or his son and successor,

Rajyapala, though their greatest preoccupation at the time was defending

their own lands against Candella incursions. One cannot be sure of the

identity of the ruler of Delhi but he could be a Tomara prince. The Candella

contemporary of Sabuk-tigin was Dhahga who had been on the throne of

Khajuraho since c. 964. He claimed to have obtained exalted sovereignty

(samrajya) by defeating the ruler of Kanyakubja, and "equalled [slighted

according to one interpretation] the powerful Hamvira who had proved a

heavy burden for the earth”. This vague statement is the only testimony

that we have to corroborate the accounts of later historians, Nizam-ud-din

and Firishta, on a point where we lack the evidence of the contemporary

historian Utbi.

Jayapala’s army consisted of 1 ,00,000 cavalry, reinforced perhaps by the

addition of some elephants and foot.^'' Once again, the Sahi and Ghaznavid

armies faced each other, this time, we are told, at a place not far from

Lamghan. Stationing his troops on a lofty hill, Sabuk-tigin divided his army

into squadrons of 500 men each and ordered them to attack in succession

a particular point in the Sahi army, with a view to softening it and driving

a wedge deep enough probably to permit an enveloping action. His tactics

succeeded. Wearied by the attacks of almost ever-fresh and ever-changing

squadrons of Sabuk-tigin, the attacked line of the Sahis began to give way.

Seeing the disorder that he had created in the enemy ranks, Sabuk-tigin

now ordered a general charge and was rewarded with success in every

direction. A relentless pursuit of the fleeing Sahi army up to the banks of

the Nilab (Indus) made Sabuk-tigin’s victory complete. Great also was the

booty in horses, elephants, captives and equipment that fell into Sabuk-tigin’s

hands.

One might regret Jayapala’s .defent. But there could be many good

reasons for Sabuk-tigin’s success. He had better generalship and, in some
ways, the pattern of his victory was the same as that in the first and third

battles of Panipat, where the attack of fresh horsemen held in reserve

finally decided the issue. Partly, the ^hi defeat may have been because

of the motley character of the host that had come together. On other

occasions earlier as well as later, the SShi armies are known to have done

better. But in this particular action, in which Jayap§la’s contingents perhaps

fought under the captaincy of their own chiefs, the cohesion may have

been rather loose and, instead of caring for the army as a whole, each

Reyput unit might have thought only of Its own victory or glory and suffered

27. £/, I, 1888-92, pp 218 and 221, v t7. "Equalled" seems to be the better interpretation

of the two, consideiing the expression "who had proved a heavy burden for the earth."

28. Nizam-ud-din mentions "many etepheyits”. Firishta adds “an Innumerable host of foot".

The account of the battle in the fotowing lines is mainly on the basis of Utbi's TarUrfr-f-vamW:
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due to not having extended timely relief and assistance to the hard-pressed

and beleaguered parts of their army. What actually happened, however, on
the Sahi side can only be a guess in the absence of any indigenous

account of the battle.

With this defeat ended Jayapala's attempts to regain the territories that

he and his Sahi forebears had lost. In the picturesque language of Utbi:

"from this time the Hindus drew in their tails and sought no more to invade

the land". But this did not mean an end to the blows being inflicted by

the aggressor. All the territory extending from Lamghan to Peshawar now
passed into the hands of Sabuk-tigin who placed Peshawar in charge of

a commander of 1,000 horses.^® When Sabuk-tigin died in 997 and was
foliowed on the throne seven months later by Mahmud, aggression became
more pronounced, even though Jayapala probably did nothing to provoke

the new ruler’s ire. In 1000 Mahmud captured some towns and fortresses

to the west of the Indus,*’ and one year later reached Peshawar (spelt

Parshawar by both Utbi and Nizam-ud-din) with 10,000®’ picked cavalry.

JayapSla hurried to prevent the raider’s advance with 1 2,000 horses, 30,000

foot soldiers, and 300 elephants but, on coming into contact with Mahmud’s
army, tried to delay the battle as he expected to be joined soon by the

rest of his army.®® But Mahmud was too much of a general not to take

the fullest advantage of his surprise raid. Jayapala fought bravely and,

according to all accounts, the struggle was obstinate. By noon 5,000 of

the Sahi soldiers lay dead on the battlefield and Jayapala, who had plunged

headlong into the battle with drums beating, had been captured with all

his family, children and relatives. The booty taken by the victor is valued

by Utbi at 200,000 dfnars of red gold. The necklace of the Sahi ruler alone

was worth 1 ,80,000 dinars according to Nizam-ud-din and Firishta.®®

Soon after this victory, Mahmud attacked Jayapala’s capital which has

been variously identified with Waihind or Ohind and Bhatinda. Waihind,

mentioned by AibirunI as the capital of Gandharq, seems to be the better

of the two identifications. Reaching Bhatinda, virhich is more in the interior,

needed belter preparation and necessitated crossing all the rivers of the

Panjab, a feat mentioned by none of the Muslim chroniclers and obviously

unwise when a part of the Sahi army still remained undefeated and capable

Of operating from the rear under such circumstances. What Mahmud gained

even without reaching as far as that was enough to satisfy any conqueror,

29. ‘Utbi describes the tsn1to»y annexed as “this territofy”, Nizatn-ud-din mentions Lamghan,

and Firishta has both Lamghan and Peshawar.

30. Firishta speaks of the capture of many fortresses. But, as pointed out by Wolseley

Haig, "Mahmud had at this time little time for foreign aggression, and the campai^ may be

regarded either as apocryphal or as a foray undertaken by some of his oflicers".

31. The number is also given as 15,000.

32. mikh-l-YSmIrf, p 281.

33. fokJ, pp 282-83. According to Tebac^-i-Nasm, I, p 82, the sum of the ransom was 80

(80,000) {Mrhuna.
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for the captive Jayapala offered to give ail that Mahmud wanted, provided

he did not have the top-knots of his relatives and Wmself removed.

Anandapala paid a heavy sum of money as ransom; Jayapala was sent

back to his own kingdom on surrendering one of his sons as a surety

perhaps for fhe payment of more money and a regular annual tribute.

Before we write about his sad end. let us point out that Jayapala had

ndt been unsuccessful in every direction. If he bst territories in the north-west,

he gained fresh ones in the east. According to the Adsd>ul-Muluk wa
Kifayat-ul-MamIuk of Muhammad bin Mansur, Hah, the son of Bhadra,

founded the town of Lohur. Here his son Bharat build a fort. With that as

his base, he tried to conquer the Nandana, Take^ar and Jhelum territories

which were under Jayapala.®^ He crossed the river Candraha (Candrabhaga

or Chenab) but was defeated and imprisoned by Jayapala's son, Anandapala,

who advancing from the site of battle also captured Lohur. On paying a

large sum as indemnity, Bharata was given back his territory and permitted

to rule as a feudatory of the Sahis. But soon after this, Bharata was
deposed by his own son, Hanprat, and the ^his had to intervene once

again in the affairs of the state. Anandapala defeated and imprisoned

Handrat,^*^ and Lohur was annexed to the Sahi dominions in ah 389 (ad 999).

It was after this victory that Jayapala had to fight against Mahmud, with

the results mentioned above. This second defeat* at his young adversary’s

hands went so much to his heart that he decided to put an end to his

life by ascending a funeral pyre.®^ He himself lit the fire in which he was

to bum. The event can be placed either sometime after his defeat on 20

November 1001 or in early 1002.

Jayapala’s son and successor, Anandapala, lacked neither ability nor

experience and had more than once led the Sahi forces to victory against

their enemies. His accession in 1001-2 -could, therefore, have been expected

to improve the political prospects of the Sahi kingdom. But Mahmud was

not the person to let Anandapala have the initiative in such matters. Taking

advantage of the strained relations between the latter and his feudatory,

Vijay Ray* of Bhatiya (Bhera on the river Jhelum),* who had refused to

34. Nandana is about 20 from Jhelum town. From Albiruni’s account, one can Infer

tfiat Takedar mIbs not very far from Rc^rl arxf Lohur which are mentioned as two of the

strongest places, he had seen.

35. It Is difficult to jBStore the original names of the ruler of Lohur. But Handrat might have

been Slndhuratha.
"

36. Ttnkh-I-Yimliir, pp 282-63. According to the TabaqiN-NMT, I, p 82, JayapAla Wes'

kept a prisoner at Man-Yazld In KhurfisAn.

37. According to Utbl, it had "been a long time established as a ruler that if any king fell

as a prisoner Into the hands of the Muslims, he should no longer hold his kingdom and that

no more aHeglanoe should effectualty appertain to him.”

38. Wolseley Haig (CHf, III, p 14) restores the name as Bt^ra. Briggs had Beejy Ray and
Elliot, Bahlra. But VIjay Ray or B||aya Ray appears to be the right reading. Ibn Asir mentions

his kingdom as one of the deperxlencles of Hind.

39. The Identifications proposed for Bhfitiya are Bhera, Ucch, Bhatner and Bhatinda. But,
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pay his share of the tribute to Ghazni, Mahmud crossed the indus in 1004
and attacked the raja in his own fort. After stoutly opposing him for three

days, Vijay Ray retir^ into the fort. In trying to escape from there, he was
overtaken by the enemy in the jungle nearby. He stabbed himself, preferring

death to falling into the enemy’s hands. Bhera was sacked, its defenders

were brutally massacred and the capture signalised by the building of

mosques ai^ the conversion of perhaps a fairly large number of its

inhabitants to Islam.'*® The capture of Bhera greatly increased the striking

power of Mahmud and gave him a strong outpost on this side of the river

Indus. From here he could easily ride the territories of Abul Fatah Daud,

the ruler of Multan, or advance into the Punjab. Sabuk-tigin had given the

Multan chiefe a false sense of security by leaving their territories severely

alone while he devastated the kingdom of the Sahis. Mahmud’s policy was
different, as he did not merely covet Baud’s territories. He did not like him

also on account of his having embraced the- doctrines of the Ismaili sect

which Mahmud disliked. Sensing the new danger, Daud appealed to

Anandap§la for help and we are told that the Sahi ruler was not slack in

responding to the call.*'

With a view to avoiding the lower waters of the Panjab rivers, where

they were too deep and wide to cross with ease, Mahmud reached to

Ohind in 1005. Here he desired to have Anandapala’s permission to march
through his dominions to attack Multan. Anandapala refused, even though

he must have known that it was the surest means of bringing on himself

the sultan’s forces. In the batle that followed near Peshawar, Anandapala

was defeated and pursued as far as the boundary of Kashmir.*® His son,

Sukhapala, who fell into the hands of Mahmud’s army, was converted to

Islam and given the name Nawasa Shah. When, after compelling Daud of

Multan to pay annually a tribute of 20,000 dirhams, Mahmud turned

northwards to meet a threat to his own dominions by the Turks of

Transoxiana, he made Nawasa Shah governor of Waihind.*'*

This would have been the right time for Anandapala to attack Mahmud.

as pointed out by S. H. Hodivala the latter three being more than 300 miles from Waihind

(the last outpost that Mahmud had on this side) are ruled out "by the crucial test of strategical

considerations’’. It would have been difficult to reach them without opposition in crossing the

rivers of the Panjab. Anandapila was till then strong enough, and could have been backed

by other chiefs of the Panjab. And even If this point is not regarded as ypry convirx^ng, we
hen/e to keep m view the f^ that on his way to Bh&tiya Mahmud Is not said to have crossed

any river except the Indus. Bhera, which stands on the Jhelum, the river next to the Indus,

and is only 130 kms from Waihind, could easily be regarded as the place attacked by Mahmud
when he tried to extend Ns dominions ferther. Bhera, it might be remembered, has also been

ail along a place of great strategic importance and figures in the account of many other

invasions. Albiruni makes BhStiyi and Sind the home of Ardhanagar.

40. Tm<h-l-YSrm pp 324-25.

41. Rrishta, I, p 41.

42. /IM^. See also TStfkh-l-YSfrM. pp 327-28.

43. TSiiMi-i-YSmlrff. pp 327-28.

H-22
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But what he did was something politically foolish. According to Albiruni, he

wrote to Mahmud the following:

I have learnt that the Turks have rebelled against you and are spreading

in Khurasan. If you wish, I shall come to you with 5,000 horsemen,

10,000 footsoldiers and 100 elephants or if you wish, I shall send

you my son with double the number. In acting thus I do not speculate

on the impression this will make on you. I have been conquered by

you, I do not wish that another person should conquer you.^

Equally short-sighted was his policy in dealing with his own son Nawasa
Shah who, finding Mahmud preoccupied with the affairs of Khurasan, had

apostatized, expelled the Muslim officers from his province and decided to

rule at Waihind either independently or as his father’s subordinate. Instead

of extending a helping hand to the spirited and entreprising prince, he

allowed him to be crushed by Mahmud’s officers. He was imprisoned for

life and his treasure confiscated. If Anandapala had not let this opportunity

step by, he might have saved himself from further humiliation at the hands

of his enemies.

In 1008 Mahmud decided to eliminate the danger from the Sahis.

Anandapala was attacked on the excuse that he had been unfriendly to

Mahmud when the latter marched against Multan in 1005. According to

Firishta, Anandapala invited assistance from the rajas of Uijain, Ralihjar,

Gwalior, Kannauj, Delhi and Aitner as soon as he heard of Mahmud’s
intention.'*® Utbi, the contemporary historian, has nothing to say about this

confederacy, and of the places menttoned by Firishta, Ajmer had not come
into existence till then. But we can perhaps agree with Wolseley Haig’s

statement that though the number and consequence of Anandapala’s allies

has been exaggerated by Firishta, AnaixJapala must have received

considerable accession of strength to make his army very different from

the one that had been simply brushed aside by Mahmud on the way to

Multan.'*^ Valuable assistance might have been, we feel, received from

Kashmir, where Anandapala had found efuge in 1005, and from the wild

and war-like Gakkhars who recognised none as their master excepting

Ahandapala ^i. The two armies are said to have lain feeing each other

for forty days on the confines of the pro^nce of Peshawar, neither daring

to attack the other. Ultimately, Mahmud’s tactics succeeded in drawing out

the Gakkhars from their lines and, in the fight that ensued, both the sides

lost heavily. According to Utbi, the fight continued from early morning to

sunset. For a time, it even appeared that Mahmud would be defeated,

when the sultan, with his own guards made a charge which the $fihls

44. Albiruni, II, pp 13-14.

45. pp 338-39: Tstacfit-l-AMxff, p 6; FiWsWB, 1, p 45.

46. Rrtsbfa, I, p 46.

47. CH/. Ill, pp 15-16.
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were unable to withstand.^ Firishta, on the other hand, states ;

On a sudden the elephant, upon which the prince who commanded
the HItkIus rode, becoming unruly from the effects of the naptha balls

and flights of arrows, turned and fled. This circumstance produced a

panic among the Hindus, who seeing themselves deserted by their

general, gave way and fled also.^^

We can perhaps combine the two accounts and ascribe the panicking

of Anandap^a's elephant to the attack of Mahmud’s guards.

After this surrender of the ^i ruler, Mahmud -led an expedition to

Thane^ar in 1011, in spite of Anandapala’s protest.“ The city was captured

and sacked despite some resistance that the raja of Delhi, in whose territory

Thane^ar lay, tried to organise on receiving information from AnandapSla.®’

Mahmud carried the idol of Cakrasvamin to Ghazni, where, according to

Albiruni, it lay in the hippodrome along with the lord of Somnath.“ Mahmud
had a mind perhaps even of moving on to Delhi, but was dissuaded from

doing so by his officers who were not sure of the neutrality of the ^is
under the circumstances.

In 1012 Anandapala was succeeded by Trilocanapala.” In contrast to

his father, who had been bitter against the Ghaznavids, especially since

the capture of his son Sukhpala, Trilocanapala seems to have tried to be

in their good books.®'* But all this was useless, for Mahmud and his officers

had already decided to liquidate the Sahi kingdom, this according to them

being the only means of ensuring safety for their expedition to the

Ganga-Yamuna valley. An expedition to Nandana in the Balnath hills (Salt

Range) which was at the time the chief stronghold of the Sahis, proved

once again the personal valour of the Sahis and the superiority of Mahmud’s

military machine. After some fighting, Trilocanapala retired into hills, leaving

the fort under the charge of his son, BhTmapala, rightly known as nidara

or fearless. The prince faced Mahmud in the open field, could not retain

48. TMkh-i-YSnM, p 340.

49. Rnshta, I, pp 46-47.

50. Firishta, I, pp 51-52 gives a cop^ of Anandapala’s letter.

51. Wolseley Haig {CHI, III, pp 17-18) ascribes the event to the reign of Anandapfila's

sucoeesor. But as Gardezi, a contemporary historian, puts the sack of Thaneivara in 1011,

we have thought It best to agree with the scholars who put the event in the reign of

Anandapfila himself.

52. Albiruni, I, p 117, and II, p 103. The idol was of bronze and Is said to have been

made in the time of Bharata as a memorial of wars connected with this name. The reference

obviously is to Bharata’s Cakra which, according to the Jaina tradition, marked the way by

which he was to proceed on his cXgv^aya.

53. The name is spelt as Tarojanapfila by Albiruni, II, p 13. Kalharia cans him Trilocanapala

which has to be assumed as the right name. Wolseley Haig’s Jaipai II (CNf, III, p 17) is due
to the wrong reading of the name by Rrishta and Nizam-ud-din.

54. Albiruni, Ibid.
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the fort and was defeated.® Sai^ramar^ of Kashmir (1003-1.028), to

whom Trilocanapala had appealed for help, sent his minister Tuhga, a man
interested in the fortunes of the SaNs, as the father-in-law of the Sahi

prince Bimba. But it appears from Kalhana’s account in the R^atarai^T

that Tuhga after all proved more a liability than an asset to the Sahis. In

his words;

When he [Tuhga], together with his son, had been hospitably received

by the ^hi, who had gone to meet him, and had been in the land

for five or six days, the Sahi noticed that they gave no thought to

nightwatches, the posting of scouts, to military exercises, and other

[preparations] for such an attack, and spoke thus to Tuhga, who was

intoxicated with (self-confidence). “Until you have acquainted yourself

with the Turuska warfare you should post yourself on the cape of

this hill [keeping] idle against your desire.”

This good counsel of Trilocanapala, he in his pride did not accept,

but remained, together with his troops, eagerly looking out for battle.

Thence he crossed with rather a small force to the other bank of

the Tausi, and defeated a corps which HammTra had sent on

reconnaissance.

Though he was filled thereupon with pride, the S§hi experienced in

war, repeated again and again the same advice he had given before.

Blinded by his desire for battle, he did not accept the Sahi’s counsel.

Advice is no use to those whose destruction is near.

In the morning then came in fury and full of battle array the leader

of the Turuska army himself, skilled in stratagem.

Thereupon the army of Tuhga dispersed immediately. The Sahi force,

however, was seen for [some] time moving about in battle.

Even when the S§hi army was gone, Jayasirnha rushed about,

fighting, also Stivardhana and Vibhramarka, the DSmara of Sahgrama’s

family.

These three valiant men, fighting on the terrible field of battle which

resounded with [the tramp of] horses, preserved the hortour of their

country from being lost.

Who would describe the greatness of Trilocanapala whom numberless

enemies could not defeat in battle?

TrilocanapSla, causing floods of blood to pour forth in battle,

resembled Siva [Tiilocana] when sending forth the fire which bums
the world at the end of the kafoa.

After fighting croses of armour-clad soldiers in the battle [this prince]

55. Accounts of the siege of Nandana differ a good deal. According to one of them,

Bhiinapila had to surrender. But consideiing the fact that we find him in Kashmir, not long

after facing Mahmud, it is best to accept as authentic the version according to which Bhitnapaia

contested every inch of the ground and was worsted with very great difficuity.
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who was experienced in affairs came forth singly from among the

foes pressing [around] him.

When Trilocana [pala] had gone afar, the whole country was
overshadowed by hosts of fierce candalas which resembled clouds

of locusts.®®

It is obvious from Kalhatia’s account that had Tutiga listened to the

Sahi’s counsel, there would have been no disaster and Mahmud might

have been prevented from proceeding any further. But by going his own
way, Tut^ga brought destruction not only to his own army but also to that

of the Sahis who would not keep to thier safe position, while their ally

fought a losing battle against their enemy Mahmud. Trilocanapala managed
to get out of the melee with some of his followers, but the defeat practically

put the entire Sahi dominions or at least the western part of it, at Mahmud’s
mercy. Mahmud also secured largely what he wanted, a safe passage

through the Panjab to the Ganga-Yamuna valley.

About the time these events occur, Trilocanapala had probably lived on
as the ruler of a small part of the extensive kingdom over which he and

his ancestors had ruled not long ago. From the indications that we have,

the territory ruled can be placed in south-east Panjab. Probably, his

immediate neighbour was Cand Rai of Sarsawa. According to Utbi, there

had been constant fights between him and Baru-jaybal (Trilocanapala)

in which many men and warriors had fallen in the field .... At last

they consented to peace, in orhder to save further bloodshed and

invasion of their respective borders. Baru-jayabal sought his old enemy’s

daughter that he might give her in marriage to his son Bhimpal, thus

cementing the peace between them for ever and preserving their

swords within their sheaths. He sent his son to obtain the bride from

Chand Rai who imprisoned the son and demanded retribution for the

losses which had been inflicted by the father.®^

Naturally there could be no peace between the two rulers after thai,

though the fighting was only of a desultory nature because Trilocanapala

could not mount any big expedition for fear that harm might come to his

son. But, in spite of all this hostility, Trilocanapala was magnanimous enough

to caution Cand Rai against fighting with the invader, and probably put

himself also out of the way of harm by leaving his kingdom at least temporarily.

Baru-jaybal of Utbi’s Tankh-i-YaminT\^as been identified by some scholars

with Trilocanapala Pratlhara, who had succeeded to the throne of Kannauj

after the death of his father, Rajyapala, at the hands of Vidyadhara Candella

and his feudatories. Wolseley Haig identified Baru-jaybal with Jayaccandra

of Kannauj,®® though no such ruler is known to have ruled there in 1018.

56. Raj, VII, pp 47-65; Stein’s trans. I, pp 272-73.

57. ED. II, pp 47-48.

58. CHI, III, pp 19f.
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Actually, however, he can be best identified with Sahi Trilocanapala, as

assumed by us in the last paragraph. This can be seen from the following

two facts, sometimes ignored by writers on the history of the Sahis and

Mahmud of Ghazni. Baru-jaybal had already been on the throne for a

number of years and had a son of marriageable age in 1018, when Mahmud
returned to Ghazni after sacking Kannauj, the capital of Rajyapala. He has

to be regarded not as Rajyapala’s son but as a contemporary ruler belonging

to some other dynasty.®® That this dynasty was none other than Sahi can

further be presumed because like Trilocanapala, the adversary of Mahmud
in the battle of Tosi, Cand Rai’s neighbour Baru-jaybal (Trilocanapala) also

had a son, named BhTmapala.

With the question of Baru-jaybal’s identity thus settled, we can proceed

to piece together some other stray facts about him. The Indian ruler, who
according to Ibn-ul Athir had taken refuge with Bida (Vidyadhara Candella)

of Khajuraho®° because his armies had been routed and territories conquered

by Mahmud, appears to be the Sahi ruler Trilocanapala. Bida is said to

have promised to restore him to his country and protect him even though

he gave no immediate help, making the coming of winter and the continuous

rainfall an excuse.®’ And this identity between Trilocanapala Sahi and the

ruler who took refuge with Bida becomes all the more certain when we
find the contemporary historian, Gardezi, specifically naming the ruler as

Baru-jayabal (Trilocanapala) and stating like Ibn Athir that Bida had promised

to help him and to carry an army to his country.®®

When Mahmud once again led an expedition into the interior of India in

1021, he came not so much on account of R%apala Pratlhara having

been killed by Vidyadhara Candella and his feudatories, but because the

news had reached him that the Candella ruler had given refuge to his old

enemy Trilocanapala and promised to help him. This, as Ibn Athir states,

disturbed YamTn-ud-daulah (Mahmud) and he prepared to fight. When
Trilocanapala crossed the river Ganga, probably from the side of the kingdom

of Khajuraho, Mahmud was not far off, ready to checkmate the designs

of the Sahis as well as the Candellas. But instead of attacking Trilocanapala

at once, he first reduced the fortress of Sarbal, probably with a view to

safeguarding his rear. Then, after a continuous march for a day and night,

he reached the river Rahut®® or Ramganga. Trilocanapala had crossed over

to the other side with his army only the preceding night, and was determined

to resist Mahmud’s crossing. For some time Mahmud hesitated. The river

59. The sarne conclusion was reached by H. C. Ray, DHNI, II, p 607, though he did not

go as for as to identify him with Trilocanapala ^hi.

60. Sisir Kumar MItra, The Earty Rulers of l^iaiuraho, pp 73f.

61. T&m-i-KSmil, IX, pp 115-16 quoted by H. C. Ray. op c/f. p 605.

62. KItS} Zern-ul-Am^, see DHNI. II, p 605, p 2.

63. The same as Rahib of Utbi. The name Rahab is also given by Albiruni, and there is

nothing in his Kit&HJl-hHnd to indicate that Rahab was the name merely of the upper part

of the river, as contended by Nazim in his Life and Times of Sultan Mi^vnud of &iazna.
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was deep and its bed full of mud. But some of his soldiers managed to

swim over to the other side, though not without opposition, and engage
Tiilocanapala in battle. Then Mahmud also crossed over with the rest of

his army. The Sahi, though badly outnumbered and without the assistance

that he had expected from Vidyadhara Candella, continued fighting for the

greater part of the day. Tiilocanapala himself got wounded, and seeing no

other way of saving his people, sent intercessors to ask for quarter.®^ It

did not materialize but Tiilocanapala once again managed to escape and
probably hoped to contact Vidyadhara Candella whose army, as already

stated, was not very far away. But he was ambushed on the way by some
of his own co-religionists and put to death.®® Trilocanapala’s son BhTmapala.

had probably either been released or escaped from prison at 6arva (Sarsawa)

when Mahmud attached it on his return. According to Albiruni, BhTmapala

was killed in 1026.®®

How highly impressed their contemporaries were by the greatness of

the Sahis can be seen from Albiruni’s statement:

The Hindu Sahiya dynasty is now extinct, and of the vi/hole house

there is no longer the slightest remnant in existence. We must say

that in all their grandeur, they never slackened in the ardent desire

of doing what is good and right and that they were men of noble

sentiment and noble bearing.®^

64. Farukkhi’s Ode quoted in Nazim, op dt, pp 204-06.

65. iX, pp 115-16.

66. Albiruni. II, p 13. The circumstances of BhTmapaia's death are uncertain. Did he get

back to the hilly region south of Lohara which was so well known to him and fight on from

there against Sultan Mahmud, the inveterate enemy of his family? Or, did he meet his death

elsewhere? These are questions to which no satisfactory answer can be given in the present

state of our krxjwledge.

67. tbkt.



Chapter XII

GHAZNAVID INVASIONS

SECTION ONE

Nearly three centuries after the Arab invasion of .Sind, northern India

faced a wave of Ghaznavid invasions, which continued for nearly three

decades and went deeper into the country. Despite their apparently

inconsequential nature, they paved the way for the future invasions.

The rise of the Ghaznavids in Central Asia and eastern Iran (Khurasan)

marks the decline of Caliphal power in its eastern regions.’ New power

centres came into being in the fourth century ah (tenth century ad) which

renderd only a formal allegiance to the Khalifa.

Several independent dynasties came into existence. The most significant

was the Samanids. The Ghaznavids arose as their portage. The Samanids

were of Soghdian origin, tracing descent from the Sassanid hero, Bahram

Choben. Like the Ghaznavids later, they came into prominence under the

Tahirids. It would appear that it was at the instance of the Khalifa that

Isma’il Samani moved against the Tahirid 'Amr bin Laith and in ah 287

(ad 900) seized Khurasan from him.

The Samanids furnished the background for the rise of the Ghaznavids

and a model for their political and cultural structure. In its prime, it was a

powerful kingdom embracing nearly the whole of Iran and western Afghanistan.

Its preoccupation with the more pressing probiems to its north and west

did not allow it to divert its attention towards eastern Afghanistan where

a purely Indian dynasty, the Sahiyas, had been established.^

1. It is not possible here to provide even a bare outline of the earlier history of Central

Asia and eastern Iran after the decline of Abbasid power in Baghdad. It is evident that in

the tenth century, the AbbaskJs were no longer able to control their lieutenants in the east.

In fact, since the days of al-Hallaj, a considerable degree of autonomy had to be granted to

them. The influx of considerable Turkish elements, who were half-lslamicized and highly

race-conscious, exacerbated tensions. The Samanids, in particular, as Bosworth writes (GB,

pp 30-31), took over the historic role of defending the Iranian world against the barbarians

of Central Asia. Hovrever, the Turkish flood seeped in through the ^huigms.

For nx)re details on the conditions in Central Asia in this age, see LTSMG, pp 18-23; G8,

pp 27-34 and SMG, pp 1-11.

2. For the SShiyas, see ch. XI in this volume. The earliest Muslim invasion on what is now

south-eastern Afghanistan took place in ah 33 (ad 653-54). Yaoub bin Laith had captured
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The Samanids foltowed the Abbasid tradition of recruiting Turkish

and training them as military captains. This was forced upon them owing

to their attempt at centralisation at the cost of landed and mercantile

interests. It was from this stock that the ancillary dynasty, the Ghaznavids,

arose in the south-east.

Alp-tigin, the founder of the Ghaznavid power, was the commander-in-chief

of the Samanids in Khurasan when in ah 350 (ad 961) he failed, after the

death of ‘Abd-u'l-Malik bin Nuh, in placing his candidate on the throne.

This necessarily led to the antagonisation of Mansur bin Nuh who did come
to the throne. Alp-tigin consequently withdrew to south Afghanistan, seized

Ghazni^ from its ruler, Abu Bakr Lawik, and thus founded the Ghaznavid

"dynasty” in ah 351 (ad 962)."

Ostensibly, Alp-tigin not only planned to secure himself by retiring to this

out-of-the way spot but to use this vantage point for gaining religious merit

by raids in Hindu territory. He is said to have engaged the Sahi ruler of

Kabul. It is also possible that Abu Bakr Lawik was not a Muslim. He
becured an investiture (manshur) from the Samanid ruler which suggests

that he did not assume formal independence. However, before he could

proceed further, he died in ah 352 (ad 963).

Alp-tigin was succeeded by his son Abu Ishaq Ibrahim who died on ah
Dhu ‘Iqada 25, 355 (ad 12 November 966) after a three year rule. For a

time, Ghazni was recovered by Abu ‘All Lawik, the son of its expelled ruler

but it was regained with Samanid help in ah 353-54 (ad 964-65). On his

death, the Turkish troops placed their commandant, Bilge-tigin, a former

ghulam, who, like his predecessors, acknowledged the Samanids as overlords.

In ah 364 (ad 975), Bilge-tigin died and another of Alp-tigin’s ghulams Piri

or Piri-tigin succeeded him. His misrule appears to have led to popular

feeling in Ghazni rising against him. Lawik was invited again and it was

the ability of Sabuk-tigin which saved it at this juncutre. With the support

of his Turkish soldiers and with this success to his credit, Sabuk-tigin had

little difficulty in ousting the unpopular Piri-tigin and establishing himself in

his place (ah 366 or ad 977).

Sabuk-tigin, like his two predecessors, was a ghulam and a Turk. In the

areas up to this region and the Saffarid expanded here. But it appears that their rule was
not firm and these areas reverted to their former rulers. It is possible that these rulers secured
some kind of investitures from the conquerors.

Kabul was ruled by the Turk-SShis till about 850 and subsequently by the Indian Hindu-SShi
nj|0rs

3. Ghazna had been nominally under Samanid jurisdiction but the authority was hardly ever

exercised. It does not appear to have been an Important centre before the Ghaznavids made

it their capital, being overshadowed by Kabul to its north.

4. For Lawik or Anuk (Turkish anuk cub or a Hon or hyena), see GB, pp 37-38; also.

Raverty’s note In his translatton of Tabaqat-l-NSsitf, I, pp 72-73, note. The copy of the TabaqSt

in the Baroda University library has a valuable note on this point, containing a correction of

Raverty’s hypothesis In the hand of Longworth Dames to whom this copy formerly belonged.
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Mahmud encountered Jayapala near Peshawar and here on ah Muharram

8, 392 (AD 27 November 1001), a sharp battle took place in which Jayapala

suffered his third and most severe defeat. Ghaznavid as well as later

historians give highly coloured accounts of the spoils captured though

certainly large they must have been.’® Jayapala was released on the promise

that he would pay a large ransom in cash and fifty elephants, an emphasis

which shows how valuable these cumbersome animals were regarded in

the warfare of the medieval age. Mahmud followed this success by

consolidating his position by occupying the trans-Indus area.’^

With Ghaznavid control extending to the Indus, the way was open for

deeper inroads. The third expedition was, therefore, directed against inner

principalities, in particular against Bhera which was situated on the left or

the eastern bank of the Indus.’® Firishta writes that Bijerai (Vijayarai) was
one of the feudatories of the SShis and had earned their displeasure while

also annoying Mahmud. Leaving Ghazni as the campaigning season opened

in AH 395 (ad October 1004),’® Mahmud advanced against Bhera. He
passed by the borders of the Multan territory which seems to have extended

northwards up to the Indus at this point in a march during which he

encountered considerable difficulty.’^ Bhera too fell to Mahmud’s forces

yielding immense spoils. Besides gold and jewels, it included hundred and

twenty elephants, which shows that Vijayaraja was not an inconsiderable

prince.’®

Mahmud’s next offensive was against the kingdom of Multan, which in

the fourth century ah (tenth century ad), was a relic of the Arab conquest

of Sind and a veritable haven for dissenters and schismatics. The orthodox

Sunni authorities had become consctous, as never before, of the growing

danger from the rise of the Fatimids in Egypt and Karmathian and Isma’ili

movements in the east. Abu'l-Fath Da’ud bin Nasr, an Isma’ili, belong^

to a line which owed allegiance to the Fatimid Imam of Egypt. He apparently

had, as Firishta writes, good relations with Sabuk-tigin and made efforts

to conciliate his son. But probably he was alarmed at the passage of

Mahmud and his army through his territory during the attack on Bhera.

May be he also dreaded Mahmud’s iconoclasm, which made little distinction

between the heretic and the schismatic.’®

13. "Fifteen necklaces of pearls, one of which was valued at 80,OCX) dkiars'' and other

booty "beyond all bounds of calculation”. 'Unsuri quoted in LTSMG, p 87; cf, C.V. Vaidya,

hHstory of Medeval Hindu Inda, III. p 31

.

14. For details of the second invasion of Mahmud against the Sahis, see ch XI in this volume.

15. The identification of this place is doubtful. See also ch XI, n 39. For a detailed

discussion of the question, see LTSMG. pp 197-203; SMG, pp 24-25; ED. II (Aligarh edition),

pp 441-43 (pp 439-41 in original); Vaidya, op cff, pp 34-37; CHI. Ill, p 14.

16. (aardezi is the chronicler who can be said to be the rrxjst reliable for dates. For the

date of this campaign, see LTSMG. pp 202-3.

17. For the details of the fight for Bhera. see ch XI in this volume.

18. For the number of elephants held by an Indian ruler as a criterion of his power and
standing, see Hodivala. Studes in Indo-Mu^ hHstory. pp 146-47.

19. For his persecution of the Karmathians in Ray, later in ah 420 (ad 1029), see LTSMG. p 83.
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Consequently, in the spring of ah 396 (ad March-April 1006), Mahmud
left Ghazni on his fourth expedition against Multan. His march was checked
by the Sahi ruler, AnandapSa. In response to an appeal from Abu'l Path,

Anandapala attempted to bar Mahmud’s passage across the swollen Indus

near Peshawar but without any success. Incidentally, this would show that

the sultan's attempt to occupy the Indus-Jhelum coab had been none too

successful.

After crossing the Indus, Mahmud moved to Multan. On his approach,

Abu’l Path fled towards Debal-Sind.“ The garrison decided to resist and
Mahmud had to invest the city and capture it by assault after a week’s

siege. Despite this, lenient terms were granted to the townsmen. It was
spared the sack and let off with a heavy fine and annual tribute. This

consideration was, however, not extended to the Isma’ilis, Caramitas

(Karmathians) and other schismatics wno were the rulers till then. They

were mercilessly put to the sword and, as Albiruni noted, even their

congregational mosque suffered; it was "only a bam-fioor where bunches

of hinna [Lawsonia Inermi^ are bound together” when he visited Multan.^’

While concluding this campaign, Mahmud received the news of llak Khan’s

invasion of Baikh which necessitated his immediate departure. The choice

of the deputy whom he left at Multan appears surprising. It was Nawasa
Shah, a grandson of the SaN ruler JayapSa, originally named Sukhapala

who had probably been left as a hostage with Mahmud after the battle of

Peshawar and had been converted to Islam. It may be that Mahmud
expected Nawasa Shah to hold Multan better than any foreigner. But to

have placed one whose links with the ^his were so close in a charge

like Multan would indicate Mahmud’s trust in the man and his belief that

Nawasa Shah’s conversion had alienated him completely from his former

kinsmen.

The sultan remained engaged in his Central Asian campaigns for about

a year during which his Indian mercenary detachments and elephants played

a conspicuous role. Developments in Multan then required his presence

once again in this region. Nawasa Shah had either not been sufficiently

indoctrinated in his new faith or accepted it as a measure of expediency.

In any case, he revolted in the winter of ah 398 (c. ad December 1007).

Mahmud marched from Ghazni to Multan. Sukhapala fled to the Salt Ranges

but was captured. The sultan extorted a heavy fine and placed him in

confinement. Later, he was released, for it is mentioned in the Adab-u'l-muluk

that after the death of Sultan Masud, he attacked Lahore together with

the rajas of southern Kashmir but was defeated and killed.^

20. Several conjectures have been made regarding the place Abu’l-Fath fled to. Hodivala’s

suggestion appears most plausible. Hodivala, op cit, pp 140-41; Vaidya, op cit, pp 39-42;

LTSMG, p 97.

21. Albiruni, I, p 117.

22. Quoted in LTSMG, p 99, n 1.
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Sultan Mahmud’s invasions of Multan and the policy he followed are

significant. It is noteworthy that the non-Muslims (who presumably formed

the bulk of the city-dwellers of Multan) were spared, while no mercy was
shown to the schismatic Qaramatas and Isma’ilis. It would be tempting to

interpret it as an index of Mahmud’s value-scale but for the fact that

Mahmud’s fanaticism was situational and exhibitionist and consequently

determined by actual circumstances. Here he was bent on a war against

the schismatics and, therefore, had no immediate interest in the

heretic-hunting.

The choice of a converted Sahi, as noted before, was also not without

meaning. That Mahmud did not anticipate Nawasa Shah’s defeption is

evident as also the fact that he seems to have gained little support from

his Sahi kinsmen. What is more significant is Nawasa Shah’s reversion to

his former faith. That such an event was scarcely possible in the caste

context of the age has often been remarked upon, but Sukhapala seems

to have apostatised and to have been received back in a fold which,

apparently, had no such provision. And this was a step which he took

deliberately, at mortal risk to himself. Finally, it is curious that he should

have been spared death, the usual, punishment for recantation. Why was
Mahmud so kind to him?

During the conflict with llak Khan in Central Asia in which Mahmud had

been engaged, the Sahi ruler had made a chivalrous offer of help to his

mortal enemy, an offer which elicited admiration from Albiruni.^^ It is not

known whether Mahmud availed of this offer or not. His sixth expedition

in any case, meant an annihilating blow to the Sahi power which still stood

between him and the glittering temple-studded Indo-Gangetic plains.

That some such crisis was impending had also not been lost on

Anandapala. The S^i ruler had, therefore, appealed to his neighbouring

Rajput princes to come to his aid and, like his father, seems to have

received an encouraging response. Firishta is again the main authority for

the Rajput alliance against the invader and he informs us that the rulers

who participated were those of Ujjain, Gwalior, Kalinjar, Kannauj, Delhi and

Gwalior. Of these, Ujjain and Gwalior were not included in the four who
had joined Jayapala a decade earlier.^^ While it is likely that the reference

to Delhi and Ajmer, towns not till then founded, is anachronistic, the Udaipur

inscription of the Paramaras of Malwa suggests that Bhoj Paramara joined

the league.®® Anandapila amassed a powerful force led by his son

TrilocanapSla, probably his best general.®®

23. See the text pertaining to n 44 of oh XI In this volume.

24. Firishta, I, p 44.

25. R.S. Avasthy and A. Ghosh, “References to Muhammadans in Sanskrit Inscriptions in

Northern India, ad 730 to 1320", JH. XV. i. p 166.

26. The Brahmanpal of chroniclers: see Hodivala, op off, p 142. As Hodivala points out,

both Brahmanpal and Puru Jaipal of Nizam-u'd-din Ahmad (Nur Jaipal in the BIbk theca IncSca

text) are, in fact, Trilocanpal with the nuqtse misplaced. (Tabaqat-i-Akbari, BbBoheca tncSca,

Text, I, pp 10-13: ED, II. 467-8 (A)/463-4, (A. ie, Aligarh text).
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The alliance now forged by AnandapTa had. if Firishta is to be believed,

the general support of not only the fighting classes but of others, even of

those who did not normally involve themselves in the wars of the period.

‘‘The Hindu women”, he writes in a well-known passage, ‘‘on this occasion

sold their jewels and sent the proceeds from distant parts to their husbands,

so that being provided with aRl the requirements, they might engage

whole-heartedly in the war against the Mussalmans. Those who were poor,

spun and laboured and thus sent the money”. It may be that there is

an element of exaggeration in the statement of the seventeenth century

Deccani historian, but if there is even a grain of truth in this remarkable

assertion, it shows how deeply the Rajput, and possibly others, had been,

moved by the crisis. Mahmud’s campaign of 1008-9 involving a tough time

for his forces in the beginning and a miraculous turn of events in his favour

have already been delineated in chapter XI.

The dearly won victory also called for a symbolic act of triumph. Mahmud
consequently marched to Nagarkot in Kangra (then also known as BhTmanagar)

which housed what was then the richest and the most sacred shrine in

the region.^® In the immediate aftermath of a major battle, it lacked adequate

defences though Mahmud had to overcome fierce opposition in the course

of his three-day siege. The spoils captured were immense.^

The battle of Waihind was one of the major battles fought in self-defence

by Rajput India. Although the Rajputs lost, it was by no means a decisive

battle. The Sahis were scotched but not broken. They established themselves

at Nandana in the Salt Ranges and retained their control of the Panjab.

Mahmud, at best, appears to have retained a tenuous hold on the trans-Indus

region and even his control of Multan, as later events indicate, was not at

all firm.

This major conflict was followed by two deep raids into Indian territory.

The next year, by the beginning of ah 4CX) (ad October 1009), Mahmud
left Ghazni for what was to be his deepest thrust so far into Indian territory.

This was an expedition against Narayan which has been identified with

Narayanpur near Alwar in modern Rajasthan.®® 'Utbi and a qasida of Ghada’iri

furnish the only evidence for this expedition. Its object may have been, as

Habib surmises, to break the brittle alliance fashioned by Anandapala, or

as Nazim supposes, to blaze a trail in the Gangetic plains. The city was
captured, given to plunder and Mahmud returned to Ghazni. Soon after

27. Firishta, I, p 45. Curiously, in the Urdu translation of Firishta's work published by the

Osmania University (translated by Muhammad Fida (All, Hyderabad, ah 1344 or ao 1926),

the sense of the passage has been reversed. It is the Muslim women who are said to have

sent help to their husbands to engage against the Hindus (I, p 78).

28. HodIvala, op c#, pp 142-43.

29. For a description of the spoils, see ‘Utbi, translated by S. R. Sharma, "Contemporary

Account of Sulten Mahmud’s Indian Expeditions", Studes in Medievd Mian Hstay, 1956,

pp 46-47; HodIvala. op dt, p 143.

30. A. Cunnin^Tam, Ancient Geography of India, p 260.
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his return, Mahmud received offers of submission and tribute from an

unnamed indian ruier. It is not possible to state who this ruler was. He

could be either the ruler of Naiayanpur or any one of the numerous petty

chiefs who anticipated himself to be the sultan’s next victim.®^ Mahmud
accepted the proffered submission and sent agents to collect the tribute.

Mahmud’s next, the eighth expedition, was designed to reassert his

control over Multan which, despite the two attacks, still showed signs of

heretic activity. In addition, Abu’l-Fath too had made his appearance in the

region. In the beginning of ah 401 (ad October 1010), Mahmud left Ghazni,

arrived In Multan and crushed the Qaramata elements. Abu'l-Fath was

captured and taken to Ghazni and subsequently imprisoned in the fort of

Ghurak.

The sultan’s next attack was made against one of the holiest of shrines

in northern India, viz. Thane^vara.^ ‘Utbi writes that what attracted Mahmud
to Thane^vara was not the fame of the shrine alone but the reputation of

its Sailasaman (Sri Lankan) breed of elephants, which “made the owner

strong in their battles, infidelity and denial (of Islam’s truth)’ ’.“ In the autumn

of ah 402 (ad 1011-2), Mahmud left on his ninth expedition. Anandapala,

on learning of the sultan’s objective, offered to ransom the shrine but to

no avail. Firishta writes that he was made to extend all help to the invader.

The only resistance met on the way was, as Gardezi mentions, by Ram,

the ruler of Dera.^ Preparations for the defence of Thanesar were on

way when Mahmud appeared but the latter forestalled the defenders by

his rapid march. The ruler fled, and the town and its shrine fell into the

invader’s hands. The town was sacked and the enormous spoils, both in

prisoners and wealth, were seized. These, together with the idol, were

carried to Ghazni where the idol was buried in the market square.®®

Central Asia engrossed Mahmud’s attention in the following year. He also

received an embassy from the Khalif§, al-Qadir-bi'l-lah. Mahmud wished to

secure the legitimisation of his seizure of Khurasan which the Khalifa was
not willing to grant. Mahmud threatened him with his Indian elephants but

was compelled to relent. However, he managed to secure Samarqand.

Anandapala passed away in 1012 and was succeeded by his son

Trilocanapala, the general of the battle of Waihind. It has been suggested

that an alliance between the sultan and the ^is had been arrived at but

31. Nazim (LTSMG, p 102) pfesumes that this must be the ruier of Narayanpur, but this

is by no means certain. See below, also, n 36.

32. ‘Utbi plaoes tNs expedition as the tenth one, after the ninth which he makes out to

be against Nandana (Sharma, op c4, pp 54-55). But Gardezi, whose dates are the most
reliable, places it before Nandana (Gardezi, text, pp 60-61, translation in Sharma, op dt, p
25). Moreover, as Habib shows, Ariandapfila was eyive during the Thane^vara expedition but

not during the next (SMG, pp 34-35); Nazim places it after Nandana (L75/146, pp 103-4).

33. For a note on these ^ephants, see HodK^la, op off, pp 144-45.

34. Gardezi, op cit, p 61. Nazim (cp dt, p 103, n 7) identifies Dera with either Dera

Gopipur in Kangra or Deohra, capital of the former Jubbal state, Paiijab.

35. See also ch XI, n 52 in this voiisne.
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this appears to be a misinterpretation.®® In fact, the Sahis do not appear
to have reconciled themselves to the. expansion of the Ghaznavid povt^.

The accession of Trilocanapala and probably the pleadings of his son,

BhTmapala, the niclara BhTma of Utbi and other Persian chroniclers, appears
to have resulted in a fresh effort and probably some hostile moves. This,

in turn, led Mahmud to undertake his next expedition to India, his fourth

and the sixth Ghaznavid attack on the Sahis.

Rather late in the season, in ah 404 (ad November 1013), Mahmud left

Ghazni but an early ^1 of snow made him return from Balnath. In the next

spring, about ah March 404, he resumed his offensive and marched to

the Sihi stronghold of Nandana, situated on the northern spurs of the Sait

Ranges. Trilocanapala left his son BhTmapala in the fort and retired towards

Kashmir to seek, as Kalhana mentions, the aid of Sahgramraja, the ruler

of that kingdom.®^

Once again, the ^his had been defeated and this defeat was a shattering

one. Mahmud could not occupy the Panjab immediately but certainly the

Sahi power was now too reduced to have even the potentialities of resistance.

The way to the Ganga plains was open. Henceforth the trans-Sutlej regions

were to figure increasingly in Mahmud’s Indian campaigns.

Mahmud’s brush with Tuhga, the Kashmir general, had apparently made
him conscious of Kashmir’s value. His eleventh expedition was, therefore,

directed against that land. In ah 406 (ad 1015), he arrived at the Jhelum

and made an effort to cross over into Kashmir but was held by the fort

of Lohkot.®® After a fruitless siege lasting for a month and made worse by

a heavy snowfall, Mahmud retreated to his capital losing many of his men
and narrowly escaping himself in his passage across the Jhelum. This was
the first reverse which had attended his arms. It was, however, a minor

discomfiture. Next year, the sultan compensated himself by annexing

Khwarizm. After his return from that land, he undertook his most ambitious

expedition designed to carry him into the very heart of northern India.

Except for a raid to Narayanpur, Mahmud had so far confined his attention

to the Panjab. His expeditions had, however, made him conscious of the

rich harvest which could be garnered in the temple-studded heartland of

India—the Ganga plains. With the obstacle of the Sahis removed, the stage

was set for an offensive into this tempting land. Elaborate preparations

were made for this major expedition. The sultan’s polyglot, mercenary army

was reinforced by volunteers who, to quote 'Utbi’s picturesque account,

"virere ready to enter into a marriage contract with paradise”.

The sultan left Ghazni on ah Jamad I. 13, 409 (ad 27 September 1018)

and marching along the foothills of the sub-Himalayan ranges, where he

36. Based on an identification of the unnamed indian ruier with AnandapSia. See ED, ii,

451/448; Habb, SA4G, p 33; see also n 31 above.

37. Rij, VII, 47-65; for details, see ch. Xl, in this vokjme, text pertaining to n 56.

38. Stein's trans. of Rf. II, 293-300; situated at 33°48' N, 74‘'23' E.

H-23
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was guided by Janki, a petty Kashmir chief,® he reached the Yamuna on

AH Rajab 20, 409 (ad 2 December 1018). It would seem from the time

spent in this march that the journey was not uneventful, though the sultan

did not have to fight his way through, being helped by subservient chieftains.

As he crossed the Yamuna, Mahmud’s first encounter was with Rai

Haradatta of Baran (Bulandshahr). This ruler is said to have either submitted

to the sultan, accepted Islam and, therefore, been spared.'® Alternatively,

he fled his capital leaving his people to shift for themselves on which they

made peace with Mahmud by offering tribute. From Baran, Mahmud turned

south to attack Mathura, the great pilgrim centre.

At Mahawan, on the left bank of the Yamuna, Mahmud was opposed
by the Kalacuri ruler Kokalla II, one of the major Rajput kings of northern

India.'*’ Mahmud’s chroniclers speak in respectful terms of this powerful

chief, who possessed numerous elephants and a reputation for invincibility.

He entrenched himself in a forest which guarded the western approaches

to Mathura. Mahmud managed to penetrate the forest successfully and

overcame the opposition. The Kalacuri ruler, as ’Utbi writes, paid the penalty

of defeat by killing his wife and himself. The army was routed, many dying

in the attempt to cross the Yamuna, huge spoils fell into the victor’s hands

and the way to Mathura was open.

Undefended, Mathura capitulated and succumbed to the forces of Mahmud
in 1018. Habib remarks that

as a financial venture, the expedition succeeded beyond all

expectations—98,300 m/sqa/s® of gold were obtained from idols of

that metal; the silver idols, two hundred in number, could not be

weighed without being broken and put into scales: two rubies valued

at 5,000 dfnars, a sapphire weighing 450 misqals,® and in addition

such other spoils as a rich and prosperous city could not fail to yield.**

Brindaban, a few kilometres from Mathura, was also sacked.*^

From Mathura, Mahmud turned towards Kannauj, the capital of the

Prafihara rulers, the premier power in the Ganga basin. Mahmud arrived

in Kannauj on ah Shaban 8, 409 (ad 20 December 1018)—eighteen days

after he had crossed the Yamuna. As he approached, Rajyapala abandoned

his capital and fled across the Ganga to Bari.*® A single day’s siege sufficed

to reduce the abandoned capital and it was sacked.

39. LTSMG, p 106 fn 5.

40. Hodivala, op dt, p 146.

41. Hodivala gives an exhaustive note identifying the "Kulchand" of chroniclers with Kakkal

Cedi or Kalacuri. See idem, pp 146, 48.

42. A m^qal is variously estimated to be equivalent to 1 .3/7 drams (Habib, SMQ, p 41

,

n *) and 72 grains (Hodivala in ED. II, p 623).

43. Nazim (LTSMG, p 106, n 3) thinks it to be an impossible weight for a precious stone.

Hodivala too expresses simiiar doubts, ED, II, pp 621-23.

44. Habib, op dt, pp 40-41.

45. Nazim does not mention this expedition.

46. Bari was about 65 kms north-east of Kannauj but has not been identified.
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Mahmud had now achieved his major objective. He had humbled the

two major Indian powers and the Ganga basin lay undefended before him.

Had Mahmud the creative genius of Babur or an equal interest in his new
conquests, and not the predatory zeal of Timur, an Indian dynasty .might

well have begun with him.

The fall of Kannauj was followed by the reduction of several minor

strongholds whose identification is none too certain. One was Muhja, a

brahman stronghold which was reduced after a difficult siege of twenty-five

days. Next was Asi identified with Asni, about 15 kms north-east of modem
Fatehpur. a strong citadel surrounded by a dense forest. Its ruler, Candrapala

Bhur, one of the powerful chieftains who had opposed the Pratlharas, fled

as the sultan approached; his forts were captured and the garrison put to

the sword.

This was the farthest limit of the sultan’s penetration in the Gangetic

area. From here he turned north on his way back. At Sharwa, modem
Sarwa near Saharanpur, then a massive fort, he encountered Cand Rai

whom Hodivala identifies with Gahgeya Cedi, the son of the slain ruler,

Kokkala Cedi.**® This does not appear very certain though Cand Rai is

reported by 'Utbi to have been one of the greatest kings of Hind. He and

Anandapala''® had not been on good terms because of differences which

were not resolved even after BhTmapala’s marriage with Cand Rai’s daughter.

Now, on the advice of his son-in-law, he abandoned his citadel and took

to flight. The sultan plundered Sharwa and made a determined search for

the fugitive. Cand Rai’s hideout was found out, and Mahmud attacked and

defeated him after a sharp encounter. Huge spoils were captured and men
and women were killed and enslaved in large numbers.

With this, his most successful and spectacular campaign so far, Mahmud
returned to his capital carrying spoils and slaves on an unprecedented

scale. So immense had been the wealth in both man and money which

had been pouring in the Ghaznavid capital, that there was a veritable glut

and inflationary trend which probably made slaves cheap and everything

else dear.

Mahmud’s star was indeed at its zenith. His sway extended both over

Central Asia and Iran. The Khalifa received his envoy, bearing tidings of

his Indian victories with marks of special honour. In his court were gathered

a galaxy of talent which was second to none in the then Muslim world.

47. The identification of these places is doubtful; Munj has been identified with Majhawan,

south of Kanpur and with Manj, north of Etawah. For details see ro, II, pp 456-67; LTSMG,

p 109, n 1, 3. 6; Vaidya, op df, pp 77-78; Hodivala. op off, p 149.

48. Hodivala, op df, p 1 48. This {Notification would place Sharwa somewhere in Bundelkhand,

which does not seem likely. It is also not clear then how the quarrel with the SShis could

have originated.

49. According to Utbi, the contemporary of Cdnd Rai was Baru-jaybal, who is generally

klentffied with Trilocanapila svxt not Anandapila. For a detailed discussion of this problem,

see ch XI In this volume, text pertaining to ns. 57-59.
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In such a setting, with a prestige which was soaring sky-high, Mahmud

laid the foundations of his mosque and msdamsa, the "Celestial Bride" of

Gharni.

Mahmud’s next—his thirteenth expedition to India and his second into

the Gangetic heartland—was essentially a corollary to its predecessor. This

extravagant and impudent but wholly triumphant campaign had aroused

the Rajputs from their apathy and squabbling. It had awakened a sense

of pride and indignatbn. Mahmud had left but R%apala had remained—and

therefore it was against him that the Rajput wrath was directed as a

punishment for his undignified and pusillanimous conduct. It is also quite

possible that instead of being an honourable anger at R^apala's behaviour,

this attempt of the rulers was substantially an effort to exploit the decrepit

condition of the Pratihara kingdom for their ovwi ends. How far it was a

generally supported attempt cannot be stated. What appears likely is that

Vidyadhara, the Candella ruler of Bundelkhand,“ took the lead against

Rajyapala. His immediate associate in this was Arjuna. the Kacchapagata

ruler of Gwalior. Subsequently, he may also have promised support to

Trilocanapala, the Sahi ruler, to restore his lost kingdom. Bhoja Paramara

of Malwa also joined in this venture.®^

Vidyadhara and Arjuna succeeded in defeating and slaying R%apala and

they placed his son Trilocanapala on the throne. This was interpreted by

Mahmud as an affront and the incipient Rajput alliance possibly as a threat

Another expedition to the Gangetic heartland was, therefore, decided

upon, a decision in which the lure of gold and elephants must also have

played a part.®

Mahmud left Ghazni in the autumn of ah 405 (ad October 1019) for his

thirteenth expedition to India and second to the Gangetic basin. As he

approached, Trilocanapala, the Sahi moved south to join his Pratihara

namesake. He managed to cross the Ganga but was overtaken on the

banks of its tributary, Rahib or the Ramganga. Though he managed to

cross over to the other side, he was followed by a part of the Turkish

army and suffered a sharp defeat.®

50. This king has been referred to as Nanda by Gardezi; while in Ibn-u’l-Athir’s Tartkh, he

is mentioned as Bids. Recent researches in Candella history indicate that Garirte, earlier

identified with "nanda", had a brief rule and it was Vidyadhara, his son with whorn Mahmud
came into contact. In feet, the word "Nanda” could also be "BidS” if the nuafas were placed

differently. Since there is only one basic text of Gardezi’s work, it is possible that Nanda was
an erra for BidS. Since Nizam-ud-din has borrowed much of Ns account from Gardezi, a

fact revealed by the close similarity In their accounts, it is possible that he fbliowed him in

this error. For details, see Smith in JRAS, 1909, pp 279-80; H. C. Ray, OHiW, I & II, pp
605-6, 686-92; N. S. Boee, History of the Chandellas of JefikbhuM, pp 50-67; S. K. Mitra,

The Eerfy Rulers ofKhojureho, pp 72-83; see ch XI in this volume, text pertaining to ns. 60-65.

51. B, I, 1888-92, pp 219, 222, v 22, cited in S. K. Mitra, op eft, p 75, n 8.

52. For a discussion of Mahmud's rTX)tives, see Smith, Ray and Bose cited in n 50. it

seems rather difficult to define them spedfically on the basis of available infermatlon.

53. For a note on the RaNb, see, Hodivala, opcit,op 149-50 and ch XI, n 63, in this volume.
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With this success, the invaders pressed on to Bari, the Pratihara

headquarters since the sack of Kannauj. It had been abandoned and was
thoroughly sacked. Trilocanapala Sahi, after his defeat, attempted to reach

Vidyadhara, but was killed by some of his own followers rather tragically.®^

Mahmud now advanced to meet Vidyadhara. The Candella ruler, under

whom the dynasty reached the peak of its power, amassed an army of

145,000 foot-soldiers, 36,000 horses and no less than 640 elephants. Even

Mahmud is said to have shivered as he surveyed this huge force from a

hill. Neither Gardezi nor Ibn-ul-Athir give a clear idea of what followed. The

latter in fact, mentions that the two armies while engaged in frequent

skirmishes, reinforced themselves, and Mahmud even diverted the course

of a river, an action which does not seem to be i)li keeping with his

technique of warfare or his resources. Gardezi merely writes that Nanda
fled during the night.®®

It may be argued plausibly that a ruler who had punished another for

culpable pusillanimity would not fly in the face of a hostile force, but it is

not impossible. It is also true that Mahmud was feeling none too confident

and would have preferred to avoid a direct clash immediately and to return

to complete the business later as he actually did. The presumption therefore

would be that Vidyadhara probably beat a discreet retreat, allowing Mahmud
a face-saving success. Mahmud retreated not satisfied but postponing for

the moment any further action.

Mahmud’s next campaign was against Kafiristan, the people of the

“pleasant valleys of Nur and Qirat’’.®® Probably, these were Buddhist pockets

which attracted Mahmud’s attention. Qirat was subdued easily while the

Nur valley proved more difficult and a force had to be stationed there to

keep it under control.

Next year, in the autumn of ah 412 (ad September-October 1021),

Mahmud led another attack on Lohkot but again returned unsuccessful.

This was the end of his efforts against Kashmir. Returning, he spent the

winter in the Panjab bringing it more closely under his control. It was at

this time that BhTmapala was finally driven out of Panjab and Lahore was

occupied. The Panjab became a part of Ghaznavid territory.

The Next campaigning season found Mahmud preparing for a major

expedition, his fifteenth to India. It seems that Mahmud’s primary intention

was to finish the business he had left incomplete during his previous

campaign. Leaving Ghazni in the autumn of ah 413 (ad October 1022),

he turned southwards after crossing the Panjab and reached Gwalior. This

54. lbn-u‘l-Athir {IX, p 219) quoted in Nazim, LTSMG, p 95. n 6. Albiruni (II, p 213) gives

the year ah 412 1021) but does not state the manner of death. See also ch XI, text

pertaining to ns 64-65 in this vdume.

55. lbn-u‘l-Athir (IX, p 218); Gardezi (p 77. trans. in Sharma, op dt, p 28). For modem
writers, see smith, Ray, Bose and Mitra, cited above in n 50.

56. For the identification of these valleys see Hodivata, op dt, pp 234-35.
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was one of the Candella outposts held by their tributary chiefs, the

Kacchpaghatas. Its commandant was Kfrti-raja, mentioned in the Sasbahu

inscription.^^ Despite the strength of the fort, its commandant could not

hold the invader for long. After four days, he compromised and gained

peace by a tribute of 35 elephants. Mahmud then marched across the

Candella dominions to its major bastion Kalihjar. Vidyadhara was personally

taking care of it. That the fall of Kalihjar would be long-drawn and painful

affair was probably not unkown to Mahmud. Consequently, he accepted

the offer made by the Candella ruler in which he promised to pay what

Gardezi calis jizya and hudya, in other words, some nominal tribute, probably

a heavy lumpsum and 300 elephants.®®

/idyadhara is also said to have composed a poem in Mahmud’s praise

which Mahmud’s Indian experts pronounced to be excellent. Mahmud was
flattered and ordered fifteen forts to be bestowed on the author, a grant

which \Nas "as hollow as the flattery which inspired it’’.®®

For thie next two years, Mahmud was busy with Central Asia. The Seljuq

menace, one which was to have a devastating impact on the later Ghaznavids,

was beginning to raise its head. Mahmud scotched it but only for the time

being.

Mahmud’s next expedition to India was to be his most spectacular

exploit—the sack of Somnath. It may be disputed whether Mahmud was
ever offered ransom for the idols of Somnath, but in both popular and

orthodox memory, his image as a but-shikan came to be firmly entrenched.

The march to Somnath thus acquired a symbolic value.

The eminence of the shrine of Somnath need not be reiterated.®®

Contemporary and near-contemporary Persian accounts speak of its opulence

with wonder, and the fact that it could draw Mahmud across more than

1 ,6CX) kms of hostile territory speaks for its sacredness, if not for its wealth.

This reputation in fact, according to Ibn-u’l-Athir, led to Mahmud’s attack

for he writes that the votaries of Somnath boasted that the fall of other

temples took place because their deities had lost favour with their own.

Consequently, the holocaust which had ravaged them could not touch their

exalted shrine. Mahmud planned the campaign to disprove this claim.

Careful preparations appear to have been made for this daring march.

Mahmud’s regular cavalry numbered 30,000 and in addition a host of

irregular volunteers also joined it. Mahmud left Ghazni on ah Shaban 22,

416 (ad 18 October 1025) and reached Multan on ah 15 Ramzan (ad 9

November). The land which lay before Mahmud was not only hostile but

arid and inhospitable. Each trooper is reported by Ibn-u’l-Athir to have been

provided with two camels to carry water and the sultan supplemented this

67. M, XV, p 36, V 1 0. Quoted in Bose, op of, p 65, n 79 and S. K. Mitra, op off, p 81 , n 33.

58. Zah-u'l AkhbA', text, pp 79-80.

59. Wolseley Haig in CHI, III, p 22.

60. For details of contemporary Somnath, see Ibn-u’l-Athir, and an extract from "Wfkh-i-M,
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with 20,000 camels in his own establishment.®’

The route of this campaign has been given by Farrukhi, one of the court

poets of Mahmud, in a qasida for vyhich Mahmud is said to have rewarded

him with an "elephant load of gold”. Leaving Multan on ah Shawwal 2

(AD 26 November), Mahmud first encountered the Lodorva citadel near

modem Jaisalmer, the seat of the Bhadi Jadon. From here, Mahmud
marched rapidly across the desert towards the capital of Gujarat,

Anahilapatana, known to the Persian writers as Nahnivala. Enroute, he

passed through Chikudar or the Chiklodar Mata hill, which lies athwart the

Abu-Palanpur pass commanding the entrance into Gujarat from the north.

Anahilapatana, as Farrukhi and other contemporary and later chroniclers

report, was abandoned by the Solanki ruler Bhimadeva I, who retired to

Kanthkot in Kutch on the approach of the invader. Intent upon Somnath,

Mahmud apparently did not pay it his customary attention. He replenished

his supplies and pressed on to the south. He passed through Modhera,

where he may have encountered some opposition.®^ The famous Sun temple

was probably built soon after he passed through. After Modhera, Mahmud
marched straight to the south and his next point of approach was
Una-Delwada which was plundered and its temples destroyed. Finally,

forty-one days after leaving Multan and eighty days after leaving Ghazni,

Mahmud reached Somnath on ah Dh'il-qada 14,416 (ad 6 January 1 026).

Gardezi reports that the chief officer of the city abandoned it as Mahmud
approached and sought safety in flight. Still, the townsmen and the garrison

were confident, having faith in their deity. The sultan invested the city. The

following day a general assault on the city walls was ordered and by

evening the Turks had managed to gain the walls but a sharp onslaught

by the defenders drove them back. The next day’s assault, however, carried

the Turks within the walls and up to the temple gates. Mahmud then

entered the temple, broke the lihga and ordered parts of it to be carried

to his capital to be fixed at the entrance of the Jami' mosque. The temple,

which is reported by lbn-u‘l-Athir to have been built of wood, was then

burnt to the ground.®® The plunder gained was truly fantastic. lbn-u‘l-Athir

reports that it amounted to twenty million dinars, but the Rawdah states

that this was the share of the sultan alone. Whatever may be the case,

the plunder-gorged sultan had certainly no wish to imperil his treasures by

an imprudent conflict with the Indian princes.

translated in ED, II, pp 468-79; Albiruni, II, pp 103-6. Also see, K. M. Munshi, Somnath, The

Shrine Eternal esp. "Muslim Chroniclers of Somnath", pp 93-98.

61. A similar account is given by Sibt Ibn-u'l-Jawzi, cited in LTSMG, p 115.

62. Ibn-u'l-Athir in ED, II, ah 475. See also K. M. Munshi, op let, pp 25-26; A. K. M^umdar,

Chaulukyas of Gujarat, pp 45, 433. Rajput resistance seems to have gathered strength after

Mahmud had reached Somnath.

63. Here I have relied mostly on contemporary authorities, as Ibn-u’l-Athir and Gardezi.

Firishta’s account has been touched up by that imaginative chronicier and even if this is not

so, traces of twice—bid tales abound in it.
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The successful dash of Mahmud of Somnath does, in fact, seem to have

sent a shiver through the Rgyput kingdoms. BhTmadeva of AnahilapStana®*

had indeed abandoned his capital but reemerged to check the invader on

his return march. Feeling the danger to which his loaded and plundersoaked

force would be exposed on the return march, Mahmud made haste to

leave. He stayed only a fortnight in the despoiled city; unlike his other

Indian expeditions, not a deputy, nor a soldier did he leave in the distant

outpost. Not wishing to engage the Rajputs, Mahmud took the direct route

back to Sind and Multan which cut across the peninsula, Kutch and Sind.

He crossed the Little Runn at its shallowest and, in Kutch, was unsuccessfully

checked at Kanthkot. He reduced the fort and plundered it. Thus, Mahmud
bypassed the Rajputs successfully as he moved out of Kutch.

The unfrequented route vtrhich Mahmud was now using had its own
travails. He was deliberately misled by a devotee of Stomnath whom he

picked as a guide, and wandered perilously with his army in the Runn of

Kutch. After tribulations and possibly a loss of men due to lack of water,

Mahmud reached the other side of the Runn safely. The route from here

was comparatively better known. As he proceeded up river Indus, he

encountered Khafif, the Qaramati ruler of Mamsurah. Khafif abandoned

camp and fled across the river; the abandoned camp was plundered. The

sterile country caused no end of hardships to the weary force, and this

was made worse by the inveterate hostility of the Jats, who at this time

inhabited these reaches of the Indus. A heavy toll, both in men and mounts,

was taken. In fact, it was a victorious but tired and decimated force which

reached Ghazni on ah Safar 10,417 (ad 2 April 1026), after being away
from Ghazni for 166 days.

This was evidently Mahmud’s most daring feat so far and it had

repercussions far and wide. The Khalifa outdid himself by heaping titles,

on Mahmud and his sons. Mahmud’s name together with the fantastic

campaign he had conducted became a legend for the plebeian and the

chronicler alike.®®

64. There have been a number of identifications for Parmadeva of the chroniclers. I am
inclined to identify him with Bhnmadeva, the ruler of AnahAapatana for several reasons. First,

the^ of his abandoning his capital does not ipso facto prove him to have remained inactive

subsequently, a course which is certainly not borne out by Ns subsequent activities. Second,

it seems rather doubtful whether a minor chief of Abu or Sambhar would dare measure

swords with Mahmud—and that too in the presence of a fv more powerful ruler. Finally.

Firishta speaks definitely of Pkamdeva of Nahrawala, which evidently suggests BhTmadeva.

See. Nazim, LTSMG, pp 118-19; Majumdar, op cstt, pp 44-45; HocKvala, pp eft, pp 235-37;

fiD, II. pp 468-82.

65. Firishta’s narrative contains a fair selection of these legends, but they are also to be

found in most of the late compositions. Even Sidi, who was not charmed by Mahmud,
mentions Somnath. Some of the more fanciful stories may be listed: the brahman priests'

offer of ransom and Its rejection, given by Attar in the MarrUg-ui-Tair; Dabishilim and Mahmud's
desire to stay in Gujarat, first mentioned in Wasaya-l-htazam-u'l-Mulk and retold also by Rrishta

(ED, II, pp 500f); the story of Jayapala's embassy to Mahmud's farther and Mahmud's fulfilment
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We do not know much about the reaction in Irxlia. A remafk of Albiruni,

however, is significant and may be noted: "Mahmud performed there

wonderful exploits by which the Hindus became atoms of dust scattered

in all directions, and like a tale of old in the mouths of the people. Their

scattered remains cherish, of course, the most inveterate aversion towards

all Muslims.”®® The Somnath expedition may be said to be the last of his

major campaigns in India. The only one he un^rtook after it, the seventeenth,

was in fact more of a punitive action in the neighbourhood of Multan. It

was against the Jats, whom Albiruni mentions as 3aivites and who had

harassed Mahmud on his way back.

Mahmud left Ghazni in the beginning of ah 418 (ad March-April 1027)

to march against the Jats.®^ The season was unpropitious for a campaign

in Multan and northern Sind, and the fact that it was still undertaken would

indicate Mahmud’s anxiety on this front. The strategy followed by him was
also unusual. After reaching Multan, he had a flotilla of fourteen hundred

boats prepared, each of which carried twenty archers and was spiked at

the sides and the prow. With this “navy” launched on the Indus, Mahmud
proceeded against the Jats who had secured their families in distant islands

and themselves prepared boats to meet the threat. By and large they

outnumbered Mahmud but the spiked boats of the latter did heavy damage.

Mahmud’s soldiers also attacked them with arrov«rs and naphtha as the

Jat boats capsized in the river. The land force which accompanied the

“navy” on either side of the river also did its work and the Jats were

thoroughly beaten.

After completing the campaign, Mahmud returned to his capital where

his attention was immediately drawn towards the Seljuqs who were now
asserting themselves more strongly in Khurasan. Ra'y was also conquered

on ah Jamad I. 9, 420 (ad 26 May 1029). Mahmud's health had by now
begun to deteriorate. He visited Baikh and on his return to Ghazni passed

away on ah Rabi II 23, 421 (ad 22 April 1030).

mentioned by 'Isami; of a Muslim being daiiy killed before Somnath and its reports being

carried to Mahmud (cf, Nazim, op dt, App M, pp 219*24). An identical story is told about

Jayasirnha SiddharSja which when reported to the Fatimid mier, al-Mustansir-bi'l-lah of Egypt,

led to the despatch of the first Bohra missionaries to Gujarat (S. C. Misra, Muslim

in Ck^amt, p 9).

66. The details of this campaign are mentioned by Gardezi (pp 88-89, translation in Sharma,

pp 31-32). Farrukhi also makes a reterence to it in one of his couplets (cited in Nazim,

LTSMG, p 121, n 3). It is nevertheless one of the least satisfactorily reported of Mahmud's

campaigns.

67. Albiruni, II, p 104. According to Gardezi, the campaign was completed in ah 418 (ao

1027-28). Moreover, in the same year, Mahmud also receivod reports from Khurisan about

the Seljuqs and sent Arslan there. Hence, it is ftkely that Mahmud undertook the campaign

in this unfevourable situation.
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SECTION TWO

India thus became the arena of Mahmud’s greatest triumphs. In that

moment she also proved to be the scene of the greatest tragedies for the

Indians. Mahmud broke for centuries and perbaps forever the first serious

attempt ever made by the Indians to build a confederacy of rajas against

a foreign invader in medieval India. The defeat of the Indians at the hands

of the Ghaznavids was a political disaster for them, the germs of which

lay principally in their scio-economic system.

Mohammad Habib sees in the contemporary Indian society a series of

contradictions leaving to serious weaknesses.®® The contradictton between

a hereditary caste of warriors and the current methods of war, the

contradiction between the standard of the Indian producer’s work and his

legal and social status, and the contradiction in the continuation of a

hereditary caste with a monopoly of culture "in an age when all over the

world, even in medieval Europe, it had become a custom to recruit students

from all classes”. India was than "a country of fortified cities and towns

and of fortified villages [mawas]’’, and its society mostly “a city society’’

which was dominated by the higher classes of brahmans and thakurs (rais,

ranas and rawat^ in whose exciusive authoritative hand the condition of

"the workers or the producing classes ... was tragic’’. Habib compares
this society with those of Christianity and Islam and points out that,

prayers, far from being the privilege of a class, had been made the

duty of all, and the working classes, through persuasion, education

and the compulsion of public opinion were being driven pell-mell to

the congregations in the churches and the mosques, no such opportunity

was allowed to the mass of the Indians.®®

The extent of damage done to the economy of northern India by this rickety

society with feudal practices is evident from R.S. Sharma’s observations;

Never before was land donated to secular and religious beneficiaries

on such a large scale; never before were agrarian and communal
rights undermined by land grants so widely: never before was the

peasantry subjected to so nrrany taxes and so much sub-infeudation;

never before were services, high and low, rewarded by land grants

in such numbers as now; and finally never before were revenues from

trade and Industry converted into so many grants.^®

68 . Politicsand Society dicing EarlyMedieval Period,
69. Ibid, p 64.

70. R. S. Sharma, /IrKHian Feudaltem, pp 195-96.
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And what is worse these developments were taking place in spite of the

revival of trade and commerce during the eleventh and twelfth centuries

and the considerable use of coins even by the common people/' Normally,

such developments should have given a big jolt to the caste-ridden society

and broadened the outlook of the people. \^at actually happened during

this period was the stricter regulation and enforcement of the cSturvamya

leading to the growing rigidity of the contemporary social order. Reconstructing

more or less a similar milieu, B. N. S. Yadava highlights the changing

economy with its emphasized agrarian and local character, increasing social

and economic immobility, and the emergence of a hierarchy of ruling landed

aristocracy.^^ India had thus already lost its momentum and dynamism

when Mahmud struck on its northern plain. There was no political will to

combat the rot that had set in the Indian society.

Regarding the political scene, the picture was none too happy. Since

the time of Harsha, efforts were made to establish a strong political structure

in northern India. Kannauj had in fact become its imperial city. In the eighth

and ninth centuries, a struggle for political supremacy had emerged in the

shape of a triangular contest amongst the Palas of Bengal, Gurjara-Pratlharas

of Bhinmal and the Rastrakutas of Minyakheta. The Pratiharas established

a certain amount of political unity in northern India under their leadership.

But they were already on the decline on the eve of Mahmud’s invasions

and thus gave rise to fragmented ruling houses of the Candellas, the

Kalacuris, the Tomaras, and other petty chieftains, all of whom were involved

in internecine conflicts. As a result, their resources were divided among “a

multitude of factions, rais, sub-raie, local chiefs and village headmen, between

whom anything like sensible cooperation was impossible".^® Pitted against

them was a sultan whose greatest advantage was “the unitary organisatbn

of his state” where the entire resources were at his command. The Ghaznavids

knew and obeyed their master; the Indians had no master to obey

... [their] timehonoured customs of ages; and the tribal feuds of the

Indians, their complicated system of military tenures and local rights,

prevented them from mustering a full force on the field of battle. The

result was defeat, disgrace, disaster ... their social and political customs

paralysed them.^^

The (tefeat of the Indian rulers also lay in their military force which was

regarded as "an unmanageable crowd”.’^® The tragedy of the Indians was

that the possession of elephants in their war armoury gave them a false

sense of superiority over their opponents whose quick-footed cavalry

71. UM, pp 2CX)-16: B. N. S. Yadava, Society and Culture in Northern India m the Twelfth

Century, pp 141, 244, 270-76, 282-83.

72. Yadava, op dt, p 6.

73. Mohammad Habib, SMG, p 79.

74. tM. pp 79-80.

75. p 16.
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completely outmanoeuvred the former fo movement and attack,^ Mahmud’s

deft handling and firm grip over the heterogeneous elements of his army

which was composed of the Arate, Khajjis, A^jhans, Turkomen, O^lamites

and the Hindus, was remarkable. In cwitrast, the IncHan rulers could not

even put their own men under one unified comm®xl. Mahmud's campaigns

in Central Asia in summers, while spending almost all Ws winters on the

Indian plains, only prove that this war veteran with 72 cute and wounds

was a great schemer of military movements. More than a tactician, the

sultan was a great strategist. He knew when to strike, where to strike and

he always struck hard. The Indians were no cowards: they did not lack in

valour. Men, money and materials were available to them in abundance,

But the myth that the Indians fought with a plan in wars is exploded in

the face of large numbers of them being made captives at foe hands of

Mah.mud. The Indian gMams were continually replenished from the campaigns

in India. Thus from the Kannauj expedition alone 63,000 prisoners were

brought to Ghazni where the slave merchants conveiped from all parts of

the eastern Islamic world. The influx of such a large number of slaves

resulted in cheap slave labour into Ghazni where a slave could be bought

for two to ten dirhamsJ^ Not a single battle was fought in a planned

manner, not a single ruler died fighting in the field, and not a single

movement of theirs was of an offensive nature.

The settlement pattern of the Indians also led to their failure against

Mahmud. The Indian towns and villages were generally fortified and their

temples were built on rocks. The entire area could be cordoned off, their

supply line easily cut and their escape routes closed effectively. Besides,

Mahmud was aware that pitched battles on the plains, in which the Indians

were sure to excel, would be militarily disastrous for his armies. The reduction

of these fortified settlements was thus the crux of Mahmud's campaigns,

for once the citadels were broken, the Indian rulers would find themselves

helpless. That is why the sultan carried with him specialists, such as

engineers and sappers, who were used to mining beneath walls and working

ballistas, mangonels, etc. He also took with him blacksmiths, carpenters

and stone-breakers to build roads, fell trees and clear away obstructions

in difficult terrain.^®

76. It is interesting to mention here that the Ghaznavkjs who learnt the use of elephants

in war from the Indians and made them an Important part of their army's fighting material

proved better masters of their use in Central Asian battles than the Indians with whom the

elephants were only a visible proof of power (S. H. Hodivala, op dt, p 146). They failed to

use them against Mahmud's forces effectively and didsively.

77. GB. pp 107, 110.

78. ED. II. p 50.

79. TIMkh-hSaihaQi, ed. Q. Ghani and A. A. Fayyaz, pp 394, 456; GB, p 118.
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Mahmud’S death v/as a signal for a fratricidal war between his two sons,

Masud and Muhammad. Since both of them were bom on the same day,

the questbn of precedence was difficult to decide. In any case, this was

not relevant in view of Masud ’s firm belief in the sword as the decider.

The Ghaznavid expansion had reached its peak when Mahmud died.

Althougti Masud made fresh conquests such as that of the “virgin fortress"

of Hansi in ah 428 (ad 1037), his contribution in terms of territorial addition

to the empire was almost minimal. He held on to his father’s gains in the

doab and Ganga valley. Masud inherited a vast empire, a vast army and

a vast treasure. Yet his reign soon exposed the inad^uades of the system

on which the Ghaznavid empire rested and almost immediately cracked

when pressed from the two sides—the rais of Hindustan trom

and the Seljuqs from the west of his empire threatened the very exisfSrtfi^

of the Ghaznavids. The Ghaznavid administration did not rest on strong

foundations; it had no policy to determine the relationship between the

sultans and their chief officials; it had no policy towards its subjects; and,

above all, it failed to define a working relation between the state and the

peasants. On the contrary, the principles and assumptions that guided the

Ghaznavid sultans were to hold their empire together by a ruthless exhibition

of their arms. Otherwise, how could one explain Masud’s thoughtless actions

and his total “incapacity to distinguish the most dangerous of his enemies

from the most contemptible of his foes’ Masud lacked the foresight to

decide about the relative importance of India and Khurasan to his overall

design. His reign, as far as his relations with Indra go, mafks ^ 'g'hasfe

total strategic confusion. He took a vital but fatal dedsion to move to the

Indus valley fortresses of Waihind, Peshawar and Shahbazgiri, much against

the advice of his ministers.®’ A group of the palace ghulams and contingent

led by the Turkish eunuch commander Anush-tigin Balkhi mutinied and
plundered Masud’s treasures. The loyal soldiers just could not save the 45

year old sultan from being imprisoned by the rebels who finally killed him

at Shahbazgiri in 1041.

THELATERGHAZNAVIDS, 1040-1186
(See also Appendix-I)

It can fairly be argued in favour of the later Ghaznavid rulers that the

early Ghaznavid empire was beyond their power to control. The contraction

of this sprawling empire as a result of Masud’s defeat at Dandanqan in

1040 proved a blessing in disguise to them. As it was reduced to a

80. Habib, SMG, p 93.

81 . Be^iaqi, PP 661 -63; ED, II, pp 1 49-53; C. E. Bosworth, The LaterGhaznavkte, p 1 4.
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manageable size, the empire under them proved a source of strength rather

than w/eakness, v\/hich is evident in their long survival in Ghazni for 120

years and in the Panjab for yet another 20 years.

With the virtual loss of Khurasan to the Seljuqs, the Turkish dynasty in

the Iranian east (1037-1157), the later Ghaznavid rulers made India tneir

area of operation. Now it became vital for them to meet the administrative

expenses of the Ghaznavid empire and to provide the army with plunder

and an outlet for its energies. There was thus no question, of exhibiting

slackness on their part in keeping constant pressure on the Indian rulers.

The policy of constant pressure yielded results in terms of economic gains

as the "temple Measures of India continued to be brought back to Ghazni

... the flow of bullion continued to keep the economy of the Ghaznavid

empire buoyant and its currency of Wgh quality”.®^ Its territorial gains were,

however, not very impressive. It did not record any remarkable gains beyond

the eastern fringes of the Panjab and the regions of the Ganga-Yamuna doab.

Masud was succeeded by his eldest son Maudud in 1041 after a fratricidal

war with his brother Majdud. He inherited a troublesome legacy from his

father, northern Khurasan was being constantly threatened by the Turkomen.

There was a lurking danger of the Seljuqs taking over Seistan and thus

outflanking the Ghaznavids from the south. Ghaznavid India was under

intermittent unrest which was aggravated further during Maudud’s rule.

Ghaznavid authority being at a low ebb, the Karmathians of Multan

rebelled. They were, however, compelled to surrender and the khutba was
read for the Abbasids and Maudud.

The Indian princes saw a ray of hope in Masud’s death and made a

fresh united bid to launch an attack on the Ghaznavids. It seems that

another confederacy of Indian potentates was in the offing in ah 435 (ad

1043-44) when three Indian princes reconquered Hansi, Thane^vara and

Nagarkot from the Ghaznavids and besieged Lahore for several months.

Ultimately, however, Maudud was able to break the confederacy.”

Ibrahim’s accession to the throne in ah 451 (ad 1059) was preceded

by a bitter succession struggle and short-lived sultans in Ghazni.®^ No
tangible progress of their arms in India was recorded. There was, however,

a solitary development of distinct importance in the middle years of the

eleventh century. For all practical purposes, Lahore and not Ghazni became
the centre of Ghaznavid activities in India. Their hold over the west of the

Sind was precarious. Ibrahim’s®® several expeditions against Indian chiefs

82. C. E. Bosworth, The Lster GhaznmMs, p 4.

83. m p 33.

84. MauC'xl died in 1048-49 and his two Immediate successors were of not much
consequence to the Indian political scene. Ibid, pp 37-49, 62-64.

85. The sources for Ibrahim’s activities In India are rather poor. The Indian accounts seem
to be of an impressionistic nature rather than based on tactual evidence. This has resulted

in differing interpretations both among the foreign as well as Indian scholars. Cf, H. C. Ray,

OMNI, II, pp 821-32; D. C. Ganguly, "The Historical Value of Diwan-i-Salman", 1C, XVI, 1942,
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(which included those of Bhatinda, Burya in Ambala district, Dhangan,

Jalandhar, i^odhan, Agra, Kannauj, Lljjain and Kalihjar) do not seem to have

been financially useful.

The period from Ibrahim’s death (ah 492 or ad 1099) to the struggle

for power in eastern Afghanistan between the Ghaznavids and the Ghorids

which broke out in ah 543 (ad 1 1 48) spans the reigns of his son Alauddin

Masud III (ah 492-508 or ad 1099-1115), and the latter’s three sons,

Shir-Zad (ah 508-9 or ad 1115-16), Malik Arslan (ah 509-1 1 or ao 1 116-17),

and Bahram Shah (ah 511-52 or ad 1117-57). Within this period one

discerns signs of incipient decline. Masud’s death repeated the old Ghaznavid

pattern of freitricidal warfare amongst his sons, resulting in the victory of

Abul Muzaffar Bahram Shah which was made possible largely due to the

help Sultan Sanjar of the Seljuq dynasty extended to him. Bahram Shah,

however, had to pay a heavy price for this help. The Ghaznavid kingdom

now became a vassal of the outside power. It was a hard compromise

which almost shattered vi/hatever fame and name remained of the Ghaznavids

in the eastern Islamic world.

Bahram’s rule was the second longest and almost equalled that of his

grandfather Ibrahim, but the drain on the Ghaznavid finances caused by

the tribute paid to the Seljuqs was so heavy that even the Indian campaigns

of Bahram failed to cope with it. Bahram had to give up the vassalage of

the Seljuqs. He was forced by the latter to take shelter in Lahore which

brought him in contact with some powerful dynasties of northern and central

India. These included the Paramaras of Malwa, the Kalacuris of modem
Madhya Pradesh and the Gahadavalas of Kannauj who, with other small

local chieftains, formed “a puissant barrier against Islamic expansion".®®

Against such formidable rivals, it is difficult to give much credence to Mir

Khwand’s statement that Islam arms under Bahram penetrated to many
regions hitherto untouched by any of his predecessors and that he conquered

most of the Hindu territories in his times.®’' Minhaj, who mentions Bahram’s

raids on the Indian princes of northern India, gives no details.®® Bahram’s

position in India was greatly weakened by two serious rebellions by

Mohammad bin Ali, the governor of the Panjab. Along with his son Mutasim,

he gathered an army of Arabs, Persians, Afghans and Khaijis, and also

succeeded in enlisting military support from the Indian rars. He raised a

force of nearly 70,000 men and built a fortress at Nagor which acted as

p 426; idem, “Northern India During the 11th and 12th Centuries”, in R. C. Meyumdar and

A. D. Pusalker, ed. History and (Mure of Indian People, V: The Struggle for Empire, pp 51

,

61-62, 66-68, 94-97; ED, II, pp 518-23; Dasharatha Sharma, “Ibrahim of Ghazna, the Matanga

Slayer of Durlabhar^a III of Sakambhatf’, JBORS, XXX, 1944, pp 104-5; Iqbal Husain. The

Early Persiem Poets of India, ah 421-670, pp 82, 92, 97-101, 104, 108, 127, 130; C. E.

Bosworth, The Later (Shaznavlds, pp 63-81

.

86. C. E. Bosworth, The Later (Shaznavids, p 101.

87. Mir Khwand, Rauzat-us Sate, IV, p 50; Khwanda Mir, HabIb-us-Siyd'. ED, IV, p 208.

88. Minhajus-Siraj Jarjani, Tabq8t-i-NasitT, I, p 110.
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a base against Bahram’s operations. Although Mohammad Ali was killed

in a battle, he greatly undermined Bahram’s position in India.® It was thus

highly unlikely that the Ghaznavid arms could have made any significant

headway into the Indian heartland. That the Ghaznavids ceas^ to be of

any great consequence is also proved by the near total apathy of the

contemporary historians towards their activities in India. They were more
concerned with observing and writing on the break-up of the great Seljuq

empire, the foundation of the Atabeg principalities and the menaces from

Central Asia of the Qara Khitai and the Khwaiizm Shahs. The historiography

of the dying days of the Ghaznavid empire is very poor. Of the two,

Ibn-ul-Athir and Minhaj, who wrote on this phase, the latter was definitely

biased in favour of the Ghorids.®

For a study of the last two Ghaznavid rulers, Khusrau Shah and Khusrau

Malik, we depend mainly on Mir Khwand,®^ Khusrau Shah succeeded his

father Bahram Shah in ah 552 (ad 1157) at the age of thirty-seven. The

record of his activities in India was as dismal as the Ghaznavid empire

itself. Ghazni, the capital as well as substantial territory of the empire was

lost to the Ghorids. Khusarau Shah was driven out of Ghazni. He ruled

Lahore till ah 555 (ad 1 1 60) when he was succeeded by his son Khusrau Malik.

Although Khusrau Malik ruled for twenty-six years (ah 555-82 or ad

1160-86) amidst near certain death of the Ghaznavids, it would be difficult

to defend him by tracing leadership qualities in him.®^ The fact is that the

governors, the Turkish soldiery and the Perso-Indian official classes defied

his authority successfully and the Indian rais, rawats and thakurs assumed

semi-independent or independent power. Nor could he come out of the

Ghorid net. He was captured when he sued for peace with Muizzuddin

Muhammad bin Sam of Ghur and was sent along with his son Bahram to

Firuz Kuh, where they were both put to death.

Thus the rivalry between the Ghaznavids and the Ghorids, which lasted

for about a century, ended in the victory of the latter. The tragedy of the

Ghaznavids lay not so much in the external forces as from within.® A local

family of the Shansabani chieftains of the most obscure and inaccessible

regions of Ghur in Afghanistan gave a fatal blow to the mighty empire of

yester years, exterminated it completely from Ghazni and eliminated all its

vestiges in India.

89. Rishta, p 85.

90. Cf. Ghulam Mustafa Khan, “A History of Bahram Shah of Ghaznin", 1C, XXIII, 1949,

pp 210-11. See also pp 62-91, 199-235.

91. Mir Khwand, op df, IV, p 50.

92. Cf, C. E. Bosworth, The Later Ghaznavids, pp 125-26.

93. See J. F. Richards, "The Islamic Frontier in the East; Expansion into South Asia",

South Asia, October 1974, pp 92-93.
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III

Why the Ghaznavids invaded northern India is a subject of aniniated

debate among scholars. The opinions about the motives and aims of their

invasions are extremely varied and wide. It would not be difficult to reject

outright the views expressed by contemporary historians, barring of course

Albiruni, that Mahmud, the greatest of the Ghaznavid rulers, was a saint

with miracubus powers. Mahmud was a political being and was thus

naturally guided by some ulterior motives for his invasions of northern India.

Some modem historians believe that the Ghaznavid invasions of northern

India were aimed at fulfilling the historical mission of the introduction of

Islam into India. R.C. Majumdar speaks of “the horrors of barbarian invasion,

fired with fanatic zeal for demolishing idols and temples, bom of the

crusading spirit of Islam’ Although Bosworth projects the Ghaznavid

sultans as “hammers of the pagan Hindus”* and calls Mahmud “the zealot

for orthodoxy and upholder of the Sunna”,* he doubts whether the sultan

was inspired by “the role of standard bearers of Muslim culture and religion

in India’ The theory of "holy war” stems perhaps from the misleading

translation of alutbi’s passage in Elliot-Dowson’s History of tndia^ which

says that when Mahmud was recognised as an independent sultan by the

Caliph of Baghdad in ah 389 (ad 999), he is said to have resolved to

undertake a holy war to Hind every year and give to his expeditions a

touch- of religious fanaticism. Mahmud Nazim, who takes a fresh look at

the relevant passage, writes that Utbi simply says that Mahmud “made it

obligatory on himself to undertake every year an expedition to Hind’’.*

How does one explain the destruction of Hindu temples by Mahmud?
The perceptions of Muhammad Nazim and Mohammad Habib differ widely.

Nazim argues that Mahmud’s expeditions to India were “legitimate” and

sanctioned by the “practice of all the great conquerors of the world”.

Spoils captured from a defeated enemy have “always been considered the

lawful property of the victorious army”. He further states:

In India, however, wealth was accumulated, not only in the ^offers of

the kings, as in other countries, but also in the vaults of the temples

which were consecrated to the service of various deities. The

consequence was that while elsewhere the capture of the«^feated

monarch’s treasury usually gratified the conqueror’s lust for mammon,
in India temples were also ransacked to secure the piles of gold and

94. R, C. Majumdar and A. D. Pusalker, eds, op cif, Preface, p XLV.

95. C. E. Bosworth, The Later Gtwiznavkis, p 32.

96. Ml. p 31.

. 97. G8, p 4.

98. ED, II, p 24.

99. LTSfMS, p 86. n 3.
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precious stones in them. The sultan is never said to have demolished

a temple in times of peace.’“

Nazim thus defends Mahmud to the hilt. A strange logic indeed, which

smacks of his total bias in favour of the sultan's activities in India.

Mohammad Habib is an exponent of a totally different view. In a forthright

remark he says, "No honest historian should seek to hide, and no Mussalman

acquainted with his faith will try to justify, the wanton destruction of temples

that followed in the wake of the Ghaznavid army.”’°’ He further observes

that “no principle known to the Shariat justified the uncalled for attack on

Hindu princes who ha^ done Mahmud and his subjects no harm; the

wanton destruction of places of worship is condemned by the law of every

creed.”’“ Defence or criticism of Mahmud on this score, however, loses

much of. its force in view of the casual approach of the Hindus themselves.

How could anyone defend those who had hoarded fabulous riches in

temples and yet adopted a lackadaisical approach to protecting them?

Habib admits that these riches of India, accumulated through a favourable

balance of trade, had become “a serious national danger.”’” If it was not

Mahmud, someone else could have taken them away, for Habib reiterates

the point elsewhere: "If the Hindu temple had been as severe and plain

as the Muslim mosque, Mahmud of Ghazni would not have invaded

Hindustan nor Alauddin Khaiji despatched his conquering armies to the

Deccan.”’" Whatever the perceptions of Habib and Nazim, both argued

conclusively against assigning any religious motive to Mahmud’s campaigns

in India. It is further strengthened by S. M. Jaffar’s fair analysis of this

aspect of Mahmud. He writes: "To say that he [Mahmud] invaded India

time and again for the spread of his religion is historically wrong and

psychologically untrue."’”

Having rejected the theory of “holy war” against the Indians, scholars

lay greater emphasis on “the non-religious” and "secular” character of

Mahmud’s campaigns in India which, according to them, was in reality

motivated by a lust for gold— a means to realise his dream of establishing

"a Turko-Persian empire”’” in the Islamic world. Though not substantially

explained, the theory of wealth-drain from India propounded by Habib,

Nazim and Jaffer holds good. Judging from the financial conditions of

100. Nazim, LTSiUS, pp 163-64. A more recent assessment of the temple destruction by

Matvnud argues: "Muslim iconodasm in India was conditioned by an underlying equation of

Indian image-worship with idolatory in pre-lslamic Pagan Arabia. This parallelism supplied them

with [he religious and rrxxal argument for destroying Hindu temples in times of war”. Cf. Aziz

Ahmad, Sbjdies in Islamic Cuttim in the Indian Environment, p 86.

101. Habib, SMG, p 83.

102. IWd.

103. bid. p 82.

104. Mohammad Habib, Politics and Society durhg Eaify Medieval Period, I, p 21.

105. S. M. Jaffar, The fVse end Fat of be GhazrmMs, p 97.

106. Habib, SMS, pp 76-78.
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Ghazni which was not enough to match the aspirations of its rulers. Besides,

if we look at the topography of this capital town, the Ghaznavid expeditions

to India were a geo-political necessity as well.

When Sabuk-tigin made Ghazni his centre of political activity, it was only

a petty town but with much potential. It lay on the transit trade route

between Khurasan, Transoxiana and lndia.’°^ It was also situated on what

Bosworth calls “the margin of the Indian political and cultural world,”’°®

and was closer to the Hind Sahis of Kabul with whom the town of Ghazni

had old links. The town was used as a spring-board for the sustained

winter campaigns of the Ghaznavids in India. The Ghaznavid empire thus

inevitably acquired “a bias towards India. Indian campaigns were* also

a political compulsion because Alp-tigin, the Turkish commander-in-chief of

the Samanid forces in Khurasan, having backed wrong contenders in the

contest for the throne among the Samanid princes, had to save his skin

in the safe refuge in the distant town of Ghazni. Having lost his position

in the rich province of Khurasan, Alp-tigin looked for an opening in the

east. When Sabuk-tigin, a ghulam of Alp-tigin, took over the charge of

Ghazni in ah 366 (ad 977), the contour of the Ghaznavid expansion was
demarcated south-westwards to Bust and Kuzdar and eastwards into India.

The revenue resources of the Ghaznavids came mainly from the crown

lands and private possessions of the sultans, escheats to the crown and

confiscations, tribute and presents from dependant rulers, governors, etc,

and from normal taxation, that is, the kharaj, extraordinary levies and war

plunders. Of these, the last source probably supplied most of the money
and wealth to the Ghaznavid coffer almost regularly and enormously. As

the empire was extravagantly expensive to run, it had almost become
obligatory for its rulers to follow a policy of military conquests to keep "the

momentum of expansion" for a regular and extensive inflow of treasure.

The Indian expeditions were just that lubricant which, if obtained continuously,

could be effectively applied to the Ghaznavid military machine with ail its

ancillary services.’”

The imperial establishment was also expensive to maintain. The sultans

led a luxurious court life and lived opulently. The bureaucracy, which was
superimposed on its people, had grown in number and with the expansion

of the empire, its work had increased considerably. Thus, at the beginning

of Masud’s reign, the monthly wage bill for the secretariat of the IXwan-i-Risalat

alone came to 70,000 dirhams and there were other, nev/ly recruited officials

who were unpaid during their training period.”* It was a period of great

107. H. C. Verma, Medieval Routes to India, pp 45-47, 80-83, 85.

108. G8, p 36.

109. On the influences at Keixil, see al-lstakhri, KItSb MasSKkiM, I, p 280; Itx) Hauqal, Kitab

swat ahard, p 40; Albirunt, II, pp 10-14.

110. GB, p 36.

111. Saihagv; pp 394, 456.

112. Ibid, p 146; GB, p 67.
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exploitation of India’s wealth. Its importance as a regular milch cow was
fully known to the Ghaznavids who used to say that the face of Ghazni

was always oriented towards India which was the heart (astj of the empire;

Khurasan was next in importance and the rest were subsidiary. But then

how did the Indian people react to their economic exploitatton and social

degradation? Two diametrically opposite views are available to us. Habib,

on Albiruni’s authority, observes that Mahmud "created a burning hatred

for the new faith in the Hindu mind and blocked its progress more effectually

[sic] than armies and forts."”® He quotes the contemporary observant:

"Mahmud utterly ruined the prosperity of the country ... the Hindus ...

scattered in all directions ... Hindu sciences have retired far away from

those parts of the country conquered by us.’’”^ Habib further observes:

“The plundered people were not likely to think well of Islam when it came
to them in the shape of the Ghaznavid conqueror.’’”® Nazim holds quite

an opposite view and also criticises Habib. He argues that the elite Hindus
opposed Islam not because it came "in the guise of plundering armies’’,

but because of the following reasons:”®

(a) There is a fundamental and irreconcilable difference between Islam

and Hinduism.

(b) The brahmans were totally opposed to the ideas of the democratic

principles of Islam, its message of social revolution and denunciation of the

caste system on which depended their own exclusive privileges in the Hindu
social order.

(c) Hindus being statusquoists, they would not accept the onward march
of Islam in India.

Implicit in both types of views is an assessment of the extent of the

Ghaznavid impact on the life of the Indian people. Before any attempt at

analysis is made, it should be borne in mind that the Ghaznavid rulers had
to operate in India within certain constraints. Unlike Khurasan, it was not

possible for the Ghaznavid sultans to bring Indian territories under their

direct rule. To keep independent Indian rulers in perpetual subjugation would
have required the posting of a substantial force in "closely spaced’’ garrisons

which the Ghaznavids lacked. It was also not always easy to control the

troops left behind in India for Muhmud and Masud could only afford to be
there sporadically with their invading armies. The concentration of “unruly

Ghazni elements” in the garrisons was fraught with dangers as they were
always on the look-out for turbulence against their own masters.”^ Further,

the income from Indian rulers could only be obtained through invasions—^there

113. SMS, p 86.

114. Albiruni, cited in SMS, p 86.

115. Ibid, p 44, also pp 83-87. Earlier, a similar view was expressed by MauM Mohammad
Zakauliah Sahib Dehiavi in his TMdi4Hindustan, I, pp 304-7.

116. Nazim, L7SMS, pp 162-63.

117. Masud I riad to taste it orxje vwhen Ahmad Inal-tigin, the commander-in-chief, was in

revolt in ah 424 (ad 1033). The sultan had to suppress him with tact and firmness.
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was hardly any treaty of a durable nature between the two parties that

could keep up a regular flow of wealth to Ghazni. It was a stupendous
task which involved men, money and material. To put them in one organised

unit in the form of an invading army had its own limitations. Then, there

was a limit to Mahmud's own capacity to administer and rule such a vast

empire. He hardly showed his administrative talent in India.^’® Mahmud’s
administrative control over the Panjab and his last efforts to inject permanancy
there”® may have been motivated by the sultan’s desire to use Hindustan

as a permanent source for his lust for wealth. However, it did- not succeed,

for "northern India was not pacified enough for this scheme to work, nor

were there adequate means of controlling officials there. Personal animosity

poisoned the relations of the [civil and military officials] ... northern India

remained in a turbulent state, and the experiment of dual administration

seems to have been dropped."’®® Mahmud did not intend the conquest of

Indian territories at it was not possible. It has been rightly pointed out that

"a Muslim government over the country was beyond the region of practical

politics without a native Muslim population to support it ... Annexation was
not his object."’®’ Mahmud’s invasions of India were for a limited purpose
— for certain economic gains. He had no territorial ambition whatsoever.

With such a narrow end in view, it would have done hardly any credit to

the admirers of Mahmud to find an everlasting influence of his activities in

India. Mahmud was essentially "a foreign despot”’®® and has been rightly

assigned no significant place in "the proper history” of India.’®®

To Mohammad Habib, Mahmud’s contributions in India were totally

negative, neither benefitting the Indians nor raising the prestige of Islam in

this country in any way. The sultan left behind "an Everlasting story of

plundered temples, desolated cities and trampled crops. As a faith Islam

had been morally disgraced, not elevated, by the Ghaznavid’s achievement”.
’®‘'

Whatever the achievements of Mahmud might have been in India, it "was
swept off fifteen years after his death by the Hindu Revival ... East of

Lahore no trace of the Mussalmans remained: and Mahmud’s victories,

while they failed to shake the moral confidence of Hinduism, won an

everlasting infamy for his faith.”’®® The sultan failed because he represented

"the arrogance of the Mussalmans” which did not last long. Its place was
taken up by the growing tendencies of cosmopolitan ideas that had
developed within two centuries of Mahmud’s death and ushered in an era

118. a, Habib, SMG. pp 71-76; Nazim, LTSMG, pp 162-70.

119. Mahmud made efforts to divide the civil and military functions in the Panjab and put

them under separate officials. Baihaqr, pp 266-71, 400-2, 404-6, 423, 433-35; ED, II, pp
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of "exchange of ideas between men of two creeds”’^— the Hindus and

the Muslims.

Highly distorted and contemptuous remarks have been passed by another

set of Indian historians on Mahmud’s activities in India. Thus writes K.M.

Munshi:

... Mahmud’s armies swept over North India... burning, looting, indulging

in indiscriminate massacre: raping women, destroying fair cities, burning

down magnificent shrines enriched by centuries of faith; enforcing an

alien religion at the point of sword; abducting thousands, forcing them

into unwilling marriage or concubinage; capturing hundreds of thousands

of men, women and children, to be sold as slaves in the markets of

Ghazni and other Central Asian markets...

In a similar vein R. C. Majumdar wrote,

... the horrors of barbarians ... were let loose on the fair plains and

cities of Hindusthan. It is not possible to recount fully the sad tales

of those dark and evil days... the great tragedy which befell India

during the first quarter of the eleventh century. It was a tragedy big

with future consequences. Not only was India drained of enormous

wealth and manpower but, what was far worse, the Muslims obtained

a permanent footing in the Panjab which commanded the highway to

her interior.’^®

It is difficult to substantiate most of their allegations against Mahmud which

read like fiction rather than the facts of history. Since K.M. Munshi himself

admits that life returned to normal as soon as Mahmud’s invasions

disappeared, it is evident that his impact in India was transitory and of no

major political and social consequence. In terms of political gains, the

Ghaznavid invasions of India were a non-starter, for the Ghaznavids remained

essentially foreign invaders, and the Indians as disunited as ever.

To describe Mahmud’s period as representing “dark and evil days’’ is

to gloss over the other side of the coin altogether. Ghaznavid India developed

as a focus for Islamic civilisation and literary activity, it has also been

suggested that the distinctive Indian style of Persian poetry, later called the

sabk-i-Hindi and conventionally traced back to the tenth century ah (sixteenth

century ad) began much earlier in Ghaznavid India, so that a poet like

Masud Sad-i-Salman exhibits two styles, a straightforward “Khurasanian”

and a more intellectually oriented “Indian” one.^” India was thus an

immensely fertile nurturing-ground for Persian literature which began to

126. Ibid, p 87.

127. Foreword to R. C. Majumdar, ed, op ctf, p XII.

128. bid, Preface, p XLV.

129. Aziz Ahmad, "The Formation of Sabk-i-Hindi”, in C. E. Bosworth, ed, kan and blam,
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develop “in the middle Ghaznavid period”.’®^ Further, Mahmud's agreement

with the raja of Narayanpur in ah 100 (ad 1009) provided a big boost to

the trade between India and Khurasan.’^’ Trade was further expanded on
account of the high standard of the Ghaznavid coinage’^ in the reign of

Mahmud and Masud. The flow of bullion stimulated trade and industry

within eastern Islam (see Appendix II: Figures showing the extent of booty

from the Indian campaigns). Indian gold and other precious materials changed
the face of Ghazni and raised the social and economic status of all those

residing there. The people of the city had no inhibitions about using this

money to raise their living standard as they considered the wealth brought

back from "pagan" India as mal-i-haHI, (lavwfully gained from the idolaters).

The wealth thus acquired was far more satisfying than that taken from the

tax-paying Muslim population which had almost certainly the taint of violence

and oppression.’®® Thus, part of the bullion and precious stones taken from

the temple treasures of India by Mahmud was converted into negotiable

form by skilled valuers and assayers {nuqqsds) at Ghazni. Another part of

it was incorporated into the fabric of the sultan’s palaces, mosques and

madrasas.^^ Some portion was given away as gifts (s//af) to the sultan’s

favourites such as courtiers and poets.

APPENDIX I

A List of the Ghaznavid Rulers in Ghazni and India, ah 366-582 (ad 977-1186)

—(C. E. Bosworth, The Later Ghaznavids)

1. Abu Mansur Subuk-tigin Governor in Ghazni and India on behalf

b. Qara Bechkein of the Samanids, ah Shaban 366 (ad

20 April 977).

2. Ismail Governor in Ghazni and India, ah
Shaban 387 (ad August 997).

130. C. E. Bosvwjrth, The Later Ghaznavids. p 5. Bosworth, however, argues that ail highly

developed Islamic cultures were at this period elite ones, resting not on popular but on royal

or aristocratic bases and that poets and writers were "the publicity men of the age”. See

GB. pp 132-33.

131. On the commercial importance of Narayan or Narayanpur in the time of Sultan Mahmud,

see Albiruni, I, pp 202-05.

132. The Ghaznavid gold coinage maintained a high standard. The early cStSrs modelled

on those minted at Nishapur by Mahmud when he was governor there were probably of an

average of 65-66 grains, but a considerable number of specimens of 76-77 grains are also

known. E. Thomas. JRAS, 1848. pp 289, 307, 311, 335, 350; 1860, p 156.

133. G8, p 78.

134. Al Utbi, pp 290-300; Umberto Scerrato, "Summary Report on the Italian Archaeological

Mission in Afghanistan; The Two Rrst Excavation Campaigns at Ghazni, 1957-58", East mtd

West, NS, X, i-ii, March-June 1659, pp 1-53.
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3. Abul Qasim Mahmud Governor and then independent

sultan in Ghazni and India, ah Rabi, I,

388 (AD March 998).

4. Abu Ahmad Muhammad Sultan in Ghazni and India. End of

(first reign) ah Rabi il, 421 (beginning of ad
May 1030).

5. Abu Said Masud I Sultan in Ghazni and India, ah Shaban
421 (ad August 1030).

6. Abu Ahmad Muhammad Sultan in India, ah 13 Rabi II,

(second reign) 432 (ad 20-21 December 1 040).

7. Abul Path Maudud Sultan in Ghazni and India, ah
Shaban 23, 432 (ad 28 April 1 041 ).

8. Masud II Sultan in Ghazni and India.

Third quarter of ah 440 (winter

AD 1048-49).

9. Abul Hasan ‘All Sultan in Ghazni and India, third quarter

of AH 440 (winter ad 1 048-49).

1

0.

Abu Mansur ‘Abdur Rashid Sultan in Ghazni and India. End of

AH 440 (ad April 1 049).

Usurpation in Ghazni of Toghril. End of ah Shaban 443 (beginning of ad January 1 052).

11. AbuShuja'FarrukhZad

12. Abul Muzaffar Ibrahim

13. Abu Sa'd Masud III

14. Shir-Zad

15. Abul Muluk Malik Arslan

16. Abul Muzaffar Bahram Shah

17. KhusrauShah

18. AbulMuzafter

Khusrau Malik

Sultan in Ghazni and India, ah
Zhul-Qada 9, 443 (ad 1 3 March 1 052).

Sultan in Ghazni and India, ah Safar 19,

451 (AD 6 April 1059).

Sultan in Ghazni and India, ah Shawwal
492 (ad August 1099 or shortly

afterwards).

Sultan in Ghazni and India,

AH Shawwal 508 (ad March 1115).

Sultan in Ghazni and India,

AH Shawwal 6, 509 (ad

22 February 1 1 16).

Sultan in Ghazni and India.

Acknowledging Seljuq suzerainty,

early summer ah 51 1 (summer ad
1117).

Sultan in Ghazni and India and then

in India only. Early ah 552 (spring

AD 1157).

Sultan in India, ah Rajab 555
(AD July 11 60).

Ghorid conquest ah 582 (ad 1186).
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Chapter XIII

SECTION ONE

KANNAUJ (c. 985-1200)

(prattharas and RASITRAKOTAS)

KAnyakubja or Kannauj was the political and intellectual centre of north

India for centuries. The kingdoms and empires of the Maukharis, Vardhanas

and Ayudhas flourished here. It was here that Dharmapala proclaimed his

status as an emperor of northern India by holding a dartar and putting

his nominee, Cakrayudha, on the throne. After the defeat ot these two at

the hands of Nagabhata II in c. 812 it became the capital of the Pratiharas,

who after reaching the height of their power in c. 910 were on the decline.

Of the feudatories of the Pratihara empire, many had become either

independent by 98v5 or rendered it only nominal allegiance. The Pratihara

ruler on the throne of Kannauj at the time was perhaps Vijayapala who is

known to us from the Rajor inscription of v 1016 (ad 960). It might be
that by 985 he had been succeeded by his son Rajyapala. Intended to be

the ‘‘protector of the empire”, if the name is any inrtcation of his parents’

wishes, he actu?lly proved to be its loser.

The situation was not of his own making. The bonds of allegiance which

had bound the Pratihara feudatories to the empire had not only become
loose but had snapped, and everyone seemed to have the right to increase

his territories in any way he could. When the Candellas described themselves

as ‘‘fever to the Gurjaras”,’ they were actually so. They were a wasting

disease that affected the Pratihara body politic, rapidly reducing its vitality

and powers of resistance and ultimately brought alDout its destruction. And

to the danger from the side of the samantas was now added the menace

from the north-west. In 986, Sabuk-tigin, the amir of Ghazni, plundered

the territories of the Sahi ruler, Jayapala, and carried off a large number

of prisoners. In 986, the attack was repeated. Jayapala was forced to cede

Kabul to the aggressor in 1001. Sabuk-tigin’s son and successor, Mahmud,

inflicted a decisive defeat on Jayap^a, forcing him to pay a huge sum of

money and 150 elephants as ransom for his family and himself. Seven

years later, the defeat of Jayapala’s successor, Anandapala, sealed in a

1. El. l, 1888-92, p 126, V 27.
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way the fate of Hindu India by permitting a free passage to the marauders

from the north-west into the interior of the country.^

In 1014, Mahmud sacked the sacred city of Thanesvara. In 1018, he

crossed the river Yamuna with 1 ,00,000 horsemen frolm his own dominions

and 20,000 volunteers from other Islamic countries. The fort of Baran

(Bulandshahr) was captured, Mahaban reduced, and Mathura sacked, without

anything being done by Rajyapala to succour them. And then followed the

attack on Kannauj itself.^

Mahmud’s invasion left Rajyapala’s power completely shattered. He no

longer retained the prestige which distinguished his predecessors, the mighty

Pratihara emperors Vatsaraja, the two Nagabhattas, Bhoja I and Mahendrapala

I. And then came the attack by Vidyadhara Candella, the ruler of Khajuraho,

who accused R%apala of having, like a coward, surrendered his territories

to Mahmud. A quarrel developed and, in the war that followed, Rajyapala

lost not only most of his army but also his own life at the hands of

Vidyadhara’s feudatory, the Kacchapaghata prince, Arjuna, who took the

field at the behest of his overlord.''

Vidyadhara’s victory did not bring about the extinction of the Pratihara

empire, though it weakened it greatly and boosted the Candella rulers’s

prestige so much that it soon began to pose a threat to the safety of the

Ghaznavid dominions in India. He also gave refuge to the dispossessed

Sahi ruler, Trilocanapala, promising to restore to him the lands that Mahmud
had conquered.^ But before Vidyadhara’s army could combine with that of

the Sahis, the latter was defeated in a battle fought on the right bank of

the Ramganga. He was slain by some of his co-religionists as he was
trying to escape.*'

The slain Sahi chief Trilocanapala has sometimes been confused with

Trilocanapala Pratihara, who succeeded his father R%apala and is known

to us from the Jhusi inscription of 1027 recording the grant of Lebhundaka

village in Asurabhaka district (wMya) to 6,000 brahmans of Pratisthana

(modem Jhusi). ^ The Sahi TrilocanapSa was slain in 1020, soon after the

battle of Ramganga. Trilocanapala Pratihara, on the other hand, lived at

least up to 1027, as proved by the Jhusi inscription, and is known to have

been attacked by Mahmud at Bari almost immediately after the discomfiture

of his Sahi namesake. If Vidyadhara Candella had been his friend or even

a little less selfish, he would have rushed to his help. But he did not.

Trilocanapala, finding that resistance would be useless, allowed the fort of

Bari to be occupied by Mahmud who, after garrisoning it, proceeded against

Vidyadhara.® The fight between the two, which took place on the banks

2. See ch XI in this volume.

3. For details, see ch Xtt, section one hi this volume.

4. m
5. See the account of the S§his in ch XI h this volume.

3. Ibid.

7. lA, XVIII, pp 33-35.

8. Ibn-ul Athir, TM(h-i-Kamll, p216.
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of a small river the name of which has remained unknown, was indecisive.

But Vidyadhara thought it best to retreat under the cover of darkness and

most of his equipment fell into Mahmud’s hands.®

The extent of the empire that remained with Trilocanapala, after his defeat

at the hands of Mahmud, must remain uncertain. That Prayaga remained

within his dominions can be inferred from the Jhusi grant. But Varanasi,

which lay only a little further to the east, passed first perhaps under the

control of MahTpala of Bengal and then Gahgeyadeva Kalacuri, under whom
it is known to have been, when Ahmad Niyal-tigin, the Ghaznavid governor

of the Panjab, plundered it in 1034.

Trilocanapala was perhaps succeeded by maharajadhiraja Ya§apaladeva,

who is known from the Kara stone inscription to have granted Payalasa

grama of the KausambT-manda/a to Mathura Vikata of Pabhosa.’° Payalasa

has been identified with modem Paras or Pras, some fifty kms north-north-west

of Kosam.” But even the Allahabad area, from which we have the Kara

inscription, probably passed into the hands of the Tripuris of Cedi.

Gahgeyadeva died at Prayaga with his hundred wives. The Gohanwa grant

of Gahgeya’s son Karriadeva, found in Allahabad district, records the grant

of a village in the Ko^amba pattala which had been under Yasapaladeva

up to V 1093 (ad 1036). The Gohanva grant is dated in 1047.^^ Yasapala,

therefore, may be presumed to have lost the Allahabad territory sometime

between 1036 and 1047. Nearly forty-two years later, in the reign of Karna’s

successor, Ya^ahkarria, Candra Gahadavala laid the foundation of the

Gahadavala kingdom of Varanasi and Kannauj by conquering the territory

from Indrasthana to Kadi and expelling the Cedis. As for Kannauj, it appears

to have been captured for his master by his samanta, Gopaladeva Rastrakuta.

THE RASTRAKOTAS

The line of Rastrakuta Gopaladeva, who conquered Gadhipura or Kannauj,

is known to us from two inscriptions, the Budaun stone inscription of

Lakhanapala and the Saheth-Maheth inscription of the same family dated

in V 1 176 (ad, 1 119/20). Of these, the latter actually mentions the Rastrakuta

ruler Gopala as Gadhipuradhipa, ie, "lord of Gadhipura” or Kannauj. The

view that the R^trakuta ruled at Kannauj is sometimes also supported on

the basis of Trilocanapala Caulukya’s Surat grant of Gaka 940 (ad 1018)

which states that the Caulukya, the mythical founder of Trilocanapala’s

family, was married to a Rastrakuta princess of Kannauj. But as the

RastrakOta dynasty of Gadhipura could have had its beginning only after

c. 1018, when Rajyapala Pratihara was slain by Arjuna Kacchapaghata, the

Rastrakuta ancestress of Trilocanapala Caulukya (the known date for whom
as for Rajyapala is 1018) could not naturally have been one of its members.

9. Tabqat-i-Mbaff, p 13.

10. JRAS, 1927, pp 692-95.

11. bid.

12. Actually in the seventh year of Kama's administration
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If she existed at all, excepting in the imagination of the writers of Caulukya

grants, she has perhaps to be placed in a period anterior even to that of

the Prafiharas.’^

The genealogy of the Budaun Rastrakutas (called, the Rastrakutas of

Kannauj) can be tabulated as foibws;

(1) Candra

i
(2) Vi^ahapaia

(3) Bhuvanapala

i
(4) Gopaladeva

i >l 'I'

(6) Tribhuvana (6) Madanapala (7) Devapala

i
(8) BhTmapala

(9) Suryapala

i
1

> (10) Amrtapala (11) Lakhanapala

As the sixth ruler, Madanapala, is known to have been on the throne in

V 1 1 76 (AD 1 1 1 9), it would not be unreasonable to put his father Gopaladeva

in the period, c. 1075-1100. Candra, the progenitor of the line, could

therefore be placed around 1000. Taking advantage of the chaotic conditions

created by Mahmud’s raids, he might have, after Rajyapala’s discomfiture

and death in 1019, managed to set himself up as an independent ruler at

Budaun. At some time in the reign of Yasahkarna Cedi, who was being

attacked by his enemies from all sides,’^ Gopaladeva Rastrakuta appears

to have swooped down upon Gadhipura (Kannauj) and captured it. This

fact is clearly indicated by his being called Gadhipuradhipa in the

Saheth-Maheth inscription of the reign of his son Madanapala. But we are

not very sure of his having done it on his own, for the title Gadhipuradhipa

could have been conferred on him by Candra Gahadavala as was the title

Gurjararaja on Gahga Maravarman by Krsria III.’'’ We feel that it is some
such supposition which would harnnonise the evidence of the Rastrakuta

and Gahadavala inscriptions. Gopaladeva is called Gadhipuradhipa, but his

contemporary Candradeva Gahadavala also claims having acquired the

13. From the description in the grant, it would appear that she was a remote ancestress

of Nimbaraka, the great-grandfather of Trilocanapila's grandfather. So one can say nothing

very definite about her date.

14. The enemies were Vikramaditya VI of Kalyana, Laksmanadeva of Malwa arrd

SaHaksanavarman of Tripuh.

15. e, V. 1898-99, p 1761,
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sovereignty of Kanyakubja or Gadhipura by the prowess of his own arms.

About Gopaladeva’s son, Madanapala, again we are told that in consequence
of his prowess, there could be no talk of the Hamvira ever coming to the

banks of the river of gods (Gar^a).’® Madanapala Rastrakuta, as we have
seen, was ruling in 1119. The Rahan grant of 1109 states something similar

about the Gahadavala heir-apparent, Govindacandra, who is said to have
made the Hamvira lay aside his hostility by the frequent display of valour

in battle.’^ And clearer still is the statement of the Samath inscription of

Govindacandra’s queen KumaradevT that Hari had been bom as

Govindacandra to protect Varanasi from the wicked Turuska.’® As
Govindacandra is known to have been the strongest Hindu ruler of

Madhyade^ in the first half of the eleventh century, the only thing that we
can perhaps assume on the basis of common enemies, common objective^

and common conquests of the Gahadavalas and the Rastrakutas of Budaun
is that the latter were in all likelihood the samantas of the former.

The Turuska enemy which Madanapala Rastrakuta and Govindacandra
Gahadavala had to fight against was probably the Gbaznavid ruler Masud
Ill’s general Tugha-tigin of Lahore who crossed the river Ganga and pertiaps

managed to capture Govindacandra’s father in a battle.’®

The last Rastrakuta ruler Lakhariapala, who was probably a contemporary

of Jayaccandra Gahadavala, was deprived by Budaun by Muhammad Ghori’s

general Hijabr-ud-din even before the second battle of Tarain.®° From here

he might have gone to Kannauj and probably taken part in the battle of

Candwar. Lakhanapala’s descendants are believed to have migrated to

Marwar, where in due course they founded a number of states.

16. El, I, 1888-92, p 64, 1, 4.

17. Ham^ram nyastavsHiam muhurasaneranakndaya yo vkihatte.

18. a IX. 1^7-8. p 324, V 16.

1 9. Tet)aq8t-i-NSsiff, I, p 207. See Ma'sud bin Sa'd ibn Salman's Ode. ED, IV, pp 526-27.

20. CHI. Ill, p 42.
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to identify the stable-keeper of Salman with Candradeva Gahadavala whose

father was a nrpa and whose dynasty appears to have had some political

standing in the Varanasi-Ayodhya region.

Candradeva or Candradityadeva was the founder of the independent

kingdom of the Gahadavalas. By 1089 he had already assumed the full

imperial title and the responsibiNty of protecting KaST, Ku^ika, Uttara-Ko§ala

and Indrasthanlyaka. He might have begun his career about 1080 as a

petty chief like his father in the Varanasi-Ayodhya area, which included the

sacred places of Kasi and Uttara-Ko^la. In most of the Gahadavala

inscriptions, Candradeva is described at least twice as the conqueror of

Kanyakubja or Ku^ika.^ Indrasthanlyaka is generally identified with Delhi

and though the first Gahadavala king seems to have extended his sway
over this region too. he may not have done so as the result of a war and

probably did not annex it to his kingdom. The Delhi Museum inscription of

1328 states that Dhillika, built by the Tomaras (in 736, according to the

bardic traditions), was enjoyed successively by the Tomaras (up to c. 1164),

the Cauhanas (up to 1192), and the mieccha Sahabacffna.^ This statement

implies that Candradeva’s authority (c. 1089-1100) over the area was of

an indirect nature.^’ The contemporary Tomara chief, either Anahgapala or

one of his successors, accepted the suzerainty of the Gahadavalas and

was allowed to continue as a feudatory.

29. Ku^lka is generally regarded as synonymous with Kannauj. But as the conquest of

Kanyakubja Is specifically mentioned elsewhere in the same Inscriptions that speak of Ku6lka,

It would be better to look out for some other Ku^ika, even though the task might not prove

easy on account of the name being borne by a good many towns of ancient India besides

K^yakubja. Rama’s son, Ku^, is said to have removed his capital to Ku^vatT (modem
Sultanpur) (cf. Kalidasa’s Raghuvarp^, XV 97f). To Hsuan-tsang, it was known as Kusapura

(cf. Beal, I, p 237, n 67). The Viyu Purina calls it Ku^asthafi, a name also borne by UjjayinT,

Dvaraka and probably some other towns too. Of these, some lay outside the probable sphere

of Candra’s operations. But the case of Kusapura (Sultanpur) needs being considered, as it

was an important town of that period and probably also a sacred* site [cf El, IX, 1907-8, pp
319-28]

30. Eh i. 1888-92, pp 93-95; DHNI, II. pp 1145-51.

31. It is doubtful whether Delhi was also included within Candra's dominions. Inscriptions

mention the passing away of the dominion of Delhi from the Tomaras to the Cauhanas (cf

JASB, XLIII, pp 80-85). There Is nothing to indicate that the Gahadavala rule Intervened. From

literary sources we have the evidence of the existence of a strong Tomara dynasty a Delhi

in V 1189 (AD 1132), le, even twenty years after Candra was dead. So, if we identify

Indrasthana of the Candravatl grants with Indraprastha or Delhi, it can only be on the

assumption that Candra reached there while leading an expedition against the Turks. The city

itself probably belonged to his allies. The conclusion does not go against the relevant verse

from the grants for all that it actually states Is that Candra had reached Indrasthdna and

other places mentioned therein while extending his protection to them (parip&ayati bhigamya).

The full verse reads:

ITrthiini, KiihKuiika-uttara-Kosalendra-SthSnl^^ pahp&ayatabhigarrtya

Hm^arrmtufyarrmiiiarrt dadata dv^ebhyoh venarnkita vasumafFiatasas-tulSbhih.

for a similar idea see also the Delhi-Siwalik inscription of Vigraharaja IV, in which he speaks

of himself as '‘a’\/lrpdhySdri-Hirnddrar-\/iradta-/aya$-Wihay^^ XIX, p 215— Eds.
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The Gahadavala inscriptions generally claim that Candra had to overpower

a number of enemies before he could make himself the master of the

territories extending from Varanasi to Delhi. The most important of his

achievements was, of course, the conquest of Kannauj, which probably

brought the whole of Pahcala under his sway. The history of this city prior

to the Gahadavala conquest cannot be ascertained in detail. The Sahet-Mahet

inscription of v 1176 (c. ad 1119-20) testifies to the existence of a
Gadhipuradhipa Gopala, while the evidence of the Jami-ut Tawaiikh, Haviv-us

Siyar and C^an-i-Salman indicates that when Agra, Dhara and Kannauj

were harried by the Turks (c. 1079), Amir Jaipal (or Bathal), generally

identified with Gopala, was defeated.^ This Gopala probably came to power

in Kannauj and the surrounding areas, including Agra, after the fall of

Laksmlkarna. The Turuska raid led by Mahmud either destroyed or curbed

his power and Candra, taking full advantage of the vulnerable position of

Gopala, seems to have marched into Antarvedi. The non-continuance of

the epithet Gadhipuradhipa by Gopala’s son Madanapala and also the

Gahadavala claim of conquest of Kanyakubja clearly indicate that Gopala

was ultimately forced to surrender Kannauj to Candra.

Candradeva’s domination over Antarvedi was soon challenged. The Samath
inscription of KumaradevT describes his success against some kings in a

battle on the banks of the Yamuna.^ Ya^hkarna, veguely praised in the

Kalacuri records, might be one of these rulers. The assumption of the

Kalacuri title s^vapati-narapati-gajapati-rajatrayadhipati by Govinda, the

grandson of Candra, together with other evidence indicates the king’s victory

over the Kalacuris. On the same analogy, Candra’s claim to victory over

narapati and gajspati may contain a hint of his success against YaSahkarna,

who probably attempted in vain to recover the lost Kalacuri dominion. A
vague reference to Antarvedi in connection with Sallaksanavarman, found

in an undated inscription from Mau,®^ tends to include him among the kings

defeated by Candra on . the banks of the Yamuna. Sallaksatia of the

Candratreya dynasty succeeded KTilivarman sometime after 1198 and like

Ya^ahkarna he may also have challenged the Gahadavala supremacy in

Antarvedi. But the relevant evidence proves that Candradeva maintained

his supremacy in Antarvedi. However, the repeated raids of the neighbouring

kings rendered the still unconsolidated Gahadavala hold over the area, a

precarious one, and naturally their inscriptions describe Pahcala as capala

(fickle). It is generally believed that Kanyakubja, the premier city in Antarvedi,

was the GShadavala capital. But all available evidence proves that they had

a closer and longer association with Varanasi, which remained their

administrative headquarters for the greater part of their reign. Only one

inscription was issued during the reign of his son Madanapala in v 1161

(ad 1104), which mentions that Candradeva established his capital at

32. El, I, 1888-92, pp 61-66: ED, IV, pp 205 and 523-24; IHQ, IX, pp 95f: HGD, p 25.

33. El, IX, 1907-08, pp 319-28

34. El, I, 1888-92, p 20
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Kannauj. He must have done so at the very end of his reign since none

of his inscriptions refer to this event This delay on the part of Candra

in taking this important step may be appreciated if we remember that

Kannauj was a recent conquest. The events of the succeeding reign,

however, prove that the change of capital turned out to be unlucky for the

Gahadavalas and they reverted to Varanasi, which served as their seat of

administration till the battle of Candwar.

An important aspect of the history of the Gahadavalas is their prolonged

struggle with their eastern neighbours, the Palas and the Senas. Candradeva,

who had to fight defensive battles on the west, initiated the struggle by

sending an army to the east. Only two of his inscriptions contain a verse

that refers to this incident, otherwise unknown.^ Significantly, the verse

makes no claim to victory. Obviously, the offensive foreign policy of Candra

in the east proved abortive. The contemporary eastern potentate Ramapala

suppressed the Kaivarttas and revived the Pala power with the help of his

samantas. The Ramacarita commentary praises one of his samantas for a

victory over a cavalry from Kanyakubja, which may be identified almost

certainly with a division of Candradeva’s army.^^ It was, however, a military

defeat and Candradeva seems to have suffered no territorial loss.

At tne close of the eleventh century when north-western India was already

annexed by the Turks and Antarvedi suffered from chronic political chaos

and foreign invasions, Candradeva established a dynasty that gave Antarvedi

a century of peace and stable government and patronised revivalist

brahmanical religion. An embodiment of the revivalist ritualistic spirit of the

age, Candra not only protected four important ffrthas of northern India but

also actively patronised Vedic studies and great sacrifices (mahadana^,

such as tulapurusa and gosahasra. He was a learned man who had mastered

all the dar^ems and encouraged all the vidyas and kalas. A devotee of

Visnu, Candradeva also set up an image of Adi-Ke^va, decorated a

Visnu-Hari-murti, and granted a village to the shrine of Candra-Madhava,

possibly installed by him.^

madanapAla

Madanapala or Madanacandra is an ellusive figure in the history of the

Gahadavalas. Four inscriptions issued respectively in v 1161, 1162, 1164

and 1167, by maharajaputra Govindacandra record gifts by various persons

with the consent of some royal officers and the queen and, contrary to

convention, the prince is eloquently praised for his achievements in the

pra^asti section. This alone might indicate the inability of the reigning king

35. El, XIV, 1917-18. pp 101-4: HGD. pp 239-42.

36. IHQ, 1949, p 37.

37. RSmacarItgm (Commentary), I, pp 42-45; DHNI, I, p 340; B C. Sen, Some Historical

Aspects of the Inscrptions of Bengal, p 434

38. a XIV, 1917-18, pp 193-200. IHQ. 1949, p 37
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to exercise his royal prerogative due to illness or some other cause. But

we have an inscription dated v 1164 in which the king figures both as a

donor and executor of a grant. A great calamity that temporarily removed
the king from the field of activity and thus forced the prince to play an

important role at home and abroad might explain the anomaly to some
extent but not quite satisfactorily.

Madanapala began his reign with Kanyakubja as his capital but was very

soon compelled to shift it to Varanasi. The Dlwan-i-Salman, one of the

foreign sources that mentions the Indian expeditions of Masud III (1099-1 115),

states that on one occasion "Malhi, the God-forsaken chief of Hind”, was
taken prisoner and that "Kanoj was the capital of Hind”. This “Malhi”

has been identified with Madanapala, the Gahadavala king. In the Gahadavala

inscriptions, however, there is no second reference to Kannauj as their

capital. Moreover, the Kamauli inscription, issued from the camp at Visriupura,

proves that Govinda was leading a campaign in v 1162 (ad 1105). The

Rahan grant claims rather cautiously that the prince had made the HammTra

or Amir lay aside his enmity (nyastavairslj.‘*° Evidently the Gahadavalas did

not fare well in their first Turkish encounter and Ray suggests that Madana
had to ransom his person. The Krtyakalpataru, compiled during the early

part of the reign of Govindacandra by the mahasandhivigrahika LaksmTdhara,

however, states that the HammTra was killed by the king.'"’ Govinda was
probably forced to make a truce with the HammTra at the initial stage of

the struggle not only in order to rescue his father but also to meet the

Gauda threat in the east. Hostilities were resumed afterwards when the

HammTra was killed and the invading army was repulsed. Though the

Gahadavalas did not suffer any territorial loss in the struggle, it may be

assumed that they wisely decided to return to the distant safety of their

former capital and handed Kanyakubja to a feudatory Madanapala, the son

of Gadhipuradhipa Gopala."'^

Fortunately for the Gahadavalas, most of the contemporary dynasties,

except the Palas, were represented by weak and inefficient rulers. This

age, however, saw the revival of the Pala power under Ramapala whose

samanta BhTmayasas had already repulsed an aggressive Kannauj cavalry.

The Pala retaliation may have had synchronised deliberately with the Turuska

invasion on the Gahadavala dominion. Maharajaputra Govinda rose to the

occasion and repulsed the Pala army according to the Rahan grant and

39 ED. IV, pp 526-27, DHNi I. pp 514-15

40. B. II. 1892-94, pp 358-66. /A XVIII. pp 14-19.

41 K. A. Rangaswami Aiyangar. ed. Krtyakalpataru. Danakandas, introduction, p 48.

42. According to the Tabqit-i-Nasm (I, p 107), Hajib TughS-tigin crossed the river Ganga

during the reign of the Ghaznavid ruler Masud III, in order to carry on a holy war in Hindustan.

Salman gives us the additional information that he defeated the ruler of Kannauj and compelled

him "to ransom his person by a large sum of money” {DHNI, I, p 514). This can refer

perhaps only to king Madanapiia and not to his feudatory MadanapSla RS^rakuta whose

father, Gopaladeva, had assisted Candradeva in conquering GddNpura (KSnyakubja).
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the Krtyakalpataruf^ A conjecture may be ventured here. Rastrakuta

Mathaiiadeva, the maternal uncle of Ramapala, probably led the Gauda

expedition against the Gahadavalas and the curtain rang down with a happy

note on the second act of the Pala-Gahadavala struggle, which concluded

with an alliance between the rival dynasties and a marriage between the

young hero Govindacandra and KumaradevT, the grand-daughter of

Mathanadeva and niece of Ramapala. The reign of Madanapala is, no

doubt, a vulnerable period in the history of the Gahadavalas, and it was

with the help of his son that he was able to retain intact the kingdom he

inherited from his father.

The inscriptions reveal the names of two queens of Madana, PrithvTSrika

and RajhyadevT, the mother of Govindacandra. The Rahan grant of v 1166

(ad 1109) testifies to the existence of a feudatory, Raiiaka LavarapravSha,

whose territory, however, is not known. The rule of another feudatory Nayaka

Arlgasirpha, whose territory formed a part of Varanasi district, is mentioned

in the Silsila inscription of v 1162 (ad 1105).“''

Some silver, billon and copper coins of the usual Bull and Horseman

type, then current in northern India, have been ascribed to Madanapala by

numismatists. These bear, on the obverse, the king’s name, generally

irrcomplete, around the rude figure of a horseman and on the reverse, the

recumbent figure of a bull with the legend Madhava-^if-samanta, mostly

incomplete. The weight of these coins, varying from about 3 to 3.3 grammes,

conforms to the Indian purana standard of 32 rattis or 3.628 grammes.“®

Madanapala Gahadavala passed away somewhere between v 1166 (the

year of the Rahan grant) and v 1171 (ad 1114) when Govindacandra issued

the Pali grant as a maharajadhiraja. Perhaps we would not be very wrong

if we put Govindacandra’s accession in 1114 itself, for a ruler who on the

average issued a grant every year could not have failed to signalise the

event by the issue of a couple of grants. In v 1 1 71 he actually issued three.

govindacandra

Undoubtedly the greatest king of his dynasty, Govindacandra was a.i,o

one of the greatest kings of his time. His extensive conquests and wide

43. M, XVIII, pp 14-19; Krtyaka^jataru, Oanakdnda, IntrcxJuction, p 48.

44. El, XXXVI, 1965-66. pp 39-41.

45. HGD, p 64. But actually these coins meor be of the Tomara ruler, MadanapSla of Delhi,

as conjectured by Cunningham (AS/R-C, XIV, p 57). Rapson noted 39 of these Bull and

Horsemen type coins of Madanapala from Lansdowne in Garhwal district, along with the coins

of well-known Tomara rulers such as Anahgapala and Sallaksanapala (J4S8, Num. Suppl. VI.

42, 1905). Their copiousness, associaton with Tomara coins, and the findspots too tilt the

balance in favour of their ascription to the Tomara ruler, Madanapala. who had a fairly long

reign and the members of whose dynasty are known to have adopted the Bull and Horseman

type. See also Pratipal Bhatia, “Bull/Horseman coins of the Shahis, c. ao 650-1026”, PIHC,

34th session, 1973, pp 50-61, where the author concludes: “From tho point of a historian

it remains stHI to be answered as why different ruling dynasties such as the Tomaras of

Delhi... adop^ the Bull/Horseman coinage of Shahis specially when they had nothing to do
with them politically"—fete.
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diplomatic relations made the Gahadavala dynasty for the time oeing the

most important factor in north Indian politics. Numerous inscriptions of the

king range over a period of forty years (c. 1114-54) and amply illustrate

his political influence. The external and internal evidence of the inscriptions

show that by the end of his reign Govinda, for some time, ruled over the

whole tract extending from Monghyr to Delhi. In the north, his arms probably

reached the foot of the Himalayas and in the south penetrated beyond the

Yamuna into the Kalacuri dominions. The kingdom which he had inherited

from his father was, however, a small one bounded roughly by the rivers

Yamuna, Ganga and Ghaghra. Already as a prince Govinda had acquired

considerable knowledge and experience in statecraft. The onslaught of the

YaminT sultans on Kanyakubja, though a rude shock to the Gahadavalas,

was never anything more than a raid and the work of Candradeva was
not undone. No wonder, on coming to the throne, Govinda launched upon

a career of conquest and considerably expanded his ancestral dominion.

The earliest inscription of Govindacandra’s reign dated v 1171 (ad 1114)

mentions the king’s conquest of nava-rajya-gaja. The geographical evidence'

indicates that this “new kingdom” was situated beyond the river Ghaghra

in Gorakhpur district’* and suggests the indentification of the same with

Uttara-samudra or Saumya-sindu in Darad-GandakT-desa ruled over by

KTrtipaladeva. This king issued some silver and billon coins and also an

inscription dated v 1 1 71 (ad 1 1 1 4).”^ This inscription, the Pali grant, mentions

the grant of a piece of land in Sirasi pattala in Onavala pathaka in Saruvara.

Pali and Onavala have been identified with Pali and Onavala on the north

bank of the river Ghaghra. It appears from this inscription and other relevant

evidence that after the fall of the Gorakhpur Kalacuris, Vikramapala, the

father of KFrtipala, forcibly occupied Saumya-sindhu, somewhere between

the Ghaghra and the GandakT to the north-east of Candradeva’s kingdom.

Saumya-sindhu, however, was annexed by Govindacandra sometime before

1114.

The epigraphic and numismatic evidence proves that the Gahadavala

arms penetrated into the Kalacuri territories during this period.

Govindacandra’s land-transfer grant of 1120 (Bengal Asiatic Society Grant)

announces the transfer of a piece of land, originally given to the Kalacuri

rajaguru by Raja Yasahkarna, to one thakkura Vassistha. This inscription

for the first time records Govinda’s signiffcant assumption of the Kalacuri

imperial title a^apati-narapati-ga^apati-rajatrayadhipati, which was also used

by all his successors.”® Possibly in order to celebrate his 'triumph, he

46. Had some other kingdom been meant, it wouW have been specified. For Govindacandra,

his own kingdom was nava-rSiya-gs^ on account of his having newiy succeeded to it—ficte.

47. jeCWS, XiX, pp 233f; B. Vii, 1902-3, pp 93f: XXXiii, 1959-60, pp 176-78; J/VS/, X,

1948, pp 73-74.

48. The exact significance of the titie has long been doubtful. While noticing that according

to some scholars narapaff was the title borne by the kings of Telingana arxl Karndta, R.S.

Tripathi suggested: "it would not be unreasonable to suggest that these expressions deix>ted
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adopted the Kalacuri coin-type of the "seated goddess” (Laksmi) on the

reverse of his own coins. The portion of the Kalacuri territory conquered

by Govinda cannot be definitely identified but an inscription of v 1294 (ad

1238) mentions Aradakkamalla of the Gahadavala family and indicates that

it may have been situated between the Yamuna and Son.^® The Kalacuri

king who suffered this loss was either YaSahkarna or Gaya-Karna. For such

a hypothesis, we must recall the alliance between Madanavarman Candella

and Ka^iraja (Gavindacandra) mentioned in the Mau inscription of the

Candellas. This alliance, according to this inscription, was directed against

the Cedi king. This alliance is also corroborated by the line of succession

of the Candellas and the chronology thereof. It is very likely that Madanavarman,

ascended the throne soon after v 1177.

In the east, the alliance between the Palas and the G§hadavalas, noted

above, did not last long. The RSmacaiita eulogises RamapSa (c. 1082-1125)

for checking the growth of Madhyade^ {dhrita-Madh^de^-tanimii.^ But

towards the end of Ramapala’s reign, Govindacandra, having strengthened

his position in the meantime by conquest and consolidation, advanced upon

the Pala kingdom and was in possession of the Patna area by 1124, when

he granted some villages in Manian pattala (Maner) from Kanyakubja.^’

Ramapala’s successor Kumarapala (c. 1125-28) and Gopala III (c. 1128-43)

were weak rulers and the Gahadavalas continued to hold the area till c.

1145-46. The Bihar Sharif inscription of Madanapala issued around that

year proves that the Palas had once more occupied the Patna region.

“

The Pala aggression may have coincided again with the Gahadavala

preoccupation with north-western defence against a probable attack of

many feudatories or classes of feudatories" (History of Kayiauj, p 303). But it may be interesting,

to note that the titles were also known to Chang-Yueh (713-56) who wrote the preface and

introduction to book I of Hsiian-tsang's Si-yu-M. He writes, "at that time, when there is no

paramout wheel monarch (cakravatiri), then the land of Jambudvipa has four rulers.

"On the south ‘the lord of the elephants', the land here Is warm and humid, suitable for

elephants.

"On the west, 'the lord of treasures', the land borders on the sea and abounds in treasures.

“On the north ‘the lord of horses', the country is cold and hard, suitable for horses.

"On the east ‘the lad of men', the climate is soft and agreeable and therefore there are

many men".

If we keep this observation in view, it would be obvious that using the triple title

a6vapBti-gBiapaO-narapati-ri^atrayadhkJBti, Govindacandra merely claimed having secured

success in three ouarters at least, in the east (against the Pdlas), in the south (against the

Kalacuris) and in the north (against the Turks). Karria assumed the titles when .he regarded

himself as a vfsiyf in these quarters see ch. XVII. text of n 53 in this volume). The GahadavSIa

Chandra also seems to have regarded himself as a where he claimed having overthrown

the rulers of the east (nan^oafi). the south ig^apet^, north (girtpatl) and the west (trl^ankupatl).

Govindacandra obviously appropriated the Mrtxibs after defeating the Kalacuris who had been

using them—Eds.
49. uMSe, XXXI, pp 123-24; El, XXXIII. 1959-60, pp 121-24.

60. R. C. Majumdar, Hstory of Bengal; I, p 165.

61. JBORS. H. pp 441-47.

52. JAS(L). XX, p 46.
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Bahlim. Some degree of uncertainty in the Pala chronology renders the

reconstruction of this phase of the Pala-G§hadavala struggle rather difficult.

But the P§las had by this time lost a big slice of their kingdom to the

Senas, and it can be assumed provisbnally that Govindacandra promptly

attended to the new development in the east, expelled the Palas and
probably advanced up to Mudgagiri in pursuit. The Lar inscription of 1146
records a grant of Govindacandra from Mudgagiri (Monghyr).“ That the

Monghyr region had been under the Palas till 1144 is proved by the

Nongadh inscription of Madanapala’s time (v 1201) found within Monghyr

district. The Arma inscription of the fourteenth year (c 1157) of Madanapala’s

reign, again found within the same area, shows that the Palas had recovered

the lost territory pro|Dably after the death of Govindacandra (c. 1155).®^

The Rambhamafijaff-natafo of Nayacandra SOri apparently mentions another

victory of Govindacandra when it states that his grandson was named
Jayaccandra because he was bom on the day of his victory over Da^arna.®®

The Paramara dynasty which held Da§arna at that time was considerably

weakened by internal feuds and a corrtemporary Paramara ruler Ya^ovarman

lost a portion of Malwa to Cajukya Jayasirnha. Under these circumstances,

the possibility of an attack on Da6arria by the militant Gahadavala king

cannot be ruled out, especially' if we remember the friendship between

Govindacandra and the contemporary Candratreya king who may have

allowed him to pass through his dominion. However, there is no other

evidence to prove that he ever conquered Da^arna and even if he had

won a victory over it, he certainly did not annex it to his empire.®®

On the north-western frontier, the YaminT dynasty was tom by internal

dissension, but the lesson which Govindacandra had learnt as a prince

53. JBORS. XIX, p 233.

54. El. XXXII, 1957-58, pp 277f: XXXVI, 1964-65, pp 411; D.C. Sircar, The KSn^BhJbja-QeiJda

Struggle, p 59. It has been suggested that Varanasi, the Gahadavala city, was in Pila

occupation when the undated Ftiyghgt inscription was issued by one BhTmadeva, the

mahSsibidhivIgrt^^ of an unnamed king of Gaudavahga, presumed to be the Pala Madanapaia.

The evidence of the inscription, however, is extremely incorx^lusive. Ojha and Benerji place it

in the thirteenth century on palaeographic grounds, while sircar puts it in the twelfth-thirteenth

century. The vague praise of the military exploits of the officer is not very convincing and the

only significant achievement mentions the grave predicament of the Gauda-Vatiga king at the

hands of the Rayari and Kalihga kiiigs. It is difficult to envisage the occupation of Varanasi

during the rule of such a king who probably ruled after MadanapSla (1143-61) sometime by

the end of the twelfth or early thirteenth century. Bhtmadeva seems to have visited Varanasi

on a tour of pilgrimage when he built a temple to Bhava on the banks of the AviimuktaAMT
55. Rarr^jhSmafyatT Nitaka, p 4. For the unreliability of this work see Dasharatha Sharma,

Early QrauhSn Dynasties, pp 96-97— Eds.

56. Even when the Paramara had suffered heavily at the hartds of the Caukjkya rulers

Jayasirnha Siddharaja and Kumirapaia. DaSama continued to be ruled by a junior line of the

Paramara royal family, known to historians as the mahSkumiras of Malwa. Much of this state

had been conquered and occupied by the Caulukyas. Parts were nibbled off by the CandeHas

and perhaps also the Cauhdnas. But there is no evidence, literary or epigraphic, except that

of the unreliable RamUt&na/yaf, to prove that the Gahadavalas at any time occupied Daaarna
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taught him to take all possible precautions to guard it. The Samath inscription

of KumaradevT, a Gahadaval queen, praises Govindacandra for protecting

Varanasi against the Turuskas.®^ This reference, according to some scholars,

implies another Turkish attack on Varanasi. Among the four contemporary

sultans Shir-zad (1115-16), Malik Arslan Shah (1116-17), Bahram Shah

(1117-57) and Khusrau Shah (1152-60), the third one led some expeditions

to India, though none is specifically mentioned.®® Some of the ambitious

provincial governors appointed by these suitans also may have exerted

themselves but their attention was concentrated on attempts to throw off

their allegiance to Ghazni. The Tabaqat-i-Nasin mentions one Muhammad
Bahlim who became independent, advanced as far as the Siwalik and

founded the fort of Nagarawar, but was later overpowered by Bahram

Shah.®® Khusrau Shah had to retire to India in the face of a Ghuzz attack.

On the other hand, Varanasi seems to have been well protected by a belt

of feudatory areas under the Tomaras, the successors of Gadhipiradhipa

Gopala and possibly also the Rastrakutas of Badaun, who may be different

from the successors of Gopala. These circumstances almost negate the

possibility of a Turkish attack on Varanasi. The praise bestowed on

Govindacandra may not have a reference to any specific Turkish raid on

Varanasi.®® It was probably an appreciation of the constant vigilance of the

king which certainly increased during Bahlim’s advance towards the Siwalik.

The Prakrta-paih galam, (c. fourteenth century) describes the success of

a king of KMT, generally identified with Govindacandra, against the rulers

of Gauda, Vartga, Campon, Nepal, Kalitiga, Saurashtra, Lohavara (Lahore),

Telengana, Maharashtra, Bhota and China.®’ The inclusion of the last two

names is an exaggeration but the Palas of Gauda and the Turks of Lahore

57. a IX. 1907-8, pp 319-28.

58. See Cti. XII, secticxi II in this volume.

59 mjaqSt-i-NSskT, I, p 110; Tatx^-i-Akban, p 34; Rf/ish(a. I, p 154.

60. It is difiicult to be sure about the identity of the Ghaznavkj ruler who fought against

Gk>vindacandra. But that he had to contend against one or more of them is amply proved

by evidence, epigraphic as well as literary. The Samath inscription of his queen KumiradevT,

for instance, states that “Hari, who had been commissioned by Hara in order to protect

Varanasi from the wicked Turuska warrior, as the only one able to protect the earth, was
again bom from him. his name being renowned as G^ndacandra” (fif, IX, 1907-8, pp 324

and 327, V 16]. Again, in the Krtyaka^xtaru of his mahSseMmigraM(a Laksmldhara, he is

described as the one "who killed the heroic Hammtra a paragon of valour, who was eager

frx the privilege of a matchless combat".

Qn the basis of these two statements, it would perhaps not be wrong to conclude that

the Ghaznavid raid was, as many times before, directed against Varanasi, which at the time

was not only the holiest but also one of the riohest cities of north India. In the fighting frrat

took place, the Hammira was slain and his troops had to retire prematurely to their military

base. It May be that the raid took place in the reign of Bahram. But Khusrau Shah could

also have tried this desperate adventure, after having been driven out of Ghazni and failed

In the expedition against the Cauhana ruler VtgraharSia IV of Ajmer (see the La<llaMigrahar;|a-/ifitak8

of Somefrvara in Dasharatha Sharma. qp cfr, pp 60-61)—£dS.

61. R. C. Majumdar, ed. fheWsfOry sfKl Culture of thePeople, W : Tfie Struggle tor

Emfjke, p 53; /NQ. XI, pp 564-69.
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are easily identified. The king of Camparan-Nepal, the north-eastern neighbour

of Govindacandra is Nanyadeva of MitNIa, who was defeated by Vijayasena

of Vahga. Govindacandra probably came into conflict with Vijayasena when
the latter sent a naval exp^ition up the course of the Ganga. Anantavarman

Codagahga of Kalihga was an enemy of the Ratnapur Kalacuris, the friends

of the Gahadav§las. There is also the possibility of Govindacandra’s army

meeting the armies of Saurashtra, Teiengana and Maharashtra during its

DaSarna campaign.

Judicious diplomatic relations with some of the neighbouring dynasties

contributed greatly to Govindacandra's success as a conqueror. His marriage

with KumaradevT, the niece of Ramapala, restored peace on the Pala front

for the time being and thus gave him respite for two of his conquests—
Uttara-samudra and a portion of the Kalacuri dominion. The lummana
branch of the Kalacuris became independent by the early twelfth century

and the Ratnapur inscription -claims that Jajjalladeva was "honoured” by

the king of KaST.® Govindacandra may have received substantial help from

him against the Tripurl Kalacuris. As already mentioned, the Mau inscription

of Madanavarman, the contemporary Chandratreya king, also describes the

king of Ka§r as a friend.®® Though the Gahadavala records do not mention

it, there certainly is a possibility of diplomatic- understanding between the

two rulers against their comrhon enemy—the Tripuii Kalacuris. This friendship

may have helped Govindacandra to win a military victory against Da^rna

also. The most interesting evidence of Govindacandra’s diplomatic relations

is found in an inscription of the Coja king Kulottuhga I dated in the forty-first

regnal year (1110-11) and containing a Gahadavala genealogy from

Yasovigraha to Candradeva in the usual Gahadavala style.®^ This inscription

may indicate either a visit by a Gahadavala prince or jthe marriage of a

Gahadavala princess with a Coja king or prince. Ray has rightly pointed

out that the Kalacuri hostility had been the bond of sympathy between the

two dynasties. In fact, if we put together the various facts known about

the diplomatic moves of Govindacandra, it appears that their one great

objective was the isolation of the Kalacuris. The days when they had ruled

over Varanasi were perhaps still fresh in their minds and it was feared that

they might renew their aggression any day.

Literary evidence®® also gives us some instances of Govindacandra’s

diplomatic relations with contemporary rulers. The Pmbandha-cintamani of

Meruturiga mentions an ambassador who was sent by the northern Caulukya

ruler Jayasirnha Siddharaja (c. 1090-1145) to the king of ka§T. The

KumBrapala-carita also records an embassy from Kumarapala, the zealous

Jaina king, to Ka§T with a view to suppressing animal sacrifice. Kashmir

62. 0. I. 1888-92, pp 32-39.

63. Ibid, p 198.

64. ASI, 1907-8, pp 228f.

65. ‘Prabandhac^namarf (Tawney), p 94; KmiSrapSlacarita, VII. 588; Ri^. VIII. 2453;

Sifkan(hacafHa, XXV. 102.
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also came into intimate contact with the Gahadavalas during this period.

The RajatamhginT claims that the king of Kanyakubja was proud of His

friendship with Jayasirnha, the king of Kashmir. Further, Govinda’s

scholar-ambassador Suhala attended an assembly of scholars at Kashnnir

according to the $nkanthacarita of Mahkha. A review of the diplomatic

relations of Govindacandra amply proves that he held a position of high

respect and wielded considerable influence in north Indian politics. His

success in the political field no doubt depended to some extent on his

able ministers and generals, though none are mentioned in the inscriptions.

However, a smrt/-digest compiled during this reign at the order of the king

supplies us with the name of an influencial minister. He was no other than

mahasandhivigrahika LaksmTdhara, the author of the digest Krtyakalpataru.

The king’s success in the political field, according to it, was due to the

wonderful assistance and counsel of LaksmTdhara who also took up arms

against the enemies of his master.®®

The inscriptions and other relevant evidence attest the existence of a

number of feudatory rulers under the Gahadavalas. A Tomara dynasty was
ruling at Delhi and its vicinity, while Kannauj with its surrounding areas was
probably under Madanapala, the son of Gopala. The Kamauli inscription of

1134 mentions a Vatsaraja whose father Lohadaraja of the Sihgara dynasty

was another feudatory of Govindacandra.®^ The Kasia Kalacuris, who issued

an inscription, generally placed in the twelfth century on palaeographic

grounds, was probably another line of feudatories of the Gahadavalas.®®

Govindacandra’s claim of being served by a circle of kings (samastarajacakra-

samsevita-carana) was certainly not an empty boast.

The Gahadavala inscriptions prove that Govindacandra was not only adept

in the art of war and diplomacy but was also a great patron of learning.

He is generally described as vMdhavidya-vicam-vacaspati. The most important

literary product of the age, the Krtyakalpataru, written by LaksmTdhara at

the command of the king, is an eloquent witness to his patronage of

learning. Though little known today, it was a well-known work in medieval

India and its influence on succeeding generations of writers, such as

Aniruddha, Ballalasena, Soiapani, Raghunandan and Caride^vara is very

extensive.®® Mahkha’s $nkanthacaiita describes the visit of his scholar

ambassador, Suhala, the conference of poets, panditas and great officials

convened by Jayasimha's minister Alahkara.^*’ Another poet of

Govindacandra’s court, Damodara^rman, compiled the Ukti-vyakti-prakarana

to teach Sanskrit to the Gahadavala princes through the medium of the

66. Krtyak^pataru, Dinakanda, Introduction, pp 48-51.

67. a IV, 1896-97, pp 130^33.

68. e, XVIII, 1925-26, pp 121-37.

69. Krtyakalapataru, Dfihdakiixlam, pp5f; P. V. Kane, HistoryofDharma^tm, I, pp 315-18.

70. XXV 102. Mahkha was AlinikSra's brother and himself the sa/viNvigrgt^ of Jayasirnha.

BOhler puts the composition of the poem between. 1135 and 1145.
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vernacular of Varanasi/’ It was probably in return for these services that

he received three villages, one each from the mahar^aputras Asphotacandra

and R%apaladeva and the third from Govindacandra himself. ^ Jagu&UToan,

the mahipumhita, who received more donations than any other single

donee, can be presumed to have been well-read in Vedic lore and was
obvbusly a man with great influence at the Gahadavala court.^’’ SahulaSarman

of the Chatarpur grant of v 1177 (ad 1120)^^ looks like Suhala of Mahkha’s
$rikanthacarita. So poetry also does not seem to have been neglected.

Medical science had a representative in Pratiacarya Bhatta Parrdita

KhonaSarman.^® Though an enthusiastic follower of the Vedic religion and

an ardent believer in the Dharma^astra orthodoxy, Govindacandra, was no
bigot. KumaradevT, his Buddhist queen, was allowed to follow her own faith

and even to restore the Dharmacakra and build a new vihara at Samath.^®

We find from the Sahet-Maheth plates of v 1186 (ad 1128/29) that after

having bathed in the Ganga at Varanasi, he granted six villages in the

Vada-Caturasiti to the Buddhist samgha.^ His pattamaharainf Gosaladevi

bathed near the temple of the (sun) god Lolarka at Varanasi before giving

a donation to one Thakrur Kulhe.^® Her bhandi^ka, Bellana Thakkura, a

believer probably in the efficacy of pOrta-dharma, had a tank excavated

between Azamgarh and Varanasi.^®

A few details about Govindacandra’s family may be gleaned from the

inscriptions.* We have already noted his marriage with KumaradevT, who
issued the Samath inscription. Two patta-mahadews NayanakelidevT and

GosaladevT are mentioned in the inscriptions. A fourth queen Rajhi VasantadevT

of the Mahayana sect of Buddhism, noted in the colophon of a Nepalese

manuscript of the Astasahe^rika-pmjnapafamita, according to some scholars,

may be identified with KumaradevT. Two sons of the king, yiivaraja

/Asphotacandra and maharajaputra Rajyapaladeva, are mentioned in the

inscriptions, but it was a third son, Vijayacandra, who succeeded him.

Govindacandra seems to have been the only Gahadavala king who issued

gold coins. To celebrate his victory over the Kalacuris, he had opted the

Kalacuri coin-type in both gold and copper. On the obverse of the very

debased gold coins, the king’s name is written in a three-lined legend and

the reverse presents a rude outline of a four-armed seated goddess,

71. Published in the Singhi Jain Granthamala. It is a mistaken notion held by some scholars

that the book was written to teach vernacular through Sanskrit medium.

72. See respectively Banaras grants of v 11 90- (30 March 1134), v 1203 (25 December

1146) and v 1207 (25 December 1150).

73. He had donations in 1114, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1126, 1127 and 1139.

74. a XVIII, 1925-26, pp 224-26.

75. tid, VIII. 1905-6, pp 153-55.

76. toW. IX, 1907-8, pp 319-28.

77. bid, XI. 1911-12, pp 20-26.

78. lihW. V, 1898-99, pp 116-18.

79. ASR, 1871, pp 95-96.

80. HGD. pp 87-89.
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generally identified with The weight of the gold coins varies from

3.8 to 4.4 grammes which conforms to the foreign standard of the Attic

drachmas of about 4.4 grammes. The gold coins are mainly alloyed with

silver and very often very poor in gold content. The’ four good ohes from

the Indian Museum (Calcutta) analysed by S.K. Maity, given the percentage

of gold as 54.5, 61.5, 70.9 and 60.8.®’ His copper coins also follow the

same type but have the Indian weight standard.®*

Govindacandra was probably the greatest of the Gghadavala rulers of

Kanyakubja and Varanasi. Starting his political career under the shadow of

a disgraceful defeat of his father by the Ghaznavids, he had by his

administrative ability and military skill soon restored confidence in the

GShadavala government. Fighting on all the four fronts of his kingdom must
have been a difficult task. However, as there was no other way out under

the political conditions of the period, he shouldered it and accomplished it

with no small amount of success. The kingdom prospered under him.

Fighting was by itself not a passion with him. He would fight, if necessary:

but he was not averse to using diplomacy to gain his ends and he had
perseverance enough to pursue his schemes till they bore fruit.

Govindacandra ruled at least up to v 1211 (ad 1154) when we have his

last known inscription from Kamauli.®® As the Lucknow Museum inscription

of his son and successor, Vijayacandra, is dated v 1221 (ad 1164),®^ and

this happens to be the first inscription of this ruler known to us so far,

Govindacandra may be presumed to have died between these two dates.

The two other princes, Asphotacandra and Rajyapaladeva, menttoned in

Govindacandra's inscriptions are generally believed to have predeceased

him. But as a fairly long interval separates the first inscription of Vijayacandra

from the last one of Govindacandra, there may be some trutn in H. C.

Ray's suggestion that there was perhaps a war of succession in which

Vijayacandra proved successful.

VIJAYACANDRA

After the long reign of his father, Vijayacandra ruled for a short period

of fifteen years (c. 1155-70). His reign can hardly be described as glorious.

After the death of Govindacandra the Gahadavala dominion was attacked

on more than one front. Though Vijayacandra fought valiantly and successfully

to repulse these attacks, he could not prevent the loss of Delhi.

So far seven inscriptions of the reign of this ruler have come to light.

The earliest, as noted above, is now in the Lucknow Museum and is dated

in 1164. It records the grant of a village in the Valai pattala to brahman

Thakkura Narasirnhaiarman, after the ruler had bathed in the river Yamuna

81. JNS/, XXII, I960, P 272.

82. HCO. pp 86-87.

83. e, IV, 1896-97, pp 116-17.

84. ibtf, XXXIV, 1961-62, pp 222-25.
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near Macchosa (Kosam, Allahabad).®® The other inscriptions of the reign

are dated respectively in the years 1168 and 1169, the latter year having

as many as four epigraphs of which one does not name Vijayacandra,

though it belongs to his reign. Of the rest, two grants were actually issued

by the yuvari^ Mahariyaputra Jayaccandra®® and two by a feudatory named
Pratapadhavala of Japila.®^ The remaining inscription has two incomplete

lines giving the date in the reign of Vijayacandra and referring to an individual

named Bhattaraka Bhavibhusana.®® In a way thus, Vijayacandra’s reign can

be compart to that of his grandfather, Madanapala, who also had only

one grant to his credit and in whose reign, as in that of Vijayacandra, the

yuvaraja administered the affairs of the state and issued grants in his own
name, though not vw{hout the formal sanction of the reigning sovereign.

There must have been some reason for this, though in the present state

of our knowledge it would be hazardous to make any guess on this point.

The Gahadavala inscriptions praise Vijayacandra rather vaguely, and the

only achievement definitely ascribed to him is a victory over the HammTra,

generally identified with either Khusrau Shah (1150-60) or Khusrau Malik

(1160-86). The YaminT sultans had been ruling at Lahore since c. 1157

and Ghazni was finally conquered in 1173 by Ghias-ud-din Muhammad of

Ghor who deputed his brother Muiz-ud-din to govern it. Having permanently

lost Ghazni and with no further prospect of expansion on the west, these

two sultans and their generals may have concentrated their activities on

India. However, in view of their obvious weakness, we may presume that

to repulse the HammTra had not been a very difficult task for Vijayacandra.

This encounter seems to have taken place shortly before 1161, \Mien Vijaya

issued a grant from a camp to the north of Kannauj.®® The Prthw^-RSso
mentions Vijayacandra’s victory over the Tomara Anahgapala of Delhi.

Though this statement is not corroborated by further evidence, the possibility

of a Tomara rebellion should not be over-looked.®” The HammTra attack

85. Ibid.

86. M, XV. 11.7.13; El, IV, 1896-97, pp 117-20.

87. El, IV, 1896-97, p 310.

88. ASR, CXI, p 123.

89. B, XXXV, 1964-66, p 201.

90. PrttmSia-f^lso, XLV, pp 1255-58. Another ruler who is said to have suffered at the

hands of Vijayacandra was the Tomara ruler, Anangapala of Delhi. Chronologically, this does

not sound impossible, because Anahgapala was ruling in v 1189 (ad 1132) (cf. Paramananda

Shastri, Jain-grantha pra^ti-sahgraha, II, 25) and could have lived up to v 1221, the first

known year of the rule of Vijayacandra. But the verse of the R8so that makes Vijayacandra

a son-in-law of Anahgapdia also states that PrthvTraja III was the son of Jayaccandra's aunt

(the younger daughter of AnahgapSla), though he is known from the PrttmS^av^ya to have

been actually a son of the Cedi princess KarpuradevT; this makes one doubt the veracity of

the entire account of the marriages of Anahgapala’s daughters. Further, in v 1223 (ad 1166),

the throne of Delhi was occupied by Madanapala (cf. Kharataragaccha-Miad-guruvivaf, pp
21-22) and there is some reason to believe that he had been there even in v 1210 (ad

1153). A ruler who died before the accession of Vijayacandra could not possibly have been

defeated by him or given his daughter in marriage.
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and the Tomara rebellion, though successfully dealt with b^. Vijayacandra,

may have weakened his hold over the western part of his kingdom when

his attention was diverted to the eastern frontier.

The Jaynagar inscription (1156-57), the Arma inscription (c. 1157) and

the Valgudar inscription (1160-61) clearly prove that the PSIa Madanapala

had reoccupied the Monghyr and Patna region soon after Govindacandra’s

death.®^ The Sena inscriptions, on the other hand, indicate that Laksmanasena

(1175-97) fought against the king of Ka§T as kum§ra and probably once

again as a king when he raised the pillars of victory at Varanasi, Prayaga

and Puri.®® The expedition of Laksmanasena as a prince may have

synchronised, like the Pala invasions earlier, with the Gahadavala king’s

preoccupation with the Turuskas. Thus, to protect his eastern frontier,

Vijayacandra was forced to leave the west before he could reconsolidate

his authority there. Presumably the Sena raid was repulsed and Vijayacandra

maintained intact his eastern frontier and may even tiave extended his

kingdom a little. An inscription of Pratapadhavala indicates for the first time

the spread of the Gahadavala authority in the Shahabad district, and if this

is a new conquest it might have been made in order to strengthen the

eastern frontier with the river Son as its boundary against the Palas and

the Senas.®®

If Vijayacandra had added a small principality to his dominion in the east

he lost a strategic territory in the west. Some Cahamana inscriptions of

1164 and 1168 claim that Vigraharaja IV had marched to the Aryavarta,

fought the miecchas and finally wrested Delhi from the Tomaras, the local

rulers.®^ This incident must have occurred after Vijayacandra’s Turuska

encounter, and the Gahadavala king possibly did not suffer a defeat at the

hands of the Cahamana ruler. The remote effect of the loss of the Gahadavala

authority on Delhi was, however, a serious one. The strategic Delhi gap
protected by the Gahadavalas for about eight decades now came under

the Cahamanas, who uprooted the local Tomara dynasty and appointed a

Cahamana governor at Delhi. The system, which the Gahadavalas had

devised by establishing a ring of feudatories near the strategic point leading

to the heart of Antarvedi, could not now operate under any unified control

as the area around Delhi itselfhad passed into the hands of the Cahamanas
of western India. This splitting of responsibility for the maintenance of the

political integrity of this vital area between two rival powers considerably

undermined the Indian resistance to the Turks.

Many achievements are attributed to Vijayacandra on the basis of the

Prthwaja-Raso of Cand Bardai. But as the Kashi Nagari Pracharini Sabha
recension of the work is a curious mixture of fact and fiction, it is hardly

possible to glean from it anything that might be regarded as historically

91. JASfU, XX. p 46; B. XXXVI. 1965-66. pp 42f.

92. JPASB, V, p 473; MSB. 1896. p 11; MS/IJ, XX, pp ?09f.

93. MOS. VI, pp 547-49.

94. M, XIX, p 218; MSB. 1886, pp 41-44
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reliable. For instance, there is nothing to prove the historical existence of

a Somavarh^in ruler named Mukundadeva, who is said to have been
defeated by Vijayacandra and given his daughter in marriage to the

mahamjaputra Jayaccandra. The Somavarh^in were not ruling in Orissa in

the latter part of the twelfth century when these events are supposed to

have occurred. And even more absurd is the statement of the Raso that

Vijayacandra defeated Bhola BhTma, ie, BhTmadeva II of Anahilapatana, for

the latter came to the throne as a mere boy in c. 11 78, nearly nine years

after the death of his supposed rival. Similarly, the weakness of the Raso’s

reference to the defeat of the Tomara ruler Anahgapala at the hands o1

Vijayacandra has already been pointed out above.®®

Of the other contemporaries of Vijayacandra, Kumarapala remained on

good terms with him, for the Caulukyas and the Gahadavalas had a common
rival in Vigraharaja of SakambhatT. Even the fulsome account of Kumarapala’s

digvijaya in the Kumarapalacarita of Jayasirnha Suri carries him no farther

than the Ganga in the east. So, on the whole, Vijayacandra’s reign might

be regarded as a period when the Gahadavalas, who had now passed

the height of their power, were treated with considerable regard by the

contemporary rulers.

Repeated foreign invasions and probably internal rebellion as wen during

this reign resulted in administrative laxity and corruption. An inscription of

mahanayaka Pratapadhavala of the Khayaravala dynasty (1 1 69) denounces

a forged grant secured by bribing an officer of the king of Kanyakubja.

Recently, the forged document too has been discovered.®®

$nharsa, the author of the Nai^dhacaritam, probably wrote a eulogistic

work, $n-Vijaya-pra^sti, in honour of his patron’s father Vijayacandra, whose
magnificence, the inscriptions claim, was sung by reputed poets. The local

traditions of Jaunpur and Zafarabad connect both Vijayacandra and his son

with the construction of a number of temples in the locality.®^

JAYACCANDRA

Jayaccandra, the last of the imperial Gahadavalas, ascended the throne

in June 1170 and was killed in action against the Turks at ‘the battle of

Candwar (c. 1194). Jayaccandra is known to us from his nineteen inscriptions.

His contemporaries were Somesvara and PrthvTraja III of Ajmer; Laksmanasena

of Bengal: Kumarapala, Ajayapala, Mularaja II and BhTmadeva II of Gujarat;

Paramardin of Jejakabhukti and some of the mahakumaras of Malwa. The

Gahadavala inscriptions are full of vague praises for him and are singularly

devoid of any specific reference to his achievements. An interesting piece

of information regarding his religious life is inciuded in the Bodh-Gaya

inscription (c. 1 1 83-93), which mentions a Buddhist monk as his dik^guru

(though he was initiated to Krsria worship in 1168). The impiication of this

95. See above fn 90.

96. B, XXXIV, (1961-62), pp 23f: XXXV. 1963-64, pp 153f.

97. UP District Gazetteers. XXVIll, pp 234f: ASR-C, XI. p 123.

H-26
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Statement is endorsed by the Kamil-ut-Tawarikh which states that a white

elephant of Jayaccandra, when captured and brought before the sultan,

did not salute him. Sacred to the Buddhist, it was naturally not taught to

salute anybody.®®

The Prth\Mja-Raso, a work around the sixteenth century, while relating

the struggle between the Cahamana PrthvTraja III and the Candratreya

Paramardi, mentions the military help rendered to the latter by Jayaccandra

and his generals Alha and Udal. The historicity of the struggle is borne out

by a pillar inscription of PrthvTraja dated 1183-84.®® Though there is no

direct evidence of an alliance between Parmardi and Jayaccandra, this

possibility cannot be denied in view of the friendship between Paramardi ’s

grandfather Madanavarman and the Gahadavalas and the recent Gahadavala

loss of Delhi to the Cahamanas.

In the east Jayaccandra’s reign saw the recovery of a portion of south

Bihar from the Later Palas.’“ Madanapala who had advanced up to the

Patna region was succeeded in c. 1162 by Govindapala, whose inscriptions

indicated his political authority over Gaya. His reign ended sometime before

1175 and the Shivar inscription proves that Jayaccandra was already

exerciv'iing his authority in the Gaya region. The Bodh-Gaya inscription issued

during the reign of Jayaccandra testifies to the continuation of his rule in

the area till c. 1183-93. Farther east Palapala, probably a scion of the

Pala dynasty, continued to rule till the end of the twelfth century. Laksmatiasena

of Gauda, as has been noted before, was a formidable rival of the

Gahadavalas. The Sena inscriptions narrate his success at Prayaga and

Varanasi where he raised the pillars of victory. There is, however, no

evidence to indicate that the Sena raid took place during Jayaccandra’s

reign temporarily ousting him from Varanasi and Prayaga. We have to

conclude on the basis of Jayaccandra’s Banaras college inscription of v

1222 (ad 1175) and the Bodh-Gaya inscription of v 124 (some year between

AD 1183 and 1192) that the Senas achieved no permanent success,

otherwise it would have been impossible for Jayaccandra to have granted

lands from near Patna and have Bodh-Gaya in his possession. But greater

light on the actual position comes from the literary evidence of the Prakrta

Paihgalam, the Prabandhako^, the Prabandhacintamani and the

Pumtanaprabandhasahgraha. The Prakrta Paingalam gives five verses

describing the achievements’ of a Kasisa or ruler of Ka6T.^°^ Two of them

contain merely conventional praise. But the third one is more relevant to

the present context because it advises the Gauda to go back with his

tired elephants and infantry formations, for none could withstand the shower

of arrows let loose by the K§Sr^.^°^ The description in the fourth verse

98. IHQ, 1929, pp 14-20; ED, II, p 251; HGD, pp 197-98.

99. RSso, pp 2507-2615; AS/. WC, 1904, p 55.

100. JAS(L), XX, pp 45-46; El, XXXV, 1963-64, pp 233-36.

101. See W, 77, 132, 180 and 198.

102. V, 132.
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is more elaborate. It speaks of the flight of the Nepalese, Bhotas, CTnas,

Lohabals, Ordas, Malvas and Tailahgas when the KaSfraja marched against

them.’“ But in this verse, as in the last one, we are left in the dark about

the identity of the KaSfrsya. Some light regarding the problem, however, can

be had from the fifth verse about the Kasisa, which rendered into English

states: "When the ruler, the lord of Ka§T went forth on his expeditions of

conquest", says the excellent minister, Vidyadhara, "the Bahgas were

frightened into submission, the Kalihgas were put to rout, the Tailahgas

fled from the field in fear, the redoubtable Marathas ran away helter-skelter,

the Saurastras took to their heels, the Camparanyas jumped from hills and

gave up their lives in a (vain) attempt to escape”. We do not have here

the name of the KaSraja. But a good clue to his identity is provided by

the name of the poet—he is the minister Vidyadhara. That mantrin Vidyadhara

had much to do with Jayaccandra’s foreign policy, including his relations

with Laksmanasena, is known from various sources. According to the

Prabandhakosa, Jayaccandra besieged the Gauda capital, LaksmanavatT

(Lakhnauti) for eighteen days, but returned to his capital without capturing

it, on being assured by Vidyadhara that he had, in secret, received 18 lakh

gold coins in tribute from the enemy. Later, when Jayaccandra learnt that

Vidyadhara had had the siege raised not on receiving any money but merely

a supplicatory verse from Laksmanasena’s minister, Kumaradasa, he approved

Vidyadhara’ s action and had 18 and 8 lakh suvamas sent respectively to

the Gauda ruler and his minister.’"'’

When we put together all available epigraphic and literary evidence, it

appears that Laksmanasena actually scored some success against the

Gahadavalas, for the Gauda ruler would hardly have been advised to turn

back with his fatigued elephants and foot soldiers if they had not actually

tired themselves out by their long march from Bengal into the interior of

the kingdom of KasT. Jayaccandra appears to have retaliated by mounting

a counter-attack, without, however, achieving any spectacular results.

Ultimately, as proved by inscriptions, both the sides appear to have, more
or less, moved to the positions which they occupied before the beginning

of the ponflict, Jayaccandra keeping Bihar to himself and Laksmanasena

reigning undisputed in Bengal.

As regards Jayaccandra’s relations with other contemporary rulers, it is

difficult to accept in toto the testimony of the two other verses quoted

from the Prakrta Paihgalam which would like us to believe that during the

course of his digvijaya Jayaccandra defeated most of the rulers mentioned

there. Conflict with some of them cannot, however, be ruled out entirely

103. V, 198. The rulers said to have been defeated by the Kasisa fall into four groups: (I)

northern-Nepalese, Bhotas, Cinas, Lahabalas and Camparanyas, (h) eastern and

south-eastem-Baiigas, Odras and Kalihgas, fiii) southem-Tailahgas, and (iv) western and

south-westem-Marahattas, Surastras and Malavas.

104. V, 145.

105. Singhi Jain Granthamala edition, pp 88-90.
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when we keep in view the statement of the Kamil-ut-Tawarikh: “the king

of Benares was the greatest king of India, and possessed the largest

territory, extending lengthwise from the borders of China to the province

of Malwa and in breadth from the sea to within ten days journey to

Lahore’’.”* Exaggeration is the usual feature when one tries to turn a ruler

into a digvijai^. But the writer of these verses has preserved at least some
semblance of truth by leaving out power like the Candellas, the Cahamanas
and even the Cedis against whom no victory could be claimed. The

Candellas appear to have continued being friendly to the Gahadavalas,

because both Paramardin Candella and Jayaccandra appear to have been
at loggerheads with the Cauhana ruler, PrthvTraja III, who had plundered

parts of the Candella dominions in v 1239 (ad 1182). Jayaccandra’s Cedi

contemporaries were Jayasirnha and Vijayasirnha. Neither of the two came
into conflict with Kanyakubja.^°^

Jayaccandra is the only Gahadavala king well-known in Indian literature.

This fame is due to his enmity with PrthvTraja III of the Cahamana dynasty,

the favourite romantic hero of the bardic traditions. The Raso narrates the

story of the marriage of Jayaccandra’s daughter Sarpyogita with PrthvTraja

and the subsequent defeat of Jayaccandra by his son-in-law. Modem
scholars have nghtly doubted the veracity of the story.’®® There is no reliable

evidence of the conflict between these two rulers, but as the Gahadavalas

deeply resented the recent loss of Delhi, the political rivalry between them

might have been a fact.”” The lack of sympathy between them is exhibited

by their non-cooperation on the eve of the final conquest of India by the Turks.

For the greater part of his reign Jayaccandra was free from Turkish raids

as the Gahadavalas had ceased to be the immediate neighbours of the

Turks in India. The turuskadanda, a curious tax, seems to have been entirely

discontinued from this period. It has been variously explained as a levy

imposed on the subjects by the Gahadavalas to pay their tribute to Ghazni

a tax imposed upon the Muslims within the Gahadavala dominion, and a

tax collected to meet the expenses of a division of the standing army to

ward off the Turuskas. The success of some of the Gahadavala rulers against

the Turks, their constant vigilance for the north-western defence and the

considerable influence exercised by them in Indian politics go against the

first explanatton, and their catholicity in spite of orthodoxy renders the

second explanation also improbable. The third explanation thus seems to

be the most probable one, and the discontinuance of the tax was probably

the outcome of a false sense of safety at the establishment of the Cahamana

power between Turk-occupied India and the Gahadavala dominion. Also,

the abolition of a tax whose purpose had apparently ceased to exist some

106. ED, II, p 251.

107. Jayasirnha claims to have defied the Gurjara, Tuaiska and Kuntaia rulers. There is

no reference to Kanyakubja.

108. Dashratha Sharma, Early ChauhSrt Dynasties, pp 96-99.

109. See ch XVIII in this volume.
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time ago might have been a popular measure of Jayaccandra at the

commencement of his reign."°

In the meantime Muiz-ud-din Mohammad Ghori, the new sultan of Ghazni,

had been following a systematic policy of conquest and consolidation

towards India. By 1190-91 he had wrested the Panjab from the last YaminT

sultan and was advancing towards the heart of India. Between 1 1 78 when
Muhammad Ghori had first cast his eyes on Gujarat but faced discomfiture

at the hands of the Caulukyas and now in 1191, Prthiviraja’s aggressive

policy earned him the enmity of the Candellas, the Bhadanakas, the

Caulukyas, the Paramaras and the GSiadavalas to name only a few that

are known to us from historical sources. PrthvTr^a repulsed the first attack

of Muiz-ud-din at the battle of Tarain (1191) but succumbed to the second

Turkish attack at the same place the next year. Then came the turn of

the Gahadavals. According to the Puru^pafk^, Rambhamanjannataka and

Raso Jayaccandra repeatedly defeated Muiz-ud-din. The Muslim historians

on the other hand record a minor engagement and a major battle between

the Indian and the Turks.”’

The military strength of Jayaccandra on the eve of the battle of Candwar

is described in many literary works. According to the SOrajaprakaia, his

army consisted of 80,000 men in armour, 30,000 horses, 300,000 infantry

and 200,000 bowmen and a host of elephants. The contemporary Muslim

writers, very much impressed by the Gahadavala army, noted with obvious

exaggeration that the Rai of Banaras “Jaichand... was the greatest king of

India”. There are also signs of a false sense of security. The

Pumtanaprabandhasahgraha states that Jayaccandra failed to realise the

gravity of the situation. He rejoiced at the fall of PrthvTr^a III and had the

event celebrated.”^ Of the people who surrounded him, the minister

Vidyadhara alone deprecated this unseemly rejoicing, saying that what had

befallen PrthvTraja might soon be in store for Jayaccandra himself. PrthvTr^a

was the door-bar that had so far blocked the enemy’s entrance into

Madhyade^. His fall, therefore, should have been marked not by rejoicing

and festivity but mourning. The advice of Vidyadhara, however, fell on deaf

ears.”®

Almost every day must have brought to Jayaccandra the nev^ of the

fall of some native stronghold or the other. Hasan Nizami records in

T^-ul-Ma'athir that after reducing Delhi, y^mer and Kol (Aligarh) in early

1194, the sultan marched against the Gahadavalas and defeated an army

of fifty thousand, probably the frontier guards of Jayaccandra. Then the

two armies met at Candwar in Etawah district. According to Firishta, an

arrow shot by Qutb-ud-din killed the Gahadavala king who was fighting on

an elephant. Great slaughter and extensive plunder followed the battle of

110. HGD, pp 176-81.

111. Purusape»'9(^, 1914, pp 146-47; Rembhamaf^amStaka, I. 1899, p 5.

112. Stnghi Jain Grantham^a edition, pp 88-90.

113. totf.
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Candwar. The fort of Asni (Fatehpur district) which held the Gahadavala

treasure was plundered and at Varanasi ‘‘nearly 1000 temples were

destroyed”. Kannauj was finally captured in 1198.

Thus ended the last post of resistance of northern India against the

Turks. The disastrous Cahamana-Gahadavala hostility destroyed the political

solidarity of India and weakened the rival parties. When PrthvTraja was

attacked by Muiz-ud-din, Jayaccandra is not known to have helped him.

But then PrthvTraja himself does not appear to have helped the Caulukyas

and the Naddula Cahamanas were also in the same predicament. In fact

both important oilers of north India were equally guilty of callousness and

lack of political foresight and neither of them could rise above petty rivalry

to appreciate the necessity of presenting a united front against the Turks.

TTie Later Gahadavatas: The defeat of Candwar did not wipe out Gahadavala

rule in northern India. The Macchlishahr inscription of 1197 records the

continuation of the dynasty in the person of the boy-king Hari^candra.’^''

The Belkhara inscription of Ranaka Vijayakarna refers to the ‘‘victorious

kingdom of Kanyakubja” and the usual Gahadavala imperial titles without

mentioning the king’s name.’’® From these inscriptions Gahadavala authority,

which was synonymous with Kannauj imperialism, appears to have been

respected from Jaunpur to Ghazipur. Varanasi was probably recovered by

the Gahadavalas as Minhaj includes it within lltumish’s conquests.”®

The Uncahara inscription found at Nagod mentions a Gahadavala chief

Aradakkamalla and his feudatory Mahamandadeva. The relationship between

Hari^candra and Aradakkamalla is not known and the territory ruled by the

latter cannot be identified.”^ The later history of these rulers is also unknown.

The rivals of the Gahadavalas seized the opportunity to ravish Antarvedi

after the battle of Candwar. Laksmanasena probably advanced up to

Prayaga, and the Dhuteri inscription indicates that the Candratreya

Traialokyavarman, who assumed some Gahadavala titles and epithets, gained

some military success in this area by 1211.”®

The limitations of the victory of the Turks in the twelfth century are shown

not only by the continuation of the line of Jayaccandra but also of some
of his feudatories who took full advantage of the chaos that followed the

battle of Candwar to declare themselves independent. Among them we may
include the Rastrakutas of Badaun, the Khayaravalas of Japila and probably

also Bartu, the chief of Ayodhya who. according to some scholars, was the

scion of the Gahadavala dynasty.”® By the middle of the next century, however,

the Turks gradually uprooted all these rulers and annexed their territories.

114. B, X, 1909-10, pp 93-100.

115. jMSB, 1911, pp 763-65.
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Chapter XIV

THE PARAMARAS OF MALWA

The Paramaras first attained eminence during the course of the

Pala-Pratlhara-Rastrakuta struggle for power. By the time of Sfyaka It (c.

945-72) they hao become powerful enough to contend for imperial power

themselves. In 985 the Paramaras were trying to have their imperial status

recognised in both the Deccan and northern India.

In 972, when Sfyaka II plundered the Rastrakuta capital Manyakheta,

supremacy in the Deccan seemed almost within his grasp. But the ruler

who profited most from the unsettled conditions in that area was neither

Sfyaka nor his successor Muhja but the Western Cajukya, Taijapa II. His

dynasty took the place of the Rastrakutas after their last ruler Karka II had

been defeated by Tailapa II. After 972 the Paramaras once again tried to

get beyond the river Godavari and rule over RastrakOta dominions by ousting

the Western Cajukyas. The Rastrakuta titles such as PrthvTvallabha, SrTvallabha

and Amoghavarsa which Muhja assumed are perhaps indicative of this

ambition.

MUN JA

In the north Muhja, also known as Vakpati and Utpala, tried to attain

supremacy by fighting against the Cedis, the Candellas, the Caulukyas of

Gujarat, the Guhilas of Mewar, the Hunas of a locality not fully certain, and

the Cauhanas of Nadol. His first attack was perhaps on the weakest among

them, the Guhilas of Mewar, then ruled probably by ^aktikumara for whom
we have an inscription' of v 1034 (ad 977). When Muhja destroyed Aghata

(modern Ahar near Udaipur) which embodied the pride of the Medapata

warriors, the Guhila prince (?) and his ally, the Gurjare§a, are said to have

sought refuge at the court of Dhavala Rastrakuta of Hastikundi. VVhoever

the Gurjaresa might have been—Mularaja I of Gujarat or the contemporary

Prafihara ruler of Kannauj—he had no success against Muhja who, as a

result of this victory, annexed to his own dominions not only Aghata but

probably also some other areas including Chitor. This fort is known to have

been under the possession of Bhoja.l as well as that of Naravarman.

Probably it continued under Paramara occupation up to c. 1145 when

Malwa was conquered by Kumarapala Caulukya. In v 1207 (ad 1150) this

1. The Bijapur inscription (997) of Dhavaia Rastrakuta, v 10, HfG, III, p 240. Also El, X,

1909-10, pp 20f.
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Caulukya ruler paid a visit to it after defeating Arnoraja of Sakambhan.^

Munja’s conflict with the Cauhanas of Marwar is known from various

sources. It must, therefore, have been one of the memorable episodes of

Muhja’s career. Muhja’s court-poet, Padmagupta, speaks of the fright

Muhja’s valour caused to the ladies of Marwar;^ and Cauhana records refer

to the conflict more than once, though their version happens to be different.

The Sevadi plates of Ratnapala describe Sobhita as the "lord of Dhara",

which he could not have been unless he defeated Munja. Similarly, Sobhita’s

successor, Baliraja, claims to have vanquished the Paramara ruler. A third

reference is from the Kauthem plate of Vikramaditya V according to which

the people of Marwar trembled at the approach of Utpala,'' ie, Munja. And
when we add to this evidence the further fact that three rulers of Nadol

died within the short period of fourteen years while Muhja was ruling in

Malwa, we may reasonably conclude that success in the conflict lay mainly

with the Paramaras.^

The defeat of the Hurias by Munja is referred to in the Kauthem grant

of Vikramaditya V® and is rendered certain by the fact that he granted the

village Varnika in the HOnamaridala to brahmans.^ This could have been

possible only if he had annexed a part of the Hutiamandala, which on the

basis of the Gaonri plates of Munja and some other references has to be

put somewhere in Madhya Pradesh, probably near Indore.

Munja is also known to have defeated the Cedi or Kalacuri ruler Yuvarajadeva

II. As the Udaipur (Gwalior) praSasti puts it, Munja defeated Yuvaraja in

battle, slew his generals, and held high his sword in TripurT.® The attack

might have been due to Yuvarajadeva ll’s near relationship to Muhja's chief

rival and enemy, Tailapa II of Kalyana, who was a son of Yuvarajadeva’

s

sister, Barithadevi. The attack had perhaps more prestige value than anything

else.

Another of Muhja’s attacks was on Lata,'* whose ruler probably recognised

the supremacy of the Cajukyas of Kalyana and had more than one enemy.

Muhja’s success in this direction seems to have been of a very limited

nature. Profiting probably by the Paramara-Cajukya rivalry, Mularaja swooped
down on Lata and annexed it to his newly founded dominions. It was from

the Caulukyas that it had to be liberated by Barapa’s son Goggiraja.’° But,

as even Goggiraja calls himself merely mandalika-tilaka,^^ we can be sure

2. El, II, 1892-94, pp 421 f.

3. J^RAS, XVI, p 174.

4. lA, XVI, p 23.

5. Dasharatha Sharma, Early Chauhin Dynasties, p 123, n 26.

6. "HOria-prSna-hara”

,

M, XVI, p 23.

7. El, )6(lll. 1935-36, pp lOlf.

8. El, I, 1888-92, p 234, v 15.

9. «3id, V 14.

10. See Trivikramapala’s Sajna plates. Vallabhavkfyanagar Resemih BMn, I, ii, p 4.

11. See Kirtiraja's Swat grant.
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that the dynasty continued its allegiance to the Cajukyas during Muhja’s

reign and perhaps those of his successors too.

It is believed that Muhja also conquered Abu, Jalor and Kiradu and put

them under the respective charge of his sons Aranyaraja and Candana and

a nephew, Dusala, son of Sindhur^a.’^ Perhaps nothing can be more
speculative than these conclusions. Since Aranyaraja's grandson

Dharanivaraha was a contemporary of Muhja, he should be placed two
generations earlier rather than be treated as his son. Nor could Dusala be

made a son of Muhja’s younger brother Sindhuraja. Dusala’s father, though

named Sindhuraja, has to be placed around 900 or so, being ten generations

in ascent from his descendant, Somesvara, whose known dates are 1141

and 1160. Muhja, as is well known, was on the Paramara throne from c.

974 to 995. His brother, Sindhuraja, who ruled from c. 995 to 1010, is

thus separated from the other Sindhuraja, the father of Dusala, by nearly

a century. To make Candana again a son of Muhja, Ganguly has not the

slightest evidence beyond the fact that his father was known as Vakpati

which also happens to be one of Munja’s titles. He disregards the fact

that neither tradition nor epigraphy gives Muhjaraja a son and he forgets

that Candana’s father was merely a petty ruler of Siharamandala,'^ while

Vakpati-Muhja was the illustrious ruler of Malwa.

The Udaipur (Gwalior) pra^sti mentions the defeat of the Kerala, Coja

and Kamata rulers by Mubja.’” But we have no idea of how the Cola and

Kerala rulers could have come into conflict with him. As for the Karnatas,

Vakpati appears to have remained on bad terms with them almost throughout

his reign and such hostility as existed between the two seems to have

been increased by their other doings. Muhja defeated Taijapa ll’s uncle

Yuvarajadeva Cedi and burnt TripurT. He attacked Lata, which was governed

by Taijapa ll’s feudatory, Barapa. But all these acts of hostility were more

than avenged when acting against the advice of his chief minister, Rudraditya.

Muhja crossed the river Godavari and fought against the Caulukya forces

in their own territory. The Paramara army was decisively beaten. Muhja

was taken prisoner and put into prison. We have some romantic tales

connected with these last days of Muhja,’^ the only valid conclusion from

which can perhaps be that Muhja was caught, when his friends had made
almost everything ready for his escape, and put to death. This fact is

vouched for by tradition as well as epigraphic testimony. As the Cikkerur

inscription of Ahavamalla states that in Saka 917 (ad 995) he was marching

against Uppala (Utpala),’® it has been rightly assumed that Vakpati must

have been defeated not long after the date of this inscription and certainly

12. D.C. Ganguly, History of the Patwrtara Dynasty, pp 22, 52, 298.

13. IHQ, 1961, p 163.

14. V. 14.

15. For these see the Prabandha. (Singhi Jain Granthamala Series) and the

Puratarm-prabancKTSsatigraha.

16. El. XXIII, 1935-36, p 131.
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before 997 when Taijapa III passed away. If Muhja Spent some days \p(

the Caulukya prison before being executed, the date of his death can

IDerhaps be put in c. 996.

Thus ended the life of one of the most remarkable early rulers of the

Paramara dynasty who brought distinction to it in the political as well as

the cultural sphere. He left behind himself a state strong enough to bear

the brunt of political troubles which normally arise when a ruler either dies

at the hands of an enemy in a foreign land or gets imprisoned. No doubt

we have to give credit for this to his successor, Sindhuraja. However, a

part of the credit should also go to Muhja who is said to have made the

necessary administrative arrangements before he marched out of Dhara on

his last campaign.

In the cultural sphere Muhja has not many equals. The Udaipur pra^asti

states that he rightly deserved the title Vakpati on account of his eloquence,

high poetic powers and mastery of the arts of reasoning and ^stras.^^

Equally eloquent in his praise was the contemporary poet Padmagupta who
regarded him as the kanda sprung from the wish-fulfilling creeper called

Sarasvatl.^® Of the poets of his court whose names have come down to

us, we may mention Padmagupta, the writer of the historical Kavya, the

Navasahasahkacarita, Dhanahjaya, the author of Dasarupaka, the well-known

book on poetics: Dhanika, who was as great a master of poetics as his

brother Dhanahjaya and wrote the Kavyanimaya and Dasarupavaloka,

Dhanapala who tried to emulate Sana by composing the Tilakamanjan, his

younger brother, Sobhana, the writer of a beautiful Jain stotra, and Bhatta

Halayudha who migrated to his court from Manyakheta. Muhja’s inscriptions

are proof of the way he enriched the cultural life of Malwa by inviting

scholars not only from Uttar Pradesh but also from such distant regions

as Bengal, Bihar and Assam. He also looked to the other needs of his

people, spiritual and temporal. He built a big tank called Muhjasagara and

founded a town named Muhjapura. He beautified Ujjain with temples. To

sacred sites such as Mahesvara, Mandhata and Dharmapuri he gave new
embankments. Naturally, the passing away of such a ruler must have been

widely mourned.

SINDHURAJA

Muhja was succeeded by his younger brother, Sindhuraja, without any

trouble, for before his departure to the south Muhja had entrusted the

administration of the kingdom to him.’® His first task was naturally to expel

the Cajukya forces which had marched into the Paramara kingdom after

Muhja’s death. But they obviously met with stiff resistance, and must have

soon realized that the defeat of Muhja alone did not mean the defeat of

17. V, 13.

18. Navas&KeShkacarita, I.

19. NavasShasShkacarita, XI, 98.
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the entire Paramara clan of Malwa. When Taijapa died in 997 and his

successor, Satya^raya, became involved in a war with the redoubtable Coja

ruler Rajaraja I, the task of Sindhuraja must have become considerably

easier. The Calukya soldiers were needed in the kingdom itself to man its

defence against an enemy who believed in total warfare.^°

Left to himself, Sindhuraja busied himself in the consolidation and extension

of his dominions. Taking advantage of Sindhuraja’s preoccupation after

Muhja’s death, the Hunas had perhaps thrown off the Paramara yoke.

Sindhuraja defeated them. Similar reasons might have led to his attack on

Vagad, then ruled probably by a junior branch of the Paramaras.^^

Next, moving to the south-east, he defeated the ruler of South Kosala.

V. V. Mirashi identifies him with Kalirigaraja Kalacuri, the descendant of a

younger brother of Kokalla l.^^ He is also identified with the Somavarhsin

ruler, Yayati Maha^ivagupta, which seems to be a little more correct.^^ But

as the Somavarhsin chronology is a little uncertain,^'' it is not unlikely that

the actual Somavarhsin ruler involved might have been Naghusa during

whose reign Kosala and Utkala were occupied by enemies.

On the south-eastern side, Sindhuraja vanquished the ruler of Lata. As

in the previous reign, the attack on the Latas might have been due to

their subordinate alliance with the Cajukyas of Kalyana. The ruler involved

was perhaps Goggiraja. From there the next step could have been Sindhuraja’s

attack on the Silaharas of Konkan and the Muralas.^® The Muralas have

been identified variously. Some of the early writers such as N. L. Dey and

B. C. Law identified them with the people of Kerala. Kalidasa, while describing

Raghu’s vijaya on the Western Ghats, mentions the river Murala as flowing

near the Sahya mountain, somewhere to the south of Aparantadesa. The

Avanti Sundan Katha mentions Prehara and Murala as rivers in which the

elephants of Aparanta sported. It has, therefore, been argued that the land

lying between Kerala and Aparanta near Sahya, on the banks of the Murala,

was the equivalent of the Murala country.^® V. V. Mirashi, however, locates

the Muralas in the Narmada valley, though on grounds which are not very

convincing.^^

Much has been written about the historicity of the marriage of Sindhuraja

and the Naga princess, Sa^iprabha, which forms the main theme of

Padmagupta’s Navasahasahkacarita. Though it is not possibie to vouch for

20. A Cajukya inscription of 1007 describes a Cola invasion of the Calukya kingdom in

which children and brahmans were mercilessly massacred and women dishonoured.

21 Navasahasahkacaiita, X.

22. Cll, IV, Introduction, p cxv.

23. ORHS, I, iii, p 128.

24. /^ay Mitra Shastri has brought out two volumes on Insaptlons of the $aretfmpunyas,

Panduvam^ins and Somavam^ns.

25. NavasShasankacaiita, X, 19. The ruler defeated might have been Aparajita.

26. Pratipal Bhatia, The Paramiras, p 66.

27. ABORI, XI, p 309.
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the correctness of all the details in the poem, it is not unlikely that

Sindhuraja’s courtpoet was not merely weaving an absolutely fanciful tale

about the achievements of his master, but giving some facts so thinly

disguised that his contemporaries could easily penetrate the poetic camouflage

and in this he was merely following in the footsteps of illustrious predecessors

such as Dandin and Rajasekhara.^®

Shorn of all its fantasy, it is merely a tale of Navasahasaiika Sindhuraja’s

victory over Vajrartku^a with the help of a Vidyadhara prince. The Naga

ruler, whom he befriended, gave him his daughter Sa^iprabha in marriage.

But we find it difficult to discover their historical basis. Vajrahkusa might

have been Vajjuka of Komomatidala, as suggested by V.V. Mirashi. We
may also accept his equation of the Naga chief Satikhapala with a ruler

of Cakrakotya in Bastar. As neighbours, they could very often have been

at war with each other. The Vidyadhara prince 6a§ikharida is likely to have

been a Silahara, for the ^ilaharas claim a Vidyadhara origin. His cooperation

with Sindhuraja can be explained by the interest that the latter took in the

Silahara politics of the period. This adventure must have been strengthened

by the Paramara frontier on both the south-eastern and the south-western

side. Sindhuraja had, as we have seen, intervened successfully in the affairs

of South Kosala. His position must have now been made stronger by his

alliance with the Nagas of Cakrakotya. And if he also needed an ally on

the south-western side, he secured one in the person of $asikhanda whose
real identity, however, is difficult to establish because there were as many
as three 6ilahara families on the western coast ruling respectively in Kolhapur,

northern Konkan and southern Konkan.^®.

A verse from the Vadnagar pra^asti of the reign of Kumarapala Caulukya

states that on smelling from afar the scent of Camundaraja’s rutting elephants,

the ruler Sindhuraja fled in such a hurry that he lost his fame entirely (as

a warrior).®” To infer from the verbal form nas/a used in the verse (as G.H.

Ojha and some other scholars have done) that Sindhuraja died in an

encounter with Camuridaraja Caulukya, the son and successor or Mularaja

I of Gujarat, has to be regarded as a mistake, because the root "na^” in

this context obviously does not have its secondary sense of “getting

destroyed" but the primary one of “disappearing from view” known to

PatiinT and still current in many north Indian languages.®’ This repulse of

the Paramara force might have come towards the end of Sindhuraja's reign,

or it may have occurred soon after Sindhuraja’s succession when he had

not gathered enough strength to undertake offensive operations successfully.

28. Cf. Oasharatha Sharma, "Staging of the Vlddha^&abhafiiikS", lA, 1929, p, 61K and

V.V. Mirashi, Studies in indotogy, I, pp 165-77.

29. For a further discussion of the problem see V. V. Mirashi, StucKes in indotogy, II, pp
66f; Pratipal Bhatia, The ParamSras, and ch IX in this volume.

30. B. I, 1888-92, p 297, v 6. \/ibhmysm-nnsKki^}dhat^wgna(artoNh $n-

Bndhufi^-tathSnasta ksor^pattr-yaMsya yaiasSm garnctoopi rmdsita, v 8.

31. The Paninian DKatupatha has n^ adar^ane.
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Sindhuraja ruled for about fifteen years. Coming between two brilliant

rulers, Munja and Bhoja, he has generally not received the credit that is

his due. It was a great thing to have retrieved the situation after the serious

reverse sustained by the Paramara arms in their fight against Taijapa If and
his record becomes even more brilliant when one finds him reducing once

again the Lata and Huna feudatories to subjection and carrying on aggressive

wars to the north-east as well as the south-east of his dominions. He also

continued cultural traditions set up by his brilliant brother. When Sindhuraja

died, there had been no diminution in the extent of the Paramara empire.

Sindhuraja must have died either in or before 1010 whcih is the year of

the first available epigraph of the reign of his son and successor, Bhoja I.

As the latter ruled up to c. 1055, ie, for a period of nearly forty-five years,

he could not probably have been very old at the time of his accession.

Nor could he have been less than around twenty years because he appears

to have been a favourite of Munja, perhaps a greater favourite than even

Sindhuraja.

BHOJA I

The situation facing Bhoja was not easy. Actually, it had been rarely so

for the rulers of Malwa. The Paramara kingdom was so rich and geographically

so situated that every ambitious ruler of the period, whether of the north

or the Deccan, tried either to annex or control it. The Rastrakutas, the

Caulukyas of Gujarat, the Cahamanas of SakambharT and Ajmet, and the

Candellas of Jejakabhukti among others can be cited as good examples

in this connection. In their turn, the rulers of Malwa proved equally aggressive

in their outlook. If no prominent natural boundaries protected Malwa from

the attacks of her neighbours, these in turn proved equally vulnerable when
a strong Malava ruler decided to take the initiative by sending his forces

against them. Perhaps many of the kings of Malwa might have even felt

that the best way of ensuring internal peace and security for the state was

a policy of aggression as it kept the war away from their borders. Some
of their wars had to be waged to reduce refractory feudatories to subordination.

And then, almost throughout the history of the Rajputs there have been

wars to avenge old insults, defeats and killings.

The last two reasons perhaps explain Bhoja’s attacks on the Calukyas

of Kalyaiia and the Silaharas of Konkan in c. 1019. The 3ilaharas had to

be attacked because, as suggested by Mirashi, the rightful heir to the

throne who was a friend of the Paramaras has been deposed by a usurper.

The attack on the Cajukyas was almost of the nature of a bloody revenge.

The death of Munja in a Cajukya prison rankled in the minds of the

Paramaras. The attack on the Cajukyas can perhaps be put around 1019

when it is first referred to in the Belgamve inscription of the Cajukya ruler,

Jayasirriha II. Both the sides claim victories. The Malava confederacy

consisting of the Cojas, the Cedis and the Paramaras was perhaps ultimately

repulsed, after a hard fought battle somewhere in the Deccan. But the
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Paramaras did not lose all that they had gained The Kadamba chief who
saved the day for the Cajukya side richly deserved the title “guardian of

the highland” given to him. As one of the BanavasT inscriptions states, this

was no idle phrase as far as Chattuga Kadamba was concerned. "When
he drove into flight the Malava confronting him on the Highland and drank

water in conspicuous wise from the Gautama-Garige, verily the title ‘Guardian

of the Highland’ accrued to king Chatta in the camp of the sovereign

Jayasirnha”.^^ But even this valour of the Kadamba chief did not get back

for the Cajukyas all their territories on this side of the Godavari, for even

as late as 1048 one finds Bhoja granting lands in Nasik district (see his

Kalvan grant).

Bhoja probably had even greater success in his attack on the Bilaharas.

Two of his inscriptions dated v 1020 refer to festivals held respectively to

celebrate the Konkan expedition and the occupation of 6ilahara territories

by the Paramaras.^ Placed under a friendly prince, the state could be a

check on the Cajukyas from their rear. It is in this light that we can

appreciate the great importance of Konkan for north Indian states.

The Kalvan inscription of 1048^ mentions the defeat by Bhoja of the

rulers of Lata, Konkan, Gurjara, Cedi and Karnata. The Udaipur (Gwalior)

pra^sti slightly amplies these details by stating that the hereditary servants

of Bhoja thought merely of the prowess of their arms when they found the

Karriatas, the lord of Lata and the kings of Gurjara, Turuska and Cedi

territories, the chief among whom were Indraratha, Toggala (?) and BhTma,

defeated by the mercenaries of Malwa (verse 19). We have mentioned here

a few words about his attack on the Korikariasand the Kartiatas. We shall

now take up the rest.

The Lata contemporaries of Bhoja were Kfrttiraja, Vatsaraja and

Trilocanapala. For the first and last of them we have land grants dated

respectively in 3aka 940 (ad 1018) and $aka 972 (ad 1050). And if the

Sajna plates of Trivikramapala have been rightly deciphered, there could

have been another contemporary Tribhuvanapala either immediately before

or after Trilocanapala. So though under the circumstances it is difficult to

decide who this Lata adversary of Bhoja could have been, KTrttiraja, for

whom there is a grant of 1018, might have been the actual ruler whose

territories were ravaged by Bhoja’s mercenaries. The Lata grants of his

family give him nothing but conventional praise. Probably, Lata was not

annexed to the Paramara dominions as a result of the raid but, iike many

32. See the Belgamve inscription of Jayasimha II.

33. a El. XVI, 1921-22, p 359, v 10.

34. The reference is to the Banswara and Betma copper plates. For their significance see

Dasharatha Sharma, “Konkanavijaya-parvani”, JGJRI. V, pp 61f.

35. El, XIX, 1927-28, pp. 69f. The date is as given by D. R. Bhandarkar in his Dst of

North Man Inscr^ttons. See also Vishwa Mohan Jha, Malwa under the Paramaras :/\ Study

In Economt arxi Political History, unpublished M. F*hil Dissertation. University of Delhi, 1988^

specially Appendix I.
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Other so-called dhanvavija^ns, Bhoja could have relieved its ruler of a part

of his wealth and accumulated treasures.^

Bhoja’s relationship with the Cedis does not seem to have been bad in

the beginning. The Cedi njler, Gahgeyadeva, had cooperated with Bhoja

in the attack on the western Cajukya ruler, Satyasraya, and shared his

victories and defeats in the Deccan. But with rulers equally ambitious to

extend their territories and political influence, cordiality could not be a

long-lasting affair. Gahgeyadeva had occupied Prayaga and Banaras, and

assumed the proud title of Vikramaditya probably after his victories over

the Ahgas and Kuntalas. Bhoja called himself Tribhuvana-Narayana, a title

no less inferior to Vikramaditya, and aspired probably to be the supreme
ruler of Daksinapatha (the Deccan) as well as Gauda (Bengal). When the

two actually clashed is not certain. But it must have been before 1042

which is the date of the first known inscription of Gahgeya’s successor,

Karna. And when the actual victory over Gahgeyadeva was secured Bhoja

seems to hpvt- celebrated it in his ususal way, namely by decreeing a

grand festival. .\s stated by Madana in the ParijatamanjarT, Bhoja “had his

desires speedily fulfilled — for a long time at the festival held to commemorate
Gahgeya’s defeat (Gangeyabhangotsava)’’ But this deterioration of the

relationship between the two neighbours ultimately did no good at least to

the Paramaras.

Both the Kalvan and Udaipur (Gwalior) inscriptions speak of the defeat

of the Gurjaras by Bhoja. If we interpret the word Gurjara as a Gurjara-Pratlhara

of Kannauj, the ruler defeated could have been Rajyapala. But as the

Udaipur pra^asti lays special stress on the defeat of BhTma of Gujarat

whose relationship also forms the subject of many prabandhas, it is difficult

to believe that the word Gurjara of the Kalyan inscription of 1048 could

have signified Rajyapala of Kannauj and not BhTma, the ruler of Gujarat.

Actually, Bhoja probably also fought against the other Gurjaras or rulers of

Gujarat, BhTma being only the most prominent among them. These other

Gurjaras were BhTma’s predecessors Vallabharaja and Durlabharaja.

Vallabharaja is known to have led an expedition against the Malava ruler,

but there is nothing to indicate that he had any success, beyond burning

some villages of the Paramara dominions. As for Durlabharaja (c. 1010-12),

Bhoja perhaps foiled his attempt to conquer Lata.

Bhoja’s relations with BhTmadeva I might not have been bad in the

beginning. If the Gujarat chroniclers are to be believed, BhTma at first tried

to remain on good terms with Bhoja. But later the relationship deteriorated.

Once while BhTmadeva was on a visit to Somnath, Bhoja’s general,

36. The classical example of such dharmavijayins can be had from the following verse of

Kalidasa’s Reghuvam^ (IV. 43); GrtHta-pratimuktasya sa dharmavijayf nrpah Snyarh

Mahendranathasya jahSra na tu medirvm.

37. H. C. Ray interprets the word GShgeyabhahgotsava as the “festive defeat of Gahgeya”.

But our interpretation is not only grammatically better but supported by instances like

“Kohkana-vijaya-F>arva'' instituted by Bhoja to commemorate his victories.
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Kulacandra, is said to have sacked Anahilapatana.®® He also gave refuge

to Dhandhuka of Abu when he refused to recognise BhTma’s supremacy.

He might have also helped Dhandhuka’s successors, Pumapala and

Dantivarman, in their fight for independence.^

To come now to the additional achievements mentioned in the Udaipur

(Gwalior) pra^sti, we can probably regard Indraratha as the Somavarhsin

ruler of this name who ruled at Adinagara and was captured by Rajendra

Cola before 1018. In return for the help extended in the fight against the

Cajukyas of Kalyana, Bhoja probably helped his ally in the attack on

Indraratha. D. C. Sircar regards this ruler as identical with Naghusa

Maha^ivagupta III, "who was a brother of Dharmaratha and probably a son

of BhTmaratha’’.‘*° If we accept this identification, we might even say that

the enmity between him and the Paramaras was not merely^ due to their

alliance with Rajendra Cola. It was a thing of some standing tor, according

to our view, it was probably this very Naghusa who had come into conflict

with Sindhuraja.'*’

The Turuskas can perhaps be equated with the Ghaznavids. In 1024
Mahmud of Ghazni is known to have marched to Prabhasapattana by way
of Lodrava, Chiklodar-mata, Satyapura and Anahilapatana and to have

destroyed the famous and highly venerated idol of Somnath. Bhoja’s

dominions did not lie in the way of the raider’s march or retreat. But as

a strong and pious ruler especially devoted to Bharga or Siva,'*^ Paramadeva,

of Gardezi’s account, was none but Bhojadeva.'*^

The chief Toggala (?) mentioned in the pna^asti is generaily regarded as

a Ghaznavid general defeated by Bhoja. But it is difficult to be sure on
the point. Toggala may rrat even hgve been a Muslim, though the name
has a foreign ring. The name Togga or Toga is also known amongst the

Rajputs.

Some of Bhoja’s other military successes and failures are available in

non-Paramara sources. From the Prthvfraja-vijaya we learn that he slew in

battle the Cahamana ruler, BTryarama.’”' Perhaps the event is also referred

to in the Tilakwada inscription of Bhoja which states that one Suraditya

38. Prttandha, pp 32-33.

39. See B, IX, 1907-8, pp 14 and 66. For further details see A.K. Majumdar, Chaukikyas

of Guarat, pp 51-54, where Bhima is said to have defeated Bhoja with the help of he

Kalacuri king Laksmlkama.

40. R. C. Majumdar, ecU The History and Culture of the Indian People, V : The Sfrpggfe

for Empire, p 210.

41. Fo^ a different view, cf, Ajay Mitra Shastri, op dt, I, where the SomavarnSin king of

the ydaifxir praSasff is identified with the seventh king of the dynasty, viz. Indraratha (1 01 0-22).

42. See V. 21 of the Udaipur prs^astl, which speaks of Bhoja as Bhargabhakta. For

Mahmud’s invasion, see oh XII, Section I in this volume.

43. For other identifications, see DHNI, II. pp 960-62; Hodivala, StuOes In Indo-MusSm

history, I, pp 236-37; LTSMQ, p 119.

44. V, 67.
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was helpful to him in his battles with Sahavahana and other princes.'*^

Sahavahana in the record probably stands for Cahamana.'^

We know something of the events that led to this denoument and its

consequences. Munja had, as we have seen, conquered Aghata and
probably also occupied Chitor where Bhoja is known to have received his

kinsman Dhandhuka when he left Abu as he had no desire to be a

subordinate of BhTmadeva I. But others also had their eyes on the weak
state of Medapata. VFryarama’s father, Vakpati I, had slain the Guhila ruler,

Ambaprasada. Perhaps VTryarama persisted in his father’s aggressive attitude

with the result mentioned above. Bhoja probably occupied*'^ even SakambharT

for a short period and put it under his dandadhT^ Sadha. But luckily for

Vfryarama’s successor, Camundaraja, Anahilla of Nadol, perhaps the greatest

general which that principality produced, came to his kinsman’s help. Sadha

was slain in a battle and SakambharT was recaptured’ by the Cahamanas.*^

As the affair on the whole did not bring any glory to the Paramara arms,

it is naturally not mentioned in their epigraphs.

To the north-east of Malwa lay the strong Candella kingdom of Jijhoti

or Jejakabhukti, then ruled over by Vidyadhara. A fragmentary Candella

inscription describes Bhoja, accompanied by Kalacuricandra (probably

Gahgeya) as 'waiting like disciples on Vidyadhara who was a guru in the art

of war”.'*® This has been interpreted in two different ways. D. C. Ganguly

sees in this a reference to a fruitless Paramara attack on the Candella

kingdom.^ V. V. Mirashi, on the other hand, finds here a reference to a

combined attack of the Candellas, Cedis and the Paramaras of R%apala
of Kannauj in which the leading role was that of Vidyadhara Candella.®*

But actually all that can be said on the basis of this record of uncertain

date is that its writer regarded Vidyadhara as superior in generalship to

the two other great generals of the period, Vikramaditya Gahgeya and

Tiibhuvana-Narayana Bhoja.

Perhaps some basis for such an assertion, as far as Bhoja was concerned,

could be found in the failure of Bhoja’s attack on the Kacchapaghatas of

Gwalior. They must have bowed down to Vidyadhara as his feudatories,

but they did not bow down to Bhoja. Their chief, Kfrttiraja, defeated the

Paramara army so decisively that the Paramara wariiors fled leaving behind

even their spears.®^ But after Vidyadhara’s death, Bhoja seems to have

been at least partially successful in this direction too, for he had, by 1040,

45. Proceedings and Transactions of the Ati-inrM Oriental Conference, I, p 324.

46. Pratipal Bhatia, op cit, p 87. Less convincing is D. C. Ganguly’s identification of

Sahavahana with the distant Chamba ruler ^livahana.

47. See Dasharatha Shanma, Earty Qm^iSn Dynasties, pp 34-35, ns 14 and 16.

48. Sundha inscription, v 17.

49. V, 22; El, I, 1888-92, p 222.

50. Htsfory of the Paramaras, p 104.

51. Cll, IV, Introduction, p xc.

52. M, XV, p 36. V 10.

H-27
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reduced to submission the Kacchapaghatas of Dubkund!“ It was a chief

of this family who, acting under the orders of Vidyadhara, had slain the

ruler of Kanyakubja in battle.^

Bhoja’s power and prestige appear to have reached their zenith by 1045.

For the greater part of his reign he not only controlled the extensive territory

of Malwa which extended up to the Narmada in the, south but probably

also the territory between the western reaches of the Narmada and Godavari

valleys. His Kalvan inscription comes from Nasik district. The Silaharas of

Konkan, the Guhilas of Mewar, the Kacchapaghatas of Dubkund and for

some time even the Caulukyas of Lata recognised his supremacy. Even

Madhyadesa probably felt that Bhoja was a great force for good, one

whose presence lent some stability to the political situation and probably

kept off Turkish invaders from many parts of the country.^ But his great

empire did not last long. As Bhoja grew older (by 1050 he was nearing

sixty), the work of administration and control must have been increasingly

difficult. He had probably done much for the territories he ruled over. But

his aggressive policy had raised enemies in every direction.

The first signs of the weakness of the empire, in spite of the splendid

show that k had been putting up, were clearly seen by all when the Western

Cajukya ruler Ahavamalla Somesvara I invaded the Paramara dominions

and sacked Dhara. The event is mentioned in the Vikramahkadevacarita of

Bilhana and a number of inscriptions. Besides that, Ujjain was burnt and

Mandu was captured by the enemy. Bhoja had probably been taken by

surprise. When he recovered from it, he appears to have repulsed the

enemy and recovered his territories, if he had lost any. For thus alone can

we explain a grant in the Nasik area in 1048.^^ But the harm had been

done. Not only had his armies been defeated, the fairest of his cities had

been mercilessly sacked by the enemy. The ranatahgamalla Bhoja was no

longer the ruling champion in the arena of battle. Karna Cedi, who had

succeeded Gangeya in 1041 and BhTmadeva I of Gujarat whose ambition

had been thwarted more than once by Bhoja’s vigilance, must have been

waiting for an opportunity like the one created by Some^vara’s invasion.

If one ruler alone could not fully vanquish Bhoja, they could combine

together. So when Karna Cedi invaded Malwa, BhTmadeva I joined him,

though without any undertaking on Karna’s part that he would share the

spoils of the war with him. Bhoja prepared himself to sustain a siege. But

tradition as well as epigraphic evidence show that he was ill at the time.

According to the PrabandhSKdntamani, BhTmadeva’s emissary sent a report

to his master that Bhoja was like an over-ripe fruit which could fall off at

53. See B, II. 1892-94, p 238.

54. KM. p 237.

55. See the Basahi plates of GovirKiacandra. lA, XIV, p 103.

56. See the Nander inscription of 1047, VIK, I. 90-94, the Nagai inscription of 1058, and

MAR, 1928, pp 68-69.

57. The reference is to the Kalyan inscription.
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any time. The Udaipur (Gwalior) pras^sti states that Dhara was overspread

by darkness in the form of enemies [only] when that devotee of Bharga

[Siva] whose pratapa was like that of the sun had proceeded to the abode

of the gods.“ The hereditary servants of the state probably did their best.

But their efforts proved of no avail. Dhara had to bear the misfortune of

not only being occupied by the hostile armies but also of being thoroughly

denuded of its wealth.^®

Bhoja’s end can in some measure be compared to that of Pulake§in H.

Both had won great victories and greatly extended their dominions. Both

fell in the end defending their capitals against the enemy; and in the north

perhaps, as in the south, there was an interregnum. Malwa had many
pretenders to the throne, each one of them perhaps backed by some party

or other, some perhaps even by foreign powers. But here ends the

comparison between the careers of the two rulers. Pulake^in was a great

king, but Bhoja was greater. He lives on in the heart of the Indians in spite

of his sad end. To study Bhoja is to study the entire culture of the period.

He was a philosopher, a grammarian, a yogin and a physician. He has

rightly been eulogised as one who, like Sesanaga, removed the impurities

of the speech, mind and body by writing respectively the

Sarasvati-kanthabharana ^abdanu^asana, the R^amartanda which is a

commentary on the Yogasutras, and the medical treatise, the Rajamrgahka.^

He had more than one work on the Dharmasastra and the opinions of

Bhoja, also called Dhare^vara, are quoted with respect by the writers on

Dharmasastra topics. He wrote two of the most comprehensive works on

Sanskrit poetics, the Sarasvaff-kanthabharana and the Srbgaraprakasa. On
the Vastu^tra we have his Samarahganasutradhara and Yuktikalpataru.

As a Saiva he expounds well the Saiva siddhanta in his Tantraloka. From

the BhojaSala we have his poem the Kurma^ataka. He also wrote profusely

on other subjects.®^

There are numerous anecdotes of Bhoja’s fabulous generosity to poets

and scholars. That even in his lifetime his fame had spread far and wide

can be seen from the remarks of poets like Bilhana, Chittapa and Dhanapala.

Bilhana makes Dhara say that there was no comparison between Bhoja

and other rulers and to express her sorrow that Bilhana did not come
while Bhoja was alive.®^ Dhanapala spoke of Bhoja’s knowledge of the

entire range of literature (niMe^-vahmayavid). Devesvara, two of whose

58. V, 21.

59. See also n 39 above.

60. See v 4 of the RSjamSrtan^-vrtti.

61. Of other wo(1<s ascribed to the authorship of Bhoja we may mention : $rngdrama/^,

a kathS of the KSdamtxaT type; VyBwahStwteyyari and vyavs^iSrasatwccaya (both on

Oharma^tra) CemfM-RBmByana; Avarii-kurma6aM(a engraved on stabs in the Bhpja^;

Kodan^akSvya simil^ engraved; Vidyi^janavaKabha on praina-yiSna. He is further known to

have written on music and dance.

62. V9c XVNI, 96.
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verses in honour of Bhoja are cited by San^gadhara. might have been

another of his court-poets. Besides the poets and scholars who assisted

Bhoja in compiling his encyclopaedic works, there must have been many

others who were inspired by the cultural atmosphere of Dhara to give the

best of themselves. Amitagati, Prabhacandra, Nayanandi and some others

studied, lived and worked in Dhara, the city of the learned.

We should also note that Bhoja was a great builder. He rebuilt Dhara,

adorning it with temples and colleges. He covered the whole world, we
are told, with temples dedicated to Kedaresvara, Ramesvara, Somnath,

SurndTra, Kala, Anala and Rudra.®^ Near Bhopal he had built a town called

Bhojapura, not far from which was the Bhojapur lake. In Kashmir he built

the Papasudana ffrtha.^ The image of VagdevT executed in 1034 by his

sculptor Manthala is regarded as a thing of rare beauty.

Finally let us not fail to note the influence that his great example had

on the courts of his rivals, each of whom must have been eager to

demonstrate that he was not inferior to Bhoja not only as a military leader

but also as a promoter of the culture. Karna Cedi,®® Vikramaditya VI,

Jayasirnha Siddharaja®® and Vigraharaja IV of $akambharT were a few

examples of the rulers on whom Bhoja exerted a healthy influence.

It is difficult to give a correct estimate of Bhoja. As the inheritor of an

old tradition, he followed like Sindhur^, Muhja and Siyaka llithe policy of

digvijaya, raiding his neighbours’ territories and exacting tribute. Such a

policy, as indicated already, was in part forced on him by the circumstances

of the period and the peculiar geographical position of Malwa. In some

measure the policy can be said to have been successful, for it gave nearly

thirty-seven years of freedom from intrusion to his state and also some

stability to the swiftly changing political scene of the period. If he is Paramdeo

of Gardezi's account, he can be said to have saved western India from

re-experiencing the rapine and torture that had come to be associated with

Mahmud's raids. His services against the Ghaznavids might have been

available to the people in northern India, for this alone explains the tribute

to him in the Basahi plates referred to above. But this alone, as might

have been clear from the foregoing a9Count, was not his only or even the

greatest claim to greatness. He was such a versatile personality and left

such a deep impression on his age and the succeeding generations, that

even the pro-Cajukya chronicle, the PrabandhacintamanT, felt constrained

63. V, 20 of the Udaipur praiasti.

64. VII, 191. The remains of this temple still exist and show that it had been built by

artificially enclosing a gully in which the spring rises.

65. Karna is said to have sent his ministers to Bhoja with the message, “In your city there

are 104 temples built by you. You have written also as many gfila-prsi>andhas arxJ assumed

104 titles. Therefore, have 105 titles by vanquishing me in a battle, personal combat or in

debate relating to the four vidySS', and if you cannot do so I shall vanquish you and become

the overlord of 137 rulers” (Reftarwha, p 50). Our emphasis is not in the actuality of all this,

but the spirit which inspired t|)e composition of the prabamUja.

66. See the SkkftarSiid^xabanc^ia of the Prabandha.
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to conclude its account of Bhoja with the words: “Among poets, gallant

lovers, enjoyers of life, generous donors, benefactors of the virtuous, archers

and those who regarded dharma as their wealth, there is none on this

earth who can equal Bhoja.

The tribute paid by the Udaipur prasasf/ is even more fulsome and no

doubt inspired by the love and admiratoin of the Paramaras for their greatest

sovereign;®® "He accomplished, constructed, gave and knew what none

else did. What other praise can be given to the poet-king Bhoja”?

Bhoja lived a full life and died defending Dhara, in other words he died

in a way that has been the wish of many a Rajput chief.®®

JAYASIMHA

Bhoja’s death appears to have been followed by a scramble for power^®

in which Jayasirnha was the first one to have any conspicuous success.

Jayasirnha is known to us from two inscriptions, the Mandhata plates of

1055 and the Panahera inscription of 1059. He is also referred to in the

Ms^apuranatippanaka by Prabhacandra, who calls himself a resident of

Dhara. In the difficult times that followed Bhoja’s death, Jayasirnha was
lucky to have the backing of the Western Calukya ruler Somesvara I who,

probably realising that the possession of Malwa would tilt the balance of

power too much in the favour of Karna Cedi, sent his younger son,

Vikramaditya, to assist Jayasirnha. What made him pick up Jayasirnha is

unknown. But his assistance proved effective. We are told by Bilhana that

the Malwa ruler, having sought refuge with the Calukya prince, was put in

charge of a rs^ya which had been shorn of kantakas (thorns, adversaries).^^

Of these thorns in the way of Jayasirnha, the most terrible in the beginning

must have been Karna Cedi, whose power Ahavamalla (Somesvara I) is

said to have destroyed utterly.^® The alliance between the Paramara and

Cajukya kingdoms was perhaps cemented by the marriage of Jayasirnha’s

daughter with Vikramaditya, though the vagueness of the reference makes

a conclusion uncertain.^® In a general way Jayasirnha might have been

expected to go to the assistance of Somesvara as well when such assistance

was needed. But othenwise thq administration of the kingdom appears to

have remained entirely in Jayasirrlha’s hands, who is given his full imperial

titles in the Mandhata plates.

67. Prtiianctha, p 52.

68. V. 18.

69. See the Khyat of NainsT for numerous instances of the Rajputs even praying that a

siege should continue Irvine also notes that the toughest of fighting followed after the enemy

had effected a breach in the walls of the fort.

70. Verse 32 of the Nagpur praSastI shows that some sort of an anarchic state had been

created by the conflicting claims of the deceased rulers’ relatives. El, 11, 1 892-94, pp 80-95.

71. Vk, III, 67.

72. bid, I, 102-3.

73. bid. III, 67. The verse reads : sa MSavendum saraneup pravi^tamakoTtake sthibByati

Sma rS^, kanySprsdSnaxhalalah ksi^&i sarvasvibSnambebavo'sya cskruh.
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The known events of Jayasirpha’s reign are not many. Verse 36 of the

Panahera inscription tells us that Mandalika of Vagada, a feudatory of

Jayasirpha, captured a dandadhfi^ named Kanha and handed him over

with his elephants and horses to his master.’"’ The identity of Kanha remains

unknown.

Another event ascribed to Jayasirpha’s reign is an attack on the ruler of

Vertgi in which “his brother Jagaddeva” and some generals of his ally,

Some^vara I, lost their lives.^® But the reading on which this conclusion is

based is extremely doubtful. Further, Jagaddeva could not have been
described as Jayasirpha’s brother. He was actually a son of Udayaditya,

whose exact relationship to Jayasirpha is unknown. Further, he could not

be the person slain by the Cdjas in the engagement referred to above,

the suggested date for which is somewhere between 1062 and 1066,

because he is known to have been appointed governor of the country to

the north of Godavari after Vikramaditya had ascended the Calukya throne

in 1076.

External matters played an important part in Jayasirpha’s career from

beginning to end. He had been able to retain the throne on account of

the rivalry of Karna Cedi and Somesvara I. As long as Somesvara I continued

ruling, Jayasirpha was left in peace by his enemies and pretenders to the

throne of Malwa. But Somesvara died in 1068. His son and successor,

Somesvara II, became suspicious of the designs of his younger brother

Vikramaditya. Therefore, he not only withdrew his protection from those

who were in any way allied with Vikramaditya but tried to destroy them

piecemeal, so that very soon none might be left to back his brother in the

race for the Calukya throne.^® The kulyas or relatives of Jayasirpha, who
till then had been lying low, might also have regarded this as high time to

rise against him. A few of them might have even banked on being supporteo

by some foreign ruler in their gamble for the throne. The emergent situation

is graphically described in the Nagpur pra^sti. In its slightly emended form

it yields the sense.

When he [Bhoja] died and the kingdom was in trouble on account

of [the activities of] the ruler’s kulyas [relations] and when its lord

was submerged, his bandhu Udayaditya became the ruler. Rescuing

the earth which was oppressed by the Karnata, Karana and other

rulers who had swept over it [from different sides] like mighty oceans,

he acted like Varaha in lifting up this earth.’'^

Further clarification of the idea can be had from the Dohgargaon inscription

74. B, XXI, 1931-32, p 48.

75. D. C. Ganguly, op dt, pp 125-26, Contra, see Pratipal Bhatia, op at.

76. Gahga Udayiditya, for instance, is stated to have completely defeated "the Mdlava

king ... and all those wrho secretly conspired against the master". Their property and women,
laden with jewels, were seized and made over to Somesvara II, Mysore Insaptions, No 1 60, p 1 64.

77. V. V, Mirashi, Studies in hdoiogy, II, p 75.
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of Jagaddeva which describes Udayaditya as a brother of Bhoja who
rescued the Malava land when it was invaded by three rulers/®

There is no difficulty in identifying the Karnata ruler. He must have been
Somesvara II, the inscriptions of whose reign describe the destruction

wrought by the forces of the Calukya ruler and his feudatories. He is

described as the blazing fire to the Malavya race.^® His feudatory, the

Hoysala chief Ereyahga, burnt Dhara, Khandwa, Mandu and Udaipur (?).“

The other enemy Karna has to be identified with Karna Cedi. Udyaditya no
doubt fought against Karna Caulukya of Gujarat too. But this fight has to be
put after 1079, which is' the date of the accession of Vigraharaja III, the

chief ally of Udayaditya in his war against Gujarat.®^ The third rufer referred

to might have been Ereyahga who wrought so much destruction in Malwa.

UDAYADITYA

Udayaditya is sometimes accused of having been instrumental in the

deposition of Jayasirnha.®^ But this view stands discredited by line 2 of the

verse from the Nagpur inscription referred to above, which says that

Udayaditya had become a ruler after Bhoja had died, the land had become
kulyakula^ and the lord had become submerged. We see here a threefold

sequence— the death of Bhoja, anarchy thereafter by the kulyas and the

submergence of the svamin, ie, Jayasirnha, in the political flood created by

the kulyas (relatives, streamlets) and the maharnavas (the ocean-like armies

of the Karnatas, and Cedis). Udayaditya’s greatness lies in having put down
the kulyas and expelled the outsiders not so much by enlisting foreign help

as by the willing support of his own hereditary soldiers (maulas). The armies

of the Calukya Somesvara II and his feudatories perhaps were forced to

withdraw on account of the activities of Vikramaditya who had allied himself

with the Colas.®^ And after that he must have expelled the Cedis, though

not without some hard fighting. The Udaipur (Gwalior) prasasf/ gives Udayaditya

the credit of having brought about the complete destruction of the DahaladhTsa,

ie, the Cedi ruler Karna.®®

A few years later, Udayaditya was himself in a position to undertake

aggressive operations. One of the kulyas who gave him trouble probably

was Camundaraja of Vagada- who claims to have defeated the lord of

Malwa many times over in the Sthali land, ie, Vagada.®® Udayaditya must
have taken some time to curb his refractoriness, if he did so at all. From

78. a XXVI, 1941-42, p 183, v 51.

79. Sudi inscription, B, XV, 1919-20, p 96.

80. EC, V. Ak. 102, 102a. See also ch V in this volume.

81. Dasharatha Sharma, Earty Chauhdi Dynasties, pp 36-37.

82. DNN/, II, p 874.

83. El. II. 1892-94, pp 180-95.

84. K. A. N. Sastri, The C&as, pp 333-34.

85. There is no such description in the inscription

—

Eds.

86. See the ArthunS inscription of Vijayaraja of VSgada, El. XXI. 1931-32, p 52. v 2.
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the Prthwajawjaya we team that he defeated Gurjara Kama, ie, Kama
Caulukya of Gujarat, on having received a horse named Yaranga from the

Cauhana ruler, Vigraharaja III Prth\Apala of Nadol, who claims victory over

Karna, might have been another of his allies.®® He might have been backed
also by Vijayasirnha, the Guhila chief of Mewar, who married Udayaditya’s

daughter 6yamaladevi.®® But since several Gujarat records claim victories

for Karria in the struggle, its early stages might not have been very favourable

to the Paramaras.®° It is only after 1 079, when Vigraharaja III had ascended
the throne of SakambharT, that success attended the Paramara arms. For

this we can give full credit to Udayaditya’s military capacity and diplomacy.®'

Udayaditya had perhaps to fight against the Western Cajukya Vikramaditya

VI as well, one of whose inscriptions dated in 1077 describes him "as a
source of great fever of terror to the king of Dhara".®^

Udayaditya continued the great cultural traditions of Muhja and Bhoja.

Some of the verses inscribed in the,Bhojasala at Dhara have been ascribed

to his authorship and similar verses have been found engraved at Ujjain

and Una as well.®® He founded and adorned the city of Udaipur with

splendid temples of which Nilakanthesvara is regarded as a superb specimen

of architecture. Some of the Una temples also were probably built by him.

Udayaditya’s inscriptions have been found at Udaipur, Dhara, Una,

Jhalarapatan and Shergarh. So his dominions probably included Jhalarapatan

in the north, Nimar in the south, Bhilsa in the east and Shergarh in the

west. The last of his inscriptions is of v 1 1 43 (which corresponds to ad 1 086).

LAKSMADEVA

Udayaditya’s son and successor, Laksmadeva, is credited in the Nagpur

pra^sti
^

with the conquest of Bengal, defeat of Ahga and Kalihga,

occupation of Tripuri, defeat of the Cojas, Pandyas, Sri Lankans, Timihgilas,

etc, and victory over the Turuskas and the l^ras. Much of this is mere

pra^asti. The Timihgilas perhaps did not exist as human beings anywhere

except in the poet’s fancy. There is nothing to substantiate his claim of

victories over the Pandyas and Colas; there is nothing to prove that he

ever reached the river Vanksu or Oxus. In his encounter with ttie Turuskas,

he had perhaps come out second best, for we learn from the poet Salman

that the Ghaznavid ruler Mahmud, a descendant of the more famous

Mahmud of Somnath fame, had marched into Ujjain and destroyed its

87. PrthwSiav^aya, vs 15-18.

88. El, IX, 1907-8, p 76, Sundha inscription, v 22.

89. Bheraghat inscription, El, II, 1892-94, pp 12f.

90. Ansimha states that Karna earned away the image of Nilakantha after defeating the

ruler of Malwa, and the fragmentary Chitorgarh inscription states more specifically that he

defeated the Malava ruler in the Sudakupa pass.

91 . Too much need not be made of the horse presented by Vigraharaja III.

92 EC. VII. p 171.

93. JBBRAS. XXI, p 350.

94. El. II. 1892-94, pp 180t.
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temples.®* But he is likely to have come into conflict with the Cedis. Nor

is it unlikely that he raided Ahga, Kalirtga and Gauda, none of which was

a strong kingdom at the time. D. C. Ganguly was wrong in identifying

Laksmadeva with Jagaddeva and attributing the latter’s exploits to the

former. Jagaddeva was actually Udayaditya’s youngest son, as Laksmadeva

was the eldest.®®

NARAVARMAN

Laksmadeva was succeeded by his younger brother Naravarman for

whom we have a large number of inscriptions between the years v 1151

and 1167. He actually ruled much longer, and we have more important

information about him from non-Paramara than Paramara sources. His

kingdom in the beginning must have consisted of practically the whole of

Malwa in -Which were included Bhopal, Jhalrapatan, Bhilsa and parts of

south-east Rajasthan. But he might have lost a part of this territory in the

latter part of his reign, specially during the period from v 1167 to 1191

when we have no inscriptions for him. This surmise is in some measure

confirmed by the Banda plates of Madanavarman Candella who made a

grant while he was encamped at Bhaillasvamin or Bhilsa.®^ Earlier, this

territory had belonged to Naravarman, for it is from Bhilsa that we have

an early though undated inscription of Naravarman which mentions

Nirvaiia-Narayaria as one of his titles.®®

Naravarman ’s reign witnessed a large number of invasions.

Sallaksanavarman Candella (1110-15) boasts of having taken away the

fortune of the Malavas.®® Ajayaraja of ^akambharT and Ajmer defeated

Naravarman ’s general Sollaiia on the borders of Avanti and, capturing

SfTmargga, slew three Malava warriors. Cacciga, Sindhula and Yasoraja.^°°

Ajayaraja’s successor Anioraja is stated to have humiliated Nirvana Narayana,

ie, Naravarman’®’ and taken away his ^/fand elephants.’®^

A much more determined enemy of Naravarman was Siddharaja Jayasirnha

of Gujarat who was determined to pay off all the historic scores by

conquering Malwa and incorporating it within his empire. According to the

Gujarat chronicles, the war with Malwa lasted for twelve years. It started

in Naravarman ’s reign and ended in the reign of his successor, Yasovarman.

An inscription in the Ganapati temple of Talwada (old Banswara state) states

95. See Salman’s Ode, ED, IV, p 524. Salman was Mahmud's cxxitemporacy.

06. Read Dasharatha Sharma’s accxxint of Jagaddeva in Rajasthm Bharati, IV, iv, pp 42-51

.

Madhya Pradesh has yielded some of his coins.

97. M. XVI. p 208.

98. PRAS WC 1913-14, p 59.

99. El, I, 1888-92, pp 326f.

100. Dasharatha Sharma. Early Chssjh&i Dynasties, p 39: El, XXVI, 1941-42, p 104: Sjhoir

insciiption, v 15.

101. B, XXVI, 1941-42, p 104, v 17.

102. Dasharatha Sharma, Early Chants Dynasties, particularly ns 45-47.
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that Jayasimha humbled the pride of Naravarman.’°^ The Nanana grant of

Alhana of Nadol, a feudatory of Jayasirnha, tells us that his father, Asarlya,

went to the fight at Dhara and frightened Naravarman so much by his

presence that he betook himself to his fort.’°^ In fact Asar^a’s services are

said to have been so highly appreciated that he was granted the honour

of having a golden kala^ on his tent.^“ Thus obviously Jayasirnha had a

good deal of success even during Naravarman’s reign, and a part of his

dominions bordering Gujarat fell into the invader’s hands. But Dhara remained

in Naravarman’s hands and he continued the fight in spite of heavy losses.

An inscription edited by S. N. Vyas speaks of Nirvana-Narayana’s digvijaya,

which extended up to Saketa in the east, Dvarika in the west, Malayacala

in the south and the Himalayas in the north. As one goes through this

prs^asti and the other one that he composed to eulogise his brother’s

achievements, one cannot help feeling that Naravarman was something of

a dreamer and to a certain extent given to vain boasting. Perhaps it was
this boasting which drew on him the ire of some of his neighbours.

Naravarman had one great virtue. He was a good scholar and patron

of learning. He composed himself perhaps the Nagpur and Dhar pra^tis.

He honoured the Jain scholar, Jinavallabha SOri, for his skill in poetry and

gave a donation for the maintenance of a Vidhicaitya temple at Chitor. He

was also a great builder of temples, tanks and step-wells.

Ratna Surfs Amamacarita shows that Naravarman was on the throne up

to V 1190 (ad 1133). In V 1191 (ad 1134) the throne was occupied by

his son Yasovarmah.’*’

yaSovarman

Ya^ovarman’s reign can be regarded as a continuation of the latter half

of his father’s. According to Hemacandra who devotes one full canto of

the Dvyasraya-kavya to Siddharaja’s conquest of Malwa, the attack on

Naravarman was due to the fact that Jayasimha did not have free access

to the temples of Kaiika and yoginTs at Ujjain.’®^ Merutuhga’s account is a

bit different. According to him, Yasovarman had invaded Gujarat while

Jayasirnha was away on a pilgrimage to Somnath and forced the Caulukya

chief minister Santu to promise the merit of Jayasirnha’s pilgrimage. Enraged

by this behaviour of the Malava ruler, Jayasimha is said to have invaded

Malwa and continued the war for twelve years. But actually, as we have

seen, the war had begun in Naravarman’s reign. In Yasovarman’s reign we
have only the last stages. Dhara was besieged again. Elephants battered

103. ARRM, 1914-15, p 2.

104. Dasharatha Sharma, Early Chauhan Dynasties, Appendix VI, p 186.

105. El. IX, 1907-8, p 77, w 26-27.

106. The inscription of V 1191 tells us that the annual funeral ceremony of Naravarman

fell on the eighth of the bright haif of Karttika, V 1191. Consequently, his death has to be

put in V 1190.

107. XIV, 5-74.
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down the southern gate of the fort. YaSovarman was taken prisoner.’®

Some accounts even state that the conqueror put the defeated king in a

cage.’®

The last inscription which can be definitely ascribed to YaSovarman is

dated in v 1192 (ad 1135). In his Gala inscription of 1192 Jayasirnha

assumes the til6e of Avantinathay° Hence YaSovarman might have been

defeated and Dhara captured during the intervening period. The defeat of

Ya^ovarman and the occupation of Avantimaridala by Jayasirnha is mentioned

specially, however, in Jayasirnha’s Ujjain inscription of v 1195 which further

gives the important information that the Caulukya ruler had put the town

in the charge of his governor, Mahadeva.’” If the date of the Jhalrapatan

inscription has been deciphered correctly and Maharaja Ya^ovarman is the

same person as mahamjadhiri^ Yasovarman of the Paramara family, it

may be that Yasovarman had been assigned a small appanage, of which

he was the chief in v 1199 (ad 1142).”^

JAYAVARMAN

We get a rather confused picture of Malwa as a whole after its conquest

of Jayasirnha Siddharaja. He had his officers at Ujjain and Dohad’’^’ and

described himself as the “lord of Avanti” in his inscriptions. But the Caulukya

conquest did not bring peace to Malwa. The Karnatas, for whom it had

long been a happy hunting ground, appeared on the scene once again,

and the Cajukya ruler, Jagadekamalla (1139-49), is credited with the

destruction of the Malava king and the spoliation of his kingdom. With

the Karnatas probably also came the HoySaja chiefs Visnuvardhana and

Narasimha who are credited respectively with “having broken the bones of

the Malava" and entertained the desire “to devour the Malava king”.”®

The “devoured” Malava king should be Jayavarrnan, a son of Yasovarman,

who had assumed imperial titles after his father’s death and granted a

village while he was at Vardhamanapura.”®

It was not only the Paramaras who suffered as a result of these

depredations. The Caulukya power in Malwa also seems to have been

overthrown by one BaMaja, perhaps a Hoy^aja relative of Visnuvardhana

and Narasimha. who had been left behind to complete the conquest. His

success in this task can be measured by the fact that the Caulukyas of

Gujarat, though his enemies, give him the title of Malavabhupala, ie, the

ruler of Malwa. In some ways BaNaja was lucky. Siddharaja Jayasirnha

108. Ra&anflha, pp 58-59.

109. Some^ara's KHItikaumudf and Surathotsava.

110. jeSRAS. 1920, p 324.

111. lA, XLII, p 258.

112. PRAS WC. 1905-7, p 56.

113. M. X. pp 159f and Xgi, pp 258f.

114. Mysore inscriptions, pp 58. 61, 158.

115. J.D.M. Derett, The Hoysafas, p 69.

116. EC, IV. Introduction, p 21.
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died and was succeeded by Kumarapala who had a rather weak title to

the throne and had enemies inside as well as outside Gujarat. Of his

enemies from Gujarat, the most important was perhaps Cahada who
regarded himself as an adopted son of Jayasirnha Siddharaya. Of the

outsiders we have to mention Arnoraja who was Jayasimha’s son-in-law

and had given refuge to Cahada and probably recognised his-claims. BaHaja

joined hands with them. Kumarapala proceeded against Arnor^a, he being

the more dangerous enemy of the two, and left the work of subjugating

Ba\\a\a to his generals and feudatories. Both Yasodhavala of Abu”^ and
Alhana of Nadol”® take the credit of having slain BaMaja. Hemacandra,

however, states that Bapja was slain by some brahman soldiers of

Kumarapala’s army. The death of BaUaja being referred to in the Chitorgarh

inscription of v 1207 (ad 1150) has to be put in that year or a little earlier."®

For a few years after that Malwa might have had some peace.

VINDH YAVARMAN

After the death of Jayavarman, the successor of Yasovarman, one of his

younger brothers established a kingdom in the south-east of Malwa. His

successors are generally referred to as mahakumaras'^° But we know very

little about Ajayavarman who after Jayavarman’s death had the best right

to the throne.’^' Perhaps he died in obscurity. His son Vindhyavarman (c.

1175-94), however, had the will as well as the necessary capacity to

liberate his land from the Caulukyas. Circumstances partly favoured him.

There had been no strong ruler on the Caulukya throne after Kumarapala's

death. He was followed by two children, one after the other, viz. Mularaja

II and his brother, BhTmadeva II. That the latter’s ministers tried to keep

Malwa under their control can be seen from the operations of BhTmadeva

ll’s chief minister, Jagaddeva Pratlhara in Malwa in 1187.'^^ Vindhyavarman

also sustained a defeat at the hands of the Chaulukya general, Kumara.’^®

But in spite of these reverses, by 1190 Vindhyavarman had succeeded in

freeing his country. Sulharia, who completed his commentary in that year,

refers to Vindhyavarman as the lord of Malwa and Dhara who had defeated

the vast and invincible army of the Caulukya ruler. The liberation of Dhara

is also mentioned in the Mandhata plates of Devapala.’®® The kingdom thus

117. a VIII, 1905-6, p 201.

118. Dasharatha Sharma. Early ChauhSn Dynasties, pp 1821.

119. a, II. 1892-94, p 29.

120. The line started with Aayavarman’s younger brother LaksmTvarman. Other mahSkumaras

were Laksmlvarman’s brother. Trailokyavarman, son Hari6candra and grandson Udayavarman

and Oevapala. With Devapala the two lines became united again.

121. D. C. Ganguly treats Jayavarman and Ajayavarman as identical. Cf. The Struggle for

Empire, p 853.

122. IQmataragacchapattSveff, pp 8 and 34.

123. Surathotsava, V, l^.
124. Pratipal Bhatia, The Paiamsras, p 137.

125. B, IX. 1907-8, pp 108-9.
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had peace again after a long period of turmoil, and scholars seeking peace

began once more to move on to Malwa. The Jain scholar, Asadhara, for

instance, left Mandalgarh in Sapadaiaksa, which had been conquered by

the Turks, and settled permanently in Malwa then ruled by Vindhyavarman/*

Like his predecessors, Vindhyavarman came into conflict with some
southern powers. He is, in all probability, the Vindhya-bhubhrt defeated by

the Seuna Bhillama.^^^ Vindhyavarman probably also sustained a reverse as

the member of a confederacy of Latas, Colas, Gurjaras and Malavas which

fought against BaMaja 11.’^® But these reverses, the exact nature of which

remains unknown, do not appear to have affected Vindhyavarman’s position

seriously.

We have already spoken of his court-poet Sulhana, who commented on

the Vrttaratnakara, and the great Digambara scholar Asadhara who migrated

to Malwa during his reign. His chief minister, Bilhana, was also a great

scholar. Besides Dhara, Malwa of his times could also boast of Ujjayini,

Nalakacchapura and Mandapadurga as great centres of learning.

subhatavarman

Subhatavarman, who probably succeeded his father in c. 1194, carried

forward the work begun by his father. He despoiled the city of Dabhoi in

Lata of its weaith, not sparing even the gold cupolas of its Jain templesl^®

He destroyed at Cambay the mosque which had been built for his Muslim

subjects by Jayasirnha Siddharaja,’®° and before retiring from the province

he probably made Cahamana Sirnha its ruler.’®’ Paramara records also

speak of the burning of Anahilapatana by Subhatavarman.’®®

Like his father, he also came into conflict with the Seunas. But this time

probably he was the aggressor, for Jaitugi’s Managojl inscription (c. 1200)

speaks merely of his victory over “a leader of the forces of Malwa”.’®® The

raid could have been carried out easily from Lata which the Paramara

forces occupied for some time.

Subhatavarman died before 1210, which is the date of the first available

inscription of his son and successor Arjunavarman. Subhatavarman was a

good soldier but he lacked the tolerant spirit of his great- predecessors on

the throne of Malwa. When he ruled, Malwa was a strong kingdom capable

of playing a prominent role in the political activities of the period. But

126. A^dhara, SSgara-dharw&nrta, p 1.

127. Kaiegaon plates of Seuna Mahadeva, El, XXXII, 1957-58, p 38. The Mutgi inscription

(1189) of Bhillama also descritj^ him as "a severe pain in the head of the Malavas".

128. EC, VI, no 156.

129. Sukrtasafil&tana, p 135, v 33. See also lOtikamHXf, p 16.

130. JO/.' X, pp 357f.

131. The three members of the dynasty known to us are Sirnha, his brother Sindhurdja

and Sindhuraja’s son, Sahkha. For further details, about this dynasty see Dasharatha Sharma,

Earty ChajhSn Dynasties, pp 16-17.

132. B, IX. 1907-8. p 108, v 15; JASB, V. p 378.

133. e. V, 1898-99, pp 28f.
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Subhatavarman was no Bhoja who would think not only of himself but of

the interests of the country as a whole. Muhammad Ghori and Qutb-ud-din

Aibak had, during the years 1192-12CX), conquered Sapadalaksa, Uttar

Pradesh, Gwalior and Bayana. In 1198 the Turkish forces had sacked

Ariahilapatana. There is nothing to indicate that Subhatavarman was troubled

in the least about the plight of his neighbours. He might even have felt

happy at the turn the events were taking, for it gave him the desired

opportunity of wreaking his vengeance on a power that had probably for

generations despoiled Malwa of its wealth and committed serious acts of

vandalism.

paramaras after subhatavarman

Arjunavarman ascended the throne in 1210. He fought against Jayasirnha

successfully. The latter even gave his daughter in marriage to Arjunavarman.

This marriage, in fact, is the theme of the drama called Parijatamanjaff of

Madana. Arjuna, however, failed miserably against the Seuna king Sihghana.'^

Arjunavarman was followed by Devapala between 1215 and 1218. As

mentioned above, he combined the main branch of the Paramaras and

the mahakumaras. Devapala too, like his predecessor, was humbled by

Seutna Singhatia, which was followed by a treaty between the two adversaries.

An outcome of this was their* joint attack on south Gujarat. However,

Vastupala, the governor of Cambay, divided the two allies and thus averted

the danger. Malwa was invaded by the Turks during Devapala’s reign.

Iltutmish captured Bhilsa and plundered Ujjain in 1233 but his victory was

shortlived.

Devapala was succeeded by his son Jaitugideva before 1243. His reign

is marked by numerous invasions from different directions—^those of the

Seunas, Balban and Vaghela Vfsaladeva, Jaitugi was followed by Jayavarman

II in c. 1256. After him, it was mostly confusion in the Paramara kingdom.

The Paramara army was defeated by the Cauhana Jaitrasirnha in the reign

of Jayasirnha II (c. 1269-74). The next reign of Arjunavarman II also saw

the sacking of Malwa by the Cahamana HammTra of Ranthambor, Seuna

Ramacandra and Vagela Sarahgadeva. This story was repeated in the

subsequent reign of Bhoja II. The depredation of the Khaijis had also begun

by the end of the thirteenth century, and in 1305 Ala-ud-din Khaiji took

over Malwa.

134. See ch IV in this volume.

135. See n 120 above.
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Chapter XV

THE CAULUKYAS OF GUJAFIAT

(c. 942-1304)

THE ORIGIN OF CAULUKYAS

While the royal families of Vatapi, VedgT and Kalyana were commonly
known as Cajukyas or Cajukyas, those of Anahilapatana were generally

designated Culul^as or Caulul^as. The terms are probably synonymous.

By this time the origin of the Caulukya family was sometimes traced to

Candra (the moon),’ or generally ascribed to the water held in the culuka

of Brahma.^ The latter tradition is associated with both the successive

Caulukya dynasties of Anahilapatana.

Both these traditions are obviously mythological. They rose some centuries

after the establishment of Cajukya power at Vatapi.^ The latter tradition

evidently aims at offering a mythological explanation of the family-name, by

deriving it from the Sanskrit word culuka* (corresponding to caluka in the

case of the Cgjukyas of the Deccan). But historically the family-name, which

seems to have probably been derived from or been a variant of ct/Z/ika or

^uZ/AaP in the copper plate inscription of Yuvaraja Camunda,® implies a link

between the early tribal name Sulika, and the later derivative SolahkT current

in Gujarati.

1. Dvaya, IX, 42; Jinaharsagani. Vastupala-carita, I, 79.

2. Vide plates of king Triiocanapala, dated Saka 972 (iW, XII, p 201); Vadnagar inscription

of Kumarapala, dated v 1208 (Ef, I, 1888-92, p 301); Cambay fragmentary inscription (BPS/,

p 214). Bilhana, too, gives a similar explanation in his Vikramankadevacarita. In his

Kumarapaiabhupala-carita (I, v, 16), Jayasirnha Suri traces the descent of the Caulukyas from

a hero named Culukya, but does not dwell upon the ongin of that hero. The bardic tradition,

however, ascribes the origin of the Caulukyas along with the Paramaras, the Pratlharas and
the Caham^as to the agnikunda on the summit of Mt Abu. For a more recent analysis of

the problem of the origin of this dynasty, as well as Rfiyputs in general in a scientific manner,

see B. D. Chattopadhyaya, “Origin of the Rayputs: The Political, Economic and Social Processes

in Early Medieval Rajasthan", /HP, III, i, July 1976, pp 59-82.

3. This dynasty was established in the sixth century.

4. This word denotes the posture of the hand hollowed to hold water, or make it into a

sort of water-pot.

5. The tribe of Culikas or SOjlkas has a very long history. Cf. A. K. Majumdar, Chaulukyas

of Gujarat, pp 14f.

6. Varuna^rmaka grant, BV (HIndi-Gujarati), I, 73.
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THE CAULUKYA DYNASTIES OF GUJARAT

Apart from the Calukya dynasties of south Gujarat^ and Saurashtra® which

flourished earlier, we come across several Caulukya dynasties in Gujarat

during this period. Two of them reigned at Anahilap^ana successively and

held sway over almost the whole of Gujarat, while the power of the other

dynasties was confined to south Gujarat.® The latter are styled Calukya or

Caulukya in their records.’® while the dynasties of Anahilapatana are designated

Saulkika,” Caulukika,’® Caujakya,’® Caulukya,’'' Caulukya,’® Cujukya,’®

Culuga,’^ Cujukka’® or Cajukka’® in the epigraphic and literary records of

their period. As remarked above, the form Caulukya has been the most
popular among these variants and is commonly applied to these dynasties

of Gujarat.

MOLARAJA I (942-97)

The Caulukya kingdom at Ariahilapatana was founded by Mularaja I, the

son of Raji.®® His father had visited Anahilapatana on his return from Somnath
and received in marriage LiladevT, sister of the Capotkata king Samantasirpha,

7. V. V. Mirashi, Cll, IV, pp 123f; Inscription nos XX-XXIII dated 671-739.

8. Una plates of Balavarman dated 892 and Avanivarman II dated 900; E/, IX, 1907-08. pp If.

9. A. V. Pandya In WRV, I, ii, pp 481.

10. Cajukya in the plates of Kirtiraja {VOJ, VII, p 88) and Caulukya In the plates of

Trilocanapala (/A, XII. pp 196f), the plates of Vijayasimha and the stone inscription of Kumbhadeva
published by Shrivastavya, Comprehensive History of Vasudevpur (Bansda) State.

11. Varuna^armaka grant, BV, I. 73.

12. Kadi plates of Mularaja dated v 1043; lA, VI, p 191.

13. Sambhar inscription of Jayasimha; lA, LVIII, p234.
14. Jalor Inscription of Kumarapala, E/, XI, 1911-12, p 54.

15. Plates of Jayasirnha dated v 1184: HIG, 111, no 143 A; Mangrol Step-vveii inscription of

the time of Kumarapala: BPSI, pp 158f; Prabhas stone inscription of the time of Kumarapala:
BPSI, 184; Gimar inscription of the time of BhTmadeva dated v 1256: PO, I, pp 4, 45ff:

6rTdhara praSasti of the time of BhTmadeva II: El, II, 1892-94, pp 437f; plates of Jayantasimha:

lA, VI, pp 196f; plates of BhTmadeva II, dated v 1283: lA, VI, pp 194f; Abu inscriptions of

V 1287: El. VII, 1902-03, pp 204f; plates of Bhimadeva II dated v 1287, 1288, 1295 and
1296; lA, VI, pp 201f; plates of Tribhuvanapala: lA, VI, pp 208f; Abu Inscription of v 126 (8)

u: BPSI, pp 174f; Gimar Inscription, pp 1-6: RLARBP, pp 328f; plates of Visaladeva: lA, VI.

pp 210f; Veraval stone inscription of the time of Arjunadeva: lA, VI, pp 241f; pra^sti of

Nanaka: lA, XI, pp 98f: Cintra pra^ti of the time of Sarahgadeva: El. I, 1888-92, pp 271f;

Cambay stone Inscription dated v 1352: BPSI, pp 227f; Vanthll fragmentary Inscription: ABORI,
V. pp 171f; Cambay fragmentary inscription: B^l, pp 214f; etc.

Similarly, the literary works of the Caulukya period generally use this form. Hemachandra
uses both the variants Caulukya and Culukya rather indiscriminately.

16. Vadnagar pra^sti of the time of Kumarapala: El, I, 1888-92, pp 293f; Abu Inscription

dated v 1 287; E/, VIII, 1 905-06, pp 200f; vide also Dvaya, Sukrtasarpidrtana and Ratnamala.

17. Kumarapalacarita, II, 91.

18. Ibid I. 22.

19. Kadi plates of Mularaja: lA, VI. p 191 and Dvaya, IV, 63. Merutuhga, however, uses
the form Raja. Cf. Prabandha. p 15.

20. R^i has not yet been satisfactorily identified. In the Kadi grant of Mularaja, he is referred

to as mahar^dhir^, lA. VI, pp 191f.
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the then reigning king of Anahilapatana. She gave birth to MQIaraja. When
the prince grew up, he slew the Capotkata king who was addicted to

drink, and established his own power at Anahilapatana.^^ The event is dated
942.“

The city of Anahilapatana, (Atihilwad), also known as Pattana, is now
represented by Patan in Mehsana district in north Gujarat. It was founded

by Vanaraja, who established the Capotkata kingdom there.“ It continued

to be the metropolis of Gujarat till 1411 when Ahmad Shah I shifted the

capital to Ahmedabad which he founded near old Asawal.

Anahilapatana lay on the banks of the SarasvatT river. Hence the territory

around it was known as the Sarasvata region. When the Caujukya kingdom

expanded, it ranked as Sarasvata Mandala. It represented the home-province

of the Caulukya kingdom.^

Mularaya also held sway over Satyapura-mandaila, its headquarters being

represented by modem Sanchor in Jodhpur district in Rajasthan.^ He
presumably inherited this territory from his father.^^ Thus, this royal family

probably hailed from southern Reyasthan, which was known as Gurjaradesa

in pre-Caulukya times.“ The name Gurjaradesa seems to have gradually

extended southwards along with the Caulukya power in the course of time.

The name subsequently happened to denote the region south of Mt Abu.

Gujarat is simply a variant form of this name. It had already come into

vogue by the end of the Caulukya period.“ Thus the current name of

Gujarat owes its origin to the Caulukya kings of Anahilapatana.

According to the chronicles, MQIaraja invaded and defeated the kings of

Saurashtra and Kutch.®’ The king of Saurashtra was Gitiaripu, who was
regarded an Abhira. MQIaraja marched to Saurashtra and the two armies

fought near Wadhwan on the Bhogavo river, Grharipu was a mighty king

and had a great ally in the Jadeja king Lakha Phulani of Kutch. MQIaraja

fought with the latter and killed him in a duel. At the request of the people

21. Prabandha, pp 15f.

22. toW. Ttie date is corroborated by the Sambhar stone inscription of Jayasirpha, lA, LVIll,

p 234.

23. The foundation of the city is traditionally dated v 802. It was named after Anahila,

whom tradition represents as a shepherd who pointed out the site to Vanaraja, P/aftancfta,

p 13, Dvaya, I, 4, Com.

24. Kadi plates of Mularaja, lA, VI, pp 191f.

25. H. D. Sankalia, SHCGB3, p 34.

26. Balera plates of MOIar^a, B, X, 1909-10, pp 76f.

27. The S§rasvata mandala is represented as "acquired by [the power of] his arm”, while

the Satyapura mande^ is styled simply "being enjoyed by him".

28. D. K. Shastri, GMRI, pp 139f; K. M. Munshi, GG, III, p 76. The Prabandhas associate

Raji with Kannauj, but he seems to be a feudatory of the king of Kannauj, who belonged to

the PratihSra family.

29. Palhanaputra, Abwasa, v 10.

30. MOIargja’s victory over Grtiaripu is described by Hemacandra alone (Ova>9, II, V), while

his victory over Laksa is mentioned in the l^^mucff, Vasantavilisa and Sukrtasarnl&tana

and described in detail in the Prabanc^.
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of Saurashtra, Mularaja released Grharipu and visited the celebrated temple

of Somnath at Prabhas. Thus, the king of Anahilapatana also subjugated

the local powers in Saurashtra and Kutch.

When Mularaja established his power at Anahilapatana, Khe^ka-mandala,

including Mohadavasaka w^ya (ie, Kaira district, including the Modasa
region in Sabarkantha district), lay under the Paramaras who were subordinates

of the Rastrakutas.^’ But the Paramaras soon established their independent

power in Malwa. King Muhja deprived the local Guijara king“ of his kingdom

there and also subdued the king of Aghata in Mewad. Meanwhile, the

power of the Rastrakutas was uprooted by the later Caulukyas and

laXa-mandala passed under the sway of the latter. MOIaraja came into

conflict with Barapa, the Calukya governor of Lata, as well as with the

Cahamana king Vigraharaja II of Sakambhan (Sambhar near Jaipur). MOIaraja

won over the Cahamana king, marched upon Barapa, slew him and extended

his power over Lata.^ MOIaraja also subjugated the Paramara king

DharanTvaraha of Mt Abu.^ The Goharwa grant of Laksmikarna Kalacuri

gives him the credit of conquering, among others, the kings of Lata and

GOrjara. As Laksmanaraja was probably a contemporary of MOIaraja, it is

possible that he had to defeat MOIaraja while going to Somnath.^®

Thus MOIaraja began his career with the subjugation of Sarasvata-mancte/a,

including the old capital of Ariahilapatana and gradually extended his pawer

from Satyapura-manda/a in the north to Lata-manda/a in the south. He also

established his supremacy over the adjoining kingdoms of Saurashtra, Kutch

and Mt. Abu.

In the latter half of his reign, he issued grants of land^ wherein he is

styled maharajadhiraja. He was a parama mahesvara. He built some
sanctuaries at the capital, a temple of MOIesvara at Matndala and the

celebrated Rudramahalaya at SiTsthala (Sidhpur).^^ He is also credited with

having invited several brahman families from north India and encouraged

them to settle in Gujarat.^

His queen Madhavi was the daughter of the Cahamana king Bhoja. His

son Camurida had played a prominent role in the conquet of Lata and

issued a grant of land in 977 during his father’s reign.^® Having enjoyed a

31. Harsola plates of Siyaka II, dated v 1005, El. XIX, 1927-28, pp 236f.

32. The Gurjara king was defeated by Muhja, as mentioned in the Bijapur inscription of

Dhavaia {El, X, 1909-10, pp 200. In the verses of Padmagupta, he is generally identified with

MOIaraja, but he is better identifiable with a Gurjara-Pratihara prince of Ujjain. Cf A. K.

Majumdar, Chaukjkyas of Gijiamt. pp 30f. See also, Ch XIV in the volume where the issue

is kept open.

33. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, pp 28f,

34. DharanTvar§ha is probably identical with Dharanidhara, grandfather of Dhandhuka. Ibid,

p 31.

35. Ibid.

36. Ibid, p 498.

37. GMRI, pp 173f; GG. III. p 122.

38. RSs hm, I, pp 47-49.

39. Dvaya, VI, 40-102. VarunaSarmaka grant. BV, I, pp 73f.
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rather long reign of fifty-five years (942 to 977)“*° MQIaraja is said to have

abdicated the throne in favour of his son Camunda and retired to Sffsthala.'^’

CAMUNDARAJA (997 to 1010)

Camundaraja succeeded his father in v 1053 (ad 997). When king

Sindhursya of Malwa invaded Lata, Camundaraja marched against him and

compelled him to retreat. But he lost Lata to Goggiraja who. recovered it

with the aid of the Cajukya king of Kalyana."*^

The king had three sons; Vallabharaja, Durlabharaja and Nagaraja. According

to Abhayatilaka Gani, king Camundaraja became licentious, and was deprived

of his kingdom by his sister VacinidevF who placed his .eldest son Vallabha

on the throne.'” The event seems to have taken place in v 1 601 (ad 1 01 0).

VALLABHARAJA (1010)

When Camundaraja was proceeding to Varanasi for his retirement, he

was robbed of his royal insignia while passing through Malwa on the way.

So he returned to the capital and asked Vallabharaja, who had ascended

the throne, to march against Malwa. The new king led an expedition against

Malwa, but died of smallpox on the way.'*^ He reigned only for six months.

DURLABHARAJA (1 01 0-21

)

Camundaraja, who was deeply grieved at the sudden demise of Vallabhar^a,

placed his second son Durlabha on the throne and retired to Suklatfrtha

(near Broach) on the banks of the Narmada.'*®

According to the Vadnagar pra^ti, Durlabharaja vanquished the king of

Lata and re-established Caulukya power over that territory. The vanquished

king of Lata seems to be KTrtipala, son of Goggiraja.'*® The event took

place between 1018 and 1024.

Durlabharaja married DurlabhadevT, sister of the Cahamana king Mahendra

of Naddula.'*^ The latter also gave his younger daughter LaksmT to Nagaraja,

brother of Durlabharaja.

40. V 998 to 1053. Tlie dates of the reigns of MOIar^a and his successors are taken here

from the Prabatx^.

41. Dvyaya, VI, 103-07. The Pn^yeuKlha, however, gives a different version of the episode

of his abdication, cf, p 19.

42. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, p 35.

43. Commentary on Dvyaya, VII, 31. A. K. Majumdar does not agree with this rendenng;

qo erf, p 36.

44. Dvaya, (3omm. VIII, 31-49.

45. tokS, VII, 50-58.

46. Hie Surat grant of Trilocanapila states that KTrtipala lost his kingdom, M, XII, p 201

.

See also A. K. Majurrxlar, op dt, pp 39-40.

47. Dvaya, VII, 66-142 and Abhayatilaka Gani’s commentary on it. Hemacandra states that
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In V 1080 (AD 1024) the great Jain monk VardhamanasOri and his disciple

Jine§vara visited the court of Anahilapatana, where the latter defeated the

Caityavasins in a public debate held under the royal patronage.^ The king,

pleased with the acumen of Jine6vara. conferred on him the title of kharatara

and hence his gaccha got known by that name/®

Durlabharaja, who had no son, adopted his nephew BhTma as his heir.®°

BHTMADEVA I (1021-64)

BhTmadeva, son of Nagaraja, is one of the well-known kings of the

Caulukya dynasty. By the end of 1025 he was faced with the invasion by

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni, who is said to have invaded India seventeen

times during his career of twenty-seven years (1000-27). The invasion of

Gujarat by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni and the destruction of the celebrated

temple of Somnath®’ casused a temporary eclipse of the power and glory

of the Caulukya kingdom. But it virtually proved to be a passing raid, like

a transitory hurricane, the results of which, though ovenwhelming at the

time, were wiped out rather quickly. A splendid sun temple was built at

Modhera. The 'temple was probable completed in v 1083 (ad 1026).“

BjTmadeva reconstructed the Somnath temple in stone“ and re-established

its glory.

BhTma turned his attention again to political developments. He marched

against king Hammuka of Sind and defeated him.®^ When king Dhanduka

of Mt Abu rebelled against the supremacy of BhTmadeva, the latter vanquished

him. Dhandhuka took refuge at Citrakuta under the Paramara king Bhoja

of Malwa.“ BhTmadeva appointed Vimala his dandanayaka at Abu. At the

the princess selected the Caulukya king in a svayamvara assembly held by her brother

Mahendra. But the narration of the svayamvara seems to have been made in a conventional

style befitting a mahakSvya. Cf A. K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 40-41

.

48. Jhanavimala supplies this Information at the end of his commentary on Mahesvarakavi’s

SatxiMiedapraka^. Abhayatilaka Gani, who belonged to this sect, has also referred to this

Incident in his commentary on Ovaya, VII, 64.

49. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, p 430, n 42.

50. Dvaya, VIII, 1-22.

51. GG, III, p 135 particularly for the references contained in Jam sources. For the details

of the invasion, see ch XII, Section I in this volume. The involvement of the Paramaras has been

discussed in ch XIV.

52. A stone in the temple bears the date v 1083 inscribed on it.

53. The Prabhas Patan stone Inscnption dated Valabhi year 850 (ad 1 1 69), BPS/, pp 1 86f. V, 1

5

54. Dvaya, VIII, 40-125. Hemacandra has also celebrated BhTma’s conquest of Sind in a

laudatory verse in Skklha-HemacarKka, Merutuhga also records Bhima victory In Sind. There

is, however, no epigraphic evidence to corroborate these two sources. A. K Majumdar.

however, argues (pp 48-49) that the “youthful monarch would have led his army into Sindh

which lay just beyond the western baders of his kingdom”. Whether he reached the Indus

or not cannot be answered with certainty in the present state of our knowledge. See also

DH/V/. II, p 961.

65. See ch XIV In this volume.
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instance of the latter, the king reinstated Dhandhuka as his vassal.®®

Dan^nayaka Vimala built a magnificent marble temple at Dilwara on Mt
Abu. It was dedicated to Adinatha and was completed in v 1088 (ad 1032).

This temple is also known as Vimala-vasahi.

The Cahamana king Anahilla of Naddula and the Paramara king Krsnadeva

of Bhinmal did not submit to the supremacy of BhTmadeva.®^ The Paramara

king Bhoja of Malwa was a great rival of BhTmadeva.®® When the former

planned to invade Gujarat during a year of famine, BhTmadeva contrived

through his diplomat Damara’to divert the attention of Bhoja to the Caulukya

king Taijapa, the avowed enemy of Malwa, and sue for alliance with

BhTmadeva. Later, when BhTmadeva was engaged in conquering Sind,

Bhoja sent his general Kulacandra to invade Gujarat. Kulacandra sacked

Anahilapatana and burned cowries at the gate as a token of his victorious

campaign. But this disturbed Bhoja who thought that wealth would soon

flow from Malwa to Gujarat. Thereafter BhTmadeva baffled Bhoja with his

diplomatic dexterity.®® He worked out an alliance with the Kalacuri Karpa.

Meanwhile Bhoja suffered a terrible defeat at the hands of the Western

Cajukya king Some^vara I, who burnt his capital Dhara as well as Ujjain.

The Kalacuri-Caulukva forces also attacked Malwa simultaneously and Bhoja

died of despair.®’ After the fall of Dhara, the Kalacuri king was reluctant

to give the promised share of the spoils to BhTmadeva, who negotiated

with his ally through Damara and extracted from him a golden shrine taken

in the spoils from Malwa.®^

King BhTmadeva issued grants of land situated in the Sarasvata-manda/a

as well as in the Kutch-manda/a.®®

BhTmadeva had a queen named UdayamatT, who excavated a splendid

step-well at Anahilapatana.®^ Prince MOIaraja died prematurely during the

lifetime of his father, who built a Saive temple in memory of the deceased

prince.®®

The king was immensely enamoured with a hataera named BakuladevT,

whom he took into his harem. She gave birth to a son named Ksemaraja.®®

The king offered the throne to Ksemaraja, the elder surviving prince. However,

the latter ceded it to the younger prince Karria, bom of queen UdayamatT,

56. GMRI, pp 213f; A. K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 49f.

57. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 50-51.

58. See ch XIV in this volume.

59. See n 54 above.

60. Pr^jandha, pp 30-32.

61. Dvaya, IX, 1-62.

62. Pratanc^, pp 50-52.

63. A. K. Majumdar. op df, p 498.

64. Prabandha, p 54.

65. Prabandha, p 53.

66. PrabOTCba, p 77; Dvaya, IX. 70-72. Hemacandra refers to Ksemaraja and Devaprasada,

but makes no reference to BakuladevT. Merutuhga introduces the episode of the hetaera-queen,

but he names her son Haripaiadeva instead of Ksemarija.
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and himself retired to DadhisthalT near Snsthala, with his son Devaprasada.®^

BhTmadeva enjoyed a long reign of about fortythree years (1021-64). His

reign is a great landmark in the ascendancy of Caulukya power.

KARNADEVA I (1064-94)

During the reign of king Karnadeva, Malwa passed through a critical

situation. Karnadeva defeated the king of Malwa and brought a statue of

Nilakantha from there.®® But later he was defeated by king Udayaditya of

Malwa.^

By this time Lata had passed under the sway of the Kalacuris, whose
power was thereafter eclipsed by the Western Cajukyas. Karnadeva invaded

Lata and annexed it to his kingdom.^® In 1074 the king issued a grant of

land from Navasari district in Lata-manda/a.^’ But the Calukyas of Lata

recovered it shortly, as attested by the grant issued by Trivikramapala in 1 077.^^

The Cahamana king PrthvTpalaof Naijdula is said to have defeated an

army of Karnadeva while his son Jojala moved as a powerful samanta at

Anahilapatana.^®

The Kadamba king JayakeSi of Goa offered his daughter MayanalladevT

to king Karnadeva, but the latter was reluctant to accept the hand of the

Kadamba princess who was of dark complexion. However, the princess

contrived to pursuade him to marry her and, despite his indifference to

her, ultimately succeeded in winning his heart.^'*

67. D\^ya. IX, 73-74.

68. Arisimha, SukrtasamkJrtana, II, 23.

69. A. K. Majumdar, op clt, pp 67f. See also ch XIV in this volume.

70. Ibid, pp 59f.

71. The Navasari grant of Karnadeva dated v 1131 and the Navasari grant of Durlabharaja

dated’Saka 996; JBBRAS, XXVI. pp 250f.

72. The Sanja plates of Trivikramapala dated Saka 999. WRB, I, II, pp 3f. Karna’s involvement

in Lata was not unrelated to the penetration of the other powers there. Cf, cfi IX: Kadambas
of Goa and ch XIV In this volume.

73. Sundha hill inscription. El, IX. 1907-8, p 72.

74. Bilhana wrote a play entitled Kamasundan on Karna’s mamage, but he Introduces the

heroine as Karr^sundarT bom in a Vidyadhara’s family. Hemacandra introduces Mayanalla as

the daughter of king Jayake^i “of Candrapura in the south” and depicts her intense love for

king Karnadeva, expressed in her message sent through an artist, and her personal Interview,

followed by their marriage (Dvaya, IX. 89-172). Candrapura is identified with modem Chandor

near Goa (G. M, Moraes, Kadambakula, p 169). Subsequently, Jayake^l conquered Goa and

shifted his capital there (ibid, p 179).

Merutuhga also Introduces the princess as MayanalladevT, the daughter of JayakesI, but

represents the latter as the son of king Subhake^i of Karnata (Prabandha, p 54). But Jayake^i

was, in fact, a feudatory of the king of Karnataka and ruled over Konkan (GMRI, p 242). The

episodes mentioned above are drawn from Merutuhga, who, being remote from the time of

the queen, was in a position to write freely on her early career. Probably the Kadamba king

aimed at getting access to the overland route to Somnath by establishing matrimonial relations

with the king of Gujarat. See also A.K. Majumdar, op o/f, pp 60-65.
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Kamadeva attacked the Bhilla chieftain of A^apallf (Asawal) on the eastern

bank of the Sabarmati river and annexed his territory/^ He built a new
town beside old Asawal, and it was named KarnavatT after him. In the

course of time, it became an outstanding centre of cultural activity. The

king also erected a meruprasada at the capital.^®

Karnadeva assumed the title Trilokamalla or Trailokyamalla,^^ evidently in

imitation of the Western Calukya kings. He was visited by the Kashmir

poet Bilhana, who composed a play entitled Kamasundan wherein king

Karria figured as the hero.

Though the king enjoyed a long reign of about thirty years, he left behind

a minor son when he died in 1094.

JAYASIMHA SIDDHARAJA (1094-1142)

Jayasirnha, the son and successor of Kartiadeva, was a minor at the

time of his accession.^® When he grew up, however, he turned out to be

the greatest king of the Caulukya dynasty.

He ascended the throne in v 1150 (ad 1094). During his minority

MayanalladevT, the widow-mother, probably acted as the regent.^®

When the king came of age, he began his glorious career by starting

for an expedition to Saurashtra and assuming the title Trailokyaganda or

Tribhuvanaganda corresponding to his father’s title Trailokyamalla.^

The king fortified places like Wadhawan, which lay on the way of his

expedition, and marched to Junagadh. His army besieged the old fort,

which withstood its attack for quite a long period. At the end Jayasirnha

succeeded in scaling the fort and vanquishing king Khohgara of Sorath.®’

75. For bardic tales, Ras Mala, II p 103.

76 Prabandha, p 55.

77. A. K Majumdar, op cit, pp 498f

78. Hemacandra devotes canto X of the Dvyasraya to Karnadeva’s meditation on LaksmT

for the blessing of a son. It implies that Jayasirnha was bom late in his father’s life. But while

describing his boyhood Hemacandra (IX. 44-66) indicates that the prince fully grew up before

his father died

Merutuhga. however, states that the prince was crowned when he was only three* years

old (p 55). Caritrasundara Gam states that the prince was eight years old at the time of his

coronation (Kumampalacarita, I, 2, 27).

79. Minister Santu, for instance, contrived to take the boy-king with him to the house of

Madanapala and post the arrogant chief to death {Prabandha, p 56).

80. This seems to be the earliest title assumed by the king. It occurs as early as v 1166

(ad 1110) in a colophon of Ava^yakasutra. R. C. Parikh infers that Jayaslrnha’s military

adventures might have begun by this time, cf, Introduction to the History of Gujarat, p CLXVIl.

K. M. Munshi conjectures that it implies a victory over a southern king, GG, III, p 168.

81. For a bardic version of the causes of the conflict with Khahgara, see Ras mali, pp
118f. Merutuhga describes the campaign in some detail {Prabandha.. pp. 64f), hut names

the king Navaghana Instead of Khahgara. He is designated as a "AbhTra-ranaka” by Merutuhga.

Evidently he is the same man who controlled Gimar during 'the reign of Karna. He has been

identified with the Cudasama king and is apparently the Saurashtra king who was imprisoned

by Siddharaja according to the Dohad Inscription, dated v 1196; lA, X, p 168. Cf also A. K.

Majumdar, op cit, p 69.
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Thus he accomplished a brilliant success befitting a cakravartin and assumed

the title Siddha Chakravartin. which later made him popularly known as

Siddharaja. The Sirpha era, used especially in the records of Sorath, was

probably started by Siddharaja to commemorate his victory over that

territory.® Accordingly, his conquest of Saurashtra may be dated v 1170

(ad 1114).

Siddharaja appointed Sajjana governor of Sorath. A Gimar inscription

dated 1 1 20 proves that Sajjana was then governing the area. He reconstructed

the temple of Neminatha on Mt Gimar in stone in 1125.® At the instance

of his mother MayanalladevT, Siddharaja remitted the iniquitous pilgrim-tax

levied on pilgrims proceeding to Somnath, though the tax amounted to 72

lakh per annum.®^ Siddharaja visited the temple of Somnath as well as the

new temple of Neminatha on Mt Gimar.®

The conquest of Malwa was another achievement of Siddharaja. Probably

the Paramara king Naravarman had offended him by attacking Anahilapatana

when the latter was away on a pilgrimage to Somnath. After his return,

Siddharaja set out on a military campaign against Malwa. He subjugated

the Bhilla chief of the DahOd territory on the way and besieged the fort of

Dhara. After a long struggle, Siddharaja succeeded in capturing the fort

and took king YaSovarman, successor of Naravarman, captive. He made
his triumphant return to his capital along with the captive foe.® The conquest

of Malwa seems to have taken place in 1136.®^ It won him the glorious

title of Avantinatha used in the Gala inscription of 1137. Siddharaja annexed

Malwa and put minister Mahadeva in charge of the territory now treated

as Avanti-manda/a.®

The fourth celebrated title of Jayasirnhadeva is that of Barbarakajisrru.

Barbaraka was probably the chief of the non-Aryan tribe Barbaria.®® He

82. BG. I. i, p 176: GMRI. pp 271 f.

83. Pr^jancMia, p 65.

84. /toW. pp 57f.

85. Dvaya, XV, 18-100.

86. Hemacandra devotes canto XIV to this achievement. Memtuhga also describes the

episode in detail (Prabmdha, pp 58f). In his Surathtosava (XV. 22) SomeSvara simply states

that the king of Dhara was thrown into prison. The event is also mentioned by Balacandra

(VasantaviH^, III, 21-2), Arisirnha {Sukrtasaril^ana, II, 34), Jayasimha Suii

{Kum&apSlabhupSacaiita, I, 41) and in the VastupSa-TejBpSla praiasti (v 20). The achievement

is copiously documented in inscriptions too, eg, the Dohad inscription dated v 1196 (M, X,

p 158), Talwara image inscription (f^port of the Ragxttana Mjseum, 1914-15, p 2), and the

Ujjain fragmentary inscription (M, XUI, p 258). Jayasirnha was helped in this venture by A^rSja

and Arnor^a (cf, Sundha hUi Inscription, El, IX, 1907-8, p 76; unpublished inscription, ASI,

1936-37, p 120; Bijholi rock inscription, B. XXVI, 1941-42. pp 84-112; Bhilsa inscription,

PRASWC, 1913-14, p 59). See also D.C. Ganguly, History of the Paiwnira Dynasty, p 163

and A. K. M^mdar, op dt, pp 72-76.

87. GMW, p 288.

88. The Lpin fragmentary stone inscription dated v 1195, M, XUI, p 258.

89. M, VI, p 186; SG. I. i, pp 174 f.
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was CfBdited with marvellous powers and hence his subjugation by

Jayasirnhadeva won him wide renown for supernatural prowess.*’

Siddharaja also tried to extend his supremacy over other adjoining

kingdoms. He subdued the Cahamana king A^araja of Naddula, who
accompanied him in his campaign against Malwa.®’ Siddharaja also subjugated

the Cahamana king Arrioraja of SakambhaiT.®^ Later, he gave his daughter

KafteanadevT in marriage to Arnoraya. Siddhar^a, who had no son, brought

up his daughter’s son Some^vara at Anahilapatana. The Paramara king

Some^vara of Bhinamal regained his lost throne through the favour of

Siddharaja in 1141.*^ The Kalacuri king Ya§ahkania of Tripuff formed an

alliance with Siddharaja.®^ On his victorious return from Dhara, Siddharaja

tried to subjugate the Candella king Madanavarman of Mahobaka, but was
compelled to make peace by accepting a monetary gift.®® Siddharaja allied

with the Gahadavala king Govindacandra of Varanasi, who was a strong

rival of the Candella king.®® Siddharaja is also said to have defeated

Sindhuraja, who may be either a Sumra chief of Sind or the same as the

Paramara Somesvara of Kiradu.®’'

The Cajukya king Vikramaditya VI of Kalyana sent an embassy to the

court of Siddharaja. The former claimed to have conquered Lata and

humbled the pride of the Gurjara king, but the claim seems to be untenable.

Similarly, Siddharaja’s claim of having subdued Permadi of Kalyanakataka is

also unwarranted, Permadi in the context being generally identified with

Vikramaditya VI.®®

Jayasirnha Siddharaja developed the Caulukya kingdom into an empire.

From epigraphic evidence®® it appears that his sway extended over Saurashtra

and Kutch in the west. Lata in the south, Malwa in the east and southern

Rajasthan in the north. He enjoyed a long and prosperous reign from 1094

to 1142.

Siddharaja was not merely a great conqueror. He was also a great patron

of the arts of peace. On the conquest of Malwa he also aspired to see

that Gujarat would vie with Malwa in literature and learning as well. On
seeing the Bhoja-vyakarana in the bhandara of Malwa, he inspired Acarya

Hemacandra to prepare a work on grammar, and supplied him with the

90. Hemacandra takes this episode first and devotes canto XII to it. Jinamandana attributes

the origin of the title Siddharaja to this achievement {KumSrapala pmbandha, p 5). But in

the contemporary records, the title Babsraka-jisrvj does not occur earlier than 1137. The

plates dated 1128 are forged (GMRI, pp 263f). A K. Majumdar, op dt, pp 81-82.

91. A. K. Majumdar, op cit. pp 70f

92. toW, p 71.

93. Ibid, p 76.

94. IIM, p 77.

95. Ibid, pp 76f.

96. tofcf, pp 77f.

97. Ibid, p 81; GMRI, p 294.

98. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 78f.

99. Ibid, pp 499f; SWOGEG, pp 30f.
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Other works on the subject by sending his agents to Kashmir. Hemacandra

entitled his grammar Siddha-Hemacandra-$abclanu^asana.'°° The Acarya

was a versatile scholar who composed works on several other subjects.

Siddharaja also patronised the literary activities of 6iTpala, Vagbhata,

Jayamahgala, VarddhamanasOrT, Sagaracandra, Ramacandra and other men
of letters in his time.’°’ The king also encouraged education in his kingdom.

Siddhar^a was a 6aiva but he patronised brahmans and Jains as well

and issued grants of land to both. The victory of DevasuiT over Kumudacandra

in a public debate held at his court’“ established the predominance of the

Svetambara sect over the Digambara sect in Gujarat. He proclaimed amari

(non-slaughter of animals) on sacred days of the Jains. When the Parsis

and Hindus of Cambay harassed the local Muslims of the place, Siddharaja

made a personal inquiry into the matter and took requisite steps for

punishment and compensation.

Siddhar^a was also great builder of architectural monuments. He completed

the Rudramahalaya a Siisthala (Sidhpur) and elaborated the Durlabha reservoir

at the capital into the Sahasra-lihga lake. The perfection and magnificence

of both these renowned monuments are the crowning contributions of

Siddharaja. The king is also credited with several forts, sanctuaries and

reservoirs in his kingdom. Hence the origin of many old architectural

works in Gujarat is popularly ascribed to Siddhar^.

The uncommon personality of Jayasirnha was assuming a legendary

character even in his own times. To the people he appeared to be a great

monarch endowed with marvellous prowess and extraordinary benevolence.

In folk literature he became a popular hero like Vikrama and Bhoja.’°^ Even

the popular anecdotes of Ranak and Jasma were woven round this favourite

hero of folk tales, though they did not match his noble character.^*® But

he was unfortunate in one respect. Fortune did not favour him with a son

and when he died, he left the problem of succession unsolved.

KUMARAPALA (1142/43-1172/74)

When Siddharaja died, the line of Karnadeva came to an end. Kumarapala,

the great grandson of Ksemaraja, the elder son of BhTmadeva I, took the

opportunity and seized the throne (1142).’°® From the Jain chronicles it

100. PrabhSvs^<acarita, XXII, 74-115; Prabandha, pp 59-61.

101. CMil. pp 3061.

102. PratMvsikaoeafta, XXII, 112-15.

103. The inddent is described in a contemporary drama Mudrita-Kumudacandra and is

also narrated in both the Pmbhivakacaita (XXI, 81-251) and the Prabarutia (pp 66-68).

104. GMR/, p 318.

105. ED. II, pp 1631.

106. GMRI, pp 3001.

107. R. C. F*arikh, htroductkxi to the h^tory of Gv^arat, N-cIxii; GMRt, pp 3191.

108. GMR, pp 273-78, 303.

109. The Prabhandhas date the death o1 Siddharaja in Karttika o1 v 1199, while the Balf
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appears that Siddhar^a persecuted Kumarapala considering him to be his

prospective successor and Kumarapala had to wander hither and thither

for some years.”° However, he succeeded in securing the throne as the

legitimate heir to BhTmadeva, and the royal power passed to the lineage

of Ksemaraja bom of BakuladevT.

Shortly after his accession, Kumarapala came into conflict with Arnoraja,

the Cahamana king of Bakambharl. His victory over the king of SakambharT

is eulogized in his inscriptions.’” Arnoraja made peace by giving his daughter

Jahlana in marriage to Kumarapala.”^ Relations between the Cahamanas
and the Caulukyas became more cordial when Arnor^a was succeeded

by his son Somesvara.”^

After returning victorious from SakambharT, Kumarap^a arrested the

treacherous Paramara king Vikramasimha of Mt Abu and set the latter’s

nephew Yasodhavala in his place.’” Kumarapala also subjugated the

Cahamanas of Naddula and the Paramaras of Kiradu.”'’ He also defeated

and killed king Bahala of Malwa”*’ whose head was hung from the gates of

Kumarapala’s palace.”^

The king sent an expedition against Mallikarjuna, the Bilahara king of

north Konkan. The first expedition under Ambada did not meet with success,

but the second expedition succeeded with the aid of the Paramara king

Dharavarsa and the Cahamana king SomeSvara.”®

Konkan shortly threw off the Caulukya yoke, but Naddula and Kiradu

continued to be the vassal states of Gujarat. Kumarapala also maintained

his hold over Saurashtra and Kutch intact. He thus held sway over a vast

empire, which extended as far as Chitor to Jaisalmer in the north and at

least up to Bhilsa in the east.”®

Kumarapala is celebrated as the last great royal patron of Jainism. He
seems to have gradually come under its influence through the preachings

stone Inscription (Ef, XI, 1911-12, pp 32f) dates the grant in v (12) 00 during the reign of

Jayasirnhacleva. Hence it is proposed to take v 1199 as expired and equate it with v 1200

current (cf. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, p 99).

It is definite that Kumarapala succeeded Siddharaja in the winter of v 1199. The number

of the year would remain the same in both the Caitradi and Karttikadi systems from Karttika

to Phalguna. The reading of the BalF inscnptton, therefore, seems untenable. For contra see

A. K. Majumdar, ibid.

110. PraUiavakacarUa, XXII, 356-417; Prabandha, pp 77f: KumarapalabhCvjSlacaita, III,

23-475.

111. The Vadnagar and Veraval pra^tis and the Chitorgarh inscription. Also Dvaya, XVI-XVIll;

Prabanc»)a, pp 79f; t^jrr^ffap&athupdlacsaita, IV, 172-212.

112. Dvaya, XIX. 1-90.

113. A. K. Msyumdar, op dt, p 109.

114. Ibid, pp 109f.

115. Ibid, pp llOf.

116. Dvaya, XIX. 91-128.

117. Vadnagar pra^ast/. El, I, 1888-92, pp 293f, v 15,

118. Dvaya, VI, 40-72; PrabsmOia, pp 80f.

119. A. K, Majumdar, op dt, pp 117f.
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of Acarya Hemacandra and accepted the Jain vows in stages. According

to Jina-mandana, the king is said to have become a Jain in 1160.’^ The
king is said to have declared prohibition against animal slaughter and other

allied vices.’^’ He is also credited with having given up the practice of

confiscating the property of a widow who had no son. This was popularly

known as the property of a weeping woman.’^^

Acarya Hemacandra narrated the life of king Kumarapala in his Prakrit

Dvya^rya.'^^ As the great royal patron of Jainism, Kumarapala is credited

with the construction of splendid Jain temples at several places in Gujarat.’^''

However, the king did not severe his relations with the faith of his ancestors.

He restored the celebrated temple of Somnath at Prabhas'^^ and built the

ternple of Kumaresvara at the capital.’^

Acarya Hemacandra expired in 1172 and king Kumarapala died shortly

thereafter. Like Siddharaja, he too had no son to succeed him.

AJAYAPALA (1174-77)

Kumarapala was succeeded by his nephew Ajayapala, son of MahTpala.

As the new king was a devout follower of Siva, Jain chronicles represented

him as the persecutor of Jainism.’^’'

Ajayapala defeated the king of Sapadalaksa and compelled him to pay

tribute.'^® The king of Sapadalaksa was most probably Somesvara, the then

reigning Cahamana king of SakambharT.’^

The Guhilot king Samantasirpha probably tried to recover the Chitor region

from the Caulukyas and achieved some success at the beginning. But the

Caulukya king ultimately succeeded in vanquishing his enemy with the aid

of king Prahladana of Mt Abu.'”

Ajayapala encouraged brahmanism with zeal and explicitly referred to

himself as a parama-mahe^vara. Nevertheless, the attribution of the

persecution of Jaihism to him seems unwarranted.'^’

120. Ibid, p 121.

121. Ibid, pp 31 5f.

122. Dvaya, XX, 1-37.

123. Ibid, 38-89.

124. GMRI, pp 370f.

125. Dvaya, XX, 94-95; Prabhas PStan inscnption dated ValabhT year 850 {BPSI, pp 186f);

Prabancha, pp 84t.

126. Dwaya. XX. 101.

127. GMRI, pp 391 f; A K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 128f. Later Jain chronicles state that

Kunwapala was poisoned by Ajayapala as the former had planned to disinherit the latter at

the instance of Hemacandra (KumarapalabhC^lacarita, X, 107-267; p 98).

But the story is of late origin and is hardly credible.

128. A. K. Majumdar,op cIt, p 127.

129. Ibid.

130. Ibid, p 128.

131 See n 127 above.
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Not much is known of the reign of /^apala, but he definitely seems

to have preserved his royal heritage intact.

MOLARAJA II (1177-79)

Ajayapala was succeeded by his son Mularaja II who, being very young

in age, is also known as Bala Mularaja.

The defeat inflicted on the invincible mieccha (Turkish) lord of Gurjana

(Ghazni) during his reign won him great glory. The Turkish lord of Ghazni

was probably Muizzud-din Muhammad Ghori. The invader’s army was
resisted and routed near Mt Abu on the border of Gujarat in 1178. Queen
Naiki, the mother of the boy-king, played a heroic role in the glorious victory.’®

The short reign of Mularaja II witnessed the calamity of a tem'ble famine

in Gujarat. The Paramara king Vindhyavarman of Dhara tried to take

advantage of the situation and get rid of the Caulukya power in Malwa.

But Kumara, who led the Caulukya army in Malwa, kept the Caulukya hold

over the territory intact.’®

Mularaja, though young, died prematurely within a short span of about

two years after his accession. He was succeeded by his younger brother

BhTmadeva.

BHTMADEVA II (1 1 79-1 242)

BhTmadeva II, like his predecessor, was very young at the time of his

accession. The chronicles credit him with a long reign of sixty-three years,

vi4iich is the longest in the Caulukya dynasty. But his reign was, in fact,

eclipsed by the intermediate reign of a usurper for some years.

iVie boy king was confronted with a very critical situatton characterised

by the defection of his mandalikas as well as by the rise of strong powers

on the borders of his kingdom.’®

The Seuna king Bhillama of Devagiri turned to Gujarat, attacked the

Caulukya kingdom and defeated king BhTmadeva. His advance was repulsed

by the Cahamana king Delhana of Marwad.’®

BhTmadeva also came into conflict with the Cahamanas of Ajmer. The

first encounter resulted in Some^vara’s death. The conflict continued during

the reign of his son PrthvTraja III, but peaceful relations were restored before

1187.’®

By the end of the twelfth century BhTmadeva had to encounter a Turkish

invasion under Qutb-ud-din. It seems that the latter defeated the Caulukya

king and occupied the capital of Gujarat. But vvhen his army tried to

132. A. K. Msyumdar, op c^, pp 131t.

133. Surathotsava, XV, 33-38.

134. Prabandha, p 97. The known records of his reign are dated v 1235 to 1296.

135. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, pp 138f.

136. Ibid, p 140.

137. Ibid.
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conquer the fortified places of Cambay and Somnath, they were repulsed

with great valour. The Turkish army was pursued further and driven out of

Gujarat.’® Lavanaprasada, the formidable mandalika, seems to have played

a prominent role in routing the Turkish forces.

By that time the Paramaras had gained much strength in Malwa.

Vmdhyavarman had occupied Dhara and his son Subhatavarman probably

attacked Anahilapatana. He conquered Dabhoi and occupied it for some

time. Lavanaprasada saved the Caulukya kingdom by driving away

Subhatavarman.’®

Shortly after, BhTmadeva lost his power to Jayantasirnha, who usurped

the throne and occupied it for some years. This event seems to have taken

place before 1210. Jayantasirnha belonged to the Caulukya family, but his

relationship with BhTmadeva is not known. The former was defeated by

Arjunavarman, son of king Subhatavarman, of Malwa, in the valley of

Pavagadh and the latter captured his daughter JayasrT. King Jayantasirnha

issued a grant of land in 1223. But his reign did not last long thereafter,

for we find BhTmadeva had already regained his power in 1226.’"°

By this time Lata had passed through a critical situation. It passed under

the power of a Cahamana named Sirpha. It was invaded by the Seunas

repeatedly. Sartkya, nephew of Sirpha, inflicted a disastrous defeat on the

Seunas. But latter he sided with the Seuna king Sirhhana, who invaded

Lata. Lavanaprasada had to conclude a treaty with the invader, as he was

confronted by an attack from Marwad. Sahkha attacked Cambay, but was

defeated by Vastupala, minister of VTradhavala, son of Lavanaprasada.

Sankha then induced Sirhhana to invade Gujarat again. Vastupala contrived

to effect a breach between Sahkha and Sirhhana through spies, and

compelled Sahkha to submit. Lavanaprasada then sent his son VTradhavala

to invade the territory of the Seunas and Sirhhana was obliged to conclude

a treaty on equal terms.'"’

Four kings of Marwad, including kings Dharavarsa of Candravati and

Udayasimha of Jalor, rebelled again, but were subdued by Lavanaprasada

and VTradhavala.’"^ Thus, Lavanaprasada, and his son VTradhavala played

a prominent part in the political affairs of the Caulukya kingdom during the

reign of BhTmadeva II. They belonged to a Caulukya family of Vaghela near

Patan. Lavanaprasada was designated sarve^vara (all-in-all) of the Caulukya

kingdom. VTradhavala reigned as the ranaka (chieO of the Dholka territory.

They saved the Caulukya kingdom not only from the rebellion of feudatories

but also from the attacks of the neighbouring kings. They remained loyal

to their lord, though they were virtually more powerful than the latter. From

138. ItHd, pp 141f.

139. HM, pp 146f.

^ 40. Ibid, pp 148, 160f. The chronicles take no notice of this interregnum in the reign of

Bhimadeva II.

141. HWtf, pp 149f.

142. <Wtf, p 155; GMRI, pp 433f.
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Bhlmadeva, VTradhavala received the services of Vastupala and Tejahpala

as his ministers who made valuable contributions to political and cultural

activities in Gujarat.’^^

King Bhlmadeva had two wives named LiladevT and SumaladevT. The king

built the temples of BhTmeSvara and LileSvara at Japura founded by him

near Gambhuta.’'*^ Similarly, the Sumalesvara temple built at Ghusadi

commemorates the name of SumaladevT.’^® King Bhlmadeva also contributed

Meghanada mandapa to the celebrated temple of Somnath. The king

enjoyed a very long reign and assumed titles like Abhinava-Siddharaja and

Saptama-Cakravarti, but the real credit of preserving the Caulukya power

intact goes to his loval mandalika Lavanaprasada and his son VTradhavala.

TRIBHUVAISIAPALA (1242-44)

King Bhlmadeva II was succeeded by Tribhuvanapala.’^ But he reigned

only for two years. He issued a land grant in 1243.’“^

The king killed a general of the Guhilot king Jaitrasimha when the latter

tried to recover Kottadaka (modem Kotada).’**® The shadow play Dihamgada
was composed at the instance of his court.

The reign of Tribhuvanapala came to an end in c. 1244.’^® It marked

the end of Mularaja’s dynasty, which was established at Anahilapatanajn

942. Thus, the main line of the Caulukya dynasty held continuous power

over Gujarat for a long period of about three centuries, c. 942 to 1244.

It

THE VAGHELA dynasty (1244-1304)

NAME AND ORIGIN

VTsaladeva, who succeeded Tribhuvanapala in 1244, belonged to a different

143. Rana Lavanaprasatia and Viradhavala as well as ministers Vastupala and Tejahpala

also contributed much to the ascendancy of the Vaghela dynasty, which succeeded Mular^a’s

dynasty at Anahilapatana.

144. The kadi plates of Bhlmadeva II, dated v 1263, /A VI, pp 194f.

145. The Kadi plates of Bhlmadeva II, dated v 1295 and 1296, /A VI, pp 205f.

146. He is not mentioned in the chronicles, but Is included in the list of the Caulukya

kings in some pattavaSs. Tribhuvanapala seems to be the rightful heir of Bhlmadeva II. but

the exact relation^ip between the two is unknown, A. K. N4ajumdar, op cit, p 167.

147. Kadi plates, lA, VI, pp 21 Of.

148. Reference to Tribhuvanaranaka in the ChlravS Inscription, El, XXII, 1933-34, p 288, v 19.

149. According to the Prabandha, Bhlmadeva 11 reigned for sixty-three years from v 1235,

ie. up to V 1298. The pattSvalfs given by R. G. Bhandarkar expressly commence
Tribhuvanapala’s reign in v 1298. He is said to have reigned for two or four years, ie, up to

v 1300 or 1302. His successor VTsaladeva is accordingly said to have reighed up to v 1318

or 1320. But as the latter date has proved to be untenable, VTsaladeva's reign is to be dated

1300 to 1318. Buhler is, therefore, justified In assigning the end of Tribhuvanapala's reign to

V 1300, (lA, VI, p 213); GMRI, o 458.
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branch of the Caulukyas.’®° The kings of that branch are generally introduced

as Caulukyas in their records, but they were also known as Vyaghrapalfiya.’®’

Later, the branch got popularly known as Vaghela. The name owes its

origin to the village vyaghrapallF or Vaghal, which seems to be the original

place of that family. The place is situated near Harij in Mehsana district,

about 35 kms south of Patan.

EARLY HISTORY

The earliest known member of the Vaghela family is Dhavala, whose wife

was a sister of Kumarapala's mother. His son Arnoraja led a successful

camp)aign in Saurashtra during the reign of Kumarapala and slew Rariasirnha

(the Gupta king of Mewad)’“ in war. In reward for his services he received

the village of BhTmapallT from the king.’“ His son Lavaiiaprasada was bom
while he served Kumarapala as a samanta.'^

When the provincial governors revolted against the power of king BhTmadeva

II, Arnoraja tried to crush the revolt and died in war.

Lavanaprasada, the son of Arnor^a, also rendered valuable services to

the king and was promoted to the highest position in the kingdom. He
became the sarve^ara, but remained faithful to the king throughout his

life. He was also the ranaka (chief) of Dholka. In administration the aged

mahamatyjale^vara was ably assisted by his son Viradhavala.

Lavanaprasada founded Salakhanapura in memory of his mother

SalakhanadevT and erected two Saiva temples there in the name of his

parents.^®

The principality of Dholka was governed by ranaka Vfradhavala. At his

request king BhTmadeva of Ariahilapatana, lent him the services of his

ministers Vastupala and Tejahpaia.^** They belonged to a Pragvata (Porwad)

family of the capital. Their ancestors, viz, Candapa, Candaprasada, Soma
and Asvaraja, also officiated as ministers in the Caulukya kingdom.’®^

ASvar^ married a widow named Kumaradevi’®® who gave birth to four

sons and seven daughters. Luniga and Malladeva, the two elder sons, died

early, while their younger brothers Vastupala and Tejahpala distinguished

themselves as ministers of rSnaka Viradhavala who, along with his father

Lavanaprasada, also played a prominent role in the affairs of the kingdom

150. SomeSvara expressly represents his great-grandfather Arnoraja as having spaing from

a different branch of the Caulukya dynasty. Kfrtikaumucf, II, 62.

151. Merutufiga introduces Lavanaprasada as renovimed by this epithet Pratiandha, p 98.

152. H. G. Shastri, GPI, p 223.

'

153. Sukrteearrriwtana, w 15-18; Sukrt^MMoM, v 74.

154. FVabsndha, p 94.

155. The Kadi plates to Jayantasirnha, dated v 1280, M, VI, pp I96f; the Kai plates of

Bhfmadeva II, dated v 1287 and 1288; lA, VI, pp 201 f. The temples viiere named Analesvara

and SalakhneSvara.

156. Nanan&Syanavanda, XVI. 35:Sukrtssamldrtmia, III, 57-58; SukrtalaltKaMir, 1 18-19.

157. GMRI, p 442.

158. Prabancha, p 98.
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of BhTmadeva II. Tejahpala officiated as the malwn§tya of Dholka from

1220 and Vastupala became the sarve^vara of Viradhavala's principality in

1221 .^®®

Vastupala was a poet as well as a great patron of teaming and literature.^®®

The two brothers erected splendid sanctuaries at several places such as

Satrunjaya, Girnar, Abu, Aiiahilapatana, Broach, Cambay, Dabhoi and

Dholka.’®’ The marble temple of Neminatha, built by Tejahpala at Dilwara

in Mt Abu in 1231 and celebrated as Luna-vasahi in memory of his son

Lunasirriha,’®® ranks as one of the most magnificent monuments of the

Caulukya kingdom.

Ranaka Viradhavala died in 1238 or 1239.’®® His brother’®^ Virama had

built the temple of VframeSvara at Ghusadi represented by modem
Viramgam.’®®

Vfradhavala was succeeded by his son Visaladeva. Minister Vastupala

died in 1240.’®® In 1242 king BhTmadeva II of Anahilapatana was succeeded

by Tribhuvanapala.’®^ In 1244 the reins of the Caulukya kingdom of

Ariahilapatana passed to ranaka Visaladeva of Dholka, probably when king

Tribhuvanapala died and left no heir behind.

VfSALADEVA (1244-62)

Visaladeva is the first Caulukya of the Vaghela branch among the kings

that ruled over Gujarat from Anahilapatana. Tejahpala continued to officiate

as his mahamatya even at Anahilapatana.’®® He was succeeded by Nagada
of the Nagara caste.

Visaladeva invaded Malwa, crushed the pride of its king and destroyed

the city of Dhara. Dharadavarp^, composed by Ganapati Vyasa,’

commemorated the glorious achievement, but the work is not available at

present. The then reigning king of Malwa was probably Jaitugideva, the

successor of Devapala.’®®

Visaladeva also vanquished the king of Mewad, who seems to be

Tejasiimha, the successor of Jaitrasirnha.”'®

159. The Gimar inscriptions dated v 1288, RLARBP, pp 328f.

160. He connposed a m^^Mvya entitled NarmiS^iyanananda. He patronised a numoer of

poets and scholars of his times.

161. See n 159 above.

162. The Mt Abu inscription dated v 1287, B, VIII. 1905-06, pp 200f.

163. GMRI, p 451.

164. Rdja^hara represents Virama as the elder son of Viradhavala, Prabandha, pp 124-25.

But epigraphic evidence proves that Virama was a son of Lavanaprasada’, ie, a brother of

Viradhavala, CM1I, pp 451 f; A. K. Majumdar, op erf, pp 170f.

165. The Kadi plates of Bhimadeva II dated v 1295 and 1296, lA, VI, pp 205f.

166. GMRf, pp 453f; A. K. M^umdar, op ctf. p 172.

167. GMRI, p 421.

168. Ibid, p 461; A. K. Majumdar, cp dt, pp I77f.

169. GIMRf, p 462; A. K. Mayumdar, op ctf. p 173.

170. GMRI, p 463; A. K. Majumdar, op dt, p 174.
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King VFsalacleva is euloguised for his victory over the Seurra king Sirhhana

of the Deccan. But this probably took place during the reign of BhTmadeva
II, ie, while VTsaiadeva was the ranate of Dholka.’^’ After becoming the

king of Gujarat, VTsaiadeva seems to have suffered reverses at the hands

of Sirhhana’s successors Krerra and Mahadeva.’^* However, VTsaiadeva is

credited with a victory over the king of Karnataka, who might have been
the Hoy^aja king VTra bom§Svara or his successor Narasirnha.’^®

VTsaiadeva was a great patron of arts and letters. He is said to have

performed a great sabrifice at Dabhoi, represented as his birth-place, and

bestowed villages on Nagara brahmans.’^^ He made a pilgrimage to Somnath
and made liberal donations to Nanaka, a local scholar of the Nagara

caste.’^® The king built and restored several temples including the sun

temple at MQIasthana and the Vaidyanatha temple at Dabhoi.'^®

Gujarat suffered from a famine which lasted for three years (1256-59).

$resthin Jagadu of Bhadrebvara (Kutch) distributSd foodgrains among
people.’^

King VTsaiadeva is euloguised as Abhinava-Siddharaja, Apara-Arjuna and

Raja-Narayana.’^® The name of his queen was NagalladevT. He probably

died without having a son and was succeeded by Arjunadeva, the son of

his elder brother Pratapamalla, who seems to have predeceased his father.’^®

ARJUNADEVA (1262-75)

Arjunadeva, the nephew of VTsaiadeva, was nominated by the latter as

his heir before his death.^®"

The Jain Prabandhas record little informatton about the Vaghela kings

after the account of Vastupala and Tejahpala. The Veraval inscription of

1264’®’ introduces him as a devotee of 6iva and as the Caulukya-cakravartin.

He is also euloguized as a powerful opponent of Nihbahkamalla, who is

not identified.’®^

171. G/MR/, op 463f.

172. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, pp 174f.

173. CMV, p 464f. The passage in the Kadi plates is erroneously taken to mean that

VTsaiadeva wa^ chosen as husband by the daughter of the king of Karnata. The reference

is, in fact, to the Rgjalaksrhr of Karnata and to the daughter of the king of Karnata. Hence

the passage indicates a victory over the Karriita king and not a matrimonial alliance with him.

174. Jinaharsa Gani, VastupSacarita, III, 41-43.

175. Ndnaka' pra^^, M. XI, pp 98-108.

176. Dabhoi stone inscription dated v 1311, El, I, 1888-92, pp 20f.

177. Sarvandda Suri, Je^aducaita, VI, 67-137; Puri^ta Praband^a Ssm^aha, p 70.

178. The Kadi plates of V&saladeva, dated v 1317, lA, VI, pp 212f and Gntra stone

inscription dated v 1343, B. I, 1888-92, pp 271f.

179. GMF?/, pp 452f.

180. A. K. Mcyumcter, op dt. p 180.

181. M, XI, pp 241f.

182. There was a king named NiMatikamalla in Sri Lanka but he ruled in 1187-96, ie,

during the time of Bhimadeva II.
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Afiunadeva seems to have suffered a defeat at the hands of the Seuna

king Ramacandra in 1271 or 1272/“ Ranaka Maladeva was the mahamatya

of Arjunadeva. The Veraval inscription of 1264, which is dated in four

different eras, viz, the Hijri era, the Vikrama era, the Valabhi era and the

Simha era, records that a Khoja ship owner was permitted to build a

mosque outside the town of Somnath and that he made certain endowments

for its maintenance/®^

RAMADEVA (1275)

Arjunadeva had two sons, viz, Rama and Sarahga. Arjunadeva was

probably succeeded by Rama who was elder, but the latter seems to have

reigned for a very short period of a few months only. Hence the name of

Ramadeva, like that of Vallabharaja, is overlooked in most of the records.’®®

He was succeeded by his younger brother Sarahgadeva.

SARANGADEVA (1275-96)

Sararhgadeva, the younger son of Arjunadeva, ascended the throne in

1275.’®® In contemporary records he is eulogised as Narayanavatara.

Bhujabalamalla, Saptama-cakravartin and Abhinava-Siddharaja.’®^

In an inscription of 1277, he is said to have been “a comet to the

Malava country” and “a Boar in upholding the Gurjara country”.’®® It implies

that Gujarat had suffered some set-back, probably from Malwa and the

king rescued it by invading Malwa and subduing its king, whose name is

not specified. The event evidently took place during the early years of

Sarartgadeva’s reign. The king is known to have defeated Goga, identified

with king Gogadeva of Malwa
’®®

,
Sarar^gadeva is also credited with a victory over the Seuria king, who is

identified with king Ramacandra of Devagiri.’®° Further, the army of

Saraiigadeva is said to have repelled an invasion of the Turuskas, who are

probably identifiable with the Mongols, who seem to have penetrated as

far as Mt Abu.’®’

The Cintra pra^sti dated 1287 records that Tripurantaka restored the

Somnath temple and built several shrines at Prabhas.’®^

183. Arjuna, who was defeated by Sirnhana, was king Arjunadeva of Malwa and not his

namesake of the Vaghela dynasty, A. K. Majumdar, op dt, p 180.

184. M, XI, pp 241f.

185. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, p 181.

186. According to Vicamden.

187. The Khokhra inscription dated v 1332. M, XXII. p 276; Amran stone inscnption dated

V 1333; and Abu stone inscription dated v 1350, PO. III. i, pp 23 and 69.

188. Amran stone inscription mentioned above.

189. GMRI, p 481; A. K. Majumdar, op cff. p 182.

190. GMRI. p 482; A. K. Majumdar, op dt. pp 183-84.

191. A. K. Majumdar, pp ctf, pp 183-84.

192. El, I, 1888-92. pp 271f.
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Sarahgadeva probably left no son behind and was succeeded by Karna,

son of his elder brother Ratnadeva. Karnadeva succeeded in 1296-97. One
of his inscriptions is dated March 1247 and another November 1297.’®’

Madhava, the last matmmtya of Sarahgadeva, continued to officiate as

mahamatya during the reign of Karnadeva. He was a Nagara brahman. He
invited the Turks to invade Gujarat in order to avenge himself on the king

who, enamoured with the beautiful wife of his brother Ke^va, killed the

husband and appropriated the wife.’®^ The Turkish invasion was led by

Ulugh Khan and Nusrat Khan at the instance of Sultan Ala-ud-din Khalji.’®®

The event took place late in 1298 or in early 1299.’®® As the Cauhana

king Kanhade of Jhalor refused to let the invading army pass through his

territory, it passed through Mewad and reached Gujarat. The chief of

Modasa resisted the invading forces but he died while fighting, and Modasa
fell to the invaders. The army then marched to Anahilapatana and besieged

the city. The army of the king could resist no longer. At the instance of

Madhava, Karnadeva escaped stealthily and the capital fell into the hands

of the invaders.’®^

The Turkish army then started on a further campaign in Gujarat and

sacked Asawal, Dholka, Cambay and Surat. Further, it advanced to Saurashtra,

sacked Una, Mangarol, Div and other places, and fell upon Somnath.

Several brave warriors resisted the invaders but met with no success. The

celebrated temple of Somnath again fell into the hands of the invaders and

was demolished.’®® The event seems to have taken place in June 1299.’®®

Ulugh Khan captured queen KamaladevT and returned to Delhi. The

unfortunate queen had to court Islam and marry the sultan. Kartiadeva

probably returned to his capital and resumed his power.

193. Mangrol inscnption, PO, III, p 73. Muralidhar temple inscription, Buddhiprak^ (Gujarati),

1910, pp 47f also noticed in ASI, 1935-36, p 98.

194. The episode is briefly referred to in the VcsavirenT and Vividhafii1h^<s^ of the

fourteenth century. The episode is narrated in detail by Padmanabha in KhSnh&l0-Pr^}ancUia

(v 1512). The Modha-^rSna (fourteenth or fifteenth century) and the KhyStdi Muhnot Naiiiasi,

too, attnbute the Turkish invasion to Madhava. C5f, GMR/, pp 492f. The bardic account

represents the appropriated wife as the wife of MSdhava (flSs M§la, p 214), and Naiiiasrs

KhySt introduces her as the daughter of Madhava.

195. Much of the information about the Turkish invasion and conquest of Qi^rat is supplied

by the Persian accounts, the works of Amir Khusrau, IsStth, Barani, Niz^-ud-din, Badauni

and Finshta being notable among them. See also Mohammad Habib and K. A. Nizami, A
Comprehensive History of india, v, pp 334-36.

196. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, p 188 and n 7. An inscription of Somnath PStan (NIA, I, p
695) dates the conflict in 1298, while Jinaprabha Suri dates the event in 1299. Probably the

year 1299 applies to the Caitradi system and the year 1298 to the K§rttH<ddi system.

197. Padmanabha, Kaiyiide-Prstandha, I.

198. A. K. Majumdar, op cit, pp 188f.

199. The Somnath Patan inscription dates the event on 6 June 1299, NIA, I, p 69b.

200. For the controversy about the historicity and date of this episode, see A. K. Majumdar,

op off, pp 189f and GPI, pp 234f.

201. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, pp 190f.
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Ala-ud-din sent another invasion to Gujarat in 1304.^ It was ted by Alap

Khan and PaficamT. This time Karnadeva was totally defeated. He fled to

the Deccan and sought refuge with prince Sirnghanadeva, son of king

Ramacandra of Devagiri. hie had to accept the latter’s demand of his

daughter Oevaladevf for his brother. But on her way to Devagiri she fell

into the hands of PancamT, who sent her to Delhi.*” The sultan annexed

Gujarat and put it under the charge of Alap Khan.

The unfortunate king probably found rx) hospitality at Devagiri and took

refuge with the king of Telangana.*^ He wandered like a pauper and died

unnoticed.*® When his daughter grew up, she married prince Khizr Khan.**

Thus the royal family of the Vaghela dynasty met vwth a tragic end. It led

to the establishment of the Turkish rule over the region of Gujarat, which

was then turned into a province of the Delhi sultanate.

202. For the account of the second invasion, see Ibid, pp 189f. The date of v 1360 given

in Pravacana-pai9<$S and VIc&airBrf seems to apply to this later invasion.

203. A. K. Majumdar, op dt, p 190.

204. bid.

205. Verse of l^kibiandanodhsra-Prtbaidha (v 1393).

206. For the controversy about the historicify of this episode and the probability of its

particulars, A. K. MayunKiar, op dt, pp 194-96 and CPI, pp 234f.



Chapter XVI

THE CANDELLAS
k<D

The early medieval period of India was one of the dominance of a few

dynasties over the country divided into a number of well-defined regions.

It was indeed an age of political adventurers eager to make their fortune,

and some of them actually did succeed in can/ing out independent principalities

of their own mostly at the expense of their one-time suzerains.

The Candellas of Jejakabhukti, modem Bundelkhand in Madhya Pradesh,

and Uttar Pradesh, were feudatories of the imperial Prafiharas in the early

phase of their career. They came to the limelight by rendering effective

assistance to Ksitipaladeva’ of the Pratiharas at a critical moment.

The Pratiharas fell on evil days towards the end of the ninth century,

and in 915 they received a severe blow from R^trakuta Indra lll.^ Though

Ksitipala (MahTpala) partly salvaged the imperial structure after the death of

Indra III, the help he had to take from his feudatory Harsa of the Candella

family was an event of considerable political significance. For the Candellas

this was an important step towards their independence from their overlords.

EARLY HISTORY

Nannuka is the earliest prince of the Candelia dynasty according to the

evidence of the Khajuraho inscriptions.® From the conventional epithets nrpa

and mahpaf/ assigned to him and the vague praises about him as recorded

in these epigraphs, he appears to be a politically insignificant figure. Whether

or not he was a feudatory of the Pratiharas, as H. C. Ray would have us

believe,^ is doubtful, since the picture of the Pratlhara power drawn by Ray

seems to be a little exaggerated. In ^ct, the unstable conditions prevailing

in northern India due to the continued struggle for supremacy between .the

three contemporary powers, viz. the Guijara Pratiharas, the Rastrakutas

and the Piles could make it possible for a' local tribal leader in the

Bundelkhand region to establish an independent territorial chieftainship, not

1. a I. 1888-92, p 122, 1, 10.

2. m Vll, 1902-3, p 38.

3. m I. 1888-92, p 125, V, 10; p 141, V. 11.

4. DHUV/, II, pp 667-68.
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necessarily owing allegiance to any suzerain power. Nannuka, the leader

of a local tribe, could have been such, a figure and it was under his

leadership that the nucleus of the Candella state was founded in that

region, which later came to be known as Jejabhukti or Jejakabhukti.®

However, the traditional accounts preserved in the folk ballads and stories

refer to Candravarman as the founder of the Candella dynasty. Nannuka

and Candravarman may be taken as the same person. In a manuscript of

such a traditional account, the Mahoba Khanda, Cunningham noticed Sarn

225 mentioned as the date of the consecration of Candravarman.® Referring

it to the Harsa era, Cunningham concluded that the founder of the dynasty

began to rule sometime around 831 . The date of the Khajurahoi inscription

of Yasovarman, sixth in descent from Nannuka, is v 1011 (ad 954).

Calculating on the basis of an average of twenty to twenty-five years per

reign, Cunningham placed the founder in the beginning of the ninth century.

In other words, Nannuka seems to have flourished in the first half of the

ninth century.

Nannuka was succeeded by his son Vakpati. He is described as a very

popular king with the wisdom and power of speech of his namesake
Vakpati. In combining in himself wisdom and valour, Vakpati is said to have

excelled the military kings Prthu and Kakutstha. Verse 13 of the Khajurah'p

inscription states that the Vmdhyas became the pleasure-mount (knda-gih)

of Vakpati where he was entertained by the Kirata women. Relying on this,

H. C- Ray concludes that "Vakpati succeeded in extending to some degree

the limits of his small ancestral principality”.^ The verse in question need

not be taken as indicating any definite advance of territorial power. Several

hills connected with the Vmdhyas in the territory later came to be known

as Jejakabhukti, and some of them may have been referred to in the

concerned verse.

Vakpati had two sons, Jaya^kti and Vijaya§akti. A fragmentary Mahoba
inscription records that Jayaiakti gave his name to Jejabhukti, just as Prthu

did to PrthvT. Vijayasakti is said in an epigraph to have carried on expeditions

to the far south to help the cause of an ally (suhrd}, who is identified with

either a Gurjara Prafit^ra or the Pala king Devapala. The former identification

seems unlikely. If he was the overlord of Jaya^kti and Vijayasakti, the

suhrd would not be an appropriate epithet for the Gurjara Pratihara king.

Further, the Pratiharas are not known to have carried on any expedition

to the extreme south of India in which the Candellas could have helped

them. The possibility of Devapala being a suhid of the Candellas may also

be ruled out by the absence of positive evidence. And if the Candellas

were really feudatories of the Gurjara Pratiharas, it would have been unusual

for them to help the Palas, who. happened to be the enemies of the

5. B, I, 1888-92, p 221; ASIR-C, XXI, pp 173-74, The Ratanpur stone inscription of the

Cedi Samvat 866 [B, I, p 35] spells It. as Je|3bhuktika.

6. ParamS Raso, ch I, ASKR-C, II, pp 445-46.

7. DHNI, II, p 669.
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Pratlharas. In view of the progressive weakening of the Pala power and a
temporary cessation of Rastrakuta attacks from about the middle of the

ninth century, probably the Candellas gained for themselves a recognised
political status by accepting the suzerainty of the Pratlharas which was
stronger than many powers of northern India at that time. The Candellas

must have submitted to the Pratlharas sometime after Vijayasakti’s expedition

to the south when he is supposed to have been assisting the Palas.®

Rahila, the son of Vijaya^akti, is only vaguely eulogised,as a great warrior,®

and what appears to be certain about him is that he excelled more in the

arts of peace than those of war. Epigraphs are eloquent about his execution

of the works of public utility such as the excavation of tanks and lakes

and construction of temples, remnants of which are still visible at Ajaygadh

and Mahoba. Local traditions also corroborate this.

Harsa, the son and successor of Rahila, was a substantial figure in the

early history of the Candellas. He aimed at consolidating and perhaps

enlarging his dominions by a policy of matrimonial alliances. Whil^ he married

Kancuka of the Cahamana dynasty (C^hamana • Kulodbhavaml'° Natta or

NattakhyadevT, a Candella princess, most probably related to himself, was
given in marriage to the Kalacuri king Kokkalla I. The Kalacuris, it may be
noted here, appreciated this marriage as an ideal one lik.e the celestial

unions of SachT with Indra Kamala with Upendra and Uma with Candramauli.'’

That the Kalacuris were friendly towards the Candellas is also evident from

the Varanasi grant of Karna which states that Harsa, along with three other

rulers including Bhoja II of the Pratlhara dynasty and Vallabharaja, ie,

Rastrakuta Krsna II, had been granted freedom from fear by the Kalacuri

Kokkalla (c. 875-925).^^ The significance of the statement seems to be in

the fact that Kokkalla assured Harsa of his intention not to injure the

.interests of the Candellas and, at the same time, to secure an indirect

protection for them by allying himself both with the Gurjara Pratlharas and

the Rastrakutas, who had been bitterly opposed to each other for a long

time. Harsa is, however, known to have consolidated his position and

gained the unique distinction of restoring Ksitipaladeva of the Pratihara

dynasty to the throne when the latter fell on evil days due to the sack of

the imperial city of Mahodaya (Kannauj) by the Rastrakuta king Indra III.

The successful intervention in the affairs of the Gurjara Pratlharas, the

suzerain power, brought considerable prestige to Harsa and paved the way
for the future greatness of the Candellas.

RISE OF THE CANDELLAS — YASOVARMAN

The time was perhaps considered to be not yet ripe by the Candellas

8. R. C. Majumdar, History of Bengal, I, p,ll9, n 4.

9. El, I, 1888-92, p 131, w, 16-17.

10. Ibid, p 126, V 21.

U. Ibid, II, 1892-94, p 306, V 8; Cll, IV, p 242.

12. ai, IV. p 1 XXV.
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to declare themselves as an absolutely independent^power. Ya§ovarman,

bom of Harsa and Kaocuka, was still a feudatory of the Pratiharas, though

for all practical purposes, he was more than an independent ruler.

Circumstances favoured Ya^ovarman to attain power. His reign synchronised

with almost the simultaneous decline of the two major imperial dynasties

of India, the Pratiharas and the Rastrakutas. Ya§ovarman’s accession cannot

be determined in the present state of our knowledge but it is certain that

he ruled prior to v 101 (ad 953-54), the date of the Khajuraho stone

inscription, which is in all likelihood a posthumous record.

The aforesaid Khajuraho inscription depicts Ya§ovarman as an expansionist,

crediting him with many conquests. Another record from v 1059 from the

same place’'* and the Nanyaura plate “A” of Dharigadeva of v 1055*® are

also eloquent about YaSovarman’s exploits. Amidst numerous exagg^ted
statements in the epigraph of v 1011, verse 23 is of somewhat positive

historical import. On the exploits of the Candella king it says;

Who [Ya§ovarmanj was a sword to [cut down] the Gaudas, as if they

were mere pleasure-creepers; equalled the forces of the Khates, aixJ

carried off the treasures of the Ko^alas; before whom perished the

Kashmiri warriors: who weakened the Mithilas, and as it were a God
of Death to the Malavas; who brought distress to the shameful Cedis;

who was to the Kurus what a storm is to the trees, and a scorching

fire to the Gurjjaras.

The verse, thus, credits Ya^ovarman with a number of campaigns over an

extensive area in northern India, from the Himalayas to Malava and from

Kashmir to Bengal. .Though the verse is hyperbolic in character, it suggests

Ya^ovarman’s military successes in some regions, at least in Bihar and Bengal.

The history of the Pala kingdom of Gauda-Magadha ’after the demise of

Devapala (c 810-50) to the rise of MahTpala (c 988-1038) saw the full

play of the centrifugal forces within the one-time mighty imperial fabric. The

empire of Oharmapala-Oevapala was exposed to foreign attacks. In view

of the utter weakness of the Pala rulers before the reign of MahTpala, it

was not unnatural for a capable and energetic ruler such as Ya^ovarman

to attempt to strike a blow to the power of the Palas. The defeated Pala

ruler was either Rajyapala (c 908-40) or Gopala II (c 940-60), both of

whom were admittedly weak rulers. Since the Palas were the prakrtyamitras,

to use a Kautilya's expression, of the Candellas, it was not unexpected

Yakrvarman to lead an expedition against the former in which he succeeded.

The success of Ya§ovarman, however, does not necessarily amount to the

annexation of the Pala dominion to that of the Candell^.

Mithila, vr/hich also received a shake-up at the.hands ofYa^ovarmaa

13. e. I, 1888-92, pp 122f.

14. Ibid, pp 137-47.

15. lA, XVI, pp 201-4.
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was either the seat of a tributary ruler or enjoyed some amount of autonomy
or a separate political entity during the period under review: Mithiia was
perhaps an autonomous political unit, the cte jure authority of which might

have rested either with the Pratlharas or with the Palas. If that is accepted,

it may be suggested that Ya^varman fought Jhis small power practically

at the portals of the Pala dominion.

The claim of Ya^ovarman regarding Malwa is exaggerated. The Rastrakutas

held Malwa till about the first quarter of the tenth century when, taking

advantage of some dynastic struggles among the successors of jndra III,

the Pratlharas asserted their, supremacy and established their control over

this region once again. The Paramaras, who were practically agents of the

Rastrakutas in running the administration of Malwa, were now driven out

to Gujarat. The unfortunate Paramara king was Vairisirnha II (c 918-46).

Siyaka II, alias Har^, the son of Vairisirnha, is believed to have been a
contemporary of YaSovarman, who claims to have made some mark as

king, by defeating the HQna chief to the north-west of Malwa and probably

had pl^ of ^(panding his territories. Ya^arman was perhaps aware of

his anrbition and led some expeditions against him. There is, however, no

direct reference to any open conflict between the two in the records of

either dynasty. It would perhaps be better to infer that the expression used

in the Khajuraho epigraph, kalavan Malavanam, refers to the menacing

p)Otentiality of the Candellas poised against the Malavas, ie, the Paramaras.

The real significance of it was that both the former feudatories of the

imperial Pratlharas now gathered sufficient strength to provide a check to

each other against further consolidation.

The Ko^la country, if taken in the original sense, denotes Uttara Kosala,

modem Awadh, and during the period it was within the limits of the Pratihara

empire. But it is well-known that since the fourth century the region of the

upper Mahanadi valley also came to be known as Daksitia Kosala. In this

region there ruled two lines of kings, the Panduvarh6ins and the

Somavarhsins—both lines supposedly having connections with each other.’®

The records of the Kalacuri Cedi rulers, such as the Bilhari inscription,

indicate that in spite of high sounding titles and designations sported by

them, the Sornavam^in; rulers were in all probability under the influence of

the KalaCuris. Politi^l and family ties existed between the

Ko^endra-Somavaiti^ins and the Kalacuri Cedis. The Candeilas were no

more friendly to the Kalacuris and hence in the Somavarh^in-Kalacuri relations

Ya^ovarman found a cause to fight against the Somavarhsins, who appear

to have been mentioned in the epigraph as the KoSalas. YaSovarman may

be believed to have made a snap raid rather than fought any pitched battle

or a long-drawn war against them.

YaSovarman’s claim to have vanquished the forces of Kashmir is rather

16. Cf. Ajay Mitra Shastri, hsa^M)ns of Ihe SarabtapurTyes.PSp^uvarr^ and Sotrmamiis,

2 Veils, 1992.
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hyperbolic. From the practical point of view as also from the standpoint of

sound politics, undertaking an expedition to such a far-off region by a rising

power, however virile, is well-nigh impossible. Though Kashmir during the

mid-tenth century was in a state of confusion and anarchy due to dynastic

conflicts and palace intrigues, the situation of the Candella territory and

political condition in northern India can hardly make us believe in the claim

put forward in the Khajuraho record. On the contrary, the Ri^tarahginT

indicates that all the strengths and weaknesses of Kashmir were due to

internal factors with no extraneous elements having any hand in it.

Nor one can accept Yasovarman’s claim to have reduced the Kha^
forces to a position of literally contempt {tulita Khaiabalahi'^ The Kha^s
were the masters of the Lohara country on the border of Kashmir state.

References to Kashmir and Khasa betray a fair knowledge of the composer

of the record of the geography of Kashmir and its environs, but as they

do not show that the patron of the’ pra^stikara actually led expeditions

to the concerned regions, the questibn of any extension of authority over

them is beyond the range of all possibilities.

One of the most notable achievements of Ya^ovarman was the occupation

of Kalafijara sometime before 953-54. The records of the Prafiharas reveal

that Kalahjara-manda/a was under their possession in 836. Even the Asiatic

Society’s plate, dated 931 ,
records a grant of land included in the Varana&

visaya and other territories.’® Since these records attest the continuing

greatness of the Prafiharas, we may assume that the territory in question

was conquered from them. H. C. Ray is inclined to believe that Kalahjara

was conquered from the Rastrakutas and not from the Gurjara Prafiharas,

buf fhere is no posifive evidence in favour of his theory. The occupation

of Kalafijara brought substantial prestige to the Candellas but also sowed

the seeds of conflict between them and the Pratlharas. Dhatiga, the son

and successor of YaSovarman, claims to have defeated a Kannauj prince

(ie, a Pratihara)’® which tends to show that the relations between the two

houses were no longer cordial. The show of allegiance of the Candellas

to the Prafiharas in official documents was only a formality. Such an incident

might have come about in the Kuru country (in the Delhi region) which

was a part of the Pratihara dominion. And hence it had to bear the burnt

of the Candella invasion, as alluded to in the expression Kuru-tarusu-marut

in the Khajuraho inscription of v 1011.

The Khajuraho record portrays Yasovarman as an eminently successful

militarist of the age. Despite obvious exaggerations in the record Ya§ovarman

may be believed to have gained some success against the Cedis to the

south-west of his dominion, and against Bengal and Bihar to the east. At

the same time, none of these areas was incorporated into his dominion

17. El, I, 1888-92, p 132.

18. lA, XY'PP 138-41; JBBRAS, XXI, pp 405f.

19. Mau inscription, El, I, 1888-92, pp 195-207.
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nor any attempt made to establish authority over the regions concerned.

The only firm evidence that is available from the Khajuraho inscription of v
1011 is the reference to Ya^ovarman’s conquest of Kalanjara fort and the

consequent occupation of the adjoining area. The findspot of the inscription

and its reference to the erection of the temple dedicated to Vaikuntha

(natha) at Khajuraho undoubtedly indicate the inclusion of the area within

the ambit of his direct administration. In other words, Ya^varman was the

ruler of Bundelkhand proper. And in the course of his expeditions, he also

came to extend his sway over the Ganga-Yamuna valley, ie, the area

around Allahabad on the one hand and the regions bordering Malavade^a

in the south-west on the other.

The career of Ya^varman was marked by significant political developments.

From the position of a petty subordinate ruler of central India under the

Pratiharas, he not only liberated himself and laid the foundations of an

independent Candella kingdom, but by his forceful and vigorous military

measures, he also made his influence actually felt by the imperial Pratiharas

as well as other contemporary powers of north and central India.

EXPANSION OF THE CANDELLA K I N G D O M : D H A N G A

Of the two sons of Yasovarman, Dhahga and Krsnapa,‘’° the former

succeeded him on the Candella throne sometime before v 1011. An
inscription, though composed during the lifetime of Yasovarman, was set

up during the reign of Dhahga in that year.

If Yasovarman laid the foundation of the greatness of the family, Dhahga

devoted his energies to building an ambitious edifice on it. Just as the

occupation of the Kalanjara fort by Yasovarman earned for the Candellas

a distinctive status among the contemporary powers, so the conquest of

the Gwalior fort (28° N and 78° E), situated on the principal route to the

central Indian valley was the principal achievement of Dhahga. This meant

a complete break with the Pratiharas, for they are not mentioned as overlords

in any subsequent record.

The nature of conquest of the Gwalior fort has been debated by scholars.

The Pratiharas were in possession of this fort till at least 942-43, as

evidenced by the Rakhetra stone inscription of Vinayakapala dated 943.^’

According to the Sas Bahu temple inscription (v 1150) of MahTpaladeva of

the Kacchapaghata family,^ the said fort (Gopadridurga) was occupied by

Vajradaman, (c 960-80), the second in descent from Laksmana, the founder

of the family. The fort was wrested from the CSdhTnagaradhTiSa, who hSs

generally been identified with a ruler of the Gurjara-PratThara dynasty of

Kannauj. MahTpaladeva was eighth in descent from Laksmana and hence

Vgyradaman may be believed to have flourished sometime around 940,

20. e. I, 1888-92, pp, 122f: R XVIII, pp 236f.

21. ASR. 1924-25, p 168.

22. M, XV, pp 37, 43.

H-30
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taking twenty-five years as an average. And if GadhTnagars^ti^ is identified

with a Gurjara Pfafihara ruler, it may be assumed that the latter lost the

Gwalior fort to the Kacchapaghatas sometime after 944 (vide the RSkhejga

inscription). A Jain fragmentary image inscription at Suhariiya, dated $arn\^

1034 (ad 977)” refers to one SrT Vsyradama, who may be identified with

Vajradama of the Sas Bahu record. Thus the conquest of Gopadridurga

by the Kacchapaghatas took place sometime between 944 and 977.

The Candellas again are also known to have occupied Gopadridurga by

954 and there is nothing to show that they lost it to the Gurjara Prafihdias

between 954 and 977 so that it might have been possible for Vajiadfilnian

to conquer It again from the latter. Hence it must be conclut^ that the

fort was actually occupied by Vajradaman for the Candellas. As regards

the position and status of the Kacchapaghatas subsequent to their occupattan

of the Gwalior fort, it is generally assumed that they were under the Candella

hegemony.

The Khajuraho inscription of v 1059 (ad 1002) indicates that Dhailga,

like his father, undertook wide ranging expeditions in different parts of India

beyond the limits of the territory actually held by the Candellas (verses 45

and 46). Dhahga possibly invaded some portion of peninsular India beyond

the Vindhyas, as well as some of the states in the eastern and southern

parts of the subcontinent, viz, Ko^ala, Kratha, Kuntala, Sirnhala, Andhra,

Ahga and Radha.^'*

The invasion of Bengal by Yaaovarman resulted in the crippling of P&ta

power and the abrupt rise of the Kambpjas in north Bengal, and the Pala

dominion was perhaps divided between the Palas and the Kambojas. When
the new power consolidated its position and began to assume imperial

titles like parame^vara, paramsthattSrs^ and mahara^adhiraja, the Candellas,

perhaps thinking it necessary to be alert, led an expedition against Radha

(West BengaO as implied -in verse 46 of the epigraph of v 1059. The

expedition might have taken place sometime between 954 and 1002 when

the Kamboias were ruling in West Bengal (the Irda grant).” Hence, if the

CandeHas actually invaded R§dha under Dhariga, they must have come
into contact with the Kambojas. It appears, however, that Dhahga, like his

father, did not take any step to annex Radha to his dominion, and the

object of his expedition seems to have been merely to weaken the Kambojas

so that they could not adopt any expansionist policy. As regards the

reference to Dhailga imprisoning the wife of the king of Ahga {Ahgendra)

as distinguished from the king of Radha, it may be pointed out that the

king of Ahga was in all likelihood the Pfila king^^n other words, the Pala

dominion was a^ riot free frorri Dhahga's raids. But it could not undermine

23. MSB. XXXI, p 411,

24. El, I, 1888-92, p 145.

25. B, XXII. 1933-34, pp 150-59, | 20-21.
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the recuperative power of the Palas which soon became manifest in

MaNpaa's achievements indicated in the Bangad inscription.^

Despite the poetic exaggeration regarding Dhahga’s extension of influence

over the whole of peninsular India, and perhaps even beyond on the
island'State of Simhala (Sri Lanka), as is claimed in the Khajuraho record,

it may be supposed that at least some parts of south India felt the weight
of his power. Ya^ovarman’s claim to carry off the treasures of the KoSalas
(Kd^afah ko^e^Sn&pj, when recalled, seems to have been a recurrence of

a similar exp)edition by Dhahga to Daksina KoSala. It was in connection

with this invasion that Dhar^ came into conflict with the Cedis who, under
LaksmariarSja, ;son of Yuvar^a I, claims to have inflicted a severe defeat on
the lord of Ko^la (Ko^alanStha), probably either Mahabhavagupta or one
of his successors.^^

The Krathas, generally located in Yeotmal district in Maharashtra Slso

had to bear the brunt of Dhahga’s arms when he was on his way to

KoSala, arKi eventually had to submit to him. But so far as the claim of

Dhahga regarding the occupation of KahcT, Andhra and Kuntala is concerned,

it may be described as a mere pra^asti. In spite of the gradual decline of

Rastrakuta power, it was not an easy matter for a north Indian king to

realise his ambition of extending his power over the areas in question. It

was also a time when the south Indian political stage was being gradually

occupied by notable dynasties such as the Western Cajukyas, the Cojas

and the Eastern Cajukyas of VehgT. The reference to the successful invasions

undertaken by Dhariga covering K§ncT, Andhra and Kuntala thus seems to

reflect the ambitious wish of the Candella ruler. And a more ambitious wish

is echoed in his claim to occupy the distant island of Sirnhala or Sri Lanka.

A verse of a fragmentary inscription discovered at Mahoba^® states: ‘‘by

the strength of his arms [Dhariga] equalled even the powerful HamvTra who

had proved a heavy burden for the earth". If MamvTra (the same as HammTra

and HamTra) of this passage is derived from the Arabic word amir meaning

commander, it may be observed that it has a definite reference to a

Ghaznavid prince. The identity of this prince is not known. It is generally

•held that as the YaminT sultans themselves used the honorific “Amir",

"HamvTra" may refer either to Sabuk-tigin, or his illustrious son Mahmud

of Ghazni. As Mahmud is known to have played a significant role in all

the major expeditions of the YaminTs on Indian territories^ even as an

associate of his father Sabuk-tigin, Probably the pra§astikara chose Mahmud

and not his father for comparison. On the analogy of the use of "tui” as

“treating with contempt" in a verse of the Khajuraho record of v 1011,

one may find an allusion to Dhaiiga’s success against the raid of Mahmud

26. JASB. LXI, pp 77-87.

27. e, I, 1888-92, pp 260-68, v 62; DHNt, II, p 401. Cf also Ajay Mitra Shastri, op dt.

28. B. I. 1888-92, p 221, v 17.

29. See, chs XI-XII (Section I) and oh XIV in this volume
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in the passage concerned, but the available sources do not indicate any

direct fight between the Candelia ruler and Sultan Mahmud. That Dhahga
was neither defeated .not his kingdom invaded by Mahmud might have led

a later court poet to state that the predecessor of his master was ^ equal

of the sultan. The “raja of Kalahjara" (evidently Dhanga) sent some army
conting'ents in response to the call of Jayapala and his successor Anandapala,

the well-known ^hi rulers of the Panjab, to check the Ghaznavid menace,
as seems to be indicated in the account of Firishta. But the eventual defeat

of both the Sahis at the hands of Mahmud is not known to have had any

repercussion on other north Indian states. In short, the Candellafe did not

have to face the Turkish onslaught till 1019 when Vidyadhara, a grandson
of Dhahga, was on the Candelia throne.

An analysis of the achievements of Dhahga, as recorded in the Khgyuraho

inscription of v 1011, would show that the Candelia kingdom in his time

included two strategic fortresses of northern India, viz, Kalanjara and Gwalior.

The territory thus brought under his control took the shape almost of a
triangle with the Gwalior fort forming the apex and an irregular line drawn
from Bhasvat, (Bhaillasvamin, modem Bhilsa) to the confluence of the Ganga
and the Yamuna (Kalindi) forming the base. This, when compared to the

area held directly by Yasovarman, reveals, the achievements of Dhahga.

Dhahga stands out as an extremely impressive personality on the

contemporary political scene. He not only consolidated his own kingdom
but also exercised an abiding influence on other neighbouring powers. By
his military exploits, he usurped much of the glory of the Pratiharas and
pushed them further to the verge of decadence.

GANDA AND VIDYADHARA

Dhahga was succeeded by Garida sometime in 1CK)2. Compared to his

father, he seems to be a' shadowy personality. For his reign we have no
epigraphic records or any other contemporary account. He is only mentioned
in vague conventional phrases in some late records, issued not less than

one hundred years after his demise.^ But they do not speak of any specific

occasion when Garrdadeva might have shown his military skill. An examination

of the extent of the kingdom and the position of the Candellas during the

time of his successor, Vidyadhara. however, reveals that it did not suffer

any diminution at the hands of Garidadeva.

From the accounts of Rrishta, Nizam-ud-din and others, it is learnt that

Mahmud invaded India in ah 410 (ad 1019) on the plea of punishing

"Nanda" of Khajuraho, virho had killed the Pratlhara R%apala, the ruler of

Kanyakubja or Kannauj, for the surrender to the Ghaznavid invader in the

previous year. If “Nanda” is taken as a misreading for Ganda, as Cunningham

30. El, I, 1888-92, pp 195-207. 217-22, 330-38. ((i) fraqmentery inscription from Mahoba
composed after the reign of Kirttwarman (c. 1098); (ii) Mau stonelnkription of Madanavarman
grandson of Kirttivarman: and (iH) a rock inscription of the time of %hojavarman).
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would have us believe, it would appear that Ganda ruled beyond 1018-19.

However, since the Mahoba inscription gives the cr^it for defeating Rajyapala

to Vidyadhara and Ibn-ul-Athir refers to the death of "Rajyapala”, “the Ray
of Kannauj" at the hands of “Bida, whose territory was named Khajgraho”,

it stands to reason that "Nanda” is a misreading for “Bida”. As such, the

adversary of Rajyapala of Kannauj was Vidyadhara and not Ganda.®’

Garida was succeeded by his son Vidyadhara, one of the more famous

rulers of the Candella family. His claim to fame did not rest on conquests

of invasions but on the gallant part he played in the defence of the country

against the Ghaznavid marauders.®®

Vidyadhara took upon himself the responsibility of resisting foreign inroads.

After inflicting punishrnent on Rajyapala for his cowardice, as the Mahoba
inscription and lbn-u]-Athir inform, Vidyadhara prepared himself to encounter

the Ghaznavids, as he was sure of further clashes with them. So he formed

an alliance with the rulers ready to meet onslaughts from the Ghaznavids.®®

Sultan Mahmud had to be countered. He had to undertake another expedition

to India. This time the motive of expedition was not merely ambition and

love of plunder, but to measure sword with the resurgent Indian force.®^

In AH 413 (ad 1022) Mahmud again invaded the kingdom of Nanda, ie,

Vidyadhara. In this campaign the impregnable fortress of Gwalior was
besieged, which was governed by the Kacchapaghatas under the hegemony

of the Candellas. The Kacchapaghata governor or “hakim”, to use

Nizam-ud-din’s expression, was at that time very likely Kirttiraja of the Sas

Bahu record. In spite of the strenuous efforts of Mahmud, the fortress of

Gwalior could not be stormed. The Persian chron,icler says: "at the end

of 4 days the Commandant of the fort sent envoys and, offering a tribute

of 35 elephants, prayed for protection”.®® The siege was raised and the

sultan proceeded towards Kalahjara. Impregnable like ttye fort at Gwalior,

the fort at Kalahjara also could not be stormed by Mahmud in spite of his

all-out efforts, and Nanda, offered 300 elephants only after a considerable

time. The statements of Persian accounts in respect of the forts at Gwalior

31. See also ch XI, ch XII (Section I) and ch XIV in this volume.

.32, The copper plate inscription of Vidyadhara brought to light at Kundeshwar (district

Tikamgarh, Madhya Pradesh) in 1971-72 is the first known record of the ruler. It supplies us

with a definite date for- him and thereby puts an end to the differing presunptions made by

earlier scholars regarding the end of the reign of Gap^ and the beginning of that of Vidyadhara

(cf, Nemai Sadhan Bose, History of the Cenjeies; Sisir Kumar Mitra, The Eerty Fkjiers of

Khajuraho, pp 71-74 and R. K. Dikshit, The Candellas of J^kebhUkti, pp 70-72). The

Kundeshwar plates dated in v 1060 (1003/4) refer to the reign of Vidyidhara and record the

grant of some padas of land in Isauni in VarangavettarailkhS visayfdjhoga to several brahmans

of different gotras by the chief queen Satyabhama on the occasion of the solar eclipse in

the month of Sr§vana — Eds.

33. The help sought by the S§hi king Trilocanapila has been discussed above; see, ch XI

in this volume.

34. For the role of Bidd (Vidyadhara CandelleO in this expedition of Mahmud, see ch XI

and ch XII (Section I) in this volume.

35. Tabaqit-I-Akbari. p 14.
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and Kalanjara leave.an impression that both the forts remained unconquerSd,

and on both occasions the sultan raised the siege on receipt of a formal

submission, followed by an exchange of gifts, perhaps wrongly interpreted

by historians as “tribute". Though there was a formal submission by the

Candella ruler, it appears that both sides retired with even honours.

Though Vidyadhara’s energies were mainly directed against checking the

Ghaznavid inroads, he also tackled some internal forces. He is credited

with the capture of the last remnants of Pratihara power. The Sas Bahu

record {verse 10) tells us that the Kacchapaghata prince Kirttiraja defeated

the countless hosts of the prince of Malwa (Malava-bhumipa), generally

identified with the Paramara king Bhoja, and he did this presumably with

the help of his Candella overlord Vidyadhara. Vidyadhara claims that

"Bhojadeva, together with the Moon of the Kalacuris worshipped full of

fear like a pupil this master of warfare,” ie, Vidyadhara.^ This had probably

resulted from the defeat of Bhoja at the hands of Kfrttiraja, which happened

prior to Mahmud’s’ attack on the Gwalior fort in 1022.

H. C. Ray thinks that when the Candella throne came to be occupied

by rulers of lesser calibre after Vidyadhara’s death, Bhoja Paramara exerted

hi.s influence in the northern regions as far as Dubkund and Aijuna’s son

Abhimanyu became subservient to him.®^ The suggestion, though plausible,

lacks positive data to support it.

Unlike the reign of Dhahga, we do not have any clear statement about

the extent of the Candella empire under his grandson Vidyadhara. But the

fortresses of Gopadri and Kalanjara were certainly included in it and there

was no diminution in territorial possessions since the days of Dhahga. On
the contrary, the Dubkund record testifies to some expansion in the

north-western region of the Candella kingdom reaching the banks of the

Parvati. Further, the sphere of influence of Candella power during this period

was even greater— it covered a large part of northern India from the Ganga

to the Narmada. The Petsian chronicles call Vidyadhara “the most powerful

of the Indian rulers of the time”, which seems to be amply justified.

VIJAYAPALA to KiRTTIVARMAN

Vidyadhara was succeeded on the throne by his son Vijayapala^ sometime

after 1022. Verse 24 of the fragmentary Mahoba inscription states: “When
Gahgeyadeva, who had conquered the world, perceived before him this

terrible one, the lotus of his heart closed his knots of pride in battle”.^

This statement appears like a mere pra^sti. A closer examination reveals

that under Garigeyadeva, the Kalacuri power had not only recovered itself

but was expanding in all directions. A study of the Kalacuri records also

show that Gahgeyadeva conquered regions such as KTra, Artga, Kuntala

36. a 1
, 1888-92, p 219, v, 22.

37. OHIV/, II. p 870.

38. Mau stone inscription, El, 1, 1888-92, p 198,.vv, 6-7.

39. KM, pp 219, 222.
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and Utkala. If the statement made in the Piawan rock inscription of the

time of Gahgeyadeva‘“ and the Jabalpur copper plate of Ya^ahkarna/' that

he took up his residence "at the feet of the holy fig tree at Prayaga" is

taken into account, it would appear that the Kalacuris expanded in the

dost region at the cost of the Candellas.

The period following the death of Vidyadhara was, indeed, one of set-back

and decline. In spite of his military ability Vidyadhara failed to achieve any

practical result in resisting the Ghaznavid inroads. He was, able to maintain

the show of integrity of the Candella fabric, and his death made the

weakness of the empire palpably apparent. The rise of ambitious Gahgeyadeva

hastened the decline of the Candellas and there was a diminution of the

Candella power. Gahgeyadeva is described as jitavisva (conqueror of the

world)'*^ in the Mahoba inscription of the Candellas themselves. Baihaqi

records that Varanasi was included within the dominion of Gahga
(Gahgeyadeva) at the time of Ahmed Niyal-tigin’s invasion of that city in c
1034.'’^ Such statements read along with the Kalacuri records would make
it clear that the Candellas lost some territory in the eastern region during

the reign of Vijayapala. The Kacchapaghatas might also have taken advantage

of the weakness of their overlords. It was perhaps beyond the power of

Vijayapala to arrest the process of disintegration of an already weak kingdom.

In the absence of any record of his reign one cannot determine the total

duration of Vijayapala’s reign. But as the Nanyaura plate of v 1107 was

issued by his son, Devavarman, it may be presumed that it ended before 1051.

Conditions worsened in the time of the next ruler, Devavarman. As most

of the Candella records omit him and describe KTrttivarman as "meditating

on the feet of Vijayapala", one may be tempted to postulate some family

dispute.

While the Prabodhacandrodaya distinctly mentions that the race of the

Moon (the Candellas) was uprooted by the lord of Cedi,'*^ the

Bikramahkadevacarita describes Laksmlkarna of the Kalacuri family as “death

to the lord of the Kalahjara fortress".'^ These two statements, when read

along with the evidence of the Candella records in which Kfiltivarman is

credited with recreating Candella power like the Creator,''^ would show that

the reign of Devavarman proved to be a dark period for the Candellas.

This may have been the reason for the Candellas not recounting the

40. ASIR-C, XXI, pp 112-13.

41. Et, XII, 1913-14, p 211.

42. El, I, 1888-92, p 219, v 24.

43. Motley ed, Tankh-i-Rsihaqi, p 497; ED II, p 121: CHI, III, pp 29-30. The Samath

inscription of v 1083 (ad 1026) may indicate that the Paia king MahTpala I held Varanasi for

some time.

44. Expressions indicative of a higher political status in respect of the Kacchapaghata king

MQIadeva are found in the Sas Bahu record, lA, XV, pp 33-46.

45. CecSpathS SarwnmuMam Candranvaya-partNvanam, p 19, J-S.

46. Kalah K^ai^ara g/rpafer->af7, XVIII, 93.

47. e. I,’ 1888-92, p 327, v 3.'
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condition obtaining during this period in the records of the later rulers. But

the fact that Devavarman uses the title Kalaf^jaradhipati tends to suggest

that though he might have suffered defeat at the hands of Kalacuri Karna,

yet he retained his hold on the strategic fortress of Kalahjara. The Carkhari

plates of V 1108 mention the village Bhutapallika on the banks of the

Yamuna.'^ They indicate that Devavarman maintained his hold on the territory

extending up to the Yamuna in the north-east, though Varanasi might have

been under the Cedis. Thus, neither the sovereignty of the Candella rulers

was suppressed, nor was their kingdom wholly occupied by the Kalacuris

as a result of their victory. The Carkhari plates even allude to the existence

of the feudatories of Devavarman.

Devavarman, it appears, died without any lineal descendant, and the

throne passed laterally on to his younger brother Kfrttivarman. The outstanding

achievement of KTrttivarman was the revival of Candella power. The chief

role in this achievement was played by Gopala, as the author of the

Probodhacandrodaya states, though the epigraphic records give the credit

of defeating Karna to KTrttivarman himself. Some scholars have interpreted

a passage of the Prabodhacandrodaya to mean that Gopala was the chief

samanta or feudatory under KTrttivarman. However, the interpretation is not

more than a guess.''® Further, it is noteworthy that Nandillagopaprabhu, the

commentator of the drama, applies the designation r^ian to Gopala (^rimata

mahanubhavena Gqpalena rajna). In any case, there seems to be little

doubt that Gopala, an exceptionally good military leader, was the main

architect of the digvijaya of KTrttivarman. He was the sahaja-suhrt of the

Candella ruler. The expression, used in the Kautilyan sense, may mean that

Gopala was a cousin of KTrttivarman and, as a good cousin, made himself

conspicuous by organizing a confederacy of the samantas of the Candella

kingdom. Though the date of the glorious victory of the Candellas over

Karna is not definitely known, it may be presumed that it happened in c

1070, before Karria abdicated his throne around 1073, ie, at least twenty

years before the date of the Kalahjara inscription of v 1147 (ad 1090).

Another incident, supposed by some to have been of political importance,

is attributed to Batsaraja. He was the chief counsellor or minister

{amatya-mantnndrdl of KTrttivarman and is credited with having constructed

the KTrttigiridurga (in honour of his master) after defeating his enemies. The

Deogadh record of v 1154 (ad 1098),®° on the basis of which much credit

has been given to Vatsaraja, speaks of the liberation of the mandala from

the hands of the enemy but neither names the mandaia nor specifies any

particular enemy defeated by Vatsar^a. Perbaps the achievements of the

minister are recorded only in a figurative sense.

48. e, XX. 1929-30, pp 125-28,

49. For a detailed discussion, see S. K. Mitra, The Ealy Rulers of Mviiffaho, pp 95-96.

50. M. XVIII, p 238, V 6.
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SALLAKSANAVARMAN AND HIS SUCCESSORS

Kirttivarman was succeeded by his son Sallaksanavarman (or

Hallaksanavarman)®’ towards the close of the eleventh centuiV- He has not

left any inscription and so we have to depend on the records of the later

Candella rulers for an account of his reign. The Mau inscription of

Madeuravarman contains conventional praises of Sallaksana. However, at

one place it refers to such kings being present in his court as paid homage
to him as well as his other dependents^ (cf. samanta-cakfB organized by

Gopala in Kfrttivarman’s reign). Probably Sallaksana enjoyed almost the

same allegiance from the samantas as did his father. As regards his military

achievements, the Mau record is somewhat vague. The i^aygadh rock

inscription of Wavarman (v 1317)“ credits him with having snatched the

fortunes of Malavas and the Cedis {Sallak^na-Malava-Cedilak^lh lunthaka

khadgsJ^, though it does not directly refer to any battle fought between

him and the Cedis or the Paramaras. Taking advantage of the weakness

of the Cedis after LaksmT-karna, Sallaksana launched attacks on their

country, though such expeditions could hardly be of any political value.

Similarly, after Bhoja’s tragic end, the Paramara power was on the wane.

During the period of turmoil resulting from the defeat and death of Naravarman.

it might have been possible for the Candella ruler to undertake an expeditionary

raid. It appears that Sallaksatia maintained the integrity of the Candella

empire as revived by his father.

It is evident from the Mau stone and /^aygadh rock inscriptions that

Jayavarman, the son of Sallaksana, succeeded him on the Candella throne.

It is, however, curious that the Nanyaura plate of Madanavarman®^ omits

the names of both Jayavarman and his father Sallaksanavarman from the

Candella genealogy. However, epigraphic evidence for this prince is available

in the Khajuraho record of v 1059 of the time of Dhahga which had been

"re-written in clear letters by Jayavarmmadevanrpati" in v 1173 (ad 1117).“

It appears, therefore, that he came to the throne sometime before that

date. If it is admitted that Sallaksana ascended the throne in about 1100,

it may be presumed that those two generations had an average of about

ten years. Both these records mention Jayavarman as a valiant hero. The

Mau record describes him as “a dwelling place of generosity, truth, policy

and heroism, whose majesty, like the rising sun, deprived other princes of

their lustre”.

“

Though the Nanyaura plate "C” of Madanavarman omits the name of

Jayavarman, the Mau stone and the Ajaygadh rock inscriptions clearly show

that Prthvlvarman, a co-uterine brother of Sallaksanavarman, was a successor

51. AS/fl-C, II, pp 458-59; X, p 26.

52. B, I, 1888-92, p 198, v 10.

53. bid, p 327, v 4.

54. M, XVI, pp 202. 207-10.

55. El, I, 1888-92. p 147. B. 33-34.

56. p 198, V 11.
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of Jayavarman. The succession was, however, an unusual one, since the

Candella sovereignty passed from a nephew to an uncle on this occasion.

Hence it would appear that Jayavarman must have died childless or there

was an uprising by Prthvfvarman who usurped the throne. But, in view of

the information found in the Kalanjara inscription that Jayavarman being

wearied of government made it over to “... Varman" (the broken portion

of the name probably contained the name of Prthvfvarman), the case seems
to have been one of voluntary abdication.

Since the Candella records do not ascribe any specific achievement,

political or otherwise, to PrthvTvarman. probably he was not a politically

impressive figure. The observation of the Mau record that PrthvTvarman was

equal to the task in bearing the burden of the hereditary government may
at best show that he somehow maintained the integrity of the boundaries

of the Candella dominion. And this he did peitiaps by deliberately eschewing

any aggressive policy against other powers such as the Paramaras. the

Cedis and the Caulukyas who, in the absence of any imperial power, were

vying with one another in a contest of supremacy.

MADANAVARMAN

PrthvTvarman's son, Madanavarman came to the throne in the first quarter

of the twelfth century and he enjoyed a rather long reign from c 1129 to

1163. Madanavarman, revived an aggressive inter-state policy, and the

Candellas again exerted their militant influence over other contemporary

powers in the region. The Mau stone inscription^ describes how the Cedis,

the Paramaras, the Gahadavalas and others were overawed at the growing

stature of Madanavarman. A study of the history of the period would also

reveal that none of the powers mentioned in the verse was strong enough

to withstand the onslaught of a vigorous Candella ruler such as

Madanavarman. This epigraphic account canriot be brushed aside as a

mere pra^asti.

According to some scholars, the discovery of the Panwar hoard of coins*

in Teonthar tehsil of the former Rewa state (now in Madhya Pradesh)

indicates the extension of the Candella kingdom up to the Kaimur range

of the Vindhyas in the south-east, bordering the Dahala Kalacuris. The

hoard includes some coins of Madanavarman. Therefore, it may not be

improbable that he clashed with the weaker rleighbour as mentioned in the

record. The step might have been necessitated by the advance of the

Gahadavalas in the Ganga valley at the cost of the Kalacuris during the

time of YaSahkania (1073-1125). The Kalacuri ruler alluded to in the Mau
record might have been Gayakarna, who then tried to restore their political

prestige by entering into a matrimonial alliance with the Paramaras. He

57. «)«. p 146, V 55.

58. Ibid, pp 198, 204, v 15.

59. JASB, X (NS), pp 199-200.
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married AlhanadevT, a Guhila princess (a grand-daughter of Paramara
Udayaditya).®° The Paramaras themselves were hardly better off. The military

resources of the Paramaras were at a low ebb due to protracted war with

the Caulukyas of Gujarat. The Candella dominion, on the other hand, had
been steadily expanding in the region since the days of KTrttivarman. By
the time of Madanavarman, as is evident from the Candella records,®’ it

not only crossed the Betwa in the south-west, but also absorbed a
considerable portion of the Malwa territory. In fact, Mpdanavarman granted

the villages of Madanapura (Jhansi district), Vadavari (Berwara) and Dudahi
in Lalitpur. Probably during the early years of Y^ovarman’s reign (1134-42)

when the Paramaras were locked in a deadly struggle with the Caulukyas,

Madanavarman exploited the opportunity by acquiring some portions of the

Malava country adjacent to his dominions. The Paramaras, being too busy
with their enemies on the west, could hardly put up adequate defence

against their eastern’ neighbour.

The annexation of Malwa by the Caulukyas brought them closer to the

Candella dominions, and a clash between the two powers became almost

inevitable. Both the Gujarat chronicles such as the l^rttikaumucff and
Kumarapalacarita and the Kalahjara stone inscription®^ refer to the invasion

of Kalahjara by Caulukya Jayasimha. But it appears from the Kalahjara

record that Madanavarman defeated the king of Gurjara (Gujarat, ie,

Jayasimha), and threw back the Caulukya invasion completely. Madanavarman
thus heightened the importance of the Candella power in the political set-up

of north and central India.

To the north of the Candella territory, the powerful Gahadavalas could

have been a threat to their security, but continued good relationships

subsisted between them. Perhaps, realising each others’ potential, they

chose to form an alliance that enabled them to play significant roles in

contemporary politics.

A study of the distribution of the records of the time of Madanavarman

indicates that he occupied the Candella throne for at least thirty-four years

(1129-63), a period that witnessed a revival of the Candella power and its

development as a strong and consolidated empire with enlarged boundaries

exercising political influence over a large portion of central India. In the

south, the boundaries of the empire verged on the Vindhyas from the

Kaimur range in the west to the Bhanrer range in the east. The northern

border ran along the course of the Yamuna, beyond which lay the Gahadavala

kingdom, while in the west the Betwa divided it from the Malava country,

then under the Caulukyas. Thus the whole of the central Indian triangle

including the important fortresses of Kalahjara and Ajaygadh, and the cities

60. Bheraghat stone inscription. El. II, 1 892-94, p 1 2, w, 1 7-25. See also ch XIV in this volume

61. Mau stone inscription, El I, 1888-92, p 198; Aug^ grant (Banda district), M, XVI,

pp 202, 207-10; Semra grant, B, IV, 1896-97, p 158.

62. JASB, XVII, i, p 318, 1.4.
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of Khajuraho and Mahoba was within the grip of Madanavarman.

The Bharat Kala Bhavan piates (v 1192)®® give the names of three queens

of the king, viz, MaharajnT ValhanadevT, RajhT, LakhamadevT and RajhT

CandaladevT.

PARAMARDI

Madanavarman was succeeded by his son Ya^ovarman il, as is indicated

in the Bate§var inscription of Paramardideva “ He had a very short tenure

on the throne, and nothing remarkable happened during his reign. He was
succeeded by his son Paramardi, the last Candella ruler of eminence. He
ascended the throne early in life in c 1166 on account of the premature

death of his father. Paramardi, however, had a fairly long reign extending

over thirty-five years, the earliest of his record being dated in 1165-66

(Semra grant, v 1223) and the latest in 1201-2 (Kalanjara stone inscription,

V 1258).®® During the first fifteen years of his reign (1166-82), the Candellas

did not achieve any notable military success whatsoever. They had to face

troubles thereafter. Despite the conspicuous silence of the epigraphic

documents of the Candellas, which seems to be a deliberate one, the

Cahamanas of Delhi seem to have got the upper hand over Paramardi.

The popular bardic accounts®® still current in central India refer to the serious

hostilities between PrthvTr^a Cahamana and Parmal (ie, Paramardi) Canda.

These accounts, though essentially legendary in character, have some kernel

of historical truth in them, for the two Madanpur stone inscriptions record

the defeat of Paramardi at the hands of PrthvTraja and the plunder of

Jejakabhukti by the latter in v 1 239 (ad 1 1 82-83). The Cahamanas succeeded,

but did not retain their hold on it for any length of time. Similarly, the

reference to the capture of Kalanjara by the forces of PrthvTraja in the

bardic accounts remains uncorroborated. Inscriptions are found to have

been issued by Paramardideva, both from Kalanjara and Mahoba, within

two years of its fall to the Cahamanas, ie, 1184. In other words, the fortress

of Kalanjara never passed out of the hands of the Candellas. It was there

that the seat of the government Vt^as shifted during the siege of Mahoba.

The story of the Cahamana occupation of the Candella dominions, if not

altogether a fabrication by the bardic authors, tends to show that the said

occupation may have lasted for a very short period. In fact, the Candella

records issued between 1184 and 1201 would invalidate the accounts of

63. e, XXXII, 1957-58, pp 119-23.

64. B, I, 1888-92, p 212, vv 8-9.

65. Kundeshwar (district Tikamgarh, Madhya Pradesh) has yielded a newly discovered charter

belonging to the time of king Paramardi, Dated in v 1255 (ad 1198), this inscription records

the grant of several pidskas in the village of Vyadita situated in Vodithari-Mte^ to several

brahmans of difterent gcOras by the king. The grant was made on the occasion of

UttSK'SyanasfvhkrSnti, while he was camping at Jedadaha. The inscrption adds a fresh date

to the aiready known dates of Paramardi— Eds.

66. Cf. ffaso, the Mahoba Khan^ of PtramSl Raso and the AhS Raso. See

also S. K. Mitra, op dt, pp 120-27.
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the bardic authors that Parma! died immediately after his defeat at the

hands of PrthvTr^a. Since these records describe Paramardi with the usual

imperial titles, it is clear that his position was in no way relegated to that

of a petty local chief. On the other hand, the Bate^var inscription of 1195
describes “the footstool of Paramardi” being “pale red with the lustre of

the crest-jewels of kings [ie, the samantas] bowing down before him”.

What stands to reason, therefore, is that the Cahamanas probably intended

only to cripple the Candellas. They had no intention of annexing any part

of the Candella dominion to their own kingdom. Paramardi repair^ the

damages caused by the enemy and stabilized his hold over Mahoba in a

short time.

Hardly had he recovered from the shattering blows of the Cahamanas,

when Paramardi had to bear the brunt of aggressions of a more formidable

foe, the Turks. Qutb-ud-din, the Turkish leader, as the T^-ul-MatNi^^ state":,

invaded Kalahjara in ah 599 (ad 1202) and “the accursed Parmar, the Rai

of Kalahjara”, despite his stubborn resistance, failed and eventually agreed

to surrender. But while he was preparing for the payment of tribute and

elephants, he died a natural death. Thereafter his minister {diwan or mah/*a)

^ Deo reorganised the forces and held out. However, like his master, he

too had to give way in the long run.®® On Monday, Rajab 20, the Candella

army was compelled to capitulate. The fort thus fell to the Turks. After the

occupation of Kalahjara Qutb-ud-din directed his army towards Mahoba

and subdued it.®® Thus ended the long reign of Paramardi, the last important

ruler of the Candella dynasty, who had a chequered career. It was during

his reign that the Candella power rose to a considerable height but his

reign was at the same time marked by serious reverses which crippled tl;..

Candella power almost irreparably.

TRAILOKYAVARMAN

Paramardi, according to the Candella records, was succeeded by

Trailokyavarman.^® His earliest record is dated v 1261 (ad 1205), within a

period of three years from the date of the last known record of Paramardideva.

He ruled for about thirty-six years, as understood from the Rewa copper

plates of 1240-41.^^ Thus it appears that in spite of the crippling attacks

on the Candellas during the reign of Paramardi, their power was not entirely

lost and that a fresh lease of life was given to it by Trailokyavarman.

67. ED, II. pp 231-32.

68. S. K. Mitra, op dt, pp 126-27.

69. ItM.

70. El, XVI, 1921-22, pp 272-77.

71. Trailokyamalladeva of the Rewa (DhuretO copper plate inscription {lA, XVII, pp 224-36)

dated in the Kaiacuri era 963 is no more identified with Candella TraHokyavarman. In the light

of the Jhulpur copper plate inscription, it has now been established that Trailokyamaliadeva

was the son and successor of Vijayasirnha, the Kaiacuri ruler of Tripurf. For details, see; also

ch XVII in this volume— Eds.
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Described as a veritable "Boar incarnation of Visnu” in respect of the

recovery of the Candella power submerged by the waves of the Turuska

invasion in one of his inscriptions/^ Trailokyavarman recovered Kalahjara

from its Turkish occupants and justly assumed the title Kalafijaracihipati.

That this fortress passed out of the hands of the Turks and remained with

the Candella chief till 1233 is also evident from the account of the

Tabqat-i-/Vas/r7/® which states that in the year ah 631 (ad 1233) Malik

Nusratuddin Taishi led an army from Gwalior towards Kalahjara, causing

discomfiture to the Rai of Kalahjara who did not have the courage to face

the army. This account goes on to say that he fled without giving a fight

to the Turkish attackers, and as a result the fortress-city was plundered.

But the Ajaygadh rock inscription, already cited, not only gives credit to

Trailokyavarman for the recovery of the Candella dominions but also mentions

that he was durgga-pravidhana-vedah (adept in providing strong places),

which probably means that a refurbishing of fortifications at Kalahjara was
carried out after it had been recaptured by him. The victory over the

Turuskas or the Turks was achieved by Trailokyavarman at Kakadadaha,

as is indicated by the Garra plates of v 1261.^'’ However, Trailokyavarman,

after this momentous victory, marched along the south-eastern side to north

Baghelkhand and extended his power at the cost of Kalacuris sometime

between 1205 and 1240. It is quite likely that the incident came on the

heels of the victory of the Candellas over the Turks at Kakadadaha in c

1205. There are records to believe that the Candella territory extended up

to the upper course of the Son in north Baghelkhand.^®

An attempt to rend the Candella kingdom into two (dvairajyam janayantam)

was made by one Bhojuka, who was presumably an internal enemy of

considerable power and influence. But Bhojuka was killed by Vaseka, an

important military leader under Trailokyavarman. Vaseka was decorated with

the title of Vi^i^ of Jayadurga (ie, Ajaygadh) and also granted a village

named Varabha^vatT by the Candella monarch.^®

The last known date of Trailokyavarman is 1240-41. But if “Dalaki wa
Malaki” of the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri^^ is identified with Trailokyavarman, he must

have ruled for a few more years till 1247.

Trailokyavarman was indeed an able and energetic ruler who saved the

Candella power at a critical juncture in its history. It was due to his

organising power that the Candella strongholds were recovered from the

Turks and Candella authority established from the Betwa in the west to

the Son in the east and from Banda and Hamirpur districts in the north

to Panna in the south.

72. Garra plates, El, XVI, 1921-22, pp 272-77.

73. Teixm-i-NS^, I. 732-33.

74. B, XVI, 1921-22, p 272.

75. Rewa grants of 1240-41, fA. XVII, pp 230-36.

76. e. I, 1888-92, p 334, v 17.

77. TabaqSt-i-Nim, I, pp 680-83; ED, II, p 348. See also S. K Mitra, op ctf. PP 1 33-34.
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DECLINE OF THE CANDELLAS

VTravarman was the successor of Trailokyavarman. The QarkhM plate of

V 1311 (ad 1253-54)^® being the earliest record of his reign, it appears
that he came to the throne sometime between 1247 and 1253. In the

early part of his reign, one Dabhyuhadavarman of Candre^varanvaya tried

to create trouble in the state, but he was quelled by Rauta Abhi, a general

of the Candella king.^® As regards the Turks, a vital menace to the Candellas,

VTravarman probably did not have to encounter their attack; at least the

Turkish chronicles do not mention any. Generally speaking, he seems to

have enjoyed a peaceful reign, maintaining direct control over a large part

of his ancestral territory including Khajuraho, where a unique gold dramma
of VTravarman has been recovered.®® The evidence of the findspots of his

reign tend to suggest that 'his dominion, comprising the fortresses of

Kalanjara and Ajaygadh, extended up to the Betwa in the west. The Gurha

stone inscription of v 1342®’ was found near Betwa. The evidence of the

Dahi grant suggests that the western boundary extended further. This

inscription seems to claim that his territory was bounded by Nalapura or

Narwar and Gopagiri or Gwalior in the north-west, and Madhuvana or

Mathura in the north.®^ The ruler of Nalapura is identified with one Gopala

of the Yajvapaia family, Gopala, the lord of Narwar (Nalapurapatl) and an

adversary of VTravarman, claims to have obtained victories over the Candella

king.®® It appears, therefore, that the success of VTravarman against Gopala

was ephemeral. Also, there is hardly any corroborative evidence in support

of the other claims advanced in the Dahi grant. It is not clear how the

Candellas held sway over such an extensive kingdom without fighting a

battle with the Turks.

VTravarman appears to have been succeeded by Bhojavarman between

v 1342 and 1345 (ad 1285 and 1288). The last dated record belonging

to the reign of VTravarman is his Gurha inscription of v 1342, while the

earliest known inscription of Bhojavarman is dated v 1345. It is probable

that Bhojavarman was the son and successor of VTravarman, but there is

no definite evidence on the point. The three available records assigned to

the reign of Bhojavarman were found at Ajaygadh.®'’ They do not ascribe

any achievement to Bhojavarman. Nor do they help us much in ascertaining

the exact limits of Bhojavarman’s dominion. One thing is clear from this

evidence: the forts of Kalanjara and Ajaygadh were still under the possession

78. El, XX, 1929-30, pp 132-34.

79. Ibkl, p 133, II,
13-14.-

80. V. A. Smith, Catalogue of Coins in Indian Museum, I, p 224; JASB, I, 1889, p 34.

81. Noticed by Kielhom in his Appendix to El, V, 1898-99, p 35, no 242.

82. ASIR-C, XXI, pp 74-76.

83. H. N. Dvivedi, Gwalior Rijya ke Abhilekha; Annual A&nintetraOon Report of the

Airtiaeolo^cal Department of Gwalior State, 1934-35; S. K. Mitra, pp dt, pp 136-37.

84. El, I. 1888-92, pp 330-38; XX, 1929-30, p 135 and XXVIII, 1949-50, pp 98-107.
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of the Candeilas. During the reign of Bhojavarman, HammTravarman was
the lord of Kalanjara, as a record of v 1346 would show. Hiralal suggests

that Bhojavarman was the elder brother of HammTravarman whose lack of

grandiloquent titles indicates that he was never recognized as the mahir^a
so long his elder brother was on the throne. This view is a mere conjecture

lacking any corroborative evidence. Bhojavarman had a short reign and
after his death in v 1346 HammTravarman occupied the throne the same
year, sometime before the month of Bhadrapada.

The last known ruler of the Candella family was HammTravarman, of

whom we have a copper plate grant of v 1346. He is definitely mentioned
as meditating at the feet of Sh Wavarmadeva. The succession appears to

have been peaceful. Three records are available for his reign: the Carkhan

plates of V 1346 and two Sati stone inscriptions from the Ajaygadh fort

and BamhnT.®® The findspots of his records suggest that HammTravarman
not only held the ancestral dominion of the Candeilas, including the Mahoba
region in Hamirpur district and Ajaygadh, but also portions of Damoh and
Jabalpur districts of Madhya Pradesh, on either side of the Bhanrer range

of the Vindhyas. The last known date of HammTravarman is v 1365 which

is found on the two Sati stone inscriptions mentioned above. One of them
mentions Maharajaputra Sn Vaghadeva, a local ruler described as a Pratihara

chief, as a feudatory of Candella HammTravarman. Another Sati record dated

v 1366 (ad 1309) has been found in Salaiya, about five kilornetres from

BamhnT. It mentions Alayadina Sultana (Sultan Ala-ud-din) as the reigning

king.®® It is clear that with the occupation of Bundelkhand by Ala-ud-din,

the history of the independent Candella .dynasty came to an end.

85. S, XIX, -lazz-zs, p 30: XX. 1929-30, pp 134-36.

86. B, XVI, 1921-22, p 11, n 2. A recently discovered damaged inscription found engraved

on a rough stoneslab fixed into the ground on the bank of the village tank at Ladvari (district

Tikamgaih, Madhya Pradesh) is dated v 1368 (ad 1311-12) and refers to the reign of

VTravarmadeva. This ruler may be identified with Viravarmma 11, who is supposed to have

flourished after Hamrrwavarman (Cunningham, ASIR, XXI p 54; also lAR, 1971-72, pp 55-56).

N. S. Bose {h^ory of the CandeUa^ and S. K. Mitra (op c/I) are silent about this ruler,

though R. K. Dikshit makes a passing reference to him (The Candies of J^Skabhukti,

p 179, n 4)— fife.
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Qmpter XW/

THE KALACURIS

THE KALACURIS OF TRIPURT

yuvarAjadeva*

When YuvarAjadeva came to the throne in 980, the prospects for the

Kalacuris were very bleak. His elder brother Sartkaragana III had been killed

in a battle with the Candella prince Krenapa, the brother of Dhahga.

Sahkaragana was a brave prince who followed an aggressive policy and

fought with his neighbours. In a fragmentary inscription discovered in

Jabalpur, he is said to have vanquished the contemporary Guijara-Prattiara

king with ease.’ The latter was probably Vijayapala, whose Rajorgadh stone

inscription is dated v 1016 (ad 959).

'Sahkaragaiia found a tough opponent in the Candellas. The Candella

prince Krsnapa, who held the neighbouring country extending from Dud§hi

in the north to Bhilsa in the south,^ obtained a resounding victory over the

Kalacuri king. We learn from an inscription found at Bhilsa that his minister

Vicaspati vanquished a Cedi king (who was evidently $ahkaragana III) and

a $abara chief who was his ally. He then placed on the throne the kings

of Ralamandala and Rodapadi® who had probably been ousted before by

Sarlkaragana. A fragmentary inscription found at Maser tells us that Narasirnha

of the Sulki (ie, Cajukya) family, who was also probably a feudatory of the

Candellas, initiated the wives of a Kalacuri king into widowhood.'* The

reference is probably to 3ahkaragana. It seems, therefore, that Sahkaragana

was killed on the battlefield.

Yuvar^adeva II came to the throne in these critical circumstances. He

seems to have foibwed a peaceful policy for we have no knowledge of

* the history of the Kalacuris before Yuvarajadeva, see R. C. Majumdar and

K. K. Dasgupta, eds, A Ckx^rehensive History of IrxM, III, i, pp 707-13.

1. A80R/, XXXV, p 26.

2. M, XVIII, pp 236-37.

3. JAS8. XXXI, p 111, n 2.

4. Armiei Report of the Depertment of Archeeology, Gwe^ Sfafe, 1930-31, p 10.
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any political events of his reign. The Karanbel inscription® of a iater date,

no doubt, states that he raided countries in all directions but this is mere

conventtanal praise. He is said to have presented all the wealth he had

obtained from the rulers of the vanquished countries to the god Somnath

in Kathiawad. As a similar feat is ascribed to an earlier king of the famijy

(viz, Laksmanaraja II), one is inclined to regard this description with suspicion.

Yuvarajadeva was a daring man. He is said to have fought a ferocious

tiger and killed it single handed.® He tried to improve his political position

through a matrimonial alliance. His sister BonthadevT was married to Tailapa

II, the founder of the Later Cajukya dynasty of Kalyana. The ParamaraS,

who were ruling over the neighbouring Malava country, did not like this

alliance for it seemed to disturb the balance of power. Before Yuvarajadeva

could become powerful, Vakpati-Mufija, the Paramara king of Dhara, decided

to strike a blow. He invaded the Kalacuri dominion and pressed as far as

the capital TriputT, which he stormed and captured, killing many commanders

of Yuvariyadeva’s forces. In the Udaipur prs^asti he is said to have held

his sword high in the Kalacuri capital.^ Yuvarajadeva was probably killed in

actton while defending the capital. Thereafter, Muhja had to retreat probably

on account of the invasion of his kingdom by Tailapa, which was apparently

intended to relieve pressure on his Kalacuri relative. The war between the

Paramaras and the Calukyas dragged on for a long time, which afforded

the necessary respite to the Kalacuris to consolidate their power.

From a verse® occurring in some iater inscriptions of the Calukyas of

Kalyana, it was believed that Taijapa, notwithstanding his relationship with

Yuvar^adeva II, defeated the Cedi king. This is, however, due to a wrong

interpretation of the verse. The expression cskfya-chedf (destroyer of the

Cedi king), which occurs in that verse, does not apply to Taijapa but to

Utpala, ie the Paramara king Muhja. The verse actually means that Utpala,

who had destroyed the Cedi king and achieved other victories described

therein and who was a poet of eminence, was imprisoned by Taijapa. The

verse does not record any victory of Tailapa over the Kalacuri king but

mentions his incarceration of the Paramara king Muhja, who had killed the

Kalacuri relative. Though this wrong interpretation was corrected some time

ago,® it h£e persisted and is repeated even in general histories of the

period.-’® As stated before, Yuvarajadeva II was probably killed while defending

5. ai. IV, pp 636f.

6. bid. p 214.

7. B, I. 1888-92, p 235.

8. Huna-prSnatma-prsiSpa-dahano yStia-tr^an-MStravas-Caidya-

(xbady-akhtla-ksema-jaya-naya-\yutparvrm<Mr-Utp8^

yen-ityugra-rw;i-Sgi^-dar6lta-\at(ba)la-pracuiya-iaurya-

odayah kSr§g&a-niveiltah kaw-vr^ yam varnnaySn ghumnate,

lA, XVI, p 23. See also CII, IV, p Ixxxvii, n 7.

9. IHO, IX, pp 132f: Mirashi, Studies in indotogy, II. pp 235f.

10. R. C. Majumdar ed, The History and Culture of the Man People, IV, p 91.
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the capital against the Paramara invader.” When Muhja retired to his

country, the chief ministers of the late king placed his son Kokalla II on

the throne.’^ Yuvarajadeva probably had a short reign of about ten years.

So Kokalla II may have come to the throne in c. 990.

KOKALLA II

Only one record of the Kokalla 11 has come to light, viz. the mutilated

Gurgi stone inscription. One of its verses, which is fairly well preserved,

states that the Gurjara king seeks shelter in the Himalayas, the ruler of

Gauda takes to the watery fort in the form of the ocean, and the king of

Kuntala lives in the forest because he is afraid of Kokalla II.’® This description

is too vague to be of much, use. It may suggest that Kokalla raided the

countries of these kings. The Gurjara king is supposed by some to be

either the Caulukya king MOIaraja or his son Camundar^a.” However, since

he is described as having sought shelter in the Himalayas, he may have

been some ruler of the Gurjara-Pratlhara dynasty of Kannauj—perheps even

Rajyapala. The contemporary Gauda king was MahTpala. It is surprising to

read that the king of Kuntala also had hostile relations with Kokalla. Perhaps

the Kalacuri-Calukya relations were strained after the death of Taijapa. If

the description in the Gurgi inscription has any basis, Kokalla II raided the

dominion of the Cajukyas and drove the reigning king Vikramaditya V into

exile.’® The Jabalpur and Khaira plates of Ya^ahkarrra state that Kokalla's

four-membered army raided the countries in the four directions until its

advance was checked by the four oceans. The description is merely

conventional.

Notwithstanding the fulsome praise in the Gurgi inscription, the Kalacuris

do not seem to have been counted among the leading political powers of

north India in the time of Yuvarajadeva II and Kokalla II. They are not

mentioned among the rulers whose help was invoked by the Sahis in 989

and 1008 to stem the tide of the Ghaznavid invasions. Hodivala conjectured

that Kulchand, who opposed Mahmud at Mahaban near Mathura, was
really Kokalla Chid or Kokalla II of Cedi.’® The identification does not appear

plausible. It is doubtful whether Kokalla would have opposed Mahmud so

far away from his home country of Dahala. Kulchand was probably a local

ruler of Mahaban, perhaps of the Yadu dynasty, whose inscriptions of the

11. There is no evidence for the supposition that Yuvarajadeva II fled from the capital and

the ministers did not allow him to assume royalty later, ibid. On other hand, he seems to

have died on the battlefield. See the adjective Caidya-cchedi applied to Utpala in the verse

cited in note 6 above.

12. CII, IV, nos 45 and 46.

13. tid, no 36, I, 42. Vanavasa does not refer to Banavasi as has been supposed in

R. C. M^umdar, op cit.

14. R. C. Majumdar, op of, p 91.

15. CH. IV. p 230.

1 6. t Hodivala, Studies In Indo-MusKm History, p 146.
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eleventh and twelfth centuries have been found in that region.

gAngeyadeva

Kokalla II was succeeded by his son Gartgeyadeva in c. 1015. In the

Makundpur stone inscription which was- incised in the beginning of his reign

in 1019, he holds the modest titles maha(ifia)-maha-mahattal<a and
mahars^y They show that he had not yet attaint a dominant position

in north India. The Kalacuri Candra, who waited upon the Candella Vidyadhara

in his attack on the Gurjara-Praflhara king Rajyapala in 1019, was probably

Gai^geyadeva.’®

Gahgeyadeva soon embarked on war-like expeditions of his own. He
carried on the war with the Later Cajukyas, which Kokalla had commenced.
The Calukya contemporary was Jayasirnha. Kalacuri inscriptions say that

wishing to run away from Gahgeyadeva, the king of Kuntala ceased to

wield his spear.’® Jayasirnha was a mighty foe. Gahgeya, therefore, seems
to have formed a confederacy with the Paramara Bhpja and the Coja

Rajendra to attack Jayasirnha from three sides. The allied armies may have

scored a few successes in the beginning, but ultimately the war ended in

a disaster for them. Jayasimha’s cousin Cattadeva is said to have shattered

the elephant squadrons of the enemies. Jayasirnha himself searched out,

beset, pursued, ground down and put to flight the confederacy of the

Malava king.®®

The Paramara and Kalacuri kings soon fell out. Bhoja is said to have

won a victory over the Cedi king, who can be none other than Garigeyadeva.

In one of the nandi verses of the inscribed play Parijatamanjan, Bhoja is

said to have had his desires fulfilled by the defeat of G&hgeya.^’

Garigeya next invaded the country of Utkala and pressed as far as the

eastern sea. He is said to have raised his own arm as a pillar of victory

on the eastern coast. In this campaign he was assisted by the subordinate

branch of the Kalacuris established in Chhattisgarh. Kamalaraja, one of the

early members of this family, is said to have vanquished the king of Utkala,^^

Who may have been 6ubhakara II. In the course of this campaign Gahgeyadeva

also defeated the ruler of the eastern part of south Ko^ala, who was

probably Maha-Sivagupta-Yayati. The latter also claims to have defeated

the king of Cedi and devastated the country of Datiala.^® The war seems

to have continued for some time and neither side gained a decisive victory.

But after this campaign Gar^geyadeva seems to have assumed the title of

17. a. IV, p 235.

18. tid.

19. KM, p 297 and n 4.

20. M, V. p 17.

21. El. VIII. 1905-6, p 101.

22. CII, IV, pp 402-5.

23. JASB (NS). I, 4. See also Ajay Mitra Shastri, Insaptions of the Sarabhapur^,

PdKkJvam^ and Somavtmiins, 2 vols.
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Tri-Kalii)gadhipati, indicative of his suzerainty over the country of the

Trikalihgas, which was probably situated between Daksina Ko6ala and

Kalihga.^" We have indeed no record of Gahgeyadeva himself in which he

mentions this title, but his son Kama used it in his very first record issued

just a year after Gahgeya’s death.^^ It is, therefore, not improbable that his

father may have also used it after his victory in Ko^a and Utkala.

Garigeya seems to have extended his rule to Prayaga sometime after

1027 and pressed as far as the country of KTra (Kangra valley). The

Candellas, who alone could have arrested his advance in this direction,

were then declining in power. The last known date of Trilocanapala, the

Prafihara king who held the Doab, is 1027.^ Thereafter, Garigeya seems

to have occupied the territory which he held with one interruption^^ to the

last. He seems to have made Prayaga his second capital. He was fond

of residing near the aksaya-vats in Prayaga. Soon thereafter Gahgeya
occupied Varanasi too. The Samath stone inscription dated v 1083 (ad

1016) shows that Varanasi was held by the Pala king MahTp§la till that

date.“ Thereafter, the city was occupied by Gaiigeyadeva. When Ahmad
Niyal-tigin, the governor of the Panjab, made a surprise raid into Varanasi

in 1033, it was held by Gahga, ie, Gartgeya.^ The Turkish army plundered

the city till midday and then withdrew, probably on the approach of

Gahgeya’s forces,

Gahgeya assumed the imperial titles paramabhattamka, maharajadhiraja

and parame^ara sometime before 1037-38, since they are mentioned in

the Piawan rock inscription of his reign dated in that year. He also took

the famous title Vikramaditya. He was a contemporary of Mahmud of Ghazni

but does not appear to have come into conflict with him. He is, however,

mentioned by Albiruni as the ruler of the Dahala country, of which the

capital was Tiauri (Tewar),®’ identical with TripurT.

With Varanasi as his basw Gahgeya could carry his arms to Ahga

(Bhagalpur) and Magadha. He is said to have looked resplendent with the

mass of wealth which he forcibly took from the king of Ahga. The campaign

against Magadha was led by his son Karrra. He pressed as far as Gaya,

where he sacked some Buddhist monasteries. Ultimately, peace was made
through the intervention of the famous Buddhist monk Afi§a DTpahkara.^'

This event seems to have happened just before AtTSa's departure for Tibet

in c. 1040. Gahgeya’s end came soon thereafter. From the Varanasi plates

24. El, XXVIl, 1947-8, pill; Ajay Mitra Shastri, ibid.

25. CII, IV, p 239.

26. The Jhusi grant, lA, XVIII, pp 33f.

27. The Kara inscription of Ya&ihpala (V 1093) records the grant of a village in the

Kau^mba-mandala; JRAS, 1927, p 694.

28. M, XIV, pp 139f.

29. ED. II, p 123.

30. Albiruni, I, p 202.

31 . Journal of the Buddhist T&ct Society, I, pp 9f.
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issued by Kama on the first annual ^raddha, the exact date of Gahgeya’s
death would be 22 January 1041.

Gahgeya was an illustrious king of the Kalacuri dynasty. When he came
to the throne, the Kalacuri power was very weak. He restored its pristine

glory, extended his kingdom considerably in north India and brought Prayaga

and Varanasi under his protection to guard them against foreign inroads.

He is described as jitaw^va (world-conqueror) even in the records of his

adversaries.^

Gai^geya was a fervent devotee of Siva. He installed a Sivalirlgaat

Piawan.^ Gartgeya’s coins set a type which was imitated by several north

Indian dynasties.^ They carry the name of the king in bold letters on the

obverse and the figure of LaksmT on the reverse.

KARNA

Garigeya was succeeded by his son Kartia, who is called Laksmikarria

in some inscriptions. In the first seven years of his reign he raided distant

countries and obtained remarkable victories, which are described in the

Rewa stone inscription dated in the Kalacuri year 800 (ad 1048-49).“ To

begin with, he proceeded to the east and raided Vahga. He destroyed the

last king of the Candra dynasty, who may have been either Govindacandra

or his successor. Vajravarman was placed in charge of eastern Bengal,

and Karna cemented the political alliance by giving his daughter VirasrT in

marriage to his son Jatavarman. This son-in-law later distinguished himself

in one of the campaigns of Karna against the king of Artga.“

Karna next directed his attention to south India. He is said to have

attacked KahcT and probably came into conflict with the Cola king Rajadhiraja,

the son of Rajendra. He also seems to have clashed with the king of

Kuntala, whose fortune is said to have been seized by him. His adversary

was probably S6me§vara I Ahavamalla of the Later Calukyas. The war

seems to have remained indecisive for Bilhana says that Ahavamalla destroyed

the power of Karna.^^

Karna seems to have come into conflict with the king of Gujarat too.

The Rewa inscription states that when Karna invaded Gujarat, “the

colour-marks on the foreheads of Gurjara women were indicative of

non-widowhood slipped from their foreheads’’.^ This description is, of

course, vague but an Apabhrarn^ verse cited in the Prakrta-paihgala

corroborates Karna’s victory over a Gurjara king. However, peace was soon

made. The Gurjara king Bhlma became Kama’s ally and participated in one

32. El. I, 1888-92, p 222.

33. Cll, IV, pp 32f.

34. Ibid, pp clxxxii f.

35. Ibid, n 51.

36. B. III. p 20.

37. m. I, 102-3.

38. Cll. IV, p 273, V 27,
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of his subsequent pampaigns.

These raids m the east, south and west did not result in the acquisition

of any territory in the first seven years of Karna’s reign. He was more

fortunate in the subsequent three or four years. The defeat that the Paramara

king Bhoja had inflicted on Gai^geyadeva rankled in Karna's mind. He
therefore formed a confederacy with BhTma, the king of Gujarat, to invade

Malwa from the east and the west simultaneously. The death of Bhoja had

just taken place and it resulted in chaos in the Paramara dominions. Karria

decided to take advantage of the situation. Meruturhga says that contrary

to the agreement, Karna annexed the whole of Malwa. This enraged his

ally BhTma, who invaded the Cedi country and penetrated up to the capital

Tripurl. Karria then made peace with him by presenting his horses, elephants

and the golden mandapika of Bhoja which he had carried away as a war trophy,

Karna's next encounter was with the Candellas. His Candella contemporary

was Devavarman, son of Vijayapala. Bilhana describes the Cedi king as

“death to the lord of Kalahjara”. It seems, therefore, that Devavarman was
killed in the encounter.

Karria achieved a victory in north-western Bengal too. He pressed as far

as Paikore in Birbhum district, where he dedicated a decorative pillar to a

goddess during his stay there."” Hemacandra also describes this victory of

Karria over the Gauda king, who was probably Vigrahapala III. He says

that the latter entreated Karna to save his life and throne in return for a

heavy tribute which he offered him."’ Karna made peace with him and

strengthened the alliance by giving his daughter YauvanasrT in marriage to him.

Karna thus attained the position of unquestioned supremacy in north

India by 1052. He had annexed the kingdoms of the Paramaras and the

Candellas. In the west, BhTma, the Caulukya king of Gujarat, was his ally.

In the east the kings of Variga and Gauda were connected with him through

matrimonial ties. In the north his authority, like that of his father, was
recognised as far as the Kira country (Kangra district). Such was the terror

associated with his name that the mere sound of his horses’ hoofs routed

the enemies.

Karria got himself crowned a second time in the Kalacuri year 804 (ad

•1052-53) to proclaim that he had attained the position of cakravartin. This

is known from the Rewa inscription of his general Vappulla, which cites a

regnal year counted from this second coronation."^

In the latter part of his career, Karna suffered some reverses. He could

not retain his hold over Malwa for long. Jayasimha, the dethroned successor

of Bhoja, sought the help of the Cajukya king Some§vara I to regain his

throne. Somesvara sent his valiant son Vikramaditya VI to the rescue of

39. Cf. A. K. Mayumdar, Chaulukyas of Gujarat, pp 54-55.

40. CM. no 49.

41. Dvaya, IX. 38

42. Cll, IV. no 53.
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Jayasirpha/^ After the initial success of Karna Vikramaditya wrested Malwa
from the grip of the Cedi king. Bilhana records that Vikramaditya enthroned
the Malava king, who had sought his aid.^^ This must have occurred before
1055, when we find Jayasirnha secure on the throne.

Sometime thereafter Karna lost the Candella kingdom as well. Kfrttivarman,

brother of Devavarman, regained the ancestral throne with the help of his

brahman general Gopala. The Sanskrit play Prabcxlhacandrodaya was staged
at the Candella capital in jubilation at this victory.''® The date of the restoration

of Candella power cannot be ascertained definitely but it was probably
before v 1132 (ad 1075-76), which is the earliest known date of Kfrttivarman’s

reign.'*® If this is correct, Karna may have been in occupation of the Candella
kingdom for about two decades.

We have seen above that Karna's attempt to annex Malwa after the

death of Bhoja was foiled by Vikramaditya VI. That was in the reign of the
Cajukya king Somesvara I Ahavamalla. After his death Karna made one
more attempt. He allied himself with Somesvara II, the elder son of Somesvara
I, who was afraid of his ambitious younger brother Vikramaditya VI and,

therefore, readily joined him. An inscription of the Paramara prince Jagaddeya,

discovered at Dohgaragaon in Yeotmal district of Maharashtra, mentions

that the Paramara kingdom was invaded by three enemies.'*^ Two of these

were the Cedi king Karna'*® and the Cajukya king Somesvara II, as stated

above. The third ally was the Western CSahga king Udayaditya. He and his

feudatory, the Hoyasala prince Ereyariga, joined in the attack. The allies

trampled the Malava army, plundered the Malava king’s fort and burnt and

devastated Dhara. The Paramara king Jayasirnha succumbed to the attack

and the Malava kingdom lay at the feet of the allies. The despondency
which the people felt on this occasion is graphically described in the

Paramara inscriptions. The catastrophe is compared with that of world

destruction when mighty oceans submerge the earth. Kartia seems to have

annexed Malwa and given the southern portion of the Malwa kingdom

extending to the Godavari to Somesvara II. But Karna could not retain his

hold over Malwa for very long. Udayaditya, another brother of Bhoja, rose

to the occasion and rescued the ancestral kingdom. He is compared in

Paramara inscriptions with the primeval boar, who uplifted the earth at the

time of pralaya.*^ He is credited with the total destruction of the king of

Dahala, who is none other than Karna. This event may be dated in 1 073.

43. VIk. Ill, 67.

44. Ibid.

45. Prabodhacandrodaya, 11.

46. IHQ, XXX, p 183.

47 El. XXVI, 1941-42, p 183.

48. He was not the Caulukya king, Kama, as supposed by D. C. Ganguli in R, C. Majumdar,

The History and Culture of the Indian People, V: The Struggte for Empire, p 75. UdaySditya

IS said to have inflicted a crushing defeat on the lord of DShala and not on the king of

Gujarat. See also Cll, IV, xcix, n 1.

49. El. II, 1892-94, p 180.
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Kama’s attempt to establish a large empire in north India, powerful

enough to withstand the attack of any invader from the north-west, was

thus completely fdled. In despair he seems to have abdicated the throne

in favour of his son YaSahkarna. The Kalacuri inscriptions say that Karna

himself crowned his son This event may be dated in 1073, for the earlier

of the two known dates of Ya^hkarna is 1076.®’ As it mentions some
campaigns of that king, he may have come to the throne a few years earlier.

KaiTia was the most renowned ruler of the Kalacuri dynasty. A very great

military commander of his age, he assumed the usual imperial titles

paramabhattaraka, mahirajAJhiri^ and parame^vara. Besides these, he

also adopted two new ones, viz, Ttikalihgadhipati, which he seems to have

inherited from his father®^ and rajatrayadhipati (overlord of the three rajas),

viz. the lord of horses, the lord of elephants and the lord of men.“ The

last title was appropriate in his case for it signified his supremacy over the

kings of Kannauj, the Gahgas of Kalihga and the Palas of Bengal. His

successors continued to assume these titles but they were empty boasts

in their case.

Karna gave liberal patronage to art, religion and literature. He built a

temple of the Meru type, known as Karna-meru, at Varanasi. It was probably

dedicated to Siva. He built a ghat called Karna-tTrtha at Prayaga. He
established an agrahara of brahmans known as KarnavatT. He gave liberal

patronage to learned men. Bilhana, in his Vikramahkadevacarita, describes

how he vanquished one Gahgadhara in a poetic contest at Karna 's court.®”

Several other Sanskrit poets are known to have flourished at Karna’s court.

He extended his liberal patronage to Prakrit and Apabhrarnsa poets as

well.®® The tales of his munificent gifts are current at Varanasi even now.

ya6ahkarna

Ya^ahkarna, the son of Karna from the Huna princess AvalladevT, ascended

the throne in c. 1073. Soon after his accession he led a campaign against

the Andhra country and worshipped Siva in the temple at Draksarama in

the Ramacandrapuram taluka of Andhrade^a.®® The Andhra king defeated

by him was probably Vijayaditya VII. But he lost Kannauj to the Gahadavalas.

Not long after, even Varanasi was taken over by the Gahadavalas.^^

Ya§ahkarna later made an attempt to recover the lost territory. He raided

Camparanya (modem Champaran in Bihar),®® but this does not appear to

have resulted in the acquisition of any territory.

50. Cll, IV, p 290.

51. KOairha plates, pp 289f.

52. m p 238.

53. Ibid, Intro., C. See also, Ch XIII (Section II, n 48) in this volume.

54. MKr, XVIII, 95.

55. ai, IV, pp dxxvi f.

56. m p 292.

57. B, IX, 1907-8, pp 304f.

58. at. IV, p 316.
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Ya^ahkama shifted his capital to Tripun where he ruled till 1123. He
suffered some defeats from his contemporaries. The ParamSra king

Lak?madev (1086-94) invaded TripufT where his elephants are said to have
allayed the fatigue of the battle by bathing in the Narmada.®® The Candella
king Sallaksanavarman also inflicted a defeat on YaSahkarna.®

gayAkarna

Ya^ahkarna had a long reign of nearly fifty years. He was succeeded by
his son Gayakarna in c. 1123. He seems to have lost a portion of his

kingdom north of the Kaimur range to the Candellas. A Candella inscription

from Mau states that the Cedi king being vanquished in a fight runs away
in haste at the mention of the name of Candella Madanavarman.®' Candella

occupatbn of this territory is also indicated by the find of Madanavarman’s
silver coins at Panwar.®

The subordinate branch of the Kalacuri family established in Chhattisgadh

declared its independence in the reign of Gayakarna. Ratnadeva II, who
was a contemporary of Gayakarna, succeeded in beating back an invasion

of his territory by the mighty Gahga king Anantavarman-Cbdagahga.® This

increased his self-confidence and he renounced his subordination to the

Kalacuri king of TripurT. Gayakarna sent an army to reduce him to submission

but it suffered an ignominious defeat.

Gayakarna married AlhanadevT, the daughter of Vijayasirnha of Mewad
and SyamaladevT, who was herself a daughter of the Paramara king

Udayaditya. This marriage healed the wounds of many generations and in

a way established peaceful relations between the Kalacuris and the Paramaras.

AlhariadevT played a prominent part in the religious policy of the Kalacuris.

The PaSupata Acaryas of Mewad and Gujarat now found a place in the

Kalacuri kingdom®^ as the 8aiva Acaryas of the Mattamayura sect had done

in tije past in the time of the Kalacuri queen Nohala.

NARASIMHA-JAYASIMHA

Gayakarna's reign seems to have ended soon after 1151, which is his

last known date. He was succeeded by his son Narasirpha. He seems to

have recovered the portion of his kingdom north of the Kaimur range which

had been lost by his father since two inscriptions of his reign have been

discovered in that region.®® He left no son and was succeeded by his

brother Jayasirnha in c. 1163. He himself led a campaign against his

relatives ruling at Ratanpur to reduce them to submission. A fierce battle'

59. B. II, 1892-94, p 186.

60. HM. I, 1888-92, p 327.

61. mp 198.

62. See ch XVI, section on Madanavarman, in this volume.

63. C//. IV, no 93, H 4-6.

64. Hjid, nos 58 ^ 60.

65. Ibid, nos 61 ^ 62.
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was fought at Sheorinarayana, which is graphically described in the inscrifbtions

incised there.®® The tenor of the description suggests that Jayasirnha suffered

a defeat and had to retreat. He continued, however, to maintain his authority

over the valley of the Tamasa or Tons, north of the Kaimur range. His

feudatory maharanaka KTrttivarman, who was ruling at Karkaredi, mentions

him as his suzerain with paramount titles.®^

Jayasirnha seems to have suffered a defeat at the hands of the Candella

king Paramardin, as hinted in the latter*s Mahoba inscription,®® Jayasirnha

had two queens, KelhanadevT and GosaladevT. The latter founded the town
of Gosalpur, which is still extant, about 30 kms north-east of Jabalpur.

Vlv-’AYASIMHA

Jayasirnha was succeeded by his son Vijayasimha.®® His feudatory

Sallaksaria tried to throw off his yoke, but he was reduced to submission

by another feudatory named Malayasirnha in a battle fought at Karkaredi.^®

66. Ibid, no 98, // 17f.

67. Ibid, no 65.

68. Bharata KaumudT, p 438.

69. Six inscriptions of the region of Vijayasimha dated between ke 972 (ad 1180-81) and

KE 96 (ad 1208-9 to 1210-11) were known till now {Oil, IV, nos 67-70 and App no 4-6).

The recent discovery of two new Inscriptions have thrown welcome light not only on the reign

of Vijayasirnha and his successors but has helped us to solve many knotty problems of the

political history of the concerned period. The details of these inscriptions are:

The first copper plate inscription discovered from Umaria, in Panna district of Madhya

Pradesh is dated ke 944 (ad 1193). It belongs to the reign of Vijayasimha and mentions the

grant of three villages to several brahmans by ranaka Kumarapala. the genealogy of the

predecessors of Vijayasirnha is given as in other inscriptions of his reign. A new piece of

information found in the inscription is that Ajayasirnha was the brother of Vijayasirnha. and

both of them were sons of Jayasirnhadeva bom of his queen Gosaladevi. Names of several

officials are recorded in the inscription. The plates are now in the custody of Rani Durgavati

Sangrahalaya, Jabalpur.

The second copper plate inscription discovered in Jhulpur in Mandia district of Madhya

Pradesh is dated in ke 949 (ad 1197). The inscription belongs to the reign of Vijayasirnha

and mentions a grant by the king of a village named Hatim situated in Jaullpattan to one

brahman Vidyadhara^rman of the Bhargava gotra. The inscription mentions the genealogy of

the grantee. A new bit of information found in the grant Is that Trailokyamalladeva was the

son of Vjjayasirnhadeva and the grant was given on the birthday of the former. The grant

mentions the names of the officials working on important posts under Vijayasirphadeva. The

plates are now deposited in the Government Museum, Mandia (information from R. K, Sharma,

University of Jabalpur).

V. V. Mirashi assumes that the earliest known date of Vijayasirnha is ke 944 (ad 1193),

though he himself puts his accession In ad 1188. But the Kumbhi plates of this king are

dated in ke 932 (ad 1180-81) [Cll, IV, App 4]. This has resulted In confusion about the

identification of TripurTpati said to have been humiliated by the Candella king (Paramardin) as

recorded In the fragmentary stone inscription from Mahoba [ASIR-C, XXI, p 72). Mirashi takes

him to be Jayasirnha [Cll, IV, Intro, p evil). In view of the revised chronology, the Tripunpati

should be Vijayasirnha.

70. This event took place some time before 1193, for it is recorded In the Rewa stone

Inscription of that year. In the Rewa plates issued two years later In v 1253 (ad 1196)

Sallaksanavarman acknowledges the suzerainty of Vijayasimha and mentions him with the
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Vijayasimha lost the northern portion of his kingdom to the Candella king

Trailokyamalla or Trailokyavarman in 1212/’ His kingdom was invaded

ttie S^i^a king Sirighana for in one of his inscriptions he is described as
DiOTSda-hri-kutuhala [a curiosity of the heart of (the people of) Dahala].
Vijayasirnha is the last known Kalacuri king of the Tripun house. The

country was aftenwards occupied by the Candellas. Vijayasirnha had a son
named ^ayasirnha, who is mentioned as maharajakumara in two inscriptions

of his reign^^ but it is not known if he came to the throne.

usual Kalacuri titles of Paramountcy. Malayasirnha is also said to have defeated a ruler named
Vikrama \vho cannot be identified in the present state of knowledge.

71 . On the basis of available records [Rewa stone inscription of ke 96x (ad 1209-10) and Rewa
(Dhureti) plates of ke 963 (ad 1212) of Vijayasirnha and Trailokyamalladeva respectively) many
scholars take the position that between 1210 and 1212 Vijayasirnha lost the northern portion of

Baghelkhand to the Candellas [Cll, IV, Intro, pp evil and 370, 376; S. K. MItra, The Early Rulers of

Khs^uraho, pp 128f; R. K. Dikshlt, The Caridellas ofJejakabhukti, pp 159-62 and Ajay Mitra Shastri,

Tripun, p 74]. This thesis was based on the Identification of Trailokyamalla of the Dhureti plates

with Trailokya-varmadeva, the Candella king (1203-45). This identification has now been proved

wrong in view of the above-mentioned Jhulpur plates (n 69 above) which mentions rather specifically

Trailokyamalla as the son of Vijayasirnhadeva (information from R. K. Sharma). See also ch XVI, n

71 in this volume.

72. Pulunja stone inscription dated 1200.

73. Cf. Kumbhl plates and the Bheraghat stone Inscription [CH, IV, no 69 and App no 4).

The supposition that Ajayasirnha was the son of Vijayasirnha Is not true. As noted above

(n 69), the Umaria copper plate inscription specifically mentions that Ajayasimha was the

brother of Vijayasirnha and both were sons of Jayasimhadeva born of his queen GosaladevT.

Thus the revised genealogy after Jayasirnha will be;

Jayasimha

4

I
Ajayasimha

TRAILOKYAMALLA

Vijayasimha’s reign came to an end shortly after ke 96x which has been calculated to

corresp^ to ad 120&-9 to 1210-11 (C//, IV. p 366), He was succeeded by Ws son

Trailokyamalla whose inscription dated in ke 963 (ad 1212) has been found at Dhureti, about

10 kms south-east of Rewa (iWrf, no 72). The inscription refers to TraHokyamalladeva as the

lord of KSnyakubja and attributes to him all the high-sounding titles assumed by the earlier

Kalacuri kings. Whether Trailokyamalla really succeeded in expanding his empire to conquer

Kannauj is yet to be established on independent evidence. But the fact that his inscription

has been found from a place near Rewa and it records locations Vvhich are situated in the

neighbourhood of Rewa indicates that TraHokyamaUa continued to keep intact the empire th^

he inherited from his father. The object of the inscription is to record that the Saiva asceljc

SSnte^iva, the son- of Rlyaguru VimiEtfa^iva, conveyed by way of mortgage {vitta-ban^iheli at

H-32

Vijayasirnha

J-

Trailokyamalla
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FALL OF THE KALACURIS OF TRIPURT

Trailokyamalla is the last known ruler^^ of the dynasty of the Kalacuris

of Tripun. When and how his reign came to an end is not knovvn. A stone

inscriptbn found at Rahatgarh in the Saugar district of Madhya Pradesh

which is dated in v 1312 (ad 1256) mentions Maharajadhiraja Jayavarman

II of Dhara.^® This indicates that by the middle of the thirteenth century the

Paramaras had penetrated into the territory of the Kalacuris of TripuiT. That

till this date the Kalacuris continued their hold over Tripuri and the

neighbourhood is indicated in the Malkapuram stone inscription dated $aka

1183 (ad 1201), which states that Saivacarya Visvesvarasambhu was the

dik^-guru of the Kalacuri kings.

The Paramara penetration into the Kalacuri territory was followed by that

of the Candellas. The Hindoria inscription dated in v 1344 (ad 1287)^®

states that the local chief Vaghadeva owed allegiance to Bhojavarman of

Kalahjara. Similarly the Bamhani stone inscription dated v 1364 (ad 1308)^^

mentions the same chief as a feudatory of HammTravarman of Kalahjara,

who had in the mean time succeeded Bhojavarman. Since Bamhani and

Hindoria are both situated in Damoh district of Madhya Pradesh, it appears

that by the end of the thirteenth century the Candellas had conquered the

western part of the Kalacuri dominion, now forming Damoh and Sagar

districts of Madhya Pradesh. However, no inscription of the Candellas has

been found in Jabalpur district where TripurT, the capital of the Kalacuris,

was situated. If the Kalacuris continued to rule till the dawn of the fourteenth

century, their territory must have comprised TripurT and the surrounding

region, roughly the same area as covered by the present district of Jabalpur.

The Purusottampuri plates of Seuiia Ramacandra dated 6aka 1232 (ad

1310)^® state that Ramacandra had defeated the king of the great and

extensive Dahala country. It is difficult to identify the ruler of the Dahala

country and the lineage to which he belonged, as there is no mention of

these details in the inscription.

Meanwhile, the Turkish penetration was gradually increasing in Baghelkhand.

Nasiruddin Mahmud (1246-66) had conquered Bundelkhand in about 1257

and appointed his son Malik Julachi governor of the Cedi territory. The

latter’s son Hasam-ud-din placed Jallata Khoja in charge of the territory

comprising the present Damoh district. That the area fell into Turkish hands

in 1309, within one year of the Bamhni record referred to above, is confirmed

by the Sati stone inscription found at Salaiya, about 5 kms from Bamhni.

Dhovahattapattana in Dhanavahipattala the village Alaura to the rSnaka Dhareka, the son of

3ivaraja. The deed of mortgage was actually executed by NSdaSiva, a younger son of Rajaguru

Vimaia^va, with the authority of his elder brother Sdnta^a.

74. See n 73 above.

75. M. XX, p 84.

76. Hiralal, fCPB, p 56.

77. e. XVI, 1921-22, p 10, n 4.

78. El. XXV, 1939-40, p 211.
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This inscription is dated v 1366 (ad 1309) in the reign of Sultan Ala-ud-din.'®

We know from the Persian sources that Ala-ud-din’s army was marching

to the Deccan about this time and it nhust have obtained a footing in

Bundelkhand by ousting the local rulers. Firm occupation of the Turks over

the Damoh area is confirmed by the Batiagarh stone inscription dated v

1385 (ad 1328).®° Thereafter we do not get any record of either the Kalacuris

or of the Candellas from the Cedi or Dahala country.®'

THE KALACURIS OF RATANPUR

It was in the time of Cahkaragana II alias Mugdhatuhga (890-910) that

the Kalacuris first obtained a footing in Chhattisgarh. Sahkaragana was
associated with the Rastrakuta king Krsna II and his valiant grandson

yuvaraja Indra in his campaigns against the Cajukyas of Verigi and the

Barias of north Arcot district. The Banas had carved out a kingdom in

Chhattisgarh. Indra defeated the Bana king Vijayaditya Prabhumeru, who
had his capital at Pali, north of Ratanpur in the Bilaspur district in Chhattisgarh:

Indra annexed his kingdom.®^ That the Barias were ruling there is known

from an inscription of Vijyaditya’s father Vikramaditya alias Jayameru on an

architrave of a temple at Pali.®® After conquering this territory, Indra placed

the area in charge of his relative Kalacuri Saiikaragaria. The latter appointed

one of his younger brothers to govern it. Many inscriptions of the Kalacuris

of Ratanpur state that Kokalla I had eighteen sons of whom the eldest

became the king of TripurT. He made his brothers the lords of mandalas

in the outlying provinces of his kingdom.®^ The Bilhari inscription of the

TripurT house states that Mugdhaturiga conquered the country of Pali from

the lord of Kosala.®® This country is evidently identical with the territory

round the present village of Pali, where the aforesaid temple erected by

the Bana king Vikramaditya I Jayameru still stands. The Kalacuris seem to

have reigned in this part of the country for two or three generations with

their capital at Tummana, modern Tuman in former Lapha zamindari in

Bilaspur district. After some time they were ousted by the Somavarh^in

kings of eastern Kosala.

In the reign of Kokalla II (990-1015) the Kalacuris of Tripuri made another

attempt to establish a branch of their family in Chhattisgarh. The founder

of this branch was Kalihgaraja, who is said to have conquered the country

79. El, XVI. 1921-22, p 11, n 2; see also Ch XVI in this volume.

80. Hiralal. op cit, p 58.

81. The last section dealing with the fall of the Kalacuris of Tripuri is contributed by R. K.

Sharma of the Ram Durgawati Vishwavidyalaya, Jabalpur—Eds

82. e. XXXV. 1963-64, pp 230f.

83. V. V. Mirashi, Studies in Indology. II, pp 31 f.

84. CII, no 76, II. 8-9

85. Ibid, no 45. I, 10.
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by the prowess of his arms.®® He selected the old capital Tummana as

the seat of government. An invasion of his kingdom by the Paramara king,

Sindhuraja took place during his reign. In the course of his campaign, he

fought against the tribal chief Vajrahku^a, \who may be identical with Vajjuka

mentioned in some Kalacuri inscriptions as the father-in-law of Ratnadeva

I. This expedition is described in the Navasahasaiikacaritaof Padmagupta.®^

Kalihgaraja was succeeded by his son Kamalaraja in c. 1020. Gartgeyadeva

of Tripuri led an expedition against the king of Utkala, in which Kamalaraja

played a prominent part. He vanquished the king of Utkala and made him

pay a heavy tribute of wealth of Gahgeyadeva.®®

Kamalaraja was followed by Ratnadeva I, who married the daughter of

Vajjuka of Vajuvarman and thereby consolidated his position in the country.

This matrimonial alliance is invariably mentioned in the records of the

Kalacuris of Ratanpur. Ratnadeva founded the city of Ratnapura and made
it his capital.®® With the help of Vajjuka and some military adventurers from

Utkala who flocked to his court, he extended his kingdom in a big way.

Ratnadeva I was followed by his son PrthvTdeva I (c. 1065), who claims

to be the lord of the entire Ko^ala country. It is doubtful, however, whether

his sway extended to eastern Kosala, which lay under the occupation of

the Somavarhsins PrthvTdeva built some temples at Tummana and Ratnapura.

Jajalladeva I, who followed PrthvTdeva I in c. 1090, was one of the valiant

princes of this branch. He subdued the neighbouring chiefs of Vairagara,

Lahjika, Bhanara and Talahari. He carried his arms as far as Datidakapura

in south Bengal, Midnapur district, Andhra and Kimidi in Ganjam district.®®

He also defeated the Nagavarn^T king Somesvara of Cakrakotya (Bastar

district). He took him captive together with his wives and ministers, but

set them free at the bidding of his mother. His fame spread to distant

lands. He boasts in his inscription that even the rulers of Cedi, Kanyakubja

and Jejabhukti sought his alliance.®’ He threw off the yoke of the TripurT

house , and declared his independence. He struck gold and copper coins

in his own name to mark the event.®^

Ratnadeva II, the son of Jajalladeva I, succeeded his father in a 1120.

As stated above, Gayakarna, the Kalacuri king of TripurT, would not brook

the intransigence of these members of the subordinate^branch in Chhattisgarh

and decided to reduce them to submission. He sent a large army against

Ratnadeva, but the latter routed it completely.®® Ratnadeva also beat back

86. g3id, no 77, II, 6-7.

87. Ibid, pp cxviii f.

88. toid, no 76, II. 12-13.

89. Ibid, no 77, II, 12-13.

90. HM. I, 22.

91. Hbfaf, II. 19-20.

92. Ibid, p dxxxv.

93. UWrf, no 93, I, 5.
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the invasion of his country by the powerful Gatiga king Anantavarman-

Codagartga.®^ This was a meniorable victory which is mentioned in

several records of these Kalacuris. It emboldened Ratnadeva and his

feudatory Vallabhar^a who undertook campaigns in distant countries.

One of them was directed against the king of Gauda, probably Madanapala.
Another was directed against the ruler of Daridabhukti, and a third against

Khijjitiga, the capital of the Bhahja kings.®®

Ratnadeva II was followed by his son PrthvTdeva II, who ascended the

throne in c. 11 35. He extended the limits of his kingdom by adding Durga
and Raipur districts as well as the former state of Kanker. He then’ boldly

invaded the country of Kalitiga and defeated Anatavarman-Codagahga’s

son and successor Jate^var and imprisoned him.®® PrthvTdeva II constructed

several temples and excavated tanks in different parts of his kingdom.

Jajalladeva II, who followed his father PrthvTdeva II in c. 1165, had to

face an invasion of his kingdom by Jayasirriha, the Kalacuri king of TripuiT.

A fierce battle was fought near Sheorinarayan in which Ulhanadeva, a prince

of a collateral branch of the family, distinguished himself and died fighting

on the battlefield. His wife immolated herself as sati.®^

After the death of Jajalladeva there was confusion and chaos in the

kingdom. Perhaps the country was invaded by some enemy. In this

emergency Jagaddeva, the elder brother of Jajalla, who was fighting in the

eastern country, established peace and order in the country. He had a

short reign of about ten years (1168-78). He was followed by his son

Ratnadeva III. There was trouble in his reign too, but the cause of it is

not known. Garigadhara, a brahman minister of Ratnadeva, retrieved the

situation. He vanquished the enemies and freed the country of all the

troublesome persons.®®

Ratnadeva III was followed by his son Pratapamalla, who is known from

some copper piate grants and copper coins.®® After him there appears to

be a break jn the sequence of the kings of Ratanpur until we come to

the fifteenth century, when we find one Vahara ruling at Ratanpur. Later,

a branch of the family was founded at Raipur.

Ill

THE KALACURIS OF SARAYUPARA

The founder of this branch of the Kalacuri family was one Laksmariaraja.

The Kahia plates state that an illustrious Kalacuri king, whom they do not

94. Ibid. I, 6.

95..«»tf. no 90. II, 19-20.

96. Ibid, no 100, I, 8.

97. Ibid, no 98, II, 17f.

98. Ibid, no 100, II. 18f.

99. Ibid, nos 101 and 102, p dxxxvii.
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name, established himself at Kalahjara trom where he raided and occupied

Ayomukha (modern Pratapgadh and Rae Bareli districts of Uttar Pradesh).'”

He handed over this territory to his younger brother Laksmanaraja. The

latter, using Ayomukha as his base, conquered Svetapada, called Saivaya

in the Kasia stone inscription and described as the place of residence of

the mythical king Sibi.'°' This country corresponds to modem Gorakhpur

district and the adjoining territory. Two inscriptions of this family which have

been discovered till now have been found in this region. One of these is

a fragmentary stone inscription found at Kasia, ancient Ku6Tnagara in

Gorakhpur district, and the other, a copper plate grant is found at Kahia

in Dhuriapar paragana of the same district. These two places are separated

from each other by about 65 kms. The Kalacuri families described in these

records must evidently be identical, and some connecting links have been

noticed on a careful study of the genealogies in them.’”

In 980, when our period begins, Baiikaragaria IV was the ruler. He married

Ya^olekha, from whom he had a son named BhTma (or BhTmata III). There

was some trouble in his reign which cost him his throne. However, after

some time his son Vyasa regained the ancestral throne and was crowned

as the king in 1031. His son Sodhadeva issued the Kahia plates on the

occasion of the Uttarayana-sarnkranti in 1077. Sodhadeva and his father

are mentioned with the imperial titles in these records, e.g. paramabhattaraka,

mahars^hiraja and parame^vara.''^ This shows that this Kalacuri family

had not submitted to the great Kalacuri emperors Gahgeyadeva and Karna,

who were ruling over the adjoining territory around Varanasi. Unlike the

latter, they also did not use the Kalacuri era in dating their records. Their

relations with the TripurT house may, however, have been friendly.

Sodhadeva ruled till at least 1079 when the Kahia plates were issued.

This is the last known date of this branch. The country seems to have

been occupied later by the Gahadavalas. The CandravatT plates of Candradeva,

dated 1090, show that the Gahadavalas had ousted Yasahkarna from

Varanasi'®^ by then. Later, they may have invaded the Sarayupara country

and overthrown the Kalacuri branch ruling there.

100. ItM, no 74. I. 2.

101. Ibid, no 73, I, 16.

102. Ibid, pp cix f. The genealogy arranged on the combined evidence of the two inscriptions

is given on pp cxi f.

103. Ibid, no 74, II, 32-33.

104. El, IX. pp 304f.
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>1^

Sahkaragana III (970-80)

I

—

Narasimha (1 1 53-63)

APPENDIX I

GENEALOGIES

The Kalacuris of TripurT

Laksmanaraja II (945-70)
'

I

1
YuvarajacTeva II (980-90)

Kokalla II (990-1015)

I
Gahgeyadeva (1 01 5-41

)

Kama (1041-73)

Ya6ahkarna^(1 073-1 1 23)

Gayakarna (1 1 23-53)
'

1

i
Jayasimha (1 163-68)

i
Vijayasimha ( 1 1 88- 1210)

i
Ajayasimha

The Kalacuris of Ratanpur

Kalingaraja (1000-20)

i
Kamalaraja (1020-45)

i
Ratnadeva I (1045-65)

i
PrthvTdeva i (1065-90)

i
Jajalladeva I (1090-1120)

i
Ratnadeva II (1120-35)

i
Prthwdeva II (1135-65)

i

Jagaddeva (1168-78)

Ratnadeva III (1178-1200)

Prat^amalla (1200-25)

r
Jgjalladeva II (1165-68)

105. For the genealogy of the post-Jayasirnha (1163-68)’“ decades, see above fns.

69, 71 and
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The Ke^acMis of SavyupSm

(from c. 9»86)

Sahkaragana IV (980-1006)

i
BhTma or Bhinata III (1 005-31

)

i
Wasa (1031-55)

i
Sodhadeva (1055-80)
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Bilahari

stone

inscription

Yuvarajadeva

II

undated

—

Praohya

Pratibha

(Bhopal).

V,

ii,

pp

45f

Gurgi

stone

inscription

Kokalladeva

II

undated

—

PRASWC.

1920-21,

pp

51f;

B.

XXll,

1933-34,

pp

127f:

CU,

IV,

no

46

Makunc^r

stone

inscription

Gartgeyadeva

KE772

1019

/tS//?-C,XII!,p5,

n
1;

M,XX.p85;

£/,

1,

1888-92,

IV,

p

354;

ai.

IV,

no

47
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Jabalpur

stone

inscnption

Jayasimha

KE

926

1
1
74-75

JAOS,

VI,

p
533;

lA,

XVIII,

p
21

0;
B,

V,

1

898-99,

p
1
0;

XXV,

1

939-40,

pp

309f;

ICPB,

p
42;

Cll,

IV,

no

64

Rewa

copper

plates

Jayasimha

KE

926

1175

ASIR-C,

XXI,

pp

1
45f:

/A

XVII,

pp

224f;

Ctl,

IV,

no

65

Tewar

stone

inscription

Jayasimha

KE

928

1177

JAOS,

IV,

pp

51

2f;

ASIR-C,

pp

95f;

B,

II.

1

892-94,

pp

17-19;

Oil,

IV,

no

66
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Raipur

copper

plates

Prthvideval

KE821

1069

Oil,

IV,

no

75

53.

Amoda

copper

plates

PrthvKjeval

KE831

1079

XIX,

1927-28,

pp

75f;

Oil,

IV.

no

76

54

Bhatapara

copper

plates

Prthvideval

Cedi

year

1082

Unpublished

(Times

of

India,

Delhi,

ed,

334

4

November

1979)

55.

Ratanpur

stone

inscriptbn

J^Hadeval

KE866

1114

®
••

1888-92,

pp

33f;

Oil.

IV.

no

77
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Chapter XVIII

THE CAHAMANAS

The rise of the Cahamanas of ^akambhari coincided with that of the

Pratiharas of Jalor. The early Cahamana rulers Durlabhar^a I, Guvaka I and

GGvaka II are known to have served their respective overlords Vatsar^a,

Nagabhata II and Bhoja I with some distinction. But when the Pratlhara

power began to decline towards the middle of the tenth century, the

Cahamanas utilised the opportunity. They did not attack their suzerains as

some others had done, but tried to expand at the expense of their fellow

vassals, the Tomaras of Delhi. Pratihara intervention led to a temporary

patching of their differences. But shortly before 956, the Cahamana ruler,

Sirnharaja, slew the Tomara chief Salavaiia, and assumed the title of

mahara^dhiri^. His own end, however, seems to have been rather tragic.

He succumbed probably to a combined attack of his enemies who might

have been encouraged, if not actually assisted, by the Pratiharas in the

venture.’

For a few years, the goddess of fortune deserted the royal house of

SakambharT. However, before 967 a younger scion of the family named

Laksmana founded the principality of Nadol, and Vigrahar^a II, the elder

brother, restored not only the old glory of his ancestral kingdom but also

added some new territories to it. His Harsa inscription of 973 ends on a

triumphal note. But this record does not mention his best remembered

achievement, the defeat of Mularaja Caulukya of Gujarat. The event, therefore,

has to be put rather late in his reign. His title khurarajondhakara^ might

have been earned as a result of this anti-Caulukya campaign which carried

the Cahamana armies up to Kantha in Saurashtra and Broach at the mouth

of the river Narmada.

Vigraharaja II was succeeded by his younger brother Durlabharaja 11,

whose known dates are 996 and 999.® He continued the anti-Caulukya

policy of Vigraharaja and attacked even his own clansman, Mahendra of

Nadol, because he had given his sister DuiiabhadevT in marriage to

Durlabhar^a Caulukya.^

1 . For an early history of the Cahamanas, A Comfyeherme HIstofy of India, III, i, pp 691 -96.

2. PV, V, 48, “one, the hooves of iwhose cavalry created darkness".

3. ECO. p 330.

4. Dvaya, VII, 66-108.
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The next Cahamana ruler, Govindaraja III, Is believed to have fought with

Mahmud of Ghazni. His son, Vakpatiraja II, initiated the policy of moving
southwards. This resulted in the death of Ambaprasada, the Guhila ruler

of Medapata,® as well as that of Viryarama® at the hands of Bhoja Paramara
of Malwa. Both powers were equaNy keen to subjugate Mewar. Bhoja
conquered not only Chitor^ and its adjoining areas but also temporarily

occupied VTryarama’s capital, GakambharT.

VTryarama’s successor, Camundaraja, succeeded in freeing his kingdom
with the help of his clansman Anahilla of Nadol. However, after VTryarama’s

death Mewar remained out of the Cahamana sphere of influence for about

a century. Other enemies also had to be faced and in 1079 Camundaraja’s

son and successor, Durlabhar^a III, fell in battle while resisting the advance

of the Ghaznavid ruler, Ibrahim III, to the western coast of India.®

The next ruler, Vigraharaja III, is known by an inscription of 1098.® He
helped Udayaditya of Malwa in defeating Karna Caulukya of Gujarat,’®

somewhere between 1079 and 1093. Meanwhile, sporadic fighting against

the Ghaznavids continued. Like his uncle Durlabharaja, PrthvTraja I had to

face the Ghaznavids,” probably with better results. The contemporary

Ghaznavid ruler was probably Masud III.

Prthviraja I was succeeded by his son Ajayaraja, who is also known as

^ayadeva and Salhatia. He defeated Naravamian of Malwa on the borders

of Avanti, The fort of Ghmargga, which he captured, might perhaps be

GfTpatha or Bayana.’^ Besides, he is credited with victory over the garjana

matahgas, ie, the Ghaznavids.’® But this appears to be a tall claim.

Muhammad Bahlim, the governor of Bahram Shah Ghaznavi, is known to

have captured Nagor, which was till then in possession of the Cahamanas

of GakambharT, and to have raided from there the territories of the neighbouring

princes.’'* Probably this threat to GakambharT made Ajayaraja build the town

and hill-fort of Ajmer and make it his capital.’® Sheltered behind its strong

fortifications, /^ayaraja could defy Bahlim with some ease.

After Bahlim’s death matters appear to have eased and there is reason

to believe that the last part of the reign of Ajayaraja was of considerable

5. FV. V, 55-60.

6. PV. calls him Vakpati’s son, but the Bijolia inscription describes him as his brother. Cf

BCD. p 34.

7. See PV Bhoja’s occupation of Chitor is proved by Jinaprabha Suri’s Vividhtfrthakalpa

and the Vimalavasahi inscription of V 1378.

8. FirishtB, I, p 133.

9. The Sakrai inscription bears the date Sam, 55 which, as pointed out by us elsewhere,

should be equated with V, 1155 or 1098 See BCD, p 37.

10. W, V. 77-78.

11. Fragmentary pra^sti of the Cahamanas from y^mer, ECO, p 180.

12. Bijolia inscription, V, 15. See also BCD, p 39, ns 45-47.

13. PV, V. 113.

14. Firishta, I. p 151.

15. PV, V 119-90.
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prosperity. Probably during this period he issued coins both in his own
nqme and in those of his queen, SomalladevT. Ajayareya’s coins bear the

figure of a seated goddess on the obverse and their currency in Sapadalak^

is* proved by the Menal and Dohad inscriptions of v 1225 and v 1228

respectively.’® SomalladevTs coins carry the figure of $ horseman on the

obverse and the queen’s' name on the reverse. Her silver coins are of the

type popularly known as gadhaiyi ka paisa

A worshipper of 8iva, Ajayaraja believed in giving all respect to the

followers of other sects, brahmanical as well as non-brahmanical. He
permitted the Jains to build temples in his newly built city of Ajmer, presented

gold cupolas to Jain temples and acted as a judge in their religious

disputations. He put his son Arnor^a on the throne and proceeded to the

Puskara forest to lead the life of an ascetic.’®

We have a few definite dates ranging from v 1196 to 1199 (ad 1142-45)

for Arnoraja. But some other dates are also available if we look at the

events of his reign. He defeated -Naravarman of Malwa. Naravarman died

in c. 1133. Aiooraja fought a war with Kumarapala Caulukya. Epigraphic

evidence proves that this war ended in 1 1 50. Aimoraja’s reign can, therefore,

be put between 1133 and 1150.

A fragmentary pra^sti, now in the Ajmer Museum, credits Artioraja with

the slaughter of the Turuskas near Ajmer, the defeat of Naravarman of

Malwa, a raid up to the Sindhu and SarasvatT rivers and an expedition up

to Haritanaka country.’®

If these achievements are arranged in chronological order, it would appear

that Ajmer was attacked by a large Ghaznavid army soon after Arnoraja’

s

accession. In a hard fought battle in the plains overlooked by the fort of

Ajmer, Arnoraja defeated them decisively. So great was. the general relief

at the event that Arnoraja’s decree made the date of the battle a great

festival day for the kingdom of 3akambhan. Further, he had the site of the

battle excavated and diverted the waters of the river Candra towards it,

thereby creating the beautiful lake Anasagara,^° which exists even today.

The raid on the Sindhu and Sarasvati, where the Ghaznavids ruled, might

have been an act of reprisal. The defeat of Naravarman of Malwa is also

mentioned 'in the Bijolia inscription.^’ Unfortunately the greater part of the

inscription is now gone and all that we can say is that Arnoraja defeated

Naravarman of Malwa in some battle and deprived him of his elephant

force.“ We have no means of finding out whether this attack on Naravarman

16. M, 1912, pp 209-12; NSgari-prachSm-patrika, XLV, pp 3571; ECD, pp 40-41.

17. ECD. pp. 40-41.

18. V, 21 of the fragmentary praSasti. See App G (ii) of ECD.

19. ECD, pp 180-81 for its text.

20. PV, VI, 1-27. See also the fragmentary pra^asti (I, 14) which states: "The land of Ajmer

soaked with the blood of the Turuskas looked as if she had dressed herself in a dress of

dOep red colour to celebrate the victory of her lord."

21. V, 17. See also fiCD, pp 44-45.

22. LI, 11-16 of the pr^asti.
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prjeceded or succeeded tlib alliance between Arnoraja and Jayasirnha

Siddharaja of Gujarat.

The details of Arnor^a’s attack on the Haritanaka country are also

insufficient. All that we can now gather from the pra^sti is that Arnoraja’s

soldiers reached the KalindT (Yamuna) which apparently amounted to a raid

that made the ladies of the Haritanaka de^ shed tears.^^ According to

the Palam Baoli inscription of v 1337 (ad 1280), the Delhi Museum inscriptiw

of V 1384 (AD 1327) and ^lidhara’s Par^vanatha-carita, Haritanaka (Hariana)

with Delhi as its capital was ruled by the Tomaras before its conquest by

the Cahamanas.^** So the reference in the pra^sti obviously is to a war

between these two rival clans, the Tomaras and the Cahamanas, in which

the Tomaras seem to have been worsted.

Adjacent to the Tomara kingdom of Delhi was the Varana principality of

the Dods of Bulandshar. Arrioraja might have devastated its territory soon

after his victory over Delhi. The event is referred to in verse 17 of the

Bijolia inscription.^® Arnoraja’s contemporary Dod rulers were Sahajaditya

and Bhojadeva.

Arnoraja’s ambition received a serious cVieck in one quarter; he never

succeeded in dictating his own terms to the Caulukyas of Gujarat. His

conflict with Jayasirnha Siddharaja could have been due to their contest

for Malwa. Both Arnoraja and Siddharaja defeated Naravarman. A conflict

between the two rivals followed and though the Dvyasrayakavya and the

Surathotsava state that Arnoraja accepted Siddharaja’s suzerainty,^® it seems

to be that Siddharaja ultimately succeeded in resolving the tangle by giving

his daughter, KancanadevT, in marriage to Arnoraja probably along with a

rich dowry.^^ But the friendly atmosphere thus created did not survive the

death of Jayasirnha. After a short interregnum, during which many people

laid claim to the throne, Kumarapala was ultimately recognised as Jayasirnha

Siddharaja’s successor. Arnoraja would have been happier if his own protege

Cahada had been selected. However, he created difficulties for the new

ruler by giving refuge to Cahada at /^mer and helping him in his intrigues

with the disaffected elements in Gujarat. He also supported the Malwa chief

Ballala, who was trying to make Malwa independent of Caulukya control.

Ballala’s rising and Arrioraja’s invasion of Gujarat, ostensibly to put Cahada

on ‘the Caulukya throne, were so timed that the Caulukyas were forced to

fight on two fronts simultaneously.^®

23. LI, 16-17.

24. Jainapra^astisahgrs^Ta edited by Paramanand Shastn, pra^ti no 25.

25. V, 17: ‘‘We do not regard it as strange what he did against that sinful kingdom of

Varana which resembled, as it were, a rutting elephant, for he was verily a goad for elephantlike

rulers."

26. Dvaya, XVII, 84 and XVI, 19-21; Surathotsava, XV. 22. An inscription at Sambhar giving

Caulukya genealogy is also sometimes regarded as proof of Jayasimha’s victory.

27. PV, VI, 34. See also KutSOumxS, II, 27-28.

28 Dvbvb. XVI. 7-14.
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Though the war between Arnor^a and KumirapSla was a normal political

aff^r, writers who rely on late Jain sources give it religious colour. Of these

the Prabandhakc^ of RajaSekhara (1348) speaks of Kumarapala’s sister,

DevaHadevT as Arroraja’s queen and ascribes the war to an insulting remark

of Aroraja, about the mund/kas or the Svetambara gurus of the Gujarat

ruler.® The story got further amplified in the works of the Jain authors

such as Jayasiipha SuiT, Jinamandana and Caritrasundara,“ all of whom
refer to DevalladevT, to a game of chess between her and her husband
and to the jesting remark which led her to leave Ajmer and seek redress

at the hands of her powerful brother Kumarapala. None of these late

compilers of Kumarapala’s life appear to have cared to consult the

contemporary account in the Dvyairayakavya of Hemacandra. This ascribed

the war to a struggle for power which had an internal as well as an external

aspect. Internally, some of the dissatisfied rx)bles backed the claims- of

cihada, who claimed to be an adqjted son of Jayasirnha Siddharaja.

Externally, Arnoraja at Ajfner and Ballala in Malwa tried to make the most
of the troubled state of affairs in Gujarat—Ballala to become fully independent

and Arnoraja to increase his power and influence.^’

H. B. Sarda considered the earlier as well as later accounts of the war
and held that there were two wars separated from each other by a number
of years. The objective of the first war was political, viz, the substitution

of the "usurper” Kumarapala by “Baha^”. Its result is believed to have
been unfavourable to the Caulul^a ruler, for he hastened to "make peace
vrith Arrraraja and gave the latter his sister in marriage”. A later war, fought

in 1150 to avenge the insult to DevalladevT, however, is believed to have
had better results for Gujarat.®

We are also of the opinion that the war was fought in two stages. But

there was nothing religious about it and it had nothing to do with DevalladevT,

for no such queen is known from historical records. According to the

PrthwajBMjaya, Arnoraja had two queens—one from Gujarat and the other

from Marwar.® A daughter of Jayasirnha Siddharaja, the former was named
KahcanadevT; she was Kumarapala’s aunt who had been married to Arnorgya

long before Kumarapala’s accession to the throne. We must also remember
that according to the earliest and the most reliable accounts of Kumarapala’s

life, he had only one sister named PremalladevT who had been married to

a nobleman named Krsriar^ of Modhavasaka,®^ probably during the reign

29. Singhi Jain Granthamala edition, p 50.

30. KunSrapSkcaiita of Jayasirnha Suri, Jamnagar edition, p 199; KumBfafOiefx^banrlha
of Jinamandana, pp 40a-40b; KumSrapStocarita of Caritrasundara, pp 37a-38a.

31. For nxxe details see Bhamtakaumudi, II, pp 875-86 and BCD, pp 48-55.

32. H.B. Sarda, Sjdieechas and WrUngs, pp 285-86.

33. VI, 29.

34. KumSrafiebdavacafHa, p 2.

TfijhumvipSlaayabha autalk^^
Sdyah KumanpSlaMryah rt^yalak^analak^
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of Jayasirpha Siddharaja. Thus, DevalladevT, the supposed cause of the

second war between Arnoraja and Kumarapala, did not exist except in the

over-zealous imagination of some late Jain writers.

The actual war can be described in brief. Soon after Jayasirpha Siddhar^a’s

death, Aimor^a espoused the cause of a nobleman named Cahada.

Somevyrhere near Abu he was met by Kumarapala’s forces and defeat^,

though not decisively. The war resulted in the deposition of Vikramasirriha

Paramara of Abu who was suspected to be favourably inclined towards

Aimoraja. His place was taken by Ya6odhavala.^ Similarly, at Nadol

Kumarapala replaced Rayapala by his own pawn. Alhana. Other measures

also might have been taken to strengthen the Gujarat-SakambharT border.

Artioraja retaliated by driving out Alhana from Jalore.^ As Arnoraja posed

a greater threat to his position than Ballala, the Caulukya ruler marched

out personally against him. The subduing of Ballala was entrusted to one

of his brahman generals.^^

Kumarapala probably moved into Arnoraja's kingdom by way of Sanchor,

Bhinmal arid Jalor, all of which recognised his supremacy. Reaching Pali

in V 1207 (ad 1150) he not only captured the fort but also razed it to the

ground along with perhaps some other important buildings.^ We have no

information about the steps taken by Arrioraja to oppose Kumarapala’s

advance. But he is known to have fought a battle against the Caulukyas

on the plains adjoining the fort of Ajmer. Arnoraja had hopes of success

because he had undermined the loyalty of Kumarapala’s elephant-driver

Cauliga and won over some influential Gujarat feudatories to his own side.

However, on the eve of the battle, Cauliga had been dismissed and the

other samantas probably waited to see the result of the war.^® Cahada

was taken prisoner as he tried to step from his own elephant to that of

Kumarapala and Arrioraja fell unconscious.^^ The Cahamana army left the

field carrying away their unconscious leader with them."*^ This time Arnoraja

had to buy peace by marrying his daughter Jalhana to the old Kumarapala

and give her a large dowry. His ally, Ballala of Malwa, must have been

slain at almost the same time, for the news reached Kumarapala almost

Mati^lah Kirttipalastatha Premaladevyabhut

KrsnethatadevBna yodOdha Mcx^vasake

35. Ya&xihavala's Ajan inscription is dated V, 1202.

36. We have no inscription of Alhana between the years V 1205 and V 1218.

37. Cf. A. K. Majumdar, Chaukikyas of Gujarat, p 108.

38. KumarapSlacarita of Jinamatidana, p 42b. Sthiracandragani, who was copying the

P^k:S^aka-vrtti at Pali, had to run away from there and complete his task at Ajmer.

39. Prabeindhako^, p 51; Kuman^jalacarita of Jinamandana, p 41b: Kumare^jstacaita of

Jayasirpha Suri, p 188. t

40. Dvaya, XVIII, 108; Vadnagar praiasti 1 and 21, B, I, 1888-92, pp 22ef. For a discussion

of Caharte’s identity, see BCD, pp 51-52.

41 . The story that KumarapSla had Arnoraja put in a wooden cage is a later invention (see

Prabandhskoia, p 52). Not content witti Arnoraja’s defeat, Caritrasundara made his queen

DevallarfevT rush to the battlefield and beg for his life.
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Immediately after the marriage with Jalhana had been celebrated/^ As the

defeat of the two allies is mentioned in the Vadnagar pm^asti of 4 September

1152 and that of Arnor^ alone in the Chitor inscription of Kumarapala

dated in v 1207,^ it may be assumed that Kumarapala started from Gujarat

early in the campaigning season beginning with Vija^daiamT, won a victory

near Ajmer in December or Jaruiary, enjoyed the grand view from Chitor

in the early spring season and returned to his dominions perhaps by the

route which was later taken by Ala-ud-din Khaiji in his attack on Anahilapatana.

Kumarapala assumed an unusual biruda to mark his victory over Arnoraja:

nija-bhuja-ranar)gana‘Vinifjita-$akam^

Kumarapala’s victory ended any ambitions that Arrioraja might have had

of bringing Malwa, Mewar and south-western Rajasthan within the sphere

of his influence. His failure to do so may have led to his death at the

hands of his own son Jagaddeva.'*®

Though Arnoraja’s end was tragic, he had within his lifetime done much
to raise the prestige and power of the kingdom of Sakambhaii. He checked

the south-eastern expansion of the Ghaznavids and was powerful enough

to be treated with regard by Jayasirnha Siddharaja who, with the possible

exception of Kumarapala, was the strongest and greatest of the Cajiukya

rulers of Gujarat. His court was graced by the Bhagavata scholar, Devabodha;

though he himself was a staunch ^iva, Jain scholars of both the Bvetambara

and Digambara sects also received due respect at his hands.'^

The parricide Jagaddeva did not rule long. He was probably defeated

and slain in battle by his younger brother Bisala.^^ Though he ascended

the throne with the title of Vigraharajadeva IV, he continued to use his

name BTsala or BFsaladeva in official records.

Vigraharaja IV began his reign with a number of retaliatory expeditions.

The Bijolia inscription speaks of his having despatched S^ana, "the most

wicked person of the land", to "the abode of Yama”.^ We can reject

Sajjana’s identificatbn with dandadhipati Sajjana of the Gimar inscription

(1119) proposed by A. K. Vyas.^® Actually, he is the pot-maker Sajjana

whose services to Kumarapala were rewarded with the grant of the

governorship of Chitor.“ He is also mentioned in the Chitor inscription of

42. Dvaya, XIX. 21-24.

43. e. II, 1892-94, pp 421f.

44. A. K. Majumdar, op (M, p 109.

45. fV, VII, 13 and VII, 74.

46. PraijhSvakacwIta, NS edition, pp 282-3; Catsiogue ofPMeef Mmjscripts m the Patter

Bhantars, p 395.

47. FV, Vll, 13 aid VII, 74.

48. V, 20.

49. B, XXVI. 1941-42. pp 84-112.

50. KumSnpSadevacarita of Jayasirnha SGri, p 165.
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V 1207 as dandadtm Sajjana'®’ The KumampSadevacarita of Somatilaka

SOri further tells us that Vigrahar^’s armies reduced Chitor and captured

Sajjana’s elephant force.“ Kumarapala tried a diversion by sending an army
to Nagor but raised its siege rather hurriedly when he heard of Vigrahar^a’s

success at Chitor “ The kuntapSa, Kuntapala, who is said to have been
reduced to lancelessness by Vigraharaja, is more difficult to identify. He
could be the Nadullya Cahamana of this name mentioned in the Nanaiia

inscription of Kumarapila.®^ He could also be the Paramara ruler KuntapSa
of Jalor who, according to NainsT, was defeated and dispossessed of his

kingdom by KitO or Kfrtipala, a younger brother of Kelharia of Nadol.“

fsladol was, in the course of these expeditions, “turned into a bed of

reed^’, Jalor into "Jvalapura” or city of flames, and Pallika or Pali into “a

small hamlet". All this devastation is understandable because the chiefs of

these areas rhust have, as Caulukya feudatories, cooperated with their

overlord in his attack on Anioraja.

Another great achievement of Vigraharaja IV was his defeat of the

Bhadanaka ruler, whose territory has variously been identified with Bhadria,

about 13 kms to the south of Bhagalpur; Batadhana, a country mentioned

in the Mahabharata and Bhadaurana in the Panjab.“ But, as pointed out

by us elsewhere, it is actually the tract of land which included Kaman,

Bharatpur and the adjoining areas generally known as the SOrasena

janapada.^^ Vigraharaja’s Bhadanal^ contemporary could have been either

Kumarapala I who was instructed at Tribhuvanagiri by the Kharatara Acarya

Jinadatta Suri (1112-54),®® of his successor, mahar^dhir^ Ajayapala, who

is known from the Mahaban pra&asti of v 1207 (ad 1150). The latter was

succeeded by Haripala, whose existence is vouched for by tradition as well

as an inscription of v 1227 (ad 1170).®® But this defeat of the Bhadanakas

could not have been decisive, for we find them fighting again against the

nephew of Vigraharaja IV, the celebrated Cahamana ruler PrthvTrJa III.

But in the case of the struggle between the Tomaras and the Cahamanas,

we have its last phase in Vigraharaja's reign. Delhi, which had for long

been a Tomara possession,®® passed into Cahamana hands in c. 1l51,

though Madanapala, a scion of the Tomara family, was allowed to rule

51. B, II, 1892-&4, pp 421f. See also I. 27 of the epigraph for Sajjana’s name.

52. Kum&vfOtadevacaiita, pp 29-30.

53. KM.
54. ABOFK, Silver Jubilee Volume, p 317.

55. See 0, XXVI, 1941-42, p 105.

56. J/H, XXXIX, pp 423-24.

57. Rajasthan Through the Ages. I, pp 21-24.

58. See the KharataragacchapattSvaF, p 19.

59. e, I, 1888-92, pp).289f; e,"ll, 1892-94, pp 276f.

60. See in this volume the account of the Tomaras (ch. XIX). The Palam Baoli (v 1337)

and Delhi Museum (v 1394) inscriptions also speak of Delhi being a Tomara possession before

its conquest by the CdharnSnas.
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there in a subordinate capacity.®’ HansT, \vhich had been recaptured by

the Tomaras from the Ghaznavids, must have been conquer^ by the

Cihamanas at almost the same time as Delhi.

The possession of Delhi gave almost an all-India importance to the

Cahamanas of SSkambhaiT, their independence becoming identified with

the independence of Aryavarta. Vigraharaja’s first war against the Ghaznavids

was fought in self-defence. Perhaps to take advantage of the weakness of

Sakambhan after its defeat by Kumarapala and the war of succession which

had followed the assassination of Arnoraja, the HammTra (either Bahram

Shah Yamin-ud-Daulah or his successor Khusrau Shah, Mutizz-ud-Daulah)®^

advanced as far as Vawera.®® Vigraharaja was asked to offer allegiance

and thus save himself and his kingdom. Since the ministerial council that

he held soon after receiving the message was divided, Vigraharaja considered

buying off the invader. Nor was he prepared to let the invaders have their

own way in the territories ruled by himself and his friends, for he felt that

it was his bounden duty to stand by his friends and to protect brahmans,

cows, temples and other sacred places. Though the account of the

Latitavigraharaja breaks off at this point, it is certain that the Turkish arrny

was b^ten off. It probably went no further than Vawera. Later Vigraharaja

undertook offensive operations; and from what he has to say about his

achievements in the Delhi-Siwalik pillar inscription, these operations must

have been many. While giving the Cahamanas all credit for these victories,

we must at the same time remember that the contemporary Ghaznavids

were engaged in a life-and-death struggle with the Ghurids and had little

time to spare for any serious Indian operations.

As the Prthwajavijaya credits Vigraharaja IV with the capture of numerous

hill-forts,®^ it can perhaps be assumed that he conquered some other

territories besides those enumerated above. The Dharmagho^suristuti of

Raviprabha speaks of his being assisted by one Arisimha and the ruler of

Malwa in hoisting the flagstaff of the Jain temple Rajavihara at Ajmer.®® The

ruler of Malwa is likely to have been a representative of Ballala who had

sided with Arnoraja in the rising against the Caulukyas; and Arisirnha may
have been some ruler of Medapata which had been overrun by the Caulukya

army on its way back to Gujarat. In the north, the conquest of the Tomara

kingdom of Delhi might have carried the Cahamana kingdom up to the

foot of the Siwalik mountains. So there is some truth in his claim that he

had made all the rulers of the territories lying between the Himalayas and

the Vindhyas (Himavada-Vindhyantaralaiv bhuvati) pay tribute to him. But

he' was certainly not the suzerain of entire Aryavarta, for there is nothing

61 . See ch XIX in this volume for an account of the Tomaras.

62. See ch XII (Section II) and ch XVI in this volume.

63. Now a small village in Jhunjhunu district of R^asthan and a part of the Khetri estate

in pre<partition days.

64. VIII. 64.

65. Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Jaina Bhandars of Rattan, p 370.
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to^prave that he receiveci tribute from Vije^^acandra G^iadavala, Madanavarman
Cejpdella, Kumacapals. Caulukya and Ballalasena.

Vigrahar^a’s fame also rests on his being an enlightened patron of art

and literature. A writer of some distinction himself, parts of his Harakdi
have survived destruction. He patronised Somadeva, the author of the
Lalitavigrahar^-nataka. What is more, he had a minister who summoned
pdnditas and poets to literary conferences. Even his enemies could not

gnjdge him the title of Kavibandha\^.^ Knowing this to be his distinctive

title, the writer of the Pi^w^wjaya aptly wrote, "when he died, the term
Kavibandha\^ became useless: there was none else to whom it could be
applied appropriately”.®^ ‘Kielhom thought highly of Vigraharaja’s Haiakeli

and regarded it as “actual and undoubted proof that Hindu rulers of the

past were eager to compete with Bhavabhuti and Kalidasa in poetic fame’ ’

.

Vigrahaiiaja’s Sanskrit College at Ajmer was built on the model of Bhoja's

SarnsvafUmthabharana Wiyalaya at Dhara. Cunningham rightly said that it

vied with the noblest buildings of the world “for gorgeous prodigality of

ornament, beautiful richness of tracery, delicate sharpness of finish, laborious

accuracy of workmanship, endless variety of detail”.®® The Visalya lake with

its grand temples, which was another of his creations, must also have

presented a grand sight.®® Of the many towns that he named Vfsalpur after

his own name, one stands

at the mouth of the chasm-like gorge which runs through the Ginvar

mountain range in Mewar to Rajmahala. The pass is very narrow at

each end with high, precipitous cliffs approaching each other from

the opposite sides, but it opens out into a great mountain-girded

amphitheatre in the centre, where the Banas river in the rainy season

forms a great lake called Anasagara after Vfsaladeva’s father Anaji.^°

Vigraharaja died before v 1224 (ad 1167-68). His son, Aparagaiigeya or

Amaragartgeya, did not rule long.’^’ He might have been either deposed or

slain in battle by his cousin, Jagaddeva’s son PrthvTr^a II, for whom we
have inscriptions ranging from v 1224 to v 1226 (ad 1167-69). PrthvTr^a

defeated some ruler of Pancapura (perhaps present Pinjore near Kalka) and

added to the strength of the fort of HansT by adding a pratdiJ^

As Prthvfr^ II died without any issue, his ministers brought over his

uncle Some^vara from the court of Gujarat where he had probably been

since the death of Anioraja and put him on the throne of Ajmer. His

relations with Kumarapala Caulukya. who had brought him up, were good.

But Kumarapala’s successor, AjayapSa, was hostile to him and claims to

66. Cf. Prabanc^, p 90.

67. VIII, 55.

68. ASR-C, II. p 263.

69. For a detailed description, bid.

70. H B. Sarda, op dt. p 255.

71. PV, VIII. 54. For various renderings of his name cf, BCD. p 65, n 50.

72. Hin^ inscription, w 4-6; lA, KU, p 19. Pratoli probably means a gateway.
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have wrested a golden canopy from Some^vara.” Somesvara assumed the

title of Pmtapalai)keivara, which is probably indicative of success in the

battlefield as well as his faith in Siva.” We have, however, no idea of the

ruler against whom the success was achieved.

Somesvara built a town named after his father and erected five temples

of which one was dedicated to Vaidyanatha and one to Tripurusa. He also

set up two bronze statues, probably in some temple, of his father riding

on a horse and of himself standing before it.^® A Saiva by conviction, he

was generous to other sects too. He granted the village of Revna to the

temple of Parsvanatha at VindhyavallT or Bijolia.^® Inscriptions of both

Somesvara and his son, PrthvTraja III, have been found for v 1234. This

would mean that PrthvTraja III ascended the throne in the year when
Somesvara died.’’^

Somesvara had two sons, PrthvTraja and Hariraja, by. the Kalacuri princess

KarpOradevT. As Vigraharaja IV is further said to have gone to heaven only

after he had heard of the birth of these two children,^® PrthvTraja must ha\^e

been bom before v 1224. Calculations on the basis of his garbhalagna

given in the Prthmajavijaya permit us to put the event in v 1223.^®

PrthvTraja was not expected to supen/ise the affairs of the state at the

tender age of eleven when he came to the throne. So the administration,

for a few years, was in the hands of the queen mother, KarpOradevT, and

her two counsellors, Kadambavasa and Bhuvanaikamalla Kalacuri, a younger

brother of KarpuradevTs father, Acalaraja.®° In his sixteenth year, perhaps,

PrthvTraja III assumed the reins of administration himself, though the old

counsellors continued to advise him. KarpuradevTs regency had been a

period of peace and good administration.®’ PrthvTraja’s direct rule, on the

other hand, turned out to be a period of many wars.

The first war of PrthvTraja was against his own kinsman, Nagarjuna. Being

a son of Vigraharaja IV, he probably regarded himself as better entitled to

the throne of Ajmer than the young PrthvTraja. He captured Gudapura.

When PrthvTraja’s forces stormed the fort, he managed to escape but his

wife and mother fell into the victor’s hands.®^ The second war of PrthvTr^a

was against the Bhadanakas, whose territories appear to have been in the

Surasena janapada.^ The event occurred before v 1239 (ad 1182). It was

73. f^rtikaumudf, II, 55.

74. Bijolla inscription, v, 27.

75. PK VIII, 62-66.

76. BijOlia inscription, v, 28.

77. Amvalda inscription of Somesvara and Badia inscription of PrthvTraja III.

78. PV, VIII. 53.

79. See PV, VII, 27; Jonaraja’s commentary on the verse: ECD, p 72, ns 2-4 and text, para. 1

.

80. PV, IX, 67-86.

81. PV. IX. 1-34.

82. PV, XII, 8-38.

83. See n 57 above.
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the most important event of his reign till then.®^

The conflict with the Candellas of Khajuraho and Mahoba. which has
the subject of two famous Hindi epics, the Prthwaja-raso and the

Alha-khanda has been far better known of the early wars of the Cahamana
ruler. The Raso speaks of Mahoba being placed under the governorship

of Prthviraja’s samanta, Pajjunaraja Kachawaha, after its capture by the

Cahamana forces. Though it is difficult to be sure about the entire veracity

of these statements, it is known from the Madanpur stone inscriptions of

PrthvTraja®® that the country of Jejakabhukti was devastated and plundered

by PrthvTraja, son of Somesvara and grandson of Arnoraja in v 1239 (c.

AD 1182-83). The severe defeat sustained by the Candella ruler, Paramardin,

is indicated also by stray verses in the ^rahgadhar&paddhati and the

Prabandhacintamani, according to which Paramardin saved himself from

PrthvTraja’s anger by putting a straw in his mouth.®® The Cahamana
inscriptions do not claim any tem'torial conquest and only speak of the

devastation of Paramardin’s kingdom. Further, inscriptions of Paramardin

are found both at Mahoba and Kalahjara in v 1240,®’^ ie, barely within a

year of PrthvTraja’s raid. This would mean that PrthvTraja’s action merely

added to his fame as a military leader. He may have also acquired

considerable booty.®®

Somewhere between 1182 and 1187 PrthvTraja turned his attention

towards Gujarat, relations with which had never been cordial since the

Gujarat-Sapadalaksa struggle in Arnoraja’s reign. His first move was an

attack on Dharavarsa, the Paramara ruler of Abu, who was a feudatory of

the Caulukyas of Gujarat. The attack, though delivered at night, is said to

have been beaten off.®® The Prthwajaraso speaks of a battle between the

Cahamanas and Caulukyas near Nagor; the fact appears to be confirmed

by some inscriptions of v 1241 (ad 1184-85) from Charlu which mention

the death of certain Cahamana heroes in the battle of Nagor.®° There might

have been some other Caulukya successes. The Veraval inscription eulogising

the chief minister of the Caulukya BhTmadeva II, ie, Jagaddeva Pratihara,

speaks of him specifically as "the moon to the lotus-like queens of

PrthvTraja’’.®^ PrthvTraja is obviously the Cahamana ruler PrthvTraja III. However,

Jagaddeva Pratihara is known to have negotiated peace with him around

84 See the Kharataragacchapattavalfof Jinapala. The Bhadanakas had a strong elephant force

85. ASIR-C, X, p 96: XXII, pp 'l73f.

86. In the Prabandha, the verse is made to refer to Paramardin of Kuntala. even though

his adversary is mentioned as Prthvnraia of Sapadalaksa. Paramardin of Kuntala lived about

1143. So the actual Paramardin meant should be Paramardin of Mahoba, who was Prthviraja’s

contemporary.

87. ASIR-C, XXI, p 72; PASS, 1879-80, pp 143-44; El, V, Appendix, p 26

88. See also ch, XVI in this volume.

89. P^he^r&irama-vyayoga, p 3.

90. For the text of the inscriptions see ECO, pp 93-94.

91. L, 28, HIP, II, p 218.
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1187-88.®^ The later phases of the war, therefore, might have been
unfavourable to the Cahamanas, though it brought them no solid gain.

Tradition speaks of a long-drawn out conflict between Prthvfriya and
Jayaccandra Gahadavala of Kannauj. Direct fighting between the two is

said to have resulted when Prthwaja abducted his beautiful daughter,

Samyogita, from her svayamvara at Kannauj. Samyogita’s historicity has

been doubted by some scholars, mainly on the grounds that the story is

extremely romantic and is not described by writers like Nayacandra SOri.

But, as against this, we might put references to her in the Sanskrit poem
Surjanacarita of Candrasekhara, the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazl and even the

Prthwajavijaya. It must, however, be admitted that the Prthwajavijaya is

rather vague on account of the fragmentary nature of the verses from which

it has been culled.®^ Further, Sarnyogita or no Sarnyogita, there was bound

to be rivalry between these two princes, each one of whom aspired to

"universal sovereignty”.®^ The Puratanaprabandhasaftgraha writes of

Jayaccandra’s celebration of PrthvTraja’s defeat at the hands of Muhammad
of Ghur.®®

Political wisdom was the greatest need of the hour. Muhammad of Ghur

had led his first expedition to India in 1175 and captured Multan. Three

years later he advanced on Gujarat with a large army, proceeding probably

by way of Kiradu, where he destroyed an idol of Somesvara,®® and through

Nadol which he captured. The Caulukyas requested PrthvTraja for help. But

the latter’s ministerial council presided over by Kadambavasa considered

both the Ghurids and the Caulukyas as enemies of the Cahamana kingdom

of Sapadalaksa; their mutual destruction was welcomed. Luckily, the

Caulukyas succeeded in defeating the Turks, even without any extraneous

aid.®^ The Cahamana refusal embittered the relations between the two rulers.

It did much to complete PrthvTraja’s isolation in the fateful second battle

of Tarain.

Muhammad of Ghur spent about fourteen years consolidating his position

in the Panjab. In 1181 he captured Sialkot; in 1186 he made himself the

complete master of the province by treacherously capturing the Ghaznavid

ruler Khusrau Malik and throwing, him into prison.®®

Muhammad of Ghur’s first major expedition®® against PrthvTraja was

undertaken in the winter of 1190-91. He captured Tabarhindah’°° in the

92. For the quotation from the Kharataragacch^p^avaS see ECD, p 77, n 28.

93. Aifi-i-Akbari, II. pp 300f; Surjanx^rita, X, 13-128; PV, X, 2 and XII, 1-38.

94. See Taj-ul-Maasir, ED, II, p 214; PuratanapmbmKfimsahgraha, p 86.

95. PurStanaprabandhasahgraha, pp 86 and 89. See also ch XIII (Section II) in this volume.

96. PRAS WC, 1906-07, p 42.

97. PV, XI. 8-12.

98. Tabajat-i-Nasin. See also the next note.

99. ECD, p 82, n 49. A. H. Raverty puts the battle in ah 586. Others put it in ah 587;

perhaps the accounts can be reconciled by putting the start of the expedition in ad 586.

100. Probably Sirhind. See also ECD, p 82, n 51.
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dominions of PrthvTraja and put it under one of his commandants, Qazi

2iya-ud-din of tulak, asking him to hold out till he returned from Ghazni

with further reinforcements. PrthvTraja decided to capture the fort and on

his way he encountered the Ghur army on the battlefield of Tarain.

The battle began with the Cahamana attack on the right and left flanks

of the Ghur army, both of which soon took to flight. The Ghur vanguard

also fared badly. Muhammad of Ghur, who met Govindaraja In sirigle

combat, was so severely wounded that he would have fallen off his horse

had he not been carried away from the field by a Khaiji youth. Had Prthvrtr^

now pursued the fleeing Turkish army, he could have destroyed it. But he

let the enemy escape, re-form themselves after putting a safe distance

between themselves and the Cahamana army and retire in good order to

their own bases, carrying with them the wounded sultan. PrthvTraja continued

his march against Tabarhindah and captured it after a siege of a few months.

Traditional accounts state that PrthvTraja spent the interval between the

two battles of Tarain enjoying himself. Muhammad of Ghur, on the other

hand, directed all his energies to the one great task of avenging his defeat.

Soon he had an army of 1,20,000 Tajik, Turk and Afghan horsemen, all

of them well equipped with arms and armour and eager to fight for the

spoils of India. Passing through Multan and Lahore, he once again reached

the battlefield of Tarain. PrthvTraja, who had haughtily rejected the demand
to embrace Islam, is said to have deployed in the field 3,00,000 horses,

3,000 elephants and considerable infantry. But instead of taking the offensive,

he sent Muhammad of Ghur a message offering to do him no harm if he

chose to return to his own country. The astute Ghur neither accepted nor

rejected the proposal and wrote back saying that he could return only with

the permission of his brother, whose general he was. However, till the

receipt of his answer he would be glad to have a truce. The ruse had the

desired effect on the credulous and over-confident Cahamanas who spent

the night merry-making. Early next morning they had to taste the bitter fruit

of this folly.

With a view to allaying suspicion, Muhammad of Ghur kept a number

of fires burning at the site where he had encamped till then and himself

marched off in another direction. Leaving there those constituents of the

army that could hamper the brisk movement of his troops, he divided the

rest into four divisions of 10,000 archers and ordered them to attack the

Cahamanas from all directions and retire pretending flight.’® It was shortly

before dawn that the Turks launched their attack. PrthvTraja was asleep,’®

so were perhaps many others too. Taken by surprise, they began fighting

as well as they could but before they could get into some sort of a

battle-array, the well-thought out tactics of Muhammad of Ghur had already

101. Fffishta, I, p 175.

102. TedjaqSt-i-t^m, I, p 468.

103. Vinjd^-vkihl-vktwam^ of L£d<sn1idhara.
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gone into action. The forces of PrthvTraja were completely routed; he lost

about 1,00,(XX) troops according to Hasan Nizami’s estimate. Govindaraja

of Delhi was among the slain. PrthvTraja, who tried to escape from the

battlefield on a horse, was recognised, pursued and overtaken in the

neighbouitiood of Sarasvafi, ie, the present town of Sirsa in Hissar district.

The evidence of the Taj-ul-Moasir, the Puratanaprabandhasahgraha and

a combined coin of Muhammad-bin-Sam and PrthvTraja suggests that the

Ghur tried to have PrthvTr^ as his feudatory at Ajmer. The scheme proved

difficult to implement because PrthvTraja’s hatred of the Turks was too

deeply rooted to let him play such a role successfully. He was probably

soon caught intriguing against Muhammad of Ghur and put to death.

There is no truth in the story that he was carried away as prisoner to

Ghazni, where he died at the hands of Cand, his court bard. PrthvTraja

died in 1192. The sultan lived up to 1206 when he was assassinated by

the Gakkhars.

India still remembers the name of Prthwaja. His court had great panb/fas’°^

and poets like Vidyapati, Janardana, Visvarupa, Jayanaka and Padmanabha,’'*

and he continued Vigraharaja IV’s tradition of calling conferences of panditas

and poets. He was a good soldier and a good general, and had many
victories to his credit. But his conduct on the battlefield in the second

battle of Tarain is a blot on his generalship as well as statesmanship. But

while criticising PrthvTraja III, it would be well to remember that he was at

the time barely twenty-six years old. Granted a little more experience, he

might have b^n more cautious and less prone to make enemies on all

sides by pursuing a policy of digvijaya. But PrthvTraja III, as known to us,

can hardly be given a place among the great rulers of India.

Muhammad of Ghur put Prthvir^a to death but he continued to pursue

his policy of having Cahamana feudatory on the throne of A^mer. Govinda,

who is generally regarded as PrthvTraja’s son,’“ agreed to the terms imposed

by the Turks and took over the reins of government soon after the death

of PrthvTraja. But PrthvTraja’s younger brother, Hariraja, who probably had

the backing of the majority of his brother’s samantas, drove out Govinda

from Agmer. A Cauhana chief named Jaitra rose against the Turks near

HansT. Delhi raised its head in insurrection. Hariraja also moved forward

and besieged the Turkish nominee, Govinda, in Ranthambhor. If these

resources could have been pooled together, the Cahamanas might have

104. ED. II, p 215.

105. Mentioned in the TBtaqSt-i-Nisiffas a fort captured by Muhammad of Ghur, bid, p 215.

106. PuratanaprebeuTdheeebgmha, pp 86-87.

107. PV. X 42.

108. The first two names are from the KharataragaxbapattSvaf of Jinapala and the latter

three from the PrtMri^av^aya. Visvarupa was a friend of the author of the PV, Padmanabha

was in charge of the conferences of panditas and poets. Vidyapati should not be confused

with his later namesake of Mithiia— Eds.

109. He could even be his kinsman.
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had a better chance of success. But Hariraja was not a leader with that

type of organising ability, with the result that Jaitra was defeated by

Qutb-ud-din near the borders of Bagada. Delhi was captured by the Turks,

though after a long and arduous siege, and Hariraja was himself driven off

with ease from the walls of Ranthambhor."°

Back in Ajmer, Hariraja soon exhibited the weakest side of his character.

He gave himself up to the pleasures of the harem, neglected the administration

of the state and let the Turks further consolidate their gains in the country.

Prthvfraja had been defeated and slain in 1192. Two years later, Muhammad
of Ghur’s representative Qutb-ud-din had defeated and slain the Gahadavala

Jayaccandra in the battle of Candwar (1194). Qutb-ud-din now decided to

deal with Hariraja “even though it was the middle of the hot season”, and

the Turk and Afghan troopers found it extremely difficult to ride their horses

with their heavy armour. According to .Rrishta, Hariraja and Jaitra were

defeated and slain."’ From the HammTramahakavya, on the other hand,

we learn that unable to. put up any effective resistance, Hariraja consigned

himself to the flames."^ This account is corroborated by the contemporary

source, Taj-ul-Maasir, according to which Hariraja "sacrificed himself in the

flames of the fire” immediately before the fall of the fort."^ Thus, with

Hariraja ended the kingdom of Sapadalaksa.’"

110. Tf^-ul-Maeetr, ED, II, p 220.

111. Firishta, I, p 194. The name of Jaitra is sometimes given as Jihtar in some of the

Persian chronicles. But Jaitra appears to have been the correct form.

112. IV. 18-19.

113. ED, II, p 226.

114. Hariraja was on the throne of Ajmer tiU the eighth day of the bright half of Vaisakha

in V 1251 (AD 1194). Cf. his Tuntoff (about 32 kms from Ajmer) inscription of Hariraja, ARRM,
1911-12, p 2.



Chapter XIX

MINOR RAJPUT DYNASTIES

THE GUHILAS OF MEWAR

The rise of the Guhila dynasty of Mewar can probably be put during the

period of political instability that followed the break-up of the Gupta empire.

Bappa, traditionally regarded as the Guhila conqueror of Chitor, is believed

to have abdicated in 753 and became an ascetic. In 985 Mewar was being

ruled by one of his successors, Saktikumara, for whom we have the Atpur^

inscription of 977. Threatened from the south-eastern side by the rising

power of the Paramaras of Malwa, he seems to have enlisted the help of

their rivals, the Gurjaras. But even this alliance proved of no avail. Sometime

between 973 and 996, the Paramara ruler Munja not only captured the

Guhila stronghold of Aghata with the help of his mighty elephant force, but

also defeated the combined forces of the Guhilas and the Gurjara ruler.’

The Gurjara ruler is generally identified with either Vijayapala, the Prafihara

ruler of Kannauj, or MulatSja I, the Caulukya ruler of Gujarat. Elsewhere,

we have equated the Gurjara with Muiaraja, as he had greater reason tp

be afraid of Muhja’s imperialist ambition than the distant Prafihara; it was

also easier for him to rush to the beleaguered Guhila ruler's help. Moreover,

the way his army retreated indicates the probability of his being a western

rather than an eastern ruler.^

Saktikumara was succeeded by his son, Ambaprasada, who died at the

hands of Vakpati II, the Cahamana ruler of ^akambhari.^ But the eagerness

of the Cahamanas to annex a kingdom, the capital of which had already

passed into the hands of the Paramaras during the previous reign, soon

brought these two rival powers into conflict. The Cahamana-Paramara

conflict resulted in the death of the Cahamana ruler, Viryarama, at the

hands of Bhoja. The Cahamana capital was also occupied by the Paramara

forces. Chitor, if not occupied already by the Paramaras during Muhja’s

reign, now definitely passed into their hands. Bhoja built there the splendid

temple of Tribhuvananarayana (now known as Mokaiji’s). Finding either its

1. e, X, 1909-10, pp 20f, V, 10.

2. The forces of the defeated Guiiare^ are said to have fourvj shelter at Hastikundi, about

18 Kms south-east of Bali in Manvar, not very far from

3. PV. V, 59.
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Climate or its surroundings congenial, he made it one of his resorts,* and

it remained under the Paramaras at, least up to the end of Naravarman’s reign.®

The Guhilas of Mewar have practically no history for about a century

after Ambaprasada’s death. Sucivarman, Naravarman, KFrtivarman, Yogaraja,

Vairata and Harnsapala are just bare names. Vairisirpha, the next ruler,

surrounded Aghata with a rampart.® This should naturally lead to the

conclusion that he had, by that time, succeeded in recovering it either by

force or by siding with some claimant to the throne. May be the Paramara

Udayaditya gave his daughter Syamaladevf in marriage to Vairisirnha’s son

Vijayasirnha.^

For Vijayasirnha we have four inscriptions, ranging from 1083 to 1116.

Following the policy of his father, he tried to strengthen his position by

marrying his daughter AlhanadevT to Gayakarnadeva, the Kalacuri ruler of

TripurT.® Her two sons, Narasirnhadeva and Jayasirnhadeva, successively

ascended the Kalacuri throne. Vijayasirnha’s successors, Arisirnha,®

Cddasirnha and Vikramasirnha are again non-entities. Karna, Karnasirnha or

Ranasirnha built a strong fort on the Ahor hills. He was succeeded by

Ksemasirnha.

Ksemasirnha had two sons, Samantasirnha and Kumarasirnha. Four

inscriptions of the former range from 1169 to 1179. The earliest of these

was found in the temple of Ghantamata, which is about 50 kms from

Udaipur.’® The next two are from Jagat, a village in the Chhappan district

of Mewar. They are dated v 1228 (ad 1171). The fourth inscription is from

Sola] in the erstwhile Dungarpur state and is dated v 1236 (ad 1179)”

The main events of his reign, however, are insufficiently known from these

inscriptions and other sources. An Abu inscription of v 1287 (ad 1230)

informs us that in a battle between Samantasirnha and the lord of the

Gurjara land, the latter was badly wounded and rescued by Prahladana,

the younger brother of Dharavarsa (of CandravatT and Abu).’^ The location

of the battle is unknown. But the action in which the Caulukya monarch

had to enlist the assistance of his feudatories of Abu might have been a

fairly serious affair. This event is probably referred to in the Surathotsava,

a poem by the royal chaplain Somesvara. According to this work (verse

32), the purohita Kumara prayed to Katukesvara Mahadeva and removed

the great pain that Aiayapala haci to suffer as a result of the wounds
received in battle.

4. Tnbhuvananarayana was also the title of Bhoja.

5. See oh XIV in this volume for an account of Naravarman.

6. Kumbhalgarh inscription of Maharana Kumbhakarna.

7. Bheraghat inscription, El, II, 1892-94, p 12, V, 21.

8. w, 22-24.

9. A. K. Vyas ascribes the Paladi inscription to this ruler instead of Vijayasirnha, cf El, XXXI,

1935-36, pp 243f.

10. IHQ, XXXVII, pp 215-16.

11. Cf, G. H. Ojha, History of Dungarpur, p 35.

12. B, VIII, 1905-6, p 211, V, 38.
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Ultimately, victory did no good to Samantasirnha. It encouraged him to

proceed against his samantas and deprive them of all their possession.’^

G. H. Ojha gave the word samanta the sense of “nobles of Mewar”. If

accepted, the implication of this meaning would be that Samantasirnha

tried to fill his coffers by taxing his subjects, specially the rich jagirdars

because his Gujarat war was very expensive. But samanta can also mean

a neighbouring chief. In that case, we might assume that Samantasirnha

came to have such an inflated notion of his own power and importance

that he attacked some of his weaker neighbours and annexed their territories.

In either case, the final result of Samantasirnha’s policy was the same.

Encouraged by /^ayapala, who must have been eager to avenge his defeat,

and egged on by either Samantasirnha’s nobles or neighbours, Kitu or

Kfrtipala Cahamana, a younger scion of the Nadol family, invaded Mewar

and succeeded in wresting its rule from the hands of the valiant but rash

Guhila ruler. The event is generally assigned to about 1179. We find

Samantasirnha's inscriptions in the territory of the erstwhilaDungarpur stat^

since this year. According to NainsT, this state was founded by Samarasirnha^

obviously a mistake for Samantasirnha, when he left Mewar.’^ Here too he^

was not left in peace. An inscription of v 1242 (ad 1185) shows that within

six years of the Solaj inscription, Bagada had passed into the hands of

Amrtapala, a feudatory of the Caulukya ruler, Bhimasitnha II.’® Driven out

from here, Samantasirnha probably found refuge at the court of the Cahamana

ruler Prthviraja III of Ajmer, a sworn enemy and rival of Bhimasirnha.

Tradition makes Samarasirpha of Mewar the husband of PrthvTraja’s sister

Prthabai. But as this ruler ascended the throne after 1267, he, therefore,

could not be a contemporary of PrthvTraja III. It has been therefore rightly

argued that Samarasirpha is a bardic mistake for Samantasirpha. In that

case, Samantasirpha could have also fought in the second battle of Tarain

and laid down his life to preserve the independence of Sapadalaksa.’®

There were some notable developments in Mewar after the expulsion of

Samantasirnha. The samantas probably did not like him. But they disiiked

even more an outsider who had no claim to the throne of Mewar except

that of the sword. Therefore, they made Samantasirpha’s brother Kumarasirpha

their leader. The situation was not very eaSy for Kumarasirpha. However,

he proceeded diplomatically. He ensured the help of the Caulukya emperor

BhTma II by promising him the cession of Aghata, perhaps then the most

flourishing town of the Guhila kingdom.’^ Thereafter Kumarasirpha rallied

13. Kumbhalgarh inscription, v, 36.

14. I, pp 70-79: NP edition.

15. The grant has been edited by G. H. Ojha and also cited in HistoryofDur^arpur, p50, n 1.

16. Prttv/iHieri^,

17. S\^<rtam AghStapursiv of the Kumbhalgarh inscription should be regarded as a bahuvmn

compound Qualifying the Gurjara rvpa. Saying that Kumarasimha secured Aghatapura by

pleasing the Caulukya ruler is contradicted by the fact that Aghata is known to have remained

under Caulukya occupation at least up to v 1263, when both KumSrasimha and his son,

H-34
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his forces, attacked his enemy Kitu and expelled him from Mewar.

Mathanasirnha or Mahanasima, the son and successor of Kumarasirnha,

is known through two inscriptions of 1182 and 1185. The former shows
that Nagadraha (Nagd§) and not Aghata was the seat of Guhila government.

The second inscription is from Iswal, a village about 20 kms from Udaipur

on the Udaipur-Gogunda road; it does not provide any particular information

about Mahanasirnha. The Chirwa inscription of Samarasirpha’s reign shows
that Mathanasirnha appointed Uddharana of the Tantarada family as the

talaraksa (Kotwal) of Nagda.’®

For the next ruler, Padmasirnha, we have an inscription from the ValkaleSvara

Mahadeva at Narasirnhapura in the Bhomat region of Mewar. Till then

Mewar was a minor kingdom of India. It was during the reign of Padmasirnha’s

successor, Jaitrasirr.fia, that the state shot into prominence once again. He
became one of the main figures on the political stage of Rajasthan.^®

THE TOMARAS OF DELHI

The Tomaras, who have already been mentioned in the accounts of the

Pratiharas and the Cahamanas, lived perhaps originally in the Himalayan

area with the Kashmiris, Harnsamargas and Tariganas. Migrating southwards,

they established ttiemselves in the Kurukshetra region. An undated inscription

of the reign of the Pratlhara ruler, Mahendrapala I, mentions bhOnatha

Gogga and his two brothers as builders of a triple temple of Visnu at

Prthudaka or Pehoa.®°

The date of the foundation of the Tomara kingdom of Delhi is not certain

but it can be presumed to have been later than the reign of Bhoja I when
we have one of his inscriptions from the Purana Qila area. Perhaps they

occupied it first as governors of the Pratiharas and assumed independence

when the Pratihara power declined. The event can be approximately put

in the early eleventh century, in the reign of Anahgapala I (the Nekpal of

Abul Fazl’s genealogical table).

Delhi had to face difficult times from the very start. When Mahmud of

Ghazni marched against Thanesar in 1011, then probably the second capital

of the Tomaras, none heeded the call of the Tomara ruler for succour. He

alone had to bear the full brunt of the storm. Thanesar fell to the fury of

the invader. But Mahmud did not occupy Thanesar permanently. HansT,

another stronghold of the Tomaras, was captured by Mahmud’s son and

successor, Masud, in 1037. Thus everything seemed to be set for a final

assault on the Tomara kingdom. But besides the Tomaras many contemporary

rulers, such as the Sihis and Candellas, etc., joined the anti-Ghaznavid

Mathanasirnha, were dead. For a further discussion of the question, see m^,Re^asthan Through

the Ages, i, pp 276-78.

18. Chirwa inscription, v, 10.

19. Cf A Corrgrehensive Hstory of IncKa, V, p 785, n 9.

. 20. El, I, 1888-92, pp 242f.
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campaign. One of the leaders of this campaign was the Tomara chief

Gopala.*’ Under his leadership they captured HansT, Thanesar and Nagarkot.

The Sahi chief succeeded in occupying Lahore for a short period, but had
to evacuate it later.^ Nagarkot was recovered by the Ghaznavids in 1051,

but HansT and Thanesar seem to have remained with the Tomaras for

nearly a century when the struggle between the Cahamanas and the

Tomaras flared up again. Capturing HansT and Delhi, the Cahamanas made
the Tomaras recognize their supremacy.^^

The ruler in whose reign the Tomaras lost their last fight against the

Cahamanas might have been Madanapala, known to us from the

KharataragacchspattavalT as the ruler of Delhi in v 1223 (ad 1166). He
issued a copious currency called Madanapalahe by Thakkura Pheru.

Cunningham discovered thirty-nine of his coins at Lansdowne in Garhwal

district,^"’ along with some other coins of Tomara rulers.

Madanapala seems to have been a good ruler and the welcome that he

accorded to $rT Jinacandra SGri shows that all sects, Jain as well as

non-Jain, lived in peace and harmony in h's dominions. In Abul Fazl’s

chronology, the name MahTpala is a misreading for Madanapala, In the

Indraprastha-prabandha he is called Mohanapala, which again is a mistake.

The Ain-i-Akbari mentions the next two rulers as Anekapala and PrthvTraja.

In the Dilli-vamsarajavalT, there are three names instead: Kirtipala, Lakhanapala

and Pi1hvTp§la. The names given in the Indmpmstha-prabandha are

Skandapala and PrthvTraja. PrthvTpala is also known from the Dravyspanksa

of Pheru, which mentions Cahada as well. Of the names given in the other

genealogies, Anekapala can be identified with Anahgapala III. He seems to

have been succeeded by PrthvTpala, the similarity of whose name to that

of PrthvTraja Cauhana perhaps led to the origin of the story making the

latter a son of Anahgapala’s daughter. It is difficult to find any place for

KTrtipala and Lakhanapala in the Tomara genealogical scheme, unless we
assume that KTrtipala was another name of Anahgapala. Even then, the

name of Lakhanapala will have to be left out. The existence of Cahada,

who is known to us from the DravyaparJk^, is substantiated by the find

of his coins with those of Madanapala at Lansdowne. He is perhaps also

the ruler Chatar Raj who rushed to the help of Hariraja^^ and gave the

Muslim army a rough time for some months. He is said to have been

21. See the quotation from the Ade^-ul-Harb in /HO, 1957, p 306.

22. Ibid, p 307, A. Mspmdar has, on the basis of the Adab-ul-Harb, postulated a very

prominent role for the SShi king Candanap§la and even talked about the participation of

Durlabharaya III of Sakambhan and Bhoja Paramara in the attack on Lahore. The anecdotal

character of the source makes one suspicious of all these suppositions. Further Durlabhar^

III comes chronologically much later.

23. For details, see ch XVIII in this volume, particularly the reign of Arnoraja.

24. The other Tomara princes represented in the hoard are Sallak§anapala, Anangapite,

Someavara and Cahadadeva.

25. Fkishta, I, p 194. The name is mentioned as Jihtar by Hasan Nizami.
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defeated and slain by Qutb-ud-din Aibak.

Thus ended the Tomara dynasty of Delhi. But some member of the

family appears to have migrated with his followers and treasure and settled

down near Lansdowne in the district of Garhwal. Another branch of the

Tomara family migrated to Madhya Pradesh and occupied Gwalior in 1375,

during the reign of Firuz Shah Tughluq. Its first member, Virasimha, was
not only a good soldier but also a patron of poets and scholars such as

Nayacandra Suri, the author of the HammTramahakavya. A third line of the

family gave its name to the Tanwaravati area of the old Jaipur state of

Rajasthan.

THE YADUVAMSTS OF BAYANA

To the north-east of Mewar lay the kingdom of the YaduvarpsTs, with its

capital at SrTpatha, later known as Bayana. We find a Surasena dynasty

ruling here in v 1012 (ad 955). When this line was replaced by a junior

branch of the family, the latter perhaps chose to designate itself as Seuna,

just to distinguish itself from the defunct branch.^®

The genealogy of this family, as reconstructed with the help of inscriptions

and two literarv sources, the Vrttavilasa of Yadunatha and the

Kharataragacchapattavalf of Jinapala, can be given as follows:

1 . Jaitrapala

2. Vijayapala

3. Tihunapala

4. Dharmapala

5. Kumarapala I

6. Maharayadh/raya Ajayapala (1151)

7. Haripala (1170): he is called Hirapala in the Vrttavilasa

8. Sahanapala (1191)

9. Kumarapala II (1196): he is not mentioned in the Vrttavilasa.

The Vrttavilasa begins its account with Vijayapala in the family of Krsna.

He was succeeded by Tihunapala, the founder of Tribhuvanagiri, a fort

identified with Tahangarh (about 23 kms north of Bayana). He is mentioned

as having performed many sacrifices and given large sums of money in

charity. The next two rulers were Dharmapala and Kumarapala. Of these,

the latter is known to have come into contact with Jinadatta Suri (1 1 1 2-54)

of the Kharataragaccha sect. Kumarapala’s son, Ajayapala, who is given

the title of maharajadhiraja in the Mahaban pra^stl of v 1208 (ad 1151)^^

might have been the ambitious Bhadanaka ruler described as deprived of

his bha or "lustre” by the Cahamana ruler Vigraharaja IV of Ajmer. But

this defeat was not very serious^® for we find the Bhadanakas fighting once

26. A case In point is that of the Vaghelas of Dholka. Though they were also Caulukyas

like the main family ruling at Anahilapatana, they came to be designated differently.

27. D. R. Bhandarkar’s Ust ofInscriptions ofNorthern India, El, App. to XIX-XXIII, no 275.

28. Bijolia inscription of the reign of Some^vara Cahamana, v 1226 (ad 1169). See also

ch XVIII in this volume.
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again against the Cahamanas. Ajayapala’s interest in Jainism can be inferred

from the name Ajayarajavihara given to a monastery of Tribhuvana-giri,

where Jain scholars like Vinayacandra stayed and composed their works.

Haripala too is known by an inscription from Mahaban.^® It is dated v
1227 (ad 1170). His successor Sahanapala, who was on the throne in

1192 is known from an image inscription of that year found at Aghapur in

old Bharatpur state. Perhaps he is the Bhadanaka ruler who came into

conflict with the Cahamana ruler PrthvTraja III shortly before v 1239 (ad

1182). The next Seuna ruler was probably Kumarapala III. When Muhammad
of Ghur captured Bayana, he took refuge in the fort of Tahangarh. But the

invader captured this too and handed it over to one of his commanders
Bahauddin Tughril. This is corroborated by the Jinadattacarita of Laksmana,

who had to leave the fort and roam about till he reached Bilrampur.®° The
Vrttavilasa does not mention him. Instead, it gives the name of Anahgapala

who might have been the younger brother of Kumarapala II. However, since

genealogists very often leave out the names of rulers not in the direct line

of succession, it is easy to explain the absence of Kumarapala's name
from the bardic genealogy referred to above. Karauli, the capital of the

erstwhile state of this name in Rajasthan, was founded in v 1405 (ad 1248)

by Arjunapala who, according to the Vrttawlasa, was a descendant of

Anangapala.

THE KACCHAPAGHATAS
(a) GWALIOR

The Kacchapaghatas had three principalities, Gwalior, Dubkund and

Narwar. The first ruler of the Gwalior line was Laksmana. His son Vajradaman

is known from two inscriptions. From the fragmentary image inscription of

Gwalior we learn that he was ruling in v 1034 (ad 977) and bore the title

maharajadhiraja.^' A much longer, though a later epigraph, ie, the Sas Bahu

temple inscription of MahTpala, shows that he captured Gwalior by winning

a victory over the ruler of GadhTnagara. The ruler of GadhTnagara was

perhaps the Gurjara-Prafihara ruler Vijayapala. This success might have

been achieved with the help of the Candella ruler Dhahga, whose territories

are known to have reached as far as Gopagiri in 954 and probably also

included Vajradaman’s principality within his dominions.®^ Vajradaman on

his own could not have challenged the authority of the emperor of Kannauj.

Vajradaman ruled at least for twenty-three years from 954 to 977.

The next ruler was Mahgalaraja, who is identified by H. C. Ray with the

homonymous ruler mentioned in a Bayana inscription dated in the month

of Magha, v 1012 (ad 955). This Mahgalaraja is said to have married

29 D R Bhandarkar’s Jist mentioned in n 27. See no 349.

30 Parmanand Jam Shastri, Jainagrantha’pra^stisahgraha, pp 1566.

31 lA, XIV, p 160

32 Khajuraho inscription of ad 1011, El, I. 1882-92. pp 124f
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Citralekha of the Surasena family of Phakka. But this conjecture is highly

doubtful

Mahgalaraja was succeeded by Kirttiraja. He was perhaps the hal&n

(commandant) when Mahmud of Ghazni besieged Gwalior in 1022. After

resisting for four days, he purchased peace by paying the aggressor a

tribute of thirty-five elephants.^ Kirttiraja built a temple for the lord of ParvatT,

ie, Siva, at an area called Simhapaniya.

KTrttiraja’s successor Muladeva (c. 1027-52) used the titles bhuvanapala

and traibkyamalla, which indicate some increase in his power. He was a

contemporary of the Candella rulers Vijayapala and Devavarmana. Since

they were both occupied in repelling Cedi aggression, they had no time

to scotch the growing ambition of their powerful Kacchapaghata feudatory.

A fragmentary Gwalior inscription mentions one Manoratha of the Mathura

Kayastha varn^a as his saciva (minister).®®

Muladeva was succeeded by Devapala, (c. 1052-77). He is given merely

conventional praise in the Sas Bhau inscription. His son Padmapala (c.

1077-87) is mentioned as having reached the southern-most part of India

after conquering the regions in other quarters.®® But this again may only

be conventional praise. He built a temple of Hari and is known to have

died young.

Padrnapala was succeeded by his cousin MahTpala who, like Muladeva,

assumed the title of bhuvanaikamalla. MahTpala completed the Sas Bahu

temple begun by his predecessor and set up a long inscription there which

gives a. detailed description of his donations to the temple.®^ The prs^asti

was composed by Manikantha at MahTpala’s orders in v 1150 (ad 1093)

when Gaura was minister.®® Another date for him is supplied by a fragmentary

inscription of v 1161 (ad 1104) from Gwalior, which refers to MahTpala as

the adhipati of Gopalikera (Gwalior) and also his death.®® If the lihga was
set up not long after MahTpala’s death to keep his memory fresh and to

bring peace to his soul in the world hereafter, MahTpala's death can

approximately be put in 1104. His reign, therefore, may have lasted for

seventeen years (c. 1087-1104).

The titles trailokyamalla and bhuvanaikamalla used by these Kacchapaghata

rulers have made Barnett and H. C. Ray think that the dynasty had some
relationship with the Calukyas of Kalyaria. This is likely.

Naina, the famous writer of the Khyat, puts twenty-nine generations

33. ARASWC, 1918-19, pp 48f and 1919-20, p 57. If VeyradSman lived on up to 977, as

suggested above, there is not much chance of his son being mentioned as a ruler in an

ihecription of 955.

34. Tabaqat-I-Akbari; p 14. See also DHNI, 11. p 692, n 2> and p 825.

35. Gwalior fragmentary inscription of v 1161, M, XV, p 202.

36. Ibid, pp 35-36.

37. m pp 33-46.

38. Ibid.

30. tbid, pp 201-2, w, 7-9
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between MahTpala and Pajjuna, a samanta of PrthvTraja III, who is generally

regarded as the.* founder of the Kachawaha kingdom of Dhundhara in

Rajasthan. But, as pointed out by us elsewhere,^° some of the rulers named
might actually have belonged to one generation, some might have been
brothers and there must have been few repetitions as well. This alone

could explain the short period (nearly two hundred years) that separates
MahTpala from his so-called twenty-sixth descendant, Pajjuna. In fact, the
post-MahTpala history of the Kacchapaghatas of Gwalior is almost a blank.

In 1200 Gwalior was under the Pratlharas, from whom it was captured by
lltutmish in 1232."*^ Later, as already seen, it was under the Tomaras.

(b) DUBKUND

This line of the Kacchapaghatas is known from an inscription of v 1145
(ad 1088) found at Dubkund, a locality lying about 125 kms to the south-east

of Gwalior."*^ Its first ruler was Arjuna. ‘‘Busy performing the task entrusted

to him by Vidyadhara [Vidyadharadevakaryaniratahl, he slew Rajyapala of

Kannauj”. This fact is corroborated by other evidence. We have seen how
there had been a battle between Rajyapala and Vidyadhara CandeIJa after

Mahmud had left for Ghazni."*® Arjuna was probably rewarded with the grant

of the principality of Dubkund for his prominent role in this.

Abhimanyu was the next ruler. His skill in managing houses was highly

extolled by Bhoja.'*'* This, as inferred by H. C. Ray, may mean that after

Vidyadhara’s death, Abhimanyu transferred his allegiance and service to the

Paramara ruler Bhoja I. As the latter was an expert writer on Mlihotra or

asva^stra, the science of managing and looking after horses, his opinion

must have been held in special esteem by the youthful cavalier.

Abhimanyu was succeeded by Vijayapala. H. C. Ray favours his identification

with adhiraja Vijayapala of the Bayana inscription,^* but the latter can best

be identified with Vijayapala, the founder of the Yaduvarnsi family of SrTpatha.

We therefore do not agree with the view which would make Bayana an

Qarly conquest of the Kacchapaghatas of Gwalior."*®

Vijayapala was succeeded by his son maharajadhiraja Vikramasirnha. The

Dubkund inscription, though incised during his reign in v 1145 (ad 1088),

does not mention his political achievements. It is interesting, however, to

read of an orthodox ruler who had very good relations with the Jains.

Vikramasirnha conferred the rank of 6resthin on two Jain traders in the

town of Cadobha (modem Dubkund). ftieir grandfather Jasuka is also

described as the head of a guild of merchants from Jayasapura. The ruler

40. Rsiasthan Throu^ the Ages, I. p 695.

41. Minhaj, Tabaqit-i-Ni^. p 175.

42. B. II, 1892-94, pp 232-40.

43. See ch XIII (Section One) in this volume.

44. B. II, 1892-94, p 233.

46. DHNI, II. p 831-32.

46. Ibid, p 832.
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assigned to the temple; (a) a tax of one vim^opeka on each goni of grain,

(b) /a piece of land in the village of Mahacakra, capable of being grown

with four gonis of wheat, (c) a garden with a wall to the east of Rajakadraha,

and (d) a certain amount of oil for lamps and anointing the bodies of holy men.^^

(C) NARWAR

The Nanrt/ar grant of N/frasimha''® dated v 1177 (ad 1120) gives the

following names:

1 . mahafipd/i/r^-pa/ame^vara-Gaganasimhadeva

2
.
piabala-paramabhattaraka-maharajadhimja-parame^vam-

$aradasirphadeva

3. prabala-paramabhattaraka-paramavaisnava-paramabrahmanya-

Vfrasimhadeva

The grant ends with the sign-manual of the illustrious VTrasirnha. The

titles assumed by these rulers would indicate that this line took the fullest

advantage of the weakness of contemporary Paramara, Candella and Cedi

rulers and thus rose to a position of considerable power towards the end

of the eleventh century. Like Gwalior, Narwar too seems to have passed

into the hands of the Pratlharas for some time. Subsequently, it was under

the Yajvapalas. A Narwar inscription gives the names of five rulers of this

dynasty—Cahada, Naravarman, Asalladeva, Gopala and Gadapati—the last

of whom ruled in v 1355 (ad 1298).''®

THE PARAMARASOFABU

The history of the Paramaras of Abu rests mainly on three inscriptions,

the Vasantgarh inscription of POrnapala of v 1099 (aO 1042), the Abu
inscription of Somasirnha’s reign dated v 1287 (ad 1230) and the Rohera

inscription of the reign of Caravarsa.®° The first of them mentions Utpalaraja

of the Paramara family and his successors, Aranyaraja, Adbhutakrsnaraja,

DharanTvaraha, MahTpala and POrnapala, but without giving any detailed

information about them. The Abu inscription, which begins its genealogy

with the mythical Dhumaraja, adds details about Yasodhavala, Dharavarsa,

Prahladana and Somasirnha. The inscription from Rohera must have been

incised a little later than the Abu inscription. Since it gives a fuller genealogy,

it is more valuable than the others.

The Abu Paramaras regarded themselves as having been born out of

the fire-pit. In fact, the Abu inscription goes even so far as to invent a

mythical figure, Dhumaraja or “smoke-king”, from whom the Paramaras

are supposed to have been descended.®' In his family was bom Utpalaraja,

47. El. II, 1892-94, pp 232-40, I 54.

48. JAOS, VI. pp 542-47.

49. ASIR-C, II, pp 313f; M, XXII, p 82.

50. JASB, X, pp 671 f: El. IX, 1907-8, pp 12f; VIII, 1905-6, pp 208f: G. H. Ojha,

QhSngJSuxfmsahgre^. ii, pp 2381.

51. V. 33.
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identified by D. C. Ganguly with Muhja of Malwa.®^ But thfere are serious

objections to this view. The Hastikundi inscription makes Dharanivaraha

(great-grandson of Utpala of Abu) a contemporary of Mularaja Caulukya of

Gujarat (c. 961-99). This would also establish his contemporaneity with

Munja Utpala. So one wonders how the two Utpalas would have been
identified.

Utpalaraja was succeeded by Aranyaraja who was, in turn, succeeded
by ^jbhutakrsnaraja. One of his inscriptions dated v 1224 (ad 967) has

been found at Dhanaji in the old Sirohi state.“

Dharanivaraha, the next ruler, has been eulogised by bardic writers.

According to a famous chappaya (six-footed verse), he ruled over Navakoti

Marwar, which he distributed among his relatives giving Mandaver (Mandor)

to Savant, Ajmer to Aiayasa, Purpgal to Gajvanta, Ludraiva to Bhana, Ghat

to Bhojaraja, Parakkar to Hansa, Pallu to Alsi, Arbuda to Palan, and
Jalandhar (Jalor) to Bhoja.®^ Actually, however, not even one eighth of

Marwar was in the possession of DharaipTvaraha. He was one of those

minor chiefs whose independence was always in danger. The aggressive

Caulukya ruler Mularaja inflicted a decisive defeat on him and, finding no

other refuge, Dharanivaraha reached the court of Dhavala of Hastikundi.^

Dharanivaraha had two sons, Dhurbhata and Mahipaia, who were

successive rulers. Dhurbhata perhaps had a short reign but both brothers

had to acknowledge the supremacy of the Caulukyas. This is corroborated

by the assertion of Hemacandra that Mularaja Caulukya was assisted by

the ruler of Arbuda in his fight against Grharipu of Saurashtra. Mahipala’s

successor, Dhahdhuka, tried to throw off the Caulukya yoke with the help

of his clansman, Bhoja I of Malwa, when the latter was at Chitor.^ But

Vimala, the Caulukya commandant of Abu, ultimately persuaded him to

return on the condition perhaps of paying only a light annual tribute to the

Caulukya ruler, Bhima I.

The next ruler was POmapala (c. 1042-45). The Vasantgarh inscription

credits him with some victories over his enemies and describes him as a

ruler of Arbuda-manda/a. His widowed sister Lahini, who had settled down

at Vatapura after the death of her husband, Vigraharaja, repaired a Surya

temple at Vasantgarh and built a step-well for public use. Another inscription

of Purnapala is from Varman (Sirshi, Rajasthan).

Purnapala was followed successively by his two brothers, Dantivarman

and Krsnadeva II, of whom the latter occupied the throne of Abu between

V 1117-21 (AD 960-64). He can easily be identified with the Abu ruler for

whom Balaprasada of Badol interceded with Bhima I of Anahilapatana. The

52. History of the Paramara Dynasty, p 22.

53. ARRM, 1936-37, p 2.

54. Pamwsffvarniadarpsm, p 4.

55. JlASS, LXIl! i, no 4,'pp 309-14; HIG, III, p 241 See v. 12.

56. VimalavasahT inscription of 1 031 ,
v 6; Vh/idhatlrthake^pa. w 39-40 of the Arbudakalpa.
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fact that the Caulukya ruler had to put him in prison perhaps indicates

that he either led a revolt against the Caulukya ruler or resisted him in

some way. After some dynastic vicissitudes, Krsnar^a’s grandson,

Vikramasirnha, was deprived of his principality by Kumarapala Caulukya.

Vikramasirnha was suspected of complicity with the Cahamana ruler, Arnoraja,

in the Cahamana-Caulukya war of 1145-51.®^ The succession did not go
to Ranasirnha, the son of V/ikramasirnha. Instead, it passed on to YaSodhavala,

a great-grandson of Purnapala’s younger brother and successor, Dantivarman.

Ya^odhavala is known by two inscriptions of 1145 and 1150. He proved

to be a loyal supporter of his overlord Kumarapala. Ballala, the ruler of

Malwa, had joined hands with Arnoraja of SakambharT, Kumarapala faced

the situation adroitly. Since Arnoraja was the stronger of the two enemies,

Kumarapala himself took the field against him and despatched a strong

force commanded by his brahman commander-in-chief Kaka against Ballala.

Ya^odhavala joined it with his contingent. The Abu Delwada inscription of

V 1287 (ad 1230) credits him with the slaughter of Ballala, though the

Dvya^rayamahakavya ascribes the act to Kumarapala’s brahman soldiers.^®

Dharavar^, who succeeded Yasodhavala, had a long reign of not less

than fifty-five years (1 1 63 to 1 2 1 9). He played a prominent part in Kumarapala’s

campaign against the Konkan ruler, Mallikarjuna. We are told that when
Dharavarsa "inflamed with anger held his ground in the battlefield, the wives

of the lord of Konkan shed drops of tears from their lotus eyes’’.®® But

here again we have to be cautious. The Jain chronicles of Gujarat attribute

Mallikarjuna’s death to the Jain general Ambada.®° The PrthvTt^avijaya, on

the other hand, represents Kumarapala’s protege, Somesvara "as leaping

from one mighty elephant to the other, snatching the small sword of the

lord of Konkan and despatching him to death with it’’.®' These diverse

statements can perhaps be reconciled only by assuming that Mallikarjuna

was killed in a melee of soldiers from various regions and kingdoms, and

that everyone tried to give his own party the credit of having slain him.

Dharavarsa took part in many other major campaigns of his Caulukya

overlords. His younger brother, Prahladana, rallied to the support of the

Caulukya ruler, Ajayapala, when the latter was severely wounded in a battle

by the Guhila Samantasirnha of Mewar.®^ A little later, when Muhammad
of Ghur tried to conquer Gujarat during the reign of Muiaraja II, Dharavarsa

attacked and decisively defeated the aggressor near Kasahrada or Kayadram.

Similarly, Dharavarsa and Prahlada succeeded in repulsing the enemy when

Prthvueja III attacked the Paramara position at night during the

57. ECD, pp 48-55.

58. Dvaya, XIX, 125-26. V. 125 actually states that Ballala was brought down from his

elephant by five rulers. But, as stated in v 126, he was killed by some brahman soldiers.

59. e, VIII, 1905-6, p 216, v 36.

6p. Pratandha, pp 80-81 PrabhSvakacarlta, p 339.

61. PV. VII, 15.

62. See above, the account of Guhila SSmantasIrnha.
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CihamSna-Cauiukya war in the days of BhTmadeva II. Dharavar^ had to
fight once again against the Turks on the field of Kayadram. But this time
the results were different.®^

The dominions of Gujarat were raided by lltutmish in c. 1221. The Turkish

army captured the Guhila capital, Nagda, and was advancing further when
it heard of the terrible incursion of Khappara Khana (Mongol leader Chingez
Khan) and returned to Delhi. 'The Gujarat army was being commanded by
Vfradhavala Vaghela.®^ On this occasion, too, Dharavarsa stood by the

Gujarat force, even though he had no love for the Vaghelas whom he
seems to have regarded as upstarts. In fact, BhTmadeva’s reign was a
signal for the revolt of many feudatories of the Caulukyas. Udayasirnha of

Jalor asserted his independence.®® Similarly, though Dharavarsa of Abu
continued to call himself mahamandalika, he virtually v«/ielded sovereign

powers within his own territories.®® The Vaghelas had to concede many
claims of the ruler of Maru.

Dharavarsa’s inscription of Kayadran, Abu (1169), Hathal, Bamanwar,

Kantal and Rohera indicate his love for Sivaism.®^ But he also extended

patronage to Visnuism and Jainism. His queen SmgaradevT presented a

garden to the temple of Santinatha at Jhadoli and the Gopala temple at

^ari was patronised by Ya^odhavala as well as Dharavarsa.®® Dharavarsa,

it seems, was a mighty bowman. As evidence of his great strength and

skill in archery, we have a group of statues in the MandakinT reservoir of

Acale^vara (near Abu) which represent him as piercing three buffaloes with

one arrow.

In the early part of Diiaravarsa’s reign, his younger brother Prahladana

had acted as heir-apparent. He is referred to as kumhara (kumara) and

Kumaraguru\respectively in the Abu inscriptions of v 1220 and 1265.®® He

is 'described as an expert in the arts and useful sciences and proficient in

the six systems of philosophy. And that all this was no idle boast can be

seen from his highly enjoyable play, the Parthapai^rama.

Prahladana was followed by his nephew Somasirnha, whose reign witnessed

the building of the famous Tejapalavasahi temple of Dilwara. Krsriaraja 111

and Pratapasirnha followed in succession. Pratapasirnha is known by the

Patnarayari temple inscription of v 1243-44. Cahamana Caccigadeva of

Jalor claims to have felled the “trembling Patuka”^® who may be Pratapasirnha

of Abu. But finally the Paramara principality passed not into the hands of

63. Ts^l Ma'asir, ED, II, pp 228-31

.

64. ECD, p 140.

65. See Kmaurnudi, IV; LekhepackJhatl (GOS). Ill, p 527; and ECD. p 150.

66. KfftIkaumucSi IV.

67. For these inscriptions see respectively PRASWC, 1907, p 27; 1911, p 39; lA, 1924,

p 51; lA, XLIII, p 194; G. H. Ojha, History of SiroN, p 53.

68. G. H. Ojha, op dt, pp 24-25.

69. M, XI, pp 22-23.

70. Sundha inscription, v 50, El, IX. 1907-8, pp 70f.
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the SbnTgaras of Jalor but their kinsmen, the Devaras. Probably driven from

tfieir abodes by the Khaijis, they reached the neighbouring hilly regions of

Abu in ovenvhelmingly large numbers and soon made themselves masters

of the Paramara kingdom of CandravatT and Abu. This event can be placed

in the second decade of the fourteenth century.^’

PARAMARAS OF KIRATAKUPA OR KIRADO

The Kiradu line of the Paramaras is known from a solitary inscription

found in an old Siva temple at Kiradu. One-third of it is gone but, from

what remains, one can gather the following information.

In the family of Paramara, bom from the fire-pit of Abu, was Sindhuraja,

a ruler of Maru-manda/a. He was followed by Dusala.^^ After him, two or

three names are missing. But in verse B, there is a reference to a ruler

who was the “support of the land of Sindhuraja, and had the lustre of

one who held [aloft] the earth”.^^ The next ruler might have been Suraraja,^^

who, in turn, was succeeded by Devaraja.^® As he is said to have pleased

Durlabharaja (probably ttie Caului^a ruler of this name), he could have

been reigning during the period c. 1010-67. Since his son Krsnaraja is

called pancamaha^abdavibhOsita, he can be regarded as a feudatory of

the highest rank.^® Next, we have his son and successor Soccar^a, who
was followed by maharaja mahamandalika Udayaraja. He fought for his

master Jayasirnha Siddharaja of Arrahilapattana in various lands—Cola,

Karrrata, Gauda and Malwa—^and also in the territories of the north-west.’^’^

But either during his reign or more probably that of his son and successor,

Somesvara, the Paramaras lost Kiradu. It may be that the Cahamanas of

SakambharT occupied it temporarily, either during the first phase of the

Cahamana-Caulukya struggle or during the course of the retaliatory expeditions

of Vigraharaja IV. However, as we shall see, the Paramaras regained it with

71 The first known Abu inscription of the Devaras is dated 1320 But that the Cahamanas
had been nibbling at the Paramara territory even before that can be inferred from the Sundha

inscription of v 1319 and the Barlut inscriptions of v 1283 and v 1330.

72 Reading it as Usala, D. R, Bhandarkar identifies him with Utpala-Muhja of Malwa,

without giving any reasons. The name Dusala, one may note, is common enough in the

history of Rajasthan Anyway, Utpala was not the successor but predecessor of Sindhuraja,

if the latter is regarded as a Paramara ruler.

73. D. R. Bhandarkar thinks that the ruler might actually have been named DharanTvaraha.

As he has been called DharanTdhara-dhamavan, the suggestion is plausible.

74. Based on the reading of G. H. Ojha.

76. Devarajasvarastasmat

This Devaraja is identified by some with Dhandhuka of the Abu line. But the latter, who
rebelled against BhTmadeva I and was later conciliated by the dandanayaka Vimala in a 1031,

seems to be a different person.

76. The inscription has the words maha^txia-vibhusitah. Identified by G. H. Ojha with

Krsnaraja II of Abu, but without assigning any reasons.

77, Fhjratanaprabandhasahgraha, p 23 gives the story of one Jaisal of Kiradu who helped

Jayasirnha in capturing Dhara. He might have been Udayaraja’s sen/ant or his successor. The

fragmentary state of the Kiradu epigraph does not preclude this possibility.
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the help of Kumarapala Caulukya.

We find that Kiratakupa or Kiradu, Ratahrada and Siva were granted by
Kumarapala to Alhana Cahamana of Nadol in v 1209 (ad 1152)/® This may
have been due to the help of the Nadol ruler in recovering them from the

enemy. Meanwhile Somesvara served elsewhere. When he had proved his

worth by extorting an indemnity of 1,700 horses and capturing the forts

of Tanukotta (Tanot, Jaisalmer) and Navasara (Nausar) from a ruler named
J^aka,’’® Kumarapala thought it was time to reward his feudatories. He
gave Alhana his hereditary possession, Nadol, and restored Kiradu to

SomeSvara.

In V 1236 (ad 1179) Kiradu was under maharajaputra Madanabrahma.®°

If Diskalkar's reading of his father’s name as Udayaraja is accepted,

Madanabrahma can be regarded as Somesvara ’s younger brother. The

Sundha inscription mentions Asala' as the mighty ruler of KiratakOpa or

Kiradu wounded by KTrtipala Cahamana of Jalor.®' We do not know whether

this Asala was related to Madanabrahma. However, he might have been

his son and successor and the last ruler of the Paramara line of Kiradu.

THEPARAMARASOFJALOR

Another line of the Paramaras ruled at Jalor and is known to us mainly

from two inscriptions of v 1166 and v 1174 (ad 1109 and ad 1117).®'^

According to the first one, the founder of the line was Vrddha-Vakpatiraja

of Siharamandala, the location of which is uncertain. He was succeeded

t)y Candana, whose son and successor was Devaraja (Deyarah of the first

inscription). The next two rulers mentioned are Aparajita and Vijjala. The

latter was succeeded by Dharavarsa who, like Dharavarsa of Abu, was a

good soldier and scholar. He was succeeded by Visala or Visaladhara. The

inscription of 1117 mentions him as a "mandalika who had shown the

way to others”.®® The other inscription puts one mahamandale^vara SrT

Vijayaraja as the chief authority in this area, and the grant of the village,

Kasagha, to a brahman from $nmala is obviously made either by him or

with his permission. Can this mahamandale^vara be, by any chance, a

predecessor of Vaijalladeva v«^ho was at Nadol in v 1216 (ad 1159),®^ If

so, the Caulukyas may have evolved the policy of transferring their

representatives from one territory to the other, in order to prevent them

from building up local influence.

Before their conquest by Kfrtipala Cahamana, Jalor and Siwana are

believed to have been ruled by the Paramaras—Kuntapala and VFranarayana.

78. See Alhana’s Kiradu inscription of v 1209 (ad 1152) in El, XI, 1911-12, pp 43-46.

79. See SomeSvara's kiradu inscription of v 121 8 (ad 1 1 61 ), Nahar, Jaina Inscriptions, i, p 251

80. PO, I, iv, p 41.

81. Sundha inscription, v, 36, El, IX, 1907-8, pp 70f

82. IHO, 1961, pp 160-64; lA. LXII, p 42 for the texts of the inscriptions

83. Yana MavindalikSnam dharmamargotra dar^ah.

84. PRASWe. 1907-08, p 55
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They were betrayed into the hands of the enemy by the Dahiyas.®® Kuntapala

might in that case have been a descendant of the Paramara Vfsala of the

inscriptions referred to above.

THE PARAMARASOFVAGADA

Another important branch of the Paramaras ruled in Vagada, ie, the

territory covered by the erstwhile Dungarpur
,
and Banswara states. It is

known even now as Vagada in common parlance. According to the Arthuna

inscription of v 1 236 (ad 1 1 79), the first ruler of this family was Dambarasirpha,

a younger brother of Vairisimha (probably Vairisimha I of the main Malwa
branch). He might have been succeeded by Dhanika, the first ruler mentioned

in the Panahera inscription of v 1116 (ad 1059). He built the Dhanesvara

temple near Mahakala®® (perhaps the famous deity of this nbme at Uijain).

His successor Caeca was probably a son of Dambarasimha®^ Earlier, he

might have been passed over on account of being a minor. The Arthuna

inscription leaves out his name, mentioning instead a certain Kahkadeva,

born in the family of Dambarasimha. Kahkadeva laid down his life for 6rT

Harsa in a battle against the Karnata ruler (Khottiga) on the banks of the

Narmada.®® Obviously, Harsa of this record is none other than the ambitious

Paramara ruler of this name, known also as Siyaka. II who fought against

the RastrakOtas in the latter part of his reign and defeated them decisively.®®

Though the name is absent from its surviving portion, the Partahera inscription

also appears to have referred to Kahka. After mentioning Caeca, it goes

on to describe the valour of his successor (the name is no longer

decipherable), who died fighting for STyaka II, ie, Harsa, against the Rastrakuta

ruler Khottiga in the battle of Khalighatta.®°

Candapa, the next ruler, does not have much to his credit. His successor,

Satyaraja, however, is said to have gained both wealth and fame by serving

Bhpja I of Malwa®’ in his wars against the Caulukyas of Gujarat. From the

Navasahasahkacarita, it is known that Bhoja’s father Sindhuraja conquered

Vagada.^ Bhoja, who succeeded to the throne in c. 1010, probably rewarded

the meritorious services of the family by assigning Vagada to Satyaraja

($n-Bhojanarendraclattavibtm\/alii. Another important ruler of the line was
Satyaraja’s younger sorj, Mandalika or Mandanadeva. According to Vijayaraja’s

ArthOna inscription of v 1166 (ad 1109), he slew Sindhur^a (perhaps either

a ruler of Sindh or a chief bearing this name) and a general named Kanha,

85. NednsT's KhySt, I, p 152.

86. V, 26.

87. Caeca is mentionacL as the "brother’s son " of Dhanika.

88. According to the Arthuna inscription, Kahkadeva destroyed the forces of the Karnata

ruler and met his death in the battle, fighting valiantly for his master. Cf, El, XXI, 1 931 -32, pp 50-55

89. See ch XIV in tWA,volume, for Harsa Paramara’s tiareer and achievements

90. See v, 29 of the F^naherS insenption, El. XXI, 1931-32, pp 41-50.

91,. IWcf, V. 31.

'

92. NavasShasSrkacaita. X. 15.
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who could be one of the many military leaders trying to take advantage
of the chaotic political scene of Maiwa. But according to the PansUiera
inscription, he captured the general alive and made him over with his
elephants and horses to Jayasirnha (the successor of Bhoja I). Hence the
statement of Vijayaraja’s inscription concerning Katiha should be regarded
as a little inaccurate.^ Another event of Maridana's reign was probably his
fight with PrthvTpala of Nadol.

G. H. Ojha ascribes the defeat of Sindhuraja to Camutidaraja and the
building of a temple and matha of Mandanesa 6iva on the basis of an
Arthuria inscription.®^ But the mere mention of Camuridaraja as Mandana’s
son, while the poet is describing Matidana’s reign, is hardly any proof of

his accession by that date. Moreover, the defeat of Sindhuraja is actually

described in early records as an achievement of Matidana.®® Further, the

temple is described as Mandana-Kfrtana, and Maiidana is also mentioned
in the above inscription of v 1136 as fixing a number of cesses for it.®®

For Camuridaraja himself, there are three inscriptions of v 1137, v 1157
and V 1159 (ad 1080-1102),®^ but they contain little of political importance.

Nevertheless his reign was not absolutely barren of political events, for

Vijayaraja’s Arthuria inscription credits him with the defeat of the forces of

the ruler of Avanti in Sthalf, probably the area adjoining Banswara. Maridana,

as we have seen, was a supporter of Jayasirnha. So the relations between

the rulers of Vagada and Maiwa were extremely cordial at that time. But

when Jayasirnha lost the throne and Udayaditya secured it, matters became
different. As a loyal supporter of Jayasirnha Paramara, Camundaraja might

have opposed Udayaditya’s elevation to the throne and even defeated the

new ruler of Dhara once or twice, whence attacked Vagada to assert his

supremacy.

Camundaraja was succeeded by Vijayaraja, for whom we have two

inscriptions dated v 1165 and v 1166. His sandhivigrahika was Vamana of

the Valabha Kayastha family.®® Towards the end of Vijayaraja’s reign,

Jayasirnha Siddharaja of Gujarat passed through Vagada and made it a

93. V, 2, El. XXI, 1931-32, pp 50 55.

94. History of Rajputarm, I, p 232.

95. Cf evidence of ArthOna and Panahera records given above.

96. Some of these cesses were:

(a) On every load {bharaka) of coconuts, one fruit.

(b) On every tvutaka of salt, one rnSnaka.

(c) On every ghataka of butter and oil, one pa«ka.

(d) On each /cojf/te of clothing fabric, IV2 rupaka.

(e) On a jala, two pOlakas.

(f) On a pile of sugar, one dramma.

(g) On an arahatta, a hiraka of barley.

97. ARRM, 1914-15,' p 2; PRAS\W), 1908-09, p 49,

98. ArthOna inscription of v 1165 noticed by G. H. Ojha in ARRM, 1917-18, p 2; Arthun§

inscription of v 1166 noticed by D. R. Bhandarkar, MWSWC, 1908-09, p 49, El, XXI, 1931-32,

pp 50-55.
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part of his kingdom. The Vagada dynasty of the Paramatas may therefore

be presumed to have ended with Vijayaraja.

THEBHATTSOFLODRAVAANDJAISALMER

The origin of the Bhatis is hard to trace. Tradittonally they are regarded

as Yaduvam^Ts who migrated from their homeland of Saurashtra, and stayed

at various places before they reached Jaisalmer. In the Lakkhi forest, where

they stayed for some time, they founded the town of Bhatner now known
as Hanumangarh. Similarly, they built the forts of Kahror in Sind and Tanot

iri Jaisalmer during their peregrinations.®®

Bardic chronicles give long genealogies of the Bhatis, generally beginning

their account with Krsna. But their first great ruler perhaps was Devaraja.

Many stbries have gathered round him. He built the fort of Derawar, which

seems to be a shortened form of Devarajapura. It stood in an oasis

commanding the routes to Sind. He avenged the death of his father,

Vijayaraja, and made himself master of all the land between the Derawar

and Bikampur forts. Bikampur fort was captured from the Paramaras.

He is also said to have led an army against the Paramaras of Dhara. But

this can be regarded as a later fabrication.

It is not easy to fix the time and reign of Devaraja. As he is the eighth

ruler of a line which is supposed to have begun with Bhati, the reputed

founder of the Bhati era of 623,’°’ it is possible to regard him as a

contemporary of Siluka Pratihiara of Mandor. According to Bauka’s Jodhpur

inscription of v 894, the Siluka Pratlhara secured the insignia of royalty by

“felling on ground the Bhattika ruler Devaraja of Vallamandala”.”® Thus the

stormy career of this early Devaraja probably ended not in a fracas with

the Turkish governor of Aror, as the writer of the Khyats would like us to

believe, but with one of his own ambitious neighbours.

However, the identification thus proposed runs into difficulties in view of

the other data in the Khyat of NainsT. While Devaraja is separated by seven

generations from Bhati, the distance between him and Dusajha (c. 1150)

is barely two generations. This would put Devaraja in c. 1075-1100. So',

as suggested by us elsewhere,”” the only way to reconcile these diverse

data is to assume that there were probably a number of Devarajas. Of

these, the first one can, on the basis of irrefutable epigraphic evidence, be

put in the earlier half of the eighth century. The last one was separated

from Vijayaraya III by barely three generations. Since Vijayarava was on the

scene in 1164, Devaraja will have to be puHowards the end of the eleventh

century. If there is any truth in the story of his death in a fight against the

99. NalnsTs KhySt, Rajasthani ed, pp 20-21.

100. toW, pp 21, 25.

101. The rulers preceding Devaraja are BhatT, Vaccharav I, Vijayardva I, MaAjhamarava,

Kehar (founder of Kahror), Tanu (founder of Tanot) and Vijayariva II.

102. Bauka's Jodhpur inscription, El, XVIII, 1925-26, pp 87-99, v, 19.

103. Rsfisthan Jhrou^ the Ages, I, pp 548-49.
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Turks, it might not be wrong to conclude that he also tried to prevent the

advance of the GhaznavkJ ruler, Ibrahim III, to the western coast of India.

However, he did not succeed in this venture.

Devaraja II was successively followed on the throne by Mundha, Vacca
and Dusajha.’°® Jesal should have been the next ruler, as the eldest son
of Dusajha. Instead, he was succeeded by his second son, Vijayarava

Lahja, who is said to have married a daughter of Jayasimha Siddharaja of

Anahilapatana (c. 1093-1143).’°® This, however, has to be regarded as
unlikely, if we identify Vijayarava with the Bhati ruler Vijayaraja, for whom
we have inscriptions of the Bhatika samwaf 541 (ad 1165), 543 (ad 1167) and
552 (ad 1 1

76).’°’' The earliest of them, found on a govardhana of the Vijadasar

tank near Asnikot, gives him the titles of paramabhattaraka-mahar^adhiraja-

parameivara and records perhaps the donation of a certain amount of

mahamadya to the shrine of ChahiriidevT which stands on the edge of the

tank. The second inscription records the building of the matha (shrine) of

ChahinidevT. The third inscription, incised on the govardhana of a tank of

Dhanava, refers to the installation of an image by Vijayaraja’s pattar^hF or

chief queen. Thus, these records show for at least twelve years (1165-76)

the presence of a strong BhatT ruler, who contributed to the welfare of his

people by setting up shrines and temples. The tanks attached to the

temples supplied the people with water they needed to slake their thirst

and irrigate their fields.

Because of his love for a fashionable nagaraka’s life, Vijayaraja was called

“Lahja" or the “great dandy". ’°° But equally well known was his valour.

He had come to be known as “the portal of the north" on account of

his resistance to the Turkish invaders from the north-west.”®

Vijayaraja was succeeded by Bhoja who, like his father, ruled over

Lodrava”° and took upon himself the duty of protecting the country against

invaders from the north-west.’” When the Ghaznavid army tried to march

on to Abu by way of Lodrava, Bhoja, conscious of his duty towards his

people, attacked the aggressors. The invaders captured and sacked Lodrava.

Vijayaraja’s elder brother, Jesal, who had been kept out from succession

on the death of Dusajha, now had his chance. He had already joined the

Ghaznavids and now received the throne of Lodrava as his reward.”^

104. See ECD, p 36 for the relevant references.

105. /varaTs KhySt, II. pp 21-22.

106. ItM, p 33.

107. For the texts of the inscriptions see Re^asthan Through the Ages, I, p 286.

108. Ato/nsTs fCiySt. II, p 33.

109. Ibki, p 34. He is said to have been given the duty of being "uttara cS^ bhadaMnwir"

by his mother-in-law. Tod’s suggestion that Vijayarava (Vijayaraja) might have fought against

Muhammad Bahlim cannot be accepted. Bahlim captured Nagor in v 1169 (ad 1112) and

died much before Vijayaraja’s accession to the throne.

110. Nansrs KhySt, II, pp 33-34.

111. HM.

112 . m
H-35
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Jesal did not find the stay at Lodrava very congenial. So he built the

fort of Jaisalmer on a site five /cos to the east of Lodrava. It had a deep

well and a good tank which could supply water throughout the year. The

date of the foundation of the fort, as given by most chroniclers, is Sunday,

the 12th of the dark half of Sravana, v 1212.”® But in view of the dates

of Vijayaraja (v 1222-33) and Bhoja (c. v 1235), both preceding Jesal on

the throne, we can hardly regard v 1212 as the correct date. The earliest

reference to Jaisalmer is in the l^arataragacchapattavalF of Jinapala, and

the year recorded is v 1244. The fort must, therefore, have been founded

between v 1235 and 1244.

Jesal died after a rule of five years and was followed by his son Salivahana

in about v 1240 (ad 1183). The fort left incomplete by the former was
completed during the latter's reign of twenty-two years.”'* His son, Vaijala,

a licentious youth, was deposed by the BhatTs”^ in c. 1206.

cAhamanas of nadol

We may now take up the history of some important branches of the

Cahamanas. Of these, the earliest to separate itself from the main family

was the Nadoliya branch whose founder Laksmatia seems to have migrated

from SakambharT soon after the death of Sirnharaja Cahamana in a battle

against the imperial Pratiharas and their feudatories in c. 957.”® His only

companions, we are told, were his wife and a Harijan employee of the family.

There are two inscriptions for Laksmana bearing the dates v 1024 (ad

967) and v 1039 (ad 982). Another reference to him is in a comparatively

later inscription of the family, according to which he built a temple of Visnu

at Nadol and called it Laksmane^vara.’” Tradition regards him as the builder

of the fort of Nadol.

More details, though probably not so reliable, can be had from the

Puratana-prabandha-sahgraha and NainsTs Khyat Laksmana is said to have

stayed at night in a temple of Nadol, which he reached in the course of

his wanderings. Though attacked by a large number of Medas, whose

predatory activities had rendered the whole neighbourhood unsafe, he gave

a good account of himself in the unequal fighting. The inhabitants of Nadol,

after nursing him back to health, decided to enlist his services to protect

their life and property. He gradually built up a small army and carrying his

incursions everyday further and further into the territory of the Medas,

compelled them not to attack any village which paid him money. Some
days later Laksmana is said to have miraculously made himself the master

of a large number of horses from Malwa. With these at his disposal, he

113. Ibid, p 36.

114. Ibid, p 37.

115. For a subsequent history of the BhatTs, see Mohammad Habib and K. A. Nizami, A
Comprehensive History of India, V, pp 818-20.

116. ECO. p 29.

117. A fragmentary Nidol grant, I, 7, ECH, p 189.
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extended his influence further. He built a splendid palace outside NSdof
and installed in it the image of his tutelary deity ASapura. Of his many
wives, one was a vai^ya. Her progeny was given the task of looking after

the treasury and stores of the new principality. This is given as the origin

of the vaiSya caste known as bhandagarika or Bhandari,”® though the post
is as old as the age of the Buddha.

Essentially, Laksmana was an adventurer who, starting with practically

nothing excepting his own sword and determination to prosper, carved out

a new principality for himself. While at 6a<ambhan his elder brother Vigraharaja

II had made himself the strongest ruler of Rgyasthan by 973”® Laksmana
attempted the task of restoring the fortune of the family at Nadoi, and
achieved success commensurate with his resources^

The next ruler Bobhita is said to have taken away the glory of a ruler

of Abu, who may be identified with DharanTvaraha Paramara.^®° The struggle

against the Paramaras continued during the reign of Bobhita’s successor

Baliraja. Though the Sundha inscription credits him with victory over Mufija

Paramara of Malwa, there is reason to suppose that it was actually the

Cahamanas of Nadoi rather than the Paramaras who suffered most in the

struggle.’®’

Baliraja was succeeded by his uncle Vigrahapala. He does not seem to

have ruled long. He died before 996 and was succeeded by his son

Mahendra. The new king was afraid of the . aggressive ambitions of the

BakambharT line and, therefore, allied himself with the Caulukyas of Gujarat.

The alliance was forged by establishing matrimonial links. Mahendra’s sisters,

DurlabhadevT and LaksmT, were married respectively to Durlabharaja Caulukya

and his younger brother Nagaraja. However, this only embittered the

BSkambharT-Nadol relations further and the army of Bakambhan moved

against Nadoi very soon. Had Dhavala of Hastikun^ not come to Mahendra’s

help at this juncture, the principality of Nadoi might have been overrun

completely. Despite the assistance that Mahendra received, the BakambharT

chief appears to have annexed a part of his territory.’®®

The next two rulers of the principality were A^vapala and Ahila. Nadoi

was attacked by BhTmadeva I, the Caulukya ruler of Gujarat in the days

of Ahila, who repulsed' the attack. This change in the relations of Nadoi

land Ariahilapatana, which had been friendly enough so far, can be ascribed

perhaps to the ambition of BhTmadeva to make himself the strongest ruler

of north India.

Ahila’s successor, Anahilla, proved one of the most successful rulers of

Nadoi. He defeated BhTmadeva I of Gujarat, captured BakambharT, slew

118. NarhsTs KhySt, I. p 52; PurSteuia-prsimrK^-sangre^, pp 101-2.

119. See ch XVIII in this volume.

120. See, ch XIV in this volume. He is said to have been uprooted by Mularaja Caulukya.

Sobhita might have aided the Caulukya ruler.

121. See. ch XIV in this volume for an account of Mufija Paramira.

122. See, ch XVIII in this volume.
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Bhoja Paramara’s general Sadha and defeated a terrible Turuska invader/^®

SakambharT had, as shown above, fallen into the hands of Bhoja after the

defeat and death of Ambaprasada Cahamana at his hands.^®^ Ambaprasada’s
successor Camundaraja recovered it with the help of Anahllla.’^ So this

victory, while increasing his prestige, did not materially add to his territory.

The "defeated” Turuska can perhaps be identified with Mahmud of Ghazni
who marched against Somanath in 1025 with an army of 30,000 horses

and many thousands of volunteers. He had passed Multan by Lodrava and
Anahilapatana, the capital of Gujarat. Anahilla’s territory lay on the way.
That Anahilla defeated Mahmud is hardly credible. He may have led a
guerilla attack against the Ghaznavid force and retired quickly after inflicting

some damage.

According to the Nanana copper plate inscription, Anahilla’s kingdom
included only 700 villages when he ascended the throne. He increased

their number to 7,000 by his war-like activity.’^ This statement may be an
exaggeration, but there is no doubt that the extent of the kingdom of Nadol

increased a great deal during his reign.

Anahilla’s successor, Balaprasada, ascended the throne as a mere boy.^^^

He submitted to BhTmadeva I of Gujarat and secured the liberation of

Krsnaraja II of Abu from the prison of Bhima.^^® The relations of Nadol with

Gujarat, however, changed again in the reign of Balaprasada’s younger
brother Jenduraja. He defeated BhTmadeva I in the battle of Sandera’^® and
tried to immortalise himself by building the temple of Jenduraje^vara.

Jenduraja’s elder son PrthvTpala continued his father’s anti-Caulukya policy.

He destroyed the army of Karna, the successor of BhTmadeva I and defeated

one Mandalika in the battle of Rohadavapika.^®° This Mandalika could be
iderttified with the homonymous Paramara ruler of Vagada, for whom we
have two inscriptions of 1059 and 1070.’^’ During PrthvTpala’s reign the

Ghaznavid ruler Ibrahim III raided India. He conquered Pakapattana, Rudpala

and some places on the west coast of India. He may have even captured

PrthvTpala if he had not been rescued from the Turuska force by his younger

brother Asaraja. PrthvTpala abolished some taxes and installed the deity

PrthvTpaleSvara.^^^

Though PrthvTp§la had a son named Ratnapala, he was succeeded by

123. Sundha Inscription, El, IX, 1907-8, pp 70f, v, 17.

124. See above the account of Guhiia AmbSprasdda in section One.

1 25. See, ch XVIII in this volume for an account of Camundarfija Cahamana of Sakambhari.

126. ECD, p 126, n 6.

127. Sundha inscription, v, 17; see above, n 81.

128. Ibid, V, 18. He probably lived up to 1060.

129. Ojha grant 4, ECD, p 189.

130. Ibid, p 190.

131. See above the account of Mandalika under Paramaras of Vagada.

132. FIrishta, I, p 317; Rudpil may be Lodrava.

133. BCD, p 190.
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his younger brother Jojaladeva. The latter secured some success against
Karna Caulukya of Gujarat/®^ reaching even as far as Anahilapatana. His
two known inscriptions are dated 1090.'^®

Jojaladeva’s son and successor was Asaraja, His three inscriptions range
from 1110 to 1116. But he did not retain Nadol very long. His cousin
RatnapSla recovered the throne of Nadol shortly before 1119 and Asaraja
had to spend the rest of his life in the service of Jayasirnha Siddharaja of

Gujarat- He fought against Naravarman of Malwa as a Caulukya feudatory
and received the high honour of using a golden kala^a on his tent.’^

Ratnapala had probably been at Mandor before he was driven from there

by Asaraja. How did he manage to reconquer Nadol and recover his lost

possessions and throne? It may be that he was aided in the task by his

kinsmen of the SakambharT line. He is called a maharajadhiraja.

For Rayapala, the son and successor of Ratnapala, there are seven
inscriptions giving him a rign of fourteen years (1132-45). He took the

pompous title of maharajadhiraja-parame^vara and tried to introduce some
reforms in his administration. We learn from a Nadol inscription of 1147
that he exacted a written promise from the brahmans of Dhalop to recover

through the use of the caukadika (police system of caukis), the things lost

on the road by pilgrims, traders and state servants.

In about 1200, Rayapala was deprived of his throne by Asaraja’s eldest

son Katudeva, who is styled as m^arajadhiraja in a Nadol inscription of that

year. The next ruler was his son Jayatsimhadeva.’®^ The dependence of

both on the Caulukya ruler Jayasirnha Siddharaja is shown by the use of

the Simha samvat, commemorating perhaps the Caulukya conquest of

Avanti. Ultimately, however, Rayapala was able to recapture Nadol around

Rayapala was succeeded by his son Sahajapala.^'^'' But the political

situation soon took another turn. To strengthen his position in the impending

struggle with Arnoraja of SakambharT, the new Caulukya ruler Kumarapala

removed Rayapala from the throne.'‘*° His place was taken by Alhana, the

son of Asaraja, sometime between 1145 and 1148.

Alhana proved a brave soldier and successful leader. We have six

inscriptions for him, which range from 1152 to 1163. He was restored to

the throne of Nadol in c. 11 48 but four years later we find him ruling not

only over Nadol but also over the territory of Kiratakupa, Ratahrada and

Civa, which had once been in the possession of Somesvara Paramara.^'*'

134. Sundha inscription, v, 24; see above, n 81.

135. El, XI, 1911-12, p 20.

>36. toW, p 29.

137. El. XI, 1911-12, pp 33-34.

138. Nadlai inscription of v 1202, El. XI, 1911-12, p 43.

139. ARASI. 1909-10, ii, pp 102f.

140. See, ch XVIII in this volume for an account of Arnoraja.

141. See above the account of the Paramaras of Kiradu.
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This could be due to the aggression of Arnoraja who began his war against

Kumarapala Caulukya in c. 1145 and is known to have occupied Palli

before 1150. Even after the defeat of Arnoraja, Kumarapala did not restore

Alhana immediately to the principality of Nadol. It was only after he had

prov^ his mettle and unswerving loyalty by fighting against Kumarapala’s

enemies in Saurashtra and elsewhere that his overlord put him once more

in charge of his hereditary possession. Kumarapala needed someone to

act as a buffer against the might of Vigraharaja IV of 6akambhan and Ajmer

and for this there could have been no better choice.

Some of Alhana’s meritorious services to the Caulukya dynasty are known

from epigraphs. He defeated the Abhiras and slew their leader, Samusara

between 1152 and 1154.’^^ He also proved successful at Nadol for he

turned the tide of Vigrahar^a IV’s raids which had “reduced Pali to a small

hamlet” and changed Nadol into “a bed of reeds”.’'*® His son Kfttipala

was, therefore, right in starting that Alharia had secured the glory of

mahar^a by his own valour.’'*'*

Alharia was a broad-minded ruler. He built the temple of Siva and ParvatT,

gave a monthly grant to the MahavTra temple of Nadol and proclaimed the

non-slaughter of animals in his domains, showing thereby his regard for

the religious feeling of his Jain subjects. Alhana died sometime between

1163 and 1164.
’''®

For the next ruler, Kelhana, we have fifteen inscriptions from 1164 to

1193. He is given the title of me^iarajadhiraja parame^ara in the Jharhvera

inscription, which indicates an appreciable increase in his power. But he

continued to recognise the supremacy of the Caulukyas in spite of his own
imperial ambitions.’^® And that this was not merely a formality can be seen

from the description of Nadol as a Gurjara fort in the Prthwajavijaya.'*^

Obviously, Nadol was regarded as an integral part of the Caulukya empire

till then; it would, however, be difficult to say that this continued to be its

status in the reign of the weak BhTmadeva II as well. In the south, Kelhana’s

dominions went up to PaladF, a village in the old Sirohi state.*'*® Mandor

formed another outpost of his kingdom. ’‘’®
In the west Sanderaka was put

in the bhukti of queen JalheinadevT. Thus, Godvad alone was under the

direct administration of Kelhana, the other outposts being assigned to his

relatives, men as well as women.

Kelhana fought against the Seuna ruler Bhillama when he invaded the

Gujarat dominions sometime between 1187 and 1189. The fighting was far

142. After the death of Udayana in c. v 1211 (ad 1154), BCD. p 135.

143. El, XXVI, 1941-42, v, 21 of the Bijolia inscription.

144. El. IX, 1907-8, p 65.

145. Alhana's BOTnera inscription is dated v 1220; Kelhana’s first inscription is of v 1221.

146. El. Xj, 1911-12, pp 46-47.

147. XI, 2. 4.

148. P. C. Nahar, Jah Inscrptions, I, p 2556.

149. J4SB, X, p 407.
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from decisive.’'^ Kelhana fought against Muhammad of Ghur when the

latter, advancing through Multan, Uccha and Kiradu, captured Kelhana’s

capital Nadol.’®’ Kelhana, who had vacated the fort before its capture by

the Turks, joined his Rajput friends near Kayadran, and were determined

to oppose Muhammad of Ghur’s advance towards Gujarat. The Rajput

army, stationed at the mouth of the valley, kept that strategic position to

the last and, on being attacked, defeated the Turkish army decisively,

wounding its leader Muhammad Ghori.’^^ The result naturally was the

recovery of Nadol by Kelhana and perhaps even some increase in his power.

Kelhana had two daughters. Of them one was SrhgaradevT, who was
married to the Paramara ruler Dharavarsa of Abu.’®^ The other, LalhanadevT,

was married to the Pratlhara chief Vigraha of Gwalior Kelhana died before

1 1 94 and was succeeded by his son Jayatasirnha. On the whole, he proved

to be a successful ruler.

The Caulukyas of Gujarat and the Mers besieged the Turkish governor

of Ajmer in 1196 and defeated Qutab-ud-din Aibak when he tried to raise

the siege.’®® But the arrival of a new force from Ghazni not only enabled

the Turks to relieve the garrison but also helped them to plan an aggressive

policy towards the Caulukyas and their allies. Jayatasirnha, who was a

Caulukya feudatory thought that it would be difficult to resist the Turks in

the plains. He, therefore, vacated Pali and Nadol and joined the Paramaras

of Abu and CandravatT. Further, like his father, he tried to stop the Turkish

advance towards Gujarat by closing the Abu gap. Despite this strategy,

the cavalry of Qutab-ud-din Aibak decisively beat Jayatasirnha’s forces

coming down the hill slopes. Jayatasirnha was probably killed, and many

other important men were slain or taken prisoner.’®®

For the years 1199 to 1201, we have five inscriptions of one maharaja

Samantasirnha. three at Bamnera (Jodhpur division), one at UihtBW (Sirohi)

and one at Sanderav (Jodhpur).’®'^ He might have been Jayatasirnha’s

successor. Later, Nadol passed into the hands of Udayasirnha Sonigara of

Jalor.’®®

CAHAMANAS of jalor

The Cahamana kingdom of Jalor was founded by Kelhana's younger

brother Kfrtipala. We have already seen how he made himself the master

of Mewar but was later turned out from there by his nobles. But KTrtipala

150. Sundha inscription, v, 34; see above n 81

151. PV, p 256, Ojha’s edition.

152. Firishta. I, p 170.

153. Jinavijaya, PrSciha-Jaina-LBkhasangraha.

154. PRASWC. 1915-16, p 59,

155 Taj ul-Ma'asir, ED, II, pp 226-31
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was not a person to be disheartened by such reverses. Turning against

his Caulukya overlords, he captured Kiradu from Asala Paramara, a feudatory_

of BhTmadeva II. Similarly, he attacked and captured Jalor which had been

in the hands of the Paramaras till then. If Nainsi’s account is to be tjelieved,

he captured Siwana from a Paramara chief named Vfranarayana.’®®

KTrtipala died before 1182.’®° An extremely resourceful and adventurous

general like him was bound to be successful in a period of political chaos.

Though a worshipper of Surya and Siva, he had great regard for other

sects and granted donations to Jain temples. His tales of valour were

remembered even In the seventeenth century and NainsT has immortalised

him by writing that “KTtu was a great Rajput”;’®’ this is the highest praise

that he gives to any ruler.

For KTrtipala’s successor, Samarasirnha, we have two inscriptions of the

years 1182 and 1199. The first shows that he had entrusted the business

of the state to his maternal uncle, Jojala.’®^ He put down the rising of

some bandits of Pilvahika who have been identified by D.R. Bhandarkar

with bavns of Pilva (Parbatsar district of the former Jodhpur state). The

second inscription gives us two dates for Samarasirnha— 1185 and 1199.'®°

159. See above, the account of the Paramaras of Kiradu and Jalor.

160. The first inscription of his successor (Samarasirnha) belongs to tNs year.

161. KhySt. I, p 152.

162. El. XI, 1911-'12, pp 53-54.

163. bid. For the later' history of the dynasty, cf, Mohammad Habib and K. A. Nizami,

eds, A Comprehend History of Indie, V, p 827.



Chapter XX

THE LATER PALAS, SENAS AND
MINOR DYNASTIES OF
BIHAR AND BENGAL

During the period under review, Bihar and Bengal were split up into

numerous principalities which showed only a nominal allegiance to the Palas

or for that matter to any other overlord ruling over this part of the country.

After the disappearance of the Gurjara Pratiharas and the splitting up of

the Pala kingdom in the second half of the tenth century, the fragmentation

of power was never so complete and thorough as on the eve of the Turkish

conquests.

THE LATER PALAS AND SENAS

MAHTPALA I

When MahTpala I succeeded to the throne of his father Vigrahapala II in

the last quarter of the tenth century, the Pala kingdom built by the efforts

of Dharmapala and Devapala stood considerably reduced in extent, comprising

only some portions of Bihar, The Palas had passed through a series of

calamities, depriving them of their hold on Bengal, from which the aggressions

of the KSmbojas and the Candras had compelled them to withdraw. The

Kambojas, whom Devapala had defeated in their home territory in the ninth

century, subsequently managed to force their way into Bengal and succeeded,

as the Irda inscription and the Dinajpur pillar inscription show, in establishing

their authority in northern and western Bengal. The tormer issued from

Priyahgu refers to three successive rulers, Rajyapala, his son Narayanapala

and the latter’s brother Nayapala, recording a grant of land situated in

Dandabhukti-mangfa/a (Midnapur district) of Vardhamana-b/tuk//. The other

record refers to a Gaudapati Kamboja, containing the expression

“Kuhjaraghatavar^”, which has been interpreted by some scholars as a

biruda of the king, and others as a chronogram denoting the Saka year

888 (ad 966). Whatever be the correct meaning of the expression, on

palaeographical grounds the inscription has to be assigned to the latter

half of the tenth century. The almost simultaneous expansion of the power

;Of the Candras in another area in Bengal is attested by their own records.
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to vi4iich may be added five copper plates discovered from Bangladesh.’

These documents show that by about 970, when the reign of SrTcandra

terminated, their domination had come to include Harikela (Sylhet),

CandradvTpa (Bakergunge) and Dhaka, all in Bangladesh.

The Palas must have found it difficult, if not impossible, to resist the

attacks of these intrusive powers. They were ultimately compelled to yield

to pressure, seeking shelter in Bihar, where they remained in obscurity.

After the Jajilpara grant of the sixth year of Gopala II, there is a total lack

of Pala records mentioning their rule in Bengal until the early years of the

reign of his grandson MahTpala I. The copper plate grants of MahTpala also,

which refer to the loss of the ancestral dominion reoccupied by him, confirm

that the process leading to the elimination of the Pala supremacy in Bengal

reached its culmination in the days of his father Vigrahapala.

MahTpala succeeded in restoring the authority of his family in Varendri

before the fifth year of his reign. This is clear from a verse which occurs

in the Belava grant^- issued in that year as well as from the Bangarh copper

plate of the ninth year, which depicts his opponents as usurpers who were

killed in battle through the prowess of his arms. This victory gave him back

what is described in the passage as pitiyam rajyam (paternal or ancestral

kingdom). The pitryam rajyam could not have meant the entire kingdom of

the Palas as at least some portions of Bihar were still under their rule.

Possibly the ancestral kingdom which had been lost and recovered included

east Bengal too. The aforesaid inscriptions record grants situated ‘ in

Paundravardhana-bhu/rf/ as a sure proof of the transfer of power from the

hands of the Kambojas effected by MahTpala. It is true that east Bengal

(Vangala) is known from the Nesarika grant of the Rastrakuta Govinda III

to have been under the rule of Dharmapala. The inscriptions of the Candras

show that east Bengal was under ttieir rule when MahTpala came to the

throne. No inscription connecting the Palas with this territory has been

found in the period preceding MahTpala; the evidence of the Mandhuk (in

Dhaka) inscription ascribed to Gopala II, is not conclusive. The Pala king

may have asserted the traditional claim of his family to that region and

established his rule by winning a victory over the Candras.

Two inscriptions discovered from Comilla district (Bangladesh) viz, the

Baghaura image inscription of the year 3 and the Narayanpur inscription®

1. These inscriptions are: (a) PasScimabhag plate of Sncandra year 5; (b) Dhaka plate of

Kalyanacandra, year 24; (c-d) two Mainamati plates of Ladahacandra (cf. “Layahachandra"

df the Bharella image inscription, El, XVII, 1 923-24, p 349); (e) Mainamati plate of Govindcandra.

2. SPP, 54, pp 41-56; JAS (L), XVII, pp 117-35; El, XXIX, 1951-52, pp 1-9.

3. 1C, IX, pp 1 21 -25. For a new inscription of Mahendrapala, apparently of the Gurjara-Prafihara

dynasty, dated year 15, discovered at Mahisantosh Pnajpur district, Bangladesh), see, B,

XXXVII, 1967-68, pp 104f. This does not make the theory of the identification of Mahipila of

the east Bengal inscriptions with his son more probable. This theory was suggested on the

basis of his (Mahendrapaia's) Paharpur inscription of the year 5, which has been disputed on

palaeographical and other grounds.
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of the year 4, both mentioning Samatata, are to be assigned to a ruler

named MahTpala whose identity is controversial. Good grounds have been
adduced for the rejection of his proposed identification with MahTpala I of

the Gurjara-Pratlhara dynasty. His identification with the Pala king MahTpala
II, supported by A. H. Dani and D. C. Sircar, though not impossible, is

rather improbable since east Bengal had, in all likelihood, already become
a part of the Yadava dominion in the time of his father Vigrahapala III in

the latter half of the eleventh century. The new inscriptions of the Candras
from Bangladesh give the name of a Candra king, Kalyanacandra, who
succeeded his father, SrTcandra in around 970 after the end of the latter’s

reign extending over half a century. As Kalyanacandra ruled for at least

twenty-four years, his reign {c. 970-94) partly coincides with the early years

of MahTpala. It is said that the power of the Gauda king, probably PrthvTpala

of the Kamboja family, was destroyed with the support of Sncandra and

was Gopala II reinstated in his place. Subsequently, relations between the

Palas and the Candras grew antagonistic. SrTcandra’s successor

Kalyanacandra is reported to have won a victory over the Gauda king who
must be identified with his contemporary MahTpala, as a consequence of

which the position of the Candras in Smatata was restored. But it is evident

from the Dinajpur pillar inscription that the Palas could not retain their power

in Gauda, which was soon reoccupied by the Kambojas.

With the decline of the Gurjara-Pratiharas in the tenth century, the

Candellas seem to have turned their attention to the east where the mighty

Pala empire was disintegrating. In the Khajuraho inscription, Dhatiga claims

to have captured as "sports of war” women from Atiga and Radha to

‘‘linger in his prison”. There is no indication whatsoever in the passage

»that the raids which took place before 1002, either during the reign of the

Kambojas or in the early years of MahTpala’s rule, were of a serious nature,

resulting in any territorial conquest by Dhanga.'* The separate reference to

Radha possibly applies to its northern districts which formed part of

MahTpala’s dominion. Early in eleventh century MahTpala conquered

N^ranasi from the Candellas and annexed it to his territory. In 998 it was

under the occupation of Dhahga as shown by a copper plate recording a

grant of land situated in Ka§ika (Varanasi). But the Sarnath inscription, dated

V 1083 (AD 1026) shows that MahTpala must have already held it for a

sufficient period during which an ambitious programme of repair and

construction of a number of Buddhist monuments in the region had been

carried out with the help of Sthirapala and Vasantapala.

A rude shock was administered to the political fabric of Bengal by the

planned attack of a general of the army of Rajendra Coja of the south,

^

following its victorious campaign in Orissa, directed against four principalities

named in his record, viz, (i) Tandabutti {Danda-bhukti, modem Datan in the

4. See also ch XVI in this voiume.

5. See C5h 1, fn 40 and its text in this volume.
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Midnapur district), (ii) Takkanaladam (Dakshina-Radha, southern districts of

Radha), (iii) Uttiraladam (Uttara-Radha, northern districts of Radha), and (iv)

Vahgaladesa (south-east Bengal) which were under the rule of Uharmapala,

Rariasura, MahTpala and Govindacandra respectively. Of these, it was only

MahTpala who impressed the army of the Colas with his courage and

fighting qualities. Kielhorn identified this king with the Pala king MahTpala I.®

Despite the humiliation suffered by the Bengal ruler, none of the territories

attacked were actually conquered and annexed to the Coja empire. The

Cola king also refrained from carrying his arms as far as Gauda. The Cola

.

attack appears to have been a hurried and spectacular raid carried out by

a bold and clever general, which threw the country temporarily Into a state

of confusion and rewarded the invader with enough booty to use in building

a new city in the Tamil land named Gar^gaikoridacojapuram. The victorious

general brought water from the Ganga with which an extensive tank,

constructed by Rajendra Coja, was purified. One of the motives which

inspired the expedition of the Cojas against the eastern regions was perhaps

to weaken them politically and economically in order to push fon/vard their

own policy of overseas expansion. The information that Rariasura governed

some portion of Radha early in the eleventh century is particularly significant,

inasmuch as it gives the earliest indication of the Buras in Bengal who,

according to tradition, came from outside. It is not unlikely that their entry

into Bengal had been originally supported by Dhahga, though subsequently

tney had to adapt themselves to the changed situation in the country during

MahTpaia’s reign.

The relations of the Kalacuris of TripurT with the Palas of the period wSre

not friendly. The Kalacuri king Gahgeyadeva, who was a contemporary of

MahTpala, is said to have raided Ahga. Verse 34 of the Gurgi inscription

probably refers to his father Kokalla II as having caused panic to a ruler

of Gauda, evidently MahTpala, who fled from his kingdom on hearing a

report of his advance against him. The raid was not successful if its object

6. In this connection mention should be made of a ve'^e of the Sanskrit drama Can^akau^,
from which it is learnt that it was enacted before a king called MahTpala in celebration of a

great victory won by him over the Karriat^. According to H. P. Sastri, who was the first to

discover a manuscript of the work in Nepal, the king is to be identified with MahTpala I of

the Pala dynasty and the Karnatas with the Cojas. But it is argued that the use of the term

"Karriita" being understood to signify the Cdjas is not correct. The possibility of a mistaken

use of the name in the text cannot, however, be altogether ruled out. As early as 1883

Pischel identified the king with MahTpdIa of the Gurjara-Prafihara dynasty of Kannauj, a view

with which Sten Korxwv, Nilakanta Sastri and some other scholars also agree. They apply

Ihe name "Karriata'' to the R§8trakutas who attacked the Prafihara kingdom during his r^n.

Though the epis^ referred to in the Candakoj&ka, may not have any bearing on the

PSIa-CdIa conflict, the representation of MahTpila as an incarnation of Candragupta Maurya

and the references to the Karndtas as the Nandas reborn, b^es Canakya and PStaliputra,

may not be rejected as part of a literary device. They may be taken as elements of a story,

connected with an as yet unknown event in the career of MahTpala of the PSIa dynasty,

requiring further investigation.
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was to conc|U0r the land. A manuscript of the Ramayana was prepared in

1076 of an unspecified era during the reign of a king of Tfrabhuki (Tirhut),

whose name is given as Gahgeyadeva. Different opinions exist regarding

the identification of the king as well as that of the era used. Most scholars
agree that the unspecified era is to be identified with the Vikrama era, thus
giving ad 1019 as a date for Gahgeyadeva. The existence of a king of

this name other than Gahgeyadeva of TripuiT, with whom he may be
definitely identified, is not known. More certain, however, is the fact that

Tirhut (north Bihar) was outside the Pala kingdom in the year mentioned.

The Kalacuris conquered Varanasi from the Palas before 1034 when, as
reported by Baihaqui in connection with the unsuccessful attempt of Ahmad
Niyal-tigin to invade the land, it was under the rule of. the Kalacuri

Gahgeyadeva. His successor LaksmT-karna issued his Banaras plate in 1 042.

Although Tirhut was under a different monarch in 1019, the Imadpur

image inscriptions of MahTpala’s 48th regnal year testify to the prevalence

of his rule in Muzaffarpur district towards the end of his career. R. C.

Majumdar’s theory that the date mentioned in these inscriptions is not to

be read as the year 48 but 148 and that it is to be assigned to the

Nepalese era beginning from ad 879 (ie, ad 1027), has been well criticised

and may not be accepted.^ Another inscription of MahTpala's reign, found

in Bihar, is dated in the year 31 of his reign. In Bengal there was no one

capable of disputing his paramount position with his rule firmly established

in north Bengal as evidenced by his Belava and Bangarh grants. His minister

{mantiin) was Vamana and he was full of respect for Guravasri-vamara^i.

Even the Candras, who had earlier been active rivals of the Gaudas, showed

a significant lack of political ambition under their last two rulers, Lahadacandra

and Govindacandra who, in all probability, accepted a subordinate position

under MahTpala. The visit of the Candra ruler Lahadacandra to Varanasi,

probably after its occupation by MahTpala, was undertaken expressly on

religious grounds.

MahTpala was one of the most popular kings of early Bengal. His memory

was enshrined in songs and ballads known to have been current for

centuries after his death. He took a great interest in the welfare of his

subjects for whose benefit numerous tanks and wells were exacavated

throughout his kingdom and new townships built which were named after

him. The Samath inscription shows his zealous interest in architectural

activities.

MahTpala is sometimes criticised for not having joined the kings of northern

India who lent their support to the Sahi king Jayap§la of the north-west

in the defence of his territory against Mahmud of Ghazni.® This criticism

may lose its sting if it is remembered that those who supplied military help

7. PIHC, 10th Session, Bombay, 1947, pp 245-48; JRASB, (IJ, XVI, ii, 1950, pp 247-51;

IHQ, XXX, 1954, pp 382-87.

8. For details, see Chs. XI and XII in this voluine.
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to Jayapala are said to have done so in response to a personal invitation

from him, while there is no evidence to show that MahTpala was one of

those invitees. Considering that the efforts of Jayapala failed miserably, it

will be vain to assume that a mere contingent lent by MahTpala would have

saved the situation for the allies. As a prudent statesman he may have

realised that a Turkish attack on his own territory was still a remote

contingency, while the ever-present threat of internal disturbances and

aggressions of neighbouring rulers forced him to maintain his military

resources in an undiminished state. The Cdjas of the south led a massive

attack on Bengal while the Turks were committing deadly ravages in the

north. MahTpala himself may have taken advantage of the preoccupation

of the powers directly affected by Mahmud’s menace by conquering Varanasi

from the hands of his enemies. Interstate strife was a normal feature of

the time which could not vanish with a sudden appeal for unity.

It must be. admitted that as the founder of the second Pala kingdom

MahTpala showed exceptional qualifications as a general and a statesman,

deserving a high place among the great rulers of his family. Not only did

he recover a kingdom which had been substantially lost through the

incompetence and misfortunes of his immediate predecessors but he also

rebuilt it on a stable foundation \which made it possible for his successors

to play their part in history for another century. Of the three great contemporary

dynasties, the Gurjara-Pratlharas practically disappeared in 1018 and the

Rastrakutas of the Deccan made their exit from the political arena in about

the last quarter of the tenth century. The Palas alone survived, thanks to

the efforts of MahTpala, though their end seemed near at around the time

when the other two fell. The result of his military career was not one of

unbroken success but, whatever reverses he may have suffered, his position

remained substantially unaffected except for the loss of Varanasi. Above

all, he must be praised for his personality which made powerful rulers like

the Candras change their policy of hostility towards Gauda and curb their

spirit of independence.

The date of MahTpala’s accession to the throne has been placed by

different scholars somewhere between 982 and 988. According to Taranatha,

he ruled for fifty-two years. This may be approximately correct since it

roughly agrees with his last known date as furnished by the Imadpur

inscriptions of the year 48. His reign probably ended in about 1035. In

any case, at the time of Karna’s invasion of Magadha (1041) the Pala

throne was occupied by his son Nayapala.

NAYAPAU

MahTpala was succeeded by his son Nayapala in about 1035. In the

Amgachhi grant of his son, Nayapala is simply called a narapati, which

may suggest a dimunition of power. Early in his reign Bihar was seized by

LaksmTkarna, referred- to in the Tibetan biography of the renowned Buddhist

saint and scholar Ati^ DIparhkara (Srijhana). We are told that a struggle
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broke out between Karnya (Karna) who succeeded his father Gahgeyadeva
in 1041 and Nayapala. In the course of this struggle, the Kalacuri ruler

advanced as far as Gaya where his troops destroyed several Buddhist
institutions, provoking retaliations on the part of the Pala soldiers. The tenor

of violent activities in which both sides indulged is said to have caused
anxiety to Ati§a who ultimately helped to bring about a mutual settlement

between the contending parties. The margin between the date of

Gahgeyadeva’s death and that of Atisa’s departure for Tibet (not later than

1042) is short. Preliminary negotiations for a truce may have started under
his initiative before he left India. The war was naturally settled for mutual

benefit on grounds of political expediency, hence the role to be attributed

to Atisa as a peace-maker need not be exaggerated. The Sonpur grant,

in praising the career of Mahasivagupta Yayati of Orissa in a conventionalized

style, implies some successes on his part in the famous countries of Gauda,

Radha and Vahga. Yayati may have been a contemporary of Nayapala,

while Vahga at the time was probably still under the Candras.

A manuscript of the Pahcaraksa was prepared during his reign at the

instance of upasika rajhJ Uddaka, a devoted follower of Mahayana. Two
inscriptions found at Gaya, viz, the Krsnadvarika temple inscription and the

Narasirnha temple inscription in the Vsnupada compound, both belonging

to the year 15 of Nayapala’s reign, show that it was under the rule of a

subordinate chief called Visvaditya in the former record and Visvarupa in

the latter. His father $udraka had served under MahTpala as the Gaudesvara

of Gaya, and his son and successor must have stood on the side of

Nayapala during Karna’s raid on Gaya. Nayapala reigned for at least fifteen

years {c. 1035-50).

VIGRAHAPALA III

Nayapala’s successor was Vigrahapala III. In his time there was ’ a

recurrence of Kalacuri hostilities which had been susjDended during the

earlier reign as a result of a treaty. The Karanbel inscription of Jayasirnha

includes a Gauda king among those who waited upon king Karna. An

earlier record, the Bheraghat inscription of Alhanadevi, belonging to the

time of Narasirnha, elder brother of Jayasirnha, states that Karna was a

cause of terror to Variga. The Rewa inscription of Karna himself does not

specifically mention either Gauda or Vanga, but an unnamed region in the

east whose ruler suffered a signal defeat at his hands. That a conflict

actually broke out between the Kalacuri king and the Palas is also evident

from the combined testimony of Hemacandra and the Ramacarita of

Sandhyakara Nandi. According to Hemacandra, the Gauda king was reduced

to such a plight that he was compelled to beg for his life and throne from

the invader. But the Ramacarita claims that the victory was won by

Vigrahapala and not by Kama. The Pala king entered into a treaty, technically
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known as kapalasandhi,^ with the vanquished king and married his daughter

Yauvanash. Karna is usually supposed to have occupied some portion of

Radtia on the basis of an inscription found engraved on a pillar lying on

a masonary platform at Paikore, a village in Birbhum district. If Karna made
any conquest at the cost of VigrahapSla, he may have restored it to him

as a condition of the treaty. Karna’s military operations in Bengal were hot

confined to Gauda. As mentioned above, the impact of his arms was felt

in the east too. His Rewa and Bheraghat inscriptions mention an attack

on Vahga. The contemporary ruler of Vahga was perhaps the last

representative of the Candras, for nothing definite is known about their

history after the end of Govindacandra’s reign in c. 1040. Karna possibly

had some hand in the overthrow of the Candras.

The rise of the Yidavas, who established themselves as the new rulers

of Vahga, may have drawn support from Karna who gave his other daughter

Vira^rT in marriage to their chief Jatavarman. Thus, by war and matrimony

Karna gained two allies in Bengal, Vigrahapala III of Gauda and Jatavarman

of the Yadava Varman dynasty of Vikramapura in east Bengal. The Western

Cajukyas also bestirred themselves in the same period against Bengal. As

mentioned in Bilhana’s Vikramahkadevacaiita. Vikramaditya VI led one of

his expeditions against Gauda during the reign of his father Some^vara

Ahavamalla, probably to counteract the growing influence of Karna resulting

from his matrimonial alliance with its reigning king. His campaign did not

lead to any territorial conquest. It is not improbable that the Karnata ksatriyas,

who later overthrew the Palas and founded the Sena dynasty, came to

Bengal in the trail of his army.

Among the inscriptions of Vigrahapala, by far the most important is the

Bangaon (Saharsa district, north Bihar) grant. It was issued by him in his

seventeenth year, from the jayaskandhavara ait Kancanapura in the Hodreya

vi^ya of TTrabhukti. This shows the inclusion of Tirhut in his kingdom,

where Gahgeyadeva was ruling in 1019. It may be recalled that in Muzaffarpur

district in north Bihar, MahTpala had already established his authority towards

the end of his reign. The envoy engaged in this grant was Prahastiraja, a

minister of Vigrahapala. The other two available grants of Vigrahapala are

the Belava grant’® and the Amgacchi grant dated in the eleventh and twelfth

regnal years respectively. They record grants in Paundravardhana-bht/kf/.

The Aksayavata inscription, composed by Vaidya Dharmapani, which gives

a panegyrical account of the family of Vi^varupa of Gaya-manda/a, is dated

in the fifth year of Vigrahapala III. Opinions vary on the attribution of some
inscriptions bearirig the name of Vigrahapala found in Bihar. But the proposed

identification of the king mentioned in the Naulagarh inscription (district

9. RCt I. 9. Commentary: ASIAR, 1921-22, p 15; cf also R. K. Chaudhary, “A Short Note

on Ks^pitesancffif', JQ, VIII, Iv, 1958. See also ch XVII, paragraph conneaed with fns 40 and

41 in this volume.

10. SPP, 56, pp 60-65; B, XXIX, 1951-52, pp 9-13; JBRS, XXXVII, ill & iv. pp 1f (Naulagadh

image inscription, year 24).
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Begusarai) dated in the year 24 with Vigrahapala III may be accepted.”

The manuscript of the Pancara/csa, which was written in the twenty-sixth

year of Vigrahapala’s reign, was attributed to Vigrahapala II by Bendall and

L. D. Barnett. H. C. Ray, R. C. Majumdar and D. C. Sircar, however,

ascribe this manuscript to Vigrahapala III. It may not be wrong to hold that

Vigrahapala’s reign lasted for over twenty-four years (c. 1050-76).

The Ramacarita of Sandhyakara Nandi throws sufficient light on the

political condition of Bihar and Bengal following the death of Vigrahapala

III. The narrative begins at 1070 and ends at 1120. Vigrahapala III had

three sons— MahTpala II (1 1 72-75), Surapala II and Ramapala. The situation

had come to such a pass that the feudal chiefs had taken full advantage

of the weakness of the Pala power and had carved out their own principalities

in their respective areas. Nandi mentions as many as thirteen of them in

the following order:’^

(i) Viraguna,’^ the king of KotatavT in the south (a forest region called

Kota).

(ii) Jayasiitiha, the king of Dandabhukti (Midnapur district) who

crushed Karnakesari, king of Utkala;

(iii) Vikramahja, ruler of Devagrama;

(iv) LaksmTsura, lord of Apara-Mandara” and head of the group of

feudal chiefs of the forest (samastatavikasamantacakracuci^man^-,

(v) Surapala. ruler of KujavatT, about 22 kms north of Naya Dumka;

(vi) Rudrasikhara, ruler of Tailakampa (Telkupe) (now in Purulia district.

West Bengal):

(vii) Bhaskara or Mayagalasirhha, king of Ucchala (Burdwan district);

(viii) Pratapasirhha, king of DhekkarTya (Dhekuri, near Katwa in

Burdwan district);

(ix) Narasimharjuna, king of Kayahgala-mandate, south of Rajamahal;

(x) Candarjuna of Samkatagrama;

(xi) Vijayaraja of Nidravali (identified with Vijayasena):

(xii) Dvaropavardhana of Kau^mbT (Rajashahi or Bogra district,

Bangladesh): and

(xiii) Soma of Paduvanva.

mahipAla II

Vigrahapala was succeeded by his eldest son MahTpala II. His name as

Vigrah^ala’s successor does not occur either in the Kamauli inscription of

Vaidyadeva or in the Manahali grant of Madanapala. Sandhyakara NandTs

Ramacarita'^ written in double entendre, is practically the only extant source

11. R. K. Chaudhary, ed, Ganes/i Datta CoSege BuKatin (Begusarai). I, 1951. pp 1-16.

12. RC. 1.29, 33: 11.5, 6. 8.

13. The word king is used here in the sense of a chief or an ordinary ruler.

14. N. Dasgupta identifies it with the modem localities of Deoghar, lA, 1930, p 244.

15. RC. ed. H. P. Sastri, AMSS, III, i. pp 1-56: ed. R. C. Majumdar. R. G. Basak and N.

Banerjee, 1939: revised ed. by R. G. Basak, ASB, 1967.

H-36
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of information about this king and the circumstances of his reign, which

had a tragic end. The difficulties confronting him were largely of his own
creation. He was in the habit of taking counsel from evil-minded and

designing persons and never [Daid heed to the advice of his ministers,

reputed for their ability and wisdom. In fact, as the course of events proved,

temperamentally he was unfit for his task, specially at a time when the

feudatories were growing restive and suspicbus of the suzerain power and

serious dissensions were prevailing within the royal family. Instead of trying

to allay the fears and discontent of his vassals, he indulged in a reckless

policy (dumayst) which alienated them completely. Further, by overestimating

his strength, he helped to set ablaze the fire of an internal revolution which

was aggravated by his imprisonment of his brothers Surapala and Ramapala

on an unsubstantiated report about their collusion with the recalcitrant

vassals. Ultimately, the feudatories combined against their sovereign and

defeated him in battle. Divya or Divyoka or the Kaivartta caste conspired

to bring about his death in circumstances that ied the author of the

Ramacaiita to describe him as ‘‘a past master in the art of simulation".

There is no evidence that the assassination of the king with its sequel, the

occupation of Varendri by Divya, was the outcome of a concerted move
on the part of the feudatories. It is probable that the secrecy and swiftness

of the mission of the Kaivartta chief took the samantas by surprise. MahTpala

ii lasted for about three to four years.

ramapAla

After MahTpala’s murder, his younger brother Surapala, who had meanwhile

escaped from prison aiong with Ramapala, occupied the throne. That he

was the immediate successor of MahTpaia il is to be gathered from the

Manahaii grant of Madanapala.’® But the fact is omitted in the Ramacaiita,

which refers to Ramapala as the next king. This may be an indication that

Surapala’s regime was cut short to make room for his more enterprising

and ambitious brother, Ramapala, the youngest son of Vigrahapala III. He
had some authority over West Bengal. Magadha was out of his contrbi

and so were Artga and Gaya where Narendra Yaksapala (son of Visvarupa

and grandson of Sudraka) does not mention him in his inscription.’’^ From

the west, the Gahadavalas were encroaching on the traditional boundary

of the Palas. The Antichak inscription gives a list of four generation of

rulers, possibly Pala feudatories, who appear to have helped the Gauda
king against the Var^gas. Thus it is evident that the Pala throne did not

prove to be a bed of roses for R§mapala and his successors.

In Varendra, Divya was succeeded by his brother Rudoka and the latter

by BhTma. It was during his rule that Ramapala found the path .clear for

16. V. 14 (Manahaii inscription); SHAIB, Intro, pp xxi, 425; The Nalanda inscription of

Surapila is to be attributed to Surapala I, /HO, XXVI, p 141; XXIX, pp 301-2.

17. B, XXXVI, 1965-66, p 92. The Paramaras are believed to have raided Bengal in the

time of Ramapala, cf DHNl, II, pp 682.
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launching his final campaign against his enemy for the recovery of Varendra
after a period of intensive preparations for the task. During his early years
he engaged himself in a fight against Yasahkarna who. according to the

Bheraghat stone inscription of AlhanadevT, carried out a devastating raid in

Camparanya (Champaran in north Bihar). He also fought against Laksmadeva
of the Paramara dynasty, who is mentioned in the Nagpur pra^sti to have
made his dreaded appearance in Gauda. But most of his activity was
aimed against the Kaivarttas for a crucial trial of strength. Fortunately he
had a sincere and staunch supporter in his maternal uncle, the RastrakOta

Mathana (Mahana) of Ahga. He compelled Devaraksita, probably the son
and successor of Vallabharaja of pithT of the Chikkora family, to join

Ramapala’s cause, which was ultimately taken up by a number of other

samantas, thirteen of whom are listed in the Ramacaiita. On the whole it

appears that the samantacakra dominated by Ramapala ruled over

principalities comprising portions of east and south Bihar, several districts

of Bengal and even some portions of Orissa. Among the feudatories, the

most prominent were BhTmaya^h of PithT’® (probably to be identified with

Devaraksita, already referred to), who established his superiority over the

army of an unknown Kannauj king (probably Candra, the founder of the

Gahadavala dynasty); Jayasirpha, who is said to have routed the army of

his neighbour KarnakesarT of Utkala; and Waguna of Kota who enjoyed

the rank of a cakravarti as the zonal chief of the samantas in the southern

area. The importance of the PithTpatis in this period is shown by the fact

that their family entered into an alliance with the Gahadavalas through the

marriage of KumaradevT (daughter of Devaraksita and his wife, Mathana's

daughter Sahkaradevl) with Govindacandra, the grandson of Candra. The

alliance, however, did not survive the death of Mathana (also known as

Mahana)’® and Ramapala.

The Kaivartta rebellion was the result of the weakness of the central

authority under a feudal system in which the' feudatories had become

restive. Divya himself was a feudatory who is described as an evil doer, a

villain and a dasyu. It has been suggested that Divya was called to the

throne by the people of Varendra to save it from the oppression of MahTpala

ll.^° Divya, Rudok and BhTma ruled in unbroken succession.^’ Divya also

18. The identification of BhTmaya6ah with BhTmapala of Padi, mentioned in the $Stxiaprac^

(Eggeling, India Office Ubrary Catalogs, V, pp 974f), though chronologically possible, is

untenable. See SHAIB, Intro, pp Ixiii-iv.

19. Mahana had two sons—MahimSndalika Kanharadeva and Suvarnadeva Mahana’s

brother’s son was Mahapratihara Sivarajadeva. These people had helped Ramapala in times

of distress. BhTmaya^asa, the king of TOhT and lord of Magadha, had overthrown the army

of the king of Kannauj.

20. DUS, I, li, pp 125f. In around 993, three villages in north Bengal together with a certain

measure of land formerly enjoyed by the Kaivarttas were given by Mahfpala for Buddhist

worship (B, XXiX. 1951-52, pp 9-13; W. p 64).

21. PC, 1.39.
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came into conflict with Jatavarmana of the Varmana dynasty who brought

disgrace to the strength of the arms of Divya.*^?t was as a result of the

confusion and anarchy arising out of the Kaivartta rebellion that Jatavarmana

carved out a kingdom for himself and fought both against the Palas and

Kaivarttas. He conquered Ahga but was humbled by the Kalacuris and

established a matrimonial alliance with the latter by marrying the Kalacuri

princess Vira^iT. The kingdoms of Varendra and Vahga were hostile to each

other and Ramapala’s efforts proved futile. The fact that the Kaivarttas had

attained success over the Palas is proved by the fact that BhTma is highly

praised by NandT.^^

Being c^ne of the important feudal chiefs of the Pala periods, BhTma built

his kingdom on a strong foundation, for which he might have taxed his

subjects heavily. The feudal beneficiaries had developed a vested interest

in the preservation of their principalities and BhTma was no exception. Such

feudal lords naturally put down the insurrections of the peasants. At the

time of the Kaivartta revolt in 1075, the whole of eastern India was split

up into a number of principalities. Originally, the Kaivarttas were feudatories

under the Palas who sometimes left the boundaries of the gift villages

undefined and that enabled the beneficiaries to increase their f)ersonal fiefs.

This practice continued. The Kaivarttas had also received land grants (in

the shape of service grants). The chief cause of the revolt in this case

appears to have been possibly the deprivation of( their plots of land given

as service tenures,^'* and subjection to heavy taxes. The peasants’ rebellion

may have compelled the princes to reduce the rigours of wsf/ or impressed

labour. The fact that the naked soldiers fought with bows and arrows riding

buffaloes shows that they were ordinary peasants; chariots were conspicuous

by their absence in the army of BhTma. From the context of the text, it is

evident that it was probably a peasant uprising directed against the Paias.

R. C. Majumdar has compared it with the risings of the Kambojas of

Varendra and Radha or $udraka of Gaya^^ but that is just belittling the

popular character of this rebellion. Whether BhTma was a cruel tyrant or a

benevolent ruler is difficult to say on the basis of the Ramacarita, which

was written by a partisan. But the fact that the Kaivarttas, for more than

a decade, kept the Palas on their toes shows them to be the popular

representatives of the people. It is significant that Ramapala had to beg

for support from his feudatories and feudal chiefs to recover Varendra.

In the course of the campaign against the Kaivarttas, which started with

the crossing of the Bhagirathi organised on a vast scale, BhTma was

captured by Ramapala while he was giving directions to his troops in the

battlefield from his seat on the back of his elephant. The enemy’s army

22. e, p 14.

23. flC, I. 40-41; II. 21-27; MahTpSla II was faced by a rebellion of a large number of his

vasseis^(mllitSnanta sSmantacakra). The Kaivartta revolt was J^iainst the tyranny of Mahipala II.

24. El. XXIX. 1961-52; RC. II. 39-42.

25. DUS. I. ii. pp 125f.
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began to retreat in panic. BhTma was placed under the charge of Ramapala’s
son Vittapala while a man named Hari {Han-suhridj took up the leadership
of the disorganized and scattered forces of the kaivarttas to rally them for

a renewed encounter with the Palas. In the Ramacaiita he is described as
arkabhuh which, according to the Vaijayanti, means an elder brother’s son.
But from the manner in which he performed his task, it may be doubted
whether he was actually BhTma’s nephew. The Kaivartta army was so
organised under his generalship that it became an easy prey to a blockade
that led to its complete rout. He was richly rewarded and even raised to

a high position by Ramapala. In view of these facts it may not be wrong
to assume that he was really a kinsman of Ramapala rather than of Bhima,
who acted as a secret agent winning the confidence of the Kaivarttas

beforehand and subsequently committing an act of sabotage which decided

the fate of the war in its later stage.

BhTma made an unsuccessful attempt to escape from prison. His wife,

children and other relatives were slaughtered in front of his eyes, while he

remained unperturbed and unyielding. He bravely faced a very cruel death

at the hands of his enemy. Even the partisan writer of the Ramacarita does
not hesitate to pay a tribute to the skilled and impressive administration of

Varendra under the Kaivarttas.

The reconquest of Varendra, accomplished through united effort and

counsel, affords a picture which presents a glaring contrast to the tragic

consequences of factionalism and disharmony that corroded the body politic

during the reign of MahTpala. He built a new city RamavatT in Varendra and

took various other measures for the development of his ancestral land.

The conquest of Varendra was not the only achievement of Ramapala.

The vi^ya of Kamarupa was conquered from its ruler, probably by a rival,

Timgyadeva, who became an ally of Ramapala. Utkala became included

as a protectorate under the mie of a Somavarhsin protege in opposition

to the rival faction of the Kesaris, supported by the Gahgas. He gave

effective relief to the Nakas by inflicting a crushing defeat on the Nagas

(of the Baster region) whose capital was seized by him. A varman king of

the east (probably a ruler of the Yadava dynasty of Vikramapura) presented

to him his choicest elephant and his personal chariot as a token of

submission for ensuring his own protection.

The picture of an exceptionally energetic king with a firm grip on his

possessions faded as he grew old. Among the most persistent enemies

of the Palas were the Gahadvalas. It appears from the Rahan grant that

the Gahadavala king Madanapala’s son played havoc with the elephant

force commanded by the Gauda king, who may be safely identified with

Rlimapala. His conflict with a Gauda king is also referred to by the

mahisSndhiv^rahika LaksmTdhara in his work Ki^akalpatanj. The

Gahadavalas, as mentioned elsewhere, had been successfully resisted by

Devaraksita of the Chikkora family. Despite his matrimonial alliance with

them, as noted in the Samath inscription of KumaradevT, the relations of
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the Gahadavalas with the Palas did not improve. The Maner grant shows
that Patna was occupied by 1124, ie, shortly after Ramapala’s death. The

tide of their earlier advance lost its momentum and was checked temporarily

by R&mapala who may be presumed to have contained the Gahadavala

powep in the Madhyacle^a.as a verse of the Ramacarita seems to suggest.*

In Utkala the situation changed completely with the assumption of full

sovereignty over that territory by /^antavarma Codagahga, as shown by

his Vishakhapatnam grant of 1118. The foundation of the Karnata dynasty

by Nanya towards the close of the eleventh century led to the loss of

north Bihar, which neither he nor his weak successors could recover. In

Bengal, the Karnata ksatriyas almost certainly declared their independence

with their power steadily on the increase. Perhaps the solidarity of the royal

family itself was also at a stake. Ramapala retired and handed the royal

duties over to one of his sons.

According to Taranatha, Ramapala^^ ruled for forty-five years which may
not be strictly correct. A manuscript of the Astasahasrika Prsynaparamita

was copied in Magadha-w^ya in the fifteenth year of his reign. His

Chandimau (near Bargaon, old Nalanda) image inscription is dated in the

year 42, while another image inscription from Bihar belongs to the year 2.

Curiously, no copp)er plate grant of Ramapala has yet come to light. Prajapati

NandT, father of Sandhyakara NandT, was his minister of peace and war.

Ramapala, who ruled from c. 1080 to 1122, was the last important

sovereign of the Pala dynasty. His career was full of stirring events and

experiences which, in many respects, were unparalleled. The bitter taste of

life in prison had hardened and intensified his spirit of resistance and

determination. He learnt a lesson from the feudal revolution in MahTpala’s

reign that the goodwill and coop)eration of the feudatories was essential for

the stability of the suzerain power. The manner in which he organised his

samantacakra, infusing into a dismembered body the spirit of a common
purpose and endeavour, shows a practical combination of tact and diplomacy

and a dominant personality. Then, again, the different measures he adopted

to win over the various sections of the people of the reoccupied territory

provide further proof of his statesmanlike abilities. His development projects

carried out in Varendra reveal him to be a man of culture and promoter

26. RC, III. 24.

27. lA, IV, p 366 (46 years), SHAIB, p 446, TaranStha probably means 45 years. According

to him, three years before his death his son Yaksapala ascended the throne, reigning only

for one year. Cf ”64 years’’—MB, I, p 166n. The date of the Chandimau Bodhisattva Padmapani

image inscription was wrongly read by Cunningham as the year 12. See R. D. Banerji, MASB,

V. pp 93-94. The SeMaprac^ (Egging, op ctf, V, pp 974f), a treatise on medical botany,

mentions the author’s grandfather to have been a contemporary of Govkidacandra and his

father a contemporary of (Vafige^vara) RdmapSladeva.

As to the question of RdmapSla’s sway prevailing in Nepal and MithAa, to be dated before

the foundation of the Karnata dynasty under Nanya (1097), see U. Thakur, Hiisfiory of hMNIa,

p 222. However, the view that ‘‘janaka-bhu-’ in the Karrtauli inscription bhVaidyadeva refers

to the territory of Mithila cannot be correct.
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of peace. Although emottonal by nature, he was not generous to his foes.
The treatment that was meted out to the fallen Kaivartta chief was
characterised by extreme cruelty and vindictiveness. As years passed by,
portents of new dangers appeared oh the horizon which may have unnen/ed
him in his advanced age. His greatest misfortune was the death of his
most faithful ally Mathanadeva, which shattered his dream of a renewed
endeavour to steer clear of the difficulties and hastened his end, probably
by drowning in the Ganga. He died before the curtain fell on the chequered
history of his dynasty. His successors were too weak to fight for their

cause. The end of the Palas could not be prevented but was only postponed
for a few years.

KUMARAPALA

Ramapala s son and successor was Kumarapala. As crown-prince, he
was probably entrusted with royal duties on his father’s retirement. Two
incidents of Kumarapala's reign are mentioned in the Kamauii grant of

Vaidyadeva whose ancestors had been sacivas of Pala kings. One of these
was a revolt of Tirhgyadeva of Kamarupa. Vaidyadeva was appointed by
Kumarapala to remove him from his position. He assumed the rulership of

KamarGpa after defeating the rebel chief. The other episode is related to

the part he played in a naval battle in south (anuttara) Vahga. The enemy,
whom he claims to have defeated, is not mentioned by name. It is not

unlikely that he was Vikramaditya VI of the Western Calukya dynasty whose
army appears to have attacked Gauda sometime between 1121 and 1124,
le, possibly shortly after Ramapala's death, Vaidyadeva was probably

entrusted with the t.ask of foiling the attempt of the invader to advance
towards the north against the Palas through the territory of the Yadavas.
The Kamauii grant, in which Vaidyadeva confers upon himself the

conventional titles of an independent sovereign, is dated in the year 4,

either of his own reign or that of his suzerain. There is no doubt that

Kumarapala was alive when the grant was made.

GOPALA III

Kumarapala's successor was Gopala III. There is some mystery attached

to his career. It is not unlikely that Madanapala, the next ruler, who was
a brother of Kumarapala, ascended the throne after killing his nephew
because the reference to Gopala in his Manahali grant is in a panegyrical

form. It is possible that the Numdighi inscription refers to some kind of

military operation in his reign but it does not appear to give any definite

hint that he died in that battle. It has been inferred from a verse in the

Ramacarita that he died in an effort to destroy his enemies but its

interpretation is controversial. It may be assumed that he was the victim

of an unnatural or accidental death. Some inscriptions of Vallabharaja, a

feudatory, mentbn that he rendered a valuable service to the Kalacuri king

Ratnadeva II of Tummana (c. 1132) by defeating a Gauda ruler. Purusottama,
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a minister of Ratnadeva, who also took part in this vwr, is said to have

"threatened the ruler of Dandabhukti”. Thus, a double Kalacuri attack was
launched— against north Bengal, which was under a Pala king, and against

Radha where Vijayasena was extending and consolidating his power. The

Kalacuri raid on Gauda considerably depleted the elephant force of the

Palas. The view that it was the Gauda king Madanapala who was attacked

by Ratnadeva may be wrong for he came to the throne some years later

in 1144. It is likely that the conflict with the kalacuris took place in the

reign of Gopala III to whom the Rajibpur Sadasiva image inscription of the

year 14 (or 1 ?) may be attributed.^®

MADANAPAUV

Madanapala, brother of Kumarapala, came to the throne after Gopala III.

Though he had a promising start, with the assistance of his kinsmen Candra

of Ariga, his end was disastrous for himself and his family as the Pala

regime in Bengal practically came to a close before his death. His Manahali

copper plate of the year 8 issued from RamavatT recording a grant of land

situated in Kotivarsa-wi^ya in Pauridravardhana-bbu/rf/ in favour of the

scholar Vatesvarasvamin as a fee offered by his queen {pattamahades/ft

Chitramatika, for reciting the text of the Mahabharata composed by Vyasa,

is to be reckoned as the last of the Bengal series of Pala records. Inscriptions

show that he ruled in some parts of Bihar even though he may have lost

his power in Bengal immediately after the eighth year. In addition to the

Bihar hill image inscription of the year 3, four more inscriptions of his reign

have been discovered, all from Monghyr, viz, the Arma inscription of the

year 4, the Jayanagar inscription of the year 14 (not 19), the Valgudar

inscription of the year 18 and probably also the Nongarh inscription dated

in V 1201 (AD 1144).^®

It has been possible to determine the exact date of the commencement
of his reign with the help of the Valgudar inscription which corresponded

to 1143-44, since the eighteenth year in which the record is dated is shown

to be equivalent to Saka 1083. The end of Madanapala 's rule in Gauda
did not take place earlier than 1152, corresponding to the year 8 mentioned

in the Manahali inscription. This finding is practically corroborated by the

ascertainable facts connected with tfie chronology of the Sena kings who
succeeded the Palas in Bengal. The Arma inscription shows that Monghyr

was under his possession at least since his fourth regnal year,, ie, 1148.

The Gahadavalas were ruling over some parts of Bihar (specially Monghyr)

in V 1202 (AD 1146) when their king Govindacandra issued his Lar plates

28. ASIAR. 1836-37, pp 130-33; IHQ, XVII. pp 217-22; JRASBflJ. VII, 1941, p 216.

29. JAS{L), XVII, pp 27-31; El. XXVIII, 1949-50; pp 137-45; XXXVI, 1965-66, pp 42-44.

D. C. Sircar attributes the Arma inscription to the year 14 of Madanapala. The name of a PithTpati

acarya Devasena is mentioned in this inscription but his connection with the earlier RthTpatis

is unknown. It is likely that there was a mutual struggle for power between Madanapala and

Govindapdia in some parts of south Bihar.
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(Gorakhpur district)^ from Mudgagiri making a grant of some villages situated

in the Pandala pattali (perhaps in Gorakhpur district). Madanapala thus
appears to have occupied Monghyr presumably by ousting the Gahadavalas
before 1158. He reigned in this area at least up to 1162 as shown by the

Valgudar plate (year 18). A verse of the Ramacarjta. has been interpreted

to mean that Madanapala engaged himself in a battle on the Kalindi with

a powerful enemy who inflicted heavy casualties on the allied forces (probably

those of the Yadavas). This battle may have been fought against the Senas
who were bent upon ousting the Palas and their allies from north and east

Bengal.

govindapAla

A highly controversial figure in the confused history of Bihar during this

period is Govindapala®' of unknown ancestry about whose date conflicting

theories have been advanced. R. G. Basak suggests that he' may have

been a son of Madanapala but in fact there is no direct evidence showing

his connection with the Pala dynasty. Some manuscripts are available,

which in their colophon give dates with distinct reference to his reign as

afila or vinasta A few manuscripts also exist in which the reign is not

described as such, the respective dates being simply connected with his

name or reign with the addition of the prefix vijaya in one case.

The most important indication in respect to his date is furnished by the

Gangadhar inscription dated in the fourteenth year of his vinasta-rajya shown

as being equivalent to ad 1175. The starting point consequently of this

reckoning is ad 1161-62 which is believed by some scholars to have

marked the beginning of his reign, and by others its termination.. In the

opinion of the former, all the dates relating to Govindapala are to be

counted from the year 1161-62 as the initial year of his reign. R. D. Banerji

30. El. VII, 1902-3, p 98f.

31. M, XIX, pp 1-7; PIHC. 25th Session, Pune. 1963, pp 196-201; DHNI, I, pp 365-67;

SHAIB, pp 469-73; Laksmanasena era (aSta-raiya, ad 1200); J. N. Banerjea volume, pp 71-75,

110-15; IHQ, XXXIV, pp 21 f (ad 1178-79). According to one view. Sndharadasa's

Sadukti-Kamamrta (ed, S. C. Banerji, 1964) gives 1205 as the twenty-seventh year of

Laksmanasena’s reign. The view that the La Sam (afiJa-r^B) began in 1200 rests on the

following assumptionfs: (i) the Sena dominion included some parts of Bihar (this has not been

definitely proved). The Sonakhar inscription of Ballaiasena, El, XXX, 1953-54, pp 78f is regarded

by its editor as a relic of his rule in Bihar; (ii) the rule of the Senas disappeared from Bihar

in 1200; (iii) the era was instituted to mark the end of Laksmariasensl's supposed rule in

Bihar although it continued in Bengal.

It may be noted in this connection that an era called Ballali-san (Parganati) is known to

have been in use, calulated from c. 1202. See lA, 1923, pp 314-20; HB, I, pp 233f; IHQ,

XXX, 1954, p 142.

For dates of the Turkish occupation of Bihar and Nadia, see J. N. Sarkar, HB, II. ch I, pp
1-29; Hodiv^a, Studies in Indo-Mustm History, p 183; IHQ, XXX, 1954, pp 133-47.

The new theory about the succession to the Sena throne after Laksmanasena {IHQ, XXX,

pp 205-18; El, XXXIII, 1959-60, pp 315-26) on the basis at some suggested alternations in

the tests in the MadanapSda and Edilpur inscriptions is unwarranted.
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holds that the period covered by the dates supplied by the different

manuscripts may be taken as a continuous one. However, where the dates

are given with reference to his wnasfa or afaarSjya, it should be understood

that his reign ceased in some parts of his dominion in the years referred

to but had not become defunct in other areas. According to the other

view, the dates (years 18 and 38) found in the colophons respectively of

a manuscript of the A^asahasrika Prajfiaparamita and that of the Psficareksa

mentioning the ra^ either as afifa or wnasfa should be calculated from

the year ad 1161-62 when his reign ended, as evidenced by the Gangadhar

inscription of the fourteenth year {vikari-samvatsara, 1232). Further, those

manuscripts which refer to the years 24, 37 and 39 connected with

Govindapala’s name only (GovindapMya or Govindapaladevanarh samvat}

should be taken as representing his reign which was current during the

years mentioned.

One manuscript of the Prapaparamita of 8,000 verses, copied at Nalanda,

refers to the reign as victorious. If the use of the expression “vijaya” in

connection with the year 4 of his reign is to be regarded as a pointer to

its duration, it will have to be concluded that the reign began in about

1157-58 and ended in 1161-62 or that it started in 1161-62, closing in

1165-66. All the other dates available (ie, up to about 1200) should be

taken, on either supposition, as those on which Govindapala’s reign did

not exist. The theory that Govindapala’s reign ceased in some areas in

some years while continuing in other parts in the same years, as suggested

by R. D. Baneiji, may not be accepted for lack of specific details and

confirmation. Nor can the addition of the word “vijaya" be insisted upon

as an essential requirement for denoting a current reign. Those who hold

that Govindapala’s reign began in 1161-62 are struck by the fact that it

was almost in the same year that Madan^ala’s reign is said to have come
to an end and, consequently, take Govindapala as Madanapala’s successor.

Here 'it may be noted that Madanapala’s reign was probably confined to

Monghyr virith which the available evidence does not connect Govindapala’s

name. It may appear more probable that two kinds of calculations were

used, one giving the reign as current and the other a commemorative era,

which started with the end of his reign. Thus, if his reign lasted for about

thirty-nine years, it must have commenced approximately in 1122. It appears

from the Maner (Patna district) copper plate inscriptton, which records a

gift of land in the Maniari (Maner) pattala by maharaiaputra Govindacandra,

that Patna was held by the Gahadavalas in 1 124. But Govindapala’s territory

included Nalanda near Patna in his fourth regnal year, ie, 1126. There is

no evidence of Gahadavala rule in Patna between 1124 and 1176. The

Banaras college grant (1175-76) of Jayaccandra, discovered at Sihvar^

shows that two villages in Maniari-paffag were given away as a gift by th^

QghadavSIa king. The Bodh Gaya inscription of Jayaccandra is to be dated

considerably later than 1161-62, ttie last year of Govindapala’s reign.

Consequently, his rule in Gaya was not disturbed by the Gaha^valas.
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palapAla

Palapala is another ruler of unknown origin who figures in the muddled

politics of the time. As in the case of Govindapala, there is no definite

proof to show that he was a member of the Pala dynasty. The only record

of his reign is the short Jayanagar inscription of the year 35 found in

Monghyr.^^ It is not improbable that he came after Madanapala and ruled

in Monghyr and its neighbourhood in east Bihar for around thirty-five years.

He adopted the title of Gaudesvar^ in setting up a claim possibly against

his contemporary rival Laksmanasena of Bengal. An inscription engraved

on a broken pedestal has been found at Lai, about 16 kms from Lakkhisarai.

It is dated in the year 32 of an unspecified era or reign and refers to a

ranaka, Yasahpala by name. It is a mere surmise that he may have served

under Palapala. We also hear about one Indradyumnapala ruling from

Jayanagar, possibly after Palapala.

Inscriptions and other materials discussed above make it amply clear

that political stability in Bihar was being frequently disturbed over a

considerable period in which attempts were made by Madanapala,

Govindapala and Palapala. to impede or halt the advance of the Gahadavalas

into the territory.

One closely related feature of the history of Bihar during the period was

the rise of feudal lords under the declining Palas and the Gahadavalas.

The Gaya region, where Govindapala probably began his career shortly

before dr after Ramapala’s death is about 1122, had been under the

administration of 6udraka, his son Visvaditya and the latter’s son Yaksapala

associated with the successive reigns of MahTpala, Nayapala and Vigrahapala,

making room for the rise of the Chikkora family of PTlhT and its neighbourhood.

The Manas, first mentioned in the Dudhapani inscription of the eighth

century, are found to have extended their rule to the western parts of Gaya

in the time of Vairiamana (c. 1100), who appears to have been on friendly

terms with a Gauda king, possibly none other than Ramapala. The Govindapur

inscription composed by Gangadhara shows that by 1137, Varnamana had

been succeeded by his son Rudramana, who may have ruled as a

subordinate chief under Govindapalai Another family rose to some prominence

in the Shahabad region under mahanayaka Pratapadhavala (1158-69) of

Japila belonging to the Khayaravala dynasty (name preserved by the Kharwar

tribe). He probably paid allegiance to the Gahadavala Vijayacandra, to whom

he refers in connection with a forged document in his Tarachandi rock

inscription of 1169. Some history of this family is available up to 1223.

No ruler of any importance was left in Bihar after the fall of the Gahadavalas

in Kannauj. With the sack of Biharsharif by Ikhtiyar-ud-din

Muhammad-ibn-Bakht-yar, the ear of Turkish rule in the territory began in 1 203.

32 JBRS, XLI, pp 142-53.

33. R. C. lwlajumdar doubts the reading GaudeSvara Palapala, cf, htstay of Ancient Bengal.

p 195.
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THE SENAS

The Senas are represented as brahmak^triyas of the lunar race, and

called southerners {dak&naya) In their epigraphs they describe themselves

as Karnata Their settlements in Bengal can hardly be isolated

from other contemporary Karnata settlements, specially those in Bihar and

Orissa such as the Karnata family of Mithila and the Rastrakutas and

Tailapavarnsis of Orissa Among the list of Pala officials from the time of

Devapala to Madanapala, we have Gauda-Malava-Kta§a-Huna-Kulika-K&rmta

-Lata-Cata-bhata.^ Probably the Karnata officials acquired sufficient power,

which enabled them to set themselves up as independent chiefs when the

central authority became weak. Like the Karnatas of Mithila, the Senas

came in the wake of the victorious campaign of Vikramaditya VI who led

a campaign in north India in c. 1068. His feudatory chief, Aca, is §aid to

have made the kings of Kalihga, Vahga, Maru, Gurjara, Malwa, Cera and

Coja subject to his sovereign and the process was continued by his

successors. R. D. Banerji believes that the Karnatas were the remnants of

Rajendra Coja’s army^^ or the Karnata allies of Karna In the ancient

genealogical table, the Senas are stated to be Vaidyas and some describe

them as Kayasthas.

A remote ancestor of the Senas was VTrasena, mentioned in the Deopara

pra^sti of Vijayasena. But the recorded history of the family performing

ruling functions begins from Samantasena, who spent the last years of his

life in a hermitage on the banks of the Ganga at the end of a career made
prominent by his success in a severe fight to repel the attack of the

enemies of the Karnatas. Probably Samantasena accompanied Vikramaditya

VI on his expedition to Bengal during the reign of SomeSvara and later

settled in Radha to become the founder of the Karnata ksatriya family

which in course of time developed into an independent ruling dynasty. The

Karnatas, who had been present in Bengal from earlier times, were presumably

strengthened by these newcomers.

Hemantasena, son of Samantasena, was the first in the family to assume

the title maha^dhiraja and thus claim the status of an independent

sovereign during the critical period when the feudatories of MahTpala II rose

in revolt against him. His son. Vijayasena. who probably joined the

samantacakra of Ramapala, was the real founder of the greatness of his

family. His achievements are recounted in the Deopara pra^ti, composed

by Um^atidhara. It is to be gathered from some verses of this famous

inscription that he conquered Nanya and Vira, ovenan the territory of Gauda,

34. Cf, Deopara inscription and Madhainagar grant.

35. am, XUV; pp If.

36. B, XXIII, 1935-36, p 290.

37. PB, p 99; JBORS, IX, p 306; lhK3. XII, pp 475-76. The theory of the Karndta allies of

Karna, as propounded by Jaiswai, does not hoid good as Karria's aliianoe with the Karnitas

was of a temporary nature.
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drove away the king of Kamarupa and defeated the king of Kalihga. Some
kings viz, Nanya, Wra, Vardh^na and Raghava were imprisoned Of the
defeated rulers Nanya must be identified with the Karnata "Chief of that
name who founded a new dynasty in Mithila and Nepal. Verse 22 of the
Deopara inscription says that Vijayasena’s fleet of boats in its "play of
conquest of the dominions in the west advanced along the course of the
Ganga. This campaign was probably directed against Nanya, but he could
not be humbled permanently. VTra is generally identified with Vfraguna of
Kotatavi and Vardhana with Dvaropavardhana of Kau^ambT, both feudatories
of Ramapala. It is not unlikely that either Vira or Vardhana was the last
ruler of the Seuna dynasty, overthrown by the Senas, whose name is

otherwise unknown. Raghava has sometimes been identified with the king
of Kalihga but more commonly with Anatavarman Codagahga’s son, who
ascepded the throne in c. 1156.^ The Ballalacarita of Ananda Bhatta
describes Vijayasena as a friend of Cddagahga. If the tradition is correct,

relations between Vijayasena and the Gahgas became hostile after

Anantavaiman’s death. It is not unlikely, however, that Raghava of the
Deopara pra6asti may have been none other than Ramapala represented
as Rama or Raghava in Sandhyakara NandTs Ramacarita and whose territory

Gauda was successfully invaded by the Sena king. The Kamarupa king

defeated by Vijayasena was most probably Rayarideva of Kamarupa mentioned
in the Assam plates of Vallabharaja. It may be recalled that Vaidyadeva,

who had suppressed a revolt in Kamarupa and became its ruler, was an
ally of Kumarapala. The growing power of the Senas naturally caused
apprehension in the minds of their neighbour in the south-east.’Anantavarman
of Kalirrga was to counteract its further expansion as well as exploit the

advantage afforded by the decline of the Palas. The situation was utilised

to extend his own influence into the Bengal regions bordering on Orissa;

his army advanced as far north as the Bhagirathi, ravaging the Hugli and
Midnapur districts in the course of which the ruler of Mandara with his

capital Aramya (Arambagh in Hugli district) suffered the most. Although

the attempt succeeded to some extent, a treaty may have been ultimately

concluded between Vijayasena and his opponent which removed a major

obstacle in the way of the fulfilment of his plan to conquer Variga-Samatata

from the Seunas. The Barrackpore grant of Vijayasena was issued from

Vikramapura, the ershwhile capital of the Seunas; it records a grant of land

in- the Khadi-w^ya situated in Samatata.

Vijayasena’s long reign of at least sixty-two years was characterised by

a series of military triumphs. The most important result of this was the

extension of his rule into the Rajshahi district (Bangladesh) at the cost of

the Palas where, at Deopara, he built a magnificent temple of PradyumneSvara.

Even though he may not have struck the last blow at the P§las, he did

succeed in annexing to the growing Sena dominion a substantial portion

36. These identifications are based on the RC and Inscr^jtlons d Bengal.
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of Varendra, thus paving the way for the elimination of Pala power. Ukewtee;

the rule of the Seuna-Varmans in ^ast Bengal was also put an end to, £©

attested by his Barrackpore copper plate. A small inscription, giving the

name of maiiaraja Vijayadeva, has been found at Paikore in Birbhum district.

Having married VilasadevT, Vijayasena established bonds of friendship with

the Suras of south Radha whose territory soon became an integral part of

the Sena empire. No danger was apprehended from Bihar after his troops

had landed there to fight the western powers across the Ganga and Nanya’s

policy of aggrandisement had failed. It was due to Vijayasena’s remarkable

efforts that the small nucleus formed by his predecessors grew into a

mighty state. He became the master of a kingdom in which most parts of

Bengal were united under a central government with its prowess being felt

as far east as Kamarupa.

The dating of the individual reigns of the Sena kings depends to a

considerable extent on the use made of the manuscripts of some literary

texts. From a manuscript of the Adbhutsagam it is to be understood that

the first year of Ballalasena's reign corresponded to 1160. Hence Vijayasena’s

reign may be presumed to have ended in about 1159. As his reign extended

over a period of not less than sixty-two years, it may have started around

1 097. The date thus ascribed to him is in consonance with his contemporaneity

with Nanyadeva (c. 1097-1150) of north Bihar.

BALLALASENA

Vijayasena was succeeded by his son Ballalasena, whose mother was
VilasadevT of the Sura family. His own record as well as those of his

successors contain vague praises for unspecified military successes. One
inscription refers to his defeat of a Sahara chief, probably a hero and a

feudatory of the Palas, whose identity is not disclosed. His Naihati copper

plate was issued from Vikramapura in the eleventh year of his reign.^ It

records the gift of a village belonging to the Uttara-Radhamaridala in

Vardhamana-b/iukf/, where Harighosa, his minister of peace and war, was
appointed envoy. He entered into an alliance with a Cajukya king who may
be identified with Vikramaditya VI (1076-1126). He is also known to have

married a Cajukya princess named RamadevT.

An image was discovered in the course of an excavation of an old dried

up tank at Sanokhar near Colgong (about 32 kms from Bhagalpur) with

an attached metal cover bearing an inscription said to be dated in the

ninth year of Ballalasena. It is, however, difficult to conclude on this basis

that Ballalasena’s rule prevailed in east Bhagalpur. It is stated in the

AdtJhutasagara that he was engaged in a conflict with Gaudaraja, identified

with Govindapala. This is also corroborated by the Vall§leu:arita.^ If the

latter is to be relied upon, his dominion consisted of Radha, Bagdi, Vahga,

Varendra and Mithila or, in other words, the whole of West Bengal,

Bangladesh and portions of Bihar.

39. Inscriptions of Benge/, HI, pp 42, 68.

40. 1.8.
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The Sena records pay tribute to his intellectual qualities. His scholarship

in Smrti and astronomy is witnessed in the two works which he claims to

have composed, viz. Danasagara and the Adbhutsagara^ The latter work,

however, could not be completed by him.

As his son Laksmanasena’s twenty-seventh regnal year probably

corresponded to ad 1205-6, his reign ended in about 1178. But he has

left no inscription beyond his eleventh year.

lAKSMAI^ENA

Ballalasena’s successor was his son Laksmanasena. Of the Sena rulers,

his are the largest number of inscriptions which throw valuable light on the

extent of his kingdom. The series of his records consist of the Govindapur

(a village in 24 Parganas district) copper plate of the year 2. the Anulia (a

village near Ranaghat in Nadia district) copper plate, the Tarpandighi (in

Dinajpur district), Dhaka image inscription of the year 3, the Saktipur (a

village in Sadar subdivision of Murshidabad district) copper plate of the

sixth year, the Madhainagar (in Sarajgunj subdivision of Pabna district) issued

on the occasion of the first anniversary of his principal coronation ceremony

from Dharyagrama, the Sundarban copper plate and the India Office copper

plate of the year 27. The names of the bhuktis under him are Paundravardhana,

Vardhamana and Kartkagrama. The last named division was probably created

in Radha for administrative convenience, together with references to Vahga

and N^kramapura. In this connection, it may be noted that no reference is

to be found in the Sena inscriptions to Vijayapura, a Sena capital situated

near the confluence of the Yamuna and the Bhagirathi, mentioned in the

Pavananaduta of Dhoyika. Nor is there any allusion to LaksmariavatT. The

title "Gaude^ara" is applied for the first time to Laksmaiiasena; it is not

claimed by Vijayasena and Ballalasena in their inscriptions. He is said to

have conquered Gauda as a result of a sudden raid. His Madhainagar and

Tarpandighi copper piates record gifts of land situated in Varendra. The

conquest of this territory, which was successfully started in the reign of

Vijayasena, seems to have been completed by Laksmanasena not later

than 1162. It led to the defeat of Madanapala in that region and, finally,

eliminated others possibly claiming to be his successors such as Palapala.

Laksmanasena piayed a notable role in the expansion of the Sena kingdom,

first as a prince and later as a king. The Madhainagar grant refers to his

defeat of the Ka^iT king (of the Gahadavala dynasty), the king of Kamarupa

and his sport with the women of Kalihga. The Inscriptions of his son

ViSvarupasena and Ke^avasena claim that he pianted pillars of victory and

lofty sacrificial altars at Puri and Ka6T, as well as on the banks of the

TrivenT (Prayag). Laksmanasena’s conquest of Gauda, Kalihga, Kamarupa,

KMT and Magadha is alluded to in a verse composed by Sarana. Though

no positive epigraphical or archaeological evidence is to be found in support

of his claims of victory over the rulers of KMT (including Prayag) and Kalihga

(which included Puri), he may have made some territorial gains of a temporary
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nature in Bihar and the Ganga-Yamuna doab against his Gahadavala

contemporaries.''' He may have been also attracted by the idea of taking

a chance in Bihar after the fall of the Palas. It was in 1196 that one of

his feudal chiefs, Domannapala, set up an independent kingdom in Khadi

(Sunderban area).''^

The evidence regarding- Kamarupa is of a more definite nature. The Assam
plates of Vallabharaja dated in 1184-85 mention the hostilities of his family

to Gauda without claiming any victory. The Kamarupa king who may have

acknowledged his supremacy was either Rayarideva, his grandfather or

Udayakarna his father. His claim to have conquered a portion of Orissa

stands uncorroborated and seems exaggerated. Such a conquest could

not have taken place without a conflict with a Ganga king of Kalihga.

Titles adopted by the Senas—Arir^-vr^va-$ahkara by Vijayasena,

Nih^ka-^kara by Ballalasena and Ariraja-madana-^hkara—bear

testimony to their faith in Siva as the god of fearlessness, wielding sovereignty

over enemies. Narayanadatta, Laksmanasena’s mahasandhi-vigrahika, was
employed as the envoy in respect of his Anaulia, Tarpandighi and Govindapur

grants. Later the post of the chief minister of Gauda in charge of that

department was Sartkaradhara, as shown in the India Office library grant.

The Turkish sack of Nadia took place in 1204 when the reign of

Laksmaiiasena was coming to a close. The last known date of the king

is the year 1205-6, when SrTdharadasa’s anthology, the Saduktikamamrta,

was completed. By a strange irony of fate Laksmanasena, whose
achievements raised the Sena power to the height of its glory, also lived

to see its undoing. There is no doubt that the raid on Nadia was spectacularly

swift and premediated. From the details furnished by Minhaj it will appear

that: (a) the plan of entry into Nadia was so devised as to avoid the

possibility of a regular confrontation with the Senas; (b) the tactics adopted

was to win a victory over the morale of the native population, which was

surely easier than a military victory; (c) in spite of the dexterity shown in

organising the raid, the calculation of the invaders failed as the king’s flight

could not be prevented; (d) the raid, consequently, could not be as decisive

as planned. The collapse of the Sena power was not achieved immediately;

they took shelter in East Bengal to recover from the first shock.

The fall of Bihar in 1203 had its natural repercussions in the Sena capital.

According to the story told by Minhaj, Rai Lakhmaniya was advised by his

people to withdraw from the city for reasons of security. But the aged king

boldly rejected the proposal and was determined to stay on while the city

41. The Tarachandi rock inscription {JMS, VI. pp 547-49; OWN/, I. p 534; B, XXXIV,

1961-62, pp 23-27) and the Stwahar plates (lA. XVIII, p 129; IHQ, V, p 14; OHM, I, pp
537-38) stx>w that the GiahadavSteis had stabilised thdir power in central Magadha in the late

twelfth century. Military triumphs of Laksmanasena against the Gahadavalas are praised by
Sarana and Umdpatidhara.

42. IHQ, X. pp 321f; B, XXVII. 1947-48, p 119; XXX. 1953-54, p 42; 1C, I, p 679.
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had been practically deserted by the more influential and richer sections

of the population. Even some of the Sena feudatories were probably

attempting to shake off their allegiance at this critical hour. Madommanapala

of the Rakshakali or Sundarban copper plate, who was ruling over the

eastern portion of Khadi (Khatika) in Samatata, had already made a bid

for independence before 1196. The aged ruler perhaps meant to encourage

his troops with his presence in their midst, to give a fight to the enemy

and, in the event of his failure, to keep every arrangement ready for a safe

retreat to a strategic area for future defence.

The story of Rai Lakhmaniya’s determination to stay at Nadia in the face

of an intending crisis appears to be inconsistent with the charge of cowardice

of which he is often accused. His fault was that he could not anticipate

the way the raid was planned. The Turkish victory has been dramatised in

popular form. It was indeed a victory won without a battle, as the story goes.

Judging from the form of the name Rai Lakhmaniya (Laksmaneya),

Jayaswal concludes that the reigning king of Nadia may have been a

grandson of Laksmanasena rather than Laksmanasena himself. That

Laksmanasena was still alive at the end of the sack of Nadia appears to

be true. But the probability of some one else having been in charge of

that city cannot be altogether ruled out although, from the details furnished,

it is clear that Minhaj’s description was intended to apply to the octogenarian

Laksmanasena.

LAKSMANASENA’S SUCCESSORS

Laksmariasena probably had a son named Madhavasena, whose name

is included in the Saduktikamamila as the author of a verse. His two sons,

Visvarupasena and Kesavasena, are known from inscriptional evidence. The

former's inscriptions record grants of land situated in Vahga ^he Madhyapa^a

or Sahitya Parishad copper plate granp. His Madanapada grant dated in

the year 14 was announced from Phalgugrama. The other son of

Laksmanasena was Kesavasena. Curiously, some verses in which he is

praised in his Madanapada grant are also applied to Kesavasena in his

Edilpur grant in which some additional eulogistic verses are incorporated.

In the Edilpur grant, Visvarupa’s r^ame may have been erased and Kesava s

name substituted in its place. It is notewprthy that the conflict with the

Turks, referred to as Gargayavanas, continued in the reigns of bom. The

available Sena records after Laksmanasena do not go beyond eighteen

years after the fall of Nadia, ie, about 1223-24. The Sahitya Parishad copper

plate refers to Visvarupa’s minister of peace and war and the Edilpur grant

was communicated by his minister designated Gauda-mahamahattam Two

Kumaras, viz, Purusottamasena and Suryasena, possibly sons of Visvarupa,

who figure in his ^Ntya Parishad grant, are not mentioned again.

An important legacy of the Sena history is an era associated with^

name of Laksmanasena, the initial year of which was around ad 1

was suggested biy Kielhom on the basis of a Airman quoted in i^ul Fazi s
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Akbamama, giving La Sam (abbreviation of Laksmanasena sartn/at) as

equivalent to the Salivahana (^ka) year 1506 and v 1641. It is generally

held that the era was instituted to commemorate the birth of Laksmanasena,

supposed to have been reported to Vijayasena while he was engaged in

his expedition against Nanya, the king of Mithila. Not a single instance of

the use of this era is found in the records left by the Senas of Bengal.

Another system of reckoning connected with the reign of Laksmanasena

is used in the Janibigha inscription of Jayasena, the lord of PithT and dated

in the year 83. It mentions his father Buddhasena, who is represented as

a contemporary of Asokacalla (of Sapadalaksa) in a Gaya inscription. Two
Bodh Gaya inscriptions of Asokacalla are dated in the years 51 and 74.

His date is definitely indicated in his Gaya inscription of the year 1813 of

the Nirvana era which corresponds to ad 1269-70. New light has been

thrown on the date of Buddhasena by the biography of the Tibetan traveller

Dharmasvamin,''^ from which it is learnt that he met Buddhasena at Gaya
sometime between 1234 and 1236. No doubt is now left as to the

correctness of the view that it is impossible to assign the dates used in

the Janibigha and Gaya inscriptions to the Laksmanasena era beginning

from AD 1119-20. Altekar is of the opinion that the other Laksmanasena

era in which these inscriptions are dated began in ad 1200. But it is to

be noted that the inscriptions referred to are all dated in years when the

reign of Laksmanasena is described as having been non-existent. This

shows that the era may have really started from the end of Laksmanasena ’s

reign (1206), which was its object to commemorate. There is no evidence

to show that this will conflict with the testimony regarding Buddhasena’s

date as furnished by the Tibetan account.

The extent of the dominion of the successors of Laksmariasena is in

east Bengal is not known. As the power of the Senas declined, they had

no other alternative but to adapt themselves to a situation in which ambitious

feudatories were not only fighting against one another but also waiting for

a chance to make themselves independent. A Deva family of “lunar origin”

founded by Purusottama began its career in a feudatory capacity in the

latter half of the twelfth century. His son Madhumathana (MadhusOdana),

who assumed the status of a nrpati, was succeeded by Vasudeva who
married MitradevT and brought the neighbouring chiefs under his subjection.

The most prominent member of this family was the next king Damodara

(1230-44),^ whose territory included at least portions of Tippera district

43. G. Roerich, Biography of Dhaimasvarm, Intro, H. C. Raychaudhuii, StucSes In hcSan

ArtOquitles, pp 160-66. It is a guess that an inscription in the Indian museum in the "Bhaikshuki"

script (E/, XXXV, 1663-64, pp I9f) refers to a date to be inteipreted as the year 70 and

assigned to the Laksmanasena era and that Bhadanta Jayasena, mentioned io

the inscription, Es to be identified with the Rhipati Jayasena of the Janibigha inscription (year 83).

44. Mehar and Sobharampur plates, IB, pp 158f: B, XXVII. 1947-48, pp 182-94; XXX,

1953-54, pp 51-58: 184-88.
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(Samatata-ma(^da/a). His assumption of titles similar to those used by

VisvarOpasena indicates that he considered himself a rival of the Senas

and subsequently established his independence after the death of these

two sons of Laksmanasena. Another ruling family in east Bengal was
represented by Ranavankamalla Harikaladeva. Damodara seems to have

expanded his territory following the death of Harikaladeva (1203-19) whose

Mainamati (Tippera district) copper plate dated in the seventeenth year of

his reign (Baka 1141=ad 1219) shows him to have held the reputed city

of Pattikera (modem Patikara or Paitkara). In the late eleventh and twelfth

centuries, the rulers of Pattikera had intimate contacts with Burma. Burmese

and Arakanese chronicles contain some legendary episodes of romance,

marriage and intrigue connecting Pattikera with three Burmese kings Kyanzitthu

(1084-1112), Alaungsitthu (1112-87) and Marathu (d. 1189 or 1191).

An old city of some importance, which perhaps developed into a capital,

was Devaparvata situated at the southern end of the Mainamati hills, in

the vicinity of Comilla town. It is mentioned in the Kailan inscription of

SrTdharariarata as well as in a later charter issued by king Bhavadeva,

“meditating on the feet of maharajadhiraja Anandadeva".'*'' Thus, it appears

that the region which came under the control of Harikaladeva Ranavankamalla

and subsequently became part of Damodara’s kingdom had from earlier

times some organized seats of government. The existence of -a later Deva

family is shown by a copper plate inscription discovered at Adavadi in

Vikramapura, which refers itself to the reign of Dasaratha styled

paramesvara-maharajadhiraja Ariraja. His epithet Danuja-madhava suggests

his identification with Danuja-madhava who, according to an account by

Harimisra, came to power after the Senas. If he was the same as Danuja

Rai, the raja of Sonargaon (Dhaka district), mentioned by Zia-ud-din Barani,

he came to an agreement with Ghiyas-ud-din Balban, undertaking to oppose

the escape of the rebellious Tughril Khan in 1283.

The last Sena ruler known to Minhaj was not possibly Madhusena, a

Buddhist ruler on whom the titles paramasaugata, parame^vara,

maharajadhiraja and Gaude^vara are conferred in the colophon of a manuscript

of the Pahcarak^, dated in the Baka year 1211 (ad 1289). There is no

evidence to connect the Senas of Pithi with the Sena dynasty of Bengal.

It is not, however, impossible to suppose that these rulers with the Sena

title represented a collateral branch of the Sena dynasty of Bengal, although

this cannot be proved in the present state of our knowledge.

The Sena kings' must be remembered for their contribution to the political

stability of Bengal. They created and organised an extensive dominion in

the place of many warring chieftaincies. Ballalasena and Lak?manasena

were noted not only for their scholarship and learning, as evidenced by

some of their extant compositions, but also for their enlightened patronage

45. JAS^, XVII, ii, pp 83-94; B. C. Law Volume, II, pp 213-31; JASB, X, i, 1965, pp 48f;

F. A. Khan, Mainamati; IHO, IX, pp 282f; XXXI, pp 282f.
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of arts and literature. LakSmanasena’s court was adorned, among others,

by Dhoyika, the author of the Pavanaduta, Jayadeva of the CStago^Anda

fame and SrTdharadasa, the compiler of a celebrated anthology of Sanskrit

poems. They were preceded by Umapatidhara, a well-known poet associated

with the court of Vijayasena.

II

MINOR DYNASTIES OF BENGAL

1 THE YADAVAS OR THE VARMANS (C. 1050-1150)

The history of the expansion of the Sena kingdom is closely connected

with the .fate of the Yadavas, who rose to power in east Bengal after

replacing the Candras of Vikramapura. Some facts about their origin and

genealogy are supplied by the Belava copper plate grant of Bhojavarman.''®

This inscription refers to Sirhhapura as their native place, which has been

variously identified with Sirhhapura (Sengha-pu-le of Hiuen Tsang, mentioned

in the Lakkhamandal pra^sti)-, Sihhapura of Kalinga (Singapuram between

Chicacole and Narasannapeta);"^ Sirhhapura of the Matmarh^a (identified

by some scholars with Singur in Radha Hugli district), or with some.site

in east Bengal where the Yadavas later founded their kingdom. They trace

.their descent from Yadu, son of Yayati of mythical fame, claiming kinship

with Krsna (Harer bandhavah).

Nothing is known about this family before Vajravarman, its' first historical

figure, a successful leader of the Yadava army, who was also a poet and

a scholar. From him was born {fate jatah), Jatavarman. With his power

probably based on Aiiga, Jatavarman is said to have established a position

of overlordsWp^ by lowering the dignity of Kamarupa, bringing to disgrace

the prowess of Divya (the Kaivartta chief who assassinated MahTp&la I) and

by crippling the fortune of Govardhana, who has been identified with

Govardhana of Kau^ambf (probably Kusumba in Rajshahi district) referred

to in the Ramacarita as a samanta of Ramapala. The synchronism of

Jatavarman with Laksmikarna of the Kalacuri dynasty (whose daughter Virasn

was married to him) and Divya'*® (whom he claims to have defeated) shows

that he is to be placed at least in the second half of the eleventh century,

if not earlier. This makes him a contemporary of Vigrahapala III as well,

who married Yauvana^ri, another daughter of Karna. His son was

Samalavarman who issued the Vajrayogini (Dhaka district) grant from

Vikramapura.“ He seems to have been preceded by Harivarman, another

46. e, IV, 1896*97, p 143; XII, 1913-14, p 37.'

47. INO, XII. pp 608-9.

48. R. D. Banerji. Banglar ms, p 276; IfO. V. p 225; OHM. II. pp 772. 778, 782.

49. Natenda stone inscription, B, XXi, 1931-32, p 97; 1C, VI, p 55.

50. Modem Review, 1932, pp 529-32.
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son of Jatavarman. In this inscription, his name is preceded by that of
Harivaiman. It may, therefore, be inferred that Jatavarman’s immediate
successor was Harivarman. In the Vajanisara grant of Harivaiman, his father's

name is to be read as Jatavarman, as suggested by N. K. Bhattasali.

These records of the Yadavas show that Vartga had already become their

territory as a result of the overthrow of the Candras, which was probably
achieved with the help of Laksmlkarria as suggested by his Rewa inscription.

The Nalanda inscription of VipulasrTmitra and the Vajrayogini grant seem to
preserve the memory of the conflict between the Candras and the Yadavas
in the Vahga country which ultimately ended in the latter’s victory.

The Bhubaneshwar pra^sti of Bhatta Bhavadeva mentions a king

named Harivarmadeva under whom the author of this eulogy served as
minister of peace and war. His grandfather Adideva had held -the same
post under a king of Variga whose name is not given in the record.

Harivarman is also known to us from the Samantasara copper plate.®^ Two
manuscripts from Nepal, one of the Astasahasrika-Prajfiaparamita of the

year 19 and the other of the Laghukalacakrapka of the year 39, also provide

the name Harivarmadeva. It is possible that these different references,

though unaccompanied by any family-history, are applicable to one and

the same king. Opinions differ on his place in the Yadava chronology.

Some scholars place him after Bhojavarman, son and successor of

Samalavarman, and others place him before Samalavarman, next to

Jatavarman. We may have to make room for a Harivarman before

Samalavarman, as required by the Vajrayogini grant. The statement jn the

Belava grant that Hari (ie, Krsna, whose kinsmen the Yadavas were) was

born many times in his family may allude to an earlier king of the name
of Harivarman who succeeded Jatavarman and issued the Veyanisara grant.

This Harivarman I, presumably having a shorter reign, is to be distinguished

from the other king of the same name Harivarman II, who ruled for a longer

period (sudram; Bhubaneshwar inscription) and who is to be assigned a

place after Bhojavarman. Some scholars are inclined to identify the two

and place Harivarman after Jatavarman. The next king was Samalavarman

who married MalavyadevT. As the name shows, she was a princess of

Malwa and probably a daughter of the Paramara Laksmadeva. The passage

in which her name occurs has been variously interpreted and is supposed

by some scholars to refer to the name of Udayaditya and Jagaddeva of

the Paramara dynasty. According to local traditions, the Vaidik brahmans

claim that they first settled in Bengal during the reign of Samalavarmadeva

in Saka 1001 (ad 1079) at his invitation and then spread elsewhere.

Samalavarman was followed by Bhojavarman who issued the Belava grant

in the fifth year of his reign. Poet Purusottama, the author of the inscription,

expresses his alarm in a verse at the recurrence of grave trouble involving

51 . Inscriptions of Bengal, III, p 25.

52. e. XXX, 1953-54, p 255; N. N. Vasu, Vangs Mir ItlMs, II, p 215.
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the Raksasas and the suzerain of Lanka, probably to be explained with

reference to the use of those terms as known from the Ramacaiita and

Vaidyadeva’s Kamauli inscription (Kaivartta BhTma-Ravana). It may be

remembered in this connection that a verse of the Ramacaiita speaks of

a Varman king of the East seeking Ramapala’s protection. As the verse in

the Belava grant prays for the victory of the king of Lanka, it will appear

that his interests and those of the Varmans were identical in the distressing

situation that had arisen. The name of the last king of the Yadava dynasty

was either Bhojavarman or Harivarman. Neither Bhojavarman nor Harivarman

is found to have left a successor to the throne. The pra^asti of Bhatta

Bhavadeva II mentions an unnamed son of Harivarman with no positive

indication to show that he succeeded his father.
“

2. THE CANDRAS

The Candras were one of the most important powers of Bengal which

came up during the period of the decline of the Palas. The assertion of

Lama Taranatha that they ruled the eastern part of Bengal from the sixth

to the eighth century is not supported by epigraphic evidence. The epigraphic

evidence discovered so far relates to the rule of the Candras in east Bengal

between the tenth and eleventh centuries.^ The Candras ruled continuously

for about one hundred and eleven years, as is shown below;

6rTcandra—46 years Puimacandra—

Kalyariacandra—24 years Suvarnacandra

—

Ladahacandra— 1 8 years Trailokyacandra—875-905

Govindacandra—23 years Sricandra—905-55

Kalyariacandra—955-85

Ladahacandra—985-1010

Govindacandra—1010-35

Total 111 years The average comes to about

130 years.®®

Their chronology is further evident from the Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra

Cbja, who claims to have defeated Govindacandra.®® Morrison has tried to

fix the date of the Candra dynasty on the basis of the Cola inscription.

They had their headquarters at Vikramapura and all the plates of SrTcandra

and Kalyanacandra were issued from Vikramapura. The Candras were

53. Bhubaneswar inscription of Bhatta Bhavadeva (v. 16), El, VI, 1900-01, pp 203-07; IB,

p 34. The Deopara pra^asUmay contain the name of the last Seuna ruler overthrown by the Senas.

54. B. XII, 1913-14, p 136-42: XVII, 1923-24, pp 188-92; 349; cf, Bharella inscription of

Ladhahachandra, Kedarpur OP, Dhulia CP (IB. Ill, pp 165-66; El. XXXIII, 1959-60, pp 134-40),

and Edilpur CP (£/, XVII, 1923-24, pp 189-90).

55. 1C, VII, pp 405-16; cf, K. A. N. Sastii, The Cdjae, p 247. There is a difference in the

total length in the above two lists.

56. Barrie M. Morrison, PoHUciri Centres and Cultural Redons in Early Bengal, p 20. Cf,

A. H. Dani, Purba-Vanger ChandrsNamiaSangeia Ekademi Patrika, IV, pp 24-34.
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remotely connected with Bihar and their forefathers are said to have been
associated with Rohitagiri or Rohtasgarh. Thirteen inscriptions of the dynasty
have come to light so far and their history is based on these sources.

It appears that PQrnacandra was an independent ruler in Rohtasgarh.®^
Their invocation to the Buddha in their copper plate grants leads us to

believe that they were Buddhists, which is further confirmed by their epithet

paramasaugata and the emblem of the wheel of law in their seal.

Trailokyacandra is credited with having laid the greatness of his family as
well as defeating the Gaudas. He assumed the title of maharajadhiraja. He
is described as ''ikiharo-Harikebr^-kakuda-chatm-smitanam-^nyam''.^ He
added CandradvTpa and Harikela to his empire. He had a number of

subordinate rulers. Trailokyacandra might have taken advantage of the

weakness of either Rajyapala or Gopala .11. He was succeeded by his son
SiTcandra who called himself paraim§\mra-pammabhattaraka-rnaharajadhiraia-

He is known to us from the Mainamati plates of Ladahacandra and the

Dhaka plate of Kalyanacandra. He conquered Assam and his kingdom

included the areas around Sylhet. He defeated the ruler of Gauda and

reinstated Gopala on the throne. He ruled over the whole of eastern Bengal

and the coastal regions of southern Bengal.

Sncandra was succeeded by Kalyanacandra. He defeated the Gaudas

and the miecchas on the banks of the Lauhitya river. He conquered

Samatata from the Rata dynasty during the period of confusion caused by

the conquest of Gauda by the Kambojas. He extended his power over

Kamarupa and the deltaic region of Bengal. The identity of the mbcchas

is not clear. From the time of Trialokyacandra onwards, the Candras, who

had made Vikramapura their capital, appear to have been independent

rulers of south and east Bengal.

The disintegration of Pala power in the tenth century was mainly due to

foreign invasions and the consequent rise of three independent kingdoms

in Bengal—Gauda, Radha and Varigala. There followed a prolonged struggle

between the Paias, Kambojas and Candras in the course of which territories

probably changed hands with terrific speed and alliances shifted from time

to time according to convenience. Kalyanacandra was succeeded by his

son Lahadacandra. He was a man of great learning. Though a Buddhist,

he was also devoted to Vasudeva and visited Varanasi. He had to contend

against MahTpala I (restorer of Pala authority), the Kalacuri invasion of the

Pala kingdom facilitated further the rise of the Candras as an independent

57. R. C. Maiumdar and N. K. Bhattasali tty to locate this place in east Bengal and

Commilla. Cf, /NO, II, pp 317-18, 325-27, 655-56; III, pp 217. 418. Rohitagiri is called

Rohtasgarh or RohItaSvagaihr.

58. N. G. Majumdar interprets it as “the support of the goddess of fortune smiling at the

umbrella, which was the royal insignia of the king of Harikela”. D. C. Sircar holds that

Trailokyacandra was a feudatory or an ally of the king of- Harikela country. Both he and

Sricandra were subordinate allies (laghumitra) of the king of Harikela and of the Rates (El,

XXVIII. 1949-50. p 54; XXXIII. 1959-60, p 135).
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power. The exact political status of the Candras vis-a-vis Kamarupa, Gauda,

Kalacuris and the miecchas is yet to be assessed properly. Lahadacandra

was succeeded by Govindacandra. It is said that he was defeated by

Rajendra Cola but this had no perm^ent effect on the history of the

Candras. It was the Kalacuris who gave a death-blow to the power of the

Candras.^^

3. THE DEVAS

The family of the Devas is said to have descended from the moon, and

followed Visnuism. Its history is known to us from the five copper plate

grants. There were in all five kings in the dynasty, viz, (i) Purusottamadeva.

Though regarded as the founder, he does not have any royal title; (ii)

Madhumanthanadeva or Madhusudana, the real founder of the dynasty and

is referred to as a king: (iii) Vasudeva, about whom nothing is known; (iv)

Damodaradeva, who ascended the throne in 6aka 1155 (ad 1231), ruled

over Tipperah, Noakhali and Chittagong and is described as

sakala-bhupati-cakravarff; and (v) Dasarathadeva, who uses the epithets

param^vara, paramabhattaraka, mahamjadhimja, ariraja, danujamadhava.

No details about these kings are available. The titles and epithets used in

their records are mostly conventional and need not be taken seriously.

4. THE KINGDOM OF PATTIKERA

The kingdom of Pattikera lay in Tipperah district. Pattikera is mentioned

in a manuscript of Astasahasrika-prs^fiaparamita dated 1015 and preserved

in the Cambridge University library. The manuscript contains a picture of

a sixteen-armed Buddhist goddess Cunda. The Burmese®” source Hmannan
narrates the romantic love story of a prince of Pattikera and the daughter

of king Kyanzitha (1086-1112). Damodaradeva of the Deva dynasty is

believed to have ruled over the Pattikera area. An intimate connection

between the kingdoms of Pattikera and Burma is substantiated by an

inscription of the thirteemh century which records a grant in favour of a

Buddhist monastery built in the city of Pattikera. We know of an independent

king of Pattikera named Harikeladeva who is believed to have ascended

the throne in 1203-04 and was ruling up to 1220. Not much is known

about him or even about the history of Pattikera although its coins have

been found in considerable numbers.

59. Tdranatlia’s account of the Candra dynasty is yet to be corroborated by reliable evidence.

Inscriptions, coins and Burmese chronicles, however, testify to the rule of a line of kings with

remes ending in Candra in the Arakan region. When these Mngs were ousted from Arakan, a branch

of them settled at Pattikera (Tripura) and founded a kingdom there. For details, cf, Phayre,

History of Burma, p 45; £/, XXXII, 1957-58, pp 103-09 and the Bengali article of A. H. Dani

referred to earlier. See also /WO, XIII, pp 151-52; E. II, pp 11, 16; XXIV, pp 105, 112.

60. Phayre, op dt, pp 49-50; for the history of Pattikera also cf. IHO, IX, pp 284-85.
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III

MINOR DYNASTIES OF BIHAR

1. THE KARNAJAS OF MITHILA

The year 1097 forms®’ a landmark in the history of Bihar in general and
Mithila in particular. Hitherto, parts of Bihar had been the political playground
of contennporary powers such as the Palas, Pratlharas. Kalacuris, RastrakOtas.
Gahadavalas, Senas and the Turkish invaders. Bihar, then, consisted of
south Bihar and north Bihar both of which were under the political control
of one power or the other. So far as the history of north Bihar is concerned,
we stand on a secure footing after the emergence of the Kamatas of
Mithila in 1097.

Nanyadeva, the founder of the dynasty, calls himself Kan^takulabhu^na
and Kamatak^triya. Verse iv of the Madhainagar grant and Naihati grant
of Ballalasena ^ describe the Senas as Karnatak^triyas. The association of

the Karnatas with south India can be traced back to the Pala inscriptions

which show their employment as important officials under the Palas. The
Karnata officials acquired political power and set up independent kingdoms
for themselves when the supreme authority became weak. The Coja conquest
did not affect in any way the political condition of Bengal and the neighbouring

countries. M. Ramakrishna Kavi believes that the RastrakOtas were Karnatas

and, after their decline in 970, they moved towards the north.®® If this view

is accepted, it is quite likely that the Karnatas moved along with the Colas

an'd when further strengthened by the fresh Cajukya invasions, they asserted

their independence in the last decade of the eleventh century. Nanyadeva
is said to be a brother of Kfrttir^a who is known to us from the Bodh
Gaya inscription of tuhga Dharmavaloka but the identification lacks

corroborative evidence.®^ In the present state of our knowledge, it is very

difficult to make any definite assertion about the time when the Karnatas

first settled in Bihar and Bengal. Jayaswal suggests that Nanya’s name is

only a Sanskritized form of the Dravidian nanniya meaning affectionate.®®

The Karriatas are described as Kamatacudamani in a Nepal inscription®®

and Kamitavarh^bhava and Kamatadhipa^^ by Candesvara. They were

southerners and are described as Kamatakulalak^ in the Sena inscriptions.

61 . HB, pp lOOf; CHB, I. ii, pp 301f; TM, SKM, ABORI, XXXV, pp 91f; JBORS, IX, X. HCP, VI.

62. El, XIV, 1917-18, p 159. The destruction of Kalacuri Karna by Somesvara I (1040-69)

facilitated the path for Karnata domination in north Indian politics. The emergence of the

Calukyas in north Indian politics ushered in a new epoch and the dynasties of Kannauj, Mithila

and Bengal were the direct results of the Cajukya invasion {IHQ, VII, p 684).

63. JAHRS, I, p 57.

64. bid.

65. jeOflS, IX, p 306.

66. lA, 1880, p 188.

67. L6vi, lA Nepal, II, p 221-22.
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Their southern origin is evident from all sources. They were Kannada

speakers.®®

D. C. Ganguli believes that Nanya was an officer under the Palas and

established a kingdom during the Kaivartta revolt. A new danger, mentioned

in the Ramacarita, may have reference to this incident. It seems reasonable

to assume that the forefathers of Nanya established themselves as feudatory

chiefs in Tirhut on the border of Nepal because of the successive raids

by the Calukyas. After the withdrawal of the Calukyan arm, they rose to

preeminence, broke off their allegiance and established themselves as the

rulers of TTrabhukti and Nepal. The mahasamanta, Nanyadeva, was the

founder and the first ruler of the dynasty which ruled from 1097 to 1324-25.

The two prominent Karnata chiefs, Vijayasena in Bengal and Nanyadeva in

Mithila, established two independent Karnata kingdoms on the ruins of Pala

power almost simultaneously and played an important part in contemporary

politics.

Nanyadeva (1097-1147)

There has been a good deal of controversy over the date of Nanyadeva

of Mithila. Kielhom placed him in the Gaka era 1019 (ad 1097). The date

is known to us from the so-called Simaraon stone pillar inscription and the

exact replica of the text is preserved in the Nepal Varhsavalis. ,lt is believed

that the fort of Simaraongarh was built by Nanyadeva himself. It is suggested

that in the whole domain of the Bengal and Magadha antiquities, there is

no other record with such an accurate date as is found in the Simaraongarh

inscription. It is dated in a Sirhhalagna (ie, early morning) of a Saturday in

the month of Sravana, the tithi being ^kla seven and the naksatra svati

in the Saka year 1019 (10 July, ad 1097).®^ This date now stands accepted.

It is said that Nanyadeva ascended the throne in 1097 and laid the

foundation of the Karnata kingdom in Mithila which played an important

part in the history of north-eastern India and Nepal for about two hundred

and twenty-five years.

At the beginning of his political career Nanya seems to have been an

ordinary feudatory chief, as is evident from his own commentary on Bharata’s

Nityaiastra. He is referred to as nmhasamantadhipati, dharmavabka snmana

Ninye^ti. He is also referred to as ^mana in the Andhratharhi inscription

of his minister Sndharadasa.^® It is very difficult to ascertain whether he

68. JASB, L, p 186; Q^aritrsko^ (Marathi), s.v. Ndnyadeva; £/, I, p 305; JASB, 1909, pp
467f; JASB, 1901, p 471.

69. /HO. III. p 577; M. 1922; ABORI, XXXV, pp 91 f; SKM, IM. The verse was brcxight to

the notice of the learned scholars by the late R Chanda Jha in his edition of Vidyapati's

PiMsepak^, OB, s.v. MitNIa Insertions. LM has read the verse with slight variations here

and there, cf, LA Neqei, II. pp 194-97. M. Chakravarti places him in the twelfth century ad,

JASB (N S), XI, p 407. An earlier date has been suggested by K. C. Pandey but it is not

acceptable, /HO, VII, p 685.

70 Cf, C/S. p 1 24; JBORS, IX. p 308; SrTdharadasa is the famous author of Sackik^rarnSmna
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was _a_ samanta under the Cajukyas or the Palas but his epithet
rnahasamantadNpati indicates that he was a powerful feudatory chief before
he assumed royal power in Mithila. It appears that he assumed the bimda
dharmavaloka after ascending the throne of Mithila, which then seems to
have included the terai portion of Nepal. Simaraongarh, the capital of the
Karriatas, lay in the terai area of Nepal and was visited by DharmasvamT,
the Tibetan traveller in 1234-36.^’

Nanyadeva was the founder of the greatness of his dynasty. He consolidated
the kingdom to the best of his ability and his diplomatic moves led to the
safety of Mithila from any foreign attack. His important contemporaries were:

(i) Ramapala and Madanapala of the Pala dynasty;

(ii) Vijayasena and Ballalasena of the Sena dynasty:

(iii) Govindacandra Gahadavala of Kannauj;

(iv) Raghava of Kalinga; and

(v) Magadhadhipati PithTpati.

The Senas and the Gahadavalas were contemporaneous with the Karnatas,

Nanya’s kingdom was hemmed in on all sides by ambitious powers and
its existence was at stake. Nanya was a pragmatist. Instead of being

over-ambitious like his contemporaries, he remained satisfied with what he
had. We do not know of any of his successful conquests except the one
in Nepal. Pala power was disintegrating, and the Senas and the Karnatas

were consolidating their position in Bengal and Mithila respectively. From

an account in the Prakrtpaingalarh, we learn that the Kalacuris, havirrg

broken the Gahadavala barrier at Kasi, had devastated Champaran. This

statement also finds support in the Bheraghat inscription of AlhanadevT.

The event, in any case, must have taken place before 1124 when the

Cedis retreated from Varanasi. Jayaswal has suggested that the event took

place in the reign of Nanyadeva but we are not sure about the result of

this campaign. It is very difficult to say whether Nanya was defeated or

Champaran passed into the hands of the Cedis.^^ It was more a kind of

and IS also associated with the court of Laksmanasena. Nanya’s two ministers were 6ndharadasa

and Ratnadeva, respectively, of the BatanavamSya and BaravamSiya Karanakayastha families

of Mithila, whose descendants are still living. The Karana K^asthas of Mithila monopolized

the posts of minister under the Karnatas and Oinwaras of Mithila. The Sena court of Bengal

was also manned by the Karana Kayasthas.

71. G. Roerich, ed. Biography of Dharmasvaml. The famous Nepali scholar, D. R. Regmi,

in his voluminous works on Nepal, dismisses the event of Kainata rule in Nepal as a figment

of imaginatton but he fails to explain why the Nepal varfi^avaHs cling to it and why the

Karnatas are mentioned in Pratapamalla's inscription,

72. Pr&atapaingalam, Bib. Ind. series, p 296, v 4. Cf, JBORS, IX, pp 301 f; El. II, p 2;

HOP. V, p 63.

Two copper plate inscnptions from Bagaha (Champaran) belonging to the time of king

Suryaditya (son of Hamsaraja and grandson of Helavaraha) are dated in 1020 and 1026 and
refer to Darada-gandika-maiv^a. Cf, El, XXXV, 1963-64, pp 130-40. These two grants show
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raid into these territories and did not result in the permanent occupation

of the area. As a precaution against such raids in the future, Ninya took

a very serious view of the situation and founded an alternative capital at

village Nanpur. When the danger was over, he again shifted to Simaraongarh

and fortified it in a remarkable manner. Its strategic importance increased

further after his victory in Nepal.

Nanya is said to have broken the name and fame of his contemporaries

in SauvTra and Malwa.^^ He might have defeated them not as a ruler of

Mithila but as a feudatory of the Karnata ruler. He also claims to have

broken the powers of the Varigas and thS Gaudas. After haying settled in

Mithila. he may have turned his attention towards Gauda and Vahga. He
possibly came into conflict with KumarapSa of Gauda and the Seuna ruler

Harivarman of Vahga. It appears that both Nanya and Vijayasena combined

in their efforts to defeat the Palas but later fell out over the spoils. Vijayasena

claims victory over Nanya in his Deopara inscription.^® The inscription does

not give any definite information regarding the invasion of Mithila except

his defeat. It is not possible to identify the adversary against whom he

sent his naval expedition in the west because there were three different

rulers in Bihar at that time— Govindacandra, Madanapala and Nanyadeva.

The inscription is not very explicit on the issue. In the Madhainagar grant

of Laksmariasena, Ballilasena is described as ariri^ nih^ka^rhkam. It

was during his Mithila expedition that Ballala seems to have displayed. his

military talents.^® The Senas could not conquer Mithila and D. C. Sircar is

right in his assertion that “it is difficult to believe that Vijayasena had any

appreciable success against Nanya whose successors were ruling over

Mithila for a long time to come”.^^

Nanyadeva was an immediate neighbour of the Gahadavalas. As early

as 1079 Sodhadeva had declared himself independent in Gorakhpur and

had extended his authority up to Saran in north Bihar.^® The Lucknow

museum plate of Kfrttipaladeva of v 1167 (ad 1111) reveals that the

north eastern portion of Gorakhpur lay outside the Gahadavala dominion.

The inscription refers to the grant of two villages in Darada-Gandak-de^a,

which lay contiguous to a mountain and the Gandaki.^® Possibly the Burhi

Gandaka formed the boundary between the Gahadavalas and the Karnatas.

Nanya avoided any conflict with the Gaha^valas, remained satisfied with

that Champaran was under the control of Suryaditya in the first half of the eleventh century

when he could issue land grants.

73. R. C. Msyumdar says that "it is impossible to believe that as a ruler of Mithila he

would have carried his arms so far to the West", HO, VII, p 685.

74. HOP; V. pp 35, 37.

75. El. I, 1888-92, p 305; cf. also DhHI, I. pp 360, 530.

76. HAB, p 473.

77. HO, XXX, p 210.

78. El. VII, 1902-03, pp 85-93; DHNI, II, p 747.

79. El. VII, pp 93f; JNS/, X, pp 72-74; HBC, pp lOlf.
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his own fortune in Tirhut and sought his compensation in the valley of
Nepal. Nepal was possing through a critical phase and there were disturbances
between the Thakuris of Nayakot and Patan. The later varhSavalTs hold that
Nanya enter^ Nepal, introduced the Saka era and established his court
at Bhatgaon.®° From there he ruled over Patan and Kathmandu. Petech
refuses to acknowledge Nanya as a king of Nepal but admits, “apparently
he [Nanya] did raid Nepal after the death of Harsadeva, and .this was not
forgotten .® Prior to Nanya’s rule, Nepal was under Ramapaladeva,®® whose
feudatory mahasamantadhipati Ramadeva was ruling there.; According to
Petech, Ramadeva accepted the overlordship of Ramapaladeva "perhaps
as an insurance against any threat from Nanyadeva”.“ It is reasonable to

suggest that Ramadeva might have transferred his loyalty to Nanya after

the death of Ramapaladeva. Nanya might have used him against ^ivadeva
(1098-1126). The vacuum created in Nepal was filled by the Karnatas of

Mithila. Between 1118 and 1141 the internal difficulties in Tirhut call^ for

the immediate attention of Nanya, who appears to have entered Nepal

between 1119 and 1125 and hence a reconquest of the valley became
necessary in 1 1 41 Since then his rule over Nepal continued unabated.®^

Nanya ruled for about fifty years. He was not only the founder of his

dynasty but also one of the greatest kings. He was treated by his

contemporaries as a ksatriya. He is described as the “lord” and "victor”.

Credited with extraordinary achievements, he is said “to have turned the

world into a second ksfrasagara” by his fame.®® He succeeded in carving

out an independent state practically out of nothing. Besides being a good

warrior, diplomat and administrator, he was one of the greatest scholars

and patronized art and letters. He wrote his famous commentary on

Bharata’s Natya^stra which came to be regarded as the most standard

work on the subject.

Successors of Nanyadeva

Malladeva

Nanya had two sons, Malladeva®^ and Gahgadeva. Vidyapati describes

Malladeva as a valiant warrior who went to Jayaccandra, king of Kannauj.

However, due to his quarrelsome nature he could not stay there for long.

He went to the Chikkora king of Pith! and played an important part there.

80. D. W. Wright, History of Nepei, p 167.

81. Luciano Petech, MecSev^ History of Nepal, pp 53f.

82. Colophon of a MS of KiiifkSmata dated ad 1099, cf. H. P. Shastri, Cat I, p 54.

83. Petech, op dt, p 54.

84. D. R. Regmi,.A)cilsnr and Medieval Nepd, p 145.

85. JH, XXXVI, pp 123-25.

86. R. K. Chaucfliary, G. D. College Bdleth, no 4.

87. His inscription "Om Sri Maladevasya” has been found at Bheet Bhagwanpur. Vidyipati

cetfs him "heirapparent.''
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MaHadeva was the cause of differences between the Gahadavalas and the

Chikkora king who did not have the means to fight Jayaccandra. Naturally

Malladeva had to leave his kingdom to eke out his existence somewhere

else.“ He is said to have settled and ruled in Nepal.**® Since he was not

on good terms with his brother Gangadeva, Malladeva had to shift to Nepal.

It is not clear whether Malladeva ruled as an independent king.

Gangadeva (1147-88)

We learn from Pratapamalla’s inscription of Nepal that Gahgadeva

succeeded Nanyadeva in Mithila in 1147. If the division of the Karnata

kingdom between Malladeva and Garigadeva is accepted, the division may
have enabled Nepal to assert its independence in the time of Gahgadeva.

Anandadeva (1146-66), Rudradeva, Mitradeva or Amitadeva were ruling in

Nepal contemporaneously with Gahgadeva. The discovery of five manuscripts

representing the restoration of the Thakuri line suggests that the authority

of the Karnatas had been reduced to insignificance in Nepal.®® The Thakuris

had asserted their independence in view of the weakness of the Karnatas.

Gahgadeva was a contemporary of Madanapala and Ballalasena. He
claimed some political authority in Bengal. He is rightly called Gaudadhvaja

in the colophon of a much discussed Ramayana manuscript. He seems to

have defeated Madanapala and wrested portions of the Pala empire from

him. Ballalasena did not lead any independent expedition against Mithila

during his rule though he came up to Bhagalpur. The Karnata authority

remained intact in Mithila under Gahgadeva, whose reign was comparatively

peaceful. The Senas were kept at bay on account of the advance of the

Gahadavalas, who were also face-to-face with the Turkish invaders. While

his contemporaries were faced with internal and external troubles, Gahgadeva,

after being free from the initial trouble on account of Malladeva, maintained

peace and tranquility in Mithila and set himself to the task of introducing

certain administrative reforms and consolidating the gains of the Karnata

dominion. He built a strong fort at Andhratharhi and, according to Mulla

Taquia, he also built a capital at Darbhanga. Though Simaraongarh continued

to be the main capital, several other towns were developed and converted

into temporary capitals. Nanyadeva conquered and consolidated the kingdom

but it was left to Gahgadeva to stabilise it. He had many tanks dug. Three

such big tanks bearing his name are still extant. For the purposes of

revenue administration, he introduced the system of parganas or fiscal

divisions and appointed a chaudhary for each of them. Pandie^ts were

created for the settlement of all types of disputes. He is known in Mithila

more for his administrative reforms and philanthropic activities than for his

88. PP, pp 1. 3; PB, p 86.

89. ST. p 62.

90. H. P. Sastri, Cat, p 23; it may be noted that the Mallas of Neped trace their descent

from Nanyadeva. For Gahgadeva, cf. ABORI, Silver Jubilee Volume. 1942.
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political achievements. He gave stability, peace and prestige to the newly

established Karnata kingdom of Mithila.

Narasirhhadeva (1 1 88- 1 227)

Gahgadeva was succeeded by his son Narasirhhadeva in 1188. We get

some information about this king from Vidyapati’s Purusapafksa. According

to its tale 4, the Delhi sultan in his march against the enemy was helped

by two young princes, Narasirhhadeva of the Karnata race and Cacikadeva

Cahamana. Muhammad of the Purusapank^ is identified with Shihabuddin

Mohammad of Ghur. At the end of Jayaccandra’s rule, Narasirhhadeva,

who used to visit the court of Kannauj with is uncle Malladeva, fought for

Mohammad of Ghur. Mulla Taquia informs us that Narasirhha had been

reduced to a subservient position under Laksmariasena of Bengal. The

Karnata kingdom of Mithila was sandwitched between the two powerful

kingdoms of Awadh and Lakhanauti. Narasirhhadeva followed the policy of

vetasivrtti and thereby succeeded in maintaining the independence of Mithila.

His kirigdom was nb better than a supple cane bending under pressure

and becoming straight again.®^

Nepal took advantage of the weakness ot the Karnata rule and it is

doubtful whether the Nepal rulers such as Guiiakamadeva (1187),

Laksmlkamadeva (1193), Vijayakamadeva (1196-97), Arimalladeva (founder

of the Malla dynasty), RanasOra (1221) and Abhayamalla (1223-52) accepted

the suzerainty of the Karnatas. The Malla rulers of Nepal were very weak

at that time and the most important ruler of the dynasty was Arimalladeva

(1201-16), a contemporary of Narasirhhadeva of Mithila. Though the Mallas

trace their descent from the Karnatas, the proposition is doubtful. Nepal,

under Arimalladeva, broke connections with Tirhut. Had that not been the

case, there was no necessity of Cande^vara embarking on fresh conquests.

The boasts of Narasirhha’s Minister, Catide^vara, prove that Nepal had

been freed from the control of the Kaniatas.®^ Narasirhha was the first

outsider to have touched the shrine of Pa^upatinatha in Nepal.

2 THE KINGDOM OF PITH?

There has been a lot of discussion on the identification of the site of

PithT, normally identified with Magadha, as Pithipati is usually identified with

Magadhadhipati. BhTmaya^s, one of the feudal chiefs

in his fight against the Kaivarttas, is described as Pithipati and M^acfiiadhlpati.

91 JH, XXXIV, p 325: ABORI. XXXV, pp 107-8f. We cannot reject the ^hority of Vklyapati

outright. He gives u& the hfetory of the Karnatas in five tales f
view the chronological order. Of. Grierson’s edition of PP, p, 19; JASB (N S). XI. pp 412-13,

p 62: Archaeological report of the Terai Excavation,

Sarkar. ed, History of Bengal, II. pp 22-23; G. D. College Bulletin, no 4; M^la ®

^ sixteenth century travel account from Jaunpur to Bengal in the reign of Akbat) was published

by Wiyas Rehmani in Maasir (an Urdu monthly), Patna, May-June 1949.
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PithT has been identified with the region lying between Cdgong and Sakrigali

junction and is said to have been located at Pirpainti “ K. P. Jayaswal

regards PithT as the whole of Bihar minus Mithila. PithT is derived from fMia
and it represented Vajmpiitha, usually associated with Vajrasana at Bodh
Gaya. R. C. Majumdar thinks that PithT comprised the district of Gaya.®^

An inscription of PithT-pati Devasena dated io the fourteenth regnal year of

Madanapala has been found at Arma in Monghyr district.*

During the reign of Ramapaladeva, Ahga was under Mathanadeva of the

Rastrakuta family and Magadha was under Devaraksita of the Chikkora

family.* He was also known as the lord of PithT and appears to have

superseded the authority of Yaksapala of Gaya. On the basis of the Arma
inscription we can suggest that PithTpati Devasena had extended his authority

over a good part of western Monghyr by 1157.

A connected history of the dynasty ruling over PithT begins with a family

of kings with names ending in “Sena".®^ The Janibigha inscription says

that Jayasena, son of Buddhasena, was the king of PithT in 1283 with

Bodh Gaya Vajrasana as the capital. Buddhasena is mentioned in an

inscription found at Bodh Gaya in respect of some grant made to Bn

Dharmaraksita, the religious preceptor of Asokacalla, king of Gaya. The

three inscriptions of Asokacalla at Bodha Gaya, which are dated in the

Laksmanasena era, refer to afUaraye Sam 51, 74 and 83 respectively.*

The reckoning of the era in this case is to be counted from the date of

the destruction of the Sena kingdom in 1 200. Asokacalla is also mentbned

in the year 1813 of the Buddhist Nirvana era (ad 1270). His inscriptions

also refer to the existence of the Sri Lankan Buddhist community at Gaya.*

The Janibigha inscription of Jayasena, recording the grant of a village for

the maintenance of Sri Lankan monks, is to be placed in 1283. His father

Buddhasena was ruling in 1234-36 when the Tibetan traveller DharamasvamT

visited Gaya. DharamasvamT makes it almost certain that the era referred

to in the Gaya inscriptions of Asokacalla and in the Janibigha inscription

may be regarded as having started in 1200.

Both Ramasimha of Mithila and Buddhasena of Gaya were contemporaries

and known to DharmasvamT. DharmasvamT describes him as a king of

Magadha and he is to be identified with the king of the same name of

the Janibigha inscription. He is described as PithTpati. The fact that he was

93. IC, V, pp 379f. The view stands r^ted as there is no supporting evidence.

94. HAB, p S81.

95. a XXXVl, 1965-66, p 42.

96. Vidydpati also mentions the Chikkora family of PfthT in his account of MaNadeva of

Mithla. Govindacandra Gahadavaia married the RthT princess Kumaradevi, whose mother was

the daughter of Mathanadeva of Aiiga who engineered the matrimonial alliance to cenment

the alliance between the Pfilas and the Qahadavdlas. She was. the daughter of Devaraksita.

97. lA, XLVm, 1919, pp 43f: JBOflS. IV, pp 273f: B, XXXV, p 79.

98. a Ml, 1913-14, pp 28-29: lA, XLVIll, p 47.

99. JMSB (N S). XVII, pp 9-10; /Na VI, pp 166-67; lA, 1881, p 341; J. N. Benerfi Volum,

pp 113-15.
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ruling at Veyrasana as a ruler of Magadha suggests that PithT was merely

an abbreviation of VajrafMha and was nothing other than Bodh Gaya itself.

The Bodh Gaya stone slab inscription of Buddhasena in the Berlin museum’®’

suggests that the grant was issued from the Vikramapataka by PithTpati

Acarya Buddhasena. According to D.C. Sircar, the PithTpatis appear to have

been originally Acaryas or spiritual guides of the PithTpatis of the Chikkora

family of the Sindhu clan of Kannada origin and may have inherited the

title from the latter.’”’

The ChiKkora or the Sind kings Vallabharaja, the lord of Pithlka, and his

son PithTpati Devaraksita (1090-1115) are known to us from the Sarnath

inscription’” of KumaradevT, queen of Govindacandra Gahanavala (1114-55)

and also from Sandhyakara NandT.’“ The Acarya, a successor of the

Chikkora or Sind (Chinda) PithTpatis, ruled over the said region together

with the western fringe of Monghyr district as subordinates of the Palas in

1157. Acarya Devasena, referred to earlier, may have been a predecessor

of Buddhasena. These people ruled even after the establishment of Turkish

rule. There is no evidence to show that Buddhasena or his son Jayasena

ruled as vassals of any Turkish sultan but they could not maintain their

independence for long. It can be said on the basis of the Berlin museum

inscription of Buddhasena that Pandit brahmans were his feudatories and

some of the officers mentioned therein included sadhanika, ranaka, mandalika,

pandita, and so on. Buddhasena of Gaya maintained and supported

Rahula^ribhadra (aged 90) at Nalanda monastery, where seventy monk

scholars stayed at that time. Asokacalla of Sapadalaksa was a contemporary

Buddhasena. Buddhasena and Jayasena were the last two rulers of PithT

in the thirteenth century who were independent of the Turkish rulers. They

also kept up the skeleton of the Nalanda University, the last vestige of

Buddhism. They were not related to the Senas of Bengal as suggested by

Taranatha and others.

3. THE DYNASTY OF SODRAKA

In the wars between the Palas and their enemies, the feudatory families

came into prominence and later claimed independence. During the reign

of Nayapaia, who was locked in a deadly struggle against the Kalacuri king

Karna in about 1038-39, SOdraka, son of Paritosa became virtually master

of Gaya. In the inscription of his grandson, it is claimed that he defeated

many enemies and became the protector of Gaya by force of his own

arms. However, this pretension to suzerainty appears to have been shortliv^

and probably Budraka, and certainly his son Vi§varupa, recognised Pala

overlordship. The Gaya Aksyavata inscription dated in the fifth year of the

100. SERMPEI. pp 29f: B, IX. 1907-8, pp 323f.

101. SERMPB. pp 29f.

102. B, XXXVI. 1966-66. pp 42f.
- x u.

103. RC, II. 5-8 Rlhlpati is said to have defeated mathanadeva. BhTmayaSas might have

been a successor of Devaraksita and a feudatorv of RamapSla
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reign of Vigrahapala III refers tO Vi^varupa having defeated all his enemies,

who certainly included the Kalacuris. The fortunes of this family rose high

during the civil war in the Pala ruling family with the accession of MahTpala

II. Yaksapala, son of ViSvarupa and master of the Gaya region, does not

appear to have recognised any overlord.

4. THE DYNASTY OF KHAYARVALAS’“

The district of Ftohtas was once an important centre of KhayarvalavarhSa

(or modem Khanwaras, an important tribe of Bihar). They were the feudatories

of the Gahadavalas who had extended their sway up to Monghyr in Bihar.

The authority of the Palas was now confined to a very limited area of

Bihar, mainly in Monghyr district, and most of their later inscriptions have

been found from Naulagarh, Jayanagar, Valgudar, Kiul, and so on. They

were pressed by the Gahadavalas from the west, whose feudatories were

consolidating themselves in the Rohtas area. The Khayarvalas claim to

belong to the solar race.

Pratapadhavala’s inscriptions^'® throw sufficient light on the history of this

dynasty. He is mentioned in three inscriptions of the twelfth century from

Rohtasgarh, Sasaram and Tutrahi. The family of mahanayaka Pratapadhavala

of Japila ruled over these regions. The Tutrahi falls rock inscription of

Pratapadhavala is dated v 1214 (ad 1158)."® The Rohtasgarh Phulwariya

rock inscription is dated v 1225 (ad 1169)’'’^ and the Tarachandi rock

inscription"® is dated v 1225 (ad 1169). While the first inscription records

the consecration of an image, the second records- the construction of a

road up to the top of the hill. The third inscription is of peculiar administrative

importance. It records that the brahmans of Suvarnahala secured a forged

document in respect to two villages by bribing Deu, an officer of Vijayacandra

Gahadavala. He invalidated the spurious document and ordered his

descendants to collect the revenue and tolls from the two villages as usual.

Pratapadhavala was a mahanays^ under the Gahadavalas and appears to

have been a powerful feudatory chief verging on semi-independent status.

Though he used to collect tolls, it was up to the overlord to issue charters

and grant lands. When the irregularity came to the notice of the mahanayaka,

he cautioned his descendants. He made a pilgrimage to Tutrahi falls

accompanied by his family members, servants, priests and officials whose

names are specified.

One more inscription of the dynasty is available. The Sone-East Bank

104. They are now listed as scheduled tribes. Buchanan found many small mounds of the

Khanwaras between the Tarachandi hills and Sasaram. They are also found today in Bhagalpur

and Santhal Parganas.

105. El, V, 1898-99, p 22. no 152, Appendux; lA. XIX, p 1 79, Bhandarkar’s Ust. no 338.

106. El, IV. 1896-97, p 310; R. Niyogi, The hSstory of G&tadavSIa Dynasty, p 259.

107. H XIX, p 179: Niyogi, op df.

108. JAOS, VI, pp 547-49.
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copper plate inscription’®® of Indradeva and Udayaraja is important from

the historical point of view. It refers to the reign of king Indradhavala, son

of Sahasadhavala and grandson of Pratapadhavala. It records the grant of

the village of Gambhari by mahamandalika Udayaraja of the Kadamba
dynasty, whose overlord was king Indradhavala. The grant was issued to

the brahmans jointly by the feudatory and his overlord. It was caused to

be written by Thakkura SrT Siyana, the aksapatalika. The document is

important as it gives a dynastic list of Pratapadhavala in the following order:

1. Khadirapala

2 .
-

3. Pratapadhavala — founder of the line

4. Sahasadhavala

5. Indradhavala

The inscription is dated in v 1254 (ad 1197). The Rohtasgarh inscription”®

of Pratapa dated v 1279 (ad 1222) refers to king Pratapa (whom Kielhom

takes as a descendant of Pratapadhavala), who is said to have routed the

Yavanas and is believed to have resisted the Turkish army for at least

twenty-seven years. The feudatories, in their own way, were trying to protect

their territories against the Turkish invasion but the conditions obtaining all

over north India were not favourable and, like other feudal chiefs of Bihar

and Bengal, the Khayarvalas of Rohtas also ceased to exist in the early

thirteenth century.

5. THE MINOR GUPTA DYNASTY

The Panchobh copper plate”’ inscription of Sarhgramagupta introduces

a hitherto unknown dynasty of rulers whose names end in “Gupta . It was

discovered in the village of Papchobha, about 10 kms west of Laheriasarai

in the district of Darbhanga in 1915-16. The dynasty claims descent from

Arjuna and is designated SomavarhsTs. The mention of "Gupta-vam^” is

suggestive of the royal line having some cognative relationship with the

Later Gupta dynasty of Magadha. The letters in the epigraph bear close

109. El, XXIII, 1935-36, pp 222-30. Here we have three stages— the overlord was a

GShadavala ruler, the lord was Indradhavala and the donor was a mahamandal̂ of Indradhavala.

110. Niyogi, op at, pp 118-19.

111. JBORS, V. iv, pp 582f; CHB, I, ii, Appendix VII. pp 707f; HfiB, p 282.

The lineage of Arjuna is not known to us. Line 15 of the epigraph suggests that the family

tjecame exalted and famous for the victory of Arjuna. Since no other Arjuna except the

governor of Harsa is known to us, we may infer that following the disappearance of Tibetan

rule and the consequent void in the history of Mithila, these people might have strengthened

the hands of the successors of Arjuna. The Katra copper plate inscription refers to some

connection with Arjuna. It seems that after the Later Guptas ceased, one of their branches

settled somewhere in Tirhut. The Katra inscription refers to Camunda visaya in Tirabhukti and

line 20 of the Panchobh copper plate refers to Camuridaraja. If these two be accepted and

connected, we can suggest that the ancestors of SartigrSmagupta were the descendants of

the Later Gupta dynasty.
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resemblance to the Deopara inscription of Vijayasena and Vaidyadeva’s

grant of 1143. On this basis we can assign it to the twelfth century. The

depiction of the couchant bull in the inscription is confirmed by the use of

the epithet vr^hadhvaja in it. The inscription records the grant of a‘ village

by paramai^attSraka mahara^hir^a parame^vara mahSmar^ka
Sarhgramagupta, lord of Jayapura and the devout worshipper of Mahe§vara.

The charter is issued from an unnamed jayaskandhavara, the royal camp
of victory, and the grant is made to a brahman from Kolahca.

The true status of the donor is evident from the title mahaman^ika
under some Karnata ruler of Mithila, >Nho could by Nanyadeva or his

successors. Nanyadeva’s ministers 6ndharadasa and his father Batudasa

were also honoured with the title of mahamandalika. Jayapura of the

inscription is to be identified with Jayanagar (now in Madhubani district)

and Jamuvani is to be identified with either Jayanagar or Yogabani in Tirhut

and not with Jamui (which was known as Jambhiyagrama in Jain texts).

Siva has been a favourite deity in Mithila, and the term vrsathadhva^

shows that Sarhgramagupta was a devotee of Siva. The most important

point that goes in favour of the record being one of Mithila is the use of

several administrative technical terms which occur in the Vamaiatnakara of

JyotirTsvara, a powerful mahamandalika of Mithila. Incidentally, the donee

was a batuka (boy).

The Panchobh copper plate inscription introduces a line of kings which

is represented by the following genealogical tree:

1. Yajhe^ Gupta

2. Damodara Gupta > simply referred to as kings

3. Deva Gupta J
4. Rajaditya Gupta

5. Krsna Gupta

6. Sarhgramagupta (the donor and a mahamandalika)

Both Rajaditya Gupta and Sarhgramagupta are described as paarama-

ma^vam-vrsabhadh\^-Soman\/y8^a A/junavarh^t^va Jayapura

parame^vara. The use of the term mahimandalika along with imperial titles

suggests that this feudatory family had assumed wide powers in Mithila

under the Karnatas when they had become weak after Nanyadeva. The

epigraph is important from the administrative point of view as it contains

a long list of officials with the prefix maha (great).

6. CHEROS—THE DYNASTY OF MASANIKE§A

Buchanan,”* in course of his survey, found many mounds associated

with the Cheros and Khanwars in the districts of Patna and Shahabad. He
found ruins of buildings erected by the Kharwars and Cheros between the

Tarachandi Nils and Sasaram. Local traditions associate Baliyadih (Patna),

112. Buchanan, (a) Patna-Gaya, I, pp 78-79; (b) Shahabad, p 72.
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south-west of Naubatpur with Cheros. Important places of Bihar, such as

Deo-Markandeya (Shahabad), Dighwa-Duboli, Palamu, Kumrahar, Munde^varT

temple (Shahabad), Kasturiya (Champaran), Kaua Ool (Gaya), Manjhi (Saran)

and Vaisali, are associated with the Cheros. It is said that the MundesvarT

temple was formerly a Vai^ava temple and then a Saiva one. When the

Cheros conquered it, they converted it into a Sakta temple.”® Semi-primitive

tribes of Bihar (such as the Kharwars, Cheros and Oraons) believe that

Rohtas was their original home. The association of the Cheros with Saran

is also suggested. It is believed that Bhoja of Malwa subjugated the Cheros

of Bhojpur.

Following the decline of the Palas, many tribes rose to power in Bihar.

The Bhars emerged as a dominant community in UttSr Pradesh and Bihar

and the piortions of the present districts of Begusarai and Madhipura were

under their virtual control. Descendants of the Bhars are still found there.

It was during this period that the Kharwars also emerged but the Cheros

outshone all of them. They were a force to reckon with for about three or

four centuries. Their account is also available from the Tarikh-i-UHainiya.

They were an established power in western Bihar by the twelfth century

and their territory lay from the east of Varanasi to the west of Patna and

Biharsharif and from south of the Ganga to north of the Vmdhya range. In

the absence of any formal record, it is very difficult to sketch an outline

of their political history on a reasonably firm basis.

D. C. Sircar. on the basis of the non-Sanskrit names found in the

Ahtichak inscription of Ma^anikesa, suggests that they were probably

descendants of the Cheros (CenavU) king Bhulla, son of Durlabha and

grandson of Parau known from the Bihia copper plate inscription (Bhojpur)

dated 1324. The Antichak inscription introduces rs^dhira^ parame^vara

Kesara as an early king of the family. In his family was bom Hansana,

considered to be an incarnation of Visriu. After him came Sahura or

Sahavara, who was received by the lord of Gauda, and received the latter s

grace. He subdued Sonadamana sent by the king of Vaiiga and established

an image in the vihara built by Rajyapala. He was followed by Ma^nikesa

under whom Manju^iT wrote the present eulogy. Though Sahura or Sahavara

was a Buddhist, the epigraph exhibits considerable brahmanical influence

in the form of references to Cakrapani, Bharga, Krsna, Gauii and LaksmT

{jaladhltanaySi. The area, from the Rajmahal hills via Colgong-Pamarghatta

up to the Santhal Parganas, is hilly and forested and is inhabited by a

large number of different tribes. The tribals of the area appear to have

taken advantage of the weakness of the Palas after Nayapala. Under Kesara,

they appear to have wielded some political influence in and around the

Patharghatta region. They might have accepted the suzerainty of the; Palas

for the sake of convenience.

113. JBRS, XLIV, 1958, pp 14f.

1 14. 61, XXXV, 1963-64, pp 140f; for the Antichak inscription, see JAJH, Vi, pp 55f: B. P.

Dynasite History of Megadtn, pp 228r29: JW, LVI, ii, pp 232-35.

Sinha.
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The Later Palas were in search of friends and found one in Sahura or

Sahavara. Ma^nikesa was his son and a patron of Mahju^ri, the composer
of this epigraph. Sahura laid the foundation of the greatness of his family.

The inscription introduces the line of rulers in the Antichak area of

Bhagalpur as follows:

1 . Kesara is referred to as rajadhiraja, fxirame^vara, divyamurti and
sakalat^umipatipradfpah

2. Hanasana is described as lord Cakrapani incarnate

3. Sahura or Sahavara appears as a friend of the king of Gauda
and the victor over the army of the Vahgas (possibly the Senas).

He might have been a dependant of the Palas and not their vassal

4. Ma^nike^

We do not hear anything after him from any source known to us so far.

It seems that with the destruction of the University of Vikramasila, the

dynasty of Masanikesa came to an end.

: THE RANAKAS OF EASTERN INDIA

The Kandi Buddhist image inscription"^ of mnaka Samudraditya, assigned

to the twelfth century, does not mention the name of his Pala overlord.

The inscription, in three lines, is engraved on the pedestal of a broken

Buddhist image at Kandi in Jamui subdivision of Bihar. It records the gift

oUranaka Samudraditya, a son of ranaka Nanda. Though the word ranaka

denotes a subordinate ruler, Samudraditya was probably a de facto

independent chief as he does not mention his overlord. They appear to

have been the feudatory chiefs of the Palas who had asserted their

independence during the time of the Later Palas and began to rule in the

district of Monghyr in an independent manner.

A seal of another ranaka Srideva was discovered at Antichak (Bhagalpur)

in the course of excavations. The discovery of this seal from the site of

the Vikrama§ila monastery suggests that the fortress was under the charge

of the feudal lord. Srideva had some political authority in the area.

The Lai inscription"® of Vikramadevf, dated in the year 32, refers to the

chief queen of ranaka Yaksapala, whose suzerain was a Pala monarch.

It is evident from these three inscriptions that the ranaka in the districts

of Monghyr and Bhagalpur were in charge of. the local administration under

the Palas and did not fail to take advantage of the weakness of their overlord.

8. THE MANA dynasty

The Mana dynasty established their kingdom in the hilly region between

115. JBflS, XXXVII, 1951, pp 7-10.

116. B, XXX, 1953-54, pp 82-84. The village Lai is situated abcxjt 16 kms from the Kajra

railway station of Monghyr. Yaksapdla was a v^SgSrtka, officer in charge of the king's

vSsagam, ie, the inner part of the house or the bed chamber.
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the districts of Midnapur and Gaya and extended their dominion up to

Orissa in the time of Sa^ahka. In the last quarter of the sixth century we
find the Manas and Sailodbhavas ruling respectively in parts of Bihar and

Orissa. They rose on the ruins of the Gupta empire. The rise of the Mana
family is recorded in an inscription found in Hazaribagh district.”' It is

written both as Manas and Manas. Through the favour of king Adisirpha

of Magadha, to whom this region belonged, Udayamana became the ruler

of the village and appointed his two brothers as rulers subordinate to him

over two other neighbouring villages. Thus grew a small principality in the

hilly regions between Gaya and Midnapur districts. They had gone from

Ayodhya to Tamralipti on business as they were all merchants. It was on

their way home that they stayed in a village where the Dudhapani rock

inscription has been found. The date of the foundation of this dynasty

seems to be around 800, and it appears that many generations had ruled

after Udayamana. The Manas probably gave their name to Manbhum district.

The Kara king ^ntikara II married the daughter of Sirhhamana. Two other

Mana kings are mentioned in a record of the twelfth century.”®

The Dudhapani rock inscription ends with a prayer for the uninterrupted

continuance of the family of the prince Udayamanadeva. Possibly his

descendants, the Manas, continued to rule up to the end of the twelfth

century. The Govindapur inscription of the time of Rudramana dated $aka

1069 (AD 1137) throws some light on the history of the Manas. The region

9round the present district of Nawada came under the authority of the

Mana dynasty in the first half of the twelfth century. Rudramana, son of

Varnamana, was ruling in that area. It is reasonable to suggest that the

descendants of Udayamana had settled in this area and had acquired some

power. It appears that the Manas were ultimately defeated by Govindapala.

The Govindapur inscription is composed by the poet Gangadhara, a councillor

and confidant of Rudramana, the ruling chief. The dynasty disappear from

history by the second half of the twelfth century.

9. RULERS ENDING WITH THE TITLE "ADITYA"

The discovery of a few inscriptions from north and south Bihar throws

up names of rulers ending with the term “Aditya”. The inscriptions describe

them as kings having some authority in their regions and as such they

desen/e mention here.

(1) The Singhbhum copper plate inscription of Kramaditya of 1024-25

refers to the region of maharajadhiraja Kramaditya who meditated on the

feet of maharajadhiraja Pracandaditya and records the grant of a village.

Pracaixladitya and his son Kramaditya appear to have been independent

117. B, II, 1892-94. p 343; cf. WC/P, III, pp 78. 93f.

118. 0, II. 1892-94, p 333. The Mana rulers had assumed the high sounding title ot

MagadheSvsm. They appear to have continued as petty feudal chiefs of the forest tracto of

Gaya and Hazaribagh, and taking advantage of the disturbed situation under the Later Palas

rose as independent rulers.
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kings ruling over a fairly large kingdom but they are not known to us from

any other source. The inscription is dated in the expired year 1081 of the

era of parameivara paramabhattaraka mahara^hiraja Vikramaditya. The

supposed founder of the Vikrama era, Vikramaditya has been prefixed with

full imperial titles.”®

(2) The Bagaha copper plate inscription refers to a king of the name of

Suryaditya. He was the son of Harhsaraja and grandson of Helavariha. He
belonged to a branch of the solar race of which the progenitor was a royal

hero named Malayaketu. The inscription is dated ad 1020 and records the

grant of a village. It mentions Vyalisi- within the Darada-gandiki-man^a/a.

Another vi^ya mentioned in the same mandala is Dvicatvarirh§atika.^®°

IV

TURKISH INVASION OF BIHAR (1 1 99-1 204)

At the time of the early Turkish invasion, Bihar consisted of two broad

political divisions—Magadha (south Bihar) and Mithila (north Bihar).^®’ The

political instability in the last quarter of the twelfth century in Bihar and

Bengal was further aggravated by religious antagonism between the Buddhists

and non-Buddhists.’®® The Maner copper plate’®® shovirs that long before

Bakhtiyar’s inroad, the Turks were active in the western part of Bihar and

the people of Maner were subjected to a tax called turuskadan^ as early

as 1124. Taranatha hints that the Turks had led looting raids into Magadha
before its subjugation by Bakhtiyar. These raids mainly aimed at obtaining

booty. Bakhtiyar got a jagir in 1197, comprising two fiefs near Chunar,’®^

across which lay the territories of Magadha. After collecting some soldiers,

he raided Bihar between 1177 and 1199. He was authorised by Qutb-ud-dir

Aibak to extend Turkish influence and authority further eastward in Bihar.

Maner served as the military base for the conquest of the town of Bihar

in 1199 and Minhaj’s account of the conquest of the walled city of Bihar

(modem Biharsharif in Nalanda district) is from one of the survivors of the

attacking party whom he met in ah 634 (ad 1243) at Lakhanauti. Minhaj

does not mention the name of the native ruler of Bihar who resisted the

Turkish forces and the walled town, the Odantapuri monastery (the Adwanda
Vihardi was conquered. Bakhtiyar entered the city with a small cavalry of

two hundred armed men and took the enemy unawares at the vtrestem

119. JBRS, LI, 1965, pp 56-57. The provenance of the inscription, since lost, is not known.

Suvarnakhanda, a part of Suvarnabhumi, may have been the ancient name of Singhbhum.

Suvamakhan^ was a visaya in ^ch a village was donated.

120'. B, XXXV, 1963-64, pp 130-40.

121. JBRS, XLIX, pp 253-59.

122. /HO, XXVII, p 241; G. Roerich, ed. Biography of Dhanheevamt, pp 67-68, 82

123. J0ORS, II, pp 441-47.

124. A B. M. Hefiibullah, Foundation of MjsHm Rule ih hdia, pp 69-70, 83.
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gate of the fort.’^® Minhaj’s account is also contradictory and the mistake

committed by Minhaj has been uncritically upheld by all later historians

such as Rrishta, Nizam-ud-din Ahmad and Ghulam Hussain Salim. Bakhtiyar

was empowered to expand his conquest and he made further territorial

acquisitions between 1199 and 1203; the Buddhist monks aided the Turks

by acting as spies.

Sumpa,’* on the authority of the Kashmir scholar Sakyasnbhadra

(1144-1225) of Vikrama^ila, tells us that the viharas of Odantapuri and

VikramaSila were destroyed by the Turks and all the monks were killed.

SakyaSrT is said to have been in Magadha in about 1200 imploring the

rulers to save Vikrama§la where he was serving. Sumpa tells us that

Nalanda continued to exist/^^ but his statement regarding the destruction

of VikramaSfla by the Turks is found in a late Tibetan work and is not

corroborated by any other source. Minhaj nowhere mentions VikramaSlIa

by name. It is not possible to accept the contention that Bakhtiyar “advanced

to Bengal from the town of Bihar through Gaya, Vikrama^ and Rajmahaf

{emphasis edded^.'^ Minhaj neither indicates the route of his march nor

refers to any battle waged for the conquest of Bihar. Both Minhaj and

DharmasvamT were contemporaries but they do not complement or

supplement each other. Both were writing independently and in their own

way. While Minhaj mentions only Odantapuri, DharmasvamT affirms that

VikramaSna stood deserted and destroyed. All these have to be taken into

consideration while dealing with the problem.

Bakhtiyar’s route in his Bengal campaign needs examination. It is apparent

that he started from Odantapuri and took recourse to the Jharkhand route.

An old Portuguese map of 1660 shows a principal road passing through

Patna, Monghyr and Rajmahal to Suti in Bengal. He avoided the northern

route because of the unsubdued nature of the Tirhut kingdom and preferred

the unfrequented hills and jungles of the Jharkhand region and delivered

a surprise. He took his route to Nadia via Jharkhand. It has been

suggested that Bakhtiyar passed through north Bihar, but it seems that

125. JBRS, XU, 1955, PP 143-53. It has been suggested that it was unsuccessfully

defended by Palapaia. whose historicity is disputed.

126. Psg-SBm-Jon-ZsnQ- It is a iate work and based on the account of earlier writers.

127. JASB, LXVIl, 1898, p 26. This is confimned by DharmasvamT. His uncle, elder

DharmasvamT was at VikramaSila and knew Sakya§ri and BuddhaSri. His account of VikramaSla

is not yet available. See also Ckmprehensive History of Mia, V, p 173.

128. CHB, II, p 42,

129. JASB, 1873, p 220; JH LVI, ii, pp 213-35.

130. The copper plate inscription of Narasirhhadeva Ii in Saka 1217 (ad 1295) motions

Jharkhand for the first time as a distinct historical region and was applied to the adjoining

pifltftfM' and hilly regions of Orissa, Bengal, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh and became coeval,

in modem times, with Chotanagpur. It was penetrated by brahm^ inftjwice _^ beca^

the centre of Saiva and tantric cults—eg, Vaidyanathadh§m. Jharkhandi Mahadeva in

Dlwiwar, and TSrapilha and Rajrappa, JASB, 1896.
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Bakhtiyar’®^ followed the southern route on his onward march to Bengal

and the northern riverine route on Ws soldiers’ return journey. He was not

in possession of Tirhut when he marched towards Bengal and so he

preferred a less frequented route.

/
131 . Or) Ns onward march, he founded the city of Bakhtiyarpur near Patna and founded

afxjther Bakhti^vpur in the district of Saharsa on his way back. TNs area is today known

as Simri Bakhtiyarpur.



Chapter XXI

KASHMIR

The region of Kashmir is fortunate in possessing a systematic account of

its political history. Though many important works which formed the bdsis

of later R^tarahginTs were lost, the tradition of writing history again gained

currency at least from the days of Kalhana and we have accounts of rulers

composed by Kalhan a. Jonaraja Srivara and Suka. Besides the Sanskrit

texts of these Rajatarahginis. many works in Persian were composed by

scholars of Kashmir on the basis of the aforementioned texts.

The political zenith achieved by the rulers of the valley, such as Lalitaditya,

had always been a temporary phenomenon. By the time of Parvagupta

(949-50) the people of the valley witnessed many vicissitudes. The decline

in trade, military ambitions of the rulers and the emergence of organised

mercenary warriors made the common man miserable and political conditions

unstable. The kings acted as autocrats in the valley. The purohita parisada

(assembly of priests) and ingenious methods of prayopave^ worked out

by the brahmans placed some check but, later, the interests of the priests

became so narrow that they started taking bribes from rulers who u.sed

them for political ends.

THE FIRST LOHARA DYNASTY

The small principality of Lohara which is identified by Stein with the valley

of Loharin in Punch, lying immediately to the south of the Pir Panjal range

which separates it from Kashmir, played a conspicuous role in the history

of Kashmir between the tenth and twelfth centuries. Of the earlier history

of Lohara we have only a few glimpses. It was subdued once by Lalitaditya

Muklfipida. who installed one of his attendants on its throne.^ Later, when

the Karakota power was on the decline. Lohara asserted its independence

during the reign of Utpalapida. Kalharia tells us^ that Nara and other

rherchants ruled over Darvabhisara, ie, the whole of the mountainous tract

of the lower and middle hill ranges between the Chandrabhaga and the

1. RMAS, II, pp 293f and 433.

2. m IV, 177.

3. m IV, 712.
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\Atasta. This Nara is. in all likelihdocl. identical with the founder of the

Lohara dynasty mentioned by Kalhana in the Ri^itaw)gini.* The Lohara
rulers belonged to the Khasa tribe, and Kalhana often designates them as
such. We do not Know anything about the successors of Nara till we come
to the time of SiriiharSja. who gave his daughter Didda in marriage to the

Kashmir monarch Ksemagupta. The Lohara rulers had matrimonial relations

with the SShi kings of Udbhdndapura too and. after the collapse of the

latter, the Sahi princes found refuge in Kashmir. We have already seen®

that Didda wielded great power during the lifetime of her husband Ksemagupta.

She manoeuvred to ascend the throne after his death in 980.® Before her

death, she also nominated her brother Udayaraja’s son Sarhgramaraja as

her successor to the throne of Kashmir, as no male heir of Ksemagupta
had bew left. The line of Kashmir kings, beginning with Sarhgramaraja, is

called the first Lohara dynasty. The principality of Lohara retained its

independent status up to 1089 when it was merged into the kingdom of

kashmir, as its ruler Katiraja resigned in favour of Utkarsa, the younger

brother of Harsa.

SAMGRAMARAJA (1003-28)

The change in the dynasty did not have any great impact on the politics

of the valley. The accession of Sarhgramaraja was not of much significance

as Turlga remained at the helm of affairs and the brahmans also remained

hostile. The economic crisis precipitated by the decline in trade further

deepened. The state officials took advantage of a fresh political crisis caused

by the rivalry between the brahmans and Tuihga, and became more corrupt.®

B^ause of Turk's supremacy, the king failed to improve the miserable

lot of the masses. .Though Kalharia condemns him, his efforts to get rid

of Tuilga is reflected m the fact that he gave his daughter to a brahman

officer in order to gain the support of that community.® Such moves,

however, proved futile and ultimately the king became addicted to a life of

luxury, leaving the affairs of state to Tuilga whose tussle With tl^ brahmans

continued. Soon after his success, Tuhga became over-confident and was
surrounded by corrupt officials who paved the way for his downfall and

made the people even more miserable.

Sarhgramaraja ascended the throne of Kashmir after Didda’s death in

1003. The rnost imix>rtant everat of his reign was the participation of Kashmir

4. Ibid, VII, 1282.

5. Convyrehemive Hstory of India, III, i, pp 549-52.

6. Ibid.

7. R$, VII, 3-6, 13f.

8. m VII. 207-42.

9. Kjid, VII, 9. Kalhana's remark that this aiA of the king was not appreciated appears to

be unfounded as such maniag^ were very common in Kashmir. K&rEtfcota Durlabhaka accepted

a merchant's wife as chief queen who gave birth to the famous Lalitaditya and Kalhana had

no resen/ations in praising Lalitaditya.
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in the war tetween the Sahi ruler Trilocanapala and Mahmud of Ghazni.’®
Sarhgramaraja sent an army under Turiga to help Trilocanapala. Tuhga
encamped his force on the banks of the river Tohi in Punch, feeling confident
of success and holding the invader in reckless contempt. Though warned
by Trilocanapala, who formed a better estimate of the enemy’s strength.
Tuhga acted rashly and displayed little prudence. As soon as he sighted a
detachment of Mahmud s forces on the opposite bank, he crossed the
river and attacked the enemy, who suffered a defeat. Elated with this initial

success. Tuhga utterly neglected to take any precautions, and was taken
unawares next morning when Mahmud arrived in person and launched an
attack on Tuhga s handful of soldiers The Kashmir general was completely
routed and fled. The Sahi army under Trilocanapala remained in action for

some time after Tonga's defeat but, in spite of a marvellous display of

bravery, could not retrieve the situation. Mahmud won the battle. However,
Tonga's safe return home indicates that Mahmud did not follow him into

Kashmir but went back after plundering the mountainous country to the
south of the Pir Panjal range. He made two subsequent attempts to conquer
Kashmir in 1015 and 1021 but was unsuccessful on both the occasions.
The Muslim writers tell us that Mahmud had reached the borders of Kashmir,

but the fort of Lohakota, • ie; Lohara,' which was remarkable for its height

and strength, proved an unsurmountable barrier. Mahmud was forced to

retreat when the snow began to fall and the enemy received reinforcements

from Kashmir.

While Kashmir had escaped unscathed from the raids of Mahmud. Tuhga
suffered a great loss of prestige. His defeat gave fresh impetus to the

intrigues against him, and even the king joined the conspiracies formed for

his overthrow. Tuhga, however, was too powerful for his enemies in an

open conflict. The king became apprehensive of a general rising on the

part of the army and had the heads of Tuhga and his son cut off.

After Tuhga's death, the administration of the country fell into the hands

of incompetent and mean officers. Tuhga’s brother, Naga, who had been

responsible for estranging the king from Tuhga, was appointed

commander-in-chief. Under him, the Kashmir army played a rather inglorious

part. Kalhana tells us that the commandants Nana, Bhaga and Nandimukha

who were sent to fight the Turuskas returned without any success. Probably

these officers had been sent to help Trilocanapala who had been carrying

on the struggle against Mahmud. Internally, the people were oppressed by

unscrupulous officers, as the king was too weak to curb the nefarious

10. Kalhana does not name the invader, nor does he give the date of the battle. The

Muslim historians tell us that Mahmud led an expedition in 1013 against Trilocanapala S^i.

It must be against Mahmud that Trilocanapala sought the aid of the Kashmir monarch. See
also Y. B. Singh, “Some Unfruitful Raids of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni”, JUPHS (NS). XVIII.

I & ii. pp 79f.
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activities of his favourites.” This state of affairs lasted till 1028 when
Sarhgramaraja died.

HARIRAJA and ANANTA (1029-63)

Before his death, Sarhgramaraja had anointed his son Hariraja, who
became the victim of his own mother's intrigues because of his criticism

of her conduct, and died after a rule of less than a month. His mother

Srilekha herself aspired for the throne but her designs were thwarted by

the Ekahgas who enthroned her infant son Ananta. Vigraharaja, the paternal

uncle of Ananta, also made a bid to seize the throne. However, the army

of Kashmir destroyed the entire force of the invader.’^ There was still more
trouble in store for the young Ananta. His commander-in-chief, Tribhuvana,

conspired with the Damaras to dethrone tiim and the entire army, with the

exception of the Ekahgas, sided with Tribhuvana. With the help of the

Ekahgas, Ananta forced Tribhuvana to flight. The Damara Abhinava, who
continued to fight for some time, was ultimately overcome. Ananta rewarded

the Ekahgas for their loyalty by making a fixed assignment of revenues for them.

An interesting feature of Ananta 's court was the presence of a number

of scions of the Sahi dynasty who had taken up service at the Kashmir

court and were paid fabulous salaries. One of them named Rudrapala

persuaded king Ananta to marry SuryamatT, his sister-in-law and the daughter

of the ruler of Jalandhara.’^ The Sahi officers abused their power and

influence at the court by giving shelter to undesirable characters. They

were, however, tolerated as they were a source of strength to the state

by virtue of their qualities of leadership and fighting skill. The ascendency

of Rudrapala was probably not acceptable to Damara Tribhuvana,

commander-in-chief of the royal forces. After mustering the support of a

major section of the armed forces, he decided to stake his own claim to

become the ruler. Ananta was fortunate in having the support of the Ekahgas

and the cavalry. The Damaras were crushed and Ananta earned the glory

of a valiant warrior because of his daring personal participation in that war.

The Ekahgas were duly rewarded along with the rriembers of the royal

forces. Tribhuvana submitted himself and the king decided to pardon him,

probably to check the growth of the Ekahgas.

The submission of Tribhuvana did not end the resentment among the

Damaras because of the arrogant attitude of the Sahis in general and

Rudrapala in particular. Another Damara named Brahmarsya, the

superintendent of the treasury, quarrelled with Rudrapala. He left the service

of the king and went about instigating the Damaras to rise in revolt. Having

been assured of support from this quarter, he induced Acalamahgala, the

king of the Daradas, and other non-Aryan (m/ecc/ia) rulers of the upper

11. Cf, K. S. Saxena, Political History of Kashmir, p 169.

12. Rf, VII, 139-41.

13. toid. VII, 147-53.
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Indus valley to invade Kashmir.’'' Ananta sent Rudrapala to fight against
the invaders who were routed. Acalamahgala was beheaded by Rudrapala
himself. Other chiefs were either killed or taken prisoner. The Kashmir force

got some booty in gold and jewels. Soon after the success Sahi Rudrapala
died, and. as Kalhana states, the people of Kashmir heaved a sigh of relief.

Contrary to this remark, later events suggest that after Rudrapala king

Ananta was overwhelmed by the intriguing Kashmiri nobles and this ultimately

led to his ignominious end.

The description of later affairs is very vague and full of contradictions.

Kalhana uncharitably criticises the efforts of the king to procure horses of

fine breed to strengthen the cavalry whose superiority was the main cause
for the victory of the Ghaznavids. Similarly, it is hard to believe that his

hobby of betel-chewing was so costly that he had to mortgage his crown
to a foreign trader. It seems that Kalhana, whose appreciation depended
upon the number of argraharas granted to brahmans, failed to understand

the efforts pf the king to reform the army according to the need of times

and establish diplomatic relations with Bhoja Paramara and other rulers

who realised the danger of foreign invasions and the importance of the

north-western border of the cpuntry. The chronicler, however, credits queen
SuryamatT with religious activities and success over minor troubles. The
improvement in economic affairs hinted in the R^atarahginT is significant.

The fall of the Ghaznavids and the emergence of the Seljuqs brought

political stability in the regions of Afghanistan and parts of central Asia

which gave fresh impetus to the trading activities, of the Kashmiri people.

In the last days Ananta enjoyed peace because he could manage the state

affairs without putting any extra levy on the landed aristocracy. In the

Changed economic situation certain administrative changes were made by

Haldhara who enjoyed the support of SuryamatT.’® The withdrawal of state

control over gold suggested by Kalharia proved a boon for the owners

because corrupt officers could not deprive the people of their possessions.

The trend of urbanisation referred to by Kalhana, along with the construction

of mathas, is also an indicator of better commercial activities. The brahman

scholars of western India, when ousted by the invaders, sought refuge in

the valley and hence the number of mathas increased.

Ananta launched a campaign to conquer the neighbouring states after

consolidating his internal position. He defeated and deposed Sala, the ruler

of Chamba.’® According to Bilhana, he subdued Darvabhisara, the whole

14. Mentioning this episode, Bilhana (W/c, XVIII, 33-34) refers to tip Saka-Darada combination

instead of the mIeccha-dinnma-Darada alliance mentioned by kalhana (Vll, 166-68). Since

Bilhana was living in the south, he was perhaps not aware of the developnients In Kashmir

after the aJvent of the Turks.

15. /^, Vll, 211-13.'

16. Vll, 218. King Sala is in all probability Sahilladeva of the Kulait and Chamba copper

plates; J. Ph. Vogel, Antiquities of Chantta &ate, I, pp I82f, 187. See also section on

Chamba by S. C. Ray in ch XX(c) in this volume and lA, XVII. pp 7f.
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tract of the lower and middle hills between the rivers Jhelum and ChenabJ^

The expeditions against Ura6a (modem Hazara district in Pakistan) and

Vallapura, modem Balor (eight kms from Bhadu in Jammu) were, however,

failures and the king was extricated from the difficult situations by the skill

of Haladhara.’® But this devoted servant of the state had a disgraceful end.

His continuous attendance upon the queen aroused the king’s suspicion

and he dismissed him from the exalted office. The queen now advised her

husband to hand over the burden of administration to their son Kala§a,

who was crowned in 1063. But, soon, both SuryamatT and Ananta regretted

this step and Ananta again resumed regal authority. From 1063 to 1079,

Kalasa was the die jure king while the de facto ruler was Ananta.’® It was
about this time that Ksitiraja, the ruler of Lohara, renounced his throne and

nominated Utkarsa, the second son of KalaSa, as his successor. As Utkarsa

was yet a child, Ananta sent Tanvahga, a collateral, to look after the minor

and administer the state on his behalf.

Having been depnved of the regal authority, Kala^ seems to have

become desperate and lead the utterly shameful life of a libertine. Instigated

by his companions, Kala^ prepared to openly defy his parents. Sorely

disappointed, Ananta and SuryamatT resolved to retire to Vijayaksetra (modem
Vijbror) but were persuaded to give up the idea by the brahmans, as also

by the wife of Kalasa, who succeeded in effecting a temporary conciliation.

Ananta and SuryamatT took up their residence in the temple of Vijayesa in

1 079. They were joined by a host of nobles, horsemen, soldiers and Damaras.^

Kalasa now began to plan an attack on his father. He appointed a new
prime minister who raised money for the war. When Kalasa’s army had

reached Avantipura, Ananta’s devoted followers evinced such a zeal for

fighting that SuryamatT became alarmed on account of her son and secretly

sent him a message to desist from attacking his father. Kalasa accepted

his mother's advice and, withdrawing his forces, retired to Srinagar. But

Ananta was not willing to allow Kalasa to continue as king. SuryamatT,

realising that she can not dissuade her husband from this resolve, suggested

that their grandosn Harsa may be crowned king. Accordingly, .Harsa was

summoned to Vijayaksetra. The brahmans intervened in this dispute and,

after threatening to go on a fast unto death, brought about a reconciliation.

Ananta and SuryamatT came to Srinagar. After staying only two months in

thq capital, they found out the evil intentions of their son who wanted to

put them in prison. They again returned to Vijayaksetra. Kalasa was
determined to cripple the power of his old father. He had the residence

of Ananta secretly burnt down at night. He also proposed that his father

should leave Kashmir and retire to Punch. Even the queen advised Ananta

to agree to this voluntary exile. The couple had a violent quarrel over this

17. WIc, XVIII, 38

18. Vlt, 515.

19. Ibid. VII, 240-43.
on \/H
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matter, and the old monarch committed suicide in sheer disgust in 1081.^’

The queen and some devoted sen/ants of the royal couple burnt themselves

on the funeral pyre.^^ Harsa, who had been living with his grandparents at

VIjayaksetra, continued to live there even after the death of Ananta and

SuryamatT, but Kalasa soon persuaded him to return to Srinagar, assuring

him of the safety of person and property.

KALASA (1063-1089)

Kalasa was a changed king after this reconciliation with his son. By

careful economy of expenditure and also by taking possession of the

hoarded wealth of some turbulent Damaras such as Jayyaka, he improved

his financial position.^^ He also began to exert himself for the good of his

subjects, and kept himself well-informed of the affairs of the state. The

result of the king’s efforts may best be summed up in the words of Kalhana:

"This people were seen always cheerful and happy, occupied with hundreds

of marriage feasts, sacrifices, pilgrimages and other festivities".’’

Prosperity at home enabled Kalasa to establish his influence abroad. The

principality of Urasa was subdued by Malla. We are told by Kalhana that

in 1087-88 the rulers of Chamba, Kishtwar, Lohara, Rajauri. Ura^, Vallapura

(modem Balor), Babbapura (modern Babor) and Kanda^^ assembled at

Srinagar to pay homage to Kalasa, who got an opportunity to assert his

authority when the accession of minor Sarhgramapala was challenged by

his uncle Madanapala. At the request of Sarhgramapala’s sister and a

courtier Jasaraja, Kalasa ordered his general Jayananda and Sahi prince

Bijja to settle the affairs in favour of the child king. Madanapala was defeated

and ousted from Rajauri. However, Jayananda and Bijja became suspicious

of each other. Further, nobles of Sarhgramapala also became apprehensive

of the prolonged stay of the Kashmiri forces. Kalasa was happy to have

a hold over Rajauri and praised Jayananda who died soon after the event

due to an illness. He had informed the king of the accumulation of wealth

by Bijja. Thus, Bijja lost the confidence of the king and left the country

along with his family and belongings.* The death of Jayananda was followed

by that of Jinduraja, another general and supporter of Kalasa. In view of

the death of eminent generals of Kashmir, Madanapala of Rajauri raised

his head again but he was defeated by Bappata the new commander of

Kalasa, and the authority of Sarhgramapala was restored.^’

Kalasa also curbed the defiant Bhuvanaraja, the ruler of Lohara, who left

21. IbkJ, VII, 452.

22. IbicI, VII, 402-85.

23. Ibid, VII, 494-99.

24. SM, VII, 515.

25. The hill districts immediately to the south-east of Kashmir, vide M. A. .Stein, note on

VII, 588-89.

26. Raj. VII, 534-38.

27. Ibid, VII, 575.
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his country after learning of the advance of the Kashmir army. At the same
time Kala^a married the daughter of Kirtir^a of IMilapura, whose identification

has been eluding scholars. Kalasa’s general Malla defeated king Abhayaraja

of Ura6a who had taken advantage of the feud between Ananta and Kala^
end discontinued the practice of providing horses required by the royal

forces of Kashmir.®® The minor uprisings of the Damaras were suppressed

and prominent rebel leaders killed.

UTKARSA (1089)

During the last few years of KalaSa, there were court intrigues—the

claimants were his two sons, viz, Harsa and Utkarsa. Kalasa’s choice fell

on the latter, the ruler of Lohara. Kalasa died at Martanda in 1089. The

ministers, especially Kandarpa and Nonaka, lost no time in anointing Utkarsa

as king. His stepbrother Vijayamalla, who threatened to revolt, was pacified

by promises of handsome allowances, while Harsa was kept confined in

a prison under a guard of trustworthy Thakkuras. But Utkarsa was neither

a capable administrator nor an affable person. His only interest was the

accumulation of wealth. On account of his excessive greed and stingy

habits he became unpopular with his subjects as well as his ministers. He
had even stopped the allowances of his stepbrother Vijayamalla.®®

Harsa had been sending secret appeals to his stepbrother Vijayamalla

to procure his release from prison. Learning of Vijayamaila’s resolve to help

Harsa, some of the Damaras joined in the venture. As Vijayamalla advanced

upon the capital, Jayaraja, a son of Kalasa from the concubine Kayya, also

deserted Utkarsa and joined the rebel forces which soon invested the

palace and set fire to the elephant stables and cattle-pens. The royal troops

suffered a defeat. The citizens approved of the rebels’ action saying, “Let

Harsa be crowned who showers gifts like a cloud and let the avaracious

Khasa, who is like a shopkeeper, be turned out of the kingdom." Utkarsa

could have taken the wind out of the rebels’ sails had he promptly executed

Harsa but he wavered and lost his chance. Harsa was proclaimed king.

Finding that all was lost, Utkarsa committed suicide by cutting his throat

with a pair of scissors. He was only twenty-four years old and had been

on the throne for just twenty-two days.

HARSA (1089-1101)

Harsa started his rule well. He retained in service most of the officers

of his father’s days as they were efficient and devoted. He showed diplomatic

acumen in solving his problems by acknowledging Vijayamalla’s services

publicly and providing him with a seat near the throne. Jayaraja was also

awarded the prestigious post of prafihara (chamberlain). Similarly, the

Thakkura guards from Lohara were appointed his own guards in an attempt

28. Ibid, VII, 586.

29. Ibid VII, 760.
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to have a force loyal to him. Kandarpa and Madana, who always acted
against his interests, were also reinstated as Lord of the Gate and commander
of the force, respectively, as soon as they made reconciliatory gestures by
apologising for their earlier acts. Identical treatment was accorded to

Vijayasirnha and other such officers. But those who were still hostile and
without following were put to sword. Prasantakalasa somehow satisfied the

king and got his assignment after his release from prison. The officers such
as Dhammata, who stood by him in days of distress, also received their

rewards from Harsa Those who lost their lives for his cause were recognised

posthumously and proioer arrangements were made for the maintenance

of their dependents.^ Further, he tried to gain the sympathy of the masses
by making himself easily accessible and by solving their problems without

any delay. He regulated the court practices by ordering the courtiers to be

careful about their dress and duties. Thus, he tried to create a sense of

respect among people for the royalty.^’ The king’s brilliance m the field of

fine art and literature, which was apparent when he was merely a prince,

added so much lustre to the Kashmir court that Bilharia forgot all the riches

and honours conferred on him by Calukya Vikramaditya VI and. according

to Kalhana, started considering staging a return to his homeland.*' The

economic prosperity of the country is indicated by Harsa’s abundant gold

and silver coins.^^

Vijayamalla, Harsa’s younger brother to whom he owed both his life and

throne, was instigated by his followers to murder Harsa and seize the

throne. Such an attempt proved abortive. Vijayamalla resorted to open revolt

but was defeated and fled to the capital of the Darada king Vidyadhara

Gaha.^ On the invitation of certain Damaras, he leturned to resume hostilities

but was killed in an avalanche on the road.'’^ This accident averted a virtual

war of succession but troubles commenced in other quarters.

Harsa became more conscious after the revolt of Vijayamalla and, i. > an

attempt to seek the people’s support for kingship, started creating more

grandeur at the court. The turban and earrings which were prerogatives of

the rulers alone till then were allowed to nobles also.^^ He innovated new

trends of fashion, particularly those which were popular among the people

of Karnataka. Even a coin of Karnaha was imitated by the royal mint at

his stance.^'’

After the death of Vijayamalla, other problems of urgent nature involving

military operations also required the king’s attention. Bhuvanaraia, who tried

30. toid, VII, 897-98.

31. K. S. Saxena, op dt, pp 204-06; DHNI, I, pp 148-49.

32. Rf, VII, 935-37.

33. Ibid, VII, 950.

34. According to Stein, the town of Gurez is meant. Cf, his note on Raj, VII, 912.

35. Rf, VII, 899-916.

36. VII, 922-31.

37. A. Cunningham, CM/, p 34.
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to capture the throne of Lohara during the period of Ananta, made another

attempt after being promised help by the infantry stationed at Lohara and
marched towards Darpitapura. Harsa despatched Kandarpa at the head of

a strong military contingent, who surprised Bhuvanaraja with the lightening

march and forced him to flee.“

Samgramapala, the feudatory ruler of Rajauri, became defiant. Harsa sent

his police-chief, Sunna, to attack Rajauri but, as this officer did not act

promptly, Harsa despatched Kandarpa. Sarhgramapala submitted and paid

tribute. Shortly after his return to Kashmir, Kandarpa was sent out as

governor of Lohara. In his absence, self-seeking ministers falsely implicated

Kandarpa in intrigues in favour of Utkarsa’s son. Kandarpa was relieved of

his office.^*’

Harsa’s stepbrother Jayaraja, who had collaborated with Vijayamalla in

effecting Harsa’s release, was egged on by Dhammata to murder Harsa

in 1095. The plot, however, leaked out and the principal conspirators were
put to death. Harsa now began to regard every collateral as a potential

source of danger, and got Domba, the elder son of Utkarsa secretly

executed. The king’s mind was gradually drifting towards evil deeds. The

vile councillors advised him to confiscate the properties of temples and fill

his treasury. Dissuaded for sometime by his faithful and upright attendant

Prayagaka, the king ultimately succumbed to temptation. He organised a

systematic loot of the temples. The first to be looted was the temple of

BhTmake^va. Not content with taking away the riches of the sacred shrines,

he cast his greedy eyes on the valuable icons and even created a special

post of an iconoclastic officer designated as devotpatananayaka. This

spoilation was carried out with such thoroughness that not a single temple

was spared in any town, city or village. Since the days of Ananta the

construction of mathas and temples and grants of agraharas became very

common, and there emerged a powerful brahman lobby which played an

important role; perhaps Harsa tried to reduce its power by reducing the

number of temples and confiscating the agraharas attached to them. A
careful analysis of the Ri^tarahginT supports the contention, for Kalharra

always condemns such acts of kings as went against the interest of the

brahmans. Religious centres sometimes gave shelter to rebels. The grant

of agraharas referred to in the RajatarahginT was so frequent that the major

portion of cultivable land was given to mathas and viharas.^

The king’s lust for money was still unsatiated and he imposed new taxes.

The ill-gotten riches were foolishly squandered. It appeared as if the king

had lost his sense of judgement. On seeing a picture of the queen of the

Calukya king of Kalyana, Harsa took a fancy to her and her effigy was

placed in the palace. Large sums were spent on dresses and ornaments

38 VII, 965-68.

39. Ibid. VII, 1000-10.
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for this effigy. Harsa’s mind became so completely deranged that he threw

all sense of propriety and decorum to the winds and was guilty of veiy

revolting misdeeds, including incestuous relations with his sisters and

step-mothers.^’ Life in the palace was so highly immoral that Kalhana

remarked that his readers would doubt the veracity of his account.

Even in the midst of such dissipations, Harsa undertook some military

expenditures, which failed. He personally led an army against Sarhgramapala,

the ruler of Rajauri, and laid siege on the hill fortress of PrthvTgiri. Sarhgramapala

sued for peace offering rich tributes but Harsa rejected the offer. However,

the treachery of his own minister. Sunna, turned the tables against Harsa.

Harsa suffered another humiliation. Acting on the advice of an officer named

Sahela, he resolved to take possession of a fort called Dugdhaghata (modem

Dudkhat), a pass leading into Darada territory. Rain and snow isolated the

rocky fort making assault impossible. In despair Harsa ordered a retreat.

As his army was withdrawing, the Daradas attacked from the rear. But for

the brave fight put up by Uccala and Sussala, the sons of Malla of the

Lohara dynasty, the retreat would have ended in complete disaster.''^ The

gallantry displayed by the two young men made a deep impression on the

minds of the people and mainly led to their subsequent attainment of the

throne of Kashmir.

The failure of the military ventures undermined Harsa's authority

considerably. Lawlessness was increasing. To add to the hardships of the

unfortunate subjects, a plague raged in the land during 1099-1100 followed

by a disastrous flood which destroyed all crops. Prices soared. Quite

unmindful of the peoples’ sad plight. Harsa imposed fresh exorbitant taxes

which were forcibly collected by his unscrupulous officers. Kalhana says

that even clay was not left in villages, towns or cities. Perhaps not content

with tormenting the common man, he launched a relentless persecution of

the Damaras, particularly of the tribal group called Lavanyas. Kalhana gives

a harrowing account of the atrocities perpetuated by the royal officers. The

Damaras of Madavarajya, ie, the eastern portion of the valley, were crushed,

but in the Kramarajya or the western portion, the Damaras successfully

resisted the persecution. The minister LaksmTdhara instigated the emperor

against Uccala and Sussala. Both Uccala and Sussala came to know about

the king’s evil intention and fled from Kashmir in 1 100."® Uccala took shelter

with Sarhgramapala of Rajauri, and Sussala took shelter at the court of

Kalha, ruler of Kalahjara, probably a hill state in the vicinity of Lohara, Harsa

tried to bribe Sarhgramapala but the latter refused to surrender the fugitive

prince. Uccala now planned to attack Kashmir and began negotiations with

the disaffected Damaras who, on account of their recent sufferings, readily

welcomed the move and assured him full support. Sarhgramapala now

41. HS), VII, 1147-48.
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attempted to imprison Uccala, but the latter frustrated all attempts to prevent

him from attacking Kashmir and started on this expedition in the month of

Vaisakha (April-May). Being allowed a safe passage by the governor of

Lohara, he swiftly arrived at the frontier post on the Tosh Maidan pass

and captured its commandant. As soon as he entered Kashmir, the Damaras

and other discontented elements readily assembled under his banner. Harsa

sent several of his officers to oppose the invaders but they all got confused

and failed to take the offensive. Uccala continued his march towards

Baramula and, avoiding all obstructions, arrived in Kramar%a. Damaras

from different places flocked to his camp. Uccala attacked and captured

the governor of Kramarajya but the latter laid a trap for his victor and

persuaded him to occupy Parihasapura. When Uccala reached Parihasapura,

the governor sent word to Harsa and requested him to attack Parihasapura,

from where it was very difficult for Uccala to escape. Harsa led the attack

himself and routed Uccala’s forces. Uccala fled across the Jhelum. Elated

with this success, Harsa destroyed the famous Visinu image in the temple

of Parihasakesava and returned to Srinagar."''

Immediately after this came news of the attack of Sussala who had

entered Madavarajya after capturing the watch-station of Surapura (modem
Hurpur). Here Sussala obtained much booty \Arhich provided him with the

necessary means to carry on the war. The army sent by Harsa to oppose

Sussala was completely routed at Surapura and retreated to Srinagar. A
force led by Ananda, the maternal uncle of Uccala and Sussala, reached

as far as Padmapura (modern Pampar), famous for its saffron. None amongst

the king’s ministers was inclined to go out for battle. At this juncture

Candraraja offered to take command. He engaged the rebel forces at

Avantipura and killed Ananda. After this victory he moved to Vijayaksetra.

While Harsa was occupied in dealing with Sussala, Uccala had an

opportunity to organise a fresh attack on Kashmir. The Damaras again

rallied round him and he moved to Lohara (modern Lar), an important

station in the Madavar%a. The army of the governor of Madavarajya

deserted him and he was killed by the Damaras. Uccala now advanced

towards Srinagar. When he reached Hiranyapura (the modem village of

Ranyil), the brahmans of that place anointed him king of Kashmir."® The

ministers of Harsa advised him to seek shelter in Lohara but he rejected

their council of despair and preferred- death in battle to the dishonourable

course of fleeing tor his life. Harm’s officers began to desert him and joined

the enemy. TYie suspecKfed, snb ptCtefttiy VigjhW'^, fJXQ faShSt
Of Uccala and Sussala, was the source of disaffection at the court. Harsa

44. For Uccala's moves see Vil, 1312-30.

45 . Ij^uent happenings.
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had him killed.'*® The news of their father's brutal murder enraged Uccala
and Sussala. The latter moved his force towards Vijayaksetra, burning

villages as he marched. Candraraja, though deserted by many of the army
officers together with their contingents, advanced to oppose the rebel but

was defeated and killed. Vijayaksetra fell into Sussala's hands. Marching

rapidly, he advanced towards Srinagar. Harsa's son Bhoja came out to

fight and, displaying extraordinary valour, routed the army of Sussala who
fled to Lavanotsa, near Pampar. But Bhoja did not get any respite, for

Uccala arrived soon. The city-prefect, sent out to fight, went over to Uccala.

Harsa himself took up a position at the bridge-head and fought desperately.

Harsa was forced to retire. In the meantime, the enemy set fire to Malta’s

house which was adjacent to the palace. Realising that all was now lost,

Harsa’s son Bhoja left the palace. On the way he was betrayed by his

own servants and died fighting with his assailants. Harsa’s queens too lost

all hopes of their husband’s victory. They set fire to the palace and seventeen

of them burnt themselves in the conflagration. This was, as it were, a signal

of Harsa’s complete defeat and the city populace rushed into the palace

and started plundering whatever they could lay their hands on.

Harsa made a last attempt to rally the Ekahgas round him but failed to

induce them to fight. There was no other course for the king now but to

leave the capital. Accompanied by his devoted attendant, Prayaga, he took

refuge in a mendicant’s hut outside the capital, in the compound of a

cremation ground. Kalhana paints a very pathetic picture of the king’s plight.

“Smeared over with mud he stood on the muddy bare ground and passed

that night of terrible rain, his body being covered with a woollen cloak of

a slave’’."*^ Harsa got the news of his son’s death. The mendicant also

betrayed him and, before the day ended, his refuge was surrounded by

the soldiers of Uccala. Harsa was ultimately overpowered by the Damaras

and killed. Thus, in 1101 ended a most dramatic career in the annals of

Kashmir.'® Starting life as a learned youth and a liberal patron of poets,

suffering imprisonment at the hands of his own fattier and brother, getting

the throne by sheer luck, then reigning in great pomp and splendour,

indulging in excesses and oppressing his people, displaying great resolution

and courage in the hour of peril, and welcoming death in a truly heroic

manner, Harsa makes a fascinating study.

THE SECOND LOHARA DYNASTY

with the overthrow of Harsa the throne ot Kashmrr, togethar wrth the
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principality of Lohara, passed into the hands of a collateral, Uccala. He
was a descendant of Kantir^a, the younger brother of Harsa's ancestor

Udayaraja. This line of kings is, therefore, called the second Lohara dynasty.

The night when Harsa fled from the capital was passed by Uccala in

the matha founded by queen SuryamatT. Next morning he ascended the

throne on the 5th lunar day of the bright half of Bhadrapada, in 1101.

There were two immediate problems before Uccala. First, he had to deal

with his younger brother Sussala who had become a rebel. Second, the

Damaras had to be properly controlled. The first problem was easily solved.

Sussala was made king of Lohara and was allowed to take with him

whatever he wanteo from the Kashmir treasury. The Damara problem was
also skilfully handled. By appointing Janakacandra, the powerful Damara of

Lohara, as Lord of the Gate, Uccala excited the jealousy of the other

Damaras. There was an open fight between them in which Janakacandra

was. killed. Fearing reprisal from the king, the other Damaras left the court.

Uccala then forced all the Damaras to disband their troops.'^® Dishonest

and corrupt officials were dismissed after being subjected to humiliations

of various types, and others were placed under the continuous

superintendence of honest superiors. The people were thus liberated from

the tyranny of the greedy kayasthas."* Kalhana showers praise on Uccala

for his shrewdness and penetrating intelligence. But he, too, had his

weaknesses. He was inordinately fond of witnessing duels between warriors

and delighted to see killings in them. At the monthly receptions, at Indra’s

festival and on various other occasions, he gave rich presents to soldiers

who joined in single combats.

Although Sussala had been treated very fairly and Uccala always displayed

great affection for his younger brother, the former never gave up his ambition

of ascending the throne of Kashmir. He sent his troops across the frontier

to overthrow Uccala but suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of

Gargacandra, a powerful Damara supporter of Uccala. Sussala fled towards

the Darada country. Still, Uccala, out of tender feeling for his younger

brother, did not annex Lohara.^' After several months of troublesome

journeys, Sussala came back to Lohara. Meanwhile, Sussala also married

MeghamahjarT, grand-daughter of Kalha of Kalahjara.^^ The birth of Sussala’s

son Jayasirpha in 1105-06 brought about a complete reconciliation between

the two brothers.

A plan for overthrowing Uccala was also formulated by Bhlmadeva, a

Pamara, who put forward Bhoja, a son of Kalasa as a claimant to the

throne. BhTmadeva’s chief support was Jagaddala, the ruler of Darada.

Others who supported him included Salha (Harsa’s son from a concubine)

49. Ibid, VIII. 21-39.
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and Sanjapala. Uccala won over Jagaddala and the rebellion petered out.

Bhoja was killed. In an ever fluctuating scene of Kashmir, we read about
such rebels as a few candalas of the hilly village of Varhatacakra and
Chudda, the city warden of Kambaiesvara in the Kramarajya.^ Though
Uccala escaped all these attempts at his life, yet henceforth he began to

regard the scions of Harsa’s family as sources of potential danger. Before
these risings took place, Uccala had allowed Bhiksacara, son of Bhoja and
a grandson of Harsa, to be brought up in his palace by his queen JayamatT.

Becoming apprehensive of trouble from him, Uccala ordered him to be
killed. The executioners threw the boy in the river but, as fate would have
it, a pious brahman picked him up and entrusted him to a woman who
took him to Naravarman, the king of Malwa (1097-1111) where he grew

up and gave much trouble to Sussala and his son.’’^ The seed of disaffection

had taken root in the minds of the officers and they did not give up their

ambition for the throne. With the help of Sadda, they successfully conspired

to kill the king, on 8 December 1111. Uccala was only forty-one at the

time of his death.

Radda immediately ascended the throne and assumed the coronation

name of ^ahkharaja. However, as the day dawned, Gargacandra, the

Damara of Lohara, who had got the news of king Uccala’s murder, arrived

and killed all the conspirators. Uccala’s son being an infant, Gargacandra

placed Salhana, a half-brother of Uccala, on the throne.

SALHANA (1111-12)

Sussala marched from Lohara with a small force after hearing the news

of his brother’s murder. He was opposed by Gargacandra, who did not

like to see a strong ruler on the throne of Kashmir, Sussala suffered defeat

and fled towards Wanaka, modern Viran, on the frontier of Lohara and

after experiencing great hardships reached Lohara. Gargacandra’s influence

was now supreme at the Kashmir court. Salhana was a mere puppet in

his hands. Gargacandra ruthlessly destroyed all his opponents and the

people were terror-stricken. Some of the citizens under a misapprehension

attacked Gargacandra, who suspected that the king Salhana had instigated

the citizens. This led to a rupture between the king and the king-maker.

Gargacandra opened negotiations with Sussala, who immediately responded.

SUSSALA (1112-20 AND 1121-28)

On the third day of the bright half of Vaisakha, in 1112, Sussala ascended

the throne with the help of Gargacandra. The first act of Sussala after his

accession was to exterminate all those who were involved in the conspiracy
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behind his brother’s murder.

Sussala had been on the throne only for a month when Gargacandra

and some other Damaras rebelled. The royal force suffered some reverses

in the Vijayaksetra area but the situation was soon retrieved when Sussala

forced Gargacandra to submit. The other rebels were also defeated. When
the rising had been suppressed, Sussala treated Gargacandra with honour,

for he was anxious to secure his support against the feudal chiefs from

whom trouble could be expected any moment.

Sahasramahgala, whose position in the genealogy of the Lohara dynasty

is not indicated by Kalhana, became the centre of intrigues. However, he

was soon to be replaced by Bhiksacara, son of prince Bhoja as the rallying

point for all rebellious elements. His first attempt failed and he retired to

the court of Chamba, where he spent five years waiting for his chance.

After the death of his first wife, he married the daughter of a Thakkura of

Chenab, and stayed with his father-in-law.

During the short respite Sussala paid attention to internal administration.

He replaced all the old officers with new ones. An ordinary kayastha,

Gauraka, who had served him at Lohara, was raised to the position of

prime minister. By enforcing strict economy and exacting taxes from the

subjects, he raised huge sums of money which he sent to the castle of

Lohara. For the time being all was well. The new Lord of the Gate,

Tilakasirnha, led a successful expedition against the ruler of Urasa (Hazara

district). But trouble soon commenced. Kalha, the ruler of Kalanjara, the

hilly region to the south-west of Punch, with whom Sussala had taken

refuge during Harsa’s reign, felt jealous of the power of Gargacandra, and

brought about a rupture between them. The troops sent to fight against

Gargacandra were defeated and their commander Tilakasirnha took to flight.

When the king personally led the army, Gargacandra left Lohara and retired

to Dhudavana, modern Durun Nar, a mountain spur near Sonmarg. From

this safe retreat he started harassing the royal forces by repeated raids.

However, Tilaka put Garga to flight and forced him to sue for peace. After

two or three months Garga came to the court. Sussala put him in prison

and got him killed by the servants of the Darada chief who happened to

visit Sussala in 1118.^

During 1118-19, Sussala intervened in the affairs of Rajauri. Its king

Somapala vjas espousing the causfe of pretender Bhiksacara. The Kashmir

king countered it by successfully installing Nagapala in place of Somapala.

However, the latter reinstated himself as soon as military support was
withdrawn by Sussala.

1119 was a fateful year in Sussala’s reign, when the smouldering discontent

of the Damaras flared up into rebellions in various parts of the state. The

trouble commenced with the appointment of Gajjaka as dandadhikarin

(superintendent of police) for punishing the partisans of Gargacandra, who

56. For details of Gargacandra's rebeltion, see ibid, VIII, 564-645.
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“in fear of oppression” had joined Mallakostha, the Damara of Lohara.
Mallakostha felt “irritated" by this appointment and killed Gajjaka. This
meant open defiance of the king, who in his anger put Mallakostha's
half-brother Arjunakostha and several other Damaras into prison and set
out to Lahara. Mallakostha fled. The king, after stationing a force in Lahara,
returned to the city. Next he ordered an attack on Prthvihara, the Damara
of 6amala, who managed to escape and formed a league of eighteen

Damaras in Samahgasa, modern Sangas near Achabal. The Damara host
was however defeated and dispersed by the commander-in-chief Tilaka.

But even this victory did not curb the activities of the Damaras as Tilaka

had become inactive because the king had not appreciated his previous

achievement. Consequently, the Damara hosts went about plundering stores

and harvests in the country. The following year (1120) witnessed the

formation of a formidable confederacy of the Damaras. The trouble

commenced from Devasaras (modern Divsar) where Vijaya, the brother-in-law

of Gargacandra, attacked the encamped royal army. The king sent Tilaka

to extricate this force from its precarious position while he himself marched

out to Lahara where Mallakostha had raised his head again The reverses

which he suffered in this campaign led him to commit atrocities in order

to terrorise the Damaras. While the king was able to hold Mallakostha, his

commander-in-chief defeated Vijaya, who took to flight but died.

Before his death Vijaya had invited Bhiksacara, who had arrived in Visalata

at the foot of the Banihal pass. Mallakostha also sent his soldiers to escort

Bhiksacara to Kashmir. Sussala, instead of preventing Bhiksacara from

entering Kashmir, instructed his commander-in-chief to allow him to proceed

to Srinagar. Bhiksacara reached Madavarajya and was escorted thence to

Lahara. In the meantime the royal forces had suffered a severe defeat at

the hands of Prthvihara, the Damara of Samala. Alarmed at this, Sussala

sent his son, his queen and other members of the family to Lahara for

safety. The precaution was taken just in time for the ring of the enemies

soon began to close all around. While the Damaras from Lahara reached

close to the palace after defeating the royal forces at Hiranyapura (modern

Ranjil) at the mouth of the Sind valley, those from Madavarajya easily

reached the Mahasaril, the Mar stream or Tsunth Kul,^^ because the

commander-in-chief had returned to Srinagar leaving the road clear for

them. Srinagar was now besieged from both sides. Sussala put up a very

spirited resistance. The civil population was getting restless on account of

the terrible loss of life from the enemy’s arrows. The brahmans started

fasts as a protest against the king’s inability to protect the land. The

Damaras plundered the harvest and created a famine. Military officers and

men began deserting the king and went over to the enemy. As the soldiers

were disaffected and the citizens in a mood to revolt, it was impossible

for Sussala to hold on and he decided to quit. Followed by a few thousand

57. For details- of Stein’s note on III. 339-49 in his translation, I.
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faithful soldiers, he marched out of the capital and fled to Lohara. After

his departure, the ministers and the troops assembled and decided to offer

the crown to Bhiksacara who made a state entry into Srinagar in 1120.

The change of rulers, however, did not benefit the people, who had
pitched their hopes too high. Bhiksacara lacked both the talent to rule and

the will to act. He left the administration entirely in the hands of the

ministers and busied himself in marrying the youthful daughters of ministers

and Damaras and thus became a puppet in thdir hands.

Apprehending trouble from Sussala, he sent an expedition under his

prime minister Bimba to attack Lohara. Somapala, the ruler of Rajauri, as

also a Turkish chief from Panjab whose name is given by Kalhana as

Sallara Vismaya, joined the invading force. The invaders, however, suffered

a crushing defeat on the 13th Vaisakha, in 1121, near Punch. It was a

very favourable moment for Sussala. Bhiksacara was enjoying the embraces

of his ministers’ wives and his treasury had been emptied by his lavish

expenditures. The people in the capital were discontented; the brahmans

were angry as their agraharas were plundered by the Damaras, who were

themselves getting restless. There was an open rebellion in the capital

which was, however, put down by Prthvihara. Sussala, marching by the

Lahara route, arrived before SVinagar, engaged Bhiksacara, put him to flight

and entered the palace in Srinagar on the third day of the bright fortnight

of Jyestha in 1121 after an absence of six months and twelve days.

Bhiksacara took shelter at Pusyananada (Pushiana) in the kingdom of Rajauri.

Though Sussala got back his throne, he could not rule in peace.®®

Throughout the rest of the seven years of his rule, a continuous war with

Bhiksacara raged. His cause was taken up by the disgruntled Damaras

and Somapala. The Damara Prthvihara attacked the frontier post of Surapura

(modern Hurpur) and defeated the Kashmiri army which guarded the pass.

Entering Madavarajya, he enlisted the support of some other Damaras and

marched upon Vijayaksetra. Here he routed the Kashmiri army under the

command of Sussala, and advanced towards Srinagar. As he reached

Avantipura, the terror-stricken populace of the neighbouring towns and

villages took shelter in the Visnu temple at Avantipura. Someone from the

Damaras set fire to the wooden ramparts of the temple which resulted in a
terrible loss of life and property. Sussala now personally appeared in the field

and drove away the Damaras from Vijayaksetra. Prthvihara retired to his own
territory of Hamal from where he was driven away by Mallakostha, who was
supporting Sussala. Bhiksacara and Prthvihara were once again forced to retreat

to Pusyananada (modem Pushian).®^ The rebellion was completely crushed.

Sussala roused fresh hostility by his indiscreet acts. He started repressing

his supporters who began to' desert him and went over to the enemy. In

Magha, in 1122, Mallakostha and other disaffected Damaras again invited

58. For details of this phase of Sussala’s reign, see RSj. VIII. 1228-1329.

59. For details see Stein’s note on Ret/, VIII, 959.
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^(ksacara to attack. While Bhiksacara and Prthvihara crossed into
Madavarajya from $urapura. Mallakostha attacked Srinagar and plunderd
tt^ precincts of the palace. Sussala left the defence of the capital to his
officers and rushed himself to Madavarajya and defeated Prthvihara. Just
after this victory he got the news that Srinagar had fallen to the enemy,
and rushed back to Srinagar. On the way he lost the major portion of his
army when the bridge on the confluence of the Vitasta and Visoka®° gave
way. Undaunted by this disaster, Sussala marched to Srinagar and checked
the advance of Mallakostha with a handful of men. But he had to face
heavier odds very soon. Prthvihara, who had recovered his military strength
soon after Sussala s departure, defeated the royal army in Vijayaksetra and
marching rapidly appeared before Srinagar. Sussala had to face the twin
opposition of Mallakostha and Prthvihara. Sussala held out with his small
band of princely warriors consisting of the rulers of Chamba, Balor and
Takka. After much hard fighting Mallakostha was driven back and he fled

to the land of Darada. Prthvihara and Bhiksacara retreated to Hamal and
were pursued by Sussala, who received a serious set-back as his army
posted at Avantipura under Yasoraja went over to the enemy. Mallakostha
also reoccupied Lahara, and the pamara hosts again besieged Srinagar in

1123. Violent fighting ensued

It was a very critical year for Kashmir “which was hard to live through
and which brought death for all beings”.®’ Kalhana gives a very grim

description of the sufferings of his country. During the fight, the Damaras
set fire to a house and it spread so rapidly that the whole city was in

flames. The city became “bare of Mathas, temples, markets, houses and
looked like a burnt forest".®^ Sussala became so desperate after this calamity

that he wished for death or victory. He attacked the enemy with this

determination and wrecked havoc in its ranks. Before the day ended, the

Damdra hosts were scattered. Sussala was now confronted with another

perplexing problem. All the stored grain in the capital had been burnt in

the conflagration. Supplies from the countryside were not available as the

Damaras had plundered everything and blocked the roads to the countryside.

A terrible famine resulted. People perished in thousands. In the midst of

these troubles, Sussala suffered a sad bereavement. His beloved queen

Meghamahjarl died. The king’s grief was so intense that he decided to

abdicate. He sent for his son Jayasirnha from Lohara and crowned him

king on the first of Asadha, in 1123.

JAYASIMHA (1123-55)

The accesston of Jayasirnha was a mere formality because Sussala

retained all the powers in his own hands. However, the de jure change

60. The stream Visoka has been identified with Vesau, which joins another stream Rembyar

d little above their confluence with the Jhelum. The united stream of these two is callecj

Gambhlra, which is too deep to be forded at any time of the year See RMAS, II, 414.

'61. VIII. 1164. 62. Ibid, VIII. 1183
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proved auspicious. We are informed by Kalhana, ‘‘as soon as the prince

had been crowned, the blockade of the city, the drought, the plague, the

robbers and other troubles all vanished”®^ and there was a rich harvest.

Sussala obtained a victory over the rebels Bhiksacara, Kosthesvara and

others at Kalyanapura, and they all fled to $amala (Hamal district), to the

west of Sopar. The escape of Bhiksacara angered Sussala and he planned

his murder with the help of Utpala, a servant of the Damara Tikka. Utpala,

however, proved to be too clever and Sussala’s sinister design recoiled.

Utpala killed Sussala treacherously. This bold coup put the entire city in

confusion. Even the king’s soldiers fled in terror. Emboldened* by the

situation, the murderers returned to the palace and took away Sussala’s

dead body to Devasaras. Thus ended Sussala’s eventful reign in 1128

which, in the words of Kalhana “had brought sufferings to all, through

sorrows, terrors, poverty, death of beloved persons and other calamities’’.®^

Jayasirnha was enraged at the news of his father’s murder. The situation

was so desperate that some of the ministers advised him to retire to

Lohara. However, he acted with great discretion and proclaimed a general

amnesty. This had a great effect on the people who rallied round him and

the crisis seemed to be under control. But Bhiksacara soon marched to

the capital with a huge force of Damaras, marauders and citizens. Just

then Pahcamacandra, son of Gargacandra, arrived from Lahara, to the

great relief of Jayasirnha. Bhiksacara was defeated. Jayasimha’s position

was further strengthened by some of his father’s trusted officers managing

tp fight their way through the Damaras. The Damara menace had not

subsided yet. They were still conspiring with Bhiksacara or Somapala. Their

pawns did not come up to their expectations and, therefore, they had to

give up their plans of destabilising Jayasirnha. They joined Jayasirnha, and

Kashmir got a little respite from the bloody internal feud. After four months

of strenuous efforts, Jayasirnha was able to establish his authority over the

land. This, however, was far from being undisputed. Sujji, the

commander-in-chief of the Kashmir forces, tried to incite Somapala. Jayasirnha

managed to win over the latter by offering his daughter in marriage. Sujji

was relieved of all offices and forced to proceed to Haridwar.

Bhiksacara, who had been invited by the Damaras, moved to Visalata,

a small principality of the Khasas in the valley of the Bichlata (a tributary

of the Chenab) and took up residence in the castle of Bana^ala (modem
Banihal). The ministers of Jayasirnha succeeded in persuading the Kha^a

lord of Vi^lata to give up the cause of Bhiksacara, who died in 1130.

Jayasirnha next faced Lothana’s rebellion at the Castle of Lohara, where

he had been imprisoned by Sussala. Lothana was also supported by Sujji.

Jayasirnha’s forces under Laksanaka fled in utter confusion. The expedition

was a dismal failure. Later, Jayasirnha managed to put Sussala’s son

63. Ibid. VIII, 1235-36.

64 tfwtf, VIII, 1273.
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Mall^una on the throne but failed in his objective to acquire Lohara. He
had to reconcile with the authority of Sujji too.®^ Lohara, however, continued
to be rocked by internecine petty feuds with fluctuating alliances and
alignments. The principal actors in the scene were Lothana Mallarjuna and
Damara Kosthesvara. Jayasimha managed to take possession of Lohara
with Sujji’s help but was suspicious of his general, whom he got killed.

Sahjapala, the chief accomplice in the plot to kill Sujji, was appointed
commander-in-chief in place of Sujji and the murderer Kularaja got the post
of the city-prefect. Jayasirnha further consolidated his position by manipulating

to kill Kosthesvara and getting Mallarjuna imprisoned in Srinagar in 1 1 35.®®

The sense of security brought about a pleasant change in Jayasirnha’s

character. He became very piously disposed and kind to his subjects. He
celebrated sacrifices continuously and distributed rich sacrificial fees. He
helped the citizens to rebuild their homes by providing free supplies of

wood from the royal preserves. Men of learning as well as religious institutions

received grants of land. The royal officers and the ministers also built

mathas, temples and tanks, and granted agrahSras. The country began to

show general signs of recovery from the wounds of the long-drawn civil

strife and from natural calamities. Kalhana states; "The citizens celebrated

all kinds of great festivals, the king willingly sharing with them his available

treasures, clothing, jewellery and the rest. Abundance of food did never

cease even when crops were destroyed by premature snowfall, floods and

other calamities”.®’^ Learning flourished. The poet Mahkha, author of the

$nkanthacahta, gives in the last canto of his work the names of thirty

scholars, poets and officials. They had assembled in the house of Alahkara,

the brother of Marikha and a minister of Jayasirnha, and the occasion of

this gathering was to celebrate the completion of the $nkanthacarita.

Jayasirnha enjoyed a good name abroad. He had friendly relations with

king Govindacandra of Kannauj and Aparaditya, the Silahara prince of

Konkan, whose ambassadors were present at the literary function organised

at the hpuse of Alahkara. These claims, however, remain unsubstantiated.

Having reigned in peace for five years, Jayasirnha was again involved in

wars. Yasodhara, the king of Darada, died leaving behind a minor son.

Two minister, Viddasiha and Paryuka, were trying to usurp power. Jayasirnha

tried to take advantage of the situation but his mission under prime minister

6rihgara failed. Viddasiha, having patched up with Paryuka, established

himself as the ruler of Darada. As he harboured a grouse against Jayasirnha,

he started inciting Lothana who was residing with his father-in-law outside

Kashmir. Lothana agreed to invade Kashmir, and formed an alliance with

Alarikaracakra, the powerful Damara of Karriadha (modem Karnah in the

Kishanganga valley). He was also joined by Vigraharaja, a half-brother of

65. VIII. 1794-2007.

66. «>«, VIII. 2115-40.

67. /tttf, VIII, 2448-49.
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Jayasirpha, and Bhoja, son of Salhana. There was a danger of a general

upheaval and Jayasirpha made frantic efforts to capture Lothana. As the,

royal troops advanced, the rebels took shelter in the castle of BirahsHa oh

the river Kishanganga. The Kashmiri army was led by Dhanya. Lothana and

Vigraharaja, the two scions of the Lohara family, fell into Jayasirpha’s hands

in 1144.®® Bhoja managed to escape and after many privations reached the

Darada territory where Viddaslha welcomed him.

In Kashmir some of the Damaras incited by Rajavadana, a disgruntled

officer, plotted to revolt. The trouble started in Devasaras and soon the

whole land was in confusion. While Kashmir was in a disturbed state,

Viddaslha called the Turkish chiefs of the upper Indus region to the aid of

Bhoja, who was prevailed upon by Rajavadana to attack Kashmir immediately.

Bhoja arrived in the vicinity of the Volur lake in the autumn of 1144 without

much difficulty. But the Darada hordes and their Turkish allies were put to

flight by Sastacandra, son of the Damara Gargacandra. The retreating

barbarians induced Bhoja to accompany them, promising to attack Kashmir

again in spring. Rajavadana carried on the war for some time, hoping that

Bhoja might return. To gain time he even negotiated with Jayasiimha’s

commander-in-chief. In the meantime Alahkaracakra persuaded the Daradas

to let Bhoja go with him. With the aid of a number of Damaras he raised

a fresh revolt in Kramarajya. When the royal forces began to beat down
the Damaras, Bhoja fled and joined Rajavadana. Soon after this Jayasirpha

was faced with another critical situation. Sastacandra died and the Lord

of the Gate fell ill. The king now tried to make peace with Rajavadana and

asked him to surrender Bhoja.

While these negotiations were in progress, Bhoja, out of a feeling of

remorse on account of the miseries which continuous warfare had brought

on the land, resolved to end the fighting. He sent a message to Jayasimha

through his nurse offering to surrender, provided Jayasirpha’s queen Kaihanika

would stand surety for his safety. Jayasimha agreed and sent his ministers

accompanied by the queen to fetch Bhoja. This step of Jayasirpha taken

in all good faith was mistaken by the Damaras as a sign of weakness and

they became eager to revolt and pressed Bhoja to fight. But Bhoja adhered

to his word and, casting aside the importunities of his followers, went over

to Jayasirpha’s camp in May 1145. He was warmly received by the queen

Kaihanika and brought to Srinagar. Jayasirpha treated him with great courtesy

and arranged for his stay in the palace. Both Trillaka and Rajavadana were

defeated. During the period of peace that followed the surrender of Bhoja,

numerous temples and mathas were established through the munificence

of the royal household and the ministers. Srinagar, which had been ravaged

during the civil war, regained its former glory. Jayasirpha now crowned his

son Gulhana as the king of Lohara.®® He also strove to strengthen his

68. For Jayasima’s involvement 'n the affairs of the Daradas, see ibid, VIII, 2455-2660.

69. For details of Rajavadana’s rebellion, cf, ibid, Vlll^ 2670-2899. 2952-3279.
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position by matrimonial alliances. His daughter Menila was married to the
R^uri prince Bhupala, the son of Somapala. Another daughter RajalaksmT

was married to a neighbouring hill chief, Ghatotkaca, who led a successfyl

expedition against Ura^ and another hill state named Atygrapura (modern
Agror in the Black Mountains).

Kalhana gives an account of Jayasirnha's reign up to its twenty-second
year, ie, 1149-50. Thereafter, it is taken up by Jonaraja. There is a long

interval of almost three centuries between Kalhana and Jonaraja who
flourished in the reign of Zain-ul-Abidin. Jonaraja’s account of pre-Turkish

•Kashmir (up to c. 1340) is rather sketchy. Jonaraja tells us that Mallacandra,

a scion of the house of the rulers of Trigarta (Kangra), had been forced

by his enemies to leave his native land. He came to Kashmir in .search of

a job and was taken by king Jayasimha into his service. Mallacandra proved
very helpful in the expedition undertaken by Jayasimha against the yavanas.

Jonar^a does not mention the name of the yavana king but, in all -likelihood,

he was the Ghaznavid ruler Bahram Shah (1111-52).^° Mallacandra fought

very bravely and inflicted heavy losses on the Turkish invaders and, entering

the enemy camp, placed his shoes on the head of the Turkish ruler who
was asleep. The invaders were terror-stricken and bought peace by offering

presents.

In the Arigaon inscription dated Sastra year 73 (ad 1197), (here is a

mention of the burning of a Buddhist vihara by a Ijing named Sirriha. This

king has been taken to be Jayasirnha and is accused of "breaking images

and iacking cathoiicity”.^’ However, this view is erroneous. Hadigrama

(modem Arigaon) was burnt by the commander-in-chief Sujji during a military

operation against the enemies of Jayasirpha^^ and not in any canpaign of

persecution of Buddhists. A general conflagration of Hadigrama might have

enveloped this monastery of Avalokite^vara too.

A stone inscription of the region of Jayasirnha dated 1150 discovered in

village Ferozepur near Baramula records the installatton of some object of

worship. Copper coins bearing the legends Jayasirnharajadeva and Sri

Jayasirnhadeva are also known.^^

PARAMANDADEVA (1154/55 TO 1164/65)

Jayasirnha died in 1155 and was succeeded by his son F^ram^dadeva."’

70. He seems to be identical with Rajaputra Kalhana, son of Sahadeva (R^, VHI, 926). Cf,

Shrikanth Kaul, Jonaraja, Raj, 51 ,
n 6. According to Persian historians, the invaders had come (rom

Kabul and a battle was fought on the nver Indus {Tarikh-i-Haicbr Malik. MS, p 31 and

TarU<h‘i-Narayan Kaul. MS, f 35).

71 . N. N. Dasgupta, in HOP. V, The Struggle for B/rpira, pp 419-20

72. Rf. VIII, 1586.
'

''

73. C. J. Rodgers, in jMSS, 1879, p 281; A. Cunningham, CMI, pp 42-46

74. This is the form of the name a® given in theTapar inscription of his reign dated LS 30 Kalhana

gives Paramandi [R^, VIII, 1608 arid 2963) and ’JdnarSja records Paramanuka Aibout this form of

thf name Shrikanth Kaul has aptly remarked';' '-‘Personal and topographical names have been

tortured by the chroniclerduetdhisfendy for poetic conceits” (Introduction to Jonaraja. Raj, para 59),

H-40
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According to Jonar^, this king was interested only in amassing wealth

which he neither used for charity nor for his own enjoyment. He was

defrauded of his riches by two of his crafty ministers. According to the

Persian chronicles

—

Waqiat-i-Kashmir and TarH^-i-Hassan—the chieftains

of Pakhli, Kishtwar, Rsyauri, Jammu and Tibet became independent.

Paraman^ died in 1164 after a reign of little more than nine years and

was succeeded by his son Vantideva, whose reign of seven years seems

to have been uneventful. Jonaraja merely records his death in 1172. He

seems to have died issueless and the second line of Lohara kings came

to an end.

THE SUCCESSORS OF THE LOHARAS

In the absence of a rightful heir to the throne of Kashmir, the citizens

elected one Vuppadeva^® as king (1171-80). The traditions about the

migration of Kashmir kings of the post-Lohara phase to the region of

Kishtwar in times of crisis suggests that Vuppedeva and others came from

the Kishtwar royal family which traced its descent from the royalty of

Gaudade^a (a part of Bengal).^® Under the circumstances, the valley witnessed

almost the matsyanyaya in the absence of an authority competent enough

to control the administration. Vuppadeva was not a good choice as the

king elect was a perfect simpleton who could believe that pebbles, if fed

with milk, would grow into big stones. Jonaraja adds that when the king

dropped a jewelled ring in the Dal lake, he thought that he had made a

mark in the waters in order to identify the spot. Vuppadeva died after

occupying the throne for nine years, four months and two and a half days.

Vuppadeva’s younger brother Jassaka (1181-99), although unwilling, was

crowned by the Lavanyas, who were eager to further their own interests.

He had a tong reign of eighteen years, died in 1199 and was succeeded

by his son Jagadeva.

The people rejoiced at the accession of Jagadeva (1199-1212/13). He

soon set about removing the curse of misrule and corruption. This was

resented by the corrupt ministers who conspired against him and forced

him to leave the country. However, he had a supporter in the minister

Gunarahula, with whose help he got back the throne. The ministers hostile

to him were defeated. The king now gave his attention to pious acts and

built the temple of Harsesvara. A wicked minister Padma, who had been

made Lord of the Gate, secretly poisoned the king in 1213 after a rule of

fourteen years. Jagadeva struck copper coins.^^

75. Some manuscripts of Jonar^a’s Ri/, give the name as Vopadeva.

76. Jonar^, Sloka 61-54; Pir Ghulam Hassan Khuitani, op oil II. p 154; Hutchinson and J. Ph.

Vog^l, "History of Kashtwar State", Joume^ of the Panjab Historical Society, IV, i, 1916, pp 29f;

Y. B. Singh, "Commerce as a Determinant of Civilizational Process in early Medieval Kashmir",

paper presented at a Seminar on Tradeand Pattern ofCorrwnerce in India {ad 700- 1200i organised

by the American Institute of Indian Studies, New Delhi, 29-31 July 1983 (unpublished).

77. Cf, Rodgers, opcit,p 278, plate XII; Cunningham, opcft,p 46. Shrikanth Kaul (op dt, 55,
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Jagadeva’s son Rajadeva had fled to Kishtwar in fear of the treiacherous

minister, Padma, but the latter did not succeed in his design of usurping

the throne. His opponents brought back Rajadeva from Kishtwar. The
evil-minded Padma besieged him in the castle named after Salhana. Padma
was killed during the siege. Brahmans (Bhattas) anointed Rajadeva,^® who
showered favours on his supporters and took measures to curb the Lavanyas.

He was soon faced with a new danger. Baladhyacandra, the Damara of

Lohara, attacked him and took possession of half of Srinagar. He built a

hospice named Baladhyamatha^® after himself. But the brahmans (Bhattas)

still hesitated to anoint him king and he started looting them. The terror-stricken

brahmans openly disowned their caste in order to save themselves. Rajadeva

appears to have ousted Baladhyacandra, for Jonaraja credits him with the

building of Rajapuh and Rajaloka.®° There is an isolated mention of Vimalacarya

who is said to have rectified a misunderstanding about the calendar.

Rajadeva ruled for twenty-three years (1213-36) and was succeeded by

his son Sarhgramadeva.

Sarngramadeva (1236-52) appears to have been a very strong ruler, as

Jonaraja tells us. He caused panic in the ranks of the enemies. He appointed

his younger brother Surya as pratinidhi, probably a very high ranking official.

Surya soon became infatuated with power and began to conspire for the

throne. Hie joined hands with Baladhyacandra, the lord of Lohara, but both

were defeated. -Surya then sought the help of Tuhga, the lord of Samala,

but Sarngramadeva caught him and killed him. Fresh troubles arose from

the “sons of Kalhana" and the situation became so critical for Sarngramadeva

that he had to seek refuge with the king of RajapurT. In his absence the

Damaras tormented and fleeced the people. Sarngramadeva returned from

RajapurT, defeated his enemies and got back tiis throne. He spared the

lives of “Kalhana’s sons” as they were brahmans. He now turned his

attention to pious acts. He built twenty-one rooms for brahmans and cows

at Vijaye^vara. He was also a patron of poets. A poet named Yas^ka

wrote an account of the king’s life. He was killed by the ungrateful sons

of Kalharra in 1252, and was succeeded by his son Ramadeva in the same

year.

Ramadeva’s first act was the execution of the sons of Kalhana. Jonaraja

records the building of a castle at Sallar,"’ and the restoration of a temple

n 4) points out that Rodgers' reading of the legend on one coin as Javadev is a mistake. It is

Jagadeva, Rodgers mistook the Saradi ga as va.
,

78. A stone inscription in the S. P. Museum, Srinagar gives the name as Rajyadeva

79. Presently Balandimar near the sixth bridge in Srinagar See also FfMAS. H. 448.

80. JonarSja, RSi, 8.86. Raghunath Singh has rightly pointed out that this Rajapun cannot be

Identified with the well-known Raiauri which was the capital of a separate state. This must be a

new township or even a new quarter of the capital which was named after the ruling king Rajadeva

himself. Raghunath Singh has identified Rajaloka with the present village of Rajul in the Panjath

(Pancahasta) valley in Divasar pargana, cf, his Jonar§^al<fta Rajatarahgirf, 50. ns, 1 and 2 to v 76,

81. Sallar is the modem village of Salur in Dachunpur paragarra.
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of Visnu at Utpalapura®^ by this king. The king’s wife, Samudra, built a

hospice in the city of Srinagar.®^ As the king had no son, he adopted a

brahman boy named Laksmana who ascended the throne in 1273 after

the death of his foster-father.

Laksmana, called Laksmanadeva (1273-86) after his accession, appears

to have been a weak ruler who lost most of Kashmir to a Turkish invader

Kajjala. Amir Khusrau mentions one Khajiak amongst the four Mongol chiefs

who led the invasion of Delhi in 1287.®^ The proximity of the two dates

and the phonetic resemblance between Khajiak and Kajjala makes the

identity of the two almost certain. Laksmanadeva was no match for the

Mongol invaders and, as suggested by Lassen, appears to have lost his

life in the fight. The memory of his queen Ahala, who built a matha, is

preserved in the name of a quarter of Srinagar called Ahimar.

During the turmoil of the Mongol invasion, the royal family seems to have

moved to the valley of Lidar because Jonaraja calls Sirphadeva, who
succeeded Laksmandeva in 1286, the master of Ledari only.®® Even here

Sirphadeva was troubled by Samgramacandra, the Damara of Lahara, and

it was only after his death that Sirphadeva began to rule in peace over

the kingdom ravaged by the Mongol invasion and civil strife. The king

installed an icon of the Nrsimha incarnation of Visnu in Dhyanoddara®® and

performed the bath of the 3ivalihga at Vijbror with milk valued at a lac of

n/skas. But soon after he fell on evil ways. A dancing girl Idagali wielded

great influence on him. He also became infatuated by the beauty of the

daughter of a nurse. This licentious indulgence made him an easy victim

of intrigue and he was murdered in 1301 by one Darya, a gananapati, and

his accomplice Kamasuha who appears from his name to be a collateral

of the king.

The conspirator Kamasuha placed Suhadeva,®^ a brother of the murdered

king Simhadeva, on the throne in 1301. Jonaraja records two events of

Suhadeva's reign (1301-20), which were of far-reaching importance and

virtually changed the course of the history of Kashmir. The first was the

arrival of Shah Mir in 1313. He was a Muslim condottiere from the border

of Pahcagahvara, an area situated to the south of the Divasar pargana in

the valley of the river Ans, a tributary of the Chenab.®® King Suhadeva took

82. Utpalapura was founded by Utpala, uncle of king Chippata JayapTda. On the authority of

R^anaka Ratnakantha, it can be identified with the large village of Kakapor on the river Jhelum.

Utpala had built here a temple of Visnu called Utpalasvamin, which in ail probability was renovated

by king Ramadeva. See RMAS, II,
474.'*

83. The present mohalla of Sudarmar derives its name from Samudra’s matha.

84. Vide Qiran-us-SadaIn, which gives an account of the Mongol invasion of Delhi in 1287. The

Mongols appear to have first raided Kashmir some time before 1286.

85. Jonaraja. Ray, v 1 17.

86. An officer In charge of the department of accounts.

87. Simhadeva and Suhadeva are wrongly merged Into one in Wolseley Haig, ed, Cambridge

History of india, III. p 277.

88. Jonaraja traces the descent of Shah Mir from one Partha who is compared with the
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him into his sen/ice and conferred upon him a village, probably the present

Andrakot, as a fief. The second was the Mongol invasion of Kashmir under

Dulacha,®® who came with an army of 60,000 horses. Suhadeva was too

weak to face the ruthless invader and tried to buy him off. In order to

raise money he imposed a special tax on all his subjects. This was bitterly

resented by the brahmans and in protest they started fasts unto death.

Suhadeva stood helpless. Unopposed Dulacha entered Kashmir and started

ravaging the country with fire and sword. The unfortunate people fled first

to the west and then towards the south.* There was a two-pronged attack.

From one side the army of Dulacha was wrecking havoc. On the other

side were the soldiers of Rincana, a Tibetan adventurer from Ladakh, who

had been forced to flee from his home by the enemies described by

Jonaraja as Kalamanyas, who are variously identified.®^ Rincana arrived in

Nila^“ in Lahara, the chiefship of Ramacandra.®® The king kept quiet.

Rihcana’s soldiers captured the Kashmiris who were running here and there

to escape the fury of Dulacha’s army, took them to the mountains and

sold them to the Bhattas. After eight months of rapine, bloodshed and

arson Dulacha left Kashmir by the Tarabala pass®^ in the Pir Panjal range

Mah&iharata hero Arjuna His son was Babhruvahana, who is evidently named after the son of the

epic hero born of the Manipura pnncess Citrahgada His descendant was Kuru Shah, whose son

Taharala was a great archer. His son was Shah Mir who dreamt that the goddess Parvati anointed

him to rule over Kashmir Shah Mir then repaired to Kashmir. Jonaraja tries to attribute the rise of

Shah Mir to royalty to divine blessings. The ancestors of Shah Mir appear to have been Hindus of

this region which had been the home of the Khavas After the advent of Islam in the neighbouring

Panjab, Kuru Shah adopted it. The tradition of the Hindu ancestry of the sultans of Kashmir seems

to have lingered on up to the reign of Shihab-ud-din, whose Kother inscnption of 1360 calls him

a scion of the Pandava dynasty. [Such genealogies need not be taken senously as they were a

part of legitimising processes in early medieval India. Such instances are available for practically all

dynasties included in the present volume -Eds]

89 There has been a lot of misunderstanding regarding the identity of Dulacha. Jonaraja calls

him the cornrhander of the army of Karmasena. an imperial ruler {cakravartin). Abul FazI calls him

the commander-in-chief of the king of Kandahar (Ain-i-Akbari. II, p 383). Nizam-ud-din and Firishta

designate him as the Mir Bakhshi of the king of Qandhar. But, according to Mohib-uKHa^n. These

stati^nts are apocryphal. Qandhar did not have at this time any chief of 'ts owa was in

reality a Mongol, who came from Turkistan" {Kashmir under the Sultans, pp 33-36). The identity

has been further clarified by Shrikanth Kaul, who has pointed out, -dulaca in Jonaraja s chronicle

appears to be the Indianised form of du-lu-hau-chi, the Chinese adaptation o the Mongd

Darukachen"; and "this designation was borne by the representatives of the Mongol p^r in the

conquered provinces”. Kaul further says, "If Karmasena is a topographrcal name, it may

with Karmuchin in Turkistan" (Jonaraja.m 65-66). See also Khwaja Muhammad Azam Deedman.

WaaiaN-Kashmir, p 24. ,

90. Jonaraja. Raj, 155. Dulacha seems to have entered Kashmir from north^

91 . Vogel and Francke regard them as the people of Kharmong. the cajxtal of a

(M. XXXVII , 1 908, p 1 87), while Petech identifies them with be-Kalmon, people of the Guge lege d.

^ VII, 1631 and can be identified with the modem

village of Nilab in Lar pargana.
„ .--u . on

93. Cf, A. Francke, History, Foklore and Culture of Tibet, p 6a
ohrikanth Ka .i

94. On the authority of Snvara [Raj, I, vii. 204-05) Tarabala has been identified by Shnkanth Kaul
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in Divasar pargana. He took 50,000 prisoners who were subjected to most

inhuman torture. But most of the invading army along with the unfortunate

prisoners perished in a snow storm. Dulacha had by his atrocities reduced

Kashmir to a wretched and pitiable state which is thus described by

Jonaraja: “The land of Kashmir became sparse in population, uncultivated,

denuded of all foodstuff, full of weeds, it looked as in primeval age”.®® To
add to the misery of the people, the neighbouring tribes from Abhisara*

also raided Kashmir about this time and plundered the country. They yvere,

however.' expelled by Rihcana under instructions from Ramacandra, the

Damara of Lahara, who was now the only power to look after the interests

of Kashmir. But having won the confidence of Ramacandra, Rihcana

treacherously murdered him, married his daughter Kota, advanced upon
Srinagar and occupied it. Suhadeva, who had been in hiding since the

advent of Dulacha, fled to Paramandala®^ without fighting against Rihcana

who ascended the throne in 1320.

The sovereignty of Kashmir now passed into the hands of foreigners for

the first time. According to Jonaraja Rihcana (1320-23) established peace

in the land and broke up the power of the feudal chiefs (Lavanyas). He is

said to have expressed a desire to be initiated into Sivaism but the Kashmiri

pontiff DevasvamT refused to admit a Bhauta into the brahmanic fold.

Rihcana turned to Islam where he got a warm welcome.

Rihcana could not enjoy ruling over Kashmir for long. He was attacked

by the Ladakhi faction led by Tukka, at Virh^aprastha.®® The conspirators,

taking him for dead, hurried to occupy the palace. However, Rihcana, who
had survived the attack, returned to the palace. The conspirators, blaming

each other, fell out among themselves and perished. The king, in order to

ensure the safety of his person, built a fortified residence named Rihcanapura.®®

These measures proved futile. The king developed a severe headache and

died in 1323 after a brief rule of around three years.

The shrewd Shah Mir, who had been appointed by Rihcana as the

guardian of his son Haidar, did not put the latter on the throne as he was
a minor. Nor did he find himself in a position to usurp the throne. He,

with a pass in the Pir Panjal range in the Divasar pargana. On my personal knowledge of Kashmir

geography, I had identified it with the Tragbal or Razdiangan pass through which the Gilgit transport

road parsed (V. V. Min^i FeKcMation Vohjme, 1965, pp 400-01).

95. Jonariya, RSj. 162.

96.

' Abhisaiia coupled with Darva is often mentioned m the Pur&)8S and the Mah&)h§rata.

According to Stem, "it comprised the whole tract of lower and middle hills lying between the Vitasta

and Chandrabhaga" {RMAS, 1, 180n). According to glossata A2 of RIpnaka Ratnakantha’s MS,

It corresponds to modem Bhimber.

97. As pointed out by Shiikanth Kaul, Paramandala is identified in the Persian translation with

the payana of Khovurpor in the eastern portion of the Udar valley (Jonardja, RSi, 70, n 3). Raghupath

Singh, who does not quote any authonty, identifies it with Sopor (Jonar^, 171 in).

98. This has been identified with Idgah maidan in Srinagar.

99. Shiikanth Kaul identifies it with the present mohalla Bodger on the right bank of the Jhelum,

below the fifth bridge.
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therefore, Udayanadeva (said to be a brother of SOhadeva) from
Gandhara.’“ The Lavanyas too welcomed Udayanadeva’s advent to the
throne. In order to further strengthen his claim to the throne, he manied
KotadevT the widowed queen of Rincana. Quite unaware of the sinister

designs of Shah Mir, he assigned to him the important office of the Guardian
of the Gate, a key post in the Kashmir administration of those days. Not
content with showering this favour, the king foolishly wasted his munificence
in granting the proprietorship of the Kramar%a and a few other districts

to Ali Sher and Jam Sher, the two sons of Shah Mir.

While the king was thus occupied in liberal benefactions, he was cor fronted

by an unexpected danger. Acala, the nephew of KotadevT, helped by the

ruler ot Mugdhapura, invaded the land and reached BhTmanaka. The king

fled ter Ladakh and the.people looked to Shah Mir for protection. However,
the queen Didda made a clever move in telling the invader that the vacant

throne was his and he should not cause unnecessary bloodshed. His

advance of Kashmir was further put off by engaging him in festivities on
the route. Meanwhile, Kota assigned the royal position to a certain Tibetan

named Khe Rihcana. Since the invasion of Acala petered out, Udayanadeva

returned to Kashmir and Kota, got rid of the Rincana.

Shah Mir continued to augment his power and influence. He was already

the Guardian of the Gate and his two sons were in possession of big fiefs.

Two of his grandsons—$irah^taka, the future Sultan Shahab-ud-din and

Hind Khan—also held important positions. The Shah planned to win over

the strong chiefs and high officers by means of matrimonial alliances. He

gaye one of his granddaughters to Lusta, the lord of Sartkarapura (modem
Patan), and won that territory. Another granddaughter was married to the

lord of Bharigila. He brought under his sway the pargana of BahurOpa and

the district of $amala (modem Hamal) and imposed taxes on the people

of Karala (the Adwin pargana). Next he thought of taking Vijayesa (modem

Vijbror) and occupied the plateau of Cakradhara (present Tsakdar). Another

chief Kotaraja was won over by his marriage with Shah Mir’s daughter

Guhra. By these politic moves, Shah Mir made the Lavanyas accept his

rising power. Jonaraja rightly says that "the Lavanyas bore like garlands

these daughters; but they did not realize that they were she-serpents with

deadly venom”. While Shah Mir was tightening his hold on Kashmir,

Udayanadeva remained a silent spectator till he died in 1339.

Kota (1339) was so scared of the rebellious intent of Shah Mir that she

kept the king’s death a closely guarded secret for .four days. She ascended

the throne with the support of the Lavanyas. Shah Mir and other ministers

100. According to the Persian histones of Kashmir, Udayanadeva had been sent to negotiate

peace with Dulacha by offering him a huge ransom. Having failed to dissuade him from invading'

Kashmir, he dared not return home and stayed away in GandhSra. H.C. Ray .takes Udayanadeva

to be a reiative of Rifteana without citing any evidence. Cf, DHNI, I, p 179.

101. Jonarija, Rf, 259.
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apparently submitted. Kota, however, was conscious of the danger from

Shah Mir and, passing him over, she appointed Bhatta Bhiksana as her

chief minister. The wily Shah Mir pretended illness and when the queen

sent Bhatta Bhiksana to enquire about his health, he got the latter murdered.

The rift was now in the open. Though Kota was then in a position to

capture Shah Mir, she allowed him freedom on the advice of treacherous

ministers. But events were moving fast. Kota had left the palace to punish

the commander-in-chief who had displayed her but she was herself taken

prisoner by the commander-in-chief in league with Shah Mir. She was,

however, rescued from imprisonment by the minister Kumara Bhatta, who
played a clever ruse. On coming out she severely punished the

commander-in-chief but still took no action against Shah Mir. When Kota

had gone out to JayapTdapura (modern Andrakot),’®^ Shah Mir took possession

of Srinagar and even the Lavanyas submitted to him. Kota now shut herself

in the fort of JayapTdapura. Shah Mir who had won over the army and

the feudal chiefs, besieged the fort, and made overtures of peace by offering

to marry her and share the throne with her. Kota had no choice but to

surrender. From this point, we have conflicting evidence regarding the

conduct of Kota and the course of events. According to Jonaraja, Kota

appears to have accepted these terms and for one night shared the bed

with Shah Mir who put her in prison the next morning and became the

ruler of Kashmir in 1339.^“ This marks the beginning of Turkish rule in

Kashmir by an adventurer who had entered Kashmir only twenty-six years

before.

102 Jonaraja does not tell us the exact reason for Ko^'s departure from Srinagar. He simply

says that Kota left it on account of the exigency of work. Mohibbul Hasan says that Shah Mir was
very popular in Srinagar. Therefore, Kota made Jayapidapura her capital as itwas strongly fortified.

103. There are conflicting views regarding the end of KotadevT. While Jonaraja says that she

was put under the guard of musclemen, and leaves us to guess as to what becevne of her, the

Persian historians teU us that, dressed in bridal robes,^ entered the nuptial chamberand thrusting

a dagger in her stomach she brought out her entrails and offered them to Shah Mir. Cf; P.N. Kaul

Bamzai, History c^Keshrtw. p 162. See also the Munich manuscript and Taitpa^-^ia^san.
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First Lohara Dynasty

(1003-1101)

Simharaja, king of Lohara

i

1 1

Ud^araja

4

Didcla(c).1003) KantlrSja

Vigraharaja, 1

.

king of Lohara

Sarngramaraja,

king of Kashmir

(1003-28)

4

1

2. Hariraja

(1028)

3.

1

Ananta-Suryamati

(1028-63)

1

4. KalaSa (1063-89)*

i

1 i 4 4 4

5. Utkarsa

(1089)

6. Harsa

(1089-1101)

i

Vljayamalla jayaraja Bhoja

Bhoja

Bhik^cara

(1120-21)

‘

The initial year of the reign refers to his cte jure status even after the resumption of authority

by Ananta.
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Second Ljdhara Dynasty

(1101-71)

Simharaja, king of Lohara

1

Kantirdja

i

Jassar^

i

Gaiiga

i

Malla

I J J I

1. Uccala

(1101
-11 )

2. Salhana 3. Sussala Lothana

(1111-12) (1112-20ancl

,
1121-28)

* i

Bhoja 4. Jayasimha

(1123-K)

I .

r

Gulhana.

king of Lohara

5. Paramandadeva (ParamanuKa)

11 54-66 to 1164-66

i

6. Vantkteva

(1164-66101171)
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Spccessas of the Lohaes

(1171-1339)

(a) Line of Vuppadeva (1171-1286)

2. Jassaka (1180-90)

i

3. Jagadeva (1199-1212/13)

i

4. Rajadeva 121 2/13 to 1236)

i

5. Samgramadeva (1236-52)

i

‘

6. Ramadeva (1252-73)

i

7. Laksmanadeva (1273-86)

(adopted son)

(b) Line of Simhadeva (1286-1320)

1

1. Simhadeva (1286-1301) 2. Sijhadeva(1301-20)

i

Udayanadevaor

Udyanadeva=Kotadevi (1323-39)*

i

KotadevT(1339)

(c) Bhauttas

Rifteana (1320-23)»Kot§devT

i

Haidara

(imprisoned by Shah Mir)

Vuppadeva

(1171-80)

‘Said to have been a brother of SOhadeva and Kotidevf, was the vwdowed queen of Riftcaha
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NEPAL

During the period under survey, the political history of Nepal seems to

be uneventful. In spite of a number of varii^valfs (chronicles), colophons

of many manuscripts, isolated inscriptions of Nepal and a few foreign

documents we do not get adequate infonnation about its political history.

The earliest chronicle, originally consisting of three separate works and

discovered by C. Bendall, was compiled some time between Newari sariivat

(hereafter ns) 500 and 515 (ad 1380-95) in the reign of Jayasthiti Malla.

Some later chronicles were compiled as late as 1800 (edited by D. Wright),

1834 and 1882. The list of kings and the chronology in these two types

of texts (except the one compiled in 1882) are seldom identical. Long ago

Bhagwanlal Indrayi and Syh/ain L6vi correctly noticed that the chronology in

the later varh^alis (excluding that of 1882) was less trustworthy than the

earlier group of chronicles. The later group omits the names of the rulers

of the Malla dynasty reigning between 1258 and 1380. They insert the

names of the Karnata rulers of Mithila as having ruled Nepal. The chronology

given in the earlier group of chronicles is also not always dependable. On
several occasions they assign long periods to the rule of certain kings.

Petech and Regmi have rejected them several times and usually suggest

the reign periods afresh on the basis of other types of documents. But

they too have differed widely at times in their speculations. Here, unless

otherwise stated, the dating of Petech has been followed. The colophons

of manuscripts have enabled historians to verify the data of the vamiavalis.

Many of them not only mention the names of scribes and reigning kings

but also the date of their compilations. A few of them refer to some facts

of political significance which occurred at the time of copying the manuscripts.

Similarly, a few facts of political history are also noticed in some isolated

inscriptions of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The earliest one is dated

NS 125 (c. AD 1004) of the time of Nirbhayadeva. Tucci was the foremost

scholar to utilise the Tibetan source on the Malla rulers of the Kamali basin.

It is now an established fact that the Newari smhvat was started by

Raghavadeva of the so-called ThakurT dynasty on 20 October 879 (Karttika

$ud pratipad of the Saka year 801 expired). Relying on Bendall’s view, R.

C. Majumdar holds that Raghavadeva’s immediate successors were three

and thereafter Gunakamadeva I became the king of Nepal. ^ But L. Petech

1. CHI (W), III, i, p 683.
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suggests, on the basis of the findings of both Bendall and Kirkpatrick, that
Gunakamadeva ruled during c. 942-1008* This ruler’s name is inserted
between the names of Narendradeva (c. 997-99) and Udayadeva (c.

998-1004). Petech admits that Guriakamadeva’s position in the royal list

“wedged in between two jointly ruling kings, is very strange”.® His explanation

for this assertion is that since the forty-fourth year of Raghavadeva’s reign

Nepal was divided into two kingdoms. While Narendradeva, Udayadeva and
their successor Nirbhayadeva (c. 1004-9) were the rulers of Patan,

Guiiakamadeva was the ruler of another part of Nepal. Refuting Petech,

D. R. Regmi holds that Gurrakamadeva was the sole ruler of Nepal and
the fifth successor of RSghavadeva.^

In the preceding volumes of this series, R. C. Majumdar had already

written about the achievements of Gunakamadeva (942-1002).® He is believed

to be the founder of the cities of Kantipura (Kathmandu), Patan and Sanku.

He also started new religious institutions, particularly the yatra in honour of

Khasarparra Loke^vara and made varied types of endowments. According

to Lj§vi, he revived the Matsyendra ratha-yatri at Kathmandu.® He is also

given the credit of ushering in the change in Nepal from a rural and

agricultural region to an urban and industrial one. The transitbn may have

been helped by the country’s association with Tibet and the plains of

northern India.

The first part of the varhiavalF discovered by Bendalf shows that

Gurrakamadeva I was succeeded by Laksmlkamadeva I, who ruled between

1008 and 1020. The chronology utilised by Kirkpatrick® shows that Udayadeva

was followed by Nirbhayadeva. On the basis of this chronicle as well as

some other documents, Petech has argued that Patan was ruled by several

kings between 1004 and 1015. Nirbhayadeva (1(X)4-9) ruled along with

Rudradeva (1005-18) between 1008 and 1009. After the death of

Nirbhayadeva, Rudradeva reigned together with Bhpjadeva (1009-20). It is,

therefore, apparent that while on the one hand Raghavadeva, Narendradeva,

Udayadeva, Nirbhayadeva, Rudradeva and Bhoja ruled from Patan between

923 and 1015, Guriakamadeva 1 and Laksmlkamadeva I ruled over an

unspecified prortion of Nepal during the same period. A colophon of the

manuscript of the Astasahasrika-pre^na-paramita dated 3 March 1 01 5 states,

“Under SrT-Bhojadeva the associate king and Rudradeva who had been

gained (by Bhpjadeva to appxjint him as his colleague) through the infinite

multitude of his merits; and while Laksmlkamadeva, a thunder-b^ t^ a

2. WNIV. pp 33. 37.

3. *«, p 34. V

'

4. MN, I. p 112.
. , ,

5. CHI(IHQ. III. i. p 583.
,

, . ,,
,

6. Cited by R. Ram, Hstay of Buddhism h Nepal, p. 89,

7. V’ cifed by Petech^ MHN. p ,37., , , ^

8. VK dted in WNN, pp 34f.
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world of enemies, was enjoying half the kingdom.”®

For nearly two hundred years from the time of Raghavadeva, the founder

of the Newari era, dvairajya appears frequently as a political system in

Nepal. Sylvain Levi has made significant obsen/ations on this subject.’® It

meant that two kings ruled jointly. They were either equal in rank or one

was senior to the other. Though, actually, each one ruled over one-half of

the kingdom, both the parts of the kingdom were theoretically considered

as a whole. He adds that in dvaira^a one of the half-kingdoms could, in

its turn, be ruled by two joint kings. These observations are true for the

rulers of Patan. Such a system is mentioned by Kautilya in the Arthe^astra

and Kalid^ in his Malavikagnimitram. However, in the colophon of the

above-mentioned manuscript of the Astasahasrika-pr^fi^Dammita dated

1JD15, it is stated that Laksmlkamadeva enjoyed ardharSjya while Bhojadeva

was ruling over the other half-kingdom (in-Latem/karnadeva/r-an/agg^

kuH^-ardharajye' pabhukt^. The ruler of an ardhar§iya was not a full king.

His position was inferior to the rulers in a dvaii^ijya, which consisted of a

superior and a subordinate king.

It has been pointed out earlier that Laksmlkamadeva was the successor,

possibly a son, of Gunakamadeva I and he ruled over a part of Nepal till

c. 1020. He was, as known from the colophon of a manuscript dated ns

135 (ad 1014), also a partner in the dvairajya at Patan. In the colophon

of another manuscript dated 10 July 1024, he is given the title of

mahiks^xiNrs^ parame^ara. It appears from the chronologies and most

of the dated colophons that he was the sole ruler of Nepal between ns

140 and 161 (ad 1019-40/41). Both Petech and Regmi draw our attention

to the fact that according to VK and V’ he ruled for twenty-one years and

In later varti^ava^ for twenty-two years. He may have ruled peacefully till

NS 159 (ad 30 March 1039), the date of completton of a manuscript of

the Saddharrnefjundai^, which is preserved in the library of Cambridge

University. But, three weeks later, a great rebellion broke out. The colophon

of a manuscript of the Hmi\sayamala (Darbar Library, I. 1076. 23) completed

on 10 Vai^ikha-Kfsna ns 159 (ad. 20 /4pril 1039) mentions that a

"mahayuddha” began at fdirmpm-bruma, which is considered identical

with modem Bhatgaon.” This manuscript was copied "for the sake of

bringing peace to an unhappy world, at the time when a great war was
raging at Bhatgaon”. It is difficult to ascertain whether this war was a

rebelKon against Laksmlkamadeva or a struggle for succession. According

tb Tlranitha, in 104(} Ati^ DTpahkara was received by Grag-pa-matha-yas,

9. Translation by Petech, AfHN, p 36. He differed from Foucher who, foHowed by S. L&vi

and L. D. Barnett, suggested that the two verses “meant that Bhojadeva was the successor

of Rudradeva; after having gained him by infinite merits to appoint him as such; and that

LaksnriikSmadeva reigned in the other half of the kingdom” (cited in p 36).

10. L6 Nepal. II, pp 187-88.

11. R. QnoH, Nepalese Inscriptions in Gxpta Chafacters, nos XXIV and XXV. pp 32, 33.
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which is restored as AnantaKTrtti (but Barnett suggests Yasodeva, vide DHNI,
I, p 200 n), a ruler of Palpa in western Nepal. Hence possibly Laksmlkamadeva
ceased to be the ruler of the whole of Nepal betvi^n 1039 and 1041.
The relationship between Anantaklrtti and Laksmlkamadeva is not known.

However, Laksmlkamadeva was succeeded by Jayadeva (according to VK),
who is also known as Vijayadeva and Jayakamadeva in other chronicles.

Though the V’ and VK give thirty-one and twenty years respectively for his

reign, yet both texts mention that he enjoyed ardham/ya at Lalitapun.’* VK,
however, records that after remaining a (king) for hventy years (1041 -61),

Vijaya enjoyed ardhar^ for ten years at Lalitapatan and thereafter, for

seven years and four months, ruled jointly with BhSskaradeva. Wright,

Bhagwanlal Indraji and S. L6vi have suggested that Bhaskaradeva was the

founder-king of the Nayakot Thakuns.’® Wright has also written that when
Jayadeva died without leaving ^any issue, the ThakurT clan of Nayakot elected

Bhaskaradeva, who was an erstwhile powerful vassal of Jayadeva. If we
go by Petech’s chronology, Bhaskaradeva remained king between 1043
and 1050, and definitely did not rule from Patan but from another place

considered to be Bhatgaon. The statements in V’ (f. 2326) and VK taken

together imply that he sold the crown of his father and destroyed the

golden image of Manohara (according to VK) or goddess Mane^varl (according

to V’) and, consequently, became blind. According to the colophon of a
manuscript CatuspiUTanibandha dated ns 165 (ad 26 July 1045),’^ he ruled

not from Patan but from the old capital set up by Gunakamadeva I. Petech

and Regmi had doubts whether this old capital could be identified with

Bhatgaon.

According to the chronicles, Bhaskaradeva was foltowed by Baladeva (or

Balavantadeva of V^), Pradyumnakamadeva and 3ahkaradeva in succession.

Some scholars believe that Baladeva (c. 1048-62) ruled over the half-kingdom

for about two years and thereafter as full king at least during c. 1050-62,

as known from the colophons of the three dated manuscripts of his reign

(12 January 1052; 28 January 1056 and 14 January 1060). He set up

the city of Haripur. The chronicles differ on the period of rule of

Pradyumnakamadeva (ns 180-81 or 186-87/ad1060-61 or 1066-67). He is

given lull imperial titles such as rajadhiraja parame^vara in all the three

extant manuscripts of his reign. The colophon of a manuscript of the

Pancarak^, dated ns 183 (ad 26 May 1063) records that Sahkaradeva,

possibly a type of commander-in-chief, defeated the enemies.’® The colophon

of another copy of the- same work dated 10 M^ha Krsrw ns 186 (ap 25

January 1066, states that ms^iasivanta mahasamants^ Janardanajiva was

12. ated by Petech, MHN, pp 40-41 . Regmi admits the statement of VK that Bhiskaiadeva

was co-ruler with Jayadeva, but curiously denies that cMrSjye fMN, I, pp 123, 13^.

13. Wright, VW,p157;M,XIII,p413;L6vi,Ld/V8pa/,ll,p103:cfal8oON(W.I,p200.

14. Cited in A«H/V, I, p 41 and IMN. I, pp 123-24,

15. MHN, p 45 surmises that he viron a victory over the other half-kingdom.
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the ruler of Udayapura (Udayepumcffiipat^. On the pedestal of an image of

the sun in ThapaNti, Patan, it is recorded that in ns 185 (ao 1064/65) in

the reign of MahTpati Pradyumnakamadeva, an image of the sun god was
installed.’® Nothing is known about Nagarjunadeva ns 1 82-85 (c. ad 1 062-65).

Petech suggests that Nagarjunadeva was defeated and dethroned by

Sailkaradeva who acted on behalf of Pradyumnakamadeva. The colophon

of a manuscript of the Paflcarak^ dated 26 May 1063 reveals that when
^karadeva defeated an enemy in the Nepala mandala during the time

of Pradyumnakamadeva, he was already a ruling chieftain (vijayariiye)'^

Though the varhSavalTs differ about the duration of his reign, yet all of them

give hirri the credit of ruling over whole of Nepal. Possibly he kept the

country under peace for a long time between 1065 and 1082. He is also

known to have been a devotee of Siva and, according to VK, made an

image of SarlkeSvara, completed a chapel and installed an image of BhagavatT

Manohara.

The ancient chronicles like V’ and VK show that the next king after

Sarlkaradeva was Vimadeva (1082-85) who ruled for three years. But H.C.

Ray and Petech support the view of Wright that the later state

that Vamadeva, a remote descendant of Aiti^uvarman, expelled Sahkaradeva

with the help of the ThakuiTs of Patan and Kathmandu and himself became

king. So the ThakurTs of Nayakot were dislodged from sovereignty. Bendall

holds; that Vamadeva was identical with Vanadeva, who is mentioned in

an inscription at Patan dated 26 Aprii 1083.'® But S. L6vi does not accept

this view.'® On the basis of a manuscript entitled Sel^irde^apaOjuka

(preserved in the Leningrad Public Library) dated 22 or 29 August 1084,

Petech feels that mahasSmanta NagarjunajTva of Udayapura helped'Vamadeva.

But the nature of help has not been suggested either by him or D. R. Regmi.

Vamadeva was succeeded by Harsadeva who, according to the chronicles,

ruled for sixteen (VK), thirteen (V') or fifteen (later varh^va/^ years; Curiously,

he is given the title of only in these texts and not ih any of the

colophons of the five manuscripts complleid in his r^^. According to

Petech, Har^deva ruled betvveen 1082/86 and ’1096.®° *

The struggle for succession af^ the d^ise of HarSadevaied to chaos

and confusion In Nep^. The period -also' witnessed a torOi^hTaid and the

tB^liori of at feast one feudatbty; Later^^^^ ^ate that ’Nari^deva

'i(ld9t-l1i47), a prlifoe Of Nepal and defeatW hisd^Nj^lese

Ubyadev^ Pa^'^d- Aiaridairiste 6f BhatgaOri, iiltritfouced

'the Sildi eia ih'N^''4^ e^abfiStfed'hr^'rfoud at 'Bh^fgaon.' WH^t’hoted
c'CA -c .! 'M'".

16. MN, III, p 5, Ins. VIII.

' '

19. lj6^'LaNi^yf,'lfri5''l9a.‘'

20. MHiy, p 49. Bendall suggested 1lis ci^ ‘of''i^T^ri ’^;i09d!'''tb^ arid TCfeS. He
and Ij6vi 1ri’N6'^f9 ^'1t)9^, WN0^:x ’
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that he ruled over Patan, Bhatgaon and Kathmandu. Levi correctly held

that to admit the presence of Malla rulers in Nepal at the end of the

eleventh century is a factual blunder.^’ R. C. Majumdar and H. C. Ray

believed that Nanyadeva not only raided but also made the kings of the

valley of Nepal his vassals.'^^ There is great force in the argument of Petech

that Nanyadeva was never a king of Nepal as he is completely unknown

to the chronicles discovered by Bendall and the main portion of the VK.”

Regmi’s strongest argument is that the inscription of Pratapamalla, which

traces his ancestry to Nanyadeva, does not refer to the conquest of Nepal

by Nanyadeva. Hence, there is little doubt that Nanyadeva invaded but did

not rule over Nepal. R. K. Choudhary and C. P. N. Sirlha hold that

Nanyadeva raided Nepal twice in 1 119-20 and 1141.^“ They do not, however,

mention their source of inference.

Petech was the first scholar to refer to mahasamantadhipati-mahasamanta

Ramadeva of Dhavalasrotra, who is mentioned in the colophon of a

manuscript entitled AryosnJ^vijaya-nama-dhararii dated 24 Kaiitika Sarhvat

220 (ad 9 November 1099) declaring his independence.^*^ Dhavalasrotra has

been identified with modern Dhaukhel or Dhulikhel, which is about 17 kms

east of Kathmandu. Petech has suggested that perhaps as an insurance

against any threat from Nanyadeva he voluntarily accepted the suze^nty

of Ramapala (c. 1072-1126) of the Pala dynasty of Bengal and Bihar.^ On

the basis of the colophon of an undated manuscript of the Kubjikamata,

D. R. Regmi not only refuted the unwarranted assumption of Petech

regarding the acceptance of the sovereignty of Ramapala of Bengal and

Bihar over Dhavalasrotra but also rightly rejected the argument of LevHhat

the name Ramadeva in the Kubjikamata is to be read as Vamadeva.^ But

we do not attach importance to the view of Regmi that the name YoginTputra

Ramadeva occurring in the colophon of the manuscript of Kubjikamata has

“no connection with the history of Nepal”^® because in the extract of this

colophon cited by Petech, the word yoginTputra does not occur. It should

also be mentioned that R. K. Choudhary made a hypothetical statemerit

that after the "fall of the Palas” Ramadeva “transferred his loyalty to Nanya”

(deva).^® .

Besides the above-mentioned foreign raid or raids of Nanyadeva and

21. Nepal, II, pp 199f.

22. R. C. Majumdar in IHQ, VII, p 686; H. C. Ray, DHNI, I, p 204.

S. n'' 0,SdWy (n CHB. I, i. pp 314-15; C. P- N. Slnte.

PP 48-49. Regmi suggests the raid over Nepal between ns 220 and 230 (ad ),

I, p 156.

25. MHN. p 53.

26. Ibid, p 54,

27. MN. I, pp 146-47.

28. Ibid, p 145.

29. CHB. I, ii, p 314.

H-41
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autonomy of at least one feudatory, Nepal again had two kings who were
very likely rivals for the throne of Patan and continuously asserted semi-royal

authority at Udayanpura between 1098 and 1126. On the basis of the

manuscript of AstasShasrika-prajniparamita, Regmi held that Sirhhadeva

was ruling at Patan on the day of the full moon of Caitia in ns 240 (ad

17 March 1120). But, in a colophon of the Sphotikavaidya, ^ivadeva is

stated to be ruling at Patan on the first day of the dark-half of Asadha,
NS 240 (ad 14 June 1120). The inevitable conclusion would be that Sivadeva
gained a victory over Sirhhadeva within three months from 1 7 March 1 1 20.

There is little doubt that these two personalities, with full royal titles in the

colophons of manuscripts compiled in their reigns, belonged to separate

factions. Moreover, the above-mentioned document of March 1120 is stated

to have been compiled in the vijayarajya of mahasamanta PisujTva of

Udayapura. Petech, however, suggests that he was a "half-king”.

The chronicles edited by Bendall (V’ and V^) and Kirkpatrick (VK) led

historians such as H. C. Ray, D. C. Ganguly and L. Petech to hold that

Sivadeva, son of Satika [ra] deva and legal successor of Harsadeva, ruled

for twenty-seven years and seven months.^ Petech also suggests that

Sivadeva’s reign extended from 1098 to 1126, though he had expressed

doubts whether his rule began earlier than Sirhhadeva’s. Almost all scholars

are unanimous about the fact that Sivadeva was supported by the Nayakot

branch of ThakurTs. H. C. Ray has observed that Nanyadeva of Mithila

espoused the cause of Sivadeva. He adds that some time before 1080 and 1088
the ThakurTs of Nayakot had been ousted by the Patan branch of ThakurTs.^'

The first statement is not based on any evidence. However, Sivadeva is

known to have constructed a golden roof and made other donations for

god Pasupati, built a palace at KTrtti-Bhaktapura (modem KTrtipura) and
issued a new silver dam with his own image and that of a lion, and gold

coins called Sivakahka^^ Wright has informed us that he introduced suki

coins, an alloy of copper and iron, which were in circulation till the sixteenth

century.^ Early chronicles of Nepal record that he appointed Mahendradeva

(bom on 18 April 1079), son of Sihadeva, as the jaur^a {yuvaraja). Petech

is the only scholar who has suggested that the correct name of the father

of Mahendradeva was Sivadeva and not Sihadeva, as written in This

prince caused the excavation of a tank called Mahendrasaras or Madanasaras

on 26 April 1119 and used to donate one dam daily as charity. Though
he lived up to ns 264 (ad 1144), he is not known to have become a king.

30. DHNI, I. pp 206-7; ACIP, V, Stable for Empire, p 46; MHN, pp 54f.

31. OHM, I, p 206. Upendra TTiakur and R. K. Choudhary also suggest that Nanyadeva
espoused the cause of ^adeva for some time, CHB, I, ii, p 315. No evidence has been
put forward by these scholars.

32. MHN, p 55; MN. I, p 164.

33. VW. pp 161-62.

34. MHN, p 56. Regmi does not find any mistake in the V* in considering Mahendradeva
as the son of Sihadeva, MN, I, p 166.
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However, according to Petech, Sivadeva jointly ruled with Sirhhadeva from
1110 to 1125.

D. R. Regmi, on the basis of the colophons of two out of the five

manuscripts copied in the reign of Siitihadeva, all of which were listed by
Petech, has argued that Simhadeva ascended the throne at Patan earlier

than Sivadeva.^® The date of copying of these two manuscripts are the

twelfth day of the dark-half of Asvin ns 231 (ad *12 October 1111) for the

Kavyadar^ and Q-Mvin-suktapak^ ns 234 (ad 9 September 1114) for the

Siddhasarasarhhita.^ It has been pointed out earlier that till now the earliest

available date of the colophon of a manuscript copied in the reign of

Sivadeva is ns 240 (ad 1120). If the data in the colophons of the

above-mentioned seven manuscripts copied during the reigns of Sirhhadeva

and Sivadeva are the only source of information, we have to accept the

view of Regmi that Sirhhadeva was the immediate successor of Harsadeva

and ascended the throne of Patan before Sivadeva. However, two significant

facts of the reign of Sirhhadeva should be noted. The copying of the third

manuscript of his reign, completed on ns 240 Caitra sukla pOmima (ad 17

March 1120), records that he was a Paramasaugata, that is, a follower of

Buddhism and mahasamanta PisujTva was ruling (if the word vijayarajye is

literally translated) at Udayapura. Petech has suggested that PisujTva was

a half-king and Sirhhadeva was a puppet ruling from Patan. Incidentally,

it may be mentioned that Regmi has raised the problem of whether rajadhiraja

paramesvara Jayendrasirhhadeva, whose name figures in an undated palm-leaf

manuscript EkallavTratantram, is identical with Sirhhadeva.^ He did not solve it.

All scholars agree that the immediate successor of Sivadeva was Indradeva,

who ruled for twelve years from Patan (1124-36). But they are not unanimous

about his identity. Possibly relying on Levi’s opinion, H. C. Ray firmly believes

that Indradeva was identical with yuvaraja Maha-lndradeva.^^ Both Petech

and Regmi correctly hold that the identification was wrong, for Indradeva

ceased to reign much before the death of Mahendradeva in ns 264 (ad

1144). Further, according to Bendall (V’) and Kirkpatrick (VK), Indradeva

ruled for twelve years. As Indradeva is not known to have been a son of

Sivadeva of Sirhhadeva, Petech correctly considered him to be “a usurper

from another family” and one who received support from the Jva chieftains

of Udayapura.''” Indeed, the contemporary chieftain Paisanand^Tva was not

as powerfuf as PisujTva, who made king Sirhhadeva a puppet. Petech refers

to the copying of two manuscripts in the reign of Indradeva, namely,

Nak^tra-jataka on 10 Phalguna sukla (n)s 248 (ad 12 February 1128) and

35. MN. I, pp 158f.

36. MHN, p 57; MN. I. p 158.

37. Op cit, p 58.

38. MN, I. p 166.

39. DHNI, I. p 207.

40. MHN. p 59.
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the Candravyakaranavrtti on 7 Caitra ^kla (n)s 254 (ad 18 March 1 134).

Regmi adds four other documents (with cdophons) of his reign, viz, the

Yamaritantramandalapayika dated 8 A^dha Krsna (n)s 247 (ad 1127);

Astasahasriksf)rajhaparamita dated 4 Pau^-sita (n)s 251 (ad 1131);

Pahcaraksa dated 3 asuni sudf (n)s 253 (ad 1133); and Namasahglti dated

5 Karttika kjkla (n)s 256. (ad 1136)/’

According to the V’ and VK, the successor of Indradeva was Manadeva.

Their relationship is unknown. Whereas these two chronicles assign a reign

of four years and seven months to him, later chronicles mention twenty

years. The colophon of the two manuscripts dated ns 258 and 259 (ad

1138 and 1139) respectively and the inscription of Varamtol (near Kathmandu)

dated ns 259 (ad 1139) show that the earlier chronicles were fairly correct

in indicating the duration of the reign of rajadhiraja parame^vara Manadeva.

According to Petech, he ruled from 1136 to 1140. The above-mentioned

inscription, dated ns 259 (ad 1139) records the gift of a water channel

(pannali) and a drona in his reign.'*^ The later chronicles also state that he

abdicated in favour of his eldest son and retired into the monastery of

Cakravihara.

The chronicles are not unanimous about the name of the successor of

Manadeva, the earlier ones naming him Narendradeva and the later Narasirhha.

These chronicles do not mention the relationship between Manadeva and

Narendradeva. H. C. Ray has conjectured that the latter was the son of

the former.''^ As the first (manuscript Pratisthatantra) among the seven extant

colophons of manuscripts completed in Narendradeva’s time (dated 11

February 1134) introduces him as "like the head of kings, a king of kings”

{Narendradeva rajendre i^araja-sadr^ydi, Petech seems to have correctly

suggested that he ruled over Bhatgaon at least since 1133.“^^ The other

six colophons'*® show that he ruled over the whole of Nepal from ns 260

to 267 (ad 1140-47).“® Thus there was a temporary reappearance of dvaitajya

between 1133 and 1140.

Narendradeva, who probably did not leave any heir, was succeeded by

Anandadeva, son of Sirhhadeva. With his accession the descendants of

Sirhhadeva ruled Nepal till almost the end of the period under survey. It

is stated in both the V’ (folios 24®-25®) and VK (p 6) that Nandadeva was
cro\ftmed as rajy^vara or supreme king of Nepal on the first day of the

dark half of Magha in ns 267 (ad 19 January 1147), changed his name

41. MN, I, p 167.

42. Bendall's Journey, pp 10 and 81 dted in DHNI, I, p 207.

43. Op at, p 208.

44. Op c^, p 62.

45. MHW, p 62; Regmi, MN, I, pp 171-72 brings to our notice three more manuscripts

compiled in 262 and 264 (ad 1142 and 1144) in addition to four printed in Petech’s

MHN, pp 60-61.

46. The reign periods of Narendradeva as stated in the VK is six years and four months,

in V’ it is six years and five months and in later varMSvaKs twenty-two years.
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to Anandadeva, ruled for twenty years and was “one who opposes the
destruction of the subjects and who is perfectly virtuous according to the
Astras and the tantras''.*^ His reign lasted for twenty years, from ns 267
to 287 (ad 1147-67) according to the above-mentioned chronicles or
twenty-one years according to the later vam^avalis. The duration of his rule

agrees perfectly with the dates stated in twenty-one colophons,"^ which
range from ns 267 to 287 (ad 1147 to 1167). The chronicles V’-and VK
and inscriptions acquaint us with his varied kinds of useful activities as, for

example, the consecration of two images of gods in the newly-built temple
at $ivagal-iol at Bhatgaon where a royal residence was also constructed

as well as a golden pranaff (water-channel) near the palace. On the basis

of the chronicles Petech writes; "he allowed freedom of buying and selling

real estate to the great feudatories {mahamandaliksij, the great officers

(mahapatra), the chiefs {pramukha) all the subjects, etc. of Nepal, with theif

sons and grandsons, etc“.'‘®

The reign of Anandadeva was a long, peaceful and prosperous one. But

D. R. Regmi draws our attention to the colophon of a manuscript dated

NS 270 (ad 1150), recently acquired by the Darbar Library, copied during

the rule {vijayarajydj of mahasamanta Haitisadeva.“ The name of Anandadeva

is not mentioned in this document. Regmi, though suggesting the possibility

of Harhsadeva being “the master of a v/saya” and “controlling the entire

East Nepal valley”, admits the lack of evidence on his defiance of the

authority of Anandadeva.®’

Anandadeva was succeeded by his brother Rudradeva (son of Sihadeva)

who is assigned a reign of eight years and one month in the V’, seven

years in the VW and surprisingly eighty years in the VK. But both Petech

and Regmi suggest that the duration of his rule must have been at least

from NS 287 to 295 (ad 1167-75).“ As a king he made some donations.

According to Wright, modern vam^valfs state that he abdicated the throne

in favour of his son and became a Buddhist monk. If the old varh^valis

like the are to be relied upon Rudradeva was succeeded by his brother

Amrtadeva (another son of Sihadeva). Amrtadeva was an unlucky sovereign,

during whose rule“ (ns 295-99/ad 1 1 74-78) a disastrous famine broke out.

47. MHN, p 66: MN, I, p 180.

48. Petech quotes data from sixteen colophons of his reign {MHN, pp 62-65). Regmi adds

five other colophons bearing dates ns 270, 272, 287 (ad 1150, -1152, 1167) in the MS of

AstasShasriki-prajflapSmmitS, ns 279 (ad 1159) in MS Pratisthatantra and ns 280 (ad 1160)

in MS KiMkaamaya (MN, I, pp 175, 177).

49. MHN, p 66.

50. MN, 1, p 178.

51. Ibid, p 178.

52. MHN, p 68: MN, I, p 183. Petech has referred to five manuscripts only. But Regmi

cited evidence from an additional two manuscnpts and four short inscriptions.

53. MHN, p 70: MN, I, p 186. Pet.ech and Regmi give greater value to the statement in

the VK and V' where Amrtadeva has been assigned a reign of three years and eleven months

and reject the later chronicles which give twenty-one years for his rule.
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Violent stnjggles amongst the scions of the ThakurT royal family broke

out either during the last two years of the reign of Amrtadeva or immediately

after his death. Regmi feels that Amrtadeva was not deposed. However,

neither he nor Petech suggest any explanation for the gap between the

last known date of the reign of Amrtadeva and the coronation of his

successor, Somesvaradeva. However, after Amrtadeva his nephew,

Some^varadeva, a son of yuvaraja Mahendradeva, the eldest son of

Sirhhadeva, according to the (folio 32-a) became the king. The VK states

that Somesvaradeva was crowned (abh/seka) on 3 November 1178. On
the basis of the colophons of manuscripts and the V\ modem scholars

suggest that he ruled from ns 299 to 302 (ad 1178-82).®^ Petech, possibly

relying on the V’ and not the V^, observed that his accession meant ‘‘a

last attempt at restoring the line of Sahkaradeva and Sivadeva”. Thus he

contradicts his earlier statement that Somesvara was the son of yuvaraja

Mahendradeva, a fact recorded in the V^. To Somesvara goes the credit

of construction of the large and beautiful wooden temple of Yogha.®^

With the death of Somesvaradeva, the ThakurT dynasty ceased to rule.

Chaos and anarchy prevailed in Nepal in the years between ns 302 and

320 (ad 1182 and 1200). Two manuscripts with the colophons dated 303
and 304 of the Nepal samvat (verified by Petech as ad 28 February 1183

and 24 May 1184) were copied during the vijayarajya or rajya of mahasamanta
Ratnadeva of DhavalasrotrT. H. C. Ray has incorrectly suggested that he

ruled immediately after Amrtadeva and before Somesvaradeva.®® Petech has

rightly pointed out that this frontier mahasamanta did not rule over the

valley. He has expressed doubts about the independence of the family of

the samantas of DhavalasrotrT, to which Ratnadeva belonged without a

break since ns 220 (ad 1100). As the chronicles do not refer to the reign

of Ratnadeva at all, it is quite probable that the throne in the capital, Patan

or Kathmandu, remained vacant at least during 1183 and 1184. The cause

of the interregnum is beyond conjecture. Neither the colophons of manuscripts

nor the early chronicles refer to any ruler of Nepal during these two years.

Historians unanimously hold that from 1184 to the end of the period

under survey, the four kings [Gunakamadeva (II), LaksmTkamadeva (II),

Vijayakamadeva and Arimalla], who ruled over Nepal, were pretenders to

the throne. The relationship between the first three are unknown. The fourth

belonged to a separate dynasty. The chronicles like the V' mention the

reign period of each of these rulers, except that of LaksmTkamadeva (II).

The VK records that Gurtakamadeva (II) ascended the throne in 7

Pau^-kJcH NS 305 (ad 11 December 1184). On the basis of the VK, the

54. MHN, p 71; MN, I, p. 187. In the VK, his reign is for six years and three months and

in V', four years and three months. Both Petech and Regmi considered the dating in VK as

incorrect.

56. The V', folio 25-b cited in MHN, p 71.

56. DHNI, I. pp 208-9.
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colophons of five manuscripts and an undated two-line inscription, it is

certain that he ruled from ns 305 to 315 (ad 1184-95).®' On the basis of
the colophons, Petech has correctly argued that Gunakamadeva (II) ruled
for a rriuch longer period than that stated in the V’. Since we find
Laksmikamadeva too as a ruler during his reign it is likely that the former
ruled from Bhatgaon for some time.

As stated above, the name of Laksmikamadeva (II) is not mentioned as
a ruler in any vamsava^. Referring to the dates in the colophons of four
manuscripts, ranging between ns 313 and 317 (ad 1193 and 1197), which
were written in the reign of rajadhiraja paramesvara Laksmikamadeva (II),

Petech concluded that he reigned from c. 1192 to c. 1198.®® As the scribe,

who completed the copy of the manuscript Pihgalamata on 2 A^dha ns
313 (ad 15 July 1193) lived at Makhanatola in Yambukrama, which is the

Newari name for Kathmandu, it is iikely that Petech inferred that

Laksmikamadeva ruled from Kathmandu. Quoting the expression

$n-Nepalamandale rajadhiraja paramesvara sh-urdhvapatakeh ^nmat-sn-

Laksmlkamadevasya vijayarajye in this colophon, Regmi has suggested that

Laksmikamadeva (II) ruled over the other portions of Nepal as well.®® Neither

he nor Petech indicate the boundaries of his kingdom.

The possibility of a civil war in the last sixteen years of the twelfth century,

as suggested by Petech, seems to be true when we find that the colophons

of five manuscripts and one stone inscription at Icahgu Narayah, which is

situated close to Kathmandu in the north-westerly direction, refer to the

rule of Vijayakamadeva in the years ns 312 to 320 (ad 1192-1200).®° Except

for one, all the other four manuscripts prefix the royal title rajadhiraja

paramesvara before his name. That single manuscript and the stone

inscription refer to his victorious reign {vijayarajye). The chronicles, as usual,

do not mention an identical period of his rule. While the V’ states that the

duration was for seven years, the VK puts it as six years and seven

months.®^ All these extant sources clearly show that Vijayakamadeva, a

contemporary of Gunakamadeva II and Laksmikamadeva II, ruled over a

57. Petech refers to three manuscripts having colophons dated ns 307 (ad 1187), ns 315

(AD 1195) and ns 316 (ad 1196) and a short inscription on the socle of the chief image in

the temple of Uma-Mahe^vara in Kobahal Tol in Patan {MHN, p 73). In addition to these

sources, Regmi introduces for the first time two other manuscripts, one of which is dated 1

Asadhs ns 307, copied in the reign of Gunakamadeva (II), {MN, I, p 193). He differs from

Petech about the date in the colophon of the manuscript of Manthanabhairavatantm. He reads

it as NS 306 (ad 1186) (MN, I, p 194), whereas Petech has deciphered it as ns 316 (ad

1196) {MHN, p 73).

58. MHN, p 75.

59. MN, I. p 195.

60. These five manuscripts and the stone inscription are cited by Petech [MHN, pp 75-76)

and Regmi {MN, I, pp 195-96).
,

61. Petech notes that Bendall had wrongly re6Kj the years in the V as 17, which is actually

seven years. While Petech writes "VK gives no years" {MHN, p 76), Regmi informs us that

the VK (p 8) gives him six years and seven months {MN, I, p 195).
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part of Nepal. If the area is to be determined by the place where the

scribe copied a manuscript in one’s reign, Yahgala (identified with Patan)

was included within the kingdom of Vijayakamadeva at least on 11 July

1196. On this date the copying of the KarandavyOha was completed.®^

Tfie Icahgu Narayan stone inscription dated Magha ns 320 (ad January

1200) is the last known document of the reign of Vijayakamadeva (II). The

colophon of a copy of the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, dated 10 Karttika

sukla NS 321“ (c. ad August (?) 1200) refers to the rule of Raja Arimalla

(Rajnah Snmadarimalladevasya vijayarajye) for the first time. It is, therefore,

certain that Vijayakamadeva II and Arimalla were contemporaries and the

latter must have been ruling somewhere in Nepal before August 1200.

Without any evidence, H. C. Ray has suggested that Arimalla seized the

royal power in the valley even before 1197.®''

Arimalla, son of Jaya^imalla, was the founder-ruler of the Malla dynasty

in Nepal. None of the chronicles mention the date of his coronation or the

circumstances which helped him ascend the throne. As the V^ records,®®

he was bom in Margasira ns 274 (ad November-December 1153). It is

therefore obvious that he came to the throne at a fairly advanced age. As
in many earlier Instances, the chronicles differ from one another on the

duration of his rule. According to the VK, he reigned for thirty-one years

and nine months while the V' mentions twenty-five years and ten months.

But the V^ records that he ruled for fifteen years and died in Bhadra or

A^vin NS 336 at the age of sixty-two years, ten months.®® This information

seems to be correct because the colophons of fourteen manuscripts copied

in his reign are dated from 10 Karttika sukla ns 321 to 7 Jyestha Krsna

NS 336.®^ Both Petech and Regmi have pointed out that the first document

of the reign of Abhayamall, son and successor of Arimalla, is dated 15

Jyestha sukla ns 337 (ad 22 May 1217). So Arimalla ruled over Nepal

from 1200 to 1216. This main branch of the Mallas of Nepal ruled up to

1258, the last known date of Arimalla’s grandson Jayadeva.

Petech had knowledge of the colophons of eleven out of fourteen

manuscripts referring to Arimalla. Reviewing the titles in these eleven

colophons, Petech marked the stages in the establishment of Arimalla’s

authority over Nepal.®® As the first two colophons known to him are dated

62. MHN. p 76.

63. First published by Regmi, MN, I, p 207. As Petech did not know of this colophon, he

wrote that Arimalla’s first colophon belonged to October 1201; MHN, p 82.

64. DHNI. I, p 212.

65. Folto 32-b.

66. MN, I, p 270. Petech, referring to the same chronicle V^, f, 32 b, states that Arimalla

died in AMn 336 (ad September-October 1216), MHN, p 84.

67. MN, 1, pp 205-7. Petech was probably unaware of the copying of three manuscripts

on 10 K&1t9<a §ukia ns 321, 13 Paim Krsna ns 321 and 1 Pmj^ ^kla ns 323, aH of

which' have been cited by Regmi, MN, I, p 207.

68. /MHW, p 85.
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9 Karttika §ukla ns 322 (ad 21 October 1201) and 4 Marga&ra Krsna ns

322 (ad 1 5 November 1 201 ) acknowledging the rule (vijayara/ye) of Arimalla

over Nepal, without any mention of royal title, he wrote, “Probably he

demurred at first to assume the styles which were proper of the late dynasty

and at the beginning thought of his rule more as of a regency than a

reign.”®® The first step towards royalty is proved by the colophons of the

three manuscripts dated between 14 July 1202 and 18 July or 3 August

1206, where Arimalla is simply styled raja or nrpa. It was only from ns

331 (ad 1208) that “he begins to wear the full royal title”. Recent researches

prove that Petech arrived at the wrong conclusions. It has already been

pointed out that Regmi is the first scholar to inform us that (a) the

colophon of a manuscript of the Astasahasrika-Prajnaparamita dated

10 Karttika sukla ns 321 states “Rajnah srTmadarimalladevasya

vijayarajye”, and (b) the colophon of the manuscript Vrtta-

sarasahgrahadharmaputrika, dated 13 Pau^ Krsna ns 321, mentions that

it was composed in the vijayarajye of $tf Nepala rajadhiraja parame^vara

paramamahesvara Pasupati-bhattarakasya $n Arimalla. .. Thus, within two

months of assuming the title of raja, Arimalla appears with full regal titles

in NS 321 (ad 1201), ie, nearly ten years earlier than the date suggested

by Petech. Further, neither literary sources nor inscriptions show that Arimalla

was just a regent. In a period of turmoil, when rivals were contesting for

absolute power, the question of showing respect to the survivors of the

previous dynasty is gratuitous assumption.

During a period of about two hundred and twenty-five years since the

last quarter of the tenth century, no foreign ruler or chieftain carved out a

kingdom in any portion of Nepal. Most historians do not support the

statement of Sylvain Levi that “Nanyadeva was able to subjugate the kings

of the (Nepal) valley as his vassals”."’ Petech"® has correctly obsenred that

he was never a king of Nepal because Nanyadeva is unknown to the

chronicle utilised by Bendall and to the main portion of the VK. He, of

course, suggests the great probability of Nanyadeva invading Nepal after

the death of Harsadeva.

Relying on the claims made in inscriptions of the undermentioned four

kings of peninsular India, some scholars believe that they exercised suzerainty

over Nepal. These rulers are (i) Somesvara I (1043-68) Cajukya of Kalyaqa

who is stated to have conquered Nepal"® in an inscription of 1047 (ii)

Somesvara 111 Bhulokamalla (1126-38) of the same dynasty, as stated in

69. Ibid.

70. Ibid, p 207.
. , ic.

71. S. L6vi. tA Nepal. II, P 202 cited by Regmi, MN, I, p 154.

72. MHN. pp 52-53.

73. G. Yazdani, ed,

Stnjggle tor Empire, p

Early History of the Deccan. I-VI, p 337. D. C. Ganguly in HCP, V.

172 suggests another date, that is, after 1050.
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the Pattadakal inscription of 1162 as having placed his feet on the heads

of the rulers of Andhra, Dravida, Magadha and Nepal, (iii) Bljjala Kalacuri’s

(1156-68) several invasions and, according to an inscription dated 1200,

described as having "disturbed the tranquility of Nepal”,^® and (iv) Sahadeva,

the dandanatha of king Jaitugi I (1191-12(X)) of the Seuna dynasty of

Devagiri stated as having defeated the forces of Nepal/® A. S. Altekar

considers the claim of Sahadeva as an empty boast. The credit given to

the other three kings of peninsular India in their dynastic inscriptions is

equally untrue, for they ^ire not corroborated by other sources.

Eminent historians such as L. Petech and S. Levi have pointed out the

socio-economic significance of the above-mentioned rulers of peninsular

India. Petech remarked, "the fact remains that there was some amount of

political and religious influence from the South, and that the close relations

of the Southern Brahmans with Nepalese shrines dates probably from this

time”,^’^ ie, the last quarter of the twelfth century. The first part of this

obsen/ation is vague. Regarding the second proposition, Regmi, without

commenting on the correctness of the date, accepts the role of south

Indian brahmans. Regmi rejects altogether the view of Levi, who has

attributed to Kalacuri Bijjala the influence of the Lihgayats, ie, the Vfra^ivas

(followers of Basava) in Nepal, and has suggested the erection of a caravan

sarai on the road to Gosainthan for the use of pilgrims from the Deccan.^®

Regmi points out that the Lingayats exerted "little influence” in Bhatgaon

as late as the seventeenth century.^® He also expressed doubts about the

establishment of any inn or dharmaMla on the route to Gosainthan by

Kalacuri Bijjala.

It is plausible that except for Nanyadeva of Mithila, no other king of India

invaded Nepal during the period under survey. There is no positive evidence

of the existence of ancestors of Arimalla as the original inhabitants of Nepal.

Wherefrom he came is still a mystery. Petech and Regmi have correctly

refuted the arguments of Levi, who was supported by H. C. Ray,®° that

Malla princes resided in Nepal around 700-1200. The ruling Malla dynasty

started by Arimalla in Nepal had no direct connections either with the Mallas

of KuSFnagara or Pava in Nepal tarai or with the Mallas, ensconced in the

hilly areas to the west of Nepal and who lapsed into obscurity after the

seventh century. Nor did they have direct connections with Ripumalla and

his son Sarigramamalla, mentioned in the graffiti on Anoka’s pillars at NiglTva

and Lumbini, who were really Khasia ksatriyas of the Nepalese tarai and

whose entry into western Nepal is not before the last quarter of the thirteenth

74. EC, VII, 1902, p 157; JBRAS, XI, p 268.

75. DHNI, I, p 204.

76. El, V, 1898-99, p 29 (text line 9). For Altekar’s view vwHe G. Yazdani, op at, Vli-XI, p 530.

77. MHN, p 70.

78. L6vi, L4 Nepal, il. pp 203-4, cited in MN, I, p 190.

79. MN, I, p 191.

80. L6vi, U Nepal, III. pp 212-13; Ray, DHW, I. p 212.
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century They also pointed out that to regard Raja Malla Deva and Kathya
Malla of Patan and also Dharmamalla as predecessors of Arimalla are
examples of chronological absurdity. Actually Dharmamalla was the eldest
son of Jayasthiti Malla (1382-95). CampaputT (modem Chapagaon) is stated
to have been founded by Raja Malla Deva and Kathya Malla of Patan in

6 Phalguna §ukla ns 1 1 1 (ad 23 February 991) in the reign of Narasirhhadeva,
the second successor of Nanyadeva of Mithila.

It is curious that during the period of our review, in spite of only one
probable raid by a foreign king (Nanyadeva) and no infiltration of warlike

foreigners, no king of Nepal undertook an expedition beyond his country.

This was probably due to geographical and other factors. Forests and
mountains form the boundary of Nepal. The forest belt in the south is

the natural boundary of the Nepal tarai. The “valley of Nepal”, covering

an area of 250 square miles, watered by the Bagmati, is situated south

of the Nilakantha Himal (25,000 ft high) and on its two sides are high

mountains. Noakot (Nayakot or Navakost), Palanchok and Dolkha, situated

to the west of the valley, lie amidst hills. But, more importantly, the expansion

of the boundary beyond Nepal was prevented by the existence of small

principalities, the institution of dvairajya and sporadic attempts at

independence by a few feudatories.

The Thakurls, who ruled over Nepal till almost the close of the twelfth

century, did not belong to one unit. They had separate seats of authority

and were not related to one another. They had at least three lines of rulers,

the first one from the time of Arh^uvarman till 10‘t3, the second, who ruled

from Nayakot, starting from Bhaskaradeva in 1043 to 1082 and the last,

ruling from Patan, since the beginning of Vamadeva’s reign in 1082 to c.

1182. While Patan was situated in the valley of Nepal, Nayakot lay to the

west of the valley. The ThakurTs of Patan and Nayakot were rivals contesting

for suzerainty over the whole of Nepal for a long period. It is likely that

Bhaskaradeva, supported by the ThakurTs of Nayakot, ousted Jayadeva (c.

1041-61) of Patan. According to Wright, SaiTkaradeva (c. 1067-82), a

descendant of Bhaskaradeva, was expelled by Vamadeva (c. 1082-85) with

the help of the ThakurTs of Patan and Kathmandu. Vamadeva thereafter

became master of Nepal. Petech felt that after the demise of childless

Harsadeva (1082/85-98), the successor of Vamadeva, the ThakurTs of Patan

again supported Sivadeva (c. 1098-1126), a son of $arikaradeva (according

to V^, folio 31 a), to become a king. There were other independent or

semi-independent kingdoms. Taranatha informs us that in 1040 AtT§a

DTpahkara was welcomed by AnantakTrtti (Grag-pa-mtha-yas), the ruler of

Palpa to the west of the Nepal valley.®’ Of course, his name does not

81. MHN, pp 79-81; MN. I, pp 203-4.

I have accepted the view of Petech that the date on the graffiti at Nigliva nfientioning the

name of Ripumalla in sarhvat 1234 as equivalent to ad 1312 (MHN. pp 81, 108) and not

AD 1177 as suggested by L6vi.

82. Ute of Atisha, trans by S. C. Das in Journal of the BuddNst Text Society, t, pp 25-30;
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occur in the chronicles or inscriptions of Nepal.

The system of dvairajya or joint rule ^ms to have curtailed the power

of the kings of Nepal on several occasions. When father and son ruled

jointly, as in the case of king ^ivadeva and his son yuvaraia Mahendradeva,

there was possibly no danger to the organic unity of the state. But when
a kingdom was divided into two halves and ruled by two persons not very

closely related to each other, the political horizon was darkened, as during

the time of Agnimitra. According to the Malavikagnimitram, Yajnasena, the

ruler of Vidarbha, was not friendly with Agnimitra, the viceroy of Vidi^a.

Later, the kingdom of Vidarbha was divided between two cousins,

Madhavasena and Yajnasena, due to the victory of Agnimitra over Yajnasena.

Possibly to avoid the emergence of a pretender, several rulers of Nepal

appointed co-rulers. According to a colophon dated ns 119 (ad 999)

Narendradeva and Udayadeva ruled jointly®^ at Patan. The relationship

between the two is unknown. In this half kingdom in Nepal, Nirbhayadeva

and Rudradeva, whose relationship with each other is also not known,

ruled for some years around 1008. After the death of

Nirbhayadeva—Rudradeva appointed his own grandnephew Bhojadeva as

the co-ruler of Patan sometime before 1012.

A new form of dvairajya seems to have appeared sometime before ns

135 (AD 1015). Regmi supports the conjecture of Petech on the basis of

a colophon dated 3 March 1015 that while Rudradeva was ruling jointly

with Bhojadeva at Patan, Laksmlkamadeva (I) was enjoying the other half

of the kingdom.®^ In other words, while the senior and junior rulers of Patan

were Rudradeva and Bhojadeva respectively, the subordinate ruler

Laksmlkamadeva was ruling over the other half of the kingdom of Nepal.

The last one did not share authority with another person at least in 1015.

It should not be forgotten that Laksmlkamadeva (I), successor of

Gutiakamadeva (I), was ruling half the kingdom of Nepal (ie, other than

Patan) since about 1008. After the death of Bhojadeva, Laksmlkamadeva

(I) became the sole ruler of Nepal in c. 1020 and remained so till his death

in c. 1041. Petech suggests that Jayadeva was appointed a junior king of

L6vi, Le Nepal, l, pp 166-67. Cf, MN, I, pp 1?1-22. R. Ram informs us that D. R. Regmi

in his Ph.D. thesis entitled Political and Economic History of A/epa/ wrote that Ya^onatha was

a de jure ruler of Palpa at the time of AtT6a’s visit (A History of Budc^iism in Nepal, p 113).

Curiously, in his published work Medieval Nepal, I, p 122 Regmi identifies Anantakirtti with

YaSodeva, the father of Vatiadeva, and d()M not refer to Ya§onatha.

R. Ram (op cit, pp 114-15) argues that AtT6a did not visit Palpa.

83. JBORS, XXIII, p 29.

84. MHN, pp 36-37; MN, I, p 116. Bendall held that the relevant verse shows that while

Bhojadeva governed one-half of the kingdom, the other two princes ruled simultaneously as

co-regents of the remaining half (Catatogue of the Btxkttvst Sanskrit Memscripts in the

University Library, Carribridge, pp v-vi cited in DHNI, I, pp 198-99). Petech as mentioned

earlier, is translated and interpreted differently from L4vi and Barnett (L6 Nepeii, II, pp 190-9T,

Mm p 36).
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Patan by Laksmikamadeva in a 1030“ Jayadeva ruled as a full king
between c. 1041 and 1061. According to the VK, for seven years and
four months the junior partner of Jayadeva was Bhaskaradeva. The latter

probably ruled so from Bhatgaon and definitely not from Patan. It may be
mentioned here that the two were not related to each other. The last two
instances—selection of Laksmikamadeva (I) and Bhaskaradeva as joint

rulers—indicates the ominous possibility of the disruption of Patan or an
attack on it.

The exact nature of the landed aristocracy in the then Nepal is unknown. One
is not sure whether feudalism existed at all. But there is no doubt the presence
of the feudatories. D. R. Regmi points out two prominent features of this system
of feudatories; (a) there were ‘‘fewer feudatories in Nepal than elsewhere in India.

Likewise, their gradation was narrowed down to one layer, there was no instance

of subordinate feudatories”, and (b) their choice to be active in the court rather

than assert their role in provinces “helped to keep the various parts of the state

under one authority”.®® But he contradicts these statements when he

enumerates various categories of feudatories and their disruptive role on several

occasions in the same book. Indeed, the JIvas of Udayapura, who held the rank

of mahasamanta since the reign of Arhsuvarman, saved the kingdom from

disintegration. But it can be inferred from several dated colophons that in a period

of chaos and political crisis, they participated in enthroning or dethroning rulers.

A colophon dated 25 January 1066 conveys the impression that probably due

to the active support of JanarddanajTva, the “ruler of Udayapura”

(Udayapuradhipati),^^ Pradyumnakamadeva (c. 1 061 -67) could remain the king

of the half-kingdom of Patan. It appears from a colophon dated 22 or 29 August

1084 that Nagarjunajiva of Udayapura,®® either himself or with the support of

the ThakuiTs of Patan and Kathmandu, ousted king 6ahkaradeva and installed

Vamadeva (c. 1082-85). Incidentally, it may be noted that the relationship

between Pradyumnakamadeva and 3ankaradeva is unknown to us. But it is

definite that Vamadeva did not belong to the family of either

Pradyumnakamadeva or Sarikaradeva. However, it has already been pointed

out that king Sirhhadeva (1 110-25) was a puppet of Pisujiva of the same family

of Udayapura. In a colophon dated 1 7 March 1 1 20, the term vijayarajye is used

to describe Pisujiva. Hence Petech correctly suggests that his position “must

have been a half-royal one”.®® It is also noteworthy that for about thirty years

(c. 1082-1 110) they were enemies of 3atikaradeva.

Two feudatories seem to have declared independence. It has been mentioned

earlier that mahasamantadhipati-mahasamanta Ramadeva of Dhavalasrota®®

85. MHN. p 40.

86. MN, I. p 491.

87. Cited in MHN, p 44, Doc

88. IbicI, p 48.

89. toW, p 58.

90. MHN. p 53
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did not acknowledge the sovereignty of Harsadeva of Nepal. However, probably

voluntarily he acknowledged that of Ramapala of the PSa dynasty of Bengal

and Bihar. Another feudatory who probably declared independence was
mahasamanta Harhsadeva, the visayadhipati of Pannaga, who is mentioned in

a colophon dated 10 $mvana Krsna ns 270 (ad 1150).®’ In this colophon, he

is stated to have been ruling {vijayarajye) and there is no mention of the then

king Anandadeva. Regmi remarks that if Pannaga is identified with modem
Nagadesha, about 7 kms east of Kathmandu, the possibilities are that
‘

'Anandadeva’s influence was being challenged in places close to his very capital

(Patan)” and Harhsadeva controlled the entire east Nepal valley.

There is more difference than resemblance between the history of Nepal and

that of India in the two centuries prior to 1 206. In both the areas the royal power

was curtailed to a great extent by the landed aristocracy in times of disorder.

If the colophons alone are to be relied upon, even in the time of anarchy the

Nepalese officially recognised a king. The later chronicles, however, state that

during the period of the raid of Nanyadeva and Harisirhhadeva’s conquest of

Tirhut, Kathmandu was divided amonst twelve "kings” and Patan had as many
"kings” as there were tols (house-blocks).®® The dvairajye system did not exist

in all the kingdoms of India. Why numerous pretenders in the valley of Nepal

since the reign of Raghavadeva competed for the throne and strong kings did

not resort to territorial expansion has to be adequately investigated.

91. MN, I. p 178.

92. D. Wright, hKstory of N^l, p 172 cited in MHN, p 174.



Chapter XXII(b)

ASSAM

During the period under review, several dynasties ruled over different parts

of Assam. The exact extent of any of these kingdoms is unknown. The
Palas of Pragjyotisa-Kamarupa were the most powerful dynasty in Assam.
The political history of the Palas of Assam is based only on inscriptions.

A. F. R. Hoemie was the first scholar to edit and publish the Bargaon and

Suwalkuci pfates of Ratnapala in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, 1898. On paleographic grounds Hoemie placed the Bargaon grant

of Ratnapala in the first half of the eleventh century. Many scholars accept

the views of Hoemie. They suggest that Brahmapala, the founder of the

dynasty, ruled from 985 to 1000 and his son Ratnapala from c. 1000 or

1010 to c. 1040 or 1050.®^

After the discovery of the Gachtal inscription of Gopalavarman in 1966

and its publication by P. C. Choudhury in 1968,®^ the calculation of the

duration of the reign of the early Pala rulers by Hoemie is no longer valid.

This inscription supplies the valuable information that Ratnapala and his

successor Indrapala respectively defeated Rajyapala of Gauda (verse 15)

and Kalyanacandra of Vatiga (verse 20). D. C. Sircar has correctly argued

that as Rajyapala of Gauda ruled between c. 917 and 952,®® Ratnapala (a

contemporary of Rajyapala of Gauda) "must have ruled... say about 920-60

and that his father Brahmapala appears to have begun to rule about 900

and not about eight or nine decades later”.®® He has also pointed out that

as the date of Kalyatiacandra of the Candra dynasty of south-east Bengal

is c. 975-95, his contemporary Indrapala (of Assam) “must have ruled in

the latter half of the tenth century ad, say about 960-90”.®’^ D. Sarma

gives slightly different dates for these Pala rulers.®® The approximate dates

93. For example, DHNI, I, pp 250, 252, lAA, pp 152, 173

94 Journal of the Assam Research Society, XVlll, 1968, pp 55-60

95. R. C. Majumdar assigned the reign of Rajyapala of Gauda to c. 908-40, HAB, pp 1 19, 204

96. His article in AIAC, p 18

97. Ibid, p 19. R. C. Majumdar, op clt, pp 200. 204, has suggested c. 955-85 for the

rule of Kalyanacandra,

98. D. Sarma, ed, SKS, Intro, p 97, But, curiously, he assigns the reign period of Ratnapala

to the eleventh century while editing the text of the Bargaon grant (Ibid, text p 78).
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of these rulers, as suggested by D. C. Sircar and D. Sarma, have been
followed to a great extent in this chapter.

H. C. Ray has noticed that the names of the rulers who ruled over the

Assam valley after TySgasirtiha uniformly ended in Pala, and found it

“convenient” to designate them as the Palas of Kamarupa.®® Instead of

conjecture, we have a specific reference to the name of the dynasty as

Pala, whose first ruler was Brahmapala. P. N. Bhattacharya has drawn

attention to the two verses of the Puspabhadra grant of Dharmapala, where

his father Harsapala is described as a “lamp of the family of the Palas”

(palakulapradfpa, verse 5) and himself (that is, Dharmapala) as “a sun to

the lotus of the Pala dynasty” {p^anvayambuja ravih, verse 8).’°°

The Bargaon copper plate of Ratnapala is the earliest grant of the Palas

of Assam to record that when Tyagasirhha died, his subjects chose

Brahmapala. a kinsman of the deceased ruler, as the new king.- Both the

deceased and the new ruler were apparently descendants of Naraka. Hence

these Palas must have onginaliy belonged to non-Aryan stock.

Brahmapala was succeeded by his son Ratnapala (c. 920-60).’°’ He
must have ruled for at least thirty-six years, for his three land grants so

far discovered are dated in his regnal years 12 (Saratbari plates),’®^ 25

(Bargaon plates) and 36 (Suwalkuci plates). D. Sarma also refers to a fourth

grant, the Haburigiya grant of Ratnapala, which is as yet unpublished.’®®

He must have been a stronger and more vigorous ruler than his father.

While Brahmapala is known to be a maharajadhiraja, Ratnapala assumed
the full imperial title parame^vara paramabhattaraka-maharajadhiraja. The

latter’s strength cannot be assessed on the pra^stikara’s description of

the ramparts of the city of Durjaya in the Bargaon charter of Ratnapala.

The panegyrist compares the ramparts thus:

like a stout cage for the play-bird in the form of the king of 3akas, a fever

for the king of Gurjaras, a kutapakala disease for the untamable elephant in

the form of Gauda, a bitumen (silajatu) for the mountain in the form of the

king of Kerala, a veritable source of fear for the kings of Bahika and

Tayika, a pulmonary consumption for the kings of the Deccan

(daksinatyaksonipati)}^

Hoernie and H. C. Ray have identified some of these rulers with Rajaraja or

Rajendra I of the Coja dynasty, Jayasirpha III or Some^vara I or Vikramaditya

VI Calukya, Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni and his son Masud, Rajyapala or

99. DHNI, I, p 248.

100. KS. Intro, p 24.

101. I have followed the date suggested by D. C. Sircar in AIAC, p 18. D. Sarma in SKS,

Intro, p 97 puts the date as 930-80, which does not seem to be acceptable.

102 lAA, pp 0.22-24 gives the text of the second and third plates of the Coratbari (Saratbari

grant of Ratnapala).

103. SKS. Intro, p 82.

104. Translation in lAA. p 163.
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Tribhuvanapala of the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty, and Mahlpala I or Nayapala
of Gauda.’°^ These identifications are not acceptable after the discovery of the

Gachtal copper plates. The actual proof of the prowess of Ratnapala vyas the
victory over Rajyapala of Gauda, as stated in verse 15 of the Gachtaf grant of

Gopalavarman. Whether it resulted in any territorial gain for Ratnapala is a matter

of conjecture. But the expansion of his kingdom on the eastern frontier up to

north Lakhimpur district is a certainty. The donee of his Saratbari grant received

a plot of land belonging to Havrhga-wsaya, which has been identified with a
locality in modern north Lakhimpur district.

The invocatory verse of the Bargaon grant gives the impression that Ratnapala

was a devotee of Sankara. Verse 1 0 of both the Guwahati and Guwakuci copper
plates of Indrapala record that Ratnapala built many temples ofSambhu (Siva).’'’^

H. C. Ray writes that the title “illustrious Vami td” is applied to him in the Guwahati

plates of Indrapala. Actually it is not Ratnapala, but Indrapala, who invokes the

blessings of Mahavaraha in the latter’s Guwahati and Guwakuci plates (verse

2). Further, in both these records the commendable qualities of Ratnapala have

been compared to Rama and Krsna (verse 9),’°® which was meant to boost his

image.

Ratnapala was succeeded by his grandson Indrapala (c. 960-90). The parents

of Indrapala were Purandarapala and Durlabha. Verse 1 7 of the two grants of

Indrapala state that his father Purandarapala did not rule as he passed away

during the reign of Ratnapala. The Guwahati and Guwakuci grants were issued

in the eighth and twenty-first regnal years respectively of Indrapala. So he may

have/uled from c. 960 to 990.’®® This dating fits in with the fact recorded in the

Gachtal inscription that Indrapala had defeated Kalyanacandra of Vanga, who

ruled in the last quarter of the tenth century.”®

The war between Kamarupa and Vanga did not begin in the time of Indrapala.

In verse 12 of his Pascimbhag copper plate, SrTcandra claims victory over

Kamarupa.’” His success is repeated in Ladahacandra’s first grant of the sixth

regnal year.”® The two grants discovered on the Mainamati hill refer to the victory

of Kalyanacandra, son of SrTcandra. They were issued by Ladahacandra (c.

105 Hoemie in JASB, LXVIl. 1898, p 105. OHA//, I pp 250-51

106. lAA Intro, p 0.23, text lines 53-55 For identification vide SKS, Intro, p 73,

107. lAA, pp 182, 196; KS, pp 120, 135.

108. KS, pp 119, 134-35; IM. pp 182, 196

109. The dating by D. C. Sircar has been followed here D Sarma in SKS, Intro, p 97

suggests 980-1010 as his reign period. But in text, p 91 he puts him in the middle of the

eleventh century. M. M. Sharma, following Hoernie, assigns c. 1058 and 1071 as the dates

of the Guwahati and Guwakuci plates respectively, lAA, pp 179, 193.

110. According to R. C. Majumdar, Kalyanacandra ruled from c. 955 to 985 (HAB, p 200).

But D. C. Sircar and A, H. Dani suggest c. 975-95 [AIAC, p 19) and c. 975-1000 respectively

as the duration of his rule. D. Sarma (SKS, text p 106) accepts the chronology put forward

by Dani. It appears from El, XXXVIII, 1969-70, p 197f that D. C. Sircar’s dating is identical

with Dani’s reckoning.

111. K. K. Gupta, Copper-plates of Sylhet, text p 96. D. C. Sircar in SI, II, p 96, text line 17

112. El, XXXVIII, 1969-70, p 204. v 6. text lines 10-11.
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1 000-20) and Govindacandra (a 1 020-45), who were respectively the son and

grandson of Kaiyanacandra. Verse 8 of the above-mentioned record of

Ladahacandra, bearing the date 30 Jye^ha, regnal year 6, states that

Kaiyanacandra caused sorrowful tears in the eyes of mfecchawomen. As neither

the name nor the habitat of the vanquished mieccha king is revealed in this

inscription, it is not possible to identify him with certainty. He may have been

Indrapala of Assam, for verses 9 and 10 of the Bargaon charter state that

Ratnapala’s ancestors were related to Salastambha, the king of the mieccha

(mlecchadhinaths^. The reference to mieccha women In the above-mentioned

grant of Ladahacandra is reiDeated in verse 7 of the Mainamati charter of

Govindacandra. Govindacandra claims that his grandfather Kaiyanacandra

doubled “the waters of the Lohitya-nac/a [Brahmaputra] by means of the tears

from the eyes of the mieccha women, which had been caused by him by killing

their husbands”.”® But it must be noted that till now the inscriptions of the

Candra dynasty of Bengal do not specifically mention that the mieccha king

defeated by Kaiyanacandra was Indrapala of Kamarupa.

If it is taken for granted that Govindacandra in his Mainamati charter correctly

claimed that his grandfather Kaiyanacandra defeated Indrapala, it becomes
difficult to reconcile it with the credit given by Gopalavarman to his father

Indrapala for the victory over Kaiyanacandra in the Gachtal inscription noted

above. Further, if the statements in both these inscriptions are true, it is not

improbable that there were two confrontations between the Candras and the

Pala king of Assam in the reign of Indrapala. It is not possible to identify the

first aggressor. Nor can it be ascertained if there was any annexation of territory

as a consequence of the war or wars. It is difficult to accept the view of

Dimbeswar Sarma that Indrapala’s kingdom “tended to extend as far as the

ocean in the south”.’”

Dimbeswar Sarma has also made another unwarranted statement that

rra/jamarxMkaT^varaghosa of Dhekkari was a feudatory of Indrapala. The exact

status of T^varaghosa remains unsettled, irrespective of whether one accepts

the identification of DhekkarT and the Jatoda river withGoalpara and Kamarupa

districts, as suggested by N. N. Vasu and N. G. Majumdar,"® or Dimbeswar

Sarma’s view that the Jatoda river, in which Tsvaraghosa bathed, flowed by

Kamarupa. In fact, there is no mention of the overlord of mahamandalika

ISvaraghosa in his Ramganj copper piate or elsewhere.

The extent of the kingdom of Indrapala cannot be determined precisely. It is,

however, certain that it extended at least up to Paridan-b/rum/in Mandi-wsaya

113. El, XXXVIll, 1969-70, p 209. While editing this inscripttan of Govindacandra, D. C.

Sircar observed that the word mieccha refers to the Mech dynasty of Assam, founded by

Sdlastamba. He did not identify the vanquished mieccha ruler.

114. SKS, Intro, p 75.

115. N. G. Majumdar, hsaptlons of Bengal, III, p 151. For a discussion of the identificatton

of DhekkarT vfcte HAB, pp 140, 185-86, 190. R. C. Majumdar, while agreeing with the view

of H. P. Sastri, identifies DhekkarT with the modem village Dhekargarh in P. S. Aushgrama in

Burdwan district, in West Bengal (HAB, p 190).
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on the eastern frontier. A- plot of land was donated in this area to Brahmana
Devadeva by Indrapala. Pandan-bhum/ has been identified with modem
Patidun-mauja in KamarOpa district, near Rangiya junction.”® It has already been
pointed out that due to the claim of victory of Kalyanacandra of Vahga and the
counter-claim of Indrapala of Kamarupa, it is not possible to determine the extent
of Indrapala’s kingdom in the western and southern parts of Assam. It is equally
difficult to ascertain the nature of political influence of Indrapala over other

prowers of north India and the Deccan after his marriage with the Rastrakuta
princess RajyadevT. The Gachtal inscription (verse 22), which refers to this

marriage, does not disclose the names and habitat of the parents of RajyadevT.

D. C. sircar holds that she did not belong to the imperial Rastrakuta dynasty.

But it is not improbable that she was related to Krsna III, the Rastrakuta emperor
(c. 939-67). Even if the latter alternative is not acceptable, Indrapala may be
regarded as one of the powerful rulers in eastern India.

The two opening stanzas of the Guwahati and Guwakuci plates show that

Indrapala was equally devoted to Sambhu and Mahavaraha. P. N. Bhattacharya

holds that these two verses are really invocations to Varaha.'” He overlooks

lines 49-52 of the Guwakuci grant which record that Indrapala did not disturb

the landed property of MahagaurT and KameSvara in the PandarT-bbum/. Thus,

he adopted a tolerant attitude to the worship of Visnu, 3iva and 3akti.

Indrapala was succeeded by his son Gopalavarman (c. 990-1040). The

Gachtal copper plates of Gopalavarman supply varied information. His mother

was RajyadevT, a Rastrakuta princess (verses 22-23). Gopalavarman invoked

the blessings of $iva and Visnu, particularly in his Varaha form of incarnation.

The references to the holy city of Hadapyaka (verse 31) and the donation of a

plot of land in Kharikoriakohcibhumi in the district (v/saya) of Virasra-jambuba

(text line 63) do not help us much in determining the extent of his kingdom.

Some scholars identify Hadapyaka with Hadapesvara of the Saratbari grant of

Ratnapala. It is likely that this city, located at or around modern Tezpur, became

the capital. It is certain that the city of Durjaya was abandoned by Gopalavarman.

If Pragjyotisa continued to be his capital as it was in the time of Naraka (vide

lines 14-15 of the Gachtal inscription), Hadapyaka should be regarded as the

second seat of the government of Gopalavarman.”® In any case, the eastern

frontier of his kingdom must have extended up to Tezpur.

Sometime in the second half of the eleventh century, Kamarupa was invaded

by Jatavarman”® of the Varman dynasty of eastern Bengal and prince

Vikramaditya (Vl)’“ of the Calukya dynasty of Karnata. Neither of these two

sources, disclose the name of the ruler of Kamarupa. As Jatavarman was the

son-in-law of the Kalacuri king Karna or Laksmlkarna (c. 1041-70) and as the

expedition of prince Vikramaditya (son of Somesvara I Calukya) against Bengal

116. Guwakuci copper plate, text line 34; KS, p 131; lAA, pp 201-2.

117. KS. text p 125.

118. MA, p 223; KS. Intro, p 39.

119. V. 8 of the Belava copper plate of Bhojavarman.

120. Bilhana, Vik. III. 74.
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and Kamarupa took place not long before 1068, it is probable tFTat the

contemporary king of Kamarupa was Harsapala, son of Gopalavarman and

Nayana.’^’ According to the scheme of chronology mentioned earlier,

Gopalavarman became the ruler of Pragjyotisa in c. 990, It is improbable that

he ruled till the sixties of the eleventh century. Hence, tentatively, one may accept

the suggestion of D. Sarma that Harsapala ruled from 1040 to 1070.’“

Fortunately, however, the above-mentioned raids of Jatavarman and

Vikramaditya (VI) do not seem to have resulted in the loss of territory under

Harsapala.

The official genealogy of the Pala rulers of Assam comes to an end with

Dharmapala, the son and successor of Harsapala and Ratna (verse 11 of the

Khan^ukh and 6ubharikara-pataka grants). We cannot determine the duratbn

of his rule on the basis of his three copper plates. The Khanamukh and

Subharikara-pataka records were issued in his first and third years respectively.

The third charter, found somewhere in the bed of the river Puspabhadra in north

Guwahati, is undated. Scholars are of the unanimous opinion that this last

grant was issued by Dharmapala at an advanced age. But they hold different

views on the identity of the unnamed ruler of Kamarupa who, according to

Sandhyakara Nandi’s Ramacarita, was vanquished by Ramapala of Bengal and

Bihar. P. N. Bhattacharya and R. C. Majumdar identify the unfortunate ruler of

Kamarupa with Dharmapala. Bhattacharya even suggests the date of the event

as 1094-95.’^'' D. Sarma holds that Ramapala’s victory in 1 1 25-26 was neither

over Dharmapala, whose reign period extended between 1070 and 1100, nor

over his successor Jayapala.’^ All these views are conjectures. Dharmapala

probably expired sometime in the beginning of the twelfth century. Kumarapala

succeeded his father in Bengal around 1 1 26. According to the Kamauli plates

of Vaidyadeva, he was the master of Kamarupa.

Many historians are not certain about the frontiers of the kingdom of

Dharmapala. The names of the localitites in his epigraphic records have not

been satisfactorily identified. Identifying Dijjinna-v/^ya in line 31 of the

Subhahkara-pataka grant with Dinajpur (in Bangladesh and north Bengal),

D. Sarma suggests that Dharmapala’s territory extended up to modem
Dinajpur, The argument is not acceptable because the river Dijjinna mentioned

in line 51 of the Subharikara-pataka grant does not exist at all in modem Dinajpur.

121. V. 5 of the Pu^abhadra grant of Dharmapala.

122. SKS, Intro, p 97, Long before D. Sarma, E. Gait, suggested in his A History of Assam
that Harsapala ruled in the second half of the eleventh century and was defeated by one
VikramlKlitya. Gait first wrote in 1905.

123. M. M. Shaima, while referring to K. L. Barua’s dating of the Puspabhadra grant in

c. 1110, suggests c. 1130 as the more probable date of this charter, lAA, p 257.

124. KS Intro, p 41. R. C. Majumdar does not give a specific date for the defeat of

Dharmapala, HAB, p 150.

125. SKS. Intro, pp 87 and 88.

126. Ibid, Intro, p 79. P. C. Chaudhury holds the same view. History of Civilisation of the

People of Assam, p 242. M. M. Shanma does not accept the identification, lAA, p 249.
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Dinajpur, therefore, could not have been the western frontier of the kingdom of
Dharmapala.

In a verse of his Puspabhadra charter, Dharmapala claims to be not only a
warrior but also “the crest jewel of the circle of posts” who himself composed
this pra^sti (verse 8). JHis inscriptions also indicate the trend of his religious

beliefs. Of all the inscriptions of Kamarupa, the ArdhayuvatTsvara form of 8iva
is invoked for the first time in the mahgala verse of the Khanamukh and
8ubhahkara-pataka grants. But in the undated Puspabhadra grant, which was
issued at an advanced age, Dharmapala pays obeisance to the boar incarnation

of Visnu in the opening verse. Never before did an invocatory verse begin with

a salutation to Visnu in the inscriptions of Kamarupa.

The rulers of the Pala dynasty of Assam changed their capital several times.

Their inscriptions do not specifically refer to the term rajadhaniiox their capital

cities. Brahamapala, the first ruler of this dynasty, probably had his capital at

Hadappaka, which seems to be the same as Hadepyaka, Hadappesvara,

Hadape^vara, Haruppe^vara and Hatapesvara. It has been the capital city of

the kings of the mieccha family of 8alastambha for nearly three hundred years.

Hadappaka has been identified by many scholars with Dah Parbatiya near

modem Tezpur in Darrang district.’^^ It continued to be the capital of the Pala

dynasty of Kamarupa till at least the twelfth regnal year of Ratnapala. In verse

1 6 of the Saratbari plates of Ratnapala, Hadappaka is described as the paternal

city (pa/fn/cam).’^® But sometime after the twelfth and before his twenty-fifth

regnal year, Ratnapala transferred his capital to Durjaya, which has been

identified with or close to the capital city of Naraka called Pragjyotisa. Most

scholars locate Duiiaya in modem Guwahaii.’^ It appears from lines 32-33 of

the Bargaon grant of Ratnapala’s twenty-fifth regnal year that it was situated

on the (southern) bank of the Brahmaputra ana surrounded by mountains.

Guwahati was and is more centrally situated than Tezpur. It may be noted

that in both Bargaon and Suwalkuci grants of Ratnapala, Durjaya is described

as a pura in Pragjyotisa, where the king used to reside. As pointed out earlier,

due to undisclosed reasons, Gopalavarman, great-grandson of Ratnapala, may

have transferred his capital back again to Hadappaka (near Tezpur). It is

described as a holy city (punya purl) in his Gachtal inscription.’®® The first two

grants of Dharmapala, grandson of Gopalavarman, do not refer to any capital

city. But in his undated Puspabhadra grant, it is stated that Dharmapala lived

at Kamarupanagara (verse 20). As none of the charters issued by Dharmapala

refers to the Brahmaputra river, it was definitely not on the banks of the

Brahmaputra. Many scholars hold that it was situated somewhere in north

127. This location suggested by J. C. Sircar in El, XXIX, 1951-52, pp 150-52, is not wholly

accepted by D. Saima, who identifies it with some place near the Abor hHls, more than 150

kms north-east of modem Tezpur, SKS. Intro, p 61.

128. AIAC, pp 16-17.

129. KS, Intro, p 25; lAA, p 220.

130. lAA p 212, V, 31, text line 58.
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Guwahati.’®’ If Kamarupanagara is identified with Rangpur (in Bangladesh) or

Kamatapura,’^^ about 25 kms off modem Coochbehar town, it will have to be

presumed that Dharmapala’s kingdom extended over the eastern part of north

Bengal, for which there is no evidence.

The political history of the Brahmaputra valley igi,extremely hazy in the days

between the passing away of Dharmapaia ar^cf me accession of Vaidyadeva.

Some scholars believe that Dharmapaia was succeeded by his son or grandson

named Jayapala. ^ This view is based on the coi|ibined testimony of the Silimpur

stone inscription and a manuscript entitled Chandogapari^ista-praka^a,

preserved in the India Office Library. Though the former refers to Jayapala as

the king of Kamarupa, it does not refer at all to his relationship with either

Dharmapaia or any other ruler belonging to the lineage of Brahmapala. Further,

it is doubtful if Umapatidhara, the composer of the Deopara inscription of

Vijayasena, and Umapati, mentioned in the above-mentioned manuscript

preserved in the India Office Library, are identical.,This manuscript refers to

Jayapala as a king without mentioning the regibn over which he ruled. If we
accept the view of R. G. Basak and other scholars that both these sources refer

to Jayapala of KamarOpa,’^ it will mean thA this ruler did not fight with

Vijayasena. Further, it is improbable that jayapala had given gifts to

Umapatidhara, who composed a eulogy to l^iis enemy Vijayasena. So the

unnamed king of Kamarupa who, according to verse 20 of the Deopara

inscription was defeated by Vijayasena, must have been someone other than

Jayapala.

D. Sarma suggests that Jayapala ruled from 1 100 to 1 1 28 and Tirhgyadeva

from 1128 to 1132.*^^® The last date for the former king is not acceptable.

Kumarapala, son and successor of Ramapala of Bengal and Bihar, is known

to have ascended the throne in c. 1 1 26. The Kamauli plates of Vaidyadeva do

not specifically state but convey the impression that Kumarapala appointed

Vaidyadeva a subordinate ruler of Kamarupa after the latter had suppressed

the rebellion of Tirhgyadeva. Verse 1 3 and 1 4 or any other line of this inscription

do not refer to the area over which Tirhgyadeva ruled. Hence, though

Tirhgyadeva is an avanipati (verse 14 of the Kamauli plates), it is doubtful that

he was a ruler of Kamarupa. However, it is probable that Vaidyadeva remained

a vassal till the end of the reign of kumarapala either in c. 1 1 30 or 1 1 34.

131. K. L. Barua, Earfy Hstory of KSmarupa, p 93.; P. C. Chaudhury, op dt, pp 244-46;

lAA, p 224; SKS, Intro, p 85.

132. The identification with Rangpur is by N. N. Vasu, Social History of KSmarupa, 1, 0*

174 and with Kamatapur by P. N. Bhattacharya, KS, Intro, pp 30-35. For a criticism of these

views, cf, SKS, Intro, pp 83f.
'

' 133. KS, Intro, pp 24, 36, 37; SKS. Intro, p 86; MA, Intro, p 36. Tl. C. Ray. DHNI, I. p
256 suggests that Jayapala belonged to the P3la dynasty of Assam.

134. First noticed by R. G. Basak in El, Xtll, 1915-16, p 289. P. N. Bhattacharya accepts

the view of Basak despite his doubts about the identity of the two JayapSlas; vide KS, Intro

pp 36-37.

135. SKS. Hro. pJ&f.
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A. Venis’’* calculated that the Kamauli plates were issued by Vaidyadeva in

1 142. His suggestion has not been undisputed. According to these plates, he

assumed the imperial titles of maharajadhiraja pamme^vara paramal^attaraka

(lines 47-48) in 1138. In his fourth regnal year, that is, in 1142, he donated two
villages to Brahmana SrTdhara. These villages were situated in Bada-w^ya,
which formed part of Kamarupa-manda/a and Pragjyotisa-bhuW/ (lines 47-49).

There is little doubt that Bada-V7saya, which has been identified with modem
Kamarupa district,^®^ formed a part of his kingdom. Further, HaitisakohcT, a

skandhavara from where Vaidyadeva issued this grant, has been located by

K. L. Barua in the modern district of Kamarupa.^^

The political condition and the role of the kings of Kamarupa for the period

between 1142 and 1204 cannot be clearly indicated. The duration of the rule

of Vaidyadeva is unknown. If he lived up to 1 1 59, he may have made a raid on

some part of th.e kingdom of Vijayasena (c. 1097-1159) after 1151. Verse 20

of the Deopara inscription records that Vijayasena drove away the king of

Kamarupa. Neither the name of the Kamarupa monarch nor the territory which

he invaded is mentioned in this record. IfVaidyadeva had unsuccessfully invaded

north Bengal, the event must have taken place not earlier than 1151. The

Manahali grant states that in his eighth regnal year (1151) Madanapala donated

land in Kotivarsa-w^ya or the Dinajpur area in north Bengal. So, sometime after

1151 Vijayasena gained control over portions of north Bengal.

It may be suggested that if Vaidyadeva invaded east Bengal, which was

occupied by Vijayasena before his partial conquest of north Bengal, then the

confrontation may have taken place possibly between 1151 and 1159.

Bhojavarman, whose capital was at Vikramapura in Variga, ceased to rule

possibly towards the close of the first half of the twelfth century. Thereafter,

Vijayasena occupied Vikramapura.

A piece of information recorded in the undated Rajghat stone inscription of

BhTmadeva, the mahasandN-vigiaNka of Madanapala, the king of

Gauda-Varendra raises some problems. Line 6 of this inscription states that

BhTmadeva "saved the kingdom ofGauda-Varendra after it had been immersed,

136. B. II, 1892-94, pp 347f.
.

137. K. L. Barua, op dt, pp 126f: lAA, p 289. D. Sarma suggests that the kingdom ot

Vaidyadeva extended up to Majuli in the eastern part of Upper Assam, SKS, Intro, pp 88-89.

138. K. L. Barua, op cit, pp 126f; of, also lAA, p 289.

139. KS. Intro, p 42; lAA. Intro, p 17; SKS. Intro, p 89. R. C. Majumdar has suggested

that the chased ruler of Kamarupa may be either Vaidyadeva or his successor, HAB, p 226.

H. C. Ray has identified the Kamarupa ruler with Udayakarna or RaySrideva. DHNI, I, p 2w.

M. M. Sharma correctly points out that if the expression evtaMa-kSnmupabtH^ in v. 20

Of the Deopara inscription has been used as an adverb to Gaadendra, "it will mem ttrat

Vpyasena himself first drove away the king of Kamarupa and then had a ch^ aftm the

king of Gauda" and, if used as an adjective, “it vir«l mean that the king of Gauija tnrns^

drove away some aggressive Kamarupa monarch before he himself became chased by

vyayasena”. MA Intro, p 17. n 83. P. N. Bhattachatya suggests that the ruler of KSmarupa

was either a son or grandson of Dharmapala and unwarrantedly observed that Viiayasena

conquered Kfimarupa, KS, Intro, p 42.
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like an old vessel in the waters of the ocean that was the forces of the king of

Rayari’s lineage".’^ D. C. Sircar, the editor of the inscription, identifies Rayaii

with Rayarideva Trailokyasirhha, grandfather of Vallabhadeva who issued the

Assam plates of 1 185. According to the Assam plates, the two successors of

Rayarideva Trailokyasirhha were Udayakama Nihsahkasirhha and Vallabhadeva.

The obvious conclusion is that either Udayakarna or his son Vallabhadeva had

invaded Gauda-Varendra. But neither of these two is given the credit of

conquering any specific territory in these plates.

Verse 5 of the Assam plates implies that Rayarideva came into conflict with

the forces of the Vaiiga country^'*’ If this happened towards the end of the first

half of the twelfth century, the king of Vahga with his capital at Vikramapura

was Bhojavarman. If this occurred after 1151, Rayarideva confronted Vijayasena

who occupied Vikramapura after the Varmans. However, Rayarideva and his

father were independent rulers of either Sylhet, as suggested by D. C. Sircar,’''^

or some portion of Kamarupa. There is, however, no direct evidence of their

sovereignty over any of these two areas. Of course, one can argue that since

some of the donated villages by Vallabhadeva, as will be discussed hereafter,

bear typical Kamarupa names, Rayarideva ruied at least over the modem district

of Kamarupa. So far there is no proof of his being a feudatory of Vaidyadeva.

If the information given in the Rajghat inscription of BhTmadeva is taken at

facce value, it will have to be assumed that Udayakairia, son and immediate

successor of Rayari, attacked Gauda-Varendra either around 1 143 or between

1152 and 1162. If the event took place about 1143, Udayakarria must have

taken advantage of the critical period through which the members of the Pala

family of Bengal and Bihar were passing after the death of Ramapala in 1 1 26/30

and the accession of Madanapala in 1143. On the other hand, if Udayakarria

conducted a raid sometime between 1152 and 1162, he becomes a

contemporary of Madanapala. It is also not unlikely that the invasion may have

occurred between 1143 and 1150. It has been pointed out earlier that

Madanapala was ruling over north Bengal in 1 1 51 . Even ifwe accept these dates

as the time of the raid by Udayakarna, it is difficult to ascertain the duration of

the rule of Rayarideva. However, Udayakarria must have made a mild and

sudden raid on Gauda-Varendra which is described as a great event by

BhTmadeva. Had the raid been significant, it would have been definitely

mentioned by Vallabhadeva.

P. N. Bhattacharya holds that the kings mentioned in the Assam plates of

Vallabhadeva dated Saka 1 107 (ad 1 185) did not rule over Kamarupa.’'^ D. C.

Sircar suggests that they ruled over Sylhet. K. L. Barua is of the same opinion

as P. N. Bhattacharya but admits that at least two of the seven villages donated

140. D. C. Sircar in El, XXXVIl, 1967-68. p 245. Cf, his article in B, XXXII. 1957-58, pp
277f and SI, II. p 113, text line 6 {RSyari-vam^-naranStheli.

141. IAA.PP 294, 297.

142. B, XXXII, 1957-58, p 280. .

143. KS, Intro, pp 42-43, n 5.
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by Vallabhadeva are typical place names of Kamarupa.’'^ The suffix of each of

these villages. DevunikohcT and SamSrabhi-kohcika, is koncl M. M. Sharma
suggests that another donated village, GosarTdhara, is also a typically Kamarupa
name. Further, the reference to Hapyaca, a mandala in Vallabhadeva’s grant
(line 36), may be compared with Haposa (grama) and Hapyoma (vi^ya)

mentioned respectively in the ParbatTya plates of Vanamala and the Guwahati
grant of Indrapala. He rightly holds that Vallabhadeva ruled over an area

comprising modem Kamarupa district and some nearby places.’''®

In his Madhainagar grant (line 32), Laksmanasena claims to have subjugated

Kamarupa. Some scholars have assumed that the unfortunate ruler of Kamarupa
was Vallabhadeva.'"'® Though not based on any direct evidence, their conjecture

is not improbable. Neither is the year of this particular success of Laksmanasena
nor is the name of the ruier of Kamarupa mentioned in any Sena inscription. N.

G. Majumdar identifies the defeated ruler with Rayarideva.'"'^ He also suggests

that the victor was Laksmanasena, who was then a young prince and not a
king. If this view is accepted, the war must have taken place not earlier than

1 1 51 . It is improbable that Rayarideva fought with king Laksmanasena because

the latter came to the throne in c. 1179. Further, N. G. Majumdar’s conjecture

cannot be reconciled with the claim of BhTmadeva in the Rajghat inscription.

According to this inscription, Rayarideva’s descendant was a contemporary of

Madanapala of Bengai and Bihar. In other words, Rayarideva passed away at

least before 1151.

The role of the “R^ of Kamrud”,'"'® ie. the king of Kamarupa at the time of

the expedition of Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khaiji to Tibet in 1 205, is narrated in

the Tabaqat-i-Na&ii.^*^We are told that when the Rae of Kamrud became aware

of the passage of the Turkish troops through a bridge of hewn stone, he sent

messengers to convey to Bakhtiyar Khaiji that

It is not proper, at this time to march into the country of Tibbat, and it is

necessary to return and to make ample preparations, when in the coming

year I, who am the Rae of Kamrud, agree that I will embody my own forces,

and will precede the Muhammadan troops, and will cause the territory to

be conquered.'®®

144. K. L. Barua, Early History of Kamarupa, pp 197-98.

145. tM. p 300.

146. For example, H. C. Ray, DHNt, I, p 260 and D. C. Ganguly in HCIP, V, The Struggle

for Empire, p 43.

147. InscriptiorTS of Bengal, III, p 109. N. G. Majumdar was inclined to believe that the

relev6tnt passage in the Assam plates of Vallabhadeva regarding the meeting of the eiephants

of Vahga by Rayarideva in a battle refers to the invasion of Assam by Vljayasena, ibid,

148. Minhajuddin does not mention the name of the ruler of '‘Kamrud”. The king of

kamarupa is identified with Vallabhadeva by H. C. Ray, DHNI, I, p 260 and N. K. Bhattasali,

/ijfO, XXII, pp 4-6: with Bartu or F*r1hu (ot ViSvasundaradeva) by M. M. Sharma, lAA, Intro, p

37. D. Sarma approves of the view of K. L. Barua and P. C. Chaudhury who identify Ihe

king with Bartu or Prthu (SKS, English translatton. p 226).

149. English translation by H. G. Raverty, pp 560-71.

150. toW, p 564.
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Bakhtiyar did not accept this counsel and turned his face towards the

mountains of Tibet. The expedition proved disastrous for him. Further misfortune

was in store. While returning from the expedition, he found that the

above-mentioned bridge was broken and he was forced to take shelter in a

nearby temple. The “Rae of Kamrud” attacked and killed a large number of

Turkish soldiers. Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khaiji and his followers had no option

but to jump into the river and swim to the opposite bank. Blochman locates

the bridge in the neighbourhood of Darjeeling. But some scholars identify it with

a broken old stone bridge on the channel of the Bamadf, about 18 kms to the

west of Kanaibarasi. Some of these scholars bring in the evidence of the rock

inscription at Kanaibarasi Voya, over one km to the north-east of north Guwahati.

But this inscription dated Saka 1 1 27 (ad 1 205) simply records that the Turuskas

were completely annihilated.’®^ Neither Darjeeling nor a place in north Guwahati

can be the probable site of the bridge under discussion. The former was not

within the territory of the ruler of Assam at the end of twelfth and beginning of

the thirteenth century. The latter is not probable because Guwahati is far off

from the normal route to Tibet from Lakhnauti. However, according to Minhey,

the bridge was situated in the country of Kamarupa.’®^

For more than a century after 1205-6, the Turks continued to invade

KamarOpa. The expedittons of Ghiyasuddin’Iwas Lakhnauti in 1227,

IkhtiyaruddTn Yuzbuk Tughril Khan in 1257 and Mahmud Shah in 1337 ended

in failure.

Briefly, between 900 and 1 206, the rulers of Pragjyotisa-Kamarupa not only

shook off the yoke of any foreign ruler within a short period but also made several

attempts to snatch away portions of north and east Bengal. It is not yet known

how far the territories of the Palas of Assam extended beyond Tezpur in the

east. In the west, the boundary of their kingdom was at least up to the Karatoya

river.

According to medieval texts, the Kalika Parana and the YoginT Tantra,

Pragjyotisa-Kamarupa was bounded in the west by the Karatoya river, in the

east by the Diksu or modem Sikhu which joins the Brahmaputra near Sibsagar,

in the north by the Kanjagiri in Nepal and in the south by the

Brahmaputra-Sartgama or the confluence of the Brahmaputra and Laksa

(modem Lakhya) in Mymensing district.’®® However, there is no record to prove

that the rulers of KamarOpa ruled over Cachar, Sylhet and southern Assam.

In the last quarter of the twelfth and early part of the thirteenth century, the

eastern and southern parts of Assam were not under the rulers of Kaonarupa.

E. Gait, on the basis of the Burafijis, suggested that sometime before the

prteenth century,the Chutiyas of Sadiya ruled over an area east of the Subansiri

and the Disang, excluding a strip of territon/ to the south and south-east where

151. SKS, p 226 (English translation).

152. Raverty, op dt, f> 569.

153. For a detaHed discussion on the boundaries of PrSgjyoti^-KSrnarupa, see D. C. Sircar,

Studies in the GeographyofAndentend MedievdltTcM, pp 159-66. Of, also ^<S, Intro, pp 28-35.
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several Bodo tribes enjoyed some amount of autonomy.'®^ The Chutiyas fought

with the Ahoms till the latter overpowered them thoroughly in the sixteenth

century. Gait also believed that along the southern bank of the Brahmaputra,

the Kachari kingdom extended from the Dikhu to the Kallang, including the valley

of the Dhansiri
,
in the thirteenth century. Before the advance of the Ahoms, these

Kacharis, known as kings of Hidamba, withdrew east of the Dikhu,^“ towards

the end of the thirteenth century.

The Ahoms, a section of the Shan tribe, crossed the Patkai hills under the

leadership of Sukapha and arrived in Khamjang in 1228. They settled at

Charaideo in 1253.

During the period under review, the political history of southern Sylhet (now

in Bangladesh) is known from several epigraphs. Sometime before his fifth regnal

year, ^hcandra (c. 925-75) of the Candra dynasty of Vikramapura, invaded

Kamarupa in the Lauhitya valley where two rivers flowed called the Citra^ila and

Puspabhadra near the Himagiri.’^ According to his Pascimbhag copper plate

inscription issued in his regnal year 5, he donated several plots of land in three

[rf^yas which belonged to $rThatta-manda/a in Pundravardhana-bhu/rf/. Thus,

sometime between 925 and 930, south Sylhet became a part of

Pundravardhana province. The duration of the rule of the Candra dynasty of

Vikramapura over south Sylhet cannot be precisely ascertained. But a rough

guess can be made from two inscriptions found at Bhatera, a village in Karimganj

sub-division.

The Bhatera inscriptions introduce a new line of ksatriya kings who ruled over

Srlhatta-rayya. The first was issued by KeSavadeva alias Ripu-raja Gopi-Govinda,

“whose foot-stool is decorated with crown-jewels of kings" (verse 7) in 4159

of the era of the first of the Pandavas, which is considered equivalent to c. ^
1057, on the occasion of the donation of several plots of land by him.

References to names of localities and donated areas in this plate indicate that

Govinda-Kesava ruled over the lands south of the Kusiyara river and portions

of Cachar and Tripura. The three ancestors of this king as recorded in this

inscription are Kharavana NavagTrwana, his son Gohgunadeva (or Gong^a) and

his son Narayana, all of whom ar© stated to be rulers of Srlhatta-^yya. The

Bhatera copper plate no 2 issued in regnal year 1 7 ,
possibly of king l^nadeva,

son of the above-mentioned Ripu-raja Gopi-Govinda Ke§ava, omits the name

154. E. Gait, op dt. pp 39, 41-42. H. C. Ray agreed with Gait, DHNI. I, p 264.

155. E. Gait, op cit, pp 300-1.
.4 .

156. D. C. Sircar, SI, II, p 96, text lines 18-19. According to verse 6 of Ladahacandra s

first grant (Mainamati plate) of the sixth regnal Shcandra brought tears to the eyes of the

queens of the ruler of Kamarupa {El, XXXVIII, 1969-70, p 204.

157. K. K. Gupta, Copper-plates of Sylhet, pp I57f. He do^ not agree ^th K_m. Gupta’s

reading of 4151 of the Yudhisthira era (c. ad 1049) {El, XIX, 1927-28, PP 277f)^ R L.

suggestion that the date 2928 as read by Srinivasa Sastn beii^

(Ptoceedihgs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1880, pp I41f) is absurd. R.

confused Govinda-Ke^va of the Bhatera plates and Gaudagovinda 0
’
^d and hence placed

Govinda-KeSava in the early part of the thirteenth century. HAB, p 278
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of Kharavana Navagirvvana but retains the other names (verses 3-6)’“

mentioned in the Bhatera copper plate no 1 . Assigning twenty-five years as

the duration of rule of each king, and assuming that Govinda-Kesava ruled in

c. 1057, it is likely that NavagTrwana, the first ruler of the dynasty to which

Kesavadeva (GopT-Govinda Ke§avadeva) and his son T^nadeva belonged,

came to the throne in around 982. If this hypothesis is accepted, the Candras

of Vikramapura lost their sovereignty over south Sylhet soon after the death of

3ncandra in c. 975. There is no evidence of Kalyanacandra or his successors,

Ladahacandra and Govindacandra, having ruled over Sylhet. Accepting the

dating of the Bhatera copper plate no 1 as either 1049 or 1057, l§ahadeva

must have passed away by the end of the eleventh century. The history of south

Sylhet in the twelfth century is obscure.

Very few facts are known about north Sylhet. This tract, north of the Kusiyara

river, was divided into three petty kingdoms—Jaintia, Laur and Gaud . The history

of Jaintia is obscure till the beginning of the sixteenth century except for a

reference to king Kamadeva, assigned to the eleventh century in the Raghava

PandavTya.’®® On the basis of tradition, Mainamati copper plate and a coin,

K. K. Gupta refers to three rulers of Laur, namely Bhagadatta, Madhava and

Vijayamanikya, all of whom ruled in the twelfth century.’®’ The legend on the

above-mentioned coin proves that Vijayamanikya was ruling in Saka 1 1 13 (c.

AD 1 191). The last king of Gaud was Gaud-Govinda, who was defeated by the

Turks. According to an inscription dated 1 51 2, Gaud or the north-western part

of Sylhet was conquered by Sikandar Khan GhazT during the reign of Firuz Shah

of Bengal in 1303.’®’’ According to tradition, however, Shah Jalal conquered

Gaud. This occurred either in 1257’®® or at the beginning of the fourteenth

century.’®^

158. K K. Gupta, op cit, pp 1841 (Bhatera copper plate no 2) The second king's name

is NSriyanadeva.

159. K. K. Gupta unwarranted^ suggests that Navagirvvana and his four successors were

mandate^varas or mandsiapatis of Srihatta-man^ila under the Candras of Vikramapura. op

dt. p 197.

160. total, p 4.

161. toto, pp 4-5.

162. E. Gart, pp erf, p 328; K. K. Gupta, op cit, p 5.

163. R. C. Majumdar, HAB, p 278.

164. E. Gait, op’dt, p 328; K. K. Gupta, op erf. pp 3 and 5.



Chapter XXII(c)

CHAMBA

The principal sources of the history of Chamba for the period under

review are the Chamba Varhsavali and the inscriptions found in Chamba.

Some important facts are incidentally furnished by the Rajatarahgini of

Kalharia. Sculptures and architectural remains are also helpful but mainly

for religious history and the history of art.

The Varh^vali, in its present form, appears to be a composition of the

seventeenth century. It contains a list of the names of the kings of Chamba

and occasionally an account of their achievements. There are many

inaccuracies in the Chronicle. Even if the mythical part of it is left out, the

later and historical portton of it too cannot be taken as a trustworthy

document. Often the names of the kings are jumbled up and the order of

succession is reversed or shown incorrectly. Nevertheless, this work, like

the Rajatarahginiand other earlier chronicles, seems to record events based

on traditions and documents belonging to a much earlier date. The list of

kings supplied by it helps to build up, with the corroboration of other

sources, a fairly reliable genealogical list of the Chamba kings and is also

important in deciding knotty chronological problems.

The inscriptions hailing from Chamba are fairly large in number and their

authenticity cannot be doubted. But they are mostly connected with religious

donations and are not generally intended to perpetuate the remembrance

of a historical event. As such, they are mostly valuable as corroborative

evidence to the Varh^valf or to facts that can be gleaned from other

sources. The Rajatarahgini oi Kalhana, while describing the adventures of

the kings of Kashmir in the Ravi valley and the political relations of the

kingdom with the adjoining hill states in the middle of the eleventh century

and onwards, incidentally refers to the political conditions of Chamba. It

also mentions the part played by the kings of Chamba in the war of

succession that raged under the Loharas. These facts, coming from a

neighbouring source, are particularly welcome in view of the scanty historical

information obtained from the Chamba records.

The king of Chamba in 985 was probably Dodakavarman. In an inscription

hailing from Tur, he is described as a successor to king Vidagdha.

165. J. Ph. Vogel, ArrtkpMes of Chamba State, p 174
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Presumably he was the son of the^ latter and grandson of Yugakaravaiman.

In the VariT^valf he seems to have been mentioned as Dogdha, though

in the order of succession he figures there as the son of Yugakara and

father of Vidagdha,’®® which is apparently a mistake. The title

mahar^adhiraja parame^vara attributed to him in the Tur inscription suggests

that he was an independent ruler, though it is not known for certain if

he could keep intact the kingdom carved out by Sahillavarman, father of

Yugakarvarman.

According to the Varijsavaff, Chamba was ruled after Vidagdha by two

kings named Vicitravarman and Dhairryavarman.’“ The names of these

kings do not occur in any inscriptton. It is doubtful whether they existed

at all. There is, however, epigraphic evidence that a king named Trailokyadeva

ruled in the Curah division in the second quarter of the eleventh century.’®®

He has been identified with the ruler of the neighbouring hill state of

Vallapura (Balor), whose name occurs in the Varii^avalf of the Balauria

ralas.'^° In one of his inscriptions he has the royal titles of an independent

king’^’ and it is likely that, taking advantage of the weakness of the

contemporary ruler of Chamba, he succeeded in extending his influence

over the northern part of the latter’s kingdom.

Kalharia testifies that king Ananta of Kashmir (1028-63) "uprooted a

Campa king Sala, and placed a new ruler on the throne”.’^® Bilhana, who
was a contemporary of Ananta, also speaks of the king’s supremacy being

acknowledged in Campa. The Varhiavalf omits the name of Sala but his

presence is amply proved by three copper plate inscriptions of the eleventh

century which mention a king named Salavahana,’^^ correctly identified by

Kielhom with the Sala of the Rs^atarahginl'^^ It is likely that Ananta’s

expedition against Sala took place between 1050 and 1060.’^® Ananta’s

attack against Chamba had as its objective the establishment of the

supremacy of Kashmir over the hill states of the Ravi valley. The new ruler

whom he placed on the throne of Chamba, was in all probability Somavarman,

who is mentioned in inscriptions as the successor of Salavahana.’^'

The name of Somavarman does not find place in the Varh^avaff. The

events of his reign are not known. Epigraphic evidence points out that he

166. Yugak^abms^ Dogdho-Vidagdha stasya /incorporated in ibktj, Catma^a, Vam^valf.

Si, 82 .

167. Vogel, op dt.

168. Vamiavaf, Si, 83.

169. Vogel, op cit, pp 176-80

170. toW, p 71.

171. HWa. p 180.

172. RArtAS, VII, 218.

173. Mile, G. Buhler, ed XVIII, 38.

174. Vogel, op dt, pp 182f.

175. M, XVII, 1888, pp 8f.

176. Vogel, op dt, p 72.

177. «j«, pp 182-200.
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was ruling over the territories of Curah and Pangi in the first year of his
reign. As mentioned above, these areas belonged to the Vallapura kings
Probably Salavahana recovered these for Chamba.
Somavarman was succeeded by his brother Asata. He is one of the

eight hill chiefs who visited Srinagar in the winter of 1087-88, in the reign
of Kalasa. The others were Kalasa, the lord of Vallapura (Balor); king
Sarhgramapala of Rajapuri (Rajauri); Utkarsa, Lohara’s (Loharin) ruler; Sangata,
king of Ura§a (Hazara); Gambiraslha, chief of Kanda; the illustrious Uttamaraja
the ruler of Kasthavata (Kastavar) and the chief of Babbapura (Durgara)
Apparently, Kala^ was following his father’s policy of establishing the
supremacy of Kashmir over the Ravi valley. Kalhana gives the impression
that these hill states were dependent on Kashmir. But the dep)endance
was probably of a loose nature, and was perhaps confined to the obligation
of providing only military help, having independence in all internal affairs.’^®

Asata s sister was married to king Kalasa of Kashmir and the son from
their marriage, Harsa, became the king of Kashmir in 1089.”®

Some scholars have ascribed a class of silver coins of a debased bull

and horseman type to Asata, king of Chamba.”’’ But the kings of Chamba
are not known to have struck coins, and it is likely that these coins of the
bull and horseman type were issued by some kings of Kabul.’®^

According to the Vam^avalf, Jasata succeeded his father Asata.

Epigraphic evidence shows that this took place in 1105.’*’^ Before his

accession, Jasata played a leading part in the civil war of Kashmir which
broke out as a result of the misrule of king Harsa. Being his first cousin,

Jasata naturally took up the cause of Harsa against Uccala and Sussala.

But he was defeated and captured by Sussala near Vijayaksetra (Vijabror)

in 1101.’®®

Harsa was followed by Uccala, and the latter by his brother Sussala as
the king of Kashmir. In Sussala’s reign, Jasata, who was now the ruler of

Chamba, came into hostility with his former adversary by taking up the

cause of Bhiksacara, the grandson of Har^, who was a claimant to the

kingdom. A league of three ruling chiefs—Jasata of Chamba, Vajradhara

of Babbapura (Durgara) and Sahajapala of Vartula (Batal, on the northern

bank of the Chenab)—and two co-claimants and heirs-apparent—Balha of

178 R^, VII, 588. (See also above, ch XXI on Kashmir, where Babbapura has been

identified with modem Babor and not Durgara - Eds).

179. Vogel, op at, p 103

180. R^. VII, 319.

181. V. A. Smith, Catalogue of the Cans in the Indian Museum, pp 244f and 249; also

pi XXVI, 6.

182. S. C. Ray, "Attnbution of Ashatapala Coins”, JNSI. XVI, i, 1954, pp 1-3. See also

Pratipal Bhatia, ‘‘Bull/Horseman Coins of the Shahis, c ad 650-1026”, PIHC, 34th session,

1973, pp 50-61;- Lallanji Gopal, Early Medieval Coin Types of Northern India.

183. Veffhiavalf, Si 83.

184. Vogel, op cit, p 104

185. RSi, VII, 1512.
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Trigarta (Kangra) and Anandaraja of Vallapura (Balor)—was formed in support

of the pretender.’®® Dissension among his men and somp misfortunes

prevented Bhiksacara from undertaking an immediate attack upon Sussala

and he took refuge with Jasata. If Kalhana is to be believed, the king of

Chamba after some time lost much of his former interest in the cause of

the pretender. But, with the help of his other allies. Bhiksacara came into

conflict with Sussala in 1117.'®' Sussala’s retaliatory operations in the valleys

of the Candrabhaga and the upper Ravi, in reply to Bhiksacara’s hostility,

possibly did not spare Chamba, even if he did not take any active part in

the conflict.'®®

Jasata, according to the Varh^valf, was succeeded by his brother

Dhalavarman and his three successors were Ajita, Daityari and PrthvTvarman.'®®

However, from epigraphic evidence, the testimony of the VamMvalf cannot

be corroborated. If Kalharia is to be believed, the king of Chamba in 1122

was one Udaya.'** According to the Vam^vali, he was the son of

PrthvTvarman.'®' Udaya played an important role in the civil war of Kashmir.

He, along with the king of Vallapura, is said to have assisted Sussala

against Bhiksacara.'®^ Why the kings of Chamba and Vallapura left the

cause of the pretender and joined his adversary cannot be explained.

Udaya's successor was his son Lalitavarman.'®® He seems to have reigned

from 1143/44 to 1170.'®^ His rule over Curah and Pangi is attested by

epigraphic evidence.'®® The Devi-ri-Kothi pm^sti, written by Rajaguru

Kamalalahchana in the seventeenth year of his reign, eulogises his virtues.

The next ruler was Vijayavarman, son of Lalitavaiman. Though the Varh^avali

attributes to him victories over the Kashmiras, Kiras (some tribes of the

hinterland of Kashmir) and Mudgalas (Mughals?),'®' the historicity of such

claims is doubtful. On the other hand, there is evidence to show that by

the end of the twelfth century the power of Chamba had considerably

weakened. Inscriptions point out that the kings of Balor regained possession

of Curah, though the kingdom of Chamba maintained its independent

existence.'®®

186. As suggested by Stem, the confederacy was probably formed at Kurl,^.•'hetra RMAS.

II, p 44. According to Vogel, the event took place either in 1 1 1 3 or 1 1 1 5. Vogel, op ’* P 1 05

187. Ret, VIII. 537f.

188. Vogel, op cit, p 107.

189. Vam^avali. Si 83, 84

190. VIII. 1083-86.

191. Varh^vaf, Si 85

192. Rsi, VIII, 1083-86.

193. VamSavaF, Sl 85.

194. Vogel, op dt, pp 216f.

195. Ibid, pp 209f.

196. Ibid, p 109.

197. Uam^vaf. Sl 86-88

198. Vogel, op cit. p 109.



OiafUer XXIII

MINOR DYNASTIES OF THE EASTERN DECCAN

1 THE LATER S 0 M A V A M S I N S

Chiefs belonging to the dynasty’ referred to as Somakula in inscriptions

ruled initially in western Orissa and gradually extended their sway over a
larger part of Orissa. The genealogy and order of succession of the kings

belonging to this dynasty are reconstructed as: (See p 674
)

MAHABHAVAGUPTA Ii BHiMARATHA

Mahasivagupta I Yayati was succeeded by his son Mahabhavagupta II

1

.

For a comprehensive and an up-to-date historical analysis of the dynasty, see Ajay Mitra

Shastri, Inscriptions of the $arabhapuiiyas, Panduvm§in$ and Smavamiins, I, pp 172-222.

Inscription numbers referred to in footnotes stand for the following:

I. Cuttack plates of Mahabhavagupta II Bhimaratha, year 3.

II. Kudopali plates of Mah^havagupta II Bhimaratha, year 1 3.

III. Mahulpara plates of Mahasivagupta II Dharmaratha, year 1 1

.

IV. Banpur plates of Indraratha, year 6.

V. Jatesinga-Dungn plates of Mahasivagupta III Yayati, year 3.

VI. Balijhari plates of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesann, year 4.

VII. Sankhameri plates of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin, year 4.

VIII. Lalatendukesari Cave inscription of the time of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin,

years

IX. Nuapatna plates of the time of Mahabhavagupta IV Janamejaya, year 5.

X. Mahakosala Historical Society's plates of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin, year 1 1

.

XI. Navamuni Cave inscription of the time of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin, year 1 8.

XII. BrahmeSvara temple inscription of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin, year 1 8.

XIII. Mahada plate of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin.

XIV. Kamalpur plates of the time of MahasivaguptaV Karna, year 4.

XV. Ratnagiri plates of MahaSivaguptaV Karna, year 6.

XVI . Gandhibeda image inscription ofthe time of MahaSivaguptaV Karna.

XVII. Kelga plates of SomeSvara, year 1.

XVIII. A stray plate ofa SomavarhSn orTelugu-Cbda grant from Kelga. For the text ofthese

inscriptions see Ajay Mitra Shastri, InscriptionsoftheSarabhapuriyas, Pandvamiins

andSontavarh^ins, II, section IV.

H^3
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Sivagupta (855-80)*

i

2.

Mahabhavagupta I Janamejaya (880-920)

1

I

3. MahaSivagupta I Yayati

(920-55)

i

4. Mahabhavagupta II Bhiimaratha (955-75)

i 1 i 1 i

5. Mahasiva- 6. Mah^hava- 7. Indra- Sahkara- Vahka-

gupta II guptalll ratha ratha ratha

Dharmaratha Naghusa (1010-22) 1

(975-95) (995-1010)

r~
VicitravTra

i

Abhimanyu8.

Maha^vagupta III

Yayati-Chandlhard

(1023-40)

I

i i

9.

Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesann (1040-65) Abhimanyu

1 i

10.

MahaSivagupta IV Janamejaya (1065-80) SomeSvara

11.

Mahabhavagupta V Puranjaya (1080-1100) 12. Maha^vagupta V Kama (1100-13)

BhTmaratha, whose latest recorded regnal year is the thirteenth one.® We
may, therefore, assign him a reign of about two decades (955-75).

TTie hostility with the Kalacuris of Dahala, which marked the two earlier

reigns, continued unabated during the reign of BhTmaratha too. The

Somavarh^in records are reticent in this matter, but the Kalacuri inscriptions

are eloquent regarding their success. The Bilhari stone inscription of

Yuvarajadeva II refers to the raids of Laksmanaraja II (a 945-70) in Kosala

and Odra. We are told that he defeated the Kosala king and obtained an

image of Kaliya from the Odra chief.'* Ignoring the rhetorical and eulogistic

distinction sought to be made here between the Kosala and Odra chiefs,

it simply means that Laksmanaraja carried out raids in the SomavamSin

territory, obviously with the object of retaliating to Yayati's inroads into the

Kalacuri dominions. Since Laksmanaraja’s Kosala-Odra raids are not

mentioned in the Karitalai inscription of his reign,® they seem to have taken

2. The dates mentioned in brackets are only approximate. For an early history of the dynasty

up to the reign of MahaSivaguptal I Yaydti, seeA ComprehensiveHstoryc^lndta, III, i, pp 489-92.

3. Noll

4. at IV, p 213, V. 62.

5. Ubibf.pp 186-91.
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place in the later part of his reign. However, as the Somakula records

maintain complete silence in this regard, it is difficult to ascertain the ultimate

outcome of these adventures; on the whole, they seem to have been
favourable to the Kalacuris although no territorial gain appears to have been

involved.

The recently discovered Mahulpara plates of Dharmaratha mention a
certain Rudra, probably described as an eastern chief {purva-Rudr^, vi/ho

is represented as pleased to hear the account of the movements of

BhTmaratha’s sword and looking at the latter with his crown tremulous in

a gesture of appreciation.® This Rudra of the east cannot be definitely

identified, but may refer to that king Rudra mentioned in an inscription of

his son yuvarsya Bali-Aksaya found at Boram (Manbhum district. West

Bengal)^ is intended. There are also some vague allusions to BhTmaratha’s

military successes in his Cuttack plates® as well as in the records of the

later members of the family,® but they are of no historical' value.

Sirhhadatta, who figures as the miriister of peace and war attached to

Kosala in the latest charter of Maha^ivagupta I Yayati, continued in the

same office during BhTmaratha’s reign. From the Kudopali plates of his

reign we learn about his feudatory ranaka Punja of the Mathara family who

made a land grant from his residence at VamandapatT (probably the same

as Bamra, Bangarh tahsil, Sambalpur district) in the thirteenth regnal year

of his patron. He is said to have acquired the five great sounds

{samadhigata-panca-mahasabd^ and enjoyed the title of mandalika besides

ranaka.

BhTmaratha deserves credit for maintaining his territorial inheritance intact

against the mounting Kalacuri aggressions. Whether there was any fresh

territorial expansion during his reign cannot be ascertained. But there is no

doubt that he paved the way for his successor’s military aggrandisement.

BhTmaratha had a number of sons, of whom at least three came to

power successively after him.

MAHASIVAGUPTA II DHARMARATHA

Mahabhavagupta II Bfi/naratha was succeeded by his eldest son,

Mahasivagupta II Dharmaratha, who was probably also known as rajamalla.

He ruled for about twenty years (c. 975-95).

A verse in his recently published Mahulpara plates of the eleventh year

6. V8.

7. JBORS, IX, p 416; Bhandarkar’s Ust. no 1755.

8. V9.

9. Nos III, V 8; VI, V 3; XII, V 3.

10. No I, V, 22. This stanza eulogising Simhadatta is the same as v 23 of the Patna plates of

MahaSvagupta I Yayati (year 24). But what is of special interest is that the same stanza is employed

for describing Chicchate§vara, the saidhlv^rahln associated with Odra, in v 20 ofthe Cuttack plates

of NlahSSivagupta I YaySti (year 9). The description cannot, therefore, be regarded as realistic.

11. No XII, V 6. But it may as well be only an adjective, meaning "wrestler atrrong the kings .

which is rx)t an urKX)mmon description of a king in early Indian literature.
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speaks of the chains of smoke rising from the cities (capitals) of Andhra

and Gauda which were put aflame by Dharmaratha with ease, as if in a
sport/^ A few other allusions of a general nature to his military achievements

as are also found in this and in some later records. However, the vagueriess

of the references to his success against Andhra and (Bauda does not allow

us to ascertain its exact nature. But there can be no doubt that his Andhra

and Gauda adversaries must have belonged to the Eastern (Vei^l) Cajukya

and Pala dynasties respectively. The eastern Cajukya kingdom was tom
asunder by internal family feuds over the question of succession to the

throne. Taking advantage of this situation, the Telugu Coda chief Jata C6(te

BhTma of Pedakallu (Kumool district) slew the Eastern Cajul^a chief Danarnava

^ occupied the latter’s kingdom and held it for twenty-seven years

(973-1000) after v/hich it was re-occupied by BaktK/anman I with the help

of Coja Rajaraja l.’^ This period of twenty-seven years was regarded by

Baktivarman and his successors as an interregnum without any king. It

seems that Dharmaratha, like some other adventurers, also fished in these

troubled waters and carried out a raid.

In Bengal, the Palas were in critical straits immediately before and after

the reign of MahTpala I. But as Dharmaratha ended his reign shortly after

MahTpala's accessbn, his Gauda expedition must be dated during the

period of Vigrahapala II, father of MahTpala I, who had lost control of almost

the whole of Bengal and ruled only in Bihar.’® Taking advantage of this

precarious situation, Dharmaratha may have raided Bengal. However, these

appear to have been merely military adventures without any territorial

acquisitions.’®

Some records of the time of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin’^ and

Maha^ivagupta V Karna’® refer to Dharmaratha’s military expeditions in the

entire region from the setu (Adam’s Bridge) in the south to the Himalayas

in the north and from the eastern ocean (Bay of Bengal) to the western

mountains, ie sunset mountains.’® We have dependable information about

the expansion of the Somakula dominions during Dharmaratha’s reign. Verse

12 of the Banpur plates of Indraratha tells us that Indraratha, a step-brother

12. V9.

13. No III, V 10 describes him as the cause of the destruction of the multitude of his foes. Nos

VI and XV, V 4 refer, in a general way, to his cSgv^a^. See also v 4 of no VII. No XII, v 5 also contains

a vague anusion to his conquests axl compares him to the epic sage Pdra^rdma.

1 4. G. Yazdani ed, EarfyHistoiyoftheDeccan, pp 486-87. See also HCP, IV; TheAgeofknperisi

Kanauj, pp 139-40.

15. Ibid, pp 52-55. See also ch. XX in this volume.

16. The Identifications of Andhra and Gauda chiefs proposed here are different from those

suggested earlier in SfudlibsihfriclliarrQygrsiDhy^ p. 89. They are due to a change in view regarding

the Somavarh^ chronology.

17. No VI and V, 5 of the Degaon plates of the time of Mahibhavagupta IJanamejeora.

18. No XV, V, 5.

19. This anrxxints to a vague claim to the all-Indiasphere of influence of a ruler (caknaMartf-f^efre).

Such claims are met with inconnectionwith otherchiefeas wellandcannotbe regardedas historical.
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Of Dharmaratha, got the royal fortune of Kalihga through Dharmaratha's

favour, ie, he acted as Dharmaratha’s viceroy in Kalii’iga. Thus, coastal

Kalihga or a substantial part thereof was conquered by Dharmaratha.

Perhaps this task was achieved by Indraratha who was. as usual, put in

charge of this newly conquered province. But how long it remained under

the Somakulins cannot be ascertained.

Dharmaratha kept the Somakula banner high. He not only kept his

inherited dominions intact, but also added to them by conquering Kalihga.

It is pertinent to note in this connection that his only known grant was

situated in the Antaruda-wsa/a which, according to the Bhauma-Kara

records, was included in Daksiria Tosali.“

MAHABHAVAGUPTA III NAGHUSA (NAHUS/iO

CXir records contain conflicting statements regarding the history of the

dynasty after Dharmaratha. According to the official charters of the time of

Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin and Mahaavagupta V Karna,^'

Dharmaratha was succeeded by his bhrata, ie, step-brother or cousin,

Naghusa (Nahusa) although the solitary BrahmeSvara (Bhubaneshwar) temple

inscription of liddyotakesarin’s mother KolavatT states that the demise of

Dharmaratha was followed by a political interregnum during which the

country was subjected to foreign attacks.^^ We may suggest that as

Dharmaratha had no son,“ he was succeeded by Naghusa whose short

reign was full of disturbances. He may have had a short reigh of about

fifteen years {c. 995-1010).

Unfortunately, no record of Naghusa has been reported so far and no

important event is clearly stated to have taken place during his reign in

the records of the later members of the dynasty.^ But there are some

indications that he had to face troubles from his own relatives. Verse 12

in the Banpur plates records that Indraratha had defeated the king of Udra

in a battle and captured his fortune. As we have already seen. Udra formed

part of the Somakula dominions right from the beginning of the reign of

Maha^ivagupta I Yayati. As such the vanquished Udra adversary of Indraratha

was no other than Naghusa himself. This finds support from a perusal of

the Banpur plates of Indraratha which show that Indraratha did not recognise

Naghusa as Dharmaratha’s successor. It may perhaps indicate that

Dharrrwatha’s death was followed by some bitterness about succession

20. Binayak Misra. Dynasties ofMeOeval Orissa, p 16.

PI Nos VI V. 6. See also v, 6 of no VII.

22 No XII, v, 6 states that for sometime after Dharma-ratha’s passing away, both the prownces

(1^^ wetHSupied by various soldiers. There is no mention of any king between

oSm^S? and Cancfihara YaySti even though Naghusa and Indraratha are known to have

intervened between them.

If he had anv he may have predeceased him.

24. Nos VI. XV, Vv. 6-7 ofno VII contain onlyvague praise and aHusions to his military exercises.
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and even though Naghusa ultimately succeeded to the throne, he was
soon deprived of his possessions in Udra. The silence of the Brahme6vara

temple inscription also points in the same direction.

INDRARATHA

Naghusa’s death appears to have been followed by a scramble for power
between Indraratha and a collateral line of the family claiming descent from

Mahabhavagupta I Janamejaya, with success ultimately going to the former.

Thereafter, with the approval of the brahmans he assumed kingship and

firmly entrenched himself at the ancestral capital Yayatinagara from where
he issued his Banpur plates in his sixth year. He assumed all the sectarian

and regal titles found employed for other Somakula monarchs but did not

adopt the gupfa-ending coronation name for reasons that cannot be
ascertained at present.^^ He is represented as having controlled “three

kingdoms” (trairajyslj which probably included Kosala, Udra and Kalihga.

His Banpur plates record the grant of a village situated in Kohgoda mandala

or Ganjam region.^

Indraratha appears to have been ruling in full glory till the sixth year of

his reign when his only extant grant was issued. But he continued to rule

for a few more years till at least 1022 when he was defeated by Coja

Rajendra I at Yayatinagara in the course of his Gangetic expedition. According

to the Cola records, Rajendra carried away a “large heap of family-treasures

together with many [other] treasures after having captured Indraratha of the

ancient race of the moon" and seized Odda-v/^ya and Kosalai-nadu.^^

This expedition appears to have been undertaken primarily with a view to

thwarting the efforts of Indraratha who had aligned himself with the Later

Cajukya king Jayasirhha II Jagadekamalla (c. 1015-42) who, setting aside

the claims of Rajendra I’s nephew Rajaraja, had placed the latter’s step-brother

Vijayaditya VII Visnuvardhana on the throne of VerigT.^®

Indraratha had to face invasions of other contemporary powers too. The

Udaipur pra^sti informs us that he was defeated by the mercenaries of

the Paramara king Bhoja.^® Garigeyadeva, the Kalacuri king of TripurT, is

also credited with success against the Utkala king who was none other

than Indraratha.®” A branch of the Kalacuris was already established in the

western part of South Kosala with Tummana (modern Tuman. Bilaspur

25. TNs name is not found in his Banpur plates which forms his only known record.

26. All this information is based on the text of the Banpur plates as published by K,B. Tripathy.

The plates stand in need of a better edition which may afford some more dependable information.

27. K.A.N. Sastri, The Cdlas, p 207.

28. Ibid, pp 205-6 and 237, n 48; G. Yazdani, ed, Early History of the Deccan, pp 327, 489.

29. El, I, 1888-92, p 235, v, 19. See also ch XIV in this volume.

30.

Cll, IV, pp xc, cxx-xi. Mirashi's identification of Gdiigeya’s Utkala adversary with the Kara king

Subhitttara II (/bfcf, p xc) is erroneous. Whichever of the two above-mentioned proposed epochs

of the Bhauma-Kara era is accepted, Subhakara II would be much too early to be a contemporary

of Gahgeyadeva. Equally untenable is his conjecture that during tNs campaign the Somakula king

Mahsaivagupta I Yaydti was defeated by Gaiigeyadeva {bid. pp xc, cxxi). For no scholar now dates

the erxj of MahSSvagupta I Yayati's reign later than 1 000.
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district) in c. 1CXX) by Kalirigaraja and it must have checked the SomavarhSin

expansion in that direction. Kalirtgaraja’s son and successor, Kamalaraja (c.

1020-45) aided his overlord Gahgeyadeva in his Utkala campaign.^’ The

Paramaras and the Kalacuris appear to have allied themselves with the

Cojas and the raids of these three powers against Indraratha were not

totally unconnected with each other.^ It cannot be determined whether the

Kalacuri and Paramara invasions preceded the Cola expedition or all the

three invasions were undertaken simultaneously. The former postulate appears

more likely. After his defeat in the battle at Yayatinagara. Indraratha was

probably taken captive and perhaps killed and the entire Somakula- kingdom

lay waste and wrapped in total anarchy for some time.“

MAHASIVAGUPTA III yayati candThara

According to the Cola records, Indraratha was taken captive by Rajendra I

together with his famiiy^ and as such even if Indraratha had-a son, he was not

left to succeed him. In the civil war for succession that followed the death of

Nahusa, Indraratha had killed Abhimanyu, son of VicitravTra and grandson of

Janamejaya, who had staked his claim to the Somakula throne. Thereafter,

during Indraratha’s reign, Abhimanyu’s son Yayati a/zasCandihara^ was left vizith

no option but to spend a few years in, self-imposed exile.'^ But after the

catastrophe at Yayatinagara which thre^ened the very existence of the

kingdom, Yayati was brought back and Installed on the Somavarhsin throne by

all the ama/yas (ministers). While in the records of his successors he is referred

to as Yayati and Candihara, in his own Jatesinga-Dungari charter he mentions

himself as Maha^ivagupta III Yayati.®' The immediate task Mahasivagupte III

faced afteraccesston was to drive the enemies out and restore normal conditions

in the kingdom which was badly mauled and devastated by the aforesaid

invastons. He proved himself equal to this task and, as stated in the records of

his son and successor, Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin, he freed both the

rastras (provinces) of Kosala and Utkala. which were occupied by enemy forces,

from all the troubles. He was, therefore, perfectly justified in claiming that he

had acquired the title of Tri-Kalihgadhipati by the prowess of his arms.

Jatesinga-Dungari (also called Mararija-Mura) charter gives a sornewhat detailed

account of his conquests which, though exaggerat^.

He is described as the self-chosen husband
(ie, lord) of Kalihga, Kohgoda. Utkala

S' TOsSeSS te lustified in the light of the Kulenur inscription (El, XV. 1 91 9-20. p 330) y^i^

reSJthe Jctory of Cattadeva alias Kundaraja. a cousin of Jayasimha It Jagadekamalla, over the

elephant troops of the alii«l enemies.

33. Nos VI and XV, V 9; XII, V, 6. See also no VII, V 9.

1 he is mentioned as Candihara.

36. No XII, V 6.

37. IMo V, II, 17-18 and 43-44.

38. NoV, 11.15-16.
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and Kosala, the burning fever to the Karnata, Lata, and Gurjara kings and as

the very wind in carrying away the garments of Gauda and Radha. While we
may easily concede that Kohgoda, Utkala and Kosala were included in his

dominions and that he may have claimed a vague suzerainty over the whole of

Kalihga, there is absolutely nothing to substantiate other claims. The possibility

of his undertaking raids against some of these countries cannot be denied

altogether. He is further represented as addicted to theKancT(girdle) of the ladies

and as a bhOvita (paramour of the earth).^ There seems to be pun on the word

kancrand some success against the Cojas is intended to be claimed. This claim

need not be regarded as hyperbolic as Candihara did free his kingdom from

Coja occupation and may have pursued the Coja invaders in course of his

operation for emancipation.'"

It will be, therefore, seen from the above that Candihara’s achievements were

in no way insignificant. He had restored the sunken fortunes of the family which

now got a new lease of life and an important position in contemporary Indian

politics. In his o\wn charter, he is compared to the pauranic heroes Nala, Nahusa,

Mandhatr, DilTpa, BhagTratha and Bharata while in the records of Uddyotakesarin

and Karha he is described as a representative of Madhusudana (Krena) and a

conqueror of the world (visva-vijayin).^' One of these inscriptions says that he

was saluted by the whole earth.'*^

The only known record of Catidihara is dated in the third year of his reign

and it is difficult to decide for how many more years he continued to rule. His

reign can be placed in c. 1023-40.

MAHABHAVAGUPTA IV UDDYOTAKESARIN

Maha^ivagupta III Yayati alias Can^ara was succeeded by his son

Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin for whom we have a number of records

dated between the fourth and the eighteenth years of his reign.'*^ We may,

therefore, tentatively assign him a reign of about twenty-five years (c. 1040-65).

That Uddyotakesarin maintained his hold over the twin provinces of Ko^a and

Udra or Utkala intact is indicated by his Mahako^ala Historical Society plates

recording the grant of a viliage in the Sambalpur tract^ and the Balijhari charter

registering a grant in Odra'*® as well as by the construction of a temple at

Bhuvaneshwar by his mother Kolavati'*® and the presence of some records of

his reign on the Khandagiri hill in Puri district.'*’'

39. D.C. Sircar thinks that bhOvita may be an error for Dravida meaning the Colas (JBORS, I, p

295; HOP, V: The Struggle for Empire, p 211 ). But even if bhOvita is taken to be correct, the allusion

to KifteT would serve the same purpose.

40. This account Is based on ins V, II, 13-15.

41. Nos VI, VII and XV.

42. No XII. V 8.

43. NosVItoXItl.

44. NoX.
46. No VI.

46. No XII.

47. Nos VIII and XI. The placement of Abhimanyu in charge of Kosala is also indicative of his
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UckJyotakesaiin is credited with some military successes in the Bhuvaneshwar
in^ription of his mother. It is stated that he vanquished all the hostile forces of

Dahala, Udra and Gauda with ease in a childish sport as it were. He is further

described as the unique protector of the earth extending up to the four oceans
and is compared to traditional celebrities such as Prthu, Mandhatrand Bharata.*”

Since Udra is known to have formed part of Uddyotakesarin’s dominions, the
word codra (generally split as ca Udra) appears to be an error for Cdda.^ The
Dahala contemporary of Uddyotakesarin was the Kalacuri king kama or

Laksmlkairia (c. 1 040-73) who also assumed the title of Tn'-Kalihgadhipati, which
may allude to his claim of success against the Somavam^ins, though his records

do not mention any such victory. In Gauda, the Pala king Nayapala, followed

by his son Vigrahapala III, were in power during this period. Both these chiefs

were involved in hostilities with Karna but, ultimately, a peace treaty was signed

and the latter's daughter Yauvanasn was married to Vigrahapala III. The condition

of the Palas during this period was so precarious that Uddyotakesarin carried

out a raid in Gauda without much difficulty. Whether Uddyotakesarin’s raids

against Kairia were undertaken independently or Karria joined his son-in-law

Vigrahapala III during Uddyotakesarin’s Bengal raid cannot be ascertained in

the present state of insufficient information. Rajadhiraja 1, Rajendra II and

VTrarajendra I were the Cbja contemporaries of Uddyotakesarin. But his claim

to a victory over the Cojas appears to be poetic imagination, unless we assume
that he assisted his father in driving away the Cbja occupants from the Somakula

kingdom.®®

It is learnt from the Kelga plates of. kumamdhir^ Somesvara that

Uddyotakesarin appointed a certain Abhimanyu his sub-king in Kosala.®' This

Abhimanyu, in view of the common practice of naming the grandson after the

grandfather, may have been a brother of Uddyotakesarin. This arrangement,

which was made some time after the eleventh year of his reign,®^ was apparently

intended to check the encroachments of the Kalacuris of the western part

of South Kosala and the Chindaka-Nagas while the king himself remained in

Utkala to contain the Gahga onslaughts. Abhimanyu was followed by

kumarkJNr^-paramesvara Somesvara. This arrangement seems to have worked

well and achieved its objective till the termination of Uddyotakesarin s rule.

mahaSivagupta IV janamejaya

Uddyotakesarin was followed by his son Janamejaya who may be reasonably

assumed to have adopted the coronation name Maha§ivagupta. His only

hold over Kosala.

48. No XII. w 9-10.

49. According to D.C. Sircar (JBOBS, I. p 296), the Udra king defeated by Uddyotakesarin was

one of his own subordinates or one of his tether’s adversaries (HCP, V: The Smuggle for Erpptre,

P212).
50. This is quite likely. B, IV, 1896-97, p 191, 1. 41.

51. No XVII, II 4-5.

52. No X. which records a grant in Kosala, was Issued In the eteventh year.
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recorded date is the fifth year of his reign® and he may be tentatively given a

rule of about fifteen years from c. 1065 to c. 1080. The Ratnagiri plates of his

nephew Karna, which devote a couple of verses to him, do not supply any

Information of historical interest about him except perhaps a veiled allusion to

his victory over a Naga chief, \Nho may possibly be identified with the

Chindaka-Naga chief Some^vara I (1069-97) of Bastar. The latter also claims

to have won a victory over the Udra chief and captured six lakh ninety-six villages

of Kosala. The recently discovered Nuapatna plates of his reign inform us that

a certain yuvaraja Dharmaratha, who enjoyed the titles paramabhattai^<a and
rmhakumaradhiraja-parame^vara, acted as his sub-king in Pa^cima-Kalinga®

which does not admit a proper identification but may have denoted some area

to the west*^f Kalii^ga.® His exact relationship with Janamejaya cannot be
ascertained. It is not improbable that he may have been Janamejaya’s son.

During this period, the Somakula kingdom was threatened by the Gartgas in

the south and the Kaiacuris of Kosala and the Chindaka-Nagas in the north.

The Gahga king Rajaraja I Devendravarman (1070-78), son and successor of

Vajrahasta V Anantavarman, claims that his general Venapati defeated the kings

of Utkala and Kosala. The Kalacuri chief PrthvTdeva I also probably achieved

some success against the Somavarh^ins as maybe inferred from his assumption

of the title sakala-Kosaladhipati {\or(i of the whole of Kosala) in his Amoda plates

dated 1069 and 1079.®^

MAHABHAVAGUPTA V PURANJAYA

Mahaeivagupta IV Janamejaya’s son and successor Mahabhavagupta V
Purahjaya (c. 1080-1100) left no record of his own and is known only from a

couple of verses in the Ratnagiri plates of his brother and successor Karna.®®

One of these stanzas refers to his victory over the Guada, Dahala, Kalihga and

Variga kings. Of these successes there is no confirmation from any other source

and it is unlikely that he would have thought of embarking on such military

adventures at a time when the very existence of the Somavarhsa kingdom was
in jeopardy due to the growing menace of the Eastern Garigas, Chindaka-Nagas

and the Kaiacuris of Ko^la. Anantavarman Codagahga (1078-1142) and

Chindaka-Naga Some^vara I were supreme in Kalitiga and the Bastar regton

respectively and were constantly encroaching upon the Somakula dominions.

In Bengal, Ramapala, who resurrected the fallen fortunes of the Pala dynasty

and claims to have defeated the last known Somakula chief in the later part of

53. NoV, 1, 5.

54. NoXV, w, 12-13.

55. No IX, 11,9-10.

66. According to some, the Kosala portion of the Somavam6in kingdom was krx)wn as

Pa^clma-Kalinga. Cf. K.S. Behera, "Administrative System under the Somavarh^is" In D.C. Sircar,

ed, Early Indian Political and Administrative Systems, pp 89-90.

57. C//. IV, p 400, 1, 5; p 406, 1, 24. Mirashi {ibid, p cxxi) takes the claim to be an empty boast

In view of the absence of any record of his reign in the eastern part of Kosala.

68. NoXV, w 14-15.
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his reign, was on the throne. Jajjaladeva, son and successor of Kalacuri

PrthvTdeva I, also claims to have seized Some^vara (evidently the homonymous
Somavarh§in chief who came to power in Ko^la after Abhimanyu and issued

his charter from Suvarnapura) in battle and exacted tribute from the king of

Daksina Kosala.®® Some§vara was later released at the behest of Jajjala's

mother. In view of these facts the claim to victory over these powers is either

poetic imagination or may refer to some minor skirmishes in which he might

have attained some success.

MAHASIVAGUPTA V KARNA

Mahabhavagupta V Purahjaya was succeeded by his younger brother

Maha^ivagupta V Karna, the same as Karnakesarin of the literary tradition,®® the

last Sorhakula monarch whose records dated in the sixth and seventh years of

his reign have come to light.®’ As we have seen above, he had to face defeat

at the hands of the Pala king Ramapala and was finally deprived of his territorial

possessions in Utkala by the Gahga king Anantavarman Codagahga who

became the undisputed lord of lower Orissa sometime between 1108 and

1114/1 5. The first date is provided by the Mukhalingam plates which tell us that

the Gariga king had first defeated and then reinstated the Utkala king®^ and the

second, by his Bhubaneshwer (Ungaraja temple)®® and Puri (Markande^vara

temple) inscriptions®^ which clearly indicate his final occupation of this region,

evidently after the extirpation of Karria. We may, therefore, tentatively date his

reign in c. 1100-13. If, however, the /Wada/a-pan/f tradition is accepted,

Suvarnakesarin was the last Somavartisin monarch extirpated by Codagahga,

and hence the termination of Karna’s reign may have to be dated a little earlier.

But the historicity of this tradition is questionable.

Karna ruled as a sovereign monarch in lower Orissa till at least the seventh

year of his reign as may be justifiably inferred from his Ratnagiri and the Kamalpur

plates of the sixth and seventh years respectively.®® Both these refer to him with

full imperial titles and as ruling from Yayatinagara which is, in all probability.

59 Cll IV D 413 w 22-23. In the Sheorinarayan plates of Ratnadeva II (bid, p 421
, y

8) and

the KhSl stone of Ratnadeva IIIm P 537. v. 6) there is mention of Ja,alladeva s

over Bala and Bhujabala of Suvarnapura respectiveV-

identify both Bala and Bhujabala with the Somavamsin pnnce SomeSvara. See ibid, pp cxxiv ,

420, 534; IHO, XXII, p 304; HCIP. V: The Struggle for Empire, p 21 3.

60. This name is mentioned in a commentary Sandhyakara N^drs

Tumburu plates of Anantavarman Codagahga, dated 6aka 1 051 . he is called Karnaraya. See Bharaf?

(Telugu), 1968, pp 2f.

62 EHV^Ts^-OT, pp 33f. This statement is also met with in his Komi plat^ of Sate 10^ (w

1 1 1 21 \which was so far taken to be the earliest reference to this episode and, accordingly, this

^t dSSll between 1112 and 1114/15. This epsode is referred to in severe

subsequent records.

63. El, XXX, 1953-54, pp 31-32.

64. tfXtf, XXXIII, 1959-60, pp 184-85.

65. Nos XIV and XV.
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identical with Jajpur in Cuttack district and J^nagar of the Muslim historians.

Some time thereafter he became a target of the rival expansionist designs of

RamapSa and Anantavarman Cddagahga, both of whom tried to set him up

as their respective prot^e for the time being. However, ultimately, the latter

got the upper hand and overthrew Karna, who appears to have held a subordinate

position under his victorious Gahga adversary before being finally overthrown

sometime in 1113.

The Ko^lan possessions also slipped away from the Somavarh^ins about

the same time or a little later. As we have seen above, Uddyotakesarin had

invested Abhimanyu with the rulership of Ko§ala and, after the end of

Abhimanyu’s rule, kumaradhimja Some^vara had assumed power and appears

to have flourished towards the close of the eleventh and in the early years of

the twelfth century. That he was not in possession of the whole of the Ko6alan

region under the Somakula is indicated by the Kamalpur plates of the seventh

year of Karna’s reign which show that his Maharastrakuta feudatory named
Jayarnama (correctly, Jayamava) was ruling over the BirmaharE^ur area in

Bolangir district in that year®^ and may have continued to rule for a few years

thereafter. What happened to his fief afterhim is not known. But the Somavarh^in

rule in the eastern part of Daksina Ko6ala was wiped out in the early years of

the twelfth century as a result of the Kalacuri, Chindaka-Naga and Telugu-Coda

encroachments. We have already referred to Kalacuri Jajalladeva I’s victory over

Some^vara as well as the Chindaka-Naga chief Some^vara’s encroachments

in Kp^ala. The Chindaka-Naga occupation of KoSala was carried out through

their Telugu-Coda feudatories. The Telugu-Cdda feudatory Ya^oraja (about the

middle of the eleventh century) is credited with the occupation of KoSala. His

greatgrandson SomeSvara II, who flourished in the early years of the twelfth

century, is described as the "lord of the entire Ko6ala”. Some^vara II issued

his Patna museum®^ and Kumaiisimha®® prfates from Suvartiapura (Sonepxjr in

Bolangir district) wherefrom the only extant charter of the Somavarhsin

Some^ara was also issued.®® Thus, the Somakula rule was wip)ed out both in

coastal Orissa and the eastern [Dart of South Kosala in the first quarter of the

twelfth century. While the Eastern Gahga monarch Anantavarman Cddagahga

was responsible forthe disappearance of the Somavarh^ins from coastal Orissa,

the Kalacuris of the western portbn of Kosala and the Chindaka-Nagas aided

by their Telugu-Coda feudatories ousted them from the eastern part of South

Kosala.^®

66. No XV.

67. a XIX, 1927-28, pp97f.

68. Journal of the KaMngahHstoric^Rese^chSodety,\, 'w pp29f.

69. No XVII.

70. For a fuller discussion of the termination of Somakula mle in Kosala, see B, XXVIII, 1949-50,

p 324; IHQ, XXII, pp 304-5; HCIP, V: The Strug^e forBnpke, pp. 213-14. For a detailed discussion

on the genealogy and chronology of the Telugu-Cddas, see B, XXVIII, 1949-50, pp 286-89.

It has been suggested on the basis of certain similarities in the Kelga plates of Somavarhdin

SomeSvara (no XVII) and some Telugu-C6da records that the SomakuHnSome^ra may have been
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TRI-KAUNGA

The Somavamsins styled themselves Tri-Kalii)gaclhipati, ie, “lord of

Tri-Kalihga’’. The solitarty exception to it \A^as 8ivagupta, father of

Mahabhavagupta I Janamejaya and the earliest known member of the dynasty,

for whom this title is not employed in any of the numerous records of his son

and successor/' This title is first found employed by the earliest known Eastern

Gahga monarchs Indravarman and Samantavarman in their epigraphs dated

(Gahga) years 39 and 64 respectively^^ and, subsequently, but some later

members of the same dynasty^^ as well as some of the later members of the

Kalacuri dynasty of TripurT/" It is used erroneously for the Candella monarch

Trailokyavarman in the Rewa plates of his vassal Kumarapala of Kakaredika/®

While it is admitted on all hands that Tri-Kalihga has a geographical connotation,

there exists a wide divergence of opinion as regards the territory or territories

actually denoted by it. This debate centres around two main points, viz, (i) it

contains three areas known as Kalihga and (ii) it is the name of a single

geographical unit.^®

If the extent evidence bearing on the subject is critically appraised, it would

be found that the concept of three Kalingas {Tri-Kalihg^ did not exist during

the early period. We do come across allusions to Kalihga as a geographical unit

in the records of the Mauryan emperor Asoka'^ and the Cedi ruler Kharavela,’'®

but nowhere it is mentioned as consisting of three divisions. Even otherwise.

named after and may have acknoywiedged for a time the sovereignty of his Chindaka-N&ga

namesake, SomeSvara I. See HCIP, V: Th6 Strugglo for Eivpiro, pp 214, 217-18.

71 . No record of Sivagupta himself has been reported so far

72 El. XXV. 1939-40, pp 281 f; XXVII, 1947-48, pp 21 6f.

73. In the copper plate charters of three later Eastern Gahga kings, viz. Anantavar^.

Devendravarman and Anantavarman Codagaiiga (cf ,
O, IV. 1 896-97, p 1 91 ; 'X, 1^7-8, p 98; ^l,

1935-36 p 72; XXXI. 1955-56. p 196; M. XVIII. p 164. etc.), the expression Tn-Kalinga-maimji

is emptoyed for the Eastern Gahga monarchs in general. We need not doubt the correctness of

this descnption in view of the occurrence of the title Tri-KalihgSdhipati in the inscriptions of

Indravarman and Samantavarman even though it is not met with in the interyen^

74. Raja^harainhis vwa^afaWjart/iy(actslandlV)callsYuvarajadev^

according to some scholars (V.V. Mirashi. Ol. IV. p Ixxviii). is probably an error for

However as Trilihga is a well-known geographical term, this suggestion oanrot te

conclusive. We have no definite evidence to indicate that this title was assumed by any membw

of the dynasty before Kama (or LaksmT-karna) to whom it is found applied in the

issued in the first year of his'reign (ibid, p 244. 1. 34) as well as a few other inscriptions of sub^ent

vears (libfcf p 258 I 34; p 277, 1. 4). The title is also employed to later members of the d^ty

P 2^. 1, 23; Nara^rftha (W P 322. 1. 3). Jaya^mha (fofo. p 328. 1. 21;

“ ^ ^ K-nW*. an leuaaw 0
, J.

his allegiance. A few other epithets of the Kalacuris are also applied to the Candella king, perhaps

%rS^a dependable summary of early writings on the subject, cf, P. Acharya. ‘Trilihga.

Tri-Kalihga, Kalihga, Odra and Utkala”. OHRJ, I. pp 73-92.
, loes nn-m i ?

77. D^. Sircar, Seteainso^^km Bearing on IndianHilary 1. 1965. no 18. 1.2.

78. Ibidt no 91 , 1, 1 (where KhSravela is styled KBlingadNpstlj.
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Up to about the beginning of the Christian era we have absolutely no evidence

to indicate that Tri-Kalihga denoted three Kalihgas or three divisions of Kalihga.

As regards the modem nameTelangana orTelingana, it is apparently a derivative

from Trilihga found mentioned in somewhat later literature and inscriptions/®

Moreover, in literature and inscriptions Kalihga is often distinguished from the

other regions of Orissa which are popularly taken to represent the three Kalihgas

which
,
in turn, are supposed to have comprised the Tri-Kalihga country. The

Jatesinga-Dungri plates of Mahasivagupta III Yayati, for instance, mention

Kalihga, Kohgoda and Utkala side by side in the same phrase,®° indicating

thereby that these three countries were regarded as quite distinct from each

other. The Brahmesvara temple (Bhubaneshwar) stone slab inscription of the

time of Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesarin®’ states that his predecessor

Mahabhavagupta I Janamejaya, who is styled Tri-Kalii)gaclhipati \n his numerous

records, had captured the royal fortune of the Odra chief. This proves beyond

doubt that Odra or Utkala had nothing to do with Tri-Kalihga. Likewise, the claim

made in theTalchar plate of the Kara king Bivakara III that his ancestor Bubhakara

had reduced Kalihga to subjection®® points to the distinction between Odra (the

home province of the Bhauma-Karas) and Kalihga. Incidentally, the Chinese

traveller Hsiian-tsang also refers to Odra (U-cha or Oda), Kohgoda (Kong-yu-to)

and Kalihga as distinct kingdoms. He locates the first two in eastern India and

the last one in southern India.®® Raja^ekhara also makes a distinction between

Kalihga and Utkala.®^

Sometime between the first and sixth centuries, the region of Kalihga came
to be divided into three parts which came to be known collectively as Tri-Kalihga.

The earliest references to Tri-Kalihga, as we have seen above, appear in the

Eastern Gahga inscriptions. We have also some indications of the areas

comprised in the three Kalihgas in the inscriptions and literature at our disposal.

Thus, we know that they included parts of Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra

Pradesh. There are a few important pieces of evidence which must be kept in

mind in this connection. As we have shown above, the Early Gahgas of Kalinga,

who had their capital at Kalihganagara or Mukhalingam, styled themselves

Tri-Kalif)gadhipati. Even those rulers of the family who did not assume this title

in their own records are called, in a general way, in subsequent inscriptions

Tri-Kalingamahlbhuj. That Mukhalingam in Brikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh

formed a part of Tri-Kalihga is clearly indicated by certain epgraphic references.®®

An inscription dated Baka 1036 (ad 1 1 14) from this place records the gift of a

79. P. Acharya, op cit, pp 73-77. It is not impossible that Trilihga itself may be a contracted

form of Tri-Kalhiga (obtained by dropping kei), perhaps due to contiguity with the latter,

80. NoV, 1. 14.

81. No XII, V, 2.

82. Binayak Misra, Orissa under the Bhauma Kings, p 4.

83. A. Cunningham, The Ancient Geography of India, pp 430-35. Cunningham's equation of

Kong-yu-to with Ganjam (ibid, pp 432-34) is, however, erroneous.

84. KSvyemmmsa (Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, no I, p 93).

86. Sll, V, p 1010: El, XXIV, 1937-38, pp 47f.
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lamp to a divinity of Tri-Kalihga-pattana.®® Another inscription dated 8aka 1074
(ad 1

1

52) mentions this place simply as Pattana while referring to the nativity

of the donor This was the only pattana (port town) known for the entire

Tii-Kalihga and it was called Tri-Kalihga-pattana in the eleventh century.

During the twelfth century it became the headquarters of the administrative

division on the coast called Sagarakhonna-vi^ya. A grant of the Eastern

Cajukya king Gunaga Vijayaditya III informs us that Tri-Kalirlga was situated in

Daksinapatha.®® Some other Eastern Cajukya records refer to the forest portion

of Tri-Kalihga as forming part of the Cajukya dominions. According to the

Masulipatam plates ofAmma I (91 8-25), for instance, his predecessorVijayaditya

IV ruled over the VehgTmandala together with the Tri-Kalihga forest

{yehgi-mands^am Tri-Kalihgatavi-yuktam).^ Likewise, we learn from the

Kolavaram plates of Cajukya BhTma II that Vikramaditya II (sometime after 925)

held sway over both Vehgi-mandala and Tri-Kalihga,(sa-Tr7-/<^//1garh

Vehgi-manda^arrii.^ The inclusion of tii-Kalihga in the Vehgi Cajukya kingdom

finds support from some unexpected literary evidence also. The following stanza

in the colophon of the medieval medical text erititled Kalyana-karaka by one

Ugradityacarya states that the work was composed at Ramagiri which is

described as adorned with structural as well as rock-cut temples and situated

in the Tri-Kalihga country which was under the Vehgi ruler;

Vehg-l^a-Th-Kalihga-de^-janana-prastutya-san-utkata-

Prodyad-vrksa-lata-vMna-niratah siddhais-ca vidyadharailV

Sarve mandira-kandar-opama-guha-caity-alay-aimkrte

Ramye Ramagirav-idarti viracitam ^stram hitam

pranTnam//^'

This Ramagiri is apparently different from modem Ramtek near Nagpur which

is generally believed to represent the Ramagiri mentioned in the opening stanza

of Kalidasa’s Megha-dOta.^ We propose to identify it with the homonymous

locality situated in Koraput district of Orissa bordering Srikakulam district of

Andhra Pradesh which alone would satisfy the description. The assumption of

the title Tri-Kalihgadhipati by the Somavarhsins, who also called themselves

Ko^lendra (lord of Kosala) would show that Tri-Kalihga must have abutted on

86. ARE, 1934-35, no 362.

87. /Wrf, no361.

88. JAHRS, V, pp lOlf.

89. El. V, 1898-99, p 133, 1, 17.

90. Sll, I, p 43. The Arumbaka grant of Badapa states that Ammaraja II (945-70) at first ruled

over the Verigi-de^a joined with Tri-Kaiiriga, but later left for Kalihga where he ruled for fourteen

years {El, XIX, 1 927-28, p 1 37). This has been taken as evidence of a distinction between Tri-Kalihga

and Kalinga (Ibid, XXIII, 1935-36, p. 69); but here Tri-Kalihga may refer to the forest portion of the

country while Kalinga may refer to its coastal region.

91 . Cited by Nathuram Premi in his Jaina SShitya aura Itihasa, p 447, n 1

.

9C. PQrvama^i v 1.
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or must have been very close to South Kosala. It must be remembered in this

connection that the P^duvarhsins, who were lineal ancestors of the

Somavartisins, also ruled over South Kosala. When under pressure from other

powers they were forced to shift eastward and southward, and naturally moved
towards the Kalahandi-Koraput-Bastar region. For some time they could have

continued to hold a part of Kosala together with the adjoining area. And lastly,

the assumption of this title by some later members of the Kalacuri dynasty as

well as the continuation of its use by the later Eastern Ganges would show that

it was a bone of contention among them as well as the Somavartisins and the

Eastern Calukyas. Therefore, the region of Tri-Kalinga or a part of it must have

been situated not very far from their territories.

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned political facts together with

geographical factors, we may conclude that the region comprising the three

Kalihgas had three distinct geographical features; (i) the Eastern Ghats dividing

the Kalihga region into the western and eastern parts; (ii) the Mahanadi and the

Godavari forming the northern and southern borders of western Kalinga; and

(iii) the Indravati dividing western Kaliiiga into north and south Kalinga, north

Kalihga between the Indravati and the Mahanadi and south Kalihga between

the Godavari and the Indravati. With this geographical overview we may attempt

to locate the three Kalihgas as follows: (a) south Kalihga, bordered on the west

and north-west by the Indravati, on the south by the Godavari and on the east

by the Eastern Ghats, comprised the southern portion of Koraput together with

a considerable part of Bastar and a small region of north-west Srikakulam; (b)

north Kalihga, bordered on the north and west by the Mahanadi and on the

south and west by the Eastern Ghats, consisted of northern Koraput and the

adjoining south-eastern region of Kalahandi; and (c) east Kalihga-bordered the

west by the Eastern Ghats, on the south by the Godavari till it meets the Bay

of Bengal, on the north by the Mahanadi where it empties into the Bay of Bengal

and on the east by the Bay of Bengal—includes the whole of eastern Srikakulam

and Vishakhapatnam together with the whole of Ganjam. Perhaps none of the

kings who assumed the title Tri-Kalihgadhipati controlled, at any time of their

rule, the whole of Tri-Kalirtga; but even capture of a part of it, temporary or

permanent, was thought enough to justify the assumption of this title. This was

true of the Somavaitisins also as they could control only a part of the Orissan

region of Tri-Kalirtgaadjacent to South Kosala, viz, Koraput-Kalahandi-Bastar.®®

93. The foltowing stanza met with In a manuscript of the Brahmanda Pur^ deposited in the

Orissa State Museum defines Kalihga and Tri-Kalihga respectively as (I) the land between the Rsikulya

and JhahjivatT and (ii) that between the JhahjavatT and Vedavati:

^kutySm samSsadya yavad Jhahjava^nadf

kalih^ de&a prakhyato de^inirh garhitas-tadi

JhafiiS)mft samisadya yasmd Vedavati nadf

Trikalihgetl v^<hySto ....

Cited In N.K. Sahu, History of Orissa, I, p 99, n 3. The dependability of these stanzas Is not beyond

doubt. Tiiey corrtain grammatical errors aixl the last eight syllables of the second stanza are lost.

They may represent the narrow definitions prevalent at the time the manuscript was copied, viz..
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2. THE CHINDAKA-NAGAS

Inscriptions of a line of kings claiming to belong to the Chindaka family
of the Naga-race have been discovered in different parts of the Bastar
a«^ riow merged in Madhya Pradesh. They probably had their capital at
BSrasuru (modem Barsur) about 90 kms from Jagdalpur, the chief city of
Bastar. These Chindaka-Nagas of B€istar, the old name of which was
Cakrakota, Chakrakotta, Cakrakuta, etc, claimed the KaSyapa gotra and had
the tiger with a cub as their crest. They are stated to have enjoyed the
snake-banner and the title "lord of Bhoga(ga)vatT, the best of cities”.

According to brahmanical mythology, BhogavatT was the capital of the Naga
kings in Rasatala, one of the seven divisions of Patala or the subterranean
region. These details show beyond doubt that the Chindakas of Bastar
belonged to the same stock as the Sindas of Bagalkot and Yelburga in

the Bijapur region and of Hallavur and Belagutti in the Mysore ar^.®^ The
Sindavadi country comprising parts of northern Mysore, Bellary, Dharwar
and Bijapur is mentioned in an inscription of 750. Though the Sindas of

the Kannada country connect their family name with the name of the river

Sindhu (Indus), there is no doubt that Chindaka, preferred by the Nagas
of Bastar, is just another form of the. same name. The mythical geiiealogy

fabricated by the Sindas sometimes tells us that the eponymous founder
of the family was a certain “long-armed” Sinda who was the human son
of the serpent-king Dharanendra, bom at Ahicchatra near the Sindhu and
reared by a tiger. Sometimes, however, the same mythical personage was
described as bom from the union of the god Siva with the river Sindhu

and brought up by the king of serpents on tiger’s milk. Although no such
explanation of the family name is found in the records of the Chindakas,

it cannot be ignored that, like the Chindakas, the Sindas also claimed to

belong to the Nagavarhsa, carry the naga-dhvaja or phani-pataka (sometimes

explained as the banner bearing representations of the Naga chiefs Ananta,

Vasuki and Taksaka), use the vyaghra-lanchana (tiger crest) and enjoy the

hereditary title “lord of BhogavatT, the best of towns”. It seems, however,

that the Chindakas were separated from their kinsmen of the Kannada

country before the fabrication of the mythology explaining the family name
as derived from the Sindhu sometime after the middle of the eleventh

century. It is also said that the Naga kings were formerly ruling over the

region of Chotanagpur and represented a collateral branch of the Naga
kingdom with its centre in the Bastar area.®®

during the late medieval period. Anyway, not much significance can be attached to these stanzas,

particularly as they go against unimpeachable epigraphic evidence.

For discusstons of Tri-Kalihga, see also HIralal Shukla, PracTna Bastar, pp 79-86; SnigdhaTrlpathy,

“Royal Titles of Trlkalihgadhipati and Samasta-Gondramadhipati of the Early Medieval Orissan

Epigraphs”, OHRJ, XXXI, ii-lv, pp 143-51.

94. See BG, I, II, p 572; El, III, 1894-95. pp 230f.

95. OHRJ, XXIV-VI, 1980. pp 31-32.

H-44
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According to Hiralal’s analysis of the inscriptions found in Bastar, the

earliest Nagavarh^T record is a fragmentary epigraph from Errakot, about

16 kms from Jagdalpur* It is said that the record refers to a Nagavarti§T

king, part of whose name is lost although it may have been Nipatibhusana,

and bears a date in 6aka 945 (ad 1023). If the reading of the date of this

record is correct, it may be suggested that the Chindaka-Nagas entered

Baster in the wake of Rajendra Coja’s army sometime before 1023. But

such names in the family as Dharavarsa and Kanhara appear to suggest

that it had at one time acknowledged the suzerainty of the Rastrakuta

emperors of the Deccan, while the popularity of the name Some^vara in

this family as well as amongst the Telugu-Coda feudatories of the

Chindaka-Nagas possibly shows that both the houses owed allegiance to

the Later Cajukya emperor Somesvara I Ahavamalla. The Chindaka-Naga

inscriptions and their legends on coins are incised in Nagari as well as

Telugu-Kanarese letters. This, together with the names of rulers such as

Somesvara and Dharavarsa, suggest their southern origin. If the Nagavarh§rs

were really settled in Bastar at the time of the Cola invasion of that area,

they had to transfer their allegiance to the Cajukyas probably as a result

of the eastern expedition of Vikramaditya VI undertaken sometime before

the death of his father Somesvara I.

The Barsur inscription®^ of 1060 refers to the reign of the Chindaka-Naga

maharaja Jagadekabhusana alias Dharavarsa and records that his

Telugu-Coda feudatory mahamandale^vara Candraditya-ma/iaraya, lord of

Ammagrama, built a Siva temple on the banks of a tank which he had

excavated at the capital city of Barasuru (modem Barsur). For the maintenance

of the temple, Candraditya granted a village which had been purchased

by him from his overlord. The transaction was effected in the presence of

king Dharavarsa-Jagadekabhusana. This seems to suggest that Candraditya

had his capital at Ammagama and that his Chindaka-Naga overlord ruled

from the city of Barasuru. Another inscription of Candraditya has similar

content and bears the same date; it was originally found at Potinar near

Bhairamgarh, about 1 15 kms west of Jagdalpur. According tolhis, Candraditya

granted the village of Mattinadu (probably the same as Potinar, which is

the findspot of the record) to cover the expenses of a garden which he

created in the vicinity of the Siva temple which he had built at Barasuru.

The Chindaka-Naga king Dharavarsa-JagadekabhOsana died a few years

after 1060 and the throne was usurped by another member of the sarne

family named Madhurantaka who was soon overthrown by Somesvara I,

son of Dharavar^. It is difficult to determine whether the Dantewara

inscriptton®® of 1061 belongs to Madhurantaka or Dharavarsa. The names
of the two rivals for the Chindaka-Naga throne of BarasOru, viz. Madhurantaka

96. Hiralal, Ascriptions A the Central ProvAces ancj Berar, p 166. Some of these inscriptions

have been transcribed in Sit, X, nos 643-50, but the transcripts are unsatisfactory.

97. Hiralal, cp cff, pp 158-59.

98. told. pm.
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and SomeSvara, may suggest that while Madhurantaka was a protege of

the Cojas, SomeSvara received help from the Later Cajukyas of Kalyana.

There is evidence to show that the C5las were also trying to extend their

influence ovef the Bastar area around the middle of the eleventh century.

An inscription®® of 1074 speaks of certain earlier triumphs of Kulottunga

Cola I in Vayiragaram and Sakkarakottam (Cakrakotta).

The Rajapura plates’®® of Madhurantaka bear a date of 1065. They record

the grant of the village of Rajapura (about 35 kms north-west of Jagdalpur)

situated in the Bhramarakotya-manda/a, probably as a compensation for

supplying victims for human sacrifice. Bhramarakotya or Bhramarakotta was
either the same as or more probably a district of Cakrakotta.

The next Nagavarhsf ruler of Bastar, as indicated above, was Somesvara

I, son of Dharavarsa-JagadekabhOsaria. This king is known from several

inscriptions, the earliest of which is dated in 1069 and the latest in 1097.

One of the two Kuruspal (35 kms from Jagdalpur) inscriptions’®’ of

Dharana-mahadevT, who was the second queen of the Chindaka-Naga king

Somesvara I and granted some land in favour of the local god Kame^vara

(Siva), bears a date in the cyclic year Khara which fell in Saka 991 (ad

1069). Two other inscriptions’®^ from Kuruspal and Gadia (32 kms from

Jagdalpur) belong to the reign of the same king, one recording a grant of

eleven gadyanakas for a lamp to be burnt before the god Lokesvara and

the other speaking of a grant for the maintenance of dancing girls in a

temple. Both are dated in Saka 1019 (ad 1097).

The most important of the records of the reign of S6me§vara I is another

mutilated inscription from Kuruspal.’®® It mentions the king’s father Dharavarsa

and son Kanhara and states that the king acquired the sovereignty of

Cakrakuta (Cakrakotta) through the favour of the goddess VindhyavasinT.

The record further says that Somesvara I killed the powerful king

Madhurantaka, who is known from his own Rajapura plates to have been

a Chindaka-Naga king of Cakrakuta of which Somesvara claimed to have

been the hereditary ruler. Somesvara is also credited in the present record

with the burning of VehgT, the subjugation of Bhadrapattana and Vajra, and

the annexation of six lakh ninety-six villages of the Kosala country. VerIgT

was the kingdom of the Eastern Cajukyas, now forming a part of the

Coja-Cajukya empire under Kulottunga C6|a I. We have already seen how

Kulotturtga Cola 1 claimed successes in Vayiragaram and Sakkarakottam

(Cakrakotta) sometime before 1074. Vayiragaram is the Vajra of Somesvara’s

record and has been identified with modem Bhandak in the same district.

The number of villages captured by the Chindaka-Naga king in the Kosala

country is as conventional or exaggerated as in numerous other cases of

99. R. Sewell. Hstorical Inscription of Southern India, p 84.

too. El, IX, 1907-8. pp 174f.

101. ItM. IX, 1907-8, p 163; X, 1909-10. pp 31f, 35f.

102. Ibid, X, 1909-10, pp 37-38; Hiralal, opcit,p 163.

103. B, X. 1909-10, pp 25f.
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this type.’*^ It is interesting to note in this connection that YaSor^ 1, father

of Dharavarsa-JagadekabhOsana’s Telugu-Coda feudatory Candraditya, is

also known to have carved out a kingdonn in Kosala. Whether Telugu-Coda
Yasoriya entered Kosala as a lieutenant of Chindaka-N§ga SomeSvara
cannot be determined, although it appears quite likely. But it cannot be
ascertained whether the success of the Chindaka-Nagas and their

Telugu-Coda feudatories in Kosala was at the expense of the Kalacuris or
the SomavarhSins. We know, however, that the Telugu-Codas established

themselves in the former Somavarh§in dominions around the beginning of

the twelfth century and that the king of Ratanpura (capital of the Kalacuris

of South Kosala) finds mention among Some^vara’s antagonists. Thus, the

Chindaka-Nagas may have fought both the Kalacuris and the Somavarh^ins.

Some scholars identify a king named Some^vara, whom the Kalacuri king

Jajalla I seized in battle after slaughtering a large army, according to an

inscription’*® of 1114, with the Chindaka-Naga king Some^vara I. We prefer

his identification with the Somavarhsin kumara bearing the same name. It

is, however, possible to suggest that Somavarh§in S6me§vara or his

predecessor was, for some time, a feudatory of his Chindaka-Naga namesake.

Apart from the antagonists of the Chindaka-Naga king Some^vara I mentioned

above, the Kuruspal inscription also speaks of his rivalry with the kings of

Udra (lower Orissa), LahjT (in Balaghat district) and Lemna (Lavaria in Balaghat

district). The king of Orissa may have been the Somavarhsin ruler

Uddyotakesarin.

The. Narayanpal (about 37 kms north-west of Jagdalpur) inscription,’'®

dated 1111, speaks of GundamahadevT, who was the queen of Dharavarsa,

rnother of SomeSvara and grandmother of Kanhara (who was then ruling

after his father’s death), as granting some land in favour of the gods
Narayana and LokeSvara. This record shows that SomeSvara I was dead
and his son Kanhara ascended the Chindaka-Naga throne sometime before

1111.

The Barsur inscription’*”’ of Saka 1130 (ad 1208) mentions GatIgamahadevT
as the queen of a Chindaka-Naga king named SomeSvara. This SdmeSvara
may be a later member of the family and is proba^ identical with

RajabhOsarra-SomeSvara mentioned in an inscription’*® from Gadia.

MasakadevT, the younger sister of this R^abhusana-ma/rar^a of Cakrakotta,

is mentioned in a Dantewara inscription.’*® Hiralal, however, suggests that

the date of the Barsur inscription is a mistake for Baka 1030 (ad 1108)
and that the king mentioned in it is no other than Some^vara, son of

104. Of BG, I, i, p 298 n. According to a tradition recorded in the Patina PurSha

(Kaumirika-Zchancla, ch 39), there were 10 lakh grSmas in Kosala.

105. e, 1, 18W-92, p38.

106. Ibid, IX, 1907-8. pp 161-62, 31 If.

107. «)W, p162.

108. Hiralal, qpctf, p 170.

109. Ibid, pm.
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Dharavarsa-Jagadekabhusana. Similarly, the Barsur inscription"^ seems to

mention a second king named Kannara (Kanhara).

The Nagas attained the peak of their power under Somesvara, who
controlled a large territory, even though only for a brief period. He assumed

the titles of mahars^dhir^a and parameivara. Somesvara is also credited

with the issue of two types of gold coins.’" In later years he was defeated

by the Kalacuri king Jajalladeva I of Ratanpur. Thereafter, the Telugu-Codas

asserted their independence and shook off the Naga suzerainty. They

wrested the Sonepur region of western Orissa and a part of the Bastar

region from the Chindakas."^ Subsequently, in the twelfth century, the

family was reduced to a small understanding with the Paramaras of Dhara

and the Gahgas of Kalihganagara, the Chindaka-Nagas withstood the

pressures of the Kalacuris of Ratanpur and the Somavarhsins during most

of the eleventh century."^ They also made their political presence felt in

the region.

The continuation of NagavarrisT rule in Bastar in the thirteenth century is

indicated by the Jatanpal inscription of 1218 and the Dantewara inscription

of 1224, both referring to the reign of a Chindaka-Naga maharaja named

Jagadekabhusana-Narasirriha."'' Maharaja Jagadekabhusatia mentioned as

the worshipper of the feet of MainikyadevT (the goddess DantesvarT at

Dantewara) in the Bhairamgarh inscription"® may be identical with Narasirnha.

An undated Sunarpal inscription also speaks of another king of the same

family whose name was Jayasirnha. The relation between Narasirnha and

Jayasimha cannot be determined. King Hari^candra of Cakrakota, mentioned

in the Temara inscription"® of 1324, may also have been a later member

of the Chindaka-Naga family of Bastar.

3. THE COLAS (TE L U G U - CO D A S)

A king named Somesvara II issued the Kumarisimha plates’" in his

eleventh regnal year and the Patna museum plates ®
iri the seventeenth

year of his reign. He claims to have belonged to the Kasyapa gotra and

the Cola or Coda family, otherwise called the race of the sun. He is also

called Kaveff-natha, “lord of the river Kaven*”, referring to his descent from

the Colas of Karikala’s house. He enjoyed the feudatory titles ranaka,

mahanianaale^vara and mahavyOhapati, in spite of his claim to have l^n

“the lord of the entire Kosala [South Kosala]". Another interesting title o

111. OW^, XXIX, iv, pp 49-56. Their availability in very small numbers may suggest that they

were meant to be commemorative issues rathher than money in regular circulation.

112. e, XXVII, 1947-48, pp 286-89.

113. OHfty. XXIV-Vl. 1980. p 37.

114. B.X. 1909-10. p 40.

115. Hiralal. opdt,p 169.

116. ItM, p 165.

117. JKHffS, I. pp 229f.

118. f/.XIX, 1927-28, pp97f.
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the king was Ayyana-geuidha-varana which, together with JStana-

gandha-varana, is known to have assumed by the generals and
subordinates of the Cajukya emperors of Kalyana. He was a worshipper

of both MaheSvara (6iva) and Visnu and was specially devoted to the god

Vaidyanatha, whose temple lies on the river Tel about 20 kms from Sonepur.

He held the rakta-dhvaja (blood-red banner) and the simhalanchana (lion

crest). Both the charters of this Somesvara II were issued when he was
stationed at Suvarnapura which was one of the capitals of the Somavarh§ins

of Kosala. The records may be palaeographically assigned to the twelfth

century. As indicated above, Somesvara probably flourished in the first

quarter of the twelfth century and was responsible for the final overthrow

of the Somavarhsin kumara Somesvara who had been ruling over the district

of Pa^ima-Lanka from his headquarters at Suvarnapura.

The Kumarisimha plates describe Somesvara II as the son of Ya^or^a II and

the grandson of Candraditya. The Patna museum plates not only describe him

as devoted to the feet of or the padanudhyata of parama-mahe^vara YaSoraja

II who was himself the padanudhyata of paramamaheivara Candraditya, but

also mentions his grandfather’s elder brother Somesvara I as well as the latter’s

father Ya^oraja I and grandfather Callama who is stated to have belonged to

the Cola family sprung from the sun. The inscription describes Ya^oraja 1 as

having carved out a kingdom in Kosala (South Kosala).

As Somesvara II appears to have ruled in the first quarter of the twelfth century,

his grandfather Candraditya and the latter’s elder brother Somesvara may be

roughly assigned to 1 050-75. His great-grandfather Yasoraja I, who first carved

out a kingdom in Kosala, may have flourished around 1 025-50. This chronology

seems to be supported by the evidence of the Barsur and Potinar inscriptions

of 1060, both belonging to the reign of Candraditya. But it is not impossible

that Yasoraja I served as a general of the Chindaka-Nagas even for sometime

after the establishment of his son Candraditya in Bastar.

According to the Barsur and Potinar inscriptions found in the Bastar area,

mahara^ mahamandalesvara Candraditya was the ruler of Amrn^ma and

acknowledged the supremacy of mahar^a Dharavar^-Jagadekabhusana of

the Chindaka dynasty of the Naga race. The inscriptions record the excavation

at Barasuru of a tank called Candradityasamudra, the construction of a temple

of Siva called Candraditya-nandana-vana in its vicinity as well as the grant of

two villages to cover the expenses of the above.

Like his descendant Somesvara II of the Kumarisimha and Patna museum
plates, Candraditya claims descent from the Colas of theThanjavur-Trichinopoly

region. It is stated that he was a scion of the Karikala family holding sway over

the Kaveri and having his capital at Orayuru (Uraiyur) near (TricNnopoly). He also

claimed to belong to the Ka^yapa gotra and the lion crest.

It appears that, like Candraditya, the other members of the Coja farhily were

dso feudatories of the Chindaka-Nagas of the ^star region. We have seen that

Candraditya’s father Ya^oriya I is credited with can/ing out a kingdom in Kosala.

The Chincteka-Naga king ^me^vara I, son and successor of CarKirSditya’s
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overlord Dharavarsa, likewise claims to have conquered Kosala.''® Whether the

successes of Cola Yasoraja I and Chindaka-Naga Somesvara I refer to a single

expedition against the Kosala (South Kosala) country cannot be determined until

further evidence is forthcoming. But it is not impossible that a Cola feudatory

was placed in the rulership of parts of Kosala after the Chindaka-Naga conquest

of that area as a reward for the help rendered by the former. It is also difficult

to determine whether Candraditya ofAmmagama in Bastar succeeded his father

or elder brother in Kosala.

These Cojas must have migrated from the Telugu country where a number

of Telugu-C5da chiefs, distinguished by the same birudas as the Cojas known

from the Barsur, Potinar, Kumarisimha and Patna museum inscriptions enjoyed,

are known to have flourished in different parts of Cuddapah, Karnool and

Anantapur districts.'^” Many of these chiefs were subordinate to the Western

Cajukya emperors. It is, therefore, not impossible to think that the Telugu-Codas

of the house of Callama entered the Cakrakota-Kosala area in the wake of

Vikramaditya VI when he led an expedition against the eastern countries

sometime before the death of his father Somesvara 1 Ahavamalla in 1063.

However, the possibility of Callama entering Bastar in the wake of Rajendra

Coja’s army cannot be entirely precluded. The name Somesvara, popular with

both the Chindaka-Nagas and their Telugu-Cbda feudatories, may point to the

fact that they, for sometime at least, acknowledged the supremacy of Cajukya

Somesvara I.

The Mahada plates were published some time ago by B.C. Majumdar, who

believed that the charter was issued by a ruler named Yogesvaradevavanman

sometime in the sixteenth century. We had occasion to examine the origiriaj

record and found that Majumdar’s transcript of the inscription is full of errors.

This charter was issued by a king named S6me6varadevavarman in the

twenty-third year of his reign when he was standing before Lahkavartaka

(probably a deity worshipped on the LarikesvarT hillock in the bed of the Mahanadi

at Sonepur) on the banks of the river Citrotpala (Mahanadi). The epithets applied

to the issuer of the charter are strikingly similar to those of Somesvara II of the

Kumarisimha and Patna museum plates. But the issuer of the Mahada charter

is described as the son of Dharalladevavarman and the grandson of another

S6me§varadevavarman. There is little doubt that the Mahada grant was issued

sometime after the Kumarisimha and Patna museum charters. 'R'ls is suggests

by the fact that the issuer of the former is called pancamaha^Wasamanwfa,

mahamahimandale^vara. mahabhupati aod ca/cravartn Of these titles, t^ fire

is known to have been used by feudatories and

sovereigns. This combination of subordinate and impenal sfows t^t the

issuer of the Mahada grant owed only nominal ^legiance °

his predecessors. The same conclusion is also suggested by the titles

119. IM, X, 1909-10, pp 26-27.

120. Ibid, XI, 1911-12, pp 343-44.

121. to/c/, XII. 1913-14, pp218f.

122. Ibid, XXVII, 1949-50, pp 283f.
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mahamahimandale^vara and mahabhupati which are no doubt deliberate

modifications of the feudatory titles such as mahSmandaleSam and

mahavyOhapati enjoyed by the issuer of the Kumarisimha and Patna museum
plates. Thus, SomeSvaradevavarman, who issued the Mahada plates from a

place in the suburbs of Sonepur (Suvarnapura), appears to have been a

descendant of Some^vara II who ruled overthe same region. Possibly the former

was the grandson of the latter. In that case the issuer of the Mahada plates

may be regarded as Sdme^vara III of the Telugu-Coda family of Kosala. As
Somesvara II flourished around the first quarter of the twelfth century,

Dharalladevavarman, probably his son, may be assigned to the second quarter

of the same century. Some^varadevavarman or Somesvara III, who issued the

Mahada plates and was the son of Dharalla, may then have ruled around the

middle of the third quarter of the twelfth century.

4. THE RASTRAKOTAS

Besides the imperial family of the Rastrakutas of Malkhed in the Deccan,

variuos other RastrakOta ruling families, later called Rathod (through Prakrit

Ratthaudha), are known to have flourished in several parts of India in different

periods of history. However, there is no information regarding the rule of any

RastrakOta royal family in Orissa. The Bargarh copfDer plate inscription of

Paracakrasalya provides such evidence for the twelfth century. The charter,

which may be assigned on palaeographic grounds to around the twelfth century,

is dated in sarhvat 56, probably to be referred to the Cajukya-Vikrama era of

AD 1 076. The date of the record thus seems to be 1 131 . It was issued by ranaka

Paracakrasalya who was the son of Dharhsaka (Dhvamsaka?) and grandson of

mahamandal^vara mahamandalika ranaka Camaravigraha. It is possible to

suggest that Dharhsaka, who is mentioned without any epithet, predeceased

his father and that Camaravigraha was succeeded by his grandson

Paracakrasalya.

No overlord of these rulers is mentioned in the inscription. But their

titles quoted above, together with the epithet samadhigata^e^-

maha^bdavali-vandita attributed to Camaravigraha . in the record, point

to their subordinate position. Camaravigraha is further described as a devotee

of Mahe^vara (Siva) and as
‘

‘an ornament of the pure family of the Rastrakutas".

The seal of the charter bears the figure of Garuda (Visnu’s vSians^ in spite of

the Saiva faith followed by the family. Another interesting epithet of the same
ruler is Uatalora-vinirgata showing that the family claimed to have hailed from

a locality called Uatalora. There is no doubt that this epithet refers to the city

of Lattaiura, otherwise called Lattalur, Lattanur, Latalaura, etc., which was the

traditional home of the Rastrakutas of southern India. We know that the imperial

Rastrakutas of Malkhed often called themselves LatMrapura-pamne^vam,'^

while the Ratta (RastrakOta) chieftains of Saundatti usually described themselves

123, M, XII. p 220.
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^ l^tMkpuravare^vara or l^ttanOrpuravare^vara.'^* Me^Ksammta
Dhidibhanijlaka of the Maha-Ra?trakuta family, who was a feudatory of the
Western Cajukya emperor Vikramaditya VI of Kalyatia, is described as having
emigrated from Latalaura”;’^ so is the case with ranska Camaravigraha in the

Bargarh inscription.

The RastrakutSB of the Deccan claimed the Palidhv^, Okaketu and
Gaiuda-lanc^tana,'^ while Rastrakute Camaravigraha of Orissa was called

Garuda-darpana-dhvaia. The fact that the Rastrakutas of the Deccan were
heralded in public by the musical instrument tMii(cai\e6 trivale, trivaS, or trivaji

in the records of the Rattas of Saundatti) explains Camaravigraha's epithet

trivali-tur)^-ravatfa^-arati-cakra. Camaravigraha is further called svetacdiatra

and pHa-cannara, referring to his \Miite umbrella and yellow chowries.

From what has been said above about the description of Rastrakuta

Camaravigraha of the Bargarh inscription, it may be conjectured whether lie

really had anything to do with Orissa. Such a doubt is, however, completely set

at rest by his typical epithet a^ada^-ghatta-Gondram-adhipati. We know that

the title “lord ^ all the Gondramas” or "lord of the eighteen Gondramas" was
claimed by many early rulers of the Orissan region. The “eighteen Gondramas
are believed to be the same as the Oriya atharagada-jata, vaguely referring to

the native states recently merged in Orissa. The earliest reference to these

“eighteen” states seems to be found in the Kanas plate of Lokavigrah, dated

in the Gupta year 280 (ad 599-600), vi/hich speaks of the TosalF country (lower

Orissa) as consisting of “eighteen forest kingdoms”.’^

The charter of ParacakraSalya was issued from Vagharakotta which was

apparently the name of a fort. This fort, which was the headquarters of the

RSstrakOtas of Orissa, was probably situated in the Sambalpur area. However,

whether it is to be located at Bargarh is difficult to determine. The gift village is

called Sale^agrama without mentioning the district in which it was situated. This

is possibly because the dominions of the Rastrakutas of Vagharakotta

comprised only a small area. The location of Saledagrama is uncertain.

The relations of these Rastrakutas with their neighbours is unknown. But the

advent of this ruiing family of Kanarese origin in Orissa, like the Kanarese Senas

is Bengal and of the Karnata dynasty in Mithila, seems to have been connected

with the eastern expedition led by Calukya Vikramaditya VI sometime before

1063.'“ This is also suggested by the history of the Telugu-Codas ofCakrakotta

and Kosala and the Chindaka-Nagas of Madhya Pradesh, discussed above.

124. /b«, XIX, pp 165, 248.

125. eG, I,ii,p384,n4.

126. /bW,p387.

1 27. Various semi-independent ruiers in early medieval Orissa (such as the Sulkis, Tuhgas arid

Nandodbhavas) used titles such as sak^-GondramaOi^. astSdaia-GondramSdNf:^ and

8StadSii8-0KittB-GondfBni8. These terms denoted regions in arxi around Dhenkanai district in

Orissa. "Gondrama” possibly signifies the predominance of the Gonds over the autochthons in

this forested region. See OHRJ; XXXI, fi-iv, 1985, pp 151-63.

128. See D.C. Sircar on the Kanas plates in B, XXVIll, 1949-50, pp 328-34.

129. BG, I. ii, p 442.
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5. THE TAILAPA-VAMSTS

Of the ruling families of Kannada origin that flourished in Orissa, the Eastern

Gahgas and their feudatories, the Eastern Kadambas, are well known to

students of history. But they migrated to the east long before the rise of the

Cajukyas of Kalyana. The history of the RastrakOtas who migrated to Orissa

during the Calukya period has been discussed above.

Another family of Kannada origin belonging to this epoch is known from a

copper plate inscription^®* discovered by a cultivator while digging a field in the

village of Upalada in Paiiakimedi taluk in Ganjam district. The characters of the

record suggest a date in the eleventh or twelfth century. The inscription records

the grant of the village of Upalavada (modem Upalada, the find-spot of the

epigraph) by a ranaka named Ramadeva. That Ramadeva was a feudatory

ruler is indicate by his title ranaka as well as his epithet

samadhigata-pahca-maha&abda. Another interesting epithet of Ramadeva, who
was a devotee of Siva, says that he enjoyed the favour of the goddess AgidevT.

The most important information supplied by the inscription about the issuer is

that he is stated to have sprung from the Tailapa-va/f?^. This Tailapa, from

whom Ramadeva claimed descent, appears to be no other than the Western

Cajukya monarch Tailapa II (972-97), who reestablished Calukya sovereignty

in ,the Deccan after having overthrown the imperial house of the RastrakOtas.

He was the great-great-grandfath^ of Vikramaditya VI. The existence of

Ramadeva in the east coast country may be explained by suggesting that he

or one of his predecessors followed Vikramaditya VI in his eastern expedition.

But whether he was a Cajukya himself or was merely the son or descendant

of a Cajukya princess can hardly be determined. The peculiarity of the claim

may, however, go in favour of the second alternative.

6. THE MAYORAS OF BANAI

In the middle of the tenth century a ruling dynasty called Mayura or Maurya

appeared in Banai-manda/a, possibly as feudatories of the Bhauma-Karas. They

bore the title varaha. The fact that the family was called Mayura and also had

the peacock emblem engraved on the seal has led historians to look for their

apparent links with the ancient Mauryas.*^*

The Banai copper plate grant of Udayavaraha reveals that Uditavaraha, the

first ruler of the family, came from Citrakuta and settled in Banai-manda/a.*®^

Banai-manda/a comprised Barrai and a part of Panposh sub-division olf

Sundargarh district in northern Orissa. It is said that Dharariivaraha was a close

relative of Uditavaraha and that possibly both had migrated to Orissa.*“

Uditavaraha became the rana/ca of Banai-manda/a under the Bhauma-Karas.

Uditavaraha appears to have had a premature death. He died without any issue.

130. El. XXIIl, 1935-36, pp 'Ulf.

131 . A. Joshi, hHstiyy and Culture of KNjjingakotta, p. 64.

132. jeOflS. VI, pp 241-45.

133. Joshi, opdr, p66.
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He was succeed by T^avaraha, vi^o is described as bom into the family of
UditavarSha. However, the Banai copper plate suggests that Udayavaraha
succeeded Uditavaraha. It describes him as psramasaugata, maharaja ranaka
and ‘‘obtainer of the five great sounds”. It may be mentioned that these were
the usual epithets of the Bhauma-Kara feudatories. The rule of the family came
to an end with Udayavaraha. This may be related to the rise of the Somavarhsins
who overthrew the Bhauma-Karas of Tosali. It is said that thereafter the Mayuras
migrated to Tamralipti, in Bengal, where they established close political and
cultural relations with the Bhahjas of Khijjingakotta.

7. THE TUNGAS of YAMAGARTA

After the fall of the Sulkis, the Bhauma-Karas seem to have divided

Kodalaka-manda/a (Dhenkanal district) into Yamagarta-manda/a and
Airavatta-manda/a under the rule of two feudatory families. These were the

Tuiigas and the Nandodbhavas. The Tuhgas ruled over Yamagarta-manda/a,

which comprised the northern portion of the erstwhile Sulki territory. Jayasirnha,

the earliest ruler in the family, is known from his Dhenkanal copper plate. This

was issued from Yamagarta on the banks of the Mandakini river identified with

present-day Mankara. The village Jamra is supposed to be the medieval

Yamagarta. The date of Jayasirnha’s Dhenkanal copper plate has been variously

read as the Bhauma year 88, 93 and 99. But we know that Kodalaka-manda/a

was ruled by the Sulkis during that period. Their rule became particularly effective

under Rairastambha from the year 1 03 of the Bhauma era. Therefore, the reading

of the date as 128 (ad 864) seems more probable.’^

There are four copper plate grants of the Tuiigas. Gayadaturiga and

Vinitaturiga issued two grants each.’®^ The genealogical history of the family

presented in these records varies in some details. It is said in the plates of Gayada

that king Jagattuiiga belonged to the Sandilya gofra and hailed from Rohitagiri.

Salanatuiiga, the father of 6ri Gayadatuiigadeva, flourished in his family.

According to the grants of Vinitaturiga, both he and his father Khadgaturig

belonged to the Sandilya gotra and hailed from Rohitagiri. The relationship

between Jagatturiga and Salanatuiiga is not clear. However, it is believed that

the two Vmltaturigas of the grants may be one and the same person.’^ This

seems feasible because the eulogy of Vinitaturiga, the donor, precedes the

genealogical portion. The genealogy itself begins with Vinitaturiga. It may also

be argued that Gayadaturiga and Jagatturiga of other grants were perhaps

identical.

134. Ibid, p 66.

135. jeORS, II. pp 417-19.

136 El XXIX 1951-52, p 85. The initial year of the Bhauma era has been a subject of keen

debate aniongst scholars.' It is now generally recognized that it began in AD 736. However, for

details see Biswarup Das. The Bhauma-Karas and their Times, pp 53-70 and K C. Panigrahi, History

of Orfesa, pp 69-74.

137. B. Misra, Orissa under the Bhauma Kings, p 39.

138. Ibid, pp40, 51.
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There are two copper plate grants of the Bhauma-Kara king ^ivakaradeva III

which unmistakably suggest that they were issued in the year 1 46 at the request

of Vinltatuhga, who was known as maharaya ranaka and also ranaka

Vinitatuhgadeva of Yamagarta-manda/a. Thus, Vinltaturtga, son of

Khadgaturtga, is seen to have flourished in the year 146 (ad 882). Vinltaturtga

and Khadgaturtga seem to have followed Jayasirnha, the founder of the family,

who ruled in the year 128 (ad 864). It appears that Salanaturtga and his son

Gayadaturtga were the successors of Vinltaturtga. Ranaka Apsaradeva, at

whose request the Santirigram copper plate of DandimahadevT was issued in

the year 1 80 (ad 91 6),’^ is the last known ruler of Yamagarta-manda/a. However,

it cannot be ascertained whether Apsaradeva belonged to the Turtga family,

although it appears reasonable to suggest that he came to power possibly after

Gayadaturtga.

8. THE NANDAS OF JAYAPURA

Rulers of a family called Nanda or Nandodbhava flourished in the Dhenkanal

region of Orissa. They owed allegiance to the Bhauma-Karas, but began to rule

semi-independently with the decline of the latter. The territories of the Nandas
are called Airavatta-manda/a while the progenitor of the family is often described

as having conquered all the Gondramas. The name Airavatta-manda/la has been
traced by some scholars to modem Ratagarh within the Banki police station,

while “all the Gondramas” (sometimes called the “eighteen” Gondramas) are

sometimes taken to indicate the Oriya athara-gada-jata, roughly used to signify

the native states merged into the state of Orissa. The capital of the Nandas of

Orissa was the city of Jayapura, founded apparently by Jayananda, the first

known member of the line. The city has been identified with a village of that

name in Dhenkanal district.

The Nanda rulers are described in their Jurepur,^^° Talamul^^’ and

Baripada museum plates’**^ as sitadhatumayagodhaSkharlkrta-

lohitalocanambara-dhveya. It shows that their banner was a piece of

cloth with the emblem of lohitalocana having an alligator above, which was
made of sitadhatu. The expression bhita-locana may indicate a species of

snakes but it is also possible to interpret it as “two eyes made of copper”. The

exression sita-dhatu usually means chalk but it can be so interpreted as to

suggest that the red-eyed alligator on the nabber of the Nanda chiefs was made
of silver.

Whether the Nanda chiefs of Orissa claimed descent from the mighty Nandas

of ancient Pataliputra cannot be determined in the present. state of our

knowledge. There may have been some confusion between nanda and ananda

which was the name-ending of the rulers of this family, just as with the Bhaumas
of Orissa, who had the name-ending karaand akara and later styled their family

139. a XXIX, 1951-52, p 89.

140. bid, XXVII, 1947-48, pp 325f.

141. JBOBS, XV, pp 87f.

142. E/, XXVI, 1941-42, pp74f.
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as Kara. But this suggestion can hardly explain the name Nandodbhava also
applied to the Nanda family. Unless it is believed that Nandodbhava was a name
coined arbitrarily after ^ailodbhava, it may be suggested that the Nandodbhavas
claimed descent from a certain fserson or family called Nanda. Considering the
facts that the rule of the ancient Nandas in Onssa is actually suggested by the
Hathigumpha inscription and that the claim of descent from the ancient Nandas
is known from the inscriptions of the Kadambas of the Kannada area, it is not
impossible that the Nandodbhavas of Orissa claimed descent from the Nandas
of Pataliputra.]''^ Whether the claim was genuine or fabricated is, of course, a
different matter.

The earliest known member of the Nanda family of Orissa is Jayananda who
was apparently the founder of Jayapura, the headquarters of the Nanda
territories. Jayananda was followed by his son Parananda, grandson Bivananda,

great-grandson Devananda I and great-great-grandson Dhruvananda
sumamed Vilastuhga. A comparison of the Talamul grant of Dhruvananda with

the Baripada museum plate of Devananda reveals a common genealogy up to

the fourth king Devananda. In the Talamul grant the fifth king is Vilasaturiga,

whereas in the Baripada museum plate it is Vilasatuiiga Devananda II. It is

suggested that the relationship between Dhruvananda and Devananda II was
apparently that of brothers. Dated grants of both Devananda II and

Dhruvananda make it clear that the latter succeeded the former. The Daspalla

grant of Devananda is dated in the Bhauma-Kara year 184 (ad 920) while the

Talamul grant of Dhruvananda is dated 193 (ad 929). Many grants of the family

were issued from its capital at Jayapura. In the Jurepur plate, Devananda II is

described as paramabhattaraka mahasamantadhipati and the "obtainer of the

five great sounds”. The Daspalla plate describes Devanandadeva as a

mahasamantadhipati maharaja ranaka and the "obtainer of the five great

sounds” and simultaneously records that he paid homage to a

paramabhattaraka. The paramabhattaraka was possibly the Bhauma-Kara

queen Dandi-mahadevT. His successor Dhruvanandadeva was similarly a

feudatory of the Bhauma-Kara family. The Daspalla plate shows that

Airavatta-manqfa/a comprised the Jilonda visaya, the headquarters of which

must have b^n at modern Jilinda in Daspalla subdivision of Puri district.

9. BHANJAS OF KH IJ J I NG AKOTTA

The Bhahjas are known to us from about fifty inscriptions which were issued

from different places in Orissa, such as Khijjihgakotta, Dhrtipura, Vahjulvaka,

Kolada-Kataka and Angulakapattana. The Bhahjas were divided into different

branches and ruled as feudatories under different regional dynasties. On the

basis of the geographical distribution of the copper plate inscriptions, it is known

that the Mayurbhahja, Keonjhar, Angul, Bandh, Daspalla, Sonepur and Gumsur

1 43. N0wly 6m6f9in9 dynssties claimsd ctescont from wellknown sncient families to validate their

rule in early medieval India.

144! A. Joshi, op at, p 75.
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regions of Orissa comprised the territory of the different Bhahja famiiies.’^®

Seven copper plate grants of the Adi-Bhahjas, issued from Khijjingakotta,

constitute the basic source of information for their hisfory. it is stated in these

charters that the founder ofthe dynasty, Ganadanda Virabhadra alias Adi Bhanja,

was bom out of a pea-hen’s egg and brought up by sage Vasistha at

Kotya^rama, which is identified with Khijjingakotta.’^® The expression

"Ganadanda” may be interpreted as head of a gana or the head of the Saiva

establishment. The Kesari copper plate of Batrbhanja’'*^ reveals that Virabhadra

was the lord of 88,000 villages. He is described as cakravartisamah.

According to all inscriptions Adi Bhanja, the earliest known historical ruler of

the dynasty, was followed by Kottabhanja. By the time Kottabhahja came to the

throne, Adi Bhanja was already a legendary figure.No inscriptions of Kottabhanja

have been found so far. There are two charters Rariabhanja, the grandson of

Kottabhanja, which are dated in the Bhauma years 188 and 193 corresponding

to AD 924 and 929 respectively. Thus it may reasonably be concluded that

Kottabhanja flourished towards the close of the ninth century.

There is some confusion about the successor of Kottabhanja. The

Bamanghati copper plate of Ranabhanja’'*® records that $rT Digabhanja, son of

Kottabhartja, was powerful like his father and ruled over innumerable chiefs. The

Kesari plate, however, suggests that Durjayabhanja was the son of

Kottabhanja. Further, according to the Adipur grant of Narendrabhanja,’®°

Vibhramaturiga was the worthy son of Kottabhanja. However, all the records,

barring the Bamanghati grant of Ratiabhanja and the Ukhunda grant of

Prthvibhanja, mention Rariabhanja as the grandson of Kottabhanja. The

Bamanghati grant and the Khandadeuli grant’®’ mention Digabhanja as

Ratiabhafija's father while the Adipur plate refers to Durjayabhanja as

Rariabhanja’s father. It is improbable that three Ratnabhafijas, all of them

grandsons of the same king, ruled in the same locality contemporaneously.

Therefore, it appears that the three Rartabhahjas are one and the same person.

In that case Digabhanja, Durjayabhanja and Vibhramatuhga too were in all

probability names of the same ruler.

Digabhanja alias Durjayabhanja alias Vibhramatuhga had two sons,

Narendrabhahja and Ranabhahja, who ruled Khljjlhga-rnanda/a successively. In

the two Adipur inscriptions of Narendrabhahja he has been referred to as §ffman.

He was a worshipper at the feet of Hara.’®^ He issued grants from Khijjihga

registering the donation of villages. The Adipur plate no 1
’®®

records that a village

145. S. Tripathy, Inscrptions of Orissa, VI, p III.

1 46. A. Joshi, op C(f, p 51
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called Brtiatsarai in Vrtti-wsaya, close to Khijjinga, was granted to a brahman

for the sake of religious merit. Vrtti-wi^ya has been identified with a village called

Vrtti in Keonjhar district. There is also a village named Sarai near Vrtti. This

possibly represents Bitiat-Sarai and Svalpa-Sarai mentioned in the charter. This

shows that parts of Keonjhar were included in the kingdom of the Bhahjas. The

second Adipur grant'®^ mentions the grant of Sarpadraka village in

Kerakera-w^ya to a brahman. The inscriptions mention that like Yudhisthir a

Narendrabhahja was always engaged in protecting the earth.

Narendrabhahja seems to have had a premature death. Having died without

any issue of his own, he was succeeded by his brother Ranabhahja. While the

Adipur copper plate of Narendrabhahja described Ranabhahja as maharaja, the

Adipur plate of Durjayabhahja refers to him as raaharajadhiraja. These titles

perhaps suggest his independent status. Further, the land grants with his own

independent seal tend to corroborate this. However, the use of the Bhauma

era in his records suggests a semi-independent status. The Bamanghati copper

plate records that he was an exalted heroic king and a worshipper of Hara. They

also mention villages donated by Ranabhahja in the Korandiya and Devakunda

v^^yas. The Adipur grants of Narendrabhahja record additional land grants by

Ranabhahja. The Adipur charter of Durjayabhahja'^'^ calls him Bhahjakulatilaka

maharajadhiraja Ranabhahja, and the Ukhunda grant of PrthvTbhahja also

reveals that he had numerous feudatories.'*’®

Ranabhahja had two sons—Rajabhahja and Prthvibhahja—who also ruled

successively. Ranabhahja is known from his Bamanghati grant and the

Avalokitesvara pedestal inscription preserved in the Khijjinga museum.' The

Khijjihga grant records that Ranabhahja had a son named SrTmohana

Madahabhahjadeva.'®® However, he is generally identified with Rajabhahja.

According to the Khandadeuli charter,'®® Ranabhahja had a son named

Prthvibhahja and Narendrabhahja was the latter’s son. The Kesari plate of

Batrbhahja states that AnakhadevTwas his chief queen and that Narendrabhahja,

their son ,
was the crown prince at the time of the issue of the grant . The Kesari

plate and the Ukhunda grant of Prthvibhahja'®' show that Narendrabhahja was

the grandson of Ranabhahja. The only way to reconcile the genealogies given

in these copper plate grants is to identify Satrbhahja with Prthvlbhanja. who

succeeded his brother Rajabhahja. His Ukhunda grant records the donation of

a village in Khijjinga visaya. The Kesari grant records the donation of a vtoge

in Vrtti visaya to two brahmans and refers to Satrbhahja as mahamandaladhipati

maharajkdhiraja-paramesvara Sri Satithahjadeva. These high sounding

154. toW, pp 21-23.

155. Ibid, p 47.
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grandiloquent titles may indicate a rise in his status or assertion of his

independent position. He is also said to be the lord of 88,000 villages, which

may be a conventional expression.

datrbhahja alias Prthvibhahja was succeeded by Durjayabhahja, son of

Rlyabhahja alias Vibhramatuhga II. His chief queen was Chihipadevf and

Kottabhafija II was the crown prince. In addition to these details, the Adipur

copper plate of Durjayabhahja also mentions a few high officials.’®^ It records

the grant of two villages named Ollanga and Pahcapalii which have been

identified with village Delanga and Panchapalli in Anandpur sub-divisbn of

Keonjhar district.’®®

The aforesaid Adiput grant is the last available copper plate grant of the family.

After Duryajabhahja, Narendrabhahja II (son of ^trbhahja) and Kottabhahja II

(son of Durjayabhahja) were the two claimants to the throne. However, in the

absence of inscriptional evidence, details of dynastic history are not available

after Durjayabhahja. The Bhahjas seem to have continued as feudatories under

the Somavarh§ins and subsequently under the Gahgas, who supplanted the

Somavarfi^ins early in the twelfth century.

GENEALOGY OF THE ADI-BHANJAS’®"

Ganadanda Virabhadra alias Adibhanja

Kottabhafija

Digabhahja alias Durjayabhahja 1 alias Vibhramatuhga

1 I

Narendrabhania Ranabhafija

Rajabhanja aliasMohana Madahabhanja Prthvibhanja

a/rasVibhramatutigall a^^trbhafija

I
(queen Anakhadevi)

I I

Duriayabhafijall Narendrabhahja II

1

Kottabhafija II

162. ft3«, p47.
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10. BHAI*^JAS OF KHINJALI - MANDALA

The records of the Bhahjas of Khihjali-nranda/a reveal that they were egg-born
(and^-varhia-prabhaval^. This, together with the fact that the dynasty is also

a Bhahja family, has led historians to look for their family association with the

Adi Bhahjas. We have no record to connect the two families. There are many
copper plate inscriptions issued by the members of this family from Dhrtipura.

Since these inscriptions are found in the Sonepur, Baudh and Dasapalla regions,

Dhrtipura may be located in their vicinity.^®® Later, the capital was shifted to

Vahjulvaka due to the invasions of the Somavamsins, who forced the Bhahjas

to move towards the south into the Ganjam region. This receives support from

the fact that most of the grants issued from Vahjulvaka and many of the

place-names mentioned there are found in the Ganjam region.’®®

The ancestors of the Bhahjas of Vahjulvaka, somewhere in the Ganjam area,

had their capital at Dhrtipura in the Baud region of Orissa. The earliest Bhahja

chief of Vahjulvaka is Nettabhahja I Kalyanakala^a, who was the son of

Ranabhahja (c. 950-75) of Dhrtipura. These Bhahjas owed allegiance to the

Bhauma-Karas of Jajpur and appear to have been deprived of their possessions

in upper Orissa by the Somavarhsin king Mahasivagupta I Yayati. Even after the

loss of the Dhrtipura region, the territories of these Bhahjas probably continued

to be called khihjali-manda/a. The emblem of the Bhahjas of Dhrtipura and

Vahjulvaka was the lion.

Nettabhahja I Kalyanakala^a is described in his records as a and a

devotee of $iva. One of his charters seems to be dated in his fifth regnal year.

He was probably succeeded by his brother’s son Silabhahja II (son of Digbhahja

or Di^abhahja). A charter of Silabhahja II sumamed Tribhuvanakala^ is dated

in his first regnal year. This king was also a devotee of Mahe§vara or Siva. His

successor was his son Vidyadharabhahja Amoghakala^, another devout

worshipper of Siva. Vidyadharabhahja’s son and successor Nettabhahja II

Kalyanakala§a was, however, a worshipper of Visnu. Visnuism was thus

reintroduced as the family religion by Nettabhahja II.

The exact duration of the reigns of these rulers cannot be determined. There

is, however, some evidence to show that the four generations of kings (from

Nettabhahja I to Nettabhahja II) did not rule for more than half a century. This

is indicated by the fact (fiat a brahmana officer named Bhatta Stamt^ad^a

successively served Nettabhahja I, his brother’s son and successor, Silabhahja

II and the latter’s son Vidyadharabhahja, while a goldsmith named Durgadeva

not only served all the above-mentioned three rulers but Nettabhahja II as well.

Considering the fact that the active period of the lives of Stam^^eva ^d
Durgadeva probably covered about half a century and that Rairabh^^, tathw

of Nettabhahja, flourished around the middle or the third quarts of thet^
century, the reign of Nettabhahja II Kalyaiiakala^a may be roughly assigned to

the firet quarter of the eleventh century.

165. S. Tripathy, op ctf. p xvii. ,

166. HM, pxxvii.

H-45
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The Dasapalla plates were issued by a Bhahja king of Vahjulvaka, whose name

is given as 3atrubhahja II a/*as Tribhuvanakala^a. He is stated to have been the

son of Silabhahja and great-grandson of Vidyadharabhanja. As it stands, the

description of the ancentry of the issuer of the grant is defective inasmuch as

it does not speak of his grandfather. Under the circumstances, we have to

suggest either that the word prapautra is a mistake for pautra so that

Vidyadharabhahja was really the grandfather of Satrubhanja Tribhuvanakalasa

or that the name of the grandfather of 6atrubhahja was omitted from the record

inadventently by the scribe or the engraver. It is difficult to be definite on these

points. Satrubhahja’s father Silabhahja does not appear to have ruled.

The grant of Satrubhahja II TribhuvanakalaSa is dated in the year 198 of

apparently the Bhauma-Kara era. The date may be regarded as roughly

corresponding to c. ad 934. The astronomical details of the date of the charter

are: year 198, Visuva-sahkranti, PahcamT, Sunday, Mrgasiras-Naksatra.

A later member of the Bhahja house of Vahjulvaka was ranaka Nettabhahja

II Tribhuvanakalasa. A charter of his thirteenth regnal year has come to light.

He was the son of Rayabhahja and grandson of PrthvTbhahja. It is not known

whether Rayabhahja and Prthvibhahja were actually rulers but probably they

were not. The relation of king Nettabhahja II with the other known rulers of

Vahjulvaka is unknown. He may be tentatively regarded as a successor of

Satrubhahja III.

Another member of the same house was Satrubhahja Mangalaraja who issued

the charter called the Tekkali plates by R. D. Banerji’®^ and the Nangalpadu plates

by S. N. Rajaguru.'®® The transcripts of this record published by both Banerji

and Rajaguru are full of errors. The date of the grant is read by Banerji as the

year 800 which he refers to the Vikrama samvat to correspond to ad 732, while

Rajaguru reads it as the year 1 01 2 which he refers to the Saka era to correspond

to AD 1090. In reality, however, the record is dated in the fourteenth year of the

king’s reign. R. C. Majumdar assigned the inscription on palaeographic grounds

to the eighth century ad. But this is clearly wrong as its issuer must be assigned

to the tenth or eleventh century. That the issuer of the charter belonged to the

Bhahja house of Vahjulvaka is clear from its introductory part despite the fact

that the name of the city finds no mention. The common characteristic of all

grants issued from Vahjulvaka is that they begin with three verses, the first of

which commences with jayati kusumabana and the third introduces the reigning

chief under a secondary name ending in the term kala^. All the three verses

in question are found in the introductory part of the grant of Satrubhahja

Mahgalaraja although his secondary name is given as Mangalaraja and not

Mahgalakala^a. The use of numerical symbols in the inscription instead of figures

of the decimal system may suggest that Satrubhahja Mahgalaraja flourished

earlier than his namesake, whom we have called Satrubhahja II. But this is not

certain. Moreover, the fact that the name of Vahjulvaka is absent from his grant

167. JBORS, XVIII. 1932, pp 387f.

168. UMaSeNtya, 1936; JKHRS, I. pp 181f.
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and that his sacondary name does not end in the word ksisis may suQQest
that he belonged to a collateral line of the Bhahja family and was ruling

contemporaneously with the rulers of Vanjulvaka. It should, however, be pointed
out that he is known to have ruled over the Salvadda visaya, which may be the
same as the Salvada visaya mentioned in the grant of Silabhahja II

TribhuvanakalaSa referred to above.

6atrubhahja Mahgalaraja was the son of Silabhahja, grandson of

MallagambhTra (wrongly read by Baneiji as PallagambhTra) and great-grandson
of Yathasukha (wrongly read by Rajaguru as Pathasukha). It is not known and
is really doubtful whether these ancestors of Satrubhahja Mahgalaraja actually

reigned.

The semi-independent rule of the Bhahjas seems to have ended with the

conquest of the Bhauma-Kara dominions in lower Orissa by the Somavrh^ins

in around the second quarter of the tenth century. The Bhahjas appear to have

owed allegiance to the Ganges in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Thereafter,

they were split into several branches. The Bhahja copper plates were issued

from different places such as Kolada, Kumarapura and Khollipati.

11 THEBHANJASOF KUMARAPURA AND KOLADA

A Bhahja king who is known to have granted a village in Khihjali-manda/a and

ruled in the Ganjam area was mahamandalesvara Nettabhahja, described as

the son of Rariabhahja and grandson of another Nettabhahja. Yuvaraja

Rayabhahja, mentioned in the record, may have been a son of its issuer. As in

other similar cases, we do not know whether the father and grandfather of the

ruler reigned as mahamandale^varas. The charter, issued from Kumarapura is

remarkably different in style from the records of the Bhahja house of Vahjulvaka.

The emblem on the seal attached to it is also not the lion but a kala^ or a jar

which has been variously taken as amrta-ghata or puma-kumbha.

Mahamandalesvara Nettabhahja appears to have represented a different branch

of the Bhahja family like the so-called later Bhahjas of Khihjali, whose charters

were issued from Kolada-kafaka. he was possibly ruling from Kumarapura

contemporaneously with the Bhahjas of Vahjulvaka.

Only two inscriptions of the Bhahjas of Khihjali ruling from Kolada have so far

been discovered, both coming from antirigam in the Ganjam area. Their capital

Kolada-kafaka seems to be no other than the modern Kulada near Russelkonda.

Kulada was the headquarters of a family of Bhahja rulers even in British times.

The Antirigam plates’®® of Ya^obhahja, described as the lord of the whole of

the Khihjali country, are dated in the third year of his reign. Ya^obhahja is said

to have been the son of Rayabhahja II, grandson of Vfrabhahja I, great-grandson

of Rayabhahja I and great-great-grandson of rajadhiraja Devabhahja. The ruler

is credited with a victory over a king named Jagadekamalla. Another set of

plates’^® discovered in the same village was issued from Kolada-kateka by

169. El. XVIII, 1925-26, pp 2981.

170. El, XIX, 1927-28, pp 431.
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mahamancbleiv&a JayabhaAja in his third regnal yearon theoccasbn ofa lunar

eclipse in the month of Jyestha. The record mentions yiNsa^Wabhahja II who
was possibly the son of the issuer.

D. R. Bhandarkar says that Ya^obhaftja "was a contemporary of

Jagadekamalla II [the Later Calukya king of Kalyana] and, therefore, lived about

1139-49. The first lunar eclipse in Jyestha after this date came off on Friday,

22 May 1184. Jayabhanja, therefore, came to the throne in 1161”.’^’

Unfortunately in this case, as in several others in his List of Inscriptions of

Northern India, Bhandarkar has confused the full moon with the new moon. As
a lunar eclipse occurred in several years on 15 Jyestha-sudi during the reign

of Calukya Perma Jagadekamalla II of Kalyana and in the years following that

period, it is impossible to determine the year of Jayabharija’s coronation on this

basis. Considering, however, the ascription of Ranabharija of Dhrtipura to the

middle or the third quarter of the tenth century, and the number of succeeding

rulers belonging to his own family and the branch lines represented by

Nettabharija of Kumarapura and Ya^obhahja and Jayabhanja of Kolada, the rule

of the issuers of the Antirigam plates around the middle of the twelfth century

appears quite probable. But these petty rulers of the Ganjam region probably

owed allegiance to the early imperial Gahgas of Kalihganagara, who were

themselves subordinate allies of the great Colas, and the battle against the

Western Calukya monarch may have been fought by them on behalf of the

Gatigas and the Coja emperor. Thus, the identification of Ya^obhahja’s

contemporary Jagadekamalla with the Cajukya king Jayasirpha Jagadekamalla

I (1015-42) does not appear to be improbable. In that case, however, we have

to assume that many of the rulers of Vafijulvaka, Kumarapura and Kolada ruled

contemporaneously, although the question cannot be finally settled now. It is

indeed difficult to believe that such petty rulers were allowed to issue charters

under their own names after Anantavanman Codagariga (1078-1147) had

already established his power over the whole coast between the Godavari and

the Bhagirathi. The possibility becomes more dubious when we see that

Codagailga had his capital at Kaliriganagara near Chicacole (Srikakulam) while

the Bhahjas of Kolada ruled in the neighbouring areas of Ganjam.

12. THE BHANJAS OF BAUD

A copper plate inscription’^^ of a Bhafija ruler named Kanakabharija was
discoverd in the Baud region. This ruler Is described as the son of Durjayabhanja

and grandson of Solanabhanja. It is stated that the Bhafija family, to which

Kanakabhahja belonged, was sprung from the sage Ka^yapa. It is further said

that many members of this family claimed to have been the lords of Gauda.

The significance of the ciaim can hardly be determined. Kanakabhahja probably

ruled around the close of the eleventh century when the power of the

Somavarh^ns was on the decline.

1 71 . Bhandarkar, Disr, p 286, n 6.

172. JBC3BS, II, pp 367f.



Chapter XXIVfa)

POLITICAL ORGANISATION OF NORTHERN INDIA

I. POLITICAL BACKGROUND

The period and region under survey are marked by the appearance of

regional and dynastic states, which sharply narrowed the political horizon

of the people to a locality and restricted their loyalty to a ruling family. The

extreme North-West had passed under the Turkish YaminT dynasty. The

rest of the north was apportioned amongst the Cahamanas of Ajmer and

Delhi, Paramaras of Malwa, Gahadavalas of Varanasi and Kanyakubja, the

Candellas of Khajuraho and Mahoba, the Kalacuris of Tiipun, the later Palas

and the Senas of Bihar-Bengal, the Caulukyas of Gujarat and the local

dynasties of Orissa, Nepal and Assam. In spite of certain local variations

in the system of administration, it is possible to deal with contemporary

political thought and organisation in a broad framework.

We notice the rise of small chieftains, who were able to command some

military force and had carved out small principalities tor themselves. The

local people, for the safety of their lives and properties, owed allegiance

to them.' The iocal chieftains, in their turn, accepted the suzerainty of

bigger monarchies whose edifice was built on the foundation of smail feudal

states. From the popular point of view the kings were all-powerful but

internally the structure of their kingdoms became weaker than tefore due

to the existence of feudal chiefs. The latter supported the kings vwth tributes

and army when repuired and convenient, but shook off their allegiance,

when their overlords became weak. Thus feudal states were both politically

and militarily weak and unstable structures, which were formed, derrrolished

and reformed in quick succession.

II. THE SOURCES OF STUDY

As regards literature on polity and administration, the period fe J^^rk^

by the lack of creative and original thinking. It was a common b^ief tl^t

no sage (re* would be bom in the Kan age. Conseqi^. no substanh^

Smrti is available to throw light on the duties and the

or the king (r^WtarmS, political thought and organisahcn. Politioal thinking.

1. Th. pMnomenon h unKwwt. Wtwwer Meairtty ol ll» prewny ow**. P«Pl»

submit to a local authority.
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however, did not cease to exist. The traditbn of political speculation

continued through scholarly bhasyas (commentaries) on the old Smrtis and

exhaustive nibandhas (digests or treatises) on Dharma^tra. Famous

commentaries were written on the Manu Smrti and the YSjfiavalkya Smrti.

The commentary of Medhatithi on the Manu Smrti, though written slightly

earlier than this period, was still effective. Another important commentary

on the Manu Smrti was that of Kuilukabhatta. Vijhane^vara wrote his famous

commentary, M'rteksari, on the Yajrtavaikya Smrti. Though it was composed
in the Deccan, it was equally operative both in the south and the north

India. Of the treatises dealing with political thought and organisation the

Ri^adharma-KStTda of the Krtyake^patanj of LaksmTdhara is the most

important. LaksmTdhara was the minister for Peace and War under the

Gdhadavala king Govindacandra. Hence, though this work contains traditional

matters, it is of contemporary significance. Another treatise of political

importance was the Kamadhenu of Gopala.^ There was no absolute ban

under Kalivarjya on writings the works bearing on political and moral ethics

(hMi^Sstrdi. Therefore, some works of importance dealing virith politics and

ethics are available for this period. The most important of them all is the

$ukrarHi attributed to Sukracarya.® The other works of this class are the

Lae^Tvai1wvvti-$astra of Hema Candra and the Niti-Vakyamrta of

Somadevasuri. But the contents of even these works on political norms

2. No manuscripts of this work have been fountj so far. LaksmTdhara in his Kalpataru

quotes the Kamadhenu several times.

3. Kautilya in his Artha^stra refers to a school of politics developed by the followers of

Utoia (Sukracarya). They were extremist and regarded politics as the only branch of knowledge

and claimed that all knowledge was included in it. This explains the exhaustive and comprehensive

nature of the $ukranlti which emphasises the supreme Importance of political science.

The date of the Sukranlti has been keenly debated According to the opinions of various

scholars It ranges between the early Smrti period and the nineteenth century ad. But In the

context of its general principles and details it can be safely placed in the early medieval

period of Indian history, preferably, between the tenth and the twelfth centuries ad.

One of the latest writers on the date of 6ukranW is Lallanji Gopal, who, places this work

in the nineteenth century ad {BSOAS, XXV, iii, 1962). He has made an attempt to show that

the author of the Sukrahiti drew upon the polity and enactments of the East India Company.

While it may be conceded that the present edition of the Sukranlti contains modem Interpolations,

which is very common with ancient texts, it is not possible to agree with his thesis. His main

arguments are based upon the resemblances and the parallelisms between the Sukrahifi and

the policy and administration of the British in India before 1850. While drawing comparisons,

he has completely ignored the entire theoretical background of the $ukranlti, its Indebtedness

to earlier Indian texts, and even the political, social and religious conditions reflected in It,

which are peculiarly medieval.

A few modem trends and elements discovered in the 6ukrahiti are due to the fact that

every age in history is modem and It records advancements, changes, deviattons from the

past. The motive for borrowing by an erudite Indian pandit from the British system of

administration is completely lacking. We know about the later works like the Caturvarga-Cihtamani

of HemSdri, the Todarananda, the Wamitrodaya of Mitrami^ra, the Ahifya-Kamadhenu, etc.

which were composed by Indian pandits under the patronage of Indian rulers, whom they

gratefully mention. There was hardly any tendency on their part to borrow from Turkish policy

and administrative system. It is beyond all comprehension to think that an Indian paridit
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and administration are mainly traditional, though they contain certain ideas

and trends of contemporary significance and application. Directly by way

of prescription or indirectly by way of interpretation, these works throw

interesting light on various aspects of contemporary polity and administration.

Besides these, there is a huge mass of epigraphic documents which is of

great importance in reconstructing the political thought and organisation of

this period. Sometimes literature in Sanskrit, Prakrit and ApabhrarnSa also

yields additional and welcome information. We may also include in the

sources the works of foreign writers, mainly the Arabs. In this context

particular mention may be made of Albiruni’s travelogue of the early eleventh

century.

HI. POLIT1CALTHEORIE3

1. THE SCOPE OF POLITICS

Of all the writers on polity, who belong to this period, Sukra alone

discusses the scope of politics in some detail. Most of the earlier writers

were of the view that their works were written for the use of the kings

only. But 6ukra states that the $ukranni was composed for the benefit of

the king as well as the people in general. Thus, the scope of politics was

expanded and it was merged into the science of the general ethics. Whereas

other branches of knowledge are useful in their respective fields, politics is

useful in all the fields of life and for all the classes of people.* Politics is

defined by him as follows:

The science of politics is the source of the subsistence of all classes:

it maintains the entire world: and it leads to the attainment of cfharma

(regulative principles of life), artha (material means of life), kama

(legitimate desires of life) and consequently of mok^ (liberation from

the bondage of life).®

Somadevasuri and earlier writers had restricted the scope of politics to

only trivarga (dharma, artha and kama).

2. THE CONSTITUENTS OF THE STATE

Sukra describes the traditional constituents of state. According to the

$ukraniti the state had seven limbs (sapfariga). They

syamT (sovereign), amafya (ministers or high officers of the state), suhrt

composed the Sukmniti in the nineteenth century to please Euro^an ru ^
rt, or to waste his energy in satisf^ng his Pa™

,4
practical utility during its age. And this age can tDe no other than the early med«vai pen

°\ForT mor^ecent summing up of the issues involved in the dating of Su/rranW.-cf. a N.

Cult^ ^ Northern India in the melfth Century, pp x.v-xv.. -Eds).

4. $ukra, I, 4.

6. Ibid. I. 5.

6. Ibid. I. 6.2.
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(ally), /fo^ (treasury), rastra (territory, population), durga (fort), and bala

(army). The king was regarded as the murdha (head) of them all. Sukra

thinks in terms of the organic unity of the state. Ministers are regarded as

the eyes of the state, allies as ears, treasury as mouth, army as mind,

forts as fiands and territory as legs.^

3. THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF KINGSHIP

The writers of this period dilate upon the origin and nature of kingship

and the relation between the ruler and the ruled. This was because the

king had assumed a pivotal position in the state. LaksmTdhara, the author

of the Krtyakalpataru, accepts the doctrine of the divine origin of kingship

and the absolute obligation of the people to offer their obeisance to the

king.® In this regard the views of LaksmTdhara are mainly based upon Manu
and Narada. Following them, he also believes in the necessity of king’s

penal power (danda) for the maintenance and security of the society and

the state. However, he quotes a large number of Smrti texts which enjoin

the king to protect, nourish and entertain his subjects. But here the sanction

was purely moral and spiritual. This kind of thinking invested the king with

absolute powers in state affairs, whereas people were deprived of any

effective check. In general, Bukra’s views about kingship are based upon

earlier authorities, but in some respects they are peculiar to him. He bases

the rights and the powers of the king on the doctrine of karma. According

to him the king acquires his powers as the protector, maintainer and

entertainer of the people through his meritorious work in his previous lives

and austerities in the present life.® He even combines the doctrine of karma

with the divine origin of kingship. He says that the king becomes the lord

of'the movable and immovable beings through the dint of his own austerities,

partaking of the eternal particles of Indra, the Wind, Yama, the Sun, the

Fire, Varuna, the Moon and Kubera.'° Sukra also strongly believes in the

doctrine that the king maxes his age by compelling the people to perform

their duties through his observance of dandanlti (punitive action).” Sukra

stretches the doctrine of karma to its logical conclusion, when he draws

a sharp distinction between two types of kings—^the divine and the demoniac.

In his opinion, only that king is divine, who is righteous; one, who destroys

righteousness and oppresses the people, is demoniac in nature. The latter

does not deserve the loyalty of the people.’®

4. KINGSHIP AND THE SOCIAL STATUS OF THE KING

The social status of the king as related to his political positton/is also

7 ibki

8. Krtyak^pataru, Rijadharma-KSnda (Bk XI)

S ^tkm I. 20.

in ih/rf I. 71-77

11 /bW I ?1-?3 60

17 /h/fi I 170
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discussed. Ordinarily a king was supposed to belong to the warrior caste

(k^frrya-vama). But many persons belonging to other varnas had also

assumed kingly positbns. The ^tras were expected to take cognisance

of this situation. VijhaneSvara, accepting the generous views of Medhatithi,

observes:

Though this aggregate of kingly duties has been laid down with

reference to the king, these duties should be understood to apply to

one of another caste also, who is engaged in the task of protecting

the province, the district, and so forth.’®

The essence of kingship lies in performing the functions of a king,

protection of the people from foreign invasions and internal chaos,

maintenance of the people by affording them economic facilities and
recreation of people through patronage to education and culture. Whosoever
was able to perform these functions could be accepted as a king irrespective

of his caste or vama. But, at the same time, the assumption of kingly

position anc the acceptance of taxes from the people imposed upon him

the obligation of ruling in accordance with nyaya justice) and dharma (duties

prescribed in the Dharma^stra).’'' Another writer of this period, who throws

light on this aspect of kingship, is Gopala, the author of the Kamadhenu.

He writes that one becomes a king by undergoing the ceremony of

coronation (r^abhisekd), because this ceremony lays down the duties of

a king.’® However, he also observes that one may be declared a king by

occupying the throne according to the custom of countries and families.’®

He also discusses the claim of non-ksatriyas to the king’s position and the

evil of the rule of the ‘Many’ (mob) in the absence of a king.’^ This shows

that the writers of this period were conscious of the requirements of the

changing times.

5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE KING AND THE SUBJECTS

$ukra discusses the relationship between the king and his subjects at

some length. He follows his predecessor Kamandaka by emphasising the

fundamental importance of kingship for the fulfilment of the requirements

of the subjects.’® According to $ukra the very existence, security and

prosperity of the people depend upon the intellectual and moral qualities

of the king.’® But this dependence is not one-sided. The king also depends

13. m&<sara on YS. I. 368.

14. Manu Smrti. VII, I.
. . ^ ^

15. Quoted in’ the RSjadharma-KdTda of the K^kalpataru of Leksmidhara and also in the

Ratna<ara of Cande^vara, 2, 85.

16. toW.

17. «jW.

18. $ukm, I, 66.

19. Ibid, I, 96.
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upon the people for his existence and prosperity “ Sukra enjoins the people

to regard the king as an incarnation of Visnu; they should never divulge

his secrets: they should never think of injuring or murdering him; and they

should honour the king along with other divinities, ascetics, preceptors and
the learned persons in the kingdom.^’ 6ukra equally emphasises the

obligations of the king to his subjects. The king is asked to guarantee

protection to the people by defending the country against foreign invasion

and punishing the wicked in the state. Moral and spiritual sancticDns are

quoted to support this primary obligation of the king. Sukra says that the

gods kill and cast away the king who fails to protect his people: at the

same time the king receives spiritual merits by faithful observance of his

duties.^ The rights of the king to tax depend upon his ability to afford

protection to his subjects. Though he is the lord of the people in one

respect, he is divinely ordained for the service of the people: he receives

his share of the produce as his wages (vrttlf in lieu of the protecDtion he

granted to the people.^® Sukra also deals with the rights of the people

against the king. He concedes to the people the right of the deposing a

bad ruler.®'' In his opinion the brahmans, who were ordinarily not expected

to wield arms, commit no sin by killing wicked ksatriyas (rulers) even in

fighting these with weapons: but, at the same time, the brahmans were

expected to support the ksatriyas, if they were oppressed by the wicked

people. In case no redress against a tyrannical king was available, the

people had a right to abandon the king and migrate to some other state:

they could threaten their unsympathetic ruler that they would go over to

his virtuous and powerful neightxxir, who was his natural enemy.®^

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION

1. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

(i) The King

The head of the state in every kingdom was invariably the king, who
was the supreme executive. Kingship was ordinariy hereditary, except when

It was captured by a war, a coup or a revolution. For instance, from the

first independent Gahacdavala king Candradeva to the last one, HariScandra,

we find an unbroken line of successors. Most of the kings were of ksatriya

vama. They had to undergo the abhiseka (coronation) ceremony which was
call^ mantra-snanaj^ He was the supreme functionary of the state. In the

20. Ibid, 1. 66.

21. Ibid, II. 200f.

22. Ibid, 1, 120-121

23. Ibid, 1, 188.

24. Ibid, II. 273-75

25. Ibid, II. 21 2f.

26. El, IV, 1896-07, p 121. LaksmTdhara in his Rajadharma-Kanda or Kdyakalpataru has

described the ceremony in detail, drawing upon the Brahma Purina and the Ramayana.
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absence of legislative power, kingship was limited in the traditional sense
of the term and the people were free from the legislative tyrannies of the state.

(ii) Roya/ Titles

The kings used to assume their usual imperial titles, parama-bhattaraka
mahar^dhiraja parame^vara,^ which were conventional expressions of
sovereignty used by independent rulers. Besides, they also adopted regional

and peculiar dynastic epithets, eg, the Kalacuri kings of Tripuit and the
Gahadavala kings of Varanasi and Kanyakubja adorned themselves with

additional titles of aivapati, gajapati, narapati and r^traySdhipati (king of

horses, king of elephants, king of foot-men and overlord of three t^s of

kings).” Some later Sena kings of Bengal assumed additional titles of only

a^apati, gajapati and narapati. Gahadavala kings assumed the title of

i^a-cakravartin. Some others adopted the title of tri^hkupati and giripati.

(iii) The Chief Queen and the Crown-prince

Next to the king in honour and power were his chief queen (patta-maNsHi

and the crown-prince iyuvar^). In the Kalacuri inscriptions, the latter is

called mahar^-putra, who wielded executive powers in the state. In the

absence of the king and during his illness, he also acted on his behalf. It

is evident from the Gahadavala grants that the chief queen and the

crown-prince issued grants in the name of Madanapala. Further, according

to the Gahadavala inscriptions the patta-mahadevi or the chief queen was

endowed with all the royal prerogatives (samasta-r^-prakrtyopet§i.^ From

very ancient times the yuvaraja was regarded as an important functionary

of the state and he had to undergo an at^i^ka. We know from one of

the Gahadavala records that Jayaccandra was consecrated as the yuvaraja.

(iv) The Ministers and High Officials

The king was assisted in his administration by ministers. But these

ministers had no popular or constitutional sanction behind them. They were

appointed by the king and held office during his pleasure. The appointment

of ministers was regarded absolutely necessary for a successful administration.

Sukra observes:

27. The king was only the enforcer of law and not its promulgator Law emanated from

customs and usages of the people.

28. They are also described tO' have been served by samasta-raja-cakra (the cycle of entire

kinos)

29. 'e/, XI, 1911-2, p 142; XII, 1913-4, p 210; XXI, 1931-2, p 95. These titles were used

by the Gahadavala kings also after their conquests over the Kalacuris. The later Paia kings

Viavarupasena and Suryasena also adopted these titles. See also supra, chapter XIII, fn 48.

30. El. IV, 1896-7, pp lOlf.
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Even small act is difficult to be performed by an individual. How, then,

can a kingdom of great importance be administered by a person

without the help of the sahayas (assistants), in this context, ministers?

A king may be well-versed in different branches of learning and

conversant with the policy of the state, but, he should never think of

the affairs of the state without the counsel of the ministers.®’

3ukra calls the ministers as prakrtls (constituents). He enumerates them

as follows:

(1) purodha (high priest); (2) pratinidhi (viceroy or the representative of

the king; (3) prsdhana (chief minister); (4) sac/va (minister in charge

of revenue); (5) mantri (counsellor); (6) prad-vivSka (minister in charge

of justice); (7) pan^ita (minister in charge of reiigious affairs); (8) sumantra

(minister in charge of military affairs); (9) amStya (minister in char^ of

general administration); and (10) dOta (minister in charge of foreign

affairs).®®

But Bukra adds that in the opinicxi of some other sages there can be

only eight prakrtls, nameiy, (1) sumantra, (2) pandita, (3) mantri, (4) pmdhana,

(5) sadva, (6) amatya, (7) prad-\Mka and (8) praMdhi.^

The epigraphic records of the period speak of a number of ministers

and high officials of the state. The most detailed list is found in the Bengal

inscriptions®^ as follows:

(1) rajamatya (the minister who personally waited on the king); (2)

purdiita (minister in charge of religious affairs); (3) tnaha-sandhi-vigrahika

(minister in charge of peace and war); (4) maha-senapati (minister in

charge of army); (5) mahamudradhikrta (minister in charge of mint and

treasury); (6) mahaksapatdika (minister in charge of royal records); (7)

maha-prafihara (chamberlain); (8) maha-bhogika (minister in charge of

revenue); and {9) maha-p^upati (minister in charge of elephants).

These were expected to wait upon the king as heads of their respective

departments. In their turn they were helped and assisted by their subordinate

officers. This is clearly indicated by the use of the word ‘maha’ (great)

before their designation. The Gahadavala records®® also mention the ministers

and the high officials of the state. They can be enumerated as follows:

(1) mantri (chief minister): (2) purohita (minister in charge of religious

affairs); (3) senidNpati (minister in charge of military affairs): (4)

bhandagarika (minister in charge of the treasury); (5) al^apatalika

31. Sukra, II, 1-2.

32. m II, 69-72.

33. Ibid, II, 72-103. Some of these terms recall the functionaries of the Maratha policy and

this raises doubts about an earlier date of the Sukranmisars—Edb.

34. B, XIV, 1917-8, p 169.

36, a IV, 1896-7, p 101; lA, XXII, p 16.
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(minister in charge of royal records): (6) maha-bhT:^k (royal physician):

(7) naimittika or samvatsarika (royal astrologer): (8) ants^hpurika (minister

in charge of royal harem): (9) data (minister in charge of foreign affairs):

and (10) yuvaraja (crown-prince).

The following list of dignitaries, ministers and high officials is contained

in an inscription of the Kalacuri king Karnadeva;

(1) rr7a/7/s/"(chief queen): (2) mahara/apufra (crown-prince): (3) maha-mantri

(chief minister): (4) maha-sandhi-vigrahika (minister in charge of peace

and war): (5) mahamatya (minister in charge of general administration):

(6) maha-dharmadhikaranika (minister in charge of justice): (7)

maha-prafihari (chamberlain)): (8) mahaksapatalika (minister in charge

of royal records): (9) maha-bhandagaiika (minister in charge of treasury

and stores): (10) maha-samanta (minister in charge of vassals): (11)

maha-pramattakari (officer in charge of elephants): and (12)

mahMva-sadhanika (officer in charge of horses).

In the above-quoted list, obviously, all were not ministers in the strict

sense of the term. The mahisT and the yuvaraja, purohita, the maha-bhT^k

and naimittikas or samvatsarikas (also known as daivajna or jyotislj were

important personages in every state. But they did not hold any portfolio,

and it seems that members of the royal family and priests and astrologers

could not be ignored in administrative matters. Ministers were variously

designated in different states and in different times in the same state. Their

number and designations in the $ukranlti and Smrti digests may be taken

as models which were literally followed.

The treatises of the period enumerate various qualifications which a

rninister should possess. They can be summed as follows: a heroic and

impressive personality, birth in a good family, mental balance and an

extensive knowledge of the various branches of politics, ethics and diplomacy.

Brahmans were preferred as ministers. They were generally hereditary (maula

or pitr-paitamaha).^ The ministers, though lacking constitutional authority,

enjoyed considerable influence, as shown by the inscriptions of the later

Palas. Minister Darbhapani kept king Devapala waiting at his door. It may

be a poetic exaggeration, but it shows that the minister exercised great

power. A long series of hereditary ministers was started by Yogadeva, the

prime minister of the king Vigrahapala III. Vaidyadeva, the chief minister of

Kumarapala, was also an able general and founded an independent kingdom

of Kamarupa. The tradition of the employment of hereditary ministers during

this period was borrowed from the Gupta period. The Sena kings also

adopted this system.

Besides ministers, the central government had a large number of officials

who served as ‘heads of departments’: we hear of the adhyaksa-varga

along with clerks (karaneti. Mention may also be made of the

36 . Krtyakalpataru, R^adharma-kSnda, 22-24
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commander-in-chief (senapatlj with heads of military associations

(sainika-samgha-mukhysli: the ambassadors (dOta) with the officers of secret

service (gOdha-puru^; and the political advisers {mantra-paldi. This indicates

that each department was organised under a superintendent {adhyaksaf^

assisted by a number of subordinate officers and clerks.

2. PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATION

For the sake of administrative convenience the state or kingdom Wc.s

divided into several units. The largest division was called bhukti (province).

The Candellas called their entire territory bhukti, because it originally formed

a province of the Pratihara empire of Kanyakubja. It was further divided

into mandalas (divisions), visayas (districts), pattalas (tehsils), pathakas

(parganas), da^grama (groups of ten villages) and gramas (villages). These

administrative units were headed by corresponding officers, who were

sometimes differently designated in different states. The officer in charge

of a bhukti (province) was called rajasthaniya (viceroy, a representative of

the king), who was very often of the royal family or related to it; sometimes

he was selected out of the services also. He is also designated bhuktipati

(lord of a bhukti). The officer in charge of a mandala was designated

mandaladhipati (lord of a mandala). The head of a visaya was called

vi^yapati (lord of a visaya). The head of a pattala was called pattalika and

that of a da^grama dasagramika and that of a village was known as

gr§m£pati (lord of a village) or pattakila (generally found in the records of

the Paramaras and other western dynasties).

The kingdoms generally consisted of partly home-territories directly ruled

by the king and partly of subordinate feudatory states under the suzerainty

of the king. The king was conventionally called samastarajacakra-

sarnsevita-carana (whose feet were served by the circle of entire princes).

The samantas (feudal lords), are also referred to in inscriptions. From the

Gahadavala records at least three feudatory titles are known: ranaka.

mahanayaka and maharaja. The differences of status in their cases is not

clear. The epigraphic records, however, show that whereas the maharajas

could issue land grant in their own rights, the ranakas and the mahanayakas

had to get such grants ratified and formally announced by the king. The

king had the right to grant land in the territories under the feudatories.

Although the responsibilities and obligations of the feudatories are not

adequately stateo, it seems that they were obliged to pay annual tribute

to the sovereign king and to render him military help in the shape of

soldiers and money, whenever required.^®

The $ukraniti gives interesting details regarding the classification of feudatoiy'

kings. According to it that ruler is called samanta (a feudatory chief), whose

37. It may be mentioned that adhyaksas are discussed in detail in Bk ll of the Artha^stm
of Kautilya—Eds.

38 B. IV, 1896-7, pp 130-34: X, 1909-10. p 93f. lA. XVII. pp 61-64’ XVIII pp 14-19

JASB. VI. 1911. pp 163-65: JAOS. VI pp 547-4P
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revenue ranges between one and three lakh karsas annually without

oppressing the people; the mandalika, is one whose revenue is between

three and ten lakh kar^s annually: the raja’s revenues vary from ten to

twenty lakh karsas per year and the maharaja is one whose annual revenue

reaches fifty lakhs. Those who are appointed to collect revenue for their

sovereign kings and enjoy land are called anusamantas, and those who

are further degraded from their position and receive their maintenance from

the sovereign are called hTnasamantas.^

3. LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

(a) Town Administration

Town was recognised as a distinct unit of administration. Its importance

was realised by the Gahadavala kings. The pattan^hikari-purusa (town

administrative officer) is enumerated among the high officials who were

directly concerned with the king in matters of land grants. An independent

reference to the town administrative officer in a grant which concerns the

visayadhikari-puru^ indicates that towns under the Gahadavala rule were

not governed by the provincial or district officers. They formed separate

administrative units and the officers entrusted with their administration were

directly responsible to the crown. The pattanadhikari-purusa must have

been assisted by his subordinates and advised by a local committee. But

the contemporary records do not supply details regarding this. The Gahadavala

inscriptions refer to a number of towns, but they do not yield the details

of town administration.

(b) Village Administration

Like a town, a village was also a self-contained unit of administration.

According to the many land grants of this period, a village had its own guard,

its own messenger, its physician and its astrologer. Mention is also made of its

scavenger and its executioner (candala). These were the functionaries at village

level But the responsible village officer who linked the village with the state was

mahattama. In the Gahadavala and other inscriptions, he is clearly

distinguished from the raja-punjsas or the officers appointed by the state. It

appears that tha mahattama was the chief among the mahattaras,^ who were

substitutes for the gramavrddhas mentioned in the Artha^stra. The clear

distinctton made between the mahattama and the r^-purusas suggests that

the former was not appointed by the state; rather, he belonged to the village

and was probably elected its head by the village elders from amongst

themselves. More officers are mentioned in conn^tion wrth village

administration. Tbey are mahattakasm6 the mahantakas.^e mahattakaswer

required to give their consent to the land grants issued by the king. For instance.

39. Sukra, I, 103-92. iono 'x nn fl^-93

40 Cf, Kahia Plate of Kalacuri Sodhadeva, El. Vll, 1902-3, pp 85 93.

41 . KautlS^ Arthe^Bstra, II, 35, 48.
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mahattakaBalhama gave his consent to the grant of villages Basahi and Kamauli,

and mahattaka Gartgeya gave his consent to the grant of village Rahan, made
by maharaja-putra Govindacandradeva. A maha-mahattaka, Thakkura

Vidyadhara was the recipient of a number of grants made by the king. Obviously’,

the mahattakas and the maha-mahattakas were concerned with village

administration. But their functions were not confined to a single village. They

were expected to look after a group of villages. It appears that the mahattaka

was in charge of a group of villages in a pattala (tehsil) and the maha-mahattaka

was the superintendent of all villages in a vi^ya (district). This presumption is

confirmed by the statement of LaksmTdhara, according to which the king should

appoint his own officers in towns and villages.'*^

V, REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

A detailed account of revenue administration is found in contemporary

inscriptions. For the purposes of revenue administration each state was divided

into units roughly corresponding to modern districts and tehsils or talukas. As

already mentioned, the Sanskrit words used for these were v/saya and pattala.

The latter word is frequently used in the Gahadavala inscriptions, without any

reference to v/^ya, which shows that fiscally a pattala was far more important.

The Sena inscriptions of Bengal mention both bhukti and mandala. The Pala

inscriptions of Bengal, however, mention bhukti, mandala and visaya. This

indicates that the mandala was a sub-division of a bhukti. The Paramara grants

speak of mandala and pratl-jagaranaka. Within the latter we have a smaller

sub-division of forty-eight villages. The town and the village were the smallest

units of revenue administration.

The mahak^patalika was in charge of the revenue department. He was aided

by several superintendents called adhyak^s. Besides, there were district

revenue officers called saulkikas (collector of tolls) and gaulmikas (collector of

revenue in kind). Revenue officers were assisted by the village corporation

consisting of kutumbin (settled family man), kayastha (record-keeper), duta

(messenger), valdya (village physician), mahattara (mahto or patel), meda
(scavenger) and candala (executioner). These men very often were collectively

called as janapadas. They were expected to perform certain duties for which

some income of the village was assigned to them."^

According to the later Prafihara, Gahadavala and Kalacuri inscriptions there

were two types of the sources of government revenue (i) regular (nityadaya or

niyatadaya and (ii) irregular (anityada^ or anlyatadaya).Some of the main taxes

levied during the period were : bhaga (share of the state out of the land produce),

bhoga (tax levied for the personal enjoyment of the king), kara (general land tax

in kind or cash), and hiranya (state-tax on gold and other minerals or taxes

collected in cash, levied on objects easily perishable).'*'' The inscriptions of the

42. Krtyal<alpatanj. RS/adharma-kSnda. pp 79-81.

43. B. IV. 1896-7, pp 107-09, XIII, 1915-6, pp 216-20,

44. U N. Ghoshal, Contritions to the History of Hindu Revenue System, pp 60-62.
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later Pratiharas and the Gahadavalas also mentiona large number of minor taxes

such as kutaka or kutaka (either a tax on a plough or a house), da^stoanc^
(either a fine imposed on a witness for absence in a monetary case or one-tenth

of land produce to be paid to the state for repairing a tank), virh^tyathuprastha

(every twentieth ortwenty^ighth handful of corns), e^<sapatalika-prastha{a small

contributton in measure of prastha on account of the officer called

aksapataiika),*^ prafihara-prastha (a small contribution in measure prastha on

account of the officer concerned), akara (a tax on mines),"^ turu^-danrte (a

tax for meeting the Turk danger or a tax levied only on the Turk residence,'*®

dasaparadha-danda (fines for committing ten minor offences punished locally),

jalakara and gokara (tax on account of the use of fisheries and on cows for

grazing on pastures owned by the state), lavanakara (tax on salt), parnakara

(tax on leaves for special use). Besides, there were many additional permanent

and temporary taxes and levies. The list indicates that during the period under

review taxation was excessive, most probably due to war conditions prevailing

ill the country, which involved heavy expenditure on defence.

The inscriptions also record the details of the rights conferred on the donees

in the agrahara villages. These rights originally belonged to the state and were

transferred to the donee by the king. They are very interesting from the point

of view of revenue. The Gahadavala grants reveal the following items; water

(supply for irrigation), land (arable land), waste-land (fallow land used for

easement of cattle and other purposes), stone (meant for building and miling

purposes), hills (stones and fuels), rivers (fish and ferries), forest (fuel, grass and

herbs), patches (not clear), mango and madhuka (important trees), trees (trees

in general), iron (an important metal), salt-sources (an important commodity),

whatever is above and below (any non-scheduled income), tmayuti (grass),

gocara (pasture-land), sugar-cane (an important cash-crop), cotton (important

raw material for cloth), and jute (for ropes and strings).

The state also derived revenue in the form of tolls and customs from every

town, bazar and village which were collected at toll-houses called mandapika.

In addition to 1/50 on sale arid purchase as regular government tax, minor taxes

were also imposed for either charitable purposes or for the maintenance of

49
certain persons.

VI ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Dispensation of justice was included in the basic concept of protection

45. Cf, Kautifya ArthaHstra. H. 6 $ukra. 'V. n 1 28-29

J oyVote also. Sokro presonoas ra aner o»>oo<^ »
of SIW. ona-fooW of oopoa.. o™.8» of pro aoO ,ror.

etc. should be paid to the king (IV. ii, 117-118).

48. El. IX, 1907-8, p 321: GhoshJ, ^
dT p 263^ Bellalasena.

49. The Gahadavala inscriptions: /A XIV. p 103. xyiii p eti y

El, XIV, 1917-8. pp 156-63: Semra plates of Parmarddideva. E,

Rates of Udayavarman Paramara, lA, XIV, pp 254-5

H-46
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{raksana) guaranteed to the people under the obligations of kingship.

LaksmTdhara, the Gahadavala minister for peace and war, wrote a

comprehensive work Vyavahara-Kanda (a part of his Krtyakalpataru), which

deals with the organisation and the dispensation of justice in detail. The topics

included in it are: the king’s responsibility to. look into the complaints of the

people, judges and their qualifications, the constitution of the sabha (law-court),

meaning of the term vyavahara, the plaint {bhasS), the reply (uttara), evidence

(pramana), titles of law, punishments, units of measures, debts {madana),

surety, sale without ownership (asvami-vikraya), partnership, and the other titles

of law.

The $ukranlti also emphasizes the absolute responsibility of the king for the

maintenance of law and order through the application of danda (punitive

measure). Regarding the utility of danda he observes:

All enterprises attain their fruition through the judicial policy of the king.

Danda is called the highest shelter of all virtuous duties.^

But Sukra warns a king against the misuse of justice. He says.

The virtuous people shun that king who spares a person deserving

punishment, punishes one who is innocent, and awards excessive

punishment.®'

According to him in the kaliyuga only half punishment is called for because

the people are deprived of their property due to the wickedness of the king.®^

$ukra holds the king entirely responsible for corruption:

It is neither the fault of the age nor that of the people: it is verily the fault

of the king, because people only do the same as pleases the king.®®

The inscriptions of this period do not throw much light on judicial

administration as on revenue administration. We get only sporadic pieces of

information. For instance, the Khajuraho record dated v 1059 (ad 1002) refers

to one Bhatta Yasodhara, a royal priest whom king Dhahga made dharmadhikatf

or in charge of the department of law. But next to the king the dharmadhikan

seems to have been the highest officer in judicial matters, including the

interpretation of law, as embodied in ancient texts. Mention is also made of

dharmalekhTand arthalekhl^'' The former means a ‘writer of legal documents’:

the latter has a similar connotation. But the documents composed by them are

long and complex, requiring a technical and expert knowledge of law. The type

of work done bythem was, most probably, similar to that performed by a modern

legal practitioner.

Another judicial officer mentioned in the inscriptions is dandanayaka, whose

50. $ukra. IV, i. 52f

51. Ibid.

52. Ibid.

53. Ibid.

54. El. IV, 1896-7, p 170; lA. XVI, 1921-2, p 208
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functions were similar to those of the present day district magistrate. He tried

the accused with the help of a jury. Procedures followed in civil and criminal

cases were almost the same. Punishments varied according to the nature of
crimes committed. They included imprisonment, mutilation' and death. Sukra
gives a more exhaustive list of punishments, which include reprimand, insult,

fine, confiscation of property, extemment from the village and towns, brandir^
with red-hot iron-bar, shaving of head, riding on an ass, mutilation and death.®
The dandanayaka was also in charge of police and jail and he was assisted by
subordinate officers such as dardika and dandapai^ika.^

Cases of minor importance were locally disposed of, either in the village

council or by village officers. The inscriptions recording the gift of villages

(agrahara) show that the donees were entitled to receive the amount of fines

imposed on the criminals of ten types (da^paradha). More important cases

were tried either by the dandanayaka or the rajasthanlya or by the king himself.

It is not clear whether there was any regular system of appeal. But a person

losing his case at the district or provincial level might take it to the king who
tried it de novo, if he thought fit. Albiruni gives an interesting account, drawing

upon the ancient texts, of the legal procedure followed and punishments

awarded. According to him the plaintiff had to file a statement and his document.

If there was no written document, witnesses were produced, at least four being

required. Cross-examination of witnesses was not allowed. Brahmans and

ksatriyas were not punished for murder; but they were expelled from the kingdom

after confiscation of property. For theft, a brahman was blinded and his left hand

and right foot were cut off. A ksatriya, however, was not blinded. Members of

other castes were killed.®^ This account reveals the severity of punishments

which were inflicted even upon the brahmans and the ksatriyas. As regards the

legal procedure, it summarises the current Smrti texts. The vyavahara sections

of the commentaries and the treatises contain plenty of details regarding legal

procedure adopted in the courts of justice.

VII. MILITARY ORGANISATION

Army continued to be regarded as an important constituent of the state and

was called data (strength).® Due to the prevailing war conditions, its importance

became greater. Every state had to organise a large army for its security. The

nature of the army was, however, feudal and it consisted mostly of levies of the

samantas (vassals). Some of the states maintained huge standing armies as

well. Govindacandra Gahadavala had a huge army and Jayaccandra was called

dala-parngu (the line of whose army was never broken between the capital and

the battlefield). According to the $ukfanlti, about one-fourth of the state revenue

was spent on military organisation, which was evidently a high amount.

The main sections of military organisation were forts {durga), army (senS) and

55. Sukra, IV, i. 41-56.

56. JRASB. LXIX, p 71

.

57. E. C. Sachau, Al-Biruni’s India, II, p I58f.

58. Bukra, I, 61. It has also been compared to the mind of the state.
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armoury (iastmgam). Forts continued to be one of the most important elements

of military organisation. According to the $ukran1ti,^ there were seven types of

forts:

(i) airina (inaccessible on account of ditches, thorns and stone); 00 psffiMm

(surrounded by a deep ditch); (iii) parigha (surrounded by a rampart composed
of bricks, stones and earth); (iv) vanadurga (forest fort); (v) dhanvsKkirga (desert

fort), (vi) jaladurga (water fort); and (viO giridurga (hill-fort).

The forts were further divided into two classes—(1 ) sainysdurga (a fort which

is invincible on account of being the headquarters of soldiers well-versed in

military discipline) and (2) sahayadurga (a fort where friendly army noted for

heroism is stattoned). Highest importance was attached to the former.

An army is defined by Sukra as a ‘congregation of men fully equipped with

offensive and defensive weapons’. It is primarily classified under two

heads—(1) svagama (self-moving or infantry) and (2) anyagarm (carried by

others or cavalry).®' It is again divided into three classes—(1) da/w" (divine), (2)

asun (demoniac), and (3) manavi (human).“ They are superior to one another

in ascending order. The traditional type of four-fqld (caturShginl) army is also

mentioned consisting of infantry, cavalry, elephants and chariots.®® Kienami^ra

in his Pmbodhacandroda^ mentions the use of chariots.®” But generally literary

and epigraphic sources show that chariot was not in use during this period.

The army of north predominated in haya (cavalry), that of the east in gaja

(elephants) and that of the Deccan in nara (infantry). The kings were styled as

hayapatiand gajapati. Sometimes they assumed the epithet of raja-tray^hipati

(lord of cavalry, elephants and infantry). The sources of recruitment were the

same as mentioned in ancient texts; (a) mau/a (hereditary), (b) bh/taka (hirelings),

(c) §reni (guild organisations), (d) aranyaka (forest tribes), (e) mkra (an ally) and

(f) §atru (enemy). It was for this reason that an army was called sadahga-bala

(sixfold army). On the basis ofthe sources, the army was divided into two classes

:

(a) maula (standing) and (b) sadyaska (militia raised for the time being).®® The

recruitment thrdugh'the 6renTs was on decline. A great weakness of the army

of this period was the gradual reduction of the standing forces and the increasing

dependence on levies, which were ill-disciplined and could not be brought under

a unified command.
The head of the army organisation was the sen&jhipati, but sometimes,

various officers of minister’s rank such as maf}a^\^pati, mahapHupati, etc. were

59. Ibid, IV, section Iv.

60. /Wcf, IV, section vii.

61. Ibid.

62. Ibid.

63. m
64. El, I, 1888-92, w. 41.

65. $ukra, IV, section vii. The inscriptions of the Later PSIas and the Senas reveal that the

Bengal kings mostly depended on the foreign hirelings {btvtyad): MSIava, Khasa, Huna, Kulika,

KarnSta, Uta and Coda. This accounts for the weakness of the Bengal army, which collapsed

before the Turkish invaders.
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put in charge of the different sections of the army. According to the $ukrah}ti,

a ksatriya should be preferred as senapati, but ifa valiant ksatriya is not available,

a brahman may be selected; but a vaiSya or a §Qdra should not be chosen for

this post. Very often the king himself was the supreme head of the army and

led the army in the battlefield, riding an elephant. The inscription of Madanapala

quoted above, mentions the following military officers and personnel:

mahasen§pati (commander-in-chief), dauhasaddha-sadhanika, various

superintendents (adhyak^) for elephants, horses, camels and naval forces,

pre^nika (messengers), gamagamika, ebhitvaramana.

^cept, perhaps, the superintendent of the naval forces, the same types of

officers were engaged in parts of the country other than Bengal. The ordinary

soldier was called bhata almost everywhere. Regarding the ranks, grades and

salary of the army, we do not have precise information.

The broad classification ofweapons as given in the $ukranltf^ is as follows:

(1) astrani (weapons which could be thrown) as, bana (arrows), nalika

(tubular weapons).

(2) ^sfran/(weapons which could be gripped and wielded personally, eg,

swords, spears, etc).

The former were further divided into two classes:

(1) nalikarh (having barrels for throvwng fiery objects) and (2) m^trikam

(magical).

A large number of weapons is mentioned and described in the $ukranJti. Some

of the most important are: bana (arrow), gada (mace), pattisa (a kind of sharp

weapon), khadga (sword), para^u (axe), kunta Oavelin), cakra (discus), rajju (an

iron rope), kavaca (armour).®^

War was not merely a matter of military operation, but a part of wider political

diplomacy. Therefore, the king is advised to follow the four-fold policy (upaya)

of sama (reconciliation), dana (subsiders), bheda (creating dissensions) and

when these three fail, danda (the use of arms) should be applied. Similarly, the

king should follow the six-fold diplomacy (sadgunya), according to which, war

should be avoided as far as possible. But during the period under review, it

seems diplomacy was weakened and wars became very common.

An army in the battlefield was arranged in various vyuhas (military arrays) called

makara (crocodile), suci (needle), Sakata (cart), vajra (bolt), sarvatobhadra

(octagonal)
,
wa/a (serpent), etc . Strategy and tactics were followed andsy^

and signals were used. Processes of movements and fighting in the battlefield

are given below: sammilanam. prasaranam, pari-bhramanam, akurcanam,

yanam. prayana, apayanakam. sammukhyam, samutthanam, lunthanam.

samstha!mm.‘ golatulyakam. prthak-bhavanam.

^strastrayordharanam. laksya-bhedanam. moksanam. panghatanam.

66. Ibid, IV, vii, 190f.

67. Ibid.
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samdhana, pita, grahana, mok^, svaguhana and pratighata.^ Sukra also

prescribes a well-organised and well-equipped commissariat for the conduct

of a war.

A detailed code of war ethics is found in the ^ukrahlti. To accept a challenge

and to give a fight was the highest duty of a ksatriya. To flee from the battlefield

was regarded as the greatest sin. There were actually two types of war, (a)

dharma-yuddha or a war in which ethics of a fair warfare were respected, and

(b) kuta-yuddha or a war in which doubtful or secret means were adopted for

the destruction of the enemy; the first was preferred.

VIII. FOREIGN POLICY AND THE DEPARTMENT OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Mitra (an ally) was regarded as one of the constituents of the state. According

to the old mandala theory, a kingdom was surrounded by a large number of

states having different types of political relationships with it. As already

mentioned, according to the $ukranM a king was advised to follow the four

upayas and ^dgunas. However, in view of the prevailing war conditions and

political instability the fourfold foreign policy and the sixfold political expedients

were not followed on an enduring basis. Of the fourfold policy only the last two,

dissension and war, and of the expedients only military march and duplicity (yana

and dvaidhibhavij were generally used. After the fall of the Pratlhara empire,

the focus of political balance was upset. All the dynasties were aspiring to

assume supreme paramountcy in northern India. Under the circumstances, no

king could rely on the friendship of another. The Candella king Vidyadhara was
acknowledged as suzerain and assisted by Arjuna, the Kacchapaghata ruler of

Dubkund. Kfrttiraja, the Kacchapaghata ruler of Gwalior, was also on friendly

term with Vidyadhara. But soon after Vidyadhara, they transferred their

allegiance to Bhoja Paramara of Malwa.®® Bhoja Paramara and Gahgeyadeva,

the Kalacuri king of tripurT were on friendly terms with Vidyadhara for sometime.

But this friendship did not last long. The Kalacuri king invaded the Candella

territories only a few years later. KFrttivarman, the Candella king, entered into

alliance with the Palas, the Paramaras and the Caulukyas of Gujarat. This was

directed against the Kalacuri king LaksmTkarna, who was their common enemy.

But no sooner than Laksmlkarna was defeated, the Candellas and theCalukyas

fell out. Jajalladeva Kalacuri of Ratanpur became friendly with the Candellas,

evidently against the interest of the Kalacuri line ofTripun . The friendship between

the Candellas and the Gahadavalas of Kanyakubja was always doubtful. Only

against foreign invasions from outside India did the warring states of northern

India form some type of military confederacy. But this too was not stable and

enduring. Very often differences arose on the question of the leadership of

confederacy. Therefore, on many occasions the idea of confederacy did not

68. Ibid. IV. vii, 263f,

69. El, I, 1888-92, pp 219, 221, 222; II. 1892-4, p 237,
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materialise; if it did, it was joined half-heartedly and it seldom succeeded against
a compact foreign force.

The department of foreign affairs was in charge of the ministers called the
maha-sandhi-vigrahika (the great minister of peace and war) and the duta
(messenger of the king). It seems that the former dealt with matters of peace
and war and the latter was in charge of diplomatic relations with the different

kingdoms. It appears that the external affairs of the state were almost confined

to the states inside India. The Indian states were too much engrossed in

internecine wars, ignored political movements and affairs going on in the

neighbouring kingdoms outside India.

IX. WORKS OF PUBLIC UTILITY

Following the injunctions of the old Smrti texts, the states of this period paid

special attention towards the work of public utility. According to the $ukranlii,

it was the duty of the king to ensure an adequate supply of water in the state,

by digging wells, wells with steps, tanks, lake, etc.^° Irrigation was given the

greatest importance. One Khajuraho inscription of Yasovarman Candella

records the building of a temple and the excavation of a tank.'^ Kalyanadevi,

the queen of Vfravarman, excavated a well and a tank and built a hall

{mandapa)J^ Vatsaraja, a minister of Kfrttivarman, excavated a vapl (stepped

well).^^ A minister of Madanavarman is praised for building a temple and a tank

and for executing other works of public utility.^'’ We know from Candella

inscriptions that a ravata built a sirotha (a device for lifting weight of load) and

another built a catvara (a raised platform for public use). '^Another ravata built

a vapT (stepped well) for the use of all and a public road during a famine. In

Mahoba, the Rahilyasagara and a beautiful temple on its embankment are

traditionally attributed to king Rahila. KTiltivarman excavated another important

lake, Kiratsagara, about two kilometres in circumference. Madanavarman was

responsible for the excavation of the lake Madanasagara, about five kilometres

in circuit. Of all the lakes, this is the most picturesque. Paramardi built a tank

at Ajayagadha.^’' The Kalacuri king Kokalla records in his inscription the grant

of certain buildings for brahmans. One Pahila is recorded to have made the gift

of a number of gardens to brahmans. It is evident from these acts of charity

that the kings were engaged in the works of public utility and in making of such

gifts.

70. Sukra, IV, iv, 63-65.

71. El, I, 1888-92, p 144.

72. Ibid, p 328.

73. lA, XVIl, pp 238, 239.

74. El, I, 1888-92, p 202.

75. ASIR, XVI, pp 49-50.

76. Ibid.

77. lA, XXXVII, p 132.
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APPENDIX

Writings since the early 1950s have opened up great many issues bearing on the

political structure of north India. Broadly, the understanding of centuries under discussion

in terms of feudalism has been the most dominating strain of historical writings of the

last few decades. While the current state of art on the growth of Indian feudalism is being

included in the second part of this volume, it is none the less necessary to supplement

the data reviewed above.

DISPERSAL OF POWERS: THE NEW ROYALTY

The overall political structure is marked by dispersal of political and economic powers.

The epigraphic evidences refer to bhuktis, mandalas, vi^yas, etc. The Palas had, for

instance, under them Pundravardhana-bhukfi- Vardhamana-bhu/rt4 Danda-bhukti,

Tvra-bhukti, etc. Mandalas were widespread in Bengal but not so frequent in Bihar.

Balavarmana, a feudatory of the Palas is associated with VyaghratatT-mandate. Gaya as

a mandate is mentioned in an inscription of the 11th century. DaradagandakT-mandate

or Daradagandika-mandate is also mentioned in some inscriptions from Bihar. Pala

inscriptions also refer to nayas or vithis and Khandala as some sort of administrative

units.” A 12th century copper plate grant of Vaidyadeva from Assam mentions bhukti,

mandsria and wiMya.®* Vi^as and mandalas are refered to in the Candella records.®'

The territorial divisions in Gujarat and Rajasthan were mandateand pathaka. An inscription •

of the Paramaras of Uita and Malwa mentions a pratijagaranaka as subordinate to a

mande^.’^^ Similarly, an allu^bn to a bhoga within a marytola is made in an inscription

of 1 1 34 from Ujjain.®® In Orissa too vi^yas and man^las assigned as fiefs to royal scions

are mentioned in records of the 1 2th century.®^ Padatesand pafhakaswere administrative

units under the Gahadavalas.®*

The literary notices of the period are also eloquent about many of the aforesaid

administrative units.®® Harisetia’s Kathako^, awork of the tenth century, refers to a visaya

in the sense of the principality of a king who has a sSmanta under him. In the

78. a XXXV. 1963-64. pp 130-40.

79. JASB. 1914. pp 122-23.

80. a. II. 1892-94, p 353.

81. a. XX. 1929-30, p 127. See also RI^VIII. 63, 242, 629, 631 for reference to mandates

u) Kashmir.

82. Bhopal grant of c. 1200, M, XVi, pp 252-56.

83. M, XIX, pp 351-53.

84. DHNI. I, p 453.

85. a, VII. 1902-03. pp 98-99. In the Kamauli plate of 1134 of Vatsariya, a feudatory of

the Gdhadavdias, we find reference to a \^saya as well. Of. El. IV, 1896-97, p 130.

86. B.U.S.yadsm,SocletyandCulHjrelnNor#iemlncHahtheTwelflhCenbjry,pp'iE2-63.
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BhavisayBtt£^<ahS of Dhanapala, a circle of suzerainty with an overkxd is known as

mandsda. Distinction between svanan^la and mandalantara in the Rijatarahginf^

suggests that kings in Kashmir exercis^ direct administrative control mostly over their

own mandaiias while other mardalas were governed by sSrmitas with an obligation to

pay tribute and a commitment of allegiance. The colophons of some Jain manuscripts

of the 12th century reveal that sometimes pathakas, the subdivisions of a mandate in

Gujarat, were under sSmantas.

At the lowest level perhaps villages also may have acquired a lord either by land-grants

placing villages under samanta chiefs or by forceful occupation or by the submission of

individuals. Candesvarami^ra, a doyen of thirteenth century Mithila, throws .interesting

light on the working of the village administration in his RajanHi-RatnSkara. There is a

reference to gulma as consisting of three to five villages. Further, allusions to grimapati,

gramadNpati. da^ramepati, virp^im^grmiapati, sahasragramapap indicate an

hierarchy of villages. The mode and quantum of payment to village heads are also

specified. Da^e^ (head of ten villages) got as much land as he could cultivate with one

plough. (head of twenty villages) got land cultivable through four ploughs,

(head ofone hundred villages) was to masterone full village as his remuneration.

It was not merely the multiplication of administrative units at different leverls. Giving

away fiscal and administrative rights including those of policing and administration of

criminal law and justice to donees of land grants created landed aristocracy between

the king and the cultivators. The intensity of the process varied from one region to another.

The Pratiharas merely tmasferred all the income of the village: and, like their P§la

counterparts, enjoin the villagers to obey the donees and pay them all dues. The practice

of granting the right of administering criminal law and justice became a common feature

in the Pala kingdom.®® In parts of Gujarat and Rajasthan which were under the feudatories

of the Pratiharas, grantees emerged as landed intermediaries in charge of police and

fiscal administration.

Dispersal of administrative power which is an important trait of feudal polity, is also

indicated by constant shift of the seats of power. Typical examples of this tendency are

to be seen in allusions to about nine skancPavaras (victory/military camps) in the Pala

records.®® These include Pataliputra. Mudgagiri, RamavatT, Valjaparvataka Vilasapura or

Haradhama. Kapilavasaka. 'Sahasaganda, Kancanapura and Kannauj. As many as

twenty-one skarxlhavaras figure in the Candella records. However, in this respect the

Pratiharas enjoyed relative stability, for only UjjayinT and Mahodaya (Kannauj) are known

to have been their capitals.®’
. ^. . . ^

This understanding of territorial and administrative divisions raises doubts about si^h

reconstructions as tend to highlight centralised powerful monarchies on the tesis of the

grandiloquent titles, such as parama-bhattamka, rnatmaj&ihirm, parame^vara. etc.

87 RSi. Vlit 212*16.

as! ^lakOtas gave the donees more coercive and administrative powers than aven the

p&loe Hid

89. For details, see R. S. Sharma. Indian Feudalism, pp 86-7. For the o

fortified settlements under the PSIas and Candellas from the point ^

organisation. Ibid. App. II. pp 237-41. These two dynasties account for nearly twenty and

twenty-four fortresses respectively.

^ ArnearVMf^^^ortt^^ vvas Merta. about 96 kms. north-east of Mandor.

92. For further details, cf. B. N. S. Yadava, op dt. pp 112-14.
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Far from indicating any real increase in royal power, they simply suggest that the king

was supreme among lords, chiefs and princes owing allegiance to him. The growing

bardic sycophancy,** however, had begun to create an aura around kings, treating them'

as rulers of rulers and ascribing divinity to them. As a result of this image building the

king was increasingly becoming more of a private person than the real head of the state.**

The gradual accumulation of power in the hands of ministers is another indicator of

the nature of royalty in early medieval centuries. May be, in some cases the kings

disregarded the counsels of their ministers on account of false sense of chivalry.®® But

Ksemendra’s candid references to the' greed of ministers in his Kalavilas^ and Kalharia’s

vivid picture of the machinations and tyranny of the Damaras®^ make it obvious that the

ministers were no less self-seeking persons with hardly any concern for the public good.

The NsttsadhlysKiaritd^ reflecting the conditions prevalent in the Madhayde^ alludes to

such tributary rulers, as often withheld the payment of tribute forcing the king to march

against them. In spite of imperial control, sometimes the vassals made their power felt

in central politics. The election of the king among the Palas of Bengal and the

Somavarn^ins of Orissa shows that vassals could even depose and install kings,®®

although such cases were neither too many nor had any legal sanction.

TRANSFORMED BUREAUCRATIC NEXUS

Parallel to the dispersal of administrative powers as manifested in the localised units

was the transformation in the bureaucratic nexus in the administrative system. Payment

of officials and vassals by land grants,’** the hierarchy of samantas and feudalisation of

titles of kings and officials are some of the contours of this new nexus.

(A) OFFICIALS, VASSALS AND LAND

The Brahma-khanda of the Skanda Parana, which is generally regarded as throwing

light on the history and culture of India from about the eighth-ninth to the thirteenth

93. Of. “Those are not worthy of being called kings who have no poets to sing their

glory,” Bilhana, VSr, I, 27.

94. a, R^. Ill, 101, VIII. 888-92.

95. e.g. MahTpala’s encounter with huge forces of his chiefs; Vigraharaja Cahamana’s
mobilisation of forces against the Turks and Prthviraja's suspicions against his minister Kaimbasa.

Of, U. N. Ghoshal, The BegMng of Man Historiography and Other Essays, p 218.

96 VI. 2-7. Of. this with the Manasdlasa, I, verse 155 advising the king to protect his

subiects not only from robbers but also from ministers as well as officers of finance and revenue.

97. Of, Bhakat Prasad Muzumdar, “Role of the Damaras in Medieval Kashmir”, in Krishna

Mohan Shrimali, ed. Essays in Indian M, Religion and Society, pp 27-36. For the emergence

of the pSmaras as a major political group in the Lohara period (c. 1000-1170) in Kashmir,

see the appendix on Damaras in Krishna Mohan, Early Ktedieval History of Kashmir.

96. XI, 126.

99. Cf, also the rebeflion of feudatories against the R^trakuta king Govinda II and the

installation of his unde Amoghavarsa III, Karhad plates of Krsna III, w. 19-21, El, IV, 1896-97,

pp 278-90.

100. Service grants of land are fourKl mostly in Orissa and in about half of dozen feudatory'

Wngdoma, which aioae on the ruina of the Gurjara-Prafihara empire. Orissa has more service

grwits than Assam, Bengal and Bihar taken together. Under the Gahgas in Orissa, coppersmiths,

braziers, and betel-ssllers were attached to the temple as part of the grant, and at least

some of them were assigned pipts of land tor their maintenance. The practice seems to have

been vireH-established in the former hill-state of Chamba. Some examples, though not many,

are found in Rajasthan and Gujarat. For details see R. S. Sharma, op c/f, pp 1 30-43, 1 86-87.
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centuries, gives a long description of a legendary grant of a number of villages along

with 36,000 vai^yas as well as §udras four times that number, made in times of yore by

King Ramato 1 8,000 brahmins afterthe performance of certain religious rites. The donees

were to be served by these vai^yas and 6udras. Rama enjoined the people, so transferred,

to obey the commands of the donees, \«ho had later divided the villages amongst

themselves. That such allusions are not merely mythical but had definite roots in historical

evidence is borne out by literaryand epigraphic records which are widelydispersed—both

chronologically and geographically.

The bestowal of land on the officials in charge of the administrative divisions of 1 , 10,

20, 100 and 1000 villages is mentioned as early as Manu (c. ad 200).'°’ The practice of

service tenure picks up momentum in the post-Gupta centuries. Both Bana and

Hsuan-tsang testify its existence in the seventh century. ’°^ The Udayasundaiif^thS of

Soddhala refers to some land as the hereditary dhiwavrtti of a kayastha officer. The

Kumarapalacarita also refers to a minister of the king enjoying 700 villages.

The Pratabgarh inscription of Mahendrapala II records the grant of a village which was

in possession of talavargika Harisena.'°° Grants of land were made by Candella kings

to state officers belonging to Vastavya family in recognition of their services.’®^ There is

mounting evidence of purely military grants. The Ratnamala refers to a certain rSja Buwad

(7th-8th century) of the Solahki clan who is said to have distributed villages among his

chiefs in 16 equal parts. He used to send eight of these chiefs {pattadharasS) to conquer

in all the four directions.'®® Literary works dealing with central India, Rajasthan, Gujarat,

Bihar and Bengal between tenth and twelfth centuries'®® make frequent references to

various kinds of grants such as karaja. gramaja and pratipattaka to ministers,

kinsmen and those who rendered military services. The Kamauli plate of 1 133 refers to

grant of a tract of land to a chief on rajapatti (royal fillet or tiara) by one of the ancestors

of Govindacandra Gahadavala. The rajas, rajaputras, ranakas, rajarajanakas,

mahasamantas, rmhasamantadhipatis.axc. mentioned in Pala land charters were mostly

vassals connected with land. While the secular grants arc comparatively fewer, there is

surprisingly sufficient evidence of subinfeudatbn, particularly under the Pratiharas.

Their feudatories made grants both with the sanction of their overlords and on their own

initiative. Since the original grantee was given the right to cultivate his benefice or get it

cultivated, to enjoy it or get it enjoyed, to do it or get it done,'®® the field was wide open

to subinfeudation and eviction. Subinfeudation was practiced both in the areas of direct

Pratihara control as well as those under their vassals.'®® Examples of subinfeudation

caused by service grants in Gujarat under Caulukyas are also known. A subordinate

101 Mam Snvti, Vll, Ii5f.

102. Watters, p 177; Harsacarita, ed, A. A. Fuhrer, p 175.

El, XIV, 1S17-18, pp 176-88.

El. XXX, 1953-54, pp 87-90.

Cited in B. N. S, Yadava, op P ^

e.g. Sukrtasarrtmm RSmacaiita. Latakamalsara. P>af)andfiac«ntSf7Tar»and M^tasoUasa.

lur. Subinfeudation by religious grantees—brahmans, Buddhist monast^,

is a matter of inference rather than a proven case, On sellar

of B. N. S. Yadava, "Secular Land Grants of the post-Gupta period °

the Growth of Feudal Complex in Northern India" in D. C. Sircar, ed. Land System and

IM, SmS.ISIS* d grants ™« W slm.nl.. mat**™™ •« slmW^nltanas,

sea Piiapa Niyogi. CaiMtaitWa to tna Econon* msUv of Natnem M. 00 M-S?-

103.

104.

105.

106.
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functionary, probably a bmia under Biimadeva II, constructed an irrigation-well and a

watering trough attached to it, and for their upkeep he granted certain plots of land to

a man of Pragvata clan, probably a merchant. ’’“Though subinfeudation prevailed in most

states, there does not seem to be clear evidence for its prevalence in the Paramira

kingdom.’"

The incidence of grants to state officials vary from one region to another. To illustrate,

while we hear of about half a dozen Paramara official ranks, only a few ofthem are known

to have received land grants—none at least in the eleventh century. But very large

territories were granted to vassals and high officers under the Caulukyas of Gujarat. Vassals

and high officers gradually merged into one another. Caulukya copper plales of 12th-13th

centuries and their comparison with the date of the LekhapaddhatP^ help us in stressing

this point."“

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries key officials were also being remunerated througti

regular and. exclusive levies. Officers connected with revenue collection, criminal

administration including policing, accounts and members of the palace retinue enjoyed

levies specifically raised for them. Thus, the pattakilas and du^asSdhyas of the Kalacuii

kingdom, aksapatalikas, prafiharas and vi^atiaihus (possibly a revenue official of a group

of twenty-eight villages) under the Gahadavalas and baladhipas of the Cahamanas
received such sustenance. Certain other functionaries of the state, such as vi^ima,

vai^ka and ardhapum^ka also fall in this category. They are mentioned in the Kaiacuri

inscriptions but their precise functions cannot be ascertained. Early twelfth century

inscriptions of the Gahadavalas mention aksapatafa-prastha,"'' aksapateria-adaya,

praMra-prsstha, vi^tiathuprastha and vimiaticchavatha'^^ A late twelfth century

inscription of Kaiacuri Jayasirriha refers to xiaya (taxes) levied for pattakilas and

dustasadhyas.'^^ A cess called baladhipabhavyaftgores in the Cahamana inscriptions.’’^

Under the Silaharas of Kolhapur in Maharashtra, hereditary holders of the office of

nSrgavunda were not given gold for their salary but assigned certain taxes such as

kodevem as long as they performed the functions of their office.’
’® Though it is not clear

whether these levies accounted for the total remuneration of the concerned officials or

just formed an additional emolument, it is none the less apparent that such state officials

had become so powerful as to claim grants of perquisites for themselves. Indeed, some
Candella inscriptions of the late twelfth and early thirteenth century specifically enjoin the

feudatorieSj royal officials, forest officials, constables, etc. to give up their perquisites

110. Cited in R. S. Sharma, op dt, p 187.

111. Cf , Vishwa Mohan Jha, Matwa under the ParamSws: A Study in Econorrnc and Political

history, unpublished M. Phil Dissertation of the University of Delhi. See its appendix I. A paper

based on this was presented at the 50th session of the Indian History Congress held at

Gorakhpur in December 1989. See also R. S. Sharma, op dt, pp 147-49.

112. A model of documents compiled in the 15th century but the oldest material in the

text is ascribed to the later half of the twelfth century. Cf . R. S. Sharma, op c/f, pp 1 49-50.

113. For differences in functions for which vassals and officials were granted land, ibid, pp
155-56.

114. Perhaps some share of the produce assessed per household.

115. /A,XIV, 103,1. 12:XVIII, 17, l.21:XVIII, 18-19, II. 20-8: E/, II. 1892-94,no29.1, II. 15-16.

116. Cll, IV, no 63, II. 19-25; no 4 of Appendix.

117. ECO. p 187.

118. Kolhapur plates of Gandaraditya of 6E 1037 (act 11 15); B. XXVII, 1947-48, pp 176-82;

ai. VI, «. 46-50, pp 214-21, specially p 216, n 2.
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(sva/T? svam-Sbt^am) in the villages transferred as gifts.”® There are allusions to

resumption of such rights. In sum, the right of various state officials to enjoy specific

levies—irrespective of the tenure of these levies, was bound to create interm^iaries with

some interests in the land of the tenants.

P) THE POWER HIERARCHY OF SAMANTAS

By the twelfth century a hierarchial system of sSmantas had become considerably

elaborate. The Apari^Hiprccha of the twelfth century classifies various vassals in the

descending order on the basis of the number of villages held by them:

Ms^Tamandale^vara (1,00,000 villages), mandalika (50,000 villages), matmsamanta

(20,000 villages), samanta, laghu-samania an6 caturarn^ika (^0,000, 5,000 and 1,000

villages respectively).^®®

Sandhyakara Nandi refers to mand^adhipati, samanta-cakra-cudamani, bhupala and

raja in his Ramacarita. Grades of vassals such as mahamandaleivara, man^ika,

samanta and ranaka are mentioned in the Kharataragaccha-patjavalfm connection with

PrthvTraja Cahamana.’®'

The hierarchy of samantas is corroborated by epigraphic evidences toa Rajanakas

and rajaputras figure in inscriptions of the former Chamba state.'" Samanta,

mahasamanta, mahasamantadhipati and thakkura'^ figure in some eleventh century

inscriptions of Garhwal. A thakkura called Rajadeva of the Guhila famHy was the vassal

of the Cahamana Rayap^la of Naddula.’®"' Mandalika and mahamandal^vara and

ranakas and maharanakas are mentioned in Paramara and Kalacuri records " We come

across raja, r^anya, ranaka and rajaputras in the Saktipur copper plate of

Laksamanasena of Bengal.’®®

(C) FEUDALISATION OF BUREAUCRACY

Numerous officials are listed in inscriptions belonging to almost all north Indian states.

The Pala land charters, for example, mention nearly four dozen officials and

vassals—some of them even being hereditary.’' ' More than two dozen officials are listed

in the'Gahadavala inscriptions.’®® The situation was no different in the territories of the

Cahamanas, Candellas and the Kalacuris. Even feudatories kept a long retinue of officers.

More than two dozen of them functioned under Sarngrama Gupta, a mahamandalika of

the Karnatas of Mithila.’®® The feudalisation of the titles and designations of these officials

119 Mahoba and Charkhari plates of Paramarddideva dated v 1230 and ^^36 ad 1173

and 1179) respectively and the Tehn plate of Trailokyavarman of v 1264 (ad 1207). Cf, El,

XVI, 1921-22, pp 9-15; XX, 1929-30, pp 128-32; XXXI, 1955-56, pp 70-73.

120. a, with Sukra, I, 183-92. See also the text of fn 39 in this chapter.

121. IHQ, XXVI, 1950, p 227.

122. J. Ph. Vogel, Antiquities of Chambi, Introduction.

123. Rei, mentions deiathakkura and thakkjra, VIII. M8, 55A
^ n/o

124. Inscription of 1138, El, XI, 1911-12, pp 36-37. See another Nadol inscription of 1143

In ASI (WC), 1908-9, p 45.

125. DHNI, II, pp 914-17; lA, XVIII, pp 213-14.

127 ! a ^'’BlwbarS’vw^ of Bhatta Bhavadeva Bfilavalabhibhujariga of c. 1200,

^S.^(^Fto^a'^N^i!°Misfory of the GShadav&a Dynasty, pp 136-65. See also, B, IV,

1896-97, pp 97-129.

129. R. K. Choudhary, Select Inscr^tions of B»iar, p I23t.
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becomes a conspicuous phenomenon of the times. An indicator of this development is

the use of the prefix maha. While the early Pala kings such as Dharmapala and Devapala

had less than half a dozen maha-prefixed officials, the number went up by more than

three times under Sarngrama Gupta. One can even discern a pattern in this newly

emerged nexus—the lower the power of the lord the larger the number of the dignitaries

bearing the title maha in his kingdom. Similarly, the later the kingdom, the greater the

number of maha-prefixed functionaries. The growing feudalisation of officials'* is also

found in the practice of using the same terminology to express the relationship between

the officials and the king as was used between the vassals and the king. The expressions

such as padapadmopajTwn, rajapadopapm, padaprasadopajTvin, pamr\e§vara-

padopefvin, etc. applied to both vassals and officials. They indicate that officers subsisted

on the favour of their masters and thus show that they were being feudalised."^' Officials

were placed in various feudal categories according to their status and importance.

Even kayastha scribes were invested with such titles as ranaka and thakkura to

indicate their feudal and social rank rather than their functions.

(D) IMPOSITION OF CLAN ARISTOCRACIES

The exercise of important governmental functions was gradually being linked up with

land holding. There are numerous instances of assignments not only to chiefs and state

officials but also to members of the clan and the relatives.
"^'

Indeed, the imposition of

clan aristrocracies on old , settled villages marks a distinguishing trait of what is commonly

recognised as the Rajput polity. Thus under the rule of the Gurjara-Pratlharas we find

references to estates held by chiefs of the Cahamana, Guhila and Caulukya clans; by a

chief of the Chinda family ruling in the region of the modern Pilibhit district of Uttar Pradesh.

Mathanadeva, another chief of the Gurjara-PratThara lineage also claimed to have

obtained his allotment as svabhogavapta (bwn share)
'* As illustrations of clan

considerations, it is possible to cite numerous instances of apportionment of villages in

units of twelve."^'’ The (Ona) plates of the time of Mahendrapala of Kannauj (c. 893)

mention the holding of 84 villages by mahasamanta Balavarman.'* The Nadol plates of

the rajaputra KTrtipala dated in V. 1 2 18 (AD 1161) refer fo a group of twelve villages which

a junior prince had received from the reigning prince.'* References to queen’s grasa

and bhukti, junior princes as bhoktis (possessors) of villages
, seya (allotment) of a rajaputra

and rajakf^a-bhoga (king’s estate) are not unknown, The Kalvan plates of Yasovarman

(of the time of the Paramara king Bhojadeva) mentions a chief who had acquired

catura^itimanyakapatta (royal charter of 84 villages), obviously from his overlord.'"'" The

130. For details see R. S. Sharma, Indian Feudalism, pp 75-80, 159-60.

131 . While the term rajopajivin is used by Kautilya once (II. 7) and the Parivrajaka inscriptions

of Gupta times also use padapindqxijfvin in the sense of subsisting on the royal subsidy,

such terms are considerably multiplied under the Palas, Pratiharas, Paramaras, Caulul<yas and

other north Indian dynasties of the period under discussion.

132. This practice is ctoser to the Chinese rather than west European norms.

133. El, III, 1894-95, pp 263-67, I. 4.

134. Even the later bardic tradition of thirty-six clans of the Rajputs may not have been

unrelated to this phenomenon.

135. El. IX, 1907-08, pp 1-6, I. 10.

136. Ibid, p 69, II. 17-19,

137. DHNI, II, p 1110, fn 5; El. IX, 1907-08, pp 68-70; XI. 1911-12, pp 49-51; XIII, 1915-16,

pp 208-09.

138. El, XIX, 1927-28, pp 69-75; Cll, Vll, ii, ,pp 54-60, II. 8, 9. See also Vishwa Mohan
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holders of 84 villages had formed a section of chiefs known as catura^ikas by the end

of the twelfth century.'^® This practice of distributing land to members of clan is

reminiscent of tribal system of apportioning spoils of war amongst members ofthe tribe.

Unlike the Cahamanas and Gurjara-Pratlharas, there seems to be somewhat lesser

frequency of land grants based on clan considerations amongst the Paramaras.''" But

the Paramara records refer to more groups of villages than is the case with the Cahamana

records. Groups of villages in units of twelve or its multiples and even in units of sixteen

or its multiples have been mentioned in at least seven cases. The Mahudi plates of

Paramara Bhoja of 1017 refer to a stray example of district comprising 52 villages,"'"

which does not fit in either in the pattern of the multiples of twelve or in that of sixteen.

But, it cannot be ascertained fully whether the clan system of administration covered

the major part of the Paramara kingdom.

FUNCTIONS OF SAMANTAS

By the end of the period under survey, the multifarious functions of the samantas had

come to be recognised. Some of these included payment of tributes, court attendance

and service, administering justice, military obligations, etc.''"*

The Rajanlli Ratnakara of Candesvara classifies samantas into sakara and akara

depending on their obligations in respect of the payment of tributes. The Lekhapaddhati

also reveals a practice resembling escheat. Having described the careful and cautious

dealings of kings with their kith and kin, Sukranifi lays down: “In the interest of state’s

prosperity, relatives and kinsfolk who are of very evil dispositions should be carefully

extirpated through tigers or enemies or through craft .... Relatives should ever satisfy the

reigning king by their own excellent merits, for otherwise they are likely to be deprived

of their own shares and lives”.'''’

The Candellas of Jejakabhukfi (Bundelkhand) made frequent land grants to military

officials Ajayapala, the brahman senapati of Paramardin was a recipient of a pada of

land in v 1223 (ah 1166)

A

few years later in 1 171 .
a whole village was granted to

Jha, “A Note on ttie Kalvan inscription of the time of Bhojadeva ,
PHIC, bOth session. Gorakhpur,

1989, pp 114-7

139 In the Visaladeva Raso, a work assigned to the later part of the 14th century, caurasiya

(holders of 84 villages) are mentioned as a well-known section of chiefs Cf B N S Yadava,

op Cit, pp 145, 186, fns 127, 128
. n , on

140. For the influence of clan considerations in the emergence of the Rajputs see B D.

Chattopadhyaya, "Origin of the Rajputs- The Political, Economic and Social Processes in Early

Medieval Rajasthan”, IHR, III, i, July 1976, pp 59-82

141 Amongst rare instances is the Modasa plate of the time of Bhoja dae v

1010). El. XXXKI, 1959-60. pp 192-98

142 El, XXXIII, 1959-60, pp 215-18, II 5-6
,hn term

143. Attention has been drawn by Dasharatha Sharma to the sigriiteance of he te

avalaaana meaning personal as well as feudal military service The earliest use of this term

in this sense in Rajasthan has been noticed in an inscription and

to the eighth century Memories of olaga are enshrined m the folk songs of Rajasthan Cf

Dasharatha Sharma, Rajasthan Through the Ages, ' P
^ c- variava considers

144 Ajkraniti II 28-30 Despite the late origin of the work, B, N. S Yadava conaders

this partLiar Jadition to have been connected with the clan monarchies of the early medieval

“IS: B. W .8*-97. pp 153-74 H S. SPamia »oo9ly g»es the dat. »

1187, Cf, IF, p 136.
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the brahman senSpati Madanapala Sarma, whose three immediate predecessors were

theM<uras. The grant was free from past, present and future dues—a characteristic of

all Candella grants. In 1 204, the heirs of r§uta samanta received a grant as mrtyuka-vrtau

from Trailokyavarman.’'’® This means that death in the battlefield resulted in grants to

military personnel. An evidence of a purely non-sectarian copper plate charter of land

given to a hereditary brahman military official is the Tehri plate of Trailokyavarman of v

1 264 (ad 1 207-08).’^^A non-brahman who got the grant in recognition of his great military

achievements was Balabhadra Mallaya. He got the grant from Vfravarman in 1288 for

his successes against the rajas of six places, the Turks and rulers from Kashmir. Grants

for military service were made to Kayasthas as well. Members of the Vastavya Kayastha

family functioned as warriors. This family enjoyed importance in Candella administration

for nearly three hundred years from Ganda to Bhojavarman.'^®

Though there are many instances of land grants to rautas and mnakas by Gahadavala

kings, military services and acts of bravery are not specified as reasons for these grants.

But it is equally true that they were vassals, distinct from regular officials under the direct

control of the state because ranakas and rautas are not mentioned in the list of officials

given in Gahadavala inscriptions. It is significant that in the Latakarnelaka, a farce

composed in the twelfth century under the patronage of the Gahadavalas, a rauttaraja

called Sarngramavisara, who enjoys a gramapa/fa apparently for military service, appears

as a prominent social type.’'*^

INTER-VASSAL RELATIONSHIP

The nature of the bond between the superior and inferior vassals and between the

vassal and lord is rather uncertain. While the Lekhapadcfhaf/'enlightens us about a written

contract embodying only the obligations of the vassal, the R^atarangihTalso shows signs

of mutual oral understanding between a tenth century king Cakravarman and a leading

Damara chief called Sarngrama.’“ We do not find many such instances.’^' It is, however,

interesting to note that the sentiments of loyalty and allegiance to a common overlord

transcended caste considerations. Thus the ^bara chief and a vaisya caravan leader,

who have a common overlord, regard themselves as sambandhins.'^^ In the inscriptions

the nearest approximation to sambandhin may be the phrase yatha-sambar)dhya-

manakan, used in the Rastrakuta grants to qualify the rastrapati, vi^yapati, graraakOta,

146. Garra plates of v 1261, B, XVI, 1921-22, pp 272-77.

147. B, XXXI, 1955-56, pp 70-73, II. 12-18. Nayaka Kulasarma, the grantee was the son

of a nSyaka, grandson of a rauta and great grandson of a rSriaka.

148. Military officers tended to amass great wealth—most probably from revenue derived

from their land grants. This is manifested in land being mortgaged to them by other donees.

RSnakas figure in such deals as are mentioned in Candella and Gahadavala records. Cf, R.

S. Sharma, op cit, pp 138-39.

149. Cited in B. Nl' S. Yadava, op dt, p 145.

150. V 308-26.

151. B. 0. Chattopadhyaya regards the "general absmce of contractual element In the

vast corpus of epigraphic material” as important for understanding the logic of service'

assignments. Cf, Presidential Address, PIHC, 44th session, Burdwan, 1983, p 51, n 24,

152. Oasharatha Sharma, Rajasthan Through the Ages, i. p 339. In the SamarSIcchakahe

the yuvmSja Guriacandra says to Vigraha who ,was a vassal of his father Maitribala: "You are

liegeman of my father. Hence you are my elder brother", /bid, p 340. Medieval Japan comes
very close to such bonds of vassals and family relationship. Cf also Marc Bloch. Feudal

Society, pp 232-36.
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yuktaka, etc. who were addressed and instructed about the land grant. Apparently the
phrase does not convey any kind of special feudal relationship; it merely speaks of those
who are concerned with land grants.’®®

Some insights into the lord-vassal relationship are also provided by the usage of

parfcamahi^abda, which seems to have developed as a samanta institution in the
post-Gupta centuries. The Gurjara-Pratihara, Kalacuri, Paramara and Caulukya records

show that a measure of the high feudal rank enjoyed by some vassals was their investiture

with the paftoameriia^txla'^ by their oveifords. The Deogadha pillar inscription of

(VikrEBTia) year 91 9 (ad 862) records the bestowing of pakx^nahaiatxla on mahSsamanta
Vistiurama by paramabhattaraka-maharajadhiraja-parame^vara Bhojadeva.'®® Another

copper plate inscription found at Una in Gujarat and dated in the Valabhl year 574 (c.

AD 893) records a grant of land by the mahasamanta Balavarman
,
the son of Avanivarman

of the Cajukya lineage who had obtained the pancamaha^bda through the grace of

pafamabhattaraka-mahamjadhiraja-paramesvara Mahendrayudhadeva (Mahendrapala

of Kannauj). Surprisingly, the term was not known in the Pala kingdom, although it

obtained in Assam and Orissa.

The inscriptions of the Paramaras,’®’’ Kalacun era,’®® Caulukyas,’®® Turigas”*’ and many
other dynasties’®’ are replete with allusions to samadhigata-maha^bda. While some
Rastrakuta grants also follow this format of designating vassals,’®' the Antroli-Charoli

record of Karkka II is indicative of the process of vassals making a transition to the status

of lords.’®® That the vassals had the right to create sub-vassals by granting the privilege

of pancamaha6abda is further borne out by inscriptions of the Konkan Silaharas’®^ and

Gujarat Rastrakutas.’®® There is little doubt that the acquisition of the pancamaha^bda

was the highest distinction that could be attained by a vassal—indeed, even the yuvaraja

(crown prince) erijoyed no higher feudal privilege than this.’®® The samarrfas continued

153. R.S. Shaima, op at, pp 79-80.

154. A variant (mahapancai^abclsi) occurs in an inscription of the Caulukyas of Gujarat, PO,

I, p 41 . Cf A.K. Majumdar, Chaulukyas of Gujarat, p 476, fn 76

155. El, IV, 1896-97, p 310, II 1-3.

156. El, IX, 1907-08, pp 4-5, II 1-4.

157. Harsauda copper plate of Devapaladeva of Dhara and dated in v 1275 (ad 1218),

Bhandarkar’s List, no 472; JASB, XXVIII, p 1; JAOS. VI, p 536f, lA, XX, p 31 If

158. Cll, IV, nos 16 (I. 33), 19 (I. 8), 21 (I 13), 22 (I 14), 23 (II 7-8), 24 (I, 15), 30 (I. 49)

and 121 (II. 13-14).

159. Cited in A.K. Majumdar, op cit, p 226

160. Asiatic Society of Bengal plate of Gayadatuhgadeva, Bhandarkar’s List, no 1745,

JPASB, V, p 348f and the Bonai plates of Vinitatunga, Bhandarkar's List, no 1747, JBOFIS,

VI, p 238f.

161. BonaT plates of Uditavaraha of Mayura family of CitrakCita, Bhandarkar's Lst, ng 1754,

JBORS, VI, p 243f. See also N. Venkataramanayya, The Eastern CSjukyas ofVShg, p 94, n 3.

162. Cf, Brahmanapalli grant of Karkka Suvarnavarsa of Se 746 (ad 824), El, XXII, 1933-34,

p 84, II. 52-53 and copper plate of Se 806 (ad 884) belonging to Dhruva II, El, XXII, 1933-34,

p 74, I. 38.

163. Cited in A. S. Altekar, RSshtrakutas mi Their Times, pp 42-43.

164. Cf, Kolhapur stone inscription of Gandariditya dated in SE 1058 (ad 1136), Kielhoms

List no 319; El. XIX, 1927-28, p 32, II. 4-5;’ C«, VI, no 49, p 232, II. 4-5.

165. Toikhede copper plate of the time of GovindarSja of Gujarat dated in the Se 735 (ad

813), El. Ill, 1894-95, p 55, II. 12-19.

166. Cf, R. S. Sharma, op dt, p 81.

H-47
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to bear this epithet even after adopting such grandiloquent titles as

paramabhattaraka-maMrajadhirSla-pararneivara.

According to the Manasollasa, a text of the twelfth century, the privilege of

paficamahiiabcia signified the use of five musical instruments.'®^ These are referred to

by a Jaina writer Ravakotyacara and enumerated by a Lihgayata text'®® as ^rriga (horn),

tammata (tabor), ^nWra (conch), bhen (drum) and jayaghanta (bell of victory).'®^ Though

in some parts of north India, the term pancamaha^t^ indicated five official designations

with prefix maha,^^° it is significant that the Navsari plates of early Calukya king

Pulake^iraja dated in the Kalacun year 490 (c. ad 739) were written by

mahasandhMgrahika samanta Bappabhatti who had attained the paficamaha^abda.'^'

If the word ^atxla is connected with v s^, it acquires an additional meaning of oath

or vow. If so, it would have an important bearing on the rendering of psficamahaiabda

in terms of state officials and lord-vassal relationship.

The lord-vassal nexus and the samanta hierarchy do not show any distinctive sign of

decay even in the changed economic scenario of the post-tenth century. Trade and cash

nexus are recognised as inhibiting factors in the construct of feudalism. There are clear

signs of the revival of internal as well as external trade and currency between tenth and

twelfth centuries. Indian feudalism as a political system, far from getting dissipated, shows

remarkable fluidity and adaptability. A phenomenon of a somewhat similar kind has been

noticed irvthe 17th century Russia where serf economy "began to adapt itself to the

developing markets. "
It is, however, necessary to add that feudalism as an economic

system'^® does show signs of cracking up. This is specially true of western India where

the self-sufficient feudal economy had come under special strain due to revival of trade,

money and attendant urban growth. The situation, however, is not without its

contrasts—the east, viz. Bihar, Bengal and Orissa, shows considerable resilience.

Further, land service grants to vassals and officials are more common in the west than

in the east, with the exception of Orissa.

167. Ill, verse 1336. See also JBBRAS, I, p 23f.

168. Vn/ekachtamaiy. Cited in Beni Prasad, State in Andent India, p 384.

169. /A, XII, p 96. In south India, it was the same as paficamstTininada, ie, the sounds

of five great musical instruments called pafkximahavSdya. Cf, D. C. Sircar, /ncSar? E/dgraphical

Glossary, pp 230-31.

170. Five such titles are enumerated in the Re^arang^ (IV, 140-43) as mahapraWiarapkiS,

mahSsSndhivigrahika, mahS^va^, mahabhStTdSgSra and mahdsSchanabhSga. Obviously some
of these forms do not refer to officials but offices.

171. Cll, VI, p 142, I. 49.

172. A. M. Pankratova, ed, A History of the USSR, I, p 201.

173. To be discussed in detail in the second part of this volume.

174. For details, R. S. Sharma, op dt, pp 196-209.
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NATURE OF EARLY MEDIEVAL POLITY

Some scholars underline either the integrative' or the segmentary *’ aspect of the

early medieval polity, but both integration and segmentation can be explained in terms

of land grants which formed the crucial element in the feudal structure. Inasmuch as
local landlords or chieftains derived their fiscal and administrative powers from the king

(the overlord), paid tributes and performed military and administrative obligations towards

him they worked for integration. On the other hand when they ruled over the local

peasants in an autonomous manner it amounted to the segmentation of authority. Except

in the case of the Cahamanas and Paramaras, ‘lineage’ did not play an important part

in the organisation of polity. Ranks were formed on the basis of unequal distribution of

land and its revenue resources.
'

' The idea of ranking may have influenced the nature

of medieval polity later but not at the initial stage. Similarly there is nothing to show that

in north India the rulers enjoyed ritual or religious authority in the peripheral areas,''”

although the distinction between political and ritual suzerainty coupled with their

association with the core and the periphery respectively is considered the cornerstone

of the concept of the segmentary state.

175. Hermann Kulke developed this idea in his "Fragmentation and Segmentation versus

Integration: Reflections on the concept of Indian Feudalism and the Segmentary State in Indian

History”, Studies in History. IV, ii, July-December 1982, pp 237-63. B D Chattopadhyaya's

thrust on “integrative polity” is noticeable in “Political Processes and Structure of Polity m

Early Medieval India: Problems of Perspective", Presiaential Address, PIHC. 44th session,

Burdwan, 1983, pp 25-63 Other allied contnbutions include Hermann Kulke, “Early State

Formation and Royal Legitimation in Late Ancient Orissa" in M, N. Das, ed. Sidelight on

History and Culture of Orissa, pp 104-14; idem, “Kshatriyaisation and Social Change. A Study

of Orissan Setting" in S. D. Pillai, ed. Aspects of Changing India (Studies in Honour of G

S. Ghurye), pp 398-409; B, D. Chattopadhyaya, Aspects of Rural Settlements and Rural

Society in Early Medieval India, passim.

176. Aldan Southall, Alur Society: A Study in Processes and Types of Domination'. Idem

"The Segmentary State m Africa and Asia”, Comparative Studies in Society and History. XXX.

i, January 198§, pp 52-82; Burton Stem. "The State and Agrarian Order in Medieval South
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Chapter XXIV(b)

SOUTH INDIAN POLITICAL ORGANISATION

The three centuries and more covered in this survey began with political

consolidation both in the Deccan and farther south. The Cajukya empire

of Kalyarra to the north of Tungabhadra and the Coja empire to the south

created a sort of political identity in these regions which lasted till about

the beginning of the thirteenth century. Thereafter, there set in forces of

disruption and the period ends_ with the emergence of four powers instead

of two—the Seuria and the KakatTyas in the north, and the Hoysalas and

Paiidyas in the south. But it should always be remembered that a close

knit centralised rule of the entire kingdom or empire as in the modem state

was almost unknown, and everywhere local centres of traditional power

were allowed to subsist in more or less same vigour according to exigencies.

The autonomous village or township and the local chieftain, who held sway

of some sort over a varying areas were ever present all over. The central

government and its officers had to carry on their work with their aid and

cooperation: differences and disputes among these powers were not unknown.

CITY LIFE AND SEATS OF POWER

As the result of the rise of large kingdoms city life developed considerably

in the beginning of this period, and we may well begin with some account

of this important feature in the political and social life of the country. Tanjavur

(modem Thanjavur) in the lower Kaveri basin was the capital of the Colas.

It had gained that status since Rajaraja’s remote ancestor Vijayalaya captured

it from the Muttaraiyan in the middle of the ninth century and made it the

seat of his rule, probably under Pallava hegemony. But in the reign of

Rajaraja’s son Rajendra I a new capital arose in Garigaikorida-cojapuram

on the border between the Trichinopoly and south Arcot districts; the new

city commemorated the expedition of Rsyendra to northern India when he

is said to have had the water of the Ganga carried to the new capital on

the heads of conquered kings to be poured into the great tank Cojagarhgam

dug out near the new capital. We get a fair idea about Thanjavur from the

numerous inscriptions and such literature as has come down to us. From

the hymns of Karuvurttivar celebrating RfiyarSje^vara (Tanjavuru) and the

Gahgdikonda-cdjeSvara temples we learn only that Thanjavur had a fort wall

and a deep moat surrounding it, and nothing whatever concerning the

other city. The big palace of GangSikonda-cojapuram and the palace

Cdlakeralan in it are, however, mentioned in the inscriptions of the period.
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besides servants of the bathing establishment of the king. Pafaiyaru near

Kumbakonam contained a temple called Arumc^J deve^vara after Rajaraja's

name and had a big place which was the favourite residence of Rajaraja

and his sister Kundavai; a small hamlet near by even now bears the name
of Solamaligai. Rajendra I also built a huge palace at Madurai for the

residence of his Coja-Pandya viceroy. Soon after the Cola conquest of the

Pallava territory in Aditya’s reign, KahcTpuram became a sort of subsidiary

capital, and the kings sometimes performed coronations there as well as

at Chidambaram whose principal deity Nataraja commanded the wholehearted

devotion of the Colas.

We learn more about Thanjavur from the inscriptions than about any

other city. The big temple was nearing completion about 1010, though we
do not know the beginning of its construction. The king’s order to engrave

the inscriptions on its walls was issued in 1011. Besides, a number of

royal palaces inside the city and in its vicinity, and the residence of palace

servants divided into a number of vefams (department^ we find the names

of a large number of streets and quarters in the city mentioned in the

records^ Some of them are also mentioned in pre-Rajaraja inscriptions. In

Rajaraja’s reign a distinction grew between the core of the city (ullatali and

its suburbs as we should now call them {purambadi). A big bazaar was a

notable feature of the inner city. Among the new streets laid out under

Rajaraja were two running east to west in front of the temple, known as

northern and southern faZ/ccens entirely devoted to the residence of about

four hundred hetaerae prised into the service of the temple from all parts

of Rajaraja’s extensive dominions including Sri Lanka and endowed each

with a house and agricultural land enough for their maintenance. Their

names and the door numbers of their houses can still be read in the

inscriptions. Other temples in the city such as JayabhTma and Tanjai mamani

are also alluded to. There was a hospital attached to a Visnu temple called

after Rajaraja’s sister and endowed by her. Altogether, we get the impression

of a rich well provided and progressive city where life was dominated by

the temple and the court.

The Western Calukya capital Kalyana lay about 75 kms north east from

Malkhed (Manyakheita), the capital of the Rastrakutas, whom the Cajukyas had

displaced in 973. This city must be carefully distinguished from the city of the

same name in the Thana district near Bombay. Kalyana displaced Manyakheta

as the metropolis of the Deccan empire in the eleventh century. Bilhana tells

us in his Viktamahkadevacarita that the city was either founded or adopted as

his capital by Somesvara I, father of his hero Vikramaditya VI. The place is,

however, mentioned as the capital in a record of 1013-14 in the reign of

Jayasirnha II, father of Somesvara. It was till recently a jagir town in the

Gulbarga district.

Besides the chief imperial cities, the sovereigns of the Deccan had a number

of minor seats of power or temporary places of residence. The capital city was

called ri^adhanJ. We often find the word nel6\^u (fixed camp), sometimes
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rendered by the Sanskrit term sthira-sitria, but Fleet points out that sometimes

it is also employed to designate the permanent capital. A record of 1 01 4 speaks

of Kalyana as the neimdu of Some^vara I . But the needs of war or administration

often required the presence of the king in other cities. Govinda III resided on

the outskirts of Pratisthana once and he is also known to have encamped at

RamesvaratTrtha on the Tungabhadra, at MayOrakhandi (perhaps Morkhand in

the Nasik district), and at Sribhavana—modern Serbhon in the Bharoch district.

The coronation (pattabandha mahotsava) of Indra III was performed at

Kurundaka, either Kadoda on the Tapti or better Kurandwad in Maharashtra’s

Kolhapur area. In 1007 Trivabedanga Satya§raya is found at Tavareyaghatta,

or the mountain pass of Tavare and engaged in ‘ruling the whole world'.

Jayasirnha II had minor capitals at Balagamve, Pottalakere (Bellary district) and

at Kollipakki (Kulpak, about 72 kms north east of Hyderabad); His grandson,

the great Vikramaditya VI, had residences at NadaviyuppayanavTdu, Etagiri,

Vijayapura (Bijapur), Manneyakeras, Vikramapura and elsewhere. Some^vara IV

established himself for a time at Annige're (Dharwar district).

At the end of the twelfth century, the empire of Kalyana was succeeded by

the Hoysaja, Seuna and KakatTya kingdoms with Dvarasamudra, Devagiri and

Hanumakonda-Warangal as their respective capitals. Of these Dvarasamudra,

modern Helebid in Karnataka lay south of the Krishna-Tungabhadra frontier

which separated the Deccan from further south. Devagiri was founded by

Bhillama in 1187. It was situated in Seunadesa on the beautiful confines of

Dandakaranya and is represented by modern Daulatabad, a famous hill fort ir

the Aurangabad district of Maharashtra. Ancient Devagri was enclosed by an

outer wall. Before founding Devagiri, the Seunas had their capitals at

Candradityapura, perhaps Chandor in the Nasik district, S§unapura and

Sindinera, the modern Sinner in the same district.

Hanumakonda is a little to the north of Warangal, almost a suburb of it. It

was the capital of the KakatTyas before they moved the seat of government to

Warangal towards the end of Ganapati’s reign. The district round it known as

‘Saibi 1000’ also known as Anumakonda Visaya, was obtained as a fief by the

KakatTyas from the Calukyas of Kalyana. The most notable feature of

Anamakorida is the thousand pillared temple built by king Rudra about 1103.

Warangal is the corruption of the Telugu name Orungallu, ‘single stone’,

Eka^ila {nagardj in Sanskrit. It was fortified and made the centre of administration

by Ganapati. It suffered in the fourteenth century from many Turkish inroads

directed against it. In the far south, the Pandyas built up a strong power in the

thirteenth century with Madurai as their capital, and they were able to make
themselves felt outside their home country, in Kerala and in the north as far as

Nellore for a time, and some of their kings performed coronations at Snrangam,

Ayirattal in the Thanjavur district, at KaficTpuram and even in Nellore.

During the period of the survey, we learn from our sources more about the

Cbja government and administration than about any other, and as these may
be said more or less to set the pattern for all, we shall do well to make them

central to our account of the subject, noting special features of the polity of
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Other dynasties only incidentally.

POSITION OF KING AND ROYAL FAMILY

Hereditary monarchy descending in the male line was the normal form of

government in this period as at most other times and regions in India, and there

is only one prominent instance of a queen reigning in her own right—^that of the

KakatTya queen Rudramba in the thirteenth century which was so exceptional

as to attract the particular attention of Marco Polo, the contemporary Italian

traveller in India. We must, however, stress the fact that the monarchy of this

period, particularly that of the Colas and Calukyas of Kalyaria, was very elaborate

and semi Byzantine in their splendour with its gorgeous palaces in different

capitals and sub-capitals and the display of the concentrated resources of

biggest empires. In course of the time the kings assumed the title of ‘emperor’,

cakravartin, and even ‘emperor of the three worlds’, tribhuvanacakravarti. The

Cbja queens in particular are often described as possessing the ‘whole

woild’

—

buvana muiududaiyal, of course an exaggeration. The Calukyas

described themselves invariably as samastabhuvana^raya-^nprthmallabhas, ie,

refuge of the whole world and beloved of the goddess of wealth and the earth.

The succession did not always pass on to the eldest son, and there was

doubtless some attempt to choose the ablest prince for it. Succession disputes

were not unknown, and though the murder of Aditya II by Uttama Cola furnishes

an extreme instance of personal ambition leading to political murder, the

disputes between Cajukya Vikramaditya VI and his elder brother Somesvara II

may be taken to represent the more normal type of such disputes when they

3ros0.

The coronation, first often as yuvar^a (heir apparent), and later as king was

an important function attended by great ceremonial and many festivities, and

often took place several times in all the important cities of the state. The

of regular coronation of the Calukyas is even now known as Pattadakal, ‘tne

coronation stone’. Among the Cajukyas of Kalyaria, Vne yuvaraja got his training

by administering two divisions eactvdescribed as 300, viz, Belvola and Purigere,

both sometimes clubbed together as ‘the two comprising six hundred’

(eradarunuruman). When there was no qualified prince to be yuvaraja, the office

was sometimes temporarily conferred on some high official.

The kings held daily durbars wherever they were, and these were attended

by the important officials and feudatories and in many cases the order of

precedence and procedure were prescribed and had to be strictly followed. The

general public too had an access to them and this right sometimes b^ame

the occasion for petitions which drew the attention of the king to official abuses

and grievances of the subjects. The relations between the kings and tharvas^ls

(who were allowed to retain their traditional honours and position, subject o y

to the recognition of the suzerainty of the king), were generally smc^th a^

friendly. However, sometimes, the activities of

Hoy^ajas created much strain leading ultimately to a break and th? vassal

declaring his independence.
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The practice of inventing legends and mythical genealogies calculated to

enhance the position and prestige of the imperial ruling dynasty which had
already commenced in the earlier period was carried further by the kings of this

period. The inscriptions bear ample testimony to this trend. The royal household

comprised numerous sen/ants of various descriptions including bodyguards.

Several groups of parivams are mentioned and distinguished from one another

by names based-on the numerous titles of the king. That these groups also

served as bodyguards is clear from their description in Coja inscriptions as

meykSppalar. The bathroom and kitchen establishments seem to have
comprised more or less exclusively women, including some queens and
princesses captured in war; they were given relatively high places in the

establishment with very light duties. The Coja palace establishment was
organised in Velams settled in separate quarters in the cities of Tanjavur and
Gahgaikonda-colapuram. We have to look upon this crowd of personal servants

as in the enjoyment of a fair compensation in return for generally very light work;

the status of the members of the Velam was perhaps that of a not unpleasant

servitude to which the less sensitive among them must have reconciled

themselves in a short time.

Apparently, each important member of the royal family had his or her own
establishment of suitable size, of personal attendants, all maintained from the

revenues of the king. But such expenditure was perhaps a relatively small

proportion of the total expenditure. For we have much evidence in the

inscriptions that the king, his queens, and their relations generally set the

example of erecting temples and endowing them on a liberal scale. Considerable

sums of money were spent in the reclamation of land, promotion of irrigation

works, maintenance of schools, hospitals, roads and pathways and other useful

enterprises. These examples set by the royalty, were generally followed by

merchants and ether well to do classes. This must be taken to account for the

generally cordial relations that seem to have prevailed between the rulers and
the ruled.

The administration was intensely personal and much depended on the

character and competence of the king. Kings such as Rajaraja I and R^endra
and Taila II and his successors strove to live up to this ideal as is clear from the

records we possess. There is sufficient evidence that they took an active share

in determining policies and making general dispositions, both in war and peace.

They were, of course, all assisted by competent and trustworthy ministers; most
of them as eminent in the council chamber as they were in the field of battle;

there was no marked distinction, as in modem times, between civil and military

service. There seems, however, to have been no regularly constituted council

of ministers; and as we should say today, no regular distribution of portfoltos.

Those nobles or courtiers who were near at hand, were summoned to take part

in important discussions; others would be absent on various duties in the

different parts of the empire. We do not know what method was followed, if

any, to. keep the ministers of the highest rank in touch with one another and
with the latest developments in politics and administration. The ministers, either
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Singly or in meetings, had only power to advise and the emperor listened to

them attentively. He came to a decision either on his own initiative, or, if he
followed the code (smrtli, after a further consultation with the purdiita or

r^aguru, who was supposed to possess all the learning and statesmanship of

a minister in addition to being an adept in matters of religion. The rule of the

emperor was theoretically personal in its character and he had to be ready to

apply his mind to all matters from the highest to the lowest which were brought

to his notice from anywhere in his far flung dominions. And much of bis time

must have also been taken up by the endless petitions for gifts (oSna) to be

made by the emperor himself or to be sanctioned by him even when others

made them, as we mayjudge from the numerous instances of parame^vara-datti

(the gift of the emperor) recorded in the inscriptions. Such a system, or rather

the lack of it, worked at all without a breakdown only because the most powerful

Indian emperor had in theory only the negative duty of protecting order. His

supreme concern was to uphold the existing order, to maintain peace needed

by the various sections of the people, the castes, guilds, villages, temples and

all the rest of them to live their lives of free, autonomous self-expression without

mutual disturbance.

The king indeed depended for his position of honoured precedence in the

whole country largely on his own personal qualities and kept it only so long as

these qualities earned the loyal support and cooperation of his officials and

feudatories. In so far as it is possible to contemplate the empire as a political

institution, it would not be wrong to think of it as a system of mutual watch and

ward among the public powers, ie, the emperor, the other members who helped

him running the affairs of the kingdom.

ARMY AND ITS ORGANISATION

The king was the head of the army and the navy where one was maintain^,

as by the Colas. From the Cola inscriptions we gather the names of several

regiments of the army, each being organised as a more or less separate unit

with its own names generally based on the names and titles of the reigning

monarch. Each had its own plan of corporate life, which included the

construction, repair and endowment of temples and worship in them, and the

undertaking of other civic responsibilities: but we learn relatively little of their

military equipment, organisation and life. The more intrepid kings led their arrnies

in the field and instances are not unknown of their having laid down their lives

there. Regiments of bowmen and swordsmen are mentioned and so also are

leaders of elephant corps. In the Cola empire certainly and perhaps elsewhere

too, the regiments of the army were spread over the country, established in

cantonments, called kadagams, where regular exercises and periodical reviews

were common. However, we cannot form any idea of the methods ofrecruitm^

or of the strength of the permanent standing army. In time of war, besides the

king’s army, the contingents of vassal potentates also joined and a mwe gerrera

recruitment from forest and hill tribes was also resorted to. The \whc^

organisation was much influenced by the traditional division of the army into
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four categories viz, hereditary (maula), mercenary (bhrtaka^, militia supplied by

guilds of merchants and traders and perhaps other groups, and lastly

tribal (atewAa). The hereditary part were perhaps the ksatriyas proper, but such

a class was not clearly marked in south India. In the Coja inscriptions, the

Kaikkolar (strong armed people), who are often mentioned, were perhaps royal

troops receiving regular pay from the treasury: the nattupfxidarwas the popular

militia corresponding to the ^renJorjanapada of Kautilya, and employed perhaps

only for local defence. Almost the end of the period of Cola power, the

composition of the army and its role in the civil life of the community, apparently

continued to remain unchanged and more or less thesame as at the beginning.

Here is a Chinese account oated 1 1 78 of the elephant corps of the Colas,

to be accepted with reserve: ‘The government owns sixty thousand war

elephants-, every one seven or eight feet (cubits?) high. When fighting these

elephants carry on their backs houses, and these houses are full of soldiers who
shoot arrows at long range, and fight with spears at close quarters. When
victorious the elephants are granted honorary names to signalise their merit,

and there are some who bestow upon them embroidered housings and golden

mangers. Every day the elephants are taken into the presence of the king.

The Cdja empire was perhaps more closely knit together than the Cajukya,

and law and order seem to have been fairly well maintained throughout the

country. But Cajukya records furnish instances of life in the country being

disturbed by internal breaches of peace besides war and foreign invasions. But

it is equally clear that the people were prepared to meet such troubles and know
that in the first instance the defence of their homes and property depended on

their own efforts. Popular opinion took just pride in the courage of those who
were forward in the defence of their neighbours and the honour of their women.
There was indeed a small police staff in every village with a talari at the head

charged with the duty of keeping watch and ward; but in an emergency this

staff was not adequate and troops took time to arrive on the spot. In such cases

the ordinary inhabitants were always prepared to meet the situation, even to

the extent of risking their lives if necessary. A spirit of courage and self-reliance

in such matters was fairly widespread.

The Karnataka army of the time and the same is true of other instances, was
a broadbased national force not confined to any hereditary class such as the

ksatriyas. The presence of many noted brahman generals in the army, and the

readiness of artisans and merchants to take a share in fighting when conditions

required it, both point to the same conclusion. There is a quaint description of

the Deccan army of the time in an account of a military review in the YaSastilaka

Campu of Somadeva Suri (c 950). The army, he says, was accompanied by

bards who sang of its former deeds of valour and roused its enthusiasm for the

fight. The soldiers’ ideal was lofty: to win or to die; to flee from the field was

to incur indelible infamy. Death in battle was believed to ensure the soldier a

glorious entry into heaven and the company of the heavenly damsels: and famp

was the reward of victory.

There was a special section of the army known by different names in different
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states who were specially attached to the King’s person and served as his

permanent bodyguard sworn to defend him at all times with their lives. They

were callled velaikkamramong the Cojas, {tennavan) apathudavigatamong the

Pandyas, sahavasis (livers together) among the Cajukyas, and perhaps bore

other names elsewhere. They shared a meal with the king at his accession when

they swore fidelity to him for life and took the oath to defend him as stated above.

The view often expressed that war in India was confined to professional

soldiers and left the life of the country undisturbed finds no support from our

records. War is seen to have been a grim business of fire and sword, and to

judge from the inscription of the Cdjas themselves life was made intolerable for

the people on either side of the Tungabhadra for two or three generations by

the persistent Cola-Cajukya hostilities. Even the common rules of fair fighting

and chivalry seem often to have been ignored and much wanton injury inflicted

on non-combatants, and women were subjected to cruel disgrace and

mutilation. The evidence from Sri Lanka and the Karnataka is too glaring to be

set aside or glossed over.

The Cojas had a powerful navy and inflicted signal defeat on $rT Vijaya in

Rajendra I’s reign (1 025) besides conquering Sri Lanka, the west coast and the

Maldives earlier, this must have been the result of a long development from

the $ahgam age through the time of the Pallavas, but little has survived of the

details of this history. An Arab traveller a little before the commencement of our

period observed that the ships of the indian ocean differed from those of the

Mediterranean as they used no iron and were built of wooden planks sewn with

coir thread—a practice still prevalent on the Madras coast with regard to boats

now in use for fishing. Ahmad-ibn-Majid. an Arab writer of the fifteenth century

and author of several nautical works, makes frequent allusions to the opinions

of Cola writers which he approves or modifies. He must have had before him

several specialized nautical works of .Coja origin, but we hear nothing of such

literature from any other source. This lost literature must have included

aeoaraphical tables with indications of the latitude for the use of mariners of

the Coromandel coast. Of the navy of the other south Indian states in this penod

we have even less information. ^ i

The king’s part in the administration generally consisted of i^uing oral orders

on matters presented to him by high officials or others including mern^rs of

the Dublic. It was the duty of secretaries in attendance to take note of these

orders record them and transmit them in proper form with full d^ails for t«ing

impleniented by the authorities concerned viz, subordinate officials, village

a^Sies guilds and so on. There must have been much variation in thedetafe

oM^Sramong the different states, but the general pattern was tl^

same We must add. however, that this view of the king’s role is based mostly

ESFirHSHSrSLS
this conclusively.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STR UCTURE

CENTRAL BUREAUCRACY

The centralised government of today was unknown, and its functions were
largely decentralised and mostly in charge of autonomous groups of one kind

or another—castes, villages, guilds, temple committees and so on. Each of/these

groups had full freedom to regulate its own constitution and management of

affairs within the universally accepted framework of dharma. This in itself was
a very flexible conception difficult to define in all its details. The ultirhate appeal

was generally to tradition {smrtfi and the opinion of the elite {^tadi, and custorris

which often grew quickly and hallowed everything. The state as such had no

legislative power in the modern sense. Its prirrcipal duty was to maintain law

and order and settle disputes when they were referred to it, to keep the ring

as it were for the autonomous groups and institutions to functibrv without let or

hindrance. The. king was in no sense the law-maker, but only the guardian of

society and its laws; though he was the head of the executive,'the highest court

of justice, and the commander-in-chief of the army as well as the fountain of

honour. But this theory was not always observed fully in its spirit: the tendency

of the governments in authority was to take more and more active roles in

regulating things by their power, and innovations may have been often disguised

as executive decisions. The tendency to build up a bureaucracy was always

there and manifested itself in different degrees in different times and regions.

The government of the Cdja empire may be said to have made the nearest

approach to the modem state in so far as it was possible within the framework

of the prevailing general political philosophy of the time.

What distinguished the Coja government from others was the superior

executive strength it was able to develop by building a systematic and well

graded hierarchy of officials in several distinct departments, characterised by

great efficiency. This growing host of officials was by no means allowed to

interfere with the free life and the initiative of local authorities and associations

although they controlled them efficiently and kept them on the straight path by

a periodical scrutiny of their affairs. The more one reads the contemporary

records, the more one begins to admire the healthy balance struck between

centralised control and local initiative, the clear distinction ever present between

the functions of the state and those of the social group. The individual as such

did not count. The problem of ‘man versus the state’—did not arise in a society

that is best described as a federation of autonomous groups.

The growth of a large class of officials naturally led to the formation in due

course of an official nobility with groups having differentia of their own, and this

must have been true in some measure of the governments other than the Colas.

The Cola official nobility is found graded in two ranks—pwundanam and

&njdanam, the big order and the lower order; the more ordinary officials being

called karmigal and ixuiimakkal. Eight officials of Rajaraja I belonging to the

pmindanam rank and some others were once caught by the king in some act

of cowardice or misdemeanour, and endowed lamps in the Thanjavur temple
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apparently in fulfilment of vows they had taken to secure divine intercession

against their being dismissed by the king, A/yayaf/iar (judges) of both the ranks

are mentioned in the reign of Rajadhir^a II.

We have little information about the recruitment and promotion of the officers.

In the succession to the throne incompetent princes of the royal family were

excluded, and perhaps the same stress on ability was laid on the choice of royal

officers and their promotion. The mostcommon method of remunerating officials

was that of assigning to each according-to his status a certain extent of land

which he held as his./Ma (livelihood) and regular cash payments from the public

treasury were practically unknown. But the income from such assignments

usually consisted of two parts, one collected in kind and the other in cash

payment. What was assigned in all these cases was by no means the absolute

proprietorship of the soil which always belonged to the individual occupier in

the village community (unless his rights were bought out), but the rights of the

central government to certain dues from the area so assigned continued. Such

assignments often included a whole village or even a district, and this is the

reason why many officials are found described as possessor or leaders {udaiyir

or kil.ai) of particular villages or even nadus. The system was open to

uncertainties and abuses though perhaps effectively checked by the accurate

record of land rights maintained by the Coja government and perhaps by other

states also; the public opinion of the villages themselves ready to assert itself

in various ways also acted as a check.

The records of the Kalyana Cajukyas to the seventy-two niyogas in the service

of the royal palace or camp, which give a measure of the complexity of the

administrative organisation of the palace, the court and the capital of which no

detailed contemporary accounts have come down to us. Under Vikramaditya

VI, the procedure of the Calukya court appears indeed to have been elaborated

to a complexity ofpomp and ceremony unknown earlier ,
and it became a definite

rule that petitions to the emperor for grants had to be presented to him by some

responsible state official in his entourage and that all details must be recorded

in the charter embodying the grant. In a fragmentary inscription from Kollur we

get the significant statement that in 1 1 1 5-1 6 Tribhuvanamalladeva made a gift

in the presence of mantri, purohita, senapati, dauvarfka (porter), yuvar^,

raspBkOta and kutumbi, which is most probably the conventional way of stating

that the grant was made publicly in the court.

PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL ADMINISTRATIOfi

In the Cola state as elsewhere, the self-governing village was t_f^ unit of

administration. A number of them constituted a kOiram, naduor kottam as rt

was called in different parts of the country. What is often

(a town apart) seems to have been a big-si2ed village large ^ a

kuaam by itself, as is implied by the phrase tankuru,

connection with such places: and in a way th^

boroughs of medieval England. A number of

often also called nSdu in regions where the smaller division was called kottam.
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eg, Tondainadu alias Jayangoixla-Soiamandalam. Above the vs^anadu was the

mandalam or province proper, the largest division of administratton. There were

eight or nine of these provinces, including Sri Lanka, at the end of RSjaraja’s

reign, and it does not seem likely that this number was ever exceeded. The

subordinate divisions evidently underwent numerous changes, and their names
were changed so often as to justify the complaint that C6|a geography came
to suffer as much from the plague of homonyms as the kings themselves!

We have no description, indigenous or foreign, of the prevalent system of

administration and have to piece together the details from the numerous

contemporary inscripttons of varying length. They give us a fair idea of the

number, names and functions of the different officials at all levels though the

interpretation of details is often open to doubt. They also enable us to see clearly

the growing complexity of the administration as time advances. We have no

space here for enumerating and elucidating the numerous designations of

officers and other technical terms which abound in the Coja inscriptions in

particular, and must confine ourselves to the main outlines.

A little before Rajarlya’s time, the Anbil plates of Sundara Coja show that the

machinery employed for recording and implementing the king’s order was
relatively simple. The order was communicated in the form of a ^nmukham by

the Anatbi, the executive officer nominated by the king for the purpose, and

the rest was done by the local corporations to whom the letter was addressed.

When the transaction was complete and a record of it drawn up, it was attested

by a number of persons who appear to be local magnates. The procedure

followed a few years later under similar circumstances was far more elaborate

and complex. The larger Leyden grant, theTiruvalangadu, Karandai and Charala

plates of Rajaraja I, Rajendra I and Warajendra respectively, exhibit a dose
resemblance with regard to their official forms. The grant of Anaimangalam to

the Bauddha shrine in the ChudaiTiani Varma Vihara was ordered by the king

on the 92nd day of the twenty-first year of his reign, recorded on the 96th day

of the same year, and the execution was completed on the 1 1 3th day of the

twentythird year. This relates to the Leyden grant. We get corresponding data

for the others as well. Often a high official acted as a liaison officer between the

monarch and the petitioners for favours: the records were made precise at every

stage, and care was taken to ensure due publicity to the transactions at all

stages. The revenue officials formed the hub of the administration and were

called upon to perform many other duties: their knowledge and experience

enabled them to perform them more satisfactorily than any others.

There is no clear evidence for the existence of a formal council pf ministers

as such, but Cola inscriptions frequently refer to the udankuttam (group

assemblage ever at hand) of the king: the term kuttam is often applied to the

executive bodies of rural assemblies in the phrase kuttapperumakkal. The

udankuttam, then, may have been a body of executive officers in immediate

and constant attendance on the king to listen to his oral orders with care and

record them accurately for further action later. An inscription of the 30th year

of Kulottuhga I mentions the revenue department of the u^n-kOttam which
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all the main departments of the administration were represented
on it. If this is correct, the u^-kuttam does not seem to have been not so
much a council, as a staff of personal attendants who served as liaison officers

between the king and the regular bureaucracy. They explained the policy laid

down by the king to the members of the departments carrying on their work in

the mofussil and conveyed to the king on suitable occasions the results of the
policies and measures of government. This is the nearest approafch to a council

of ministers we are able to trace, and the importance of this bodywas recognised
by Pallavaraja, who armed himself with the consent of the udan-kuttam before
he proceeded to instal Rajadhiraja II on the Cola throne.

The Cajukya empire had a similar framework with some local peculiarities.

Its various divisions were described in terms of the whole of numbers. Thus the

home territory of Kuntala was described as ‘seven and a half lakh'. The
inscriptions sometimes record clearly that a particular division with a given

number forms part of a larger division with a correspondingly larger figure

attached to it, eg, Mugunda 30 within MaharajavTdu which formed part of

Palasige 12,000. The meaning of the numbers has often been discussed with

inconclusive results. These numbers seem to have begun even with the

Cajukyas of Badami, but came into greater vogue under the Rastrakutas. It

cannot be said that the numbers played any part in settling the subdivision of

the country for purposes of administration, for no obvious principle can be traced

in the manner in which the areas are grouped for the purpose.

Besides the territorial names with conventional numbers attached to them,

the most common units were called rastra, visaya, nadu, kampana and thana.

The first three of these terms appear to have been used indifferently for the major

divisions, though wisaya and nadu were sometimes distinguished as divisions

smaller than the rastra. The usual formula proclaiming grants in copper plate

characters is addressed to all rastapatis, \^sayapatis, gramakutakas, ayuktakas,

niyuktakas, adhikarikas, mahaiiaras and others. This conventional formula,

probably a continuation of Rastrakuta practice, and not in itself very illuminating,

gives some idea of the types of agency involved in local administration.

The gramakutaka was perhaps the village headman, the link between the

government and the village. He was perhaps the same as the gramabhojaka

and urodaya of the Calukya records. The mahattaras were the elders, the &ite

of the village and generally of the whole of the particular division in question

who wielded considerable influence with the people and the government by their

economic position, character and ability. The term naduwas applied to the larger

divisions with numbers attached to them. Each nadu was, for general

administration, a separate charge under a nadarasa assisted by an na/gavanda.

Their respective duties are not clearly defined anywhere, but their designations

suggest that while the nalgavunda had duties relating to the collection of

revenue, particularly land-revenue, the nadarasa also called najpiabhu was the

head of the district in charge of its general administration.

Among village officials the headman {urodaya) was the chief and he held a

highly respected position. Mention is also made of perggada, g§vun^,
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senabovaand kulkami, the last two being perhaps bestdescribed as accountant

and clerk. All of them were remunerated by assignments from village lands and

possibly some cash presents on occasions of importance. No authentic

information is forthcoming regarding the exact demarcatton of duties among
them.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Justice, like legislation, was very largely a matter of local concern, and ordinary

disputes were generally dealt with by the executive committees or officers of

the assembiies and corporations. Where these local courts failed to reach a

settlement orthe parties were not satisfied with the disposal
,
therewas an appeal

to the king’s courts generally called dharmasanas. These courts were assisted

by the presence of learned dharmasana-bhattas, who helped to determine the

law applicable in the particular case before them. This pattern revealed in the

Coja inscriptions may be taken to apply more generally with some modifications

to the other states of the period. On the nature of the judicial records, if any,

and the procedure in the trial, we learn little from inscriptions, and we are thrown

on the Puranic account given by Sekkij.ar, a high Cbja official, in his

Periyapuranam. It refers to the trial of Sundaramurti Nayanar whom Lord $iva,

the deity of TiruvennainallOr, claimed as his bondslave on the eve of

Sundaramurti’s marriage and thus effectively stopped its celebration. This

account must have been based considerably on the contemporary practice with

which the author was fully acquainted. We learn from it that judges were

expected to use their personal knowledge of facts in reaching their judgement.

The procedure was, on the whole, simple and not governed by any fixed rules.

The disputants stated their own cases—^there is no evidence of advocates—and

the emotion or certitude with which they presented their pieas had its effect on

the mind of the judges. The hint that we get incidentally that the village had

access to authentic records ranging over many years and carefully maintained

in a record office is borne out. An express documentary contract couid override

even tong established custom.

The distinction between civil and criminal offences was not known and there

are almost no examples of the conception of crime as a public wrong. We may,

however, note one instance of two persons who stole the images, ornaments,

etc, belonging to a temple and were punished with the confiscation of all their

property which was sold in public auction and the proceeds remitted to the royal

treasury; this was in about 1222. Very seldom did appeals go beyond the rule

of a ni^u, and there was a great deal of rough justice administered through

extrajudicial channels. Attempts were made in every instance .to convince the

parties that the standards of ideal justice had been followed. Civil disputes were

sometimes allowed to linger tong till time brought about a solution.

Theft, adultery and forgery were held to be serious bffences, and making a
person ride on a donkey seems to have been a common form of punishment

for some offences. But very often even serious offences were punished by fines
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and the requirement to endow a p)erpetual lamp m a temple. The penal code
of the time must be considered to have been lenient, though capital punishment
was not altogether unknown. From the reign of Kuldttuhga III we get an instance
of two persons who became a public nuisance and a source of trouble to ttte
brahmans of the locality; they were fined 1 000 ka^us and their lands were sold
for 1 060 kMus to the temple, the extra 60 ka^us being treated as penalty for
default in the payment of the fine. There was also a general royal order that in

similar cases of rioting, the fine could go up to 20,000 kaius.
Offences against the person of the Wng or his close relations were a

apart, and were dealt with by the king himself. Persons involved in the murder
of Aditya II had their properties confiscated by Rajaraja I. Such properties were
sold in public auction known as ^Inakraya—sale by (royal) order.

Chau Ju Kua, the Chinese author of the early thirteenth century, has this to
say on the Cola system of justice:

When any one among the people is guilty of an offence, one of the Court
Ministers punishes him; if the offence is light, the culprit is tied to a wooden
frame and given fifty, seventy, and up to a hundred blows with a stick.

Heinous crimes are punished witK decapitation or by being trampled to

death by an elephant.

TAXATION

Taxation was based partly on custom and partly, especially in the case of

new levies, on the consent, tacit or express, of the groups affected, the kirrg’s

government had no monopoly of the taxing power. Land was the mainstay of

economy and the land tax was the main source of revenue. It was collected in

cash or kind, and as often happened under the Cojas, by ajudicious combination

of both methods. Customs and octroi, and professional taxes were assessed

in various ways. Taxes on products of mines and forests, and on salt were also

imposed and the corvee (vetti, vi^ii was exacted with more or less regularity.

When the cumulative effect of these burdens became too oppressive, the people

abandoned their homesteads and betook themselves elsewhere; the fear of local

depopulation was an ever present check on the rapacity of the tax-collector.

The nature of the charges on the public revenues depended upon the agency

that gathered the tax or the dues. It was not merely the king’s government that

collected revenue in the form of taxes, local bodies and other agencies of a

communal or professional character also raised levies for various purposes. The

main charge on the revenues of the king was the salaries of officials, including

the maintenance of the army and the navy; in the higher rungs of public service

these salaries took the form of assignments of particular revenue items in

specified areas so that what was paid into the king's treasury {tStanfi was the

net income that remained after deductions on account of such assignments.

What remained after paying the charges of administration was the property of

the king and entirely at his disposal. A good part of it no doubt went to the

maintenance of the king’s personal establishment including the numerous

H-48
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queens and their retinues. Members of the royal family who commanded the

special affection of the ruling monarch, like Sembiyam Mahad§vT in Uttama

Cola’s reign and Kundavai in R^raja’s, received very sumptuous allowances

from the king’s treasury. A great amount of treasure was kept in the form of

jewels and precious stones which served the double purpose of personal

distinction for the king and a financial reserve for the state. On a smaller scale,

the assignees who were in the enjoyment of incomes of varying sizes from the

areas assigned to thwn followed the example of the king. All of them distributed

their resources among hoarding, personal expenditure and charity, which went

to meet much of what we should now call social expenditure.

It is not possible here to discuss the names and significance of the taxes in

the different regions and periods, but we must rxjte that they were capable of

being cotnmuted by the payment of a lump sum calculated on a well understood

basis. The authority, receiving the lump payment and commuting the tax

payment for the future, either used the amount in capital expenditure or invested

it so as to produce an annual interest in lieu of the commuted tax. In several

instances village communities accepted responsibility for distributing the lump

assessment of land tax on the village among its laixiowners, collecting the tax

dues and remitting them to the king’s treasury. Tax-farming was also practised

by the state and this was often both the cause and the effect of the weakness

of the central government.

Land was carefully surveyed and ah accurate record of land-rights was
maintained, particularly by the Cojas in the heyday of their imperial rule. Some
types of land like the living area of a village, its channels, cremation ground and

so on, were recognised as not liable to pay the land tax. Many tax remissions

and exemptions, total or partial, were granted to learned brahmans, sometimes

to entire villages donated to them and to other institutions. In fact, we come to

learn of many tax terms from the lists of such exemptions contained in the

charters and inscriptions.

It is difficult to estimate the incidence of the tax system as a whole in any

state or period. But it should be pointed out that not all taxes and levies were

paid by everybody as they were often partial and touched only particular groups.

And in several instances the levy was voluntary in nature and cannot, therefore,

be counted a burden. If we overlook these facts, we may get an impression of

unduly oppressive taxation. But the processes of tax-collection were sometimes

harsh and complaints on this score are on record in inscriptions. Remissions

of revenue owing to the failure of rain or poor crops were allowed in principle

but then, as now, were tardy in implementatton.

The financial shortcomings of the administration of the medieval Indian state

found automatic remedies. Taxation may have been sometimes high, and

hoarding quite common. But there was also much wholesome social

expenditure which restored the balance. The gulf between the daily lives of the

rich and the poor was not so great, and there were fewer opportunities than

now for wasteful expenditure of an anti-social character. The king, the nobles,

and the temples drew largely In various ways upon the products of the industry
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of the common people: but much of this wealth was returned to them in ways

that advanced the common good. To build a temple, or endow a matha for a

school or hospital, to reclaim land or promote irrigation were common areas of

expenditure for public good. It was a social harmony based not on the equality

of classes or individuals, but on a readiness to give and take, on mutual goodwill

that had its roots deep down in the foundations of community life.

VILLAGE, TOWNSHIPS AND ASSEMBLIES

The administration in villages and townships was carried on by means of

primary assemblies of citizens and by representative assemblies in the larger

divisions such as the nadu. There were three types of primary assemblies known

in the Tamil country as Or, satMandi nagaram. The urwas perhaps the eartiest

and certainly the most common type which comprised all the landowners of a

village who were generally non-brahmans. The sabha was the assembly of

brahman landlords and many villages were granted for the exclusive use and

enjoyment of learned brahmans: the nagaram was the assembly of merchants,

and some of them were exclusively market-towns inhabited mostly by

merchants. In many cases these three types of assemblies existed side by side

in one and the same place, managed their affairs generally independently, but

were ready to cooperate with one another in common projects when necessary.

These assemblies were of the nature of folk moots in which every one who had

a stake in the locality was entitled to be present. This becomes evident from

the manner of summoning these meetings, which was by a general proclamatwn

of the time and place of the meeting by beat of drum or other suitable means.

These meetings were quite well attended by the young and the old who

responded together to the notice of the meeting. There is not a single instance

on record of a decision having been taken by the counting of votes, and it dc^

not seem likely. The political spirit of the time, such as it was, aimed at securing

the consensus and harmony of all classes, rather than their equality. A healthy

society based on a general distribution of small properties, which was free from

the glaring economic oppression of one class by another had no particular use

for the methods of western democracy. Social life was dominated by groups

rooted in ancient custom and ideal right, and was subtly infused with emotions

of a quasi-religious nature. All that was demanded In such an atmosphere was

an opportunity to watch the course of affairs, and to raise a protest if_^hing

went wrong or to press a point of view that was being overlooked. This w^

furnished by the periodical meetings of the assemblies and the groups:M me

leadership in such gatherings remained with those natural^ fitted for it Ina^Jiw

to birth, age, learning and wealth, furnished the most obvious qu^ifications for

such leadership: official standing and public benefactions were other claims for

consideration.

Thedav-to-day work was carried on by executive committees of fixednun^
chosen by acclamation or by a combination of prescribed qualificatiws of ag^

wealth, tearrtiig and so on. We know more of tte of tfie conyon^
functioning of the executives of saWife than of tire other types of assemblies
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because of the more or less one-sided nature of our sources. The executive of

ah urwas generally called ganam or alumgarmm (the ruling group) in the Cofa

country. The larger se^jhas had elaborate executives which worked through a

number of sub-committees, variyams, each looking after a particular department

of the administration such as irrigation, revenue collection, charitable

endowments, and so on.

The functions of the assemblies had a wide range. The supervision and

administration of endowments was sometimes so important as to require a

separate variyam (dharmavSriyam) for the purpose. What the ur did about it we
do pot know; but we get the impression that everywhere the amenities provided

by such endowments accumulated through generations and were administered

with care. Endowments constituted a more important source of finance for the

locality than the taxes and dues its assembly was able to raise for local uses;

but we may not be sure of this. Everywhere, many activities centered round the

temple and its role in the economy can hardly be exaggerated. Often separate

executive groups looked after temple affairs in their several aspects. All these

groups and executives were generally subject to the double control ofthe general

assembly at its meetings on the one hand and that of the royal officials on the

other. These officials often visited them, held enquiries into their working and

above all audited their accounts with great care. Between an efficient

bureaucracy and the active local assemblies, which in various ways fostered a

live sense of citizenship, there was achieved at least in the Coja empire, a fairly

high standard of administrative efficiency and purity. The village assemblies

sometimes attempted to stimulate the flow of private charity for the general

benefit of the community by giving suitable public recognition by means of titles

and honours in temples and elsewhere to their benefactors.

When we turn to the Cajukya state we get some significant details regarding

the functioning of assemblies. RajadhanT Purigere (modern Laksmesvara), for

instance, had three general assemblies each called mahajanas (a term known

to Cojas also), one for the general concerns of the city as a whole, another

comprising the brahman inhabitants and dealing with problems relating to their

residential quarters, properties, and so on, and a third which represented the

mercantile community in the city dealing with the affairs of that community. It

will be readily seen that these correspond more or less to the Or, sabha, and

nagaram of the Coja state. The numbers 1(X) for the brahman assembly, and

500 for the settis are perhaps only approximate and conventional; each of the

assemblies had a corporate capacity, and could buy and sell, sue and be sued

as we say now. Incidentally, we learn that there was a centre of advanced study,

a ghapka (also known to Coja records) doubtless worthy of the great city and

its place in the empire. We have also an instance of a place in the same
neighbourhood being declared a pura by a high official at the request of an

eminent scholar—^ clear indication that the name pura signified a definite

constitutional status with certain specific privileges and that the puras had to

be particularly recognised as such by a competent authority.

Of the villages we hear more than of the cities, though not nearly so much
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as in the Cola inscriptions. The permanent staff of village servants such as the

temple priest, the school teacher, the clerk, accountant, boatman and others

got assignments of tax free land (called sthanamanya in Cajukya records), an

arrangement common to the Cola region too. The economy of the village was

generally unaffected by political revolutions such as change of dy'nasties at the

top. An interesting record of the end of the tenth century from Sogai sets forth

a watch and ward arrangement for the continued maintenance and proper

management of a large endowment. It is cieariy stated that^he sthana-acaiyas

(priests of the temple) and the Or shall jointly guard it against assaults from

princes, representative of the central government; the sthana-acaryas are to

protect it from harm the Or, the Or will guard it against the sthana-acaryas. Here

the system of mutual checks always tacitly understood, is for once stated in

explicit terms, and the existence of such aform of organisation goes far to explain

the stability of I'ndia’s ancient institutions.

The organisation of the other states Pandya, Hoy^aja, Seuna and Kakatiya

need not be considered separately or in detail as they followed more or less

the same pattern with a few local variations in titles of divisions, offices, taxes

and so on.
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APPENDIX

Since the days of Nilakanta Sastri, there have been numerous contributions

adding not only to the empirical data but the theoretical framework as well.’^®

I. THE KING AND ‘HIS MEN’'"®

£0 THE KING

In the South Indian states during the period under consideration, hereditary monarchy

was the form of government, and in most cases it was patrilineal descent. In the case

of the Cera kingdom m Kerala, however, the descent appears to have been matrilineal.

Although the king was generally referred to in the inscriptions by the simple but elegant

monosyllabic W and sometimes by the slightly more highsounding expressions such

as perOmaj, ko-konmaikondan, etc, the royalist literature including thep/a^sfe projected

a carefully constructed and much more colourful image of royalty. This elaborate image

conformed to a great extent to the ideal of kingship in the Sanskrit l^vya-^tra-nataka

texts. Accordingly, the dynasties were latched on to the Surya- or Candra-vamSas,

dcttailed gene^ogies were concocted and origin myths invented. Almost every individual

ruler was accorded the status of a ksatriya, a cakravartin^ a warrior-hero, a divine figure,

the protector and fountainhead of ail dharma, a donor, a patron of the arts and culture

and, of course, an attractive mien. While most of these stereotypes were inspired by

Sanskrit literature, there were also elements taken from the early Tamil literature. It goes

without saying that the reality of royalty was removed from this image, the purpose of

which was to seek legitimacy for the king through a particular ideological system which

would suit the social formation of the day. It was a product of the vama^rBvadharma

ideology, which was best suited to the brahmanical and brahmanised upper classes.

This ideology worked through the institution of the temple and the language of bhakti.

This image of the king becomes more focused as we come to the period of Rajaraja

I Coja. In the brief but forceful meyMdrtis in Tamil, it emerges in sharp relief. This can be

expl^ned, as we shall see below, within the context of an attempt at a greater

1 79. Elamkulam P. N. Kunjan Pillai, Studies in Kerala History; M. G. S. Narayanan, PoKticai

and Sod^ Conditions of Kerala under the Kula^ekhara Errrpire, c. ad 800-1124 (unpublished

PhD Thesis), Idem, Aspects of Aryanisation h Kerala and “Socio-Economic Implications of

the Concept of MahSpStaka in the Feudal Society of South India," PIHC, 37th session, 1976,

pp 111-18: Burton Stein, Peasant State and Society in Medieval South India; George W.

Spencer, The Politics of Expandon—The Cdfa Conquest of Sri Lanka and StT V^aya; P.

Shanmugam, Revenue System of the QK)las; Y. Subbarayalu, PoMical Geogrs^ahy of the Chola

Oountry; Idem, The State in Medieval South India (unpublished PhD Thesis, Madurai University);

Noboru Karashima, South Indian History and Society: Studies from Insaptions, ad 850-1&X)

and D. N. Jha, "Relevance of ‘Peasant State and Society' to Pallava-Coja Times”, /NR, VIII,

Hi. 1981-82, pp 74-94.
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centralisation of state. The loss of focus, about a century later, can be explained,

conversely, in the light of the failure of such an attempt.

Behind this facade, however, was the king. He issued orders which reached out into

the different parts of the kingdom. This order was called ana/ (skt ajn§^ and was
addressed to his agents or functionaries and the notables in the locality. Such orders

were written in palm leaves and hence was known as the dlai or more ceremoniously,

a tirumandira-olai. It was also a snmukha or tirumukam, literally that which issues from

the royal mouth. The records show that the royal order was received with due honour.

In most cases it was about the creation of certain superior rights over iand in the locality

and its grant to individuals or institutions. The repeated occurrence of this in the records

of the Cojas and Pandyas, as well as the Pallavas in an earlier period, shows that the

king’s authority in this matter was hardly questioned, even by the aggressive locality

groups such as the na(iu, to whom such orders were often addressed. In the Cera

kingdom on the west coast, however, instances of such royal grants of land are not

known.

b) THE ROYAL COURT

There is reference in the literature to a royal court, although the evidence is too slender

to show its exact nature. It would appear that this court consisted of the local chiefs

who owed allegiance to the king, the advisers and priests of the king, the more important

functionaries of the king’s government, the captain of the royal body-guards and so on.

The existence of such councils can be safely inferred from the Coja and Cera records,

and the Pandyan records speak of individual mantrins. This should not be confused with

the highly idealised and necessarily confused picture presented by Mahalingam or

Minakshi; these councils are better understood as typical feudal courts, with all the

characteristically casual character about them. The crowd which constituted the

delegation to Hiranyavarman petitioning for a worthy incumbent to the Pallava throne

which had fallen vacant following the death of Parame^vara-varman, consisting of the

mantrimandala, matras, mOlaprakrtis, ghapkaiyar and ubhayaganattar, is a good

example, tt also anointed Pallavarnalla as Nandivarman on the Pallava throne. The

Periyapurma account of the coronation of Ceraman Peruma! on the Cera throne in

Kerala, also speaks of the Ceramaiccar (Cera ministers). It has been shown that eight

celibate brahmans, representing four prominent settlements around the capital city and

residing in four temples within the city, constituted a council of advisers to the Cera king.

This council is mentioned in a couple of records, in one along with the local chiefs and

the captain of the bodyguards. In another record, however ,
the commander of tl^ forces

and the feudatory chiefs constitute the court. Mention of purohitas, i^agurus,

dharmopadestas et al in the Cola records is tempting. Senior functionaries of the royal

government ^ch as the adhikari, tirumandira-olai. and dandanayakam may have

formed part of this court. The reference in the Kalingattuppparani is to a Coja court

attended by the ‘tendatories’ as well as such royal functionaries.

c) THE ROYAL FUNCTIONARIES

The king’s government in South India functioned through a large number of

funrtionari^ or agentswho constltuted.in the words of historians of an earlier

a "numerous and powerful bureaucracy". This description, however, d^s no surt^

situation in the case of the Cera state, one cannot speak of a bureaucracy at The

Wnjs^v^ment does not seem to havepenetratedtoanyconsiderabte

frie^certral provinces around the capital. A representative of the king, known as the koS
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adhikarikal, who was most probably a member of the royal house, is present in many
records from far arKi near. He appears to have been the only link, however, weak it was,

between the king’s government and the local administration. In the Pandyan case, even

such a clearly identifiable office is lacking, although a king’s deputy is met with in

inscriptions. A detailed examination, however, is possible in the case of the Cola state.

The personal names of the large number of individuals whom we come across in the

Cola inscriptions m various capacities have been subjected to computational analysis

and this has brought out a useful pattern. The names consist of up to five segments,

arranged a'ways m a oarticular order. Many individuals bore titles such as udaiyan, kilan,

k^van, velan, alyan. mOvendravelan, and araiyan. all of which have been shown to

indicate the ownership of land. It is significant that these titles indicated different shades

of status, depending probab'y on the extent of land he'd by the holders Thus, the holders

of the titles first mentioned were of a lower status, the highest being that of the araiyan.

However, all of them were landed magnates of varying prominence. It was they who
always represented the Or and nadu. which formed the spokesmen of the landowning

groups of the localities. In the case of the tiles of a higher rank, the name or a title of

the king was also used by the holder of that titles, e.g. rajakesari-mOvendavejan or

Keralantaka-vilupparaiyan. Such titles were often bestowed by the king, as it is stated

in so many words m the records.

The chronological distribution of these titles is very interesting. One notices a steady

increase in the udaiyan and related titles, which suggests a steady growth of private

property in land and the growing imoortance of the landowning groups. The

mOvendavefan title-holders, who also bore titles such as udaiyan, kiian, etc., signifying

landownership, are on the increase up to the period of the accession of R^araja I. In

the century that followed the event, we have the maximum number of them and after

that they are on the decrease. This is only natural because mOvenda-velan was a title

conferr^ by the king, mostly prefixed by a name or a title of the king and, therefore,

depended directly upon the power of the king. Titles indicating a pseudo-chieftain status,

such as araiyan, are steadily on the increase, more so in the immediate post-Rajaraja I

period. This suggests the greater penetration of the state to the areas under chieftaincies

and the pressing of the members of the erstwhile chieftain families into the service of

the state. On the whole, the picture is that of a concentration of the titles and title-holders

in the period of and immediately after Rajaraja I, which points to the attempts of

centralisation in that period.

Recent studies have shown that what have been usually described as civil-and military

offices were almost invariably occupied by holders of such titles indicating landownership.

Moreover, it is also shown that the higher offices went to holders of the more respectable

titles. In fact, one record is very unequivocal in its injunction that functionaries of a lower

rank (pam^ makkafi cannot take titles such as v&an and araiyan.'^

The most numerous office in the Cola records is that of the adhikSri, literally one who
wields acffiikaram (“power, authority’’), clearly stated in the records to be exercising it

on behalf of the Cbja king. This office, which emerges into limelight in the fourth quarter

of the tenth century, reaches the highest peak by the time of late eleventh and early

twelfth centuries, tapering off beyond that point. Of the 228 adhikiris mentioned in the

records, most bore titles indicating a higher rank among the prominent landholders. More

180. Y. Subbarayalu, “The CSja State and Agrarian Order Some Clarifications’’, paper

presented at a seminar on State in Pre-Colonial South India, Jawaharlal Nehru University,

1989 (unpublished), n 13a.
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than half of them, for instance, bore the title rwvenclav§l§n and a little over eighty per
cent, sported a king's name or title as a prefix to this title. This shows that, although the
word adhikaii simply meant an "officer”, of any rank, the adhikaiis figuring in the Cdja
records were of a very high rank. An officer of a comparable rank was tiruivanclira-dlai,

whose work, it appears, was to commit to writing the royal orders. Considering the
confidence that the ruler had to have in him and the relatively secret nature of the
documents in his custody, this may have been a high office. A still higher office was that

of the tini-mandira-olai-nSyagam, held mostly by brahmans, which was that of

superintendents of the former. Many other officers of a lower rank are also met with in

relation with the king’s government. There were also officers, v\/ho acted as the agents
of the king at the local {nadUj levels such as the nedu-kuru, nSd-vagai, kdttam-vagai,

nadu-kankani nattu-kkanakku, etc. Another variety of a rather numerous office was the

^likiryam, which looked after temple affairs. This, however, was a secular port.

It appears from the records that there was what could be described as a whole
"Department of Land Revenue" {pura\AJ-vari-tinaik-kalarTi), which is found associated

with the king’s government. However, at the local levels, from vi/here the revenue actually

came, we do not feel its presence in matters of assessment and collection. Therefore,

in spite of the elaborate hierarchy in this ‘department’ with as many as twelve rungs,

the work done by this establishment would merit for it the description of something of

a ’Revenue Board’ or ’Revenue Secretariat’, concerned with the maintenance of the

registers and other records pertaining to land revenue as indeed the names of many
offices suggest there. The hierarchy, reconstructed from the order in which the names

appear in the copper plates, is borne out by a comparison of the titles used by the

incumbents in the different positions. Those higher on the scale used the more

respectable titles such as mOvendavefan, while those on the lower rungs were satisfied

with the humbler titles such as udai)^n.

In the case of the royal functionaries too there is a very interesting pattern with regard

to their chronological distribution. The gradual beginnings of the offices are identified in

the pre-Cola period in the seventh through the ninth centuries. After the establishment

of the Coja rule in the Kaveri valley, especially after Parantaka in the tenth century, a

steady increase is noticed in this matter. It reaches its highest peak in the period of and

immediately after the reign of Rajaraja I. By the time Kulottuhga I comes to the throne

around 1 070, a tapering off of the number of offices and the frequency with which they

are mentioned in the inscriptions is noticed. This, again, falls into the pattern identified

in the case of the titles, and conforms to known facts about the attempts at centralisation

under Rajaraja I and his immediate successors and their failure shortly thereafter.

Whait is interesting about these offices and the incumbents to them is that they were

structured in a hierarchical order, that they were almost invariably landed magnates of

varying status on the higher ones of whom were conferred high-sounding titles perhaps

as a mark of state recognition, and that their position in the hierarchy based on land

control decided their position in the hierarchy of the offices also. This is a clear case of

the state identifying, winning over and making use of the more prominent sections of

the landowners in a bid to penetrate to the localities. In fact, they were known as

kdyitramar, “the king’s men". We have similar patterns obtaining in other parts of south

India as well, such as the Pandyan and the Hoy^aja countries. But the situation is much

less clear, as it is much less documented, than in the Cola country.
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II. ASPECTS OF ADMINISTRATION

a) GENERAL

While historians in the past, including Nilakanta Sastri and his followers, painted the

picture of an empire cfistinguished by “the superior executive strength it was able to

develop by bringing into existence a highly organised and thoroughly efficient

bureaucracy,"'^' their critics called into question the very existence of such a

bureaucracy: “It is not the case that evidence of the existence of a centralised

bureaucratised administrative structure prompted the reasonable question of what this

administrative structure was for. ” It could be seen that both these are extreme positions

on either end of a scale. The evidence we have on this aspect of the problem, as on

most others, is a large number of inscriptions mostly engraved on temple walls and

regulating affairs of the temple. Ifwhat is represented there reflects so much of the secular

aspects of state activity, there is scope for extrapolation regarding the scope for

‘administration' there. The involvement of a number of royal functionaries in connectton

with the execution of a grant is too well-known to be repeated. Elsewhere, we see such

agents of the king's government in connection with the collection of revenue even in

territories under the control of local chiefs (known as feudatories in the conventional

literature). Since, as stated above, most of our records are from temples, the functtonaries

present there are largely ^rikaryam; but even their function was exclusively secular. Other

functionaries such as the adhikari, senapati, nadu kuru, marH^la-mudali, etc., are also

met with in the records from the iocalities. State intervention in the affairs of the relatively

autonomous bodies such as the sabrta, which have been hailed as evidence of

democracy at the grassroot level, is amply demonstrated by those two very famous

Par§ntaka I inscriptions from Uttaramerur. A certain Tattanur Muvendavelan and a

Karahcai-Koritaya-Kramavitta-Pattan alias Cbmaci-ppenjman figure as royal agents in

these records. It was in the presence of these agents, and at the instance of the monarch

himself, that the satoha made the famous constitutional arrangements there. Such

examples can be multiplied in the case of other centres as well, where clearer instances

of state intervention in local matters are available, thereby proving state penetration to

a great extent. This penetration can be seen as increasing up to the period of Rajar^
I Coja, reaching its peak during nearly a century after his accession, its gradual

disappearance is seen in the period from Kulottuhga I onwards. This conforms to the

pattern of the chronological distribution of the title holders and royal offices.

b) REVENUE

A large number of revenue terms are met in the records of south India, which gave

historians in the past the impresston that the south Indian states in this period wereamong
the most heavily taxed ones. In fact, references to levies on seemingly silly items would

even call the credibility of the statements into question. Conventional historiography,

however, looked upon these expressions as descriptions of taxes although a clear

definition of either the nature of the levies or the state's share in them is looked for in

vain there. Historians who seek to 'correct' the convention do not go far ahead: blind

credulity is replaced by blind rejection.'® More recent studies have introduced the

181. K. A. N. Sastri, The Colas, p 462.

182. Burton Stein, op at, p 257.

183. Ibid, pp 258-64.
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scientific and the systematic in the piece of the specuiative and the impressionistic

approaches of the two older schools.’®^

The existence of an elaborate establishment described as a “land revenue

department" had been another basis on which the picture of the revenue “systems"

under the Cojas and the Pandyas as well as some of the minor chiefs was reconstructed.

It is true that such an establishment, concerned with land revenue, existed at the centre.

But its role in the assessment and collection of revenue from the actual producers is

not visible in the records. On the other hand, this establishment was concerned with

the maintenance of the records and registers in connection with land revenue, thereby

meriting the dscriptton of something of a ‘Land Revenue Secretariat', working at the

centre. Its relevance becomes clearer when it is appreciated that the officers in this

establishment, arranged in an hierarchy consisting of as many as twelve rungs, were

active more when a remission of revenue is effected, which is, in fact, the purpose of

most of our records.

The myriad expressions described as revenue terms also acquire significance when

seen in this light. In most cases, therefore, it is likely that rather than the ex/is/ence of a

particular impost, it was the poss/M'fy of imposing it that was exempted in these

documents, which is suggested by the expression epp§rpa/te(“of whatever description")

used in the sense of an etcetera at the end of such lists. Ntoreover, most of these terms

occur only in a very limited way in the records suggesting their relative insignificance. Of

the hundreds of such terms, met with in the Coja records, those with a frequency of

more than ten are only twenty-seven, and even among them all did not get distributed

throughout the territory covered by the C6ja "empire”. A mere seven terms, which had

an even distribution in all the territories and which figure more than twenty times in the

records appear to be of some significance: antarayam (73), eccdru {65), kadamal (65),

kudima{34), muttaiy-a!{2^). tattarpattam {27). and ve»(107). Among these, ecc^and

veiti. the terms vvith the highest frequency, show a progressive decrease and the others,

a progressive increase in time. Eccoiv was the obligation to feed state functionaries and

vetti, labour services, both of which were not payments effected either in cash or kind.

In the case of the other items, too, excepting antarSyam and tattarpittam, both of which

were insignificant despite theirfrequency. the payment was in terms of kind and not cash,

This, and the nature of their exaction and assessment, would suggest that they are better

described as rent than tax. In fact, the most important of these, fastened on to the

cultivated land, namely kxiamai and kudirnai, were clearly what could be described as

produce rent and vetti, labour rent. The inverse proportion in which the produce rent

and the labour rent stood in this period as demonstrated by the frequency of their

distribution over time brings out their character in a ciearer manner and throws light on

the entire nature of surplus extraction and even on the social formation.

C) MILITARY AND POLICE

Much has been written about the huge standing army of tfre C6!^ with numwr^s

regiments and their equally huge navy with numberless ships, P'cture is in part the

result of a credulous interpretation of the praSasf/s detailing the inland aiyl overseas

conquests of the rulers and in part a concomitant of a faulty conception of the nature

of the state as a highly centralised imperial structure. Some recent writings have

under the Cholas (ad 850-1279)”, PIHC. 49th session. Dharvuad. 1988, pp 138-44.
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challenged the very existence of such a central force and credited the local groups of

castes and professions with maintaining forces enjoying near independence.'®® Both

these positions are wide off the mark. Among the bases for the construction about a

naval forces are the references to the overseas expansion of Rajaraja I and Rajendra.

While the reality of such expeditions is not denied here, how “naval” they were is

questionable. Another point on which the whole imagination rests is a particular

interpretation of the phrase, “pleased to destroy the kalam at Kantalur §alai“, figuring

in the meykkTrtis or Rajaraja I. KantalOr ‘salai’ had lent itself to a wide variety of

identifications ranging from a feeding hall to a wfiarf with a fleet of ships at the hands

of epigraphists and historians starting with Hultzsch himself. The dust, however, has since

settled with M.G.S. Narayanan offering the very convincing explanation, with the help of

the use of a wide variety of epigraphic and literary sources, that Calais like the one at

Kantalur were educational institutions of brahmans where instruction was imparted both

in the academic disciplines and the art of warfare.'®^ There was nothing ‘navai’ about

them.

However, references to the military expeditions of the rulers in south India and

occurrences of cleariy identifiable military officers such as senapaf/sand dandanayagams

in the records of this period warrant the assumption of the existence of a professional

army. Almost every one of <he south Indian kings appears to have had around him a

trusted group of body-guards, his "companions of honour”.'®® The udankuttam in the

C6|as kingdom, the Tennavan Apattudaviga! of the Paiidyas, the Ayiram or the Udan

cenra padaivirar in the Cera kingdom, etc, who followed the monarch like a shadow

are all shown to have constituted such groups. At the level of local chiefs also, their

counterparts are identified, as in the case of the “Hundred” groups called the

munnunvvar{\he Three Hundred), ainunvvar{\he Five i iundred), the arunQnvvar{\he Six

Hundred), the elunOriyvar (the Seven Hundred), etc, attached to the Chiefs under the

Cera kingdom of Mahodayapuram,'®® To this group could be added the Vejaikkarar oi

the Tamil records, the garudas of the Kannada inscriptions,'*’ the Tup/ga/of Kannada

literature.'®' Specialists such as cavalrymen, archers, soldiers on elephant, and others

are also met with in the records of the time. They were all characterised by close personal

ties with their master, whether the local chief or the monarch himself. It is also fairly clear

from the records that this, like most others, was a hereditary profession and that it was

paid for the terms of land on service tenure in lieu of salary. In fact, in many cases the

landed magnates were identified and enlisted by the state for its functions including

military services.

Instances of such forces of the local chiefs fighting for their Cera or Cola or Rastrakuta

or Hoysala overlord are also met with in the records. The Musakas, a local power in

north Kerala subordinated to the Ceras of Mahodayapuram, are stated to have sent their

forces to fight the Colas on behalf of the Ceras. As evidenced by the Gramam and

Tirunavalur records in Tamilnadu. a number of Malayan soldiers beaten up from different

186. Burton Stein, South Indian Temples, p 75: Idem. “The Segmentary State in South

Indian History" in R. G. Fox, ed. Realm and Region in Traditional India, pp

187 M. G. S. Narayanan, “Kandalur Salai—New Light on the Nature of Aryan Expansion

to South India”. PIHC. 32nd session, Jabalpur, 1970, I, pp 125-36.

188. M. G S. Narayanan. Reinterpretations in South Indian History, pp 99-112.

189 Ibid, MGS Narayanan. “The Hundred Groups, and the Rise of Nayar Militia in

Kerala” PIHC. d4th session, Burdwan, 1983, pp 113-19.

190 K. S. Shivanna, A Critique ofHoy^la Polity.

191 S. Settar, “Tulilalgal" (in Kannada),' Sa£#iame, IX. 3
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nexiu divisons are met with m the context of the Cola-RastrakOta war. This brings out

a picture of hierarchical military relationship, involving two or three tiers of intermediaries

between the ultimate overlord and the actual soldier. It would appear that what could

be described as the “standing army" was the tnaulabalaoi the companions of honour,

which was probably organized in decimal units {da^argika). Tnese groups attached

to the local chiefs were pressed into the service of their overlords whenever occasion

demanded it.

d) JUSTICE

Administration of justice, which includes both the making and the implementation of

law, being one of the major state functions, a study of the legislative and judicial processes

can shed considerable light on the nature of state itself. Nilakanta Sastri appears to have

appreciated the rather local and communal character of these processes although his

understanding and even statements are heavily idealist. A central court of justice which

he identifies in the dhaimasana turns out to be one associated with the brahmadeya

villages and a body of judicial officers sought to be located in the n/yayaffar (deriving the

expression perhaps from nyaya) turns out to be the retinue of the king (probably front

nikaya) The picture that we get from the records in general is that this aspect of iiJ®ciai

administration was a matter of local concern. The Periyapuranam story quoted by

Nilakanta Sastri is a case in point, where the evidence in an express document is shown

to override usage. This, incidentally, conforms to the general order of preference

suggested in the sastra literature, where the raja^asana would, in fact, supremacy

ov? all other forms of evidence.'*' J.D.M. Derrett has made an °

interesting inscription, recording the proceedings of a brahman sabha which met to

decide on a petition from certain artisan communities to declare their status on ca®'®

hierarchy It is shown how the law presented in the Dharma^stra literature i^n Sansk t

waSpted id implemented in the particular case. This extension o me sastraic law

into south India and its adaptation to meet immediate local issues would also show the

process of law-making, the

the regulansation of an exped^nt act.

,^,3 prescriptions m the

rchiffn^^ of a polity of a highly decentralised character.

Calicut, 1976, pp 76-87
Concerning the Status of Kammalas and the

194. J. D. M Derrett,

Application of Dharmasastra
,

Imdrations of the Concept of Mahapataka m

195 M. G, S Narayanan,
^

Calicut. 1976. pp 1il-l8.

the Feudal Society South lndj_^ South India- Correlation

196 Kesavan Veluthat, ^
Civilisation, 111. » &

of Epigraphic and Oharmasastraic Evidence . Tamil CivUisavon.
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of local chiefs. They have been generally called ‘feudatories’ in the conventional literature,

without, however, any conceptual rigour and consideration for the feudal implications of

the expression. Although the whole gamut of relationship appears to justify the usage,

a more neutral term is preferred here.

On present showing, no general statement can be made about the origin of these

chiefs. We come across some of them, such as the Ays, Vels, Muvas', the chiefs of

KodambalGr, the Adigamans, etc, in the Satigam literature dating from the early centuries

of the Christian era or even before. Certain other houses are clearly of a later origin.

However, they shared the same characteristics to begin with. In the Saiigam literature

itself, we see that these were among the chiefs who failed to participate in the major

socio-economic and political changes brought about by the expansion of agriculture and

the resultant growth of peasant communities on the plains as well as the trade that was
developing in the coastal emporia and the interior urban enclaves. While the major houses

such as those of the Pandyas, Caras and Colas, known as the muventar (“the Three

Kings") took off, as it were, to what could be described as state systems: their less

fortunate cousins in the other chiefly houses remained in relative isolation from these

developments and stayed back in the old world of cattle-raids and hero-worship. This

IS the situation that obtains under the Pallavas of KancT. By the time we come to the

period of the Ceras of Mahodayapuram or the Colas of Thanjavur or the Rastrakutas of

Malkhed, the picture is that of a more evolved kind of relationship, with some form of

ties of subordination and superordination effected between these chiefs on the one hand

and the Cera or Coja or Rastrakuta overlord on the other. The former date their records

in the regnal years of the latter; they receive orders; permission is sought in the matter

of even granting land; suggestions about the payment of tribute are made; and, above

all, there is clear evidence of the obligation of military service to be offered by the former

to the latter. Minor details regarding even the attendance of the latter’s court by the former

and even regarding the arrangement for such courts in the chiefly centres are available.

On top of all, a whole network of matrimonial relationship was cultivated among the chiefly

houses and also between them on the one hand and the Ceras, Colas, Paridyas,

Rastrakutas, etc, on the other. However, in spite of these kinship ties, the ksatriya caste

status was almost an exclusive preserve of the royal houses except perhaps a few chiefly

houses on the west coast in Kerala.

The documents from the Cola country bring out three distinct stages in the fortunes

of these chiefs under that state. Till the end of the tenth century, ie, about the middle

of the reign of Rajaraja I, the situation was of the existence of a number of chiefs placed

in a position of subordination to the Cola overlord—a continuation of the state of affairs

as it obtained under the Pallavas. For about a century after that, one is struck by the

absence of references to chiefs ruling in the localities. To be sure, there are individuals

sporting titles which show unmistakably that they belonged to such chiefly families. But

they are there, as state functionaries or king’s agents and seen in areas far afield from

their home territories. Towards the close of the eleventh century, the chiefs reappear

and by the middle of the next century, they reassert with a vengeance: there is an

unprecedented increase in the references to both the number of these chiefs and the

range of their activities. This fits neatly into the pattern of the relatively weak officialdom

of the Central Government in the pre-R^araja I period, its unprecedented elaboration in

about a century following Rajar^a I and the tapering of the officialdom after that. This

can be explained in the light of the attempts at centralisation by Rajaraja I and his

immediate successors, ovenwhelmed by the more powerful centrifugal forces. In the

post-Rajaraja I period, a kind of land tenure known as padi-kav^, which literally means
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the protection of territory, is met with in the records, signifying the fee for protection.

Again certain pacts called nilamaitSftu, “documents of status quo" are also interesting

in this connection. Two or more chiefs entered into a pact, agreeing to respect their

common territorial boundaries and help one another against common enemy. There can
be seen interesting ‘diplomatic’ changes in these records, for, who appears as a friend

in one pact is a foe in another.

IV. THE LOCAL GROUPS: THEIR NATURE AND WORK

The existence of relatively autonomous bodies of varying vitality is proved by
documents all over south India and has been recognised by scholars of all persuations,

although there is considerable difference among historians about ttieir nature and role.

While those of an earlier generation such as Altekar, Krishnaswamy Aiyangar, Nilakanta

Sastri and Mahalingam took them for organs of the administrative system, there is a new
awareness that they can be better understood as basic units of social organisation which

functioned almost as the basic building blocks of the edifice of polity. These groups,

identified all over South India, were known in the Tamil speaking regions as Or, na^,
brahmadeyam and nagaram. The first three were clearly corporations of landowners while

the last mentioned were organisations of traders with considerable interest in land. The

emergence and proliferation of such groups can, therefore, be logically seen as the

concomitant of the opening up of the fertile river valleys and the beginnings of tank

irrigation in the more arid zones in a big way.

(a) THE UR

Owing to the nature of the sources, ie, inscriptions from brahmanical temples for the

most part, it is the brahmanical institutions of the brahmadej® villages such as the sabhS,

parted, etc, which had been the object of more detailed study undertaken by scholars

in the past. In fact, the non-brahman bodies such as the Or and nadu received only

marginal notice in the writings of Nilakanta Sastri. However, the sidelight provided by

the very same documents has now illumined the picture in a better way. The relative

scarcity of records pertaining directly to the ur.the vejjanvagai ^iWages of the peasants,

has been explained as only natural: unlikd the brahman settlements or the trading

corporations, they followed a very routine course with nothing extraordinary to be

recorded.^®^ Alternatively, it has been suggested that the Or represented largely a

nonliterate section of the society which did not bother about recording its affairs, for such

records as we have of the urcome from th3 temples, which were institutions of another
198

group with a literate tradition.

The character of the village settlements of the peasants known as tJrhas been brought

out by a rigorous analysis of a couple of Thanjavur inscriptions of Rajar^ I and a

Gahgaikondacolapuram inscription of Vfrarajendra.’* The villages included habitation

sites, crernkion grounds, drinking water sources, irrigation netvwjrks, cultivated land,

pastures, etc. The residential areas consisted of the following: (a) the quarters of the

197. Y. Subbarayalu, "The Place of Or in the Economic and Social History of Early Tarrrllnadu.

750-1350", paper presented at an ICHR Seminar on South Indian History. Madras University,

1977 (unpublished).

198. Kesavan Veluthat, The Power Structure of Monarchy in South Inda, c. ad 600-1XK)

(unpublished PhD Thesis).

199. Noburu Karashima, op cit, pp 40-55.
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landhdders/cultivators {ur-nattam/ur-irukkal): (b) that of the Kammanas or artisans

(kammmacQBiii and that of the paraiyas or agricultural labourers (paraiccen). It is clear,

therefore, that predominance was for the landholders/cultivators in such villages, for it

was their residential quarters which qualified to be described as ur-nattam or

ur-Zru/r/ca/—“the settlement of the Or”. Again, it was such landholders who sported titles

such as Or-udaiy^, Or-kllan, Qr-kilavan, etc, signifying possession of (land in) the village.

They on the one side represented the village in its corporate body known as the Orarox Or

or Oromand on the other were enlisted by the state as its agents or functionaries. A steady
increase in the frequency of names with titles signifying possession (of land) is registered

in the Thanjavur, Tiruccirapalli and South Arcot districts during the period of the Cola
rule, indicating thereby an increase in either the institution of private property in land or

the greater expansion of cultivation in these areas.

It has been suggested that stratification had not clearly emerged in the vellanvagai

villages.^ While this may be true in a relative sense against the background of the more
markedly stratified brahman villages, one can certainly see evidence of the existence of

various strata in the Or, vejjanvagai villages. There were the owner-cultivators known as

Kaniyudaiyar and the tenant-cultivators known as ulu-kudi, both of them were on
occasions indiscriminately referred to as kudimakkaL It was these groups who were
responsible for production , with extra labour pressed into service fromthe pamiya groups
referred in the records. There were also the artisanal groups.

There are a few records which throw light on the nature of the corporate body known
as the Or. With the comparatively limited number of records available, the constitution

and functioning of their bodies have been competently analysed in recent years.^°’ It is

shown that they consisted of the effective landholders of the village and that in most

cases the strength of the body was generally around ten. It appears that membership

was qualified only by ownership of land, as it was only the members of the t/rwho paid

tax. Not much is known about the nature of the business transacted by this body, except

that it was concerned with problems of agriculture such as irrigation and the assessment

and collection of land tax.

(b) THE NADU

The rSdu has been looked upon by conventional scholarship as a larger whole of which
the M9//ar7vaga‘ settlements, along with the brahmadeya, devadanaanp palliccandam
villages, were parts. This view is no longer sustained by evidence. However, an alternative

view that they formed the foci of power in a segementary state is equally questionable.

The records suggest that the nadus were actually groupings of the Or or vejjanvagai

villages, the term nSdusignifying, like the term tJritself, both the territory and the corporate
body of its spokesmen. In fact, from the list of notables to whom royal grants are

addressed, it is shown that the spokesmen of the nidu, known as the nSttar, represented
the numerous vellanvagai villages, a fact which is attested by other records stating it in

so many words. There is no way to define the boundaries of a nadu precisely although

statements describing particular villages as belonging to particular n§dus would help in

the identification of the territories of the nadus. They had no natural boundaries such as
a watercourse, and there are instances of riadus lying on either side of a stream, including

200. Ibid, pp 3-15.

201. Y. Subbarayalu, qp at.

202. Y. Subbarayalu. Poetical Geography of the Chola Country.
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the Kaveri in at least one case. Similarly, the nSdus were widely disparate in size, varying

in extent from a handful of square miles to a few hundreds and comprising villages varying

in number from one to as many as forty. All these aspects speak strongly against their

being artificial divisions for purposes of administration, unlike the vafea^Sx^ units

conceived and organized in the time of Rajaraja I. Another significant thing about the

nadus is the increase in their number, indicating the proliferation of agrarian settlements

and the number of landholders, a pattern which is clearfrom the records in a general way.

. Some recent writings seeking to place medieval south India on a continuum between

pre-state and state societies, have tried to look upon the n&fus as subordinate foci of

power in a segmentary society.^^ -It assumes a world of 'peasants without lords’

organised into a number of ethnically cohesive and spatially compressed units. Each of

these units was a segment of the political system, and wielded actual political power

being subject only to the ritual sovereignty exercised by one of the units, the ‘prime

centre’ . There was no specialised administrative staff or bureaucracy as part of the prime

centre as every unit had its own staff; nor was there a monopoly of coercive power which

the prime centre enjoyed as every nadu had its forces as did also professional

organisations. There was no revenue mechanism at all. This conception has been

effectively challenged and rejected in recent years.^

Neither the conventional view that the nadu was an organ of the government

constituted for the purpose nor its corrective offered by Stein that “no contemporary

documents speak of the nadu in terms of the Coja governmental structure or function’

is valid. What appears from' the records is that the naduswere preexisting groupings of

agrarian settlements which came together in a rather spontaneous manner with

agriculture and its problems as their major concern. They were made use of by the state

in medieval South India, this reaching its logical conclusion by the time of the Colas in

their “imperial’’ phase. It has been pointed out recently how the nadufunctioned as state

agents, functioning almost as members of the bureaucracy.^

(C) THE BRAHMADEYAM

There is no paucity of information in the existing literature with regard to

btahmadeyams, or brahmanical villages, so much so that other settlements such as the

Or and na^aram have been drowned, as it were, in that flood. This is only natural, for

the majority of inscriptions pertain to these relatively exotic groups with a literate tr^ition,

finding it necessary to record almost every detail of their existence and functioning.

However, the brahmadeyam and their organs such as the sabha had been looked upon

6IS democratic bodies functioning at the grass-root level. Recent historiography views

them as primarily agrarian corporations with a communal character, placed as

intermediaries between the state and the peasantry.

203 Burton Stein. Peasant State mrd Society in MedievalSouth India, pp 90-140. 282-8^
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The process of the settlement of brahmans in the fertile river valleys with control over

land and the entailing privileges had been well under way long before the ninth century.

To begin \with, these settlements must have found themselves pockets of an exotic

element in a rather strange situation. With efficient management of the landed property

and the population dependent on it, by means of the organisational skills evidenced in

the functioning of their corporate bodies such as the sabhi or mahSsabha, and with the

strong ideological force, it was possible forthem to sustain themselves in thenew situation

and promote themselves further. All this is clear from the documents. Membership in

these bodies was restricted to members of the brahman community with certain level

of vedic learning and the possession of land within the village. The corporate character

of the bodies was to be maintained at any cost and attempts to undermine it was dealt

with strongly. These bodies looked after the common property of the community and

the temples around which the settlement revolved. The decisions of the bodies were

followed by very strictly. What is significant is that all the details contained in the

inscriptions regarding the constitution, functioning and follow-up activities of bodies such

as the sabh§ and parfMcf strictly follow the injunctions of the dharma^stra literature to

the last letter, thereby showing their sources of inspiration; This is not to suggest that

there was uniformity everywhere in south India. The pattern of settlements in Kerala

presented a variation on account of ecological factors. There may also have been the

difference due to their having formed the final links of a chain of migration along the west

coast, with customs and traditions different from those in the rest of the peninsula. Thus,

in Kerala there was the greater importance attached to the temple, there was a greater

influence on the monarchy and there was, in general, a stronger brahmanical bias, which

is clear in the experience of later periods, too. But on the whole, the brahman settlements

in south India, functioning through their corporate bodies, did enjoy a considerable

amount of administrative, judicial and fiscal rights in the localities as proved by the records.

It is in this connection that these bodies have to be looked upon as relevant for the political

system of medieval south India, differences in detail notwithstanding.

(d) THE NAGARAM

Among the major locality groups referred to in inscriptions were the nagarams, which

were settlements of traders and an assembly of their spokesmen. In recent years there

have been a large number of refreshing studies of the nagararrf^. All of them do not

share the same framework; nor is it possible to agree with the generalisations of all.

However, considerable details have been brought out by these studies.

Membership of the nagaram was restricted by profession and caste. It appears that

like the sabha and the Or, the nagaram also was a corporate body managed by a

207. Kesavan Veluthat, “The Sabha and Parishad in Early Medieval South India: Correlation

of Epigraphic and Dharmasastraic Evidence”, TanH CMlization, III, ii & iii.
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in Sabyasachi Bhattacharya and Romita Thapar, eds. Situattng Indian History; Idem, “Urbanisation
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committee formula, with the nagaravariyam looking after the affairs of the nagaram. This

body is found in relation not only with trade, both inland and maritime (which was their

main concern), but also with the assessment and collection of revenue, and negotiating

with the state in such matters. What is significant is that like the nadus and the sabhSs

of the brahmadeyams, the nagaram also functioned as an interm^iary between the

cultivating peasantry on the one side and the state on the other. In this process, the

nagaram came to possess considerable land as is clear from the records of NSrttiimalai

in Tamilnadu . The concern with land which a basically trading communityhad is significant

in that it betrays the predominantly land-based character of the economy and society.

V. SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND IDEOLOGY

No discussion of a political structure will be complete without a consideration of the

social stratification sustaining it and the ideology which lent it legitimacy through

sanctifying the stratified society. In theoase of medieval south India social stratification

had its base on the relations of production especially in the field of agriculture, for, in

spite of the existence of both pastoral and artisanal and trading activities, economy was

dominated by agriculture. Historians in the past have generally hailed the smooth nature

of social relations which were free from any contradictions. More recently too, some have

written about a world of “peasants without lords’’.^ In reality, however, the evidence

IS that society was characterised by an unegual distribution and the contradictions which

followed are also clear there. In taking up the social stratification in south India, the

structure of land relations is the best indicator. Records dating from the Pallava and

Paridya kingdoms bring out the picture of the emergence of structured landrights, with

the state at the top and the occupant-cultivator at the bottom with a class of intermediaries

in between.^’® The pattern becomes more clearly pronounced under the Ceras of

Mahodayapuram.'” By the time the Co.la empire is formed, the consolidation of this

structure is noticed with various shades of landrights enjoyed by different layers within

the intermediaries themselves. In this situation, the intermediaries enjoyed considerable

power and rights, which were naturally dependent on the degree of control they had on

land. This picture would call into question the long held view of the absence of private

property in land, one of the bases of the construct of Asiatic Mode of Production. In

this structure, The occupant-cultivators known as the ktvd/s were the primary producers

with various levels of intermediaries placed above them. The burden of the numerous

levies, among which a labour rent known as veff/and a produce rent known as kudimai

and kadamai were the heaviest, was on their shoulders. In other areas of production,

which are, to be sure, marginal, this hierarchy was more or less repeated.

Such a structured society with a graded hierarchy with infinite variations in status

depending upon the means and relations of production found its expression in the fiti

formula. One comes across the valjalas being identified as Sudras, although the

90Q Burton Stein Peasant State and Society in Medieival South India, Section y.

210 ! C. Mnelkshi,' Administration and Social Life unriw the

Gurukkal, The Agrarian System and Socio-Political Organism under the Early Pandyas,
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disabilities of the sudra in the north Indian situatioh are not found here. One comes across

the accommodation of artisanal and even tribal groups into the scheme of iatis, by

invoking the idea of sahimajatior mixed caste. This resulted in the cheapening of labour,

reduced the expense on tools, goods and services and thus enlarged the scope of surplus

product and through it, the revenues of the ruling class.^’^ This general function of caste

was served in this part of the country, too.

The ideology which sanctified jati was that of the varria^ramadharma. This was

propagated through various means. The institution of the temple with the message of

bhakti went a long way in securing acceptance for this ideology and through it, for the

social order which it sought to sanctify. A whole new universe of discourse emerged

with unmistakable claims of divinity and ksatriyahood to the ruler. The hierarchy in the

microcostTn-df the mundane world was sought to be extended to the macrocosm of the

spiritual world. Once the new social order came to be established with a firm footing,

and the institution of the state no longer required any such prop, even bhakti became,

by the ninth century, part of the establishment. The institution which it served continued

to exert considerable influence on society to propagate an ideology which sanctified and

legitimised the social order and the political structure of the day.
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Khazain al-FutOh, 192n

Khyal 522n, 534, 542n. 544, 546, 547n,

552n

Kfilikaumudi, 146. 428n, 430n, 453n, 475.

51 3n. ^39n

Kitab ai-Masahk wa'I-Mamalik, 326n

Kitab Zain-ul'Akhbar, 342n

Kitab Masalikul, 37 in

Kitab-ul-Hind, 322n. 328, 342n

Kodandakavya, 420n

Knshnan. K G ,
3n. 6n

Krtyakalpatani, 389-90. 396, 394n, 565. 710,

*712. 714n. 717n. 72?

Kubjikamata, 641

Kulke, Hermann, 739n

KuDukabhatla. 710

Kuldttuhgan-Kovai, 53. 59

Kulottuhga-solan'piUatamii 38

Kul6ttuhga‘$dlan-ula, 47

Kamarapalabhupala Canta, 435n, 444n,

U8n. 449n

Kumarapalacanta, 395, 401, 436n, 443n,

175. G14n, 515n. 731

Kumarapaladevacarita, 51 4n, 51 6n. 517

Kumarapala Prabandha, 445n, 51 4n

Kumara-Ramana-Sangatya, 228

Kumara Swami Nayaka, 196n

Kumarasvami Somapithi, 196

Kumar, Dharma, 771 n

Kumania, 275

Kural, 43n

Kuvalayamala, ?n

Laghukaiacakratika, 581

L aghuvaitiannltirSastra, 7 1

0

Lalitavigraharaja, 518

Lalitavigraharaja-nataka, 394 n, 519

Lallanji Gopal, 671 n

Latakamelaka, 731 n, 736

Lekhapaddhati, 539 n, 732, 736

Levi. S. 638n, 640n, 649n, 651 n

Llfacarita 140

Madala Panji, 26?n. 263, 265-66, 269, 276,

683
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Madtm, 484-85

MahSbharata, 130

Mahimbhava, 151

MaMpuranatippanaka, 422

Majumdar, A. K., 441 n, 442n, 445n, 448n,

449n, 452n. 454n, 455n, 457n. 737n

Majumdar, B. C., 695

Majumdar, N. G., 583n, 658n, 665

Majumdar, R. C., 367n, 369n, 374n, 461 n,

488n, 571 a 588a 641a 655a 658a
663n, 667n, 706

MSavikagnimitram, 638, 652

MSnasoaSsa, 95, 730n, 731 n, 738
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Matiikha, 396-97, 623

Manthanabhairavatantra, 647

n

Mantiq-u't-Tair, 360n

Manu, 712, 731

Mem Smip, 710, 713a 731 n

Marc Bloch, 737n

Marco Polo, 18, 252

Medhatithi, 710, 713

Me^iadOta, 687

Merutuhga, 74n, 427, 442n, 443n, 453n

Milindapaflha, 18

Mmamsa, 275

t^maiisS Tantravarl^. 275

Minakshi, C.. 771 n

Minhai, 367-68; 406, 535n, 577, 579, 60001

,

655a
Mirashi, V. V., 150n, 423n, 436n, 496n,

499n, 685n

Mir Khwand, 367, 368n

Mirza Muhammad Qazvini, 327n

Mirza, M. W., 192n

Misra, Bmayak, 677n, 686n, 699n

MOSksarB, 710, 713n
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Mitra, R. L, 667n

Mitra, S. K., 356n, 358n, 469n, 477n, 478n,

480n
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Moore, R. J., 739n

Moraes, G. M., 166n

Muckita-Kimjdacandm, 446n

Munshi, K. M., 374, 437n

Mazumdar, Bhakat Prasad, 730n

NetNerKiancxIhenixabandh^ 458n

NagatiSvectem 151

NainsH, 422n, 534, 542n, 544, 547n,

552

Na^adtfyacerka, Ml, 730

J&aka, 643

NSmaseeigBi, 644

Nandillagopaprabhu, 472

Naiidi, SandhySkara, 559, 561 , 566, 593, 733

NawiSrSyanavanda, 453n

Narasimhachar, R., 158n, 189

Narayanan, M. G. S., 3n, 758n, 764n, 765n,

769n, 771 n

NStakapreBtaranam, 197n

NStyaBSstra, 586
Naval Kishore, 233n

NavasShasShkacaiita, 410-11, 500, 542

Nayacandra Suri, 393, 523, 532

NkvacarxX^a Ramgyana, 69, 184

MVvSkyamrta, 710

Niyogi, Roma, 733n

Nizam-ud-din, 332-33, 356, 468-69, 601,

629n

Nizami, Hasan, 405

Nizami, K. A., 457n

Nizamulmulk, 346n, 347

Nazim, Muhammad, 352n, 354n, 369-70,

372n

NrttavtnSv^, 217

O’Leary, Brendan, 771 n

Ojha, G. H., 529

Ottakkuttan, 3, 33

Radma Purina, 692n

Pag-Sem-Jon-Zang, 601 n

Palkuriki Somanatha, 205

Pampa, 109, 114

Pamwirvamiacleupana, 537n

Paiksdr^, 559, 561, 579, 639-40

f^ificaiaka-vi^i, 51 5n

PanbnSn^, 346

Pandya, A. V., 436n

Pinirii, 412

Pankratova, A. M., 738n

Paiert, 40

Para^ramavyasa, 151

Par^atametyeeT, 415, 431, 489

Parikh, R. C., 443n, 446n

Parmat Raao, 476n

PSiivanitha-Cmita, 513

PSrthapa/ikrama, 539

PSrthapaiSkiama-vyiVogo, 521 n

Pathmanathan, S., 12n

PattkufpSU, 6en

Pwaneduta, 575, 580

Ran^ Ajrdria, 8, 752, 759, 765
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Petech. 638-39. 641-43, 645n. 646-51
Pillai, P. N. Kunjan, 758n
Pillai. S D., 739n

Prabandhacintamani, 74n, 395, 402. 418,

421 . 428n. 437n. 439n, 441 n, 442n, 443n.

446n, 448n, 450n, 452n. 453n. 731 n

Prabandhako^, 402-03. 449n. 514. 51 5n
Prabhacandra, 421-22

Prabhavakacarita, 446n, 448n, 51 6n. 538n
Prabodhacandrodaya, 471-72. 493

Pr^Ina^Jaina-Lekhasangraha, 551 n

Prakrta-paihgalam, 394. 402-03. 491. 587
Prasna-jnana, 420n

Pratapacahtra, 150, 218, 220, 227, 233

Pratapamdra-Yasobhu^nam, 196-97, 225

Pratisthatantra, 645

n

Pravacana-panksa, 458n

Premi, Nathuram, 687n

PrthvJraja-Raso, 142n. 399-400. 402, 404,

476n. 521. 529n

Prthvlraja Vijaya, 416. 425n, 514, 518-20,

*523, 538, 550

Purananuru, 157

Puratanaprabandhasangraha. 402, 405, 409n.

455n, 523, 525. 540n, 546

f^urusapariksa, 405, 586n, 591

Pusaikar, A. D.. 367n. 369n

Oiran-us-Sadwn, 628n

Raghuvamsa, 386n, 41 5n

Rajadharmakanda. 710. 712n, 714n, 717n

R^martanda, 420

Rajamartanda-vrtti, 420n

Rajamrgahka, 420

RajanithRatnakara, 71 3n, 729, 735

Rajapra^sti, 149n, 183n

Rajaraja Solan Ula, 47

n

Rajaraje^varanatakam, 8

Rajasekhara, 412, 514, 685n, 686

Rajatarahginl 328, 330, 340, 396, 464, 603,

607, 612’, 627, 669-70, 671 n. 672n, 729,

736

Ramacarita, 388, 392. 559, 561-63, 565-67,

573, 580, 582, 586, 660, 683n, 731 n. 733

Ramamurti. G. V.. 255n

Ram^uja, 159n, 167

Ramayana, 557, 590, 71 4n

Rambhamanjarf-nataka, 393, 406

Ramesan, N., 104n

Rangaswamiah. G. R., 195n

Ranna, 73

Rao, N. Laksminarayana, 6n, 96n

Rao, T. A. Gopinatha, 167n

Ras Mala. 438n. 443n

Ratnamala. 436n

Ratna Sun. 427

Rauzat-us Safa. 367

n

Ravakotyacara. 738

Raverty, H G , 665n
Raviprabha, 518

Ray, H. C
, 366n. 641 n. 642, 662n, 663n.

665

n

Ray, S. C.. 671 n

Ray, VIjay, 336

Raychaudhuri, H C ,
578n

Regmi, D. R., 638-39. 641 n, 643 644n,

645, 646n. 648n, 650. 652, 653-54

Richards, J. F., 368n, 739n

Risala. 230

Ritti, S. H. 72n. 154n, 174n, 211n, 216n
Roerich, G., 578n

RukminT Kalyana, 175

Rukminf Kalyanam. 1 84

Sabdabhedapraka^. 440n

Sabdapradipa. 5C3n. 56Gn

Sachau. E C . 723n

Saddharmapun^rlka, 638
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Saduktikamamrta, 576-77, 586n

Safamama, 323n

Sagara-dharmamria, 430n
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Salihotra or asva^stra, 535

Sannaraicchakaha, 736n

SamaranganasOtradhara 420

SahgJtaratnakara, 147

Sankalia, H D.. 437n

Sankara Bhasya. 149n

Sankaradeva, 137, 153, 639, 646, 653

Santfpuranarp, 104. 121n
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Sarahgadharapaddhatt, 521

Sarasvathkanthabharana sabdanu^^na, 420

Sarada, H. 'b., 514
'

Sarkar, J. N., 569n

Sarma, Dimbeswar. 655n, 657n, 658, 660,

661 n

Sarvanada Sun, 455n

Sastri, H. P., 658n

Sastri, K. A. N., 14n, 18n, 28n. 49n, 53n,

60n. 63n. 69n, 73n. 132. 157n. 181n,

186n, 190n. 237n. 243n. 424n, 758.

762n. 765, 767, 778n. 779n

Sastri. Srinivasa, 667

n
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6ekkijar, 8, 47-48
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Settar, S, 167n, 764n

Sewell, R., 691 n

Shanmugam, P.. 758n

Sharma, Dasharatha, 367n, 412n, 417n.

424n. 426n, 429n. 735n, 736n

Sharma. M. M . 667n, 660a 663n. 665

Sharma, R. S., 351 n, 362, 729n. 730n,

732n. 734n. 736n. 737n. 738n. 739n,
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Shastri, Ajay Mitra, 463n, 467n, 673n, 674n

Shastri, D, K., 437n

Shastri, H. G., 453n

Shastri, Paramanand. 51 3n

Shivanna, K. S.. 764n

Shrimali, K. M.. 730n

Shukla, Hiralal, 689n

Sibt Ibn-uTJawzi, 359n

Siddha-Hemacandra, 440n

Siddha-Hemacandra-Sabdanu^sana, 446

Siddhantasaravali, 14

Siddharajadiprabandha, 421 n

Siddhasarasarhhita, 643

Siddhe^vara Caritra, 196, 198, 218

Sirhhasana-dvatrim^ti, 211

Siddhanta-ratnakara, 62

Singh. Raghunath, 627n, 630n
Singh, Y B., 61 6n

Sinha, C. P. N., 641

Sirat-t Jam U'ddin Mangbami, 327n

Sircar, D. C ,
568n, 656, 657n. 661 n, 663n,

664n. 666n. 680n. 681 n. 685n. 697n,

731 n

Sivayogasara, 213-14, 217, 223, 234

SiyasaUNamah, 346

Si-Yu-ki, 392n

Skanda Parana, 730

Smith. V. A..’479n. 671 n

6obhana, 410

Soddhala, 731

Somadeva Sun, 710-11, 746

Somadevavijamu, 21 In

Somatilaka Sun, 517

Southall, Aldan, 739n

Spencer. George W., 758n

Srihar^, 401

Srikarithacarita, 202, 395n, 396-97, 623

Srt f^ri^avijayam, 8

SrT-Viiaya-praSa$ti, 401

Smgaramafyah, 420n

Stem, Burton, 739n. 758n, 764n, 769n, 771 n

Subbarao, R.. 258

Subbarayalu, Y., 758n, 765n, 767n

Subrahmanyam, R., 150n, 154n

Subramaniam, T. N., 3n

Sukra. 711-13, 716, 721 n, 722. 724-25

SukranJti, 710-12, 716-17. 722-23, 725-26,

727n. 733n. 735n

SukrtakIrtikallolinT, 453n

SukrtasarpkTrtana, 430n, 436n, 437n, 442n,

444n, 463n. 731 n

SOktimuktavaH, 139n, 149

Sulapani, 396

Sulhana, 429-30

Sumathi, R., 770n

Surajapraka^, 405

Surathotsava, 428n, 429n. 444n, 513, 528

Surjanacarita, 523

Syamabhatta Bharadvaja, 76n

Tabaqat-hAkbarl 331 n, 338n. 381 n, 394n,

469n. 534n

Tabaqat-hNasirJ, 276, 331 n, 335n. 345n,

367n. 383n. 389n. 394n, 406n, 478.

523n, 524n, 535n

TajuhMa'asir, 525-26, 539n, 551 n

Taj-ul-Mathir, 405, 477

Takkayagapparani, 43n. 47n

Tantraloka, 420

Taranatha, 558, 566, 584n, 593, 600, 638,

651

Tarikh'i-Atfi, 358n

Tarlkh-hBaihaqi, 364n, 471 n

Tarlkh-i-Rrishta, 233n, 31 5n, 331 n

TarJkhJ’RruzShahl 192n, 232n

Tarlkh-hFizidah, 347n

Tarikh-hHaidar Malik, 625

n

T§rlkhJ-Hassan, 626, 632n

Tarikh-hHindustan, 372n

Tarikh-hKamil, 342n, 343n, 380n

Tarikh-i-Narayan Kaul, 625n

Tarikh-hSind, 326n

Tarikh-i-Ujjainiya, 597

Tarikh-i-Yaminl 332n, 333n, 336n, 337n,

338n, 341

Thakur. U., 566n

Tnapar, Romila. 770n

TflakamaryarT, 410*

Tirukkovaiyar, 47n

Todarananda, 71 On

Tripathy. K. B., 678n

Tripathy, S., 702n, 703n

Tuhfit-ul Kiram, 325
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Udayasund^ikatha, 731

Ukti-\/yakthprakarana, 396

Umapatidhara, 572. 576n. 580. 662

Usha, A. S., 192n

Vaidya. C. V., 348n

ValHlacarita, 574

Vamaratnakara, 596

Vasantavil^, 437n, 444n

Vastupala’Carita, 435n, 455n

Vastupala Tejapata pra^sti, 444n

Vastu^stra, 420

Vasu, N. N.. 662n

Vayu Purina, 386n

Vedantakaipataru, 149

Velugotivari-vanisavalT, 218, 227, 233-34

Veluthat, Kesavan, 763n. 765n. 769n

Venkatarama Alyar. A. V
, 28n

Venkataramanayya, M., 21 n, 28n, 29n, 154n
737n

Verma, H. C., 371 n

VicarairenT, 456n, 457n, 458n
Vkklhaiaiabhafyika, 412n

Vidyaganavallabha, 420n

Vidyanatha, 196-97, 225

Vidy^ati, 525, 586n, 591. 592n

Vtjayaraiya, 642

Vijnanesvara, 89, 710, 713

Vikramahkadevacarita, 28n, 79, 86, 418,

471. 494. 560, 741

Vtkramarjuna Vijayam, 109, 114

Vikramaid^an-Ula, 33, 35. 38. 240n

Vframitrodaya, 71 On

Vtra-soliyam, 31

Vfsaladeva Paso, 735n

Vivekacintamanl 738n

Vividhatfrthakalpa, 457n. 537n

Vogel, J Ph
,
670n, 672n. 733n

Vratakhanda, 137, 174, 219

Vrttaratnakara, 430

Vrttavilasa, 532-33

Vyas, A. K., 516

Vyasa, 568

Vyavaharamanjarl 420n

\^avaharasamuccaya^ 420n

Waqiat-hKashmir, 626

Wasaya-hNazam-u'l-Mulk, 360n

Wright, D., 654n

Yadava, J. N. S.. 363, 728n. 729n, 731 n.

735n

Yi^valkya Smrti, 282, 710

Yasastilaka Campu, 746
Yassaka. 627

Yazdani, G., 649n. 676n
Yogasutra, 420

YoginJ Tantra, 666

Yuktikalpataru, 420

Zain-u'l-Akhbar, 324n, 358n

(B)

PLACE-NAMES

Ablur, 99

Abu, 317, 53Q.-37. 539-41. 545. 548, 551

Achabal. 619

Achalapura, 112-13

Adavani, 224

Addanki, 217, 234

Adinagara, 14, 416

Adwin. 724

Afghanistan, 344n, 367-68

Aghata, 317, 324. 407. 417, 530

Agra. 367, 387

Agror. 625

Ahicchatra, 689

Ahicchatra 290

Ahmedabad. 456

An-ul-Mulk, 155

Airavatta-manda/a. 699-701

Ajaygadh, 475, 479-80, 727

Ajmer, 321 . 332, 338, 350, 405. 413. 511-14,

51 5n, 519, 525, 537, 551, 709

Ajodhan. 367

Akkalakot, 286-87, 310

Akkavaram. 268

Alade, 305

Alampur, 84

Aland, 305

Alande, 99

Aligarh, 405

Allahabad, 381, 399. 465

al-Mansura. 323

Alnavar 292

Alvakheda, 159

Alwar. 319, 351

Ambala, 367

Ammagrama, 690, 694-95

Ariisunagara. 281

Ariahilapatana. 359-60, 416, 430-31 . 435-38,
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440-42, 444-45, 451-54, 45/, 516, 540,

548-49, 532n

Anaimahgalam, 15

Anamakonda, 97

Anandur, 286

Anantapur, 4, 147, 154, 222, 695

Andhra. 83, 466. 476

Andhrade^. 208-09, 215

Andhra Pradesh, 74n. 147, 686-87

Andhratharhi, 590

Andrakot, 629

Ahga, 142. 144, 319, 425, 466, 470. 490.

555, 562, 580. 636

Angul, 703

Anguiakapattana, 701

Aniiapura. 292

Anikujage-nadu. 286

Anmakonda vi^ya, 80

Annigere. '81. 97. 101-02. 174. 742

Antaruda- vitoya, 67

Antichak, 598

Antingam, 707

Anumakoruja vi^ya, 196, 199-202, 205, 742

Anuradhapur. 3, 36-37

Apara-Mandara, 561

Aparantade^, 411

Aralu, 304

Araluru, 304

Aramya, 573

Arasaviiii, 269n

Arasibidi, 83, 297

Arbuda, 537

Arbuda-mancfa/a, 537

Arcot. 182.’ 252

Arigaon, 625

Arkalgud taluq, 189

Arma, 592

Arorr, 326

Arppakkam, 50

Arsikere. 27, 177

Arumbakham, 62

Aruvatinadu, 269

Arvar, 326

A^£4>aiii, 443

Asawal, 443, 457

Aska, 213

Asnikot, 545

Assam, 276, 410, 655-56, 663n, 666n,

709, 730n

Asurabhaka, 380

Atjeh, 18

Attata-nadu, 298

Atygrapura, 625

Aurangabad. 742

Avani, 63, 172

Avanti, 428

Avanti-man^/a, 444

Avantipura, 608, 614, 620

Avarenga, 257

Avlingi, 257

Awadh, 591

Ayirattal, 742

Ayirattali, 45, 59-60

Ayodhya, 22, 599

Ayojjha, 22

Ayomukha, 502

Azamgarh, 397

Babbaput^, 609, 671 n

Babbapura, 671

Badalike, 172

Badami, 72-73, 76. 103, 105, 108, 435

Badaun, 382-83, 394

Bada-wi^ya, 663

Badrikot (Bldar?), 231

Bagada, 526

Bagadage, 296

Bagali, 207n

Bagalkot. 689

Baghdad. 322, 344n. 369

Badhelkhand, 478, 497n, 498

Bahika, 656

Bahurupa. 631

Bakhtiyarpur, 602n

Balbhadra Mallaya, 736

Balagamve, 99, 742

Balaghat, 112, 692

Balnath, 353

Balor (See also Vall^ur), 672

Bamanwar, 539

Bamhni, 480

Bammera, 551

Banai-manda/a, 698

Banajipet, 201

Banavasi, 5, 36, 73, 75, 78, 83-84, 85n,

86, 88. 92-5, 100, 141, 145, 147, 154,

161, 163-66, 169, 173, 190, 206, 291-92,

294-95, 302-03

Banda, 478

Bandanlka, 172

Bandh, 701

Bangalore, 71, 111, 187-88

Bangladesh, 554, 573-74

Bahk^ura, 86, 95, 166, 168

Banswara, 542

Baran, 320, 354, 380
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Barasura, 689-90

Bargaiti, 697

Bari, 380
BarnadT, 666
Barsur, 689-90

Basahi, 720

Batadhana, 517

Bastar, 1 4, 21 3, 41 2. 682, 688-91 , 693-96
Baud region, 706, 708
Bayana. 319, 431, 511, 533
Bedadakota. 220
Bednur, 172

Begusarai, 597
Bejavada, 19, 77, 78n, 110, 1 18, 127, 134
Belagami, 171

Belagamy, 76

Belagavarti, 101

Belagutti. 145, 295, 689
Belapura, 156, 159, 165

Belavadi. 152, 188

Belgaum, 283, 299, 301

Bellary, 19, 76, 79. 133. 182, 188, 224,

298, 642. 689
BeUattige, 175

Beiur. 41. 156. 163. 167. 174, 297
Beivola, 80, 83, 743

Belvola. 89. 132, 141, 145, 147, 161

Benares, 189

Bengal. 13-14, 226, 264, 410, 462, 466, 494.

653-57, 566, 668, 578-81. 596, 601, 641.

660, 663-66, 668, 676, 682, 688. 697.

699, 728. 730-31. 733. 738

Berar, 113. 147

Bennevur-12, 93

Berwara, 475

Betwa. 479

Bhadaurana. 517

Bhadrapattana, 691

Bhadresvara, 456

Bhagalpur. 517, 594n, 698

Bhairamgarh, 690

Bhakkar, 325-26

Bhandagara, 153

Bhahgila, 631

Bhandara, 153

Bharoch, 742

Bhasvat, 318
Bhatera village, 677

Bhatgaon, 638-40, 646

Bhatiya. 336

Bhatinda, 336, 336n, 367

Bhatner, 336n, 544

Bhera. 336, 337

n

Bhilsa, 425-26

BhTmakesvara, 612

BhTmanal<a, 631

Bhlmavaram, 94

Bhinmal, 441, 516

Bhogapura, 260

Bhojapura, 421, 597
Bhomat region, 530
Bhopal, 421, 426

Bhramarakotya-/7?anda/a, 691

Bhrigukaccha, 316

Bhubnesvara, 274

Bhutapallika. 472

Bhuvaneshwar, 680
Bidar, 21 1n, 220, 231, 298

Bihar. 13. 410, 462, 553-64, 658. 571, 574.

576. 585. 595, 600, 641, 660. 664-65,

676, 728, 731. 738

Biharsharif, 597

Bijapur, 73. 97. 278, 286-87, 295-96. 689
Bikampur, 544

Bikaner, 406

Bilaspur, 499

Bilrampur, 533

Birbhum, 492, 560

Birmaharajpur, 684

Birur. 177

Bobbin, 268

Boddanddu, 254

Bodh Gaya, 402, 592

Bogra district. 561

Bolangir, 684

Boram, 675

Boya-kattam, 107, 110

Brindaban, 354

Broach, 316. 439, 454, 510

Bulandshahr, 320, 354, 380. 513

Bundelkhand. 286, 355n. 459, 465, 480, 499

Burdwan, 658

n

Burhanpur, 192n

Burya, 367

Cachar, 666-67

Cadobha, 535

Cakradhara, 631

Cakragatta, 158, 160

Cakrakota, 79n, 112, 295, 689

Cakrakotya, 14, 412

Cakrakuta, 29. 80. 85. 200, 213, 689, 691

Calukya Bhimapuri, 128

Cambay, 146, 431, 451, 454, 457

Campa, 18

Camp^un". 184

H-52
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Camparan, 394, 494, 563, 597

Camf^anya, 494, 563

Canderi, 153

Candradityapura, 642

Candradityapuram, 138

Candradurga, 161

Candradvipa, 554, 583

Candragiri, 228

Candrapura, 280n, 442n

CandravatT, 540, 551

Candwar, 383, 388, 401, 405-06

Cebrolu, 5, 75

Cedi, 265

Cemulya, 280n

Cengajuva, 167, 170

CevGr, 237

Chamba, 609, 618, 669-72, 730n

Chandor, 642

Chandrapura, 280

Charaideo, 667

Charlu, 521

Chatrapur, 260

Chattisagarh, 147

Chellur, 33n

Chhattisgarh, 489,^495, 499

Chicacole, 105, 708

Chidambaram, 15, 32, 43, 47-48, 52, 54,

65, 181, 240, 248-49, 741

ChikIcxJar-mata, 416

China, 15-16, 18, 394

Chingleput, 7, 50, 57-58, 191, 214, 252

Chitaldurg, 90, 100

Chitapur, 303-05

Chitor,'57. 162, 407, 417, 511, 527, 537

Chitorgarh, 429

Chitradurga, 148, 160, 172-73, 183, 207n

Chittagong, 584

Chittoor. 27, 66, 124, 256

Chotanagpur, 601 n, 689

Chudda, 617

Cikkalavajasa, 254, 259

Cikmagajur, 158

Cinnathumbujam, 207n

Cintala-putturu, 219

Citrakuta, 14, 80, 440, 696

Coimbatore. 90n, 249

Cdia country, 11, 13

Colakeralan, 740

CoiamarKjalam, 50

Cojanad. 179

CSja-nadu, 43

Cdle^vara, 7

Comilia, 554, 579

Coorg, 3, 158, 166, 170

Cranganore, 3n

Cuddapah (See also Nandalui), 27, 57-58,

63, 66, 214, 217, 219-20, 244, 247, 252,

695

Curah division, 670-72

Cuttack. 265, 676, 684

Dabhoi, 430, 454-55

Dachunpur, 627n

Dadhisthair, 442

Dahala, 81, 112, 116, 136, 488-90, 498-99,

674, 681-82

Daibul, 326-27

Dakkhinade^, 36

Daksina Kosala, 683

Daksina Tosali, 677

Daksinapatha, 113, 687

Dakstiina-Radha, 14

Dalenad, 112

Damoh, 498

Dandabhukti-mandata, 553, 555, 561, 568

Dandakdranya, 742

Dandanqan, 365

Danrrayakana-kere. 79

Dantapura, 259

Dantidurga, 108, 281 n

Dantipura, 256

Darada, 616. 623

Darada-Gandaki-db^, 391

Oar^ram, 62

Darbhanga, 595

Darjeeling, 666

Darrang, 661

Oaspalla, 701

Oatan, 555

Daulatabad, 742

Dayithanga, 286

DekMnade^, 37

Delanga, 704

Delhi. 300, 338-39, 350, 391, 396, 400,

405, 525, 531

Deo-Markandeya, 597

Dera Gopipur, 352n

Derawar, 544

Desapalla, 705

Devagiri. 73, 140, 142-43, 150, 153, 155,

170n. 172-74, 183, 187, 190, 192, 21 In,

217, 220, 224-25, 228, 231, 283, 285,

293, 303, 306, 450, 456, 458, 742

Devagrama, 561

Devakunda-vte^, 703

Devanagara, 22
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D^nahalle, 189

Devaparvata, 579

Devarakonda, 21

6

n

Devarajapura, 544

Devasaras. 619, 624
Devihosur, 73

DevunikoncT, 665

Dhaka. 554

Dhangan, 367

Dhannada, 5, 20, 21 n. 75. 129

Dhara, 14. 79, 133-34. 158, 304. 387, 418,

420-22. 424-25. 427, 430, 441. 444.

450-51, 487, 498. 519, 540n, 544

DharanTkota, 125, 209-10

Dharmapura, 258

Dharmapuri, 90n, 117, 121, 410

Dharwar. 73, 95. 137, 175, 291, 294-95.

305-06, 689

Dharyagrama, 575

Dhavala^ratra, 641, 653

Dhekargarh. 658n

Dhekkan, 658

Dhenkanal. 697n, 699-700

Dhilii, 300

Dhillika. 386

Dhokka, 451, 454-55

Dhovahattapattana, 498n

Dhrtipura, 701, 705, 708

Dhudavana, 618

Dhummi, 152

Dhundhara, 535

Dhureti, 497

n

Dhyanoddara, 628

Dighwa Dubali. 597

Dijjinna- 660

Diksu, 666-67

Dilwara, 454

Dinajpur, 660, 663

Dirghasi. 269n

Disang, 666

Divsar, 619

Divasar pargana, 627 n, 628

Dm region, 217

Dohad, 428

Donavur, 5

Dondra, 22

Dohgaragaon, 493

Dorasamudra, 65, 91, 95, 152, 162, 165.

179, 183, 186, 188-89, 192

Doravadi. 152

Draksarama, 20-21, 34, 36, 40-42, 46, 67,

76! 94, 494
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Drak^ramam, 115, 213-15, 219, 254, 261,

264. 268. 276

Dravida, 76, 80, 87, 92. 214
Dravila, 225

Drdhaprahara, 137

Dubkund. 318, 418, 470. 533, 535, 726
Dudahi, 475, 486

Dugdhaghata, 613

Dumme, 90. 163-64

Dungarpur, 528, 552

Durgara, 671

Durun Nar, 618

Dvaraka, 157

Dvarasamudra. 140, 148, 152, 156, 192n,

213, 742

Dvaravati, 156

DvaravatTpura, 137, 148

Dvipa, 213

Dwaraka. 156. 157n, 386n, 427

EkamreSvara, 62

Eka^ila, 742

Ejagam, 51, 54

Eiamanchlll-Kallngade^, 262

Elamahcili, 107

Elamela, 287

Ele^varam, 21 6n

EHeri. 65, 181

Ellichpur, 113, 153

Ellore. 234

Emmaganur, 163

Erach, I92n

Erambarage, 141, 175, 297

Erayama. 257

Errakot, 690

Enjva-nadu, 209

Etagiri, 24. 79, 742

Etawah, 405

Fatehpuf^, 355

Ferozepur. 625

Fifuz Kuh, 368

Gadag, 141, 145

Gadhinagara. 318. 533

Gadhipura. 382

Gadun territory, 330

Gahada or Gawarmad, 385

Gambhari, 595

Gambhuta, 452
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Gandhdra, 382, 335, 631, 631 n

Gandikota, 234

Qangai, 19'

Qahgaikoncla-Cdlapuram, 13, 19, 27-28, 39,

45, 47-48. 71 . 133. 135, 556, 740, 744

GahgSIkon^a-Cdjeivara, 740

Gahgdkunda, 32

Oangarnaridala, 10, 35
Ganganagara, 18

GangapSdi, 3, 131

Gangapuri, 25

Gangavadi, 26-27, 32, 41-42, 77. 83-84,

89-90, 94-95. Ill, 131, 156, 158-59,

161-62, 164, 169

Ganjam, 213, 254, 261, 500, 678, 686n.

688, 698, 705, 707-08

Garakhona-WsaiKa, 268
Gaijana, 450

Gauda, 394, 403. 588, 626, 667n, 668,

676, 680-82, 708

Gaudavaiiga, 393n

Gaya, 420, 490, 559, 562, 564, 571, 578,

592, 594, 597. 599. 599n, 728

GhfflTdikota, 222, 227

Gh^ikotasTma, 227

Ghat, 537

Ghattada-kere, 79

Ghazipur, 406

Ghazni, 314-15. 324, 331, 337, 339, 342,

345-47, 351, 353, 356-58, 360-61, 366,

368, 370-72, 374-78, 385, 399, 404, 416,

440, 450, 467, 51 1 . 524, 530, 534, 656

Ghor, 399

Ghusadi, 452, 454

Ghuzak, 346

Gkjrisingi, 261

Giri-prattcT, 105

Gimar, 454

Goa, 29, 145, 165-66, 291, 311, 442

Goalpara, 658

Godavan (distnct/region), 94, 213, 219, 225,

234, 254, 264, 266, 268-69

Godvad, 550

Go^. 24

Gokage, 83

Golconda, 233

Gopadridurga, 466

Gorakhpur, 391, 502, 569, 588

Gosainthan, 650

Gosalpur, 496

Govindapur, 575

Govirxlavadi, 86

Guddavadinadu, 261, 269

GuWiaHi, 133

Gujrat, BZ, 145, 316-17, 407, 412, 415. 418,

426, 429, 435-38, 441 , 445, 448, 450-52,

454-58, 463, 475, 491-92, 510-11, 513-14,

516, 542, 550-51, 709, 726, 728-29,

730n. 731-32, 737

Gulburga, 278, 287, 303-05, 741

Gumsur region, 701

Gunasdgara, 200

Gundlupet, 163

GuiiW, 21 4, 21 8, 221 , 223; 225, 234, 266

Gurgaon, 192n

Gurizala, 46

Guttal, 175, 302

Guttavolal, 302

Gutti, 30, 84, 141, 172, 221

Guwahati, 660-61, 666

Gwalior, 318, 338, 350, 378, 384, 417, 431.

465. 469, 478, 533-35, 726

HabbAi^, 189

Hadagajji, 173

Hadapai^ (same as Hadepyaka,

Hadappe^vara, HadapeSvara,

Haruppe^ara and Hatape^vara), 661

Hadape^ara, 659

Hadappaka, 661

Hadapyaka, 659

Hadigrama, 625

Hagaratage, 301

Halasur, 90. 164

HajebTdu, 156

Hailavur, 689

Hajuva, 224

Hajuve, 175

Hamirpur, 478, 480

Hampi, 194

Handarki, 304

Hangal, 94-95, 99, 141, 159n, 164-66, 175,

177, 291, 293
Hanisakohci, 663

Hanneradub'^, 167

Hansi, 518-19, 525, 531

Hanumakonda, 742

Hanuhgal, 169

Haposo, 665

Hapyaca, 665

Hapyoma, 665

Harapanahajji, 133

Haridwar, 622

Haritanaka country, 513
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Hastikundi, 317, 407. 527n
Hathal. 539

HavaMi, 168

Haven, 288, 302

Havmga-vfe^, 657
Hayve, 291

Hazaribagh, 599n

Henjeru, 101

Hiranyapura, 614, 619
Hissar, 525

Holalakere, 191

Hondavado, 255

Honnavadi, 219

Honnali, 83, 177

Hcxjgly, 13. 373

Hosagund, 190

HosavTdu, 91

Hosevldu, 165

Hossandi, 258

Hottalakiere, 79

Hottur, 80

Howrah, 13

Hugli, 573

Hujigere, 95

Hunsur, 166

Hurpur, 614, 620

Hyderabad. 6, 79. 171

Hyve, 90

IBRAHIMBAD, 154

Idai-turai-na^ (Raichur doab), 5
Ikkeri, 172

’

Ham, 53, 55, 249-50

ijamandalam, 2, 11

llamuri-deaam, 16, 18

ilangaadkam, 16

Indonesia. 14-15

Indore, 408

Indrasthana, 361, 386n

Indrasthanlyaka, 386

Inugurti. 208, 211

Iragavaram, 213

Iran, 329, 344, 355

Irijpur. 192n

Isthmus, 16

Ittaga, 294

Jabalpur, 147, 486, 496, 498

Jagdalpur, 689-90

Jaintia, 668
Jaisalmer, 359, 544, 546

Jsynagar, 276, 684

Jaipur, 684, 705

Jalalabad, 330

Jalandhar. 367

Jalandhar. 537

Jalor, 409. 510, 515, 517, 537, 541, 552
Jambai, 69, 182-84

JambudvTpa, 392n

Jambuke^varam, 69

Jammikunta, 74n

Jammu, ^6
Jamra, 699

Jananathapura, 162

JShgalade^, 317

Japila, 399, 406, 571

Jaulipattan, 496n

Jaunpur, 401, 406, 591 n

Javaka, 18

Jayabhima, 741

JayagoTKjla-Solamandala, 750

Jayamkonda^apuram, 250

Jayanagar, 594, 596

Jayantapura, 258

Jayantipura, 92, 100, 173

Jayapura, 596, 701

Jayasapura, 535

Jayapidapura, 632

Jejakabhukti, 401. 413, 417, 459-60, 476,

521, 735

Jetuhganadu, 244

Jhadoli, 539

Jhator, 457

JhalrapStan, 425-26

Jhahjavak 688n

Jhansi, 475

Jharkhand, 601

Jhulpur, 496n

Jhunjhunu, 51 8n

Jjlinda, 701

Jilonda-vi^>Q, 701

Jivarhkdpura, 305

Jodhpur, 384, 406n, 437, 551

Junagadh, 443

Jurepur, 700

Kabul, 329, 345-46. 371 , 379, 625n. 671

Kadagamanagar, 24

KadambajigenSd, 190

Kadaparti, 200

Kadiram, 15-16, 18, 20, *31, 39

Ka^. 66-67. 180-81, 185, 215

Kaqllevada. 94, 97

Ka^, 158, 177

Kaikalur taluq, 19
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Kailasa, 153

Kaivaram, 217

Kakadadaha, 478

Kakati, 92, 196n

Kakatipura, 197

Kalagi, 305

Kalah, 18

Kalahandi, 688

Kajahasti, 52. 58

Kajagi, 304

Kaianjara, 464-65, 468, 470, 472. 474-79.

492. 498. 616. 618
Kolhapur, 732

Kalidindl, 127-28

Kalikkottai. 55*56, 245

Kalihga, 1. 4. 21. 29-31, 33. 37. 39-41. 67.

79-80. 103, 116, 127, 134-35. 144, 158.

180, 213-15, 217, 255. 260, 263, 270.

393n. 394-95. 425, 490. 494. 572-73.

575, 587, 677-79. 685-86, 687n.

688

Kalinganagara, 257, 259, 261, 264-65, 267,

411, 503. 679, 686, 693. 708

Kalihjar, 332, 338, 350, 358. 367, 378

Kaliyur, 3

Kalllyur-mulai, 65, 181

Kaluga, 305

Kajukada, 219

Kaiuve. 141

Kaiyana. 19. 29. 57, 72-73, 79-82, 85-86,

88. 92. 95. 97-98, 100, 102, 156, 158,

204-05. 210, 216, 306, 314, 408, 413,

416. 487, 612, 694, 697, 741-43

Kalyanapuram, 24

Kalyanakataka, 445

Kalyanapura, 204, 622

Kamarupa, 319-20, 565, 573-75, 583. 658-

66, 663n. 665n, 707. 717

Kamalpur, 683

Kamarupanagara, 662

Kamatapur, 662

Kamauli, 398, 720

Kambhoja, 39

Kambuja, 15

Kamcidesa, 258

Kamma-nadu, 121

Kampili. 23*. 30. 84, 194. 228

Kamrud, 665

Kamrup. 276

Kanalbarasi Voya, 666

Kana-n^u, 68, 184

Kanara, 98

Kahcanapura, 560, 729

KShcT, 32. 41, 45. 55, 58, 62, 64. 67,

69-70, 80-81, 90, 104, 110, 123, 125,

135, 162. 164, 199. 212, 214-15. 227,

467. 491

KahcTpura. 14, 81

KahcTpuram, 4, 12, 29, 45, 53. 64. 67,

69-70. 90, 180-82. 247-49. 741-42

Kanda, 671

Kandai, 28

Kandajur. 2, 237-39

Kandaiur-salai, 2, 19, 238-39, 242

Kandavura Nuvara, 3

Kandhar, 197

Kandukur, 110

Kandur-nadu, 203

Kanduru. 204, 206, 209

Kangra (see also Nagarakot), 316, 352, 625,

672

Kanheri, 286

Kanjagiri. 666

Kank^ura, 292

Kanker, 501

Kannada country, 285, 689

Kannanur, 184. 186-87. 189, 191-92, 194,

250-51

Kannanur-Koppam, 186, 247

Kannara country, 30

Kannauj (see also Kanyakubja), 23. 37, 39,

80. 318, 332. 338, 341-42, 350, 354-55.

357, 363-64, 367, 379-83, 385, 387-89.

396, 399, 406-07, 437n, 469. 494, 497n,

523, 533, 571, 585n. 591, 729

Kannegala, 91, 164

Kantal, 539

Kantalur salai, 764

Kantha. 510

Kanthkot, 359-60

Kantipur, 637

Kanyakubja (see also Kannauj), 153, 384,

386, 387-89, 391-92, 396, 398. 401, 404.

406. 418. 468. 497n. 500, 709, 715.

718. 726

Kanyakumari, 242

Kapilavasaka, 729

Karad, 284, 297, 304

Karadigal, 30

Karadikal, 84

Karala, 724

Kara-Manikpur, 153

Karandai, 6, 12

Karauli, 533

Kargoda, 152

Karhata, 283
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Karigai-Kujattur, 48

Karimganj, 667

Karimnagar. 203-04, 233

KarKaredi, 496

Karkotak, 328

Karma-rastra, 103, 105-06, 108

Kamada, 623

KamSta, 37, 76, 102, 115, 149, 186-87,

213-14, 250, 542, 566, 572, 591, 636,

640, 659, 722|n

Karnataka, 4, 10, 35, 41-42, 45, 59, 63,

75-76, 108, 111, 125-26, 137, 156, 159n,

160, 162, 167, 169, 189. 247, 278, 287,

295, 299, 303, 305, 408, 423, 442n, 455,

611, 746-47

Kamool, 147. 695

Karuvur. 55-57, 59, 62-63, 245

Karuvurttevar, 740

Kanwar, 278

Kasahrada or Kayadram, 538

Kashmir. 88. 328-30, 338, 349. 353, 396.

421, 446, 462, 464, 603, 605, 608-11,

613-14, 616-17. 622-25, 628, 631-32,

607n, 629n. 631 n, 669-72, 728n, 729,

730n. 736

KaST, 384, 386n. 394-95, 400, 402-03, 575,

594

Kasthavata, (Kastavar), 671

Kastuiiya, 597

Kataha, 15

Kathiawad, 156, 487

Kathmandu, 589, 637, 641, 654

Kaua Dol, 597

Kaulur, 171

KauSank)T. 573, 580

Kavadidvlpa, 291

Kavali, 58

Kavikkalam, 249

Kayadran, 551

Kayal, 252

Kedah, 14. 18

Kegalla, 36

Keladi, 141, 172

Kejavadi, 297

Kembhavi, 25n, 304

Kennegala, 90

Keonjhar, 701, 703-04

Kerala, 2, 4, 10, 12, 18-19, 22, 36, 56,

162, 187, 238-39. 242, 250. 253, 409,

656 758-59

Khajuraho, 320, 342, 464, 468, 521, 709

Khamjang, 667

Khammammet district, 196

Khandavamandala, 304

Khan^sh, 147

Khargaon, 192n

Kharikonakoncibhumi, 659

Kharmong, 629n

Khidrapura, 285

Khiiiinga-niancteila, 702

Khipgakotta, 699, 701-02

Khlfijali mandaila, 705, 707

Khollipati, 707

Khonna, 266

Khovurpor, 630n

Khurasan, 336n. 344, 346, 347n, 352, 361,

365-66. 371-72. 375

Khwarizm, 353

Kien-to-lo, 328

Kna, 9

Kfienilaya, 50

Kimidi, 261

KTra, 471

Kiradu,409, 448. 523, 540n. 541 . 549. 551 ^52

Kiranapura, 112

Kiratakupa, 540-41, 549

Kirtti-Bhaktapura, 642

Kishangarh. 406n

Kishtwar, 609. 626-27

Kisukad, 75, 83

Kisukadu, 296-97

Kobahal Tol, 647n

Kodalaka-manda/a, 699

Kodambalur, 766

Kodavajuru, 222

Kodungallur, 3n

Kodungolur, 2

Kodurupura, 203

Kogali, 154

Kogah, 306

Kokanu, 234

Kokkaragonda, 87

Kokkuli. 107

Kol. 405

Kolada, 707-08

Kolada-Kafaka. 701. 70V

Kolaliandi, 688

Kolair. 104

Kdala. 41

Kolahca, 596

Kolanu, 40, 122, 213, 234

Kolar 35, 41-42, 46, 48, 186, 188, 217

Kolhapur, 25-26, 76, 147,1 50, 278, 282-85,

309

Kollade^m, 2, 238

Kollam. 2. 238
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Kollapura, 76

Kollipaka, 45, 79. 129

Koiiippakkai. 6. 20. 129, 736

Koilur, 46. 749

Koluvartani, 257. 260

Komomandala, 412

Kona country. 207

Kondai. 29

Kondapalli, 43. 102

Kondapadumati, 105, 209

Kondumbalur. 237

Kondungojur, 238

Kongkohga, 90

Kohgoda, 678“79. 686

Kohgu. 4. 41-42, 48. 50. 59. 62. 63. 90n.

161, 163, 169. 191, 245, 249, 251

Kong-Yu-to. 686n

Konidena, 217

Konkan, 36. 73, 76-80. 83. 85. 90. 140,

147, 149, 278n. 279-84, 291. 304,

308-09, 411, 414, 418. 448

Kohkana-Gove. 293

Konnanur, 179

Konta. 29

Kopanapura, 287

Koppal. 171, 287

Koppam, 25, 27. 78n. 81

Korandiya vi^ya, 703

Koraput. 687-88

Koravi, 198

Koravi Goparaju, 211

Kosala. 14, 75. 112. 261, 320, 386. 411,

463. 466, 674, 678-80. 681-82, 684, 688,

691-93, 695, 698
Kosalai-/Tadi/, 678

Kosalan, 684

Kosam, 381, 399

Kosamba-paffa/a. 381

Kotada, 452

Kotagiri, 231

Kotaka. 210

KotatavT, 561

Kotivarsa-w^ya, 568, 663

Kottadaka, 452

Kottambage. 293

Kottar. 12

Kotjaru. 38. 240

Kotyadona, 233

Kotya^rama. 702

Koviladi, 46

Kovllur. 63

Koyattur, 42. 162, 169

Kramar%a, 613-14. 617, 631
Kratha, 466

KrenadrT, 286
Ksuilakapura. 283

KOdal-Sangmam, 27-28. 132-34

Kudali-Sangamesvara, 98

Kuda-malai-nadu, 3

Kujavati, 561

Kukiparru, 114

Kula^ekhararika, 91

Kulavalli, 293

Kumarapura, 707-08

Kurr^bakonam, 6. 71, 252. 741

Kummata, 152n, 234

Kumrahar, 597

Kunala, 104

Kundani, 189

Kundeshwar, 469n, 476n

Kundi. 299-300

Kundukala, 49

Kundur. 292

Kuntala, 29. 34, 78. 81, 174-75, 404n.

466-67. 470, 488

Kuravi, 197

Kurnool. 123, 233, 289, 676

Kurravadi, 197

Kuravi, 197

Kurukshetra, 530, 672n

Kurumalur, 21 6n

Kurundaka, 742

Kuruvathi, 29

Kuruvatti, 82, 93

Ku^pura, 386n

Ku^sthalT, 386n

Kusika, 386

Kutch, 359-60, 441, 448. 455

Kuzdar, 371

Lachur, 153

Ladakh, 629

Ladvarl, 480n

Laheriasarai, 595

Lahore. 315, 349, 357, 366, 373. 383,

394, 399, 404

Lakhanauti. 591, 600, 666

Lakhimpur, 657

Lakhnauti, 403. 575

Lakhya, 666

Lak^, 666

Laksmanavati, 403, 575

Lalitapatan, 639

Lalit^urT 639

Lalitpur, 475, 486

Larnghan, 328, 331-33, 335, 346

Lamri, 18

LahjT, 692
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Lankapura. 49*51

Lan-po. 328

Lansdowne, 531

Lata, 10, 73, 75n, 76. 83. 96. 115, 144.

146, 149, 319, 408, 411. 413-14, 418,

430. 438-39, 442. 445. 451. 680, 724n.

728

Lataiaure, 696

LattalQr, 299, 696

Laur, 668

Lavane, 692

Lavanotsa, 615

Lebhundaka village, 380

Lemna 692

Lemulavada, 119

Ul^ura, 452

Lingsugur, 294

Ung-ya-sseu-kia. 16

Lcxjrava. 317, 416, 544-45

Lohakota. 605

Lohara. 464. 608-10. 614-18, 620-23, 628,

671. 730n

Lohur, 336

Lokkigundi. 141, 174-75, 291

Ludraiva, 537

Lumbini. 650

MacchOsa, 399

Madamalingam, 16, 18

Madanpur. 475

Ma^valli, 171, 190

Madavarajya, 613-14. 619. 621

Madhainagar, 575

Madhipura. 597

Madhukesvara, 259-60

Madhuvana or Mathura, 479

Madhyade^a. 383. 392. 405. 730

Madhya Pradesh, 321, 426n. 459, 496n.

532. 686. 689. 697

Madras, 747

Madukakare, 132

Madura. 49*54, 56-57, 59. 62. 192

Madurai, 2, 156. 194. 237-39. 242-45. 249.

252. 742

Madhurapura, 162

Magadai. 247

Magadha. 83. 144, 319, 490. 558. 563n.

575, 586, 591, 596, 599. 601

Magar, 181

Mahaban. 320. 378. 380. 488

Mahabubabad, 208

Mahalingam, 767

Mahanagakula, 36

Maharashtra, 196. 732

Mahatittha, 3, 37

Mahawan, 354

Mahbubnagar. 154, 203, 224, 233

Mahendrabhoga 258*60

Mahendramahgalam, 181

Mahoba, 317, 467. 477. 521, 709. 727

Mahodaya. 729

Mahodayapuram, 3n. 764. 771

Mailapa Tirtha, 299

Majuli. 663n

Makhanatola, 647

Matai-na^
.
250

Malaiyur. 16

Maiava. 423n. 424. 426n, 426-27, 456.

462. 465. 475, 487. 493

Malaya, 16. 245

Malay Peninsula, 14

Maldives, 10-11

Maiingi. 162

Maliyampundi, 121

Malkhed. 6, *279. 299, 696, 714

Malv^, 5, 74. 80-81, 83. 96. 141. 145.

160. 307. 317. 319. 350, 367. 393n,

401, 404, 411. 413. 417. 420-22. 438-42,

444-45. 448. 450-51 . 454. 456, 463, 470.

475. 492, 611-13, 516. 518. 527, 537,

540, 543. 549. 572, 588, 597. 617, 728

Mamadapur, 148

Mamandi. 24

Mamsurah, 360

Manakk-varam, 16

Manchikonda-nadu, 114

Mandalgarh, 430

Maridali, 90, 164

Mandapadurga. 430

Mandava, 79

Mandaver, 537

Mandhata. 303, 410

Mandi-wsaya, 658

Mandor, 537

Mandu, 79, 418

Maridwa, 79n

Maner. 392, 570

Mahgalam, 181

Mahgalavestaka, 140

Mangarol, 457

Mangujam, 66

ManlarT-*patta^a, 392, 570

Manipura. 629n

Manjarabad, 158

Manjhi, 597

Mannakkadakkam, 5

MannSrkovil. 12

Mannedadi-1000. 305
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Manner, 141

Manneru, 106

Manneyakeras, 742

Manni, 157

Manniyas, 213

Mansura, 326

Manthena, 94n, 203

Mantota, 3, 37

Mantrakuta, 202

Manuve, 175

Manuva, 224

Manvi, 304

MSnyakheta, 74. 76, 79. 82. 318-19, 363.

407

MSpappalam, 16

Mararasa, 81

MSrjavadi, 215, 219

Mattanrto, 610

Maru, ^9
Manvad, 451

Marwar. 146, 383, 408. 514

Masavadi. 164, 177, 306

Mask!, 12. 19. 25. 77

Ma§uni-deaam, 13

Matattam, 51

Mathura. 354, 378, 380, 479

Mattinadu, 690

Mat^, 51

Mattiyur, 55. 57, 245

MattuvH, 51

Mavilahgai, 69

Mayirudingam, 16

MayOrakhandi, 742

Mayurbhahja, 701

Medapalli, 202-03

Me^apata, 417. 511

Mehsana, 437, 453

Melappaluvur, 9

Melkote," 163

Meipadi, 7

Meru, 572

Mevilimbahgam, 16

Mewad, 438, 454

Mewar, 321, 418, 511, 516, 527-30

MWnapur, 13. 264, 500, 555, 599

Mnintenadu, 304

Mithlia. 395, 462, 525n. 566n, 573-74. 578,

585-87, 589-92, 596, 600, 650-51. 697,

733

Modhavisaka, 514

Modhera, 440

Mohadavasaka 438

Monghyr. 391, 399, 568, 571. 592-94, 598,

601

Morata, 304

Morakhanda, 742

Movakhini, 255

Mudgagiri, 393, 729

Mudigonda, 114, 119

Mudikondacdlapuram, 64

Mudikondaaoiapuram, 45, 59, 245

Mudit-talai-kcxxja-adlapuram, 55

Mudugur, 248

Mudukakere, 27

Mu^hapura, 631

Mukhalihgam (see also Kalihganagara),

254-55. 260

MOIasthana, 455

Muliki-nadu, 219, 222-23, 227

Muliki-nadu Sakiji, 234

MulkinSdu, 226

Multan. 315, 322-23, 326-27, 331, 337,

348-52. 358, 360-61, 366, 377

Mulugu, 202
Mummudi-c6!a-man(telam, 3

Mundaparru village, 266

Musangi, 12

Muttukur, 218

Muttukuru, 216

Muyangi, 12

Muzaffarpur, 560

Mysore, 4, 68, 70, 91. 166

NADAVIYUPf’AYAI^VlDU, 742

Naddula, 439, 441-42, 448. 733

Nadia, 576-77

Nadol. 316-17, 321-22, 417, 427, 510, 517,

523, 541. 543, 546-51

Naga country, 13-14

Nagadraha, 530

Nagai, 77, 80

Nagamahgala, 158, 168

Nagapattan, 8, 14, 39

Nagara, 204-05

Nagarakhanda, 295

Nagarapu-vada, 269

Nagarkot, 351, 366, 377, 531

Magda, 317, 530. 539

Nag^, 406

Nagor. 367, 521

Nagpur, 92, 687

NagunOr, 204-05

Nalakacchapura, 430

Nalanda, 601

Naiapura, 479

NalMa, 629

Nalgonda, 129, 215, 21 6n. 217

Namanaik-konam, 14
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Nandalur, 41, 62. 58. 70-71, 184

Nandjuru, 221

Nandana, 314, 336
Nander. 79, 196

Nandikotkur, 233

Nandlpuram. 10

Nandipuri, 75n

Nandurbar. 154

Nahglll, 35. 42. 162. 169

Nanpur, 588

Narasampet, 202

Narasapur, 225
Narasaraopet, 223

Narasimhapura, 530
Narayanpur, 351, 353, 375. 378

Narayanapuram, 261, 263, 268
Narayangal, 91

Naregal, 297

Nareyahgal-12, 297

Narttamalai, 771

Narwar, 533

Nasik, 414, 418, 642, 742

Natavadi-w^ya, 198

Naulagaiti, 594

Navilai, 35

Navile, 294

Naya Dumka, 561

Nayakot, 589, 640. 651

Negapatam, 8, 14, 39

Nejamahgaja, 111

Neilore, 57-58. 63. 66. 70. 108, 110, 182,

214-17, 219, 222-23, 227, 233. 236, 244.

247, 742

Nellurpura, 113

Nepala or Nepal. 96. 142-44, 394-95, 556n,

573, 581, 587, 589-91, 636-39, 641-42.

644. 646. 649-50, 652, 654, 666. 709

Nerum, 326

Nettur, 56. 244

Neyyattinbara, 2, 237

Nicobars, 18

Nldadavoju. 107, 225

NidravalT.’561

NTdubrolu, 45

Nidugal. 162, 188, 191

NTdur. 65

NigiTva, 650

NUagiri, 42

NUapura, 610

Nllgiris, 3, 90

NImar, 425

Nippani, 299

Niralgi, 87

NIravadyprdIu, 107

Niravadyapura, 115

Nishapur. 325n

Noakhali, 584

Noakot. 651

Nolambapadi. 4

Nolambavadi, 19, 82. 94-95, 111, 117,

131-33. 141, 160-61. 163. 169, 170-71.

183, 204

Nurumbada, 294

Odantapuri, 600

Odda, 14

066a- visaya, 678
Odra, 674. 680. 685n. 686

Ohind. 328

Ollanga, 704

Onavala pathaka, 391

Ongole, 217

Onnali, 83

Orayuru, 694

Orissa. 13-14, 39, 219, 673, 683-84, 686-87.

692-93, 696-701. 709. 730n. 738

Orugallu. 59. 196-97, 199. 216, 742

Osmanabad, 139, 279, 299

PAccuR, 65, 181

Padiyaraya, 213

Paduvanva, 561

Pahang, 16

Pakanadu. 107, 214

Pakapattana, 548

Pakhli, 626
PaKi-n§du, 4, 9

Palaiyaru, 214, 741

Palamu, 597

Palan, 537

Palanchok, 651

Palasige, 90, 161, 292, 751

Paliyanda-4000, 139

Palavarayanpettai, 50

Palli, 153

Pallu, 537

Palnad. 46, 218

Palpa, 651

Paiutthagiri, 2i

Pajuvur, 9

Pampar, 615

Panasoge, 3

Pahcagahvara, 628

Pahc^a, 83. 142-43. 179. 307, 385

Pahcapalli, 704

Pahcapandavamalai, 10

Pahcavisaya, 258

Pandala patta/a. 569
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Petv^l-bhCM, 658-59

Pandharpur, 182

Pan(;lurT-maLiia. 659
Pan^ country, 12, 18

Pangal, 78n
Panhala, 145, 284n

Patinai, 16

Pangi, 671

Panipat, 333

Panjab, 315, 357

Panna, 496n

PatinSla, 285

Pannalaya-kota, 284n
Panposh, 698

Panthipura, 290

Panugaj, 78, 217

Panugajju, 208-09

Panurtigal, 83, 290

Panwar, 474, 495

Parakkar, 537

Paras, 381

Parihasapura, 614

Parlakimidi, 257-58, 260, 264, 698
Parnakheta, 148

Paadtna-kalihga, 682
Pasi, 50

Patala, 689

Pataliputra, 556n, 729

Patan, 589, 631 , 637-40, 642-43, 646, 647n,

648, 653

Patna, 392, 400, 402, 597, 601

Pattan, 228

Pattikera, 584

Patti Pombuccapura, 205

Pauridravardhana-trfmWr, 554, 560, 568, 575
Pavd^h, 451

Payalasa, 381

Padaivldu, 228

Pedakallu, 676
Pe^dakiremi, 261

Pelioa, 530
Penang, 16

Pendekallu, 222

Pennadam, 43

PeramMOr, 184

Peruvatiguru, 197

Peruvangurugrama, 115

Peshawar, 365

Phalgugrama, 577

Piawan, 491

PWbhit. 734

Pistapuram, 104

Pithapuram, 33n, 209, 213

Piihi, 563, 578-79, 592

Pojavasa, 202-03

Polonnaruva, 3, 11, 21, 36-37

Pon-Amaravati, 60, 63, 179, 246

Potinar, 690
Pottalakere, 642

Pottappi, 27, 63

Pottapi nadu, 122, 222, 234

Pr^asa, 317, 456

Prabhasapattana, 416

Pragjyotisa, 659-61, 675

Pratapgadh, 502

Pratyandaka, 140

Prayaga', 381, 400, 402, 406, 415, 471.

490, 494

Pnyahgu, 553

PrOji-nMu, 128

Prthudaka, 530

Prthvigiri, 613

Pudukkottah, 187, 237, 246

Pudukkottai, 55. 67. 173

Pulacceri, 51

Pulatthinagara, 21, 36

Puligutita, 128

PuHyur, 60

Putngal, 537

Punch, 608, 618, 620

Pundravardhana-bhuW/, 667

PundOr, 24

Punganuru, 121

Purakuta, 200

Puri, 400, 680, 701

Purigere, 80. 83, 89, 306, 743

Purvade§a, 135

OUILON, 56

Radha, 13-14, 466. 556, 574-75, 680
Ralian, 720

Rahatgarh, 498

Rahmantpur, 215

Rai Bal, 324

Raichur, 5, 12, 154, 287, 294, 304

Raipur, 501

Rajahmundry, 29

RSjeioka, 626

Rajamahendri, 153

R^apura, 691

Rajaixin, 627, 671

Ri^-raja-manglalam, 238

Rajarajapura, 3, 162

Rdjarattha, 11, 22

Rajasthan, 315, 321, 686, 731

Rajauri, 609, 612-13, 618, 620, 626, 627n

Rajgiri, 336n
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Rajmahal, 601

R^rappa, 601 n

R^shahi, 573

Rakkhapisana-Kantha, 11

Rajamandala, 486

Ramachandrapur, 261, 269
Ramagiri, 687

RamatTrtham, 126

Ramesvarafirtha, 742

Rameswaiam, 49-50, 56, 66, 162
Ramnad, 50, 52, 244, 249
Ramnagar, 290

Rangpur, 662

Ranjote kheni, 296

Ranyil, 614, 619
Rasatala, 689
Ratanpur, 495, 499-500, 503, 692-93, 726
Ratnagin, 102, 280, 683

Ratta, 77

RattahaMi, 141, 175

Rattapadi, 6, 12, 28, 30, 84-85, 129

RattipaNi-70, 294

ravipadu, 269n

Riybig, 299

Renadu, 124, 222

Renieru, 298

Revenija, 259

Revna, 520

Rewa, 474

Hodapadi, 486

Rodda, 4, 74

Hohadavapika, 548

Rohana, 3, 21, 23, 36

Rdhitagin, 699

Hohn, 326

Rohtas, 594

Hohtasgarh, 583

Ron, 297

Ronanki, 269n

Rsikulya, 688n

Rupavartani, 260

Rupavartan] vi^a, 268

Russelkonda, 707

SABBINApU-1000. 201

SSgara-lWina-Mfe^, 687

Sagar, 190

Saharanpur, 355

Saharsa, 602n

Sahasaganda, 729

Sai^, 326

3akamban, 316-17, 333, 408, 417, 421,

425-26, 438, 445, 448-49, 510-12, 516,

518, 527, 531n, '538, 540, 546-49

Saketa, 427

Sakhawand, 330

Sakifi, 222

Sakkarakottam, 14, 30, 33, 134, 691-92

Saktipur, 575, 733
Salakhanapura, 453

Saledagrama, 697
Salem, 66, 179, 187, 252

Salotgi, 287

Salva^-v^ya, 707

.

Sam^', 619, 622, 627, 631

Samangasa, 619
Samarlakota, 115

Samarqand. 352

Samatata, 573, 583

Sambalpur, 697

Sambhar, 51 3n

Sartikatagrama, 561

Sammaga-Mto>a, 267

Sarnpaggdi, 293

Sam^rabhi-koflcikg, 664

Samyana-mandala, 281 n

Sanbai, 69, 1^
Sanchof, 437, 515

Sandera, 548

SatWaka, 550

Sander^, 551

SSiidimatfivu, 11

Saiigame^vara, 98

Sangand Kheta, 153

Sangas, 619

Sangli, 283

Saiikarapura, 631

Sankeri, 162

Sahke6vara, 299

Sanokhar, 574

Santa BommaK, 258

Santalige, 129

Santbal Parganas, 594n

Sapadalaksa, 316, 430-31, 449, 521 n,

523, 526, 529

Sarai, 703

Saran, 597

Sarayupara, 501-02, 504

Samath, 397

Sarpadraka, 703

Saruvara, 391

Sarwa, 355

SaSakapura, 157-58

SaSapura, 158

Sasaram, 594n, 596

Sa^ikhan^, 412

Satahasra, 45

^tara, 283
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Satyapura-manolafe, 31 7, 31 9, 328, 437-38

Saugar, 498

Saumya-sindhu, 391

Saundatti, 73, 140, 299, 313

Saurashtra, 394-95, 436-38, 448, 457, 510,

544

SaiMra, 588

Sdvimalai, 169

Sedam taluk, 304

Sembandrkoytl, 51

Semponmari, 38

Sendamangalam, 65-66, 180-81, 183, 247

Serbhon, 742

Seunade^a, 742

SSurupura, 138, 742

Shaliabad, 400, 597

Shahbazgiii, 365

Sharwa, 355

Shergarti, 425

Shikarpur, 165

Shimoga, 90, 101, 115, 117, 182-83, 190,

295, 302

Sholapur, 286

Shorapur, 303-04

Sibsagar, 666

Sidhpur, 438, 442, 446

Sihara mandsta, 409, 541

Sikarpur, 177

Sikhu, 666-67

Simaraongarh, 586-87

Simhacalam, 40, 254, 263, 265, 271

Simhala, 466

Simhapaniya, 534

Simhapura, 258, 580
Sirid, 315, 322-23, 325, 327, 344,

360, 366

Sindavadi, 689

Sindagi, 287

Sindavadi. 81, 100-01, 204, 295, 297

Sindhu, 144

Sindhurapura, 267

Sindinacjara, 79

Sindinera, 742

Singapore, 18

Sinner, 742

Sirasi pettaH, 391

Sire-nad, 162

Sirisi, 190

Sirohi, 551

Sirsa, 525

SRalaldi. 92

Sitpuli-nadu, 4, 9

Sivapura, 201

Sivapuram. 66

Sivapuri, 53

Sivi/ana, 541

Sdjamgligai, 741

Somnath, 358-60, 415, 421

Sonidu, 250

Sonepur, 696, 701, 705

Sorath, 443

Soratur, 141, 174n. 175, 177

Sravara-Bejgoja, 168

Sribliavana, 742

Sribuze. 18

Srihatta-mandafe, 667, 668n

Srikakulam, 686-88

Srikurmam, 254, 264-65, 276

Sri Lanka, 2-3, 6, 10-11, 19. 21-23, 31,

36-37, 41. 50-53, 55-56, 65. 88, 181,

236-38, 240, 244, 249, 251, 455n, 467,

741, 747

Srinagar, 329, 608-09, 614, 620-21, 627-

28. 632n, 671

Srihgeri, 191

Snparvata, 5, 74

Stirangam. 47. 55, 64-65, 69, 179-81,

186-87, 246-48, 251, 742

SriSaila, 83. 98. 201, 209, 225, 233
Snsthala. 438, 442, 446

SrivaHuvar, 238
Sffvijaya, 18

Sthanaka-TbanS, 281 n

Sthanakundur, 290

Subansiri, 667

Subhagiri, 251

SucTndram, 54, 239, 243

Sudi, 81, 83

Sugandhavarti, 299

Suhanlya, 466

Suklaffrtha, 439

Sultanpur, 386n

Sumatra, 8, 14, 16, 39
Sundargarh, 698

$urapura, 614, 620

^rasena janapada, 517, 520

Surat, 457

Suvarnabhumi, 600n
Suvarnahala, 594

Suvarnakhaixta, 600n

Suvarnapura, 683-84, 694

Sylhet, 664, 666-68

Syria, 324

Tabalaqama, 36

Tabartiindah, 523

Tadavur, 63

Tadigaipadi, 4
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Tagadur, 41, 63, 161, 191

Tagaranagara, 287

Tagarapura, 279

Tailakampa. 561

Take^r, 336

Takkanaladam, 556

Talagrama, 268

Talahari, 500

Talaittakkolam, 16, 18

Talakad, 41-42, 159n. 161-62, 167, 169

Tajakadu, 161

Tamaraceruvu, 257

Tamarakhandi, 267

Tamilnadu, 10

Tamralipti, 599, 699

Taiidabutti (Danna-bhukti), 555

Tahjai, 59

Tanjai mamani, 741

Tanjavur (See Thanjavur), 740

Tanjavur-Kurram. 4

Tanukotta, 540

Tanuku, 225

Taradavadi-nadt/, 287

Taraddavadi-wsa/a, 288n

Tara»n. 321. 383, 405. 523, 525. 529

Tardavadi. 73. 206

Tarddavadi, 96, 143

Tavareyaghatta, 742

Tayika, 656

Tekeshar. 314

Tekkali. 258. 268

Telingana. 199, 206, 226. 229-31 . 234, 391 n.

395, 686

Telkupe, 561

Tellaru, 65, 180

Tengali. 304

tentamil man^lam mupvadum, 22

Teonthar, 474

Teravataka (Terwan). 102

Terdal 287. 299

Tereyur, 42, 162

Terwan, 102

Tezpur, 661, 666

Thanesar, 316, 339, 352, 366, 380

Thanjavur, 1n, 6-9, 12, 24, 46-47, 50-52,

62. 65, 67, 70. 124-25, 128. 184, 187,

214, 252, 740-42, 744, 766. 768

Thapahiti, 640

Thatta. 327

Tibet, 276. 626, 665-66

Tikamgarh, 480n

Tillainagar, 47

Tinnevelly, 12, 187, 238, 242, 244, 247,

249-50. 252

INDEX

Tipperah, 584

TFrabhukti. 557, 560, 596n

Tirhut. 557, 560. 596n. 654

Tiriihgi, 267

Tiruccirapalll, 185, 768

Tirugokarnam, 67, 179

Tirukkadaiyur. 54

Tirumalavadi, 20, 45. 67, 179

Tirumayyam, 246

Tirumukkudal, 7, 32n

Tirupattur, 50

Tiruppalaivanam, 58

Tiruppamburam, 62

Tirupurantakam, 67, 71

Tiruvadaturai. 67, 180

Tiruvadi, 46. 65. 181, 244

Tiruvaiyaru, 20, 128

Tiruvakkarai, 65, 181

Tiruvanaikkaval, 183

Tiruvannamalai, 62, 192

Tiruvarur, 47, 62-63

Tiruvellarai, 69

Tiruvendipuram, 64-65

Tiruvennainallur, 752

Ttruvi^lur, 6, 12, 238

Tondaimandalam, 250

Tondalnadu alias Jayangonda-sblamafXl^

750

Tondamanallur, 65, 181

Tondi, 50

Tonnur, 163, 167

Toragal, 100

Tosali Country, 697, 699

Tosi, 342

Transoxiana, 371

Travancore, 12, 236. 238

Tribhuvanagjn, 517. 532

Tribhuvanam, 62

Trichinopoly, 5, 9, 162, 187, 286

Tngarta, 625, 672

Tri-Kalinga, 109, 113, 116-17. 180, 211n,

255. 268. 275. 685-88. 689n

Tn-Kalinga-pattana, 687

Trllihga, 685, 686n

Tripura, 148, 667

Tripurantakam, 41. 184, 210, 214-15, 219,

223

Tripuri. 36. 153. 319. 320-21. 382n. 395,

408-09, 425, 445. 477n, 486-87, 490,

495, 497-503, 528. 678, 685. 709, 715.

726

Trivandrum, 237-38

Tsakdar, 631

Tulu region. 191
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Tumasik, 18

Turnkur. 173, 188

Tummdna, 499, 678

Tundira, 32

Tuii^tan, 629n

Tuvarai, 157

UccANGi, 92, 101, 141, 159-60, 163,

169-72, 297

Ucch, 322, 336n

Udagai, 3, 27

Udaipur, 350, 408, 425, 528, 530
Udaiyajur, 252

Udayapura, 640

Udbhdn^, 314, 329-30

Udbhandapura, 604
Udra, 677-78, 681, 692

Ugravidi, 201-02, 204

Ujjain, 350, 367, 410, 425, 427-28,

431-32, 441

Ujjayini, 79n, 386n, 729

Ulavi, 98

Ona, 425, 737

Una-Delwada, 359

OnukaNu, 75, 93

UnukaHur, 5

Upalada, 698

Upparapajji, 226, 234

Uraiyur, 6W
Urandai, 59

Urangai, 59

Ura§d, 608-09, 616, 618

Oratturai, 51

Uthman, 551

Utkala, 127, 139, 263, 265-66, 319, 411,

471, 489-90, 500, 561 565, 678-80,

682-83, 685-86

Utpalapura, 628

Uttara-kan^ruvati-v^aya, 115

Uttaramgrur, 762

Uttar Pradesh, 431, 439

Uttathur, 5

Uttiraladam, 556

VaoavAri, 475

Va^lugu, 55

N^gada, 424, 542-43

Vagglidpura, 80

VSghal, 453

Vagharakotta, 697

Vair&gara, 500

Vairagaram, 29

Vairagarh, 153

V^, 597

Vajra, 585

VeyrSkaia, 153

Vakirigala, 36

Valabhi, 456

Valai patted, 398

VajaipparKluru, 16

Vaiatavuru, 258

Valgudar, 594

VaNamandala, 544

Vallapur, ’608-09, 670-72

VaHikSmam, 51

VaHur, 162

Vallurapura, 58

Vajjuru-pattana, 217, 219, 221

VamandSpati. 675
Vanavasa, 85

VaiKlai, 41

Va^, 13, 142, 394-95, 492, 559-60, 567,

572, 574, 588, 597, 657, 663-64, 665n,

682

Vat'igaia' 14

Vangalade^a, 556
Vaftjulvaka, 701, 705-08

Varahavartani, 257, 269
Varanasi, 153, 189, 381, 383, 387-90,

394-95, 397-98, 400, 402, 406, 471. 490,

502, 554, 583, 709, 715

Vara^vartani, 260

Vardhamana-dhu/cft; 574, 728

VardhamananagatT, 205, 209

Vardhamanapur, 224, 428
Varendra, 562-66, 574-75

Vaitiatacakra, 617

Varnika village, 408

Vat^iri. 36-37

Vataparvataka, 729

Vatapi, 76, 105, 108, 435

Vatapura, 537

Vayiragaram, 691

Vedaranyam, 68, 184

Vedavati, 688n

Velanadu. 118, 209, 212-13, 215, 217
Vejjar, 51

Ve^. 56, 244

Ve^u, 19, 239, 253
Vengf, 1. 4-6, 10, 12-14, 19-21, 24, 26-27,

28n, 29. 31-36, 39-43, 46, 59. 74-75, 77.

80. 82. 85. 92-94, 103-04, 108, 110,

114-17, 120, 122-25, 127-29, 131-32.

135-36, 145, 198, 213, 219, 234, 242.

261-62. 264-66. 423, 435
VengwTian<^, 687

Vehgihnandalam, 55
Venugrama, 301

Vidatbha, 652
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Vidi^. 652

Vijayaksetra, 608. 614, 618, 620, 671

VIjayanagar, 71, 191, 225
Vijayapura, 96, 175, 288n, 742

Vijayapuri, 2n

Vijayarajapura, 37

Vijayasamudra, 175, 177

Vijay^sa, 631

Vijaye^vara, 627

Vijayawada, 212

Vijbror. 631

Vikramapura. 560, 574-75, 579-80, 582,

663-64, 667-68, 742

Vikramasimhapura. 223

Vikramasojapuram, 45

Vilaippandury. 16

Vilaspura or Haradhama, 729

Vilinani, 38. 238, 242

Vim^prastha, 630

Viraja, 116

VIramgam, 454

VTrSnaka (Viran), 617

Viratanakate, 175

Virupaksa Hosadurga, 192

Visalata! 619, 622

Visalpur, 519

Vishakhapatnam, 107, 126, 688

Visnupura, 389

Vitasta, 604, 630n

Vizag, 254-55. 261

Vriddhacalam, 65, 67, 180, 185

Vrtti-VK^a, 702-03

Vyaghrapalli, 453

Vyaghratap-man^te, 728

Vyaiisi-w^ya. 600

Wadhwan, 437

Walhind, 335, 337, 351-52, 365

Waranga), 59, 80, 140, 143, 197, 199,

202-03, 208, 228-29, 231-32, 298, 742

Yadagiri, 303

Yadavapura, 167

Yadurur, 63

Yamagarta-mancte/a, 699-700

Yambukrama, 647

Yanamddala. 5, 125

Yaiigata. 648

Yfitglii, 79

Yayfitinagara. 678-79. 683

Yeddlore. 91

Yelburga, 689

Yeigedu. 233

Yeiubarga, 165

H.53

Yenamadala, 75

Yeotmal, 467, 493

Zabag. 18

Zabul, 329

Zabulistan. 329-30

Zafarabad. 401

(C)

OFFICIALS AND TITLES

abhinava-Skidhars^, 452, 455-56

abhitvaramana, 725

acthim 26, 759-60, 762

adhikarika, 751

adhyaksa, 718. 720, 725

Ahavamalla, 75, 79

Ahavamalla-kula-kala, 26

akafahka, A7

akalahka-charita, 75

ak^patalika, 595, 716. 721. 732

ah/an, 760

amahanubhavan baliyam, 168

amatya, 266, 679. 711, 716

amatya-mantfindra, 472

amir, 230-31

anaimeriynjina devar, 25

Anatbi, 750

anivarasiddhi, 171

annan-ahkakara, 89

antahpurika, 717

antarayam, 763

anusamantas, 719

apathudavigal, 747

araiyan, 760

Aratinisudana, 138

ardhapuru^hka, 732

arigaja-kesan. 199

ariraja, 584

ariraja-rrmdar^a-^ahkara, 576

aririja nih^hka iarfikara, 588

arir^-vr^va'^hkara, 576

Arjurtavarniodbhava, 596

arthalekhf, 722

Anjv§la’dQ^ka, 217

astSda^-ghatta-Gondrama, 697n

e^tSda^-ghajta-GondranrMh^ 697

astUa^-Go^ramS(»iipati, 697

n

a^yapati, 715

aiyapathriarapathgaiapat^^

387. 391. 392n
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ati^ya Pin^, 246

ayuMakas, 751

Ayyana-gandha-Varam, 694
ayyanasinga, 278

Bi^jaraka-jisnu, 445n

bahatta/a-niydgadhipati, 214, 217, 225

b^adhipa, 732

BanavSsipum varadheivara, 290-91

bhdTdSgarika, 397, 547, 716

bhattSraka, 108

bhu^siyala-cakravartin, 175

bhupala, 733

bhuvanaikamalla, 534

bhuvanapala, 534

bhuvanekavTra, 252

birvda dharmavaloka, 587

buvana nkiludu(^al, 743

cakrakuta-KalakOta. 79

cakiavairti, 265, 301

cakravartin, 444, 455, 695, 743, 758
cak/avartisame^, 702

Cafukya-Cakravarti Vikrama, 95-96

cSlukya-kula-mula-stambha, 93
Catukya-mani-man^ika Cudamani, 94, 168

CSjukyarg^yakke Karanan adat, 84

Cafukya-r^a-pratisthapaka, 101

CSjul^-Rama, 73

caiuram^lka, 733

catura^as, 735

caurasiya, 735n
cetanm-Venra, 250
Ch§ndogapari6ista-prs^<a^, 662
C&lagahgadeva. 266

Co!a-Kula-pahbha\^-rurakarana, 182

cSfa-Lank^vara, 12n

CdjarrfolSnda, 7

C&Sntaka, 237

C&a-PSndya, 12, 245

Cdfapati, 60
CdlvS^ywtirwOlana, 46
C6!a-re^-pratl0)Scirya, 179

cSlan^ praOsthScaryam, 60
CdjasthSpanScSrya, 69, 184

Di^if^-M-kukjhfda, 497
(taksm^jhi^-danda, 223
olaMaadanaia, 269

deia-pamgu, 723

dandar)§tha, 650
dandSn§yad<a, 26, 42, 51, 65. 67-68, 440,

722-23, 759, 764

dandSdNkSrih, 618

dan^apd^, 723

daiKHka, 723

Danuja-madhava, 579, 584

daiagramapati. 729

da^e^, 729

dsujhas§ddha-sadhsHiika, 725

dSKJvarika, 749

dauvSrika pramukha, 266

devotpatananayaka, 612
Dharanidhara-dhamavan, 540n

Dhara\arsa-darpotapatana. 79

dharwackiikarT, 722

dharmatekhi, 722

dharmasana-bhattea, 752

dharmSsanas, 752

dharmavaloka sranSna NSnyapati, 586

dharmopadesta, 759
digvijayT, 392n
O/M^n, 385

DJwan-i-Salman, 385

divyamurti, 598
Diwan-i-Rlsalat, 371

[Hwan-i-Saiman, 387, 389

dustasadhyas, 732

diite, 716-18, 720

dvarapalaka. 24

DvaravatipuravaradhUvara, 156, 306

Dvaravatipuravarasvara, 83

ellandajaiyanan, 248

emmandalamum kondaruliya, 247

gacca. 440

Gadhipuradhipa, 381-82

ge^apati, 219, 715, 724

gaja-sahini, 217

gaja-sShinis, 234
gSmagamika. 725

ganaka, 263
or Sumganam, 756

garian§patl, 628
GandavahgSra, 278
G&vihlhagarSdht&a, 465

Gaiigaikon^-Cdla. 19

garu^-dsapana-dhvaia, 697

ganida-leflchm, 697

GeAjdedtwaja, 590
Gaui^-mahSmahattaka, 577

Gaudandra, 663n

Gaudeivara, 575, 579

gaiMkas, 720
gSMjnda, 751

gmiDaff. 715

gtSmat^K^aka, 751

grSme^, 731
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gramsMta, 736

grSmakdtaka, 751

^Smakdts^, 751

grSmapatl, 718, 729

gramidh^ti. 729
grSmavrddhas, 719

Gurjarareia, 382

hayepati, 12A

h§mScchadana-raia, 248

hmsamantas, 719

Nriya-bhandSrT, 170

Hoy^ja-Calaavartin. 175

IduvarSdItya, 278

jagadekamalla, 78

Jitana-gandha-varana, 694

Jayangay^, 7

Jayapuraparame^vara, 596

Jayasimha-kula-kala, 13, 77

Jayavarmmadevanrpatl, 473

jitavi^va, 471, 491

Kadararigon^-C&a. 19

KiKlarangondan, 18

Kadava-kula-kalantaka. 179

Kadavaraya vidhvamsana, 222

KSkatl^-raiya-sthapanacarya. 218

KalacOr^-kula-nirmOlana, 101, 173

Kafacurya-rSiya-samuddharana, 101

Kalanjaradhipati, 472, 478

KalihgadNpati, 685n

KaliyugarSma, 246

Kalyanepuramgonda-C&a, 26

KalyarwpunS-VarSdhii\^ra, 102

Kambhqara^, 15n

kammanacceri, 768

Kafici-COrakara, 217

Kiftelpuram-konda, 248

KSfk:TpuravarSdhT!i\^ra, 248

KSndalur-$Slaik-kalamrutta, 2

kandukScdrya, 138

karana, 269, 717

karanam, 263

KarikSla-C6!a, 31, 52, 62

karmigal, 748

KamOaksa/triya, 585

kam§ttkijlMH)sana, 585
KamitavarhiocHjhava, 585

KamSMiixi. 585
karyeriwta, 234

kavibSncffiava, 519

kayasffta, 720

Ker^taka vHuppwalyan, 760

kharatara, 440

khurare^hakika, 316, 510

km. 760

kksm\, 760

koil-adhikM<al, 759-60

koHam konda, 250

Kongaramari, 191

Kaikanavamha, 281 n

Ktxalendra, 687

katakacurakara, 210
kattam-vagai, 761

koyil pon-meyanda-peruma!, 248

kdy^amar, 761

Kitaiekhara-Pandya-Kuiantaka, 43

kulkami, 752

kuttam, 750

kutumti, 749

kiitumbin, 720

laghu-saniaita, 733

LattalOrapur-parameavara or

Lattanurputavareavam, 696

lattskOr-puravarsKihisvara, 299

lavanekaradhikari, 269

Madurai-konda, 237

Maduraiyum llamum KondaruHna, 52

Magadhadh^ti, 591

Magadheivara, 599n

Magara-rsHya-ninwIana, 179

mahabhandagara, 738n

rnaha-bimdarika, 716

maha-bhs^, 717

maha-bhogika. 716

mahabhupatl, 695

mahadandanayaka, 6, 10

maha-dtmnadhikaranka, 717

mahaianas, 83, 756

mahaksapatalka. 716-17, 720

mahakumarackiirS^-parameavara, 682

mahS<umaras, 393n, 429, 429n

rrKk^rhaj-msha-mehattska, 489

mahamkinmdala6vara, 695

mahamandaleivara, 99, 201, 208, 258,

294, 296, 300, 302, 304-05, 307, 388n.

453, 541, 693, 707, 733

mahamandalka, 262, 268, 595n, 596, 733

mekiamantri, 717

mahamatya, 454, 456-57, 717

mahamudridNkrta, 716

mahanaytka, 718

mahantekas, 719

maha-p9upati, 716, 721
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af/^ya Parufya, 246

ayuktakas, 751

Ayysffia-gandha-Varana, 694

ayyanasinga, 278

Babaiaka-ji^u, 445n

bahattara-niydgadhipati, 214, 217, 225

baladh^, 732

Bsuiavasipura vmadhtivara, 290-91

bhandSgarika. 397, 547, 716

bhattaraka, 108

bhufStiala-cakravarlin, 175

bhupala, 733

bhuvanaikamalla, 534

bhuvanapSla, 534

bhuvanekavira, 252

biruda dharmavaloka, 587

buvana mulududaiyal, 743

cakrakOta-Kalakuta, 79

cakravarti, 265, 301

cakravartin, 444, 455, 695, 743, 758
cakravartisamah, 702

Cafukya-Cakravarti Vikrama, 95-96

C^kya-kula-mula-stambha, 93
Calukya-mani-man^lika COdamani, 94, 168

Calukyarajyakke Karanan adaj, 84

Catukya-raiya-pratisthipaka, 101

Ca/u/^-RSma, 73

caiuram^ika, 733

catura^ikas, 735

caurasiya, 735n
ceranai-Venra, 250
ChSndogepari^sta-praka^, 662
Cddagahgadeva, 266
Coja-Kula-parOihava-nirakarana, 182

Cdfa-Lahke^vara, 12n

cSlamartSnda, 7

cSuntaka,' 237

C&a-PSrKfifa, 12, 245

Cdjapati, 60
CdfarSjyanirmi^na, 46
Cdfa-rijya-pratispacSrya, 179

Cdfar^ia pratisihScayam, 60
CdfasthSpanScdrya, 69, 184

DShala-hrit-kutOhala, 497

ctak^nsi^n^-dwrida, 223

deifstnadanda, 269
deia-pamgu, 723

danctanStha, 650
dandSt^veka, 26, 42, 51, 65, 67-68, 440,

722-23, 759, 764

(tendSdNkdhn, 618
dari^apS^, 723

dOTdika, 723

Danuja-madhava, 579, 584

daiagramapati, 729

da^e^, 729

ds^hssaddha-sadhanika, 725

dSKjv§iika, 749

dauvSiika prsmikha, 266

devotpatananSyaka, 612
Dharanidhara-dhmiavan, 540n

Dharavar^-darpotapatma, 79

dharm&XiikarT, 722

cHiarwalekhi, 722

dhatmSsam-bhattas, 752

(X^armasams, 752

dharmamtoka srunana NSnyapati, 586

dharmopedesta, 759

digv^l 392n
Diwan, 385
Dlwan-i-Salman, 385

divyamurti, 598
Diwan-i-RisSlat, 371

Diwan-i-SalmSn, 387, 389

dustas^hyas, 732

date, 716-18, 720

dvarapSlaka, 24

Dvaravatipuravaradhi^vara, 156, 306

Dvaravatpuravare^vara, 83

ellandalaiyan^, 248

emmandalamum konjarul’iya, 247

gacca. 440

GadNpuradNpa, 381-82

ga/apati, 219, 715, 724

gaja-sahini, 217

g^a-sahinis, 234

gSmagamika, 725

ganaka, 263

ganam or ilumganam, 756

ganan^xtti, 628
Gar^vatigdra, 278
G&xIhmagarSdhKia, 465

Gaiigaikonda-Cdla, 19

garvda-darparm-dhvsfa, 697

gariKta-Urkshana, 697

Gaudadhvf^, 590
Gau^-mahSmahattaka, 577

Gaudendra, 663n

Gaudeivam, 575, 579

gauimkas, 720
gSvun^, 751

gir^ti, 715

grSme^)hq^ka, 751

gamaja, 731
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grSmkuta, 736

g-SmsMte^, 751

g^i^vakOtakas, 751

griknapatl, 718, 729
gramadt^ti, 729
grSmavnidhas. 719
Guijarari^. 382

hayapati, 724

hSmScch&Jana-rs^a, 248

hmsamantas, 719

hiriya-bhan^rT, 170

Hoyiafa-Ce^ravailh, 175

IduvarSditya, 278

je^iadekamalla, 78

Jatana-gandha-varana, 694

Jayangon^, 7

Jayapuraparameivara, 596

Jayasimha-kula-kala, 13, 77

Jayavarmmademiipati, 473

jitavi^, 471, 491

Kadarangonda-Cola. 19

Kadekahgmdan, 18

Kxiava-kula-kalantaka, 179

Kadavaraya vidhvamsana, 222

Kakatlya-i%a-sthapanacaiya, 218

KalacOrya-kula-nirmulana, 101, 173

Kalacurya-rajya-samuddharana, 101

KalanjarSdhipati, 472, 478

Kalihgadhipati, 685n

Kaliyugarima, 246

Kalyarwpuramgonda-C&a, 26

Kalyan^3ura-VarSdh7§vara, 102

KambhqarSja. 15n

kammanacc^, 768

KafkiT-Curakara, 217

KSfk:Jpuram-kon^, 248

KSftcTpuravarSdhlSvara, 248

Kandalur-$Slaik-kalamrutta, 2

kandukScSrya, 138

karana, 269, 717

karanan, 263

KarikHa-Cdfa. 31, 52, 62

kairrtigel, 748

Kamatak^tiiya, 585

karnsisi<(M3h0sem. 585
Kamitavsmiock)hava, 585

KamitSdhipa, 585

karye^fartS, 234

kavibSndhava, 519

kSyastha, 720

KaratSmtsTka vHupparaiyan. 760

kharatara, 440

khurarapdhakara, 316, 510
WBn, 760

kilSvan, 760

koH-aiNkarike^, 759-60

koHam konda, 250
KongaramSfi, 191

KonkanavaM)ha, 281 n

Kose^endra, 687

katakacurakika. 210

kattam-vagai, 761

kdyil pon-meyanda-peiumS!, 248
kdyhramar, 761

Kule^hara-Pandya-Kulantt^, 43
kulkeuni, 752

kuttam, 750

kutumbi, 749

kiitumbin, 720

laghu-sSnianta, 733

LattaOrapur-pamimivara or

Lattanurpuravareivam, 696

Lattalur-puravaradhTivara, 299

lavanakaridhikarJ, 269

Madurm-konda, 237

Maduraiyum llamum Koncteuvlina, 52

Me^dh^hipati, 591

MagacSie^ra, 599n

Magara-rajya-nirmulana, 179

mahabhandagSra, 738n

maha-bhandarika, 716

mahi-bhsaka, 717

maha-bhogika, 716

mahabhupati, 695

mabadandaniyaka, 6, 10

maha-dharmikihikaranka, 717

mahajanas, 83, 756

mah§ksapatallka, 716-17, 720

mah&(urnarMiiri^-pararneivam, 682

mahSkumSras, 393n, 429, 429n

mahSi(rba)-mghS-mst)atteka, 489

mahamahimandaleivara, 695

mahSmandal^vara, 99, 201, 208, 258,

294, 296. 300, 302, 304-05. 307, 388n.

453, 541, 693. 707, 733

mahSm&TdskH^, 262, 268, 595n, 596, 733

mah&mntri, 717

mahimStya, 454, 456-57, 717

maharrHJCh’&fitkrta, 716

mahsmyaka, 718

matwitakas, 719

mahS-pkipati, 716, 721
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mahapradhana, 170, 217, 225, 234

maha-pramattakSri, 717

mahS-prafihira, 716

mahaprafihSraf^, 738n

maha-praWiiri, 717

mahSraja, 262, 266, 489, 718-19

mahSrS^iraia, 108, 175, 255-56, 316,

438, 466, 490, 494, 502, 510, 532, 572,

579, 583-84, 693, 704, 729

rraharSjSdNri^-pamme^vara, 549-50, 638

maharajadhirs^ parameivara

parameiihattaraka, 663

mahar^Schk^ inpemmivara, 248

maharajakumira, 472

mahar^sputra, 71$, 717

mahSrSnakas, 733'

mahasadhanabhiiga. 738n

mahasamanta, 138, 233, 586, 653, 731 , 733

mahasamantadhipati, 73, 586, 73i

mahiisandN-vigrahil&, 576, 663, 716-17,

727, 738, 739n
maha-senapati, 716, 725

mahSivapati, 724

maha^-sadhanika, 717

mahatt^<as, 719
mahattama, 719

mahattara, 719-20, 751

mahaveng meuid^actMvara, 89n

mahavyuhspati, 693
nrmhendradhipati, 258

mahi-r^a-in, 130

mahisi, 717

MSNsmaBpuramSdh&vara, 303
makaradhva^, 106

MSIavabhupala. 428

matavara-mari, 297

malepamiganda. 158

rrmdsMni-vara-prasSdodita, 289

mandalSdhipati, 733

mspddiahjdu, 729

manda^-muds^, 762

mandalapati, 668n

mandeiSivma, 77

69, 284n, 450, 675, 719, 733

m&ydaSka-t^ka, 408

marirapSa, 718

manW, 716, 749

MSmskpha-rnadamarddana, 79
mSt^siir-pSdSnucfitySta, 266

h^tkpgan Teninirvuvenrin, 251

meda, 720

MucKgasia-Cdla, 19'

Mu^-va^K\gu-a6!a, 56, 62

mijlabhand^miuna mudrS hasta. 269

hAurmKKii-Cdlana-gandhavarna, 10

muvandavSjin. 760-61

nadarasa, 751

ne^-kankSni, 761

r^it^-kunj, 761-62

n&du-vagai, 761

naimittika, 717

nSIgSvunda, 751

rSfprabhu, 751

narapati, 391 n, 558, 715

Narendra-mrgar^. 109-10

nargSMMXto, 732

nittu-kkanakku, 761

nattuppadar, 746

nava-rSjya-gs^, 391

nayakulu, 269

NUa^ri-sadhdka, 191

rmvadya, 107

nirvana nSrayana, 426-27

niyukt^<ss, 751

n^yathar, 749

Okeketu, 697

padapadmopa/Mn, 734

padapmdopeiMn, 734n

pSdeprasSdopepvki, 734

pSMrveia, 697

pafcamahaiabcte, 113, 138, 737-38, 738n

pa/kxunahSiatxlasarnartvIta, 695

pafkxunahSiatxiavbhO^, 540

paficaMrt-maraya, 10

paikxivisayamandale6vara, 258

pan^, 716

pan^-Cdfa, 19

PMiyan muditts^&yum Kondanillya, 53

PSP^-Cakravartl, 191

PSr^-KulS^', 7, 238

PSrH^-rnandala-sthapane-sCitrac^taa, 68

PSndyaSlyakdlahe^, 1V9

p»)imakkal, 748

penisay makkal, 760

paramabhattaraka, 175, 256, 260, 262, 266,

285, 466, 40), 494, 502, 584, 682, 701 , 729

pararnabhattSraka-rnahMilScM^^

parame^vara, 545, 715, 737

paramabrsiirnanya, 262, 266

parama maheima, 256, 262, 266, 438, 449

paranrta-rrahe6vara-vr9abhadh¥Bila, 596
paramaaaugata, 579, 583, 699

262, 265-67
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parame^vara, 175, 255, 260, 285, 466, 490
,

494, 502, 579, 598, 693, 729
parame§varapadop^Tvin, 734

parame^vara-paramab/jattJnafca-ma/iSf^-

MrSja, 583, 656
ParSntaka, 43

paidm^kravarti, 285

paidmasamudr§cffilpati. 282
paffakllas, 732

paitallka, 718

patiamah^kj§vi. 168, 178, 715
paka-mahisT, 186, 271, 275
pattanSdhikari-puru^. 719

pattoddhati, 218

pattara^i, 545

periyarasi, 167

perkadal, 24

PermSnadIgala, 43

perundanam, 748

perundaram, 9

pJta-camara, 697

pradhana, 716

prSdhanf, 21, 41, 269

prad-vh/Bka, 716

fxratapacdiravartin, 95, 175, 204

pratapaImkeBvara, 520

prathidhi, 234, 716

pratyak^-jimOta-kulasarhbhava, 289

pre^ika, 725

prodari-badavanalah, 207

prthvK§vara-Blrah-kanduka-knda-vindda, 212,

215

pi^vJvalledjha, 407

pumvari, 263, 269

pur^-vari-tineak-kalsuv, 761

pumdha, 716

puroNta, 130, 266, 716-17, 745, 749, 759

Puvana-mujududaiya!, 45

raja, 733

raia-cd<ravartin, 715

rajSdNre^, 285

rS^adNrSja-cdlahgon^, 81

rSjBc^raja-pammeBvara, 639, 647

ri/Bdhir^ parameBvara kesara, 597

fSjagardJhTra. 244

rSjagmj, 759

rSjakesarhmOvendavBISn, 760

rs^akesan-r^amah&ndra, 26

rajamaKa, 675

r^amBrtanda, 119
' >16
733

ra^arr^ 733

rajapadopefiwn, 734

rajaparameBvara, 262, 266
raja-pum^, 719

rSjaputras, 733

ri^rBjanakas, 731

rajasthaniya. 718, 723

re^trayadhipati. 494, 715, 724

Rajendra Cola BrahmamdrSyan, 9
rijope^Tvin, 734n

ri^yeBvara, 644

ranaka, 451, 675, 693, 718, 733-34, 736n
ranakas, 598, 731, 736

ranamurkhadhava/a, 307

ranamurkha-kesari, 307

rastiakuta, 749

rastrapati, 736, 751

ratja-NarSyana, 300

rauta, 736

rauttar^, 736

Rava-fdtamahSrpka, 218

RavasthBpanScBrya, 218

ravata, 368, 727

riya-sahasramalla, 221

raya-sfhspanacBrya, 224

saciva, 716

sahasragramapati, 729

sahayas, 716

sahinJ, 234, 269

sainik-samgha-mukhya, 718

sakalabhurdpatipradlpat, 598

sakala-btnjpati-cakravarti, 584

Sakata-gcmdramBdhipatl 697

n

sakala-Kosaladh^ti, 682

sakalaIdkaBraya, 106

sakala-senadhipati. 223, 234

samadhigat-ase^-mahasatxlavali-vancfita,

696

samanta, 27, 50-51, 64, 77, 84, 90, 123,

225, 276, 379, 383, 388, 472, 525, 529,

718, 728-31, 733, 735, 737-38

samaraikamalla, 78n

samasta-btnmneukav^. 253

ssgrmtabhuvanasraya, 106-08, 130, 173,

175

samaststhuvanaBraya-BiprdhwaM^ 743

samasta-bhuvanasya-rSya. 21

samasta-Gondramikihipati, 689n

samasta jagadadhSra, 247

SSmvatsarika, 717

sandhMgtahika, 266, 268, 396n, 543, 675n

Sangramarama, 138

saptama-cakravarth, 456

sarvadhikari, 170
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sarvadhyak^, 281 n

san/aIdkSiraya, 105

sarvaskk^, 104

729

SatySHraya-kiria-tilaka. 21

iauMka. 720

SeKavkJega. 138

senabova, 752

aanSdM^ti, 234, 716, 724

a6ndc»iyeksa. 217

sempati, 22. 725, 749, 762, 764

S6LK;ia-<tiSpatta. 79

Seuna-kaiaka-v6nu ksijalanadSva-pavaka,

223

Singafintaka, 7

^rudanam, 748

akutaram, 9

idjan-talahkonpa, 236

ionsgu vtiari^yanjftya, 59, 245

MkamBt»kpa, 151,' 210

6if mahSriliSdhk^ parameivara, 670

krkprtNvMkdbha, 173, 175

sumantra, 716

Sungandavirtta-kojan^lQr, 43

surepndhSrk, 274

svSmktPhara-gan^, 218

svetacchatra, 697

Tagarapuravarikkiiivara, 285-86

Tagarapuravsaeivaa, 289

talari. 746

Tem'fgakikaketa, 7

Tekngi»Sya-iirah-karrjala-rwldpatarK^ 219

ktaMojia, 733-34, 736

thSkura. 327. 368

TIgulamSri. 75, 126

trakokyaganpa. 443

trakokyamalla. 79. 95, 443. 497, 534

Mtjhc^ibhy&TtarasklChi. 83

tribhuvarta-cakravarti. 43, 743

Trthuvariacakravmtin. 60

kth^/mieikahlabhL^Virmttito deva, 97

Mbhuvanamaka. 86, 90, 95, 158, 163, 292,

294

Mbhuvaruntaka kasarT. 297

MbhuvartarhkuSa. 107-08

MbhuvanarOrSyana. 528n

tribhwarta^. 55, 245

Mbhuimta-)^a-€(ila<l6va. 62

Tri-kaKi'^Sdhipati. 255-56, 262, 490, 494,

679, 681, 685-88, 689n

Tri-f^kTigamahbhui, 6bu

Tripura-rmrtya-rnahSima 113

tfiiahkupak. 715

tri\^-tOrya-ravatrasit-arati-cakra. 697

turaga-sSdhanika. 217

tySgaxMnu. 106

tyaga-jaga-^iampa-jhaiv)adacary^ 291

tySgasamjdra, 47

udaiyan. 760-61

udayapur&ihipati. 653

udvrtta-savati-ganckmSrana, 168

i0yar^ravarSdtT^eaa. 302

ulagalandan. 9

ulga/anda C&a-b^kvna-mSrayan. 26

uraiyOrpuravarSdh^ara, 71

Or-kilan, 768

Or-kilavan. 768

urodaya. 751

Or-udaiyan, 768

vai^ka. 732

vaiy-vallek)ha, 184

MB/an. 760

VehgfpuravarS^vara, 21. 83, 128

vijayabharana. 138

Vindhyadhipa-Mallaiirakxhedana. 79

vijayapuravaradlvUma. 286

vijayare^TKlra. 24, 26

vijayaskJdhi. 106

wjiayi; 392

n

vikkamekxhu. 21

Vikramadltya. 490
villavadahga. 278

vim^tM^ramapati. 729

wpsat^. 729

VirKkryadhipa-Malla^rsKxhedema, 79

whs Bho)a. 285

Wa-Pandyan-ta/a-konda. 237

visamaskMN. 103, 106-07

visayadhikSri-punj^. 719

vi^ackyipati. 260
vi^e^ti. 718, 736, 751

v^etvma. 732

v^-V^aym. 680

w#// Nirayana. 197

vMdhavid^-vicara-vScaspatl, 396

wsabhackivs^. 596

YSdava-Cakravartin, 175

YSdava-Kulankiara-dyumani. 156

YSdava-nSrSyana. 306

yanriSritarytrsmandekapSyika. 644

yuktaka. 737

yuvafSia. 10, 19. 30-31, 33. 42. 48, 80,

85. 89, 92-93, 103, 106, 148-49, 151n.

158-59, 170, 178, 182, 186, 237, 266,

301, 715, 717, 737. 743, 749
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(D)

SUBJECT

Abbalabbe, 111

Abbasid Caliph, 322-23

Abd-u'l-Malik bin Nuh, 345

Abdul Rashid, 325

Abhaya, 43

Abhayamalla, 591

Abhayaraja, 610

Abhimanyu (Mahabharata hero), 27, 132, 470

Abhimanyu (Somavam^in), 637, 679, 681,

683-84

Abhisara, 630

Abor hills, 661

Abu. q.v. inscriptions

Abu Bakr Lawik, 345

Abul Fatah Oaud, 337, 348-49. 352

Abul Hasan, Ali, 376

Abul Muluk Malik Arslan. 376

Abul Muzaffar Bahram Shah. 376

Abul Muzaffar Khusrau Malik, 376

Abu Mansur’ Abdur Rashid, 376

Abu Mansur Subuk-tigin, 375

Abu Shuja’ Farrukh Zad, 376

Acala, 631

Acaiamahgala, 606

Acaiaraja, 520

Acale^vara, 539

Acugi, 91, 296-98, 312

Acugi II, 91 . 159, 165, 250, 297, 300. 312

Acyutadevaraya, 71

adaya, q.v. taxes

Adhirajendra, 32, 35-36, 85n, 133

Adbhuta-Krsnaraja, 536-37

Adi-Bhahjas, 702. 704-05

Adi-Ke^ava, 368

Adidam Mallu, 223

Adideva, 561

Adigaiman, 59, 63

Adiga! Paluvettaraiyar Kandam Maravan, 9

Adigamdns, 7^
Adlkumbhe^vara, 71

AdinStha, 441

Adipan/a, 21

Adisirhha, 599

Aditya I. 4, 237, 599

Aditya II. 122, 237, 742, 753

Adityacotta, 256

Adttyaman, 41, 161-62, 191

Adityavarma. 280, 309

Aduturai, 42, 47n, 162

Adyarasa, 296

Afghans, 364, 367

Agnidevi, 698

Agnidhra, 305

agnikunda, 435n

Agnimitra, 652

agraharas, 110, 115, 255, 257, 267. 607,

612. 623, 723

Ahala, 628

Ahara, q.v. inscriptions

Ahavamalla (Calukya), 24-28, 99

Ahavamalla (Hoy^ala), 171

Ahavamalla (Kalacuri), 285

Ahavamalla Taila, 74n

Ahavamalli, 24

Ahmad Niyal-tigin, 381, 490

Ahmad Shah I, 437

Ahmad Sheran, 276

Ahoms, 667

AIca, 303

Aihole, q.v. inscriptions

Airammadeva, 138

Airavate^vara (temple), 24

airina, 724

Aiyaparaja, 309

Ajari, q.v. inscriptions

Ajaygadh, q.v. Inscriptions

Ajayapala, 141, 401, 449n, 450, 519, 735

Ajayaraja, 426, 511

Ajayasa, 537

Ajayaslmha, 497, 503

Ajayavarman, 429

Ajita, 672

Ajja I. 310

Ajja II, 310

Ajjadeva III, 310n

^fiakraya, sale by (royal) order, 753

akara, q.v. taxes.

Akaltara, q.v. inscriptions

AkkadevT, 75, 78, 83

Aksayavata, q.v. inscriptions

Ajagarkoyil, 184

Aiakhana, 329

Alahkara, 396, 623

Alahkaracakra (Damara chief), 623

Alapadu, q.v. grants.

Ala u’ddin Ata Malik Juvaini, 327n

Alaungsitthu (Burmese King). 579

Alhaghat. q.v. inscriptions

Alhana, 515, 541, 549-50

AlhanadevT, 475, 495, 528

AliSher. 631

Allahabad pra^i, q.v. inscriptioris

Aliahuji', 304

Allama, 298
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Allana^armd, 263

ANata, 317

Alju Gangs, 221

al-mahfuzah, 326

Almel,287

al-Qadir-bj'l-te^. 352

Alp-tigin, 315, 331, 345-46, 371

Al8i,537

Ajupas, 30, 85, 191,292

Airwna, 151, 187

Amgachhi, q.v. grants

Ammahgadevi, 20

Annangu^i, 9

Amarabhujahga, 2, 238

Atnaragdh^a, 139

am&1,446
AmarMaHugi, 139

Ambfibai,285

Ambaddva, 150, 220-24, 226

Ambaddva MaMpradhina Kannaranayaka,

218

Ambaprasdda, 41 7, 51 1 , 527, 548

Ambamdtha (temple), 285

Ambe, q.v. inscriptions

Amera, q.v. inscriptions

Amitagati, 421

Ammal, 104, 116-17

Amman, 117-23

Ammanardya, 117

Ammangacl§vT, 127, 134

Ammaraja 11, 198, 687n

Amoda, q.v. grants

Amoghavarral, 110-13, 137, 199, 281n,

407

Amoghavarra III, 730n

Amran, q.v. inscriptions

Amrtadeva, 645n, 646

Amrtapaia, 382, 529

Arh6uvarman, 651, 653

AnaNIa, 511, 547-48

Anaimarigalam, q.v. grants

Anfiji, 519

AnakhadevT, 703

Anala (temple), 421

anandaJOQ
Ananda Bh^, 573

Anandadeva, 590, 644-45, 654

Anandamalla, 640

Anaxlapaia, 336, 337n, 338-39. 349-52,

355n, 379, 468

AnandarSia, 672

Anahgcpaa. 366, 390n. 399n, 530, 533

AnahgapSla II, 316

Ananta, 606-08, 612, 633, 670, 689

Anantadeva, 147, 308

Anantadeva II, 283n

Anantadeva III, 283n

AnantakTrttI, 639, 651-52

AnantapSla, 42, 45, 88, 93n, 203

Anantasarovara, 93

AnantaSIvaddva, 93

Anantavarmd, 258

AnantavarmS Codagahgadeva, 254n, 262,

264-66. 268-7l‘. 273, 275. 277

AnantavamnS Madhukimanlava Devara, 271

,

273

Anantavarma Veyrahasta Deva V, 257, 259,

277

Anantavarman Cd^agahga, 41, ^54, 256,

259, 261 , 566, 573, 682, 683n, 684, 708

Anfie&gaia, 512

AiYlapinai Bhattar Atiratrayiji, 243

Andhras, 36

Andhratharhi, q.v. inscriptions

An^uracanda, 303

Anega, 303

AiiekapSla, 531

Anekera, q.v. inscriptions

Angirasa, 71 n

anity&iSya or ailyatScISya, q.v. taxes

Aniyanga Bhlmadeva Rihuta, 67

Aiiiyanka BhTma, 180, 214, 262, 270, 274

Aniyahka or (Anahga Bhlmadeva II), 273-76

Aniyahka Bhtma III, 180, 213

Aniyahka BhTma Veyrahasta 11, 254

Aniyahka-BhTme^vara (temple), 255, 271

Ahka, 152, 300, 313

Ahkangyaka, 152

Ahkaya, 152

Ahkidevi, 123

Annamaddva, 233

Annan Pallavarayan, 51 , 54

Aiinaya, 200, 233

Annayadeva, 523

Antichak, q.v. inscriptions

AntirigSm, q.v. grants

Antroli-Charoli, q.v. grants

Anumakonda, q.v. inscriptions

Apargditya. 28^n. 623
Aparadit^ II, 283n

Aparagahgeya, 519

Apargjita, 308

Apararka or Apariditya I, 282, 284
Apargrka I, 306

Apararka II, 308

Appama, 65, 161, 246
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Appar, 8

Aprameya, 3
Arabs, 18. 315, 364, 367
Aradakkamalla, 392, 406
Araiyan R§jrlijan Vikram-Cola

C6liyavaraiyan. 13

Aranyaraja, 409, 536-37

Arasalu, 209, 233
ardheffSiya, 638-39

ArdhayuvatTiivara, 661

Ardra, 10

Am-bhOmi or Are-\^, 225
Arikesari, 281, 82, 308
Arikesarin I, 109

Arikesarin II, 114

Arimalla. 646, 648n, 651

Arimalladeva, 591

Arinjigai-fevara (temple), 7

Arisiimha, 425n, 442n, 518, 528n
Arjuna, 132, 144, 276, 470
Arjunadeva, 455-56

Arjuna Kacchapaghata, 381

Arjunakostha, 619

ArjunapSia, 533

Arjunavarman, 146, 430-31, 433, 451

Arjunavarman- II, 431

Arma, q.v. inscriptions

Arnoraja. 408, 426, 429, 445, 448, 453,

512-18, 521, 531 n, 538, 549
Arthuna, q.v. inscriptions

Arumbaka, q.v. grants

ArumoH, 122

Arumoli d§v§Svara, 740

Arumoii-nartgai. 20

Arumoji-varman, 1

arunOmjvar (local chiefs), 764

A^dfiara, 430

Asalladeva, 536

Asaraia, 427, 445, 532, 549

Asata; 671

Asoka (Mauryan empero^, 685

Atokacalla, 592-93

Asphotacandra, 397

Astapala, 330n

s^wnSdha, 25, 109

asvSmi-vikraya(saiia virlthout ownership). 722

MvapSla, 547

A^gja, 453

aSva-sShl^, 234

Affiia Oiparikara, 490, 558, 638, 651

Atreya (gotra), 255, 261, 263
Atri, 137

Alru, q.v. inscriptions

AttahSsadeva. 262, 264. 271
Attiril, q.v. inscriptions

AugSsi, q,v. grants

Avalladevi, 79, 138, 494
AvalokiteSvara, 625
AvalokiteSvara. q.v. inscriptions

Avanivarman, 737

Avanivarman II, 436n
Avanti, q.v. inscriptions

AvantinStha. 428. 444
Avasara I, 309

Avasara II, 280n, 309
Avasara III. 280, 309
AweSvara (temple), 286
Ayiram, 764

Ays, 766

Ayudhas, 379

Ayyatia, i76n, 303
Ayyaria I. 72-73

Ayyana II, 75

Ayyaria Mahadevf, 105

Ayyapa. 117

BABBEYA-t^YAKA. 171

Babhruvahana, 629n
Babur, 355

Baca. 304

Bacala, 287

BacaladevT, 83, 179, 267

Bacideva, 298

Baciraja, 81

Badapa, 120

Baddega, 119, 298

Bagad, q.v. inscriptions

Bagalia, q.v. grants

Baghari, q.v. inscriptions

Baghaura, q.v. inscriptions

Bahlim, 392, 511

Bahram Choban, 344

Bahram Shah, 367-68, 394, 625

Bahuriband, q.v. inscriptions

Baihaqui, 557

Bakhtiyar, 600-601

BakuladevT 441 . 448

bala (army), 712

Baladeva, 98, 639

Baladhyacandra, 627

Bal^hyamatha, 627

Baladitya, 267

Balainavarti^ (kayastha family), 587n

Balandimar, 627n

Balaprasada, 537, 548

Balauria r^ias, 670
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Balavarmana, 726

Balban, 431

Balhdra, 315

BaK, 304
Bdjige-cleva, 151

Balijhari, q.v. grants

Balir^, 408, 547

Baliaia I, 61, 89, 92n, 158-61, 195

Bajiija II, 60, 63, 140, 142, 144, 163, 169-

72, 174, 179, 181, 195, 429
Bajiajalll, 154, 156, 189-92, 194-95, 227-28

Baiiala IV, 195
Bajjaiacl§va Kuldttunga III, 172

BaHalasena, 519, 574-76, 579, 585, 587-

88, 590
Balka-tigin, 331

Bamhni, q.v. inscriptions

Bammaladdvi, 166

Bammiddva, 100

BSfnnera, q.v. inscriptions

Banai, q.v. grants

Bansyipet, q.v. inscriptions

Banapati, 261-63, 268

Ba^, 63, 304-05

Banaswara, q.v. grants

Banda-bhupaia, 288n

Bandarasa I, 288n
Banda, q.v. grants

Bandogarh, q.v. inscriptions

Bangarti, q.v. grants

Bahgas, 403n
Banpur, q.v. grants

Banswara, q.v. grants

Banthadevi, 408
Barappa, 73, 75n, 317, 319, 438
BartDaraka, 444

Barammarasa, 169

Barbaria, 444

Bargaon, q.v. inscriptions

Bargarh, q.v. inscriptions

BarlOt, q.v. inscriptions

Barmadeva, 298
Bamni, 100

Barsur, q.v. inscriptions

Bartu or Prthu, 665n
Baru-Jaybal, 341-42

Basava, 98, 99
Basahi, q.v. grants,

BateSvara, q.v. insciipttons

Batiagarh, q.v. inscriptions

Bayal Nambi, 5-6, 74

Bayind, q.v. inscriptons

Bsyirugi, 304

Bayyaram, q.v. inscriptions

Bayyaram (tank), 196

Beliva, q.v. grants

Belgdnrive, q.v. inscriptions

Bellana Thakkura, 397
Bendapudi Amaya, 234
Be^T, q.v. inscriptions

Beta I, 46, 57, 197-200, 235
Beta II, 57, 199, 201-02, 235

Betma, q.v. grants

Betana, 202

Betarasa, 58
Beta Vijayaditya, 177, 207

Bhadina, q.v. Grants

Bhadanakas, 517, 520, 532
Bhadanta Jayasena, 578n

Bhadrartga, 200
Bhagadatta, 668
Bhagalla Devi 275-76

Bhagavati (Kali), 261

Bhagavati Manohara, 640
Bhagiratha, 13, 680
Bhagirathi, 265, 575, 708
Bhairamgarh, q.v. inscriptions

Bhairanamatti, q.v. inscriptions

Bhairava, 2^, 225
Bhairavi, 78

bhaitraman, 78n
Bhamakhedi, 258-59

Bhammaha Ratta, 73

Bhana, 537
Bhanara, 500
Bharijas, 701, 704-05, 707-08

Bhanu, 142n

Bhanudeva I, 219
BhSnudeva II, 269, 276
Bharata, 680-81

Bhartipatta II, 317
Bhdstora, 561

Bh§skaradeva, 639, 651, 653
Bhaskara Ravi Varman Tiruvadi, 2
Bhaskaravibhu, 198

Bhatapara, q.v. grants

Bhdterd, q.v. grants

Bhatls, 544

Bhaita Bhavadeva, 275
Bha^ Bhavadeva II, 581-82

Bhatta BNk^ana, 632
Bhatta Bhiksara, 632
Bha^ Haliryudha, 410
Bhattaraka Bhavibhusana, 399
Bhatta Stambhadwa, 705
Bhatta YaSodhara, 722
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6hatten§c&tya, 267

Bhauma-Karas, 698-700. 705
Bhaumas, 700

Bhayideva, 301

Bhiyiga, 75

Bheraghat. q.v. inscriptions

Bhik§acara, 618-20, 622, 633, 671-72
BWII^ I, 102. 138. 173, 175-77, 220

294. 430. 450. 550, 742
Bhillama II, 138, 281, 287

Bhillama III, 79, 137n, 138

Bhillama V. 137, 139, 40, 143, 145
BhHsa, q.v. Inscriptions

Blfma (8ghi), 330

BhTma (^lihara), 309
BhTma I (Calukya Bhima), 72, 114-17, 197,

537

BhTma II (Cajukya), 73n, 117-18, 120

BhTma II (Caulukya), 529

BhTma III (Cajukya), 118-19

BhTma or BhTmata III (Kalacuri), 504

BhTmadeva, 616, 663-665

BhTmadeva I (Caulukya), 415, 417-18, 440-

41. 446

BhTmadeva I (Solariki), 359

BhTmadeva II, 429-30, 436n, 450-51, 451 n.

452n, 453-55, 455n. 521, 731

BhTmadeva Coda, 204-06, 209

BhTmapala (Badayun Rastrakuta), 382

Bhimapala (Sahi), 339, 340n, 342-43, 353.

355, 357

Bhimapala (Salastambha dynasty), 319

BlUrnapaa II. 72

BhTmaratha, 416

BhTma Saluki, 109

BhTmasirriha II (Caulukya), 529

BhTmaya^a, 563n, 591

BhTmesvara, 34, 36, 43, 136, 213, 260,

264

BhTmesvara (temple). 268, 276, 330, 452

bhoga, q.v. taxes

bhoga (administrative division), 728

Bhogachato, 164

Bhogadeva, 6

Bhogadeva Coja, 101

Bhogavo (river), 437

Bhpja (CShamana), 438

Bhoja (Lohara), 633-34

Bhpja (Paramara), 76. 77n, 79. 81, 350,

432, 440. 470, 489, 535. 607, 678, 726

Bhoja (Stidhara), 309

Bhpja I. 138, 285, 297, 319, 407. 413-

18. 420-22, 425, 510

Bhpja II. 145, 279, 309
Bhpjapur. q.v. inscriptions

Bhpjaraja. 537

BhojaSM, 425

Bhojavarman, 479-80, 485, 664, 736
Bhoja- yyakarana, 445
Bhojuka, 478

Bhonger, 325
Bhopal, q.v. grants

Bhotas, 394, 403n

bhriaka, 724

Bhubaneshwar, q.v. inscriptions

Bhujabala, 683n

Bhujabalamalla, 456

BhujabalavTra, 100

Bhujabala VTra Gahga PratSpa Hoysda-
deva, 161

BhujabalavTra-Nallasiddhavadeva-Cdja-

Maharaja, 58

Bhujabala VTranarSyaha SomeSvaradSva, 219
bhukti (Adm. divn.), 718, 720, 728, 734
Bhulla, 597

Bhulokamalla, 46, 94, 98n, 206n

Bhulokamalla Somesvara III, 203
Bhupala, 625

BhOtadeya-nayaka 179

Bhutarasa, 294

Bhuti Vikramakesan, 237

Bhuvanaikamalla (Kalacuri), 520

Bhuvanaikamalla Vira Nojamba, 290
Bhuvanaika-VTra Vikrama Pandya, 215

Bhuvanapala, 382

Bhuvanaraja, 609, 612

Bhuvanekabahu I, 251

bhiMa, 680

BiaravarhSa (Kayastha family), 587n

Bibba, 305

Bibbarasa, 305

Bibbasa, 310

Bida (Vidyadhara Candella), 342

Bidar, q.v, inscriptions

BTcana, 148, 301

Bihia see Bhojpur inscriptions, 597

Bijapur, q.v, inscriptions

BIjera (Vijayarai), 348

Bijja, 110

Bijja I, 303

Bijjala, 96, 98-99, 169, 171, 204-06.

206, 207n, 650

Bijjala II. 139-40, 285, 297-98. 301

Bijjala II, 140

Bijjalamba, 184

Bijjana, 96-97, 233
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Bljjanadeva, 96

Bijjarasa, 79n

Bilaigarh, q.v. grants

Bikkarasa, 289

BijoHa, q.v. inscriptions

Bilge-tigin, 345

Bilhana, 30. 32, 34-36, 79, 81, 84, 87-

88. 90. 93. 135, 200, 418, 420, 422,

435n, 443, 493-94, 560, 607, 659n,

670, 741

Bilhari, q.v. inscriptions

BiUava HI, 79n

BTradeva of Nurumbada, 313

BTsaiadeva, 516

Bittiga, 89, 159n. 165, 167

Boddanadu, q.v. grants

Bodh-gaya, q.v. inscriptions

Bokkana, 170

Bokkera, 213

BoHaya II. 233

Bommidevarasa, 287

Bonai, q.v. grants

Bonthadevi, 72, 487

Boppadevi, 159

Boppana, 90, 164

Brhadratha, 329

Brahma, 137

Brahmadandanayaka, 173

Brahma dande^a, 101

Brahmadeva, 32. 106, 172

Brahmanapalli, q.v. grants

Brahmana Sridhara, 663

Brahma^ra, 661, 666-67

BrahmapSla. 655-56, 661-62

BrihadK§vara, 7

Buddhasena, 578, 592-93

Buddhavarman. 105

Bugumra, q.v. grants

Buta, 294

Butuge (Bhutiga), 100

Butaga II, 305

CAhaoa, 513, 536
Cahamanas, 316-17, 400, 408, 476. 510-

11. 513, 51 7n. 523-25, 527, 530-31,

540n. 546, 551, 709. 732-33, 735

CakkarakkOttam, 29

Cakra-narayana. 217

Cakravarman, 736

cakiavatV-ksetm, 676n

CakrSyudha, 379

CaHarna, 694, 95

Callava, 115

Cafukyas. 5-6, 10. 19. 21, 24, 26-29,

31, 33, 52. 72-73, 75, 80. 89-90, 97,

99, 101. 110, 112, 116-17. 128, 134,

140-41, 144, 156. 159, 164, 169, 172-

74, 206, 210, 216, 278, 282, 299, 303,
314, 317, 408, 411, 413-14, 440, 467,
709. 726, 741-43, 747, 749, 751

CSmadeva, 163

Campgranyas, 403
CarTHJnda, 24. 148, 300
Camundar§ia (Caulukya), 75n, 412, '438,

439, 488

Cgmundaraja (Paramara), 543

Camundika, 286

Canda I, 304

CandaladevT 218

Candalakabbe, 82

Candan, 409

CandanapSla, 531n

Caridapa, 453, 455

Candaprasfida, 453

Candirjuna, 561

Candavolu, 209

Camla Cajukya, 113

Candellas, 317-18, 320, 363, 379, 392, 404,

407, 413, 417, 459-61, 464-66, 469,

471-72, 476-77, 479, 490, 492, 521, 709,

729n

CandeSvara, 394, 713n, 739

Cande6varami6ra, 729

Can^hara YaySti, 677n

CandiSarman, 106

Candra (GShadavala), 381-82

Candra (Rastrakuta), 382

Candradeva,' 385-88, 391, 395, 714

Candraditya, 309, 690, 694

Candra Gupta II Vikramaditya, 302

Candraha (river), 336

Candralekha, 262-63, 284

Candramauli, 461

Candra-Madhava, 388

CarKlrapala Bhur, 320, 355

Cind RS, 341-42. 355

Candrarajya, 614

Chandras, 319, 667-68

Candragekhara, 523

Candratreya, 393

Carrdratreya Trailokyavarman, 406

Candra-MBtfi^ 758

Candravarman, 460

CandrSvili, q.v. grants

Candregvaranvaya, 479
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Candrika. 301

Canchikadevi, 82

Caiigadeva. 147

Cangdjvas, 3

Cannabasava, 97-98

Caravar^, 536

Caritrasundara, 514n
CarkhSn.'q.v. grants

Carla, q.v. grants

CateSvara, q.v. inscription

Catta, 290, 311

Cattadeva, 489

Cattadeva alias Kundaraia, 679n
Cattaladevi, 293

Cattayya, 311

Cattuga, 76

caturaSlTmanyakapatta, 734

Cauhanas, see Cahamanas Cauiukyas, 401

,

406-07, 409, 418, 429, 435, 438n 449,

470, 475, 518, 521, 523, 542, 551, 690,

698, 737

Caunda, 217

Caundarasa, 152

Cava, 296

Cavajadevi, 159

Cavanarasa, 19, 76-77

Cavunda I, 287, 296, 312

Cavunna il, 288, 297, 312

Cedis', 404, 407, 426

Cediyarayas, 67

Cellapayya, 285

Cengaluvas, 166, 170

Cennaya Balaya, 71

Ceramaiccar (Cera ministers), 759

Ceras, 2, 244, 764, 766, 771

Chadama, 292

Cha^aideva, 308n

ChahiriidevT, 545

Chandrabhaga, 603, 630n

Chandratreya, 396

Chandrehe, q.v. inscriptions

Charala, q.v. grants

Chattuga, 414

Chemulya, 280

Chenab, 608

Chenaisar, 325

Cheros, 596-97

Chicchatesvara, 675n

ChihIpadevT, 704

Chindaka-NSgas, 682, 684, 689-90, 692-94,

697

Chippata JaySpIda, 628n

ChiravS, q.v. inscriptions

Chitorgarti, q.v. inscriptions

Chittapa, 420

Chittaraia, 282, 308

Chittirai, 182

Chutiyas, 666

Ciddana-Co^ Maharaja, 81

Cikalivatika, 257

Qkkadava, 152

Cikkalavajasa, q.v. grants

Cikkayi-Tayi or Kikkayi Tayi, 191

Cikkayi Tayigalu, 191

Cikkerur, q.v. inscnptions

CTnas, 403n

Cintra, q.v. inscnptions

Cipurupalle, q.v. grants

Citralekha, 534

Citraaila (river), 667

Citrangada, 629n

Citrotpala (Mahanadi), 695

Coda Baliaiacarita, 573

Cddasirpha, 528

C6(teyara)a, 207-08

Cododaya, 233

Coiagangam, 13

cd/aku/arkaraksa, 60

ColamahadevT, 60, 172, 178'

Coiangonda Traipurusadeva, 81

Coias, 1-5, 10, 14, 21-23, 30, 36-37, 57,

67, 70-71, 74, 77, 80-82. 89, 119, 124,

127-28, 132-34, 143, 156, 158, 162, 164,

185, 188, 200, 236, 244, 257, 263, 292,

424-25, 430, 467, 556, 681, 691, 695,

708, 741 , 743, 745-46, 748, 753-54, 759,

763-64, 766. 769

Copper piates, q.v. grants

Corvee, q v taxes,

cottacodapa, 256

Cotlanayca, 304

Cudamaiiivarman, 14

Cudasama, 443n

Cuttack, q.v grants

Dabhoi, qv inscriptions

Dabhyuhadavarman, 479

Dabishilim, 360n

Dada, 139

Daddara, 104

Dadddrnava, 136

Dahl, q.v. grants and inscnptions

Daikoni, q.v. grants

Daityan, 672

Daivabhimakasi (river), 24

Daka, 286-87
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Dakarasa I, 287n

Dakarasa II, 311

OSk^rSma, 136

Dam’a. 234, 296, 312

Damaladevi, 297, 312

Damaras. 606, 608-11, 613-16, 618-22,

624, 730n

Dambarasirnha, 319, 542

Dgmodara, 41, 162, 258

Oamodaradeva, 584

DSmodara Gupta, 596

Damodara^arman, 396

Dinarnava. 120-24, 136, 196-98, 676

danda, 722, 724

275, 712

Dandl-mahiclevf, 701

Danka I, 310

Dantaavara, q.v. inscriptions

Dantewara, q.v. inscriptions

Dantiaakti Vitanki, 6

Dantivarman, 416, 537-538

Danuja Rai, 579

Daradas, 624n

Darapariya, 258

Darbat Santinatha, q.v. inscriptions

Darbhapani, 717

Darva, 63bn

Dan/abhisara, 604, 607

Dasa, 296, 312

daietandha, 721

da^g^rm (group of ten villages), 718

Daaapanman, 25

dakSparStiha-dafyda, 721, 723

Daaarathadeva, 579, 584

Dasarna, 393, 395

daiavargika (decirhal units), 765

DaSavarman, 74

Daspalla, q.v. grants

Davari or Dayima, 313

Oavula Vanaga, 225

Dayima or Oavari, 300

Delhi Museum, q.v. inscriptions

Delhi Siwalik Piliar, q.v. inscriptions

DennavamahadevT, 264, 271

Deo^dha, q.v. inscriptbns

Deopara (pratesti), q.v. inscriptions

Depalpur, q.v. grants

de^, 731

Devabodha, 516

Devadasa, 384

Deva Gupta, 596

DevaladevT, 78. 154, 458,. 511, 514, 51 5n

Davalamahad§vi, 186

Devanatha, 28

Devapaia (Bijdayun Rastrakuta), 382

Devapala (Kacchapaghata), 534

Devapaia (Paia), 460, 553, 572, 717, 734

Devapaia (Paramara), 431

Devaprasada, 441 n, 442

Devaraja 1, 540-41, 544

Devaraja II, 545

Devaraksita, 563, 565, 592

devars^asvarastasmSt, 540n

Devas, 584

Devasuri, 446

DevasvamT, 630

Devavarman, 471-72, 483, 492, 534

Devananda I, 701

Devaram, 8

Devendravarman, 401, 685n

Devendravarma, 258-59

Devendravarma Raja Raja I, 262, 270

Devendravarma Raja Rdiadeva, 260, 277

Deveri Nayaka, 228

Devesara, 420

DevT image (stone) inscription, 432

Dhadiyappa, 138

Dhairyavarman, 670

Dhalaga, 119

Dhaiavarman, 672

Dhaminayaka, 268

Dhammata, 611-12

Dhammira, 309

Dhammiyar, 280n

Dharhsaka (Dhvamsaka ?), 696

Dhanahjaya, 410

Dhanapaia 410, 420, 729

Dhanasahgraha I, 286-87, 288n, 310

Dhanasahgraha li, 311

Dhanavahipattala, 498n

Dhahdhuka, 438n, 440, 537

Dhaneavara (temple), 542

Dhahga, 318, 320, 464-68, 470, 473,

481-82, 486, 533, 555-56, 722

Dhanika, 410

Dhahka, 305

dhanvadurga (desert forest), 724

Dharalladevavarman, 695-96

Dharanendra, 295, 689

DharariFvaraha, 319, 409, 438n, 536-37,

540n, 547, 698

Dhara, q.v. Inscriptions

DharaSiva, 279

Dharavar^, 30. 80, 448, 451, 538-39

541, 551. 690-92, 695

Dharavarsa-Jagadekabhusana, 690-94
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Dharmacakra, 397

Dharmakhedi, 258-59

Dharmamalia, 661

Dhamnapeda (Pala), 553-54, 660-62. 729n,

734

Dharmapala (Yaduvam^i), 532

Dharmapala of Dandabhuktl, 14, 15n

Dharmapani, 560

Dharmaratha, 416, 677n

dharmasana, 765

Dharmasvaml, 578, 587, 592. 601 n

Dharmavaram, q.v. inscriptions

Dhavala, 407n

Dhenkanal, q.v. grants

Dhorappa, 138

Dhoravadi, 141

Dhruva, 109

Dhruva Dharavarsa, 314

Dhruvanandadeva (Vilastuhga). 701

dhruvavrtti, 731

Dhruve^vara Pandita. 210

Dhumaraja, 536

Dhurbhata, 537

Dhureli, q.v. grants

Dhuteri, q.v. inscriptions

Didda, 315. 604, 631. 633

Digabhanja, 702, 704

digvijaya, 11, 14-15, 29, 85, 94, 421,

472, 525, 676

Dikpaladeva, 233

Dilipa, 680
Dilwara (temple), 441

Dinajpur, q.v. inscriptions

dfnaras, 335

Dinding (river), 18

Dirghasi, q.v. inscriptions

Divya, 562-63

Dodakavamnan, 669

Dolkha, 651

Domannapala, 576

Dommana, 199

Dommaraja, 204-06

Dongargaon, q.v. inscriptions

Dongargaiti, q.v. inscriptions

Doraladevi, 694

Draksaramam, q.v. inscriptions

Draksaramam (temple), 266-67

Dronacarya, 258

Dubkund, q.v. inscriptions

Duda II, 325

Duda 111, 325

Dudahi Brahma, q.v. inscriptions

Dudhapahi, q.v. inscriptions

Dugga, 200

Duggabhupa, 92

Duggarasa, 298

Dulacha, 629

Dundhubhi, 159n

Durgadeva, 705

Durgaraia, 121-22, 199, 201-02, 235

durjaya, 104

Durjaya, 656, 661

Durjayabhahja, 702-04, 708

Durjayabhahja II, 704

Durjayas, 104

Durlabha, 597

Duiiabha, 657

DurlabhadevT, 510, 547

Durlabharaja I, 415, 439, 510

Duiiabharaja II, 333, 510

Durlabharaja III, 367n, 531

Durlabhavardhana, 328

Dusajha, 544

Dusala, 409, 540

dvaidhibhava, 726

dvairajya, 638, 639n, 644. 651-52, 654

Ovarooavardhana, 561 , 573

EcALAoevr, 170

eccoru, q.v taxes

EchaladevT. 158

Eda, 203

Ederu, q.v. grants

Edilpur, q.v. grants

Edirilipperumal, 48

Edirilisdla Sambuvaraya. 50

ekacchatra-rajya, 320

Ekahgas, 168, 606

Ekantada-Ramayya, 99

EkavTra, 125

EHareddipalle, q.v. inscriptions

elunumjvar (\be seven hundred), 764

Engaraya, 41

Eradore CamQpati, 263

Era^a I. 300, 304, 313

Eraga II, 304

Erasiddhi, 57-58

Erayamaraja, 258

Ereyahga, 89, 158, 160, 195, 498

Eriya, 196-98, 235

Erra, 233

Erra Daca, 234

Eruva Bhlma, 217

Farrykhi, 324, 359, 3^1 n

Farwan, 331
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Gachal, q.v inscriptions

Gadag, q.v. inscriptions

Gadia, q.v. inscripttons

39. 367, 384-86, 388-89,

391-92, 393n, 395-96, 400-401, 403-06,

474, 545, 565, 568, 570-71 , 576n. 587-88,

590, 594, 709, 715, 718, 720, 726, 728n.

732, 736

Gajjaka, 618

Gajvanta, 537

GambhTra, 621 n

Gambirasiha, 671

Ganapati, 143, 147, 150, 208

Ganapatideva, 196, .199, 200, 210-18, 220,

224-25, 233-35

Ganapati Nayaka, 258

Ganapaya, 233

Ganapamba, 235

GanapeSvaram, q.v. inscriptions

Ganda, 468-69, 736

Gandagopala, 69-70

GandakT (river). 391

Gandamahendra, 119

Gandanarayana, 120-21

Gandapayya. 129

Gandaraditya, 7, 236, 284, 286, 309

Gan^ Dinakaran, 23

Gandhibeda, q.v. inscriptions

Ganga, 14, 19, 113

Gahgadeva. 590-91

Gahg§dhara, 129, 501, 571, 599

Gangadhar, q.v. inscriptions

Gangakettan, 28

GahgamahadevT, 692

Ganga Maravarman, 382

Ganga-perumandi, 25

Gahgariya, 41, 161-64

Gahgas, 4-5. 28, 41, 63, 111-12, 156, 164,

254-55. 258, 565, 686, 688, 692, 707-08.

730n

GahgeSvara-devabhupa, 265

Gahgeyadeva, 78, 381 , 415, 470-71 , 489-92,

503, 556, 559-560, 678n, 726

Gahgideva, 234, 293

Ganhra, I, 325

Ganhra II, 325

Gaonri, q.v. grants

Garavapadu, q.v. grants

Qargacandra, 617, 618n, 619, 622, 624

(Sarra, q.v. grants, inscriptions

Garshasp Malik, 226

ganKj»s (group of bodyguards), 764

Gaudagovinda, 667

n

Gau^apati Kambpja, 553

Gaudas, 151, 315, 557, 583. 588

Gauda-varendra, 663-64

Gaya, q.v. inscriptions

(Sayadatungadeva, 699

Gaya Karna, 474, 495, 503, 528

Ghaghra (river), 391

Ghantamata (tempie), 528

Ghaznavids. 320, 325, 333, 344-45, 347, 353,

355, 363, 366-75, 380, 383, 389, 394, 416,

425, 468-71, 512, 518, 545, 607, 625

ghatiki, 756

ghatikaiym-, 759

Ghatotkaca, 625

Ghattideva, 304

Ghias-ud-din Muhammad, 399, 666

Ghorids, 367-68

Ghotia, q.v. grants

Ghulam Hussain Salim, 601

gridurga, 724

Gimar, q.v. inscriptions

Girwar (mountain), 519

gocara, 721

Godavari (river), 40, 46, 211, 216, 260, 321,

409, 688, 708

Goggi, 308

Goggiraja, 75n, 408, 41 1 , 439

Goharwa, q.v. grants

Gpkarna, 205-06, 261

Gokarna (Dbdadeva, 204-05, 208

GokarnasvamT, 260

gototufydkam, 725

(aona ^niiaya, 224

Gona Vitthala, 224

Gondiya, 122

Gondramas, 700

Gorigunadeva (or Gongma), 667

Gorika i, 40, 45. 284, 305, 309
Gonka II, 46, 57, 203, 305, 309

Gorika III, 211,305

Gonkarasa, 298

Gonna, 2(X)

Gopiya, 387, 389, 394

(aopala I, 472-73

Gopila II, 314, 319, 462

Gopala III, 392, 567-68

Gopaiadeva. 381-82, 389n

Gopadri (fort), 470

Gopaipur, q.v. inscriptions

Gopalavarman, 329, 330n, 659, 661
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Goppaya, 179

GosaladevT, 397, 496n

Gosandhara, 665

Gostada (Gaddada) Kavilasa ill (Silahara of

Agarkhed), 31

1

Gotami, 41

Govana, 287

Govanarasa III, 31

1

Govanarasa IV, 31

1

Govanayya, 285

Govardhana, 580

Govinda II, 108-09, 730n

Govinda III. 281 n. 299. 554, 742

Govinda IV. ill, 118-19

Govinda Candra, 39, 383, 339-91, 392n,

393, 394n, 395-98, 400. 445. 491, 554n.

568, 588, 593, 623. 658, 710, 723, 731

Govinda-Kesava, 667n

GovindadvadasT, 257

Govindapala. 402. 568n, 569-71. 574. 577,

599,

Govindapur. q.v. inscriptions

Govindaraja, 47n, 202-03. 206, 207n, 524

Govindaraja III. 51

1

Govindaraja dandanayaka, 94n

Goyidava, 167

Grag-pa’matha-yas (ruler m western Nepal),

638

grahana, 726

Grants,

Adipur (Narendrabhartja’s), 702; Alapadu,

220, 226; Amgachhi, 558, 560; Amoda,

607-09; Anaimangalam, 750;

Andhrathartii, 586; Antirigam. 708;

Antroli-Charoli, 737; Arumbaka. 120, 687;

Assam (Vallabhadeva’s), 564, 665n;

Augasi (NSnyaura plate "C”), 482;

Bagaha, 600; Balijhari, 674n. 680; Banal,

698; Banaras College, 571; Banaswara,

76n; Banda, 426; Bangarh, 554; Banpur,

676, 677n, 678; Banswara. 432; Bargaon,

657; Baripada Museum, 700; Basahi

(Govindacandra’s). 418n; BelSva, 580,

659n; Betm§, 41 4n, 432; BhSdina 281 n;

Bharat Kala Bhavan, 476, 482-83;

Bhatapara, 507; BhSterS, 667-68; Bhopal,

433, 721 n; Bilaigarh, 508-09; BoddanSdu,

257; Bonal, 737n; BrahmanapaHi

(Suvamavars a’s), 737n; British Museum,

506; ^gurnra. 111; CandravatT, 502;

CarkhirT, 472, 479, 482-84; CSrla, 128;

Charala (VTrarajendra’s), 750;

Cikkalavajasa, 257; CTpurupaHe, i03;

Cuttack, 673n, 675n; Daikoni, 508; DaW,

479; Dasapaila, 701 , 706; Oepilpur, 432;

Ohenkanal, 699; Ohureti, 507; Ederu, 104;

EdHpur, 577; Gaonri, 432; Garavapadu,

196; Ghotia, 508; Goharwa, 381, 438,

506; Guwahati (Indrapala’s), 657n, 665;

Guwakuci, 657, 659; HgbuhgiyS, 656;

Harsauda, 737n; Harsola, 432, 438n;

Interu, 120; Jabalpur, 471, 506; Jajilpfira,

554; Jatesinga-Dungri, 686, 764n;

Jerepur, 701; Kadi, 436n, 437n, 452n,

453n, 454n, 455n; Kadindi, 19; KahlS,

501-02, 509, 71 9n; Kalas-Budruph, 137n;

Kdjegaon, 21 In, 430n; Kalucambem,

118; Kaluvaceoj, 232; Kamalpur, 674n;

Kamauli, 567, 662-63; Kanas, 697;

Karandai, 15, 750; KarhSd, 730n;

Kauthem, 72n 408; Kelga, 681, 684n;

Kendupatna, 270-74; Kesari, 702-03;

Khairha, 506; Khirepatan, 280n;

Kolavaram, 687; Kolavenu, 118; Kolhapur,

732n; Kolifijivadi, 71; Kondanagur, 106;

Komi, 265, 267; Korumilli, 120; Kotagiii,

225; Kudopali, 674n, 675; Kumarisirnha,

684, 693-94; Kumbhi, 496n, 507; L§r,

568; Madanapada, 577; Madhainagar,

572n, 579, 665; Madhukargaiti, 433;

Mahada, 674n, 695; Mahakosala

Historical Society, 674n, 680; Mahudi,

77n, 432, 735; Mahulpara, 675;

Mainamati, 554n, 579, 668;

Maliyampundi, 118; Manahali, 567-68,

663; Min’d’hata, 422, 429, 432-34;

Mangalju, 118, 197-98, 201; Maruturu,

104; Masulipatam, 197, 687; Miraj, 12,

76; Modisa, 432; Mukhalingam, 683;

Nadagfirn, 254; Nagpur (praSasti), 422n,

425, 427, 560; Naihati, 574, 721 n;

Ngnaka (pra^asti), 455n; Nanana, 427;

Ndnyaura, 462, 471, 473, 481-82;

Narasapatam, 254; Nanwar, 536;

Navasari, 442n; NesarikS, 554; Nilgund,

92; Nuapatna, 674n, 682; Pabhupariu,

121; Parthan, 145, 150, 151n, 2lin:

Pamulavaka, 127, 262n; Panchobh,

595-96; Paragaon, 508; Parbafiya, 665;

Parbhani, 109, PaScimabhag, 554n, 667;

Pasid, 508-09; Pattanakudi, 280n; Patna

Museum, 693-96; Pendraband, 509;

Permaftp, 108; Piplianagar, 433;

Pulurhburu, 106; Puri, 270-71, 275;

Purusottampun, 151, 153, 498,

Puspabhadra, 656, 660n, 661; Rahan,

H-54
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369; Rivpur, 507; RSjapura, 691;

Ranastha-pundi, 126; Ratnagiri, 682;

Rewa, 507, Ryili, 131; Sajna, 414;

Samantasara, 581; Sangamiw, 138;

Sankhameri, 674n; Santirigram, 700;

Saratbari, 659; Sarkho, 508; Sevadi, 408;

SheorinatSyana, 508, 683n; Sildhara, 97;

Simaria, 506; Simhapura, 259; Siripundi,

121; Sri Oharmakhedi, 256n; Sundart^,

575; Surat, 439n; Talamul, 701;

TSrxJi-Vada 104; Tehri, 733n, 736; Teki,

33n; Tel^i, 706; Thana, 152, 281 n;

Tilakawdda, 432; Timmapuram, 103;

TiruvaiahgSi^ plates, 1, 11, 13, 77,

237-39; Ukfxjnda, 703; Una, 436n

grSsa, 734

Grtiaripu, 437

gucHsir^ temple maid), 269

GCihaia I, 292, 309, 311

GQhala II, 284n, 309, 311

Gitfiala III, 311

QOhaladeva, 291

Guhilas, 317, 321, 407-08, 527-28

GuNlots, 452

GkJihana, 624, 634

Guliaya, 152

giMma, 729

Gunaduttarahga Butuga I, 111

Gunaga vyaySditya, 104, 113, 131, 687

Gunakamadeva I, 636-39, 652

Gunakamadeva II, 646, 647n

Gunamahamava, 254-55, 277

Gui^ I, 1%, 202-03, 205-06, 235

Gud^ II, 196, 235

Gui^ III, 196, 235

Gu^ IV, 235

Gu^japit^, q.v. inscriptions

Guncteuna, 255, 277

Gunqama Nayaki, 259

Gundaya, 115

Gundyana, 197-98

Guptas, 595

Gu^, q.v. inscriptions

Gurha, q.v. inscriptions

GuriTK^-Ganapati, 221

Guritidaiu, 93

Guitaia-PrafPiaras, 734-35

Gurjaras, 75n, 96, 143-44, 147, 151, 462,

656

GOvaka I, 510

Guvaka II, 510

Quwahati, q.v. grants

Guwtkuci, q.v. grants

Habari, 278, 323

Habungiya, q.v. grants

Haidar, 630

Halhayas, 36, 260, 303

He#) Tugha-tigin, 389n

Hajja, 298

HakbeMa, 292

Haiahaiasya (temple), 62

HaNega, 304

Hamma, 79

Hamri«a. 340, 389, 394n, 399, 431

HamnUiavarman, 480, 485, 498

Hammuka, 440

HarnpadeM, 293

Harnpl, q.v. inscriptions

Harnsapaia, 528

Harnsaraja, 600

Hamvira, 333, 467

Hansa, 537

Hansana, 597-98

HansT, q.v. inscriptions

Hanumakonda, q.v. inscriptions

Harapala, 1^
Harapaiadeva, 155, 228, 308

Harihara, 188, 194, 208, 218

Harihara II, 191

Harikaladeva Ranavankamalla, 579

Harimtera, 579

Haripaia, 152, 532-33

Haripaiadeva, 283n

Harlrsya, 520, 525-26, 531, 606, 633

Harirajadeva, 484

Hariacandra, 406, 429n, 714

Harisittihadeva, 654

Harivarmadeva/Harivarman. 580, 582

Harpanahalli, 173

Harsa, 363,' 608, 610-16, 618, 633, 671

Harsa (Candella), 317, 328, 461

Har^, q.v. inscriptions

Harsadeva, 589, 640, 654

HarsapSla, 660

Harsaudi, q.v. grants

Harsola, q.v. grants

Hasam-ud-din, 498

Hassan, 158, 164

haya (cavalry, 724

HebbAia, 305

Helava^, 600

HSmfidri, 137, 140, 143, 146, 148-51, 174n,

182-83, 210, 219-220, 710n

Hemadriddva, 143

Hemantasena, 572

Hemmidiyarasa, 289
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Hijabr-ud-dln, 383

Hljri era. 466

Hlmagiri, 667

Hn6 Khan. 638

himnyagarbha, 6, 89

HiranyakaSipu, 304

Hiranyavarman, 759

Hire BevimOr, q.v. inscriptions

Hlre-haHa (river), 25

Nriya-arasa BIttIdeva, 95n, 168

Hiriya Bhairava, 298

Hoi^ladevi, 83, 89

Hoya6§!as, 3. 57. 60. 64. 67-69. 89-90.

100, 140, 144-45, 148, 150. 152. 154,

156-57. 160, 162, 169, 171, 173-74, 177.

182-85, 188, 192, 246, 283, 293, 300-01,

740. 743

Hulla, 304

Hulluniya (firtha), 94, 165

Hunas, 407-08, 411

IBN Aswad, 322

lbn-Khord§dbah, 326

Ibrahim, 366-67. 376

Ibrahim III. 511, 546

Icahgu Narayan, 647-48

Icchawar, q.v. inscriptions

llak Khan. 349-50

lltutmish, 148, 406

Ikhtlyar-ud-din Muhammad-Ibn-Bakht-yar,

571

Ikhtiyaruddin Yuzbuk Tughril Khan, 666

Imadpur, q.v. inscriptions

ImrDadi-Bijjaia, 98

Inahgaja Brahmi Reddi, 206

Inda I,' 310

Inda II. 310

Inda III, 286

Inda IV. 31 On

Inda V, 31 On

Indaparasa III, 311

Indarasa III (see Inda III), 310

Indira. 262

Indra ill (Rastrakuta), 111, 117, 459. 742

Indrabhattaraka, 106

Indradeva, 643-44

indradhavala, 594-95

Indradyumnapala, 571

IndrakeSi I, 306

indrake^l 11, 306

IndrakTrti, 299

Indrapala, 655, 657-59

IndrarSja. 309

Indraratha. 14, 416, 673. 676-79

Indravarman, 106, 685

indravati, 688

Indujuri. 217

Induluri Annaya, 226, 235

Indujuri Annayadeva, q.v. Inscriptions

Indujuri Peda Gannaya, 223

Induiuri Somaya, 234

Induluru, 225

Induturu Gannaya, 234

Indus (river). 326-27, 337 .
348-49. 351,

360-61. 365, 625

Inscriptions.

Abu, 536, Ahara (jam image). 483,

Aihole 104, Ajart, 51 5n; Ajaygadh, 473,

478, 482-85; Akaltara stone. 508;

Aksayavata, 560; Alhaghat. 506,

Allahabad pra^sti 328, Ambe, 293,

Amera, 433, Amran. 456n; Anekere, 141;

Antichak, 597; Anumakonda, 202, 206.

207n, 216; Arma, 393, 400. 568n;

Arthuna, 424n, 542n. 543n, Atru, 434,

Attirala, 221; Avalokitesvara. 703, Avanti,

433; Bagad, 467; Baghan (Batesvar), 483.

Baghaura, 554; Bahuriband, 506, Bamhni,

485; Bamnera, 550n; Banajipet, 202,

Bandogarti, 505; Bahgla, 484; Baragaon,

505; Bargarh, 696-97; Barlut, 540n;

Barsur, 690, 692, 695; Batesvara. 476-77;

Batiagarh, 499; Bayana, 535, Bayyaram,

197, 199, 210; Belgamve, 413, 414n;

Berlin museum, 593; Besani, 507;

Bhairamgarh, 693; Bhairanamatti. 295,

Bheraghat. 425n, 475n, 506, 528n, 587;

Bhilsa. 433, 482; Bhojapur, 433. 597;

Bhubaneshwar prasasti, 581, 681. 683:

Bidar, 225, Bihar hill image, 568, Bihar

Sharif, 392, Bijamandir Bhilsa stone, 433,

Bijapur, 142. 438n, BijOlia, 51 1n. 516,

520n, 532n, Bilhari, 499. 505, 674.

Bodh-Gaya, 402, 578, 585. Brahmesvara

(Bhubaneshwar) temple, 674n. 677-78,

686; Catesvara. 275; Chandimau

Bodhisattva Padmapani image, 566n.

Chandrehe. 505; Chatarpur (Jam image).

483; Chhati Deori stone pillar, 505.

Chiirava, 452n, Chitorgarh, 425n,

Cikkerur, 409; Cmtra prasasti, 436n, 456.

Cintra stone, 152, 455n, Curah Kothi

pra^sti, 672. Dabhoi, 455n: Dahi, 480:

Dantesvara, 233, Dantewara, 690,

692-93; Darbat Santinatha. 482; Delhi

(Museum), 513, Delhi Siwalik pillar, 518,
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Deogadha, 482; Deopara, 572-73, 582n,

663; Dhara fpr^asO), 433;

Dharmavafama, 111-12; Dhuteri, 406;

Din^pur, 553, 555; DirghaSi, 30, 136,

261-62; Dongargaon, 423; Dongargarh,

434; Draksaraman, 203, 208, 211, 219,

227, 262; Dubkund, 535; Dudahi Brahma

(temple), 481 ; Dudhapani, 599;

Ejjareddipalle, 219; Gachtal, 655, 657-59,

661; Gadag, 87-88, 173, 175; Gadia,

692; GanapeSvaram, 206, 212-13;

Gandhibeda (MahaSivagupta V Karna),

674n; Ganigadhar, 569; Ganra, 478n, 484;

Gaya, 592-93; Gimar, 436n, 444, 516;

Gopalpur, 505, 507; Govindapur, 571,

599; Gundalapadu, 225; Gurgi, 488, 506,

556; Gurtia, 479, 484; Hampi, 182; HansT,

51 9n; Hanumakonda, 201; Harsa, 510;

Harsauda, 433; Hira Bevimur, 287;

Icxihawar, 483; Imadpur, 557; Irda, 553;

Indujun Annayadeva, 223; Jabalpur, 507;

Jainad, 434; Janibigha, 578, 592;

Jatanpal, 693; Jayanagar, 568;

Jhalrap^an, 428, 432-33; Jharhvera, 550;

Jhansi, 484; Jhulpur, 477n, 507; Jhusi,

380-81; Kadambapadraka, 433; Kalian,

579; Kailasanatha, 123-24; Kalahjara,

482-84; KaUOr, 207n; Kalvan, 414-15,

432; Kalyan, 41 8n; Kamauli, 389, 396,

582; f^ndi, 598; Kankur, 292;

Kanyakumari, 32, 128; Kara, 381;

Karanbel, 506-07; Karavur, 133; KaritalaT,

505; Kasia, 502, 509, Kazipet (Dargah),

197, 199-200, 201 n; Khajuraho, 460,

462, 464, 466-68, 481-82, 533n, 555,

726; Khajuraho (Jinanath temple), 481;

Khajuraho (Laksmanaji temple), 481;

Kh^raho (Vi^anatha), 481; Kharepatan,

286; Kharod, 509, 683n; Khokhra, 4^n;
Kolhajjur, 737n; Kondiparti, 212; Koni,

508; Konkan, 737; Kosgain, 509; Kother,

629n; Kranadvanka, 559; Kugda, 508;

Kulenur, 679n; Kumbhalgarh, 528n;

Kundavaram, 211; Kundeshwar, 482-83;

Kurusjaal, 691; Ladvan, 485; Lai, 598;

Lakkundi, 75, 305; Lal-pahad, 506;

Laiatendukesari, 674n; Lar, 393;

Lucknow, 398; Macchlishahr, 406;

Madanpur, 483, 521; Mahaban {praiastl},

517, 532; , Mahamadpur, 508;

Mahendragiri, 262n; Mahoba, 460,

469-71, 482-83; Makundpur, 489, 506;

Malkapuram, 498; Mallar, 508;

Mamlljapajli, 205; ManagojT, 430;

MangoH, 143; Manimangalam, 27-29,

78n; Masav§di, 178; Maser, 482;

Mattevada, 212; Mau, 392, 395, 464n,

470n, 473, 475n, 483; Meghe^ara, 274;

Mukhalingam, 262, 264, 269, 277;

Muralidhar, 457n; Mutgi, 430n; Mysore,

423n, 428n: Nadlai, 549n; Nigai, 80-81,

95, 141; NggavarhSi, 14; Nagpur, 433;

Nalanda, 580n, 581; Nandna, 517, 548;

Narasaraopet, 223; Narasimha, 559;

Narayanpur, 554; Naulagarh, 560;

Navamuni Cave, 674n; Nayanapajjl, 214;

Nilagahgavaram, 221-22; Nongadli, 393,

568; Numdighi, 567; Nutimadugu, 117;

Pacar Paikore, 506; Palam Baoli, 513;

Pali, 508; PaHavarayanpa^, 49n;

P§nahera, 423, 442, 542-43; Papaura

(Jain image), 483; Pargntaka I, 762;

Partabgarh, 731 ;
PathgrT, 434; Pattakakal,

98n, 207n; Peruru, 215; Piawan, 471,

506; Pithapuram, 207, 266; Potinar,

694-95; Prabhas, 449n; Pratapadhavala,

400; Pudukkottai, 57, 59, 62, 68; Pulunja,

497n; Puri, 683; RShatgarh, 434; Raipur,

508; Rajaghat, 393n, 664; Rajibpur

Sadagiva, 568; Rajim, 508; Rajorgadh,

486; Rakhetra, 465-66: Ramban, 4W:

Ramtek, 155n: Ratanpur, 395, 507-09;

Rewa, 477n, 484, 492, 496n, 506-07,

685; Rohera, 536, 539; Rohtasgarh,

594-95; Sagar, 505; Saheth-Maheth,

381-82, 387; Silotgi, 288n: Sanigarama,

200, 202, 207n: Sarasvafi, 432; Samath,

394, 397, 471 n, 506, 557, 565: Sas

Bahu, 465-66, 469-70, 471 n, 533, 539;

Sati, 480, 498; Semra, 483, 721 n; Sena,

665; Sanagavaram, 205; Sheorinarayan,

509; Shergarh, 432; SiKmpur, 662; Sibila,

390: Simaraon, 586; Sirrihacalam, 262n;

Simra, 506; Siyadoni, 317; Sola), 529;

Somnath, 457n: Sonakhar, 569n:

Siflcurmam, 262, 266-67, 269; Sriyadevi,

264; Sucihdram, 43; Sudi, 425n; SOrKlhg,

41 7n, 425n, 442n, 451, 540n, 541 n,

547, 548n, 551 n; Tadkel, 79n; Tajagunda,

295; Tarachandi, 571 ,
576n, 594: Tehri,

484; Temara, 693; Tewar, 506-07;

TilakwddS, 416: Tiliwalli, 207n: Tirumalai,

13; T1ruvalangg(^, 1-2, 125; Tri-

purantakam, 217-18, 221-22, 226;

Tuntoti, 526n; Tur, 670; Udaipur (Gwaliof)

pragastt 14, 409-10, 420, 422, 424, 487;
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Udaipur, 432. 434; Udari. 161; Umaiia,

497n; Un, 433; Uncahara, 406;

Upparapa!!!. 213; Vadnagar. 435n, 439,

616; Vajanisara, 566, 581; Valgudar, 400,

568; Vallveru, 130; Varanasi, 506;

Varidurga, 483; Varunasanmaka, 436n,

436n. 438n; Vasantgarh, 536-37; Veraval,

436n, 456, 521; Vimalavasahi, 51 In,

637n; Vfragal, 167; Vishakhapatnam, 566;

Vizag. 257, 266, 267

Intern, q.v. grants

Irda, q.v. inscriptions

Irimatiganda, 115, 197

Inva Nolambadhiraja. 75

Irugaiyan, 26

Irukkaveia, 92n

Irumadi Bittiyamma, 162

Irungoja, 162, 188

Irungoja-Coja II. 152

T^nadeva. 667-68

Is-haq, 331

Ishaq Ibrahim, 345

Isma'il, 346

Ismaili. 324

Isma’il Samani. 344

Istapala, 330

Isvarasiva, 62

Jabalpur, q.v. grants & Inscriptions

Jagaddeva (Paramara), 159, 207n

Jagaddeva (Pratihara), 429, 521

Jagadekamalla, 95, 99, 207n, 304, 428, 707

Jagadekamalla II, 160n, 166, 173, 204-06,

287, 293-94, 708

Jagadekamalla III, 99, 101, 204

Jagaddeva (Kalacuri), 493, 501, 503

Jagaddeva (Paramara). 90, 426n, 434, 581

Jagadeva, 626, 635

Jagapatl-Gutti Gutti, 222

Jagatipala, 22-23, 37

Jagattuhga. 699

Jaggaraja, 202

Jagu^rman {mahapurohita), 397

Jahlana, 448

Jainad, q.v. inscriptions

JainprabhasurT, 137

Jaitra, 526

Jaitrapala (Jaitugi). 210

Jaitrasimha, 102, 141 , 174, 452, 454, 530

Jaitugi. 102, 141-43, 148, 220

Jaitugi I, 174, 220, 650

Jaitugideva, 148, 431, 454

J^alladeva, 395, 683-84, 692-93, 726

Jajalladeva I, 500, 503. 508

Jajalladeva 11. 501. 508

Jajilpara, q.v. grants

Jajjaka, 541

JakhaladevT, 183

Jakkave, 73-74

jaladurga, 724

Jalamahadevuju, 268

Jalamvuru, 257, 260

Jalhana, 139-49

JalhanadevT. 550

Jamaiuddin, 252

Jam Sher, 70

Janakacandra, 616

Janamejaya, 679

Jananatha, 27. 29, 133

Janardana, 525

Janardangyiva, 639, 653

Janibigha, q.v. inscriptions

Jannigadeva/Janardana. 218, 220

Jasata, 671-72

Jassaka, 626, 635

Jassaraja, 634

Jata Coda Bhima, 124-25, 676

Jatanpal, q.v. inscriptions

Jatavarman, 560, 580-81, 660

Jatavarman Kula^khara, 56, 178, 244-46

Jatavarman Parantaka Pandya, 242

Jatavarman Srivallabha, 38. 242

Jatavarman Sundara Coja-Pandya, 12, 20,

68. 239

Jatavarma Sundara Pandya, 70, 185, 187,

216, 222, 246, 248-49. 252

Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I, 67, 215, 251

253

Jatavarman Sundara Pandya III, 253

Jatavarman Vira Pandya, 215, 247, 249, 253

Jatesinga-Dungri, q.v. grants

Jate^varadevara, 271

Jatiga I, 248, 309

Jatiga II, 284, 309

Jatoda (river), 658

Javaka, 249

Javanakula, 305

Jaya/Jayapa, 212, 217

Jayabhahja, 708

Jayaccandra (Gahadavala), 383, 393, 399-

406, 526. 715, 723

Jayadeva, 589, 639n, 648, 652

Jayadhara, 43

jayaghanta 738

Jayakesi,’ 29-30, 85, 442
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Jayake^i I, 292, 306

Jayake^i II, 165-66, 282, 284, 292-93, 297,

312

Jayake^j 111, 293-94, 311

Jayangondar, 33, 262

Jayamahgala, 446

JayamatT, 617

Jayakamadeva, 639

Jayanagar, q.v inscriptions

Jayantasirnha, 436n, 451

Jayapala (Pala), 662n

Jayapala (Sahi), 314-15. 330-33, 335, 346.
348-49. 377. 379. 468. 557

Jayaraja, 610, 612, 633

Jayasakti, 460

Jayasena, 578, 592-93

Jaya-senapaf/, 212

Jayasimalla, 648

Jayasimha (Calukya), 12, 27, 30,

76-78, 84 86. 88-89. 76n. 78n. 79n.

89n. 393

Jayasirnha II (Cajukya), 14, 19, 76, 107,

127-28. 138, 288, 290, 292, 294, 300.

413. 741-42

Jayasiniha III (Calukya), 83, 89

JayasifTiha (Chindak-Naga). 693

Jayasimha (Kalacuri), 495. 498, 503, 506,

743

Jayasirnha (Lohara Dynasty), 621-25

Jayasirnha (Paramara), 422-24, 428, 434,

456.' 543

Jayasimha ill (Paramara), 434

Jayasirnha (6ilahara), 311

Jayasirnha IV, 284n

Jayasirnhadeva, 444. 496n

Jayasirnha Jagadekamalla I, 708

Jayasimha Jagadekamalla II, 280, 678

Jayasirnharajadeva, 625

Jayasimha Siddharaja, 361 n. 393n, 395,

421,' 428-30, 443. 445-46, 489, 513-15,

543. 545. 549

Jayasirnhavallabha I, 105-06

jayaskandhavara, 560, 596

Jaya^n, 451

jayastambha, 25

Jayasthitimalla, 636

Jayatasirnha, 551

Jayavarman, 428-29. 473-74, 482

Jayavarman I, 433

Jayavarman H, 431, 434

Jayanaka, 525

Jayananda, 609, 700-01

Jayarnama (Jayarriava), 684

Jayarriava, 258

Jayyaka, 609

Jehadevl, 148

Jemarsa, 80

Jenduraja. 548

Jerpur,-q.v. grants

Jesal, 545

Jhaju, 226

Jhalrapatan, q.v. inscriptions

Jharhvera, q.v. inscriptions

Jhahjha, 281 n, 308

Jhansi. q.v. inscriptions

Jhelum (river), 337n, 353, 608, 614, 621,

628n

Jhulpur, q.v. inscriptions

Jhusi. q.v. Inscriptions

Ji-lo-ting, 16

Jimutavahana, 278-79, 288

Jinavijaya, 55In

JInesvara, 440

Johore (river), 18

Jojala, 442

Jokideva, 311

Joyideva I, 152, 302, 313

Joyideva III, 303, 313

Joyideva IV, 313

Joyimarasa, 288-89

Jurbadhaqani, 331

Juttaya Lemka Gohkaya Reddi, 227, 233-34

Kacchpaghatas. 318, 358, 417-18, 465-66,

469, 471, 533. 535

Kachari kingdom, 667

kadamai, 763

Kadamba ArikesarT, 83

Kadamba Jayakesi, 86

Kadambapadraka, q.v. Inscriptions

Kadambas, 29. 90. 147, 151, 158, 163,

165-66, 256-58, 260, 278, 289-90,

292-93, 295, 311

Kadambavasa, 520

Kadavaraya, 64

Kadavas, 28, 63-65

Kadeyaraja, 113

Kadi, q.v. grants

Kadiridi, q.v. grants

Kadiyalur Uruthiraiigarinanar, 61

kahuna, 50

Kahia, q.v. grants

Kailan, q.v. inscriptions

Kailasanatha, q.v. inscriptions

Kaimbasa, 730n
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Kaivarttas, 564

Kajjaia. 628

Kakartya Gundyana, 197

Kakatiyas. 42, 57, 59, 67, 80, 95-97, 102.

140, 153-54, 194, 196-97, 200-01, 204,

206, 209, 215-16, 219, 222, 230-31,

233, 235, 298, 740. 742

Kakka 11, 73

Kakkula, 146

Kalacuris. 57. 95, 100-02, 172-73. 260,

265; 291, 297, 363. 367, 395. 397, 442,

463, 474. 478, 489. 498-502. 556, 585,

587, 678, 681, 684. 692. 709, 733

Kalakampa, 104

KajaiadevT, 182

Kalamanyas, 629

kalahjus, 7

kalis, 388

Kalanjara, qv inscriptions

Kalasa, 608-10, 616, 633, 671, 707

Kalas-Budrukh, q.v. grants

Kalegaon, q.v. grants

Kaiha, 618
Kalhariika, 624

Kalihga Komatis. 255

Kalingarayan, 242, 250

Kalihgas, 13, 23. 403. 685-86

KaliyabaHala, 139

Kallyammarasa, 83, 288

Kaliyammarasa II, 288

Kaliyammarasa III, 288-89

Kaliyammarasa IV, 289

Kaliyammarasa V, 289

kaliyuga, 709, 722

Kallar, 328

Kajlur. q.v. inscriptions

Kaiucambarru, q.v. grants

Kalyanacandra, 555, 582-83. 655, 657-58,

668

Kaluvaceru, q.v. grants

Kalvan, q.v. inscriptions

Kalyanadevi, 727

Kalyan, q.v. inscriptions

KalyannadevT, 264, 484

Kamadeva. 102, 175, 177, 293, 311, 668

Kamadir^, 258

Kamala, 461

Kamaladevi. 457

Kamalpur, q.v. grants

Kamalaraja, 489, 500, 503, 679

Kamalu, 328

Kamaluka Toramana, 328, 330

Kamam Padmadevi, 289

Kamandaka. 713

Kamarnava, 124, 255, 277

Kamarnava III, 270

Kamarnava VII, 270-72

Kamasani, 198

Kamasuha, 628

Kamauli, q.v. grants & inscriptions

Kambalesvara, 617

Kambojas, 319, 466, 553-55, 583

Kammayyarasa, 296. 312

Kampaharesvara (temple), 62

kampana (adm. units), 751

Kampilideva, 190

Kampiliraya, 228

Kanakabhanja, 708

Kanakadurga (temple), 212

Kanas, q.v. grants

Kahca, 310

Kahcanadevi. 513-14

Kahciga, 287

Kahcuka, 461

Kandan Karivarman alias Ramakuda Muvar

Tiruvadi, 19

Kandarpa. 611-12

Kandi. q.v. inscriptions

Kanhara. 690-92

Kanhade, 457

Kanika, 328

kanika-Caitya, 328

Kaniyudaiyar (cultivators), 768

Kahkadeva, 542

Kankur, q.v. inscriptions

Kannadiyas, 66, 185

Kannakaira I, 300, 313

Kannakaira II. 300, 313

Kannapa, 73

Kannara, 119, 144, 148-49

Kannara Ballaha, 114

Kannaradeva, 152

Karinattara^ar, 187, 250

Kantakacarya, 280n

kanthika, 30. 84

Kantiraja. 616, 633-34

Kanyakumari, q.v. inscriptions

kapalasandhi, 560

Kapardin Ij 281, 308

Kapardin II, 308

Kapayanayaka, 194, 260

Kara, q.v. inscriptions

karaja, 731

Karakata. 603

Karakota Durlabhaka, 604n

Karanbel. q.v. inscriptions
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Karandai, q.v. grants

Karantama Nayaka, 257

Karatoya (river), 666

Karavur, q.v. inscriptions

Karhad. q.v. grants

Karitalai, q.v. inscriptions

Karka, 306

Karka II. 407

Karna (Caulukya), 511

Karna (Cedi). 418. 421-24

Karna (Haihaya), 81

Karna (Kalacuri), 79n, 472. 491-94, 502-03,

506, 681

Karnadeva, 442n, 443n. 457-58

Karnake^arT, 561

kamatacOdamani, 585

Karnatakas, 182

Karnatas. 81. 428, 556n. 572n, 585. 587-89.
591* 733

Kamatakulaiak^, 585

Karpativrata, 198

KarpuradevT, 399n, 520

Karpuravrata, 139

kar^s, 719

KaiiavTrya I, 299-300, 313

Kartavirya II, 300, 313

Kartavirya III. 300-01. 313

Kartavirya IV. 301, 313

Kartavirya V, 313

Karttikeya, 98. 105, 118

Karunakara, 41

Karunakara Tondaiman. 40-41

Kasava Mahajani. 102

Kashmiras, 672

Kasia Kalacuris, 396

Kasia, q.v. inscriptions

Kasiraja (Govindacandra). 392

Ka^^pa, 21

KasturikamodinI, 262, 270

kasu, 62

Kasyapa gotra, 689, 694

Katakaraja, 120-21

Kathya Malla, 651

Katudeva, 549

Kattem, 110

Katyayani, 287

Kauravaditya. 303

Kau^iki (Durga). 105

Kauthem, q.v. grants

Kava, 101

kavadi, 245

Kavaladevi. 148

Kaveri. 4. 6. 64. 181, 183-85, 740

Kavanayya, 171

Kavilasa. 286-87

Kaviiasa I, 310

Kavilasa II, 310-11

Kaviiasa III, 310

Kavilasa IV, 310

Kavilasa V, 31 On

Kayasthas, 218, 224, 226, 616

Kayya, 610

Kazipet Dargah. q.v. inscriptions

Kedaresvara (temple), 421

Kehar, 544n

Kekayas, 56

Kelayadevi, 158

Kelga, q.v. grants

Kelhana. 142, 517, 550-51

Kendupatna, q.v. grants

Keralas, 27, 38, 77

Kesara, 598

Kesari, q.v. grants

Kesari (Dynasty), 265

KesarT-tataka, 199

Kesava, 457

Kesavadeva, 221-22

Kesavadeva alias Ripuraja Gopi-Govinda.

667-68

Kesavasena, 677

Kesava, 6

Kesi, 28

Kesideva, 283n

Kesiraja, 283

Ke^iraja II, 308

Keta, 75, 233

Keta II, 209

Ketaladevi, 83, 178

Ketaraja II, 235

Ketarasa III. 294

Khacara, 83

Khacara-vamsa, 73, 288

khadga, 725

Khadgatufiga, 699

Khadirapala, 595

Khairha, q.v. grants

Khajuraho, q.v. inscriptions

Khalji. Ala-ud-din, 138. 153, 154n. 165, 192,

194, 226-28, 233-34, 370, 457, 480

Khaljis, 367

Khandagiri hill, 680

khandala, 728

Khandeyaraya-Raneya. 152

Khanamukh records, 660

Kharavana Navaglrwana, 667

Kharavelu, 685
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Kharepa^n, q.v. grants & Inscriptions

Khurod, q.v. inscription

Khasa. 724n

Khasarpana Lokesvara, 637
Khasas, 318, 464

Khayaravalas, 401, 406, 571, 594-95

Khizr Khan, 458

Khokhra, q.v. inscnptions

Khohgara, 443

Khorasan, 338

Khusrau Khan, 228-29

Khusrau Malik, 368, 523 .

Khusrau Shah, 368. 376, 394

Khwaja Haji, 227, 232

Khwaja Muhammad Azam Deedman. 629n,

Kilaratti, 78n

Kiras, ‘425, 672

Kiratasagara. 727

KFrtinarayana, 163

Kirtipala. 439. 531, 541, 551-52

Kirtipaladeva, 391

Kirti-raja, 309, 358, 470

Kirtivarma, 290

Kirttivarman, 726-27

Kirtivarman II, 72, 108

Kirtivarman III, 73

Kirttivarman (Candella). 470, 471-73, 475.

482, 488n

Kirtivarman I (Silahara), 311

Kirtivarman II (Silahara), 311

Kirttigiridurga, 472

Kirttipaladeva, 588

Kirttiraja, 469, 534, 585

Kishanganga (river), 624

Kitti, 22-23

Kitu or Kirtipala. 517

kodevana, 732

Kokalla,’ 727

Kokalla I, 411, 499

Kokkalla II, 354, 488, 556

Kokalla Chid or Kokalla II of Cedi, 489

Kokalladeva II. 506

Kokkalla, 461

Kokkili. 106-07

Kolani Rudradevi. 234

Kolani Somamantri, 223

Kolanu Ganapati, 213

Kolavaram, q.v. grants

Koiavati, 680

Kolavenu, q.v. grants

Kolhapur, q.v. grants & inscriptions

Kolihjivadi, q.v. grants

Kollams, 2

Komaravaj!., 209

Kommaracandra. 268

Kommaya. 24

Kona Haihayas, 224

Konci, 665

Kondanagur, q.v. grants

Kondiparti, q.v. inscriptions

Korigajuvas, 167, 170

Kongalvas, 3, 157

Kohgus, 250

Koni, q.v. inscription

Konkariaraja. 148

Konkan. q.v. inscriptions

Kohkana vijaya-parva, 76

Kopperuhjihga, 64-67, 70, 145, 180-81,

184-85. 215. 219. 222, 247-48

Komi, q.v. grants

Korumilli. q.v. grants

Koalas. 318

Kosgain, qv. inscriptions

Kosthe^vara, 622-23

Kota Codayaraja. 208

Kotadevi. 631-32, 635

Kotagiri, q.v. grants

Kother, q.v. inscriptions

Kotikanti Raghava, 228

Koti Soma Nayaka, 190

Kotisvara, 257

Kottabhahja, 702, 704

Kottabhahja II, 704

Kdyilqiugu, 179

Krathas, 467

Krishna (river), 24, 27, 29, 40, 102, 132,

174-75. 212, 222, 233, 294

Krishna Nayaka, 233

Krishnavana, 175

Krittivasa (temple). 274

Krsna, 23, 156, 182

Krsna I. 109, 280

Krsna II, 112-15. 197, 461. 499

Krsna III. 73. 121-22. 124. 138. 198. 284.

299, 314, 318, 382

Krsnadeva, 441

Krsnadeva II, 537

Krsnadvanka q.v inscriptions

Kr^amisra, 724

Krsnan Raman, 9

Krsnapa, 465, 486

Krsnaraja, 320, 514

Krsnaraja II. 548

Ksemagupta, 604

Ksemaraja, 441, 446, 448

Ksemasirnha, 528
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Ksemendra, 730

Kasitipala, 317

Ksitipaladeva, 459

Ksitiraja, 604

Kubera, 712

Kubja-Visnuvardhana, 103-05

Kublai Khan (Mongol emperor), 252
Kudimai, q.v. taxes

kudimakkaj (cultivators), 768

kudis (cultivators), 771

Kudopali, q.v. grants

Kugda, q.v. inscriptions

Kulacandra, 320, 416. 441

Kularaja. 623

Kula^ekhara, 49-52. 54. 56. 243. 245.

250-53

Kula^ekhara Pandya. 50

Kulchand, 488

Kulenur, q.v. inscriptions

Kulika. 724n

Kulottuhga. 29, 31-43, 45. 53-54, 56-59.

63. 86-88, 158

Kulottuhga I. 15, 20. 29, 160-61. 242-43,

760, 761-62

Kulottuhga II. 42n, 47-49. 53. 67

Kuldttunga III. 49. 53, 55, 57-59, 62-63, 68,

69n. 70. 172, 180, 244-45, 753

Kulottuhga Cdjadeva I, 32

Kulottuhga Rajendra-Coda, 67

Kuluta, 32

kulyas, 424

kulyakula, 424

Kumara Ballaladeva, 170

Kumarisirriha, 696

Kumaradasa. 403

KumaradevT (Gahadavala queen), 390, 394,

397

Kumarapala (Caulukya), 283, 401, 412, 429,

436n. 446n. 448. 449n, 500, 513-14, 516,

518-19, 540. 549

Kumarapala (Pala), 392, 395. 567, 573. 717

Kumarapala III (Seuna). 533

Kumarapala I (Yaduvamsi), 532

Kumarapala II (Yaduvarrisl), 532

Kumarapaladeva, 484

Kumara Rama. 228

Kumara Rudradeva, 222, 224-25

Kumarasirnha, 528-30

Kumara Taijapa, 203-06

Kumbhalgarh, q.v. Inschptlons

Kumbhi, q.v. grants

Kumuda Candra, 446

Kundamamba, 211

Kundamarasa, 75-77

Kundamayan, 25

Kundamba, 235

Kundavai, 4. 8, 45. 124, 126, 741

Kundavaram, q.v. inscriptions

Kundeshwar, q.v. inscriptions

kunta Oavelin), 725

Kuntala Vallabha (Somesvara III). 46

Kuntapala, 517, 541

Kuppadeva, 31 On

Kuppanayya. 121

Kuppeyarasa. 306

Kurus, 318

Kuru Shah, 629n

Kuruspal, q.v inscriptions

Kusanas. 328

Kusiyara (river), 667-68

Kusumayudha I, 114

kutaka or kutaka, 721

kutafyakala, 656

kOta-yuddha, 726

kuttapperumakka!, 750

Kyanzitha, 584

Laccaladevi. 83n, 86, 288

Ladahacandra, 582, 658, 667n, 688

Ladhahachandra, 582

Ladvari, q.v inscriptions

Lagaturman (perhaps Laghu Toramana), 328

Lahabalas, 403n

Lahadacandra, 557, 590

Lahara, 614n, 618-19, 622. 627-30

Lahini, 537

Lahribandar, 326

Lai, q.v. inscriptions

Lakhamadevi, 476

Lakhanapala, 381, 531

Lakkana, 93n

Lakkundi, q.v. inscriptions

Laksma, 91

Laksmadeva, 426, 495, 581

Laksmana, 4, 27, 46, 84, 86, 465. 533

Laksmanadeva, 628, 635

Laksmanaraja, 72, 438, 467. 501

Laksmanaraja I, 505

Laksmanaraja II, 503, 505, 674

Laksamanasena, 400-01, 403, 406, 576-77,

579, 587-88, 591-92, 733

Laksmadevi, 168

Laksmarasa, 132

LaksmT, 138

LaksmTdeva I, 301, 313

Laksmideva II. 301, 313
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Laksmidevi, 78n, 233
Laksmidhara, 396, 613, 710, 712. 713n.

71 4n, 720, 722

LaKsmikamadeva. 591, 638
Laksmlkamadeva I, 637-38. 652
LaKsmikamadeva II, 646-47

Laksmlkama. 387. 438, 471, 473, 558,

580, 659, 681, 724

LaksmTsura, 561

LaksmTvarman, 429n, 433

laksya^bhedanam, 725

Lalatendukesari, q.v. inscriptions

LalhanadevT. 551

Lalitaditya Muktapida, 603, 604n

Lalitavarman, 672

Laliyadevi, 294

Lalliya (Sahi), 328-29

Lal-pahad, q.v. inscriptions

Lanjika, 500

Lahkavartaka, 695

Lar, q V grants and inscriptions

Latas, 145. 411. 430

Lauhitya (river), 583, 667

Lavanaprasada. 146, 451-53

Lavanyas, 613, 626-27, 631-32

Lengri, 18

Lanka Meta, 5

LTladevi, 80. 183, 436. 451

Lilavati, 37

Lilesvara (temple). 452

Lihgayatas, 98, 650

Lohabals, 403

Lohadaraja, 396

Loharas, 626. 669

Loka I, 303

Loka II, 304

LokamahadevT, 6

Lokamahadevisvaram-udaiyar (temple). 128

Ldkambika, 121

Lothana, 624, 631

Lo-tsa-lo-tsa (Rajaraja in the Sung Annals), 15

Lova Bikki, 119

Lucknow, q.v. inscriptions

Lunasimha, 454

Luna-vasahi, 454

Luniga, 453

lurithanam, 725

Macideva, 289

Macchlishahr, q.v. inscriptions

Machinayaka, 255

Madakkujam, 242

Madana. 611

Madanabrahma. 541

Madanapada. q.v. grants

Madanapala (Budayun Rastrakuta), 382-83,

387

Madanapala (Gahadavala), 388-90, 392, 715,

725

Madanapala (Pala), 393n, 400. 402. 567-70,

572, 587-90. 592, 609, 665
Madanapala (Tomara), 390n

Madanasagara, 727

Madanpur, q.v. inscriptions

Madanavarman. 318, 392, 395, 402, 426,

445. 473-75, 483, 495. 519, 727

Madappa, 191

madas, (coins), 274

Madayanayaka, 218

Madhainagar, q.v. grants

Madhava, 457, 668

Madhava Maharaja, 217

Madhava Nayaka, 264

Madhavaraja, 77

Madhavasena, 577

Madhavatti, 294

Madhavavarman, 202

Madhavi, 438

madhuka (tree), 721

Madhukamarnava, 254-55, 258-59

Madhukargarh, q v. inscriptions

Madhumada (Muhammada), 292

Madhumanthanadeva, 584

Madhumathana (Madhusudana), 578

Madhurantaka, 9. 690-91

Madhurantaka Pottapi-Coda Ranganatha,

223

Madhurantakan Gandaraditya, 9

Madhurantaki, 45

Madhuriya, 259

Madhusena, 579

Madhusudana, 79. 680

Madipatharakhanda, 259

Madommanapala, 577

Maduvanan or Madhusudana, 27

Magadhadhipati Pithipati, 587

Magutta, 302

Mahaban, q.v. inscriptions

Mahabhavagupta, 467

Mahabhavagupta II BhTmaratha, 673-75

Mahabhavagupta I Janamejaya, 673, 676n.

678. 685-86

Mahabhavagupta III Naghu^, 673, 677-78

Mahabhavagupta V Purahjaya, 674, 682-83

Mahabhavagupta IV Uddyotakesann, 673,

676-77. 679, 681, 684. 686
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Mahabhavagupta Yayati, 75

Mahada, q.v. grants

Mahadeva, 143. 149-61. 153, 187, 188n.

196, 198, 200, 210, 218, 220, 225.

226. 444, 455

Mahadevaraja, 207

Mahadevarasa, 96

MahadevT, 75, 297

Mahagupta, 302

Mahakosala Historical Society, q.v. grants

Mahalanakitti. 22

Mahdjige, 95

Maharhadpur, q.v. inscriptions

Mahamandadeva, 406

Mahamandaie^vara Gururaja Rudra deva

Solamaharaja, 71

Mahanadi (river), 688

Mahanasimha, 530

Mahanubhavi (sect). 149

Maharajavidu. 751

mahasabha, 770

Maha^ivagupta II Dharmaratha, 673, 675-77

Maha^ivagupta IV Janamejaya, 674, 681 -82

Mahasivagupta V Kama, 674. 676-77,

683-84

Mahasivagupta I Yayati, 673-75, 677, 678n.

705

MahaSivagupta III Yayati Candihara. 673.

679-80

Mahaveligahga. 36

rtiahayuddha, 638

Mahendra. 439

Mahendradeva, 642

Mahendragiri. q.v. inscriptions

Mahendra (mountain), 29, 40

Mahendrapala, 564n, 734

Mahendrapala I. 314, 530

Mahendrapala II, 317

Mahendravarman I, 105

MaheSvara, 93n

MaheSvara dandadhipa. 93

MaheSvarakavi, 440n

MahTcandra, 385

M^iima, 153

Mahinda VI. 56

Mahinda V, 3, 10

Mahipdta (Caulukya), 449

MahTpdIa (Pala), 467, 490

MahTpSli I (P§la). 653-58, 567, 676

Mahlpala II (Pala), 566, 562, 664n, 572, 594

Mahpgia (Paramdra). 536

Mahipaladeva, 465

Mahmud, 320, 323-25, 335, 337, 339,

341-42, 349-62, 364, 366n. 369-70.

373-75. 377-78, 380-82, 385, 416, 440,

467-69, 488. 530, 534, 590

Mahmud Shah, 666

Mahoba, q.v. inscriptions

Mahudi, q.v. grants

Mahulpara, q.v. grants

Maideva, 152

Maila, 225

Mailaladevi, 82, 91, 165, 292

Mailama, 202, 218

Mailamamba, 211

Mailamba, 196, 235, 281 n, 299, 306

Mailara, 96

Mailigideva, 205-06

Maijugi, 99, 205

Mainmati, q.v. grants

Mainamati (hill), 579

Majdud, 366

Majir Abu Riza, 231

Makundpur, qv. inscriptions

Malaiyamans, 63

Malapa, 101

Maiaprabha, 102, 175

Malavas, 76. 143, 318, 462

Malavyadevi, 581

Malayacala, 427

Malayaketu, 600

Malayala Gundayanayaka, 218

Malayala Tiruvadi Ravivarman

Kulasekhara, 228

Malayasimha, 496

Malik Arslan Shah, 394

Malik-ek-Lakhy, 228

Malik Fakhr-ud-din Juna, 226

Malik Julachi, 498

Malik Kafur, 154-55, 191, 192n, 194

Malik Naib, 228, 233

Malik Naib Kafur, 227

Malik Nusratuddin Taishi, 478

Maliyampundi, q.v. grants

Malkapuram, q.v. inscriptions

Malla, 79, 31 On. 615

Mallacandra, 625

Malladeva, 227, 591

Malladevi, 453

Mallagambhlra, 707

Mallakostha. 619, 621

Mallana, 122

Mallanipa, 100

Mallapadeva, 42, 266

Mallapasresthi, 257

Mallappa, 115
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Mallar, q.v. Inscriptions

Mailaijuna, 623

Mallas. 650
Mallideva. 289, 292-93, 302, 304. 311 , 313
Mallidevarasa, 101

Mallikarjuna, 283, 291, 308, 311, 313, 448,

538

Malllkarjuna^Ha matha, 201

Mallugi, 139

Maliugi ill. 155

Malyaia, 209, 224

Malyala Caunda, 211-12

mamadi, 181

Mamijjapajji, q.v. inscriptions

Mamkama, 267

Manabharana, 18, 23, 51

Manadeva, 644

Managojl, q.v. inscriptions

Manahaii, q.v. grants

Maricanabhattaraka, 104

Mandakini (river). 699

Mandanadeva, 542

Mandhara, q.v. grants

Mandhatr. 680-81

Mahgaiyark-karasi, 78

Mahgalaraja, 534

Mahgalarasa, 281 n

Mangalju, q.v. grants

Mangl,'l06, 111

Mangoli, q.v. inscriptions

ManikyadevT, 160, 693

Manimahgalam, q.v. inscnptions

Marijhamarava, 544n

Manju^ri, 597

Manma Satya, 208

manneya samya, 294

manthmandala, 759

Manu dynasty, 69

Manama Ganda Gopala, 223, 233

Manama Gannaya, 223

Manu-Mallideva. 221

Manamasiddhi I, 212

Manamasiddhi II, 214-15, 217

Marahattas, 403n

Marana, 289

marappadai, 54n, 55

Marasirnha, 80, 83, 306, 309

Maravarman Kulasekhara, 187, 189, 227,

248-49

M^avarman Kala^khara I, 71

M^avarman Kala^ekhara Pandya, 222

Maravarman Parakrama Pandya, 242

Maravarman 6rivallabha, 243, 250

M^avarman Sandara Pandya, 222, 245
M^avarman Sandara Pan^a 1, 59, 64. 68.

178,181.184
Maravarman Sandara Pandya II. 68, 1 84, 246

Maravarman Vikrama Pandya, 253

Maravas, 54, 57

Maravijayottahgavarman, 1*5

Maratuma, q.v. grants

Masanayya, 165-66

Ma^nike^, 598

Masavadi, q.v inscriptions

Maser, q.v. inscriptions

Masad, 324, 365-66, 371-72, 375. 656

Masad II. 376

Masad 111, 383, 389n. 511

Masud Sab-i-Salman, 374

Masalipatam, q.v. grants

Mathanadeva, 390, 592, 593n

Mathanasimha, 530

Mathakamarnava, 256, 262, 277

matsyanyaya, 626

Matsyas, 260

Matteva^, q.v. inscriptions

Ma-Tuan-Un, 31

Maadad, 366

Maa, q.v. inscriptions

Maakharis, 379

Mavalideva. 292, 311

Mavull Taija V, 291

Mayanalla, 442n

MayanalladevI, 266, 442-44

Mayideva, 288n

MayOras (of Banai), 698-99

Mayuravarmadeva, 78, 83

Mayuravarman, 290-91, 311

Meda or Medaraja I, 201, 204-06

Medaraja II, 201, 203, 207n

Meghamarijari, 616, 621

Meghe6vara, q.v. inscriptions

Meghesvara (temple), 275

Melama, 126

Meiamba, 118

Manila, 625

Meykandadever, 253

Miraj, q.v. grants

Mithilas, 318, 462

Mitradeva, 590

Mitradevi, 578

Mivas, 766

miecchas, 400, 583, 658

Modasa, q.v. grants

Mohanpaala, 531

Mmalavati, 74
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mrtyuka-vrtau (grant), 736

Mudgaias (Mughals?) 672

Muhammad (son of Mahmud). 366, 523-24

Muhammad Bahlim, 394

Muhammad bln Mansur, 336

Muhammad Nizam U’ddin 1. 325n

Muhammad Sadid U*ddin Awfi, 326

Muhammad Sheran, 276

Muhammad Tur, 325

Muizzuddin Mahammad bin Sam, 368

Mukhalihgam, q.v. grants & inscriptions

Mukhalihgam (temple). 256. 269. 263-65

Mukkokkitan, 47

Mukundadeva. 401

Muiadeva. 534

mulaprakrtis, 759

Mular^a 'l (Caulukya). 316-17, 321, 326,

437-39, 488. 510

Mutardja 11 (Caulukya), 401, 429, 450

Mummadama, 225

Mummadamma. 225

Mummadi Bhlma. 136

Mummadi Singa-nayaka, 152n

Mummadi Colan, 4, 9

Mummuni or Mummuri. 282, 308

Muhja Paramara, 76, 138, 317-20, 407-10,

413, 417. 421. 425. 438, 487, 527

Munde^varT temple (Shahabad). 597

Mundha, 545

Muhjasagara. 411

Muppamamba, 208

Muppidi Nayaka, 234

murakas, 257

Murala (river), 411

Muralas, 411

Muralidhar, q.v. inscriptions

Murarideva. 218

Murari Ke^vadeva Maharaja, 219

Musunuri Prolaya Nayaka, 232

Mutasim, 367

Mutgi, q.v. inscriptions

muttaiy-al, q.v. taxes

Muttaralyan, 740

Mutta-Loka, 304

Mysore, q.v. inscriptions

muventar (the Three Kings), 766

Nabhiraja, 306

Nadagam, q.v. grants

Nadasiva. 498n

Nadlai, q.v. inscriptions

Naduliya Cahamana, 517

Nadumbl-basadl, 105

Nagabhata 11, 510

Nagada, 454

Nagaditya, 296, 312

Nagai, q.v. inscriptions

Nagalambika, 98

NagaiiadevT. 455

Nagama, 157

Nagapaia, 618

Nagaraja, 439-40, 647

Nagarawar (fort), 394

Nagarjuna. 282, 308, 310, 620
Nagarjunadeva. 640

Nagarjunayilva, 640, 653

Nagas, 295, 565

N^varh^, 689

NagavarnsT. q.v. inscriptions

Nagavarma. 79-80, 294, 311

Nagavarmayya, 79n

Naghu^ Maha^ivagupta III, 416

Nagpur, q.v. grants and Inscriptions

Nahu^, 680

Naihati, q.v. grants

Naka, 296

Nala (Pauranic hero), 680

Nalanda, q.v. inscriptions

Nalanda (monastery), 393

Nalla Daca, 234

Nallasiddha alias Manmasiddha, 57-58

Nallasiddhi, 212

Nanaka, q.v. grants

Nanana, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Nanasambandar, 8, 78

Nanda, 598

Nandadeva, 644

Nandivarman, 769

Nandas, 700-01

Nandimukha, 605

Nandivarman ll Pallavamalla, 107

Nandivarman ill, 110

Nandodbhavas, 697n, 701

Nahgalai, 132

Nahjeya, 152,

Nannaiya Gahga, 169

Nannaya Bhatta, 21, 130

Nanne^vara (temple), 305

Nanni Gahga, 90, 164

Nanni-Nujumban, 26

Nannipahgu, 268

Nannuka, 460

Nanuma Gandagopala, 222

Nanyadeva, 395, 585-86, 588, 590, 596,

641, 642n, 650-51, 654
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N^aura, q.v. grants

Narada, 712

NaratokavTra, 38, 47. 242

Marimba. 212

Naranayya, 83

Narasapatam, q.v. grants

Narasaraopet, q.v. inscriptions

Narasirnha q.v. inscriptions

Narasimha (Hoy^la). 60, 152, 166, 168-69.

455

Narasimha (Kalacun). 495. 503, 506

Narasirnha I, 168-70, 174, 195

Narasimha II, 69. 150. 178-79. 182-83, 195,

256, 264, 276

Narasimha ill, 152, 186. 188-89. 195

Narasirnha IV. 256, 264, 276

Narasirhhadeva, 168, 591

Narasirnhadeva II, 269, 601 n

Narasirnhadeva IV. 269, 272

Narasirnhanaradhipa, 219

Narasirnharjuna, 561

Narasirnha^arman, 398

Narasirnhavarma, 162

Narasirnhavarman I, 105

Naravarman, 426-27, 433. 444, 473, 511-12

Narayana Bhafta, 21, 129

Narayanadatta. 576

Narayanadeva. 668n

Narayanapala, 314, 553

Narayanpur, q.v. inscriptions

Narayanapuram (temple), 268

Narendra, 170

Narendrabhahja, 703-04

Narendrabhahja II, 704

Narendradeva, 637, 644, 652

Narendra Yaksapala, 562

Narmada (river), 80, 147, 439, 510, 542

Narwar, q.v. grants

Natargya, 15, 32, 47, 71, 248

Natavadi, 209

Natavadi Durggaraja, 208

Natavadi Rudra, 196

Nattakhyadevi. 461

Naulagarh, q.v. inscriptions

Navamuni Cave, q v inscriptions

Navasari, q.v. grants

NayanakelidevI, 397

Nayanandi. 421

NayanapaHi, q.v. inscriptions

nayanars, 162, 248

Nayapala, 553, 558-59, 571 , 593, 597, 681

nayas, 728

Nayiga, 287

Nayivarman, 309

Nedumaran, 78

nelevfclus, 79, 95, 742

Nelliyammarasa, 289

Neminatha (temple), 444, 454

Neriyudaipperumal, 48

Nesanka, q.v. grants

Nettabhahja I, Kalyanakala^, 705-07

Netlabhahja II, 706

Nih^hkamalla, 455

Nija-A^dha, 223

Nllacala, 163

Nilagahgavaram, q.v. inscriptions

Nrtakantha Himal, 651

Nilakantesvara (temple), 268

Nilalocana, 98

Nilamba, 98

Nilesvaradeva, 267n

Nile^vara (temple), 261

Nilgund, q.v. grants

Ningama. 58

Nirbhayadeva. 637, 652

Nirupama Dhruva, 109

Nissahkamalla, 56, 244

Ni^hka Mallikarjuna, 218

Niyarnava, 268

niyayattan 765

niyogas, 749

Nolambas, 4, 19

Nolamba-Sindavadi, 84

Nongadh, q.v. inscriptions

Nrpaka’ma, 110, 122, 157. 195

Nrpatibhusana, 690

Nuapatna, q.v. grants

Nulamba, 24

Numdighi, q.v. inscriptions

Nurmadiganda Bhairava, 298

Nusrat Khan, 457

Nutimadugu, q.v. inscriptions

Nuvaragin, 37

Oddas (People of Orissa), 13,180

Opiji Siddhi, 217, 233

Oxus (river), 425

Pabhuparru, q.v grants

Pacar, q.v. inscriptions

Panchobh, q.v. grants

Pinahera, q.v. inscriptions

pscte, 735

padanudhyata, 694

padiharfs Bayyana, 214

padi-k§val. 766
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padme^upta, 407. 410-11, 500

Padmaadevi, 159, 178, 264, 292

Padmandbha, 457n, 525

Padmanayakas, 233

Padmapdla, 534

Padmasimha, 530

Padmavaff, 157,S261. 288

Padmideva, 100

Paikore, q.v. inscriptions

Paisanandajiva, 643^

Paithan, q.v. grants

PajjQna, 538

PajjunarSja (Kachawaha), 521

Paiam Baoli, q.v. inscriptions

Palapala, 571, 579. 601 n

Paar, 41

Paas, 314, 319, 321, 363, 388-89, 392, 394,

400, 402, 460. 466, 495, 553-56, 560,

564, 566, 569, 571, 573, 582, 583n, 584,

593-94, 597-99, 655-56, 666, 676, 717,

726, 728

Paleavara (temple), 213

Pai, q.v. inscriptions

Patava-digviaya, 81

PaiavamahadevT, 262

Paiavamaia, 107, 121, 759

Pallavaraja, 751

Patavardyar, 49-51

Paiavarayan Petta, q.v. inscriptions

Paiavas, 14. 81.' 104, 107, 144, 260, 759,

766, 767

paHkxandam village, 39, 768

pahis, 162, 248

Paiiittha (mountan), 36

PabJv6ttaraiyar, 9

pamMi-va6amm, 725

Pampa (river), 41

Panpadevri, 75n, 93n, 288

Pamularaka, q.v. grants

Pana Baroman, 16

Pakir (temple), 254

Pancadharia (temple), 254

Paicaadeva, 73

Paficamacandra, 622

paficamahSninada, 738n

paficwrtahSvSdya, 738n

panchayats, 590

Panqiaratiga, 110, 112-13

Paidaraiiga II, 120

Paiqiavas, 241, 667

Panduranga, 18

Panduvaiiians, 463, 688

Pft^as, 2, 11, 14, 27, 32. 37, 65. 67, 77,

90. 92, 96, 143, 148, 156, 159, 163, 172,

185, 194, 218, 222-23, 227, 236-38, 240-

41 . 245, 247, 300-01 . 425, 740, 742. 747.

759, 763. 766

Pannaja (fortress), 76, 78n

Papasudana tMia, 421

Pangu Somayya, 257

Papaura, q.v. inscriptions

Paracakra^a, 697

paracoSii (agricultural labourer), 768

Paragaon q.v. grants

pwaiya, 768

Parbatiya, q.v. grants

Parakesari AdhirSjendradeva, 32

Parak^ri RIpndradeva, 132

Pargkkama, 22-23

Parakramabahu, 56, 65, 181

Perakramabahu 1, 49-52, 56

Parakramabahu III, 251

Par§krama PStk^, 49-51, 242

Paramandadeva, 625, 633

Paramaras, 14, 73, 82, 138, 146, 151, 284,

317-19, 367, 405, 407, 411, 413, 415-17,

422, 425, 431-32. 438, 451, 455. 463,

474, 495, 527-28, 536, 540-41, 544, 547,

551 , 552n. 61 7, 679, 709, 71 8. 726, 734n,

735, 739

Paramardi, 728

Paramardin (Candella), 404, 476-77, 483.

496, 521

paame&vara-datti (the gift of the emperor),

745

ParameSvaravarman, 759

Paraman Majapadiyar, 4

Paramardi-deva, 86

Parame^varavaiman II, 107

Par§nanda, 701

Parantaka 1, 1 -2, 4, 9. 1 1 , 47, 1 24. 236, 761

Parantaka II, 1

Parantaka II, Sundar Cola, 237

Para6urama, 11, 278

ParaSurama Dajav&yi, 192

Parau, 597

Parbafiya, q.v. grants

Parbhani, q.v. grants

paigha, 724

parighStanam, 725

par9&S, 724

pari^, 767, 770

pemSras, 744

parivattams, 42

pariakara, q.v. taxes

PartSbgarh, q.v. inscriptions
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ParvatT, 98
Pascimabhag, q.v. grants

Pasid, q.v. grants

Pasupatacarya Brahmara^i Pandita, 78
Pasupatinatha, 591

pata, 726

pathaka, 728

pathakas (parganas). 718, 728*29
Patharl, qv inscriptions

Pathu, 325

Patkai hills, 667

Patna Museum, q.v. grants

Pattabandha, 114

pattabandha mahotsava (coronation), 742
Pattadakal, q.v. inscriptions

paitala (tehsil), 718, 720. 728
Pattamamba, 184

Pattanakudi. q.v. grants

pattavalfs, 452n

paitisa, 725

Patugrama, 255

Pavusa, 181

Pawanandi, 62

Peddajiyyanayani Codaganga. 262, 268

Pedda-Permadiraja, 267n

Pedda Rudra, 227

Pendakallu, 123, 221

Pendraband, q.v. grants

Pennai (river), 41

Pennar (river), 221

Perak (river), 16

Peramba, 212

Perddore (Krishna). 90, 164, 169

Periyadeva Tribhuvana-viradeva, 63

Penya Pergade Marasihgayya. 167

Periyanayanar Vikrama Pandya, 245

Periyavadugan, 42, 162

Perma, 91, 95, 165

Permadi I, 297

Permadi II. 293, 297, 312

Permadideva, 90-91, 164-65

Peramadiraja, 267*68

Permale-deva dannayaka, 191

Peramahjili, q.v. gi;ants

Peruma), 48, 162

perumaj, 758-59

Perumanambi, 48

Perundurai ghat, 24

Peruru, q.v. inscriptions

Piawan, q.v. inscriptions

PiHalamarri (temple), 210

Pliiaiyar Sundara Pandya, 242

Pindi Gunda (or Gunda IV), 196-98

H-55

Pinnayabhatta, 263

Piplianagar, q.v. grants

Piranar, 20

Piri-tigin, 331, 345

Pinya Dakarasa I, 311

Piriya Dhanasahgraha I, 711

Piriya Govana II, 311

Piriya Govanarasa, 288

PisujTva, 642-43

Pith^uram, q.v. inscriptions

Prihipati, 591, 593

Rthipati Devasena. 568n. 592

RhTpati Jayasena, 578n

pitryam rajyam (paternal or ancestral king-

dom), 554

Pittama I, 286, 310

Pittama II, 287n. 310

Pittuga. 299

Poiakesi, 199

Polambadhiraja i. 111

Polasinda. 296, 312

Poleyabbarasi, 296

Pombuchcha, 97, 161

Ponambala, 186

Pohkaja Mallaya Pregadda, 225

Ponnavada agrahara, 83

Potamayya, 115

Potamkusa Jitamukusa, 267

Potinar, qv inscriptions

Poll Nayaka, 219

Potuganp Maili, 226, 233-34

Poysa, 15/^n

Prabhacandra Siddhantadeva, 168

Prabhas patan, q v. inscriptions

Prabodhasiva, 505

Pracandaliya, 599

Pradyumnakarnadeva, 640, 653

Pradyumnesvara (temple), 573

Pragvata (Porwad), 453

Prahastiraja, 560

Prahlada, 304

Prahladana, 449, 528, 536, 538-39

Prajapati Nancfi, 566

prakftis (constituents), 716

prakrtyamitras, 462

Pralayaditya. 106

pramana (evidence), 722

Prasaditya, 218, 224

Pra^ntakala^, 611

prasaranam, 725

pra^stikara, 464, 656

pra^stis, 7, 10. 12-14, 16, 22. 38-39, 55,

59, 64, 66-67, 69. 91, 160, 174. 241-43,
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?45, 247-48, 250, 253, 388, 408, 412,

416n, 427, 467, 470, 474, 758, 763

prastha, 721

Pratapadhavala, 399, 401, 571, 594-95

Pratapadhavala, q.v. inscriptions

Pratapamalla. 455, 501, 503, 508, 641

Prataparudra. 154, 194, 197, 223, 226-29,

231-35

Prat§pasirTiha, 561

pratis^iita, 726

praffiSra-prastha, q.v. taxes

Pratiharas, 82, 315-16, 318-20, 355, 363,

382, 435, 459-61, 463-65, 468, 510, 530,

532, 721, 729, 731-32, 734n

prati-jSgaranaka (adm. divn.), 720

pratipattaka, 731

Prayagaka, 612

prayana, 725

prayopave^, 603

Prehara (river), 411

PremalladevT, 514

Prithvimaharaia, 104

PrithvT Pori, 106

PrittivTrama, 299

PrithvT^rika, 390

Prithvi Vyaghra, 107

Proda, 207

Prola, 102

Prola I, 80, 199-201, 235

Prola II, 94n, 196, 201-04, 206, 208

Prolaya Annaya, 228

Prthabai, 5^
Prthu, 460, 681

Prthvf, 960

Prthvideva I, 500, 503, 507, 682-83

Proleya-nayaka, 194

Proli Nayaka, 219

Prthvibhafija, 702-04, 706

Prthvideva II, 501, 503, 508

Prthvihara, 619-21

Prthvimahadevi, 259, 271

Prthvipala, 442-43, 549

Prthvipaie^vara, 548

P^Trjya (Cahamana), 476, 477, 730n, 733

Prthviraia II, 321

Pithwaja III, 517, 520, 521, 523-25,

529, 533, 535

PrthviiSvara, 209, 211-12, 215

Prthwarman, 473-74, 672

piidukkdttai, q.v. inscriptions

PulakeSin II, 25, 103-05, 108, 281n, 420, 738

Pulikala, 296, 312

Pulla^, 281 n, 308

Pulurtiburu, q.v. grants

Pulunja, q.v. inscriptions

Punisa, 162

Pufija, 675

pura, 756

Puranam Malapodiyam, 9

PurSnas, 390, 631 n

Purandarapdia, 657

puras, 756

Puri, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Purnahari, 281 n

PQrnapala, 416, 536-38

PuriMa Kumara, 528

POrta-dharma. 397

Purusottama, 567, 581

Purusottamadeva, 584

Purusqttamapuri, q.v. grants

Purusottamasena, 577

Puskara (forest), 512

Puspabhadra (river), 660, 667

Puspabhadra, q.v. grants

Pusyamitra, 329

Pusyananada (Pushiana), 620

puttis (land measure), 274

Qadir Khan, 232

Qaramati, 360

Qasim Mohammad bin, 322-23

Qutb-ud-din, 405, 450

Qutb-ud-din Aibak, 431 , 477, 532, 551 , 600

Qutb-ud-din Mubarak Shah, 155, 228

RAghava, 155, 262, 270, 272, 573, 587

Raghavadeva, 636-37, 654

Raghunandan, 396

Raiana, 111

Rahan, q.v. grants

Rahatgarh, q.v. inscriptions

Rahila, 461, 727

Rahilyasagara, 727

Rahula^ribhadra, 593

Rai, Candar, 378

Raipur, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Rajkihahja, 703-04

Ri^abhusana, 692

R^adeva, 627, 635, 733

R^itya, 596
R^adhir^ I, 10, 18. 20, 22-25, 82, 128-29,

199, 241, 300, 681

Rajadhiraja II, 48-50, 53, 57. 253, 749, 751

Riyaditya, 113, 288, 306

Rl^ Gandagopgia, 223

Rajaghat, q.v. inscriptions
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Rajakesari, 4

Raja Kulchancl, 378

RSjalak^, 625

Rajamahendra. 26-27, 117, 131-33

Raja Malta Deva, 651

Rajamartan^. 118-19

Rijamayan, 29

RSjamayya, 119, 134

Ri^-Narayana, 455

RIjanayaka, 213, 217

R^na Ambadeva, 221

R^apur, q.v. grants

Reyat^ I (Cola), 1-10, 12, 15-16, 19, 47.

63. 125-26, 157. 237, 261, 411. 676,

678-79, 741. 744, 750, 760-61, 766-67;

q.v. Lo-tsa-lo-tsa

Rajar^ It (Cdla), 48. 52-53. 57

Rajaraja III (Cola), 60, 63, 66-70. 180-83

Rajaraja or Rajaraja I Narendra (Calukya).

20. 21n. 127, 130

Rsyaraja II (Calukya-Coja), 208-09, 21

1

Raja Raja II (Gaiiga), 270, 273-75

Rajaraja III (Gaiiga), 254. 270, 276

pajArfijfl Oevendravarman, 30, 136

Rajaraja Natfendra, 13. 82, 131, 135

Rayariyeavara (temple), 3, 7, 62

Rajasimha It, 236, 239

Raja Sirsawa, 378

Rajasundan, 30, 261

Rajavadana, 624

Rayendra I (Cdja), 1, 5, 7, 10-15, 18-21, 25,

27, 30-31, 80, 126-28. 237, 416. 489,

491, 556, 572, 584. 656. 690, 695, 741,

744. 747. 764

Rajendra II (C6!a), 20-21. 23. 27, 131-33,

136, 209, 239. 261. 264, 269. 681

Rajendra III (Coja), 63, 66, 68, 182, '185,

187. 215, 251

Rayendra Cola Kongaiva, 157

RajendraSoladevar (Kuldttuiiga), 39

Rajendra-scda-vinnagar, 239

Rajqhat. q.v. inscriptions

Rayibpur SadaSiva, q.v. inscriptions

Rajiga, 32, 35-36, 86

Rajim, q.v. inscriptions

CandaladevT, 476

Rajfti VasantadevT, 397

Rayorgadh, q.v. inscriptions

R#jgi, 138

Rgjuladevi, 264

R^adeva. 627n

.R%adew, 659

Rjjyajjgia (Pata). 462, 553

867

R%apala (Pratihara), 319, 333, 364, 356,

379-81, 417, 468

Rajyapila of Gaui^, 655

R%apaiadeva, 397-98

Rsi^tra, q.v. inscriptions

Rakkasa Gaiiga, 214-15

RajhyadevT, 390

Rana, 731

Ramacandra, 149-54, 154n, 155, 155n,

187-88, 190, 192. 211. 431, 446. 456,

458, 498. 629-30

Ramad&va, 188, 190, 226, 456-57, 627,

628n, 698

RamadevT, 574

Ramakuda Muvar Tinivadi, 239

Ramanatha, 70, 187-88,' 195, 251

Ramapala, 388, 390, 392, 395, 562-66.

571 -73, 587. 589, 592, 664, 660, 662, 664

Ramasirhha, 592

Ramavatl, 569, 568, 729

Ramban, q.v. inscriptions

RameSvara Pandita, 201

RameSvara (temple), 421

Ramtek. q.v. inscnptions

Ranabhaiija, 702-05, 707

Ranadurjaya. 104

Ranakambha, 73

Ranastha-pundi, q.v. grants

Ranasiriiha, 453

Ranaaira, 14, 556, 591

Raiiavankamalla Harikaladeva. 579

Ranavikarama, 111

Rahganatha. 47, 227

RSstrakutas, 1, 6, 72, 108-09, 111-12, 125,

138, 199. 299, 318, 363. 382, 406. 413.

438, 459, 463, 542, 558. 585, 696 98,

741, 743, 766

Ratanpur, q.v. inscriptions

Ra(tio^. 406n. 696

Ratnadeva, 646

Ratnadeva I, 500, 503

Ratnadeva II. 495, 503. 508, 567

Ratnadeva III, 501, 503, 509

Ftatnagiri, q.v. grants

Ratnapala, 408. 549. 655-57 , 659, 661 , 669

Rattariya, 280, 286, 309

Rattas, 73, 299-301, 313

Rauta Abhi. 479

Ravaladevi, 73

Ravi-deva, 68. 184-85, 246

Ravi. 669, 671

Rgyabhaiija I. 707

Rayabhaf^ ll. 707

RayamurSri, 99
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Rayamurari Sovidwa Mahipa, 100

Rayapala. 515, 549, 733

Raya Pandya, 92

Rayarideva, 576, 663n

Rayarideva Trailokyasirtiha, 664-65

Recerla Err a Daca, 228

Recerla Mummadi nSyafea, 234

Recerla Prasaditya, 150, 226

Rekkasa, 310

Reman^vT, 178

Revakabbe, 296

Revarasa, 304

Rewa, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Rificana, 629-31, 635

Ripumalla, 650, 651 n

Ripu-raia Gopi-Govinda Ke^va, 667

Ri^ha, 305

madana (debts), 722

Rohera, q.v. inscriptions

Rohtasgarh, q.v. inscriptions

Ropolla Durggaraja, 208

Rudoka, 562

Rudra (Kakatiya), 98, 140, 142, 196, 203-06,

208, 233, 235

Rudra (Matavadi chief), 210

Rudrabhatta, 61

Rudradeva, 139, 208-11, 229, 234, 590,

645, 652, 638n

Rudraditya, 409

Rudramadevi, 218-20, 222-26, 235

Rudramadevi Satiflapanideva, 225

Rudramahalaya, 438, 446

Rudramana, 571, 599

Rudramba, 150, 153

Rudrapala, 606-07

Rudrasikhara, 561

Rudre^vara (temple), 210

Rupanarayaria basaxii. 284

Ruyyimba, 225

Ryali, q.v. grants

SabarAoitya, 267

Sabarmati (river), 422

Sabbi, 234

saW>a, 722, 755-56, 762, 767, 769-71

Sabuk-tigin, 331-33, 335, 337, 345-46. 348,

371, 377. 379, 467

SachT, 461

Sadaiyam, 4

Sadha, 417, 548

sadgunas, 726

saidgunya, (six-fold diplomacy), 725

sadyt^, 724

Saftavid dynasty, 329

Sagar, q.v. inscriptions

Sagaracandra, 446

Sahadeva, 650

Sahajapala, 549, 671

sah^-suhrt, 472

Sahariapala, 532

Sahasadhavala, 595

Sahasramarigala, 618

Sahavahana, 417

se^ii^adurga, 724

Saheth-Maheth, q.v. inscriptions

Sahilladeva, 607n

Sahillavarman, 670

Sahini, 154, 190, 214, 217

Sahis, 314-16, 320, 328-29, 331, 336-43,

346, 348n, 349, 351, 353, 371, 380,

468, 488, 606

Sahiyas, 344

^ura or Sahavara, 597-98

Said Masum Bhakkari, 325n

Sailasaman (Sri Lankan), 352

Sailendra-varnM, 14

Sailodbhava, 701

sainyadutga, 724

Saivacarya ViSve^vara^ambhu, 498

Saiva matha, 252

Sauana, 444, 516

Seyna, q.v. grants

saka/a, 735

Saktikumara, 317, 527

Saktivarman I, 74, 121-22, 124-26, 676

Saktivarman II, 26-27, 130-33, 136

Sakyaraksita, 39

Sakya^n, 601

Sakya6rlbhadra, 601

Sala, 607, 670

Salais, 2n

SalakhanadevT, 453

Salanatuhga, 699

Salastambhas, 320, 658

Salavahana, 670-71

Sslavana, 510

Salhatia, 511, 617, 627. 634

Salivahana, 41 7n

Sallak^t^apaia, 390n

Sallaksanavarman, 382n, 387, 426, 473, 495,

497n
’

Salman, 385

Saiotgi, q.v. inscriptions

Safokki, 25

Ssiukki Vikramaditya, 30

Sajuva, 152

Sajuva-Tikkama, 152, 188
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sSma (reconciliation). 725
sm\adhigata-paik:a-mstySM3da, 675, 698
Samalavarman, 680-81

Samalavaimadeva, 581

samanids, 344-45

Samanta BhTmayasas. 389
Samanta Bhoja, 214

Samantacakra, 563. 566, 572
Samantasara, q.v. grants

Samant Catta. 163, 167

Samantasena, 572

Samantasimha, 436, 449, 528-29, 551

Samantavarman. 685

Samarasirrjha, 529-30, 552

samasta-raja-cakra, 71 5n

samastarajacakra-samsevita'carana, 396,

718

sambandhins, 736

Sambhu, 659

Samburaya, 69

Sambuvaraya, 228

Sambuvarayas, 67, 69

samdhana, 726

Samgramacandra, 628

Samgramadeva, 627, 635

Sarhgramagupta, 595-96, 733

Sarhgramapala, 609, 612-13, 671

Sartigramaraja, 604-06

Samgramavisara, 736

sammilanam, 725

sammukhyam, 725

Samudraditya, 598

Samudra Gopayya, 65, 181-

Samudra Gupta, 328

samutthanam, 725

Sarhyogita, 142n, 404, 523

Sanabhulla, 280, 309

Sandllya (gotra), 699

San-Fo-tsi (SrT Vijaya). 31

Sahgama. 194

Sangamayya, 20, 129

Sangamner, q.v. grants

^ngappai, 25

Sangata king, 671

Sanghar, 325

Sahgramamalla, 650

Sahgramasimha, 146

Sangrama-Vijaydttunga-varma, 16

Sanigarama, q.v. inscriptions

Safijapala, 617, 623

Sanjar, 367

Sahkama, 99, 171, 298

Sahkamadeva, 171

Sankaradhara, 676

Sahkaragana, 320

Sahkaragaria I, 505

Sahkaragana II a//as Mugdhatuhga, 499
6ahkaragana III, 486, 503
6ahkaragana IV, 502, 504
Sahkararatha, 673

Sahkarasojan, 53

6ahkaravarman, 329
^hkha, 738
Sankha Cahamana, 452

Sahkhacuda. 278

Sankhamarl, q.v. grants

6ahkhapala. 412

6ahkharaja, 617

Sanklla, 112-13

SahkJrns^ti, 772
Santaladevi, 167

Santara. 160n. 161. 190, 205, 284n

Santaras. 96

Santasiva, 498n

Santideva, 158

Santikara II, 599

Santirigram, q.v. grants

6antivarman, 290, 299-300, 311

Sarangadeva, 431, 436n, 456-57

Sarahgadharadeva, 217

Sarasvafi (river), 437

Sarasvati, qv. inscriptions

Sarasvatikanthabharana Vidyalaya, 519

Saratbari, q.v. grants

Sarjnapanideva, 220

Sarkho, q.v. grants

Sarnath, q.v inscriptions

Samgadhara, 421

Sarpavaram (temple), 254

sarvabhauma, 81

sarvatobhadra (octagonal), 725

Sas Bahu, q.v. inscriptions

6asiprabha, 411

^stacandra, 624

Sastha I. 291. 311

^stha II. 280, 292

&stha III. 294

Sasthadeva II. 282

iasfragara. (armoury), 724

Satavahanas, 295

Sati, q.v. inscriptions

Satrbhanja alias Prthvibhafija, 703-04

Satrabhanjq Mahgalaraja. 706

3atrubhanja 11 alias Tribhuvanakalasa, 706

Satrubhafija III, 706

Satrufljaya, 454

Sattiga (Saty^raya), 5, 75

Sattiyawai. 25
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sattras (feeding houses), 286

Satya (Halhaya Chief). 207

Satyar^, 542

SatySSraya. 6-7, 10, 73-75, 77, 125, 280n.

411, 415
Satyasraya Irivabedanga, 74

SatyaSrayakula-^eKhara, 130

Smjpsfna-kBtana, 197

Saurastras, 403

Savant, 537

Savltn, 293

Seljuqs, 367

Sembiyam Mahadevi, 7. 754

Semr§. q.v. grants and inscriptions

Sena. q.v. inscriptions

Sena I, 300, 313

Sena II, 300, 313

Senagavaram, q.v. inscriptions

Senavaras, 158

Sengenis, 63

settis, 756

s^u (Adam's Bridge). 676

Seuna II. 86

Seunacandra, 86, 138

S^nacandra II. 138

Seunas, 57. 73. 89, 96. 102. 137-40. 143.

145-46, 150, 152, 154-56, 173-75, 178,

186. 188. 192. 216, 221, 224, 279. 291,

293. 301, 306, 430-31. 742

Sevadi. q.v. grants

Sevyarasa, 296, 312

Shahab-ud-din, 631

Shah Jalal, 668

Shah Mir, 630-32

Shah, Nawasa, 337, 349-50

Shaikh Hamid. 331

Shaikh Hamid Lodi, 315

Shaikh Zada-i-Dimashqi, 229

Sheorinarayana, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Shihab-ud-din. 228, 629n

Shihab u’ddin Nasawi, 327n

Shi-lo-lo-cha Yui-to-to-chu-lo (Sri Raja Indra

Cdja), 16

Shir-Zad. 367, 376, 394

Siddharaia. 446n

Siddhari^, Jayasimha, 426

Siddhantadeva, 126

Sihadeva, 642

Sihalas, 36

Sikander Khdn GhM, 668

Silabhahja II. 705-06

Shergarh, q.v. inscriptions

Sildhdra, q.v. grants

Sildhdras. 73, 140, 145, 147, 278-80, 283,

285-87, 289. 292-93, 300, 308-11.

412-14, 418, 732

Silakka, 110

Silamahadivf, 109-10

Silara, 278

Silimpur, q.v. inscriptions

Silsila, q.v. inscriptions

Siluka Pratihara, 544

Simaraon, q.v. inscriptions

Sirnharaja (Cahamana), 510, 546

Simaria, q.v grants

Simghanadeva, 458

Sirnha, 146

Sirnhacalam, q.v. inscriptions

Sirnhacatam (temple), 269

Sirnhadatta, 675

Simhadeva, 628, 635, 642-44

sirphalanchana (lion crest), 694
Sirhhamana. 599

Simhana, 455

Sirnhapura, q.v. grants

Siriihar^, 139, 288, 316, 604, 633. 634

Simra, q.v inscriptions

Sindas, 73, 96, 145, 165, 295-96, 298,

312, 689

Sindhu (Indus) river. 689

Sindhuraia, 146, 409-13, 416. 421, 427,

430n 439. 500. 540

Siiiga I, 296. 312

Sihgama I, 234

Singanan, 35

Sihganadevarasa, 129

Sihgara (Dynasty), 396

Singarasa I, 287

Sihgarasa II. 287

Singeya, 191

Sihgeya-Ndyaka, 152

Singhana. 99. 143-48, 154, 177. 182-85,

190, ’216n. 225, 431

Singhana II, 285, 293, 298, 301, 303, 307,

330

Singhana 111, 153-55

Sihgidevarsasa, 287

Sirahsila, 624

Siripundi, q.v. grants

Siriyadevf, 297

sirotha, 727

Siruturai, 24

Sitti, 28

Sivacitta Perm^i, 293, 312

Sivadeva, 589, 642-43. 646, 652

Sivagupa, 673, 685

Sivakahka (Gold Coins), 659

Sivakaradeva HI. 700
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Sivananda, 701

Siyadoni, q.v. Inscriptions

Siyaka II, 318, 407, 421, 432, 542
skandhavaras (Victory/military camps), 663
729

Sobhanarasa. 73. 80. 128
Sobhita, 408, 647

Soccaraja, 540

Sodhadeva. 502, 504. 509

Sojadaganda Baddega, 112

Sola], qv. inscriptions

Sdla-Kerala-deva. 62

Soia-kon, 65, 181

Solanabhanja, 708

SolahkT, 435
Soma, 137, 453

Somadeva, 519

Somakulas, 673, 677, 684 n

Somala, 136

Sdmaiadevi. 67, 179, 186, 512

Somanasresthi, 257

Somanatha (temple), 292

Somanathadeva. 94

Somapala, 618, 620, 622, 625

Somavamsins. 75, 463, 595, 673. 682,

684. 688. 692-94, 705. 708

Sornavarman, 670-71

Somaya, 217, 226

Somayajula Rudradeva, 234

Somayanayaka. 226

Sdmesvara (Cahamana). 448-49, 532n

Sdmesvara or Sdmesvara I (Cajukya), 14,

24, 27-28, 35, 82. 84. 129, 131-32, 135,

158, 160, 199-200, 288, 292, 294, 422-

23. 441, 491, 493, 649, 659, 690, 695,

741-42

Somesvara II (Calukya). 29-30, 32-33, 36,

83-85, 135, 138, 148. 158, 160, 280,

292, 296, 424. 493. 743

Sdmesvara 111 (Cajukya). 46, 94-95, 165, 203,

291, 294, 649, 695-96

Somesvara IV (Calukya), 99-102, 140, 171-

73. 298, 742

Sdmesvara I (Chindaka Naga), 682-84, 685n,

691-95

Somesvara (Cdja), 19, 25, 84-88

Sdmesvara (Hoy^ja), 69-70, 171, 182-86,

247

Sdmesvara (NagavarhSi). 500, 691

Somesvara (Paramara), 445, 541, 549

Sdmesvara (Silahara), 308

Somesvara (Somavamsin), 673, 681, 683n,

684, 692. 694

Somesvara II (Telugu-Coda), 693-96

Sdmesvara III (Telugu-Cdda), 696
Somesvaradeva, 646

Someya, 191

Somideva, 219, 221-22

Somnath, q.v. inscriptions

Somnath (temple), 438. 440. 444, 449,

466-57

Somodbhava (Narmada), 232
Somrah. 325

Son (nver). 392

Sonadukondan, 246
Sonakhar. q.v. Inscriptions

Sovana, 310

Sovideva, 99. 311

6ravana Aslesa. 32n

^renJs, 724, 746

Sricandra, 554-55. 582-83, 657, 667-68

SrTdeva, 598

Siidhara. 513

Sridharadasa, 569n, 576, 580, 586n, 696
Sridharanarata, 579

Srfdhara pra^sti, 436n

Sri Dharmakhedi, q.v grants

Sribatta-r;^a, 667

Sri Kamaladeva. 330

Srlkantha Sambhu, 62

§nkaryam, 761-62

Sri Kurmam, q.v inscriptions

Srikurmam (temple), 265, 274

Srimohana Madahabharijadeva, 703

SrHekha, 606

Srihgara. 623

Sripala, 446

Sripati, Ganpati, 221

Srirangam (temple), 247, 271-73

Srivaghadeva, 480

Srivaisnavas, 167n, 246

Sri Vajradama, 466

Srivallabha. 12. 27. 51. 242-43, 407

Snvallabha Madanaraja, 22-23

Snvijaya (empire), 8, 10, 14-15, 31, 39,

747

Sri Vijayaraja, 441

Sri Viravanmadeva, 480

SriyadevT, q.v. inscnptions

^rnga (horn), 735

SmgaradevT, 539, 551

sthana-acaiyas (priests of the temples), 757

Sthirapala, 555

sthira-sitria, 742

SthiracandraganI, 51 5n

Subhakara, 686

Subhakara II, 494, 678n

Subhake^i, 442n
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Subhankara-pataka records, 660-61

Subhatavarman, 146, 430-31, 451

Subuk-tigin, 320

SucTndram, q.v. inscriptions

Sucivarman, 528

Sudi, q.v. inscriptions

Sudraka. 671

Madras, 731, 771

SuggaladevT, 78

Suhadeva, 628-29, 635

Sukapha, 667

Sukhapala, 337, 349-50, 377

suki (coins), 642

sulika, 435

Sulkis, 697 n, 699

Sumaladevi, 452

Sumalesvara (temple), 452

Sumdira (temple). 421

Sundara Cola, 1, 122, 750

Sundara-Cbla-Caturvedi-mangalam. 239

Sundara Pandya, 19, 59, 61. 63, 66,

70, 180, 227-28. 239, 246-49

Sundarar, 8

Sundarban, q.v. grants

Sundaramurti Nayanar, 752

Sundha. q.v. inscriptions

Suryaditya, 540n. 600

6ungas, 329

Sura. 198, 225

Suraditya. 416

Surama, 274

Surapala, 562n

Surapala II. 560, 562

Surparaka, 281 n

Surasena (dynasty), 532

Suras. 556, 574

Surastras, 403n

Surat, q.v. grants

Surya, 627

Suryamatl, 606-09, 616

Suryapala (Budaun Rastrakuta), 382

SCiryasena, 577, 71 5n

Sussala. 613-14, 616-18, 620-22, 634, 671

Sutlej. 321

Suttamalliyar, 37

Suvarnacandra, 582

Suvarnadeva. 563n

Suvarna Kesari, 265

Suvarnakesarin, 683

Suryavalliyar, 37n

Suryavarnsa, 207

Suryavarman I, 15

svabhogavapta (own share), 734

svagama, 724

svaguhana, 726

svamandala, 729

Svamidevar, 50

Svapnesvaradeva, 274-75

suvamas, 403

Svayambhuva Manu, 305

svayamvara, 142, 440n. 523

SyamaladevT. 425, 495, 528

Tadkel. qv inscriptions

Tahangarh fort, 533

Taharala, 629n

Tahirid’ Amr bln Laith, 344

Tai, 325

Taila I (Cajukya), 72, 73n

Taila II (Calukya), 4, 72-73, 165-66, 198,

280-81, 290, 296, 299, 321, 744

Taila III (Cajukya). 204-06. 207n. 297

Taila I (Kadamba), 311

Taila II (Kadamba), 311

Taila 111 (Kadamba), 290, 311

Taila IV (Kadamba), 290, 311

Tailahgas, 403

Tailapa, 73-74

Taliapa II. 72, 74. 138. 407-10. 413. 487.

698

Taijapa III. 95, 203-06, 208

Taiiapadeva, 97, 202

TaiiapavarhsTs, 572, 698

Taksaka, 689

Tala I. 117-18

Tala II. 121

Tala Bikyana, 118

Tajagunda, q.v. inscriptions

talam (treasury), 753

T^ Kumaran, 3

Talamul, q.v. grants

talarak^ (kotwal), 530

Tamil Raja Cbjam (Suran), 18

tammata (tabor), 738

Tammusiddha, 57-58, 212

Tandi-Vada, q.v. grants

tankum, 749

Tanu (founder of Tanot). 544n

Tarachandi hills, 596

Tarachandi. q.v. Inscriptions

Taranatha, 582

Tarapitha. 601 n

Tarojanapala, 339n

Tata pinnama, 225. 228

Tattanur Muvendavelan, 762

tattarpattam, 763

Taxes.
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adaya, 732; akara 721; anityadaya or

aniyatadaya, 720; bhoga, 720; corv^
(Vetti, Vistij, 753; eccoru, 763; gokara,

721; hiranya, 720; jalakara, 721; kudimai,

763, 771; lavanakara, 721; muttaiy-al,

763; pamakara, 721; pratihara-prastha,

721. 732; turuskadanda. 384, 404. 600.

721; Vim^tyathuprastha, 721.

Tehri, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Tejahpala, 452-55

Tejasirhha, 454

Tejavaraha, 699

Tejimayya, 101

Teki, q.v. grants

Tekkali, q.v. grants

Telihgas, 13

Telugu-Codas. 81

Telungaraya, 148. 219

Teluhgu Bijjana. 233

Temara. q.v. inscriptions

Tewar. q.v inscriptions

Thakkana, 330

Thakkura Pheru. 534

Thakkura 6n Siyana. 595

thakkura Vasistha. 391

Thakuris. 652-53

thana, q.v. grants

thana (adm units), 751

Tihunapala, 532

Tikka, 69-70. 182. 214

Tikka I. 184

T\kka-bhupala, 212

Tikkama. 68, 151-52, 186

Tikkamarasa, 152

Tikkaria, 69, 184, 214

Tikkanipati alias Gannagopala. 68

Tikkarasa Gahga, 214

Tilakasimha, 618

Tilakaw^da, q.v. grants and inscriptions

TiliwaHi, q.v. inscriptions

Tirhgyadeva, 662

Timihgilas, 425

Timmapuram. q.v. grants

Timur, 355

Tipparusayya, 134

tJrtha, 25. 83

Tirukkajatti-deva, 58

Tirumalai. q.v. inscriptions

tirumandira-dlai, 759. 761

tirumugam (sannadi, 61

TirunlrruccQa, 48

Tiruvalahgadu, q.v. inscriptions

Tiruvajangadu, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Tiruvenkatanatha Yadavaraya, 192

Ti^iyayirattu Aihnurruvar, 39

f/vr// (musical instrument). 697

Tiruvorriyur. 43

Tofudagaiyur, 65

Tomaras, 316, 363. 390n, 394, 400. 513.

518, 530-31

Toyi Sihgeya Dannayaka, 172

Trailokyacandra, 582-83

Trailokyadeva, 670

Trailokyasara. 32

Trailokyavarman. 433. 477-79, 484, 685, 736

trai-rajya-vyavahara, 2

Tribhuvanaditya Maharaja. 39

TribhuvanTsvaram (temple), 55

Tribhuvana (Budaun Rastrakuta). 382

Tribhuvana (Damara), 606

Tribhuvana-mahadevT, 7

Tribhuvananarayana (temple), 527

Tribhuvana Narayana Bhoja, 417

Tnbhuvanapala, 414, 436n, 452, 454, 657

Tn-Kalihgadhlpati Rajarajadeva, 41

Trikutagiri. 249

Trilihgadhipa, 210

Trillaka, 624

Trilocaoapala (Calukya), 381

Trilocanapala (Pratihara). 380

Trilocanapala (Sahi), 339-43, 350, 352-53,

355n, 356, 378. 380-81 . 382n. 469n, 605

Trilocana Sivacarya, 14

Trilokasundah, 37

Tripurantaka (temple), 211

Tripurantakam, q.v. inscriptions

Tnpurari, 150, 218. 220

Tripurari II, 226

Trivabedanga Satyasrya. 742

Trivah, 300

Triveni (river). 579

Trivlkramapala, 414, 442n

Triyastrirnsata. 267

Tughluq, Firuz Shah, 532

Tughluq. Ghiyas-ud-din, 229-31

Tughluq, Muhammad bin, 155

tulabhara Ceremony, 247-48, 272

tulapurusa, 89, 388

Tujuvaladevi, 313

Tujuvaja MahadevT, 178

Tumbalam fort, 224

Tumbula Bammideva. 100

Tuhga, 340-41, 353

Tungabhadra, 4, 19, 24-25, 27, 30, 75, 77,

82-85. 87. 131-32, 145, 159. 169-70.

173, 181, 228, 740, 742. 747

Tunga Dharmavaloka, 598

Tuhgas, 697n, 699, 737
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Tuntoti. q.v. inscriptions

Tur, q.v. inscriptions

turuskadan^, q.v. taxes

Turuskas. *143, 400, 416. 426, 666

Tyagapataka, 47

Tyagasimha, 320, 656

Tyagavalli, 45

Uai^yaganda-PermAdirAja, 267n

Ubaid, 229-31

Uccala. 613*17, 634. 671

Udaipur, q.v. inscnptions

Udaiyar SrT Vijayarajendradeva, 24

Udaiyar Viracolar, 10

Udarl. q.v. inscriptions

Udaya, 206, 208-09. 672

Udayacandra, 108

Udayadeva, 662

Udayaditya (Hoy^ja), 159, 160n. 195

Udayaditya (Kadamba). 259

Udayaditya (Paramara), 423-26, 432-33, 442.

493. 496. 511, 528, 581

Udayadityadeva, 78

Udayaditya Kajarasa. 305

Udayagin, 213

Udayakarna, 676, 663n, 664

Udayakarna Nihsahkasijha, 664

Udayamana, 599

UdayamatT, 441

Udayanadeva, 631, 637

Udayar^a, 202, 206, q40-41 . 595. 616, 633

Uddaka. 559

Uddyotakesarin, 680-81

Uditavaraha, 698

Udouri, Ala-ud-din, 194

Ugr^ityacarya. 687

Ugrakhedi. 258

Ukhunda, q.v. grants

Ulagiyam Vamda (Ulayaganda) Permadideva,

268

Ulayaganda Peramadideva, 262, 264

Ulhanadeva, 501

Ulugh Khan. 229-32, 457

ulu-kudi (tenant cultivators), 768

Um§, 461

Uma-Mahe^vara (temple), 647

n

Umar, 325

Umar bin Abdul Aziz Habari, 322

Umaria, q.v. grants and inscriptions

Umavallabha, 262, 271

Un, q.v. inscriptions

Una. q.v. grants

Uncahara, q.v. inscriptions

Uparaja Virabahu, 37

upaya (four-fold policy), 725-26

Upendra, 461

Upparapalli, q.v. inscriptions

Or (village assembly), 66. 755-57, 760.

_
767-70

Orjapa or AhkidevT, 119

Or-nattam/ur-irukkeu (land holders/cultivators).

767-68

Utbl, 320, 336n, 338. 351 n. 352n. 353-55.

369

Utkalas. 151

Utkarsa, 604, 608, 610, 612, 633, 671

Utpala. 24. 74n, 487. 540n. 622

UtpaldpTda, 603

Utpalaraja. 536

Uttama-Cbda Coda-Kon. 127

Uttama Coda milad-udalyan. 127

UttamaCola. 1 . 9. 74. 122, 237, 743, 754

Uttamaraja, 671

uttarayanasamkranti, 201. 257, 274. 476n,

502

VACASPATI. 486

Vacaspatimisra, 149

Vacca, 545

Vaccharav I, 544

n

V^lnidevf, 439

Vada-Catura6Tti, 397

Vaddaravula, 93

Vaddiga II, 138

Vadnagar, q.v. inscriptions

Vagbhata, 446

V^devi, 421

Vaghadeva, 477

Vaghelas, 452, 456n, 458

V^Tsvararaksita, 39

Vahadi, 91

Vahara. 509

Vaidumba Garuja Trinetra, 124

Valdumbas, 10.’ 28. 124, 256-57, 260

vai^a (village physician), 720

Vaidyadeva, 582. 596, 660, 662-64, 673. 71

7

Vaidyanathadham, 601 n

Vaidyanatha (temple). 455

Vaijadandadhipa, 201

Vaijalladeva, 541

Vaijandtha, 151

Vaijayl, 151

Vaikuntha (n§tha), 465

Vairata. 528

Vaiiisirhha, 528

Vairisirhha II, 463

Val^yas, 731

Vajanisara, q.v. grants
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Vajjada, 308n

Vaiiada I. 308

Vaiiada II, 308

Vauuka, 412, 500
vajra (bolt), 725
Vajradaman, 318, 465-66. 533
Vajradeva, 99, 312

Vajradhara, 671

Vajrahasta. 277

Vajrahasta I. 255

Vajrahasta II, 255
Vajrahasta ill, 254

Vajrahasta V, 135, 256, 259-60

Vajrahasta V Anantavarman, 682
Vajrahku^, 412

Vajrapitha, 591, 593

Vajrayogini. 581

Vajrayogini, q.v. grants

VaKkadimalia, 212

Vakpati (Candella), 460

Vakpati I (Cahamana), 316

Vakpati II (Cahamana), 527

Vakpati II (Paramara), 432

Vakpati-Muhja (Paramara). 409, 487

Vakpatiraja II, 511

Valadeva, 26

Valaka Kamaya, 71

valanadu (adm. divn.), 749, 769

Valgudar, q.v. inscriptions

Vaihanaoevi. 476

Vallveru, q.v. inscriptions

Valkalesvara Mahadeva, 530

Vallabha, 111

Vallabhadeva, 664-65

Vallabharaja, 415. 439, 456, 501, 576

Vaiiaiaoeva, 63, 182

Vallaladevana, 69. 182

VaHanapangu, 268

Vallaya, 179

Vamadeva, 640-41, 651, 653

Vamana, 93n, 557

vamana-avatara, 9

Vanavan-Mahadevi, 1, 7

Vamarasideva, 93

Vamsadhara (river), 256

Vanadeva, 640

Vanadevarasa, 152

vanadurga, 724

Vanapati, 30, 39, 682

Vandugi (Vaddiga I), 138

Vangas, 588

Vahkaratha, 673

Vanksu (river), 425

Vanna (Kakatiya), 196, 235

Vanniya Revan, 25
Vantideva, 626, 634
v§pf (stepped well), 727

Vappuvanna. 281 n, 308

Varanasi, q.v. grants

Varanavasi (Gadilam), 65, 181

Varda (river), 169

Vardhamanasuri, 440, 446

Vardhanas, 379

Varidurga. qv. grants

Variyams, 756

Varnamana, 571, 599

vama^ramadharma, 758, 772
Varuna. 712

Varunasarmaka, q v. grants

Vasantapaia, 55o

Vasantgarh, q.v. inscriptions

Vasantikadevi, 157

Vaseka, 478

Vastavya Kayastha, 736

Vastupala, 146. 431, 451, 452n. 453-65

Vasudeva. 184, 578, 583-84

Vasudeva Bahampati, 265

Vasuoeva Nayaka, 267

Vasudeva Ratha Somayaji, 269

Vasudhaikamalla Ayyanc^aeva, 7bn

Vasuki. 296. 689

Vatesvara. 255, 260

Vatsaraja, 100, 314, 380. 396, 472. S10, 727

Vedoddhara, 149
Veduia II, 40

Vejanisara, q.v. grants

Velamas, 233

Veianati. 203, 209

veHalas, 62. 771

veifanvagai villages. 767-68

Vellenacarya, 267

Velpura agrahars, 257

Vels, 766

Venna, 226

Vennama, 234

VennavadevT, 262

Vepeti Kommayyahgaru, 234

Veraval. q.v. inscnptions

Vesugi I, 138

Vetasivrtti, 591

Vetti, 763

Vibhramarka, 340

Vibhramatuhga, 702

Vibhramatunga II, 704

Vicitravarman, 670

Vicitravira, 673, 679

Vidagdha, 669

Viddasiha. 623-24
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Vidhicaitya temple (Chitor), 427

Vidyadhara (Candella), 356-58, 380, 468-71

Vidyadharas, 278-79

Vidyadharabhanja Amoghakalasa, 705-06

Vidyadhara^rman, 496n

Vidyasiva Pandita, 252

Vjgrahapala (Paramara), 547

Vigrahapala (Budaun Rastrakuta), 382

Vigrahapala II (Pala), 314,’ 319, 553, 676

Vigrahapala III (Pala), 492, 559-61. 571, 580.

594. 717

Vigraharaia (Cahamana), 730n

Vigraharaja (Lohara), 623-24, 633

Vigraharaja (of Sakambharl), 401

Vigranaraja II, 316-17, 438, 510

Vigraharaja III, 424-25, 511

Vigranaraja IV, 386n, 400. 517-18, 520,

525, 532, 540. 550

Vigraharajadeva IV, 516

Vihahsaraja, 144

Viharas, 14. 612

VIjayabahu. 31, 36. 318

Vijayabahu I. 23, 31. 36. 241

Vijayabhi^ka, 53, 57, 64. 66

Vijayacandra, 397-401, 519, 566, 594

Vijayada^ml 516

Vijayadeva, 574

VijaySditya (Cajukya), 72

Vijayaditya I (Calukya), 108

Vijayaditya II (Calukyaj, 109-10

Vijayaditya III or Gunaga (Calukya), 110-14,

116, 688

Vijayaditya IV Kollabhiganda (Calukya),

115-16,118,123

Vijayaditya V (Calukya). 116-17

Vijayaditya VII (C^jukya). 133-36

Vijayaditya (Sllahara), 97, 309

Vijayaditya II (Silaharaj, 309

Vijayaditya (king of Vehgi), 13, 19, 20, 26-27,

29-30, 33-34, 88

Vijayaditya VII (Andhra king), 494

Vijayaditya VII (Visnuvardhana), 678

Vijayaditya Katakaraja, 122

Vijayaditya Prabhumeru (Sana king), 499’

Vijayaditya Satya^raya, 107

Vijayaditya Vikkiyanna, 12

Vijayagana Gopala, 214-15, 222

Vijayakamadeva. 591. 646-47

Vijayakarna, 406

Vljay^aya, 1-2, 4. 34, 742

Vijaya Mah^evT. 259. 313

Vijayamalla, 610-12, 633

Vijayamanikya, 668

Vljayanagar empire. 192

Vijayanarayana, 163

Vijayapala, 535

Vijayapala (Candella), 470-71, 534

Vijayapala (Pratihara). 319, 333, 379

Vijayapala (Yaduvam^i), 532

Vijaya Panya, 100, 170

VIjayaraja, 424, 543, 545-46, 561

Vijayarava I, 544

n

Vijayarava II, 544

Vijayarava III, 544

Vijayasakti, 461

Vijaya^skandhavara, 175

Viiav Ray or Biiaya Ray. 336n

Vijayasena, 395

Vikkalan, 26-27, 35

Vikkamabahu, 22

Vikkam Pandu 22-23

Vikrama. 85. 88, 242, 265, 298

Vikramabahu, 22

Vikrama Cola, 40, 42. 45-47, 57, 92. 94

Vikrama Cdladevar. 48

Vikramadevi, 598

Vikrama Gahge^vara, 265

Vikrama Pandya, 54-56, 244, 248

Vikramaditya I Jayameru (Bana king), 499

Vikramaditya (Calukya), 20, 26, 29-31 , 35-36,

85-94, 135, 138-39

Vikramaditya II (Cajukya), 72, 116-18, 687

Vikramaditya Hi (Cajukya), 72, 73n

Vikramaditya IV (Cajukya), 72-73

Vikramaditya V (Cajukya), 74-75, 83
Vikramaditya VI (Cajul^a), 32, 41 , 45, 80,

82, 90, 158, 160, 163-66, 200, 203, 284,

286, 290, 292-94, 296, 300. 302. 659,

695, 697-98, 742-43, 749

Vikramaditya I (Gutta), 313

Vikramaditya II (Gutta), 175, 313

Vikramaditya III (Gutta), 313

Vikramaditya I (Kadamba), 311

Vikramaditya Gahgeya, 417

Vikramahja, 561

Vikramapala, 181

Vikramaslla, 598, 601

Vikramasirpha, 448, 515, 528, 535, 538

Vikramendra, 104

Vikrama-Gahga-bhupa, 84

VilasadevT, 574

Vllasatuhga Devananda II, 701

Villavaraja, 24

Vimalacarya, 627

Vinnaladitya, 4, 12, 77, 126-27

Vimala^iva Rajaguru, 498n

Vimalavasahi, q.v. inscriptions

Vimala-vasahi (temple), 441
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vimana, 7-8

vimsatyathu prastha, q.v. taxes

Vinayadi 6arma, 113

Vinayaditya (Hoysaja), 83n. 86. 1 57-59. 1 95
Vinayaditya (Kalihga’s king), 124

Vinayadityavarman, 107

VinayamahadevT, 256

Vindyavarman, 141. 429-30. 450-51

VindhyaN^^inT, 691

Vinitatuhga, 699

VipulasrTmItra, 581

NAra Bal.la. 161

Wa Baiiaja II. 101, 177, 298. 301. 303

Virabhadra, 217, 225, 233, 702

Wabhadra, 217, 225, 233, -^02

Virabhanja II, 708

virabhi^ka, 24, 57, 70, 216, 247

\Ara Campa, 71

NAracoda, 71

Vira Coja, 40

Viradhavala, 451-52, 452n, 453-54

vfragal (hero-stone). 164

VTragal, q.v. inscriptions

Vira-Ganda Gopala, 215, 219

N/ira Goggideva, 306

Viraguna, 561

Vira Keralan, 16, 239

Virakesari, 27

Virama, 454

Virame^vara (temple), 454

Vira-Narasirnha. 66

Vira Narasirnha II, 64, 66n

Viranarayana, 101, 541. 552

Vira-Nolamba-deva, 84

vTra pada-mudrd, 215

Vira Pandya, 50-52, 54-56, 101, 243-44,

249, 253

Vira Permadi, 298

Virapparumal, 37

Virapratapa, 185

Vira Rajendra, 20-21, 23, 26-34, 36, 84-85,

131-35, 767

Virarajendra 1 (Cola), 681

Vira R^endra Codagahga. 265

Vira Rajendradeva, 61, 261

vfra-raksasas, 69

Vira Ramanatha, 186, 250

Vira Ravi Udayamarttaridavarman. 247

Vira^aivas, 213, 650

Vira^ivism, 98

Vira Salamegha, 22-23

Virasena, 572
Vira-sola-mandalam, 69

Vira Somesvara, 66, 68, 246, 455

Virasra-jambuba, 659

V.iasn, 56U

Virasirnha, 532, 536
Virasoma, 101

Vira-Somanatha, 99
Virash (daughter of Karria), 477

vira-^rf (fleury of heroism), 130

Viravarmadeva, 480n
Viravarman, 434, 479, 484, 726. 736
Viravarman II, 485

Vira-Virupaksa Ballajadeva, 192

Viriyala Malla, 198

Virocana, 305

Virudaraja, 43

Virupaksa Balia IV. 194

Virupaksadcva, 183

Vifyarama, 4 lb, on, 52/

Visala (king of Gujarat), 148

Visaia Paramara, 542

Visaladeva. 146, 148, 150, 151n, 436n, 452,

454-55. 519

Visalaksi, 233

visaya (district), 718, 720, 728, 751

Vishakhapatnam, q.v. grants

Vishvaksena, 248

Visnu, 156

Visnucitta Vijayaditya, 285, 293

Visnucitla Vijayaditya II. 312

Visnu-gupta, 281 n

Visnu -Han -murti, 388

Visnukundins, 104

Visnurama, f37

Visnuvardhana, 12, 41-43, 89, 91, 94, 119,

'159-69, 175. 261, 290, 297, 302

Visnuvardhana II, 106

Visnuvardhana III, 105-08

Visnuvardhana IV, 108-09

Visnuvardhana-Vijayaditya, 82. 126-27, 130

132-33

Visti Varnsa, 197

Visuva-sahkranti, 260 706

Visvaditya, 559, 571

Vi6vanatha, 189, 195, 212, 215

Visvarupa, 525, 559, 577

Vi^varupasana, 577, 71 5n

Vi^ve^vara (temple), 189

Vittapala, 565

Vitthaladevanayaka, 153

Vizag, q.v. grants.

Vohiyawa, 138

vrtti (wages), 266, 714

Vuppadeva, 626

Vyaddamahgala, 61 5n

vyaghra-lanchana (tiger crest), 689
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V/aghramdri, 291

Vyaghrapalliya, 453

(serpent). 725

Vyasa (Kalacuri), 502, 504

v/avatiSra, 722-23

v/Ohas (military arrays), 725

Yadavaraja, 64, 67

Ygdavaraya, 228

Yadavarayas, 191

Yadavas, 73. 156, 172, 560, 567, 569,

580-81

Yadu, 137

Yadunatha, 532

YaduvarnSs, 532

Yajrlasena, 652

YajAe^a Gupta, 596

Yajvapalas, 536

Yaksapfila, 566n. 571, 594, 598n

Yama, 712

Yimina dynasty, 393, 709

YSrmHJCl’ClaiMt (Mahmud), 342

Yamin-u'd-Daulah wa Aminu'l Millat, 347

Yamuna, 113, 387, 391-92, 398

Yaqub bin Laith, 329, 344n

Ya&ihkama. 382, 387, 391-92, 445, 471,

474, 494-95, 503. 506, 563

Ya^ahkarnadeva, 36, 135-36

Ya^hp^, 490, 571

Yaiapaladeva, 381, 598

Ya&)bhaftja, 707-08

Ya^odeva, 652n

Ya^odhara, 330, 623

Ya^havala, 515, 536

Ya^olekha, 502

YaSonStha, 652n

Ya^, 684, 692

Ya^oraja I, 694

Ya^a II, 694

Ya^arman (Candella), 318, 320, 461-68

727

Ya^ovarman II (Candella), 476

Ya^varman (Paramara), 393, 426-29, 433,

444

YaSovigraha, 385, 395

Yathasukha, 707

YauvanaSrT, 492, 560, 580-81

YaySti, 580

Yayati Mahasivagupta, 4il

Yayati-Maha^agupta I, 320

Yellanadeva, 220, 226

Yogadeva, 717

Yogalla, 139

YogarSja, 528

Yogesvaradevavarman, 695

YoginTputra Ramadeva, 641

Yuddhamalla, 110

Yuddhamalla I, 114, 118, 121

Yuddhamalla II. 117-20

Yudhisthira, 276

Yugakaravarman, 670

Yuvaraja I, 467

Yuvaraja II, 319-20

Yuvardjadeva, 486-88

Yuvarajadeva I, 505

Yuvarajadeva II, 408, 487-88, 503, 674

Yuvarajadeva I Tr^(aKngacf)ipati, 685

Zain-ul-abon, 625




